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Cup Presented To

Roosevelt

Needham

Drinking Laws

the College chapter of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity, is to be inscribed
annually with the name of that
member of the three lower classes
whose vision, humanity and courage most contributed to making
Bowdoin a better college.
Recently Needham was the
chairman of the Campus Chest
Drive, which was a record smashing success. Needham did a very
effective job in planning and organizing the drive for Charity. The
gross receipts of the drive amounted to $90 more than the previous

Needham has
member

Thoto By DiVencra

tive

has recently been brought
to the attention of the StudenJ
Judiciary Committee that the
State of Maine Liquor Commission is waging an extraordinary
vigorous campaign to enforce

ligent attack on the problem from
every angle is needed."

Thcrp arc four types of crime.
Dr. Austin R. MacCormiok, this
year's Institute speaker, noted' in
the first of three lectures entitled
"Grime and Delinquency' given

He also criticized the, movies.
He felt that the effect' is more

1

here last week.

They arc: ordinary crime, white
collar crime, extraordinary crime,
and organized crime.
Ordinary crime, Dr. MacCormlck explained, includes burglary,

dangerous than television with its
small black and white screen Both
mediums,
however,
depict
the
methods and language of crime.
The effect of comic books is overrated,
but they have an effect on vulnerable children and
add to instability.
In his second lecture, Dr. MacCormick said: "It is fair to say
that as a nation, we Americans
deserve the amount of crime we
have today for we have never fully
applied our rich financial and so-

Photo bv DIVenere

Thomas

E.

Needham

'57

"without reversion
to the archaic philosophy of retributive vengeance."
Dr. MacCormick noted in his
final lecture that prison riots, the
one dark blot on the progress
which has been made in Federal
and State prison reform since 1930,
have been caused by a number of
factors, "the most important factor outside the prisons
(being)
political domination, which makes
it impossible to secure fully-qualified wardens and other personnel
on a career basis."
"The most important factors inside the prisons," he said, "are
monotony, the combined evils of
idleness and overcrowding, and the
fact that half the prisoners are
in their twenties or younger."
But while there have been improvements in our Federal and
State penal institutions, "county

The Governing Boards of Bowdoin College have voted to hold
the entire Ford Foundation grant
of $509,500, made last December,
as an endowment in support of instructional

8:15 p.m.,
in the Pickard Theater, Professor
Frederic E. T. Tillotson has announced.
Professor Tillotson will j f>i n the
quartet in the Cesar Franck Piano Quintet as one of the features

of

the

salaries,

finals

May

starting

16,

at

of the concert.

Also included in the concert will
be Mozart's "Dissonant Quartel,"

commemorating

200th anniversary of his birth, and the Kodoly String Quartet.
the

One

of the oldest of contemporary ensembles, the Curtis String

24.

exams begin May 29.
Mount Holyoke features Senior Quartet has been mellowed by over
Dance April 14. Junior Dance April a quarter of a century of association and a distinguished career of
President 21, Parents Day May 5, rind beginning of exams May 19. Kxams some 2000 concerts.
Their renown as a group and
at
the U.N.H. start May 25,

Coles has announced.
"Recognizing further the urgen-

cy

and

.

make its twenty-sixth annual appearance at Bowdoin College oh

The Ivy Day committee has compiled a list, of spring events in
other colleges; to facilitate BoHddtn students planning aheadIiates' exams begin May 25. Colby has Spring Formal on May 11
and 18, a reading period for juniors and seniors beginning May
13,

President
Coles said, "Bowdoin's intention is
to appropriate from College funds
sufficient monies to implement in
the next immediate fiscal year, beginning July 1, the entire enhancement of salary level made possible
by the grant, in advance of the
receipt of the entire gift. Beyond
this, the College will accomplish
further increase in instructional
salaries from such funds as may
situation,"

be available."
"The Ford Foundation grant."
Dr. Coles concluded, "will provide
approximately one-sixth of the enneeded to raise faculty

Midrtlebury's

Ronald Tripp Wins
Zcte Frosh Award
Ronald

E. Tripp '59 i s the first
recipient of the $50 Scott
W.
Simpson Award given to that
freshman member of Zota Psi attaining the highest scholastic average and showing financial need.

C

Tripp holds an Alumni Fund
Scholarship. He graduated as salut a tori an of his class at South
Portland High School where he
was active in sports and its glee
club. At Bowdoin he is on the
Dean's List and has won class
numerals in track as a wcightman.
He also sings in the Glee Club.

Rooms Available
For Fall Term
The following

a

is

list

of rules

concerning room assignment regulations for the fall semester,

trainevs.

released by Samuel A. Ladd Jr.,
director of housing.
Fraternities
Fraternities will fill their houses
according to their own priority
systems.
A complete list of men who are
to room in each house for the.
fall semester must be filed at the
Office of the Housing Director.

Dormitories

Twenty

places will be reserved

for proctors and their roommates.
Approximately 100 places will be
available for other classmen.
Applications: Men wishing to

room

In dormitories

must

file

room

applications in the Office of the
Housing Director before May 1.
No room application will be considered unless the applicant has a

roommate.
Room Assignments: Room aswill be made according

to the priority basis

(credits to-

ward graduation). Men wishing to
room together with different priorities will

be assigned according

to

the lower priority.

Rooms during

Vacations: The
college reserves the right to use
any of the dormitory rooms during
vacations for entertaining conferences, »tc. The occupants will
be given due notice whenever they
are to be used.
Students Dropped from College:
(Plraaa tarn to pave

foar)

Tomorrow, the J. Walter Thompson Co., an internationally known
advertising agency will be represented by R. W. Hawes. He seeks
trainees in the advertising field,
Henry Mount ford, representing
the National Shawmut Bank of
Boston, will. be_ here Friday to interview
prospective
banking

to $50.

fine up to $50.
In a meeting on April

the

5,

the

Law

subject to a recommendation by the Student Judiciary
Committee for immediate suspension from the college"
Ik?

To

students under twentyone years of age this policy
means that not only will they
be prosecuted by the State for
drinking under age, but that
they will also be liable to suspension from the College.

On April 18 C. J. Fiden of the
General Electric Co. Employee Rehold

up

fine

Minors who have in their possession, except in the scope
of his or her employment, on
any street or highway, or in
any public place or in any
automobile are subject to a

will

An April 17 the American Insurance Group will be represented
by John J. Leddy. He will interview seniors interested in any
phase of the casualty business.

will

to $50.

Minors who use any means
or method to purchase, to order, or to produce alcoholic
beverages, or who attempt to
purchase, to order or to procure the serving or alcoholic
beverages* are subject to a

found guilty of violating
State Liquor Commission

16.

Division

beverages in a licensed
premise are subject to a fine

up

Committee formulated the following policy: "Any student

William H. Honicck of the Boston Insurance Co. and George Kllis of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston will be on campus April

lations
views.

Minors who consume alcoholic

inter-

First National Bank of Boston will hold a group conference

STUDENT JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE

on April 19 and individual
views on April 20.

FOUR TO SPEAK

The

One

of America's top bands,

The Curtis String Quartet
under the direction of

is

Citizenship

<-•

Excused cuts

Bowdoin's biggest weekend of the violin

Campus each

Violin Performance

Critic States

'Competent,

But Not Outstanding'

By George

A Smart

A small but unusually enthuaudience greeted violinist
Giovanni Bagarotti and his (wife)
accompanist Marta Bagarotti last
siastic

Monday evening, in Pickard Theater. The interesting program included Grave by Friedemann BachKrcisler, Concerto in D Major by
the ten year old Mozart, Sonate
by Debussy. Sonata in A Major
by Cesar Franck. Malaguena bv
Albeniz-Kreislcr,
La Fille Aux
Cheveux Dp Lin by Debussy and
La Vida Breve by dc Falla-KreisIcr.

Highlight

The Cesar Franck
lush passages and

with

its

its

many

thrilling

and

difficult

climaxes especially in the

Allegro

movement was the

highthe evening, with both
violinist and accompanist in their
best
forms. The Debussy was
light

of

violinist, who first studied
with Carl Flesch before
turning to his present instrument.

noff,

Adam Walsh
Alumnus

Seeks Nomination;

Desires Governorship

The new by-law incorporates the
hazing proposal of last fall and
several suggestions which grew
out of meetings of the StudentFaculty Committee on hazing over
the past month, together with the
suggestion of AJ> representative
Thomas E. Needham '57 that each
fraternity be required to carry on
a scholastic program for its fresh-

-

I

I

1

i

Among these suggestions were
that no fraternity be allowed to
carry on any hazing practices beyond its own property, that each
fraternity be allowed to haze only
its own pledges,
that fraternity
presidents be held responsible for!
supervision and any rule viola-

ham

'

i

i

-

Monday's motion by Needham

I

tnat tne now resolution bo passed
as Section 18 under Article II of
the Student Council By-Laws was
carrie d unanimously with all coun-

cilme " represented,
further action by the Council,
existing rules necessitated by the passing vt the
on hazing be "codified, published, new by-law, was to eliminate the
old Student-Faculty Hazing Comand freely distributed."
These recommendations were mittee and provide for a new allpresented to the Council and ex- student five-man committee to suplained by David H. Patterson '56, pervise alj hazing activities. Helsel,
1

and that

tions,

representing

:

all

the

the only \junior on the old committee, will continue to serve on
the new one.

student-faculty

committee, of which the other student members are Raymond F.
Kierstead Jr. '56 and Eugene V.
Helsel Jr. '57. Faculty members
currently serving are Prof. James
A. Storer, Prof. Alton H. Gustafson, and Malcolm E. Morrell of

New

and revised sections

of the

b/-laws read as follows:
Section 4. Hazing Committee (revised April 9, 1956)
"The Student Hazing Commit to,,
the Athletic Department.
shall consist of five members,
Patterson stated that although
to be selected by the Student
the Faculty had refrained from
Council in April of each year to
taking action on the Self-Study
serve for the following ycartsi.
recommendation for second-semesTwo sophomores and one junior
ter initiation because of the SC
will be selected each year, the
proposal, they had not yet given
sophomores to serve for two
formal approval to that proposal
(l'lr»e turn to pare fmii

Chooses Committee

The committee, known as the
Faculty and Administrative Com
mittee on Job Integration, is comprised of Profs.

Nathan Dane

II

and Samuel E. Kamerling. Donovan D. Lancaster, John R. McKenna, Philip S. Wilder. David L.
Tamminen '56 and Mr. Ladd.

Power's Story
Best In Quill

A commit tee of judges inrlu
no definite action has ing Mr. Paul Hazelton
and Av
nor any proposals sistant Professors Edwin
Benjamin
is far- and John Sweet on
Monday selectreaching and may take consider- ed Mark Power
'59's short story,
able time to solve to the satisfac- Slaked Snow, as
winner of th>
tion of everyone, Mr. Ladd said,
first Quill Short Story Prize.
John
Mr. Ladd pointed out that the Withers' Nan, which
also appearproblem is difficult because, in ed in the March
issue of the lit
some cases, freshmen are not qual- erary magazine, was
cited for honified to accept campus job respon- orable
mention.
The prize of
1

far,

taken

sibilities and in some instances
(Plaaia tarn to pan (oar)

Buttrick Gives

twenty-five
dollars
is
awarded
for distinguished work by a
new
contributor to The Quill.

Power,
ta

Sunday Chapel
throw for it," was the
by Dr. George
A. Buttrick, speaking in chapel
last Sunday.
Dr. Buttrick is the Plummer
Professor of Christian Morals at
"Let's

challenge offered

Jr. '57

Panel

'unfortunate incident' in connection witn nazin g. such as happened at Mrr ** avoided through the
elimination of walks.

,

Thus

be given an opportunity to meet
the delegates at the Falmouth
Hotel after the dally sessions.
Students will serve as pages to
the county delegations and party
officials and be allowed to observe
all aspects of the convention.

Record'

and wcre Particularly anxious to
insure that any possibility of an

Tne main objection to the cornmittee 's resolution was with the
wordin g insofar as it affected the
Council's previous proposal. The
men.
On Thursday afternoon, the Stu- Thursday meeting was adjourned
dent Council met in a special ses- after a len8 tn >' debate and Counsion to consider the recommenda- cil Present pau l S. Dohcrty '56
tions of the joint student-faculty drew U P the new resolution, together with "atterson and Needcommittee.

been

night. Students will

To Discuss College

i

made because the problem

will

hauntingly beautiful with all its
delicate shadings and the Mozart 'Off
although hardly comparable to the
composer's more mature works
contained much of the usual charm
and fluid quality. In the last the
Five men chosen from the exaccompanist's technique seemed a tremes of the faculty »will offer
little heavy, lacking the necessary their candid appraisal of the Collightness and gentleness of the lege tonight in a panel discussion
limited to student attendance. The
Mozart style.
discussion, sr^nsored by the StuThe performance as a whole was
dent Curriculum Committee, will
always competent, but seldom out- be
held in the Moulton Union at
standing. This listener sensed a 8:15.
certain carelessness on the part
The five faculty participants are
of the soloist; the attacks tended all new
additions to the College
to be somewhat fuzzy at times and The panelists
will be Dr. Ellsworth
many of the long phrases trailed Barnard, Prof. Louis O. Coxe, Dr.
off a little too faintly. This lack Kevin B. Herbert, R. Leighton van
of precision can make the differ- Nort. and Prof. Clement E. Vose.
ence between the ordinary and ex- They have been here for six
traordinary. Mr. Bagarotti's mu- months, more than enough time,
sicianship was intelligent and his they feel, to appraise the College
"—Off the Record."
(PUaac tarn to page foar)

off-

con-

'

Clearing

year.

Aro-

more

hazing practices solely with the student body.

SC

House.
be given to
those students who attend, and
there will be rides back to the

Max

the

provision for a
scholarship program to be carried on by each house, and places
both the initiative and the responsibility for curbing undesirable
its

To Survey Campus Jobs

Students desiring transportation

Maine

walks or other

all

new emphasis on

activities, places

structive side of hazing, particularly through

business
representatives
Four juniors, Kim Dong Su, Arhave already visited the campus nold B.
Goldman, Fletcher W.
this month. They include: R. C. Means
II, and .Vincent 8. Villard
Paynter, the Atlantic Refining Jr., will
compete in the Stanley
Co.; S. R. Hastings, Merck Co.; Plummer
Prize Speaking Contest
R. F. O'Donnell. Pratt and Whit- finals to
be held tomorrow evening
ney Aircraft Corp.; A- A. Rikkola, at 7:30 in Smith
Auditorium, Prof
President. Coles has established a committee to
mike a survey
Dunn and RiadHtreet; T. J. Cor- John
T-u "
°
•--s. Sweet* has announced.
of Job possibilities on campus so that an attempt
ham, Home Life Insurance Co. of
can be made Inter
Glenn R.
Philip S. to coordinate where
possible work ' opportunities with scholarship
New York, and A. B. Littlefield, Wilder and Mclntire,
Philmore Ross are
awards made both to freshmen and upperclassmcn,
Spring Mills, Ind.
judges.
according to
Samuel A. Ladd Jr., chairman of the committee.

Vose Furnishing
Rides To Convention

the

1942.

Les

Klgart's, will highlight Ivy Weekend of May 1143, traditionally

A. Seelye. '56

This by-law effectually eliminates

campus hazing

Coles

Six

j

17.

By Msyn&rd

The Student Council unanimously passed a new by-law
which supercedes all previous hazing proposals and regulations
on Monday afternoon.

>

inter-

to the Republican Stale Convention being held in the Portland
Smith College's on May 19. Wheat- individual reputation as artists Is
reflected in the success of the City Hall from tomorrow noon unon has a May Day Dance on
New
School of Music founded by til Friday evening should contact
May 5 and begins finals on May
the Quartet in Philadelphia in Prof. Clement E. Vose, director of

dowment

salaries to the point where their
1940 level of purchasing power will
be recaptured."

representatives

The Curtis String Quartet -will signments
Monday, April

Ford Gift Held
To Salary Use

.

To Play Here Monday

Despite the unspringlike weather and because of moving up the
date from former years. Ivy Weekend is now only thirty days away.
Some other colleges, including Amherst and Dartmouth, will be competing with Ivy, which is expected to complicate date arrangements.

nually in the memory of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt who was a member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.
William Hale '56 received the
cup last year.

rehabilitation,

Curtis StringQuartet

Month Away;

given an-

are scheduled to hold interviews
with seniors this month, Samuel A. Ladd Jr., director of the Placement Bqreau, has announced.

.

Other School Dates Conflict

is

crime problem, he stated that law
enforcement in the United States
is weak. He advocated wide spread
reform in respect to prevention,
apprehension, trial, correction, and

robbery, rape nnd murder. Extraordinary crimes arc the same but
done under bizarre or unique circumstances. White collar crimes
are crimes committeed by the upper economic classes in pursuit of
business. Organized crime, committed by criminal syndicates, in- cial resources in a sustained atcludes crime on the international tempt to prevent and control it."
level. The problem in all four
Dr. MacCormick advised expanclassifications,
Dr.
MacCormick sion and improvement of welfare,
stated, is how to find the motiva- health, religious, educational and
tions.
recreational agencies and services
Statistics on crime are some- in every community as a means of
times inaccurate -because many crime prevention.
cases are handled' by the police
He also recommended clinical
themselves without getting into and counseling services for both
court. Because of this crime statis- parents and children for more
tics are estimates. It was Dr. complicated forms of delinquency.
MacCormick's opinion that many
Admitting to the complexity of
reports on juvenile crime have the delinquency problem, Dr. Macbeen exaggerated.
Cormick said that many parents
"We have a greater crime rate are baffled "by the problem of how jails have shown the least change
than any other comparable na- to maintain strong, wholesome for the better in the past 50
(Pltaae turn Is pasa four)
tion," Dr. MacCormick pointed home and family ties In a fast
out. "A sustained, consistent, Intel
whirling world where so- many

Ivy Weekend

The Roosevelt Cup

Six Business Representatives
To Give Student Job Interviews
Six business

the-, regulations of the minor
drinking laws.
this reason the Committee would like to acquaint the
undergraduate body with these
laws and the policy which the
Committee wUI adopt in punishing offenders. Since Bowdoin
men have been involved in these
cases in the past, any further
violations will lead to grim consequences.
This law means as follows:
Minors .who purchase alcoholic beverages are subject to
a fine up to $50.

/For

forces^seem to be pulling teenagers away from the home, the hub
of the wheel."
In
respect
to
the
adult
<

Emphasises Scholarship

It

also been an acStudent
of
the

According to Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, the choice was difficult
due to keen competition. How*
ever, in the Dean's estimatlonV
Needham "has been a generally
good influence around campus."

Eliminates Walks;

To the Student Body:

Council.

Austin R. MacCormlck Discusses
Crime In Institute Lecture Series

Law

State Enforcing

The cup was presented by PresJames S. Coles.
The Roosevelt Cup, furnished By

ident

lecture* und conducted two seminars on "The
Challenge of Crime and Delinquency" last week. record.

Council Okays
Strict Hazing Regulations

contribution

for his outstanding
to the College.

PICTURED ABOVE are Austin II. MacCormlck
and ftrm. James S. Cole*. Mr. MacCormlck, this
year** Bowdoin Institute speaker, delivered three

1

Entire

In Chapel Today

Thomas E. Needham '57 wit
awarded the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup in Chapel this morning

|

NUMBER

1956

Adam

Walsh

Two Bowdoin men

—

—

the political

a

member

has

of Thet.t Delthe
In

participated

Plans are now being made for
the humor issue of The Quill,
scheduled to appear at Ivy. Cartoons, sitire,
ies

and

tributed

light

humorous short
verse

Any persons

staff work
to contact

stor-

may

he coninterested hi

on this issue are asked
William Deeson, 111 '56

Harvard University. He also is
to the university and Editor-in-Chief.
chairman of the Board of Preachthere. Born in England, he
came to this country in 1915 and
since then has received honorary
ring
ed by the Town Democratic Com- degrees from many institutions in-

one a
member of the faculty and the
other an alumnus
have tossed
their hats into

Chi,

Alexander Prize Speaking Contest
and is a member of the Glee Club

during the paM two weeks.
Adam Walsh. Bowdoin's football

coach, has announced that he will
seek renomination as a State Representative in the Democratic primary in June, and Philip F. Chapman Jr. '38 will seek nomination
in the Republican gubernatorial

Phiiip F.

Chapman

Jr.

'38

preacher

Rams won

the National Football
League championship in' 1945.
Walsh was unanimously endors-

ers

mittee, according to Prof. Jeffrey
Carre, secretary of the commitfee.

cluding Hamilton, Yale, Columbia,
and Princeton.

J.

"Every man makes gambles,"
Dr. Buttrick declared. There are
Chapman, a State Senator from
all sorts ol gambles to make, but
his home town of Portland during
Buttrick felt that if a gamble was
the Ninety-sixth and Ninety-sevto be made (and it must be made)
enth Legislatures, is the third Rethe stakes should be great and not
publican to enter the gubernatorprimarythe petty stakes that are involved
Walsh was Brunswick's repre- ial primary He was also a mem- in betting on horses.
sentative to the Maine House in ber of the Maine House of RepreWhen Christ met death on the
the Ninety-seventh 'Legislature. He sentatives in the Ninety-fourth cross, he gambled. Dr. Buttrick
has been football coach here since Legislature.
said. Likewise Pilate was a gamA graduate of George Washing- bler. The person who would stake
1935, except during the war years
when the College suspended foo'- ton University Law School, Chap- his life on Christianity is also
ball. During that period he coach- man was a member of the faculty gambling.
Life is gambling on
ed the professional Cleveland of Portland University Law School which of these courses to take, Dr.
Rams. Under his guidance the from 1949 until this year.
J Buttrick maintained.

Dramatists To Act
LaCasce's Comedy
The Masque %nd Gown will pi nBlow Your Whistle, an oricomedy in three acts, by J.

sent
ginal

Steward. LaCasce '56 on April 13,
Pickard Theater.
William P. Nicolet, '53. will play

at 8:15 p.m. in

the part of Chet. The role of Bertha will be played by Catherine
Daggett. Nancy MrKeen will
be Mrs. Mackelhorn. Mr. Macke]horn will be played by Otho E.
Eskin '56. Nat Smart will till the
role of Tommy. Playing the role
of John Randolph Charles will be
James W. Dew-snap '57. Kyle M.
Phillips '56 will take the part of
Hirum Blook.
T.

.
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Behind The Ivy Curtain

ive see it

Vol.

By Henry 6.

With the old "welding the

A

Progressive Council

Student Council's decision Monday to tighten

up the

existing rules

on hazing marks another

step taken by a Very progressive and enlightened law-making body.

How well the new emphasis on the more conservative side of hazing will be accepted by the

—

student body is anybody's guess
but we have
a few suspicions. And whether or not the Council representatives realize the full ramifications
of the new lew to another moot question.

However, from what we could learn, much
thought went into the new law before it was
Representatives evidently knew how
they were going to vote before Monday's meeting and the proposal was unanimously passed
with remarkable speed.
Two years ago the Dean nad to take action
against hazing because Student Council lacked
passed.

disposed

the initiative. Since, as the Dean had warned,
such action was inevitable, Council's prestige

when

suffered

it

to

failed

recommendations on how

come up withftwy

to

eliminate the tW-

desirable aspects of hazing.
This year's Council will never responsibly be

accused of not realizing its responsibilities on
this very touchy subject.
Under Pres. David L.
'56 last semester and Pres. Paul S.
Doherty '56 this semester, Student Council
seems to have come into its own. They have laid
the foundations to an effective student ruling

Tamminen

body.

But the real test will come next fall when the
new law will have to be enforced. Undoubtedly
there will be opposition
few like change even
when it's needed
and how well Council faces

—

—

del-

egation into a strong unit"

the opposition will determine just how success*
ful Its "new look" this year has been.
1

idea

what other reasons

of,

can One give for the necessity of
hazing? Not many. Is It supposed
to teach

the delegation anything
What is learned be-

in particular?

an acute sense of embarrassment? Does it teach humility?
But college is supposed to teach a
boy to become a man, with confidence in himself, not a fool who
must grovel before the local bullysides

—

Well, it's here
the Bugle that is.
Looks a little barren without a leather cover,
the faculty section and the Informal pictures,
doesn't it?

Thus far, we have heard a lot of complaints
from undergraduates, and most of them couldn't
be printed In these columns.
But stop and think a moment. Whose fault is
it?

names could be mentioned, but that

Specific

wouldn't

fell

the whole story.

intimately, the fault lies with the student
body. Everybody expects a good yearbook but
few seem willing to work on the staff.

seems to ua that if the undergraduate body
really wants a yearbook, a yearbook it can be
proud or, it should show a greater interest in It.
It

Now we

don't say that apathy, the "let the
other guy do ft" attitude, is necessarily running

rank at Bowdoin.
Manpower shortages on student publication
staffs, whether they be the newspaper, the literary magazine or the yearbook, are found on
almost every campus.
Usually these shortages are never as bad as
the editors of these publications would have you
believe.

.

But sometimes they

are.

What

is

the solution to the problem?

the staff. Make sure that you're on time for
your photographic appointments and are properly attired.
Turn in any information which the
Bugle requires of you, and turn it in on time.
If you're not interested,

be satisfied with what

you got for your money or start a movement
to cease

its publication.

Anymore complaints about last year's Bugle?
in front of a mirror and blame yourself.

The Democratic Convention

tic Stat* Convention at Brewer. The enthusiasm
shown by the Democrats at the convention was

quite impressive.
The College had a representation of six faculty members. Coach Adam Walsh, assistant
director of admissions Paul V. Hazelton, Prof.

Herbert R. Brown, Prof. Jeffrey J. Carre and
Bursar Glenn R. Mclntire were delegates. Stuart
E. Colie, Mrs. Herbert R. Brown and Mrs. Myron A. Jeppesen were alternate delegates.
The platform of the Democrats is an interesting one. Unlike so many party platforms, it
forthright and meaningful. For this Prof.
Herbert R. Brown, the platform committee
chairman, and his committee deserve much
credit. But neither he nor the committee can
take all of the praise. The platform is essentially a grass roots doing and the many Democrats who took- time to fill out conscientiously
the platform questionnaire should also be praisis

ed.

The Democrats very
lition of the

clearly advocate the aboExecutive Council, so rightly tab-

bod by one Democrat as "an archaic institution
left over from the days of George IH"; a four
year term for the governor and the institution of
annual sessions of the Legislature. Maine Democrats believe that the confirmation of gubernatorial candidates should be done by the State
Senate, as it is done in most states.

Concerning taxes, the Democrats urged the
complete reappraisal of the State's tax structure. Before any consideration should be given
to raising taxes, the Democrats believe that
existing revenues should be put to their best
possible use by consolidating overlapping departments and streamlinin? the budget. If additional revenues were still needed to carry out
state improvements they should be based on an

whether this be achieved
through a graduated income tax or an increase

ability-to-pay principle,

in the sales tax with additional exemptions covering necessities.

be one

nominee, strongly attacked this section of the
platform calling It so much "fiscal double talk,"
stating tha£ if the Democrats did carry out all
of their proposed improvements mora revenues
certainly would be needed. This, as the Portland
Press Herald indicated,
the kettle black."

"is like the

pot calling

the primitive warrior's proof

way

to introduce fresh-

men to the process of becoming
mature men, If this is the ideal
method of training future leaders,
then it is a wonder this country

spring, despite the recent snows.
March, 30, the Wesleyan Argus
nnounced that, Reports Indicate
at Fertility

The

has lasted as long as it has.
Hazing is a part of the desire
for conformity which is the curse

on

taxation.

Perhaps what the Democrats need the most
are more qualified candidates at the local level.

But the addition to the slate of Frank Coftm,
Chairman at the party, as a candidate in the
second Congressional district certainly is a valuable one. Mr. Coffin is an extremely able man
and deserves no small share in giving the Maine
Democratic Party its "new look."

On

the local level, Adam Walsh has announced
that he will run again for the State Legislature.
Mr. Walsh proved to be a very popular candidate in 1954 when he won by a sizable vote over
the Republican candidate. It is interesting to
note that he polled only 17 less votes than Governor Muskie in Brunswick, indicating that
many Republicans voted for more than one successful Democrat. Since then, he has proved to
be a very able Legislator with many sound re'
medies for Maine's taxation problems.

Rise.

Of College Grads

The

state that,
university

Brigham

Is

article goes on

"The

most

the

in

Young
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PaHMtaS waaalr wham aUaaaa ara haM durlna tka Fall and Sarlna Hrontar
romaianiraliani ta tha Mltor and mthaVa •laarnta of Bawdaln ColWaa. Aaartaa
arrlptian tamnani<ationa to tha SaalntM Minafir af tha Bawdoln I'nMi.aina
aanr at tha OBJKNT OSica In Moore Hall, Bowdoin Callaca, Bninawlrk, Maina. Entar*/ aa aecamd claaa matter at tha aaat aSiea at Bran.wirk. Mainr. Tha aatarrlpMaaj
rata lor ona a*ar it thraa <SS) dallan.
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fer-

pan

On

Cubes

Nellingen Airfield

Toast

our room by means of the oldest
Stuttgart, Germany
"Paris!"
elevator in the world. There was
I regarded, and there, by God, no room for both our' persons and
Dear Orient,
it was
and just the way you'd the baggage in the ancient ma(Dispatches that never got sent always pictured it. A' loop of the chine, so it required two trips bedepartment.)
Sein shining in the sun of late fore the expedition and its equipPARIS, Fall 1955. Crossing the afternoon
the tall houses each ment were all installed in the apChannel is a pleasant business. with their neat garden plots back- pointed chamber.
Since the weather was grey and ing down to the river
After getting settled nothing
there
the sea a bit on the rough side, across the plain the gray huddle would do but a sally into the
we abandoned the deck to the of the city and above it the fa- night and a sampling of the fabled
tweedy types early in the game miliar tracery dark against the fleshpots of Pigalle. We ate dinner
and immured ourselves comfortab- sky — the Eifle Tower trade mark at a restaurant the name of which
ly in the Saloon below.
I swear could be translated as
Good ol the city of light. Scotch and Cognac and other staOn the Continent, nobody sits "The Three Little Pigs." Since the
"Regardez, Monsieur." he cried,

—

—

—

ples of life are less expensive in
mid-channel it seems and, as a

was doing a

the bar

fine

business.
helped.
party of

We

A
Little Girls from
Smith etc. was huddled in a corner not (collectively) feeling too
well. We tried to help there too
by means of sparkling conversation (Do you know
.?) and enjoinders to try a little wine for
their stomach's sake. But alas to
no avail. Poor Lambs. Later we
.

met some Scottish lasses made of
sterner stuff and a fine crossing
was enjoyed by all.
After a while, we must have
docked and changed to the boat
train at Calais.

Fnem the coast it is a three
hour journey up to Paris and as
the train clacked across the autumn fields of France we fell prey
to the rhythm of the rails and
dropped into a peaceful doze.
"Voila!" someone yelled. "Voila,
la Paris!" I

came

foggily awake.

The young French boy who, along
with his sister, had been (up to
now) a silent sharer of our compartment was stickily shaking me
into consciousness.

until the train stops. The place dealt in Italian specialties, I
very moment they enter the yards, Invested in a rather weird pizza
everyone collects coats, Ijaggage and some excellent ravioli, while
and the children and crowds out my companion (another Bowdoin
of their compartments and into the man, David A. Mitchell '54) reaisles. There seems to be a com- sorted to masted Ixjef and pommes
pelling impatience to get clear of de terre. Here we had our first
the train and the station in the contact with the ubiquious "vin
least possible time. We found our- rouge." One can indeed get tolike
selves caught up in the general that stulT.
air of excitement and from the
After dining we strolled along
.first sighting until we found ourthe Rue Pigalle clawing our way
selves on the sidewalk before the through hoards of luscious and liGare St. Lazare there is no mem- cenced young ladies • believe me,
I speak true, verily
ory of the passage of time.
crowds of
And so w» found ourselves in heestoried vendors and feelthy
Paris.
peectures, and Algerian purveyors
You have heard, no doubt, of of Persian rugs, baubles and beads.
harrowing rides in French taxis
In a relatively quiet back wabelieve them. Pirates are not ter of that stream of humanity we
defunct. All the old time bucca- found a table at a real honest to
neers traded in their brigs and God sidewalk cafe and measured
sloops for Paris taxis I do believe. out the remainder of the night in
The hotel was called the Mont the little saucers attesting to our
Joli
and none of your snide re- consumption of many fine glasses
marks s'il vous plait. It is a fine of the vin rouge de la maison.
and dignified establishment just
And thus ended, as far as Mom
off the Rue Pigalle and has hot and the Dean are concerned, our
and cold running chamber maids. first evening in Paris - capital of
We checked in
a process re- the world.
quiring a wide range of data from
Ben G. M. Priest '56
birth date to blood type
and
were in due course carried up to
(better known as US 51301242)

tight

-

To The Editors

Letters

Campus Chest
Group Thanked
By T. Needham
To

would

for it were completed shows the
cooperation that was present in
all phases of activity.
I would especially like to thank
the memlx'is of the Campus Chest

Committee, made up of men from
each of the houses, who helped so
successfully in carrying out the
this year's drive. Through
their time and effort better than
$3,000 was contributed to the
Chest this year.

aims of

the Editor:

I

Ice

Cm-

country
Universi-

of this age. It is the modern counWith 2.94 children per tPterpart of an ancient idea, but it
ing graduate.
Haverford is
is not the ancient tradition of inin the nation, Tufts 50th,
dividual strength; it is a twisted Trinity 47th, and Ohio Wesleyan
reverse of these earlier initia- perversion of that idea.
»
42nd. But our Wesleyan, boys,
tions. While the trial by fire or
So let us not ban hazing just wp didn't even make the team."
combat exalts the man in question, because of the. MIT incident; let
In conclusion, let us consider
hazing degrades him. In the trial, us take a good, long, look at haz- the strange ways of the Harvard
he must bring himself to the high- ing in its own light, and then see- Man. The Connect ic^jt Daily Camest pitch of strength and will- ing what a disgusting business it
pus for April 4 supplies this one,
power; he is utterly alone, and if is. grow up a bit and get rid of via
the AP; Cantab Jumps Ship
he is to be found acceptable, he it.
fmiri
(Plraaa turn to

.

Mr. Trafton emphatically denied to the Press
Herald that he favored a larger sales tax when
he spoke here even though We still say he did.
And If, as he said, he didn't, he has yet to say
how he would increase taxes. His other statements on the very touchy subject have thus far
been far more ambiguous than the Democrats'.
At least Governor Muskie and other Democrats
have not been retracting their public statements

I

—

fraternities

is

by combat, and all other similar
demonstrations of worthiness to
be accepted as a man of exceptional strength or bravery. But here
Is the difference;
hazing is the

result,

Willis A. Trafton, a Republican gubernatorial

Weather Bureau Okays

Reports Of Heavy Precipitation In
Area. About all you can say here
them." This
is "Damn nice of
little gem comes from the Mar.
20th issue of the Wesleyan Argus,
and il appears that at the time
the Wesleyan campus was staggering under some 15'-i inches of
snow. Good old weather bureau!
always the first to admit a fact

Number
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If you're too busy devoting time to other extra-curricular activities, at least cooperate with

Stand

Just as the spring holiday began, when most
undergraduates were thinking of basking in
Florida sunshine or a few good times at home,
we had the good fortune to attend the Democra-

consider;

.

Well, it won't be solved by anyone going out
and crusading for more student interest. Ranting
and raving about the unfortunate situation
doesn't seem to work either.
Again we are back to the student body. It's
your book and you are the ones who plunk down
six dollars or so a year for it. If you want a better yearbook, devote some time to it. Write a
few articles, take some pictures or get some ads.

the lighter side of
is this headline to

—

gil,

Last year's Bugle, arriving on campus ten
months after it was due, is a graphic example of
what can happen when there is a manpower
shortage and a lack of organization.

r*irst

to

cies,

What it all boils down to is the
fact that hazing is a hangover of
the old trial by fire ordeal. It is
in the tradition of the knigHits vi-

.

basic training in the services. If
the fraternity house were run on
a monarchial system, this might

Turning

the news, there

Henry '55, Nathan F. Cogan '59, Allan D, Wooiey Jr. 5H
'57
thing', but none are -Sgt. Pete DiVenere, C. William Cooke III
Photographer
George A. Massih '56. Frank D. Reveridge '56, Joseph
are run as democra- after it has become reality, like Sports Staff
J; Murphy '57, Myron W. Curtis '58. David II. Bird 1H
where every man is suppos- studerd^eounrils.
Business Manager
Harry G. Carpenter '57
Does hazing impart some mystic, ed to be an individual, not just a
Ire's
a rather curious one Advertising Manager - Roger W. Whittlesey '58
glorious wisdom which is sacred flunkey to take orders.
tat you: Sorority Milking Con- Circulation Manager
Wayne D. Gass '58
to the fraternity, and must bo
Hazing forces the man to de- gest Will Spark Little Interoa- Business Assistants - John F. Dowling Jr. '59, John A. C. McLean
learned before becoming an initigrade himself, to bring himself^ ional.' This from the U Mass ColII '5»
ate? No. It forces the freshman
down to the level of the hazinf legian, for March 16. It seems
PUBLISHING COMPANY
BOWDOIN
to make an idiot of himself
all
committee, to make himself ridij they were having a livestock show, Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, Thomas L. Spence '57,
in the spirit of "good, clean, colH. Edward Born '57, Harold R. Beacha m '56
culous in the eyes of all others, t< but the article is still disturbingly
lege fun." How can we uphold
submit in complete humility ti vague about what actually was goNational Advertising Service, Inc.
this, and at the same time deride
Cailafa PaklMwrt Ha»rraaatMlra
men he can clearly see are in no] ing to happen.
the shrlners? Why is a shrinei s
NEW YORK, N. Y,
420 MADISON AVENUE
way any superior to himself. Ifl Then too, there are signs of
Cklraca • n»«1— - La* Anralaa - San Frantlaao
parade or convention any sillier
this
the
a»
boys.

than hazing activities?

At Long Last

SherrerJ jr. '32
mu«t raise himself to the high
standards of the society to which
Can
as much be
applying.
he is
said for hazing? Hardly. The man
who subjects himself to hazing
does just that; he subjugates himself. He must learn complete and
unquestioning obedience, without
having any point to it, as does
Bf.

like to take, this oppor-

tunity to thank each member of
the student body, the faculty, and
the administration for their cooperation in making the 1956 Campus Chest Drive the success that
it was. Also I wish to thank the

I know that the organizations
benefiting as a result of these
contributions would like to express their appreciation also to

in Brunswick for their Bowdoin College for its 1956 Camcooperation in donating prizes and pus Chest drive.
Thomas E. Needham '57
contributing money to defray our
Chairman. Campus Chest
printing expenses. It would be imCommittee
possible- to name individually each
person who contributed to this
success (Because of the space
permitted here and also for fear
INTF.RFRAT SING
of possibly excluding someone).
Preliminaries for the interfraSuch events as the Pops Concert, the pool party, the Jazz Con- ternity sing will be held on April
cert, and the Booth Carnival could 24 and 25 at 7 p.m. The houses
never have been the success that singing each day imii rehearse In
they were had there not been a the Pickard Theater by appointconcerted effort on the part of a ment with Mr. Rut an.
There are two dozen individual
great number of individuals. The
success of the program and the tapes available at no charge for
ease with which the arrangements 24-hour periods.

merchants

—

Student

Patronage
Solicited

—

—

Bank

First National

Brunswick, Maine

—

—

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTEI

WINSTON ^<&

Whether or not the Democrats are successful
Maine depends on their
ability to induce men of Muskie's, Coffin's and
Walsh's stature to run for public office
and
they know It.
in gaining strength in

MNSTON

—

TASTES GOOD /

The Republican Convention
One

of the significant events of the

week

is

the Republican .State Convention being held in

Portland tomorrow and Friday. The convention
affords an excellent opportunity for any student
interested In observing first-hand the workings of

the American political system.
We understand from Professor Clement E.
Vose, director of the Maine Citizenship Clearing
House, that students who wish to attend will be
sponsored by the Clearing House. Students who
sign up to go to either or both sessions of the
convention will receive excused cuts from the
Dean.
How Important this convention will be to the
Maine Republican Party Is not easy to determine. There are three men
Willis A. Trafton
Jr., Alexander A. LaFleur and Philip F. Chapman Jr.
campaigning for the Republican gubernatorial nomination. Undoubtedly they will
actively woo delegates to the convention in an
effort to strengthen their hold on the Republican

—

—

electorate.

This three-way race will

make

the convention

most interesting from the spectator's viewpoint,
but it may present a few complications for the
party. If the Republicans are to come up with
a meaningful platform, they will have to transcend, the differences of these gubernatorial aspirants. This, of course, Is more easily said than
done.
A fairly wall united party always has an easier

MHHi

time in coming up with a meaningful and forthright platform, but a split party, such as the
Democrats in 1948 when the South bolted because of Truman's ideas on Civil Rights, usually
has a difficult time. To be sure, the Republicans

*

„seem to be split, but nevertheless it is
to conceive that Trafton, LaFleur and
all have the same Ideas as to what the
party should stand for In the September elec-

don't

difficult

Chapman
tions.

There is another element of the party which
have to be reckoned with this year
the
old Republicans do not
agree with some of the planks In the YGOP
platform, particularly the one calling for the
curtailment of milk control at the retail level.
Also, there is a difference over taxation. The
YGOP flatly opposes any increase in taxes while
there are at least some senior members who
favor upping the sales tax to three per cent.
A few years ago all of this wouldn't have made
much difference because no one ever thought
that a platform was very important. However,
this has been changed because the Democrats
have been placing more emphasis on a meaningful platform, thus forcing the Republicans to do

—

will

Young Republicans. -Many

As the most popular new brand
college

smokers something

you want

likewise.

But anyway you look at It, the excitement
and confusion which always seems, on the surface, to reign at political conventions should be
even greater in Portland
be a show worth seeing.

w

this

week.
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Optimism Dies As Snow (Again?) Blankets School

POUR
BEARINGS
i
By Pan!
"What'ya know about

2.

Low in 'M

"something to back it up": wonder." Feeble
ful finishing strokes to a typical argument.
"My opinion
retort?
Depends, yes depends because we're up here'td do some of
self-questioning. Criticizing. The rejoinder above leads into
that
the perennial cycle; 'cause nobody usually has the facts right. Still,
there are a few of these (pause discussions that are products of
serious convictions. Perennial cycle might just end up the vicious one,
too, since it has the possibilities of stifling all other "discussions."
This happens a lot and it just occurred to me it might be happeniiiK
in sports. In sports at Bowdoin as a matter of fact.
it?" or

.

.

.

By Myron W.

.

.

i

Facta Anyone?

Takes Sixth At

McMillan Races
By David

Curtto '58

we can

do that.
Everything around hen? draws its complaints (it's a college isn't
The problem is to deal with them in the most effective way, to
Perhaps we have
intelligently.
prov'Je the countersinking retort
been able to do that here, perhaps we have been able to give the
students the right kind of steam valves to channel their pressures.
But in the realm of athletics, our dish, there seems to be something
missing.
Sure, the repercussions of such a situation are hard to
measure, yet if you take time to notice you'll see they're present and

Soph swimming star Bob Plourde
during the last week of vacation
turned in an outstanding performance at the National IntercOllegintrs, and took fifth in the 200-

>ard hack stroke.

The Key
The whole thing revolves around the White Key. Its functions
seem to have been shoved away in an obscure corner while a routine
covering a few menial chores takes up the weekly Tuesday meetings,
There is a vital need for something more in this organization, not for
the members themselves, but for the students. I lx?lieve the answer
lies with the case of departmental participation.
What the White
Key can use for a stimulus is more thrashing out of student inquiries

are graduating.

with the coaches and the athletic director. Periodic confabs with
these men will help to extend the scope of the White Key for its field
of interest Is indeed limited. With this athletic organization catering
to only interfraternily sports there appears to be no valid method of
discussing school athletics through a student committee, an arrangement that obviously requires attention. The facts of the athletic setup at Bowdoin should certainly have the same priority with the undergraduates information-wise as any other group or department in- the
school.

Key and

a

Hoop Tourney
Won By Seniors

the minutes ticked off in the second half the Seniors slowly fought
back within striking distance.
With seconds remaining they controlled the ball and finally tied it
up. This sent the game into a crucial overtime.
In the overtime that followed
By Nell A. Cooper '58
the Seniors controlled the ball and
Interclass Basketball games, the final scoreboard read 76-71 in

In 82-55
The

Down

Frosh 67-52 Baseball Remains Indoors;
Grows Keener
In BOA Game Competition
Coach Danny MacFayden has
made a few changes in his BowA field of well-selected fraterni- doin College baseball squad during
ty basketball all-stars overcame the three weeks or so that indoor
the sturdy Frosh Cubs for a 67- sessions have been held in the
52 victory on Thursday night, Hyde Athletic Building. With the
March 22. LouDuPIassis, Beta se- snow still covering the Pickard
nior, and Pete Chapman, TD se- diamond there may not be any'9t

led the all-star scoring attack by building up points early
in the first period* Tom McGovern,
captain of Frosh basketball, and
Dick Willey, captain for this competition, retaliated in the second
period of the game to add more
points to- the Frosh scoreboard.
Nevertheless, it wasn't until the
end of this period when Pete Papazoglou sank a spectacular set
shot to bring the game to a tie.
With a renewal of strength the
Cubs surged ahead with a ten
point lead but the All-stars led by
Dick Smith, Kappa Sigma '57, canceHed the Frosh lead by sinking
eight continuous baskets. In the
final period Smith, again, sank a
"running off balance set shot" to
bring this thrilling: g^rme and another All-star Frosh competition

Romp

a worthwhile project instituted to
foster class spirit and in its sec-

their favor.
Moving into the final round of

ond organized season, saw four play we found a strong Soph team
well-balanced teams play for the playing a very experienced Senior
school championship.
The final squad for the class title.
If the first half of the game was
contest which was won by a strong
Senior team 82-.V5, was highlight- » preview of the second we could
sparkling,
hotly bp in for an exciting half of based further by a
ketball. Well played offfrwp and
contested semi-final round.
In the first game of the semi- ample defense on both sides still
finals a powerful sophomore team, left the Sophs On the snort end of
led by "Brud" Stover, "Charlie" a very close 33-30 at half time.
The first few minutes of the secSawyer, and "Buzz" Burrow, defeated a fighting frosh squad 75-69. ond half were the turning point of
An early jump into the lead by the game. The Seniors, looking
the Sophs was the difference at fast and getting some good shootthe final buzzer. At half-time the ing jumped to u commanding lead
Frosh were on the deep end of with all the starters breaking into
a 33-29 tally. This early lead fore- double figures. Ron Golz for the
told the outcome for in the second Seniors had one of his best nights
half the battle settled down to an by combining excellent shooting
evenly played match with Willey with some good defensive play.
The Sophs, playing a steady
and Papazoglov of the Frosh leading a threatening attack that never game just weren't enough for the
"hot" Seniors and the final tally
quite materialized.
The second game of the night read 82-55.
In a consolation game the Junwas a fast high scoring duel between the Seniors and Juniors. iors in a revengeful mood handily
The tail end of the twin bill turned defeated the Freshmen in a 76-69
out to be the most exciting game duel.
"Brud" Stover playing his usual
of the series.
In the early minutes of the first top notch brand of basketball was
half the Juniors jumped into an high scorer in the tournament with
early lead. By the time the half- 44 points. Pushing Stover all the
way buzzer sounded Jack Eaton way was Freshman, Willey, who
and Bob Johnson had led the Jun- garnered 41 points for himself. The
two boys should prove to be a
iors to a twenty point lead.
However, the powerful Senior powerful combination in Beezer
team was not to be denied and as Coombs' squad next year.

that department. Stover received some pointers fiom Sonny
Munsey of Bath, his former teammate at Morse High School, before Munsey left for spring training with the New York Yankee
chain.
to

•

to a finale.

Winter Teams
Announce New

.200

Again?

MacFayden has a total of eleven
lettermen available this year but
is in need of some good hitters.
Stover and Willard Linscott of
Farmington should take some of
the slack, but the veterans will
also have to improve considerably
over their combined 1955 average
about .200.
The pitching staff, with four lettermen, is the strongest part of
the 1956 Polar Bear crew. Captain Lee Dyer of Bar Harbor, (He
only southpaw available, and righthanders Tom Fraser of Mexico and
Dick Greene of Bath figure to do
most of the starting. Al Marshall
of Boothbay Harbor, Ron Desof

of Lewiston, and Marty
of MilJinocket will sec service in spgts and may also be used
as starters. Bob DeLucla of New
Haven, Conn., who won his numerals last year, has a lot of stuff but
lacks consistent control.

Roop

Nine captains of Bowdoin Colwinter sports teams have
been announced by Athletic Director Mai Morrell. John Herrick of
In the catching department StoSouth Brewer has been elected
captain of the 1957 track team for ver will be backed up by letterthe indoor season. Tom Fraser of man Mike Coster of Fredericton,
Mexico and Bob Johnson of Port- New Brunswick, and Pete Hastland will be co-captains of the ings of Fryeburg. Coster may also
1956-57 varsity basketball team. play right field, since he is one of
The hockey team has already se- the few left-handed batters on the
lected Art Perry at)d Fred Thorne squad.
Infield Tossup
as co-captains. Pete Hastings of
Fryeburg and Dave Hunter of
The infield and outfield are pretMars Hill will lead the 1957 ski- ty much a tossup. Linscott, Don
ing team.
Dyer of Bar Harbor, and Joe
lege

in-

March came

has oven

in like a lion that

tmelled fresh

air,

first

left.
So coaches, athletes treading the college campus two
and spectators alike have been days ago.
Bill Gardner, tennis captain, was
peering out of windows every
morning hoping against hope to cornered in the library stacks
see little patches of green be- diligently looking Up "The Use of
coming visible to their non-believ- Drainage Systems With Clay" and
ing eyes. There probably has never asked what the effects of snow
been so much activity in the cage! would be on the tennis team. An
exasperated look was enough of
in the history of the school.
track an answer. First match is the 25th.
Baseball,
golf,
tennis,
and cross-country have all con- Seems there will be no out don
gained themselves within Sargent practice before then.
"Squoeks" Doherty, golf capfor the interim which promises to
tain had about as much to say.
be a long one.
The baseball team, freshman and Their first contest is also the 25th
of
April and no one will have seen
the
con-!
shut
in
varsity, have been
'

I'

t

for over a month now a:d; a sand trap until that day.
All in all. the situation remains,
the way the diamond looks it will
we say, an unwholesome one
be a long time before Pickard sevs sli..
pvrha|>s the most averse condiin that department. The|
second annual Baseball Press Day) tions that the athletic groups at
scheduled for April 14 will either Bowdoin have faced in many a
be postponed or held in ^he cage, moon.
it was announced by Mai Morrell.
The yearly event is designed to
give sports editors from newspaChristian Science
pers and radio and television stations an opportunity to meet and
Society
talk with the coaches and players
from Bates, Colby, Maine and
Sundays at 10:30 A.M.
fines

'

any action

[

Bowdoin.

The

sixth.

Second Day
The second day the wind had
Schlotman of Cincinnati, Ohio, switched to south and the sun was
shining
on
perfect
conditions.
will fight it out for first base.
Johnny Kreider of West Newton, Again a good start, but boats beMass., a two-year veteran at sec- gan passing. Seventh around the

men

first

game

for

the Fresh-

with Westbrook on the Kith
undoubtedly will not be
played and the Varsity are listed
to meet Colby in an exhibition on
the 17th an unlikely event.
The cross country squad appears
is

which

to be the

only

contingent

Sunday School 9:15 A.M.
Held

in

Gibson Hall

Corner College and
Street, Brunswick

Maine

ALL,

ARE

\\

I

l.(

OMK

that

ond base,

Brown 18^, Navy 17,
Coast Guard 17, Georgetown 1514,
Princeton 13, Bowdoin 12, Drexel

are the only lefthanded swingers.

scores are

and

The outfield is even more of a
tossup, with some of the catchers
infielders
also possibilities.

11,

Available are lettermen Leo Berkley of Auburn, Ron Harris of
South Portland a first baseman

Academy

Harvard
8,

II,

and

Merchant Marine
M.I.T. 7.

Lcighton Skipper
Spending most of the time at
last year, and Bob Shepherd of
Portland. Fred Ferber of Rock- the helm was Bowdoin's skipper
land, Mass., and Len Plasse of Charlie Leighton. Also sharing the
Taunton, Mass., won numerals a helm, calling sails, and downwind
year ago. Sophomores Mike Cur- tactics was Bob Hinckley. The
tis of West Brooksville and John man with the chart, field-glasses,
Papacosma of Freeport, N. Y., ate and compass was Skip Howl and.
making bids for starting positions. "You name it I'll fix it Jock
Final selection will probably de- Davis" was all over the place. Dick
pend upon who shows the most Kurtz, Bob Sutherland, George
Rockwood, and Dave Belknap
power with the stick.
were pulling ropes, hoisting sails
and cranking winches.

On Et/ery QmpK... Co/f&g&Men
wtfk/ofnen are (/kcoi/er/ng cdkq

ICEROYS
are Smoother

FROSH SAIIJNO
In a cold 20 to 25 mile per
hour easterly wind which whipped the Tech basin into a nasty
chop,

I

jardin

'56-'57 Pilots

an

last mark and on to a spinnaker
is being pressed by sophomore Ed Clark of Wellesley Hills, run, and things started looking up.
Mass. At 'shortstop John Libby of Bowdoin passed two boats and just
missed
passing two more, while
South Portland appears assured
Brown passed them, nosing Bowof the starting post. Third basething but these cage drills.
doin out at the finish line by five
The most noteworthy change man Pete Rigby of Needham, seconds.- Again
Bowdoin ended up
made so far involves Brud Stover Mass., is getting a lot of compe- sixth
and sixth in the totals.
of Bath, who is being converted to tition from Bob Martin of PawlOther teams and their final
a chatcher to give added strength ing, N. Y. Schlotman and Kreider

nior,

Revisions that I find hard to be denied the White
change that I consider of importance to the students.

size is

Actually the team sailed better
then appears by the standing. In
the first day's race they got off
to a beautiful reaching start, were
second around the first three
marks, and a close third at the
end of 15 of the 18 mile course.
However the wind was blowing 15
to 20 knots and in harding up on
the last mark for the beat home
track
the starboard jib sheet
Pictured above are a few of the spunky sailers who managed to cappulled loose. This forced them to
ture sixth place la the MacMilliui Cup KHcapade last week ia Chesapeake Bay. That's a 44-foot yawl they're hanging on to and it isn't go off on the other tack. This tack
proved later on to he the wrong
se easy to salt.
one to be on. Five yawls passed,
but later maneuvers retook two of
these. Fnally Bowdoin ended up a

Bowdoin swimmer and practically
assures him of a position on the
AU-AmericOn Team.
Only a sophomore, he is sure
to improve, and remain as one of

By Peter H. Dragons*

The

Awaiting The Melting Period
never

dication of the value of experience
and practice.

It also breaks his own college
standard of 2:15, set March 9, at
the New England Intercollegiates.
Plourde's performance was one
of the finest ever turned in by a

All Stars

Belknap '58

year." These races are sailed by
an eight men crew in 44 ft. yawls
and only two of the present team

He qualified fourth with the
outstanding time of 2:11.7. This
time breaks the New England

the top back strokers in the nation.

valid.

J.

Bowdoin finishes in middle of
fleet in McMillan Cup Regatta.
The comments of the Bowdoin
sailing team when asked why they
finished only sixth could be summed up as, "Just wait until next

mark of 2:14.2 set by Bob DeGroot
Certainly everybody would like to have the facts on the tins of
of the University of Connecticut.
their fingers but unfortunately this will never be the case. Try? Yes,

it?).

Squad Spring Sports Anxiously-

Sailing

Plourde Cops
NX Swim Mark
At New Haven

a

game

but

inexperienced

freshman sailing team was hand-

'

ed a sound defeat at the hands of
the M.I.T. club last Saturday.
M.I.T. won four out of five of the
team races sailed. The White
skippers
Bill
Lehmberg,
Bob
Fritz, and Ron Dyer, all being used to large boats, showed a need
for practice in the 12 ft. dinghies.
Because of the short season in
Maine and various other reasons,
there was not much chance for the
freshmen to practice in the fall
Bob Plourde, who holds, the 200-yd. and no chance at all this spring.
breast stroke and 150-yd. medley The Tech team, with their wonrecords and who last week earned
facilities,
derful
showed what
fifth place in the National Colleplenty of practice can do. Bowgiate Swim Championships at New
team
showed
promise
Haven, a feat which will probab- doin's
though
and should prove themly clinch an All-American berth
for him.
selves In later meets this spring.
I

SUMMER SCHOOL

CLARK UNIVERSITY

Here is the reason: Only VICEROY has, 20,000
filters in every tip— twice as many filter
other two largest- selling filter brands to give
that smoother taste— that VICEROY taste!

—

Alvm Dark

Me rrymeeting

Shop

Gift

—

Gifu

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

i

Fielder's Glovt,

and Standard Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

<

S2t.S0.

in Liberal Arts, Business Administration, Education.

—

185 Park Row

Greeting Cards

Special

Co-educational

—

JUNE

Special Events

SUMMER

INTERCESSION:

—

JULY 2-AUGUST

11-30

—

Write for Bulletin

VICEROYS are Smoother than

SESSION:

any other cigarette. Because

17

Worcester, Mass.

Viceroys have twice as
filters

HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS

MAN?

YOU SHOULD! HE'S

Obviously,

leading filter brands!
THE MOST FILTERS
FOR THE
SMOOTHEST TASTI

Phil Ri/ruto

Fielder's Glove,

INSURANCE COMPANY

116.95.

We

don't mean just af exam
time, either. The comfort*
eonxieus guy can tell at a glance
that these smart Arrow gingham
shirti

He has a modern, pracand easy-to-own

tical
life

insurance plan for

Bowdoin College

as the other two

he makes the grade

WALLY RICH 56
who represents the
NEW YORK LIFE

man y

Make your

pick

.

are the light-weights that

make warm weather a "breeze."
The medium-spread collar and

Jthe

fresh patterns are just right, alone
or with a casual jacket. Arrow
ginghams, in a variety of fine
pattern* are only $5.95.

"pick of the pros'-- SPALDING'

You'll stop a lot of horsehide with tithtr of these fine

Spalding gloves. These are the very same gloves usui

by two great names

in baseball

— Alvin Dark,* short-

New York

Giants and Phil
New York Yankees.
Both these gloves are made with the finest leather,
deep grease pocket and solid web in trap. You don't
have to break them in; Spalding does that for you. You
stop captain of the

Rizzuto,* veteran shortstop of the

STUDENTS
Far further information, call

Wally Rich
7

Appleton

Dial

'66

PA

9-9396

-ARROW*-

can see the complete Spalding

-first in fashion

line

of fine gloves at

your Spalding dealer's, now.

CASUAL WEAR

• Member* of Spalding's
^AUvixiry

MMMM

SulT^f-

3f IS TNt

'

spALfiuva

MCt

Ml

8PMTS

Hie exclusive Viceroy filter is made
from pure cellulose— soft, snow-white, natural I

aaaaaaatt
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Snow, Songs, Spirit Mark Council

1956

Concert

...

(CmUaaW Inm »(*

Annual Spring Sing Tour

11,

j

—

Mrs.

of their best concerts.
dies were In top form,

but

citizens

in

—

the

and the schedul-

tuals, "Shenandoah" and "Father
(well accompanied by
Bill
McCarthy)
have never
been sung more effectively. Peter
Potter surpassed himself with
"Serenade"; Philip Stuart's voice
was well suited to the beautiful
sea shanty: and Dick Geldard
found great success with the "Pore
Jud" dialogue. The concert as a
whole was marked by good tone,

ed concert at Horticultural Hall
in Worcester, Mass., had to be cancelled. Private cars departed for
N»w York, and wealthy members
of the bus group took trains to the

William"

"big City." The rest of us, all
cleanly shaven and dressed in the
best of dark Sunday suits, climbed
on the bus at 4 a.m. Sunday morning and headed for Brooklyn.
Faithful and beloved Maurice was
of course at the wheel, and he.

—

accurate

entrances and spirited
singing. David "Fingers" Holmes
(looking not "grundy" at all) was
on hand to do his usual professional job at the piano.

guided the" silent omnibus down
the bumpy highway through the
inspection tests at Port Chester,
and into the perilous traffic of
New York City. With two hours to
spare before broadcast time, the
enjoyed
wandering
vocalists
through the deserted rooms of the

Brooklyn Museum.
At two o'clock sharp the "suburb" tones of the Glee Club went
The'
over the wires of WNYC.
concert, hall left something to be
desired along the lines of good
acoustics, in fact one radio listener later commented that the performance was broadcast twice
the concert at three and the echo
at four. At 4:30 p.m. all departed
for Manhattan, the Biltmorc, genaleral revelry, and of course
ways - - a good night's sleep.
Monday morning appeared much
too bright and early, and Maurice
quickly scurried the group off in
the direction of warmer climates
Maryland. Following a delicious meal, and a brief visit to the

finally

—

—

area wore more sensitive to the
frigid conditions

and

An all day ride brought the
singers to Hartford
the last
stop
late Wednesday afternoon.
And although voices were not in
the freshest form, the Club under
the inspiring leadership of Professor Frederick E. T. Tillotson.
offered a brilliant concert. Several
numbers
particularly "Dance of
the Comedians," the Negro spiri-

dawned dark and
•Saturday
Of
rainy, "followed by snow."
course, after last year's tour of
the North, the Club was well prepared for anything short of an Arcblizzard,

The Med-

they succeeded in breaking the ice
with their witty selections.

tlons."

tic

At 9:30 the next morning the
bus started the trek back to the
Maine woods, everyone feeling exhausted by content after a sucand eventful Spring Tour.

cessful

subject to the approval of the

Student Hazing Committee.
Each fraternity shall haze
only its own pledges.
IV. There shall be no physical
punishment.
V. All hazing activities shall
cease by Friday noon' before

Homecoming.
VI. Each fraternity shall have a
scholastic program which shall
be submitted to the Student Haz-

ing Committee each May.
Vn. The Student Judiciary Committee shall hold the house presidents responsible for the above
in conjunction with the Student

Hazing Committee. Reports of
infractions of the rules shall be
referred to the Student Hazing
Committee. Those cases requirbe
further action shall
brought before the Student Judiciary Committee.
Provision IV of the above is an
old rule included for the sake of
completeness. Note the word 'supervised' and the phrase 'within
the confines of the college campus'
in n-b.
Nominations for the Hazing
ing

—

—

for counseling

tors.

1954 the

The

Forum is sponsoron the quesand the poof the Negro in the

Political

ing a panel discussion

tions of desegregation
litical

status

United States on Friday, April 20
in Smith Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

The

participating

McKay

sity

of

in

be Prof. Rob-

this discussion will

ert

panelists

New York

Univer-

and Prof. Robert

.

.

y/

<(»ntinu«l froa r«tt tn«)

Students assigned rooms in dormitories aro advised that rooms
cannot be held for those who are
dropped from wllege at the close
of the term. Those planning summer schoo^ courses for readmission_
should advise the Director of their'

Mr.

Board

•

ing Director and give address of
proposed residence. Permission will
br granted only to the extent that
college facilities (college dormitories and fraternity houses) are
not left vacant and with the definite understanding that men will
be recalled if circumstances re-

of

sists

jail

alcoholics,

population convagrants and

C 0.

Modern Library
and

.75
1.45

GIANT EDITIONS

director

of the College's
of Overseers for twenty-sev-

...,65

:

&

Cleaners

J

2.45

"-.........

Mentor Books

—

.35

and

.50

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3

HOUR SERVICE
Dial

PA

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Streets

Moulton Union Bookstore

Brunswick, Maine

A Campus-to-Career Case

PLACE

History

BOTTLED BEER
COLD DRINKS
HOT DOGS

it

.

.

.

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

WE

•
STATIONERY
FRATERNITY FORMS

DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE

Maine Street

Dial

PA

5-7072

•

Of Hie Orient

UPTOWN
THEATRE

j

"Matchless Service"

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE
Brunswick. Main*
Wed.-Thurs.

April 11-12

THE MAN WHO
NEVER WAS

MAINE

Wed.

centage of the

others of the derelict type."

Jerry Wilkei

Printers

BATH

a

our domestic than prisons and juvenile institutions, chiefly because a large per-

in

REGULAR EDITIONS
J

Shumway was

development

public," he commented,
indifferent to them, although
are closer to their doorsteps

COLLEGE EDITIONS

dedi-

MIKE'S

POSTERS

Paul K. Niven'

Students wishing to room off
campus must sign the "Blue
Book" at the Office of the Hous-

was formally

"The
jails

,

THE RECORD PRESS

/

it

was a member

phasized.
He also stated that the committee will be glad to hear' of other
job opportunities which may not
have come to the committee's
attention and all suggestions of
undergraduates in helping solve
the over-all problem will be wel-

as well as produce

t

lent

history since 1900; who will discuss
the issues raised by Catholicism in
a democratic country; who will
find the tragedy in our veterans'

fir,

and vice president of the Signal
Oil & Gas Company in Lo s Angeles, one of the leading petroleum
companies on the West Coast. A
graduate of Bowdoin in 1917, he

producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.

Off-Campus Rooms
Permission to room off campus,
approved quarters, will Tie
in
granted to approximately 80 men
in addition to those married or
living at home.

quire

land, Calif.,

tions."
"is

Brunswick, Maine

Tree, a thirty-

in

ALUMNI LETTERS

&

Brunswick Coal
Lumber
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES

cated last June.

p.g. ant)

Let us help you plan your printing

TICKETS

Shumway

"Who will tell the story, who
write the novel of the American labor unions, the most spectacular and at times the mast vid-

will

allow

and consultations.

Rocky Mountain

Institute

Mrs. John Scuddcr,
and her husband, of Balboa Is-

.

the concert.

Housing

plans.

.

.

upperclassmen are not qualified or
lack the necessary experience to
take other positions.
In any case, fraternities will
handle their own job assignments
for needy members, Mr. Ladd em-

comed.

Our long experience

will

The name of Sherman N. Shumway has already been perpetuated
on the Bowdoin campus by a living memorial. In November -in

The

Chapel Choir and the Meddies
found audience appeal with the
blended tones and subtle rhythms.
A round of parties in Washington

It

.

of his niece,

Survey

—

important that they must put it society in Mexico and Peru was
down on paper. There is no telling built on top of the Indians.
"In the sixteenth century the Inwhen the hand will fall upon you
dian population declined greatly,"
and write you must."
"Look about you and listen. One Professor Armillas said. This was
due
to the spread of disease, and
citizen in every ten in New York
in part to the spread of cattle
City is a Negro; one in seven in
Chicago; one in five in Philadel- ranching which supported fewer
people per acre than agriculture.
phia. This immigration has been
rising steadily since 1945; it has
already had an enormous impact
on the vote, on housing, on race
(Conlinutd from ptf* on*)
relations. There are good stories years, and are more resistant to
locked up in it
change than any other institu-

was replanted on the campus. The gift

(C*ntina«4 (rem
.

patients.

optimum use of the operation
room and provide adequate space

Committee will be made at Monday's SC meeting.
There will be a special meeting
of the Student Council tomorrow
afternoon for the selection of proc-

Negro Status Panel Job

with a fine concert. Particularly pective'
universities.
outstanding was the brisk, sturdy,

•

.

Forum Backs

Poly

Martin of
homes of the hosts, the singers Howard University,
both profesrewarded old Hyatt svllle friends sors pf Government
at their resrendition of Glorious Apollo.

approximately $65,000 en years, until his death on April
(Continued from |»»sc (wo)
from Mrs. Sherman N. Shumway 30, 1954.
of Los AngeleS, Calif., in memory
He was captain of the varsity At Sea. April 3 <AP) "An 18-yearold former Harvard student says
of her husband, has made possible
football team at Bowdoin and was
it was merely a poetic action when
and
improvement
of
the expansion
prpsident of his calss for 37 years. he jumped off his ship into the
facilities at Ih^todJry Coe Infirmary at Boww^Pcollcge and In World War I he entered mili- sea between Gibraltcr and Barce."
the establishment of aNnew en- tary service as a private in the lona.
Harvard may not deserve the
dowed fund for support or the In- 2nd Maine Infantry and rose
reputation it has for types who
firmary, President Coles has anthrough the ranks to become the bleed upon the thorns
of life as
nounced.
youngest lieutenant colonel in the the dropping of a nickel on
a plush
Among the major improvements American forces.
sofa, but after all, if they insist
in the Infirmary will be the conFollowing his graduation from on doing things like this—
struction of an out-patient deHarvard Law School in 1922, Mr.
partment in the basement. The
Shumway practiced law at SkowSeven Maine schools will take
basement area will also be utilized
hegan for five years and in 1927 part in the finals of the 24th anfor waiting and record rooms, exbecame general counsel for the nual State One- Act Play Contest,
amining rooms, dark rooms, and
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company. to be held at Bowdoin College on
laboratories.
In addition, there
In 1933 during the banking crisis Satuiday. They are Brunswick,
will be space for physio-therapy
he accepted the presidency of the Bucksport,
Caribou,
Ellsworth,
and X-ray work.
Merrill Trust Company in Ban- Rangeley,
and Waterville high
Use of this basement space will gor. He moved to California in schools, and Thornton Academy
of
take much traffic -and congestion 1944.
Saco.
from the first floor. It will free
the solarium for the use of con-

foot

LECTURE

Ivy Curtain

gift of

valescing

TAI.I.MAN

"No complete history of the Indians can be ended with the conquest by the Spaniards, for most
responsibility as one of the -two of Latin America today is really
see the usual well-loved chestnuts
greatest powers in the world."
Indian America," Professor Arby Mendelssohn and Kreisler. AcTaking "In the Editor's Chair" millas declared as he delivered
tually the La Fille Aux Chevcux
Do Lin is not best suited for the as his subject for the Annie Tal- the last in a series of four Tallcon- man lectures on Thursday, March
violin, but the unfamiliar Mala- bot Cole Lecture, Mr. Weeks
22, in the Moulton Union.
guena had a pleasing quality and tinued, "American engineers workProfessor Armillas noted that
ing on water power in the valley
the La Vida Breve has appeal even
of the Jordan, or building a dam the actual conqucst'-was not reif in this particular instance the
in Egypt or India, agriculturists stricted to a short period of time.
last note came a little short of its
sent out under Point 4, young "The Great Plains were not conmark.
doctors in Africa responding to quered until the 1870's and parts
The warm reception from the the compulsion which took Albert of South America are, for pracaudience persuaded Mr. Bagarotti Schweitzer there so many years tical purposes, not conquered yet."
and his charming wife tooffer two ago, economic explorers in the
"Everywhere that the whites
encores
two songs wjith the Middle East or in South America, settled, it was by conquest of some
same title "Song without Words" travellers such as these and their kind, although it took different
both by Felix Mendelssohn.
wives
like Pearl Buck or Agnes forms in different places," he inNewton Keith
again and again sisted. The settlers of the Atlantic
such men and women will find that seaboard were determined to exwhat is taking place in these new terminate or expel the Indians, he
countries they are working in is so said. On the contrary, the colonial

—

$65,000 To Coe Infirmary
A

hospitals; who will try to cope
compassionately with the causes
of juvenile delinquency? These are
the books that wait to be written!''

—

III.

—

followed

Shumway Bequeaths

5.

—

—

onlookers that even the celebrated law of averages doesn't
guarantee blind date safety. Following the concert the "artists"
visited the dance given in their
honor and took in other "surgesall

"The present generation of
American undergraduates," said
Edward Weeks, editor of The Atviolinist.
"will
lantic Monthly,
be callVariety
The program itself was most in- ed upon to write more graphically,
teresting from the standpoint of more frequently, and more accurvariety and from that of unique ately than any which have gone
before. This is part of our new
selection. It was a pleasure not to

professional

—

—

The

tone of the Instrument was somewhat colorless, even hard at times,
and it never contained that sweetness and perfectly focused quality
that one usually expects from a

years, the junior for one. Nominations wijl be made from the
floor of the Council. One week

With several "extra" hours on
Equipped with snow shoes, shov
will elapse between nomination
els and plenty of charm, the Glee Tuesday, the singers accepted the
and election.
Club boarded hoth bus and private generous invitation of Justice BurSection 18. Hazing (passed April
for
headed
ton,
and
always
March
23
an
enthusiastic
on
alumcare
9, 1956).
the sacred hills of Pembroke in nus, to visit his chambers and to
I. Up
to the Monday before
later sit in on a Supreme Court
Providence, R. I.
Homecoming:
Arriving there late in the after- hearing. This interesting and eduexperience,
a) Freshmen shall be requiradded to
noon, the club members patiently cational
ed only to wear signs, not
endured the suspense of the date Washington's burst of spring wealarger than 8" x 12". and beaauctioning process, before depart- ther, made for one of the highnies.
ing on the arms of the "lovely and lights' of the tour. Shortly after
enthusiastic escorts" for Andrew noon the bus headed for Wilmingb) Hazing shall consist of
Dining Room where there was al- ton, Delaware. Special mention
mealtime hazing, which will
most enough food to ro around. A should he given to the excellent
take place at one meal per
large and appreciat.ve audience managers "Chip'' Fairman and
day, five days per week. The
greeted the program which per- Bill Gardner, who all through the
daily time is not to exceed 45 TO EXPAND FACILITIES
A Rift of $63,000 from Mrs. Sherman
fectly fitted the definition "Moods hectic week saw to It that the club
N. Shuimvay to the Dudley Coe Infirmary will be used to make a
minutes.
songs which got to its destination on time
number of major improvements in the Infirmary.
and Contrasts"
II. Commencing on Monday beranged from the classics to musical a record indeed!
fore Homecoming:
comedy, pagan to Christian, nil of
At 8:15 p.m. a large, not overa) I-a shall still be in effect.
them lyric and exciting. It should enthusiastic audience filled the
b) Any supervised activities
be mentioned here that one of the plush DuPbnt Country Club to
will be allowed within the
proved to hear the Bowdoin men give one
J. P. D.
singers
confines of the college campus,

Views Life;
Armillas Gives Final Lecture
'Atlantic' Editor

(Continued frwa par* •"•)

interpretative powers mature.
•!»>

«

Dick

•

with

April It

If'alsli

CLIFTON WEBB'
GLORIA URAHAME

(right) discussing carrier cquipmeiU which will provide

muny

it

additional long distance circuits out of Philadelphia

also

it.

HOI H

HUDSON

News

Miss CORNELL BDRCHEJtd

Short Subjects

Sales and

April 13-14

Fri.-Sat.

Service

"There's opportunity

with

in

KIRK DOUGLAS
ELSA MARTINELLI

FIRST-AUBURN
NEVER SAY GOODBYE

TRUST CO.

•

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

.

also

ScJected Short Subjects
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. April 15-16-17

USED CARS

HELEN OF TROY

April 12-14

Thurs.-Sat.

with

ROSSAN PODESTA
JACK SERNAS

BUI Haley and His Comets

Brunswick Office

ROCK AROUND
THE CLOCK
The IMattrrs
.
Tony Martinez
.

.

.

.
.

Bill
.

.

,

The

(Ernie

Platters

Tony

99 MAINE STREET

Dud PA

5-5525

Rn*tel S. Douglas

'49,

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Freeman

Martinez

and

Complete Front End and Frame Alignment

His Band, Freddie Bell and His
Bellboys, Alan Freed, Johnny
Johnston, Alix Talton.

News

April 20-21

JOHN LCND

OUTLAW

WILLI AN BEND IX

PEDRO ARMENDAKIZ
JOSEPH CALLEIA

BATTLE STATIONS

in the

Transmission

a growing company'^
number

of long dislance^-calls on each

Section of Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania, Richard M. Walsh plans

pair of wires simultaneously.

for the future.

300 pairs

"Thus, though a cable might have only
of wires,

we

can, with carrier,

"Our group's responsibility." says
Dick, "is to see that we have sufficient
facilities to handle present and future
needs. Telephone usage i9 growing every

it carry over 3000 telephone calls
one time. Using carrier equipment to
get extra circuits out of cable — which is
expensive to make and lay — an example

year, and we keep up with
by keeping ahead of it.

of

this

growth

"Far instance, to meet the increasing
for communication circuits in
our area, we're adding 70.000 new chan-

demand

nel miles this year alone, at a cost of
$3,500,000. Laying new cable will give
us 40,000 of those channel miles, and
we'll get the other 30.000 through use of
carrier equipment, which lets us send a

make
at

is*

how we engineer

to give high-grade

service at the lowest possible cost.

"Before

I

graduated from college

I

had

interviews with twenty-eight companies.
all these I chose the telephone

Out of

company l>ccausc it had the most to offer
in the way of interesting work, training
and opportunity. This certainly turned
out to Ix- true. It. a growing business
your opportunities grow, too."

Dick Walsh graduated in 1953 from the University of
Delaware with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering- There

WALT DLSNEVS

THE LITTLEST

Manager

*

As an Engineer

Short Subject

Frl.-Sat.

April 15-17

Hwji.-Twa.

Maine's Most Modern Auto
4

the whole story of
Rock and Roll
with
Haley and His Comets

Combo),

CO-HIT

HOWARD DL*T
BLACK JACK KETCHUM
DESPERADO

Welcomed

*

ROCK AROUND THE
CLOCK
It's

.

.

Accounts

April 18-19

Wed.-ThiH-a.

.

Freddie Bell
Johnny Johnston

Student

in

THE INDIAN FIGHTER

•re

with

DIAL
PA ft-6555

also

Short Subjects

m 'llASANT ITMIT- •MIMWIOU

many

interesting career opportunities '" other Bell

Telephone Companies, and in Bell Telephone laboratories Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your
placement officer can give you more information about
all Bell System Companies.

t
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McGovern

to

run

Orient praises

in

THE BOW

marathon tomorrow. See
sports.
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'Cupid, Death'

To Be Played
Friday Evening

By Maynard A. Seclyc '56
The Bowdoin Music Club and
the Masque and Gown will present
"Cupid and Death," a court masque
by Matthew Locke and Christopher Gibbons and "There and
Back," -a comic opera by Paul
Hlndemith, on Friday evening at
8:15 in the Pickard Theater.
The Hindemith work, written in
1925, is a lampoon of operatic
style where characters are given

,

Foreign Pupils
Discuss Europe

selection of
both president and vice-president
on the same ballot. The class secretary will be elected separately.
The class- of 1958 will be the first
class affected by the new law.
Next year's juniors who wish to
run for class office will be required
to secure names of classmates on
provided by the
petition forms
Council.
Candidates for president or vicepresident must obtain 40 signatures; those for secretary, 30. The
forms, to be given out on the Mon-

day following the Bowdoin-Maine
football game, must be returned
the following Monday. Elections
will be held on the next Thursday
and Friday.
As in the past, ballots will not
be valid unless a majority of the
candidates for each office are listed in preferential order.
The Transfer Ballot
Although the 'transfer' system
of counting the ballots is difficult

The prospects for a United Europe was the topic of a panel discandicussion sponsored by the Political ters on June 25. Eligible
Forum last Tuesday evening in the dates must be between the ages
of 20 and 31, be American citizens
Moulton Union.
standing,
and,
of
at
least
years
ten
Five foreign students presented
the views of their country: Diet- if married, be married to an Amermar Klein for Germany, Stanislas ican citizen. Applications to take
Budzinski for France, Dario Gia- the one-day written examination
Matured clockwise beginning at the
comoni for Italy, John Alden '56 must be received before midnight THE MEDDIES ON TOUR
for Great Britain, and Sven Salin May 11. Application forms may be left are Terry D. stenberg '58, William H. Freeman '56, Dana W.
'56. Kichnrd O. Geldard '57, Nurman
for Sweden. The moderator was obtained from the Board of Ex- Randall '57, George W. Oraham
'56, Richard T. Downes '57, Raymond E. Dement '58. Wilof
State,
Nicholson
C.
aminers,
Department
Richard E. Burns.
liam H. Kirk '56, and Robert R. Martin '56.
Photo by Merrill
speaker, Washington 25 D. C.
Klein,
keynote
as

—

;

and Germany.
Giacomoni spoke of the Euro
pean Youth Movement and urged
economic integration. Alden criti
cized Britain's conservatism which
keeps her from commitment. Salin
pointed to Sweden's neutrality and
'

to explain, the principle is quite independence.
simple and the method will mini
mizc the SC election committee's
work in tabulating results.

Ballots will

be

distributed

first

among

the candidates on the basis
no candidate has a majority of the votes
on the basis of this distribution,
the candidate or candidates with
the lowest number of first-place
votes is automatically declared deof first-place votes. If

of defeated candidates
arc then redistributed according to
the second choices marked on
them. If the second choice is also
a defeated candidate, then the ballot is given to the third choice, etc.
The process is repeated until one
candidate emerges with a majority.

unexhausted

ballots.

Jr. '56

has been

By George A. Smart

culous sham. It must be sadly admitted that the latter description
comes nearer to fitting this subject

of

discussion.

"Blow Your

Whistle" in its present state was
even "in
not worthy of staging
experiment."
The plot itself except for the
confusing ending seemed simple

—

College Plays Host
To Science Group
More than thirty industrialists
from Maine attended the science
open house. The event was sponsored by the science departments
on Wednesday April 11. The purpose of the program was to acquaint the leading Maine industrialists with the work that is being done here in the scientific field.
After coffee in Moulton Union
the group spent the rest of the
morning inspecting the physics

and

chemistry

laboratories.

Science majors demonstrated special projects on which they arc

working.
At the luncheon an address was
given by Mr. Raymond II Trott of
Providence, R. I., president of the
New England Council and Rhode
Island Hospital Bank and Trust
Co. President James S. Coles presided-

Eighteen members of the faculty participated.

A number

of this
group demonstrated various pro-

they happened to be working on at the time. The faculty
committee was headed by Prof.
Samuel E. Kamcrling.
jects

Tour

—

LaCasce

Speech

Jr. '57

a lower-middle class couple
who enjoy an uneventful but happy
life on their farm in Maine. The
quiet scene is broken by the noisy
entrance of Mrs. Mackclhorn, a
city, society lady who is in seach
of her dreamhouse in the country'.
The Chester farm is of course just
what she had in mind, and alter,

About 21 Bowdoin students attended the Republican State Convention last Thursday and Friday
under the auspices of the Maine
Citizenship Clearing House, according to Prof. Clement E. Vose,
director.

Other Maine Colleges also sent
students sponsored by the Clearing House. Bates sent three students; Colby, three and the University of Maine, six.

Many

'

pages

to

of the students served as

party

officials

or county

rick S. Bartlett '55.
Open to members of the junior
class only, the Stanley Piummer
Speaking Prize went to Arnold B.

Goldman with

at this April" 12 event.

John Steward LaCasce walked
with first place in the (Hass of
1868 (senior class) Prize Speaking
Contest April 16. His humorous
"Scholastic Headhunters" was well
received by a packed Smith Audi-

'

A

Favorable

'56,

Ivy Tickets

gart.

Admission

Is

six

dollars.

lines offered their own creative fonees, a little
intolerant. But intolerance is a
but boredom.
cast deserves great praise serious flaw In an editor, young or
for its execution of a task which old: and it is good to see that The
Quill
has a broad editorial outwas one of nothing less than heroic proportions. Nancy McKcen of- look.
There are a number of remarkfered a nearly side-splitting portrayal of the city lady, and James able short stories in the March
little

else

The

(Plcuc tars

I*

*«•

two)

Bailey

issue.

John Withers' "Nan" seems

clarinet;

'58,

Smith

'58,

By H. Edward Born

An

bassoon; James P.
trumpet; James L.

Kushner '57,
Boudreau '57. trombone; David W.
Holmes '56, William F. McCarthy
'58 and Theodore M. Strong '56,
"Cupid and Death,"

the

main

work

of the evening, was written
1650. The Masque starts as a

in

comedy but

it takes on tragic overtones as it nears the conclusion.
story hinges on the fact that

The

(PIcim turn

to

p«te two)

Negro Problem
Is Panel Talk
The Bowdoin College

Forum

—

will

Politics

Political

sponsor a panel

dis-

"The American Negro
and Desegregation" on

U. Establishes

Psi

To Library;
Unique For College

Gift

The

Psi Upsilon Fraternity has

unanimously voted to establish an
annual gift of fifty dollars to the
College library. The gift, the first
of its kind in the history of the
College, will be used to purchase
expensive textbooks that the library is often unable to buy because of insufficient funds.

Rolwrt C. Shepherd '57 described the aim of the gift: "The hope
that if other houses get behind
this, it will create about $600 that
will take care of the majority of
requests for these expensive textbooks."

Librarian Kenneth J. Boyer expressed the hope that the gift will
that the undergraduates are
interested in their library and will
feel more a part of it.

show

old dispute has

4.

'57

broken out

anew.

Matthew Josephson, author

of

"The Robber Barons," "The Politicos" and other books, has attacked Vincent S. Villard Jr. '57, the
American history student who
challenged the wisdom of a history
professor who assigned readings in
Josephson's books and other alleged "leftist" literature.
In a letter dated April 1 1 to Mrs.
Stuart E. Colie, wife of a Bowdoin

Charles Mitchell

Harmon W.

saxophone; Stephen B.

'58,

Book

Text of letter on Page

Featured in the play are Ruth
Powers, Philip F. Stuart '57, G. Cameron Smith '58, Robert L. Johnson Jr. '56, Donald O. Hovey '58 and
Catherine Daggett. Members of
the orchestra include: Frederich
von Huene '53, flute; Cameron D.

Friday evening, April 20, Philip A.
Lee, Jr. of Waldoboro, president
of the Forum, announced today.
The program will be held at 8:15
Randi.ll '57; Richard T. Downes p.m. in the Smith Auditorium in
'57; Richard G. Geldard '57; and Sills Hall. The public is invited to
Raymond E. Demers, Jr. '58.
attend, without admission charge.
Record sales are going better
The panel will be composed of
than ever. Credit should go to Robert E. Martin, Associate ProRobert R. Martin '56, business fessor of Government at Howard
manager, for this.
University in Washington, D. C,

government instructor and a personal friend, Josephson said:
"... I think he (Villard) should
be sent to the corner of. the class*
room and made to read all the
works of James Ford Rhodes (a
friend of McKinley and Mark Hanna) and those of Parson Weems

Tallman Prof.
To Teach Art

also.

Charles Mitchell of London,
England, has been appointed Visiting Professor of the History of
Art on the Tallman Foundation at
Bowdoin College for the fall semester of the academic year 195657, President Coles has announced.
The twenty-fourth in the series
of Tallman lecturers at Bowdoin,
Professor Mitchell has since 1945
been Lecturer at the Warburg Institute of the University of London. Born in London, he attended
the Merchant Taylors' School,
where he specialized in classics and
histoT, and St. John's College at
Oxford University, where he was
a Scholar in Modern History. He
received the bachelor of arts degree in 1934, the bachelor of letters degree in 1937, and the master of arts degree in 1944. He also
did postgraduate study in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford and in
Vienna.

..."

Josephson also said that Villanl's
"insinuations about the want Of
patriotism in an author he disagrees with are downright vulgar."
Villard, in a letter to William H.
Whiteside, Assistant Prof, of American history on March 2, charged
Josephson with "pervasive leftwing views" and found it hard to
accept that the works of "Communists or their sympathizers"
should be assigned in an American history course.
Villard told the Orient when ii
printed his letter in the March 7
issue that

he wanted to make

it

understood that his letter "was a
criticism of an author, not of a
teacher nor the ethics involved in
assigning material from a biased
book."
Josephson wrote his letter criticizing Villard':. attack to Mrs. Colic
after she had sent him the March
(PIcom tarn

to

pace four)

Colby's Academic Convocation

Presents Outstanding Speakers

and Robert B. McKay, Associate
Professor of Law at New York
University School of Law.
Professor Martin will speak first,
By Peter F. Gass '87
describing the development of the
political status of the Negro from
Colby College held its 1956 Aca- have "a comfortable relationship
its
approximate lowest point in demic Convocation last week. The to society,"
he must be a part of
1900. He will project the historical subject, "The
Rediscovery of the his art." He felt that there must
development into the present con- Individual," was. presented through
be a need to live
less of a death
text of tension about the question
a series of lectures and discussions drive
in the modern artist.
of desegregation.
given by outstanding people in. the
Robert Penn Warren Speak*
Professor McKay will give the fine arts,
education, and business.
Robert Penn Warren, former
background of the school segregaThe opening address on the eveprofessor of plavwrltin«» nt Yale
tion cases, noting developments toning of April 10 was delivered by
and author of All The King's Men,
ward desegregation at the univer- Prof. Bland
Blanchard, Chairman
gave examples of the Southern
sity level, in recreation, employof the Yale Department of Philosomind in regard to desegregation
ment, politics, housing, and so
phy and President of the American
Thursday afternoon.
forth.
Philosophical Association.
The series of interviews were
From 1950 until 1953 Professor
Prof. Blanchard was concerned
the results of two trips down tho
McKay taught in the law school at with the inculcation
of values in
Mississippi
Emory University in Georgia and a
Valley.
They wore
system of education as massive
"people talking about something
since then has been at New York
as our own. Quantity must subUniversity School of Law, where
urgent." The interviews expressed
serve quality, he pointed out.
emotions: fear from thp wife of
he is editor of the Annual Survey
There is, at present, too much
a murdered Negro, hate from an
of American Law and of the Andependence on profits, too much
illiterate white, susnicion from a
nual Survey of New York Law.
of an impulse toward eonformitv.
"hill man," ignorant pride from a
The Political Forum is a non
"The man of science today stands wealthy
partisan group made up of Bow
gentlewotmn, '-patience
on a pedestal and wears a wiz- from
doin undergraduates. It offers an
a Negro. Warren
that
ard's mantle
We are at the circumstances of birth noted
opportunity for organized discusoften premercy of these scientists and their vent an accurate
sion of national and local politics
consideration of

—

—

I

.

as well as foreign relations, with
The college seeks to develop the the purpose of encouraging student
'interest in such problems.
individual talent of its students.

Review

authority

is

.

.

extending

lesser colleagues."
the scientist

to

Blanchard

their

the problem.

felt

"Always there is some kind of
too often did
deep moral rub," Warren said. The
the things he
Christian way must be shown, he
produces are good or bad and that
(PlfM* turn to pose foar)
he tended to claim value judgements as irrational. "The use and
excellences of science are useless
without value."
The problem of education, Blanchard stated, was to show the student quality. The college should
produce in its students what BlanThe Anal debate in the third anchard called "reasonableness." He nual competition for the Wilmot
defined it as the habit and tem- Brookings Mitchell Trophy will
per of a mind surrendered to rea- be held in Smith Auditorium, April
son, showing justice on the prac- 18.
that
not

know whether

Betas Against Dekes

William Meredith, Poet, Gives His Views

—

Slanted Facts
In History

and are

the present group includes William
II. Freeman '56; Norman C. Nicholson, Jr. '56; William H. Kirk '56;
Robert R. Martin '56; Dana W.

is

Tickets for the Ivy Dance on
Friday, May II, may h* purchased starting tomorrow from
any member of the sixteen man
committee. One of the brat
bands in the land will be featured In the person of Le* El-

Author Denies

ning.

cussion on

Led by Terry D. Stenborg

off

torium freshman audience presiddelegations, Prof. Vose said.
ed over by President James 8.
Prof. James Storer and FredeColes. (This contrasts with the one
rick O. Smith II '56 were delestudent attending the April 12
though hubby isn't too enthusiasgates.
contest.) Morton L. Price '56 and
tic about the whole idea, she goes
Students who attended included: Lewis Kaskel '56 were the other
right, ahead making negotiations
David H. Bird '56, Michael A. Cos- contestants.
for purchase of the property. The
'57,
'59,
Thomas D. Crocker
thought of $20,000 appeals to Mrs. ter

Neil W. Cooper Jr. '56, GuyChester but homebody "Chet" just
Michael B. Davis '57, Peter H.
"ain't" interested.
Dragonas '59, Richard L. Fogg '59.
Back in the city "misunderstood"
Robert F. Garrett III '59, RichMrs. Mackelhorn, feeling that she ard M. Goodman '56,
William W.
has a principle to uphold, black- Hale '56, Peter G. Hastings '57,
mails her butler into helping her Roland H. Janelle '56, Edward
B.
carry out a scheme to persuade Maxwell II '59, Robert E. Meehan
the Chesters to give up their home. '59, Thomas E. Needham '57,
MayPretty soon Mr. Mackelhorn de- er Rabinovitz '57,
Thomas M.
cides that the Mrs. needs a lesson Rieger '59,
Peter J. Strauss "57, R.
and he too involves the "loyal" Gerard Walsh '56 and Richard
C.
butler in a plan to make his wife Willey
Jr. '59.
think his firm has gone into bankruptcy and that the family fortune has fallen into the hands of
Literary
the Chesters. Both women will naturally realize they were happiest
in their original situations. But as
the Chesters arrive, the whole plan
backfires as butler John Randolf
Charles reveals that he has taken
By William Meredith
over the
Mackelhorn
fortune.
Midst ringing hands and tears, the
(William Meredith, who spoke
butler burns the all important
recently under the auspices of the
document. The curtain falls.
Quill at the College, is a PrinceIt must be acknowledged that ton graduate, and at present a
not many three-act plays can be member of the faculty at Conneccut down to two at the last min- ticut College for Women. He is the
ute, without any apparent loss to author of two volumes of poetry
the dramatic purpose. The second which won him the Yale Series of
act was tossed aside on the day. of Younger Poet's Award in 1944,
performance. Had the omission while he was still serving as an
been the last act, it might have aviator in the Navy. Mr. Meredith
offered some explanation for the is a frequent critic-contributor to
play's strange ending. Did the play- the New York Times Book Review.
wright feel that Mr. Mackelhorn
The Editors.)
also needed a lesson? The sympaThe March issue of The Quill
thetic characterization of the city has a remarkably readable and vahusband, script and acting-wise, rious collection of stories and
makes such a solution seem doubt- poems, testifying not only to the
ful.
healthy state of letters at BowA. very few of the scenes, mainly doin but, what is rarer in underthe ones dealing with the compla- graduate publications, a healthy
cent attitude of Maine residents, catholicity of taste on the part of
contained a genuine humor, but the editors. Young writers tend to
otherwise the abundance of over- be. perhaps for the protection of

ments.

speech "Unity

his

in Diversity" used also in the Fairbanks contest. Fletcher W. Means,
Vincent Serrano Villard, and Kim
Dong-Su Were the other speakers

Says Attitude 'Vulgar

pianos.

Starting at Togus Veterans' Hos- College Singspiration, an octet conMr. Hayes is a native of New pital on Saturday afternoon, the cert; and on Saturday at the SkidYork and a graduate of Bates Mcddiebcmpsters began a busy more College Prom.
College. He took his doctorate in week of concerts. That same eve"La Mcr," a delightful French
international relations under the ning they gave two performances
song, will be a new number in the
auspices of the Harris Foundation at the University of Maine.
Meddies repertoire. It will be s\xng
at the University of Chicago. Later
Tomorrow evening, the Meddies in French.
he taught political science and will sing at Deerfield Academy;
The new Meddies taken in last
economics at Grinnell College in Friday evening at the Skidmore
fall are rehearsing every day with
Iowa for four years.
the present group. They are RusIn 1944 Mr. Hayes joined the
sell H. Longyear '57, bass; Peter
Department of State as Lend- Pingrcc,
E. Potter '58, baritone; and John
Lcase specialist and served in vaF. ^Anderson '59, first tenor. As
rious capacities with the Departthey have their parts pretty much
ment until 1952, when he was sent
under control, they are being broto Rome as United States liaison In
Contests
ken in at various informal engagerepresentative to the Food and

During the afternoon the group
and psycho- worked and forced

inspected the biology
logy laboratories.

School, Hospital

sing

Undergrade Attack;

covers his wife's lover and shoots
him. At that moment the action
completely reverses itself, the husband unshoots the lover and we
are taken back to the very begin-

at the time of appointment.

Clearing House
Sends Students

"Blow Your Whistle" by J. Ste- enough in structure. The cu rt ai n
ward LaCasce "56. the first in an rises on "Chet" and Bertha Ches-

as a play, light in tone, in which
the plot depends upon situation rather than character or as a ridi-

On

to

2

Josephson Answers

found in difficult situations.
"There and Back" is the story of
a love triangle. The husband dis-

Milliken

awarded a University Fellowship
by Princeton University, President Agricultural Organization of the
Clyde L. Pingrec '58, won first
Coles has announced. At Princeton United Nations (FAO).
place
in
the Hiland-Lockwood
he plans to specialize in classical
Fairbanks Prize Speaking Contest
archaeology in the Department of
April 10. His topic was "Wnat
Art and Archaeology.
Would Sam Gompers Say Nowj£
"PrilTllps is the strtr'of Mr. and
Other speakers were Arnold B.
Mrs. Kyle M. Phillips of Chester
Goldman '57, who won honorable
Depot, Vt.
mention, John J. Woodward '57,
Fletcher W. Means '57, and Frede-

LaCascc's 'Blow Your Whistle'
Not An Experimental Success

experimental series of original
plays to be presented in the Pickard Theater, was produced by the
Masque and Gown on Friday evening. Wp are reminded that the play
was an experiment. And some superstitious souls would point to
the fact that the performance fell
on Friday the 13th.
But unfortunately it appears
that the resulting impression of
"Blow Your Whistle" must be layed to something more concrete
than the Calendar date.
LaCasce's creation, which 'was
directed by the author, was labeled a farce on the publicity circulars. A farce is popularly defined

Meddiebempsters Start Out

Take Top Honors

Kyle M. Phillips

feated.
Ballots

of the

To Be
At Princeton
Phillips

range from $4725 to $5455 per
year, depending on the officer's
qualifications, experience, and age

things

difficult

amination for the Foreign Service
will be given at more than 65 cen-

warned that the economic growth
Those appointed will be expectof the East has exceeded the av- ed to serve in any of the Departerage ratio recovery of Western ment's 267 embassies, legations,
Europe. He called for long range and consulates abroad, as well as
plans. Budzinski noted the psycho- in the Department's headquarters
logical tensions between France in Washington. Starting salaries

torial.

NUMBER

To Speak Thurs.

A New Way On State Dept.

is

elec-

See edi-

1966

The new procedure for Junior Class Elections was formally
Mr. L. Wendell Hayes, a reprepassed as a Student Council By-Law at the Monday Afternoon sentative of the United States Department of State, will visit the
meeting.
College on Thursday, April 19, to
The original plan was drawn up
present information on career opby David A. Traister '57. P. S.
portunities in the Foreign ServHoward '57 and James W. Dewice and to explain the examining
snap '57 (Orient, March 21). Main
process for entry into the Foreign
features of the new system are
Service as a career officer!
nomination by petition and the use
The State Department has anof the 'transfer' ballot.
The only other change from past
nounced that a special written exelection procedures

new

tion procedure.

to

me

the

most completely

cessful because

its

suc-

language and

technique are a match for its con,
tent. Dealing with a situation -and
with characters which might easily
have become precious, Mr.
Withers has retained an energy
that makes his story serious and
curiously powerful. He has real
literary perception.
is

on

"Slaked Snow" by Mark Power
an ambitious undertaking, and

basis is entitled to the
minor unsuccesses of style that occasionally mar it. Mr. Power's language is a little too rich at times,
involving clusters of nouns and
adjectives that would be better for
some thinning out. But certainly
the story that he tells of two inarticulate people struggling with an
unsuccessful marriage from which
they are not equipped to save
themselves is moving and well observed.
William Hamilton has contributed a story of adolescence called
this

"The Chicks You Find Dead" which
does a fine job of presenting the
uncertainty of values in childhood. This is also the theme of
Robley Wilson's charming story
"The Way to the Fair" which uses
a modified stream-of -consciousness
technique to excellent effect.

On

The. Quill

William Beeson's "Miss Gold- adequacies in thtf sense of form
is an accomplished satire full
and the sense of diction rjave kept
of 'brilliant and uncharitable ob- a number of these poems from beservations (if Mr. Beeson ever ing fully realized. In contemporary
writes a story about visiting poets poems, archaic diction will drain
I hope it will be kept from me),
off pressure like a slow leak. And
and, like Mr. Power's story, also it has always been much harder
full of what English teachers call
to write free verse than to conunnecessary modifiers. The surface form to. and reap the benefits of,
polish of "Miss Goldberg" is per- conventional prosody.
haps at variance with the depths
As examples, John Howland
suggested at the end of the story; seems to accomplishin his three
if one had to choose, the violence
relatively formal poems much that
of the satire seems more valid
is missing in Peter Anastas' rhapthan the violence of action as the sodic
"Diz Played." which remains

berg"

story ends.
Henry Sherrerd's

In

tical side, good taste in emotions
and scholarship earnestly applied

Artist's Ideas

Jack Levine, prominent American artist, spoke on freedom and
art Thursday morning. Leaning on
his left elbow and speaking closely
into the microphones necessary because of the crowd, Levine devoted the first part of his lecture to

slack despite all kinds of internal
story called
a history of art. The great shift
rhythms. The internal form that
artd Junghi Ann's
came with the French Revolution,
distinguishes John Shepard's "Gal"In Memoriam" are both distinLevine noted. Before it, the artist
leon" as well as several of Henry
guished by solid and convincing
was told what to do, there was a
Sherrerd's poems is another sucmaterial and both. I felt, marred
great craft-skill, and the art works
cessful kind of fermality. Mr. Sherby certain technical flaws: Mr.
were of greater popular influence
rerd seems, on the other hand, to
Ahn's language is occasionally inbecause of the wide spread illiterbe guilty of some serious flaws in
exact or cliche, while Mr. Sheracy. After the Revolution the ardiction: murm-ring (so spelled),
rerd's runs to the elaborate. Short
tist found a new freedom; poverty
anew, o'er, are simply not serviceprose pieces by Warren Slesinger
became a rule. In the '20's, howable to a modern poet and one
and Robert Silvius complete the
ever, "it became necessary for
wonders that an ear as sensitive as
excellent fiction in this issue.
the painter to identify himself
his would think they were. His
In addition to the prejudices of
with the human race"
the perfinal poem in the issue, and "Death
the English teacher, the present
iod of the modernists, now in its
in the Morning," have great qualreviewer admits to certain intoler"heyday," arose.
Carl Apollonio and Robert
ity.
ances of a creative origin, and it
"A person with a face that is
Gustafson's short verses make us
is perhaps the latter which makes
human likes to look at a picture
him feel that the poetry is not wish there were more, even if they and see a face that is also huquite up to the short stories. In- defy criticism by their brevity.
man," he observed. The artist must

"The Swamp"

—

MMI

i^MM*

Debate Finals

Defending champions Beta 'iheta Pi will send Richard E. Mor'59 and Ellsworth B. Clark "56
icainst Alfred E. Schretter '58

gan

tnd George F. Howland

'57 of the
fraternity.
the first of the two semifinal debates, Betas Morgan and
Clark, on the affirmative, defeated
ATO's Allan F. Wright '56 and Alton E. Gross '59. The debate topic
was resolved "that women should

Deke
In

prefer death to dishonor." Judges
at this March 21 debate wero
Professors Athern P. Daggett and
William B. Whiteside and Dr.
Gordon L. Hiebert.
On April 4 Deke's Schretter and
Howland successfully defended the
negative, defeating Ronald A. Golz
'56 and Henry M. Eubank '57 of
the Psi U fraternity.. Judges of this
debate, "resolved, that the nations
of Europe should unite huo a federation analagous to the United
States of America," were Messrs.

Glenn R. Mclntire and William
K. Hall and Attorney Robert A.
Zottoli of Brunswick.
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By William Beeson

For Next Year

More Politics— A Good Sign
probably nothing quieter than a Bowdoin class election. Consequently, the positions

One* again the Student Council has come up

There

with a sound proposal. We speak of the new"
procedure for Junior Class Elections which was
incorporated as a By-Law Monday.
Under this new law students will be required

of president, vice president and secretary do- not
carry with them their deserved prestige. Many

colleges and universities have class officers and
when elections are held there are usually lively

number of names of their
members oil a petition before their name
This will give
be entered on the ballot.
those who run the valuable experience of approaching people with the idea of selling something, namely that student's qualifications for
to secure a stipulated

From what we have Observed on
campaigns.
other campuses students seem to benefit greatly
from* the experience of actively campaigning for
an office, whether they win or lose.

class
will

It

class officer.

One

Bowdoln

of the peculiar things about

is

is its

now up

new

this

to

the Council members to

introduced, there will be

ia

But with a

opposition.

little effort

new

resentatives should sell this

have a number of others

campaigning for an elective position.

sell

As usual

fraternities.

to their

idea

when something new

To be sure, we see
of politics in house elections every
often, but we seldom see a person actively

apparent lack of "politics."

some evidence

M

is

Council rep-

Idea,

as they

this year.

An

in a

he found

Giulio Pontecorvo, an Associate
the Department of Economics
at the University of California,
has been named Assistant Professor of Economics at the College,
President James S. Coles announced recently. He will teach eoursai
In statistics, business eyelet, and
the principles of economics, begtnning next fall.

for Action,"

in

bound after

new

which

is

is

a.

Broadwayand Phil-

New Haven

there

A

Joey

are

ate
two ancient
hilarious
in
sketches: Wrong Apartment and
Fleugle Street, the latter of which
is!

lot of it is raw, but clever raw.
showgirls are Ihe most beauti-

a classic.

rptrlp for Action also boasts the
presence <>1 one Lilly Christine,
to her familiars as "The Cat
<;iil." To say that Miss Christine
"I' are strlpteas'ers referred to as

Presently on leave of alvsencr ful I've seen, with lovely legs and
from the University »f Colorado faces. The amount of disrobing
negligible. The cosSchool of Business, Professor Pon- anyone does is
tecorvo is a native of Little Falls, tumes have a scanty sort of charm,
N. J. He graduated from Upper with the exception of the en-

known

Madame?

is

woman

an amazing

WQUkl

not be only an understatement, but indication of a superb
case of nuiwte Kven in my teenage jaunts to inspect the talents
of such superior ladies as Mei Ling

in a number called Papo
from Panama, which consisted of
monkeys, strategically placed, embracing the divine forms of the

sembles

Montclair High School in New
Jersey in 1940 and from Vermont
Academy the following year. In
1948 he received a bachelor of arts
degree from Dartmouth College in
Hanover, N. H.

her

vatldevillians.

thing resembling it.
It is not an evil show.
Its

Supporting

Faye and Danny Dayton, two old
The three of them

adelphia trials. It will not play
Boston, whose citizenry have long
since purged their theaters of any-

chorines. This wag not even risque
a word pristine little tykes and

The
sity

AAUP

American Association

Professors took a bold step at

meeting.

Slaps Back
son Medical College, and the University of Okla-

of Univerits

homa.

annual

The significant point about this aetlon is not
whether such action Was merited. The important

Worried over the problem of academic

freedom, they struck at eight institutions with
the most powerful

weapon

that they have

—

Basically, the
thing lies along different lines.
action showed this: whatever the pressures are
against academic freedom, they haVe not scared
the men against whom they are directed. Certainly there are perils; they always exist and
especially so in times of crisis. It is encouraging
for us to see the professors aumit the presence
of these perils and then hit back with everyIt is only too bad they
thing that they have.

the

vote of censure.
It would, we feel, be worthwhile to trace some
of the background of this action and to see some
In March, a committee of
tlie AAUP published a report on academic freedom. It stated that academic freedom had become more imperiled since World War II than
In any previous time in our history.
At the annual meeting It decided to pass a
vote of censure on eight institutions where, it
of

its

felt,

ered.

ramifications.

waited so long.
Academic freedom has never beert and it will
never be' something which is just given away.
It is always to the advantage of someone to curBut it can be won and held through
tail it.
fighting. The AAUP has shown by their action
that they intend to wage that fight with whatever weapons they have at their disposal.

and Brandy Martin at what we
called the Trenton Royal rtpera
it was downright
From 1947 until 1949 Professor grandmas use
officially, Tine Troc
Coming toward the end of Company
Pontecorvo was a statistician w ith dirty.
have I seen Miss Christine's like.
the show, you didn't care much,
the Lederle Laboratories Division
She is a priestess of her ctaft, I
though.
of the American Cyanimid Comthink.
After the intense cinema and
pany. During the next four years
The music, a lot of it brassy, is
he did graduate work at the '"ni- stage rhapsodies of America's fairly
conventional. The producers
versrVy of California, where fmm dance madonna, Agnes de Mille,
Starbuck's choreography never forget that Strip for Action
1i)3Tv'to 1953 hp was a teaching .James
a hymn to the good old days,
is
assistant before going to Colora- for Strip for Action was more than
how and the score has- a familiar qualI had forgotten
do. He is a candidate for the doc- a relief.
ity that wears well. Too Young to
tor of philosophy degree at Calif- good soft shoe and tap can be.
Go Steady was appealing, as was
ornia and recently completed his Jack Whiting, an easy and ingraGotta Have a Man. The costumes
man,
stopdance
song
tiating
and
doctoral thesis on "The Stock Exwere
colorful, and the scenery,
worthy
change: Its Role at Various Stages ped the show twice. He is a
it was not
falling down, was
successor to Fred Astaire, and when
of Capitalist Development."

academic freedom had been seriously hampThis censure was passed by a great majorLouis University, North Dakota

ity against St.

Agricultural College, the University of California,
Ohio State University, Rutgers, Temple, Jeffer-

Soprano

made such

T

lardy,

who

The Wild Ones
We

were crossing one

we

didn't realize this Isn't Colorado.

was

ted roads. Whatever he

tires

on the rut-

doing, he

was (was

he must have been killed by
now) the kind the National Safety Council eyes

is the right tense:

with sadistic fear.

We hope that he wasn't an undergraduate.
Such drivers seem to be growing plentiful around
Brunswick. But let them beware. If the* phantom
hand of the law can't stop them, perhaps,
in their speed,

they will

unwittingly into

fall

one of the larger pits distinguishing the
parkways.

Or he could

lacks
predecessor.

needs very

is

—

..

Number

nr>«

—

—

C

II '59

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Professor James A. Storvr, Mr. Bela W. Norton, Thomas L. Spenee
H. Edward Born '57, Harold R. Beacham '56
C'ullne Publiehert RepreeentatNe

420

NEW

MADISON AVENUE
Chlraee

-

Bolton

•

Loo Anaelre

-

YORK, N.

T.

San Francttrq

PaMteaed waeM* whan elaaara an held during tha Fall and Spring Swaeatei a*
S»» eiadeata af Bowdoln < .Ilea* addrrea newt roauaanlratlein to the Kdltar and nberrlptkon c.mmonn .lloni ta the Builneaa Manafar of the Bowdoin Puhlnhmg Company at the OHJKNT Office In Moor* Hall. Bowdoln College, Brunawlck, Maine. Kn«M*d> »• eeeand rlaaa matter at tha peat office at Branawlrk, Maine. The •aaarrlatlaa
rate ear an* rear
three (19) aaMara.

U

SUMMER SCHOOL

CLARK UNIVERSITY
Special and Standard Undergraduate ancTGrnduate Courses
Liberal Arts, Business Administration, Education.

in

—

Co-educational

—

Write

Song,

—

Special Events

SIMMER

INTERCESSION:
JUNE II Ho

plot,

SESSION:

JULY 2-AI(.IST

for Bulletin

—

Worcester,

17

Mom,

it.

local

COLLEGE EDITIONS

f>5

and

.75

REGULAR EDITIONS

1.45

GIANT EDITIONS

2.45

^Hkvg^J

Mentor Books

—

*
.35

and

.50

I

Moulton Union Bookstore

i

L

dlAdiB>

Critic

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry
By Henry

D. M. Sherrerd Jr. '52
If you are feeling somewhat nervous about the approach of final
exams, there's really no need to as
long as you stay cool and use your
head. Suppose you don't know anything about the questions? As long
as you are not dealing with scientific facts or similar subjects, all
you need to do is adopt the modern critical outlook on literature,
art, etc., and you've got it made.
Spin the wildest story you can
think of, refer vaguely to "modern
.

1>.

M. Sherrerd

Jr. '33

"Level III. Metaphysical. Here
we find the mice as the symbols
of questioning mankind groping
in the darkness; seeking a meaning for existence
the 'eternal
feminine.' The search is hopeless."
"Level IV. Theological. The story
of the three Wise Men crossing the
desert in darkness Is clearly alluded to
they search for the
true world. They find only torturing doubt. The author is obviously
.

.

'.

—

an

atheist.

.

.

."

"Level V. Transcendental.
Freud, and who Eisenhower, Eden, and Kruschev
can argue with you?
are battling for world power. But
To illustrate this Idea, consider the world process emanating from
the following example, which is the ineffable 'One' (feminine, of
lifted from the Mount Holyoke course) can not be diverted. Fate
News (which took it from the buries all nations in fragments of
."
Kenyon Collegian). You are given time.
the old "Three Blind Mice" story.
So the next time you are faced
Note the different methods of in- with a seemingly unanswerable
terpretation:
question, just remember that the
"Level I. Surface Trivia. A hor- modern critical approach not only
rid little tale of three odious ver- allows any interpretation, it absomin, sufficiently bloody to delight lutely insists upon it. Literaure,
the hearts of sadistic children."
art, poetry, etc., are not what
"Level II. Sexual Symbolism
they appear, no matter how decepthe three blind mice (obviously tively simple on the surface
man's complex makeup of Desire, they are what you make of them.
Ego, and Will) chase after the
Turning to the Massachusetts
farmer's wife (the symbol of the Collegian for April 10, we find this
Pastoral Woman with whom man note: "Dr. Nander Pargess of Philcan find complete sexual tranquili- adelphia will speak on a topic namty.
.). The adjective 'blind' tesed "Meet Our Friends The Mic."
tifies that this 'tranquility' lg un- robes" on Wednesday,
etc.
obtainable."
Our friends the microbes, in.

.

necessary?

Then

too,

of

in the classified col-

the

Connecticut

Daily

Campus

for April 9, there are the
usual ads under Lost, For Sale,
and Wanted, but under Miscellaneous we find the following eni-

most of his
comic art as the butler. Patt Niclolet grunted happily through his
oart of the farmer, and Otho Es<
kin

at

home

Advantage.You
Patronage

in the colorless

role of the business
ine Daggett did not

man.

seem

Catherto enjoy

You'll

.

.

.

I

CUP®

.

.

—

CORRECTION
In listing the persons

who nk

.

.

.

.

.

.

student clubs
Mclntfre, wife of the College Burand organizations, there are two sar. Mrs. M< Intirr
attendee! the
women's clubs named, respective- convention
as a delegate from
ly, the "Chem Femmes," and the
Brunswick. The Orient regrets
"Dental Dames." Ugh.
this omission.
Finally, a rather delayed item
from the Nasson Review. In the
March 16 issue, this headline apN
pears in the sports section: "Blood,
Guts Splash At Bodwell Arena."
|
And the article starts out; "Big
time wrestling arrived at Nasson
last week. An all star cast highlighted by the match between "The
Wolf Boy" and "Mr. America" was
immensely enjoyed by an estimated
."
oOwd of 50.000,000 people.
So ends the day of good, clean,
schoolboy sports at Nasson. Still,

^

First

National Bank

A.

Smart

for full

"

Use Spalding-made tennis balK They're offimore major tournaments than all oiher

cial for

Brunswick, Mains

brands combined.

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

SPALDING
SEIS IHE PACE INSPOIfTS

j>^ \When Spring's in the air
And you

^<

haven't a care,

1

Enjoy pleasure rare -have a

.

CAMEL!

if
they can draw fifty million
people, perhaps the gate receipts
are worth it
but It leaves one
wondering about the sire of the
gym.

—

To These Ears
By George

you must have

control.

Both come in every weight and grip size for
better tennis, match after match.

among other

.

deliver the "feci"

power and better

if

fine shots with these rackets
class.

"'The reason? Both the Spalding k*o nAT**
and the Spalding-made W^ght & )itson davis

t

you read The Daily Tar tended the Democratic
State Con10, you might be
vention In an editorial, last week,
somewhat dismayed to discover the Orient
omitted Mr*. Glenn R.
that,

make more

than any in their

Solicited

the character of Bertha. They ail
did their utmost to bring alive he
hapless script.

gmatic sentence: "Who put^the
eggs in Donahue's bed?" How miscellaneous can you get?

And

was

Student

the

Heel on April

critical analysis,"

.

deed! Is this sort of thing really

umn

"StiS!"

(Continued from page one)

Dewsnap made

purep/casunei

Jr. 'HI

An Apology

majority of these were corrected with perhaps specific reference the
In
Monday's performance), but problems and difficulties encounNewspaper writing is a fascin- even this
could not mar the thrill- tered by today's writers. Perhaps
ating business; it sometimes even
ing, overall effect.
if lecturers could
be assured of
contains an element of surprise.
Stenberg's display of musician- greater student interest and atFor instance, two weeks ago on ship and
imagination suggest even tendance they would dare tackle
Wednesday, March 21, I was as- better
things to come. Sensational subjects on a higher intellectual
tonished when I reread my reor even electrifying seem apt plane.
view of the Pops concert to find terms to
describe a performance
For those of us who had never
no mention at all of the real high- which
demanded three encores and heard him, Austin MacCormick
light of the program, namely the
a standing ovation. Hats off to all must
surely have lived up to all
finale arranged by Terry Stenberg.
the musicians who blended their
expectations. It is rare to find a
In the unavoidable last minute
talents into such a bang-up finale!
man of such wide experience blesscutting all praiseworthy reference
ed with the gift of eaay narrative.
to "Mountain Greenery" had been
Lectures
omitted. Relying on the old proEdward Weeks, Editor of th* His topic was of a serious nature
verb "better late than never," I Atlantic Monthly, offered a lec- and one which is certainly of ut.should like to take brief space ture that was full of interest, wit most Interest to all citizens, yet
now to offer some overdue praise. and charm. The talk was delight- his approach was never devoid of

The "Mountain Greenery" finale ful and thoroughly entertaining,
featuring some 32 vocalists and yet as one faculty member obinstrumentalists and arranged and served, It was almost more apconducted by Terry D. Stenberg propriate for a Women's Club,
Wi, was so good, that regardless than a College community.
Mr.
of any disappointments or degree Weeks touched on a number of ln»
of mediocrity that had appeared terestlng topics, such as the pesin earlier portions of the pro- simistic trend in writing today,
gram, all defects could be and yet never did he go deeply Into
were forgotten. In all honesty, it any one. How Interesting it would
must be stated that there was a have been to hear the brilliant
sizable number of Individual mis- editor, who every week views
takes among the instruments (a thousands of manuscripts, discuss

atSMaSMMal

'57,

National Advertising Service, Inc.

fashion. Surprisingly enough, I lik-

ed

Iff a psychological fad:

Pleasure helps your disposition.
If

you're a smoker,

remember

— more people get more
pure p/eoswre from Camels

man from any

No

other cigarette!

other cigarette

is

so

rich-lasting, yet so mild!

wit and human interest. It was
pleasing to see such a large and
enthusiastic reception.

Glee Club

Gwnel

I was unable
Campus Concert

to attend the
last Saturday,
but reports from a number of reliable source* all lead to the same
happy conclusion that the Glee
Clubs of Bowdoin and Wellesley
gave a performance of superior
quality,

'.
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Top Ba-

little.

I

ture.

have been testing brand name

near the
"were nearly run
(bright green: It's
spring). A black leather Jacket and shaggy haired figure hidden by a mud spattered window
flew by faster than a robin retreating from
Maine in the fall. We could almost hear his
laugh as we leaped back.
Maybe he was trying to get through Brunswick rapidly. Maybe he was practicing for LeMans or Daytona. Maybe he was on a Mobilgas economy run and was so occupied that he
of the streets

Peter D. Potter '58, baritone,
will have the role of Mercury.
Others in the cast of singers and
actors are Ruth Powers, Clement
S. Wilson '57, Herbert A. Miller
'57, Robert L. Gustafson '57 and J.
Steward LaCasee '56. A chorus of
20 mixed voices will also take
part. The orchestration will consist of a string quartet and harpsichord with Mrs. Rebecca Dulfer as
the concert mistress.
The musical direction in both
works is by Robert K. Beckwith
and the staging by Raymond Fatten. Admission, is free.

its

show

1H,

,

Modern Library

memorable impression

year with her performance in
"Dido and Aeneas" will sine Nalast

college the other day, and
over. It was a green car

but like
nana, it

the

,

Wednesday. April

dance and patter are the order of
the day, and the proceedings come
off in capable, lusty and inspired

I

Barbara
a

What

^Me/~:

-

r^

Place Certificate. 1965 Columbia S cholastic Press Associatio n
H. Edward Born '57
Editor-in-Chief
Thomas L. Spenee '57
Senior Associate Editor
Peter F. Cass '57, Roger Howell Jr. '58
Managing Editors
Paul Z. Lewis '58
Sports Editor
_.
Ro.and L. O'Neil '59, Carroll E. Pennell II '56, RayNews Editors
mond G. Babineau '59
John W. Albert '57, Kenneth E. Carpenter
Assistant News Editors
'58
'58, J. Skelton Williams '59, Barry C. Waldorf
William Beeson III '56, Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr.
Feature Writers
•92. John R. MacKay '56, Maynard A. Seelye W, Frederick C. Wilkins '56, George A. Smart Jr. '57, Terry D. Stenberg '56
Sgt. Pete DiVenere, C. William Cooke III '57
Photographer
Harry G. Carpenter '57
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Roger W, Whittlesey '58
Wuyne D. Gass '58
Circulation Manager
McLean
Business Assistants
John F. Dowling Jr. "59. John A.

good.

could practically outdo Paul Diaper. The ensembles, particularly
in Chaps from Annapolis, danced
by twelve of the tallest, most
.
.
.
long-limbed gobs in the world,
were once in a lifetime things.
(Continued from page one)
Yvonne Adair, one of the most
comedy
talents
the arrows of Cupid and Death are able
musical
interchanged; Death goes around round, starred. Miss Adair plays
causing people to fall in love and
Cupid causes them to die.

'Cupid''

I.VVXVI
LXXXVl

tjirst

stripper, but with dignity, and
that is a chore. Her "class" is almost indefinable, hut It Is always

to
musical, "Strip

off-beat sort of theatre

III '5G

-

Recently, the

^^
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May

Track, Baseball

POLAR
BEARINGS

Spring Track
Opens Season

Z. Lewis

At Tufts

'*>H

Admirals Miss Williams Opener Saturday
Friis Trophy
For Inundated White Nine
Cooper
By
dreary
In Squcekcr
This week me Bowdoin
who cage they can
type

Sat.

Adam

champion Tufts for the Jan Frili
Trophy. Tufts had picked what it
team from each
New England state to complete.
The point score was a tir. 63 to
63, but Tutts had beaten Bowdoin
in more traces than Bowdoin had
beaten TYifts and therefore retain-

considered the best

ONE

The season

Bowdoin team,

.

Spring will surely be a little late thin year. But Captaln-monndsman
Leroy Dyer (I.) and second baseman John Kreider (r.) haw been trying to spoil the adage so apropos to the situation. Both have been
aharp"nlng up their game In the Cage and over at the. Brunswick
Naval Air Station while t he snow s tays on.
phot* By r>iVen*r«

Kappa

Sigs

Defeat AD's

In Delayed Volleyball Final

.

Frosh McGovern To

.

.

commence with

Run

At Hub Marathon Tomorrow
Tom McGouern,

bachrourt man for the Frosh cagers
and an outstanding cross-country
man, will compete in the Boston
stellar

Marathon tomorrow.
The twenty-six mile rim, held
annually on Patriots' Day in the

Hub City, will begin in Hopington
and cover the hills, roads and
avenues into the heart of Boston.
It is perhaps the most publicized
track event in the country and
probably the most grueling around.
Crowds line the avenues for the
length

entire

of

the

course

watch each runner pace

The Kappa

Sifra

defeated the

Zetes Forfeit
The Zetes forfeited the consolation game and ended up fourth in
the league while the Psi U's took

third. The championship game pitted the Kappa Sigs against the
AD's. In the first game, the AD's
took an early lead and went on to
The interfraternity rifle com- win 15-8. The AD's executed some
petition began yesterday under beautiful saves and turned them
the auspices of the ROTC De- Into winning points. After the first
partment and the White Key.
game, the AD's looked unbeatable;
The Matches to be fired during but the Kappa Sigs needed time
this week are scheduled as fol- to warm up.
«-2 Lead
lows:
In the second game, the Kappa
April 1? ATO vs. Alpha Delt
Sigs ran up n lead of fl-2 and invs. ARiU
creased it to 11-3 before the AD's
April 18 "TD vs. Beta vs. Psi IT got 5 points bringing the tally to

ROTC Guidance

April 19

DKE Vs.

Sigma

Nu

vs.

'59

AD's

That was

11-8.

the*

AD's

limit for

instead

outcome
different.

for the ilnterfraternity

the

was
would

as

Box Scores

A
39
28
28
10
19
16

Tufts

Bowdoin
Middlebury
Dartmouth

Brown

H
.

24

as
28
29
16
19

Total
63
63
56
39
35
35

'

;

the Boston Dinghy Club for the
Challenge Cup and on the 2!)th
the New England Dinghy Championship Eliminations will be held
at

some

Brown.

by,

Maine and Bowdoin which the

many

as fifteen men, but
the scores of the best five men
only will count. The matches are

STATE
• MON. *

fired

in

185 Park

—

However,

it

seemed that

RIVA

by ROBERT

Gifts

frrr

at

General
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Electric

chemical

make

silicones

new class of man-made chemi-

Made from

cals with very unusual properties.

Fraternity Sports

sand, they assume the form of rubber, grease,
oil

A softball schedule was drawn
up at the last meeting of the
White Key, Tuesday. The first two
days of play, however, were immediately cut when the Key was

and

resin.

Under extremes of heat and

cold, the

rubber stays rubbery, the

Silicones

added to

fabrics

oil oily.

make them excepmakes

tionally water-repellent. Silicone

waxes spread easier

informed of the condition of Pickgames are expected to
be played tomorrow with the Kappa Sigs facing the DS's and the
AD's vs. TD's.

ard. First

.

.

.

paints almost imper-

vious to weather.

One of the men

responsible for finding

ways to produce silicone products
old Frank V. Summers.
Summers' Work

As process engineer

Interesting,

new

26-year-

Important

of the Silicone Products

Department, Frank Summers

HAVE YOU SEEN

is

first

compares

the results of small-scale, pilot-plant experi-

MAN?

ments with the production methods

HE'S

use.

Then, using

his

in actual

ownlcnowledge

of

chemical-engineering principles, he designs

WALLY RICH 56

more efficient and more economical
methods of producing silicone products.
excellent training, diversiSummers'
Frank
faster,

who represents the
NEW YORK LIFE

fied

INSURANCE COMPANY

experience and outstanding personal

qualifications
tor to this

He has a modern, practical
life

and easy-to-own
Insurance plan for

Probably no other item of wearing apparel is so generally accepted by eastern colleges aa the Cru-Neck Sweater in Shetland
wool.

Theae are fashioned

authentic in every detail.

in the loose casual style

Tan

— which

s

When Frank Summers came

is

Electric in 1949, he already

heather, gray heather, oxford.

potential.

STUDINTS
Wully Rich
Dial

'M
PA

A. H.

BENOIT & CO.

9-9S96

-

each of our

For General Electric has long

be-

Whenever

fresh

young minds are

given the freedom to

make

progress, every-

lieved this:

MAINE STREET

body benefits— the individual, the company,
and the country.

BRUNSWICK

Educational Relationa^Ceneral Electric

...

am

work he wanted

to General
knew the kind

to do. Like

25,000 college-graduate employees, he was
given his chance to grow and realize his full

10' 5

for further Inf ormoMon, call

7 Applrtoa

valuable contribu-

engineering team.

25,000 College Graduates at General Electric

of

Bowdoin College

make him a

Company, Schenectady

mm

5,

!

1

*

MM—
_

— w
I'l.KSON!

production of

ANDERSON

MAIL GHHERS

on new ways
to

1

}

SUED PROMPTLY

m

\-,

riMn* •nolo.. arlf-id4rM»l tnnlinr- Mik, RrmltUnre lo SUia Thcatra.
PRICKS:
EVENINGS: I3.0S, 13.30, $2.75, $2.20, 11.65.
(Tmi Included)
(MAT. Tun. Only): $2.75, $2.20, $1.65, $1.10.

What young people are doing

Silicones are a

!

2:30)

*

KAZAH'S

ELIA

all

CRU-NECK SHETLAND

Tuw.

TEA and SYMPATHY
•

Our Authentic

in the face

ALAN

MARIA

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

-Young

8:30 (Mat.

OeORCC IKANDT prmnft

Leroy Dyer was the standout for
the AD's both on offense and defense.

PORTLAND, MAINE
PERFORMANCES ONLY

3

|

A TRIUMPH!

Shop

AD

Kreider.

tremendous attitude

"nnTTmo/ujwATluT PLAY~Trn1%?^iAirTo^^ veabsT}

Row

Greeting Cards

its

APRIL 23-24—EVES.

in

plays for both teams.
The Kappa Sigs took a short early lead, held it, and went on to
clinch the gamp 15-8 for the number one slot in the league.
The
squad included L. Dyer,
Carpenter. Volk, Russell, Baldwin

and Beacham. Representing the
Kappa Sigs were Thompson, Kenney, Shaw, Lehman, Roundy, and

TUE8.,

MGM

defensive

final

.

H

Gift

and whatever the

latter lias been winning quite qf- of the weather conditions that
in ajl. it will be another would have defeated less determined squads.
busy season for the White.

TEA AND SYMPATHY

Merrymeeting

praise,

ten. All

top just nosing out Shields of Bab.
e will go on to the national
competition at Marion, Mass. in
The present national company of the latter part of June.
"Tea and Sympathy," starring MaThe sailing team still has a busy
ria Riva and Alan Baxter, is book- schedule ahead of it. The team
ed for a tour that carries it into which has in the past two seasons
63 cities in 28 states, while
become a powerhouse in the New
and the author, Robert Anderson, England area is still optimistic in
still are trying to find a gimmick spite of missing out in the Friia
that will bring the play's contro- Trophy competition.
versial theme within the restricApril 21st and 22nd will find the
tions of the Motion Picture Pro- Admirals in the Spring Intersecduction Code.
tional Invitational Regatta held by
son.

be workhorses behind the plate.
Once figafn it should be mentioned
that tlie squad's morale is very
high. This fact certainly deserves

On later days there will also outcome of the baseball season this
be a triangular meet between Col- '56 team will be remembered for

engineer works

Marathon

YOU SHOULD!

if

female

the

much

ball

—

off .the

McGovern will be competing in
the event for the first time. He
has been trotting around the
Brunswick area upwards of five
jniles every day in practicing for

THIS

doubt,

had been

have been

place respectively.

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN

to

shifting

have been practicing wherever and
whenever they find a dry field will
piny two exhibition games and a

the evening and the

fire as

being

and

Wesleyan
Alsojhis weekend Skip Rowland
ended up seventh in the New Rngfensively for the Kappa Bigs.
The final standings in the league land division of the Olympic monotype trials. ,Thp races were held
showed the Kappa Sigs in_ drat
at.
Marblehead
in
"Fireflies."
place; the AD's, second; and Psi
Hazelhurst of Brown ended up on
U's and Zetes in third and fourth

Kappa Sigs
April 2<r Kappa 9ig vs, Delta went on to win 15-8. The Kappa
Sig spikemen led by Hank Shaw
Sig vs. Chi Psi
Each team must have at least were superb.
The third and deciding game
five melt, the minimum permissable for match firing. A team may saw many brilliant offensive and
2ete

accordance with
NRA rules and each contestant
will fire 30 rounds with the cal.
(10 rounds prone, 10
22. rifle
rounds sitting, 10 rounds standing) at the standard NBA match
ing him on.
target, distance 50 feet. Firing
McGovern is a member of the
Kappa Sigma fraternity and pres- will commence at 1:00 p.m. each
(1300 hours
ently holds the Adrlel Ulmer Bird day Of this week
iboys) and cease at 4:30 (let's sec
Scholarship for 1955-5*.
1«30 hrj?).

the Boston classic. The Waltham,
Mass. freshman will be running
for Bowdoin in the meet and many
classmates will be down around
Beacon St. and thereabouts cheer-

agonizing steps. Resplendant with
bandanas and oranges the swarm
of marathoners compose a picture
that nearly ever sports fan has
seen in person or via the papers.
First

Smallbore Meet

Begins Under

No

kett.

crews

O'Malley's,

By Steven H. Frager

.

unconditioned monster.
"John," he was addressing John Snow, next year's captain. "Tell'
not a thing.
the hoys about this spring idea. I can't do anything
We have agreements and they are stuck to. Everyone at these
schools understands that.
Course there are two sides to every case
about the value of these things. But we stick to the rules." Adam was
talking about spring football and wanted the husky lineman to say a
few words about the informal spring drills he wan planning. "I know
that John will be there every day except when it rains."
Spring Session
"How about next week?" Adam obviously felt that there was
no reason why lh> boys couldn't go out and roll around in the Pickard
grass Immediately. The coach couldn't impress enough the fact that
we had to have conditioned ballplayers.
"Do you have anything to say, Nels?" There is hardly ever anything to add to Adam's perorations and there certainly wasn't now.
"That's all boys."
The fifty-odd undergraduates filed out of the room quite sure of
what they were -going to be doing from then till November.

light

m

3-1 score Tuesday night in. the
and Boston University this Satur- volleyball championship by a
Os And B»
day at Medford; Coach Frank Sa- cage.
"The two most important things I stress are scholarship and basteanfckl is a bit apprehensive
The semi-finafs, held in the cage of Dyer's excellent offensive tacit's up to you to get those scholarships back and
physical condition
but still hopes to match the win- Monday night, saw the Kappa tics were countered by either Kreiyou all can ami should do it. I want the C's to become B-minuses ter record.
SigB beat the Zetes 2-0 and the der or Kenney who, managing to
and the D's to change into the C brackets. And I don't want to see
AD's defeat the Psi U's. Both return the peg, caught the AD's
you nil showing up in September ten pounds' overweight." So it was
off guard.
games were fast and exciting.
savory
view
any
particularly
of
understood that Adam did not take a
Hank Shaw was ttie standout of.

the delight of the

blew all day.
Sailing
Division A, Charlie
Leif.hton took three second places
an/1 two thirds. In Division B,
Dave Belknap won three races,
had two thirds and- a fourth to
make him second highest skipper
in the meet with 35 points. High
point skipper was Tufts' O'Malley
with 39 out of a possible 42 points,
dewing for Leighton was Don
Mackintosh, for Belknap, Jim Hirwinrtsr

meet against Tufts

a. triangular

ment.

will

To

ed the tup.

.

Everyone was convinced of the need of improve-

practice sessions in the
of
play the
that will be needed to quash
the strong Purple.
The team this year boasts a rosregularly scheduled match against ter of twenty-nine men with over
Williams.
half the men having at least one
Tuesday, weather permitting, previous year of experience. The
Bowdoin versus Colby in the first pitching staff which has proven
exhibition match of the season. itself a capable group of hurlers
The Bowdoin squad which has been in the past promises ) give the
practicing In the Cage or at the Bowdoin fans some great performBrunswick Air Station ate eagerly ances. Besides being strengthened
awaiting the first test of_Jb<<fF by sophomore hopefuls some of
potential. The team looks good in the starters hnve two full varsity
practices but only under game seasons behind them.
conditions ran they be fairly and
With nine men fighting for inaccurately judged.
field berths Coach MacFayden is
Thursday the squad travels to having a tough time picking the
bewistOfl for another exhibition Starting bertha. However, Dyer,
game agtfnsl Hates. If the team Kreider. I.iliby. and Riu'by look like
can get out Tuesday and Wed- good bets, though they are connesday this game at Bates will he stantly being pushed for their
a more accurate barometer of their spots by sophomores R, Clark, W.
potential. However, if they can not Linseott, B. Martin, B. Stover, and
play outside until Thursday, the J. Schlotman.
game Saturday versus Williams
The outfield with thirteen, men
will be the first chance anyone will vying for starting bertha is anyhave to see Bowdoin in action.
body's guess as to who will win N
The Williams game which is the However, any combination assures
first regular game of the season
Bowdoin of a fast, strong-armed
would bo a feather in the cap of outfield.
the MacFayden-men if after long
Rounding out the team M. Cos-'
ter and P. Hastings as usual will
nine

Sailing at the Tufts YaHteteClub
on the Mystic Lakes, Rowdoin was
barely edged out by defending

in

him, gentlemen."

'58

Nell A.

held a meeting. When you
After a successful wint*r track
the closest thing to art institution within one
season, the outlook on spring track
since Herman Hickman this is quite an event. Of course sweaty uniis even more optimistic.
forms und despaired looks weren't there to heighten the effect but
Bill McWilliams is expected to
all the familiar gusto was lurking around to daazle the prospective
star In the four weight events.
gridsters.
U-ist year Bill wow this "event In
"There's no reason why we shouldn't improve upon the record the state meet and it is strongly
of the past two years," and no, none of those present could rightly hoped by all track fans that it
"Rut you can't come around here in the will be a repeat event this season.
figure why we shouldn't.
fall still smoking a couple, a pack, maybe even a »ac1t and a half of Another spark should be Dwight
cigarettes and get away with it. You Just can't do that, something you'll Eatort who will feature the high
The culpable ohes jump, brood jump, note vault, two
find out about when autumn does roll around."
twenty, and one hundred yard
breathed deeply.
events. John Herrick, Stan Black1985
maft, and Captain Phil Mastrom,
Adam spoke on and among the-phrases that Were penetrating the will probably
be a trio threat In
hushed silence of the weight room there seemed to have been an al- the' middle distance competitions.
game and with an
lusion to the tact that in 1935 Rowdoin lost
Running in the mile and two
average weight per man of 192. It certainly was startling. "Those
mile events are Bob Packard, Dave
men. gentlemen, simply put the effort and enthusiasm ihto the gome." Young, and Bill Daley and starNext on the program was an enlightenment for the boys on the ring in the hurdles are George
recommendsomething
that
is
evidently
drill,
the
agility
advantages ol
Paton, Al Stark, and John Bured by the coaches from Maryland (North Carolina tort) to Oklahoma. gess. Pete FVedenburgh is expectAdam then slowly dropped himself into a crouch position a la Notre ed to highlight the dash event and
Dame and with a series of "right huhs and bock hubs" told the finally Russ Bond, Roger Titus,
gathering just what these drills were. He also picked out a human and Steve. McCabe are decided:
exumple along with some statistics of the value of agility. "I Can't strong contenders in the weight
make a slow runner a fast one," he emphasized, "but I can Improve throwing.

Monday afternoon Adnm Walsh

Last

figure that

Weekend

Start Spring This

New York

MOB

itaaiaaaaai
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Josephson Attack
?

.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, WEDNESDAY, APRIL

the incident in a chapel talk on
March 13. He declared that "freeA.
dom of thought and inquiry are esenthusiastic
sential not only to scholarship and
Mote than 1,000 ROTC cadets capacity audience greeted the ancritical thinking but also to the
development of a future citizenry from New England and New Jer- nual visit of the Curtis String
which can preserve and extend the sey will undergo summer training Quartet on Monday evening in the
principles in which we believe in at Fort Devens, Mass., from June Pickard Theater. The superb ar23 to August 3. This is the first tistry of this famous group always
When
night.
later
It last Sunday
this country."
provides a musical treat, and on
interviewed Whiteside said:
Concerning Villard's letter he full-scale ROTC encampment in
"Obviously the Villard family said: "I can commend this stu- the area of the First Army In its this occasion they seemed to per*
form more admirably than ever.
and Matthew Josephson enjoy re- dent's criticism as indicative of his history.
The Quartet whose members insuming their old dispute. I would own willingness to accept the reAt ROTC camps, student-cadets
again point out, however, that the sponsibility of freedom to analyze receive intensive training and prac- clude Jaseha Brodsky, violin; Enconnection between History 12 and criticize that which he thought tical experience in tactical, tech- rique Serratos, violin; Max Aronofff viola;
and Orlando Cole,
(American History) and the sub- to be in error.
administrative
duties.
nical, and
cello offered the Quartet in C maject of that dispute is only in"This student identified in his Emphasis will be placed on wea("The Dissonance") by Modirect and incidental.
own mind the views of the author pons training, and every cadet will jor
"History 12 students were not of the book questioned with those be required to fire a course with zart and the Quartet No. 2 Op. 10
asked to read Josephson's discus- of Marx and Engels. If their lef- the Ml (Garand) rifle for marks- by Kodaly. In the major work
Piano Quintet in F minor by Cesar
sion of Henry Villard (the great- tist! writings had not been pre- manship qualification.
they were joined by
grandfather of Vincent S. Villard viously available to this student,
For leadership training, cadets Franck
Jr.) in "The Robber Barons.' They it would have been impossible for will be rotated in command posi- Dr. Frederic Tillotson at the piano.
The Curtis String Quartet is one
were assigned about 100 pages in him to attribute the influence he tions within the student compaof
the
oldest
of contemporary enanother book, The Politicos,' in did to the writings of the author nies and afforded every opportunisembles, having worked together
which Joaephson discusses the Lib- he considers to be in error.
ty to exercise command and sufor over a quarter of a ceiitury
eral Republican movement of 1872
"Thus one can see, within the pervisory responsibilities during
and other aspects of the post-Civil very criticism which has been field training and group exercises. Their world wide acclaim was jusWar political history."
Each ROTC cadet will spend at tified once again at their twentymade, the necessity of freedom of
Although Josephson says that study if a student is to be able to least one night on guard duty and sixth annual appearance here on
everything ho. wrote about Henry make a critical analysis of the in- one day as a "KP" (kitchen po- Monday night. These four capable
Villard in "The Robber Barons" fluences and prejudices of authors lice). In connection with this, he musicians, artists in the true sense
of the word, demonstrated anew
was taken from official records, he may be reading.
will be instructed in the fundamenthe remarkable blending of tone
documents, contemporary letters
"Without such freedom, we tals of mess management,
and Villard's autobiography, Vin- would soon become vulnerable to
Practice marches and field ex- and splendid technique that has
cent charged that the book "is one the crudest of rumor and propa- ercises involving the firing of in- placed them at the top of string
of the most incredible compen- ganda. Therefore, we must not dividual and crew-served weapons ensembles.
Although all three works were
diums of misstatement and 'pre- only permit but also encourage, will be stressed. A field problem

After Mrs. Colie Informed
the Orient of the letter, a telegram
was sent by the Orient, asking for
authorization to print the letter.
Josephson consented.
Prot. Whiteside had no knowledge of Josephson's letter until
Stuart E. Colie informed him of
Issue.

—

—

.

valent myth' ever assembled under
the authorship of one pretending
serious historical validity."
Pros. James S. Coles spoke on

and

some cases

.

.

that continuing through at least two
thinking and writing contrary to consecutive days and nights and
our own beliefs and principles employing aggressor forces will bo
be studied and analyzed."
scheduled. Other nights
will be
spent in the field so that each
student will serve a minimum of
one week under bivouac condiin

tions.

m)

<C*ntm«W fr.*a p«tt
and the people shown accurate, vocational training at
the best way.
college levels will be useless with
Immediately after, the lecture, the coming automation.

thought,
Is

Warren held an open discussion.
The Business Outlook
At, the same time, Mr. Levine was
The final lecture was delivered
explaining his work on exhibit In Friday morning by Clarence B.
the library, Prof. Blanchard and Randall, former Chairman of the
Dean Thomson debated, and Mrs. Inland Steel Company, author, and
Mildred Horton, former President
of Well^sley College, Mr. Hugh
Roas, promient musician, and Dr.
Robert Maynard Hutchins led discussions.

Jr. '57

calibre, the high-

of

Two Bowdoin College juniors
light of the evening was the Cesar
Franck. The lush, thrilling quality will enter Massachusetts Institute
of the opening movement, the slow, of Technology next fall under tie
Bowdoin-M.I.T.
Plah,
piano line of the Lento and the combined
brilliant Allegro con fuoco brought Professor
Dan E. Christie, in
forth the best efforts of all the charge of tho Plan at the College,
again
was
Tillotson
Dr.
musicians.
announced today. They are Stanthe sensitive, devoted interpreter, ley M. Blackmer of Atlanta, Gsi,
bringing always a high degree of and Daniel Samcla, Jr. of New Rowarmth and understanding to the chellc, N. Y.
difficult Romantic passages. Only
Blackmer will be enrolled in the
one slight fault, that of a some- industrial administration program
what muddy, unclear sound in a at M.I.T., while Samela will spo»
could
passages,
Allegro
few of the
cializo in mechanical engineering}
be noted.
Following two years of study there;
The Mozart piece was outstand- they will have earned degrees
ing for the sweet tones, good pitch from both institutions.
and overall ensemble. It is such a
Blackmer, who came to Bowpleasant change to hoar these
doin three years ago as an Alumqualities in a string .group. Such
ni Fund Scholar, is majoring in
things as the cello playing in the
physics
and is a member of SigAdagio, the delicate phrasing of
ma Nu fraternity. A two year letthe beautiful piano passagos of
terman in track as a distance runthe Andante Cantabile and tho
ner, he is enrolled in the advanced
clipped execution of tho
light,
tho graceful. course of the Reserve Officers
Menuetto enhanced

flowing patterns of

Training Corps unit at Bowdoin.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Blackmer, live at 621 Ridgccrest,
N. E., Atlanta, Ga.

Mozart's ge-

nius.

The restless, constantly changing tempos of tho Kodaly number
were vividly brought to life by the
has a
Quartet. The selection
Btrong Hungarian flavor, almost
gypsy-like in texture.

A mathematics major and
member

of

Kappa Sigma

a
fraterni-

ty, Samela has been honored
James Bowdoin Scholar.

as a

require,

Colby Convocation
what

1956
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Cadet Training Critic Praises Curtis Quartet, MIT To Gain
This Summer Tillotson For Superb Concert Two Engineers
By George
Smart
From College
To Build 'Men' A very
and near almost
equal

.

.

'

.

special consultant to President Elsenhower In the field of Foreign

Economic Power. He gave an eloquent defense of the liberal arts.
Decisions in business, Mr. Ran-

dall declared, are the function of
Hub-hint Criticizes Education
experience and cannot be decided
Dr. Hutchins, President of the
a priori; it Is best to resist spefor the Republic and formcialization until the last possible
er President of the University of
moment. Employers look for the
Chicago, sjwke the same evening.
capacity to learn and flexibility
Pointing out that in a democ- to
solve problems for which one is
racy it is necessary to educate not specifically trained.
Talent
everyone to the limit of his abili- from
the colleges is greatly sought
ty. Dr. Hutchins said that the
after: there Is little patience with
problem now is to improve the edu- the man who has not
made the
cational system. The education of most of the
college ojiportunity.
the citizen is essential: "mass stuMr. Randall outlined what he
pidity can mean mass suicide in
thought business looks for in the
an are of nuclear power." He quot- liberal arts
graduate: and undered Whitehead that there can be no standing of the laws of
economics,
successful democratic system un- a knowledge
of geography ("busitil education can convey a philosoness is tied with the world"), a
phical outlook.
second language, and an underSalaries must be increased if standing of politics and the govthere are to be more teachers to ernmental process. An ability to
handle larger student enrollment. read and write is needed. "The
But beneath this lies the problem problem now in business comes not.
ef how to change the public atti- from the ignorance of matter, but
tude toward education.
from our ignorance of mankind
Dr. Hutchins defined education problems of human behavior beset
as tlie system which supplies the us at every point."
materials and habits necessary for
The Audlnnrr
the individuals to learn to think
All the lectures were crowded.
faf themselves. Wo must recog- The gymnasium seated an estimnise this aim, he felt, and elimin- ated 1500. Many were coeds, a lot
ate the institutioas which do not of whom brought their knitting.
conform to it. There are tradi- Comments such as "One minute
tional methods which can be re- before the end of the lecture this
examined: the teacher is not meant morning I dropped my needle
to he a chaperon*, age and time were common in the women's
qualifications for schooling are not dorms.

Fund

Sing Originator

Manning, Gardner
Chosen As Chief
Execs By Betas

Twelve College Students Attend
Combined Plan Conclave At MIT

Text Of Letter
(The following is a letter senti days. Vincent Villard, on the other
to Mrs. Stuart E. Colie from Mat- hand, sets himself against the real
thew Josephson, which, after some American tradition when he urges
the that his classmates should read
Editors.)
only one type of history, that is
without object iveness or critical
... I wanted very much to write spirit, and sings only hossanahs.
... In the Saturday Review of
a letter to the Bowdoin Orient editor presenting my own view of April 8, 1954, I held a debate with

revisions,

has

hie

Orient to print.
Dear Annetta:

allowed

—

The

Allan Nevins on his Idea of- rewriting the history of the barons
to suit the fashion of the season.
There, I gave my reply to such attacks; and I think the faculty of
Bowdoin know of the piece, which
Mr. Villard had a perfect
was widely reprinted and used in
right to dislike or disapprove of

(Vincent S., Jr. '57) Villard's critimy works, but I've always
felt that I should not defend or explain or apologize for the books I
happen to write.

cism of

.

.

.

what

had

I

to say.

He had

say whatever he
about the subject.

to

a right

or pleased

felt

But it seems to mc he should
have waited and looked into the
subject, a little further before pre-

universities.
Alas, "Tho Robber
Barons" has been used for two decades in our leading universities
as has "The Politicos." As I have
boon informed, its net effect may
have been to introduce some small
improvement in the social attitude of present day barons.
... I have not even been sub-

suming to tell the faculty of Bowdoin what books they should recommend for reading in American jected to any book-burning in any
history
and what tho other serious
degree, not even by Mcboys should or should not read.
Carthy (who should know about
.

.

.

He, in view of his connec.
tions with some of the biographical
subjects in "The Robber Barons,"
may have reason to believe that
that character, his ancestor, was
all perfection and virture. But I
and many others - and especially
the plain citizens from the hills in
the 1880's
have not the sunn.

.

—

everyone). ...

I

have never heard

of its ("The Robber Barons") factual material being challenged seriously - 1 am not to blame for the

record of those persons compiled
that caused both great political
parlies to enact criminal laws
against them.
... I wish you and your husband

reasons to admire and worship a would convey my compliments to
Henry Villard.
Prof. Whiteside for his good dem... I think he should be sent ocratic and academic manners in
to the corner of the classroom and this affair. I thought also that the
made to read all the works of Bowdoin Orient covered the story

James Ford Rhodes la friend of with much good sense.
McKinlcy and Mark Hanna) and
I
would not dignify with an
.

those of Parson

Wecms

.

.

also.

answer Mr. Villard's poor attempt
at analysis of my book by taking
John J. Manning III '57 of Quintaken from the, official records? words or quotations out of context.
Twelve Bowdoin Science majors meetings of the entire group for
cy, Mass., was elected president of
documents, and contemporary let- His insinuations about want of paattended a guidance conference speeches and. general questions,
Beta Sigma chapter of Beta Thcta
ters, and Villard's autobiography.
triotism in an author he disagrees
April 11-13 at M.I.T. concerning and a guided tour df the camPi last Wednesday evening. AcYet the fact is that men like with are downright vulgar. Howthe Combined Course of Study.
1 pus. Every member of tho confer-

By

J.

Skelton Williams '59

.

.

.

Everything

I

wrote wis

the White Key he served
Henry Villard aroused millions of ever his follow students in their
The purpose of the conference ence was allowed, full use of the Americans
term as president of the White
to join the old-fash- comments on his attitude reflect
A graduate of Boston College was to enable the student to learn athletic facilities: the swimming ioned, anti-monopolistic crusades appreciation of the value of freesome detail about the many cur-] pool, the sqash courts, and the of
Mr. Alfred Brinkler, originator High School he is in ROTC.
the Populist and Bryan era
dom of thought and inquiry.
sailing
pavilion.
At
three
least
stuof the College Intorfratemity Sing
William H. Gardner '57, a native ricula available at the Institute
that
was
"Americanism"
in those
(Matthew Josephson)
in 1936, will be here to present the of New York City, is the new vice and the professional opportunities dents took advantage of the sailcup on the twentieth anniversary president. He has been active in to which they lead. It is necessary ing opportunities: College sailors
of the sing next week, according the Glee Club as assistant mana- for all students transferring under George E. Howland '57, Commodore; David J. Belknap '58; and
Let us help you plan your printing
to Professor Tillotson.
ger. Playing varsity tennis he is the Combined Plan to make a
The preliminaries will be judged captain of this year's team. Gard- choice of professional field at the H. Eric Lund '57.
as well as produce it . . .
by Mrs. Constance Hall of Bath, ner was graduated from Rivcrdale time of the transfer.
April 13th vas left free so that
Lieutenant Petor - King of the Country School.
The greater part of the time the student could visit those faculROTC staff, and Mr. Ronald Hurle, Other officers are Donald E. was passed in hearing various de- ty members and laboratories which
Our long experience in producing- the following and other
president of the Brunswick Choral Weston '57, student council repre- partmental talks which indicated
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cut*
were of special interest. The conSociety.
sentative; Robert R. Johnson '56, the course of study in the various
The finals of the annual sing recording secretary, Paul I. Kings-* fields open to the transfer student. ference indicated a great interest
in time and save you money.
will be judged by Mr. Cecil Hall, bury '57, house manager; Joseph
In addition there were three at M.I.T. for the Combined Plan.
secretary of the Newton Highlands B. Schlotman '58, White Key re•
•
Gleo Club, Mr. George Wight, presentative; Richard- H. Allen '58,
president of that group, and Mr. secretary; Joseph W. McDaniols
•
Arthur Landers, head of the music '57, treasurer; John P. Dow '57,
department of Phillips Exeter steward; George A. Smart.'Jr. '57,
0.
Academy.
alumni secretary; Peter D. Fuller
During the judging of the pre- '59, Student Union Committee reliminaries, Peter Potter '58, will presentative. Other officers arj
Paul K. Niven
Jerry Wilkes
sing selections from musical come- Raymond G. Babincau '59, Richdies. Professor Tillotson will play ard E. Morgan '59, William O.
Printers
Brunswick, Maine
Orient
the piano during the judging of Daley '58, Dana W. Randall '57,
the finals.
and Stephen C. Lawrence '57.

To Present Cup

tive in

last

Key.

—

j

TICKETS

Brunswick Coal Or Lumber
FUEL BUILDING SUPPLIES

C

STATIONERY
FRATERNITY FORMS

POSTERS

ALUMNI LETTERS

THE RECORD PRESS
Of Hie

—

&

J
J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3

HOUR SERVICE
PA

Dial

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Street*

UPTOWN
T

II

E AT

BATH

ft

THEATRE
Bmaswlck. Matoio
Wed.-Thurs.

April

April 18-10

ROCK AROUND THE
CLOCK

18-10

with
BUI Haley and His

ComeU

The Platters (Ernie Freeman
Combo), Tony Martinez and
His Band, Freddie Bell and His
Bellboys, Alan Freed, Johnny

Jeanne Crain

George Nader

Johnston, AJlx Talton.
also

Kitty Kallen

News

THE SECOND

Short Subject
April 30-2

1 rl.-Sat.

WALT, DISNEY'S

GREATEST SEX
in

CUMBERLAND

E

MAINE

Wed.-Thurs.

Brunswick, Maine

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

THE UTTLEST

USED CARS

OUTLAW

Cinemascope

*

with

FEDBO ARMKNDAR1Z

CO-PIEASER

JOSEPH CALLEIA
also

Maine's Most Modern Auto

John Payne

Short Subject*

la

Sua.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thur*.

AprU 22-23-24-25-26

CARIBBEAN

5

Body Repair and Paint Shop

— DAYS — 5

GUYS AND DOLLS
STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL
For One

Full

Week

20

with

Marina Brando • Jean Simmons
Frank Sinatra - Vivian BlaJnr
Note: 3 Shown Sunday

Complete Front End and Frame Alignment

William Holden

Kim Novak
ia

PICNIC
Cinemascope and Color

MMMMI

First Evening .show Week
at 6:30 p.m.

Days

smoking. For the
flavor you want, here's the filter you need.
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SUPERIOR TASTE
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PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT
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50e
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So good to your taste because of LaM's
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WITH
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Co.
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So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor
comes clean— through L&M's all white
Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure
white outside for clcancr,bctter smoking.
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Morgan B/ Cushing,
Ec Professor, Dies

Sing Finals Set Winfrey Leaving; Stern Soon
For Tomorrow

Was Teacher Here

Portland organist Alfred Brinkler, who originated the annual In
terfraternity Sing at the College
twenty years ago, will return to

Since 1922;

Also Active In Church,

Town

the

B. Cushing. Professor of
Economics since 1946 and a member of the College faculty since
1922, is dead.

Saturday after a long

died

illness.

W. Logan Hardie

McDonald

Philip E.

'57,

Eugene M. Wheeler Jr.
members of Zeta Psi

Two

'59,

College

All are
fraternity,

'57.

the fraternity of Mr. Cushing.

Emeritus Thomas Means and Warren B. Catlin; and Profs. James A.
Storer, Albert Abrahamson and
Philip M. Brown were honorary
pallbearers.

Morgan

B.

Cushing

Professor Cushing joined the
faculty in 1922, when he received

Master of Arts degree from
,

the University of Pennsylvania. He
was Assistant Professor of Economics until 1927, when he was
promoted to the rank of Associate
Professor. In 1946 he was named
to a full professorship.

to

night.

memory

The Wass Cup,
of Professor Ed-

Bowdoin College

Cushing,

Community

suf-

many yean

for

In his church, in the

many

civic

and

orial Hall.

Beta Debaters
Capture Trophy

students according to ability."
Dean Kendrick presided over the
debate held in Smith Auditorium,
with Herbert A. Miller '57, president of the interfraternity debate
council as moderator, and Professor Albert TL Thayer, advisor to
the group as time keeper. The
judges were John Sweet, Chairman, Mrs. Stuart E. Colie, Rever-

—

Red Cross,

social groups,

other

worthwhile organizations. He will be long remembered In the hearts of the
in

College and his
Pres.

—

many
James

—

ficer of the Reserve Officers Training Corps Regiment upon the departure of Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey

Judges for the preliminaries are
Constance Ring of East
Brunswick and Lt. .Peter C. King
ok
and Ronald G. Hurle, both
Mrs.

$

who has served in that capacity
since November 1953. Col. Winfrey

Brunswick. The judges for the
has not yet received his new asnals will be Cecil Hall, Secretary
signment from Army Headquarof the Newton Highlands Glee Club

friends.
S. Coles.

The

ters.

.

Colonel Stern, who has been Executive Officer of the ROTC unit
since January 1954, is a graduate
of the Command and General Staff
College, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.,

six

VISITS

houses that took part

night were Alpha Rho UpsiBeta Theta Pi, Kappa Sigma,
Psi, Sigma Nu, and Delta
Kappa Epsilon. Tonight Psi Up'
silon, Alpha Delta Phi, Theta Delta Chi, Delta Sigma, Alpha Tau |
Omega, and Chi Psi will sing in

CAMPUS

last

lon,

Zeta

that order.

George Raymond, Worthy Grand
Master of Kappa Sigma fraternity,

Three

ambitious

from

youths

Brown University found out the
last weekend that crime
doesn't pay. As a matter of fact
cost them $256 in fines and
it
hard way

Lt. Col. Will

R. Winfrey

culled to active duty in 1948 and costs.
The campus never looked so decserved in Japan and Korea for
two years.
orated as it did after these hearty

youths picked up mementos - in
His
decorations
include
the
Bronze Star Medal, the European- the form of trophies, beer mugs,
African-Middle East Medal with composite house pictures, etc.

—

Negro Problem Discussion
Based On Political Question

Advisor Confab

Hazing Group

—

"i

,

,

Court
he
Supreme
decision
through contrary state legis atioo,
|

abandonment of the school

Critic

Notes

By

(irorg* A. Smart Jr. '57
Imaginative staging and some
very acceptable singing were the
attributes of the double-bill opera

performance presented by the Music Club and
the Masque and
Gown on Friday evening in the
Pickard Theater.
Serving as a curtain raiser.
There and Back by Paul Hindemith. proved to be a delightful
satire on opera and its conventions
story.

—

in

particular,
situation of

pointless
The
a senseless story with music, going Into
reverse, was handled with dramatie

skill

and comic

flair.

Hindcmith's dissonant composition coupled with some individual
difficulty encountered by the musicians in the pit did not always
make for easy or even enjoyable
listening. Yet one is always aware
of a creative musician at work,

and

Satire,

Dramatic

the instance of the wife's
closing arietta there can be found
a sound of real beauty.
in

them shared the fault of not always getting the diction across the
footlights.

The

story' of a love triangle and
complications, backwards and
forwards, was told in a rollicking
manner by a cast of six. Ruth
Powers offered a light, charming
portrayal of the wife, and she
managed the coloratura line with
its

apparent ease. Donald

L.
'58 contributed, a pleasing

Hovey

Skill

Dull Side

The main work

of the evening,

Cupid and Death, a Court Masque
by Matthew Locke and Christopher Gibbons, tended to be on the
dull side.

The music, with a few excep-

tems, zoning of school
and extremist terrorism
b e successful in the long

sysdistricts
,

will

not j

run."

Question Period
The only difference in viewpoints came during the question
period. A questioner asked for opinion concerning the recent publish(Pltaw tarn

U

PW

f**r)

1

.

Arthur L. Perry, and Frederick J.
Wenzel.
Proctors must be in their last
year at the College. The Student
Council made the preliminary se-

enough

to the part of the Sage,
while Philip F. Stuart '57 played
and sang the Husband in best sa-

tions,

mend

ful

To Growing Fund

.

ericaru Activities Committee r< poi
carried "the accusation of some
sort of 'guilt by affiliation' insofar
as he was concerned.
He said that he had never b a
investigated by the Committee;
that he had held various opi
at different dm.", and was "an
t

lection two weeks ago. Dean Kendrick made his choice from the list
of men recommended to him by
swerable to no one I'm them."
the Council.
Josephson also charged thai Ihe
Kent G. Hobby '57 asked Councilmen to announce the Donlop Villard family had tried to pre
vent
publication of "The Robber
'Service' Essay

Prize Competition,

whose deadline

is In

mid-May.

Barons."

He

%

in
fic

Student Recital
Don

Forbes

L«

against forty other trumpet playHgarr« dance ban
featured here at the Fri- ers. When he finished his number,
day night dance of Ivv Day Wcek . he looked up to see all forty apend nas clirnbed .teadily until it plauding him. an event which won
the title of "The Trumpet
is now recognized as one of the him
very most popular dance hands of Player's Trumpet Player."
today
After leading a band shortly in
Tickets for the dance may now 1947 which was disbanded by the
1)" obtained from any of Hie .sixlong recording ban. he toured the
teen members of the Ivy Day Com-' [country gaining experience which
payed off in 1953 when his big
mittce at six dollars per couple.
Les Elgart's band, advertised as chance eame. He carefully gath"The Band with the Dancing ered together a top-flight band
Sound." is one of the star attrac- which quickly catapulted to fame
tions on Columbia records and cur- with successful appearances in the
rently has eight LP's on the mar- choice hand spots and with bestket. Don Forbes is the featured selling records,
will

^

'

|

Elgart spent many years as a
featured trumpeter- with such big
as Bunny Bcrigan,
Charlie Spivak, Harry James, and

Woody Herman

and, also appeared

on numerous radio shows. He almost never became a musician,
being tempted to accept one of a

number

of

professional

'

i

1

|

baseball

offers.

Accirding to legend, he hit the
big time spectacularly at an auditiorr to fill a trumpet spot with
Berigan's band when he competed

!

]

:

ta*a*aiM«aa«MMaMtt

is

the

Conference

for

a conference."
Josephson also said that his two
books. "The Robber Barons" and
The Pulitieos. ha\ e |. r. d out
standing" reviews in Republi an
"

,

.

.

Neither Vincent
Ruth Powers,
Villard
not
David W. Holmes '56 and Frede- Prof. William B. Whites id- who
rick von Huenp '53 will be per- has his students read "The Politiformers in the Student Recital to es!" by Josephson, were avai
be given at the Moulton Union for
comment.
President
Coles
Lounge on Sunday, April j£), at wished to make no statement.
-.

3:00

p.m.

Professor

Robert

('

Beckwith has announced.

The Student

Recital has become
tradition
a
after

although there are occasionoutside guests.
This year's recital, organized by
Professor Beckwith. will present
Bach's Sonata (or flute and harpsichord played by Holmes and von
Huene, Cantata for soprano, two
recorders and harpsichord sung by
Miss Powers, and a Sonata for
two flutes. Also on the program
will be Potter's singing with the
accompaniment of William F. Mc
Carthy '58 and the Clarinet Quar
tet

of his

,

I

and Cultural

'58.

title

Sophisticated Swing

vocalist.

also said that hi was
Italy at the lime the Scienti-

World Peace was held and "could
scarcely have taken pan In men

newspapers.

ivter B. Potter

most famous LP record album. Others currently available
everywhere include Band of the
Year. Dancing Sound. For Dancers
Only. Just One More Chance,
Prom Date, and Campus Hop.
Primarily this is a dance band
playing highly daneeable tempos,
but also its arrangements are
spiced with original musical, eararresting sounds to provide maximum listener interest as well from
what is perhaps America's most
promising swing band.

j

name bands

Coming Sunday

something of
more than fifty programs. The institution was started by Prof.
Frederic E. T. Tillotson and has
always depended upon student tal-

1

'

has very little to recomit; there are a few graceAlpha Delta Phi voted unanimelodies and at times the music is perhaps deceptively simple, mously last week to donate fifty
but. for the most part the writing dollars annually to the library,
tirical manner.
William
H. Freeman, president,
is not even good baroque.
Robert L. Johnson '56 and CaOpera lovers must come to ex- has announced.
meron G. Smith V58 filled their pect uninspired
The money was voted to be
plots, but in such
brief parts successfully, and Cacases the music at least must be pooled with the Psi Upsilon gift
therine Daggett happily proved
and donations of any other houses
worthy of attention.
that a characterization can be
Using the new lighting board given to purchase expensive textcolorful even without dialogue.
and a minimum of stage props, books that the library is often unThe singers were at times drown- Raymond Rutan
presented a hand- able to buy because of insufficient
ed by the orchestra, and all of
funds.
(PI»M turn la p«*c four)
voice

and

letter

VtUartf's

Les Elgart's 'Dancing Sound'
To Be Featured At Ivy Dance

1

AD's Donate $50

of

Joins Scientists

j

aS
d0C
*£*? blocking
^.u
Otner methods of?&

Texts

Jonephson's reply appear on page
four.

1. Being one of the Sponsors ol
the Scientific and Cultural Confer?
ence for World Peace, held in New
York March 25-27, 1949. and libelled a Communist inspired mo' b
Newly selected are Fletcher W. by the House Comnlittee on Un>
fore
Municipal
Court.
.Monday
where they pleaded -guilty to Means II and Thomas E. Need- American Activities;""
charges of malicious mischief and ham of the class of '57, who will
2. Being a member of the adviserve for one year, and James M.
were fined $44 plus $6 costs.
sory council of the IJook Union,
On top of this one of them, who Fawcett III and Albert E. Gibbons labelled by the Federal flnwrp.
Prof. James M. Moulton of the
Biology
Department
has
been was driving, failed to make, a turn Jr. of the Class of '58, to serve ment us an organization which di .named to a newly formed Inter- onto Church Road at the Vnd f two years.
seminated Communist literature in
The new committee was fonned America;
national Committee on Biological McKeen Street and landed in Mi's.
Acoustics, set up last week at a Elizabeth Lawless' lawn. He was by the Council two weeks ago to
3. Being one of 49 who have adlined
for
$100
reckless driving and oversee hazing activities and en- vocated the election
conference on animal sounds held
of Commu$6 costs.
force the new regulations. Its du- nist* in election campaigns;
at Pennsylvania State College.
ties will bo to decide on the legaliPresent at the conference were
4. Being one of 49 listed by the
ty in terms of SC regulations of House Un-American Activities
scientists from England, Germany,
any proposed activities and to hold Committee who are affiliated with
the Netherlands, Canada and the
fraternity presidents and hazing 11 to 20 Communist-trout organiUnited States.
chairmen responsible for infrac- sations.
The purpose of the new committions of the rules.
Villard cited as the source
tee is to administer an internationEugene V. Helsel Jr. '58, the
al.library f animal sounds, to be
only junior member of the former
catalogued and handled, for the
The Orient lius placed MM H
Student* planning to room In
Faculty-Student Hazing Commit- Committee on Un-American Activipresent at least, by the Ornitha dormitory during the fall setee which was disbanded by the ties report on closed reserve at the
ology Department at Cornell Unimester
should
obtain
room
apversity.
SC, will stay on as a member of library for student use.
plication forms from the Placethe new committee.
Included in the collection will
ment Bureau Office in Banister.
This committee will meet soon information the House Un-Ameribe recordings of sounds made by
Forms must be completed and
to formulate policies, and especial- can Activities Committee report ol
insects, birds, fish, and such mamreturned on or before May 1.
ly to consider what form the re- April 1, 1951 on "The ("omnium.
mals as'" bats and whales.
Students planning to live at
A Campaigh
quired scholarship programs should 'Peace' Offensive
Professor Moulton will carry on
home or ofT campus in an ap- take, plans for
which must be sub- to Disarm and Defeat the United
research this summer at the Lerproved location must register
mitted by each house next month. States."
ner Marine Laboratory in the Ba-j at the Placement Bureau Office.
Villard said thnt he could not
hamas. He plans tn do research in! Any student in doubt as to
Dean Announces Proctors
"help wondering why anyone with
the relation of sound to the biology
whether his off-campus room
In his capacity as SC Faculty- Josephson's background should be
of fish, a project which he has
has been approved by the ColAdvisor, Dean Kendrick was pres- considered at alt deserving of a
been conducting during the past
lege should see Samuel A. Ladd
ent for the first part of the meet- place in' a reputable college hi
two summers at thcWoods Hole
Jr.. Housing director.
ing. He spoke in general about the tory reading course," -tint that he
Oceanographic Institution.
role and activities of the Council could see no objection "to includand in particular about plans for ing the. book if students knew
the coming house party weekend, Josephson's background."
expressing the hope that things
.(A copy of Villard's letter was
would continue to run as smoothly sent to Josephson bj the <>ii"iit in
r
as earlier in the year.
oider that he might be given an
The Dean also announced to the opportunity to reply.)
Josephson said that "a leiiei
Council the list of proctors for
1956-57. The seniors selected are: of this sort speaks for Itself," thai
Richard M. Drenzek, Donald E. Villard was ''evidently get
Dyer. Jr.. John C. Finn. Donald some way of 'labelling' bool
L. Henry, Robert L. Johnson, Jr., that students maj be made 'aware
.'"
Allen M. Lanes, Richard B. Lyman, of affiliations ol the author
Josephson said that the l'i
Jr., William A.
McWilliams, Jr.,

—

iSt

In a letter to the Orienf>dated
April 9, he charged Josephson
with:

Moulton

Prof.

—

rine.

Council Selects

blithely
distributed
them
three battle stars, the World War and
II Victory Medal and the Korean around the campus.
At least six fraternities - ARU,
and United Nations Service MedChi Psi, Kappa Sigma, Psi Upals, with thrqe battle stars.
He is a native of Uni'ontown, Pa. silon. Sigma Nu and Zeta Psi
had things temporarily removed.
The Student Council selected the
After the students were caught by
the police, they helped round up new members of its Student Hazthe loot. Everything was intact by ing Committee Monday from the
list of those nominated at the preSunday morning.
The students were brought be- vious week's meeting.

•

Wilder Attends

!'!l

'57

Students Should
Get Room Forms

day night and conferred with the
administration this- trwi -ring. Mb*
Raymond is on a tour of the east
ern chapters of Kappa Sigma.

Debate

Double-Bill Opera

By H. Edward Born

Another Villard hat entered the increasingly bitter VillardJosephson feud.
Henry S. Villard, a State Department official currently
connected with The National War College and uncle of Vincent
S. Villard Jr. '5 7. the undergraduate who started the whole <hs
pute here, has charged that Matthew Josephson is affiliated with
Communist front organizations, and has advocated the election
of Communists.

i

visited the College chapter Tues-

end
Arthur Samuelson,
John
Smith, and Philip S. Wilder.
Segregation
The capture of the trophy actually meant, leaving it in the
hands of its present owners, since
Jhe Betas won it last year also.
The year previous to that Alpha
illness.
Tau Omega was the recipient.
He also served some years ago
Morgan and Clark took the afas chairman of the Brunswick firmative and Schretter and
HolPlayground Committee and as a land, the negative.
By Petor F. Oaas '57
temporary member of the School
Committee. Fore more than 20
Prof. Robert Martin of Howard
Professor McKay outlined "the
years he was president of the
University and Prof. Robert Mc- important
foreward
progress
Brunswick Development Co.
Kay of N.Y.U. Law School agreed through the courts" and Its relast Friday evening that the key sults. The Negro now has the
Professor Cushing wrote many
to the integration problem in the right to vote. There has been a
articles and reviews in the field
South is the political status of the "de-ghettoization" in many cities.
of economics and banking. At BowNegro. Both profeseors presented Discrimination in housing and emdoin he taught courses in the printheir views. on the problem in a ployment is not legally possible.
ciples of economics, money and
Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to joint lecture sponsored by the Po- Interstate transportation is conbanking, and financial statement
the President at the College, at- litical Forum in Smith Auditorium. trolled by federal law.
analysis.
tended the annual convention of
Professor Martin, speaking first,
Professor McKay traced the
On Numerous Committees
the National Association of For- outlined the changing status of
steps leading to the court decision
He served on numerous faculty eign Student Advisers, held in the Negro. Noting that the last 15 on segregation in the public
Washington,
years
D.
C,
from
have
"brought
Monday
dawn
commit tecs,
the
of schools. Decided first in principle
most
notably
as
a new day" for the Negro, he said
Chairman of the Blanket Tax through today.
and then by decree, the rulings
Speakers at the convention in- that the Negro has an increasing
Committee.
stressed the dangers and differA member of Phi Beta Kap- cluded Senators William J. Ful- political awareness and sophistica- ences in the problem and asked
bright of Arkansas, John J. Spark- tion.
pa at Yale. Professor Cushing was
for good faith and "deliberate
man of Alabama, Karl E. Mundt of
There has been a shift away speed."
also a member of the American
South Dakota, and H. Alexander from the Republican party by the
Economic Association and of Zeta
There have been various patSmith
of New Jersey, and Repre- Negro vote, which has, at the same
Psi fraternity. He served the Colsent at lves John M. Vorys of Ohio, time, increased and become more terns of compliance with the rullege chapter of Zeta Psi in many
James I. Dolliver of Iowa, Brooks urban. This has had fts effects on ing, Professor McKay said. Some
capacities down through the years.
states
have accepted the decision
Hays of Arkansas, Frank Thomp- the South, he pointed out', and
Bowdoin alumni of the past 30 son, Jr. of New Jersey,
and Fran- has brought resistance from the and are working the solution comyears will have many memories of ces P.
munity by community. Other
Bolton of Ohio. Since the political leaders.
Professor Cushing. He was an in- inauguration
a
of the Plan in the
Terming the resistance "the new states are split, and others
veterate attendant at prc-season spring
of 1947. seventy-five diffcr- rebellion," he said that "the court block of eight states in the solid
football practice, usually accomhave shown deep resise nt foreign students have bene
house rings and small party cli- South
panied by his two Labrador re- fited from
tance.
its
provisions. Fifty- ques" will have to give way and
triever dogs
eight men have spent one year at allow more equal representation.
Explaining the "doctrine of inProfessor Cushing is survived by Bowdoin, eight more have studied This reaction
to the Negro as a terposition" as the attempt of the
his wife and two children, Stephen for two years, another eight for political
force has shaken "the state to interpose its sovereignty
W. Cashing of Washington, D. C, three years, and one man spent all political monstrosity
whieh is the against what it thinks is the illeand Mrs. John C. Bisgrovc of Ash- four undergraduate years at the solid South" and
has resorted in gal action of the federal governland, Mass.
College.
ment. Professor McKay declared
the cries of white supremacy.
Episcopal Church in Brunswick. He
was chairman of the Brunswick
Chapter of ihe American Red
Cross from 1936 until 1944 and
continued to play an important
role in that organization until his

Shades of sprihg
even though
we don't have it here. It seems as
though a. young man's fancy no
longer turns to thoughts of love,
but to campus capers.

at the

and Lehigh University, where he
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
He was called up from the reserve in 1942 and served in the
the judges
fraternity competition was held on
are reaching their decision. To- European Theater of Operations
the topic: "Resolved, that the best morrow
night Professor Frederic until the fall of 1945. He was reinterests of education at all levels
E. T. Tillotson will play a group
would be served by a grouping of of piano solos.

fers the loss of a loyal and able
man. Long an active member of
the faculty, he was also an active citizen of the Brunswick

and

3 Ffom Brown 'Robber Barons' Author
Go On Spree
Charges Book Labelling

from

Debaters Richard E. Morgan '59 in Massachusetts; Jet Turner, orActive In Tow II
and Ellsworth B. Clark '56 repre- ganist and choir master of the
For many years Professor Cush- senting Beta Theta Pi. defeated Trinity Church in Newton Centre,
ing was a vestryman of St. Paul's Alfred E. Schretter '59 and Oorgc Mass., and assistant organist at
F. Howland '57 representing Delta the Old South Church in Boston
Kappa Epsilon, in the finals for the and Arthur Landers, chairman of
Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Debate the music department at Phillips
Coles Statement
Exeter Academy.
Trophy Wednesday night.
Peter E. Potter '58 of Westbrook
In the death of Professor
This final debate of the inter- will
sing tonight while

in

Matthew Josephson Of
Communist Affiliations

1912 to 1935, is
awarded to the winning house. The
President's Cup goes to the fraternity showing the most improvement over its performance in the
previous year.
Preliminaries were held last
Lt. Col. Gates B. Stern
night and will be continued tonight
with six houses selected for the
Lt. Col. Gates B. Stern, TC,
finals tomorrow. The public is in- U. S. A., has been appointed Provited to attend on all three eve- fessor of Military Science and Tacnings, without admission charge. tics, effective during the summer,
Both the preliminaries and the Pres. James S. Coles has anfinals are being held at 7:00 p.m. nounced.
in the Pickard Theater in MemHe will become Commanding Of-

and

Student's Uncle Accuses

trophies will be presented

tomorrow

ward H. Wass, who taught

Mostrom

Pres. James S. Coles; John L.
Baxter, a Trustee of the College;
Dean Nathanial C. Kendrick, Emerson W. Zcitlcr, treasurer of the
Zeta Psi house corporation; Profs.

his

campus tomorrow evening,

given in

Bruce

'57,

George A. Westcrburg

'56,

Hall

part.

Pallbearers at the funeral yesterday were: Robert Q. Armstrong
'57,

Becoming Neiv ROTCHead

present the Wass Cup to the winning house in this year's competition. It was
in
1936 that Mr.
Brinkler, then the acting head of
the College Department of Music,
introduced the annual sing, in
which all twelve fraternities take

Morgan

He

Mem.

In

NUMBER

1966

ent,

al

Saturday Flick To
Feature* Hoisc. IJov
"Rocking Hors< Winner.' a J.
Arthur Rank and Universal-Inter1

national film, will be presented in
Smith Auditorium at the
times this Saturday night, the Student Union Committee has an-

nounced.

The

leading parts are taken by

British Stars Valerie

Hobeon and

The story i.s a gripping
of
the effects of
spendthrift habits of a bey's
ents on him. Admission is twentyfive cents.
John

Mills.

dramatization

/
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By Henry O. M. Sherrerd it. '52
from so far, at least, we haven't des- Herald

Memoriam

Sometimes it Isn't easy to And the word* which
express a very deep and profound feettrtf;
whether it be a feeling of great Joy or heartfelt
sorrow
or, as in this case, a combination of

—

both.

We are Joyful because he taught here, because
unending devotion to the College. Because we know that he fought a good tight, he
ran a straight course. Because we know that he
is no longer suffering the terrible, terrible pain
which he so bravely endured for, so long.
We, as selfish human beings, are also deeply
sorrowful because he is no longer with us
because a £reat light of inspiration no longer
shines before us, but only in our hearts.
To list Prof. Morgan Bicknell Cushing's accomplishments in this world and his contributions to the College is both easy and difficult.
of hlg

—

The

Psi

It is

.

.

.

easy because the

scurry of everyday

We, in the
may overlook some of

list is long.

life,

them without making the

list

because such a

less

impressive.

never tells the
full story.
How many students he gave inspiration to
both in and out of the classroom
never appear on the list. How many people
were aided through hi» unceasing work in the
Red Cross also never appear on the list.
We "will never know exactly; but, just from
the list of his tangible accomplishments and
contributions, we can safely guess that many,
many people were helped by Morgan B. Cushing's love of life and his fellow man.
We, on behalf of the Orient staff, the Publishing Company and the students of the College,
extend our heartfelt sympathy to Mrs. Cashing:
and 'her family.
It

is

difficult

list

—

—

U

Gift

One of the more pleasant news stories in last
week's Orient was the announcement of a fiftydollar gift to the College library by Psi Upsilon
Fraternity.
I^ast Wednesday Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity followed suit with another fifty-dol-

ever any better than iU sources of knowledge,

lar gift.

Upsilon said, if every house gave fifty dollars
there would be six hundred dollars and that
would buy quite a few books.
More important than that, a gift such as the
Psi U's and the AD's indicates that undergraduates do have a concern in the welfare of the

As

we

can find out, the Psi U's gift was
the first of its kind to the library.
Karlier in the year we commented in these
columns on the library appropriations cut. The
library cut was one of the many which had to
be made because the College has been having
troubles making ends meet.
We said then that it was especially unfortunate to reduce the library's funds because it, more
than anything' else, is the College. No college is
far as

An
One

of the gripes

is

the union dining service.

Evidently

we

included.

aren't the only ones
in

who have

another column

Although we don't eat regularly at the Union,
are over there enough to know that service
isn't what it should be.

we

Behind the counter things could be cleaner.
understand that at least one student has
ill recently on union food.
Similar instances of food poisoning happened last year.

We

become

On top of this, most of the help is marvellously inefficient. To be sure, the College has
out-grown the cafeteria to an extent, but even
with this hardship the help could move faster.
Sometimes they are intolerably slow, and it's

.

.

Now

these two fifty-dollar gifts may not sound
like much; they won't buy a lot of books.
But
as Robert C. Shejperd "57, a member of Psi

usually when there are a lot of students waiting
to be served.
In our estimation matters could be solved
with just a few changes. The outside help could
be considerably reduced.
Part of the money
saved on salaries could be used to increase existing salaries so that better help could be hired.
The rest of the money could be used to hire
more student help. Right now, there is a committee investigating how scholarships and student Jobs can be correlated.
All outside help could be eliminated at night
and scholarship and other worthy students could
be hired. We think that there are enough qualified students to fill the jobs. This would kill two
birds with one stone: more students could be
given Job opportunities and the un'on would be
run in a more efficient manner.

Ne

By William Beeson

Needed:
was very

A

Bi-Racial Society

be part of the
small group which, last Friday, heard two men
calmly and sanely discuss the thorny question
of the Negro and politics, especially in regard to
the problem of school Integration.
We felt that there were some strong points to
be drawn from this panel and from some of the
interesting for us to

informal discussions that went on after it. It
our firm belief that the creation of a just,
society in this country would go a long
way towards vindicating forever the theory of
self-government.
Such an action would place
the United States on a level which no other nation has yet attained
The ideal is a difficult one to attain. The
greatest danger to its achievement does not lie,
however, with the men who would turn back the
clock and turn over the Supreme Court.
The
real fear is that discouragement will slowly
creep in among those leaders
both white and
Negro, both Northern and Southern
who
have made the attainment of this ideal the work
of a lifetime and who feel that progress is now
is,

hi -racial

—

—

too slow.

The Supreme Court has, to be sure, decided
the case.
This does not, however, mean that
there is no more need for careful procedure, a
patient sifting of the evidence, and a rendering
of justice as far as is humanly possible.
The
men who are trying to see that this is done are
worthy of praise for what they have done, not
scorn for flailing to do better.
The most potent force working for the creation of a just, bi-racial society in this country
are those men who know their own minds but
do not expect everyone else to agree with them.
They do not expect any kind of a Utopia to be
brought into existence overnight.
They will
work long and hard for it.
We feel that if progress is continued with the
deliberate speed that the Supreme Court hasrecommended, future historians will look on this
procedure not with dismay for its slowness, but
surprise at its speed. It will be astonishing to
them that a subjugated people was so quickly
integrated into a new social system, and, we
feel, they will divide the credit between the
white and the Negro with great praise for both.

One

of the

most

controversial figures in Ameri-

—

,

—

some

quarters, terrifying.

He is one of the keenest men in politics. He is
an excellent debater and knows every trick in
the politician's handbook. His campaign methods
are all his own.
Mr. Eisenhower refused to dwell on personalities in the 1952 campaign, but they were Mr.
Nixon's chief stock in trade. He can be remembered for such phrases as "discredited Trumanism," "twenty years of treason," and "Korea,
Communism, corruption and controls."
,

It was Mr. Nixon who charged during the 1954
campaign that "there is nothing the Communists would like better than a return to the
Acheson policy of weakness, inconsistency, and

compromise."
It was Mr.
Nixon who referred to Adlai
Stevenson's university degree as ». "Ph.D. from
the Acheson College of Cowardly Communist

Containment."

These are the remarks of a very ambitious
man.
On the surface, Mr. Nixon seems quite successful.
He campaigned as no other vice president has in an off-year election. That the Republicans did not lose more seats in Congress is

probably due,

in part, to his

outa mud;
college man's made, with coffee
for blood;
Coffee for Wood and a fact-fuzzed
.bead,
Sleepless eyes and the sitter's
spread.

carry thirty-five hours.
An' what the heck for?
A hound-dog's smarter and

Saint Peter, I'm sorry but I can't

—

Jr. '58

sure

—

—

II '59

soul through Ihe

[

sheepskin

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

mill.

a hole in my head since I
was a pun.
Gotta get a diploma to stuff it up;
Every thirty-five hours that I get
through,
The administration says, "Bully

Had

for you!"

When you

me

see

have no fears;
All the muscle I got
ears;

A few more
fill.

If

well

comin',
is

hours and

between

my

have

my

I'll

Professor James A. Storor, Mr. Bela

Edward Born

II.

('.oiler*

420

With a

style it might have
made it. One can't forgive or forget: the distracting presence of the
chorus on stage; the lackadaisical
perfoimanee of the simplest cho-

reography; the place where tho
audience was unable to see key
figures in the p'°t" the eternal
thrones, unutilized until

the vei-y

a very long breath
end; and
Mr. Potter's descent from
here!
the' heavens in impeccable evening clothes, sitting atop a machine
Jules Verne would've snickered at.
There .sat Mr. Potter, looking for
-

all the world like Mr. Noel Coward about to burst into A Room
with a View. But what did Mr.

Potter sing? lie sang:
"Hence, ye profane, and take
."
yout dwelling up.
If anyone tried desperately to
give the proceedings coherence, it
was Mrs. Hardy, who never let
down for a second —- singing like
an angel, trying hard to keep her
composure, resembling in costume
one of the imported high school
girls. Mrs. Hardy, the program in.

formed

r

sang

us,

.

i\

ature.

I

Day Cards
Mother's Day, May 13
WE CARRY HALLMAAK
CARDS

Special

China*

Speakers are almost as rare as audiences. For
instance, the Class of '86 and the Fairbanks
contests, offering first-place prizes of fifty and
forty-five dollars respectively, had openings for

more than a dozen
any interest at

all,

finalists.
Nine men showed
and only seven spoke.

One student watched the Stanley Palmer Prize
speaking contest. Where were we all?
If we

-

l.r>«

NEW

Angelea

•

YORK, N.

Y.

S»n Krenrlerx

To The

Moulton Union
Challenged To
Effect Changes
To

the Editor:

We

would like to call to the attention of the College community
certain conditions now prevailing
in the Moulton Union Cafeteria.
The Union dining service has no
competition, on the campus; we
feel that several changes are due
for the students, faculty, and the
guests of the College.

is

Editors

not afraid of losing a

little

tries something new and different,
especially if he has ^pretty much
the same clientele every day. He

not

sell.

Pies are, pV-hap.C a good example. There are four flavors of
pit at the Union. Some do not sell
rapidly. Some end up on the
.shelves where they literally collect dust. Blueberry can, with time,
take on the texture of road-patch.
Sandwiches, even In a hird class
diner, are made with two pieces
of bread, a spread such as margarine, and the contents. The Union
omits margarine unless it is especially asked for.

the cafeteria

management.

Robert L. Gust a f son '57
Stephen W. Rule '58

am

glad the audience knew before the
curtain went up. Miss McKeen and
Mr. LaCasce are to be hailed for

Student

their all-too-brief bits.

Something can be done. There
and Back is proper proof of that
fact. 1 can only implore that there
be no falling along the way in future seasons.

It

could

Patronage

be disas-

Solicited

trous.

National Bank

Business Administration, Education.

Co-educational

INTERCESSION:
JTJNB 11-80

—

Special Events

—

Worcester, Mass.

SIMMER

—

Brunswick, M»ine

SESSION:

JLXY 2-Al'OUST

Write for Bulletin

17

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance "Corporation

YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTEI

WINSTON

vigorous campaign

bfotp

tfou

watch.
It

When Winston came

—

petitive spirit la dying
or at least that the
student is tired of watching healthy competition.
As has been pointed out to us, this is a golden
opportunity waiting to be taken advantage of
in these, the best years of our lives.
Grinds of
the College arise, you have nothing to lose but

rich, tobacco flavor

—

along, college

smokers

in a filter cigarette!

Winston also brings you an exclusive

filter

finally

got flavor

Along with this

—

full,

finer flavor,

that works so well the flavor really

gets through to you. Join the switch to Winston

—

and enjoy
a

J.

filter

smoking!

Kf.NOLDe TOBACCO CO

your time.

at*

mmm mmdk
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.

mon-

ey on some items because they do

Those who have eaten lunch at
the Union must have noticed the
quality. The menu is unbalanced,
Desserts served to the Indethe service is sloppy, and 'the quanpendents at the evening meal are
possible, for
tity is little. It
is
placed on the table in front of the
instance, to buy ripe tomatoes in
person. If the dessert appears to
the. winter. The Union
prefer]
be untouched, it is placed on the
green
tomatoes
its
salads.
in
shelves for public sale (after it
Quality and quantity decline for
has been returned to the kitchen
'
evening
menu.
the
with disgust).
We are sure the College would
Variety seems to be unknown at
welcome changes in the manner of
the Union. A good "restauranteur"

First

—

146 Maine Street
Dial PA 5-2924

we might at least
No spirit? Or no Interest?
may be that we are weighted down with
many studies or other activities. Perhaps the good flicks come at the wrong time in
the schedule of college events. Maybe the comtoo

PuNiafcare RepreeantatWe

Bea ten

Hum

Letters

issues like the Middle East problem away without having the added burden of defending Mr.
Nixon's political career.
However, the president's popularity remains
high.
The health Issue could damage it. This
will be one reason why we think that he will
pick someone more acceptable to Democrats and
Independents than Mr. Nixon.
One very likely candidate is Thomas E.
Dewey, the man responsible for Mr. Eisenhower's
nomination. He is still a power within the Republican ranks and he has more national prestige
than men like Gov. Christian Herter, whom some
consider more qualified. Above all, Mr. Dewey
is a man whom the president could trust and
who is not "too ambitious."

don't choose to participate,

-

wlm

eraeale
»re held daring the Fall and Rprlnc Srm.-iter hy
(fee etudent* of Bowdoin' Collar*. Addrru newe rvramunlraOona to the Kdrtor and iah>
•criptlou roRununirallmia to tho Beaineea Manager of tht Bowdoin Pahliahing Coaiaan T at the ORIENT OaVa in Maori Hall. Bowdoin Collec*. Hrunawirk. Maine. Kntared a* irrona rlaaa metier al Ihe pait oSlr* at Branawlrfc, Maine, The eaharrlptlan
rale /or on* rear k* three (II) doll ere.

and Standard Undergraduate and Graduate Courses

in Liberal Arts,

Smith's Photo Shop

But will all of Mr. Nixon's previous success
help him get renominated? Can this man, who
has made more enemies among the Democrats
than any other Republican and yet ha* seemec'
to bridge the gap between the Knowland and
Eisenhower forces in his own party, convince
the Republicans that he "is good for the country?" Can he convince the people that he is
not "too ambitious" for political power?
There are going to be a few key issues in the
ensuing campaign and the president's health is
going to be one of them. Mr. Eisenhower will
have enough trouble explaining this and other

ing.

L. Spence '57,
Hairy G. Carpenter Jr. '57

'56.

MADISON AVENUE

PaalMM

,

consistent

W. Norton, Thomas

Harold R. Beachum

National Advertising Service, Inc.

the Dovil don't pet me then the
draft board will!"

was vastly incongruous

'57,

CLARK UNIVERSITY

and get your

Mother's

tactics.

the underlying reason behind the lack
of participants in Bowdoin's prize speaking contests is, is anyone's guess. The situation is puzzl-

C

William Cooke III '57
Sgt. Pete DiVenere,
Business Manager - Harry G. Carpenter '57
Advertising Manager - Roger W. Whiftlesey '58
Wavne D- Cans '58
Circulation Manager
Business Assistants
John F. Dewling Jr. '59, John A. C. Mrljenn

Photographer

The Grinds' Manifesto
What

—

—

—

Wooley
a

plumber makes more.

come 'til
Tve dragged my

—
—

SUMMER SCHOOL

Be

The Controversial Mr. Nixon
can politics today is Richard Milhous Nixon.
Mr. Nixon's rise in politics
he ran for his
first public office in 1946
is astounding and, in

Ya

'!», J. Skelton Williams '59, Barry C. Waldorf 58
William Beeson III '56, Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr.
Feature Writers
'52, Maynard A. Seelye '56, George A. Smart Jr. '57
George A. Massih '56, Frank D. Beveridge '56, Joseph
Sports Staff
J. Murphy '57. Myron W, Curtis '58, David 11. Hint '56, Peter II.
Dragonas '5% Neil A. Cooper '58, Steven H. Frager '59
News Staff
Peter N. Anastas Jr. '59, Nathan F. Cogan '59, Allan D.

Some

III '56

w

It

A

Western Michigan Col-

of

who knows?
THIRTY-FIVE HOI TOR
people say a man is made

lege, but before that

Parle Pas Francais"

Last Friday evening Paul Hinde- for just one year. There Is a host,
composers who
mith's brash and sometimes brilli- of young American
And
ant little opera, There and Back, want their operas produced.
wag offered by the Bowdoin Music there are shorter pieces by WolfRossani,
and MoPuccini,
Ferrari.
Club in collaboration with The
music
the
ask
that
Masque and Gown. There and Back zart. One would
wag short and sweet as all good Club not limit itself to this baA double bill
curtain-raisers should bo. It is un- roque eclecticism.
royalty-bearing work
fortunate that it raised the cur- of a modern,
opera would be just
tain for Cupid and Death, an hour- and an older
expensive
as Friday's bete noir.
as
and-a-quarter length baroque baSomeone may ask: who will sing
gatelle which did very little to
operas? That must always
help the future of opera at Bow- these
be considered. A lot of the singing
doin.
evening was uneven, but
Mr. Beckwith last year gave a the other
oa[)able. I am told neither opera
beautiful production of Purcell's
it is conceivDido and Aeneas, also baroque, was easy to sing, so
able that some of the singers
but less static, and infinitely more
might have felt more at home untuneful. Dido is not an operatic
der different circumstances. It is
curio; its quality is acknowledged
likewise conceivable that more and
in the musical firmament. Cupid
opera at Bowdoin might atand Death ,'s sheer curio, and, I better
tract more and better singers to
venture to say, not a very interestranks.
the
ing one. Opera at Bowdoin is new.
It is a fact that the Music Club
Many of us would like to see it
is never allotted an amount barecontinue. I caajgpt think it will
ly feasible for the proper producsucceed if
e are offered such
tion of an opera. iTiey are someantiquities every season.
what limited. 'Hie Masque and
Naturally, there is a question
Gown, with an increasing number
of funds available, particularly reof shows both this and next seagarding royalties. Other small colson, eannot afford to help the Muleges do seem to subsist on a
sic Club out, unless a production
healthy diet of opera. Kurt Wiell's
Down in the Valley is even done is planned for in advance. The situation is a bleak one, and in many
by high schools, but it is still good
ways those in command are to be
opera. What about Menotti? What
congratulated for heroism and inabout small operas of his like
ventiveness.
Amelia Goes to the Ball, The Old
Nonetheless, Cupid and Death
Maid and the Thief, The Telewas not an heroic nor inventive atphone? With a bow to all powers
tempt. From first to last note, it
concerned, Amahl and the Night
Visitors could replace The Messiah
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We

hope that those who govern the College
finances and the alumni (who can afford to give
more than undergraduates) take note of the
current student move.

.

.

library.

Agonizing Reappraisal

we have about Bowdoin

been dissatisfied, as a letter
on this page indicates.

Bowdoin

Here's an interesting item
the editorial page of The Daily cended to this sort of thing.
Speaking of small notes, everyfor April 13;
"Forgotten Ballot Box: Thrown one is familiar with the "fillers"
that are used to nil out spare at
Into The Slough"
procedure
has
bottom of news" columns; the
election
the
"Student
slipped into a slough of inefficien- usual thing being something like;
"Peyton Randolph of Virginia was
cy.
"The discovery of a ballot box, the first president Pf*The-6 on ti non sitting in Carr Dormitory a whole tal Congress." Or "The Thorndyke
day after runoff elections this Oak recently contracted the Dutch
week, shows the neglect with Kim Blight," or any of a thousand
which Election Board personnel different platitudes. But things are
have handled that and other elec- beginning to change, and even in
such innocuous bits of information
tions.
"Reports of stuffed ballot boxes, as these fillers, the tempo of the,
sloppy handling of boxes and bal- modem world is making itself felt.
lots and other irregularities have In proof of which, there is this
accompanied student elections for filler from the March 16 Issue of
The Nasson Review;
the past year.
Chairman
Board
"One half of the people of this
"Elections
Harry Braxton's answer to the world are trying to invent schemes
Carr Dormitory mistake was cer- to get the other half's money."
Nowadays, Tin Pan Alley must
tainly true. 'It was overlooked
?bout Ave different ways,' he said, be having quite a time trying to
keep ahead of the parody-writers
t was Braxton's duty, however, to
- sooner or later it's going to get
see the ballot box was not overto the point where the original
looked in any way.
".
Verily, student elections song will appear AFTER the pahave become jokes instead of rody. At any rate, the following
parody was inevitable, and is perjobs for the Elections Board."
Stuffed ballot boxes? Forgotten haps not as bad as some that
ballot boxes? Other irregularities? have gone the rounds of the colstudent apathy to- legiate newspaper circles. The
Well now
'Tech
Polytechnic
wards council elections may be Worchester
pretty bad here at Bowdoin, but News" got it from the Western

Tar Heel,

I.XXXVI

rirst Place Certificate,

Wl N(TON *« LCM, H. C.

mal fla/ot
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Ephmen Stop White In Opener; Cindermen Second

POUR
BEARINGS
By

Paol

Z.

Bonk*

Lewis

Vft.

Tom McGovern

Frosh Saifcrs
Exceptional In

'»

tion of sports in the college.
But it is undeniably a question to be dealt with. Its significance
has bearing on the policy of students, families, faculty members and
the administration alike.
It has had plenary impact on each and
every one of these elements and whether anyone thinks the issue has
been overwrought or not, it will continue to leave the same salient
effects that it has in the pact.
Dlaaiahhlag Importance
Athletics have diminishing importance as age increases, but in
the li<es of young students they have considerable consequences. This

Third

A, Masslh .'SB

Frosh crossKrountry and basketA tri-meet with Tufts and Bos- too University that saw the Polar
ball star Tom McGovern from Bears take second place
marked the opening of Bowdoin s Spring
Waltham, Massachusetts turned in Track ..eason. Th» meet at Med- ford waa won by Tufts
with a toan amazing performance in the tal of 71' i points while the Big White
forced BU into the last
B.A.A. Marathon last Thursday to place position.
finish 88th out of a field of 211
starters.
The Polar Bears took three the circle in his longest heaves.
McGovern, who had never don- firsts; Paton was top man in the The middle-runners,especially,
ned a pair of track shoes prior to 120 high hurdles while McWil- failed
to
bolster
team's
the
entering college last fall, was the liams outthrew the field in the shot chances.
Next week they face Bostop man on the freshman cross put and Se/fen garnered five points ton
College pn the latter's home
country team. In his first race, the in the javelin with a heave of 180
grounds.
"
Kappa Sigma flash put on a spec- feet, 7 inches.
Track at Medf ore
tacular finish to beat out strong

While McWilliams'

Seoro-Tufu
of

toss

48

Boston

71i.

University

,

Hebron

;

:

;

I

;

;

It,

;

Williams Nips Local Nine

4-3 In

Season s

the se-

reflections.

ing Yalies. At the finish line
In some Lehmberg all the way.

was

it

tiring

for

a

four walks.

Whether they are at Bowdoin is a debatable question.
The only threat of the MacFayof these counts of morale and physical growth, Bowdoin ranks high,
Add Teat
that materialized was
j denmen
Blir* real test will come in the three-run drive in the sixth when
but in others they appear to need strengthening.
Re-evaluation of
of
regardless
But
finals tMay 5th.
appeared that Bowdoin might
the athletic plant at Bowdoin might be in order.
it
the outcome Bill has shown that take the lead.
he will be a grea£ addition to the
Bob Martin, Brud Stover and
varsity skippers next fall.
Bob Shepherd all singled. Their
three hits coupled with two errors by the Williams third-baseman and a walk by the pitcher
tied the game up at the end of the

Cubs Start Ball Season;

Get 14 Runs In Debut
By Steven H.
tait

Saturday

afternoon

By Peter H. Dragonas
The

at

Right Errors

big

innings

for the frosh

the better in Southern
Maine, did not show too much.
Thornton's pitcher. Brad Leach,
was very fast with an excellent
curve and a wicked hop. But he
was wild, walking a fantastic number of men and 5 alone in the
fourth inning. The eight Thornton
errors didn't help the cause very

much

either.

For Bowdoin, Al Q\\l was on the
mound. He had a lot of stuff on
the ball and was ahead of the hitters all the time. After a shaky
start he calmed down and pitched
an excellent game. The^only run
he gave up came on a delayed
steal. Thornton had men on first
and third and they sent the runner on first. When Berlandi tried
to cut him down the man on third
stole home. In all, Gill gave up
one run, 2 hits, walked 3 and
struck out

'59

After cancelling the Colby

game

Papuoelou.

Ilerlandl. •

r.f.

Waters, r.f.
M. Rosenthal. ••

Powers, lit
Parma)**. I.f.

Trrlintr.

GUI, p.

.1n»

I

;

:

:

:

of them came up with

White's

six

.

and

in his

the
notice

five of

Special

hits.'

.Stark

By Fly Caster

ought to be- given Bill Linscott
Mr. Maurice Roderick, who
who had an exceptional day at the teaches fly
casting, will be in the
plate with two singles and a twoCage Friday, April 27, from 1:30
bagger. Linscott was also in on
to 4:30 pjn. Mr. Roderick is sponfifteen put outs and except for the
sored by the Outing Club.
first play of the game, he looked
Four years ago ho started visitvery good on the defensive side of
ing schools in Franklin County
first base.
where he lives teaching fly castThe Polar Bears didn't lack hus- ing. This
year at the Now Engtle and didn't of course, have the
land Sportsmen's Show in Boston,
advantage of a southern tour, so
his pupils took top honors.
perhaps we will be seeing much
Mr. Rderick loves teaching, and
improvement in the future and
his knowledge of fishing and his
some ballgames on the winning

considering the success of the winseason but McWilliams was
facing one of the top boys in the

Box

Score:

Bowd*in
Harris.

h

If

ii

Pai>aco-«.
Clark. I

If
i)

Martin, 2

I

I.insliit!.

1

Stover, us
Sheph'rd,

ei

II
I

William,

ii

ab

h

4

II

ii

<i|Kow«r», 2
tvtrWMI, If

3

OIBnnis. rf

4

l|l-'uuron, 3

4

Marr, I
l!i
llRheehan, sa

•>

I

4

\

3

»

t-Q|i*.-vi-ns. rf
XlWt'atfin, r
t

Coster, r

II

"I

Vi»-*er. rf

ened with n single, advanced oh a
pass to Dick Sheehan and easily

Totals

'"

.

(,'teene, n

Totals

37 7 27
Tanned for !'H|inc<>*inu in Oth.
WnlKeil tor Curtis in Kth.
y
/Fanned for Ityer in xth.
*
Boon l»y inning's:
300 000 100—4
Williams
000 003
Boudoin
I
I

.

More than 766,000 persons were
weekend traffic acciApproximately

were

killed in

15,730

weekend

persons

traffic ac-

II

DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE

Maine Street

MM

Runs
Martin.

Power.
Linscott,

Stover, Keuron
Wi-inMein.
ni<.

JB -Comer.

2.

Ennis.
Fenron,
Marr.
Shepherd. E~- Linscott.

Benoit's has that favorite

Sheehan

Shi-i'ln

Linscott.

i

it.

SB

.2K.BI
KnCoster, Curtis.
-Linscott. Kenr-

Williams
SI!
lv«raon, McLean. LOB
Bowdoin 3. -HB- Dyer I, McLean 4. SODyer 7, Mrl<ean 7. IK) Dyer. » In 8;
Dyer. U Harringin I. Loser
Greene

nti.

3.

ton,

man

of every college

Black,

.

FIRST-AUBURN

TRUST COt

3

Cleaners
AND DELIVERY SERVICE
HOUR SERVICE
Dial

PA

Corner Maine and School Streets

'••.

Mansfield White Buck

9.3431
Brunswick, Maine

.•.

•

«

65

in

..*>.

sizes

//

Matchless Service

Mlddlebury

110, Georgetown
79, Cornell 68.

12

for the eliminations for the

GUYS AND DOLLS
-

Jean Simmons

-

Vivian Blaine

First Evening Show Week
at 6:80 p.m.
Matinee'ff

Children under 12
Adults
Evenings
Children under 12
75c Including
Adulta

Days

—

$13.95

With a

Sales and

America's

buck

60c
25c
tax

April 27-28

—

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

best

Check

Maine's Most Modern Auto

also

Sizes

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
AprU 29-SO-May 1-2
4DAYS
4
Rogers and Hammerateln's

—

Body Repair and Paint Shop

1

CAROUSEL

Complete Front End and Frame Alignment

Color and Cinemascope
with

A

"

width

C

width

I)

width

K width

1

«'/2

X
X
X
X

this size seal* for
1

7

1

1

R width

—

in

liked

SIUKI.EV
Price* For This

Dial
S»

PA

5-5525

Dougim'49,

getting

white

with red rubber soles

your

size.

|

714

I

|

X

|

X

|

X

|

X

|

X

|

X

|

X

|

X

1

|

"

X

1

|

your
»'/«

X

size in

1

9

|

X

1

|

Mansfield White Bucks

9*4

X

1

|

'»

X

1

|

M/4

X-|

1

M
X

I.MM
|

X

1

|

|X|X|x|x;x|X|x|x|X|
jX|X|X|X|X|X|X|XjX|
|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|X|
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GORDON MacRAB

99 MAINE STREET

complete

of

USED CARS

Short Subject

Accounts

in

—

sure

with

MAJUORIE MAIN

Student

size scale so

you can be

Service

OZARKS

Office

Welcomed

New

13

Size

25c

KETTLES IN THE

:

106,

England championships, and also
there will be the only home meet
of the season against Maine and
Colby.

April 25-26

AKTHL'R HUNNICWT

Quadrangular .Meet
Next Saturday the sailors will
be at M.I.T. for a quadrangular
meet consisting of one team in
110's and two teams in dinghys.
On Sunday they will be at Brown

r

6 to 12

$1095

Malao

Fri.-Sat.

\

of Design

.

.

&

FREE

THEATRE

Marlon Brando
Frank Sinatra

M.I.T. Wins
M.I.T. rook home the cup byJust nosing out Tufts. The results
were M.I.T. 233, Tufts 231, Coast

Guard 214 'i, Brown 212, Harvard
188, Bowdoin 174 'i, Purdue 165,
Williams 124. Rhode Island School

5-7072

in

Bob

Sutherland
crewing. In division B the skippering was shared^ by Vice Commo>[
dore Dave Belknap and Don IVfackintosh with Jlm\Blrkett crewing.

PA

Dial

The Outing Club just recently
took a snow-shoeing trip up Mt.
Washington and is planning some
excursions for May.

with

In a battle with the elements,
the form of a 25-knott wind,
Bowdoin sailors came out
sixth, in a field of twelve, in the
Boston Dinghy Cup Regatta. The
meet was held- on the windy
Thames River, New London, in\nternational 12 footers. Skippering

A was Commodore Skip

Nir

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

WE

Sizes

Wed.-Thum.

and

PLACE

MIKE'S

Wayne

Engagement

Matinee

A. H.

25c
50c
Evening.
Children under 12
25c
Adults
75o including tan
A*lult»

MAINE STREET

Sunday
Evening price* at

all

12

1

shown

itaaa

itaasaaai

BENOIT & CO.
BRUNSWICK

U

X

x

X
x
x
x

x
x

x

.

JONES

Children under 12

11
*

..

_

,

(T)

feet.

Cinemascope and Color

In

With

'

inches.
vault -SteinsvoM

Williams Saturday.

Br—wick.

feet,

;

had to be further decided against

cidents last year.

tho

Howland

IV IM

D-UU

Pole

dents last year.

in division

third.

:

CUMBERLAND
injured in

(BU) : second
M. Cane (Hi.

Blair
(T).

BOTTLED BEER
COLD DRINKS
HOT DOGS

tary-treasurer.

(II

IT). Moore

feet.

I

II

M. Wright '57, president; Alan W.
Boone '58, vice-president; and
Kenneth E. Carpenter '58, secre-

l|MrI/can, p

Rik-by. 3

Curtis, rf

yKreider

are

officers

Its

Nk

(T).

6

Won b> Saffen B) second. McJavelin
Dunbury (BU) :
third,
WillintiM (B)
7
f.et.
fourth. Shearer (BU).

country and his efforts were stopped cold when he stepped out of

to instruct beginners in
the art of fly casting makes him in
great demand at schools and clubs.
He guarantees he can "teach anybody how to fly cast in five minutes time."
Recently the outing club held
elections.

Covliano

fourth.
inches.

ter

ability

side.

Dolley

tit).

The performance of the thin(T). all tied. II
clads was a little disappointing Hammer Won by
McWilliams lU);

Hall. 2nd

5.

White Admirals
Sixth At Hub

;

;

—

Outing Club To
Sponsor Talk

Kyer, p
zThomiisnn

to pick the line-up for the season. true account of the game for BowThe tensity created at the be- doin had good pitching although a
ginning of the game was broken
when a two-run double was cloutled into left field by John Kreider.
Sheppard started the next surge
when he batted in a' run in the
J
J
sixth and again in the seventh. A
successful pitching attack against
PICK-UP

1

:

The winning counter came in
the seventh when Dick Marr op-

and playing the Bates game here, romped home on Marv Weinstein's
blow to center.
Bowdoin had two more good opson by downing Bates 7-3. Al- portunities to
tie the count when
though this was an exhibition com- Mike Coster doubled with one out
petition and field conditions were
ninth, but McLean bore
in" the
not at par, it was the only baro- down to retire the side.
meter Coacti MacFayden could use
The box score doesn't give a

:

:

Opener

sixth.

instead of at Lewiston, the varsity baseball squad began the sea-

had to leave-the game in the fifth
inning when he was hit on. the ela pitched ball. He had been
playing top defensive ball all the
way with a stirring stop in the top
of the first.
The yearling* received 14 runs
on 12 hits and they made three
miscues.
the Bobcats was staged by Tom
All in all, the freshman ball Fraser who also got substantial
team looks like one of the best support from Dick Green and Lein recent years. The team made roy Dyer. The endless attack of
some outstanding defensive plays Bobcat pitcher, Freddie Jack to
and showed strong hitting abilities 'fake out' the White ended in vain.
and excellent pitching. With such Final returns were: Bowdoin with
a blend they are going to be diffi- seven runs, five hits, and no ercult to beat and they certainly de- rors and Bates with three runs,
serve a lot of support in the com- three hits, and four errors. Aling season.
though it was the opening game
The starting lineup was as fol- and first victory, the prospects for
lows:
a very successful baseball season

The Thornton team, considered bow by
one of

Bates Exhibition

Frager, '59

Plckard Field, the Bowdoin Frosh were the first and fourth. In the
smothered Thornton Academy by latter, they received five walks
a score of 14-1. This was the and Thornton committed three
freshmen's first game and they errors on the way to scoring five
looked very impressive.
runs. The big blast in the game
The Polar Cubs took an early was Brandon Teellng's triple.
lead in the first frame and never
Rosenthal Hit
loat it. They increased it as they
went along with a big fourth innStar shortstop Macey Rosenthal,
ing.

White Nine Wins

;

i

:

pinch hitter

and
in Ihe
stantial recognition. The ties that are bound must be strong but they put, leaving the race
and Yale. Lehm- eighth. In anybody's book the Bar
must be the right ones. Sportsmanship should be taught, but cor- ries to Bowdoin
berg closed the gap on the lead- Harbor chucker pitched quite a
rectly, and winning must be stressed but not made mandatory.
Pro- ers as the fteet bore away on the fine game and should have chalked
ficiency must be given a chance to develop in a mediocre as well as
second leg of the course, a long up a win easily.
superior competitor.
Everything points to the conduct of athletic reach down the river. Brilliantly
However, a pair of back-to-back
affairs as the criterion of a positive or a negative program and the maneuvering his dinghy, Bill pull- singles and two costly errors in
accruing effects of such on the student. Coaching and the attitude of ed a "Charlie Leighton" and cut the first frame gave Williams'
the administration are dominant agents in this "conduct of affairs" inside the number two boat at the hurler Don Mcl^ean a good-si/i-d
and in the temper of the undergraduate body. The student's interest third mark. Then, on the long beat lead to work with. A few times
"back to the finish Bowdoin began during the game it looked as if
must rise above all other factors in considering any program.
bailing, tend- the Polar Bears were going to
Overdone or de-emphasized is hardly the thing to consider. But to move. With Fritz
ing sheet, and hiking desperately, come from behind and stage a
In any caae it is the method with which the athlete is handled, the^Lehmberg exhibited his best form winning rally. But Bowdoin was
chances that are offered to him to develop in much the same manner
of the day; two quick tacks, and held check by McLean who pitched
as he is developed in the classroom that are the primary and essential
the Bowdoin duo was by the fad- a good seven-hitter giving up only

4t.

Bowiloia 4S£.

and Fryeburg Academy feet, 9 inches gave him
dash Won by Jphnsra IT) lefa win in the lou-yard
ond Shearer (BU)
third Well, <T)
runners in a triangular meet. shot put
he was eased out of first
fourth Hell
HI'). I--IU*.
Thereafter he went on to win al) place in the
hammer by Blair of l'iu-yurd hinti hurdle- Won by Paton (B);
Dolley (T)
third. McNish (T)
but one of his races.
BU who got away a heave of 184 second.
(Hill 111.
4-.
B.IITVMS (K). T
This latest achievement, how- feet,
11 inches. Both men are Mile Won by Halber* |T) serutul. Kill*
Hill), third. Wilson (T>; fourth. Blariever, ranks as his best. After runamong the country's top college
tnar IB). T
4:3».».
ning the first 18 miles at an av- weight
men but to date Blair has 440-y:ird run -Won by Uavoor (T) lecond,
Herrk-k
(B);
erage of 7 minutes per mile, he held an
third,
Thoina*
(BU)
edge over McWilliams in
fourth. CoImfIIo. IT). T
5 Ma.
slowed his pace to finish with a competition.
120-yd. low hurdles-Won. by W.-lls IT)
second. Paton
clocking of three hours and fortyHI; third, lKdley (T)
Besides his second in the hamfourth. McNMi |T). 'I'- 13.Js.
nine minutes. This feat was all the
mer, McWilliams took a second in 220-yard dash Won by Shearer Bit):
more remarkable in that 95 of the the javelin and
seoonil,
Ciniiur
Thomaa
iT)
third,
a third in the disiBU); fourth. l'reililenburK (B). T—
starting entries failed to complete
22.7s.
cus. Paton added to his scoring
Cooper '58
the required distance. McGovern's
run- Won by FJlis (BIT) seroiiil.
with a second in the 120 low hur- SMI-yard
Halberic iT)
fourth,
third. Cotter (T)
reward for the grueling marathon dles while
Hinckley (B). T 2)00.4,
Herrick took the numtighter defense would have un- amounted
to a bowl of beef stew
Two mile run Won by Youkk, Petrelia
doubtcdly helped. The main fault and expenses paid by the Bowdoin ber two spot in the 440 and Black(BU) third. Packard tit) fourth, I/memer grabbed a point in the mile
ly (BU). T— MV2R.7.
was in the same department that Athletic Association.
Broad jump Won by Moore IT) second.
run.
seemed to be the scourge last year
fourth,
Kaucon I'D; third. Katun (H)
Dwight Eaton, the team's big
Welle (T). I) t| feet, I inches.
— hitting. The Polar Bears just
Won by Bilker (BU): second.
gun during the indoor season, was Discus
couldn't produce hits at the right
Bhiii
(HI); third. MvWilliam* iB);
able to cop only two points with
fourth. Click (T). D
IM feet, a inches.
time to push across a couple of
Mr
iH);
secby
Williams
Won
his third in the broad jump. Steve Shot putwell-needed runs.
ond.
Blair
IBU): third. UUek (T)
McCube also came through with a
4.K feet. 9 inches.
(ninth Baker (BU). I>
Coach Danny MacFayden started
Hhfh jump Won by Kuucon (T) ; second,
third 'in the hammer.
four sophs
lineup
three

But how many of us will find ourselves in a Redslein
or Red Sox uniform? Granted, then, we will reap no direct benefits
from athletic participation. They will remain, therefore, ax merely
complementary activities in the curriculum of an institute of higher
education.
Their functions are both numerous and weighty, I feel,
and just cannot, and must not, be played down.
They can develop character and sportsmanship, they can help
build up ties, chauvinistic and personal, with team organization and
By Neil A.
Last Race Thriller
teammates, they can give a sense of fair play to all participants, they
With the series depending on it,
can instill in all that quality which should be a requisite for any colSaturday afternoon saw the op-|
the last race promised to be a
lege graduate, the desire to win, to succeed, to realize maximum ef- thriller. A
longer course was as- ening game of the Bowdoin basefort.
signed, and the fleet got away ball season aS the Polar Bears
This is what athletics CAN do. Question is, do they?
with Yale in the lead as Lehm- dropped a tight 4-3 decision to the
Do's And Don't'*
berg found himself, boxed. At the Williams Ephmen.
Captain Leroy Dyer held the
Athletics must not be emphasized to a point where it comprises first mark it was Yale still in -front,
a major part of a boy's time or egoism, yet on the other side of the with Bowdoin well back in the visitors to six singles, fanned sevpicture they must be emphasized to a point where success means sub- fleet. At this point- Brown fouled en, and walked only one before reundeniable.

By George

By Channing M. Zueker

served
pn the Charles River were not
exactly favorable for dinghy racing, but Lehmberg, with crew Bob
Fritz who did everything but fry in
an effort to keep the boat moving,
proved to be the master of the rest
of the fleet.
is Pete Rigby who h:i« been' working around the hot
The series quickly developed in- On the le/ttwo
years now and plan* to he there for the '.">« season
corner for
to a three team battle for first
too. The catcher is Mike Coster, stalwart backstop from Kredericton,
place between Brown, Yale, and New Brunswick. It appears he is.going
to be ia the lineup for many
Bowdoin, with the bulldog pups games to rome.
Photos by DiVenere
looking particularly good in the
three
taking
opening
races
straight firsts. Brown and Bowdoin
hung on, however, and at the end
of the sixth race Bowdoin took the
9
lead with a 39 point total. Brown
and Yale were close behind tied at
37 apiece.

BU

Sabemen Push

In Marathon

Series Victory

Rat*

Tufts Takes Boston Meet;

Finishes 88th

Thorp was mentioned in the course of a panel discussion at Bow.
Clutch sailing by freshman
doin a few weeks ago something to the effect that contact with athletic Lehmberg enabled the Bowdoin
competition was as profitable as a regular academic course and that pub skipper to win the final race
a thirteen team elimination for
in
the gain is comparable and even may be overbalanced to the former's
the New England Freshman indiside.
Now this is a serious thing to consider and the chances are there vidual championships, and gave
the Big White skipper a well dewill never be a clear-cut and wholly acceptable answer to this quesseries victory. Conditions

is
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Full Text Of Both Letters
WhaV

more, my
vestigated."
is
"associations" have always been
very broad. I have written voluminously for some of the most conservative publications in America
as well as for some liberal or radical ones. A professional writer

Josephson Letter

Villard Letter

Seelye Accepts Double

To the Editor:
the Editor:
My attention has been called to Thank you for forwarding the
your issue of March 7. 1966. in letter of Henry S. Villard and givwhich you published a letter from ing me an opportunity to reply
nephew Vincent S. Villard, to it. A letter of this sort speaks may be "affiliated" temporarily
Jr., criticizing the use of a book by for itself. The writer is evidently with men in every walk, of life.
Matthew Josephson in a course on seeking some way of 'labelling" Thus it might be hard for him to
books so that students may be define, even to his own satisfaction
American history at Bowdoin.
May I, too, raise an eyebrow at made "aware of the affiliations of and for his own conscience, what
." Cannot some
the use of Josephson's work in a the author.
his "affiliations" really are. At difcourse of such fundamental impor- respectable way be found of mark- ferent times I have had all sorts
tance to our youth as that of Am- ing all books with a red or yellow of opinions: I will not apologize
tag, or a red-whltc-and-blue emerican Political History? I; have
for them; and am answerable to
no desire to question an academic blem, on the other hand, which no one for them.
practice which requires the read- would be in accord with the ideals
I must note that my books on
ing of "leftist" or otherwise unor- of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln American history, such as "The
thodox material on the assumption and WiHiam Lloyd Garrison?
Robber Barons" (1934) and "The
On what ground would books Politlcos" (1938) were reviewed
it develops a student's critical faculty, but at the same time I should be marked to be handled with in outstanding Republican newsthink the student ought to be care? On the ground of non-con- papers as "cool" and "objective"
aware of the affiliations of the au- formity with some brand of Amer- "works. On the other hand they
ican ideology that no one has yet
thor of such material.
were characterized in the Commudefined?
It may be of interest to note
nist Party press of that period as
Without raising an eyebrow Mr. being "non
that Matthew Josephson was cited
-Marxist." A long stuH.
S. Villard quotes from the rein the hearings of the Committee
dy of several of my books in the
on Un-American Activities of the ports of those Congressional com- field of American history, publishHouse of Representatives on Sep- mittees on Un-Amcricanism which ed in 1941 in the "American Histember 13, 1939, as a member of have laboriously investigated every torical Review," by Professor E.
the advisory council of the Book Tom, Dick and Harry's thoughts, E. Robinson of Stanford UniverUnion, one of the founders of associations and affiliations. The sity, made the judgment that my
which was Alexander Trachten- passages referring to myself are mode of interpretation was akin
supposed to, carry the accusation
bcrg, chairman of the literature
to that of Thorstein Veblen, J. A.
commission of the Communist of some sort of "guilty by affilia- Hobson. and Charles A. Beard.
which the rulings of the
Party in the United States. In tion"
Members of the Villard family
the Committee's report of April 1, highest courts have declared mean- are the only ones who have tried to
1951 on "The Communist 'Peace' ingless In the real or legal sense. make trouble for me in public,
It is notorious that such reports
Offensive
A campaign to Disthough I said a good deal about
arm and Defeat the United are unevaluated and have been the
Vanderbilts,
Harrimans,
featured by gross inaccuracies.
States," Josephson's name appears
Goulds and Huntlngtons also. One
For example, it is suggested
as one of the sponsors
of the
member of this family tried to
that I had some active part in
Scientific and Cultural Conference
persuade my publisher. Harcourt
for World Peace, held in New several ad hoc committees or in Brace, and the Book of the Month
York City March 25, 26 and 27, signing a few petitions for groups Club to stop printing "The Robber
afterward
stigmatized
by the
1949; as one of a list of 49 such
Borons," back in 1934. Nothing
sponsors who had been affiliated House Un-American Committee as came of this effort. Now, after
with from eleven to twenty Com- "un-American." One such is said twenty-two years. Mr. H. S. Villard
munist-front organizations; and as to have been the Scientific and
"running interference" for his
one of 49 who had given their open Cultural Conference to advocate nephew, Vincent
would like the
support to Communist candidates disarmament held in New York in History Department of Bowdoin to
March, 1949. But it happens that
In election campaigns.
label my books.
I sailed from America in DecemYou have been warned that
The purposes of the 1949 Scien- ber, 1948, for Europe and did not
I may have been a proponent of
tific and Cultural Conference were
return until November. 1949, as
world peace and of peaceful cobriefly summarized by the Unthere are ample records to prove.
existence In the year 1949. If true,
American Committee as follows:
I could scarcely have taken part
1.
To provide a propagandist in such a conference when at the then I merely anticipated politiforum against the Marshall Plan, time I was living in a tiny seaside cians like Mr. Eisenhower and Sir
Winston by about six years - the North Atlantic defense pact, village
in Italy, 4.000 miles from
and American foreign policy in New York. Here the report of my which it is the legitimate business
of forward-looking writers to do.
general.
alleged- activities
is,
as
Mark The Villards
happen to be placed
2.
To promote support for the Twain said, "exaggerated."
foreign policy of the Soviet Union.
The same House Committee's re- in a very awkward and embarrass3.
To mobilize American intel- port dated April 1, 1951, includes ing position on the issue of suplectuals in the field of arts, science, about 250 leading American writ- pressing anyone's alleged unorthoand letters behind this program ers, scientists and scholars as dox views. Forty years ago Vineven to the point of civil disobe- "affiliated" with something or oth- cent's liberal grandfather, Oswald
dience against the American Gov- er, over a period of twenty years, Garrison Villard, carried on a viernment.
my name being placed in one of gorous, public agitation against
4.
To prepare the way for a the lowest categories, among those America's entrance into war with
and was "smeared"
subsequent world peace congress In having only "eleven to twenty" Germany
as a radical and "un-American."
Paris on April 20 to 24, 1949, with bad marks
together with the
) SOn
similar aims on a world scale and names of persons like Albert Einm* .! York
v^..J°^;l
f!
New
City
under similar Communist auspices. stein. Also, I might have sponsored
April 17, 1956
5.
To discredit American cul- the right of some Book Union to

To

my

.

.
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Offer To Teach
At Stanford U.
Maynard A. Seelye '56 has accepted an $1800 Teaching and Research Assistantship at Stanford
University in California, Pres.
James S. Coles has announced. He
will teach one section In beginning calculus in the Department
of Mathematics and carry on graduate work in the School of Arts
and Sciences at Stanford.
Seelye, who was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa in February, has been
a James Bowdoin Scholar for three
consecutive years. He came to college as the recipient of an Alumni
Fund Scholarship and last May
was named the second Bowdoin
Westinghouse
of
the
winner
Achievement Scholarship in Liberal Arts. This $500 award is made

Robber Barons" and I cannot help
wondering why anyone with Josephson'.? background should be
considered at all as deserving of a
place in a reputable college history
reading list.

Henry

S. Villard

issue

publications

its

of

cies

inquisition,

Dr.

Winner To Go
To Convention

and Death. The attempt to
achieve quiet dignity and at the
pid

aame time the richness of the
baroque period came off with great
success.
large cast of singers and actors contributed talents of varying quality. Barbara Hassiy, remembered here for her fine Dido of

Huston Of Class Of 1879

Is

College's Oldest

An expense paid trip to the ReNational Convention in
Sanz-Francisco this August will be

A

do so

publicjfn

Clement
ing

Wilson

S.

'57

warmth and humor

for

to the runner-up.

the

The contest

ment procession In 1954 his alma
mat ci' conferred upon him an honorary

as of

into his

November

!

1956 (Election

6,

A

mathematics major. Seelye
has been active in dramatics at
Bowdoin, is a dormitory proctor,
and has served on the Student
Council. He is also a feature writer for the Orient.
Seelye is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John M. Seelye of Cornish.

Campaign On
For
An

TV

Scripts

|

Day). The subject for the essay

"Why

Am A

Republican," and
entries are limited to 300 words
or less.
is

I

The chorus
much of the time,

sang

Bowdoin

but there seemed a void in the bass section in
the forte passages. Miss Powers'
voice does not seem to be well
suited to the oratorio style, nor
does Smith have a voice of real
solo quality. One inexcusable flaw
in the proceedings was the constant muddling of the simple dance
routines on the part of the Ladies

established by Oscar S. Lerman.
Before submitting scripts, an application may be secured by writing to TV to Broadway Productions,
Suite 609 147 West 42
Street, N.Y.C., and enlosing a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.

(Continued Croat

search

and
j

filled

I

1

;

The national winner will be
chosen from the prize winners of
each state before July 15, by a
committee of prominent Republican leaders under the supervision
of a YR National Contest headed ary was made a Lifetime Member
Moiv than 78'/; of vehicles inby Gordon Hcuscr, Colorado of the Associated Musicians of vofved in fatal acciden.'s in 1955
~m
Springs, Colorado.
Greater New York, American Fed- were traveling Straight ahead.
!

\

'

'

and Gentlemen.

The musical

direction

Just look around campus. You'll see that the
'.'custom" details of this Arrow University shirt

for both

performances was capably handled
by Robert K. Beckwith. The operas

better

with

acquainted

the

The box

are definitely "college correct."

From any angle

—

pleat,

the soft-roll button-down collar, and the back

it

says "College

man"

button are basic requirements. In 9 solid colors,

less

this

the oxford shirt for you.

is

comfortable

familiar.

'poplin,

Arrow Bermuda

and available

in

6

Wear

shorts.

it

with

They're

colors. Shirts,

$5.00.

Tic, $2.50. Shorts, $5.00.

Choral Society
To Sing Faure
The Brunswick Choral Society
will present Faure's Requiem at
St. John's Church under the direction of Prof. Robert C. Beckwith
on Sunday, April 29. The follow-

Panel

University. He also did rein agricultural chemistry
important positions in
the agricultural departments of
Indiana and the United States gov-

duo

einment.
The recipient of the first advancday on April 20.
As always, he has been spending cd degree awarded by Purdue, Dr.
the winter months on two 38-day] Huston retired in 1925, except for
l-ast
cruises to South America.
consultation work,, and now lives
December he played Santa Claus in Hew Gardens, Long Isiand, N. Y.
aboard
Moorc-McCormack
the
Line's S. S. Brazil and in Febru-

eight best entries will be printed
in the Trunk.

beautifully

apparent faults,
campaign to find even with their
deal to offer, and
by recognized or promis- still had a good
it is always interesting to become

new playwrights will be undertaken by TV to Broadway Productions, a new producing firm
ing

Born in Damariseolta on April
1858, Dr. Huston prepared for
at Lincoln Academy. For
nineteen years he taught at Pur-

20.

but this flaw

intensive

scripts

doctor of science degree.
eitatior read upon that occasion referred to him as a "droll
sage. erroneously holding his own
longevity to demonstrate that 'the
"
nood die young.'

The

is

open to all American citizens who
combin- are between the age of 17 and 25,

characterization, made the Chamberlain the most rewarding part
of the evening. In his one song,
he had a slight tendency to flat,

"legally."

Dr. Huston has for many years
returned to" Brunswick in June for
Bowdoin's Commencement exercises. Last year ie celebrated the
76th anniversary of his graduation
by marrhinc: in the Commence-

the-priw of some young American,
according to plans announced by
last season, was perhaps the most the Young
Republican National
outstanding. On Friday she was Federation for a
nation-wide Esactress,
singing
exciting
again the
say Contest.
blending her rich, powerful sopraOn
the
State
of Maine level, ano voice with a handsome and con- lifty
dollar
U.
S. Bond will go to
vincing stage presence. Peter E.
the State winner and a"'$25.00 one
Potter '58 proved himself vocally

and physically qualified
part of Mercury.

Alumnus

eration of Musicians, AFL Local
802. He usually pays the flute at
the ship's concerts and now can

—first in fashion
SHIRTS

•

TIES

•

SLACKS

pact one)

ing Sunday the same performance
ed statements by William Faulk- will be given at St. Paul's Church.
ner.
Professor Martin believed Both performances are admission
that "all that is good (in the free.
The Brunswick Choral Society
South )has been done as a resullJ
of pressure." He did not agree draws its membership from the
with Faulkner's printed view that townspeople. It was started by
the nation must sit back and let Prof. Frederic E. T. Tillotson durthe South solve Its own problem ing the thirties and has accomin its own way. Professor McKay, panied the Bowdoin Glee Club ever
took a different approach. He ex- since in the annual- Messiah conP^sed ^e opinion that the large cert, besides its own concert every
block of silent Southern moderates spring. Previously it has sung Haymust take control of the situation. den's Cteation, Schubert's Mass in
G, and Brahm's Reguicm. The so-

•

accord-

whose monu-

mental labors have been
feature

the

of

cold

have regularly treated

a notable

war

years,

this writer

as a quite insignificant threat to
the safety of the Republic. One
reason may have been that, as is
well known, my condition of health
docs not permit me to give much
time to public agitation. As a
consequence of an illness of twenty yrirs ago I have lived a secluded life
my country home, avoiding public platforms and political

&

Brunswick Coal
Lumber
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES

C0.

Brunswick, Maine

M

conventions.

I

have never held a
nor taught in a
I ever been "in-

government

April

school; nor have

1956

Essay Contest

.

(OmtiontJ tram pmge one)
suggestive staging of Cu-

some and

ance with our traditions of a free
More than 41% of the death? ciety will number about forty-five
The pedestrian record* reflected and more than 35% of the injur- for this year* performance.
press, without agreeing with its
ideas 'Or taking any active part in the 5th consecutive year of im- ies due to motor vehicle accidents
provement for motor vehicle acci- last year occurred on Saturdays
it
beyond such .sponsorship.
In truth the Governmental agen- dents in 1955.
and Sundays.

Washington. D. C.
9,

in

.

1956

All Maine entries must be subwas never serious. J.
possible by the Westinghouse Edu- Steward LaCascc '56 was convinc- mitted by May 15, 1956, to The
cational Foundation. The recipient ing as Despair, and he later join- Trunk, 68 Western Avenue, AuDr. Henry A. Houston '79
burn,
Maine. A prize-winning esis chosen at the end of his junior ed Nancy McKcen to provide the
year on the basis of high achieve- merriest moment of the perform- say will be chosen, also a second
The College's oldest alumnus,
ment in academic work and demon- ance when an aged pair are struck place and six runners-up on the Dr. Henry A. Huston of the Class
State of Maine level. The first of 1879, celebrated his 98th birthstrated qualities of leadership.
by Cupid's stolen arrow.

—

ture and to extol the virtues of Soviet culture.
It would be interesting to know
whether the history students at
Bowdoin are in possession of facts
such as the above when they are
given Josephson's book as part of
their assigned reading. If so, I can
jteo no real objection to its inclusion, for I have faith in the ability
of our college students to evaluate
slanted literature. Add to this,
Tjowever, the inaccuracips and historical distortions revealed in "The

Bill

25,

Merrymeeting
185 Park

job,
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Gov. Muskie Slams Barnard Talks Ground Breaking Ceremony^
f
In Washington
Need For Continuing On Maine Poet Held Today For Ice Rink\DCld^
Executive Council
Dr. Ellsworth Barnard. Visiting
Professor of English, delivered a
lecture at the Library of Congress
on the poetry of Edwin Arlington
Robinson, on Monday evening,
April
23.
Professor
Barnard's
Washington lecture was sponsored
by the Gertrude Clarke Whittal

Also Stresses

Highway
Improvement
State

Fund for Poetry and Literature.
The substance of the lecture was
drawn from Professor Barnard's
book, Edwin Arlington Barnard,

A

About 400 people attended the lecture on Robinson, who is probably
Maine's greatest poet.
The opening points of the address were on the views of Edwin
Arlington Robinson toward the
function of poetry, the style of
this poet, and his skill in adapting
the words and meter of the line
to the subject matter.
Professor
Barnard also commented that in
his skillful portrayal of character,

Gov. Edmund S. Muskie delivered another slam at the continuance of the Executive Council and
stressed the necessity of a longterm state highway program in a
talk here Tuesday afternoon.
Speaking before some 175 students,
faculty and townspeople
under the auspices of the Maine
Citizenship Clearing House, the
Governor declared that the functions of the Executive Council
could be assumed by other branches of the state government.
He stressed that a governor is
responsible for the administration
of Maine's 120 state agencies and
for carrying out his program.
governor, he said, can delegate
power but not responsibility.
The three functions of the Executive Council,' he believed, are
to approve appointments, to advise
the governor and to act as a veto
on pardons.
"A governor should be allowed
to pick whom he wishes for appointments and these appointees
should be checked only on qualifications, not political affiliations,"
he said. This function could be
•assumed by the State Senate.
The Executive Council cannot
effectively advise the governor because it is not an administrative
body and is not acquainted with
the needs of each department, he
pointed out. "It can only rubber
stamp the governor's and department heads' recommendations."
He said that "it is time we
thought of annual sessions of the

Robinson seemed most interested
in the lives of the people who were
failures in the world, and seemed

Gov. Edmund

S.

to

Muskie

legislature, too,

because

it

is

hard

arc needed
immediately in the state highway
system and> these improvements
can be brought about only through
a bond issue.
A bond issue, such as the $27
million one he proposed last year
"would represent an investment"
because the increase in traffic and
(rinse (urn

Fellows

page fsar)

to

Named

For Next Year
Two Germans and

a Costa Rican
have been named Fellows in Foreign Languages at Bowdoin College, President James S. Coles announced recently. They are Dietmar K. R. Klein and Manfred ZolIcr of

Germany and Francisco

Bowdoin
Faculty after eighteen months of
deliberation and discussion under
a grant from the Fund for the Advancement of Education.

courses in modern languages. Attendance will be obligatory, with
no required preparation for the
aural and oral drill. One hour of
such drill will also be added to
the intermediate courses in modern languages. Two Fellows in
French will be appointed soon, in
addition to the three men announced today.
Two of the new Fellows in Foreign Languages are already studyinr at Bowdoin this year as Bowdoin Plan students. Solorzano, who
is twenty-two years old, is being
sponsored by Delta Kappa Epsilon
Klein,

else,

and probably

interesting. lives.

Bringing up another point from
Barnard argu-

his l>ook, Professor

ed against the common view that
Robinson was pessimistic in his
writing, and showed that while he

Physics Grant

was aware

of human suffering, he
that there as still a purpose
Professor Barnard stressed

felt

in life.

Professor Myron A. Jepjicscn of
the Department of Physics has

been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for 1956-57, Henry Allen
Mop, Secretary General of the John

Simon

Guggenheim

Memorial

Foundation in New York, annpunced recently.
Professor Jeppesen plans to use
his fellowship in a project entitled
"Optical Studies of Surface and
Body Properties of Crystalline and
Amorphous Solids." He has been
working on this project for the
past two years under a grant from
the National Science Foundation.

The

Guggenheim

Memorial

Foundation

that someday Edwin Arlington Rowill be ranked with the
greatest American poets, and added, "I personally feel that he is
the greatest American poet." Significantly,
the Washington Post
chose that aspect of the lecture as

binson

being most
write up.

important

in

juniors

have

artists.
Fellowships
are most popular
granted to persons of unusual ca- class.
.

pacity for scholarly research, demonstrated by the previous publication of contributions to knowledge
of high merit, and to persons of
unusual and proven creative ability in the fine arts.

Guggenheim, and Mrs. Guggenheim in memory of a son who
died as a young man in 1922.
Dr. Jeppesen in 1947-48 was
Lecturer and Research Associate
in Physics at Stanford, where he
carried on research on a linear
accelerator.
The following year
he remained at Stanford aa Visiting Professor of Physics and did
research on microwave spcetroscopy.

A member

of the College faculty for twenty years, Professor Jeppesen is a native of Logan, Utah,
and graduated from the University
of Idaho in 19.10.
For the next
six years he did graduate work and
was a teaching fellow at Pennsylvania State University, receiving
a doctor of philosophy degree in
1936.

petition are judged from the standpoint of layout, news and feature
content, editorial policy, mechanical features and advertising.
The issues entered in the 1956
contest included all issues from
Easter through Dec. 7. 1955. During the spring the Orient was under the co-editorship of David R.

been

member

of the junior

Anderson

Jr.

'55.

YRC

The Bowdoin College Alumni Association sponsored a dinner yesterday for the members of the
senior class.
President James S. Coles welcomed the seniors on behalf of the
College. Alden H. Sawyer '27 of
Portland spoke for the Governing
Boards, and Francis B. Hill '23 of
Manchester, N. H., for the alumni
body as a whole.
Bruce C. McGorrill '53 of Portland spoke to the seniors on behalf of the Alumni Fund's class
agents. Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick and Mr. Marsh also spoke
briefly and LeRoy E. Dyer responded for the seniors. Dyer is
president of the graduating class.
Presiding at the dinner, was
Daniel F. Mahoney '19 of South
Portland, President of the Alumni
Council and the Alumni Association.

Emanons, Led By

from

Bremen,

Germany, is being sponsored
the Chi Psi Lodge.

Two French

by

Flicks

Conclude Schedule

Rowdoin's

to

movement

ternity

last year by Terry
56. Each jun.e, will

He made

D.

v^

winner.

Those Juniors nominated are:
Leonard Bachelder, Albert

L.

Bachorowski, James L. Boudreau,
Alan J. Cushner. Anthony T.
Fleishman, Thomas P. Fraser, Robert L. Gustafson.

call

II.

James

S.

month.

DedicatesHymn

Millar,

The Brunswick. Choral Society

E. Needham, Peter K.
Orne. Arthur L. Perry, Donald H.
Rundlett, Richard W. Smith, John,
I. Snow, Peter J. Strauss. Clement
S. Wilson.

,

tinder the direction of Prof. Rohk. Beckwith will present the

ert

this Sunday. May
5 at 7:30 p.m. at St. Paul's Epis-

Faure Requiem

copal Church. The performance
The winner of this contest is to' is dedicated to the memory of the
receive
symbolic
Wooden ate Professor Morgan B. Cushing
the
of
The soprano solo will he sung
Ivy Weekend at the traditional by Mary O'Donnrll, and Cameron
Class Day exercises. All members
Smith '58 will sing the bariof the junior class are eligible to! tone solo. There will he no .idvote under the revised voting sys- mission charge. The proc eeds from
tern conducted by the Ivy Day a collection will be used for the
'[minting of the church.
Committee.

Spoon on Saturday morning

;

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Jazz

Movement

the
is

Beta Victory

A

Triumph

For Leader

T.

Stenberg

1

|

reservation of rhythm that in the
long run swings much more loosely and freely than traditional jazz.
Never once do the Emanons
have to point out "Look, folks
we're swinging!," since they do
swing, and we might add, as easily
and as unpretentiously as any bigname modern jazz contingent.
In the fall of 1954, Terry Stenberg and trumpeter Jim Kushner
formed a jazz quartet. They

pictured above looking at one
Terry D. Slrnberg's arrangements.

Sawyer, flute; Charlie Chapman,
drums; Jim Kushner, trumpet; Stenbrvg, piano;
Ollie

j

,

But 'above

all

editorial

when reversed reads "no-name."
Stenberg handles the piano parts
The first edition of the group with intense musical feeling and
on campus and slowly a knowledge of what he is doing.
gained prominence at house par- He makes no bones about his

"Volpone." a French movie with
English subtitles, will be shown at
ties and other weekend dates.
8:15 p.m. tonight at smith AudiThis year the group changed
torium. It is being presented by
with the addition of Charlie Chapthe Student Union Committee in
man on drums, Ollie Sawyer on
cooperation with the Dept. of
flute and Al Bernstein on bass.
French.
"13 Rue Madeline" will conclude named it Emanons, presumably The two horns have given Sten-.
the program of union flicks on Sat- after a familiar 52nd Street bop berg more material to utilize, and
number by Dizzy Gillespie which IWIp to make a freer sound
urday evening at Smith.

limitations, but play's always tastefully
tion.

Of

I

j

<

and with good musical

discre-

I

'

Influences pn his style are Brubeck. Shearing and indirectly Len- perfection and practices religious- stirring fortissimos.
nie Tristano. But when Stenberg iy. He fits into the Shorty Rogers
The spiritual suddenly came
plays, the listener does not hear type of "cute" trumpeters, but alive with the nervous rhythms
simply a rehearsing of their ideas,
that it had lacked on Tuesday
<pieu* urn to pxc foun

'09

Gives

a

disappointment
these hopes
were surely well rewarded on
Thursday evening, for campus and
critics agreed that the Betas were
rathec, Stenberg carries on where
winners on all counts.
they lead with his own ideas
Both of the Beta selections were
Trumpeter Jim Kushner is what outstanding for their beautiful
this writer would term "excite- tone even in the unison passages,
ment on wheels!" A technician the remarkable blend, the nearly
par excellence and a moving musi- perfectly realized mechanics of
cian able to create for the listctv- entrances
and
cut-offs,
and
er certain emotional experiences*, the effective shadings from the
Kushner now even strives for more hardly audible pianissimos to the
of

staff;

That suggestions 'Of the Student
Council be put into effect il approved by the Bugle Publishing
Library Sel Boards, and that the Bugle present awards for good writing, good
Burton's
photography, etc., similar to the
Orient awards.
BiggeY and Better Ru K'lc
Edward G. Hudon, an Assistant
In order to better the quality of
Librarian at the Supreme Court the printing
and provide fuller
Library in Washington, D. C, coverage of campus
activities, Hillsince 1948, has presented to the man would
like to return to the
Bowdoin College Library a three- letterpress method of printing
the
volume set of the opinions written Bugle which was
used until 1953,
by Justice Harold H. Burton dur- in lieu of
the offset method which
ing his first ten years as a member has been
used since then, and also
nf the Supreme Court of the Unit- to increase the
book from 160
ed States according to J. Boyer, pages to 190 pages,
at the same
Librarian
time increasing the page size from
Hudon's purpose in making the 8" x .11" to 9" x 12".
2964-page compilation was "to
These changes will be possible
collect the opinions which Mr. Jusonly if a new budget is approved
tice Burton has written and the
calling for an increase of 75 cents
views which he has expressed in a semester
in the Bugle fee, or a
cases decided by the Court during total
of $7.50 a student a year inthe first ten years that he has
stead of the present 56.00. Revbeen a member, other than the enues would
be further complemany in which, he joined the opin- mented through a
corresponding
ion of the Court without
com- increase in the amount
of adment." Mr. Justice Burton grad- vertising.
uated from Bowdoin in 1909. In
According to Hillman. printin
1945 he was appointed to the Su- and other costs
have risen 20 to
preme Court by President Harry 25 per cent since 1948
with no

Udward lludon

and Al Rernsteln, bass-guitar.
Photo by DiVcncrc.

stayed

t

j

was in his own house singing
it
that he directed his keenest hopes
and interest
Following two years

traditional
is

est houses which sang would probably have beaten the winners of
the sing twenty years ago.
The leaders of the houses urn
Stenberg, Beta, Bruce McDonald

:

four year Medktiebetnpster
mow director of the group), a
Glee Club president and head of the
Emanons. Stenberg has proved his
musical worth countless times, but
despite these important positions.

arranger

mented on the spirit shown in this
year's sing, and said that the weak-

Bugle Editor Gans Presents
Organization Plan To Council

As

r.:

Sigma Nu

W. Mathews '56, Sigma Nu.
(P1c*m turn to
four)
Brinkler, wno originated the annual Interfraternity Sing at the
College 20 years ago, presented the
W.i.ss Cup to the winning house,
Beta Theta Pi, he commented that
the least satisfactory singing of
this year's entrants would easily
have bettered the best house singing 20 years ago. The competiBugle editor-in-chief Waiter G. the editorial staff would consist of
tion and interest aroused by this Gans '57
and assistant editor Rich- the editor : in-chiefr the senior cdicontest ran higher than it has for ard A. Hillman '58
presented some tor, the assistant editor, the spot
many yean.
proposals for the reorganization of 'editor, editorial assistants, and reA number of fraternities offered the Bugle Board before Student porters. The business, photograsome very Brie sinning and several Coundl on Monday.
phy, art and circulation staffs
others showed a marked improveGans and Hillman want to have would be separate, each with its
ment over last year. A few of the board reorganized along lines editor or manager and assistants,
the houses chose to emphasize dra- similar to the Bowdoin Publishing!
fn
addition,
each
fraternity
matic talents 0*er vocal splendor, ( o (publishers of the Orient).
would have a representative on (he
but even they did their .share totinder the new proposal, selec- .Bugle,
wards making a colorful evening. tion of each year's editor and othFurther suggestions by Cans and
er decisions, especially on finan- Hillman for
the benefit 'of the Unnaniin mk Division
cial arrangements would be made
aro:
g|
A unanimous decision of the by a Bugle Publishing Board, -made
That a progress report be subthree judges Cecil Hall, Jet Tur- up of the editor-in-chief, the senior
'mittpd to the SC bv the editorner and Arthur Lancers gave lirst editor, the business manager, and
jn-chief every three" months
beplace to Beta Theta Pi.
two faculty members
ginning in September;
Under the inspired direction of
The senior editor, a new posiThat candidates for dedication
Terry I). Stenbefrg '.">6, the Betas tion on the Bugle staff, would be
of the Bugle be submitted to the
gang a fraternity medley of Beta the editor of the previous year's
Bugle Publishing Board by the ediChorus and In the Old Porch Bugle and would serve in an adtor for approval, and that the dedChairs and an original arrange- visory capacity and as a represenication of the Bugle be made pubment in the style of the I),, Paur tative of the senior class.
licly in. Chapel by the editor;
Infantry Chorus (by Stenberg) of
The editor-in-chief would be at
That the Bowdoin Camera Club
the spiritual In Dat Groat Cit lp liberty to choose his own assiswork in conjunction with the BuMornin'.
tant,, with the provision that he
gle photography staff, and thai
Having placed second in the con- give priority to those who had teachers of freshman
English subtest the last two years, the Betas worked on the Bugle before.
mit the names of talented writer,
were understandably joyous at the
Ranking in the following order, as prospective n i>orters for the

Ste.nberc

play the kind of music we
says pianist-lcader-arraiiKcr
Terry Stenberg, "the kind of music
that has its own merit and a subdued sound." By a subdued sound,
Stenberg obviously connotes the
appeal to the intellect as well as
the tapping toe of his music.
L, to

Alpha Tau Omega
Kappa Sigma
Alpha Rho Upsilon

12.

Interfraternity competition evening; the growing, ever mountreached B new height on Thursday ing dynamics matched the thrill- '57, Zete, Richard L. Rand '56, AD.
night when eight houses selected ing, uneasy tempos of the piece. Gareth S. Gelinas '56, TD, James
from the preliminary contests on
Comparing the tape recording to S. Croft 58, Chi Psi, Clement S.
Tuesday and Wednesday gathered a De Paur record, one can note a Wilson '57, Delta Sigma, Henry
together in the Pickard Theater professional quality in much of M. Eubank Jr. '57. 'Psi U, George
to participate in the popular and the singing.
F. Howland '57, DKE, G. Cameron
much
Second place went to Zeta Psi. Smith '58, ATO, Raymond E. Deheralded
Interfraternity
Sing.
Under the leadership of Bruce Mc- men Jr. '58, Kappa Sigma, Peter
When Portland" organist Alfred Donald '57, they sang their bcau- J. Strauss o7, ARU, and Robert

uate.

Jatz group
of director-

s

(ieorge A. Smart Jr. '57

great personal
triumph, that of Stenberg.
It all
seemed a fitting climax to one of
the most brilliant musical careers
enjoyed by a Biwdoin undergrad-

modern

10.

.

By

Winning decision.
this,
soared the

THE EMANONS—Rowdoin's

•'

Epsilon

The judges for the finals Were
Cecil Hall, Jet Turner, and Arthur
Landers. During the time when
the judges convened to arrive at a
decision, Professor Tillotson played several selections on the piano,
and then, despite requests for
more, led the entire audience in
singing several college songs.
Alfred Brinkler. who originated
the annual Interfraternity Sing
competition 20 years ago. was on
hand to award the coveted Wass
Cup to Stenberg. Brinkler com-

—

"We

more

Delta Sigma
Upsilon
Delta Kappa
Psi

j

like,"

the

fol-

Beta Theta Pi
Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
Chi Psi

11.

9.

tent.

Where

whs as

I

the Emanons, an avant-garde jazz
quintet whose members are keenly aware of what they arc playing
at all times, fully competent technical musicians, and able to provide inventive, artistic jazz of
superior quality and swinging con-

forms of jazz express their rhythm
outwardly and not too subtly, the
Emanons try to achieve a certain

President's

of the houses

1

1

Add To

the

listing

in the sing

PW

Thomas

Stenberg,

1.

his political

this

final

lows:

Young Repub-

another meeting

won

Chi

The

BETAS TAKK SING A dream flame true for Terry D. Stenberg '56,
director, and the members of Beta Theta PI fraternity when they won
the Interfraternity Sins; Contest and ended the long reign of the AD's.
That's the Wass Cup in the foreground.
Photo by DiVemere.

this of-

Choral Society

Eugene V. Helsel Jr., Kent G.
Hobby, Oliver W. Hone, Melvin
P. Johan, Allen M. Lanes, Charles
M. Leighton, Richard B. Lyman
Jr., Paul J. McGoldrick.
John J. Manning III. Fletcher

W. Means

Delta

competing

offi-

Pickett
the sec-

^^l^oS*

last

of their intentions.

debut at the'
recent Maine Republican State
Convention in Portland where he
served as a page.
Thomas D. Crocker '59 and
Guy-Michael B. Davis '57 were
chosen Secretary and Treasurer,
cer was a mfemher of the active Bowdoin delega
tion at the February Young republican Convention in Auburn.
Davis, like Garett', gained first
experience as a page at Portland.
To plan the club's activity in
the fall, President Fickett will

Stenberg
for one of the twenty-six on bai
be distributed on Monday.
A simple plurality will decide the

J.

into

competition

cup for improvement.

fice.

A newcomer

sing

Thursday night.
Zeta Psi captured second place
in the close contest, while Theta

lican work, Robert F. Garett III
'59 was elected Vice President.

The junior delegation in each
fraternity chose two of its members for. the competition, which
was won

its

Aniistas Jr. V>9

contribution

jaz/.-gocs-to-college

Beta Theta Pi, conducted by
Terry D. Stenberg '56, was the
unanimous choice of the judges as
the winning house in the interfra-

Professor Frederic Tlllotson
requests Hint all 11ms,, hou- s
that Intend to sing in the Ivv
quartet competition inform him

meeting

Swing" Jazz

By Peter N.

TD's Improved

The Bowdoin College Young He-

fall

Modern Croup Plays
"Subtle

Zetes Second,
AD's In Third,

President

'55

The

lots to

Senior Dinner
Held Yesterday

cam-

Fickell Elected

and James Anwyll publican Club has chosen
issues were pub- cers for next year. At a
their lished uAder the
editorship of last Thursday. Richard K.
'57 was elected President,
Thomas L. Spence '57.
ond in his family to hold

Ls granting a total of
nominated for the annual "Wooden
more than $1,100,000 this year to Spoon" election
on Ivy Day, when
two hundred seventy-five scholars a wooden
spoon is awarded to the

and

raising

Orient Captures
1st Ptace Prize

26 Juniors Are Nominated
For Wooden Spoon Award
Twenty-six

The alumni fund

ceremonies

were held this afternoon at 1:15 paign is being continued to obtain
at the rear of the cage of Sargent the more than $100,000 needed to
complete the construction of the
Participating
were President rink. Approximately $173,000 of
James S. Coles and hockey co-cap- the total of $275,000 has already
tains, Paul S. Doherty 56 and Pe- been contributed. The Boards of
ter J. Rigby '56, who sparked stu- Overseers and Trustees have audent participation in the "fund rais- thorized that construction shall
ing drive last December. The stu- start immediately.
The student body pledged $5,dent contributions totaled over
$5,800. Also present were Director 814.19 toward the construction of
of Athletics Malcolm' E. Morrell, the rink in "Operation Snowball'
last
winter, bringing total underMacFayDaniel
Hockey Coach
K.
den, officials cf the college and graduate contributions to a total
of $6,218.19. Approximately 90 per
members of the student body.
cent of the students contributed.
A covered rink with artificial
ice has long been on the list of the
College's major needs. Indoor athletic facilities at the College are
felt to be inadequate. In 1912 there
were 333 students. This year there
The Columbia Scholastic Press are nearly 800. Badly needed is
the another large floor space thai
awarded
Association
has
Orient a first place certificate Wi- will be available at all hours of
the second year in a row, Joseph the day. This will he used for phyW. Murphj, director, has announc- sical education classes, intramural
contests, and varsity and freshman
ed.
In picking up the first place, games. The covered rink with arthe Orient received 911 [>oints out tificial ice will answer present
of one thousand. College papers problems better than any other
carrying
both -advertising and single unit. In addition, it can be
sports pages are in the same class used for recreational skating and
college gatherings at such occaas the Orient.
Newspapers entered in the com- sions as Commencement.

of the

The Fellows in Foreign Languages program will make possible
the addition each week of two
hours of aural and oral drill to the
present
three - hour
elementary

fraternity.

these people are as

breaking

W/Jfi
Will QinrT
Olllg

Gymnasium.

Z.

Solorzano of Costa Rica. Their appointments will take effect in the
fall, implementing one of the recommendations made by the Self

Study Committee

that

more

live

Jeppesen Wins

The Foundation was established
Highways
in 1925 by the late United States
Governor Muskie believed that
Senator from Colorado, Simon

major improvements

feel

good as any one

A

to estimate state revenues twoand-a-half years in advance. Annual sessions, he thought, would
further remove the necessity of an
Executive Council.
A parole board of experts would
be far more successful in advising
the governor on parole matters
than the Executive Council. "The
governor could act more effectively and humanely with professional
advice," he said.

Critical Study, published in 1952.

Ground

4

'

Opinions

;

j

"

Truman.

(Plcue tarn

to

?ago four)

,

—
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As we

see it

A Morgan

.

Cushing Blood Bank

B.

In the hurry of our everyday obligations we
sometimes forget about those people who are
less fortunate than we; we sometimes overlook
our obligations to society.

One man who

never forgot his

fellow man was

Morgan B. Cushing. He, through
his church work and Red Cross work, lived so
that others might he comforted when disaster
the late Prof.

struck.
It is ironic that he worked to hard for the
Red Cross, an organization probably beat known
for the establishment of blood banks, and yet
died of cancer of the blood.

During the long months that he bravely faced
death, realizing that there was little hope for
Cushing underwent some TO blood
Blood is an expensive commodity,
costing about $25 a pint, and there was Utile
hope that the Cushing family could pay for it
in cash.
Two weeks ago the Dean told Student
Council that approximately $300 worth of blood
still needs to be replaced.

survival, Prof.

transfusions.

In cases like this It is tragic that the family
need beer this extra financial worry.
be-

We

it would be entirely fitting to establish a blood bank for the entire Bowdoin community in Professor Cushing's name.
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, the College physician,
believes that the plan is feasible.
The bank
could be set up in conjunction with Maine Gen-

At various intervals
during the school year a mobile unit from Maine
General could come up here. About 30 or 40
students could be handled at one time.
Part of the blood could be stored at the hospital for immediate use.
The rest of it could be
distributed to other hospitals and/or given to
patients who could not afford to pay for it. In
any case the College community would have an
similar to a -checking account
account
from which either students or faculty could
draw free of charge in times of emergency.
We strongly urge Council and the powers
that be in the administration to investigate this
eral Hospital in Portland.

—

The Morgan

B. Cushing Blood Bank
should be a student, faculty and administration
project in memory of a man who made us more
project.

aware of our

social obligations.

The Dismal Prospect
The final examination will soqn be here. If it
weren't for Ivy, we might even be looking forward to them. In spite of the quality and
quantity of facts that one might manage to
head before going into examinathey always prove to be an uncomfortable
And most of the discomfort is provided by the chair and table combination in the
stuff into his

arm

chairs of the caliber found upstairs in Sills

This would be a capital expenditure that

Hall.

would probably have to come directly out

of the

endowment.

tions,

principles of the College

ex|>erierice.

But we think it is needed. The present chairs
and tables cannot last much longer. The new
table-arm chairs would be more permanent as
well as more comfortable. Worn out arms could

exam room

in Sills Hall.

The average Bowdoin student spends 130 hours
sitting on those ancient metal chairs trying to
write on those wobbly tables. Most of the chairs
are too low for the tables. The chairs, as well
as the tables, are not steady. The chairs do not
fit under the tables.
The tables are not better:
the tops are uneven in spite of the ragged cardboard covers, and most of them seem Well on the

way

to total disintegration.

The examination period ia shorter than usual
this year, and more of us face the prospect of
hours in one day seated at these chairs trying to write on the tables.
It's an unhappy
thought.

six

It

would

cost,

we

estimate, $2,400 to replace

Hiss, Princeton,

from authoritarian censorship of the stu-

frain

dents' invitation

and to leave upon their should

ders the responsibility for their action."

The most

violent criticism came from the
the House. There T. James Tumulty
N. J.) unleashed a stream of invective that
bordered en an attack on everything connected
with Princeton. On April 19, he implied that the
floor of
(D.,

versity.
It would, we think, be well to set on the record
exactly what happened. On March 9, Whig-Clio,
the undergraduate debating society, sent out a

number

of invitations to possible speakers for
their spring program. Many men were asked to
speak, including John Foster Dulles, Richard
Nixon,
Generals MacArthur, Marshall,
and

Ridgeway, Governors Heifer and Folsom. Senators McCarthy, Eastland, Sparkman, Knowland, George, and Kefauver and John L. I^ewis.
Among others asked was Alger Hiss.
Up to this time, the officers of the society had
acted completely on their own volition. How-

when Mr. Hiss accepted the invitation,
they consulted with the college administration.
authorities pointed out that the invitation
might have serious implications for it could be
taken to imply approval of a convicted perjurer.
It is important to remember that they did not
ask the officers of the Whig-Clio Society to
withdraw the invitation.
As the affair snowballed to the extent of debate on the floor of the House, the president of
Princeton, Harold Dodds, stated again the stand
of the university when he said he would not

ever,

The

"take responsibility for the decision out of the
hands of the student organization."
Even the trustees of the university felt that
the matter

be replaced without the necessity of purchasing
a new chair.
Folding types such as are in Memorial Hall would even make the space in the
examination room available for other purposes.
The, change would have to be made by the
Governing Boards. But the suggestion can come
from several sources. The faculty could recommend it to the President. Superintendent of the
Grounds John F. Brush could include it in his
report on the grounds and buildings.
The students, through the Student Council or any such
campus organization, could request the President
to recommend the change.
The Orient, would
certainly like to see it come about.

And Academic Freedom

There has been more than casual interest in
the past few weeks in the Hiss-Princeton affair.
The matter has some serious implications which
were apparently not regarded either by some
members of Congress or by the officers of the
American Whig-Cliosophlc Society at the uni-

was

consideration.

serious enough to warrant special
They passed two resolutions. The

expressed their disapproval of the action
of the students in inviting Hiss. The second approved "the decision of President Dodds to refirst

.

the present table-chair combination with table-

whole affair was cooked up by someone sympathetic to the Communists in an attempt to use
".
Princeton University so that he [Hissj
might slowly but surely advance the cause of
.

.

this country's destruction."

In his reckless attacks, Mr. Tumulty was forgetting many things. Perhaps he was forgetting
that there was such a thing as academic free-

Certainly he was forgetting that Princeton was hot condoning, defending, or giving
sanction to the actions of Hiss. As the university paper pointed out, "we are a university, not
a supreme court."
Mr. Tumulty neglected the
.fact that it is valuable to hear more than one
side of a case.
He apparently feels that the
average Princeton student is incapable of hearing a pronouncement on foreign policy and then
weighing it in his own mind.

dom.

We

are sure that the men of Princeton are
mature enough to hear and judge Hiss on his
own merits. It is unfortunate that in listening
to him they opened themselves to charges of
defending a perjurer at least and perhaps a
traitor.
It is, we think, fortunate that they did
not withdraw their bid. That action would have
shown that they were without courage of their
convictions.
The refusal of the administration
to step in was also noteworthy.
By doing so
they refused to diminish one of the great functions of the university, the function of teaching
its students to assume responsibility.

Memorial Fund
To

Reappraisal."

would like to propose that the
student body establish a living
memorial to the late Prof. Mora Morgan Cushing
gan Cushing
Memorial Blood Fund.
During his lifetime the late
Prof. Cushing devoted a great deal
of time and effort to the American Red Cross. A donation of
blood along with the money contributed by the students through
the Campus Chest Drive would be
a fitting tribute to him. A rough
estimate yields the fact that approximately 400 undergraduates
could donate blood; and without
these
students
too much effort
could donate twice during the College year. That's 800 pints of
blood, and that's still figuring at
a minimum.
Not all the blood need be donated to the Red Cross; allotments could be made to the Brunswick community, other portions
could be credited to us by
the
Maine General Hospital in Portland and if need ever arise it
would be available to the College
community. This is an opportunity for everyone of us to assume
the responsibility we will meet
when we leave Bowdoin. Also it
will demonstrate to certain members of the faculty and the administration

that

we do

possess

the

maturity and sense of social responsibility
that they seem to
think we lack.
But above all it will be a "living" memorial to a man who devoted thirty-four years of his life
the College,

to

which would
name.

be

and a memorial
worthy of his

Donald

Union

entitled, "An Agonizing
The tone suggested
much shock and dismay that we

Union was

the Editor:

I

L.

Henry

"55

Critics

Labelled Unfair
To

the Editor:
The Moulton Union Cafeteria received considerable notice in the
Orient last week.
Both a letter
to the editor, and a subsequently
written editorial made unfavorable

comment.

so

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Editors

the existing situation prior to the
publishing of their letter, which
demonstrates both poor taste and
a lack Of conviction.
The editorial referring to the

Student Wishes

lieve that

1956

To The

Letters

.

.

2,

Wednesday, May

l.XXXVI

Vol.

Their success at the competition
was outstanding and the opinion of

Number

19.1C

g.

First Place Certificate, 1958, Colurhbia Scholastic Press

—
—

—

immediately dispatched a runner
to the Infirmary for a fast bed
'52. Maynard A. Seelye '56, George A. Smart Jr. '57
assuming
innocently
check,
Sports Staff
George A. Massih '58. Frank D. Bevaridge '58, Joseph
enough, that the editor was in the ed for their group and Bowdoin
J. Murphy '57, Myron W. Curtis '58, David H. Bird '50, Peter II.
gastroenteritis.
of
throes
We College can be attributed not only
Dragonus '59, Neil A. Cooper '58, Steven H. Frager '38
found no editor. Apparently he to their singing but also to their News Staff - Peter N. Anastas Jr. '59, Nathan F. Cogan "89", Allan D.
had not been there for days. And appearance and conduct throughWooley Jr. '58
Sgt. Pete DiVenere, C. William Cooke III '57
he had definitely not been there to out the whole weekend. The rest Photographer
Harry G. Carpenter '57
check his facts, before making se- of the College can he proud of their Business Manager
- "Roger W. Whittlesey '58
rious accusations concerning food be-tweeded brothers who created Advertising Manager
Circulation
Manager
Wayne D. Gass '58
The
following
poisoning.
is
an a lasting and favorable impression
Business Assistants e— John F. Dowling Jr. '59, John A. C. McT.ean
extract from a letter dated April as gentlemen and performers.
'59
27,

James

1956.
"1

S.

II

Croft '58

pleased to state that
of no cases of food
poisoning traced to Union food
have been College
I
since
Physician.
Sincerely,
Daniel F. Hanley JUD."
Irresponsible accusations. have no
place in an ostensibly sincere criticism. Least of all, in a publicaeven one with the limited
tion
distribution of a college newspaper.
The charge is entirely inaccurate

know

,

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING" COMPANY

am

I
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Certain Houses
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Nil

I

the students of
t

l

1 1

I

but when you "push" one house
to the exclusion of others, I think
it is hardly fair.
In the last edition of the Orient
and unjustified.
there was a news story alxiut the
The Union has made every at- Betas electing their house officers,
tempt to use student help when- Now that is fine provided that you
ever feasible. At the present time give the same type coverage to all
By William Beeson III '5ft
there are eight regularly employ- the houses on campus.
March 20
Jottings from a Secret Diary
ed students, and part-time work
Several weeks ago the TD house
Sitting in Clare's Grill tonight
often boosts that figure to as high held elections and even more re- "How i.s't with me, when every
noise appalls me?"
I met two very hardy types, fully
as twenty. The greatest problem cently the ATO's. Needless to say
Macbeth as addicted as
am to this new
that the Union faces is the f# ct neither house was mentioned in
February 27 form. They have made a cult of it,
tnat student help cannot be con- the paper.
Tonight, reading my Aristotle, and dress accordingly, How much
sistently relied upon, due tp other
Now I realize that 'Ihere is B quietly
a
listening
radio,
to the
I
should like to cultivate Ihem,
commitments.
It
college
has great rivalry between the
different
been our experience, moreover, houses and I think that this is singular thing occurred. With a learn to speak their language, acthat student help is certainly no good, but I don't think that it rumble and throb, the little instru- quire their habits and dress! They
faster than the regular help, and should be carried over into the ment played a new tune called seem at this moment worlds away
through inexperience, is generally Orient. To my mind a college Rock Around the Clock. Can this from me, but have promised to pick
be what they call rock 'n' roll? me up tomorrow night to meet
slower.
newspaper should be completely
We feel that it would be sense- unbiased in its opinions and print I must admit, I am strangely af- The Gang. Their names are Rory
flicted Somehow I couldn't resist
and Chick. Chick is a girl. She is
less to review every point mention- all the news of campus life.
tapping my foot and snapping my quite beautiful with close-cropped
ed in both the editorial and the letI enjoy the Orient very much
tinsel's. I have never been so 'takhair, slit
skiit
and a magenta
ter, though all should receive some but I think that I would enjoy it
moderation. It is not our intention even more if it were to broaden en with a form of music. My sweater. She is my goddess.
friends tell me it is anathema to
to continue or spark a debate on its outlook and it.s opinions.
April 13
tolerto
it,
but
lack
they
listen
these pages on the subject of the
Paul J. Raymcnt '59
A Week ago I bought my first
ance. I could not sleep for hours,
•Union Dining Service. We sincerewhen 1 did, my head, indeed black denims, a pair of blue suedes
ly hope that any further criticism
Our apologies to the TD's and and
and
a
silk jacket with a dragon
my whole body, throbbed with a
-will be referred to the proper ad- ATO's for not running their elecand my naVnc on the back, I am
persistent rhythm.
miiiistration. For the present, we tion results.
Unfortunately, this
now considered the Beau Hrummel
March 12 of The Gang. Chick has painted
feel that on apology should be is the age of the press agent. The
while
roomThis
afternoon,
my
made to the Union by the editorial Orient endeavors to cover the
my initials on her jeans, and says
staff of the Orient for the inaccu- Whole campus in the best possible mate was out, I ran down to
she chills whenever her thrill
racies of their reporting.
manner, bat it has to rely on cam- Fields' and purchased a record of
me!) passes by, What a lucky
Rock and' Roll Waltz. I am utterly daddy-o 1 am!
Richard Nason, '56
pus cooperation to an extent.
Peter K. Ome, '57
We would suggest that fraterni- rent by it. I yearn to find someApril 28
President, Student Union ty secretaries contact someone on body with whom I may communiRy day I am a square. By night
Committee
the Orient when they feel that cate my passion for this wonderful
new form. I become another per- I am called Diabota 1 can't bi'eak
Due to the lack of any docu- they have a newsworthy story. son when I hear it. God knows this madness
it
has got me,
mentary evidence, the Orient re- Reader Bayment is incorrect In what I may do next!
every cool gear!
stating .that we "pn.h" certain
tracts ip full the fuHowing statement which appeared In last houses. We are wllling>+o—give
week's editorial headed AN AtiON- news space to any fraternity beIZINl. REAPPRAISAL: 'Behind cause we feel that fraternities are
the counter things could be clean- an important part of the campus.
As far as our editorial opinions
er. We understand tiiat at least ope
student has become ill recently on are concerned, we would refer Mr.
union food. Similar Instances of Rayment to any of this semester's
I

Ne

"Je

Parle Pas Francais"

—

1

Student

happened

Ia»t

often ill-advised.
—The Editors.
In this sense, we refer to the
manner in which their complaints
were presented. Since they are in
daily contact with the Union Dining Service, their criticism should
have gone directly to Donovan D.
Lancaster. Unless, being alone in
their opinions, they felt that pub- To the Editor:
lication was necessary to acquire
This past weekend a group of
support for their personal cause. men from Bowdoin College travMoreover, although their letter eled south to Skidmore College to
was directed to the college com- participate, along with eleven othmunity, it was less concerned er collegiate singing groups, in the
with the facilities of the cafeteria annual Skidmore College "Singspithan the dining service for the ration."
Independents. Unfortunately, Mr.
This group, of course, was the
Lancaster received no criticism of Meddiebempsters.
is

issues.
Al| have carried more
editorials than ever before in
Orient history.
feel that we

AtSingspiration

Patronage

We

have been
outlook.

Meddies Sing

"

fairly

cosmopolitan

— The

in

Solicited

Editors

FOUR TAKING SABBATICALS
"

Four professors will go on sabbatical leave next year. Prof.' Cecil T. Holmes will leave for the
semester, and Prof. Ernst C.
Helmreich and Philip M. Brown

First

National Bank

first

will leave for the spring semester,
Prof. Myron A. Jeppesen will be
away on sabbatical for the entire
year. Prof. Louis O. Coxe will be
on leave of absence for the fall
semester, not on sabbatical.

Brunswick, M«in3

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

When your big theme rates A
And you're feeling real gay
rr

To top

By Henry

I>.

M. Sberrerd

off the

day -have a

CAMEL!

it. '62

Science seems to be in the news
Probably this means something,
week. Best of them all are if you have studied the proper
the brief notes under the heading courses in Protozoology, but it
"Faculty Publications" which ap- does make you wonder again if
pear In the April 19 issue of The there really is any connection be-

Vermont Cynic.

Here is one of
them:
"Rodger Mitchell has a paper entitled Two Water-Mites from Illinois' in the current number of the
Transactions of the American Mic-

tween this sort of thing and the
ordinary process of living from
day to day.
Next, we have news of the faculty, staff, and (presumably), students, and there is this wonderful

roscopical Society."
notice:
You can see that this is clearly
"Mrs. Jack Marvin, wife of Jack
the beginning of a long fruitful se- Marvin class '57 gave birth to a
ries of stories.
Now that Mr. boy Friday, April 13
7 lbs. 10
Mitchell has established his cha- oz.
racters, the next paper should be
"Jack's comment when notified
something like "Two Water-Mites by the doctor, 'Oh, very good.'
from Illinois at Yale." Then 'Two
"Names under speculation

Waterman,

of Study and Training
in Liberal Adult Education
for the year 1957-58, announced
by the Fund for Adult Education."

Grants

Do you suppose this might have
anything to do with Adult Education?
Truly, this
derful paper.

is a weird and wonThere is a column
"Campus Snooper" (which
serves roughly the same function

titled

as the one you are

now

—

Water-Mites from Illinois on
Broadway," or perhaps he will
take a different course, and go into a series like 'Two Water-Mites
at Sunnybrook Farm."
Or "Two
Water-Mites from Illinois and
Their Wonderful Flying Machine."
Or "Two Water-Mites from Illinois and the Jewels of Ophir."
Or some such. It could go on endlessly, and this writer, for one,
eagerly

awaits

the

next

install-

ment.

Then there

another notice
a masterpiece of
scientific gobledygook. Get a load

that

is

is

really

of this:

"Reuben Torch published "Cy tological Studies on Pelomyxa Carowith Special Reference to
the Mitochondria' in the recent
of the Journal of Proto-

linensis

number

zoology."

George

'Bat's

Marvin."

Now

it

may

business of anxious fathers has among others:
been overdone, but after all
"Florida State experienced a
"Oh, very good." Egad, man, how cheating craze when final exams
blase can you get? Is this really seven or eight of them, were lifted.
the case, or is The Cynic as care- The President said it was the work
less with their quotes as they are of an organized crime syndicate
with their punctuation?
How on campus. The situation was one
about that?
Does anyone else of mass hysteria as exams went for
know of a woman who ever gave ten dollars apiece. Fraternities on
birth to a boy Friday? Girl Fri- campus pledged to aid the presidays are common enough, but this dent in cleaning up this foul mess.
"
.'
is a new one
'Memories are made of this.
But don't go away
Final exams seven or eight of
there's
more. Perhaps you noticed a cer- them?
Foul mess? Zounds, sir,
tain amount of circularity in the you cannot insult my sister in
writing of those other notices
such a manner! Name your weabut here's one to end them all:
pons! We meet at dawn, on the
"For any faculty member inter- cricket field! Foul mess indeed!
ested, there ia an announcement And what's this "Memories are
in the Adult Education Office, 147 made of this" business?

—

.

—

—

bate pkaswtl

reading)

which Is written by Art Bob. The
head of the column carries pictures of two personable young men
in rep ties, but does not explain
whether they write Jointly, or
whether the writing is done by the
man on the left, and the man on
Marvin, Chaplin the right is just there to keep him
company, or vice versa. But at any
well be that this rate, the column contains this note,

—

Y.

<»«

«hrn f lasses art held during thr Fall and Sprinir SmimIit bv
BoWdoin Collear. Addrena news rommunirntions la the Kttlter und suboiiiiiiiinic -alioos
scription
(o the Business Manager of Iho Buwdnin Pubtiahlnf, Com..lln-i, Brunsn irk. Maine. Knpany al In- ORIENT
(Tut in Moor* Hall. Rowdnin
in nl as serond class mailer al the post nlllre al Brunswick. Maine. The subscription
rale for on* year ia three ($3) dollars.
wetkly

l'ubli-.h<il

Editor:
I am certainly an advocate of
the fraternity spirit and support,

—

complaints, the criticism
is by no means reflective of the_
general opinion of those primarily
in contact with Union food. Far
be it from us to disparage the critical faculties of two such apparent connoisseurs of the delicacies
of the table as Mr. Gustafson and
Mr. Rule. But they should be reminded that unsup|K>rted criticism, food poisoning
such as their letter to the Orient, year."
specific

'

National Advertising Service, Inc.
420

To the

Behind The Ivy Curtain

this

~~*~

Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Hola W. Norton, Thomas L. Spence '57,
H. Edward Born '57, Harold R. Bcachnm '56, Harry G. Carpenter Jr. '57

i

In regard to the letter writteti

by Robert L. Gustafson '57 and
Stephen W. Rule '58, it should be
enough to say that while it contains a series of individual and

4

Association

—

H. Edwai •dBorn \57
Editor-in-Chief
Thomas L'. Spence '57
Senior Associate Editor
Managing Editors - Peter K. (lass 57, Roger Howell Jr. '58
Sports Editor
Paul Z. Lewis '58
News Editors
Roland L. O'Neil "59, Carroll E. Pennell II '50, Raymond 6. Babineau '59
Assistant News Editors
John W. Albert '57. Kenneth E. Carpenter
'58. J. Skelton Williams, '59, Barry C. Waldorf '58
Feature Writers
William Beeson III '56, Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr.

those who were present was that
the Bowdoin men may have been
equaled only by the very professional Cornell Cayuga Waiters.
The following evening the Meddles repeated their success as sole
entertainers
the
Skidmore
at
Spring Dance. The Tine reputation
which the Meddiel>cmpsters gain-

It's

a psychologlcol feet:

Pleat uri helps your disposition.
If

you're o smoker,

— more people

get

remember

more

pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette I

No

other cigarette

is

so

rich-lasting, ytt so wild!

.

Camel
B. J.
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McWilliams Shatters College, State Track Marks
Hammer Throw

Highlights White Wins 5-1;
Cindermen s Tri-Meet Romp L. Dyer Hurls

Frosh

Mr Williams,

Two

Game

Hit

in

one of the

finest

McWi Mams' hammer toss, which jump, and the pole vault. After he
obviously put him into very strong finished running trjece wasn't much
contention for an Olympic berth, chance for the Crusaders or the
came as almost a complete sur- Eagles to even hope for some
prise to the spectators and the un- points.

In Difficulty

Pitching one of the finest performance«i ever seen at Pickard
Field, the Bar Harbor southpaw
set down one after another of the

Maine Sat.
dergraduate body alike. The best
Bin after everything was over, Durham aggregation and never
mark up to that point for the Dorchester junior was 182 feet. Sat- one thing and probably one thing, was in difficulty throughout the
urday McWilliams pushed the fig- only, remained in the minds of game. The only two hits were inure to 193 ft., 9 ins. It broke the those watching, participating and field singles that did very little
Alumni Field record, the College coaching and that was McWflllams' damage to the Polar Bear cause.
week rocketed himself into Olympic conrecord, set in 1923 by Fred Tootel, feat. Maybe it will be even higher
Kuzare started for the Wild- Bill McWilliams, who this
tention in the 16- lb. hammer throw at thj. triangle meet with Holy
and the Maine intercollegiate meet next week at Maine.
cats and was removed in the
Cross and Boston College in Newton. His toss of 193 (t, 9 in., broke
record, set in 1940 by Bob BenThe summary:
fourth after giving up only one all kinds
as the second best mark by
ot records and stands right
nett of Maine. The United States
100 Ynrtl I)u«h
Won bv
scratch single. Adams relieved him a presently competing American weight man.
Photo by DiVenere
Enlon
I.vm-h
ins,
(IT)
3rd.
record, for your information, is <HC)
and in the sixth gave up the first
Tlmfr-KU.
209 ft. and is held by Harold ON,).
HO- Yard tliuh
Won l>v Katun iBl of the White's five runs.
3rd. Trucri (HC).
2nd. Lynch. (HO
Connolly of the BAA.
Pete Rigby singled in the botTlrnr14 iMondt.
Field Dsy
Won bv Merrill (HO
440 Yard Run
tom qf the sixth and then moved

mm

i

:

:

:

M

:

Lynch (HC)
3rd. Krvsovic (BO).
McWilliams had a Held day in
Time 4(1.4.
the events he participated in.
MO YhicI Bun
Won bv Merritt (HO
Along with dhe hammer throw, he 2nd. Ellin (HC) 3rd. M, Ho. «lil itl(').
Time -I1M.T.
also copped first in the discus
Mil* Kan
Won by Younir IB): 2nd.
with a distance of 145 feet, 10'i Berkley (BO 3rd. Bku-Wm.r (B). Tiro*
4iSS.l,
inches, and in the shot put where
Two Mil* Run - Won by Berkley (Br)

Win Geiger Trophy;

Sailors

:

around to third when Bill Linsdjd the same. Brud Stover
was lip next and lined to center
,to score Clark, running for Rigby.
Adams, thereupon, set the side
Bowdoin's sailors soundly trounc- selected. Skip Howland was secdown.
his mark was 48' 10'i". He goofed 2nd. K(l*v (HC); 3rd. Packard (B). Tim*
ed heavily favored M.l.T. along ond high skipper in division A
- (0:09.1).
Close Play
In thp javelin and finished third,
with Harvard and Northeastern with 28 of a possible 42 points beHurti Hurdle* — Won by Paton (B)
of
In
eighth
the
top
the
the
Bill SefTens of Bowdoin faking 2nd. Allan! (BO: 3rd, Murmaim IBC).
to capture the Ivan J. Geiger ing Ix-aten by Olympic rival ConTime- la. 4.
New Hampshire squad got their Memorial Trophy. The final scons nie Shields of Babson. Charlie
that event with a throw of 185 feet
Low Hurdle* - Won by Pa|ey iHO
only run. A walk, and then an at2nd. Pnton iH) 3rd. Allard (BC). Tim*
9 inches.
were Bowdoin 71. M.l.T. 68, Har- Leighton tied for high man in di17.7.
tempted DP that failed set it up. vard 62
Meet Win
and Northeastern 54, but vision B with 37 points, but Bow- Won bv Katon
B) 2nd.
Hitch Jump
An argument ensued on the latter this is not indicative of the mag- doin was pushed down to third poThe meet was won by the Polar tied Stark (B). Allard (BO. Height
feci, II inch**.
play and the. runner on second
Bears as they piled up 69 points
Won by Katun (B) 2nd. calmly trotted to the hot corner. nitude of the Bowdoin triumph, sition in the totals. Bob SutherPoV Vault
to Holy Cross's 47 and Boston Col- Fnrry (BO: 3rd, Adam* (BO. Height
the Black and White actually land and Don Mackintosh crewed
A delayed steal followed as Cos- for
l) f..-t.
lege's 25. It was an excellent day
had clinched this 5th annual MI.T. with Dave Belknap and Jim BirBroad Jump
Won bv Katon (B)
pick off the man comfor all the varsity as they placed tnd, Murman* (BO; 3rd, S*IT»n» (B). ter tried to
Invitational Quadrangular before kett filling in the last race to
ing from first, Libby hesitated, and
Disunic 21 f«*t. 0* inchex.
first in ten events. Dave Young
make them eligible for the finals.
final
the
race was sailed.
Hammer — Won by MoWilliam* IB)
looked good as ho led the pack in, 2nd. Mcl'ab* (B): 3rd. Duplet (HC). PIk- tbe man oh third came home.
Home >leet
Pressure
With Bowdoin up, the .fire193 feet, 9 inche*. (New Alumni
the mile run. His .time wag 4:33.1. tam*
While back at the New MeaHarvard started fast, picking up
Field and Bowdoin Collev* reeorda.)
works
started. Coster led off and
George Paton took the high hurl)l«cu» —
Won bv .jlcWiiliam* (B)
division dows Dick Kurtz and Bill Macdoubled. Linscott and Stover were a grand slam' in the dinghy
3rd. Connolly (BC).
dles in 15.4 and came back in the 2nd. McCabe (B) 6\
for an early lead, but failed to get lcod were proving Bowdoin's depth
Inche*.
Uintance
feel.
passed by the new hurler, Kennelow hurdles for a second slot posiWon by McWIIIinm. (B)
Shot Put
the needed support in the One- by overcoming Maine and Colhy
2nd.
Klnnen (HO: 3rd. McCabe (B). dy. Bob Shepherd then doubled
tion.
Dintance 4.S f*et. ID* inch**.
deep into left center scoring two Tens, so defending M.l.T. forged 38, 33, 29, respectively. With no
Dwight Eaton kept up his
2nd.
Javelin — Won by SoSVni (B)
into the lead. Sailing A and B practice, because of the late seaMeWilliaim iB). Dli- runs. A wa|k, and "T-ball" Libby
:

all

:

cott

Reach

,

New England Finals

:

:

:

;

:

I

-

.'.

:

:

:

:

:

14.",

:

:

streak as he crossed the tap
four different events.

in

first

He won

the 140-yd. dash, the high jump
with a leap of 5' 11", the broad

Adam* (HC)

:

3nl.
9 inthe*.

The Polar Bears on their first
away from home dropped two

trip

games

at Boston last week.
Thursday saw the MacFayden
9-2 before a good BU
while
nine
on Saturday the Tufts
Jumbos eaked out a close 8-6 win.
Meagher Hurls
Southpaw Bill Meagher hurled a
five-hitter and drove in two runs
as BU defeated Bowdoin on Thurs-

men how

The Terriers scored three
runs each in the second, sixth and
eighth frames.
All the Polar Bears could manage were four hits for their two
runs. "Lum" Harris and "Brud"
Stover each had two of the hits.
Bowdoin's defense was very sloppy
day.

and Dick Greene

just didn't

seem

186

feet.

Won

Relay

bv Holy Cron* (Trever*.
Bowdoin
2nd.
Merrill)
MoMrutn, Herrick. Eaton).

Irfnch,
Rlli*.
(Fredenburith.
Time 3:2«.7.

:

Tufts

At Hub

n't

help too

Bustun

much

either.

0'

Krd'r.Sb

Total*

Total*

ed

in

The

both matches.
first shindig with

BU

ended

in a 6-3 victory for the latter as

34)

8 27

12ITot«l*

27

1

24

4
5
4
4

in

Bowdoin

Sh'p'rd.cf

1

4
4

lllf'nh'll.p
•I'uMi.rtin

3

2

New Hamp

Rooks Elected

Riflcry Captain

ICurtli.rf

Inning*
Boston li.

12 27

SI

1

12

3

10

Total*
4

5

To Friday Cinder Junket
By

2
tl

17
8

(

:

I.

a-walked for Marshall in 9th

victory in the

first slot

Wheeler
lost in three sets. Thome dropped
his second straight match in the
same score, 6-4, 6-4. Crane lost
7-5, 6-2, and all three doubles
contingents easily met defeat. Ex6-0,

6-3.

Bc wre and

get your

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity has ga with 1219, Chi Psi 1208, the

SUFFOLK

UNIVERSITY

Mother's Day Cards
Mother's Day, May 13

20 Derne

LAW SCHOOL

CARDS

Dial

PA

.Iiiilsmi,

— Day

KED'S

TENNIS SNEAKERS

July 2
Over

•

at

TUFTS

Ked '$" Champions

graduate,

3.95

in

Cinemascope and Color
with

Gordon MncRac

courses

Arts,

and Educawho want to

Science*

tion for students

In

Accelerate, Make-up. or Pursue
Work not otherwise
six
available,
weeks,
no

Saturday classes.

Coeduca-

Pra-Ked's" Powerlifts

Remember Khaki Bermudas

7.95

.... only $3.29

3

Laws Degree.

Shirley Jones
Mitchell

FaciliUe*

It

May

— DAYS — 3

SUMMER SCHOOL
on th* •uburbaji M*d/ord Canurn*

a

lli.n.rlc

Metropolitan Boston

3

8-4-5

May

W

'

*

sw

*

fcl
£1
tni HSr^'l
'JflBMra

b^.

Rock Hudson

»

*

:

1M

WE

78 Maine Street

for $3.75.

The Spalding OLYMPIC 11

May

DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE

golfers

honor.*

m
•

r

F

i

is.,

a medium-

balls.

$11.40 doz.,

choose the Spalding

Popularly priced,

it

offers

good durability and payability. Lika
all Spalding balls, it features True Tension winding for extra resilience. $9.00
doz..

9-10

'

{or $2.85.

Many

3

for $2.25.

Get economy and quality

BhLI * &rmL

Spalding's

COME NEXT SPRING

VICTOH*

is

in this golf ball.

an "economy"

with plenty of distance. The extrathick cover promises great durability.

ball

with
Steve Cochran - Ann Sheridan

$7.00 doz., 3 for $1.75.

also

Short Subject

May

Kri.-Siit.

'SIbu^
'"mJm
BS

b^bt

11-12

BACKLASH

FOOTWEAR

Maine Street
Brunswick

3

3

also

M.-.l.-Tlnirs.

dis-

The tough

stand up under surprisingly
rough treatment and the ball stays
round, white and puttable. $14.75 doz.,
will

combines exceptional wearing qualities
with a payability usually associated

Short Subject
<,

sculling

priced ball with a very tough skin. It

6-7-8

Cinemascope and Color
with
- tieonce Sanders
Miss Cornell Borchers

PLACE

oilers

exclusive

$14.75 doz.,

for $3.75.

cover

also

News

PHIL'S

The

far longer.

with higher -priced

BOTTLED BEER
COLD DRINKS
HOT DOGS

AIR-FL1TB*

distance.

The Spalding kro-flite® couples

Short Subject

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

SPORTSWEAR

maximum

and bruising

*!.«

AWESOME and then some
RAYMOND BCRR

CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON REQUEST

hoa».n* r»crea,tie«:
itaww, ••mm.r

TUFTS UNIVERSITY

*

WE

ft

''

sm.

MIGHTIEST MELOIMAMA

eel),

theater

and elher **«UI •ctivuie*.
Kulk danrinc and m«*ir Warktjh***.
.Special reading and study Uapreveraent prograa for ratter* iladenta.

sW

GODZILLA

term begins September 24, 1956

tional.
•winuainf,

high-compression

-

Thiirs.-Fri.-Sat.

and

undergraduate

?

tance with superb durability.

Offers full-time and part-time programs

MIKE'S

ball

dura-thin* cover withstands

NEVER SAY GOODBYE

August 10

120

iSAA

f

CAROUSEL

and Evening Programs

the right

For 'the low handicspper, Spalding's new

May

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

SUMMER

A

THEATRE

Cameron

Fall

1

Are you playing

Spalding

THE MIGHTIEST MONSTER
U. S.

1

Brunswick, Maine

King (ouches

The team, coached by Lt. Pete
King, then traveled to Middletown,

V
"****' EjHfe'%

CUMBERLAND
Wed.

Coeducational

V
Li

the day off nicely.

Conn, to meet the Wesleyan Cardinals. They were soundly thumped 8-1. The only win was Bill

rcshniaii

was won by the Polar Cubs and
Judson placed second in this run.
Photo b\ DiVenere

Street

leading to the Bachelor of

which sort of topped

I

,

Street

5-2924

White

sprint stiir in the process of taking oil in the low hurdles event in
hisl
Friday's Krosh-High .School
Meet at Whittier Field. The meet

APPROVED BV THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Smith's Photo Shop
146 Maine

Boho

Boston 14, Massachusetts

WE CARRY HALLMARK

Golf

whom

a pair of firsts. Brown captured
the high jump and high hurdles
The Polar Bear Golf Team travalong with thirds in the pole vault eled to Boston last Saturday and
and low hurdles, while Wilkins lost their first match to Babson
streaked to victories in the 100 by the score of 17 '« to 9'i at the
and 220 yard dashes.
Stony Brook Country Club. DesOther highlights of the meet pite the fairly wide margin, most
were firsts by Dave Hunter, Gil of the matches were close except
Winham, and Tom McGovern in in a couple of* places. The results
the 440, 880, and mile respectively. were as follows: Doherty lost 2J,
Ron Tripp and Tom Rieger took Lehman lost 3-0, Eaton won 3-0,
the javelin and pole vault in that Tyler halved l'.i-l'.a. Eldracher
order to account for the other lost 3-0 and Golz won 3-0.
Little White triumphs. Their surOn Friday at the Ackley Counprising depth both in the running try "Club, the Bowdoin Turfmen
and field events attributed in retaliated from the Babson match
large part to the Cubs' high scor- to win a 4-3 affair with BU. The
ing total. Fred Stackpole of Thorn- match was well-played and most
iton and Larry Coulombe of Ed- of the matches were close. The
ward Little stood out for the White improved their scores from
schoolboys with impressive per- Thursday and showed the supformances in the shot put, discus, posed power which they should
and low hurdles. High point men have this year.

AD's Win Fraternity Rifle Meet;
TD's Next In Smallbore Matches

shooting, held at the Brunsthe worst
consequences.
First
of Ogunquit, 255; Wayne D. Gass wick Recreation Center range unLieutenant King, who has taken
of Greenfield, Mass., 266; John C. der the direction of the Military
over for Sam Ladd, busy with the
Placement "Bureau this year, was Davis, III of Rowayton, Conn., Science Department at Bowdoin.
257; Philip K. Russell of Grosse The course consisted of thirty
not able to even get a glimpse of
Point Park, Mich., 249; and John rounds, ten fired in each of three
his team before the final preparaM. Rodgers of Fairhaven, Mass., positions,
prone,
sitting,
and
tions for the trip. This week there
228.
standing, with 300 the possible
will be two matches with Bates,
Theta Delta Chi finished in sec- score.
and with Colby. Maybe they can
ond place with a team score of
The individual highest scorer
rectify their mistakes.
1231, followed by Alpha Tau Ome- of the match was Cary Mayhew.

'59

the freshmen we«* Brown
with 13'i and Wilkins with 10.
Thornton Academy was paced by
Stackpole who collected 1.3 and
the Eddies by Coulombe with 11.

for

at Whittier Field. The f rosh forces
were led by Dick Brown and Larry
Wilkins, each of
picked up

1

I

Manning M. Zucker

(

The freshman track squad piled
up a convincing score last Friday
afternoon to overpower Thornton
Academy, Edward Little and South
Portland in a four team .meet held

won the interfraternity rifle match Independents 1189, Delta. Kappa
at Bowdoin College with a score Lpsilon 1170, Delta Sigma 1150,:
of 1255, it was announced today Alpha Rho Upsilon 1032, Psi Up2, Kennedy, Dyer in.
1
by Richard W. Smith '57 of West silon 1018, Beta Theta Pi 1016,
Medford, Mass., President of the Zeta Psi 982, Sigma Nu 970, and
The weather up in these parts
24
White Key, which sponsored the Kappa Sigma 815.
hasn't been too potent and for
9-T the tennis squad it probably had match, Members of the team, and
A total of 88 men took part in
*— 9
their scores were David H. Dott the

2
Bowdoin
E-Analey. Nelnon KUmine: 2b— Fl*n*
BOB MeajcM*cl«od
lb -Stover
inc.
her 4, Gr*en« 2, SO— Meagher 2 Cr«ne

singles match.

1234 6 6789
0OOOOIO4x-.'>
009 000 101

Pace Frosh

Tripp, Wilkins

R. Kenneally, Clark. Coater. Linscott.
Stor. Shepherd. E. Marshall, liver. 2BH.
Curtis. Coater. Shepherd. BOB. by Adams

.RiAy.Sb
IGreen.P

M

Sth.

Innings

I.ibhy.w

1

3

.

aCroundcd out for Dewltt in
(thth.
Walked for Adam* in i-iKhth cRan fnr
Rigby in sixth. dWalked fnr Papamsma
I,

OlH'rrin.lf
OilVntc't.lb
3 Stow'r.c

6

Oeorge Crane playing sixth was
able to salvage some points for cept for Gardner's exceptional perthe Polar Bears in single and formance the team looked shabby,
doubles. In the former he took especially Ed Podvoll who was
his match by a 6-3, 6-0 score and way off his game, losing badly in
fhen teamed with Kim Mason to all his matches.
win the doubles in three sets.
Doubles
Bill
Gardner, first-seeded for
The doubles on the whole were
Bowdoin, lost in three sets, 1-6, not working well at all. There
6-4, 1-6. Gene Wheeler also lost was rarely any shine in the singles
in three sets, while the remaining affairs, Gardner's win at Wesleyan
three men went down in two.
being the highlight of the trip.
In the doubles Podvoll and Gard- There is. perhaps an explanation
ner were beaten by a classy BU for the sad results.
pair, 6-0, 6-1

1

li.

of

were heaving the same thing and not doing so well, this accomplishment looms even more promising.
Hall and Backus have beaten Bill in the 33 lb.-wt. throw, but their
best efforts cannot match the record made by the latter last weekend.

•

1

The Varsity Tennis Team took Gardner's

week and were thoroughly swamp-

son,

It

the relays when
Ronnie Woods was then called in. Backus, the better of the two, got his best mark in
The first man up hit a fiy ball he took first place honors in a special event with a toss of 192 ft., 7 ins.
Olympics Anyone?
which enabled the run to score
from third. Woods then proceded
The accepted U. S. mark is 209 ft. by Hal Connolly of the BAA.
to strike out the side and continu- As of now, he is the only American who ranks ahead of McWilliams.
ed to look sharp throughout the
have more room for improvement
"I
McWilliams is optimistic.
game. His curve was sharp and his than them I Backus and Hall], but you can never tell." He could
fast ball was hopping well. During
barely keep back a smile from one ear to the other and there was
the game he struck out fourteen
reason why he shouldn't be happy. 193 ft. 9
men while allowing no hits, a mag- certainly no imaginable
The Russians claim 216 ft., but we'll certainly
nificent performance. There was inches is quite a toss.
only one safety in the entire be pleased here at Bowdoin, if Bill can fulfill his desire for ten more
game, one of the finest freshman feet. Australia would be an awfully nice trip with excused cuts.
games in a long while.
Some more accolades are in order. For instance, Ronnie Tripp's
One bad note: shortstop Macey javelin throw in the freshman track win. The toss of 181'10',4" was
Rosenthal was hit again by a probably the top Bowdoin freshman mark by a good margin and is
pitched ball; this time in the hip. not too far off Seffens' throws for the varsity. We ought to see a lot
He will probably miss the next more from the Portland boy.
game.
Wednesday was a gala day all over Brunswick. Leroy Dyer
mowed down fifteen men, walked only four and gave up just two hits
in the Polar Bear victory over the University of New Hampshire. At
the freshman field, Ron Miller and Ron Woods teamed up and allowed
only one hit between them in a, 3-1 win over Portland High. Woods
pitched no-hit ball for seven innings and fanned 12, while Miller gave
up one hit and walked five while fanning four.
Even Brunswick High School got into the act as Billy Perrault
downed Edward
George Rooks of Swampscott, pitched a no-hit, no-run classic while the Dragons
Mass., has been elected captain Little. All in all during the day, the four pitchers gave up three hits,
of the 1956-57 varsity rifle team at fanned 49 batsmen and issued seventeen walks. They only gave up
Bowdoin College, Athletic Director two runs!
Mai Morrell announced today. A
sophoiriore, Rooks last year was
awarded the Maine Department,
Reserve
Officers
Association
Bronze Medal, given to the outstanding first year basic course
student in the Reserve Officers
Training Corps program at Bow-

(i

ICIarU.U

their annual "southern" tour last

double.

run-productn<?

a

starting pitcher Ron Miller
looked good for a while but then
started a wild streak of passes
with nobody out in the second.

The

r,

ttVitn.cf
tD have the stuff on the mound.
Ml/od.rf
Fraser Pitches
IVmB'y.lf
AaTy.ab
On Saturday Tom Fraser got the CWI.Ib
nod against Tufts but again the M'rpy.s*
N'li'n.Jb
Polar Bears bowed before a
Vm'ng.c
stronger nine.
MVh'r.p
Thf» story was much the same

Tennis Squad
Drops Two To
BU, Wesleyan

divisions combined, Charlie Lcighdrilled another single to put across
two more. That was all, but it was ,ton and Dave Belknap started putenough. Dyer easily got through ting on the pressure. Using early
the top of the ninth to garner his leads to great team racing advantage, took 32 out of a possible 34
first official win of the season.
points in the last
two dinghy
Wildcat Strikeout*
races. Going into the last contest
The three Wildcat pitchers did- Bowdoin led by nine points; so
n't have too bad a day between co-skip[x?r
crew of Commodore
themselves, either. At least not in Skip Howland and Don Mackinthe strike-out department. Adams tosh simply went through the moand Kuzare each struck out four, tions of taking their boat over the
and Kennedy whiffed one.
course.
But Dyer's mastery was the
Placing third and fourth in tothing to see. Fifteen strikeouts tal individual points were Belk-

slugged

these sailors christened the
new clubhouse and docking facilities which
the loyal freshmen
have been working hard to make
ready. Macleod topped all with six
firsts out of six races. Not far behind was Kurtz with two firsts,
one second, and three thirds. Dave
Patterson and Jack Hansen proved that light wind crews are not
needed when good skippers are at doin.
the helm.
This was an informal meet and
as the Thursday romp with sloppy
next Saturday Sutherland and
field work again taking its toll.
Belknap will journey to Maine to
The first four innings looked as if
and two fluke hite. It is perhaps, nap with 29 out of a possible 38 clinch the State Seriea.
the squad was out for its first
unfortunate that the Polar Bear and Leighton with 28. Excellent
practice of the year. Finally in the
Interfraternity Meet
captain can't be twirling every crewing was furnished by Bob
fourth Al Marshall relieved FraIt is hoped that
during this
game.
Sutherland and Jim Birkett.
ser. Al pitched good ball and had
week more of the college will get
goed control.
New England Trials
BOWDOIN
INKW HAMPSHIRE
out to the New Meadows to en• bbl. po
»b bit tin
Traveling to Brown on Sunday joy the boats, clubhouse and inFour in Eighth
Kr'd*r.2
3! Hewitt. 3
2
o o
the Polar Bears earned a place terfraternity meet. The value of
llaTanney
The White tallied two in the Ri«r.y.3
cOLrk
BVkl'y.3
in the New England finals. In a six
this meet can best be shown by
fourth and four in the eighth, Coater.
OlC'chnn.cf
team contest made up of Bowdoin, the fact that all of last year's
I
10
OilVten.lf
but to no avail. A ninth inning Llniw't.l
StVr.c.3
HWr'ht.rf
Coast Guard, Babson, Yale, Bos- finalists land more too) have
rally saw two men reach bases Shpd.cf
OlM'uh'll.t
ton College, and Wesleyan, it soon been racing varsity this year; not
21 K'n'lly.2
but the threat neVer materialized. Libt-y.>
Curtis. If
OMX'hlin.s 3
became a battle between the first to mention the Thayer Frrfhcis
The varsity has some very ca- P'c'»ina.rf 1
OYstm'n.c 3
three listed, with each realizing trophy. Heavily favored is Dave
OK.iarurn.p
pable men who should be doing dFerber
Vieucr.rf
0! Adams,
1
that he only needed a third to be Gardner of the ARU house.
much better but the defense is B'rkley.rf 2
n'brnlbrrt
Dyrr.p
3
DIK'nn'dy.p
n
"choking" and sparse hitting doesliuice

MacFaydenmen Drop Two;

Bow To BU,

By Paul Z. Lewis *08
June 28th might he a big day in the life of n Bowdoin junior.
seems that there Will he some tryoyts, very special ones, for the
Olympics which will take place this year in Melbourne, Australia in
November.
Last Saturday afternoon Bill McWilliams, who has already won
The victim this time was Port- a lot of acclaim here in Brunswick, tried and perhaps succeeded h»
earning a national reputation for himself. Well entrenched as one of
did
land High School. The Bulldogs
not look impressive in ihe field the top boys on the East Coast in the 35-lb. weight classification, the
making live errors and their pitch- Dorchester Zete flipped the hammer (a 16 lb. affairi 193 ft., 9 m. at
ing was wild.
the triangular meet held in Newton against BC and Holy Cross.
The Polar Cubs did not have a
Relays
successful day at the plate, howThat, in no small terms, is quite a feat. Considering that over
ever, although Pete Papazoglou at Franklin Field in the Penn Relays Bob Backus of the New X<*k
got two hits and Hal Pain, alee
Cornell, both arch-rivals of McWilliams.
Athletic Club and Al Hall

at
Last Wednesday
Pickard Field, the freshmen baseball won its second game of the
year, 3-1.

as Bowdoin romped to
a 5-1 victory over the University
of New Hampshire Wildcats.

Never

12

afternoon

Wednesday

ton, Mass.

BEARINGS

3-1;

In Relief Role

Bowdoin athletic perLeroy Dyer gave up one run,
formance* of its long history, led the Cindermen to an easy
two hits and struck out fifteen last
victory in the triangular meet last Saturday afternoon in NewBill

Win

Woods Fans

9

POUR

Dial

PA

with

5-7072
Rk-hnrd

Widmnrk

-

Donna Reed

also
Selected Short Subjects

Bss.

-

fa9M

,

bPAlWNu
SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS
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Morris Calls

J.

Weekend

Last

'Obscene.Gross'
To

*

case of food poisoning. If this is
true, why does Dr. Hanley say that
there hasn't been a case of food
poisoning this year or last?
In my personal opinion, the
writers of this letter acted in very
poor taste. If they had any complaints, they should have voiced
them to Mr. Lancaster, and not

them

publicized

the Editor:

The unrealistic nature of both
the Bowdoin social rules and the
arguments used to uphold them
were never more graphically illustrated than at the Delta Sigma
House this past weekend. Some of
the brothers in this House at'
tempted to hold a decent party
with a great many of the dates being imported from Colby Junior
College. The downstairs portion
was completely
of the House
thronged with intoxicated undergraduates without dates. There
was absolutely no privacy and a
great deal of vandalism. The whole
spectacle could only be described
as obscene and disgusting.
The complete circumstances and
events of this affair could be used
to build a long argument for social
rules that correspond to those in
effect at Amherst, Williams, Dartmouth, and Weslcyan; however, I

Editors

as

they

might interest the college

It

did.

know

to

that their opinion is not shared by
the majority of those who eat at
the 'Union, as witness the fact that,
when the fact that they were writing a letter .of this nature was
brought up in a recent meeting of
the Independents, they got no response to a request for signers.
One final word on the editorial
pertaining to the Union. I have no
objection to giving students parttime jobs, especially since I rely

.

.

.

to criticize the use in politics
of similar allegations unsupported
by evidence. It is reasonable to
expect the Orient to show equal
own
its
within
responsibility
sphere of influence.
first

2,

1956

Randall Chosen Music Club Has Coles Speaks
Glee Club Pres.; Varied Recital On Education
The Bowdoin Music Club
student
On Trip South
Means Is VP sented Sunday afternoon
its fifty-third

tal

last

reci-

in

the

Dana W. Randall, Beta, '57, was Moulton Union. The program was
elected president of the Glee Club in five parts.
for the ensuing year at the Annual
Handel's Sonata for flute and
major was perelections on Monday evening in keyboard in
Gibson Hall. Fletcher W. Means, formed by Frederick von Huene
DKE, '57, was elected vice-presi- '53 and David Holmes '56. Ruth
dent, while Olin M. Sawyer, Zete. Powers sang a cantata accompan'58, and Steve W. Rule. Ind.. '5S, ied by von Huene and Prof. Robwere elected to the positions of li- ert K. Beckwith.
brarian and assistant librarian, reVariations on Au Claire de la
spectively. Next year's accompan- Lune were done by Frederick von
ist will
be William McCarthy, Huene and his wife. Both played
'58,
Beta,
and Pete J. Strauss, recorders.
Peter E. Potter '58 sang three
This year Economics remained ARU, '57, will direct the publicity.
in its customary position of being William H. Gardner, Beta, "58. had selections accompanied by Holmes
the most popular field in which to previously been appointed mana- on the piano. The numbers done
were Bois Epais, Love Me or Not.
major with 32 students. History ger.

On his recent trip south President James S. Coles
to
spoke
alumni groups in Boston and
Washington, D. C>
Speaking before the Bowdoin

Leighton van Nort

G

Economics Gets
Most Majors;
History Is Next

jumped from the sixth most popuBut lar subject up to second.

committee

Executive

members

for the

R

wonder if it is worth the waiters. Also, I cannot agree with majors, but only one more. Ger- choir officers included R. Johnson,
Beta, '56, president, H. Eubank,
effort. As the saying goes: "You the editor's complaint of inefficien- man has been steadily increasing
can lead a horse to water, but you cy. I find service here quite satis- in popularity over the last ten Psi U, '57, vice-president, and C.
Wilson, DS, '57, manager.
factory compared to cafeterias years.
can't make him drink."
19.17
1918
I95S
This appears to me to be the elsewhere. And the statement that Subjm
7
Art
case with the administration of the place is not clean is a down- Bioloirv
X
14
IS
19
18
this college. As far as I am con- right lie. The only faults I have to Chemistry
Critic
I'lKS^irn
cerned, any normal intelligent hu- find with the current set-up are Eronoiuica
32
31

Alumni

(I

::

man

being should be able to see
the difference between the social
atmosphere and attitude at Bowdoin and that prevailing at the
other schools just mentioned. And
what happens here when we try
to duplicate the smaller social
functions held at these institutions? We get together a group
of nice girls, we attempt to hold
a civilized party on an off-weekend, and the whole affair turns
into a gross display of animalism,
alcoholism, and vandalism.
The administration may have
their petty arguments, their mores
of the state of Maine, their antiquated social rules, and the abnormal social environment they
produce. I frankly favor the mature, realistic social outlooks of
other comparable colleges
not
Colby, Bates, West Point, or Holy
Cross.
John C. Morris '56
President, Delta Sigma

—

Writer Attacks
Previous Letter
To

the Editor:
read with great interest the
letter you printed in last week's
Orient concerning the service at
the Union. May I say that I heartily disagree. Being an Independent,
I eat at the Union regularly, and
being on a scholarship, work there
quite frequently. I think this qualI

ifies

on

me

its

to

make a few comments

operation.

lack of space behind the counter

and occasional confusion and

in-

efficiency at banquets.
Finally may I say that I believe that what Mr. Lancaster and

the Union employees need is not
"an agonizing reappraisal" but a
vote of appreciation for the difficult job they arc doing, and doing

Enrliah

16

II
6

French
(terrtmn

Ili.iU.rv

0-

8

14

2

Ill

.

5
2

I

1
«

I
18
6

Psycholcury
Sociology

16

I

-'
I

Philosophy
Physics

I

18

2.1

Latin

Mathematics
Music

t

7

5

'

G

.

6
2

well.
J.

Leonard Bachcldcr

'57

Emanons

Van Nort Sees
Union Criticism
AsUnjustifiable
To
I

the Editor:
suppose that

dining

facilities,

by clubs and

undergraduate
whether provided
or for

fraternities

(Continues'

then shows

from pane one)

many

other

modern

influences.

The

addition of Ollie Sawyer on
flute has been an important step
in the growth of the Emanons.
His impressive handling of an instrument recently introduced in
jazz reflects his own musicianship.
Sawyer also plays piano and bass.

Bassist
Al
Bernstein
shows
more general use, are considered
amazing
potentialities.
Besides
fair game for criticism on every
being proficient with many musicollege campus. The Orient's crical instruments, he arranges. His
ticism of the Moulton Union in last

week's editorial seems to me, howto be somewhat less than
fair. In contrast to your characterization of the employees as
"marvelously inefficient" and "intolerably slow," I have found as a
regular patron of the Union that
the "outside help" Ls notably courteous and bard-working. On this
point thexa is, perhaps, room for
honest difference of opinion.
Less justifiable, I think, arc
your comments on cleanliness.
"Behind the counter," you write,
"things could be cleaner. We understand that at least one student has recently become ill on
union food." Has it occurred to
the Orient that this is a serious
charge which should be supported
by evidence stronger than the
Orient's "understanding" of the
possible cause of one student's illness? It is difficult to see how the
Orient's statements could be conclusively refuted by a paragon of
ever,

Mr. Gustafson and Mr. Rule
complain of desserts being put up
for sale after they have been refused by us. I can assure the readers of the Orient that this is not
done as a matter of course. If it
ever happened, it was an exception. As for the end of the dining
room presided over by the capable
waiter, it could not happen, as he
always finds out how many want
desserts before he brings any in.
cafetcrial cleanliness.
Another complaint voiced by the that the Orient under
writers of this letter concerned a editorship would be

Merrymeeting
185 Park

Gift

I

guitar

Chapman

has made the
switch from Dixieland to modern
drums with success and rapidity.
As a drummer he provides good
rhythmic support, plays imaginative solos, and listens to the other
musicians.
Charlie

This listening

is

perhaps most

important as, by -listening to what
soloists arc playing, Chapman can

maximum backing and
enhancement.
The arrangements the group
uses are of standard numbers such
as "the Continental," "Stompin' at
give them

the Savoy," and "Lady is a
Tramp." But these are supplemented by original arrangements
by Stcnberg such as the new, and
fast moving "Facade."

fraternity song, Zeta Psi,

for its effective shadings, its sure

solve the Shakespeare riddle.
The whole thing of course sounds
quite fantastic on flrsl hearing,

.

.

(Continued from

Bowdoin chair and reserved table
for Bowdoin Night at the Pops.

in

In his talk following the dinner
the President emphasized the value of liberal arts in the small col-

quality.

It is expected that next year lege. The baseball team and sevthe Bugle will have an office
eral sub-freshmen attended the
for the first time - - in the base- dinner as guests of the University
ment of Appleton Hall, equipped Club.
with flies, desk and chairs, phone,

—

((

ontinafd

from paie one)

maintenance costs would help
stimulate the state's economy.
less

—

"The 'pay as you go' plan hasn't
worked because the state can't

j

byild roads fast enough," he said.
"If we have to borrow money, we
should." New roads would return
both the interest and principal of
a bond, he believed.
Another increase in the state
.gasoline tax would "put Maine in

.

a poor competitive position," in
the covernor's opinion.
Currently an independent professional agency is studying how
to make improvements in Maine's
government, he continued. In the
meantime, he said, three general
departments, composed of state
agencies dealing with economic resources,
human resources and
regulatory functions have been

Bowdoin Beata was a bit too vious years.
brash, and in both their selections
The Dckcs were the most disapthey displayed a minimum regard pointing, for on Thursday both
for ensemble, but as to diction and their songs were marred by faulty
pitch, when compared with several intonation and unbalanced ensemother houses, they were dcscrvlnf ble.

created.

A

She had stolen it from underneath the pillow of his second-best
bed, which as everyone well knows
he left to his wife.
As everyone also knows, most
anything can happen on Ivy ;in<l"Tf
usually does. Ivy was bo different
in 1796, and following the tradltional Rabu-Tabu Dance in Winthrop Hall, Sophia and her datewent out and got "lit."
A merry chase about the campus ensued, and Sophia, fearing

Muskie

—

constitution
also the first time
the consistent blend and an the organization has had even a
unusually line tenor section. The set of by-laws
to receive forspiritual was enhanced by good mal approval of the Council, with
tone, desirable rhythms, a suffici- the possible exception of the inent amount of vplume and the creased size and budget, for which
pleasing baritone voice of George the SC is seeking student approval
A. Westerberg '59.
this week.
Improvement Cup
Blotter Concession
The President's Cup for the
Further action by the Council
greatest improvement went to Thc- this week included selection by
ta Delta Chi. Under the direction lot of the students who will take
of Gareth S. Gelinas '56 they sang care of laying out, printing and
Stars Ablaze and They Call the distribution of the College Blotter
Wind Maria. Reasonably stable next fall. Each fraternity is altone quality seemed to be their lowed, one nominee, selected on
strong point, while often they fell the basis of need and competency,
down on points of good diction and and two names are drawn fr9m
the hat.
ensemble.
Holders of the blotter concesAlthough the ratings were generally acceptable to everyone this sion for next year are William J.
year, I would personally disagree Daley, Beta "58 and David F. Ham,
with one placement, that of Kap- Zete '57.
pa Sigma.
Their treatment of the familiar still was not up to the par of pre-

that her stolen article might be
discovered, decided on a mad impulse to bury the bottle' beneath
a huge snow bank.
Sophia and her date were married four- weeks later, but nothing

3

—

•

—

al-

though still retaining its rousing
dynamics and soft shadings, lost
much of its life and contagious
rhythms. We Come, wonderful
song that it always it, fared better on the second night, but it

HOUR SERVICE
Brunswick, Maine

Matchless Service"

4.95

„

Tennis Sneakers

3.8G

Tennis Balls (can of 3)

2.55
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and Service

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Moulton Union Bookstore

USED .CARS
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Let us help you plan your printing
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Body Repair and Paint Shop
Our long experience

producing the following and other
men can show you short cuts
time and save you money.
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kinds of printing for Bowdoin
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starting

next

semester,

English

13-14, the Shakespeare course, will
be iaughJ_oi*-*-four year basis.

or the chapel?

Don't feel
going to fall

ul at all. It was
down soon anyway. And as soon
as the Hockey Rink is completed

the) will immediately start construction of a newer, bigger and
better Chapel.

Porter Gives Paper

To Bio fas y Meetins
id

&

national poll reveals that 19

million Americans have gone hungry at some time for lack of
money. Moral: Buy U. S. Savings
Bonds every payday.
.

TENNIS
Tennis Shorts

and the air-tight
12
opened, the whole world

Brunswick Coal
Lumber C 0.
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES

U

Gifts

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

s

,

Row

Greeting Cards

i

•

namely Alpha
preliminaries
Delta Phi and Delta kappa Eps.il-

Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets

May
bottle

II. Petersen Porter '56 presenta paper at the armual Eastern
ever heard about the bottle, New England' Biological ConferSophia's diary was found ence. held recently at Wellesley
over a hundred' years later.
College- The paper was entitled
To make a long story short. "Derivative* of Transplanted Gill
Professor Ecklesnitch
somehow Anas in Kuna sylvaticu with Spegot hold of the diary, and after cial Attention to the Heterotopic
many years of investigation, in- Qartilagea."
cluding the ten that he enjoyed
Porter, Who Ls majoring in biohere as an undergraduate, he has logy at Bowdoin and is on the
come to the conclusion that the Dean's List, has been a James
bottle is to be found under the Bowdoin Scholar for three consespot where the chapel now stands. cutive years.

on.

Lazarus,

—

until

,

'ol

—

wa s

of a higher position than tenth.
The Others
Several houses fell short of thd
promise they had shown in the

The A.D.'s Po

of this discov-

it

page one)

the amount of revenue
received per student. The only alternative has been a decrease in

change

Smart Jr. '57
The importance

ery cannot be overestimated, for
with its uncovering, the world, according to Professor Ecklesnitch,
"will know that Shakespeare not
only wrote Shakespeare, but that
he also wrote Marlowe. Bacon,
Montaigne,
Spenser,
Tennessee
Williams, Erskine Caldwell, the
menu at the Moulton Union, and
the majority of the material
which appeared in "Nugget" (he
was also quite a photographer in
his spare time).
You don't believe it? Well, the
answer is. really very simple. All
of these literary pieces were written with the same ink
not a
blue, or black, or red or green
ink, but a "mudgc" color.
This "mudge" color has never
been duplicated, and when the
Oha|>cl is torn down on Ivy Day

will know without the slightest
Swede Nelson, a business man who known to her date, she carried un- doubt that Shakespeare and nowas on the AU-American football der her bustle a very precious body rise whole all these things.
team while at Harvard. He later item — the large ink bottle which
English 13-20
served as coach of football at Har- William Shakespeare had used
Due to this all important disvard. Nelson was presented with a when writing all his plays.
rovi'i'.v,
has been announced that

Brotherhood and Ride the Cha- and typewriter.
riot.
Most of the proposed changes
The first selection was notable will be incorporated in a Bugle
pitch,

beautiful, sunshiny Brunswick, to

&

the

Shop

Our

Georjce A.

the University of DuDread. a foreign student from Spain who studied herefrom 1926 to 1935, comes
the report that it will soon be
within our power right here in

J
J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

suggest

its present

among

sometimes rhysometimes solo-wise.

utilized

is

thmically,

(Continued Iron* pace one)
tiful

4

33

31
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Greek

'JO

4

fi

Government

Washington the Presi-

the faculty and the plant of the
He stressed in his talk the
place of the small liberal arts college in the present day world. The
Hon. Robert Hale '10, congressional representative from Maine, was
the toastmaster at the alumni dinner. Associate Justice Harold H.
college.

•>

'.'1

of

dent discussed recent changes in

really

II

By

While the rest of the world has
been
discussing
Interfratcrnity
Sings, Self-study Programs and the
Case of the Missing Trophies, residents of Bowdoin have been shaken by a more shattering, a literally earth-shaking bit of news.
From Professor Ecklesnitch of

Burton '09 of the Supreme Court but fortunately Professor Ecklcsspoke on the history of the Su- nitch's findings, based on thirty
and Water Boy.
preme Court Building. The meet- years of research, bear only truth.
of
The last part
the program ing was held April 19 at the Hotel
It seems that in the year lf98,
consisted of a clarinet quartet Continental.
a notorious lady from London by
playing four selections. Members
On the following Thursday, April the name of Sophia Mandiwit/
of the quartet were Philip A. Lee 26, President Coles spoke at
a din- Doolittlc, came up here for Ivy.
'56, Cameron D. Bailey '58, Richer given at the University Club in Miss Doolittle arrived the picture
ard E. Payne '58, Harmon W. Boston. Also on the program was of purity and innocence, but un-

coming year include: J. J.
on one myself fairly heavily.
A significant trend seems to be Woodward, AD, '57, I. F. Cohen,
I do not believe that students could
ARU, '58, G. C. Smith, AID, '58.
or would be willing to handle the developed in the field of Physics.
J. P. Dow, '57, R. H. Longvear, Chi
night work at the counter. Several In 1953, no one was majoring in
Psi, '57, J. W. Philbrick, DKE. '58,
boys do work there now on a lim- Physics, though there are 12 in
S. Wilson, DS, '57,
E. Demited basis, but there must be some the class of 1958 alone. Chemistry C.
ers,
KS. '58, H. M. Eubank, Psi U, Smith, Jr. '58.
experienced help around when the too, has increased in importance.
Among the possible language '57, D. O. Hovey, SN, '57, D. M.
rush hits at 11:00. In this connecMoore, TD, '58, B. McDonald, Zete.
tion, I know of times when Mr. majors, English has always been
'57, S. W. Rule, Independent, '58.
Council .
Lancaster has had to reach out- the most popular. There are still
The previously elected chapel
side the College community to get more French majors than German

I

To These Ears

pre-

MM

Brunswick, Maine

mmmm

Polar Bear nine romps

over
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Bugle To Be Ready
On Friday Afternoon

Council Learns

Of Grant Offer

From Danforth

The 1956 Bugle

will

be issued

in

the Library this Friday, probably
in the late afternoon, according to

Plan

Five persons appeared before the
Student Council this week, either
for the purpose of presenting various proposals or to ask for information on Council or student op-

members

.

.

.

<*

Visitors at the Monday Council
session wci-c Prof. William D.
Gcoghcgan, Donald L. Henry '55,
David L. Tamminen *56, Walter C.

As Year's Biggest Weekend Nears

Stage Designs

—

Shown above breaking ground for
A DREAM M. Mis REALITY
Bowdoln's new $375,000 hockey rink are Malcolm E. MorreJl, athletic
and Richard A. Hillman director; Daniel K. Macl'ii.vden, hockey coach; students Peter J. Rhrby
'56
Doherty;
James S. Coles. Kigliy and Doherty
and
Paul
S.
and
Pres.
•58.
were InHtrumentuI in making the student drive, "Operation Snowball,"
Prof. Gcoghcgan represented a
a success. About HO p<-r rent of the student body pledged a total of
faculty committee now consider- $5,814.19 toward the construction of the rink. To date, about
$173,000
ing the offer of a grant from the nan been contributed to the rink.
An exhibition of stage set tieDanforth Foundation which would
signs is being featured at the
of
purpose
the
earmarked
for
Walkor Art Building, Carl N.
be
studying and filling the moral and
Schmalz, Curator of the Art Colreligious
needs of the student
lections, announced recently.
body.
The exhibition will be shown
through June "23, a- week folThe committee has not yet de-

BeingExhibited

Classical Club Presents

Film Version Of Oresteia

cided to apply for the grant but
they have cdmc up with a couple
of proposals on which they would
like to obtain student reaction.

These proposals arc: (1) to into the cumpus about three
times a year a well-qualified personality belonging to one of the
larger religious denominations represented on campus. These men
would probably stay on campus for
a period of a week or so, give a
Sunday chapel talk and. two or
three "dai]ics," and hold conferences with both faculty members
and students. Faiths represented
would include Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, Greek Orthodox, and
probably humanist and agnostic;
they would give a public lecture.
(2) to hire a full-time religious advisor on an experimental basis.
This man would not be a chaplain
and he would not be teaching parttime, according to Professor Geoghegan. Hi.-, ii mi in functioiv would
be to advise the Bowdoin Interfaith Forum and perhaps help this
organization to increase its scope
and responsibilities, and, secondly,
would
the committee hopes he
have the opportunity to meet and
talk informally with the students.
The obvious way for him to do this
would be for him to dine quite frequently at the fraternity houses,

The New England premiere of
the Oresteia of Aeschylus will be
presented at Bowdoin College on
Wednesday. May 16, under the
auspices of the Classical Club.

vite

was made

admission charge
The film version of the Oresteia

Students Form

Hazing Group
Five

College

undei jraduajes

They are Fletcher W. Means II
Thomas EL Needham '57. and
Eugene V. Helscl Jr. '57 who will
servo for one year, and James M.

[

I

Wheaton Leads
Student Union

.

I

Gift

others.

John D. Wheaton '58
newly elected president

is

llfo

of

the

Student Union Committee, Donovan D. Lancaster, adviser, has announced.
Other officers elected were Ste-

phen W. Anderson

Holmes Capture
Graduate Awards

is Bowdoin's biggest weekby tradition. The tradition
be enhanced this Ivy. Basegames, cocktail parties, banquets, music at a formal dance
by Les Elgart, Ivy Day exercises,
beach parties, a play - Stalag 17,

will

ball

'58. vice presi-

House

Parties, and more cocktail
parties will be an integral part ol
this most entertaining festivity.

The Glee Club will start the
weekend
for
many tomorrow
night when it presents its "Pops''
in Boston. Chi the campus, festivities will

as

for

fnent,

be the party favors.

The ATO's will have fraternity
paddles for. party favors. Reid
State park will provide the sand
necessary for the afternoon activities. Bob Percival and his band will
be at the ATO house that evening.
Lake Scbago will be the sight of
the afternoon frolics for the Betas.
They too are having a band in on
Saturday night to provide music
for a house dance. Caps are to be
their party favors.

The Chi Psi's plan to go to Popham Beach Saturday afternoon.

The Emanons

conditions arc

will

be at

the

Wheaton is a James Bowdoin
Delta Sig house Friday afternoon
Scholar, formerly a member of the
between, four and six. On SaturOrient Staff, and a member of the
for
ROTC. He played freshman foot- day, the Delta Sigs will leave
Boothbay Harbor to enjoy a beach
ball and baseball. He is affiliated
party. They will return in the evewith Sigma Nu fraternity where
ning to listen to the music of Gorhe is the rushing chairman.

quets.

Itacliorowski.
All juniors, these arc the students
the Ivy weekend.

retired vice president of E.

I.

du Pont de Nemours and Company in Wilmington.
Income from' the Faculty Development Fund. Pi-esitient Coles
shall be
deemed to be most effective in
maintaining the calibre of the
will

be used "as

Faculty. These purposes may innot be limited to, support of individual research grants,
or productive use of sabbatical

clude, but

leaves,
added compensation for
merit or distinguished
accomplishment, and improvement

individual

of faculty salaries
otherwise."

Tickets for the dance may now
be obtained from any of the sixteen members of the Ivy Day Committee at six dollars per couple.

Les Elgart's band, advertised as
"The Band with the Dancing
Sound," is one of the star attractions on Columbia records and cui
rently has eight LP's on the market. Don Forbes is the featured
-

To Coming

Weekend Joy

Go

To Hear Glee Club
Begin Ivy Weekend

Philip L. Given '58 as Stosh, Elliot

Kanbar

S.

'56

as Harry Shapiro,

and Alvan W. Ramler

'59 as

Dun-

bar.

Cithers in the cast ;ire William

The Glee Club will make its annual appearance with the Boston
Symphony
don Howe and his band. Sweat- "Pops" Orchestra
Anderson played freshman foot- shirts with the Delta Sigma seal •Hall in Bostan tomorrow evening.
ball and gained his varsity letter
will be the vogue at the house.
The soloists at "Bowdoin Night
in that sport this year, playing as
spend
Satwill
The Kappa, Sigs
it the Pops" Will include Norman]
an alternate fullback. He is in urday afternoon at Aimhi Lodge
C. Nicholson Jr. '56, Raymond E
the ROTC and is a member of Psi on Lake Sebago. Wearing plaid
Uemers Jr. '58, and Peter E. PotUpsilon fraternity.
golf caps, they should be at the

m

]

;

|

j

Howard Jr. '57, Nathan F. Cogan
Gordon L. Weil '58, Charles
Graham, III '59, Robert G.
Wa|sn
Barrv c Wa dorf -%
Nathil|1 Winer '57. Herbert A. Mil|er '57. Of ho E. Eskin.'56, Maynard A. Seelye '56, and John M.

S.

'59.

w

.

-

m

i

Rodgers.

vocalist.

Elgart spent many years as a
featured trumpeter with such big
name bands as Bunny BeTtgan,
Charlie Spivak, Harry James, and
Woody Herman -and Hhio'wppenred
on numerous radio shows. He almost never became a musician,
being tempted to accept one of a
number of professional baseball
offers.

According to legend, he hit the
big time spectacularly at an audition to fill a trumpet spot with
Berigan'l band when he competed
against forty other trumpet playera. When he finished his number.
he liv>ked up to sec all forty applauding him, an event which won
him the title of "The Trumpet
Player's Trumpet Player."
After leading a hand shortly in
1947 which was disbanded by the
long recording ban. he toured the
country gaining experience which
paid off" in 1953 when his big
chance came. He carefully gathered together a top-Might band
which quickly catapulted to fan:"
with successful appearand', in the
choice band s|K>ts and with best-

All seats are reserved. Student
ter '58.
tickets may be obtained by preFawcett, formerly n member of lodge until at least midnight when
The Glee Club will present two senting Blanket Tax Cards. Tickthe Glee Club and ROTC. is af- they plan to return to Brunswick.
Negro spirituals, a group of Bow- et* for dates and the public are
filiated with Delta Sigma FraterThe Psi Us will frolic on Satur- doin songs,
and selections from Ok- $1.00. The box oflice will be open selling records.
nity where he is on the rushing day at Sebasco Lodge. In the eveivy CetcmeJUss
lahoma, The Student Prince, and from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Thurscommittee.
ning, the Emanons will play their
Kobe, t c Shepherd '57, the stuSouth Pacific.
day, May JO and Friday. May 11.
Wollmar was freshman .swim- last concert on campus at the Psi
The Meddiebenipslers. the Cot and from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon dent speaker, will open the Ivv
ming manager and in his fraterni- U House. Straw hats have been
D'.\
ceremonies on Mav 13 at
legc's
famed augmented double and 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Satty, Chi Psi, he is social committee chosen as party favors.
10:30 a.m.
chairman and on the rushing comAdjournment to ihe coast for quartet, under the leadership of urday, May 12.
After his speech, the Ivy Queen,
The play was transformed into who is selected at the dance the
mittee.
lobsters and clams will be the Terry D, Stenberg "58, will also be
live selections, including „ highly successful motion picture,
heard
in
"Committee
Nu
It
is
the Union
chief attraction of the Sigma
evening before, will present the
-the
first
performance
of
a
newlwililam Holden. playing the lead wooden sjioon to the mdst outwhich handles all all-College social Saturday afternoon festivities. The
functions, with the exception of popular ja//. hand from Boston. Joe arrangement by Stenberg or Li. ro 0| wo „ the Academy Award for standing Junior. Flection
procebest actor of the year. Many of
tho Ivy Weekend, which is run by Perry and company, will be at the Mcr.
dure for this award has been
Professor Frederic E. T. TUIot-lfhe spicier lines acceptable on changed. Previously the houses
the junior class.
(TIciM turn to put foui)
son, who has made the Glee Club Broadway were farmed out for the nominated fine man; now they
will
known throughout New 'England movie version. The Mas'que and choose two. This list will he miand the Middle Atlantic States, Gown will present the Broadway meographed along with a
statewill conduct.
version, complete.
(I'Ium turn to pi.ee fiiarl
,

|

(
I

'

Critique

Of Workshop Play

Levy Pans 'Rainmaker Acting

selectively or

"Charles Cary has always been
more than generous to Bowdoin."
President Coles said today in an-

nouncing Mr. Cary's Sift.
"Not only has he given most
generously of his resources, but

the

In 1944 he was named manager
of the Nylon Division and in the
following year became assistant
general manager of the Rayon

appreciaindicates
his
tion of the primary purpose of the
College. Bowdoin is indeed grate-

Department. In 1946 he was
elected a vice president and member of the Du Pont Executive

ful for this latest demonstration
of his affection for and loyalty to
his college."

Committee. He continues at the
present time as a member of the
Board of Directors of the com-

what

is

even more important and

invaluable, ho has given unstintingly of his time ami energy* and

Bowdoin

College wnth a gift of approximately $150,000, Prcs. James S.
Coles has announced.
Mr.' Cary, a native of Machias,

said,

who have planned
Photo by DiVenere

Camp Adds

Life In Prison

By Norman
Charles A. Cary of Wilmington,
has established the Faculty

is a

After the banquets, the College

—

four)

Del.,

at

teams

TIIK IVY DAY COMMITTEE
Above (1. to r., ascending) are Flet- will gather in the Sargent GymnaW. Means II, Anthony T. Flejsmrian, Oliver W. Hone, Robert K. sium to dance to tho music of Les
Pools, Eugene V. Helscl, Thomas I.. Spence, Donald II. Rundlett, John Elgart.
I.aiigbein
Jr., Charles M. f^eighton, and Albert I,.
C. Finn, Ktlwurd E.

Many

if

baseball

cher

Larry Katz and his band will entertain from 9 until 1 :00 that evening. The Chi Psi party favors will
be sweatshirts with fraternity emStalag 17, a thrcc-act comedy melodrama by Donald Bevan and
blems on them.
The Dekes will be garbed in Edmund Trzcinski, will be presented by the Masque and Gown on
helmets. Saturday, May 12 at 8:00 p.m. and on Monday, May "14 at 8:15 p.m.
heer jackets and pith
Liquid entertainment will be pro- The light, fast-moving comedy, dealing with life in a World War II
vided during their Saturday after- German prison camp, promises to be a happy addition to the weekend,
noon beach party. Tito Tallman festivities.
and his Latin American band will
In 4 he leading roles are Anthony
spark the evening entertainment
T. Fleishman '57 as Sefton, Fredat the Deke house. They may even
Students
return to the beach when the parerick S. Bartlctt '56 as Hoffman,

dent; James M. Fawcett '58, secretary and Stellan P. Wollmar '58, ties begin to dim,
favorable
treasurer.

p.m., the fresh-

match themselves against the
University of Maine. In the evening, the houses will
start
Ihe
more formal festivities with piedance cocktail parties and ban-

will

will cav-

Cary Makes Gift To College
Fund

of the English depaildeliver the morning's

On Friday at 3
men and varsity

are planning a hay
Friday night after the

For Faculty Development

Development

will

chapel oratory.

Lake Sehago. Les Nadeau
will provide the music for their
dance on Saturday night. Farmer
will

be opened Friday morning
Herbert Rqbs Brown,

Prof.

Chairman

The ARU's
ride

hats

not only an alumna of RandolphMacon and a former player in the
annual Greek Festivals there, but
also spent many weeks assisting
with the 1954 production and subsequent filming.

Seniors W. Wright,

Ivy

end,

goblets.

ort at

and

'57,

Of Rare Sort

a beach
party for Saturday afternoon. On
Saturday night they will have a
dance featuring the music of Jack
Marchard. For party favors they
have selected giant engraved glass

Included in the show are seventeen paintings in water-color and
numerous related drawings by

will be given at Bowdoin largely
through the efforts of Mrs. Athern
P. Daggett of Brunswick. She is'

The Oresteia consists of the
three plays, the Agamemnon, the
Chocphoroi, and the Eumenides,
tracing the course of the House
of Atrelis following the fall of
Troy.

College Holiday

The AD's are planning

Commencement dance. On Saturday they

following the
presen- Woodman Thompson (M83-1954V
the original Greek two
Thompson, a well known set deago on the campus of signer and muralist, founded the
Randolph-Macon Woman's College Department of Stagecraft at Carin Lynchburg, Va.
negie Institute of Technology at
The presentation in Brunswick Pittsburgh.
will be the third, following preThese paintings and drawings
vious showings at Randolph-Macon werc made largely for the sets of
and in Washington, DC, for Broadway productions. They inalumnae of that school.
clude designs for Romeo and JuThe first New England showing liet, What Price Glory, Iolanthe,

There will be two showings.
and 8:30 p.m.. in the .Smith
Auditorium in Sills Hall. The pubto attend, without
lic is invited

have been, named to membership
on the newly formed student Committee on Hazing, Paul S. Doherty
'56. President of the Student Council has announced.

lowing the 151st

scars

Fawcett III "5H and Albeit E.
Gcoghcgan said.
Gibbons Jr. '58 who will serve for D.
The committee which Professor two years.
Geoghcgan represented would like
The Committee on Hazing was
to find out whether the students set up by a new hazing regulawould approve, or reject such a tion passed unanimously by the
plan. It would also welcome any Student Council a few weeks ago.
David W. Holmes and Wayne
suggestions as to how the Dan- It will pass Judgment on any pro- M. Wright, seniors, have been
forth grant, if received by the Col- posed hazing activity, and in con- awarded
scholarships
for
adlege, might be put to better use.
junction with the Student Judi- vanced study n't the Harvard Uciary Hoard will hold fraternity niversity Graduate School.
Cunning Memorial
Holmes will study music, and
Student presidents accountable for superasked
Henry
t h c
Council to give its backing to the vision of hazing activities and the Wright will work in the Division
proposed Morgan B. Cushing Mem- enforcement of all regulations. of Engineering Sciences and Aphazing
supervised
Such
practices
Physics.
plied
would
which
Bank,
Blood
orial
Holmes is majoring in music,
consist-of a credit account of stu- as are allowed will be restricted to
has been a James Bowdoin Schodent and faculty-donated blood for the confines of the campus.
The Committee on Hazing will lar for two years, and is a memthe benefit of the college community and needy cases in the Maine also oversee the scholarship pro- ber of the Bowdoin Music Club.
gram which was set up by the He is also vice-president of the
area.
Council by-law. Each of Glee Club, which he serves as acStudent
It was decided that SC memcompanist.
bers would po" in c student body the twelve fraternities at Bowdoin
Wright came to the College
for their opinions on both the blood will submit later this month its
a State of Maine Scholarship
bank and religious program pro- plan for tliis program, designed on
a
has maintained almost
particularly to aid in acclimating and
I>osals.
freshmen to the discipline of their straight "A" average. He is majorJob Study
college work. Several of he houses ing in physics, was elected to Phi
Former SC president Tamminen
are already carrying on a scholar- Beta Kappa as a junior, and is a
read a report by a faculty commember of ATO.
ship program in some form.
mittee of which he is a member,
A James Bowdoin Scholar for
Physical punishment and longwhich bas been studying the emdistance "quests" were abolished three consecutive years, ho is the
ployment situation for students in
at Bowdoin by college ruling a recipient of the Goodwin Phi Beta
numparticular
the
general, and in
Kappa Prize.
number of years ago.
P«I«

Ivy Promises

their dates will troop off to various
beach parties on Saturday afternoon and return that night for
house dances and jazz concerts.

exercises.

tation in

at 6:30

Prof.

to

Doings

In all houses, Friday night will
l)c highlighted by the traditional
formal cocktail parties and banquets. In addition students and

Jk

4?*.

'57,

<rir«w turn

NUMBER

1956

the various house social chairmen.

."

inion;

Cans

2.

Vary Through
Twelve Houses

Religious Adviser

One

page

Pulchritude V isits Campus For Ivy,
Social

TWO PROPOSALS

See

College not desired.

Walter G. Gans '57, editor.
He also announced that the
Bugle reorganization proposal submitted to the Student Council will
go into effect next fall.
The Governing Boards will meet
over Ivy Weekend to formally pass
the resolution effecting the raise
in the Blanket Tax appropriations,
Gans expressed gratitude for the
Student Council's vote on the proposed changes. He added, "I am
very grateful to my staff, es-.
All the houses on campus arc
pccially to Richard A. Hillman '58,
assistant editor; John Simonds '37, planning active schedules for the
sports editor; the fraternity rcprte coming weekend celebrations acsentatives and all the other stall cording to reports received from

Would Be Used For
Religious Needs

Is

9,

at

adviser

Religious

THE BOW

See

Bates.

mmmm

ability.

His

emphasis

upon

Faculty
\

Following

Bowdoin'

lie

graduation from
attended Massachu-

his

setts Institute

of

Technology for

two years and received
of science decree in civil

a bachelor

engineer-

ing in 1911.'. From 1912 until 1918
he was with the engineering department of the Electric Bond &
Share Company in New York City

before joining Du Pont.
After seven- years in various loMr. Cary became chief
production supervisor at the Old
Hickory, Tenn., rayon plant.
In
1928 he was appointed manager of
a stalT division for planting and
control of Du Pont's rayon business. At the start of Du Pont's
commercial activities in nylon he
became assistant manager of the
Nylon Division.
cations.

pany.

Since

1947 Mr. Cary has lieen
Board of Direc-

a member of the
tors of Remington

i

Arms Company,

and since 1948 has been chairman of the Board of International
Freighting Corporation, both Du
Pont subsidiaries. He is also a
member of the Board of Directors
of Delaware Power & Light Company.

1

Overseer of Bowdoin
in 1947. Mr. Cary became a Trustee in 1951. He is serving at the
Elected an

present time as % a

member

of the

Visiting Committee, the Honorary'

Degrees Committee the Advisory
Committee on Development, and
trie

Arctic

Museum Committee.

convinces

F. I*evy '57

STUDENT

CMON

ELECTS

—

I'nlon

Committer

officers elected for

next year are (I. to r.) Stephen W. Anderson '58, vice president; John
D. Wheaton '58, president; James M. Fawcett '58, secretary; and Stellan P. Wollniar '58, treasurer.
Photo by DiVenere

Jimmy

Curry,

thp lov-

able younger brother of the family,
Reviewer)
a romantic come- that he is not quite as dumb as
dy by -Richard Nash, was presented his older brother, Noah, would
by the Brunswick Workshop Thea- like him to believe.
tre Friday and Saturday evenings.
Even Noah gains a little humiliMr. Nash Is a relatively young ty from Starbucks stay. And H.
playwright. The Rainmaker was C, the father, has his basic philoshis second play to reach Broadway. ophy re-affirmed. "People arc like
With it he brought romance back cattle; if you leave 'em alone, they
do a lot better."
to the American Theater.
Despite the quiet moment Lizzie
After our customary diet. of psychological murders, problem and has with Starbuck in the tackhomosexual plays, it is refreshing room,' Starbuck dreams too big to
to return to the good earth, and fit the pattern of Lizzie's "littlewatch the Curry family's clumsy dream" lif?. Thus File, the reticent
efforts to marry off their danger- deputy, gets Lizzie in the final
ously middle-aged daughter, Lizzie. show-down when he comes to the
Curry house in search of a TornaTakes Place Out Wntt
"The play takes place in a west- do Johnson, obviously one of Starern state on a summer day in the buck's former trade names.
File doesn't arrest Sarbuck. How'
time of drought." Starbuck, a con
man with a dash of poetry in his can you arrest a poet and a con
soul, makes his way into the Cur- man? We need more of them on
this
side of the bars as it is, men
ry home, promising them rain
within 24 hours if they pay him who can make you believe and
have faith in human goodness.
$100 in advance
Starbuck does more than end
Though this optimistic faith has
the drought that afflicts the land. a long heritage in American literHe ends the drought in Lizzie's ature, with the possible exception
heart by making her believe she is of Will Saroyan, it is seldom writa woman a pretty woman. He ten into a play.
(•.nest

The Rainmaker,

—

Scenes Excellent
Scenically, tho Workshop ""pioduetion-was excellent. Ray 'Rjjtan
fine craftsman who is no!
is a
afraid to break away from
tional molds and use his ImaginaI

The set was divided int> three
playing areas
the sheriff's office, the Curry house, and the tackroom. This brought the dry plain
closer to the audience in addition
to preparing them for an element

tion.

fantasy.

of

Unfortunately, the acting did not
up to the setting. The pace

live

and scene transitions

were
too
With the exception of Donald
Perkins, who played Jimmy furry,
the eoni(>jiny had little sparkle.
Perkins is an interesting actor
with a vital sense of humor. Whenever he is on stage he commands

slow.

full

attention.

This was not the case with John
Swicrzynski, who played Starbuck.
I never got the feeling that he was
a con nian. His performance was
too static.
It

Lacked Physical Flannever approached the physics!
(Plcmtt

turn to 1>«I« fwir)

—

:
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Place Certificate,

First

Tonight Student Council representatives will
present a number of extremely vital and significant proposals to their fraternities Jn an effort
to determine student opinion.
They will attempt to find out whether or not
the student body would be in favor of having the
College submit a list of proposals to the Datnfnrth
foundation In order to be considered for a pant
up to $30,600, to be given over a three year period, designed to strengthen the moral, spiritual,
and religious life of the College community.
Of the proposals we have no objection u> the
first one, by which men of the major religious
faiths would be invited three times a year to
give a Sunday chapol talk, to remain on campus
for a week and give daily chapel talks and hold
conferences with faculty and students. They
would also give a public lecture.
This would be somewhat similar to our present
Institute Lecture system, and, in general, be a
good thing because students would attend on a
purely voluntary basis.
But if a full-time religious adviser were hired
by the College, it would mean that the College
is extending its responsibility for the spiritual
welfare of the students. This, in our estimation,

implicitly

from their teachers, as we think they

hiring a religious adviser is not
to be anti-religious. Far from it. It is merely recognizing the fact that Bowdoin College is an
institution for higher education but not an institution necessarily dedicated "to the promotion
of

which on

religion,

evitably

campus

this

would

in-

When
When
When
When

*fl2

week there is lots of news
But you're not going to get any
This

only way to attain a moral life.
After all, isn't the prime function of a liberal
arts school like Bowdoin to teach certain intellectual disciplines which are necessary in approaching any problem, whether it be in business,
commerce, science or religion? Why should the
College train student explicitly in one realm
albeit and important one
and not in others? The
College does not train students to became lawyers or thermodynamics experts, why should it
teach them to become religious? A student can
learn about religion if he so desires by taking one
of the Religion Department's courses. If he does
not wish to become religious, that is no concern
of this college.

Some persons have said that the proposed plan
"has possibilities on an experimental basis." Howwe contend that to set up such a plan would
be an irreconcilable commitment. We would welcome the plan to bring in noted theologians and
preachers, but only if the students had full control over who was coming.
On the other hand, where would the College
(assuming it did receive a Danforth grant) get
the funds to carry on such a plan after the three
year period? It doesn't even have enough money
to hire all the needed faculty men.
We do not wish to see any full time, integrally
organized plan to stimulate religion on this campus. The College should educate, but it should
not desire to make students religious. Every individual must seek out -his own religion.
ever,

(News, that Is)
Because there are other things
Which are much more important
Like Ivy.
And what is Ivy?
In the catalogue it says:
"May 12, Saturday.
Ivy Day

A

all

Or when

over,

things

This

the waters are calmed,

moon comes over

the

And

etc.

—

Meanwhile, back at the ranch
These girls are going to be young
girls,

Poised, cool, gracious, aloof,
The flower* of young American

womanhood,

The only holiday we get here
At dear old Bowdoin.
Washington's birthday
Lincoln's birthday

Except when they've had a few
too many
Martinis, manhattans, seabreezes,
Daiqueris, Stingers, Tom, Dick and
Harry Collinses, and particularly
Highballs and screwdrivers.

Columbus day
Election day

If

is

—

start

it

breaking

small-time stuff;
right

—

like the

mood

man

knew in Japan, who liked to
Run through walls after an
I

ning of
conversation
Polite

and

social

drinking.

Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Notion. Thomas L. Rpenre '57,
Edward Born '57, Harold R. Beacham '56, Harry G. Carpenter Jr. '57

>

—

—

—

National Advertising Service, Inc.
ttJUcc PuMbihrrj RrpreatnUtivr

420
Pictured above are members of the Orient staff
preparlng to investigate rumored places of privac.v on the cumpus.
The stuff lost three members in u tunnel connecting Hyde and Applnton

The man

Hulls.

ered to be u

s|ty

—

from the left was diseovfr«m u well known Htat<- «>m-

third

<

Orient Submerges For Ivy
Viewing

with alarm the apIvy weekend, selected
the Orient elite in*l
vestigated
rumors of extensive
but unknown places of privacy
around the campus.
Enterinu the tunnel connect >
{

proaching

;

members of

nel running toward, the library,
found a large hidden cache of
Pierce For President buttons. The
same group later found them-

death

Ivy

under the wheels

of

Perkins '58,
Henry
Donald A.
Brown and Alfred LeBlanc were
truly outstanding. Through John
Sweet's skillful direction one was
to see

how

effective even a

SUMMER
July 2
Over

TUFTS

undergraduate

courses

Arts, Sciences and
tion for students who

By tieorar A. Sfasart *r. '»7
tained a degree of professionalism
that is seldom recognized in amateur productions. The Rainmaker
was more than good entertainment, it was good theatre!
The words and music of Richard

Here's a knitted shirt just

Rodgers and Oscar Hamrherstein
II, proved to be the highlight of
the new movie Carousel. Admittedly

thcCinemascope

'55 process

was

hardly given a fair chance in the

"minemascope" showing down at
the Cumberland, yet much of the
original magic contained in the
Broadway musical and in the earlier

is

The

position.

The

than the front,

your neck

Wear

it

Bermuda
ors)
feet

just right.

correctly

soons'" are

for

Solicited

APPROVED BY THE AMEItlCAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Coeducational

— Day

and Evening Programs

Offers full-time and part-time programs
for

liouiing

rerreation

Mummer

lenniit.

twriul

leading to the Bachelor of

arti\itirl.

Laws

Degree.

Folk dancing and miiair workhhope.
Special reading and xludy improve-

ment program

for' college

Fall

TUFTS UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SCHOOL

term begins September 24, 1956
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YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTEI

WINSTON A^,

• • •

for

fit

Arrow

made the persummer FREE-

Winston

is

the cigarette that gives you flavor in

rich, tobacco flavor!

No wonder Winston's

smokers clear across the country. Along with
a finer

filter

till

•

11ACM

». J

M»NOLDm TOMCCO

filter

smoking

so popular with college

real flavor,

Winston also brings you

that works so well the flavor comes right through. Try Winston

—first in fashion
•

National Bank

Brunswick, Maine

on the Huburhun Mf-dford Campus
in Historic Metropolitan BotUm

— full,

First

student*.

$3.95. Shorts, $3.95 up.

SHUTS

Patronage

Coeduca-

classes.

swimming, golf,
theater and other

-ARROWS

Student

in

to

you've

choice

I

.

Street

In 20 colors.

with the

i

long overdue!

shorts (6 different col-

—and

WAY,

—

j

"necessary" items for the long
weekend. These annual "mon-

freedom in

the collar

i

!

canoes, paddles'" along with other

back, cut longer

lets

\

sneezing."
to the conelusion that students
The biology department strongly
Many, unusual expenses were enadvises that all Ivy dates come countered in the course of the in- can view Ivy three ways: through
rainprepared with "hip boots,
terviews. Such items as sand rose colored glasses, sun glasses
rain hats, mud-scrapers, sifters, mink covered bottle open- or bars.
coats,

feather-light fabric

bias-cut for perfect

any

made

shirt

I

Boston 14, Massachusetts

tional.
Farililiea

,

MaeRao finding his best screen
date with that of the unfortunate Billy Bigelow. The choreography of June Is Bust in' Out
All Over has seldom Ix-en equaled
on the screen. Otherwise Carousel
fell into the sad dilemma of most
New York musicals when they
land on i'oe West Coast.
role to

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL

Accelerate, Make-up, or Pursue Work not otherwise
weclts,
available.
Six
no

Saturday

Barbara Ruick providing just the
right amount of comedy and Gor-

(and lounging around,

active sports

as well).

a

f

.

mentioned more than once by stuOne man interviewed, a
man, expressed the starry-eyed dents preparing for the big weekhope of surviving the weekend end.
Several of the men interviewed
with on expense account in the
one digit class. The student, who were in the young millionaire class.
ranged
account
does not smoke, drink, or eat Their expense
stated his opinion that his date from the two to three digit fiwould share his austerity. ..
gures. One man had ordered a
The average expense account portable bar complete with two
amounted to about
thirty-five midget har tenders, and a year's
dollars. The costs for refreshment, supply of hangover pills. Several,
the dance, party favors, and trans- desiring more complete privacy,
portation were regular costs com- had purchased specially constructmon .to almost all students ex- ed mobile beach cabins, complete
pecting dates. The Pops concert with a beach.
gave an additional economic burA Laborite member of Parliadon to many. It can be the larg- ment recently voiced the opinion
est single expense of the week- that Scotch whiskey hod become a
end, except for those who feel "snob drink'' in this country. The
obligated to support the state Orient survey showed that stuthrough its various retail agencies, dents of all economic classes were
One man stated that "Pops costs members of this snob elite.
twenty
dollars
without
even
The Orient interviewers came
fresh-

don

The new Arrow FREE-WAY
puts "action" in

A recent Orient poll showed^ ers, flashlights, sleeping hags sinthat student expenditures for Ivy gle)
portable cots (also single),
women (likewise single) were

weekend varied considerably.

making an appealing Julie, Clarnmae Turner lending her beautiful
voice to You'll Never Walk Alone,

20 Derne

Educa-

want

Costs Vary,

Orient Poll Reveals

down

an Eighth Avenue Subplatform which was pre-

and

graduate,

Day

selves on

way

August 10

120

N. Y.

i

To These Ears
the
Brunswick Workshop Theatre's
production of The Rainmaker the
dramatic highlight of the season.
Nash's beautiful play, which contains quite' a message as well as
a good many fine lines, was often
brilliantly realized by a company
of players of whom Ruth Powers,

—

an

EE 128th street UglllSM
A group of four, proceeding

a tunnel which led through
the roots of the Thorndikc Oak,
found a unique race of gnomes.
viously not known to exist this -The
gnomes were garbed in
ing Hyde and Apple-ton Hulls, far north. At this time, one
mem- strange black robes and flat hats.
the Committee dispersed for careber of the group was discovered to the leaders apparently wearing
ful investigation.
multi-colored stripes around their
One branch of the committee, be a spy of a well known state necks. The gnomes abducted thi-ec
heading down, a steam pipe tun- agency. He met an accidental
(Pleaae tarn is page four)

made

NEW YORK.

MADISON AVENUK
—
—

San Franciacn
Cairaaa
Baataa
U>« Anttlfa
Publunad waaklr wb*n clama are held during the Kail and Spring Sunr-ler h»
<h» atudenci. of Bowdoin (ullcur. Addrax nrwn rummunirationa to thr Kdilur and *ub•rrlption eomraiiniraliwu to thr Bu»inr»s Manager uf the Bowdoin rnl.li .Inn* Company at Um OKIKKT Office in Maorr Hall. Ilowdoin Collvgr. Brun»wirk. Maine. I- rile red aa Mrond elaaa mailer at the poet office al Hrunaairk. Maine. Thr eubiKriplion
rale (or one year U three (Si) dollar*.

mission,

play Lilliom, was lost in the
are not
scene without dialogue can be. too extravagant, too colorful, too
To be compared with the construc- The set was itself a work of art, Hollywoodish treatment.
The mation
suggesting just the right amount ny fake settings made a sad conOf Memorial Hall, that monstrous of intimacy. Many of the small trast with the beautiful scenes
acStone wart upon the face of Bowscenes contained a genuine ten- tually filmed in Boothbay Harbor,
doin,
derness and restrained pathos, and 4 Maine. The cast was more than
But you might try anyway.
whole at
satisfactory with Shirley Jones
the performance as
And considering some of the heads
Around here, there are those
Who would probably make it.
at
Faculty not excepted.
But for those of you who can't
•

And etc. Do we get any of these? After this, anything may happen,
No, never, not no, nein, nyet,
And probably will. But these
N<m, no, nohow, not, impossible!.'
things
.
But Ivy day la different
Are better imagined than deBecause there wduld be a revolt
scribed.
Besides, there are the censors.
If there were no Ivy day.
even
Ivy day
The censors; they who enjoy
Punch your way out from
a euphemism for
Taking the enjoyment out of life, Behind the seventh veil,_
l<e sacre du printemps
The maypole dance
Things which everyone knows any- Better stick to ginger beer.
way.
The vernal Equinox
And as for the date;
The saturnalia
Come to think of it, censors
Don't attempt anything you're
And etc.
Are the only people who DO main- Not capable of handling
It all boils down to the same thing.
tain
If you find one of them,
Behind the seventh veil
That a rose by another name
Just call up The Orient
Strange things are done in the
Smells sweeter.
And let us know.
name of Ivy;
Or as John Milton (who had
No matter what kind _
The rock and roll at Stonehenge, A direct line on these things)
Of a construction job you have
Said in the Areopagitica;
The rites of Adonis, Attis,
We can make it.
Cybele, Magna Mater, Ishtar,
"What's the difference between
Rain or shine.
And Ivy day at Bowdoin College.
Lady Chatterly's Lover and
And what does that imply?
What difference?
A comic book?"
Well
many things. Among
None, except that now we are He had a point there.
others,
somewhat
But they outvoted him anyway.
This sort of thing, with apologies
Less honest about it.
However, let us return to
To a certain popular singer:
Now there are seven veils
The dubious products of Smith,
Satan wears a satin gown,
Then there was only a greasy Wellesley, Vassar, Bradford, Colby, Wears it in a way
bearskin.
Bryn Mawr (complete with horn- That really is quite shocking
Polar bear at that.
rimmed glasses)
Or so the people say,
Then the ceremonies were rather West brook (complete with
But when the evening darkness
extreme
keepers)
falls,
Now we use a wooden spoon,
And various other finishing schools And shadows grow apace,
Which makes me wonder why,
for
Satan slips behind a screen
Since wooden spoons should be Those who use Pond's
And changes to
black lace.
used
Because
Or possible even less,
Only for tossing salads
The bathtubs are too small.
But there are the censors,
Or for eating unsalted gruel when Finishing schools? Ridiculous!
Then too, considering the proper
one
But after Ivy, they'll REALLY be Young ladies of Vassar, Smith and
Is under a spell of some sort.
finished.
etc.,
But to return to Ivy
It would probably be even more.
See to it, men.
Which is practically upon us
I use that word loosely,
Which is a discouraging thought,
Let us consider it carefully;
But there are some around, though But very likely true.
There will be girls all over the You'd never know it at times
What is truth?
place
Like when you see bodies lying Ivy day, Stonehenge, Le sacre du
And a few women, too.
under pianos
printemps
Perhaps there will be more women And dates looking disconsolate
And the seven veils.

McLean

II.

Of course bamboo and paper walls made

—

,

eve-
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To be against

Groy began, chairman, believes that this grant
would lurther fulfill section six of the College
Chapter which states that all funds appropriated
to the endowment of the College shall be used
"in such a manner as shall most effectually promote Virtue and Piety, and the knowledge of
such of the Languages, and of the useful and
liberal Arts and Sciences. .'. ."
"Virtue and Piety" should be promoted, but
without going to the extreme of hiring a religious adviser. Students should learn moral values

Well troops

—
—

do.

would result in cementing closer bonds between
the Church and education, something as undesirable as tightening the bonds between Church
and State.
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McWilliams TopsMeetMark; Fraser Stops
Engineers In
Ten Firsts Carried Away Lopsided Win
By

The

('hiinnlng

varsity track squad, led by

record-smashing Bill McWilliams
and minus the services of EMvight
Eaton, turned in an amazing performance Saturday at Orono to
finish a close second behind a
depth-laden University of Maine
souad.
Hillms* Twofhv

The final scoring saw Maine
amassing 60. points to the Polar
Bear's 54. Bates and Colby were
far to the rear with 14 and 7 talMcWilliams was

lies respectively.

without doubt the standout performer in this 57th renewal of the
Maine State Track Meet. He heaved the 16 lb. hammer a distance of
192' l 7/»" to break by more than
9 feet the existing meet record

which had stood up for sixteen
years, This feat, coupled with decisive firsts in the discus and shot
put, earned for him the Alan Hillman Memorial Trophy for the second successive year. This award
is made annually to the outstand-

ing performer

in

50.7 seconds. Bill Seffens, regaining his old form which brought
him the meet re'eords back in 1950
and 51, hurled the javelin 198' 4"

to cop

first

place and

own

After clearing the;
nine foot mark with little difficulty, he retired to prevent any fur:
ther chanoe of injury. The other,
four competitors in the event by-'
passed the nine foot six inch marks
in favor of starting at ten feet.i
Two of them, however, failed to;
clear this height* in their three
alloted attempts. Thus Eaton, who
had cleared the nine foot height,
was automatically awarded the
third place. Other point winners
included Steve McCabe, Bob Packard, and Phil Mostrom who placed in the hammer throw, two-mile
run, and 220 yard dash respectively. Top man for the J^niverslty of
Maine was Paul Firlotte who captured the one and two-mile runs.
A Cub quartet made up of Jim
FenlaWi, Dave Hunter, bftnv

WHkins, and GH Winham finished
second to the Maine frosh in the
freshman one-mile medlay.

come with-

Won l,v
KM 3rd

2nd

illO):

StflVnii
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tance

48'

lj"

Won

won an
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Stute
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W. Johnawi (M)
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I
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I

Maucini.L'li

Liat.d
Tuothaker.i-r
Rrnttir.lb
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6

6
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2nd Batea (C)

-

On-Yard

—

l)a«h

Snearin

3rd

Law (M)

2nd

:58.»

1

—

Low

Hurdlaa
Stinaon (M)

Won by

(M)

Time- -10:00.8
*k0-Yuril Run

;

26.3

3rd

:

by Hinckley
3rd Wicks IBA).

Won
8rd

(M)

Firlotte

I'm kard

Won
;

Hebron, Dcering

(B).

(BO)

Time—

by Paton (BO) Snd
Varner (M). Time—
:

—

22«-Yard Dnah
Won by Fradenburvh
BO): 2nd Mi'Crath (BA) 3rd Hontrom'
(BO). Time 22.9
Freshman One-Mile Medley Raluv
Won
by Maine: 2nd Bowdoin : 3rd ()olby.
I

Lose 6-3, 9-0
To Cub Netrnen

—

On

lar Bears

dumped the Engineer! by & 6-1
count. Most of the matches were
close and only Joe Lehman failed
to earn top laurels for Coach.

Coombs' newly acquired team. It
was lost in a tight 2 and 1 match,.
It seems that the Divoters are
enjoying one of their finest seasons in a long while, at the moment sporting a record of four
wins and only one loss. They face
Maine hew Wednesday and then

match from Colby 4-3. This was
one of two matches whioh will determine the fate of the Bowdoin the New Knglands on Friday.
team.

Th'miw'li.rf

2
2
I

(l

2

t

'i

:>

fl

I

8,2

II

2

1

II

White She Ilacks Bates Nine
As Rigby, Stover Excel
By

Steven

II.

Frager

'59

son with sound victories, defeating both Hebron Academy and
Deering.
due
The match against Hebron, probably the toughest match of the Jow temperature.
year according to coach Lt. Peter
Mistakes
Many
King, was won •6-3. Robert Tow,
There were many errors and
playing first, lost 3-6. 0-6. Bruce
Bates made five in the first two
Baldwin, Skelton Williams, and
frame*. The players couldn't get
Jerry Fletcher, playing second,
the cold out of their fingers and
third, and sixth respectively, all
won their matches, while Pete consequently the pitches were
Morton and Bucky Owen wore de- wild and Ine usually effect i%'e I.e»
roy Dyer couldn't consistently find
feated.
the target. He had to rely almost
The match was resolved by the
completely on his fast ball.
doubles in which the Polar Cubs
The game began with Bates hitshowed their superiority "by not
ting Dyer hard, but getting no
losing one.
Bowdoin defeated Deering with- runs. In the bottom of the first
with
Freddy Jack pitching for
out losing a single match. Kern
Bates, the Polar Bears scored 5
Appell played for the frosh in this
runs as a result of a walk to Kreidone.
The freshman team is looking er, two errors and a base clean-

&

G

II

10

38

1

fl

II

II

1
1

2
Ii

1127

li

14

s

.-ir.|>li»-i ,[.
2
Waite;
LaiCioero 3.
Haatinini. RBI- SoyI.isi.
Toothaker. Haattie. Scrtbner,
LoCiatro 2. IteClura 3, Thonuiaon, Oreene,
PeHJardinH
Shepherd,
2.
2B Greene,
Thompson. Lint. Ranro, McClure. SB U>-

ner

After

blasting

Edward

Little
the count of

.

i

—

.

New Hampshire

the

Exeter starter was met Im-

The

Exeter Squad

to

mediately with

a

triple

by Pele

Papar.oglou, which resulted In *a
score via an infield error. Teeling

H. S. on Friday by
thon >eached first on another erlli2 and South Portland on Wed- ror. Parmalee flied to center facnesday, 14-3, the Fres"hman Base- ing a new Exeter hurler, Tolly.
ball squad found the going difficult Rosenthal walked, and Berlandi
Saturday when they met Exeter went to first after being struck by
Academy's well-stocked nine. The a wild pitch. Powers walked to

Cubs won,

3-2.

force

home another

run, All tolled,

Ronnie Woods, while completing three runs scored in the first frame
threw a leatl large enough to earn the
stretch,
the nine-inning
nearly flawless ball, allowing only win.

Nth.

l-'raaer.

.
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Varsity Tennis

ICEROYS
are Smoother

Friday afternoon the Varsity
Bates picked up two runs in the
second on two walks and a hit Netmen won their first match of
by Davis. Dyer, however, stemmed the season, defeating a weak Bates
8-1.
contingent,
Earlier in the
the tide, striking out the side.
The Bears picked up two more week the Polar Bears had lost
runs when Dyer and Rigby struck their third straight match to the
back-to-back singles. Jack was re- Colby tennis squad, 6-3.
All the six singles matches were
lieved by soph Bill Schneider who
struck out all nine men he faced to the White, Bill Gardner, playing first defeating Meilen, 6-,2, 6-0
to highlight the encounter. The
pairings of Gardner and Thome,
and Crane and Mason easily polished off the Bates' doubles teams
to clinch the match.

in his relief role.

Two
In

the third,

Tallies

(he-visiting nine

got their final two runs. Two walks
and a throwing error by Dyer
scored one and put men on first
The enrollment at the college
and third. Another walk and an
infield play scored two other tal- rose from 119 in 1885 to 400 in
1915.

lies.

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN

Here is the reaion: Only VICEROY has 20,000
tip— twice as many filters as the
other "two largest-selling filter brands to give
that smoother taste— that VICEROY taste!
niters in every

—

Sunday School 9:15 A.M.
Gibson Hall

in

1

110

.li

vl.il.bv
Miimtiull.il

Sundays at 10:30 A.M.
Held

(I

J

'

Society

Brunswick Coal
Lumber
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES

110

iKCnali'l'.r
"
I
(irevm>,i>
1 1 1)'»j'l(lin»,p

Thompson. IWUey.

OP

too

(I

hits

prep-schaolers.

rhal;.

6 in

ing triple by Brud Stover. Another
hei
like t+ie fall and foot ball, Bobcat error and another White
the Bowdoin Nine annihilated the hit by Libby .scorer" the other two
Bates squad 12-4. The g:.mq was runs.
very slow and fielding and pitchBates Scores
ing were poor
to the unusually

weather,

cold

I

0X1

Maine
210 000- 10
III
Bowdoin
020 100 000 - 4
K l.insfott. Vieaer. Scribner. McClure
It
Wriuht 2. Ll«t. Toothaker. Scrib-

Fraaer

freezing

for

l'"i>|i«tl

2.

II

8

2

MaatinKlir
xF'n'eoirna

in II 27 11
Totals
Total*
Binstad tor HiisiinK'K. Mth.

I

10

10

yiewr.rf

1

nlHerklay.ir
2 Curtin.ll

I.N!.. li

y

Pictured above is one of the finest Bowdolii athletes oi all time.
BUI Mi' Williams, who last week secured three firsts for himself
at Orono, is presently emerged in the quest for top dog honors
in the national hammer throw rom|>etition, which, If successful,
will ultimately lead to the Olympics.

The match was very close, and
Frosh Lose
winning on the
The frosh track squad suffered
twentieth hole, was the deciding its first spring defeat at the hands
forward to a good season. Their
factor.
The other "pressure" of a powerful Exeter Academy record is impressive, especially in
match as far as Bowdoin was combine last Wednesday by the
the doubles. The team has three
concerned was Bonnie Golx' one up score of 72-45. Dick Brown and
more matches now scheduled, at
victory on the 18th.
Larry WHkins were once again the Hebron today, with Portland High
Thursday the White Divotdig- one-two punch for the Cubs. Brown
School on May 16 and with Brunsgers hud a relatively easy time dis- took the high hurdles and high
wick on the 19th.
posing of Colby 7-0. All hut. one of jump while placing third in the low
the matches were wan in fairly lei- hurdles. WHkins copped the 220
surely fashion. Htm Golz w«js ex- yard dash in a meet-breaking 22.7
Christian Science
tended to the lfith where he won seconds as well as taking second
a two up verdict.
in the 100.

J*»ul Doherty, by

Kilt

2

1

In
The Freshman tennis team won
much
Its first two matches of the sea-
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is nary a smooth-running game, a situation which we feel is due
very lack of efficient handling. The equipment is pour: masks,
What's more,
(there aren't any I, diamond layout, and balls.
"you
games usually have to be umpired by a mutual agreement guys take the first three and a half innings, we'll take the last."

to this

Bowdoin

I

3rd Haal-

-

di-

there

„

Main*

I'niv. of

MrWllliua™

to

After the first inning there was
little doubt as to the outcome of
inifi (M). OinUnce -Wlli"
Pole Vault
Won by Schrttader (M) the game. The Polar Boars gar2nd lUari.lt (M)
(BO).
SrU Ruton
nered seven runs in the first and
12' 2"
Heiriit
Hitrh Jump
Tie for in betwaan Cootie
over the seven-inning stretch they
iMI and Gurtiwr (BA)
3rd Vollmer
sent four MIT hurlers to the show(C). Height
6' I"
On«-Milr Run — Tie for lit betwaen Ftr- ers. The Tech pitchers gave up
otla (M) and Uw (ML): 3rd Hiopel
17 hits, walked 11, and uncorked
(BA). Tim*- 4:30.8
4lii-Yi.rH Run — Won by Herrick (BO):
five wild pitches.
Jiui

Saturday afternoon the Pomet MTT on the Brunswick Golf Course and they easily

'58

with three
frames.

Sure Thing

—

Throw

(BO):

Pickard

and Al Marshall

Fraser

their

into

Brud Stover led Bowdoin's hitters

:

(BO): 2nd

Tuesday the Polar Bear
and

Ambidexterity

n

the runaway there were some
performance*!. John
creditable
"Kreider who was hurt at the start
of the season, set some type of
record by collecting two hits in

!>»-.

White Golfers
Win Over Colby
In Tight Match
-By David H. Bird

innings of play.

<"

Two-Mile Run
2nd Putrow

Ijtst

Tom

Lewi* 'S8
At Pirkard
Leagues are well

7..

Part of the responsibility lies with the White Key, a.ntl another
held the Black Bears hittlcss and
Athletics arc
scoreless in the remaining innings. part with the Athletic Department. In Interfraternity
Bowdoin scored all four runs off to continue here at Bowdoin, they might as well continue as a well-run
starter McClure, bunching three function of the school. Of course, it should be added that houses,
doubles in the second for a pair, themselves, must baar the brunt of maintaining these activities, i.e.,
and two singles behind a pair of supplying officials and urging action through their White Key reprewalks for two more in the fourth. sentatives.

-

I)iM-u>

10-4, in

at

Softball

sheveled schedule with the competition as keen as ever. The gardes
have been played with the usual lack of adroitness but with, of course,
the expected excesses of enthusiasm. We have no criticism for the
fraternities' part in the all-around turbulence down at Pickard.
We do, however, feel there is a need for some discretionary comment on the way things are administered down there. It seems that

five

first

a fourteen hit attack on^Bowdoin's
first two pitchers, Dick Green and
Hon Desjardin, with 11 men batting in the .five-run inning.

four

first

the

Dawson List, Charley Toothaker,
Gene Scribner, Angle Locicero,
and pitcher Andy McClure paced

men

eighteen

of
in

downing Bowdoin

exhibition game
Field last Monday.

Danny

Coach
all

bench after the

Softball

The Interfraternity

Maine scored

an

history. The fact that the
called after seven r
ings, an agreement of the coaches?
points up the absurdity of the
score, 23-3.
Turn Fraser, looking for his first
victory', was the whining pitcher,
giving
hits
only
three
up

Bowdoin

his

runs

its

innings,

game was

to the Engineers.

of

all

;

record.

golfers traveled to Watervilie

The University

on

By Paul

In 10-4 Loss

Last Saturday at Pickird Field
the Polar Bears ran aii over four
helpless MIT pitchers in one of
the most lopsided White wins in

MacFuyden used

BEARINGS

Victor;

7.8

beautiful fielding gems in a row,
Won hy Finch (If) 2nd sprinting in to make a one-handed
Broad Jump A. JohriMHi (Ml; 3rd VArner (Mt. Di«- snab of a looper hit
by Chuck
tllBC* Jt' 111"
Hummer Throw
Won by M< Williams Speer and then racing backward at
(HO): 2nd W. Johiujon IM) 3rd Mr. full speed for another spectacular
new
Oh.- (BO). I ) in la iu* - DM'-H
l«
snare of Tom O'Connor's long fly
m«*t w«nl
Shot Put
Won Ly MfWIIIiaint (BO): bail, only seconds later.
2nd Whc-U-r (BA): 3rd <;»* IM). ins,

Points
Along with these ten firsts, the
Polar Bears picked up four thinds
to account for their 54 point total.
Perhaps the oddest incident of the
day occurred in the pole vault.
Dwight Katon, still limping noticeably from an injury suffered
last Wednesday,
took what he
considered a practice leap to test
:>i

Cooper

Neil A.

POLAR

WhiteSwamped

one inning, once righthanded and
the other time batting from the
portside. Leo Berkely handled two

Summary

Scoring
jMvrlin Yollm.

By

Easily

Maine

'S0

sore leg.

his

Uim-

the meet.

Other Win*
Other "Big White" guns who
contributed to the fine showing included Pete Fredenburgh and
George Paton who each picked up
a pair of firsts. Fredenburgh, only
a sophomore, sped to close wins in
the 100 and 220 yard dashes, and
Paton glided over the timbers to
pick up victoriog in both the high
and low hurdles. Bob Hinckley ran
a sizzling 1:58.9 to win the 880
yard run while John Herrick captured the 440 yard dash, in a fast

in 5 feet of his

M. Zaober

PAGE THR EE

1956

Wins

State Meet; Nine

Trackmen Second At

9,

Corner College and
Street, Brunswick

Maine

Brunswick, Maine

AIJL

ARE WELCOME

VICEROYS are Smoother than
CUMBERLAND

Mother's Day

May

Maine

wick,

May

Wed.-Thurs.

Gifts with College Sentiment

Bowdoin Wedgwood

any other cigarette. Because

THEATRE

13

Viceroys have twice as man y

9-10

COME NEXT SPRING

— Bowdoin Glassware

An

with
Steve Cochran - Ann Sheridan

filters

eighth of an inch

too

Newt

Doable-Duty Bowdoin Tray
Use

it

as a serving tray

— When not

in

use hang

it

on the wall.

$4.50
^^™^*^^^T

!

»

!

^B^WMWIW—WWW —

Moulton Union Bookstore

May

Fri.-Sat.

11-12

isn't

BACKLASH

much but

.

.

y

r

.

THE MOST FILTER*

with
Richard Wldmaric - Donna Reed

FOR THE

SMOOTHEST TASTE

toa
Seleotad Short Subjects

May

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

it
the length of a collar point or in the width of a stripe in a tie
lot of difference to college men, whose likes and dislikes are
taste.
Nearly all neckwear which is the preference
and our supplier
of college men in the East is made in New Haven
Never are his stripes a little too
is recognized as the leader in his field.
wide
or a little too narrow.
In our button-down Oxford shirts the
length of the collar, the way and place that it breaks, is immediately
known for what it is
the work of a master of his trade whose specialty
is tailoring authentic shirt fashions for college men.

in

makes a

governed by good

with

_

GLENN FORD
ROD STKK.KIl
Short Subject

May

Wetl.-Thure.

—

—

also

MIKES PLACE

—

13-14-15

JURAL

BOTTLED BEER
COLD DRINKS
HOT DOGS

as the other two

leading filter brands!

S hort Su bject

—

16-17

SCARLET HOUR
with

Repp

CAROL OH.MART
TOM TVRON

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

News

Stripe Silk Ties
$2.50

also

Short Buhject

May 18-19
HUMPHREY BOO ART

Button-Down Oxford
Shuts
$3.95

Fri.-Sat.

WE

DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE

A. H.

la

Maine Street

Dial

PA

FALL

MAINE STREET

Short Subject

Ml

BENOIT & CO.

THE HARDER THEY
5-7072

Ife

mmm

BRUNSWICK

The exclusive Viceroy filter is made
from pure cellulose— soft, snow-white, natural!

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT, WEDNESDAY, MAY

pa6e four

Snow

Fickett,

Presidents Of

TD, Sigma Nu
Two

recently

fraternities

held

'58, junior member
executive committee.
been active in fraterand is the captainactivities
nity
elect of the varsity football team.
Henry, a Navy veteran, has been
an active staff member of
and has served on fraternity committees. Hastings is captain-elect
of next year's varsity ski team
and is on the varsity baseball
team.
Fickett is also the newly-elected
president of the Young Republicans Association. Cerel is active
in various house activities and is
chairman of the guest committee.
Hobby is the house Student
Council representative. Curtis, a
Inember of the varsity swimming
team, is the TD White Key Representative. Fraser is co-captainelect of the varsity basketball
team. St. John is a member of the

St.

Prof.

osophy

sailing club.

.

.

.

(C«ntina«4 lr»m

pur* onrl

ber of job openings for entering
freshmen.
The student employment committee feels that much of the difficulty in providing a centralized

and uniform service for placing
qualified and needy candidates in
the right jobs is due to the fact
that many of the more lucrative
jobs are controlled by the fraternities.

Tamminen asked that,~in order
clarify the situation with respect to assignment of fraternity
jol>s such as waiterships, councilmen bring in a short statement of
just how job-holders arc selectto

ed in each fraternity.

Gans and HiUman came

•

to the
meeting to hear the results of the
student poll on the proposed raise
in the Bugle fee which would allow a yearbook of larger size and
better quality. According to the
SC poll, approximately ninety-five
per cent of the student body is in
favor of the increase.
At the request of E. B. Clark
'56, the Council gave the BIF permission to collect old clothes at
the end of the school year for the
American Friends Service Com-

and member

—

fund raising and "making noise."
It was brought out in the discussion that followed that in the
several weeks remaining in the
semester that the most effective
function of the new organization
would be to create interest on
the cafhpus. Tuesday, May 15, at
7 00 p.m. was set for another
are meeting.

Three men of the Reasonably Occasional Tippling Corps (ROTC)
shown above breaking ground for the new combined roller skating
rink and Indoor guided missile range to be constructed directly
in
front of the King Chapel-

Korgen Notes Accomplishments
As much

any man could,

Hou ses
(t

imtinufd

froai

past »n«)

house on

lives

pre-eminently Peary
learn

Orient Trip

.

.

.

Prof. Orren C. Hormell will represent the College on Friday, May
inauguration of Dr. Lawrence L. Pelletier as the sixteenth
president of Allegheny College in
Meadville, Pa., Pres. James S.
Coles announced today.
Dr. Pelletier, a graduate of Bowdoin in the Class of 1936, was
elected president of Allegheny last
11, at the

Saturday night. Crew
June 25, succeeding Louis T. BencSigma Nu zet. He became a member of the
party favors.
Government Department at BowThe TD's will have blue sweatdoin in 1946 and served under

in the polar work prior to shirts with the fraternity emblem
Peary's arrival in the field. It was on them for their party favors.
who was to Saturday afternoon will be spent
how to get results without at Harpswcll, enjoying the finer
the Rrim accompaniment of men pleasures of life on the sand. The
killed by freezing, by malnutri- Dukes of Dixie will come out of
Storyville to play for the TD's Sattion, and by scurvy."
Asking the age-old question, urday night. There will be "numer"What gifts have the gods placed ous cocktail parties."
The Zetes will enjoy the pleasupon the cradle?" Dr. Korgen
ures of the afternoon at Reed
listed among Peary's gifts intelin Washington Township, Cambria
State Park. In the early evening
ligence and curiosity, capacity for
County, Pa., two years after his
Saturday
they will have charcoal
taking pains, and for orderliness
parents moved there from their
steaks on their new outdoor grill.
of
thought.
"As explorer he
native state of Maine.
A band will provide music for Satcreated a system for coping with
"Peary had read the works of problems
urday night. Multi-colored beach
of logistics, a system
the explorer Kane," Professor
towels will mark the well-dressed
copied by the recent conquerors
Korgen
continued.
"By mere of the world's "Third Pole,' Mt. Zete and Zete date as these have
chance he came across Nordenbeen chosen for party favors.
Everest."
skjold's account of conditions on
Professor Korgen also listed
the Greenland ice-cap. The year
among
the
gifts
placed
upon
was 1885. The next year Peary.
.
.
was on the Greenland ice-cap, Peary's cradle "courage, physical
with a single companion making a stamina, independence, great per(Continued fruo pace t»oi
sistence, and intolerance of dis100-mile penetration from
the
of the staff members and scurried
honesty and sham."
coast next to Disco Island. It was
"Today's schoolboy," he pointed down a black pit leading to
all that was needed to place him
under the fascination of the arctic. out, "would be astonished at the Searles Science building. One was
maps
of North America In use heard to state by the surviving
From this time on he was to be
when Henry W. Longfellow was member of the group, ".
more
the crusader who hurled one asa Portland schoolboy. A vast area than microscopes in the closet
sault after another at the icy sestretching from central Canada now."
pulchres of the north, the scientnorth and across the pole to SiThe Committee, reforming in
ist who was to unlock a whole
Blank spaces the Orient office, decided that,
Pandora's box of arctic secrets." beria was blank.
that included most of Greenland although the recently discovered
"In
all,"
Professor
Korgen
and the archipelago north of Ca- space beneath the campus was
stated, "some 700 men lost their
nada concealed land masses with extensive, it was not adequately
an aggregate area
more than private. The Committee conclutwenty times the area of New sion was that supplying privacy
England."
not a student responsibility.
is

as

Robert Peary gave substance to
Stefansson's controversial phrase,
'the friendly arctic,' Prof. Reinhard L. Korgen said at the morning chapel service Saturday in observance of the one hundredth
anniversary of the birth of that
explorer, tthe first man to reach
the North Pole.
Peary was born on May 6, 1856,

.

Hormell,

Professor

at the College
forty years and

for
is

who
more

taught
than

now DcAlva

Stanwood, Alexander Professor of
Government, Emeritus.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Dr. Pelletier was a consultant to
the National Resources Planning

Board

in 1941.

During World

War

II he was active in the Army Specialized Training Program at the

University of Maine.
He also served as associate director of the, Citizenship Clearing
House of New York University
Law Center in 1953 and 1954.

stitute held

its

Shop

Gift

Need

latest record,
fall, is

LP

a ten inch

available through

Beta House.

physician hag announced.
Students wishing to donate blood
should arrange an appointment
with the Maine General Hospital
in Portland through the College
Infirmary.

about

life in a

Office

which

German

concentration camp, will be given at K:(M)
p.m. in the Pickard Theater. All
scats are reserved and muv be
bought in advance at the Box
is

open between 1:30

as well as produce
Our long experience

FIRST-AUBURN

TRUST CO.
Brunswick Office

Be sure and get your

it

.

.

.

Student

producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.

Accounts

TICKETS

Welcomed

•

in

POSTERS • STATIONERY
• FRATERNITY FORMS

ALUMNI LETTERS

WE CARRY HALLMARK

THE RECORD PRESS

CARDS

Paul K. Niven

Smith's Photo Shop
146 Maine Street

Printers

5-2924

99

Jerry Wilkes

Of

Tlie Orient

MAINE STREET
PA 5-5525

Dial
Kiism-1 S.

Douglas

'in,

Manager

—

1

&

J

J

handles G-E jet

Cleaners

and rocket engine

HOUR SERVICE
PA

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Streets

advertising

Brunswick, Maine

Matchless Service'

power an American plane was built by General Electric in
1942. Since 1948, G.E. bas supplied the Air
Force with over 30,000 of its famous J47
jet engines. And General Elcctric's jet experience soon will be paying additional new
dividends to national defense. Its J79 —
called the most advanced engine of its typo
in the world— will soon enter production.

The man

responsible for reporting G.E.'s

and rocket engine progress to its customers and the public is Hoy 0. Stratton, Jr.,
27-year-old account supervisor in the Company's Apparatus. Advertising and Sales
Promotion Department.

with Contrasting Knit Collar and Cuffs

Stratton's

3

Sales

98

available in Paris green twill at $4.98

and

Service

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

USED CARS
Ivy League

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Work

Important, Interesting

Stratton supervises the planning and preparation of direct-mail promotion, brochures,
films and presentations, as well as publicinformational space advertisements for Time,
World Report, Business Week,
U.S. News
Aviation Week, and other magazines.
Considerable personal contact with the
Armed Services makes Stratton's job an interesting one. Last year he traveled over
60,000 miles, visiting many of the country's
Air Force bases to gather necessary infor-

&

mation and pictures.

Bermudas

Chino Pants

Ivy League Style

Khaki or Black

only

3

98

Body Repair and Paint Shop

25,000 College Graduates at General Electric

When

Complete Front End and Frame Alignment

Stratton came to General Electric in
1952, he already knew the kind of work he
wanted to do. Like each of our 25,000 college graduates, he is being given the chance
to grow and realize his full potential. For
General Electric has long believed this: when
fresh young minds are given the freedom to
develop, everybody benefits— the individual,
the

PHIL'S

FOOTWEAR
Brunswick

mm

Company, and

the country.

Educational Relations, General Electric

DIAL

PA

Electric

University, Hoy Slratton
joined UK. in 1<J52 in the
Advertising and Public
Relation* Training Uro-

gram,

llr

worked a*

m »u asant tTMIT* MUNSMOU

6-o555

M

Company, Schenectady

5,

New York

in-

editor ami
advertising copy writer

>lruc tidiilxink

before hi* current job.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3

General

AFTER RECEIVING a It. V
in
Knplish from Brown

Young ad man

t\

Gifts

at

at the

jet

Street

this year.

Let us help you plan your printing

Price: $3.50.

Denim Jackets

78 Maine

Workshop has done

:.

Mother's Day Cards
Mother's Day, May 13

PA

V. Helsel Jr. '57 will be

released last

Bob Martin

SANFORIZED

SPORTSWEAR

Ruth Powers as Lizzie was also

Donors

Tlic first jet engine ever to

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

29

ness.

L.

master of ceremonies.
Saturday afternoon will feature
Blood
beach parties if the weather coBlood donors are still urgently operate.1 Lobaten and beer will
needed to replace the blood given be used to build up strength for
to the late Prof. Morgan B. Cush- the house parties that evening.
ing, Dr. Daniel F. Hanlcy, College
Stalag 17. a fast moving comedy

tired in 1952. He is well known
for his analyses of town government and his advocacy of the manager system for Maine communities.
Both he and Dr. Pelletier
are members of Sigma Nu fraternity which they have served In

Dial

Eugene

pleasant service in his office."

What young people ore doing

Row

Greeting Cards

J

pat* »»t

MEDDIEBEMPSTERS

The

annual meeting.

The Institute is composed oi
members of the faculties of Bates,

185 Park

>nly

frn.ii

Approximately 20 philosophers

Merrymeeting

Chino

.

(Continued

flare the role demands, mainly because he didn't use his body properly. It never (lowed with his characterization. It stood at attention
while his voice spoke.
John does have a sensitive voice,
but a more fluid use of his body
would have increased his effective-

gathered on the campus April 28
when the Maine Philosophical In-

Dial

only

*

Those Juniors nominated are:
Leonard Bachelder. Albert

J.

Critic

For Annual Institute

Bowdoin, Colby, the University of
Maine, and Bangor Theological
Seminary.
WEIL ELECTED
Two papers were read at the
Gordon L. Weil '58, has been Institute. Professor John A. Clark
named Chairman of the Interfra- of Colby discussed the real relaternity Debate Council for 1956- tions between ethics and the social
57 at Bowdoin College, Professor sciences. Professor Edward Pols of
Albert R. Thayer, Coach of De- Bowdoin served as commentator on
bating, has announced.
the paper.
Also named to the Executive
Dr. Daarid Braybrookc of BowCommittee of the Council were doin read a paper on the ordinary
Richard E. Morgan '59, Alfred E. language movement in modern
Schretter '59 and Paul W. Todd philosophy. Mr. Peter R. Coflin of
'58.
Colby was commentator.

Abo

nior class.

I

Bachorowski, James L. Boudreau, (lisapiJointmg. Lizzie Ls a plain
girl
Alan J.
Cushner, Anthony T, who still
hain't found a beau, but
Fleishman, Thomas P. Fraser, Rob- she does love her family
and she
ert L. Gustafson.
Ls reasonably happy. Miss Powers'
Eugene V. Helsel Jr., Kent G. interpretation was too full of self
Hobby, Oliver W. Hone, Mclvin pity and cynicism. With the excepvarious capacities
through the P. Johan, Allen M. Lanes, Charles tion of her comical imitation
of
yean.
M. Leighton, Richard B, Lyman l.iliann Beesly, she failed to
inject
The official greeting which Dr. Jr., Paul J. McGoldrick.
her performnace with much varieHormell will carry from the GovJohn J. Manning III, Fletcher ty.
erning Boards and Faculty of Bow- W. Means II, James S. Millar,
The remainder of ihe cast Rod
doin to the Trustees and Faculty Thomas E. Needham, Peter K.
Forsman as File. Alferd Leblanc
of Allegheny reads as follows:
Orne, Arthur L. Perry, Donald II. as H. C. Curry, and Robert Hill as
"Our Delegate has been charged Rundlett, Richard W. Smith, John Shcrill Thomas, had good
moto convey to Allegheny College I, Snow, Peter J. Strauss, Clement
ments, but were on the whole
the l>est wishes of Bowdoin College S. Wilson.
merely adequate.
on this important occasion and to
Following this award. Prof. WilI hope that my remarks do not
extend
to
President
Pelletier, liam D. Geoghegan, the faculty leave
negative impression.
a
whom he has watched and encour- speaker, will give a humorous Though the production lacked the
aged'Tor a quarter of a century as talk. The fraternity quartets will romantic sparkle called
for in the
teacher, mentor, and "Chief," our then sing two numbers, which they script, it was far
from bad. It was
best wishes for many years of may pick at their discretion.
undoubtedly the best show the

Professor Hormell joined the
Bowdoin faculty in 1911 and re-

.

Philosophers Meet

should be.
Instead of the class voting in
the Chapel, the Ivy Day representative in each house will call
a meeting of the Junior Class for
voting. The results will be handed
over to an Ivy Day Committee of
three men, and the winner will be
announced on Ivy Day.
,
Twenty-six juniors have been
nominated for the annual "Wooden
Spoon" election on Ivy Day. when
a wooden spoon is awarded to the
most popular member of the ju-

. .

and 4:30 p.m. on Saturday morning between 10:30 and noon. Tickets for dates will cost one dollar;
undergraduates will be able to get
in on their blanket tax.

Hormell To Attend Inauguration
Of Allegheny President Pelletier

hats were chosen as the

Ih Peary Anniversary Talk

mittee to distribute.

^~^

Pols, of the Phil-

department

the National Committee for
Stevenson, reported on national
activities that arc underway to The men shown above are. the winners of tlwv Orient prlz* of 64,000
support the 1952 Presidential can- bottles of Yogurt for completing, in 26 words or less, the statement:
."
didate. Prof. Pols stated that stu- "Happiness can be bought in bottles because
dents can be extremely useful in

John

Council

Edward

i

ment of what the Ivy Day Junior

of

the

WBOA

(Continued from p»«» one)

were discussed.

jeant-at-arms; Myron W. Curtis
'56,
corresponding
secretary:
Thomas P. Fraser '57, house manager and senior member of the
executive committee; and John

Snow has

Weekend Activities

Students for Stevenson movemant held, its first organized
meeting here last Monday afternoon in the Union Lounge.
Problems of creating interest
and enthusiasm for the candidate
for the Democratic nomination

elected president of Sigma Nu and
the TD's have elected Richard
K. Fickett '57 as their president.
Other officers elected by Sigma
Nu were Donald L. Henry '55,
Council representative,
Student
vice
and Peter G. Hastings,
president. The remainder of house
officers will be elected tonight.
The rest of the new slate includes: Ronald L. Cerel '57, secretary; Kent G. Hobby '57, ser-

E.

1956

A

house elections, their secretaries
have announced.
John I. Snow '57 is the newly-

of

9,

Students For AtHai
Organize Support
For Coming Election

.

'
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Four Students Are Chosen
As Commencement Speakers
Four seniors have been chosen years, has served on the Student
to deliver the traditional Com- Council and the Student Union
mencement addresses on Saturday, Committee, and is a dormitory
June 16, Pres. James S. Coles an- proctor. Last fall he was a Rhodes
nounced last Wednesday in chapel. Scholarship candidate and as a
They are Calvin B. Kendall, freshman was the winner of the

Want

Students

6

Visiting

Clergy On Danf orth Plan;

J

F. Kierstead Jr., J. Steward LaCasce, and Henry D. M.
Sherrerd Jr. Selected as alternate
was Norman P. Cohen.
In keeping with Bowdoin tradiundergraduate
tion,
four
the
speakers will give their Com-

Raymond

Goodwin French Prize.
Kierstead is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond F. Kierstead of 38
Pearl Street, South Portland. He
is majoring in
history and is a

member

of

Alpha Tau Omega

fra-

ternity.

Reject Religious Advisor
Oresteia Film To Be
Shown Here Tonight

Up Memorial;
Elects Henry Fund Head

Council Sets

mencement parts

—

SENIOR ROTC OFFICERS

row

(I.-r.

Paul

1)

Doherty, Aaron J. Shatkln, Richard W. Kurtz,
P. Cohen, Calvin P. Kendall, (row 2)
Richard F. Merrltt, John H. Stearns Jr., Albert
R. Marshall, Frank L. McOinley, Henry M. Britt,
Roland F. Emaro, Lloyd E. WUIey, Ellsworth B.
S.

Norman

Spring

at the College's
LaCasce came to Bowdoin as the
151st graduation exercises on June recipient of an Alumni Fund Schol16, when approximately 165 seiiors arship. Elected to Phi Beta Kappa
will receive bachelor of arts de- in February, he, like Kierstead,
grees.
has been a James Bowdoin Scholar
They were selected from 1he for three years. He is a member
members of the senior class *»*ho of Zeta Psi fraternity and "is mawrote addresses and delivered joring in English.
them before a /acuity committee.
At Commencement last June he
Bowdoin is one of the few col- was awarded the Poetry Prize and
leges in the country where then- the Bertram Louis Smith Prize in
is no outside speaker for the Com- English Literature. He has ,been
mencement exercises. For over sev- active In the Masque and Gown,
enty years in the College's century both as an actor and as a playand a half of existence, very wright, and has written extensive(I'lruc turn to nuge four)
member of the graduating Class,
unless specially excused, was. required to deliver a part, receiving
according to his academic rank,
atj^dfatWi, philosophical disquisi-

Clark, (row 3) Peter J. O'Rourke Jr., Paul A.
DuBrule Jr., John C. Brewer, Peter A. Chapman,
Sanfr/M a. Kowal, John L. Berkley, Terry D.
Stenberg, George A. Massih Jr., and David L.
Hurley.
Photo by DiVcnere

tion, literary disquisition, disquisition, discussion, or dissertation.

ROTC

Review

Monday At Pickard

Senior John Alden

Kendall is majoring in English
is a member of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity, which he has served
as corresponding secretary. He is
a cadet captain' and regimental
adjutant in the Reserve Officers
Training Corps, sings in the Glee
Club, and has been active in the

and

Wins Year Grant
For Religious Study

John J. W. Alden '56 has been Masque and Gown.
awarded a Rockefeller Brothers
Kierstead came

At the present time there are
The annual inspection and review of the Bowdoin College unit 353 undergraduates enrolled in the
of the Reserve Officers Training ROTC program, out of a total enrollment
of approximately 775 stuMonday,
will
be
held
Corps
on
May 21, Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey, dents. Cadet Colonel of the RegiCommanding Officer of the unit, ment is Richard W. Kurtz of Cape
Elizabeth.
has announced.
The formal review, with all cadets participating, will be held at
the Whittier Field at 3:15 p.m. At
this time outstanding ROTC students will be honored by the presentation of a number of awards,
Pershing-Presnell
including
the
Sword and awards made by the
Maine Chapter of the Sons of the
Revolution,
the Maine
American
Department of the Reserve Officers Association, and the Association of the United States Army.
The earlier part of the day will
be given over to visiting classes
and inspection of training aids.
suppo room, armory, rifle range,
and training areas.
In the inspecting party will be
Colonel Paul Craig, Infantry; Lt.
Col. Willard L. Bratton, Infantry:
Major Harold B. Roberts, Infantry; Major Robert F. Blank, Ord-

Commencement

The Fellowship Program, now

Thursday, June 14
4-6 p.m. Class of 1931 Recep-

Pickard Field House.

tion.

Friday, June IS
11

Commissioning

a.m.

ROTC Graduates.

of

Art

Building Terrace.
12 noon. Luncheon and Meeting of the Society of Bowdoin Woman. Moulton Union.

2 p.m.

Laying of the Corner-

stone of the Hockey Rink.
3 p.m. Annual Meeting of Phi
torium. Fraternity Reunion
Meetings.

8:45

p.m.
Play, The

and

anniversary.
quicentennial
The
grants totaled $500,000.
"It is particularly appropriate,"
President Coles said today, "that
this grant should be used to purchase books for the Library. Colgate-Palmolive, in its announcement of April 26, stated, 'The
flame of learning must be kept
ever bright. We are proud to contribute toward that steadfast goal.'
"There could be no narf^ fitting
way for Bowdoin to keep the flame
of learning ever bright than by ensuring that the Library, symbolizing the central purpose of the
College throughout its century and
a half of existence, be ever strong
and vigorous and growing."
E. H. Little, Chairman of the
Board of Colgate-Palmolive, said
of the grants. "We are happy to
be able to extend this aid to the
country's centers of higher learning.

"We do

not in the least regard
our contributions as a gesture of
generosity but rather as the acknowledgment of a responsibility
which all good citizens, both private and corporate, owe to the
future of our enlightened nation.
"The colleges are doing a job
for us and they are doing that job
very wel '' despite financial obstacles. We deem it both a privilege and an obligation to help cupport their efforts.
"The Company earnestly believes
that this $500,000 grant is one of
the soundest investments it can
make to insure a determination tq
surpass its own achievements of
the past 150 years. It is our way
"of registering a resounding vote
of confidence in our country's future."

SSBBBl

Commencement

Knight of the
Burning Pestle, by Beaumont. Pickard Theater.

for

Two

Seniors

Give

A

Recital

!

Moulton Union.
Class Reunio. dinners, as arranged.

universities
throughout the United States to
mark the celebration of its ses-

colleges

Deadline Soon

It will enable 47 young men and
women to spend the next academic
year in theological study so that
June 2 is the deadline foj^the
they may consider the possibility Dunlap Prize. The Priae.^^lOO
of entering the Protestant minis- which will be broken into three
try.
prizes, will be awarded for the
Alden is from Oxford, England. three best undergraduate essays on
tion in college life. Much needed
the general topic of "service."
The essays should be between house cleaning is done, and probatwo and three thousand words in tion probes to the quick. Professor
Brown said that he feels that
length, and the discussion of the
topic should be in
the broader the men who have the merriest
time at Ivy, are the ones who have
sense of service to man.
The Dunlap Prize Committee kept up with their work during
consists of Professors William D. the year. "College life is built on
Geoghegan, Arthur L. Greason, and counterpoint. ... If all the year
Mr. Hazelton (Chairman) from the were playing holidays, to sport
Two seniors presented a gradua- faculty, and Philip E. Mostrom '56 would be as tedious as to work."
tion recital Tuesday evening in the and Aaron J. Shatkin '56 from the
The Saturday morning festivities
Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of Music. student body.
were greeted by an enthusiastic
David W. Holmes played the
The Dunlap Prize is given by crowd in front of the Art building.
piano and Frederich von Huene Mrs. Robert Dunlap in "memory of The program was opened by Rob
was heard on the flute.
her husband, General Robert Hen- ert C. Shepherd '56, with Eugene
In the first part of the program ry Dunlap, a member of an old V. Helsel '56 presiding. Professor
Holmes played Scarlatti's Sonata and distinguished Bowdoin and Geoghegan's humorous comments
in B flat, Sonata in F Minor, and Brunswick
family.
Joining the set the tone for the day.
Sonata in C Major, as well as the Marine Corps at eighteen, GenerMiss Sally Tullis, the date of
four movements of Bach's Toccata al Dunlap rose to fit the broader Richard G. Davis '57, the Ivy
in D Minor.
Queen,
awarded the Wooden
sense of service.
Von Huene played K. E. P.
In his long career, he fought Spoon. Miss Tullis, who comes from
Bach's Solo Sonata for flute for his country in the Philippines, Pittsburg, Pa., and attends Vassar
Holmes then performed a group of China, Central America, the West College, presented the spoon to ArChopin selections, including the Indies, and France. In 1930 he thur L. Perry '57.
Nocturne in E Minor, Prelude 22, was killed when a second landThe program was concluded with
Valse in A flat, and Polonaise in slide buried a French farmhouse the Prof. Frederick Tillotson quarA flat.
in which a farmer's wife was tet contest. The Betas were first
The program was concluded with trapped. The woman lived, pro- with the Zetes finishing a close
the four movements of Paul Hin- tected by the General's body.
second.

Sunday, June 10
5 p.m. Baccalaureate Service.
First Parish Church.

grant

to

Dunlap Prize

by discovering and developing "new

4-5:30
p.m.
Reception
by
President and Mrs. Coles.

the Library, President James S.
Coles h;ts announced.
The grant, unrestricted as to
use, was one of 186 made two
weeks ago by Colgate-Palmolive

in

talent for- the Christian ministry."

$2000 Grant
purchase books

Theological Fellowship for 1956-57,
the winner of a competitive State
James S. Coles has an- of Maine Scholarship. He Was
nounced.
elected to Phi Beta Kappa as a
Alden will study at Harvard junior* and was recently awarded
Divinity School.
a Fulbright scholarship to study
A member of Chi Psi fraternity, history at the University of Paris
he has been active in dramatics, js in France.
on the Dean's List, and has been
He has been a James Bowdoin
a James Bowdoin Scholar for two Scholar for
consecutive
three

third year, seeks to contribute
to the country's religious strength

Calendar

Colgate Gives

to

Bowdoin as

Pres.

its

Beta Kappa. Smith Audi-

Bowdoin College will use a $2000
Colgate-Palmolive
from

to

Professor Herbert R. Brown opened the Ivy Weekend with his addross in Chapel on Friday by defining the term Ivy.
Using that "austere authority,"
the Oxford Dictionary, he gave
some of the alternate definitions.
"Ivy is an evergreen shrub ... an
ornamental cover of ruins ... it
is not to be confused with poison
ivy." Professor Brown also pointed out that a greenish-yellow color in the plant indicates a lack of
sleep, or improper liquid diet, and
that the term Ivy has ominous
references to Bacchus.
In the "cool academic groves of
Maine pines," however, Ivy serves
another function, namely cloaking
the heavy outlines of Memorial
Hall. Ivy also has something to do
with the impending signs of festivities at this time of the year.
A
time when young men "lightly turn
to thoughts of unused cuts," a
time of open season on chaperones,
a time when 25 Watt light bulbs
gleam against the sky.
The speaker acknowledged that
Ivy weekend plays a useful func-

years. .Alden majors in English.

nance Corps; and Major Frederick
E. Cummings, Infantry. At the review they will select the best of
the eight companies in the ROTC
.
.Regiment.

Company

Brown Address
OpensWeekend

|

j

1

Saturday, June 16

'

9:30 a.m. Formation of the
Commencement Procession.

10 a.m.

The Commencement

demith's Sonata for Flute and
Piano.
Yesterday's
recital
represents
the partial completion of honors
work in music for both men.

Exercises in the First Parish Church, followed by the

Commencement Dinner andLuncheon

for Ladies.

The film version of the first
Western Hemisphere presentation in classical Greek of the
Aeschylus trilogy, the Oresteia,
be shown tonight under the
auspices of the Classical Club.
There will be two showings, at

Student

will

6:30 and 8:30 p.m., in the

Auditorium
public

is

Smith

The

in Sills Hall.

invited to attend, with-

The film version of the Oreswas made following the

teia

in

the

original

Greek two years ago on the
campus of Randolph-Macon Woman's College in Lynchburg, Va.
Using the original cast of undergraduates from RandolphMacon and adding a background commentary in English,
Capital Film Laboratories completed the production in sound
and color last summer. It will

tion grant, most of the fraternities
voted on the two proposals separately.

Religious Advisor Rejected
to reports of. their
representatives, while all the
were generally in favor of the first proposal, a majority of the houses disapproved establishing a religious advisor, and
the remainder were either indifferent or fairly neutral.

According

Peter F. Gass

has been chos
en Editor-in-Chief of next semester's Orient by the Bowdoin Publishing Company. Roger Howell Jr.
'56 and Paul Z. Lewis '56 will be
Managing Editors. H. Edward

The showing at Bowdoin will
be the New England premiere.
has been arranged largely
through the efforts of Mrs. Athern P. Daggett of Brunswick.
She is not only a graduate of
Randolph-Macon and a former
player in the annual Greek Festivals there, but she also spent
many weeks assisting with the
It

'57

SC

]

fraternities

Born, the present Orient Editor,
Those groups whose representaremain in the Publishing
tives reported a unanimously or
strongly negative vote on the secGass, a member of Alpha Delta
ond proposal were Alpha Rho UpPhi, has beenym the Orient staff
silon, Sigma Nu, Theta Delta Chi,
for the past* three years. During
Zeta Psi, and the Independents.
his freshman year, he worked on
Alpha Delta Phi, Beta Theta
the business staff. He switched to
Pi, and Chi Psi were also reportthe news staff last year and beed to be against the second propocame an Assistant News Editor.
sal, although the Beta results were
Last fall he was made a News
informal.
Editor and this semester a ManagHouses which would not object
ing Editor.
the faculty proposal, according
Howell became a News Editor to
will

Company.

1954 production and the subsequent filming.

3 Nominated
As Overseers

to their representatives, were Delduring his freshman year. He was
ta Kappa Epsilon, Kappa Sigma,
an Associate Editor the first seand Psi Upsilon. Alpha Tau Omega
mester of this year and a Managwa« reported to he indifferent, and
ing Editor this semester. He is a
no vote was taken in the Delta
member of Alpha Delta Phi.

Edward Humphrey

of Boston,
Gilbert M. Elliott, Jr. of Portland,
and Donald W. Webber of Auburn
are nominees for the Board of
Overseers at Bowdoin College, according to Alumni Secretary SeJ.

would remain on campus a week,

re-

Gass Is Editor
Next Semester

be released for selected showings in the fall.

ward

members

'55 to be the first chairman of the with the Bowdoin
Inter-Faith ForBlood Bank Committee.
um and, it was hoped by the facThe religious advisor proposals, ulty committee headed by Profespresented to the SC last week by sor Geoghegan, meet informally
Prof. William D. Geoghegan, were with the students in their living
U) that the College bring to the units.
Although the faculty committee
campus three times each year men
representing various faiths who presented the above as a package
proposal for the purpose of applying for a $30,000 Danforth Founda-

out admission charge.

presentation

Council

ported results of house polls on giving chapel speeches and lectures
the religion proposals, voted to and holding conferences with stu-.
establish the Morgan B. Gushing dents and faculty;
Memorial Blood Bank, and also
(2) that the College hire a relielected this week Donald L. Henry gious advisor who would work

Sigma house.
Lewis, a member of Alpha Rho
While all groups reporting apUpsilon, began as a freshman on
the sports staff. He is Sports Edi- proved the first proposal, the Sigma Nu fraternity did so only with
tor for the current volume.
the stipulation that students be allowed to select the visiting clergy
themselves.
The only alternative suggestion
as to how the Danforth funds
might be spent was that a man
be added to the Department of

Marsh.

Their names were included on
the annual ballot mailed last week
to approximately 7500 Bowdoin
alumni 'throughout the world.

PhilipChapman
Here Tomorrow

Humphrey is General Sales Manager of LaTouraine Coffee Company and a member of the Class
of 1917. Eliott, who graduated
in 1925, is Treasurer of the State
Investment Company, and Webber,
a member of the Class of 1927. is
an Associate Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine;
One of the three men will be

Philip F. Chapman Jr. of Portland, candidate for the Republican
nomination for Governor in the
June primaries, will speak at the

College tomorrow, under the auspices of the Citizenship Clearing
House, jt was announced yesterday by Prof. Clement E. Vose, Associate Professor of Government.
Chapman will speak at 1 :30 p.m.

nominated for the single vacancy
on the Board of Overseers. Under
a long-standing agreement every
otner vacancy on the Board is filled by an alumni nominee.
Three men will be elected to the
Alumni Council, to serve for four

in

the Smith Auditorium in

Religion, thereby augmenting the
selection of religion courses.

After deciding to establish the

Student Blood Bank in menu../
of Professor Cushing and voting
(PlciM turn

Abrahamson Is
Ec. Chairman

Sills

Professor Albert Abrahamson
has been appointed Chairman of
the Economics Department, President James S. Coles said yesterday.

He replaces the late Prof. Morgan B. Cushing, who died last
month.
Frequently on leave from the
faculty,

On May

9,

of 1938.

terview.

Hoddlng Carter Criticised
Q. What is your opinion of HodCarter. (Bowdoin '27), the
editor of the Greenville, Missis-

cation have been removed will the
Negroes readily frequent mixed
schools or will they stay together
is equivalent
to the neighboring white one?
A. The Negro will not mingle in
school merely "because of their
race." Rather they will want to
attend the best and most convenient schools, just as white people
do.

Q. In some Southern states a
vigorous stand is being made
against integration. But in Virginia
I hear there has been much prog-

cess of compromise?
A. He is "unnecessarily frightened. If he has the courage to say
this is the law, he should move to
rally the forces of law and order"

when

all racial

bars

on edu-

(Flaw* tars

«t

>>*« !««i>

17,

Administrator' for

Maine

from 1935 until 1937; as Assistant
Executive Director of the War
Refugee Board in 1944-45; and as
Special Assistant to the Secretary
oi Labor in 1945-46.

A.

Smart

In

1950 Professor

Abrahamson

Jr. '57

the

an and Edmund Trzcinski, Satur- tors often gave the impression of ial fairly among the nations of the
day and Monday nights in Pickard stepping out of a wall picture to western world.
Professor Abrahamson is one of
Theater.
say their lines and then stepping
Saturday's performance was, on back into the frame. Finally, the 6eventy-five experts who during
the whole, enjoyable from the fluidity of the dialogue was too the past few years have been exploring specific ways of improving
standpoint of entertainment on an often damaged by faulty lines.
work skills in the United Statos.
Ivy evening;' from the standpoint
Fleishman
Each year the National Manpower
of good theater it was marred by
The production was fortunate in
Council
sponsors a four-day conferan overall roughness.
having Anthony T. Fleishman '57
ence at Harriman, N. Y„ on this
Stalag 17, for all its good dia- for
the role of Sefton. Since his
problem. The Council was named
logue and its few serious under- Masque
and Gown debut a year
in 1951 by Dwight D. Eisenhower
tones, is a play that depends priago, Fleishman has come a long
at Columbia's Graduate School of
marily on characterization for its way, and
on this occasion he ofBusiness to provide a continuing
success. It was on this count that
fered the most distinguished char-

ress.

A. There was at first. However,
the "Byrd Machine" stepped in
with their propaganda and "caused
to uphold Negro rights. He would many people to rebel." Except for
get in no more hot water than he this, "many of the cities would
is now
(1956 Institute speaker, now be integrated."
Austin MacCormick told me that
Q. How much will the Supreme
Carter will possibly be murdered Court decision hasten integration?
someday by an angry white man)
A. Now integration in public
Q. How would you compare the schools should be completed in five
Southern "Citizens Council" with years, rather than in twenty years.
the N.A.A.C.P.?
Q. More directly of a political
A. "There is no comparison." nature: how qualified to vote are
The former works "to destroy the average Southern colored men?
law," while the N.A.A.CP. strives I believe that their education level
to "uphold" it.
is quite low.

Abrahamson

served as an economist for the
Cabinet Committee on Price Policy in Wasnington in 1934-35; as

was granted leave of absence to
serve as consultant to W. Stuart
Symington, chairman of the NaTaking advantage of an all male 1 when Price reads the message, tional Security Resources Board>
The
following year he was concast play for the second time this the action moved too hastily for
sultant to the President's Materials
season, the Masque and Gown pre- full dramatic effect.
Policy Commission, working on
sented the popular World War U
Possibly due to the necessarily
how to split up scarce raw materdrama Stalag 17 by Donald Bev- crowded stage conditions,
ac-

whenever a school

"Delta Democrat," and his
stand for a slow evolutionary prosippi,

'

Praises Acting In Ivy Play
By George

ding

Q.

Smart Reviews Stalag

O. Smith II '56

this reporter inter-

Proicssor

I

;

p«s* foar>

WPA

viewed Clarence Mitchell, director
of the Washington Bureau of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The
following is a partly re-phrased,
partly quoted coverage of this in-

pi(* (oar)

Hall.

Chapman is the fourth guberyears as members at large. The natorial candidate to speak at
six candidates include Leland W. Bowdoin this year under the ausHovey '26 of Cynwyd, Pa., an exe- pices of the Clearing House. Precutive with James Lees and Sons viously Republicans Willis A. TrafCompany; Carleton S. Connor '36 ton Jr. of Auburn and Alexander
of Stamford, Conn., a partner in A. LaFleur of Portland and Demthe law firm of Cummings and ocratic Governor Edmund S. Mus-j
Lock wood.
kie addressed audiences made up
William R. Owen '37 of Acton, mainly of undergraduates, faculty
Mass., Assistant Zone Manager for and townspeople. Chapman graduGeneral Motors Corporation Rob- ated from Bowdoin with the Class
(I'lru* tarn to

Smith Interviews C. Mitchell,
Bureau Director OfNAACP
By Fredrick

to

the actors

short of the desired acterization of the evening.
He blended the ingredients of
cold
bitterness
and would-be
warmth of the lonely soldier with
skill and consistency.
The difficult part of the traitor
was well handled by Frederick S.
Bartlett '56, who played Price as
tightly together.
a cool and clever figure finally torn
The pace of the play was not al- down by cowardly instinct.
ways satisfactory. At times, parJohn C. Carter '58 as Hoffman
ticularly in the opening act, things was at his beat in the earlier portended to drag. In other places, tions of the play; In the last scenes
such as the close of act 11, scene
(PIcsm tars la new *»•!)
fell

mark.

Loose Ends
All of the players had their good
moments, but in most cases they
failed to fully round out their portrayals; the results was a great
many loose ends that never fitted
Photo By DiVencra

|

IVY DAY QUEEN: Miss Sally Tullis, queen of the Ivy dance, is shown
here with her date, Richard G. Davis '57. Besides winning the trophy
from the queens of eleven other fraternity houses. Miss Tullis was
present at the ceremonies on Saturday to present the WoodVn Spoon
to Arthur L. Perry '57. Miss Tullis, who was originally selected as the
queen of the Psi Ipsiloo bouse, U a student at Yataar.

appraisal of the nation's manpower
period of enduring

needs in a
emergency.
During a

sabbatical

1954-55, Professor

leave

in

Abrahamson

ac-

companied and was a consultant
sent to France,
North Africa, and Israel by the
to a

delegation

United Jewish Appeal to develop
a plan for an emergent refugee
program in North Africa. This mission was concerned with the plight
of displaced Jews in Tunisia, Morocco,

and other countries.

f
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First

Reader Pays
/

The

._

BIF's Existence

Interfalth Forum has raised some significant
points which should not go unchallenged.
For instance, the Committee charges that the

Orient contests "the existence" of the BIF, which
"la a blanket tax supported group, existing solely
for the purpose of promoting the religious interests of the campus."
It also points out that students "are compelled to support" the group financially

and that the BIF desires to^make

stu-

dents religious.
Further down In the letter the Committee
states that "the Bowdoin community is a society
within Itself and that
religion plays an important part In any society."
So long as the BIF remains a blanket tax supported group, we do contest its existence. We also
have on this campus a Young Republicans Club
and, occasionally, a Young Democrats Club.
These groups exist solely for the purpose of promoting the political interest of the campus. Yet,
as they should, they exist only on voluntary con.

.

.

tributions.

The BIF,
crats,

like the

also seeks

YGOP

and. the

Young Demo-

to stimulate student interest,

albeit in the field of religion instead of politics.

But what's the difference in this case? America was founded on the principle of separation
between Church and State. At no time since the
drafting of the Constitution has society, which
in the democratic sense is the State, been compelled to support a religious group, whether it
be interdenominational, as the BIF claims to be,
or sectarian. Similarly, society has never been
legally compelled to lend its financial support to
a political party.
On this campus, which by the BIF's own ad-

To the
May

A

band. That it was a sincere tribute I know, and its very sincerity
has given great comfort to me and
mine.
After all we have been members of the Bowdoin family for
many years, and family ties are

Roman

Catholics, they cannot support the

BIF

in

any

what-so-ever.
Should Roman Catholics,
do not wish to be affiliated with the BIF,

be compelled to support

it?

We

think not.
Likewise, there is a portion of undergraduates
who simply lack any formal religion. Why should

they be required to support a religious group?
certainly won't have to once they graduate.
Thirdly, there is a goodly number of students
attending churches or synagogues who simply
And enough religious fellowship without belonging to the BIF. Why should they be required to
support it?
In our estimation the BIF organization puts
the cart before the horse anyway. There should
be religious groups, supported by the various
sects, before an interfaith forum is iormed.
These groups, through their own volition, could

They

form an

interfaith

forum

To

the Editor:

The Bowdoin

Interfaith Forum
feels that certain statements in
the last issue of the Orient should
not stand uncontested.
do not
wish to become entangled in particulars but would rather take is-

We

if

—

—

religion plays
any society.

—
—

While we are willing to support the bringing
of religious speakers to lecture before the
whole college, we don't see why students should
be compelled to support the BIF. Let those who
want to belong to the organization support it,
not those who cannot belong to it or do not wish
•

We

are not irreligious; we are only interested
in seeing that the individual is given every possible freedom in seeking his own religion.

Be Dropped
To

the Editor:

I

sues

I

at the

In the

mind

of the reader.

John

S.

.

.

AS

WE SEE

Since the Orient
this

is

IT.

a college pa-

would lead the casual

observer to believe that

(In order to unsure reader Cartcr that he Is not being "misquoted" we would like to state that the
"We" used In the Orient's editorials does not necessarily mean that

the views expressed are those of[
It is the editorial we.
is never any single student opinion because Bowdoin, like
the, world outside, is made up of
many opinions, depending upon the
issues involved, and to represent
the views of the majority all the
time would be "tyranny" In de
Toequevllle's definition. The Editors Say what they believe, even
if it does not represent student

it is expressing the opinion of the majority of the students, The reason for
this statement is the fact that the
editor is not simply an editor in
the strict sense of the word.
He does not own the paper for opinion.
Render Carter's letter is a guest
which he writes, nor is he hired
to express his opinions therein. editorial in itself, as most of our
The Editors)
Rather he is supposed to be se- readers will note.

—

,

Auditorium a few weeks ago.
The Governor displayed all of his talent for
public speaking in his brief appearance; he was
as good, if not better, than when he talked before the Democratic State Convention at Brewer
in March.
What struck us even more than his
excellent presentation were the ideas he put
across. He combined his natural gift for speaking with trenchant logic and profound ideas.
Without ever clearly stating it, the Governor
made It clear -that he was not campaigning
against the Republican gubernatorial nominees.
He never mentioned a name and referred to the
Republican Party by name only on points on
which he and the opposing party agreed.
Yet at no time did we hear the well-worn
platitudes so expertly and ineffectually used by
Alexander A. LaFleur. At no time did we get
the feeling that he was trying to evade an issue.
At no time did we note the inconsistencies of
argument as we did when Willis A. Trafton Jr.
spoke here. Whereas Mr. LaFleur's talk could
not measure up to the level of a college freshman
and whereas Mr. Trafton, despite all his efforts,
could not logically follow through an argument
to our satisfaction, Governor Muskic achieved
the right tone and correct utilization of logic.

He met student questions honestly and in a
straightforward manner.
In one instance he
virtually put a question right in a student's
mouth. This undergraduate, we might add, is
one of the more ardent Republicans on campus.
The very calm and logical way he abolished
the Executive Council without naming one individual or party, but sticking strictly to principles, was
amazing.
That the Democratic
Party in Maine is a party of ideas few will deny
after hearing the Governor speak. Without ever
going into a "philosophy of the party" as such,
he let it be known what the Democratic Party
stands for: the well-being of the common man, of
the body politic, always ranks before the wellbeing of any special interest group.
Maine, as everyone well knows, has untold and
unnumbered problems facing it. We would suggest that if these problems are to be solved, a
man with a definite, vigorous program, a program which can be realized within the limited
financial structure of the state and aimed at
bene. .ting everybody, is needed.
have heard from every serious contender
for governor except Philip F. Chapman, a Portland Republican and Bowdoin graduate. Tomorrow we are fortunate to have an opportunity to
hear him speak. We are anxious to hear what
he has to say, and we hope that as many students as turned out for Governor Muskie will be
on hand to appraise Mr. Chapman's ideas.

By George
Looking back over the 1955-56
theater and musical season at
Bowdoin, it strikes me that it has
been a year of many ups and
downs with a lew too many downs.
For the most part, the triumphs
have been individual rather than
group; productions have been too
often

.

dictionary of cliches, particularly
in the sports section.

.

etc.,
etc.,
and then it winds
up with; ".
scored the clincher
Let us consider the sports sec- at 9:20 of the third stanza."
tion. Now sports of any type are Clincher? Third stanza? What are
usually a straightforward business; these things doing in a lacrosse
either one team wins, or the other game?
does. There are definite things that
Probably they are there for the
happen during the course of the
same reason that baseball players
game, and there to little that can
are always making "smashes," or
be said one way or the other about
starting "a big two-run rally." It's
these things.
not necessary, it's not interesting,
Likewise, there Is no doubt it's not good English
but there
about what the teams are
but it is, and what can you do about
the sportswritei>j\refuse to recogit? Sportsmen of the world, arise!
nize this. One wouX think that a You have nothing
to lose but your
.

—

tennis team is just that; a tennis
team, but no
in sports writing,
the tennis team is referred to as^
the "Racquetmen." Likewise, we"

—

have .Cindermen, Linksmen, Basemen, Netmen, Mermen, Gridmen,
Hoopmen, Matmea, and Thinclads.

Why? Is this sort of thing really necessary? Is it absolutely impossible to speak clearly and directly about what one means? In
modern

poetry, one does not expect to understand what it is all
about, but In sports? And even if
direct speech is impossible, why
not a little variety now and again?
The tennis team could be referred to as the Gutmen
why
not? After all, the racquets are
strung with gut
or at least they
used to be. Then for the track
team, we could haYe Footmen. For
the Golf team. Clubmen. For the
Baseball team. Batmen. For the
swimming team, Flshmen. And so

—

—

on, ad infinitum, ad absurdum, ad

nauseam.

.

the

Spring

Glee Club, after a
somewhat rocky start turned into
"Tilly's''

"The wind-driven tidal wave on could remain at its present size
top of the normal high water" is of about 750, or could increase in
the way Pres. James S. Coles, de- size by some limited amount, "adscribed the problems facing higher justed to the physical facilities
education in the next decade. available and limited to permit
Speaking to the Portland Bow- Bowdoin to retain its essential fladoin Club recently, Dr. Coles said, vor and character."
Declaring that "returning to a
"The coincidence of these two
pressures
the increase in the college of only 600 students seems
proportion of our youth attend- neither reasonable nor practical,"
ing college and the increase in Dr. Coles then discussed the other
the number of youth of college two alternatives at Some length.
"Consideration of the histories of
age
is something like having the
peak of a hurricane coincide with colleges, including that of Bowthe hour of high tide. The 'result- doin," he said, "shows that in spite
ing pressure for college education of all votes of the Governing
limiting si/e, a college
facilities will be very great indeed. Boards
"Making the best estimate- pos- which has continued to maintain a
sible, we find it likely that in 1960 position of leadership in its parthere will be 16 f/< more students ticular group has not been able to
in college than in 1954; and in prevent normal -growth. Bowdoin,
1965 there will be 50'/i more stu- over the last fifty years, has grown
at a steady and constant rate.
dents in college than in 1954."
President Coles told the Port"What is the answer to the quesland alumni that since 1952 a spe- tion which has been posed?" Presicial committee of the Governing dent Coles concluded. "This is still
Boards of Bowdoin has been study- to be determined. In large part it
ing the question of what the Col- will represent a concensus of opin- that of
lege should do fn the face of the ion
faculty,
student,
"bulge in college population which alumni, Governing Boards, and
is inevitably coming." This com- officers of
the College. The anmittee will report not later than
swer to this question is important
April

—

—

1937.

15,

.for Bowdoin and for you as BowOutlining three possible choices,
he said that Bowdoin could return doin alumni. It will determine our
to its 1941 size of 600 students, future."

a splendid singing group which
climaxed
successful

its

season in the highly
Concert with

Campus

Wellesley early in April. Even the
annual "Messiah" was much better than unusual. The only real
low spot came with the Music

Student

Patronage

I

Solicited

•

Sky was competently handled

year. It

is

difficult,

if

hot impos-

First

National Bank

Brunswick, M*une

Masque and Gown will open the
season with Death of a Salesman.
Such plans will certainly provide

and provided good fun for the
sible, to imagine a more brilliant
house party audience, as did Stalag 17 on Ivy, but both shows Meddie group; Terry Stenberg's interest as well as challenges. Afseemed devoid of any great in- contribution cannot be justly rated ter all, isn't college just the place
spiration. Summer stock produc- and Norm Nicholson has made for experiments and new things?

Jr. '52

—

To Aluntni

On College Growth Problems

Club's douhle-hill opera program.
As another writer suggested, such
one
attempts can lead to only
the conclusion that greater empha- Swan Singing.
thing
he death of opera in
sis should be placed on student
The Brunswick Workshop Thea- Brunswick. The professional visiabilities.
tre had a bad season. The first two tors, with the exception of the
The Masque and Gown failed to choices of Wedding Breakfast and Curtis String Quartet which was
make full use of its coach Ray Inspector Calls were unfortunate more wonderful than ever, were
Rutan whose speeialty is scenic on nearly every count. The Rain- satisfactory, not outstanding.
design; they also took minimum maker, after a slow first act, turnIn looking toward next season,
advantage of the new lighting ed into a rewarding evening, with I hope to see a stronger movement
board. Billy Budd was probably the the players at times reaching al- toward originality and novelty. It
most successful production from most professional levels.
is good news to hear that an origthe standpoints of drama, acting
On the musical side Bowdoin has inal musical is scheduled for next
and staging. Moss Hart's Light Up seldom seen a more satisfying Winter House Parties, and that the

Behind The Ivy Curtain
Henry D. M. Sherrerd

A number of actors, several of and its concerts on
them making their first stage ap- Tour.

marred by roughness.

MM

the

liy

Jr. '57

Appleseed nothing less
tions have their place in any sea- Johnny
son, but with a beautiful new thea- than. a campus classic.
ter and a successful playwright
The Chapel Choir, under the diright on our campus, it would be rection of Robert Beckwith, also
interesting to see some new pro- seemed to reach new heights with
ductions tried out.
its weekly appearances in chapel

pearances here, turned in unusuMany of- the most entertaining ally fine performances. It is diffiofferings have come from original cult to select "the, best" actor, but
sources with several students dis- if. such ah honor were, to be beplaying outstanding lalents in the stowed, it would probably go to
fields of playwrighting, directing Donald A. Perkins '58 who in his
and acting. The One-Acts were the three appearances this year has
best
here in many yea rflAtnd proved a dominant stage personthe Pops Concert proved so suc- ality and a very versatile performcessful that it-should provide stim- er Nancy McKeen would receive
ulus for many more programs of my best actress vote for her porits kind. Such evidence leads to trayals in Blow Your Whistle and

We

Pick up a newspaper sometime,
But it's no use
we will always
any newspaper, collegiate or oth- be subjected to this suffocating
erwise, and look at it carefully. blanket of worn-out words and adConsider it objectively, If you can; jectives, and in the end we wind
forget your personal feelings about up with something as outrageous
politics,
Eddie Guest's garbage, as the following which appeared
The Power of Positive Thinking, in the 5 May issue of the Tufts
Drew Pearson, etc. And what do Weekly.
you have? From the political
"Freshmen lacrossemen defeat
speeches to the sports page, you Jx>well.
Overcoming a 3-1 lead, the
have a morning lesson in banali- Tufts freshmen
lacrosse team, led
ties and platitudes. You have a
."
by attackman Jack Doykos.

A. Smart

Coles Speaks

.

H. Carter '58

have noticed the caption students.
There
head of the editorial column

which reads:
per,

editorials. In this way there would
be no question of stagnation or
single-mindodness of the College

To These Ears
Gov. Edmund S. Muskle's talk before a large and,
for the most part, enthusiastic audience in Smith

n

.

For more than a year and a half,
have watched the Orient progress further and further away
from the popular sentiment of the
which College, and now in the last few is-

sue with the general way in
the editor \vould have the College
approach religion on the campus.
First we must state that the BIF
is a blanket tax supported group,
existing solely for the purpose of
promoting the religious interests
of the campus. It would seem
that the editor would contest the
existence of such a group, for students are compelled to support us
financially through their blanket
tax, and we do "desire to make
the students religious." We do believe that "every individual must
seek out his own religion," but

able.
in

The Governor Speaks
Certainly the highlight of a very fruitful series
of political speeches on campus this year was

—

—

—

BIF Defends
Religion Here Asks Caption

they felt that the exchange of ideas on religious matters was valu-

to.

—
—

an important role in Is, in essence, what you are doing Business Manager — Harry G. Carpenter Jr. '57
Manager
Roger W. Whittlesey '58
We are largely depen- when you tell people that this is Advertising
Circulation Managers
JohnF. Dowling Jr. '59, John A. C. McLean
dent
upon Brunswick and its the way we see it.
H '59
churches for the religious life of
I would suggest that you drop
BOWDQIN PUBLISHING" COMPANY
our commnuity. Any step our col- the caption. 1 recall once before
tames A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, Thomas L. Spence '57,
lege community would take to when you were challenged on the
Jfcm '57, Harold R. Beacham '56, Harry G, Carpenter Jr. '57
supplement this would be welcom- point of not signing editorials, you
strong. So for Morgan, who truly
ed by the BIF.
reared back and said that NO one
loved Bowdoin, and for me, I wish
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Executive Committee ever signed editorials.
('.alias* r»Miiktri ftaprtaantatlva
to express my deepest gratitude
of the BIF
NEW YORK. N. Y.
Well, in the light of the fact that
426 MADISON AVENUE
for a very moving tribute.
Harold W. Tucker '58, Roger the Orient is a highly effective
Cbk*C> — B«tt«n — Loa An«e U* — San Francisco
Amelia Walker Cushlng
PlMiilStH ttfkli *K»n (!*«•» art held daring th« Pall and Sprint Stmuter br
Howell Jr. "58, Robert F. Garrett means of communication, (re: your tin ltud»nt.
of Bawaoln CoUtjrr. AMtlu n*wa communication, to ih« Kditor and «ubIII '59, Paul W. Todd 58, Richard survey of not too long ago) I think atrlption toauuuitatlaoa to In*. Bsauuta Manager of the Bowdoin I'uMnhing Company at (hi OBfKNT Oflcc in Mior* Hall, Ho.doln CoW«. Brun.wick. Main*. KnC. Fleck Jr. '58/
that more people should be allowed Urfd aa Krand claaa «l»t«»r at Um poit offirr at Brunawlra, Main*. Tha lubacrlption
to voice their opinions in guest rata for ana r«U 1». Waff*. (») do}W«.

group of undergraduates at BowCatholics.
If they are good

sizable

doin are

way
who

Editor:

I at this time express my
thanks to the Editors of the Orient
for the very beautiful "In Memoriam" written about my hus-

organization.

this does not mean that we cannot lected by the students of the Colhave religious fellowship and if lege to express their opinions. For Editor-in-Chief
H. Edward Born '57
Thomas L. Spehce '57
leadership.
Although one, I don't think that the ma- Senior Associate Editor
necessary
Peter F. Gass '57, Roger Howell Jr. '58
body goes Managing Editors
courses in religion are certainly jority of the school
Paul Br Uwis '58
valuable for understanding religi- along with all the, views set forth Sports Editor
'56, RayNews Editors
Roland L. O'Neil '59, Carroll E. Pennell
ous concepts, they are no substi- in the editorial column, and as a
mond G. Bablneau '59
tute for an opportunity to express second point, I definitely do not.
Assistant News Editors
John W. Albert '57, Kenneth E. Carpenter
religious values and religious felFurther, I object to being mis•58, J. Skeltpn Williams '59, Barry C. Waldorf '58
lowships in daily living.
quoted to the more thah one thou- Feature Writers
William Beeson III '56, Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr.
"52, Maynard A. Seelye '56, George A. Smart Jr. "57
The Bowdoin community is a so- sand alumni and parents who subSgt. Pete DIVenere, C. William Cooke HI "57
ciety within its>lf and we feel that scribe to the Bowdoin Orient. This Photographer

—

Orient Tribute

mission "to a society within Itself," students are
not compelled to support political organizations,
but they are compelled to support a religious

In a letter to the Orient appearing on this
page, the Executive Committee of the Bowdoin

.

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

*/
drunk on beer, according to the
WPI Tech News.' Prof. Leon Goldberg asserts that a person cannot
gulp enough beer rapidly enough
(a term more meaningful to us is

When June rolls around
And you're homeward

chug-a-lugging) to become intoxi-

For

cated.

Strangely enough this report
came out shortly after the dean of
Yale College issued a bulletin
which prohibited keeping or bringing beer kegs in student rooms.
Prof. Goldberg's studies in intoxication indicate that because of the
low alcohol content in beer it
would be necessary to consume
three quarts to become drunk.
Since the stomach holds only two,
he very logically claimed that a
party man can never reach the

bound,

smoke you've found—
Have a CAMEL!

the best

—

-fan, -ffwfr

saturation point.
So there you are, men. It can't
be done. It's all in your mind. Remember this when the officer puts
his foot on the running-board (if
you have one
which is doubtful) and says "You been drinking,
buddy?" You can prove that it is
cliches,!
If the professor can be
Two items on drinking this impossible.
logical, so can you. And of course
week; one from Brown, and the
all policemen are notoriously logiother from Yale. At Brown, it
cal.
seems that they had a fairly rugAnd so, as our ship sinks slowly
ged weekend, and the result is a
in the west
The end approaches.
ban on drinking.
Ivy is past, and there Is nothing
According to the article in the more to look forward to than exConnecticut Daily Campus for May ams. The show is over, what little
8; "The ban on the serving of li- applause there was has died out,
quor at social functions was or- and the Ivy Curtain falls
coldered by university officials be- lapses, as a matter of fact.
cause of what was described as a
Probably there should be some
'boisterous' spring weekend
'a deathless words to finish off a col.

.

fwrepteaairei

.

—

—

It's

a psychological

fact:

Pleasure helps

your disposition. K you're a smoker,
remember
more people get
more pure pleasure from Camels
lhan from any other cigarette!

—

—

No

—

other cigarette

is

so

rfdt-tosiinf, yot so mild!

—

little
more lively than usual.' umn like this, but the only ones
The order resulted in a sudden ap- that occur at the moment are ones
pearance of numerous protesting that are rarely heeded. Still, they
banners across the front of many are words of valuable advice, parBrown buildings. Ane sign on the ticularly in this high-r.essure age.
Phi Kappa Psi fraternity house
I give you the personal motto of
read 'Next Week, No Smoking.'
General Joe Stilwell, who went
The other item comes by way down to defeat because he believed
of The Wesleyan Argus for May 8, in it; but he went down a better
and reads in part as follows: "A man than all the successful poli-

Yale professor of medicine has ticians in the world. Illegitimati
proved that it is impossible to get Non Carborundum.

B. J.

____ft

____i_________i

______________________

_nol*>

Tokatra _.,

Wlm_ _, „

p
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Patoh Cops Both Hurdles
Mar

also took laurels in their respecBut for a heavy cros*-bree»e, tive events.
Seffens was particularly impressthere might have conceivably been
an even greater discrepancy in the ive, throwing the javelin 194 feet
score. The wind at Whittier Field 214 inches against the wind. It
was quite strong and hurt some just might have surpassed the 200
of the individual performances for mark on a clear day.
The summary:
the White cindermen.
Htmnvr throw
Won bv MrWilH»m«
Bill McWiUiams, again, paced

5%

feet

inches in his specialty, the

hammer.

;

Stark

tied.
In

HrlKht

IB):

M

3rd.

by

(B).

Bond

i

<B|.

Wnllarc

Eidmnn

IR)

I

(BA>.

(m.

Won bv Mi William* IB);
Parkhurat (BA>: 3rd. Hrcain* (BA).
137 fWt »1 iiwhex.
Won by Gartner iRA);

IHwuk
2tul,

Itfutanrr-

Broad jumii

Burwaa

2nd.

IliMHIir.

(B)

20

fnrl

Krrninn
3rd,
in. Us.
10}

:

1

:

|

:

j

:

:

;

mark.

U.S.

Kill yard dahh
Won )rv I-'redejiburif
the other
(B)
2nd. Moeu-om IB): 3nl. Itiley (B).
multiple winner for the White, Tim* -lO.r,.
Mile run
Won bv Riopel (BA) 2nd,
copping firsts in both the high
Younir (B)
,3rd
Parluird (B). Time
hurdles and the low hurdles. Bates 4:3-..".
440 yard run
Won by McOimh (BA)
had three: Captain Jim Riopel,

was

George Paton

-

:

-

:

:

]

;

who

took the mile and two-mile
events, Jim McGrath, the 440-yd.
dash and also the 220-yd. run, and

Pete

Gartner

who managed

to

Herrirk

2nd.
Ti

|R|

Hinrkley

3rd.

:

(II).

yard

220

Won

dnnh

(BA):

2nd. FVedenburirti
IB). Time 22.6.

ioiii

I/>w hurdle*

Won

3rd.

Mlost-

:

2nd,

;

:

On

Charles

New England

NCAA

The final standings were Harvard 140 points. Brown 137, M.I.T.
Coast Guard 130, Bowdoin
Babson 1.12, Northeastern
Rhode Island 96, and Trinity

Rules

136,
128,
interpretation, to which you refer, repre- 109,
72.
sents an effort to race up to the
summer baseball problem. As you
know, this interpretation states:

recent

NCAA

o
SUIT Competition

The competition

meet
"A student may play summer
the stiffest of any meet this
baseball as an amateur on any was
team not under the jurisdiction of year. The evenness of it is shown
by the score and by the fact that
professional baseball or otherwise
only 10 points separated the first
classified as a professional team
by recognized authority, it being seven teams at the end of half of
understood that he may not re- the twenty races. These same
teams have been fighting for .vaceive pay for participation."
rious- trophies all year. M.I.T. won
I would apply this interpretathe Fowle Trophy ( N. E, team raction as follows
a student's baseing championships) and the Boston
ball ability may be a factor in
his obtaining a summer job and he Dinghy Cup, Brown the McMillan
may play summer baseball under and Sehell, Harvard the Coast
these circumstances without en- Guard Bowl (N. E. championdangering his eligibility provided ships), and Bowdoin the Qeiger
he works on his job all the hours Also this year the Polar Bears
for which he receives pay, and the have won the Hewitt (Northern
"30 (State?
pay is in keeping with the commu- N. E.) ami the Class of
Next year the
nity's going rate for similar work. Series) trophies.
If the student receives pay for some team will be returning and
work which he does not perform or is already eyeing the above trophies.
if
his baseball

—

playing time is
counted into his job time, then
he would be receiving pay for participation and wduld be ineligible
for future intercollegiate compe-

then

Car roll.

2-0.

proceeded

Greene.

i>

K'lark.-. x

load

to

in

White Lose 4-0

On

top Is Bill Gardner, flaying captain of the varsity tennis squad
and top-sccilcd in the itchool. In the middle Is Bub Pqekard, sophomore long-distaiicr star, who has hicn piling up a lot of points for the
White cause. In the southwest portion is Paul Doherty who has led
the golfers to one of their finest seasons. This week the linksmen
were second In the New Englands.
photo By DiVenere

this

Z, Lewis,

'.18

New Faces
almost a common occurrence here at Bowdoin that more frequently than not, everyone is astounded by the competency of the
Frosh athletic squads. Later on, of course, these teams taper off and
get back into the "normal order of things."
This year, however, I think we are witnessing a freshman baseball
squad that just might break tradition. They have been looking good,
It's

With a bunch of high-school All-State and All-City men,
and tremendous depth in the infield (they've got some of them out in
the pastures), the Polar Cubs have ripped through their schedule unreal good.

1

Kroner, n
Harris, y
Totals
9 17.1
Fanned for Greene in !iih
Giounded nut for Primer in

F—
Y

'•

1

I

Totals

1

M

34

I

flth

It
Kixby, I.iiiHcott. Soyrhak 2. \.\r\ 2.
Manrini. F. Maneinl 2, Fruaer. Illil
Mimrini 3, Lint. Benttie. IJnaroit. 2BH
I.il.by 2.
:iBII
Boyehak. List. HH l.ins(<.ii.
Ml Boyehak 2. DP I.iblrv. .Ki.ider
and I.inarott. I*ft- Maine X. Bowdoin In.
UH Chi roll r,, Greene 4. Fraaer I. SO -

Carroll

Greane
Tyiser

X

12,
6.

off

Greene
Fraaer

U

Greene.

FniMr

3.

3 in

4.

Ilonuvan.

WP

HO

1.

Greene.

Hurrint'ton.

tl2l,

^23"

.

.

VVaterville.

Brown, who hurled his fifth win known institute of notables, which
now holds thirty-two coaching figagainst no defeats, struck out one,
walked four and kept the Polar ures and forty-eight athletes.
Olympics
Bears to four well-spread singles.
Tootell was a participant in the
1924 Olympics at Paris nnd until
In A Cluster
The Colby nine scored their runs 1955 was the Rhode Island State
in a cluster in both the third and Track and Field and Cross-Counfifth. In the third, Neil Stinneford. try coach. His retirement from the
remembered from the fall football latter position came as a blow to
extravaganza, reached first on an R. I. State where he had come to
error, the ball getting away from be hailed as one of the finest track
Brud Stover. He slid safely into coaches in the country. His tenure
second on another error by John had lasted from 1925 extending for

By David II. Bird '.tC
Last Wednesday afternoon, the a playoff in
the New Englands. Ty
Bowdoin Linksmen were upset Tyler and
Jack Eaton were the
by Maine 4-3 in a very tense and qualifiers
at 79 and 80 respectiveexciting match.
ly. Paul Doherty (80) lost in the
Emery Howard provided the playoff which also
involved Eaton.
winning margin with a one-up Ron
Golz had an 83 for Bowdoin
twenty hole victory: It was a very which
gave them a 322 total good
clfise match all the way and Bownot. drop any one-sided

matches.

for a second place

Ty Tyler

tie.

lost his first

match

2

up which Eaton won his first and
Englands
dropped his second 2-up, to Fordie
At the Oakley Golf Club on Fri- Pitts
a finalist.
Kreider with a steal.
day, two Polar Bear golfers qualiWill Laverdiere walked and Don
fied for match play and one lost in
Good Performance
Rice followed with a double to
This showing in the New Eng- score Stinneford. The former scorlands was the best a Bowdoin team ed on a single by Ron Staples. In
has ever done and showed that the fifth, Staples collected his sec
there is potential a-plenty here.
ond hit but was picked off second
There are three State Series after Barkey Boole had followed
matches this week with Colby, with another bingo. A_walk followBates and Maine respectively. Next ed by a double steal then a clutch

New

Frosh Win

6-4;

Victory Keeps

Record Intact

gratitude/

1923,
Bowdoin Olympic Track great, has
Pel Brown, the Colby Mules took
just been elected to the Helms Hall
a 4-0 decision over Bowdoin in
Track and Field Hall of Fame.
their State Series opener at Jack
Five other former track standCoombs Field last Wednesday at
outs we're al«r> flocterl to the woll-

Linksmen Upset By Maine;
Second In
E. Tourney

doin did

F. Tpotcll.

d«featedtand hardly scored upon.
The Personnel
Brandon Teeling has been an all-around standout, tvhile Freddy
Hall at the keystone sack and Macey Rosenthal at Short have, in the
last few weeks, reached the top-notch form that was expected of
them. Ronnie Woods has twirled some mighty impressive games and
Al Gill, the other starting moundsman, has been more than adequate.
The outfielders Parmalee, Papazoglou and Waters have been damaging
in all games, aiding the cause considerably with both hat and glove.
Dick Powers at first and Tony Berlandi behind the plate allow me to
say that this is one heck of a lineup.
Of Pennies And Plx
A couple of thoughts for today heard that somewhere).
This new hockey rink is costing the college quite a bit. Two- hundred, seventy-five thousand for the whole kit and kaboodle, and it
seems as if it will be setting the school back around $12,000 a year
for maintenance. Just how it will affect other sports, and, of course,
the rest of the.school is certainly something to take into consideration.
Many of the pictures that adorn those Orient pages are done by
one Pote DiVenere, Sgt. P. DiVenere. I think they're pretty darn good
This department depends
(.take a look at the composite this week).
on Pete quite a bit; so with this last issue w'ed like to express our
,

.

In Four-Hitter Selected Track
D.GardnerCops
To Colby Mules Hall Of Famer
Fred
Tootell, Class of
and
Sailing Trophy
Behind the four-hit chucking of

N

Meet

In an extraordinarily close battle and ten races, 10 of these points
for the New England champion- had been made up.
ships the Bowdoin sailing team
Two Firsts
placed Jlfth, only 12 points from
The next day it was anyone's
first place Harvard.
meet as first one team and then
In the first race of division B
another held first place, while
the Polar Bears received a big jolt
Bowdoin picked up two places.
when Charlie Leighton was disOn the next to last race M.I.T.,
qualified after winning the race.
Brown and Harvard were involved
This cost the team 10 points and
in a crucial protest which took
broke its spirit. With a 20 point
the judges 2% hours to solve, and
deficit
Hbwtand and Leighton which cost M.I.T.
not only the
started working their way up, takCoast <Suard, Bowl, but also the
ing 4 seconds in the next 6 conchance to compete in- the Nationals
tests. At the end of the first day,in Detroit on June 20-22.

The

was

Green

the bases but finally got out of the
inning with no further trouble.
During the next three innings,
Green ran into more trouble as
two walks and a pair of back to
back singles, scored three more
for the nine from Maine. Tom
Fraser pitched the last four -in'
nines and did a fine job allowing
only three singles and a walk.

Mrf.rath

bv

(B)

by futon (B)

:

In

the score

CO.

(BA): 3nl, Stark (B). Time
gain first In both the broad and Heuimth
25.i.
KH0 yard run
Won bv Hincklev (B)
high jumps.
2nd.
Dlarkmer (B)
Wi<k» (BA).
Bra,
Bob Hinckley, who last week Time
2.00.6.
Two mile run — Won bv Riooel (B)
surprised everybody at Orono,
2nd, Parkard (B): 3rd. I.ndd (BA). Time
earned a first in the 880-yd. event
10 :!«.».

Sailors Fifth

1

,

(HA).

Shot Put
Won by MrWIIIitima (B)
erred a few times,
2nd. Frmina (BA)
Mr(\l* (B).
:trd,
once letting fly the hammer un- hi lanr. 4s tfet ~\ IncnM.
Hlifh jumn
Won by (lartnpr (RA):
intentionally. Steve MeCabe, who
2nd. OrtrMl (BA): :tr.l. ti«l. Mark. S#fwas right behind him for a Bow- trna (B). HrWht 5 fret 6 inchaa.
J«v*lln
Won bv SeffenH iB): 2nd.
doin second, looked quite good, and
Bond (B) .3rd. frfalna |HA). DIAanet
the wind, undoubtedly kept him 194 fwt 2) Inrhm.
Won bv I'alon (B)
Illyb hlTrdrM
from hurling an over 165 foot
2nd. HeuKiilh (RA)
:!nl, SUrk fit). Time

McWiUiams

lost

'

initio*.

Won

vault

Pol.,

By Paul

Nell A. Cooper '58
Jim Conall in a tremendous peranother
State Series game at Pickard Field formance left five Bowdoin men
on Friday as the University of stranded in the first four innings.
However,
Maine concentrated its heavy hitin the fifth with two out
ting into two innings to win 5-2. Pete Rigby blasted a hit to cenJim Carroll held the Polar Bears ter and Bill Linscott followed with
to six hits, fanning a dozen to a long four sneker.
take the win from two Bowdoin
Special praise to Pete Rigby
chuekers.
whose defensive play was a standDick Greene started for the out on both sides. Pete turned four
White and took the loss. After of the nicest fielding gems seen
fanning the first man to face him to date.
'he ran into trouble. Francis "TiMAINK
BOWHOIN
ab h o
ab
ger" Soychak rapped a high, long
J
Itaneo. rf
4
UKrelder. 2b
5
2
fly to center which Bob Shepherd Soyrhak. 2b
U'KiHhy, 3b <7 4
4lUnwoU. lb 4
misjudged and it rolled for a three List, rf
Maneinl. 3h
Stover, e
4
bagger. Dawson List followed with 11. .in.. Il>
r.'She|iherd.<-f
4
If
Davis.
2
I-il.by.
u
4
'another triple and when Joe ManSeiibner. ss
l'Vlcaer. rf
3
cini rapped a line single to right, Loi'lcero. c
13 Curtis. If
4

The White nine

noon, 83-52.

2nd.

POLAR
BEARINGS

By

Bear Track squad In a time of 2:005. Pete FreaVnnearby Bates in a burgh took the 100 in 10.5 while
dual meet last Wednesday after- Bill SefTens and Maynard Wallace
easily defeated

IB)
Und. MrCiilw
Dinlnnre 132 fw

Bates

Nine Bows To Pale Blue;
Rigby Defensive Standout

McWiUiams Paces Win;

the Polar Bears, winning the hammer, discus and shot.
The astounding weight-man hit 137 feet
8V* inches in the discus. 48 feet
7Vi inches in the shot, and 182
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Drop Two; Cimlermen

Polar Bears

The

16,

Monday Bowdoin

thirty-one years.

For ARU's

Mlllnn Cup Regatta at Annapolis,
Md.. on March 31 and April 1.
Charlie Leighton of North ChathMass., and Skip Howland of
Auburndale, Mass., were also selected to compete in the New England Intercollegiate Sailing Asso-

am,

Olympic Monotype

ciation

The Bowdojn College Sailin'g
'Club has acquired now facilities
on the shore of the New Meadows
River,

between

Brunswick

and

Bath, Athletic Director Mai Morrell announced today. Included is
a shore frontage of 350 feet, with
a right of way and a log cabin,
which is being used as a clubhouse.
Terming the new facilities "one
of the finest basins for small boat
sailing in New England," Morrell
said, "Since sailing has become
a valuable part of both the fall
and spring athletic program at
Bowdoin, it -was decided to purchase this land for the use of the
Sailing Club."

at Bowdoin Tootell won
NCAA. 1C4A and AAU HamThe Polar Bear sailors have had
Throw Championships, in remarkable success in the past
1923, the last of which he repeated
"few years. Two weeks ago they won

While

the

mer

the next year. At Paris he took
the world title. He also excelled in
the other weight events such as
in

Shenerd.rf
Hurrin.1

4

\

\

0' Boole. II

4

linunlmr.aa

4

2

1

2

2
3

possession of the Ivan J. Geiger
Memorial Trophy by defeating
M.I.T., Harvard, and Northeastern.
On Saturday and Sunday the team
will compete in the finals of the
New England championships at

O'Jarnieson.l
4
12
plays host
to single that clinched the game for HaxtiniTK.r
Coat, r.c
MnnisHey.2
.10 4
the Maine Intercollegiate Cham- the Mules.
llyer.p
lilHV'II.U
2
4
M.I.T.
The Freshman Baseball Team pionship, It is hoped the students
aThoum'n
The Sailing Club Was selected as
bVlaaar
Some Story
remained undefeated by squeezing find time to come out and watch
Miii-shall. t> 0,0
01
one of the five teams which reAgain it was the same old story ^Berkley
out the University of Maine Frosh, because it should be very close
10
01
presented New England In the McTotals
31
4 24
71
Total*
6-4 on Friday.
31
R 27 10
and interesting. The White will for the Polar Bears as the usual Bowdoin
nun
flno
000—0
This time the yearlings had to be counting on men like Paul Do- famine struck the hitting depart- (''lliy
11112
OOx - 4 the discus and javelin. It is interK Boole, Kreider, Stover. It Stinne- esting to note that it was only
come from behind in the late inn- herty and Jack Eaton, both at- ment.
Bowdoin ab h o a Colby
ab h o a ford. Laverdiere. Boole, Iliinlmr. KBI
ings to overcome a 5-0 deficit.
last
week that Bill McWiUiams
tempting to remove the crown Krelder.2
Marrlmy 2. Staple*. Hire. 2B Rice. SB
2
1
SlStlnflef'cl.rf
1
S
Stinneford 2. 1 jiveidi.re. Dunbar. 1)1'
the from Maine's defending medalist, Uii-I'v.:!
In the last of the-, {sixth,
3
ILav'cliere.l
broke Tootell's hammer throw recBoole to JiimieMon. Unaoott to Stover.
l,insrntt.l
Oil OIKire.r
4
Frosh clobbered Stickler, first of Emery Howard, Jr.
LOB Bowdoin !i. Colby 1.1. BB Brown. ord of 185 feet.
Slovei.H
2
Miii'l— .'
4
4 J -2
the three Pale Blue hurlers. With
the aid of a few free passes and
some timely hitting, the Cubs
picked up four runs.
.1

I

(I

1

.1

1

110

I

11

iiiil'

>

New Captain
John Herrlck, new 1057 indoor
track captain. Heriick won the
State 440-yd. run at Orono two
weeks ago and has been' a valuable
asset
Coach Saba*teanskl'a
to
team all season. Photo by DiVenere.

r>

::

I

I

II
fi

.1

1

ii

Merrymeeting

To The Showers
Again in the eighth, the freshsent the second Maine hurler
to the showers.' Pete Papazoglou
hit a] double with ope aboard and

men

one out and then with men on
second and third Pete Bastow hit
a single driving in one. He took
second on the play at the plate.

185 Park

Creeling

Shop

Gift

J

All

Cleaners

Types Of

Color Film

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

Row

Cards —

&

J

_

3

Gifts

HOUR SERVICE

Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Smith's Photo

Shop

146 Maine Street
Dial PA 5-2924

Brunswick, Maine

The secret-theyVe SYtfCHftO-DYNED!

tition.

Note:
letter

iTheyVe

The above an excerpt from
dated December 15, 1954

for

from Mr. Walter Byers, Executive
Director, of the

NCAA.

And this new Bobby Jones set is as handsome as they come.>
The irons feature an exclusive tough alloy steel with a
glistening high-polish finish that lasts season after season.

'.
16-17

If

who

SCARLET HOUR

you're interested in whittling strokes off your
isn't?) see

DYNED

with

CAROL OHMART
TOM TYRON

game (and

and swing the 1956 Bobby Jones SYNCHRO-,

clubs at your Spalding dealer's.

Play Spalding Clubs and Balls—golfs most winning
combination.

also

News

and

"contact feel" to help groove your swing.

THEATRE
May

.

synchro-byned®:

nation, gives each club in the set the identical swing

Brunswick, Maine
Wed.-Thura.

called the sweetest playing clubs in the book, and'

good reason. Spalding's exclusive

club process, a scientifically exact system of weight coordi-

CUMBERLAND

Short Subject

May

Frl.-Sat.

18-19

HUMPHREY BOOART
In

Sirs THE PACE

IN

SP0RIS

THE HARDER THEY
FALL

NAVIGATOR AND PILOT

alao

Short Subject
Sun. Mon.-Tues.

May

20-21-28

MEET ME IN
LAS VEGAS

The flying U. S. Air Force is a team of men who command the aircraft and men
who plan the attack. These are the pilots and navigators, both equally important to
the defense of America.

with
tSA.V DAILRY
CYD (TIAKISSE

alao

Short Subject

May

Wed.-Thurs.

You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical he.irth, may join this
select group in the world's most exciting and rewarding adventure. Your training
will stand you in good stead, whatever your future plans may be—and you'll be
earning over $6,000* a year 1 8 months after graduation.

THE TEAM
[THAT DEFENDS
AMERICA

23-24

MIRACLE IN THE
RAIN
with

JANE WYMAN
VAN JOHNSON
alao

Newi

May

Fri.-R»t

trials

in April.

25-26

f

THE MAN WITH
THE GUM

If you are between 19 and 26% years of age, investigate y our opportunities as an
Aviation Cadet in the U.S. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given to
college graduates. For full details, write to: Commander, 3500th Recruiting Wing,
«B«edon p»»oi m«m«d ut -^.m «,
Wright- Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
t

flight

with

ROBERT MITCHlHVt

Graduate-Then Fly...U.

JAN STBRLINO

MMHIilitt

*—m

S.

r

,utus with 2 yatrt' xrvic* or nion.

AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

—

..
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News

College

Editors

Overseers

.

Mitchell Interview

.

(Con tin ltd from pic* one)

ert L. Bell '42 of Stoneham, Mass.,
proprietor of Bell's Card Shop;
David R. Hastings '46 of Fryeburg,
a partner in the law firm of Hasteducation. Minority opinion held ings and Son; and Merton G. Henthat "control follows subsidiza- ry '50 of Alexandria, Va., legislation" and that federal influence tive assistant to United States
is "unhealthy." On Senator
the affirmative side, most replies Maine.

today (Thursday, April 26) releasresults of its fourth annual

over education

opinion poll of the nation's col-

said, in effect, that control is not
an inevitability regardless of how

ed the

newspaper

lege

A

editors.

majority of the student journwho responded said that:

alists

—President Eisenhower should
be re-elected to a second term.
—United States policy toward
inadequate.
Israel
—Extensive federal aid to educais

tion is desirable.

—Desegregation
schools

southern

in

come about

wil'

efforts tw evade

—The campus

despite

it.

press should feel
free to comment on national issues.
—American college students display a lack of interest in national
political affairs.

^Fraternities and sororities do
not have an undemocratic influence.

Participating in the poll were
47 editors at large and small,
public and. private institutions of
higher learning in all parts of the

Alumni

G.

Frederick
will

Payne

choose

also

of

three

Directors of the Alumni Fund to
given to serve for a term of three years.
six candidates include S. Sewall Webster '10 of Augusta, an
accountant and tax consultant; C.
Lloyd Claff '18 of Randolph.
Mass., President of M. B. Claff
"Our school systems are not and Sons; Leon Leighton, Jr. '19
so effective as to make the tradi- of Harrisburg, Pa., President of
tional ways inviolate," said one shoe findings companies in AuNew Yorker. With several ex- burn, Columbus, Ohio, and
Pa.,
and President
ceptions, editors from larger ur- Lynchburg,
ban schools supported federal aid of Eastern Colortype Corporation.
Allen E. Morrell '22 of Brunswick,
strongly.
A majority of the editors main- proprietor of the Brunswick Coal
tained that school desegregation and Lumber Company; Josiah H.
'36 of Portland, a partwill occur "in the foreseeable fu- Drummond
ture." Twenty-six said that not ner in the law firm of Drummond
even organized resistance could and Drummond; and Vincent B.
'38 of Washington, D. C,
stop it, but 18 thought that the Welch
end of segregation would not be senior partner in the law firm of
Welch, Mott, and Morgan.
in sight during "our time."

much

money

federal

is

local schools. Several

emphasized The

taking
that the "risk" is worth
since education in many areas is
as one editor put it
"in a state
of deterioration."

—

'

Significantly, half of the latter

attend schools outside the deep
United States. Their publications. South. One Bostonian said, "If we
. .
It is estimated, reach a; combined
had any courage, we would enforce
((.'ontinufd from pace one)
collegiate audience of almost half the law." Editors from New York,
a million students.
Committo
set
up
Blood
Bank
the
the
Dakotas,
Northwest
the
and
Fifty-five per cent of the cam- agreed with him. Opinion from tee analogously to the Campus
Chest Committee, the Council impus editors chose President Eisen- Dixie was divided.
hower as their favorite candidate.
One southern student wrote: mediately elected Henry to head
Adlai E. Stevenson was preferred "Not in the deep South, where the committee for the following
by 26 per cent. Expressions
of opposition is violent!!!" Another, year.
support were recorded to a lesser however, put it this way: "IntelliHenry Blood Fund Chairman
degree for Chief Justice Earl War- gent people in all states see that
ren, Senator Estes Kefauver, and
Henry, who was recently elected
segregation is impractical as well
Governor Averell Harriman. Five as unfair. They will win over the to the Council by the Sigma Nu
of the editors indicated that they diehards
within several years." fraternity, is a veteran and will
were still undecided.
Some 92 per cent of the editors graduate with the class of 1957.
While 26 of 43 editors agreed asserted that college newspapers A graduate of Lynn Classical High
that the "peace and prosperity" should feel free to discuss national School, Henry has been active in
theme would make as "potent an issues. Moreover, nearly all of freshman football. WBOA, the
issue as GOP leaders claim," all them indicated that their papers Newman Club, of which he is secvarious
and
except four cited other issues do consider public questions. The retary-treasurer,
which they thought warranted dis- editor of a small women's college house committees.
cussion in the coming campaign.
wrote: "Since so many students
In addition to his Student CounLow farm prices and high agri- fail to read any paper except the cil duties and heading the Blood
cultural surpluses headed the list campus one ... we feel that we Bank Committee next year, he will
with 17 votes. Foreign policy was should try to keep them informed serve on the Board of Proctors.
listed 13 times -and civil rights 9 of current happenings. We also
"I have noticed," said Abraham
times. Federal aid to education, comment on them to a limited exLincoln, "that a man is about as
taxes, and the influence of business tent."
on government also were included.
The campus editors reported a happy as he has made up his mind
However, only three of the editors lack of interest by students in to be."
considered the President's health politics. One from a small southan issue sufficiently important to ern college wrote: "Students on
influence voters.
this campus have little concern
On the Arab-Israeli dispute, 35 for national politics and personof 40 students criticized the U. S. alities, mostly because of a feeling
policy, while seven offered no com- of being removed from them."
ment. Some condemned the State
A reply from one of the largest
Department for "catering to the universities in the East said:
Arabs" while others said the "poli- "Most college students simply do
ticians are sacrificing American not connect themselves with poliInterests" for the sake of the Jew- tical affairs. It is the job of educaish vote. A slight majority favored tion at all levels to teach students
Irani in the dispute.
Iheir connection with the world
The campus journalists divided around them
including the poli31 to 15 in favor of federal aid to tical. Education has failed so far."

Council

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

is a qualified votA. The State Department has
essential for them to discovered that some foreign counhave training when they have the tries believe that a Negro is "less
common sense." This is far more inclined to do a selfish thing than
important.
a white representative." Similarly,
Q. When he has equal oppor- a former U. S. Ambassador to Intunity to vote, do you think the dia said that the Indian people
colored man will immediately par- are much more receptive to colticipate to the degree of the white ored Americans than
to
White
man?
ones.
A. At present there are "16,000
More Violence in South
estimated colored voters in Mississippi," a state with over a milQ. Is there more violence against
lion Negroes. Wih an equal opthe Negro in the North or in the
portunity given them, the result South?
will parallel the situation in the
A. "The North doesn't

A.

"The Negro
isn't

It

er.

Monroe, Louisiana, the
Citizens Council has a drive to
stop Negroes from registering.
They justify their move by accusing them of block voting. Would
you please comment?
A. The people of Monroe "were
going to let the colored people
vote," but along came the Council
to prohibit them. As for block voted in Washington hotels?
ing, it was against a "man who
A. They can comfortably stay in
threatened everything to deprive
Washington hotels. Otherwise it is
the colored of civil rights. Naturthe exception, and it is particularally they voted for the other canly in hotels of questionable repu*
didate."

tation.

Talmadge Unfit
Q. What do you think
madge running for the

Communism Kept From

Heads

NEPSA,

Vose.

'Stalag 17'

.

(OntlnMd frwn pas*

Presents Paper

.

Speakers

one)

(On tin u^

.

.

fr

•IM)

he tended to overact and at the
ly for the Quill, the undergraduate
hi3 portrayal grew too
literary magazine.
intense
any
effect.

same time

Professor Athern P. Daggett

was

New Eng-

elected President of the

Two Sub-Freshmen
Win Scholarships

William S. Howard Jr. '57, was
been awarded a four-year Union for the most part at home in the
Carbide Scholarship to the College, role of the young Herb Gordon,
while Edward E. Bean of Cumber- and he made the most of his bath
land Center has been awarded the scene.
John Johnston Scholarship for
Otho E. Eskin '56 sputtered mer1956-57, Hubert S. Shaw, Director rily through his part of
the Gerof Admissions announced recently. man Captain.

ment and

is

Rho Upsilon

a

member

fraternity.

of

Alpha

He was

elected to Phi Beta Kappa last
June and has been a James Bow-

doin Scholar for three years.
A cadet major in the ROTC
unit, he is the regimental training officer. Cohen has also been
active in the Political Forum. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Salutatorian of his class at OroOthers in the cast included Nano High School, Virtue was recent- than F. Cogan '59 and John M.
ly named a Certificate of Merit Rodgers '59
as the Guards, Gordon
question: first, winner in the National Merit
'58 as Duke, Nathan Winer Cohen of 25 Albany Street, South
what is your answer to the Citi- Scholarship Program. Bean was L. Weil
'57 as Shultz and Guy-Michael B. Portland.
zens Councils accusing
the also awarded a Certificate.
Davis. '59 as Witherspoon.
N.A.A.C.P. of Communist backing?
The College is one of nearly fifRay Rutan's setting successfully
Second, is there any Communist
ty liberal arts colleges and techni- captured the mood of despair in
Massachusetts Hall was planned
Eisenhower. First, is this true; and infiltration? Finally, was
the sing- cal institutions participating in the
the barracks of Stalag 17.
in 1798 and completed in 1802.
second if Truman shoul/1 run would er, Paul Robeson,
a Communist scholarship program created
by
you vote for him?
and was he associated with the Union Carbide and Carbon CorporA. I don't want to comment on N.A.A.C.P.?
ation.
the first question. But if Truman
A. "We know we are not subThe Johnston Scholarship Fund
was running I would vote for him.
versive.
know we are not Com- was established in 1940 with a gift
munist dominated. There is no of $25,000 from Albert Johnston,
India Likes Negroes Better
criticize
the great infiltration of Communists. in honor of his grandfather, John
Q. Many
N.A.A.C.P. say progress for the They would like in but we have Johnston, a member of the Class
Negro has come only from the ex- effectively prevented it.
of 1832 at the College, "to perAs for Paul Robeson, "to my petuate the memory of his indusample set by individual colored
Brunswick,
people. As an N.A.A.C.P. leader, knowledge, he is not a Commu- try, individualism, independence,
nist." Moreover, he has no connec- and
what is your opinion?
sense of personal responsibility."
A. Progress has been a joint tion with the N.A.A.C.P.
of Tal-

N.A.A.C.P.

United

States Senate?
A. "I don't know any qualities
that Talmadge has for the Senate."
Q. I have read that this year
the colored voter is shifting
to

Q.

As

a

final

&

We

Brunswick Coal
Lumber L<
FUEL BUILDING SUPPLIES

who

.

Maine

contribution of individual successes
and the work of the N.A.A.C.P.
and related groups. Joe Louis,
however, wouldn't haye had the
opportunity to succeed without the
persistant effort of the N.A.A.C.P.
Q. I have read that being a
Negro was an asset to Ralph
TJunche in the Near East. Do you

agree?
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|°aggett

for
real
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert G. Walsh "56, without
ever speaking a line, provided one Elroy O. LaCasce of Bradley
of the most polished interpreta- Street, Fryeburg.
land Political Science Association tions of the evening in the part of
Sherrerd is majoring in English
at its annual meeting at the Uni- Horny. Alvan W. Ramler '59, with
and is a member of Alpha DeRa
versity of Connecticut May 5.
a slight tendency towards stiffness, Phi fraternity. He attended PrinceProf. Vose delivered one of the made a generally credible Dunbar,
ton from 1946 until 1950, when he
papers, "The NAACP and The while Maynard A. Seelye '56 made
transferred to Bowdoin.
Courts." The paper was well re- the Geneva Man sufficiently grave
He joined the Air Force in Sepceived and evoked a critical discus- and understanding.
tember of 1950, spent two years
sion regarding the nature of the
On the lighter side Philip L. at Eglin Air Force Base in FloriNAACP as a pressure group and Given Jr. "58, enjoyed every moda, doing research and experimenits role in American political life. ment of his part
of Stosh and ElMembers of the Bowdoin dele- liott S. Kanbar '56 made a comi- tal development work, then was
begin to
have the violence of the South." In gation to the convention included cal Shapiro. Barry C. Waldorf '58 stationed in Japan with the 348th
the North it's occasional, "but in Professors Daggett, Vose, Colie, screamed happily through the part/ Reconnaissance Technical Squadron.
the South it is the order of the and Walker.
of Marko.
Sherrerd returned to Bowdoin
day."
Herbert A. Miller '57 fared best
in the fall of 1954. He is on both
Q. What is the main direction of
in the lighter aspects of his actor
the Orient and Quill staffs. SherN.A.A.C.P. work in the North?
role; in the serious scenes involvrerd is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. Our two main concerns are
ing the possible death of his close
Henry D. M. Sherrerd of 41 Chews
to end employment and housing
friend from Boston, one sensed no
Landing Road, Haddonfield, N.J.
discrimination.
real conviction.
Cohen is majoring in governRobert B. Virtue of Orono has
Q. How aro Negroes now treat-

North.
Q. In
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College Awards 161 A. B. Degrees
Four Seniors Deliver

Coles Gives Diplomas;

Traditional Speeches

5

At Morning Exercises

New Graduates Listed

Four seniors delivered

the

One hundred

Commencement

traditional

arts degrees

parts this morning in the First Parish Church as 161 seniors re-

ceived bacheVor of arts degrees at Bowdoin's

ment

1

exercises.

B. Kendall, Henry D. M. SherRaymond F. Kierstead Jr. and J. Steward LaCasce.
Bowdoin is one of the few colleges in the country where
there is no outside speaker for the commencement exercises.
Jr..

Condensations of the four undergraduate
below:

parts

arc

given

—

"Little Red Robin Hood"
B. KENDALL
*TT^« freedom to write and read and think what we please
one of the foundations of our democracy," Kendall declared in
his discussion of the problem of censorship iri the United States.
Almost
"Censorship has bothered men through the ages.
every great nation has objected, at one time or another, to its

CALVIN

is

Religious
citizens' right to criticize Its policies or actions.
groups have done the same in the field of morality. But in this
country the right to freedom of the press was, and is, guaranteed

Frank W. Abrams

**
r"i

|

-i

t ^^

threat comes from local and statewide legislation, and from organ- M.

1

.

%JL

f~^

V7l d.U.

^
VyIVCll

ized civic groups."

.

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
Discussing examples of censorship made on the grounds of both
Indecency and some connection
with the Communist Party line,

its

W UI

held

r*orl \X/n»*Lrr\

o

IV.

•

1

OlX

Five Seniors,

Alumnus

Presented Awards

for himself.

Five seniors and one alumnus
We would revel at the idea of have
been awarded graduate
some person or group making our scholarships for 1956-57 by the
reading selections for us. Yet the
College, it was announced this
danger is that this might happen week by President James S. Coles.
without any of us being aware
They are George L. Hinds Jr.,
of it.
David W. Holmes, J. Steward La"The difficulty arises from the Casce, Kyle M. Phillips Jr., Domefact that the would-be censor is
nico A. Tosato, and Julian W.
of en acting from the best of mo- Witherell.

RED INFILTRATION
"The desire to keep Communist
propaganda from infiltrating our
textbooks seem like a praiseworthy
idea. After all, why should we pay
to have our way of life under-

mined?
"But what has happened

is

College

in.

this

CITATIONS

the First Parish Church.

of Overseers.

Degrees went to Frank W.
Following
citations
are
th-»
Honoris Causa, Master of Arts.
Abrams, retired chairman of the which appear on the honorary deTHOMAS ALBERT FOSTER.
of Directors of Standard grees:
native of Portland, son of a father
Oil Company (N. J.) and ChairIn exercise of authority given who studied at the Bowdoin Medman of the Executive Committee my by the two Governing Boards, ical School ninety years erenow.
of the Council for Financial Aid I now create
Graduate of Dartmouth and the
to Education;
FRANK
Harvard Medical School, he is the
To Joseph A. Aldred '24, a law- ABRAMS, graduate of Syracuse third generation of a prominent
yer and selectman in Brunswick; University in civil engineering, his medical family to have been Presto Dr. Thomas A. Foster, a promi- life that of a distinguished and ident of the Maine Medical Assonent doctor in Portland; to Olin S. astute business leader and execu- ciation. Generous, untiring, conPettingill Jr. '30, a noted orni- tive of no mean skill, he could be scientious,
brilliant
and distinthologist;
signally honored for his business guished pediatrician, withal modTo Edward A. Pierce, senior acumen. We choose, however, to est aid unassuming, he demonpartner in Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, honor his enlightened and com- strates in a sometimes impersonal,
Fenner and Beane; to Baron Sil- manding service to the indepen- modern day the truth of Hippovercruys, Belgian Ambassador to dent college and university, made crates: "Wherever the art of medthe United States; to Hartley F. noteworthy by his perception in icine is loved, there also is love of
Simpson '22, Dean of the Gradu- establishing a foundation devoted humanity."

•Boaru

WHITTEMORE

Kendall asserted, "We would all
agree, I think, that each of us
should have the freedom to choose

tives and, perhaps, without ever? a
clear idea that what he is doing
amounts to censorship.

Olin S. Pettingill Jr.

EDWARD ALLEN PUCRt'E,
awarded eight ate School, Yale University; and edgment of his contributions to
morning at Edward H. Snow '14, a school ad- his College through an important born in Orrington, once matricudecade as Secretary of the Board lated at Bowdoin College by Pres151st Commencement exercises, ministrator.

The

honorary degrees

OCIlOlarSnipS
L

Thomas A. Foster

Hinds was granted the Galen C.
Moses Scholarship for the second
consecutive year. He will continue
his study of physics at the University of Maryland, where he was
a graduate assistant during the
past year. The Moses award, set
up by Emma H. Moses in 1934, is
given to a student to carry on
post-graduate work in any natural

to bringing to the suppert of priHonoris
vately endowed
institutions
of Science.

Senior Chapel
Ends Semester
Coles Asks Graduates

To Serve Others

that science.

Doctor

Causa,

of

/)Ult SEW ALL PETTINGILL,

higher education the resources of
the productive business World. In
thus eagerly assuming a greater
public trust, he has placed all in
his debt.
_____
Honoris Causa, Doctor of Laws.

Jk., of the Class of fa3f), noted ornithologist, a Bowdoin son. Native
habitat, Maine; winters in nearby

JOSEPH ADDISON ALDRED,

America to the Falkland Islands;

of the Class of 1924. Massachusetts
born, coming to Bowdoin after one
year at Syracuse University, upon
graduation studying for the law

while coaching at Lawrence Academy and the Reading High

historians can no longer present. American history in its entire-

a frank work of art, and pornography? If such a distinction must be

ture.

ALL "A" STUDENT

made," Kendall concluded, "the
Tosato was awarded the Charles
only place where it should be done Carroll Everett Scholarship, granted to "that graduate of Bowdoin
is in the courts.
"They, and they alone, have the College whom the President and
legal right to decide on that ques- Faculty shall deem the best qualition. Let us beware of any list of fied to take a post-graduate course
banned books, proposed for any in either this or some other counreason whatever. Such lists have try." The Everett Scholarship was
no place in this country."
established in 1903 by Miss Mil(Please turn to page two)
( Please turn to page four)

Coles continued, "You men
have been on this campus for four
Walker Art Building
of the best years of your lives. In
this time, I hope that your experience has reached not only your
heads" hut also your hearts. If it
has, Bowdoin's gift to each of you
has been great indeed, and through
each of you and the service you
will render, the College will continue to meet its obligation to our
Sixty-two College seniors regreater community, our nation,
ceived reserve commissions as secand our God."
ond lieutenants in the Armed
Forces on Friday morning, in a
special outdoor ceremony on the
terrace of the Walker Art Building, as part of Bowdoin's 151st

customarily observed behind binoculars, a color-camera, or a writer's desk; frequents lecture halls
and college classrooms; eagerly
anticipated in all areas and all activities; a rare prototype displaying a happy blend of excellent
scientific training, original creative skill, and an intuitive sense of

Dr.

On

Faculty-Student Relationship
By Maynard

A. Seelye '56
Bowdoin
students
consider
themselves more socially distant
from the faculty than faculty
members claim to be from students, and fraternity-class unity
decreases
move
as
students
through college, according to a

survey conducted by a Minority

Groups

class (Sociology 8) during *he spring semester.
Results of the social distance

noticeable trend by age or class
in student replies.

STRESS SOCIABILITY
The

favorite students
were most often described as bepossessing
ing
industrious and
honesty, integrity, and "approved
social characteristics."
faculty's

Faculty men between 35 and
44 wished the student to b"e humorous and professors in the age
group 45-54 added "interest in the
subject matter," while only professors over 55 considered the student's intelligence as most im-

Commencement program.
One other man, Henry M.

CONFERENCES BEST

MUMftM

following.

the Faculty Marshal, and William A. Daugherty '46 of Washington, D. C, was the Alumni Marshal.
David L. Hurley was the
Senior Class Marshal
Following the opening prayer offered by the Commencement
Chaplain, Dr. Harry Trust '16 of Lenox, Mass., seniors Calvin B.
Kendall, Henry D. M. Sherrcrd Jr., Raymond K. Keirstead Jr.

was commissioned
Army.

SENIORS LESS DISTANT

Results also indicate that the
A series of three questions was social distance between students
asked on the subject of under- and faculty, especially insofar as
graduates dating faculty men's students are concerned, tends to
daughters. Faculty men were ask- decrease as the student progresses
ed if they would approve under- through his four years here, as
graduates dating their daughter, might be expected.
Thus, on the question, "Do you
if they had one.
Students were asked: "What think it advisable for a faculty
would you think of the idea of member to accept an invitation to
dating a professor's daughter?" a party from a student?" 73 per
and "What do you think the pro- cent of the students as a whole
fessor would think?"
gave an unqualified "yes." while
The percentage of students and 87 per cent of junior and seniors
of faculty members who approve together approved.
approximately the same, aljPlen«e turn to paife four)
is

to

happenings,

DATE DAUGHTERS?

ating

summa cum

mem-

laude, a

ber of Phi Beta Kappa, his career devoted to university life, at
Cornell, Pittsburgh, and for the
(Please turn to page four)

Eight Receive
Phi Bete Honor

be

we

Steward LaCasce delivered their commencement

J.

Service, Truths

Addresses 160 Seniors

Athletic Building.

At the dinner Baron Silvercruys,
Belgian Ambassador to the United
.States, will apeak for the honorary
rad ua,< s "* "?*»*
Abrams
"The liberal arts college todav s ?
:
A
An
industry Abrams is
the breeding place for new ideas 5*
chairman of the Board
and the incubator of trained
of Dt
f Standard Oil Cornminds." Pres. James S. Coles stat,"
ed Sunday at the First Parish P ""J[ ( £ cw '"' s " v) imd Chairman
Church as he delivered the Bac- of thc *-*<™ Uv >' Committee of the
calaureate address to some 160 Council for Financial Aid to Edumembers of this year's graduat- cation.
Both men were awarded honoring class.
"In modern society," President ary doctor of laws degrees this

At Baccalaureate

I

Congressional Medal of Honor winner in World War II, when he
served as a major in the Marines.
Hc is now President of the Workingmen's Cooperative Bank of Boston.

Colonel Tyler's son, Orville Z.
III, will be commissioned in
the Chemical Corps Reserve fol-

Coles said, "the liberal arts college
.

.

Governor Edmund S. Muskie of
Maine will speak for the State,
and the and Melvin. T. Copeland of Annishuman and natural quam, Mas^.. for the alumni of the

ocratic ideals.
"It is both the custodian

and

of all knowledge,"

of

is the protagonof objectivity, the defender of
truth. Its students learn that crit-

Greene
Richard

preception by which they can final speaker on the program,
reject propaganda for what it is, which will bo concluded about 3
and leave in stark nakedness tiiose p. m. He will take as his subject
statements or ideas born of preju- "The State of the College."
Others sitting at the head table
dice and ignorance.
"Its graduates strikingly pro- at the dinner will be Mr. Edward
'17,
claim to the world
Boston;
in the mar- Humphrey
Dr.
Thomas A. Foster, Portland, who
ket place, on the public forum
the unclouded and unmistakable' received a doctor of science degree
beauty of those concepts based up- Mis morning; lloyt A. Moore '95,
on the fundamental truths of the New York City, vice president of
universe."
the Board of Trustees; Edward A.
t

Philip A. Lee Jr.,
Kurtz and Herbert
Taking as his subject "The EduS. Shimmin. Eleven other mem- cated Ideal," President Coles debers of the senior class had pre- clared, "Modern life is one of the
viously been elected to member- multiplying complexities
comship.
plexities brought on by thc inThe three men elected from the creasing, conveniences, comforts,
Class of 1957 were J. Leonard and devices which are the proBachelden. David Kessler and John ducts of the modern mind
comRanlett.
plex tie s which are products of
man's organizational ability, of his
GOODWIN PRIZE
The Almon Goodwin Phi Beta growing understanding of mind
Kappa Prize, awarded tradition- and matter and of human bePlease turp to page four)
havior.
Jr..

W.

Pierce.

New York

partner

in

City,

senior

Lynch, Pierce,

Merrill

who

F*enner and Beane.
doctor of laws
a

received

degree

this

morning; and Philip G. Clifford,
Portland. President of the Board
of Overseers.

ALUMNI AWARD
At the dinner
President Daniel

South Portland,
Alumni Service

Alumni Council

Mahoney

r*.

will

present

'19,

the

Award. Alumni
(Please turn to page two)

(

College Announces Winners

Of Academic, Activity Prizes

fully

(High
Honors),
Warren H.
Greene, Jr.. (High Honors), Morton L. Price, (High Honors),
Donald M. Zuckert.
History
Raymond F. Kierstead,
(High Hdnora), Albert R.
Jr.,
Marshall,

Mathematics

Raymond F. Kierstead Jr., Alassignments
bert R. Marshall. Herbert S. ShimARMOR: John C. Brewer, Hen- min.
LAUDE
ry M. Britt, William H. Freeman,
Joljn J. J. Alden, Charles F.
Warren H. Greene Jr., Peter B.
Eades, Roland F. Emero, Ernest
(Please turn to page four)
G. Flint Jr.. Leon A. Gorman,

Individual branch
are as follows: .

can't help you.

or* the latest

Witherell,
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s

>

alumnus and friend of

happening

at

Bowdoin

A-

—

—

—

for

24

1

issues.

'57.

^

—

—
—

Government

M____M_______

____

Witherell.

Honors In Major Subjects
Pray English Literature Prizes Kenneth A. McLoon.
1st. Frank L. McGinley '56; 2nd,
Biology -^ H. Petersen Porter,
Robley C. Wilson, Jr. '52.
1st, William
Highest Honors).
Hawthorne Prize
Chemistry
Richard W. LoughR. Hamilton '58. 2nd. Robley C.
ry,
(High Honors).
Wilson. Jr. 52.
Allan D.
Economics
Peter T. C. Bram- Sewall Latin Prize
hall, J. David Gardner.
Wooley. Jr. 58.
French —- Philip A. Lee, Jr.
Allan D.
Sewall Greek Prize

convenient subscription blank appears on page three.

Only $3.00

W.

der, Julian

the College should be).

I

—
—

Norman

P.

Cohen,

Wootev.

Jr.

—

Noyes Political Economy Prize
Domenico A, Tosato '56.
Hamlin Emery Latin
Prize
Richard B. Lyman, Jr.

Hannibal
'.-)7.

Nathan Gooid

Greek and Latin
Kyle M. Phillips. Jr.

Prize
'56.

Maynard

—

world

Subscribe to the

Times.

A.

Seelye, Philip E. Shakir, Herbert
S. Shimmin.
Music
David W. Holmes. Friedrich A. von Hoyningen-Huene.
Physics
Wayne M. Wright.
(High Honors).
Psychology — John W. Maloney.
Warren H. Greene Jr.. David W. Appointments, Prizes hiu| Awards
Holmes. David L. Hurley, Harry David Sewall Premium in English
S. Keller III. Richard W. Kurtz,
Composition
Mark L. Power
'59.
J.
Steward LaCasce, Robert G.
Lacy. Philip A. Lee Jr.
Smyth Mathematical Prize
Richard W. Loughry; Frank L.
James H. Turner '58.
McGinley, Richard F. Merritt. Lucien Howe Prize Scholarship
Kyle M. Phillips Jr.. Henrik P.
for High Qualities of GentlePorter, Morton L. Price. Richard
manly Conduct and Character
B. Rodman. .Maynard A. Seelye,
Rot>crt H. Glover '56.
Philip E. Shakir, Henry D. M. Class of 1875 Prize in American
Sherrerd Jr. '52, Thomas C. WilHistory
Thomas L. Spence

CUM

informed

Julian

(High Honors).

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Art

i

of the
Pres.

ical

Five seniors and three Juniors
have been elected to membership
in
the College Chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa, Alpha of Maine, Prof.
Nathan Dane II, Secretary, announced yesterday.
Elected from the Class of 1956
at the annual meeting of Phi Beta
Kappa on campus yesterday were
John J. W. Alden, Warren H.

1.

Subscribe To The Orient

A

A member of the Class
1906, back for its fiftieth reunion, Copeland is also a member
Board of trustees.
James S. Coles will be the

he College.

"Today's college

Gen- M. Wright.

fantry, each 2; and Adjutent
eral and Finance Corps, each

you're interested in what

(as every

Ml SKIK TO SPEAK

.

—

if

'

morning.

finds itself as the trustee of
our cultural traditions, of our dem-

continued.
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history,

5 Seniors, 3 Juniors

parts.

President Coles then presented
Baccalaureate Degrees to the
graduating eliiss. following which
he read thr cit a tion* on the hpnorary degVPa and
made these
awards.
Class Marshal Hurley then led
the Recession out of the church
and the procession marched to the
Commencement Dinner in Hyde

In Sunday Talk

:

World Events?

Interested
you wish

HARTLEY FREMONT SIMPSON of the Class of 1922. gradu-

the Regular lowing completion of summer camp
at Fort Benning.
Fifteen of the seniors have been
Following is a list of academic
assigned to Armor and eleven to
Artillery.
Other branch assign- and extracurricular prizes awarded
ments are as follows: Quartermas- to undergraduates and graduating
ter 7; Signal Corps, Transporta- seniors this year:
LAUDE
tion Corps, and Military IntelliNorman P. Cohen, Aaron J.
gence, each 6; Medical Service
Corps 5; Chemical Corps and In- Shatkin. Henry D. Shaw, Wayne

in

.

If

of his New England heritage in
the complicated and competitive
aspects of modern business life.
Necessarily a metropolitan, he has
ievertheless maintained his interest in Maine ways, so that today
he is honored as a native son.
Honoris Causa, Doctor of Laws.

and

Coles Stresses

Tyler
Britt,

At the commissioning ceremony
though no professor disapproved Pres. James S. Coles, introduced
in principle (13 per cent were un- Col. Orville Z. Tyler Jr., of Fort
decided), while nine per cent of Benning, Ga., who delivered the
the students questioned disapprov- main address. Following the administering of the oath of office by
ed the idea.
The number of "yes" answers Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey, Comfrom students increased with the manding Officer of the Reserve Ofnumber of their speaking ac- ficers Training Corps unit at Bowquaintances among the faculty. doin, Colonel Tyler presented the
Although no faculty members ans- commissions.
wered "no," 12 per cent of the stuOne man, Wallace W. Rich, was
dents thought they would.
commissioned in the Marine Corps
MOTIVES, DAUGHTER
Reserve. His commission will be
Some of the faculty's qualifica- presented by Everett P. Pope of
tions were "depends on the stu- the Class of 1941, Bowdoin's only
dent" and "depends on the motive," while a frequent student
observation was "depends on the
In
daughter."
The percentage of "yes" aswers

survey are based on interviews of
approximately half the faculty and
on similar questionnaires answered by ten per cent of the student portant.
body.
For students, "approved social
In addition, a study was made characteristics" and interest in the
of "clique" behavior and of the subject outweighed other considerinfluence of college life on atti- ations, with intellectual alertness
tudes toward minority groups in and a sense of humor, along with was least among professors who
"industry, honesty and integrity," have daughters.
four fraternities.
Students and faculty members
seem to be in general agreement
that the conference method of
teaching is preferable Jo lectures,
with some members of both groups
expressing a preference for a compromise, such as the present system in many courses of combining
two lectures and one conference
a week.
Students favored lectures slightly more than the faculty, with
13 of 65 answering the question
choosing lectures, as against four
Of 34 faculty members.
All four
were under 43 but there was no

Terrace

62 Get ROTC Commissions;
2 Others In Army, Marines

Sociology Class Survey Reveals

ident Hyde, now a senior officer of
one of the largest and best-known
firms of the financial world, he apshrewdness and sagacity

plies the

Wayne; usually found in flight;
migration occurs from mid-North

"The College is in some ways
LaCasce was granted the Henry
School,
making
home in
W. Longfellow Graduate Scholar- like a polisher, for it brings out Brunswick since hishisadmission
to
ty. The unpleasant pages from our ship, awarded from a fund given the beauty of intellect and characthe Maine bar in 1930, he has deter
of those men who join its sopast must be torn out before the in 1907 by that poet's daughters,
voted
himself
to
service
to his beauty. Had. John James Audubon
textbook is acceptable to local Miss Alice M. Longfellow, Mrs. ciety of scholars," Pres. James S.
town
as attorney, selectman, and lived a century later, his tools
school boards. A distorted view of Edith L. Dana, and Mrs. Annie L. Coles said May 23 at the tradicommunity citizen; and to bis would have been those of the man
history is being taught.
Thorpe. LaCasce will attend Col- tional Seniors' Last Chapel servchurch in countless ways. Today we honor today
"And who is to decide what lit- umbia University, where he will ice.
h c is honored in grateful acknowl- Honoris Causa, Doctor of Science.
Speaking directly to the seniors,
erature is improper? Who is to study for a master, of arts degree

many

define the nice distinction between in English and comparative litera-

Church and presided over

First Parish

Pettingill Jr., Edward A. Pierce, Baron Silvercruys, Hartley F.
Simpson and Edward H. Snow.
The traditional exercises, which began nt 10 a.m., were
preceded by the Commencement Procession
Philip G. Good '36
acted as Commencement Marshal. Prof. Burton W. Taylor was

On 8 At Commencement Exercises

"

•

Dr.

Joseph A. Aldred

College Confers Honorary Degrees

by

the Constitution.
"Is there any reason to fear that
this right is being lost?" Kendall
asked. "At the national level, probably not. Rather, I believe, the

sixty-one seniors received their bachelor of
at the College's 151st Commence-

morning

Eight honorary degrees were awarded by President Colea
during the Commencement ceremonies.
They went to Frank
W. Abrams, Josph A. Aldred, Dr. Thomas A. Foster, Olin S.

The speakers were Calvin

rerd

this

ment exercises, held at the
by Pres. James S. Coles.

Commence-

5 1st

To Talk At Dinner;

Henry

William

Col.

mium
Jr.

Raymond

- -

Pre-

m

Exte po ran eous English
Composition Prizes
1st, Henry D. M. Shenwd. Jr. '52, 2nd,
John R. MacKay '56.
Goodwin French Prize
Christopher C. White 'SB.
The Meserve Prize in Chemistry
David Kessler '57.
Sumner I. Kimball Prize for Excellence in Natural Sciences
Wayne M. Wright '56.
Horace Lord Piper Prize for Best
Essay on Peace
Gordon L.
Weil '58.

—

Philo Sherman Bennett Prize for
Best Essay fin Principles of Free
Government
Morton L. Price
'56.

Forbes

Rickard Poetry Prize

Henry
George

D.

W.

M

—

Sherrerd, Jr. '52.
Prize

McArthur

Wayne

—
—

M. Wright '56.
Brown Memorial Scholarships
Harris L. Curtis '56. Lawrence
C. Murch '58, John M. McGIll
'59

(Ph-iise turn to

'58.

Owen

F. Kierstead,

'56.

Brown

page two)
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HENRY D. M. SHERRERD JR. got a grant from the Saint Jer"The Critical- Approach"
ome Foundation for the Advance"We have two ^choices in this ment of Ethereal Education, and
age of technology," Sherrerd as- accepted my invitation."
LaCasce went on to give an imserted. "One leads to intellectual
stagnation. The other may lead to aginative account of the commita new renaissance,
tee's visit to the present-day Bowcontinued,
Bowdoin,"
he
"At
"we doin. "The Heavenly committee
have learned the ability to judge visited classes, dined at fraternity
and analyze carefully. Every essay houses, talked to professoi-s, and
or examination has been an exer- did other things Heavenly comjudgement, mittees are apt to do. When they
cise of our critical
rather than just how much knowl- had completed their research, they
edge in a particular field we have caught a chariot and went home

common dethe nineteenth century," Kierstead went on. "A faith
that if it were not the best of possible worlds, man would make it
so, be it by revolution, evolution,
social refonh, or merely by thinking
about
it.
Yet no Utopia
was

There

nominator

one

in

emerged.
"Instead came a war and then
a period of disillusionment during

which America withdrew into

Then came a time

shell.

to write their report.'

its

—

Editor-in-Chief

—

Managing Editor
News Staff
Maynard A. Seelye '56, David H. Bird
Harry G. Carpenter Jr. '57
Business Manager

—

'56

—

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Prof. James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Born '57,
Harold R. Beacham "56, Harry G. Carpen ter Jr. '57, Peter F. Gass '57.
"~ The Orient wishes to thank Mr. Robert M. Cross of the College

Public Relations Department for his assistance

of eco-

nomic Insecurity, and the government begin lu play u more active
LaCasce concluded with some role in the life of each citizen. But
excerpts from the general intro- st at ism Droved to be no answer to
duction of the Heavenly commit- those who sought security for the
" 'The ideals and individual.
tee's report
standards for which we founded
BRINK-OF-WAR
"Then another war and the
Bowdoin College have been altered
atom bomb and the hydrogen bomb
somewhat since our day.
institution
living
course,
a
"'Of
and the cobalt bomb. Peace
must change with the times, butj through strength and our brinkwe would like, to stress this point, ol-war activities. How foolish the
it.
th.it there is a vast difference be- illusions of the optimist appear in
TO WHAT AVAIL?
"But if we do this, what has been tween consciously changing with, the light of history. How far disthe point of the whole four years? the times and floating with the tide tant seems Utopia. Obviously man
is not the measure of all things, at
We might as well have stayed of popular opinion.
least to the pessimist.
home and taken a. correspondence
RESTATEMENT OF IDEA
"And where," Kierstead concourse.
" 'We believe that a restatement
cluded! "does the question of a re"What we have studied in colof Bowdoin's original idea is nec- ligious revival lit in? Many
lege," Sherrerd declared, "is not
turn
essary from time to time to deter- to religion because they are
afraid;
just fantasy; it is the record of the
mine whether the College is chang- many deem church membership a
past. The purpose of a college eduing or floating.
lorm
of anti-communism; many
cation is to show us how the cul" 'When
we wrote Bowdoin's find satisfaction in the frothy sub1
tures and civilizations of the past
we envisioned a college stance of the peace-of-mind cult.
met and solved the problems of charter,
men
provide young
or failed to do that would
their own ages
"A few, rejecting the mass egoof the secrets of
knowledge
with a
ism of the nineteenth century, and
so. We acquire priceless experience
nature and of the combined wis- with a certain humility before the
at no cost to ourselves, relatively
dom and experience of man since facts of history, in a quest for unspeaking.

And now what

are we
going to do with this ability that
we have so laboriously acquired?
"Well, for one thing, we can
consider it unrealistic idealism, a
fine talent for mere academic hairsplitting, not to be trusted beyond
the boundaries of the campus. We
can hang it up on the wall with
the diploma, admire it, and forget
stored up.

1956

10.

Columbia Press Association.
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H. Edward Born '57
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"Let us apply that experience
the form of critical judgement
our own problems; and if we see
much that can be stripped away
streamlike the chrome-plated,
lined and totally useless cowling of
a modern outboard motor, why
then— let us do so. And like the
motor, which is lighter, cooler,
in

to

As we

see it

efficient,

sible

And Books

At the end of an academic year everyone
seems to breat he a sigh of relief. Seniors are
graduating, underclassmen are looking forward
faculto three months of "something different,
ty men and administrators are getting a longneeded rest, and old grads are coming back to
the campus for a few days to nostalgically reeetti Hi 'ir blissful days at the old alma mater.

will

necessary worries.

of about 810, "with which we like to compare ourselves" (a well-worn and trite saying
around here), has a faculty near 120. Next year
Bowdoin's enrollment will just pass the 800
mark, and yet we have a faculty of only 80 or
85.

This year we are breathing a sigh of relief,
too. But for different reasons.
One of the occasions of this eventful past
week was the laying of t he cornerstone of the
n w skating and hockey rink, described by College authorities as "one of Bowdoln's needs for

This shortage of 40 or so teachers Is bad
enough, but add the fact that the major program has been revitalized to such an extent that,
to be completely successful, it will have to be
done on a tutorial level. This requires a faculty
even larger than what would normally be considered as adequate for a school of 800.
And
there doesn't seem to be much hope in -getting

many

his

.

years."

We're breathing a sigh of relief because
funds for the hockey rink are nearing the goal,
and once the money has been collected the
College can start raising money for things it
really needs.

larger
afford it.

facility

Then there

because

the

College can't

the library. Although in terms
is very good, it is still not
difficult for undergraduates to seek out important books on some research topic which just
of quality,

is

It,

tod,

aren't there.
it

While the hockey rink is a very nice luxury,
cannot be termed as a need for
There are other things far more
years.

certainly

manj

basic to a giiod college that

Bowdoin needs.

Without going into a long list of Bowdoin's
desperate needs, let us merely examine the two
mi. si Important and basic needs of any institution for higher learning: the faculty and the

RAYMOND

MUCH LEISURE

ment

This shortage of books will become even
more acute, next year when the College begins
to place more emphasis on writing and research.
Already at least two fraternities h»ree felt
compelled to give money for the purchase of

•

students, officers,
and easily acces- trends. Will the
of Bowdoin College alwithout the false front, we and alumni
low this ideal to be cast adrift and
be "Without that many un"
float out with the" tide?"

more

Hockey, Teachers,

his origin.
derstanding, turn again from man
" 'We envisioned students who
and his science to some traditionwould be eager to dispel clouds of al
Absolute.
ignorance, to acquire that knowl"These few are the modern pesedge, and to transform it into
simists, whose interpretation of
wisdom that could and would be history, I believe, requires, if not
used. This was our ideal.
adherence, at least a fleep respect."
" 'Its foundation has been weakened by the tides of popular

F.

KIERSTEAD

SBW

JR.

Two Luncheons

"Is Man the Measure?"
"Never before in history," Sher"The groomy word 'pessimism'
rerd concluded, "have we had so
is an accurate expression of much
leisure, and never has that
of the experience of our own lifeleisure been squandered so wastetime," declared Kierstead, as he
fully on the superfluous by-prodpointed out that "the twentieth
ucts of the same force that created
century has witnessed barbarisms
it, even up to the point of becomunparalleled in history."
ing an anti-intellectual undercur"I would suggest," he continued,
rent that threatens the very pro"that the idea of the perfectibilitS'
cess by which it was accomplished.
rejected. The dual
power- of man has been
electric
It Is like an
his capacity for
mower that cuts its own extension nature of man
great good and his equal capacity
cord. A vicious circle, yet one that
is once again a
lor great evil
must be dealt with.. And the only
topic found worthy of discussion.
careful
way to deal .with it is by
"The climate of opinion in the
analysis.
century has rapidly
twentieth
"Let us not reject the technochanged from the optimistic selflogical progress and return to the
satisfaction of the nineteenth centhat would be absurd and
past
tury.
impossible. But let us keep the
"The nineteenth century was a
be
not
proper perspective and
century of hope," Kierstead statOverwhelmed by our own creation,
"The intellectual life of the
ed.
like Frankenstein. Let us apply
was dominated by the revperiod
critical analysis carefully, and if
science,
and often
we strip away the chrome, layer elations of
science was equated wv ith human
by layer, we may find that there
progress.

The Society

much

STEWARD LA CASCE

steel

this

ward Born

Sargent Gymnasium, with mothers
and wives of members of the grad-

.

.

THEME OF PKOGRES.S

CUMBERLAND

'

Herbert Sawyer Shimmin,
Robbert Cornells Sllvtus, Warren
William Harold Kirk '52, 'Wen- Allan Slesinger, Frederick Orvillc
Harold Richard Boacham, Jr., John dell Prescott Koch, Sahford Alex
Smith, II, Howard Alan Stark '55.
Leo Berkley.
Kowal,
Albert
John
Kreider,
John Hartwell Stearns. Jr.,
Frank DeLano Boveridge, David Richard Wellesley Kurtz.
Timothy Bardsley Stearns, Terry
Henry Bird. Philip Clifton Boggs,
John Steward LeCasce, Robert
Douglas Stenberg, Curtis Henry
Ki >swell Majette Bond, Peter TheoGoodwin Lacy, Philip Augustus
Stiles, Theodore Merrill Strong, Jr.
dore Crie Bramhall, John CurLee. Jr., John Trowbridge Libby,
Robert Lee Sutherland, Henry
tis
Brewer,
Henry
McDowell Richard Wengorovius Loughry.
Marshall Swan, Ronald Carlson
Britt,
Frederick
Dewey
CaJohn Robert MacKay, IT, Ste- Todd. Domenico Antonio Tosato,
meron '54, Maurice Roger Champhen John McCabe, David Gah Orville Zelotes Tyler, III, Kurt
berland, Peter
Alden, Perrln Arrison Allen,
Frederjck Stewart Bartlett

Jr.,

Kirby.

(

(V

-J

Jr. '52.

'55,

Allan Chapman,
Ellsworth Bent ley Clark, Norman
Paul Cohen,

McCornack, Jr. '54, Frank Lee
McGinley. Kenneth Alfred McLoon
Herbert William Mahler.
John William Maloney, Samuel
'54, Albert
win Dabney, Donild Sears Dean. Frothingham Manning
Reed
Paul S|K>nce Doherty, Paul Al- Roscoe Marshall, Robert
Martin, George Andrew Massih,
bert
DuBrule,
Louis
'54,

Salvatore Joseph Compagnone,
Harris I. ester Curtis, John Bald-

Averis
DuPlessis, Jn, Willis Henry Durst,
Jr..

Jr.

Elwood Volk,

Jr.

Friedrich Alexander von Hoyningen-Huene '53, Maynard Stuart
Wallace. Jr,., John Ware. Robert
Peacock Warren, Thomas Cunningham Wilder, Lloyd Edward Willey.
Julian Wood Witherell, Byron Lee

1

New

Something

Brunswick-Bath R.

James W. Dewsnap

'57,

Otho

At

Bill's

Maine

Bath,

ON THE THRESHOLD

Friday-Saturday

OF SPACE

June 15-18

ROBEKT WAGNER
JEFFREY HTNTER

with

JOHN HODIAK
VIRGINIA l.KITH

A

KISS

BEFORE DYING

also

Cinemascope and Color

Short Subject

CO-PLEASER
Sun.-Mon.-Tue>..

A

KISS

Jane 17-18-19

TONV MARTIN

BEFOR DYING
with

«

ROBERT WAGNER

in

QUINCANNON
FRONTIER SCOUT

VIRGINIA LEITH
also

Short Subject

June 20-21

Wed.-Thurs.

Sunday-Monday

GRACE KELLY
ALEC GUINNESS

June 17-18

LESLIE GAMMf

JOHN KERR

In

THE SWAN

GABBY

also

!

News

Tonight through Saturday

John Wayne

-

Tuesday- Wednesday, June 19-2o

Susan Hayward

Always Famous For Spaghetti

The Conqueror
Cinemascope

-

Now Come

also

In

And Try Our New

- Arthur
Fran/.
Jean Willes

Neville Brand

Bobby Ware

Is

-

COCKLESHELL HEROES

with

ROBERT RYAN

in

MAYO

Cinemascope ami Color

PIZZAS

Starts Sunday, June 17

A

THE PROUD ONES
VIRGINIA

Missing

JOSE FERRER
TREVOR HOWARD

June 22 23

Fri.-Sut.

Technicolor

Kiss Before Dying
Robert Wagner
also

You'll Love

Mark Stevens
Timetable

Them

Welcome Alumni
a

Wood^r.

Wallace
Mathews,
Robert
Terry Knight Woodbury, Allan
Richard Foster Merritt, James
LeRoy Eugene* Dyer, Charles Wilkes Millard. Charles Barrett Farwell Wright. Wayne Mitchell
Fletcher Fades. Roland Francis
'55,
Morrill
John Chadbourne Wright, Donald Mack Zuckert,
EVnero, John Raymond Fairman,
James Anwyfl, Jr. '55.
Morris.
Fn derlck Ferber, Ernest Gayton
Robert Nixon Morrison '52,
Carlton L. ApoUonio '53, SpenFlint, Jr.
Stephen Reginald Morse, Philip cer Apolionio '55, James Lytle
William Home Freeman, John Edward Mostrom, Richard Nason, Babcock '55, Peter Zane BuTkeley
David Gardner, Gareth Stanley Clark Hodges Neill, William Pat- '55, Franklin Graves Davis '54,
Celinas.
Glover. tangall Nicolet '53.
Robert
Hoyt
Whitmore Barron Garland '55.
Ronald Alfred Golz.
Norman Colman Nicholson; Jr.,
Richard Earl Getohell "53, John
Richard
Maxwell
Goodman, Peter John O'Rourke, Jr., Wayne David Gignac '55, Donald Richard
Raymond Wendell Goodwin, Leon Franklin Orsie, David Hunter Pat- Murphy '52, James Mflo Murray
Arthur Gorman, William Henry terson. Carroll Edward Pennell, II, '55, John Thomas PrutsaJis '55,
Graii:
"55,
Kyle Meredith Phillips, Jr.
Carl
Sherman Tachamtre
Warren Hay ward Greene, Jr.,
Leonard George Plasse. Henrik Francis Patton Twinem, Jr. *55.

E.

Eskin '56, Robert L. Gustafson '57,
David W. Holmes "56, H. Christian
Jacobson '57.

June 15-16

Frl.-Sat.

BOWDOIN

Route

'56.

Brunswick, Maine

.

Jr.,

included 14 underThey are John J. W.
William Beeson III '56,

cast

Alden

OPERA HOUSE

THEATRE

.'

Bank

ter

The

graduates.

HUMPHREY

Graduates Listed

Wenham

Theater.

;

Patronage

Jr.,

A cast of nineteen appeared in
Beaumont's "The Knight of the
Burning Pestle," the forty-third
annual Commencement play, presented Friday evening,, in Pickard

Also J. Steward LaCasce '56,
Herbert A. Miller '57, Donald A.
uating rlass as guests.
,
Perkins '57, Curtis H. Stiles '56,
Officers for the past year are
mond Babineau '5ft, ( Freshman ) Gordon L. Weil '58. Clement S.
Mrs. James S. Colest Honorary
ELECTED
Wilson '57, and Robley C. Wilson
President Mrs. George W. Burpee
Edward Humphrey of Boston Jr. '56.
of Bronxville, N. Y., President;
has been elected to a life term as
Others in the cast from the
Mrs. Sanford B. Cousins of New
a member of the Board of Over- Brunswick area are Nat Smart,
Yoak City, First Vice President;
seers, Pres. James S. Coles an- Cecile Tougas, Charlotte Wilson,
Mrs. Philip S. Wilder of Brunsnounced today.
Daggett, and Dorothy
Catherine
wick, Vice President-at-large; Mrs.
A director and General Sales Lindsay.
Fletcher W. Means of Portland,
Manager of La Touraine Coffee
Included in the production crew
Secretary; Mrs. Alden H. Sawyer
already
Company, Humphrey has
are Peter K. Holmes '56 and
of Portland, Treasurer. Mrs. Chesserved Bowdoin in several capa- Wayne M. Wright '56.
ter G. Abbott of Cumberland was
cities. He is a former director of
chairman of the nominating comthe Alumni Fund, a past president of the Bowdoin Club of Boston and
mittee; Mrs. Sanford L. Fogg of
a member at. large of the Alumni
Hallowell was chairman of the
Council.
Friday luncheon; and Mrs. Bela
W. Norton of Topsham was chairman of the Saturday luncheon.

Student

New

Editorial): Pe-

<

Anastas, Jr. '59; Maynard A. Seelye '56, (News);
Paul Z. Lewis '58, (Sports);
George A. Smart, Jr. '57, (Reviews); John F. Dowling, Jr.
'59, (Business); John A. C. McLean II '59, (Business); G. Ray-

.

.

'57.

ter N.

.

underneath."

.

.

.

—

a business meeting at which officers for li>5*»-57 were elected.
Following the Commencement exercises on Saturday morning, the
Society held a luncheon in the

"Floating with the Tide"
"Progress was also the theme of
books. What will happen next year? It is a sad
"The Bowdoin College charter the political theorists. Optimism
states that all buildings and en- held sway, though expressed in diday indeed when neither endowment funds nor
dowments are to be used 'in such verse philosophies. American reoutside gifts can be counted- upon to support the
a Manner as shall most Effectually ligious thought also reflected the
library.
library.
Promote Virtue and Piety and the vibrant optimism of the age.
In examining the faculty of a good college let
With the money required to build and mainthe Useful LibKnowledge of
us even go so far as putting aside one very comtain the hockey rink these two problems could
"
eral Arts and Sciences.
mon and well-known fact: teachers are under- be partially solved. This money, if it had been
In his talk LaCasce used this
paid, Bowdoin very definitely included.
We all added to-the endowment, would have gone a long
sentence as the starting point, for
know thai it takes a lot of money to hire outway toward furnishing new books and hirfhg new
his attempt to answer the question
standing teachers.
teachers.
of whether Bowdoin still operates
according to the ideal for which
And what is most disturbing is the fact that
Let us examine only quantity. To be sure,
it was founded.
the administration recognizes this.
Despite its
B small faculty of outstanding men is to be pre"The only people really qualified
protests that the College needs more faculty
ferred t.> a large faculty of mediocre men, but
to answer this question," declared
men and more books in the library, it still terms
the best faculty is always a large one of exLaCasce, "are those pious Puritan
the hockey rink as a need for many years.
cellent caliber.
gentlemen who actually framed
Solicited
A certain university with a student enrollA very strange set of values in our estimation.
our charter some 162 years ago."
Choosing at random the name
whr
was
a
Thacher,
of Josiah
member of Bowdoin's firsi Bo Td
of Trustees in 1794, LaCasce continued, "I wrote him a special de•Dryer*""
livery air mail letter the other day
((initialled from page one)
First National
Fund Chairman Carleton S. Con- William Wallace Hale, Jr., Alfred Peterson Porter. Harlan Irby and invited him to study the probI asked him if he thought
lem.
nor '36, Stamford, Conn., will Raymond Haller, Jr., Lesie Knowl- Prater, III, Morton Lewis Price,
Bowdoin upheld the standards for
Brunswick, M«ine
report on the status of the 1955- ton Hamill, Robert Culver Ham- Richard Lee Rand.
. .
which it was founded.
5fl Fund.
lin, Ronell Francis Harris.
Wallace William Rich, Peter
SELF STUDY
Chaplain for the Commencement
Henry Morgan Haskell, Peter Jackson Rigby, George Ichabod
result of all this was that
"The
Dinner will
be
the
Reverend Bowles Hathaway, Alden LeBaron Rockwood, Jr., Richard Benjamin Josiah Thacher got together a celMember of the Federal Reserve System and
Donald S. Mathison '51, Island Herman, George Walter Heselton. Rodman, Philip Kilborn Russell,
estial self-study committee made
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
'Pond, Vt. Hubert S. French Jr.
David William Holmes, Peter Sven Okrf Salin.
up mostly of Bowdoin's founders,
16, Marshlield, Mass., will be the Karl Holmes. David Lee Hurley
Maynard Arthur Seelye*, Philip
Precentor.
Roland Henry Janelle, Elliott
tt ,.e:lias Shakir, Aaron Jeffrey ShatAt the exercises thus morning Shama
Kanbar, Lewis Kaske if kin,
ki
Henry Davis Shaw, John
the following received bachelor of Harry Summy Keller, III, Calvi i Sanford Shepard, III.
DRIVE-IN
degrees:
arts
Raymond Taylor Benjamin Kendall, Raymond FosHenry Dyer Moore Sherrerd,
Adams,
John Joseph
Kierstead.
Paul ^Siranl
.

Prizes
I

—

sohd

Wom-

PLAY
THE
Abates 1. to r., are Chris JarobMon. Bob Gustafson, Rob Wilson.. Dave Hoknes and Bill Beenon portraying characters In Beaumont's The Kcilght of the Burning Pesue,
In
PicJuird
Theater Friday evening.
before
hawse
presented
a full

week
((ini kiucd from page one)
as part of the College's 151st Commencement Week program. The Edwin Herbert JIall Physics
In st
luncheon held at noon on
Prize — Howard R. Mettler '59.
Friday, June 15, was followed by
H. EdBowdoin Orient Prizes

—

is

Bowdoin

en held two luncheons

—

J.

of

—

COMMENCEMENT

Holds

Jr.

Good Luck

GOOD LUCK

'56

Brunswick Coal & Lumber Co.
FUEL — BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine

.«
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McWilliams, Plourde Get Top Praise

SUBSCRIBE

Spring Season Sports Have Average Year;

Prominent In Efforts

Individuals, Frosk,
Whether the spring season was
or not depends on
whichever way you look at it, a
hackneyed phrase that becomes a
truism in the Brunswick climate.
Certainly it was no major flop.
For on thing the season started
late; the middle of April brought
enough snow, mud and sleet to
keep all the athletes inside mapwv
ping strategy. Those important
Bear training days at the end of March
Plourde. the Polar
Swimming Team Captain for the vd the beginning of April were
utterly wiped off the program.
J 956-57 fteafton and r»-<-»-nt nominee
All-Amerlean
s«nia«t.
to
the
WILLIAMS
Plimrdt-. who wan an Ail-AmericThe baseball season started on
an hi high achool, too, la holder April 21 when Williams traveled
of the 20»-V«l. Imi kstrok.- and 150to the Pickard mud flats and nipindividual medley
successful

»

records.

yd.

Plourde

Named

ToAH-American
Natator

Team

College backstroker Bob Plourde.
'58 has been named to the official

Swimming Team for
Swimming Coach Bob Miller

Ail-America
1956,

has announced.

He was
of coaches

selected by a committee

headed by Jack Medica

of the University of Pennsylvania.
The committee chose ten men in
each event.

FIFTH IN NCAA
Only a sophomore at Bowdoin,
Plourde was placed fifth among all
college swimmers in the country
lin his specialty, the 200-yd. backstroke. His time was 2:13.2 putting
him behind Lineoln Hurring of
Iowa, Charles Krcpp of 'North
Carolina, Lyn Meiring of Okla-

homa,

and

Pedro

Galvao

of

Southern Methodist.
Plourde placed fifth
the
in
National Collegiate Swim Championships at Yale, the event which
catapulted him into national contention, and last year was fifth in
the National Amateur Athletic
Union Championships.
'

TWO RECORDS
This year

Plourde has broken

about every- competitors continued to gather
points for Coach Sabasteanski in,
wins over Bates, Holy Cross, Boston College and New Hampshire.
and Paton always managed to
McWilliams and Seffens were conEaton, Herrick
sistent winners.
competition with Bob Backus, place. Coach Sabasteanski is not
Hal Connolly, Al Hall and the losing many men by graduation
world record-holder Cliff Blair for so the outlook for next year is

MeWilliams did

to do in the hamspring. He was
able, by the end of May, to push
his mark up to 198V4
feet, a
sterling achievement.
Presently emerged in heated

Olympic

SWIMMING) CAPTAIN
Plourde, who has been elected
captain of next year's swimming
team, is a graduate of West Senior
High School in Pawtucket. He
came to Bowdoin in the fall of
1954. as the winner of an Alumni
Fund Scholarship. He is majoring
In psychology, is a member of

Chi Psi fraternity, and is on the
Dean's List for excellence in
scholarship.

A member

of

the

selection,

j

[

j

GOLF, TENNIS
The

and tennis teams never
to get up enough steam
At Orono in the Maine Inter- to burn up the eastern leagues, BUI MrWilllairo who presently Is
collegiate Meet, in which the Polar but the Linksmen were fairly suc- participating in the NCAA Ham

.

Bill

golf

were able

cessful

in

a couple of their en-

mer

Throw Chinnpionshltm in
Hwkely, California. If he places

Jack Eaton took the in the ton six ki either event toMaine Intercollegiate Individual day or at the AAVs at BakersChampionship with a score of 154 field next Saturday he will he
and along with Captain Paul Do- able to compete In the Olympic'
herty helped the golfers take sec- tryouU on June 29.
deavors.

ond place in the New ^Englands.
It was probably the finest aggregate that Bowdoin has seen in
a long while. The Racquetmen,
however, fell by the wayside In
almost every match. The doubles
teams played rather well during
the year, the singles being the
major weakness.
Sailing again met vigorous com-

petition head on, and carried away
College hammer thrower Bill
a few of the honors. Second in the McWilliams and his coacb, Frank'
FTiis Cup event, fifth in the New Sabasteanski, left by plane
on
Englands. sixth in the Boston Re- Thursday morning for California
gatta, they copped the Geiger and three important track meets
Trophy and the Maine State Se- to be held the next three weekries. Their efforts earned much ends.
praise from Leonard Fowle, the
This Friday and Saturday Mc
President of the Eastern Sailing
Williams will compete in the
Association.
N.C.A.A. Championships at the
The Freshmen squads were par- University of California
at Berketicularly impressive. The tennis,
ley. On June 22 and 23 he will
track and baseball teams all had
take part in the National A.A.U
undefeated records at season's Championships
at'Bakersfleld. Proend. The Frosh Nine, led by the vided
he qualifies in one of these
brilliant pitching of Ronnie Woods
meets, McWilliams will compete in
and the expert fielding and hitting the final Olympic
tryouts in Los
of Brandon Teeling and Macey
Angeles on June 29 and 30.
Rosenthal, compiled a record of
The top six men in the
ten wins, no losses, with victories N.C.A.A.'s and
the top six in the
over such highly regarded squads A.A.U.'s will
be selected for the
as Exeter, Maine and Colby.
Olympic tryouts, as will the three
best performers in the Armed

Morgan, Athletic Dept.

Assistant Celebrates 25th

This past Thursday marked an- he is the gatherer of all gripes, so
soning, while veterans like "T- other anniversary: Bill Morgan, to speak, in the "cal" department,
ball" Libby, Mike Coster and pit- the perennial Assistant to the Di- and as he says, it's a tough job
cher Tom Fraser were good for rector of Athletics has just com- keeping "one step ahead of the
pleted his twenty-fifth year of boys." It is Bill who arranges exonly ephemeral moments.
penses, trips, tickets, and gathers
The team finished with a 4-8 service to Bowdoin.
Originally, he began his career all the technical material involvrecord, bowing out on a pessimistic note: an 11-4 loss to the here in Brunswick as a clerk in the ed in running our athletic events.
He feels that the enjoyment reBursar's office, then moved over to
scrappy Colby Mules.
the Hyde Afnletic Building in ceived in working for Bowdoin has
The outstanding spring track 1936 to take over his present res- outweighed by far -the headaches
and believes that he is working
record has been almost left to ponsibilities.
As assistant. Bill is in charge of with "the finest coaching staff
obscurity due to the even more
performances
of many of the everyday activities around." His most vivid memory
spectacular
McWilliams. apropos to the athletic program; while working at Bowdoin was
Bill
weight man
the 1936 football game with Maine

TRACK

WEEKLY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Forces Meet. Thus a total of fif-i
teen hammer, throwers will compete in the finals on June 29 and
30. From these fifteen three will
be chosen to go to Australia next
fall for the Olympic competition.
McWilliams, whose best throw
in competition has been 196' 2 ,/4",
has an excellent chance of qualifying for the Olympic tryouts. His
chief competition on Saturday will
come from such standouts at Al
Hall of Cornell, Cliff Blair of Boston University, and John Morefield of M.I.T.

IN THE UNITED STATES

Wherever You Are Well Send You The ORIENT

Subscribe

Town

Name

Members Of The
Will

Up Your

City

_

At The
State

Luncheon

which 16,000 people stormed
the gates in a tremendous display
of over-enthusiasm. The finest ath-

lete he has seen in the past quarter century: the late Andy Haldane. '41, star fullback and catch-

To Bowdoin Men

Outfitters

56

AVE ATQUE VALE

Brunswick, Maine

Building

OVER

100

YEARS

IN

ONE FAMILY

Treworgy Furniture Co.
'

Pleasant Street

11

To The Returning Alumni

"One o] Maine's Finest"

Brunswick

Motor Co!

Hail

Accounts

Welcomed

143

PLEASANT STREET

Pontiac and

MAINE STREET
Dial PA 5-5525

GMC

MIKE'S

PLACE

To The

BOTTLED BEER
COLD DRINKS
HOT DOGS

99

'49,

Pick

Subscription

Street.

Staff
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McWilliams
Goes To Coast
For Tryouts

FIRST-AUBURN

TRUST CO.

ORIENT

McWilliams quite promising.

plans to make this Pacific Coast
a stepping-stone to Melbourne.

Bears placed second without the
service of star Efcvight Eaton;
ped the local nine 4-3.
McWilliams took three firsts in
It could have been worse. Cap- th« discus, the hammer and the
tain Leroy Dyer held the Ephmen shot. Along with his tosses in Bosto a miserly six hits, fanned seven ton and at the IC4A meet in New
and only walked one for eight York, McWilliams quickly earned
innings. He turned up the next national recognition this year. If
week to gain a 5-1 victory over his hopes for improvement are
the University of New Hampshire fulfilled we should be seeing a
while allowing just two "bingles." representative
of
Bowdoin in
however, Danny world-wide competition soon.
In between",
MacFayden's boys had lost to BU
STATE MEET
and Tufts on the road trip. The
That State Meet incidentally
season remained a close parallel points up the prowess of the Cinweek; top per- dermen. Without star middle-disthe
first
to
formances occasionally popping up tance man Dwight Eaton, the
among couples'of losses.
Polar Bears were able to cop ten
One of the highlights, perhaps, first places.
was the 23-3 shellacking of the
BUI Seffens just missed the 200
MIT contingent. The game was so mark in the javelin by a foot and
lopsided that it was decided by a half but easily won, John Herboth coaches to call it at the end rick the indoor captain took first
of seven innings,
in the 440 with a time of 50.7, and
The next day saw Dyer return George Paton gained top laurels
for his second win when the Mac- in the k>w hurdles with a mark
Faydonmen turned back the Bates of 25.3
Bobcats by a 12-4 count. Along
The surprising thing was that
with Dyer, Johnny Kreider and two sophomores Bob Hinckley and
Pete Rieby were outstanding both Pete Fredenburgh took first, the
in the field and at bat.
latter a dual winner. Not even
STATE SERIES
considered in the running, HinckIn the State Series the Polar ley won the 880 and Fredenburgh
Bears could get nowhere. Finishing the 220 and 100-yd. dashes.
deadlock for last, they
a
The Orono exhibition showed
in
dropped important games to Maine that the team has power both in
and Colby as mid-season rolled the veterans and newcomers alike.
around.
Throughout the spring all these
Righy continued to pace the
team, the only consistent batman.
Bob Shepherd began to take on
some of the burden and by the
middle of May was well-established

Reserve Officer's Training Corps
unit at Bowdoin, he is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Plourde of
Pawtucket, R. I.

TO THE

this

trip

two college records. Against Tufts
on January 7, he broke the mark in his centerfield position.
It was obvious that sophomores
in the 150-yd. individual medley
wrth a time of 1:37.8. Then on such as Stover, LinBeott, Vieser
March 10 he snapped the existing and Curtis would need more searecord when he swam the 200-yd.
backstroke in 2:15 at the New
England Championships.

just

was

thing there

mer throw

CARS — TRUCKS

Manager

-

-
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Farewell

-

and Good Luck
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ROTC

16,

1956

Scholarships

Awards

\

For Outstanding Work
Sixteen Bowdoin College undergraduates were presented awards
for outstanding work during the
academic year 1955-56 at the annual inspection and review of the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
Regiment, held on May 21.
The complete list of awards is

as follows:
Cadet Colonel Richard W. Kurtz
'56, the Pershing-Presnell Sword,
given to Bowdoin by the parents
Of the late Lt. Col. John F. Presnell of the Class of -1936 of Port-

land.

Maine Department, Reserve OffiAssociation Bronze Medal,
awarded to the outstanding first-

ROTC student.
DMS AWARDS

year basic course

Ten juniors were designated

DisMilitary Students for
of o g t s t a n clof leadership, high
moral character, ability in academic achievements, and definite aptitude for the military'service."
They are John H. Alden, Richard K. Fickett, William H. Gard-

tinguished

"demonstration
qualities

ner, Richard W.
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel HenB. Lyman Jr.,
ry M. Britt '56, the Association of
Daniel, Arthur
the United States Army Award,
Ranlett, John I.
given
the senior ROTC student

to

who

has contributed most to the
program.
Cadet Captain J. Leo Berkley
'56, the Maine Society of the Sons
Revolution
American
t h,e
Of
Award, given to a native of Maine
for demonstrated proficiency in
the use of arms and for extra-cur-

ROTC

ricular participation in college ac-

*

tivities.

Cadet John Ranlett '57,
Maine Department, Reserve

the
Offi-

W.

Edward A.

Mc-

Perry, John
Sn"ow, and Clem-

Baron Silvercruys

Pierce

Tactics; Pres. James S. Coles;
Colonel Gerald Chapman. Artillery, Chief of the Maine Military
District; Colonel Paul Craig, InWillard
Col.
L.
fantry;
Lt.
Bratton, Infantry; Major Harold
Major
Infantry;
Roberts,
B.
Ordnance
Robert
Blrfnk.
F.
Corps; and Major Frederick E.
Cummings, Infantry.

(Continued from page one)
past

twenty-six

years

at

own.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Laws

-

George W. Graham II

A

Dies After
George Wheeler Graham

II

Long

in English history, particularly in
17th century Parliamentary history, and rendering impressive service in graduate education as an
able administrator, he richly merits his position as Dean of the
Graduate School, at Yale Univer-.

Brunswick's public gan his devotion to public educaschoolmaster tion. Assuming a principalship ev.
en prior to his degree, his service
in schools has been Interrupted
only for graduate work, and this
year completes his forty-second as

of

Yankee

transplanted

to Pennsylvania, in
his college years be-

a school principal, the last thirtythree at the Ardmore Junior High
School.
Emulating his sturdy
Maine forebears, he has pioneered,
initiating early patterns of junior
high
school
administration; like
Charles H. Livingston, for 35
Major Louis P. McCuller of
years Professor of Romance Lan- Gainesville, Fla., has been appoint- them, too, he has adhered to strict'
guages at Bowdoin College and. ed Assistant Professor of Military principles and stern disciplines for
Longfellow Professor since 1947, Science and Tactics, effective next himself and for his pupils, well-!

ROTC

Appoint Major To

Staff

from the faculty at the fall, according to Pres. James S. tempered by wisdom and human-*
end of June, Pres. James S. Coles Coles and Lt. Col. Will R. Win- ity. This is the heritage treasured
by more than 25,000 students un*'
announced recently.
frey, Commanding Officer of the
A native of Philadelphia and a' Reserve Training Corps unit at the der his guidance at Ardmore
alone. Absent from his own Com-"
graduate of Harvard College in College.

will retire

A native of Sanford, Fla., Mc- mencement because of duty to his;
Culler graduated in 1940 from the first principatohip, he today is,
University of Florida, where he called from his last principalship'
was a member of Phi Eta Sigma to be honored at this Commence*
and the Florida Blue Key and was ment.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Hu*.
clerk. of the Honor Court. He was
commissioned a second lieutenant mane Letters
.
And in the name of
in the Army Reserves upon his
TAUGHT
graduation from Florida and en- this society of scholars I decl»re'
At Bowdoin Professor Livingston tered active service in June of they are entitled to the rights and
privileges pertaining to their sevhas taught courses in French and 1941. He was promoted to his
Spanish. He has served on numer- present rank of major in the Ar- eral degrees, and that their names
are to be forever borne on its roll
ous faculty committees and for tillery in November, 1950.
of Honorary Members.
many years was chairman of the
AT FORT
Library Committee and of the
Since last September a student
Committee on Scholarships and
in the regular course at the ComStudent Aid. Among his publicamand General Staff School at Fort
tions are two books* on Medieval
Leavenworth, Kan., McCuller was
French literature and language:
from 1946 until 1949 an adminisGliglois, A French Arthurian Rotrative officer with European Commance of the Thirteenth Century;
mand Headquarters in Frankfurt,
(Harvard University Press) and
The senior class revived the cenGermany.
Le Jongleur Gautier Le Leu, Etude
He has completed the advanced tury-old custom of holding Class
sur les Fabliaux (Harvard Univerartillery course at Fort Sill, Okla., Day exercises at noon Thursday
sity Press).
and served for a year in Korea as under the historic Thorndike Oak,
During World War II Professor executive officer and plans and planted in September 1802, fol-.
Livingston was active in helping to training officer with a field artil- lowing the first chapel service in

1910, Professor Livingston received
SILVERCRUYS, Bel- his Master of Arts degree from
Ambassador to the United Harvard in 1916 and his doctorate
States. Born in Tongres, studying in 1920. He spent three years of
at the Universities of Louvain and study in Paris, at the Sorbonne,
Brussels, his devotion has been to College de
France, Ecole des
his nation in her International re- Hautes Etudes, and Ecole des
lations. His country's delegate to Chartes.
the Convention oi International
FRENCH, SPANISH

BARON

in

San Francisco

in

.

LEAVENWORTH

Seniors Revive

Seelye

Wins

Acting

Prize

"Maynard A. Seelye

Annual Day

has been
Merrill Mitchell
Prize for skill in acting, A. Raymond Rutan, IV, Acting Director
of Drama at Bowdoin, announced organize, with
Adam Walsh and
Tuesday.
Mai Morrell of the Bowdoin AthA mathematics major at Bow- letic Department, the system of
doin,
Seelye has been a dormitory air-raid wardens and civil defense
George
proctor and has served on the Stu- in the Brunswick area.
Funeral services were held yes- dent Council. He has also been a
Professor Livingston is a memterday afternoon from the Spar- feature writer for the Orient,
the ber of Phi Beta Kappa, Delta Up*
rell
Funeral Service, Norwell, undergraduate weekly newspaper. silon fraternity, and professional
Mass. Interment was in Winslow He
has appeared in frequent societies including the Modern
Cemetery, Marshfield, Mass.
Masque and Gown productions, in- Language Association and the Amcluding Stalag 17, Billy Budd, and erican Association of University
'56,

awarded the Alice

Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity,
was known on the campus* for his

W. Graham

never failing sense of humor. He
went to Europe with the Meddies
in 1954.

at

Roxbury, Mass., the son of William T. and Margaret Robens Gra-

ham.

He attended Belmont schools
and was graduated from Kimball
Union Academy, Meridan, N

GIFTS TO COLLEGE

H

Richard

Harvard University Graduate
MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS:
School of Arts and Sciences. He Salvatore J. Compagnone, Elliott
has also received a scholarship S. Kanbar, Harry S. Keller III,
from Harvard.
Aaron J. Shatkin, Maynard S.
Phillips will specialize in classi- Wallace Jr.
cal archaeology in the Department
CHEMICAL CORPS: Stephen
of Art and Archaeology at Prince- J. McCabe, and Richard F. Merton University, which has awarded ritt.
him a University Fellowship.
INFANTRY: Peter A. Chapman
Witherell will work for a doctor and Richard B. Rodman.
of philosophy degree in history at
ADJUTANT GENERAL: John

III.

Professors.

W. Maloney.

the University of Wisconsin.

FINANCE CORPS: Norman
The new second

Social Feature
(Continued from page one)

Although the percentage of
ulty

men

fac-

replying

affirmatively
qualified
their answers), the trend is similar. Fifty-three per cent of those
under 35 replied "yes" against 66
per cent of professors 55 or older.

vas

less

In the second survey, which was
on clique behavior, it appears that
the number of leaders in the
group goes from three or four potential ones in the freshman class
to one in the senior class. The
number of cliques seems to diminish as well.

The group

status of athletes
and car owners did not appear to
be greater than that of non-athletes and men without cars. NeiBowdoin's history.
ther did the amount of spending
Following the noon exercises the money enjoyed by the individual
Class of 1956 held a picnic at! appear to affect the number of
Reid State Park, returning for an! times he was chosen under these
evening dance on the terrace of criteria for friendship.
the Walker Art Building.
Class Day originated at Bowdoin in 1859 and was held regularly until World War II. Since that
time it has been observed only oc\

From 1953 until 1955 ho was
.stationed in Washington, D. C,
with the Career Management Division of the

Department

of

the

Army.
Twenty-seven per cent of all
drivers involved in fatal auto accidents in the U. S. last year were
under 25 years of age.

lieutenants will
active duty before

be called to
July of -1957, except for a few who
will receive delays for graduate
study in fields in which the Army
recognizes the existence of critical
shortages.

(more of them

-

lery battalion.

&

J

casionally.

Phi Bete

by the will of the late William
He is survived by his widow, Bingham II of Bethel, has made a
former Marilyn
Attridge, grant of $1,000 to Bowdoin ColBrunswick, his two children, his lege, Pres. James S. Coles anparents of Marshfield. Mass., his nounced recently..
maternal grandmother, Mrs. WilUnited States Steel Foundation
liam' Stacey, Toledo, Ohio; a sishas made an unrestricted gift of
ter, Mrs. W. Thomas Gill,
and $1,000 to Bowdoin College, Presa brother William T. Graham,
both ident Jamcs-S. Coles has announcthe

of Marshfield.

Merrymeeting
185

Gift

Park

Compliments of

Shop

Row

Greeting Cards

.

ally to the highest ranking junior,

was presented to
Dean Nathaniel

Ranlett.

C. Kendrick also
announced yesterday the names of

ten
class

members of the graduating
who received straight "A"

grades in all of their courses
during the spring semester.
Seniors receiving straight "A's"

were: Norman P. Cohen, Raymond
F.
Kierstead Jr., Richard W.
Kurtz, Philip A. Lee Jr., Albert
R. Marshall, Robert N. Morrison,
Philip E. Shakir, Aaron J. ShatJulian W.
Witherell,
Wrjght..

kin,

and

Wayne M.
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Pie
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STEAK — CHICKEN

Will'

— Bottled and

Lounge
«

Steamed Clams

BOB'S LUNCH

MOTOR COURT NOW OPEN
BRUNSWICK

Tti

On

Route 1

Dial Hilltop 3-3921

mm

35 Maine

Street

H..il

;j^niwi

Conveniently located between Bath and Brunswick

UNION STREET

Service

USED CARS

Welcome Alumni

Cold Beer

Sales and

— INDIVIDUAL THERMOSTATIC HEAT

1

Only IS minutes from the college

INTRODUCTORY LESSON
Professional Teachers

Lounge.
Freeport

//

Matchless Service

212B Maine Street

Restaurant

season

paneled rooms

W

Model School of Dance

CASC0 BAY TRADING POST MOTEL

21
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The Betterment Fund, created

in 1951.

Dial

PA

9-9326

mmmmvimmmmmimmMmi

P.

Cohen.

.

r

Phillips,

Fund, a sum of $20,000 given In Rigby, Terry D. Stenberg.
TRANSPORTATION CORPS:
1937 by Mrs. John Washburn of
Minneapolis, Minn., in memory of Paul A. DuBrule Jr., Ronald A.
her uncles, John, William, Jere- Golz, Frank L. McGinley, Richard
miah, and Joseph O'Brien. Awards Nason, Wayne F. Orsie, Harlan I.
arc made to students who are Prater III.
judged by the faculty to be "most
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE:
suitable to profit by travel or ad- J. Leo Berkley, William W. Hale
vanced study, either in this coun- Jr., Sanford A. Kowal, Peter J.
try or abroad."
O'Rourke Jr., David H. Patterson
Holmes will study music at the Lloyd E. Willey.

1

1945, a signatory to the North Atlantic Treaty in 1949, and since
1945 in his present high post, his
service has been exemplary of distinguished diplomacy, to the great
benefit of his native land and our

speciality was "Ding Dong
Daddy," one of the group's special
numbers. Graham, a member of

19," 1932,

product
schools,

Professor Livingston Retiring;

gian

Organization

his

He was bom May

Illness

'56

died Thursday afternoon at his
home in Brunswick after an illness of two years.
Graham, a music major, was
described by his close friend and
teacher. Prof. Frederic E. T. Tilk>tson, as "the most courageous
person I ever met."
Despite being afflicted with cancer for the last two years, Graham
was a member of the Glee Club
and the famed Meddlebempsters.
Had he not been forced to leave
school this semester because of
his illness, he would have graduated this morning.
As n member of the Meddies,

'

"56

I

EDWARD HOLYOKE SNOW of

Yale.

Harold R.

received

all

i,

Demonstrating superb scholarship the Class of 1914, native of Winn, the midst af

Jr.

QUARTERMASTER:

SIGNAL CORPS: Ellsworth B.
and Witherell
awards from the Clark, Robert C. Hamlin, Lewis
O'Brien Graduate Scholarship Kaskel, John A. Kreider, Peter J.

College Confers Honorary Degrees

Association Gold Medal,
awarded to the outstanding firstAlso Lt. Col. Gates B. Stern, sity. From his beginnings in Tilyear advanced course ROTC stuCaptain Thomas W. Stockton, and ton, New Hampshire, his studies
dent.
brought him to Brunswick, on to
Cadet John P. Field '58, the 1st Lt. Peter C. King, all of the
New Haven, to Guildhall and LamMaine Department, Reserve Offi- ROTC staff.
beth Palace. In all, he has disMedal,
Silver
The earlier part of the day was
cers Association
scholar's mind, never saawarded to the outstanding sec- given over to visiting classes and played a
tisfied, yet not afraid of generaliond-year basic course ROTC stu- inspection of training aids, supply
zation. Here is a man of deep undent.
room, armory, rifle range, and
derstanding, full wisdom.
Cadet George J. Basbas, the training areas.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Laws.

cers

Strong

G. Plasse, Richard L. Rand.

O'BRIEN SCHOLARSHIPS
Holmes,

L.

ent S. Wilson.
The reviewing party today included Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey.
Professor of Military Science and

Harris, George W. Heselton, Calvin B. Kendall, Richard W. Kurtz.
C. Nicholson Jr., TimoTheodore M.
thy B. Stearns,

Norman

and a Christian Beacham Jr., J. David Gardner,
Democrat member of the Italian Henry M. Haskell, Roland H. JanChamber of Deputies.
elle, Albert R. Marshall, Leonard

Edward H. Snow

Hartley F. Simpson

.

Hathaway, David L. Hurley,
George A. Massih Jr., Stephen R.
Morse, Warren A. Slesinger, David'
L. Tamminen, Kurt E. Volk Jr.,
Robert P. Warren, Mryon L. Wood
Jr., Allan F. Wright, and Donald
M. Zuckert.
ARTILLERY: Paul S. Doherty.
Willis H. Durst Jr.. LeRoy E.
Dyer, Roland F. Emero, Ronell F.

versity of Milan

Greene, Richard

Joseph

.

(Continued from page one)

dred Everett in memory of her father, a graduate in the Class of
1850 at Bowdoin.
A Bowdoin Plan student, Tosato
has maintained a straight "A" record in his courses at the College.
He plans to do graduate work in
economics
at
Yale University,
which has also granted him a
scholarship. In 1953 Tosato won a
travelling scholarship to London
for the Coronation, and in 1955 another award which enabled him to
go to Ceylon and South India. He
la the son of Egidio Tosato,
a
member of the faculty at the Uni-

cers

ing

ROTC

.

ntinund from page one)
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THE BOW
Council Chooses Fawcett
To Head Charity Weekend
James M. Fawcett
Chairman of

elected as

was

'58

III

the

Campus

Cheat Committee yesterday at the
second Student Council meeting

Fawcett is a member of Delta
Sigma and a past secretary of the
Student Union Committee. He also
serves on the new College hazing
board which will supervise this
year'sxhazing activities. The
pus Chest weekend is the
time during the school year
is

Book Loss Limits

25,

NUMBER

1958

4

Freshman Class
Is 208 Strong

Student Stack Use

of the year.

money

ORIENT
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solicited

for

Camonly

The Library Committee has

to stop the disappearance of books.

Com"The pur-

Professor Athern Daggett,

when mittee Chairman,

charities,

re-

the use of the library
stacks to those with permits authorized by a professor. The reguwas taken this fall
action
latory
stricted

pose

is

not

said

prohibitory

but con-

and the chairman has the responsi- servatory and regulatory. No one
bility of planning that weekend wno needs to use the stacks will
and of helping in the allocation of be prohibited - every effort will
funds raised during the drive.
be made to facilitate the use of
the stacks for such persons."
Professor Athern Daggett apIt was Professor Daggett's opinpeared before the Council yesterion that the book losses were due
day in his capacity as chairman
and
"carelessness
to
mainly
of the faculty library committee.
thoughtlessness" and that regulaHe explained that three main probtion, though regrettable, was the
lems had arisen from the opening
only solution. Appeals were made
of the stacks. The first was the use
last year in an effort to regain
of the side door of the Library
the lost books. Some were reas an exit and when possible as
turned. Some were found. But the
was
this
that
noted
He
entrance.
an
believed the number
Committee
bad in that it gave no check on

New Hazing

Mass. Claims 65,

Limits

Commence Tins

Ten More Than Me.

Fafl

By Dave Hesser

Two hundred and eight members of the Class of 1960 arrived

Last year the Student Council
took the initiative to revise the
rules on hazing again. The final

in

was

too great.

lege

Premiere

its

first

in 1794 and adeight students in

Massachusetts with 65 and Maine
with 55 have the most men in the
Class of 1960, with seventeen other
states, the District of Columbia,

President James

Each

fraternity

S.

will

Coles

wit-

haze only

its

ness none of the large signs, weird

.

New Orient Has

IS

1802.

regulations.
will

September

their

men

was founded

mitted

Board to hold fraternity presidents
accountable for supervision of activities and the enforcement of all

campus

on

freshman year.
represent Bowdoin's
155th entering class since the Col-

junction with the student Judiciary

This year the

begin

These

own pledges, and there shall
be no activities involving physical
books.
costumes or strings of tin cans. danger or physical punishment.
To get a stack permit, the stuThe
only articles which freshmen
One of the most important of
Second was the problem of smok- dent interested must get a mimeocan be required to wear are signs these new resolutions is the one
ing in the stacks, something which graphed form at the library chargno larger thas>8 12 inches and the involving the constructive side of
not allowed in any library. ing desk. The faculty member for
is
usual beanies.
hazing. A scholarship program will
Third was the major problem of whom the work will be done will
Hazing may only consist of meal- be set up by each fraternity to
book disappearance. He stated that approve it. It is then brought back
time hazing, and for only one meal aid the freshmen in acclimating
the new library regulations were to the charging desk and a card
per day, five days per week. The them to the discipline of their colin no way considered as prohibi- is issued and put on file in the
daily time is not to exceed forty- lege work. Thomas E. Needham
tive; they are intended to be con- library. When the student uses the
five
minutes.
Furthermore, no '57 of Orono was the author of
servatory in nature. No one who stacks, he will get the card from
freshman shall be required to work this idea, which several of the
has a real use for the stacks will the charging desk and return it
in excess of three hours per week houses are already carrying on
when he leaves.
be denied it, Prof. Daggett said.
v
on house projects.
in some form.
Only supervised activities will be
Last but not least is the most
allowed within the confines on important resolution of all-at least
lost,

Brunswick

to

were drawn up by the Council on recommendations made by
a joint student-faculty committee.
This committee has since been
dissolved, and in its stead is the
Student Haz<ng Committee. The
object of this new committee is
to pass judgement on any proposed hazing activity, and in conrules

and Canada also represented. Connecticut has 19 men in the class,
New York 18, Pennsylvania 10,
Rhode Island 8, New Jersey 7, and
New Hampshire 6. There are two
freshmen each from Delaware,
Maryland, Michigan, Ohio, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Canada, and
one man each from Arkansas,
Colorado, the District of Columbia,
Florida, Illinois, and Vermont.
In addition to the freshmen,
twelve foreign students are ia
residence this year under the Bow
doin Plan, by which their expenses
are shared by the College and the
undergraduate fraternity chapters.
Two of these men are from Germany and two from Korea. The
other eight come from Austria,
France, Greece, Mexico, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, and

campus, and these will to freshmen - All hazing activities Switzerland.
be subject to the approval of the shall cease by Friday noon before
The men are as follows:
Homecoming.
Junghi Ahn, Seoul, Korea, Peter
Blattner, Basel, Switzerland, Alain
A. R. Chevalier, Tours, France,
|Ulrich
Fanger,
Braunschweig,
Germany, Harry Hedenstedt, Nykdping, Sweden, Emile R. J. M.
Jurgens, Nijmegen, the Netherlands,
Johannes Kjorven, Oslo,
By William Beckett
of Natural History's Lerner Marine Norway, George Kotsonis, Prygos,
The first reports of faculty sum- Laboratory on Bimini Island, he Greece, Wolfgang Netolitzky, Blumers come together to create a toured the Grand Bahama Bank denz, Austria, Bernardo Ortiz de
sketch, though hardly a complete investigating
marine
biological Montellano, San Luis Potosi, Mexpicture, of faculty activity between sounds with recording apparatus. ico, Horst G. A. Widersich, WittinBowdoin's spring death and cur- In particular, he was interested gen, Germany, In Sup Yuin, Seoul,
rent resurrection.
in the relation of sound to fish Korea.
Travel of some sort was almost behavior— and here only the fish
Since the Bowdoin Plan was inthe rule so that a great many had the answers. But Professor augurated in the spring of 1947,
professors and their families were Moulton has some of them now too. eighty-six different foreign
stuabsent from Brunswick for at least Noisy squirrel fish, angels and the dents have benefited from its proa part of the summer. They man- like responded tu his seagoing in- visions, some for one year, some
aged in their travels to escape terview with a relish that left him for as many as four. Students have
a great deal of rain, associated more than satisfied with his sum- come
from twenty-six (liferent
quantities of mud on the road con- mer's work.
countries.
struction projects which flanked
But many travelers didn't leave
On Saturday afternoon, fathers
Brunswick this summer, and the the country. Professor and Mrs. and mothers of entering freshmen
droves of out-of-state cars that William C. Root visited in Berke- attended a Parents' Forum in the
came despite it all.
ley and San Jose, California. Pro- Moulton Union on the campus. The
Professor and Mrs. Edwin B. fessor and Mrs. Albert Abraham- panel included Dr. James S. Coles,
Benjamin spent the entire summer son spent time in such widely sep- President; Dean Nathaniel C. Kentraveling in Europe, but they di- arated places as Washington, D. C. drick, Bursar Glenn R. Mclntire,
vided the majority of their time and California. Professor Richard Lt. Col. Gates B. Stern, Professor
between England, France, and L. Chittim attended a conference of Military Science and Tactics;
Italy. Professor and Mrs. Jeffrey in New York on an I.B.M. project
and other members of the faculty.
J. Carre were also in France, vis- concerned with college problems.
At the Forum parents had an
iting
relatives near Angouleme.
Professor James A. Storer rep- opportunity to ask questions about
Professor Edward S. Hammond's resented Maine College Community undergraduate life and the curriEuropean trip was not so pleasant, Research at a New York confer- culum.
however. He became ill while trav- ence of the Commission on EduFollowing the question and aneling in Belgium and was flown cational
Development. Professor swer period parents and their sons
home for treatment when the seri- Charles E. Huntington directed the met informally with President and
ousness
his
of
condition
was summer's work at Bowdoin's Kent Mrs. Coles and the members of
known. He is now recovering in Island Scientific Station in the Bay the panel.
Massachusetts.
of Fundy. Professor Herbert R.
On Monday morning, September

,

the college

Student Hazing Committee.

Faculty

Members Enjoy

Vacations

In

Europe,

US

I

Shown above
of the Orient.

are Peter F. Gas* and

Roger Howell

nist

staff.

ditions.

This is the first issue of the
Orient, tiow printed by the South-

entirely revised.

ern Maine Publishing Company, to
appear in tabloid form. The new
format had been considered last
year. The Orient will be circulated Tuesday rather than Wednesday, and will still reach mail-subscribers before the following weekend.
staff is

now headed by Pe-

ter F. Gass. Gass, a senior, is a
member of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity.

new heads

and a new feature writer.
Both photographers' are recent ad-

A changed Orient begins publication this year under a changed

The

Jr.,

Paul Z. Lewis was absent from the picture.

He has worked

for

the

Orient for the last three years.
Harry G. Carpenter, also a senior
and an Alpha Delt, is the Business

is

One Assistant News Editor
new. The sports staff has been

Ten freshmen have been added
to the staff in different capacities.

Included are a cartoonist, a phoseveral business asand news reporters. Editor Gass emphasized at the Freshtographer,
sistants,

man Smoker
that

no

Interest

held last Thursday
experience is required.
ability are all for

and

which the Orient looks.
Letters

welcomed

to

the

Editors

as before.

will

be

Members of
Comto comment

the student body and College

munity are invited
Professor James M. Moulton did
Manager.
on recent ev'ents at the College. some summer traveling of a difRoger Howell Jr. and Paul Z.
As last year, letters will be han- ferent sort, »nd the points of most
Lewis are Managing Editors. Both
interest in connection
with his
dled as a form of guest editorializare members of the Junior Class.
route appear only as depth readThe staff of critics has been ing though they are not immune ings on navigators' charts. Workenlarged. There is one new colum- from the editor's pencil.
ing from the American Museum

|

Brown taught this summer at.Mid- 17, freshmen started registering.
dlebury's School of English.
All members of the incoming class
Several faculty members and signed the matriculation book in
their

wives became parents this the office of President James S.
too: Professor and Mrs. Coles, at the desk used by novelist
Pols, Professor and Mrs. Na thane!
Hawthorne in Salem,
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page *)
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DEVIL IN THE GALLEY
WILLIAM KEESON

by
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25,

"Que Diable
galere

W

1956

aller faire

Behind

111

dams

la

The

Ivy Curtain

BRIAR FOSTER

.

Pedant Joue."- Moliere

a bow to the genUeman.'l
should like to dedicate this week's

First Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia Press Association.
First Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.

by

?"

."

.

offering

the respective talents

to

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
>f three ladies whom I saw in the
Prof. James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Born '57
course of this summer's burgeonHarold R. Beacham '56 Ha rry G. Carpen te r Jr. '57, Peter F. Gass '57.
ing. O :.e of them is barely twenty,
The Orient wishes to thank Mr. Robert M. Cross of the College
afid she is Julie Andrews, whose
Public Relations Department for his assistance in preparing this issue.
"Ctita in My Fair Lady is pure
National Advertising Service, Inc.
magi s. The other two are oider,
v
College I'ubli.heri Representative
and in different sections of the
NEW YORK, N. Y.
420 MADISON AVENUE
Chicago — Boston — Los Angelee — San Francisco
field. They arextivrrfiiiglish comePublished weekly when claaaea are held during the Fall and Spring Semeater by
the etudenta of Bowdoin College. Addreea newa communication! to the Editor and -aub- dienne, Hermione Gingold, and the
arription communication* to the Buaineu Manager of the Bowdoin Pabliihlng Com*
puir at the ORIENT Office In Moore Hall, Bowdoin Collage, Brunawick. Maine. En- Irish actress, Siobhan McKenna,
tered aa eecond claai matter at the poet office at Brmnswick, Maine. The anbacription
whose Jeanne D'Arc succeeds in
rata far on* year b three t>) doll ar*.
^ becoming the peasant saint as you
have always imagined her— minus
Maxwell Anderson's contrived eleYou have probably noticed by now that the Orient is a changed
gancies apd M. Anouilh's larkish
paper. We have changed our size, shape, and management.
proceedingsWe have new printers. During the summer, President Coles
Miss Andrews I sow in the gladreceived word that the Record Press in Brunswick would no
some Boy Friend. Her Polly Brown
longer be able to print the paper. The Record had been printin that was so charmingly fey, I
ing the Orient for over twenty-five years, and the separation was
got a mad thing for her. The
by no means a joyful one. The Bowdoin Publishing Company
maddened when she
'•thing*.'
began looking for new printers. Two weeks ago we found them
lurched through a group of My
,

Here we are aga|p. A hardy welcome to all you lovers of
and fancy. Almost everyone, as they advance with their
have a new attitude toward the college. Of course, there
are the seniors usually with a somewhat jaded feeling toward
the whole affair. But the sophomores and juniors as a rule can
be counted upon to hold a more optimistic view of Ivy League
education. And we cannot forget the freshman, shuffliug around
with the poise of a three-legged cow, but whose enthusiasm is
art,

class,

quite exhilarating.

By now the students are generally divided into two groups:
pledges and hazers. Except for weekend interludes this situation will last into the

month

of

November.

During

this period

why he came to college. Let's
more acumen than some of his prede-

the freshman might ask himself

)

hope he can show a

little

i

cessors.

As

(

have found their way into
Hence, this week the Ivy Curtain extends covsuch far-flung places as Washington, London, and

yet no college publications'

:

The New Orient

in Freeport, Maine.

The Southern Maine Publishing Company, under the direcRodney Morrison, agreed to take us on. Mr. Mor-

tion of Mr.

rison believes there

is

Fair Lady's personae, only to
sprawl on the ground, her -violets
all over the stage, her hat awry,
her shawl in deshabille— uttering a
piercing "Ooow!" She -is sfill young
enough to give her Wouldn't It Be
Loverly? the adolescent wistfulne.is it needs. And, as she emerges
from her chryshallis, there is something sharply painful in her Just
You Wait. She is a versatile singing actress, and she can wring your

*

a great business in printing college news-

papers, and we agree with him most heartily. We hope this is
only the beginning of a long connection between the Orient and
the Southern Maine Publishing Company.
This change gave the Orient a chance to make still another:
size. The many advantages of a tabloid have been on our
minds for quite some time. The number' of pages can be adjusted to the amount of news each week. College news can be more
conveniently handled and presented. Most college newspapers
are now in this form for the same reasons.
With these changes established, we are now trying to en-

our

hourt dry. Above
sesses the air

all else,

for every one, including, of course, our readers.

sometime.

singing

Hermione Gingold

The hazing regulations printed

in this issue of the

completeely satisfied. It is a working and practical settlement.
This is the first and crucial year.
We hope the regulations work. It will take co-operation and
patience from everyone involved.
The new regulations have eliminated the "undesirable" parts
of hazing. The physical dangers to the freshmen that were part

now gone. Those members of the
see hazing done away with all together must

of Bowdoin's traditions are

faculty

who want

to

that the parts of it that they objected to most strongbe with us this fall. This is not the time to press on
hazing—and with it, perhaps, the fraternity system as we know it now. This is a compromise, and
it requires toleration, patience as well as an element of under-

remember

ly will not

for the total destruction of

standing of the student mind,
A good part of fie student body was not overjoyed to see the
hazing practices remolded. But many of these practices were
detrimental to the College as well as to the fraternity systems
as'a whole. The new rules, arrived at by the students as well as
the faculty, still allow the basic objectives to be accomplished.
The fraternity presidents and the men themselves have an obligation to stay reasonably within the rules. If parts of the rules

seem disagreeable,
up

live

tc

it

is

too bad.

They are here and we must
""

them.

this a year in which nothing
There are six more weeks to go.

make

Let's
violated.

is

Me

Show

quite anoth-

er'lhTng. ShTTsTnife" "buffoon,

Orient are

the main part of a long-worked-for compromise. Compromises
are never totally agreeable Neither side of the dispute can be

I

an&

though her new revue, Sticks and
Stones, has its rougher moments,
she makes you forget all that. No
one is as fearsomely authentic as
Miss Gingold when she sharpens
her teeth and sets out to demolish

stamped out or

Shall

we

all

co-

operate?

sanctified

a

article.

Her mirthful

portraits of elderly ladies are fa-

mous, and each of them a little
maslc-pierc of detail. In Sticks
and Stones as an eternal invalid
preoccupied with her ex-rays, as
Lucrezia Borgia on an orgy, as an
opera star, as a lady for whom the
nuch-discussed Godot is waiting,
she was cleverly and outrageously

But it was in the sketch,
Hats, with the aid of a dozen or so
models Lily Dache would've spit
clinical.

upon,

she

that

became

grandly
laden

trch, dallying over a heavily

herry chapeau with casual delibShe is no beauty, but her

eration.

is beautiful, and in this epoch
comedy-come-lately, it is nice to
.now that she is busily erecting a

irt
.f

ery.

There is no actress like Siobhan
IcKenna. The fact that she is
not superflous, for she
is
irings to Shaw's Joan a peasant
lame, a simple but stalwart faith
n her voices, and a jarring brogue
ri*h

BIF And The Freshmen
Forum

has for a long time been a favorite
target for attack by a few elements on the campus. One of their
chief complaints has been the fact that it was a blanket taxsupported organization but one which was so narrow and/or sectarian that it had little benefit for the campus as a whole. This,

The

Interfaith

was ample grounds for questioning its existence.
If these same elements watched with care the whole procedure of the entrance of the freshmen this, or any recent year,

they

felt,

they would have noted, perhaps with surprise, that it was the
BIF which contributed a great deal to making the entrance as
painless as possible. The BIF's work for this began as long ago
as last May when several of their members were elected to pub-

Freshman Handbook.
The BIF's work did not stop, however, with the publication
distribution of the books. As soon as its members were on
the campus in the f: 11, they were laying plans for the annual
Freshman Smoker. Tie purpose of this affair is to acquaint the
freshmen with the many extra-curricular activities that they can
lish the

and

join.

:

:

Her

hat suits her role perfectly.

appearance

irst

in

bare

feet,

raids and a coarse red dress

implex munditiis
opes A concerning

—

—

five to one.

To These
by

Ears
GEORGE SMART

With the last gleaming pledgelpins placed on respective
tweedy lapels and freshly bought^ua^Lskirts, the banks of rushing "snow" quickly dwindle to the grim muchholes of the "new"
hazingj^g^Stltmev, -Ovjernight the__spotless freshmen,
v

who

just

r

„.-houTs before were the app cN^rn loasr>iuLthe_cjunpus, fall help-

—

—

bottom of the pile for seven weeks under the
weight of beanies, signs and other decorations, and first college
assignments.
to the

lessly

Brave Resolutions
Upperclassmen return with mixed emotions.

The sopho-

mores, after a glorious summer on the highway or in summer
school, wear tha.t triumphant expression that must certainly
come after completion of the first agonizing year. Juniors rest
in that blissful stage between required courses and major examinations. Seniors, now at the top of the pile, following a happy
and contented six weeks of Army camp, look ahead to May and
June and wonder if it would be so bad to spend another year
here after all. All Bowdoin men make three brave resolutions:
to put the Cumberland in business once again, to make bull sessions bigger and better and longer than ever, and to make the
four home football week-ends last as long as possible— preferably from Thursday to Tuesday with Wednesday reserved
strictly for classes and a week's homework. From every corner

echoes the popular maxim: 'Never let your studies interfere
with your extracurricular activities."
Lights
serious side WBOA once more prepares to broadall residents of the Moulton Union. To those
eager to visit the halls of learning, the library
beckons with two enormous new outside lights— lights so big
that even airplanes may find them useful when the great fog
rolls in. With Professor Quinby again off to stranger and wilder
lands, Ray Rutan is once more at the helm of Pickard Theater,
and plans another ambitious season which will include an originala Beeson-Stenberg musical revue to be presented at House-

On

a

more

cast extensively to

students

still

parties.

How interesting all these annual proceedings are from the
One wonders what actualy goes
point of view.
through the minds of the student and professor as they eye each
other suspiciously for the first time. Or more important per*haps, what does the poor tired old polar bear, who hasn't had
a night's sleep since the hockey rink was started, think, as he
quietly observes the opening of the 155th academic year at
Bowdoin. Do you suppose he really cares anymore?
individual

confirms high
her suitability.
beseeching and de'•he is eager:
manding by instants. Nothing must
Icier her.
Her voice is harshly
trie t Staff .
It is a thrilling voice
>eautiful.
iat can do full justice to Shaw's Editor-in-Chief— Peter F. Gass
irning prose.
In the final, mo- Managing Editors— Roger Howell, Jr., Paul Z. Lewis
ic.ils, particularly in the long trial Sports Editor— Neil Cooper
ene, she is unbearably moving, News Editor— Roland O'Neal
cr desperation, her indestructible Assistant News Editors— David Messer, John S. Williams
Feature Writers— William Beckett, William Beesom III, William G. L.
lit!) against her learned prosecu-

The

The
Foster, George Smart
." News Staff— Peter Anastas, Robert L. Gustafson, Morgan LaMarsh,
oh Lord
weary plaint to the
Carl Olson, Norm Levy, Paul Satre, Rob Wilson
Bud Hinckley, Jim Kim
.'arid. Never before have I had the Photographers
eeling that I was watching some- Sports Staff— Michael Brown, Steven Froger, Earl Miller, Melvine
.rs

shatteringly beautiful.

is

mous "How

S

With two major p»-o 4 e?ts completed, the BIF does not now
sit on its hands and do nothing; plans are underway for the Religious Forum to be held this winter—another major ^service to
the College as a whole. Tomorrow it will he sponsoring an outstanding speaker for the College community.
It "-eons to us that these are all services not to be scoffed
at. In helping the incoming freshmen, the BIF has helped the
College in a difficul* tark; we feel that they should continue to
a p -— "-» -ooperation of the whole campus.

was 9V2 to four. Some three weeks later they inform us it is
However, Dow Jones stdl is not giving us the average on "Old Moosehead."
Viet Nam, on the contrary, remains undecided about drinking problems. They report on an experiment held in London
the purpose of which was to determine the validity of police
tests for drunken driving. There were lour subjeots and three
physicians. The first subject was given one whiskey before taking the test. Two of the three doctors declared him drunk.
The second man was given a whiskey and told to act aervous. One doctor declared him drunk. The same verdict was
passed on the man who was administered a whiskey and a pepdrug. The fourth subject had eight whiskeys. Two out Of three
physicians decided he was stone sober.
es

-

ubstanlial institution for her drolis

striking change was reported over the summer by Clip-«
news letter published by the Methodist Board of Temperance. On July 30, according to them, the ratio in this country
of money spent on alcohoic beverages to contributions to church-

a

professional surety, a serene pro-

A Working Settlementr

Nam.

A

sheet, a

she pos-

have— nothing grande dame, but
Try

Viet

to

the great ones

all

large the Orient Staff, to interest people who are interested in
what is happening and enjoy writing.
The end result, we hope, will be informative and interesting

ficiency.

the Orient office.

erage

long,

.

.

a me a wise,

—

come

Sing great
,'ecks
a

ago

briii?

I

to

life.

Several

watched Miss McKen-

a peasant girl alive.

It

Levine, Sidney Slobodkin.
Business Manager— Harry G. Carpenter.
Advertising Manager— Roger W. Whittlesey

Circulation Managers—John Dowling, Jr., John A. C. McLean
John Vette HI, Charles S. Crummy
Cynaras, I will eat, eating Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Born,
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass
huntbk pie and muttering dreams.
v;ts

fine to see.

—

Hawing wildly flung my garlands Assistants

o th-ee
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25,

Miller
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203

Pledge

men who

twelve College fraternities:
Alpha Delta Phi; 20
William Bowman, Paul Bransford, Jon Brightman, John Clapp,
Charles Crummy; Harrison Davis,
Peter Dawley, Donald Hall, Ed-

mund
mund

Hinkley,

Keefe,

Peter Izzard, EdFrancis Lamarche,

Lance Lee, John Moses

Jr.,

George

Porrferoy, Ernest Powell, Nicholas
Spicer, John Vette, Robert Virtue,

Luis Weil.
Psi I'spsilon; 14

Tommy

Ashe,

Norris

Blomfelt,

Perry Miller, Professor of AmerLiterature

at

Harvard Uni-

Dennis Hodsdon, Mi versity, will be the James BowPerley Smith Turner, Professor
Iwanowicz,
William
Lindoin speaker on Wednesday, OcBruce McDonald,
Edgar tober 17, Professor A. Leroy Grea- of Education, died at the Brunscoln,
March, Thomas Marshall, Arthur son, Jr., chairman of the faculty wick Community Hospital on SunMcKenna, Frederic Palka, Robert committee in charge of the event, day, September 2. He had been ill
Roach, George Robinson, Daniel has announced.
since February.
Smart, Walter Stuart.
A graduate of the University of
Born February 16, 1896, in MontBeta Theta Pi; 20
Chicago in 1928, Professor Miller
Ray Baldridge, Peter Bonin, also did his graduate work there, ville, Professor Turner was the son
McClellan and Mae
of George
Daniel Calder, Douglas Crabtree, receiving
a doctor of philosophy
David de Baun, John Doherty, Da- degree in 1931. He then joined the Smith Turner. He graduated in
1915 from Cony High School in Auvid Fischer, Richard Fisk, David
faculty at Harvard as instructor
gusta, then entered Bowdoin, where
Foster,
Dixon Griffin, Frederic in history
and literature. He, behe was a member of the varsity
Stephen
Loebs,
Johnson,
Dale came
an assistant professor in
track and football teams, and was
Matheson, Bruce McCombe, Carl 1936 and
an associate professor
elected president of the sophomore
Perrin, Theodore Perry, Christochael

Butchman, George Davis, pher Seibert, Robert Thomas, ErThorsteinson, Arthur Van de
Harwood Ellis, Stanwood Fish, Wil- land

Leach, Water.
Hawkins,
liam
Sigma Nu; 20
Henry Pollock, Alvin Simonds,
Robert Blair, Bruce Bockmann,
Smith,
Peter
Skillings,
Roger
Elmer
Broxson,
Wilson
Born,
Fuller.
Edward
Worthing West,
Frank Budik, Herbert Clark, RichChi Psi; 17
Erikson,
Donald
Downes,
ard
Anthony Belmont, Ray Bucci,
John Feeney,
Erikson,
Stanley
Robert Clark, George Dean, Russ
Robert Hawkes, True Miller, DaHenshaw, Robert Hohlfelder, David
Rcvelos,
Charles
Paturel,
„vid
Ober, Walter Read, William Riley,
Glenn Richard's David Roop, PeDavid Russell, John Strachan, RobTaylor, Wayne
Eric
Sheldon,
ter
Tintocaert Swenson, Christopher
Smith, Phillip Very.
lis, Jack Webster.
Alpha Tau Omega; 12
Delta Kappa Epsilon; 16
Henry Bruner, Basil Clark, DonBaldwin,
Robert
Arndt,
Nicholas
ald Cousins, Glenn Frankenfield,
John Beades, John Coudon, Frank
Thomas Grout, Donald Hatch,
Goodwin, Robert Knowlton, Robert
Conrad Kuchel, Ronald Orcutt, WilLe Mieux, Richard Morse, Noel
Sheehan, liam Page, Phillip Mayhew, WalTerrance
Carrington,
ter Mylander, Saulius Vydas.
Carl Smith, Robert D. Smith, Rob
Alpha Rho Upsilon; 12
ert N. Smith, Robert Spencer, John
Joel Abramson, Floyd Barbour,
Waiters, Phillip Wilson.
Donald Block, Jay Goldstein, NorTheta Delta Chi; II
Brown, man Gould, Stephen Green, RobPeter
Baldwin,
Seth
ert Hertzig, Melvine Levine, AnGeorge Flint, John Gould, Ray
drew Lindsay, Earl Miller, Carl
Humphries, Thomas Jones, John
Dustin Olsen, Robert Vernick.
Lingley, Robert Parker,
Delta Sigma; 18
Pease, John Trump, Joseph Volpe.
David Boyle, Steven Bunker,
Zeta Psi; 24
Richard Davis, Edward Fillback,
Michael Abrahams, Peter AnderJonathan Green,
Frieze,
Michael
son, John Burbank, Philip Clifford,
Peter Gustafson,
Edward Dunn, Edward Groder,
Robert Crowe,
Lindequist, Allen Mabie,
Robert
Barrie
George Entin, Paul Galanti,
Frank Mahncke, John McGill, John

Anthony

"Sheldon

Turner Succumbs
After Lengthy Illness
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ton Fowler,
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To Speak
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1956

in 1939.

In 1946

he was named

to

his present position.

Dr. Miller

genheim
1949-50

was awarded

Fellowship

he lectured

in
in

1936.

In

American

studies at the

University of Leyden in the Netherlands. He is the
author of Orthodoxy in Massachu-

He was

class.

Zeta
a Gug-

president

also

of

and was the

fraternity

Psi

recipient, in 1920, of the Lu-

first

Howe Award, given "to that
member of the Senior Class, who

cien

during his college course, by example and influence has shown the
highest

qualities

(1933),

The New

Perley S. Turner

and

conduct

of

The Puritans (1938),
character."
Mind (1939),
He graduated from Bawdoin
Jonathan Edwards (1949.), and The

setts

England

He taught courses

of education, the principles of sec-

TransccndcnUlists (?343). He also 1931 as a member of the Class, of
edited in 1948 Jonathan Edwards, 1919, and attended the Colorado
Images or Shadows of Divine School of Mines for a year before
returning to complete work for his
Things.
James Bowdoin Day was insti- Bowdoin degree.
tuted in 1941 to grant recognition

undergraduates who distinthemselves
academically.
Scholarships, carrying no stipend,
are awarded to students who have
completed at least two semesters
of work, in recognition of a high
average in their courses to date
to those

guish

In 1946,

in the history

in

ondary education, educational psychology, the responsibilities of the

New England

high school principal,

and the practice

he was appointed Asso-

of teaching in sec-

ondary schools.

Professor of Education at
Bowdoin, which was instituting its
first courses in education. He was
promoted to the rank of full professor in June of 1952. He attended

He was a

mem-

ciate

summer
versity

for

1940

degree.

and admissions. He was faculty advisor to Zeta Psi fraternity for sev-

eral years and director of the

years and in

several
a

and preparatory schools

athletics

sessions at Columbia Uni-

was awarded

or of superior work in their major

department.

ber of the faculty committees on

doin Alumni

master of arts

Fund from
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Phillip

Golthwaite,

Millar, Ward O'Neill, Alan Peterson, William Reid, Martin Thumin,
Richard Johns, Paul Johnson,
Robert Zottoli.
Robert Kennedy, Roger Kirk wood,
Benjamin Kohl, John Luke, DunKenPlans
Rankin,
George
Oliver,
can
neth Russell, Daniel Soule, Arnold

Holt, William Hosker, Peter Hunter,

Committee

Frosh Reception

«*

Whittelsey.

Kappa Sigma;

The Bowdoin Wives Hospitality
Committe will hold a reception for

19

John Alden, Bruce Appleby,
James Blake, Joseph Carven, Raymond Doucette, William Evoy, Hil-
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Bowdoin And Cal Tech
Join In Combined Plan

i*t

California

Institute

most centers

Technol-

of

Bowdoin College have
Combined Plan for the

and

ogy

joined in a

education of engineers.
Under the Plan students

study for three years

will

California Insti-

at

degree of bachelor
Bowdoin and for a

der this Plan a

degree

Bowdoin

en-

in

take

3-2

said,

"will take at

partcipating

student

ture,

ing

three

then

recently a combined

between Bow-

instituted

art

Columbia University.

"Because

seemed

in

sometimes

has

it

unfortunate

our partners

of

both

that

the combined plan

are in the northeast, Bowdoin and
California Institute of Technology

Bowdoin's language, literaand group requirements.

have joined in this new program,
which we are confident will benePresident
fit
both institutions,"
Coles stated.

sufficiently
is
record
"If
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good, he will be eligible for trans-

technical
for
Pasadena
trianing in one of the world's foreto

fer

Me

two years

doin and the School of Engineer-

Coles
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was
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Registering For Absentee Ballots
Explained For Massachusetts, Maine
are printing this as a serv-

(We

undergraduates who
first, time injhe

the

tee

for

will

vote

the

for

presidential election this year. The
Orient will be glad to supply the

voting laws for state other than
EdiMassachusetts and Maine.

—
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at
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recently.

Mr. Harwell, who will appear
under the auspices of the National
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tee of Parliament.
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George .H Quinby, Professor of
Dramatics n the Department of

vidson,

English at Bowdoin College, has
been appointed Visiting Professor
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American Drama

student.
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Teheran
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Iran.
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for

the University of Teheran

in

Washington two weeks ago

for

The appointment was made pos- several days of orientation. Shortsible under the Smith-Mundt Act, ly afterwards they flew from New
and music and further to draw
by the terms of which grants are York to Teheran, where his classes
together into one body those who
offered
for
lecturers
in
certain and teaching duties will start Oct.
are of Scottish descent on the
countries not participating in the
A graduate of Bowdoin in 1923.
campus." Membership is restricted
program of Fulbright grants. At Professor Quinby returned to the.
to those members of the faculty
the request of the United States College in 1934 and has been •
and student body who are of ScotState Department, Professor Quin- member of the faculty since that
tish descent.
by made himself available for the time. He was apponted to his
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Charlie Leighton
Represents Bowdoin

Date Of Dedication Set
For Indoor Hockey Rink

At Coast Guard Meet
By Earl Miller
Charlie Leighton, '56, of the Zeta
house was selected to represent
New England in the Fifth Eastern
Intercollegiate Team Race at the
United States Coast Guard Academy Boat Club in New London,
Conn., on Sept. 15. Leighton, who
is

in

as

rated as the second-best skipper
New England, chose Bill Dorsey
his spinnakerman. The other

three skippers sailing for

New Eng-

land were John Quinn of Brown,
Terrill Gloege of the Coast Guard,

and William Stiles of M.I.T. The
were
All-Stars
Atlantic
Middle
represented by men from Haverford, George Washington, Princeton, and Kings Point.
The New EnglandeTs_ won the first
three races on Saturday, the winner being chosen by best four out
seven. After losing the fourth
race on Sunday, they went on to
the fifth and capture the
trophy for the second year in a
row.
Last fall Bowdoin gained possesof the rink to take the sway out sion of two majprcups, the Class
By Steve Frager
of the bujlding, boards will be laid of 1930 Trophy, emblematic of the
The athfetics program at Rnwacross them to support seats.
Maine state championship, and the
doin s going to receive a treWhen this hockey rink is dedi- Admiral H. Kent Hewitt !*«*•&
mendous boost as soon as the new
cated on November tenth, ^fhere symbol of the Northern New Enghockey rink is completed. This
will probably be some figure skat- land championship. The Class of
project undertaken by the admining and maybe a hockey scrim- 1930 cup was donated by the Sailistration with full support from the
mage. At any rate it will be fitting ing Club in appreciation 8# ih «
undergraduate body not only will
to dedicate it on alumni day.
generosity of that class in giving
improve the quality of winter
The best way in which the under- five new fiberglass "Tech" dingsports, but also will be an added
graduate body can show its appre- hies at its 25th reunion at Bowimpetus for prospective freshmen.
ciation is by using the rink at doin in 1955.
The rink, which was started in every opportunity. When the
hocMay, is expected to be completed
key season begins, we must go all
dedication
by November first. The
out to support our freshman and
Sailing
will come on alumni day of Homevarsity teams at their games. Becoming weekend, November 10th.
Varsity
cause of the extra practice which
The hockey team will be able
30 State Series home
the Bowdoin teams can gain from Sept.
to start ther workouts as soon
14 Fowle Trophy Eliminathe handiness ,of the rink, we Oct.
as the rink is completed. Of
at M.I.T.
tions
should have some of the best teams
course, the rink will be open to
21 Hewitt Trophy at Midthat Bow*aoin has ever turned out. Oct.
the students, townspeople, dates
dlebory
All of us should take full advanon party weekends, and for many
28 Hoyt Trophy at Brown
age yf the free ice skating periods, Oct.
other events. The physical edu3 Schell Trophy at Tufts
and there should be large interest Nov.
cation department will hold classes
Fowle Trophy finals at
in hockey for physical education Nov. 10-11
in skating and hockey just as they
M.I.T.
classes. Thus, we might conceivdo in swimming. It is also hoped
Freshmen
ably begin interfraternity hockey
that there will be enough interest
6 Hexagonal at M.I.T.
competition this winter. And in this Oct.
and skaters to start a league for
13 New England trials at
manner we can show the adminis- Oct.
intramural competition. «
M.I.T.
tration and alumni that we sinThe hockey rink itself is full
27 Quad at Bowdoin
e.ely appreciate our new hockey Oct.
than
of

The new hockey rink nears completion on schedule. The many
unique feature* will make it one. of the beat in the East. The dedication ceremony it planned on Aumni Day of Homecoming Weekend,
November 10.

win

Bowdoin

Football Called

"General Melee"

In

1889

Committee fort." So wrote the reporter far
Boards of the the Portland Argus of October 30,
College reported of the under- 1889, in concluding his account ef
graduates, "It is thought that in the Bowdoin-Tufts game.
The newspaper story also said,
their vaultings and strainings and
somersets they expend a great "It was very evident that the maamount of animal energy which jority of the spectators were rather
might otherwise bring thorn into unused to the spectacle of 22 mast
serious collision with the laws of engaged in such a desperate stragcollege, and also, that having op- gle over a big leather ball. They
portunity for recreation and good couldn't seem to get over the idea
influence on the college grounds, that it was a general melee, aid
they are prevented from resorting hardly gave the players a chance
as they have formerly done, to to work, so closely and eageray
places of questionable character did they crowd around them. It
must be said, in commenting span
elsewhere."
The first recorded football game this game, in general, that to the
at Bowdoin took place between the uninitiated it presents a spectacle
Freshmen and the Sophomores in of frantic, almost angry struggling
1869, with rules similar to those between two bodies of men, whereof the Englsh kicking game. In in brute force alone decides t*e
1874 the Seniors and the Juniors victory. There is much more in it
formed teams. During the eighties than that, however, and yet it is
football of this type was a popu- certainly a fact that in a gave
lar game at Bowdoin.
where so much depends upon the
"It is a brutal game and com- result of mere physical, personal
pared to baseball and tennis, of contact there is a tendency toward
little interest to spectators as an
the bss of temper and the gaau
exhibition of physical skill and of bruises and injuries more or Jess
trained Dreftision of musrnlo' •*.
In

of

1861

the

the Visiting

Governing

+A.

1

j

Is

your

Schedule

charter

Vm you ?

.

regulation size.

larger

is

It

most other college rinks and
a great
is

many

eighty-five

hundred

it

has

Nov.

ink.

finals

special features. It

wide and two

feet

feet long.

The

seating ca-

is between twenty-five hunand three thousand. When
the temperature is five degrees
below zero outside, it could be as

BOWDOIN STATIONERY

pacity

dred

warm

New England

3

v.

as fifty-five degrees inside.
is for sure, thaj nobody

.45

Cello Pack

One thing
will

ever freeze watching a hockey

game!
The steel

girders in the rink are
unique, in that they are going to
serve double duty. Besides con-

Shaded Bowdoin

necting with the sides and the top

FIRST

-

.95

Granite Gray with Seal

95

.

Fraternity

1

.Q0

HOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

AUBURN

to get bettetj
a chance. Even if he happens
what does he
grades in a couple of subjects. But
the election campaign? About the

Not

TRUST CO.

know about

STUDENT
Bnmswick

Office

PATRONAGE

picJj
Mid-East crisis? About the national football
ture? About movie ratings?
world
the
about
knowing
to
When it comes
|
Because youj
around you, you've got him beat.

The New York Times. And only The NeW
comA
York Times brings you such clear, colorful,
all your inters
plete reports on world events and
person.
interesting
more
a
ests. It helps you be

read

For Friendly Service
to

SOLICITED

m?et the

helps you get better grades.

Banking Needs
I

of

First

99

MAINE STREET
Dial

PA

You

cfo

read

The New York Times, don't youlj
Contact your campus repre4
The New York Time*

If not, get hopping.'

Bowdoin Men

Nafond Ba?J

Buiswick,

5-5524

UeniVr

M

mber

Maine

tentative and he'll deliver
right at your

room every morning.

ROBERT W. CLIFFORD

of the Federal Reserve System and

if the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Wells Big Threat

BEARINGS
Neil

25,

Opener

Tufts Season's

POLAR
Cooper
recognition the

Off Again

receive

season is not
that distant that one can not already hear our crystal ba!! experts

The
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15 36 -1957 sports

student body will

a self gratification that

is

for a

few hours four times a year

they

showed the team the

effort

was appreciated. Win, lose, or tie,
a loud roar (fom the crowd when
team is breaking out of the
Naturally, with fall already in the
huddle is a tremendous boost to
air and the Tufts game less than
predicting ihc calibre of the .teams
Bowdom will field this year.

that

the

week away, everyone's

a

team's morale.
This could be the

a

attention

first and last
a series of articles that was
and true so prevalent in last year's Orient.
It is difficult, but not impossible
cynics predicting a win or two for
"dear old Bowdoin"! The boys for a student body to change. A

centered on football.

is

one

If

intently,

listens

even distinguish the

came back
and

Adam

team

isn't

ends

will

Well,

yet.

left

tried

productive,

produce

litttle

shouting put aside for other

uses

than

even

might go a long way.

if

the

justified

rect.

in

have

Where does

No

this

all

place in particular,

nebulous

a

listen

to

point

of

too

before

its

interest

the

in

to

different

investigating

in

sibilities of starting

favorite topic-

interested

sult.

Bowdoin students must

would

practices and eventually

At

first,

be on an

realize

possibly

chances of gaining na-

would be-

understanding that any-

the

one

their desire

fall

grew

page spread in "Collier*",
"Look", or "Sports Illustrated" is
highly unlikely. In fact, our rousing any sort of recognition outside
our own schedule is also problematical. However, this does not
excuse us from the fact that each
and every team we field needs oiif

school basis.

in

Sailing

Nov. 10

—on

an

12

Oct.

20

Now

ing

it

is

feature

had the

2:00

will

1:30

1:30

Maine— Home

1:30

is

2:30
2:00

enthusiasm

who

—

the

need is that of
and the only

Lacrosse team.

In

short,

sports-

minded Bowdoin men-'qoovadis'?

body,

Team Starts V ictoriously
Team Shows Added Strength

B. U.
The Buwdoin

year,

we remember

score

of

19-2.

The

a

one-sided

on

question

everyone's lips is whether Adam
can turn the tide which submerged

him

2:00

second quarter of last
game and completely stole
the show. Although the weather,
which was rainy and muddy,
slowed down the runners and made
in

last

the

the passes sloppy, the Tuft's eleven

up

lived

to

their

pre

game

esti-

tory.

mate of beating Bowdoin.
Bowdoin looked strong in the

Next Sunday Bowdoin will hold
the first meet of the State Series.
The prize for this meet will be

of the game on the" defense although they too were handicapped by the slippery slimy

the "Class of 30" trophy.

field.

one

Bowdoin's best
and most skillful sports. It would
be good for the team, gratifying
to the skippers, and good for the
college if a large group of students
were on hand to watch this meet,
is

of

it

into the final

let

us

the past to the present,

and look

find

the

last year's tussle.

analysis

Bowdoin Men

Expert instruction by professional teachers

ing by Sports Illustrated. "...
probably the best small-college

team in New^England."
The weather for the weekend

is

forecasted as fair and cool. This
would mean that the Polar Bears
would have no worries about slipballs and slipping feet. On
the other hand Tufts may
appear
even faster and more cagey than

last year.

Coach

Adam Walsh
year

this

is

by

being asother

two

institutions

at

himself a well known sports
figure.

in

and head coach in basketball.
With the competent men men-

tioned

»7

HI AS ANT

n Qf |T. BRUNSWICK. HAJMl

with

Ford Sales

& Service

Student Accounts Invited
Maine's Most Modern Service

ALL MAKES

—

Student Special

1955

-

MG FT

1500 - wire wheels, radio,
- Motor just topped

above at his side, along
aforementioned aces-inwhich he is reported to
Walsh is in his usual confi-

the

the.-holes

hold,

dence. On talking with the men
reported to be the starting eleven,
the same confidence of their

coach

is

evident.

In retrospect,
Adam Walsh's
prancers could, with well executed
plays and a bit of a smile from
Lady Luck, produce a victory this
Saturday to start out the season
with a smile on its coaches face,
and the Pines of Bowdoin ringing
with the ancient choruses of Phi
Chi.

heater Safety Belt

NOTICE

Price

ONLY

$1595.00

The Masque and Gown
tryouts for

will hold

forthcoming producDeath of a Salesman on October 5 and 6 at 7:30 P.M. in Pickard Theater. Scripts of the play
are now on closed reserve in the
library. The Masque and Gown is
its

tion

w&lti, raambo, foxtrot, samba, swing, rhumba,
rock and roll, tango, balboa, cha cha, polka

Other excellent Used Cars From Which

MODEL SCHOOL OF DANCE

to

An encouraging

1947 as an assistant coach in
foot-

^s
and

favorite

Adam

white hair during

ball

(above Day's)

lesson

a

catcher and half back in his
own
day. He joined Adam's staff

found themselves on the short

FREE introductory dance

many

Another Bowdoin graduate is
Ed
Coombs, who was a top Bowdoin

LEARN TO DANCE

Special rates to

sprout

come back from coaches who
are near

we

i^i=<9i

St.,

of

Bowdoin and reverred by the
over the two teams, as they will players.
They are Nels Corey and
clash on Saturday afternoon. The Ed
Coombs. Although Corey joined
Polar Bears have 16 lettermen
the staff in 1955, he has
gained
back this year and Adam is count- the
respect of every squad „.ider
especially since it is one of the ing heavily on the
sophomores, him. A
three letter man at Bowmost- important sailing events of especially in the backfield. Look
doin for three years, he
was in
the year.
ing down the roster,

The two Boston University crews end of an embarrassing 21 1-2 to
team raced against the Bowdoin 21 1-4 count.
During the fourth race, just when
teams of Charlie Leighton and
Dave Belnap, with Ron Dyer and it looked disasterous for the home
Jim Birkett as crewmen. At the squad, Bowdoin finally broke

84 Maine

his

pasUme, and who caused

the start of the final race, the varsity

height

is acting
the part of the poker-faced card
player with the proverbial acc-upthe-sleeve in the shape of new
plays and strategy.

sisted

But now

1

lead twice, holding

team around

Adam Walsh

pery
last

period

varsity
sailing end of the first race, the Bosteam, which has not been defeated tonians were leading by a quarter
on home waters for the past two of a point.
The White sailors knotted the
years, nearly had its win streak
stopped last week. The opponent, score after the second race, but
a surprisingly strong Boston Uni- in a very exciting third race, the
versity team, managed to take the home team dropped ground. At

race.

of the

average

the

5-9.

word could be offered to the Bowyear. The Jumbos started doin eleven by
quoting Tuft's rat-

year's

Sailing

with

Tufts is reported as having a
first present his team to his powerful squad with
many of its
ardent fans this Saturday at Whit- stars
of
last
year returning.
tier Field against Tufts.
Among the more prominent of the
Recalling the game between the Jumbos is senior
Dave Wells, who
Polar Bears and the Jumbos last is pictured above

2:30

inter-

that -the boys

Walsh, who has been footeach at Bowdoin for 17 years,

190

about

in

Hebron— Home
Exeter— Away
M. C. I.— Away
Andover— Home

fall

initial

Adam
bail

P.M.
Oct.

Pines.

2:00

Freshman Games

and (Oct. 28
and Nov. 9

basis

sport pasted

the

popularity

-

As

2:00
2:00

some type

sophomores and juniors of last
upmost support.
The boys that play football at year have somehow vanished.
Each day the roster grows smallBowdoin do not gain any great
reknown. Most of them come up er. It was the hope of many that,
here the first of September be- if this soccer program worked,
cause they like football. The only Bowdoin might eventually field a
they

P.M

Oct.

through for the victory. Belnap
and soccer has came sailing home with his secbeen opened to the freshmen and ond win of t'y day with teammate
sophomores as an alternative to Leighton copping a close second.
calisthenics. This has gained but This gave the home team a very
mild support. The most dishearten- well deserved 30 1-2 to 26 1-2 vic-

ten

student

Varsity Football Gaines

for

program would rethe program was to

intramural

if

tional acclaim by appearing on a

report

average weight

Along with the beginning of the
year at Bowdoin,
comes the start once more of the
67th year of football under the
1956-57 scholastic

13— Amherst— Home
Oct. 20 Williams— Home
leave us? come a reality.
Oct. 27 Colby—Away
Soccer was not to be organized
except at
Nov. 3 Bates— Away
departure on an inter-fraternity basis but
the

apathy.

the

Football Schedule

on the Bowdoin campus.
After a thorough investigation in
Sept. 29 Tufts— Home
conjunction with the athletic ofOct.
6 Trinity— Away
fice, the students were told that

of competitive

recognition

By Mike Brown

felt

pos-

the

a soccer pro-

gram

—

our

seemed

Last year there

houses so that the White Key

lack of school spirit, or, to get at
the crux of the situation student

that

The spotlight will be on Dave Wells, number 33 for Tufts, this Saturday. Dave plays
rigrht halfback and was, the region's seennd highest scorer last year. In this picture Dave
shook off the clinging Bears and went on to score. \n secret practices and hushed-up plays,
be Adam Walsh may have some surprises for Wells and his teammates,

began.

it

enough

where once again Polar Bearings with
can hammer at

Froshf

the

The student body need no. longer
worry about soccer, since it is ,on
its -way out, one might also add.

really

accu
rately, since a vast majority of
Bowdoin men use this line of
reasonir.:.; whenever time permits
them to ponder the coming sports
season. This type of reasoning
isn't new to the student body, and
in all fairness, it cannot be said
that these conjectures are unfair
or unwarranted. However, this still
does not make them wholly cordoesn't

harassing

THE SOCCER SCARE

home weeksome great
one

Actually,

'blasts'.

they say,
has a few

shape,

in

besides,

tricks

in

he can

to Choose.

the
tion.

student

theatrical

organiza-

w
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Many Students

"Many an

$140,000 in scholarship

scholarship

Two Professors Become
New Department Heads

Alumni Fund Sets

Benefit

From Scholarship
Mote than
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25,

Two New

Policy

Still

institution will offer a

Records;

Shy of Goal

President

excess of actual
aid for the academic year
The 1955-56 Bowdoin College
has been granted to 226 students need, hoping thereby to attract a
Alumni Fund set twltyiew records,
Bowdoin College, President desirable candidate to its owi
at
by
with
$113,839.91
contributed
,
campus.
Not
only
is
the
welfare
/
of
In
announced.
has
_
Jame S. Coles
3,539 alumni and 93 other friends
.u„
„„u
~
u
of the total the secondary school senior, who is
all, better than 28 ,
1956-57

in

„^j._

'

,

.

i

New

were re
the number*!* giv

of the College.

highs

undergraduate body of approxi- the qbje:t of so much attention, ig
'^ corded both in
mately 800 will be receiving such i^'btf'the'toyTs "likely "to
ers arm in the dollar total.
harmed by a false sense of his
•"
The record totals were anIncluded among the scholarship own importance and of the obliga
nounced during .Uje lummer by
recipients are 116 upperclassmcn, tion of society to provide for him.
|

aid.

I

members

48

Ignored also

of the entering fresh-

is

the responsibility of

Alumni Secretary Seward

I

use their limited
scholarship funds for the. greatest
Students.
Bowdoin will also provide for its good for all students in pecuniary"
students during the year more than need. Too often the good of the ia$100,000 in the form of loans and dividual is neglected as colleges
undergraduate employment on the compete scholarshipwise for a par-

man

and

class,

Bowdoin

12

the

I'lan

colleges

gifted student.

ticularly

campus.

to

Commenting recently on the
"Bowdoin has joined with other
scholarship aid program, Dr. Cules colleges,' Dr. Coles concluded, "in
stressed "the fine and dignified forming the College Scholarship
manner in which assistance is giv- Service under the auspices of the
en and received at Bowdoin. it is Board. The surface of the problem
given by the College as part of its is barely scratched, and it is hoped

J.

Marsh

who reported
undor the chairmanship of
CaTleton S. Connor, '36, of Stamof the Class of 1912,

that

Conn.,

ford,

48.4"-,'

the

total

of 7,305

made

of

Bowdoin alumni body

contributions to the Alumni Fund.

The

average,

was

contribution,

$30.71.

doin

S. Coles of Bow- Chemistry in 1954. The rotation of
has announced the departmental chairmanships pertwo new department mits several members of a depart-

James

College

names

of

I

heads. Professor

Samuel E.

Kam

:

Mr. Marsh stated, "Hard workFrom 1930 until 1932 Professor
ing Directors and Agents of the
Kamerling was a' research assistFund are disappointed* that the ant at Harvard University,
then
$125,000 goal was not reached and
spent the next two years doing rethat we still must report that less
search with the Rockefeller Instithan one-half of Bnvdoin alumni tute for
Medical
Research
in New
that continued candor and sincerity
participate. But they derive some
York. He is past chairman of the
on the part of all of the institucomfort from the knowledge that, Maine Section
of the American
tions involved will lead, within a Juring the Fund voir alumni conChemical
Society'
and
Feliow
a
of
tew years, to a more just and tributed at least an additional
the American Association for the
equitable scholarship policy."
$75,000 to the new Hockey and
Advancement of Science.
Skating Rink."
At Bowdoin Professor Kamerling
The Class of 1010 and its agent, is a member of
the faculty commitS. Sewall Webster of Augusta, wintees on graduate scholarships and
Reception
ners of the Alumni Fund Cup dur- the
curriculum and educational
ing the past two years for the best
policy. He is a member of Phi Beta
pe r form.in' e by a single class, did Kappa
and Phi Kappa Tau fraternFaculty
not enter, this year's competition. ities.
In Brunswick he is a memThe Class of 1904 and its agent, ber of the Republican
Town ComPresident and Mrs. James S.
Wallace J. Powers of Jackson mittee,
1

1

American concept

basic

the

maintain

to

obligation

equality- of

of

and the continuance of Hie freedom of oUl'
land deriving from education for
opportunity for

all,

,

•all."

President Coles continued, "While
not always easy to provide the
scholarship funds required or desired, the truly perplexing aspects
it is

of

problem

this

from

arise

competition which exists

Honors

the

among

a|

limited group of colleges for the
limited number of superior students. Competition

is

healthy, but

Members

_

Coles held a reception last Friday

,

served

on

resulting

is

G. Burpee Elected

Visiting

retary-Treasurer of the group, who
re-elected to that office.

Ernest C
History

Helmreich,

Profecsor

j

and Government, was

re-elected Vice

i

Named

President.

Committee of Phi
Beta Kappa for 1956-57 were Melvin T. Copeland of Annisquam,
Mass., John L. Baxter and Albert
Abrahamson, both of Brunswick,
Lawrence L. Pelletier of Meadville, Pa., and Charles M. Crain
to the Lite ary.

of Northfield, Vt.

The Phi Beta Kappa Society was
founded at the College of William
and Mar;

r

The Bowdoin

1776.

in

chapter, sixth in order of establishment, was founded in 1825. In add-

Peter

structor in

Instructor

H.

Batchelder,

In-

German; Peter

Hoff,

and

Mrs.

in

Spanish

Dr.

Memorial Volume

To Honor

Coles Lauds

president,
fice

from

with
1918

who
the

served in that

of-

fathers," according to Pres.

FUEL

-

sist

and Overseers

of

recently,

until

1952.

It

will

Bowdoin,

recent years the students of Bowdoin have shown an
unusual and in-reasing degree of

and

of

interest

dopted

found

Examples
in

the

o u rt c il practically eliminating
hazing as it was one known. In
the chofca of majors and in the
choice of hr.nors projects, similar
has been shown."
Utoug'itful
i

For Advertising Rates

and information about

who was appointed
the
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Department of
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&
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khaki Pants
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CASCO BAY TRADING POST MOTEL
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and Restaurant
Opening

this season
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-SOCKS-

Washable
Sport Shirts
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paneled rooms - Bath or showers
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of this

recently aregulation by the Student

C

I, he is a member of Kappa Kappa
Kappa and Delta Upsilon fraterni-

ties.

BUILDING SUPPLIES

i.n

the worth-wVile aspects of the Col-

program.

Democratic Town Committee
and has been active in the productions of the Brunswick Workshop
Theatre. A veteran of World War

the

con-

Pre;ident

stated, "In

may be

years.

of an account of his life

Football Accommodations

Jamer

Coles, discussing student attitudes,

lege

several capacities through the
He is also a member of

in

Kamerling replaces Dr. Wil-

Chairman

Coles.
In his annual report to the Trus

responsibility

1946 he has been Books Editor for
Bowdoin ALUMNUS. He M
chairman of the Brunswick Chapter of the American Red Cross,
with Which he has been associated

the

greatest distinction

Brunswick,, Maine

public

gious activities at Bowdoin. Since

Sills

Herbert R. Brown, Chairtfie Department of English
at Biwdoin College, will prepare a
memorial volume for the late Kenneth C. M. Sills, President James
S. Coles has announced.
"The volume," Dr. Coles stated,
"will commerate Bowdoin's ninth

Brunswick Coal

Aims

"There is every evidence that
the young men of today are fully
as serious in their aims and pur
poses and as diligent in the pur
suit of these aims as were thei.

made

Professor Leith is a member of
the faculty committees on the library, military, affairs, and reli-

Defense organization.

liam C. Root,

if

Of Student Body

tees

doin.

men have been

1670

elected to membership.

S.

Romance Languages at
Dartmouth before coming to Bow-

taught

Dr.

mau

and
Speech in the Department of Eng- achievements, with .selections from
lish,
and Mrs. Sloan; Peter H. bis addresses and pancrs, and will
Amann, Instructor in History, and be suitably illustrated. "
A joint committee of the GovMrs. Amann; Paul R. Applegate,
Jr.;
Instructor >in English; and erning Boards and Faculty will
Thomas R. Forsythc, Instructor in have general oversight over, the
German and Russian, and Mrs. preparation of the Sills Memorial
Volume.
Forsythe.
Hoff; John H. Sloan, Instructor in

share the administrative

to

members,

ition to the nine charter

more than

Also

Civil

Professor of the History

Tallman Foundation;
Paul G. Darling, Associate Professor of Economics, and Mrs. Darling; Lt. Col. Louis P. McCuller, Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics; Giulio Ponteeorvo, Assistant Professor cf Economics, and Mrs. Pontecorvo; Marc W.
3odine, Jr., Assistant Professor of
Geology and Mrs. Bddine; David
B. Walker
Instructor in Government, and Mrs. Walker.
of Art on the

George W. Burpee of Bronxville,
N.Y., has been elected President
of the College Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, it was announced recently
by Professor Nathan Dane, II, Sec-

of

f'e

Foreside, with a score 138.8.

Phi Beta President

was

won

Heights, N., Y.,

evening at their home at 85 Feder*al
Street in honor of the new

in

ment

advisory

the

Cup with committee on planning
for the Cofa score of 157.3'". cf Its combined
fin School, and is a charter mempractices which verge upon, if
dollar and contributor objectives.
ber of the Choral Society. He is
they have not already become, members of the Bowdoin College
Finishing se~ond in the Cup compresident of the Brunswick Girl
faculty.
abuses.
petition was 1T59. who.e agent is
Scout Council and is a consultant in
In the receiving line with Dr. and Gerald N. McCarty of Falmouth
the chemical section for the Maine
Mrs. Coles was Charles Mitchell,
competition

this

I

been named chairman of load. Dr. Root is also a Charles
Chemistry Department, and Weston Pickard Professor of ChemProfessor Eaton Leith will serve as istry and will continue in that pochairman of the Department of sition.
Romance '{Languages.
A member of the Bowdoin faculDr. Kamerliog, who has taught ty since 1936, Professor Leith for
at Bowdoin since 1934,* is now a many years has taught courses in
Charles Weston Pickard Professor Spanish, French, and Italian. He is
of Chemistry. He is a native of a native of Lancaster, N. H., and
Paterson, N. J., and graduated pl-epared lor college at Phillips
from New York University in 1926. Andover Academy. He graduated
The following year he received a from- Dartmouth College in 1922
master of science degree from N. and did his graduate work at the
Y. U., and in 1932 was granted a Sorbonne in France and at Hardoctor of philosophy degree by vard University, where he was Instructor in French in 1927-28. He
Princeton University.
erling has

the

Lounge.
Sportswear
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Lt.

and Mrs. Louis P. UcCullcr.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Minot lag

.

But

time,

not

everyone

deserted

Executive

is
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Vacations ....
Cksasent

.

Kefauver.

.

for

of

the

_.

M

I

Stevenson-

Mr. Paul V. Haiclton was Minot worked together on
campaign manager for Governor novels, and Mr Minot' s is
Muskie during the re:ent election cvnvleted.

*

*

*
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Fl ITERS

Because cellulose is a soft,
snow-white material ...
the

same

pure, natural substance
found in many of the good
foods you eat every day.
Only the exclusive Viceroy tip contains
20,000 tiny filters made from pure cellulosesoft,

snow-white, natural

twice as
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That's

why

Viceroy gives you

many

filter

Smoke Smoother

filters

brands.
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The Smoothest Taste

in

Recep-

tion was held at 85 Federal Street
noon in lie Pirst on Friday evening, September St.
Partsh Cnwch
Preside* Coles
their
New members of the faculty and
apoke at the traditional opening
now Chapel
service. First classes of their wives were in the receiving
the year took place at 8:00 a.m. line with Dr. and Mrs. Coles.

Wednesdny

Why Are Viceroys
20.000

IM*

*

i

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen

Maine

25,

on Thursday morning.

Frflihm*n

Smoking

Viceroy
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filter Vip
CIGARETTES
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Dewsnap
To Serve On Committee

Council Elects
The Student Council appointed
James Dewsnap, '57, to serve on
the Faculty-Student Committee on
job integration at its meeting yesterday.

This committee was set up last
year to study the problem of jobs
available on campus. Acting under
the suggestion of Pres. James S.
Coles, the Council elected a stu-

dent member to the committee to
replace David Tamminen, '56. Ac-

cording to the president,

it is

hoped

that the committee this year will
be able to put into practice many

2,

NUMBER*

1956

MP

Schedule Announced

On The Alumni Fund

Welfare State

Annual Conference

Exam

Givers Tell

Exam Takers How
A

panel discussion was held in

the Smith Auditorium for the fresh-

The seventh annual on-campus
conference of the Bowdoin College
Alumni Fund will be held on Friday and Saturday, October 12 and
13, Alumni Secretary Seward J.
Marsh has announced. It is expected

about

that

forty-five

men on the subject: "How To Take Agents and Fund Directors
An Examination" yesterday after- m attendance
Lawrence

Professor

noon.

Hall

made an introductory talk and presented Professor Herbert R. Brown
to speak.

The conference

sorship

He

seen.

also stated that the mat-

Class
be

will

penmanship and

being
en on the Sunday in the weekend able to take good notes before an
usually devoted to the Messiah.
examination are important.
preThis, the Council felt, would
Questions were then answered
sent some serious difficulties and
by the panel consisting of Profeshence warranted consideration on sors Applegate, Minot, Barnard,
their part.

ters of

of

and Benjamin, who are the fresh-

Street. This will be

followed by a dinner in the Moul-

where Agents who led
decade groups in last year's

ton Union,
their

Alumni Fund

receive special

will

At the dinner Earle

New York

of

S.

Thompson,

City, a

Next week the Council plans to
men English teachers. This was of the Board of Trustees, will speak
its own permanent officers
additionally informative and quite on "Bowdoin's Development Proto select new members of the
gram." Dean Nathaniel C. Keninteresting.
Judiciary Committee.

Student

"The State

drick will report .on

of

In

of three departments in the
welfare state. The National Health
Service, The Education Service,
and The Social Insurance Program.
tions

I

The most controversial of these,
The National Health Service, has
met with opposition from some of
the older doctors participating. The
George Thomas, MP
Photo by Hicks program of the service is what we
know as "socialized
in America

Far East Delegates

announced that Arts.

collections,

Vinci show will open the
November. The models and

With the models come explanatory diagrams, copies of da Vincis

da Vinci material are expected to
arrive at the end of this month.

notes and detailed placards showing exactly how the models work.

This collection, a project of the
Machine
Business
International
Company has been traveling

In

first of

around the country
years.

"We

for the last

few

are particularly anxious

this show, Professor Beam
"because it ties in with our
new Tallman course on Renaissance culture being given by Visit-

to

have

stated,

ing Professor Mitchell.
"It shows the keen mind of the
artist,"

Beam

added, "and

how he

anticipated much of modern mechanical thought. He was of course
way ahead of his time as evidenced

by

his studies of motion

.

.

.in

many

instances

the

At Bowdoin To View

American Democracy

work contrasts quite sharply
with the static art and science of
the Renaissance."
Also in conjunction with the da
Vinci exhibition will be a special
lecture by visiting Professor MitchSmith Auditorium on November 8. Mitchell will discuss several
aspects xif da Vinci's work and illustrate his talk with slides and diagrams. The art department of the
College wishes that students take

advantage of
hibition

;.s

this lecture

and ex-

well as the Brunswick

community which

is

cordially

in-

vited.

Beam feels that da Vinci's studies
should interest art and science stuHis application of physical
principles were beneficial to the

dents.

Foreign Student Admires
Informal Atmosphere

hind European office desks) who
by ULI FENGER
You might expect much similar- handles the printing machine for
ity between Brunswick, Me., and you, wears an I Like Ike button on
ously contrived.
Convictions are worn
Between opening of the galleries Brunswick, Germany; yet, there is his jacket.
on tweedy lapeis Here.
names.
after extensive repainting and the none, except for the
In spite of the hub-bub in the
I have been here for two weeks
da Vinci show there will be a small
now, and, I dare say, the change election-headquarters of the Reand temporary show of paintings
felt as if I had been dipped into an publicans near Grand Central, the
that will come down when the da
elections are taken as seriously as
unknown liquid— American life
Vinci show begins.
and had to learn how to swim. For any one would be in Europe. Nylon
This show, the major exhibition the first few times you are intro* petticoats with "Let's back Ike"
would at least seem
Fall season, will be up in duced to a lady here, your hand interwoven
of the

Day and an added

time for Alumni

attraction for present students

and

visitors.

show but

felt that local

people

in

among

the youth. In describing

Thomas mentioned

success Mr.

its

the

findings of a committee evaluating
the Health Service.

was being

found,

it

and was working
service.

The program,
run

efficiently

in the country's

Under the program the

in-

still has the right to choose
any doctor he wished and the doctor may refuse to accept anyone

dividual

as a patient.

The

difficulty in the plan,

Thomas

the high tax rate
sharply when an income of 2,000 pounds is reached.
He regrets this heavy taxation but

admitted,

which

is

rises

has no misgivings about the plan.
"The strong help the weak," creating, "the maximum good, the
maximum happiness for the maxi-

mum

number

he said
program's

of people,"

explanation

in

of

the

expecting the acGerknuckle-breaking

will jerk forward,

customed

man

shake-hands.

.

.

.

Your em-

Speaking on the individual's posiin Britain under the welfare

tion

state,

can't

-i
Thomas said that he ".
see
how the individual's
any way affected by
.

.

rights are in

the program." Rather the individual without proper means is now
able to secure for himself benefits

such as education and medical aid
which never before have been
"The corneravailable to him.
stone of the welfare state is the
value of the individual," he said.
The Educational Service Act proshocking and useless to European vides the equivalent of a high
all and finanvoters; but most Mrs. Smith's who school education for
probably wear them, seem to be as cial aid for some in college through

—

Frau grants made to the school. He exmore! as
concerned or
Schmidt in Germany or Mme. Du- plained that the government has
no control over the use of the
pont in France would be.
To get from Scarsdalc back to money once it has been appropriferent, -yet. The skyline of Manhatated. The Act has resulted in an
tan is breathtaking when it comes New York City, I had to take the
of l«K r of the number of
haze; but to a European train; by car it would have taken increase

barrassment

will

make you

learn!

—

When we entered the Port of
New York nothing seemed so dif-

Programs Planned

out of the

For

New

Hi-Fi Set

to

whom

lated

big cities

countries

and over-popu- almost twice the time, since roads students

are

habitual,

it

and streets constantly are jammed.

be a difference only in Thus, the car— most typical of all
accessories of American life is
turned Ad Absurdum in the city
College by the Class of 1931. The perlatives of the New World strike that by most Europeans is seen unStudent Union Committee will meet you for the second time. This Sta- 'der the aspect of a car paradise
of without any pedestrians
tomorrow with Mr Donovan Lan- tion has the vastest inner space
American traffic is not at all as
the world. The hall of a railwaycaster, Union director, and Prof.
it to
station outdoes medieval European speedy as Europeans expect
Frederick E. T. Tillotson of the
WorldSo, as a newcomer, you find
be.
of
Cathedral
A
churches.
Music Departmeent, to establish liness, this station houses places one of the most characteristic preregulations for student use. An for almost any human need: shops judices about "restlessness" and

The

hi-fi set

recently installed in

the Student Union

was given

to the

seems

to

the proportions.
At Grand Central, then, the su-

—

and exhibition halls, cinemas and •^inhumanity" as not to the point.
The real differences struck me
At most of the bookingwork that his predecessors did week from next Thursday, Mr. Lan- a hotel.
college. It began
offices of the three or four private only later on, at
along those lines.
caster has announced. The Union
Grand
with the entrance tests. Unlike in
from
run
that
railway-Mnes
"The IBM Company," Beam furhopes to publish a schedule of pro- Central, ticket issue is automatic. Europe, where most examinations
"wanted not only
ther stated,
of
trains
developing
covering a variety of musi- And Mr. Graham at the counter require
members of the college community grams
(continued on page 8)
(not that anonyto«us employee beto enjoy this

the

basic principle.

models

his

ell at

Following the dinner Agents and
Directors will hold a work session

themselves can be manipulated by
the viewer, they are that ingeni-

fact

Among

scheme has met with
and support especially

Britain, this

approval

Three representatives of the Far
East arrived in Brunswick yesterday, to familiarize themselves with
town and with Bowdoin College.
the
in Sills Hall. Chairman McCarthy
They are Mrs. Nara Crupiti of
will speak on "The 1956-57 ObjecBangkok, Thailand, Mr. Kenichi
on
talk
will
Agents
Five
tives"
Sawaguchi of Shizuoka City, Japan,
children in grade and secondary successful approaches and techby PETE ANASTAS
and Mr. Masanobu Hasei of SappoWhen the galleries of the Walker schools would benefit from coming niques. They are*S. Sewall WebThey will
ro, Hokkaido, Japan.
NivK.
'10,
Paul
Augusta;
of
ster,
Art Museum re-open in two weeks in contact with actual models of
stay through Thursday.
en, '16, of Brunswick; Frederick
after the present alteration and da Vinci's ideas.
The three are employees of the
show of
The show appeared most recently W. Willey, '17, of Pittsburgh, Pa.;
traveling
a
painting,
United States Information Agency
sketches and models illustrating-thc in the New England area at-the Richard S. Thayer, *28, of Marblenative countries. Mrs.
mechanical genius of Leonardo da Castle Hill Art Center in Ipswich, head Neck, Mass; and Vincent B. in theeir
(Continued on page 4)
(continued on page four)
Massachusetts and about two years
Vinci will be featured.
Professor Philip C. Beam, curator ago at the Boston Museum of Finethe da

exam-

problems facing
Mr. Thomas de-

his speech

scribed the organization and func-

the College."

of the

session, he

of the

Britain in the world today,

and

Walker Museum Features
daVinci Sketches, Models

some

ined

member

elect

in

Forum.

Interfaith

and answer

tion

medicine."

recognition.

'14,

the

of

•State." After the speech, in a ques-

meeting of the Directors of the

House on Bath

P.,

Mr. Thomas, a member of the Labor Party from Wales, spoke on
the "Individual and the Welfare

afternoon at 2 o'clock with a special

M.

British

Moulton Union under the spon-

the

open Friday

will

TOM LINDSAY

by

George Thomas,

spoke last Wednesday evening

Alumni Fund in Sills Hall. Louis
Prof. Brown gave a considerable B. McCarthy, '19, of New Castle,
of the suggestions made last year.
amount of valuable advice to the N. H., Chairman of the 1956-57
The Student Council also appoint- students about taking examinations.
Fund, will preside.
ed Herb Miller, '57, to investigate Prof. Brown spoke to the point. He
At 5 o'clock there will be a rethe apparent confusion over Mes- stressed
the importance of an ex- ception in honor of new Class
siah weekend. According to the amination and explained
the vari- Agents and Fund Directors at the
Music Department, the annual Mes- ous blue book techniques he has
Alumni Office in the Getchell
siah concert will not be given"this
year. Another concert will be giv-

Supports

opening program

cal tastes.

will

be given a

In

in college since 1938.

his

said that

'

remarks Thomas
the spirit of Drake and

closing

Raleigh still exists in Britain and
he expressed his confidence that
the people of future generation
would remain as sturdy as their
fathers.

During the question-and-answer
session which followed the speech,
he stated his party's position on the
Suez Canal problem. He is in favor
of taking the

problem

to the United

Nations. He cited the danger of
uniting the Arab world behind Nas
ser as a step which might result in
stopping Britain's oil supply and
said Britain must not become de-

pendent on the U. S. for oil if she
(Continued on page 8)
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First Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia, Press Association.
First Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.

The Orient wishes

way

Irious

by

They

Edward Born,

chant

fnally:
taste,"

of

ba-

"Matter of
and pro-

i

ceed to commit
a breach of it.
Taste is not an

Mr. Robert M. Cross of the College
Public Relations Department for his assistance in preparing this issue.
to than!?

GEOBGE SMART

Tea and Sym- Deborah Kerr, playing the housemaster's
wife,
gives
her best
seems to have screen performance to date; her
set something of blend of obvious sincerity and rea record for it- strained anguish is superb. Mr.
self in
the last Enckson as the master and Edmonths by bring- ward Andrews as the boy's father
pathy: Hollywood

taste.

eluding

f>

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

1956

To These Ears

III

Many persons
today have a cu-

25, 1956

Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H.
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass

BEESON

2,

successful
n g
adaptaicrcen

are no less excellent in their gross,
unpleasant characterizations. The
rest of the players are thoroughly
airy commodity.
College Publishers KepresentaUre
Broadway pieces credible and effective. The viewN
420 MADISON AVENUE
YORK, N. Y.
It cannot be bought, but it is invalto the screen The first was 'The er can grinningly overlook the Ivy
Chicago — Boston
Lea Angela. — 8an Francisco
PuMiahed weekly when rlaaaea are held daring the Pall and Spring Semeater bj uable. I would like to think it a King and I" and the se*cond is league buckles (1945?) and instead
the student* of Bowdoin College. Addreaa news communication* to the Editor and sub- concern for cultivation. However,
scription communications to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing ComRobert Anderson's "Tea and Sym- praise Mr. Minnclli's careful and
pany at the OKIKN T Office in Moore Hall. Bowdoln College, Brunswick. Maine. En- in this sleazy epoch, the typical
pathy," now showing in Portland. polished direction. "Tea and Symtared aa second class matter at the poet offioe at Bmnewick. Maine. The subscription
mind has become a gypsy garden. M-G-M has wisely chosen to let the pathy" is well worth seeing!
rale far one rear la three (13) dollars.
embraces everything and re- author write the screen play, and
It
Miscellaneous
jects nothing. It has betome easy
The Bowdoin band looked and
the result is a sensitive and draprey for the hawkers of sensation- matically strong motion picture.
It was disappointing to return this fall and find the library
sounded better than it has for years
is
taste
it bluntly,
put
To
alism.
stacks closed to tnose students who do not have special passes.
The theme had naturally to be on Saturday afternoon. A special
cheap. It is as if neons proclaimOpen stacks were convenient. The well-lit isolated desks in
toned down slightly but thanks to word for Mr. Meehan who played
ing Taste in gaudy capitals a mile
the stacks provided fine places of study during library hours.
Mr. Anderson it has lost none of its the bass drum with a strength and
to.
succumbed
been
had
high
bother
projects
did
not
have
to
working
on
research
Students
candor and delicate force, and the clarity that matched his own enAmericans are under the delusion story of the lonely prep school boy, thusiasm.
with red tape. It was comfortable to think that a police system
The general flop of
that it can be bought. Accordingly,
wasn't necessary to protect the books arid regulate users of the
with the unfortunate exception of Friday night's rally made one worthey possess it. Like hi-fi and telestacks. Freedom is always preferable.
the iasertion of the letter at the der if the bulk of Bowdoin Spirit,
can
they
something
is
it
vision,
But something had to be done. The book losses from the
end, is faithful to the stage play. so clearly and admirably demoncart out and exhibit in adolescent The insertions of the bonfire pa- strated
stacks did not decrease last year. The cost was more than the
just one year a^o, had deglee-.
A book
library cared to sustain. This was understandable.
jama raid and the visit to the home parted with the class of '56. Let us
I possess it.
pretend
not
do
I
Now
costs the library more than its price. There arc expenses in
of the prostitute (only talked of in hope not!
The Chapel Choir
the
Taste is a groping business,
cataloguing, placing the book on the shelves and the necessary
the play) seem to add significance gives evidence of being the up and
distillate of years, and no one ever
upkeep. It is better for the College that the money spent on
and focus to the central problem.
coming group of the campus.
can
where
they
place
the
reaches
books.
these losses be put toward new
Peter Potter's rendition of the faMiss Kerr
smile smugly, and say: "It's mine.
The count made during the summer showed 82 books gone
Director Vincente Minnelli has miliar "Drink to Me Only with
I have it. Here it is." As one profrom the literary section. This count was made after a search
employed the principle players Thine Eyes" was anything but satgresses, his taste progresses; riof the dormitories and fraternity houses for stray unreturned
from the original stage production, isfactory.
This columnist expens and matures. The important and all of them turn in first rate presses
books. The loss was approximately the same as the year before.
hopes that one of the liaspect of taste, it seems to me, is performances. Mr. Kerr's inter- brary
It was after this count that the library committee of faculty
beacons will soon be lighted
its discriminatory facet. Taste is,
members decided to close the stacks to ts9se without permits
pretation of the boy is secure and again in order that planes may conin the main, a matter of discrimiauthorized by faculty members. There is no denying that this
at the same time warmly sensitive. tinue to land safely.
nation, an elclectic thing. When we
loss is due to a few careless and thoughtless students.
admire it in others, we do so beProf. Daggett of the library committee has done well to exIvy Curtain
it is truth, judgein
implicit
cause
prohibitory
conservabut
plain that the new regulations are not
by BRIAR FOSTER
ment— a maturity, of vision—that
tory, and that any one who needs to use the stacks will have no
seems enviable. What I deplore is
trouble getting in.
Even before to read some of the "learned"
our lack of discrimination.
One question remains: Will the new regulations work; will'
more college journals, you will probably symNow you may like Miss Monroe.
they save books.
newspapers have pathize with Mr. Cowley. One soYou may believe Time and her
It is the faculty that gives the permission. Yet there is a
not bothered to ciologist has taken over 160 words
countless chroniclers when they
wide range of faculty opinion concerning the new stack regulacome out for one to tell us that rich people live in
tell you that this girl "has had it."
tions. Some faculty members will give any one a pass^some
particular candi- houses set farther apart than do
has
It seems evident to me that she
will be extremely selective. In some cases the new regulations
date, this column- poor people. And aerial photograhad it, and having had it, can be
will make no difference; in others they will make too much difready to phy will hence be able to show up
ist
is
I am not gullible
with.
dispensed
ference. There is no uniformity.
pledge his alle- the wealthier districts.
enough, 1 fear, to believe that bidThe side door on the East side of the library still presents a
the Here is a sampling from this
to
giance
den deep in this buxom waif is
problem. It must be kept open from the inside fcr firtNiafety
POD ( Pogo or thesis: ".
certain physical data
Duse's sacred flame, a talent the
reasons. No stacks permits can stop a malicious t.iicfafrfnn usDeath).
categories including housing types
JoshMr.
as
which,
dimensions of
ing this door.
Having been appointed chairman and densities, land use characterisua Logan so constantly reminds us, of the Pogo club in this district, I tics, and e.ylogical
It remains to be seen how much of a psychological effect the
location conare boundless. Miss Monroe may find an early declaration of my stitute a scalable
stack permits themseles will have. As the permits necessitate
content area.
be unpretentious, likable and dis- beliefs will not only aid Pogo but This could be called a
a person at the stack entrance to check them, such a person
continum of
mantinguished, but her face and
could check books going out without the need of actual passes,
will also encourage well-thought- residential desirability."
ner tell other stories. If Americans out convictions in a field where it
and accompanying red tape.
The movement Mr. Cowley delet
then
trollops,
glorify
to
prefer
an
effort
positive
action
in
The library was right in taking
scribes as "The Triumph of the
is obviously lacking.
us have more. Thirty years ago
to save the books. The losses could not continue; the cost was
So if any readers are interested Nouns." We see it all too often.
we glorified mothers and next- in campaign buttons or other para- Everybody has to have their own
too much. The only way the new regulations will. work is for
a
come
have
We
sweethearts.
door
students
the
faculty.
both
from
the
and
co-operation
be
to
there
phenalia, just attach a $20 bill language if there is any doubt
long way.
(any thing extra will be appreci- about the validity of their enterI am not swayed by our popular

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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j
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Behind The
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COLGATE SOLUTION

It is

far from necessary to

remind anyone who

is

music. Rock and roll, with new
converts each day, seems a frantic
fuss about nothing. The words of
our ballads are erotic evocations:
catalogues of mesalliances and distorted confessions. We like to take
things personally, we Americans.

connected

with the College of the series of crises facing private higher
education in our country today. A combination of rising costs

and reduced purchasing power

is

placing the independent col-

leges of this country in an increasingly difficult position each
year.

The

task faced by the independent college is not, however,
To see this, one has only to look at the efforts being

We

hopeless.
in

currently available.

It

is

astonish-

pose rags.

cal plant.

The enlightened
sical

cause

plans to satisfy them.

alumni, parents of students, and friends
to raise $3,300,000 in capital funds was designed to take tvire 6f
the most pressing needs. This fund was to be u*ed for the endowment of faculty salaries, for a new library, and for a new

A campaign among

athletic center.

'

By now, the campaign has passed the halfway mark with
more than $1,800,000 subscribed. It will reach a climax of sorts
when the totals from the recent Homecoming Week drive are
announced.
In their decision to help themselves, Colgate has shown a
call
fine spirit. They have recognized the fact that they cannot
on others to help them until they have done all that there is in
theeir power to help themselves. By scorning the public purse,
Colgate has made a firm attempt to remain independent and
It is

an example worthy of commendation.

to a

tell

me

that

thing.

By

this

I

presume we

"Pogo,"

care

n

of

plied,

"I

know my

dis-

N.

C, has now been turned

into a

was badly written, but I "throughway" and the students are
my degree. If I had forced to seek hackstrcet parking
it
in English,
Professor facilities. Other colleges have this
Blank would have rejected it. He same problem. University of Pitts-

sertation

mu- would

impressionism, as practiced
et. al., is the coming

by Brubeck,

Pogo comic

to

it

Drive,

how many of us arc had to
avid readers of the more lurid ex written
ing to note

costs to educate a student than he pays in tuition, and in available capital for the maintainance and improvement of its physi-

it

Colgate has been forced to make its own way financially beit has never been the recipient of state, national, or other
public funds nor the large gifts of individual philanthropists.
Colgate took careful stock of its needs and resources, especially
in the light of the role it hopes to play in the future of American
education. It then listed its needs on a priority basis and made

strip and prise. The art of putting something
Ivy Curtain down on paper clearly and disBowdoin Orient. tinctly is still quite important, and
Please do not phone or appear in this writer makes no claim of
person. The Orient office is clut- having mastered it. But we might
tered up enough as it is.
remember that communication, not
Malcolm Cowley in an article in isolation, is the primary purpose
the Reporter tells about a friend of speech and writing.
who was an English major as an
"It's
just plain discrimination
undergraduate but who went on for against frat men," cried a member
a ph.d in sociology. When Cowley of a Greek organization from the
questioned him on the poor quality University of North Carolina. One
of the writing in his thesis, the of the main streets of Chapel Hill,

ated)

send

on the screen, and no less a personage than the Duchess of Windsor is friend

ously undercapitalized. This has been true both in the endowment
funds, the income of which helps to defray the 40 percent more

self-reliant.

are fond of cocktail confession-

We are awed by the confessions of others. Miss Roth and Mr.
Graziano have cried in print and
als.

Colgate University in Hamilton, New York. By pooling
the efforts of its alumni and friends, Colgate is doing much to
answer the plight faced by the college.
Colgate has always, like many similar institutions, been seri-

made

.

get

have said

it
was. merely burgh has been severly criticized
by the city traffic commission conyou have had occasion cerning the same difficulties.

belletristic."
If

any

of

will

one day go to concert halls for an
Orient Staff
evening of endless variations on a
theme that wasn't worth resuscitat- Editor-in-Chief— Peter F. Gass
ing. With a few exceptions, music Managing Editors— Roger Howell, Jr., Paul Z. Lewis
the past five years has assumed Sports Editor— Neil Cooper
the dimension of a paean to chaos. News Editor— Roland O'Neal
Assistant News Editors— David Messer, John S. Williams
I do not like loud surprises. Nor do
Foature Writers— William Beckett, William Beesom III, William G. L.
I prefer musical "nada." There is
Foster, George Smart
a consistent lack of depth in al
this, superficially brilliant innova- News Staff— Peter Anastas, Robert L. Gustafson, Morgan La Marsh,
Carl Olson, Norm Levy, Paul Satre, Rob Wilson
tions masking pretty shallow stuff.
With the appearance of Miss Photographers— Bud Hinckley. Jim Kim
[Morningstar and the gray flannel Sports Staff— Michael Brown, Steven Kroger, Earl Miller, Melvine
Levine, Sidney Slobodkin.
suit on the horizon, we have reached new sociological heights. We Business Manager—Harry G. Carpenter.
subscribe to mediocrity because we Advertising Manager— Roger W. Whittlesey
"in"
keenly
ourselves
Circulation
Managers John Dowling, Jr., Joha A. C. McLeaa
like to feel
Assistants— John Vette III, Charles S. Cruasmy
(Continued cm page 7)
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Political Footlights
by DICK FICKETT

Maryland Governor To
Speak To Caledonians

T1IB

1»56

Mitchell Finds College
"Exciting, Delightful

a

Note: The following

the political campaign written alternately from the Republican and
Democratic viewpoint the Editor.
There is always something ex-

Charles Mitchell of London, England, the Visiting Professor of the History of Art on the
Tallman Foundation stated in a recent interview that he found life at
Prof.

—

citing about a presidential election

year.

is

It

But after
Dr. Mitchell is the twenty-fourth
at
in a series of Tallman lecturers
been
the College. Since 1945 he has

it's

over, the

all

day morning quarterbacks
in their glory,

some

the

specialthere. At that time he was
in classics and history.

izing

Ox-

made

mem-

in

some

majority

was a
Modern History. He has

Scholar in
degrees
been the recipient of three
rroi. manes iMucneu
eduas the result of his university
bachelor he felt, very exciting. He added
cation. He received the
bachelor that he was "lucky to be here:"
of arts degree in 1934, the
In talking about his plans for the
and the
of letters degree in 1937,
period after his departure at the
of arts degree in 1944

politicians will

have

its

say on

*

This year there are two fine men
running for the Presidency Ike the
incumbent, and Adlai the challenger. The same two men faced each
other in the 1952 election, and Ike
:

swamped

Stevenson in a landslide.

master

But this is 1956, and the question
of lend of the fipst semester, Dr
Printing has always hc^d a sort
jc
hn« anything changed? In my
MiUlicil icvfalttl iii.ii lie was gofascination tor him, Dr. Mitchell
opinion, yes— several things; First
some
ing
to
spend
most
of
the
time
lookdo
to
him
said. This caused
of all, Stevenson is getting down to
work in printing after leaving Ox- ing at libraries and manuscripts. the common man's level, somebecame In the course of this work, he plans
ford. Following this, he
thing which slipped his mind in
curator of paintings at the Green- to visit Princeton especially to see
1952. Secondly, an old favorite,
wich Naval Museum. This enabled one manuscript, Harvard and New Estes ("Bless you") Kefauver has
him to gather a. large amount of York where, he confessed, he has been added to the Democratic tickhardly begun to work.
naval knowledge, he stated.
the U. S.,
He is also planning visits to Yale, et. In many sections of
During the war, Dr. Mitchell
Kefauver has handshaked, and
the the Gardner Museum in Boston,
served in the Admiralty and
drawled his way into the hearts of
to and the Walters Gallery in BaltiNavy. This gave him the chance
many people. I believe that this
1943. To- more. He added that he hopes to
visit the United States in
is the strongest ticket which the
wards the end of the war, he joined get another opportunity to visit Democrats could possibly offer. It
Institute. this country in order to see more.
the staff of the Warburg
provide complafound
At the present moment, Dr. certainly should
In the same period, he also
cent Republicans with nightmares.
time to do postgraduate study in Mitchell is engaged in two projects.
In the third place, Adlai has had
Oxford He is finishing his work on the cult
the Ashmolean Museum at
instruction in the proper way
of Roman coins in the Renaissance. more
and in Vienna
for a politician to campaign for the
Asked why he was interested in He is also engaged in a study of
of president. He knows the
office
the the epigraphical collections of the
art, Dr. Mitchell stated that
now, for he has
This Involves the ropes pretty well
father's Renaissance.
interest stemmed from his
learned much from his crushing deof
drawings
of
the
figured
Wjl
study
of
student
a
with
;
connection
feat in '52. Moreover, this is do-ormonuments
"pasand
inscribed
of
Rome.
liam Morris. Mitchell became
losses
The material is especially valuable, die for Stevenson. If he
sionately interested" in William
will undoubtedly enter
said, because it gives insight again, he
Morris. He feels also that his inter- he
that political limbo for two-time
of
time
how
the
people
the
from
into
stems
est in non-aesthetic art
losers, and ask Dewey to move
looked at antiquity.
this early interest in Morris.
at
Dr. Mitchell is also working now over.
Dr. Mitchell expressed delight
But Adlai is sort of handicapped
Tallman
Lectures
on
the
public
that
said
He
being at the College.
concerned. How
will deliver to the college as far as issues are
people here were very kind to him which he
can he favor 90 f f of parity to the
The chance to observe "a quite dif- community towards the end of the
farmer and still hope to balance
semester.
was,
present
education"
of
method
ferent
the budget? Has anyone told him
that we are running out of mothball ships? Does he want to raise

—

Top Honors
While ARU's Predominate On Academic Lists
Randlett, Howell, Babineau Earn

honorary membership in the newly
formed Bowdoin Caledonian Society, Roger Howell, Jr., '58, president, has announced.

McKeldin is not unknown to auMonbe diences in this area, having been

political corners, the

will still

election morn.

The Hon. Theodore Roosevelt
McKeldin, Republican governor of
the State of Maryland, will receive

will

be out of a job, and the American
scene will return to a period of
"normalcy." As Will Rogers once
said, "There is no more independence in politics than there is in
jail." Some people may be of this
opion, but, regardless of the claims

Lecturer at the Warburg Institute
He
of the University of London.
was born in London and attended
School
Taylors'
Merchant

a scholarship to

pollsters

contemplate, and
candidates push panic buttons.

ful."

He received

when

a time

voters

predict,

the College "exciting and delight-

ford University, where, as a
ber of St. John's College, he

the first

is

weekly columns on

in a series of

the keynote speaker at last year's

Republican Conven-

Maine

State

tion

Portland.

in

According to the plans presently
made by the Caledonian Society,
McKeldin will be at the College on
October 25, speaking in the Moulton Union Lounge at 8:30 that evening. He will be entertained at a
dinner at the Alpha Delta Phi
House before he speaks.
McKeldin, who is perhaps best
known as the man who nominated
Eisenhower in 1952, was born in
Baltimore, Maryland, in 1900. He
holds an LL.B from the University
of Maryland (1926) and an LL.D.
from Rider College, Trenton, New

Gov. Theodore R. McKeldin

he became a practicing
lawyer in Baltimore until his suc1927-1931,

Baltimore

He

for

mayor

the

was endorsed by the Americans for
was on a trip to Israel in 1952
Democratic action in 1954 in his it
that he made the first personal
successful gubernatorial campaign
with the man he was to
contact
president
against Dr. Byrd, former
of the University of

A teacher

nominate

Maryland.

McKeldin
more public schools and has been key figures

a

member

of

University

in the Balti-

Law

Baltimore

is

four of the top six in the Class of
'57.
Fraternity breakdown class-

entire
age, easily the best in the
Allan P. Wooley, Jr.,
college.
and Norman D. Block, 92.97,

by-class

House

follow.

Raymond Babineau nosed

G.
Reid

is

as follows:

the

fore

in the

Eisenhower

movement and

recent

convention

*56 '57 '58

'59

(Continued on page 7)

out

T.

Among those graduating in June,
Wayne M. Wright was first with
P. Co94.18, followed by Norman

For Use In

Roger Howell,

'58,

2116

The "Generations Yet Unborn
Fund" has. been established at
Bowdoin College by the Class of

Executive Council
was elected

President

1916,

president of the newly formed Caledonian Society elections last Thurs-

James

announced recently.
At its forthieth reunion

S.

last

Professor Cecil T. Holmes members
was elected the faculty member of Bowdoin the sum of $500, to be
placed in trust and to accumulate

the executive council While David
Dott, '57, won the position of vice-

John

at interest for 160 years.

as
When the"Generations Yet Unas bonr Fund" becomes available, it
secretary, complete the executive will total over $265,000, at an interdepartment.
est rate of 4%.
president.

Herrick,

'57,

treasurer, and Hal Tucker,

'58,

will always be a Bowsays the commitcharge of the new fund.
"And it is reasonable to believe
it will always have roal need far

"There

—

doin College,"
tee

in

money."

hen

IF

93.26,

and Aaron

J.

GYM WEAR

79.

Bowdoin T-Shirt

1.19

Bowdoin Sweatshirt (Grey)

2.50

Skatkin

The

Bowdoin Sweatshirt (Black)

class

median gets lower until it reaches
75 among the sophomores.
A sophomore achieved the low-!
est mark, a 57.55. Among the juniors, the low was 64.09, among the
seniors 66.74, and among the grad-

Gym

-

Shorts

3.25

sixth of his class,

whereas

in the

I

HAD A MILLION

\
I

cried, "is so unfair

should have been a miLLionaire!
a car, a white Jaguar
with leopard trim and built-in bar,
Complete with blondes and red heads too,
A movie queen or two would do
I'm lazy, crazy, debonnaire
I'd make a perfect millionaire!"
.

.

.

"Instead," he sobbed, "at twenty-five
I'll have to work to stay alive!"

1.50

Socks (stretch type, size 10-13)

|

uated class 69.86.
A senior need have only a 82.47
average to rank in the upper one-

he

I'd drive

The average among those gradu-

was almost

by Chester

I

83.17.

ating

FOR REAL!

IT'S

however,
intentions,
pugnacius
(Continued on page 7)

(

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

.95

Coles

June,
of 1916 voted to give to

day.

"Life,"

|

be-

New Fund Begun

Caledonians Elect

S.

Wilpoint, 91.63 to 91.61. J. Skelton
liams, Jr., came in third with 90.56.

lib-

was

Executive secretary to mentioned as a possible vice-presiSchool.
Mayor Broening of Baltimore from dential candidate.

but they certainly reflect a very
unrealistic attitude on his part. As
long as Russia remains with her

Appleby, Jr., in the sophomore class by two-hundreds of a

the

of

counted as one of the

eral Republican

the faculty of the

of

president

for

United States.

as well as a politician,

McKeldin has taught

ell, Jr., '58;

85.95,

of

1943.

in

became

'governor «f
Maryland in tail. He is president
of the American-Israel Society, and

It is tentatively planned to have
two films on November 28 "Waverly Steps," a documentary of
Edinburgh, and the "Glasgow Orthe expectations of the farmers, pheus Choir," featuring Scottish
while at the same time, raise the music amid its native scenery.

'56 an 86.45 was needed.
John Ranlett, '57; Roger How- Class of
obligations of the rest of the econ•59
'56
•57
'58
Upper
and G. Raymond BabiShouldn't all sections of
86.5 82.5 84.9 82.7 omy?
One-Sixth,
neau, '59, rank number one in their
economy be favored equally?
85.4 81.9 83.2 81.7 the
One-Fifth,
classes academically, official recsimple law of supply and. de83.8 80.9 81.8 80.8 The
re- One Fourth,
ords from Massachusetts Hall
mand applys here. Greater surOne-Third,
82.0 79.3 79.3 78.3
veal.
pluses cause lesser demands and
78.9 76.6 75.5 75.0
Randlett's 94.40 average for his One-Half,
ultimately lower prices.
76.1 74.3 72.4 71.9
almost Two-Thirds,
three years' work puts him
Stevenson has tried to make an
near- Thre-Fourths, 74.7 73.0 70.6 70.3
four full points ahead of nis
issue out of foreign policy. I wonBachelest competitor, J. Leona d
The ARU's dominate the lists, der how impressed the Russians
The inly other
der, with 90.45.
stuhaving almost twice as many
would be with Adlai's quips? Let's
David
senior to stand over 90 is.
dents on the top 100 as any other face it. His comments on the aboliKessler, 90.08.
house. The ATO's are second and tion of the draft law may sway a
Among the juniors, Roger Howell the Betas third. The ARU's have few mother's votes in November,
possesses a phenominal 97.19 aver-

campaign

cessful

Jersey (1949).
A liberal Republican, McKeldin

morali If you are $999,999.00 short of being
a millionaire, but you like your pleasure big,
Enjoy the big full flavor; the big satisfaction
of a Chesterfield. Packed more smoothly by
Accw-Roy, it's the smoothest tasting smoke today!
for rool

•

.

•

iniokt

Field
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Next Weeks

LA College

Typical Small

Small Short Term Loans
Available To Students

Glee Club Turnout

Rival Trinity

Lar? esl In

Mo^

by F. MORGAN LAMAflfcllE
have chapters at Bowdoin.
Season
A new loan fund has been estab*
They are Alpha Delta Phi, Psi U,
lished in the Bursar's office in
Delta Kappa Epsilon, and Sigma
The turnout for this year's Glee
Massachusetts Hall. It is a small
same traditions and ideals. In fact, Nu. Tau Alpha is the one local fraClub is the largest in the history of
loan fund, nothing over twenty-five
they are very similar in many ternity. For those who do not
the College. One hundred and thirdollars can be taken out. The purways. Trinity, like Bowdoin, takes choose to join a fraternity there
ty-five men are now enrolled.
pose involved is to loan money to
pride in being a personal college, is the Commons Club, and the
The officers for the 1956-57 seastudents that need it quickly and
and of the close contact between Brownell Club.
son are: Dana Randal, President;
don't need over twenty-five dollars.
There are many outside events
the faculty and students. It too is a
Fletcher Means, Vice-President;
All the red tape is eliminated.
liberal arts college offering a great for the students at Trinity. They
William Gardner, Manager; Olin
can
obtained at the
own
by

DAVE MESSER

Although Trinity is
Bowdoin, they possess

als also

many

is

one of the most impressive in the
Its buildings, forming quadrangles, are one of the best
ples of collegiate Gothic in
ica.

The original architect
was William Burges

college
land,

and

radio station,

school paper, yearbook, and

ary

Their

magazine.

dramatic

of Eng-

and Cambridgo

in

mind, proposed this elaborate plan
quadrangles. The architecture of Trinity has exerted -a

located
the

the center of Hartford,

in

When Hartford was made

Conn.

capital

sole

of

the state, the

city selected College Hill as the lo-

new Capital Building.
moved out to its pres-

of closed

cation for the

very great influence on college ar-

ent campus of about 80 acres in the
southwest section of the city. This

chitecture in America.
Until

the turn of the twentieth

Trinity then

is

a very historical spot; for during
it Was called Gallows
was the place for public
There are no longer

century. Trinity had an enrollment

the revolution

lhan one hundred students.
But, since that time it has grown

Hill.

of less

and carefully

slowly

to its present

and.

I

|

|

j

of

March
The

ARU

1.

Spring

through

Tour,

March

March

ties at Trinity, but, unlike

enrollment of about 850.
There are eight national fraterniBcvdoin,

freshmen are not eligible for
membership. Many of these nation-

son.

9CC

eiiiors
3 jz\

The list includes eight Cadet
Captains: Richard. K. Fickelt. v

Named

Appointed to the rank of "Cadet
Captain were the following men:
Richard K. Fickett, Naples; Richard W. Greene, Bath; Kent G. Hobby,
Weston, Mass,; Russell H.
Longyear, Great Neck, N. Y.;
Richard B. Lyman, Jr., West Nyack, N. Y.; Joseph W. McDaniel,
Wollaston, Mass.; Arthur L. Perry,
Weston, Mass.; and John L. Snow,
Braintree, Mass.
Nine men were appointed to the
rank of cadet first lieutenant. They
are John H. Alden, Needham,
Mass.;
Richard
Armstrong,
Q.
West Hartford, Conn.; Kenneth W.
Cooper, Jr., Medford, Mass.; William H. Gardner, New York City;
John D. Herrick, South Brewer;
Fletcher W. Means, II, Portland;
Joseph J. Murphy, Teaneck, N. J.;
Clement S. Wilson, Brunswick; and
John J. Woodward, Winsted, Conn.
Nineteen men were named cadet
second lieutenants. They include
Charles H. Abbott, Rumford; Harry G. Carpenter, Jr., Saylesville,
R. I.; Kenneth E. DeGrott, Freehold, N. J.; Robert L. DeLucia,
New Haven, Conn.; Donald E. DyRobert S.
er, Jr., Bar Harbor;
Gamble, Jr., Portland; Richard G.
Geldard, Watertown, Conn.; David
F. Ham, North Reading, Mass.;
W^ Logan Hardie, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
H. Christian Jacobson, Newtonville,
Lynn,
Also
Allen M. Lanes,
Mass.; Edward E. Langbein, Jr.,
Forest Hills, N. Y.; John J. ManMayer
III, Quincy, Mass.;

ning,

Dean

E. Ridlon, Bangor; David L. Sea-

Cos

Cob, Conn.; Peter J.
Strauss, Passaic, N. J.; Robert A.
Wagg, Jr., Lisbon; and" Frederick

Wenzel, Hiram.

ROTC

Chooses Ten
Outstanding Students
Tne

Bowdoin

College

seniors

have been designated Distinguished
Military Students in the Reserve
Officers Training Corps, it was announced today by Lt. Col. Gates B.
Stern,

Commanding

Bowdoin

unit.

Y.;

West

April 12 and

13,

the Glee Club

Richard

Officer of the

15.

Alpha
their

top

among

i

Rho Upsilon maintained

Wollaston, Mass.; Arthur
L. Perry, Weston, Mass.; and John
I. Snow, Braintree, Mass.

WBOA

Back On

Air;

Beards Make Money

FM

Permit Sought

WBOA

has returned to the air
with many new programs, and
second some old ones dressed up in new

scholastically

position

fraternities for the

semester, 1956, according to statis- finery. WBOA is also reported that
released from Massachusetts after extensive technical work, it

tics

Hall.

Me mbcrs

College.

Lyman, Jr.,
W. Mc-

Nyack', N. Y.; Joseph

Daniel,

Alpha Rho Upsilon,

2.709

Alpha Tau Omega,

2.560

Independents,

2.331

Beta Theta

2.300

60

may now be heard in all five
dorms. To provide further for the
listening pleasure of the Bowdoin
Campus and the surrounding area,
WBOA has applied to the Federal

44

Communications Commission

for a

39

construction permit to build a ccmPi,

.

58

FM

mercial
2.249

59

Theta Delta Chi,

2.202

63

Sigma Nu,

2.200

66

2.174

48

2.174

58

Sigma,

Delta

station. This will not

start immediately, as the process-

For Hairy Sprout

Far East

Officer of the unit.

J.

Junior College, N. Y.

Richard

Russell H. Longyear, Great Neck,

N.
sen-

have been appointed cadet officers
in
the
Reserve Officers
Training Corps for the first semester, it has been announced by Lt.
Col. Gates B. Stern, Commanding

vey,

On

Col-

N. J.; and Briar-

Rank

In Scholastic

i

ior

Rabinovitz, Haverhill, Mass.;

cliff

C; Centenary

Women.

i

will

W. Greene, Bath: will sing joint concerts with Lasell
Kent G. Hobby, Weston, Mass.: Junior College and Bradford Junior

As ROTC Officers
Bowdoin College

Washington, D.
lege for

pies;

Thirty-six

victory of the sea-

27,

Keeps Top Spot

22

take the
a cordial invitation is issued to all Glee Club to Worcester, Mass.:
to witness a mass slaughter there Norwich, Conn.;
the New York
this Saturday as the Bowdoin team Historical
Society,
New York;
clairrts its first

]

The Glee Club has mapped a
heavy schedule. The Glee Club will
sing in Pickard Theater on Decem- a loan is sign an application at the under. All told, there was $51,000
ber 9. The same program will in- cashier's
counter;
although his worth of loans in 1955-56.
clude the Pembroke College Glee credit has to be good. He needn't
Other advantage! of the new sysClub and the Vesper Choir aug- have any prior approval from a col- tem is that it will '.ai.e the load off
mented. The program will be in lege officer to get the money.
Mr. Wilder s back and ci t down a
place of the Messiah.
The loans have to be payed off lot of paper work, It will eliminate
The first baby tour will be held within sixty days. Failure to com- 'the large lines created by students
the vec'j of November 30 through play with these terms will pull a trying V) get loans at the same
December 2. The Glee^'Club wiil person off the eligible list for fur time, and it will be a tremendous
sing ;'t Fra (Bingham, VVaban. The ther use of the loan grant. No ex- advantage to the students as well
last night's performance will be tensions are given.
If a
person as the administration.
the Messiah in Portland. A second
baby tour will be made the week

executions.

public executions on this spot, but

needs more time the only thing to
is draw out another loan to pay
for the previous one. Also, there is
no, interest to be paid under the
new sytem.
The Dean's loan funds have not
been changed. If someone needs
more than twenty-five dollars or
more than sixty days, he should
see Mr. Wilder about the larger

do
I

1

The loans
be
loans.
Bursar's office on the second floor
Last year, more than 1,200 loans
in Massachusetts Hall. The only were recorded. About 650 of these
thing a student has to do to obtain were for twenty-five dollars and

Sawyer, Librarian.

liter-

group, The Jesters, has won a repexam- utation as one of the finest collegiAmer- ate dramatic groups in the East.
The original Trinity campus was
of the

he, with the stately build-

ings of Oxford

have their

too

The physical layout of Trinity

I

.

of the

selection of courses.

east.

.

Ahead

Busy

not as old as

1956

2,

.

.

ing of thi e requests usually takes

about three months.

(continued from page 1)
Beards are now fetching $5,000.00 Chi Psi,
Crupiti served as a translator and
an ounce.
Kappa Sigma,
before
administrative
assistant
This super price tag results from Zeta Psi,'
moving to radio-television work.
nation-wide search by a New
She is a graduate of Chulalongkorn a
Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Jersey firm for men with beards
University and was employed as an
Psi Upsilon,
three months old or more.
auditor prior to joining the U. S.
Delta Phi,
Alpha
Ronson Corporation, in newspaInformation Agency staff in Bang-

kok

in 1950.

Alumni

.

.

.

(continued from page 1)
Welch, '38, of Washington, D. C.
After the work session i\ti infor-

per ad? across the country (Sept.
25) offers $5,000.00 (five thousand
dollars) per ounce for the privilege of shaving the beards of men
selected for an electric shaver commercial on a network TV program.

In addition to the heavy perbe held at the ounce payment, selectees get an
and Mrs. Noel ail-expense paid trip and 2-day stay
C. Little in Brunswick.
in Hollywood, where the TV proOn Saturday the Agents and Di- gram originates, beginning October
rectors will attend the morning
chapel service before meeting with
Dr. James S. Coles, President of
Applicants must be over 21 and
Bowdoin, who will talk on "What will qualify for selection by mailthe Alumni Fund Means." At noon ing Ronson sample strands of
President and Mrs. Coles will en- beard, a close-up snapshot of full
tertain the group for luncheon. All beard as well as details of age and

mal gathering

home

2.173

71

2.165

58

2.071

69

2.046

69

The
tliis

fre

hman

response to

WBOA

men

signed

year resulted

up for

n<

in 30

shows, Dec Jay spots,

.v

sports, a-.d engineering positions

The of leers elected
semester are:

for the fall

Hone, Station

Ollie

Manager: Paul Rayment, Program
732
All Fraternity

Average— 2.2'.0.

Director:

rector;

All Coiiege

Average— 2.244.

Lenny Bachelder, Chief

News

Engineer; John Carter,
);ck

nouncer:

Di-

Baribeau, Chief An-

Nelson

Business

Hicks,

will

of Professor

will be guests of the Athletic De-

partment for the Bowdoin-Amherst
football game on Saturday afternoon at Whittier Field.
Last year through the efforts of
these men, the record-breaking

CUMBERLAND

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI

THEATRE
Brunswick

3-2541

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
Tues.

with

Oct. 2

JOHN PAYNE

occupation. The program is "Playhouse 90" a 90-minute weekly net-

GREGORY PECK

work show, Thursdays, and begin-

in

also

MOBY DICK

Short Subjects

ning on the fourth of the month.
Selectees will stay at the Beverly
Hills Hotel in Hollywood. Oh, yes,

sum

of $113,839 was contributed to payment is made immediately at
Bowdoin by nearly fifty per cent time of shaving. How satisfactory
of the alumni body.
can this daily ritual get?

Wed,

&

Oct. 3-4

Thurs.

Two Top

ANNE BANCROFT

Ilorror

MARLA ENGLISH

LEARN TO DANCE

CHESTER MORRIS

Expert Instruction by Professional

IT

SPECIAL RATES TO

MODEL SCHOOL OF DANCE
PA

5-5231

84 Maine 8treet (Above Day's)

News

CONQUERED THE

Introductory Dance Lesson Free
WALTZ, MAMBO, FOXTROT, SAMBA, SWING,
RUMBA, ROCK AMD ROLL, TANGO,
BALBOA CHA CHA, POLKA
Free Student Parties Every Month

Brunswick

* Sat
Oct.
MICKEY ROONEY
FRANCES IN THE
HAUNTED HOUSE

8hort Subjects
Oct. 5-6

Fri., Sat.

WORLD
Fri..

with

LARRATNE DAY
RICARDO MONTAIJ3AN
also

— Co-Thriller —

BOWDOIN MEN

DAWN

Shows!

THE SHE CREATURE

Teachers

Oct. 3-4

Wed., ThuW.

THREE FOR JAMIE

Science

Starring

Dial

Oct. 2

Tues.

5-6

DOUBLE FEATURED
PROGRAM
IT CONQUERED THE

WORLD
plus

SHE CREATURE
Sun., Mon., Tues.

Bun.

Mon. -Tues

_

Oct.. 7-8-9

~TEA AND~ SYMPATHY
Starring

DEBORAH KERR
JOHN KERR

LAST

Oct

7-8-9

WAGON

with

RICHARD WIDMARK
FELICIA

FARR

also

Snort Subjects

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

2,
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Jumbos Trample White 23-0
Country Team
New Single Wing Attack Cross
Shows Speed And Depth

Upset Tufts

Fails To

by

MEL LEVINE
to Coach Sebasteanski
Bowdoin Harrier unit seems

According

With fall here Coach Frank Sabasteanski has once more issued
the call to any student interested in
running crosscountry. Among the

the

strong this year, and will be more
than good competition for Tufts,

five letter- Amherst, and B. C, but their first
may
Providence
against
to greatly aug- game
squad; Captain prove difficult. Providence came in
Dave Young, J. Herrick, R. Pack- second in the New England's last
third,
with men placing
ard, P. Todd, and W. Daley. One of year

14

who appeared were

men who promise
ment

year's

this

twelfth and twentieth. The Bowdoin
Harriers are stronger this year
good than last, but whether they are
work is expected of this boy, who good enough to beat Providence
ran 88th in last year's Patriot's Day will be seen on October 12. Much
Marathon. Other members of the of the fate of this game will devarsity squad include: R. Chasse, pend on Dave Young and Bob
M. Grady, J. McDaniel. P. Sibley, Packard, who are the team's one-

the newcomers,

who was outstmd-

ing on last year's freshman team,
is

Tom

Some

McGovern.

two punch.

G. Page, and C. White.

"Class of 1930" Trophy

N.

E.

Won

«

i

By Bowdoin;

Team Racing Championship Next

In the- first half of the state series sailing

-

meet

for the "Class of

1930" trophy, the Polar Bears

sail-

Jim Birkett, displayed amazing
prowess around the buoys to add
another victory for the Polar Bears.

ors took a sizable lead this Sunday

The sailor's next meet will be on
all six races Starting
October 14, when they will comwith the White's winning streak in
pete at MIT in the preliminaries
the fall of 1954, this victory brings
of the New England Team Racing
the total to twenty-four consecuChampionships. Sailing enthusiasts
by winning

The above picture shows Juris Berzins, Tufts second string back, being tackled high on an end sweep
by an unidentified Bowdoin tackier. Berzins, who played a good portion of the game, made a 35-yard broken
field run for a touchdown to the dismay of the large Bowdoin crowd. Tufts, which is loaded with good sopho-

more

goes on to meet the powerful Harvard Crimson next weekend.

talent,

A crowd

were on hand they

of 4,500

copped

points

eight

in

35

on

tive wins.

will

be watching for depthncss in

After several late starts, cx-com- this race. Particularly, since there

Tufts'

That

14.

and Stover's modore Charlie Leighton with
Tony Fleish- crewman Ron Dyer, brought in a

will be four crews from each colmidway in the quarter. second period toss to
lege. Howland, Lcightdn, and Belman were as close as the Walshthree of the skippers.
Bowdoin on its six, a bad pass men could get to the Jumbo goal. never threatened victory in Divi- nap will be
sion A. In Division B, vice-commo- The fourth i3 still in question. Good
from center went into the end
Adam used two complete teams
zone.
"Brud" Stovers recovered
dore Dave Belnap with crewman luck to the Bowdoin sailors.
Tufts
the
confuse
and defenses to
the ball but was nailed in the end
enough, howzone for a safety and a 17-0 score. attack. It wasn't
ever, to cope with the Jumbos'
Polar BeaTS.
The Jumbos' final tally came as
backs.
numerous
fast
and
were
facts
Sophomore back Berzens raced
To all spectators two
readily recognized. First, the Jum- 35 yards into the Bowdoin end
on Route 1 between Brunswick
bo front lines does not have the in- zone for the nicest run of the day.
Bath
dominable strength it showed a Breaking over his own left tackle,
year ago and secondly, Tufts of- Berzens cut to his right and then
fense and defense were far from proceeded to outrun the White
being consistent. However, as far secondary.
as the outcome of Saturday's game
Bowdoin Passes Click

seconds

Saturday at Whittier Field to
see the Jumbos of Tufts couple a
strong ground attack with a somewhat spotty defense to secure a
win over a "willing" Bowdoin
eleven 23-0. This win gave Tufts
its third consecutive win over the
last

After a long spiral punt that put

NEW MEADOWS

INN

and

SHORE DINNERS
STEAKS
CHICKEN

AUBURN

FIRST

.

,

of these ob-

was concerned neither
were

servations

any

of

er's spot at tailback

show the potential

Bowdoin elected

to receive

and

off

'

With lulls now

ball.

new

back

OOCKTAIL. LOUNfiE

sin-

Motor Court

running the kickyards he then hit on

down
the

21

passes

three

to

bring

Bowdoin

At

this point

to the Tufts 40.

White offense

Tufts regained possession.

in pos-

Stover

took

over

again

Brunswick Office

and

collapsed

"Brud"

For Friendly Service

the

in

and lour fourth period and connected on
plays remaining me ouUook was numerous aerials, one of which
aim. However, on me Jumbos' ursi small and elusive Mike Karavetplay, an oii-iacnie, mey lumbied sos who was consistently outrunning the Tufts secondary grabbed
and Bowdoin gained possession.
session on' the While uiree

Attei' a series oi piuii

the Tufts

machine

to

meet the

Now Open

Conveniently located between Bath
and Brunswick
Dial Hilltop 3-3921

On Rounte

1

i»«unv.tmv.« ^.w.wv.wwtmwriTTT

Banking Needs
of

Bowdoin Men

exchanges

linally

SODA FOUNTAIN

b'NA^K BAJl

proceeded to

of the

gle wing. After

"biuii
sioVef tatting u u^auiuui
end-over-end Kick on ine live yard
hue ran n DacK to ine twenty., on
tne Hist play oi ine game iiuwuoiii
iumDled anu a tuns eua pouiiued

on the

TRUST CO.

Dick Drenzek taking over Stov-

conse-

quence.

Hockey Men Called

started

Jumbo end, Uit-K rorun,
m bom oi lulls UftM Hockey Coach Danny MacFayden
He scored the first touch- has issued a call for all Freshmen
down midway U me nisi period hockey candidates to report in his
after outmaneuvenng the White office in the Sargen Gymnasium
to roll.

MAINE STREET

99

had a nana
scores.

secondaiy

id

catcb

a

lu.iy

pass at 5 o'clock on
October 15.

Monday

Dial

PA 5-5524

FACULTY AND STUDENTS

afternoon,

*Huiap-

irom i^uurieibjuv itaipn
son.

are

Alter the Walshmen had quashed another Tufts threat on their

.uwi

"'«= ac*|
play of the
again.
second quarter halfback Tony'
sNo-.g w.ae u»id uui-|
li'ji. ii Willi
un chased him into the end zone

ttwd

ten,

On

the

ijot

into

first

j

for a safety
lulls

and a 9-0 lead,
Takes 154 Lead

Near the end

of

again started a ground
t« tight,
in whicu "Norm
outstanding fullback, ran a majority of me piays mat netted the

march

a 70-yard drive culminating in a touchdown. The half
ended with Bowdoin on the short

jumboes

of a

In

tufts

the

15-0

tally.

third

offense

period
gaining

with

OUTDOOR FOOTWEAR

TAYLOR MADE

cordially invited to attend

YORKTOWN SHOES

the First Showing of the

THE WAYSIDE SHOE
U. S.

tne lint ha

Tufts

end

BASS

No.

1

—

Hillside

West Brunswick, Maine

SAVE $ $

—

SAVE $ $

Deke House
Bob Lemieux '60
8 Winthrop Hall
Offices

—

On October 3, 4 and
Route No.

the

strength

1957 FORD

,.,,

—
5

PA 5-5555

1

t1 iiiii»ii»iiuuiitiimm»i^mum»

i

.
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Adam And Nels Grimly Face 23-0 Loss
Teams Outcome No Better In 1889 Tilt

POUR
BEARINGS
A

Cooper
Nell
These students who always argue However, considering that this was
school spirit is juvenile and our first game with an offense that
unintellectual have won another very few players had any knowlround. From the response of the edge of, figures are relatively unthat

crowd

large

Bowdoin important.
What most bothered those who
last
cared to look at the contest was the
weak Bowdoin defense a disease

"loyal"

of

rooters that attended the

game

Saturday one would think Bowdoin
is a Utopia filled with mature men
and an intellectual air "par excellence." Hah! However, abundance
of student apathy shall not fill valu-

able copy space in this column. After several articles the task is a

—

has

its scar on previou.s
Nothing can be written
worthwhile about this problem
since it is one that coach and team
must work out together.

that

waste of time— in other words "use-

these

All

should

less."

moment

Let us for the

game

return to

left

seasons.

glum

realizations

leave any Interested
fan
disillusioned.
For

not

Bowdoin

Saturday and try to above all one shining truth will
never be forgotten. Last Saturday
the crowd saw a team go into a
drawn.
game against one of the best small
Tufts was too strong for Bow- college teams in New England with
doin! Even in a game here the a will to win that is unusual in a
Jumbo aerial attack netted only group where the word "defeat" has
eighty-four yards and the defense been so prevalent. There should be
left Coach Arlanson with a good no individual who feels "the boys
weeks headache the Medford con- quit" or "gave up." It is difficult
tingent was still too good.
to be a loser but the loss is not so
One should also remember that great when one knows he gave it
Arlanson wasn't showing a thing the best his ability allowed. The
he didn't have to as the Harvard team that Adam fielded Saturday
scouts, Norm Shepard and Henry was described as "willing" but
-"rum the
I
mr..i watche
-ess "undermanned." As long as Bowb x. This io even more np~>; ent doin teams are willing victory can
w.'en ui.e rea'iz"j ^lat ca-cr.ptains not elude them forever.
Normie Wright and Dave Wells
Bowdoin men should be thankplayed only the first half and then ful that they have enough boys who
carried just twelve times between are interested in playing for a team
Jb:
'•them.
that has been a loser in the past
The Road Ahead
and for a coach who realizes that
However, our problem no longer experiment is more worthwhile
lies "with Tufts, but with the seven than complacency. Those armchair
teams we have remaining on our critics who have a monopoly on all
schedule. This year Adam Walsh, the "right" ideas should throw
born and bred on the„"T" forma- away their second-hand crystal
tion, switched to a single wing. balls and buy a piece of reality.
Whether this^will help solve some
The Polar Bears have several
of his problems will remain un- sophomores and juniors who from
answered for some time.
this year on will be brought up on
In the first use of this experiment the single wing. This may make the
the

of

analyze fact and figures so that

sdme nebulous conclusion might be

•

I

-

1

i

'

The picture above shows Adam Walsh and Nels Corey as they face the reality that Bowtf <in will be
of a 23-0 tally. If it is any consolation one only has to read the story below to realize
that
Bowdoin. Maybe the times have changed, but even as far back as 1889 the Tufts

on the short end

this situation is not novel at

contingent

was

too strong.

With the opening

Photo by Baxter

game

of the
In these early games, Bowdoin's
and gone. present plan of attack, the single
Bowdoin can now awau Us next wing, had not been formulated. But
challenger, Trinity at Hartford.
the same formation that Tiu'ts used
Although the '56 team lost their Saturday, and the Polar Bears have
opener 23-0, it was not novel for used in the past, the "T" formaBowdoin. The present squad can tion, was similar to the one used in
always iook back to the first vars- 1889.
ity eleven and sec the results of
This formation has many of the
their opener. It was the same old advantages of the single wing. It
story in 1889: the White succumb- is excellent for speed, good ball
ing to Tufts by an 8-4 tally.
handling, and fast passing. The "T"
This was not our only loss to the formation depends on fast backs
Medford -crew, because the- same and a good blacking center to comthing occurred the next time we pensate for its lack of power. De-

tomed

met

will iron out their difficulties

in

1891.

This

losing

ception

another important elecame to an abrupt end in 1895 ment of this formation, and when
when the While finally came it is played correctly, this set-up is
"
through for a victory.
very smooth and difficult to beat.
string

vital deficiencies were noticeable difference, it may not, but it is bewing from ing tried. Let us remember that
being the powerful weapon it can through
experimentation
comes
so readily be.
progress and the Polar Bears can
Painfully evident was the lack of only advance.
yardage gained on the ground—35
Again a plea to deaf ears! If the
yards which averages to eight and football team and coaching staff
three-quarters per period. Pleas- are not apathetics what right have

surprising

yards

170

was

gained

The Orient

we

the total of

"via"

the

air.

to

is

the

other

maneuvering players.

greatest advantage
gives the back

The B.M.O.C.

many

use

of the single wing's vir-

tues to better advantage.

here!

is

Big model on campus, that

collar in front

|

and assignments.
photographers
also
are
needed to fill important positions

—

section. Anyone interested
please see any of the editors for

on the Orient

pleat in back.

Dxford cloth

model

Gifts

STUDENT

PATRONAGE
SOLICITED

Brunswick,

L
i

Bank

Main*

Member of the Federal Reserre System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance JCorpore&os

in

new

these

and

full

men are really
Arrow ties .
.

new

ARROW
CASUAL WEAK

white and

five

muted

"linen"), $5.00; same

authentic tartan stripes, $5.95;

checks and stripes

PARK ROW

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

3

And

shirt (in

colors, including

First National

the

in the season's highest rated patterns.

staff.

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP
-

It's

to center button

box

Greeting Card*

is.

Arrow University shirt . . . all-around choice
of smart college men, from button-down

remain so?

it

line plays

Perhaps as the squad gets accusto this new formation they
and

traveling in style with their

186

the hole

is

when the

efficiently.

Sports

sports

single

It is a strong arrangement for driving off tackle and very good for
tricky plays like fakes, spinners,
crisscrosses? and fast passes. Its

information

looking for any stu-

the

strength at the point of attack, and
for ease in

dent interested in writing for the

is

hand,

wing formation, employed by Bowdoin,
is
excellent
for .power
and deception, for concentrated

'

that hindered the single

antly

On

1956 football season over

in

cotton-rayon, $7.95.

!
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Political

Grades

.

.

New

from

13

York.

far over-represented,

ARU's,
ATO'S,

I

20

I

12

Betas,

2

10

Delta Sigs,

1

Ind,

4

Zetes,

4

sachusetts

8
7

5

Sigma Nu's,

is

whereas Mas-

somewhat under-rep-

is

3

Psi U's,

mont
land
1,

3, Connecticut 2, VerPennsylvania 1, Rhode IsOhio 1, Maryland 1, Italy

1,

Sweden

1,

and England

Maine claims

among the

1.

five out oi the top

juniors.

4

six

4

For these records, the graduating class had 160 students, the pres-

3

2

2,

ent seniors 199, the juniors 191,

and

By the law of averages a typical
the sophomores 218, for a total of
house should have slightly under
768 students at the end of the 1955two of its men on the top 25 of
6 academic year.
each class and almost 8 among the
top hundred.
The 70-75 grouping usually claims
the most students, while the 75-80
area is a close second. The 65-70

New York Bank Gives
New Lamps to Library

group is also quite popular among
the sophomores and juniors.
The First National City Bank of
Of the top hundred, 42 come from New York presented a pair of iron
Maine, 25 from Massachusetts, and lamps to the College during the
summer. They have been placed

Ludwig Rang Returns
Under Rotary Grant

at the entrance

to

Hubbard

will

Rotary Scholarship Grant at the
College for the academic year 195657.

The award

to

District

Rang, made by the
Rotary Interna-

of

new

scholarship

plan set up this year by that group.
Three grants of $1000 each are being made to foreign students who
will enroll in the fall at Bowdoin,
Bates, and Laval College in Canada.

The goal

of the

program

furthering of international

standing and good

dent vote? Only time will

is

the

is

member

old,

he

tian

Democrate Party

is

many and

a

National

Bank

New York was merged

of

recently

tell.

...

in

many of the "noises" of sound producing organisms.

And,

work.

a

Hurricane Betsy forced Dr. Moulan "unusual ex- ton and the twelve other scientists
on the island to leave, but not bebiolofore an adequate amount of specigist to be in an area where the
mens and data had been accumuwater was so warm and clear." lated. Later in the summer, MoulWith his boat and skin diving ap- ton Helivprpd a paper on thp sub-

Moulton called

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

we hail Andersonville a worsuccessor to John Brown's
Body. It is no such thing, and the

thy

book

is

damaged

in

com-

We deliver to the Students

parison.

am

ject at the U. of Connecticut.

nationalistically

proud,

latter

it

New England

perience for a

not in a position, «or

am

I

presumptuous enough, to prescribe.
I would only re-emphasize discrim-

BEER

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

-

HOT DOCS

OjeVated by A! Tobey, '50

Call 5-2422

current taste is as legion
with the National City Bank of New as I suspect, anything I might say
York and became the First Nation- is worthless, and of no help whatal City

Bank

of

New

York.

ination. If

soever.

MIKE'S PLACE

& J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
J

One Day

of the Chris-

Dial

West Ger-

plans eventually to enter

000 feet of tape at 30 different underwater stations and has captured

waters.

paratus, he was able to record 22,-

(Continued from page (J)

I

Second

work

all over agaain? And which
candidate will have the greater appeal for the all-important indepen-

28th Street.

The

hamas was

with

a very se-

record

Devil

and were installed on either side
which
it designed for the Second National
Bank of New York, 250 Fifth Avenue, at the norHiwest corner of

politics

is

While in New England, Moulton
succeeded in finding in two years
but one kind of sound producing
fish, and no invertebrates, while
two months at Bimini Island yielded about 30 kinds of fish and 3 invertebrates. In addition to sound
Professor
Moulton's tapes, underwater movies were taAssistant
aspects which may or may not establish a trend in the month to work was sponsored by the Woods ken of fish and moving invertecome; can the Democrats solidify Hole Oceanographic Institution at brates during sound transmission.
espethe "solid" South with Kefauver the Lerner Marine Laboratory on One aspect that Moulton is
on the ticket? Which way will the the island. During the days be- cially interested in is the correlatween June 13 and August 13 which tion of sounds to distribution of vafarm vote go?
Will Ike's health be a serious he spent there, he was able to add rious kinds of fish. A possible apfactor in the campaign? Will Stev- a great deal to his original sound plication might be the movement
enson have to defend Truman's research done in New England of fish by artificially created noises.

the library of the Cnllpgp

of the entrance of a building

including

to learn,

under-

Plan student in 1954returning to Bowdoin
following a year's absence, d»ring
which he has been studying English literature at the University of
Bonn in Germany. Twenty years

Rang

appears that Stevenson

much

has

will.

A Bowdoin

55,

It

North Bimini Island in the Bathe scene of research
in marine biology done by
James M. Moulton, Assistant Prorious matter.
fessor of Biology this summer. His
It seems interesting to note a few
special interest is in underwater
straws in the wind every now and
sounds, and the clear, warm wathen, and attempt to analyze their
ters, with their abundance of life,
significance; this will be the obgave the scientist an excellent opjective of my series of comments
portunity to record and observe
on the campaign.
There are several questionable underwater data.

•

tional, is part of a

Moulton Completes Study
On Underwater Noises

certainly retain our selective

service.

Hall,

The lamps were executed in 1908
Ludwig Rang of Bad Godesberg, from designs by the architectural
West Germany, was awarded a firm of McKim, Mead & White

285th

.

sometimes cleverly concealed, we

still

Virginia

3,

4

AD's,

Chi Phi's,

New York

resented.

9

5

Sig's,

.

The other states and countries the fact that playing
9
are New Jersey 3, New Hampshire our country's defense

1

Kappa

.

(Continued from page 3)

.

(continued from page three)

TD's,
Dekes,
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-
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politics.

WINSTON

Try America's favorite
You'll like the

the Winston

full,

filter,

Switch to

filter

smoke!

rich taste. You'll like
too. It

does the job bo

WINSTON

heads the class on flavor

smoothly and effectively that the flavor
really comes through — so you can enjoy
it! For finer filter smoking, get Winston!
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than ever would 'be

German

(continued froth page 1)

check

much

more knowledge and read

facts.

these

thought,

Some

tests

contact with the student

in closer

Impressions

tests

Most
able to

possiible

in

universities.

tionalization

the Suez

Canal but also of every waterway

importance

of

of the professors are availall their

of not only

When asked

students every day.

Cyprus

the world.

in

comment on the
Thomas said, "Our

to

situation

of intimidation and bloodshed has cost us bitterly." He sees
the end of British colonialism within the next decade with the exception Of some military bases such

policy

are even corrected by

MP Speaks

machines. Time that European professors spend on checking exams is

.

.

shortened radically here. On the were to retain her position of Maother hand, professors here come jor Power." He supports interna-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER
as

"Saving face," he
"is not as important as sav-

Gibraltar.

said,

He has been

1945.

President of the National BrotherMovement since May and
will speak to the Methodist World
Conference while in the United

hood

strange that the welfare

meets with such opposition
here particularly from some peoslate

Which

and Scholarship Money for Your College

Parliament since

which he described as unique. He

Win a Cash Awards

You Can

Mr. Thomas, a Methodist lay
preacher, has been a. Member of

Mr. Thomas has been in the U. S.
for 2 months and had a chance to
attend
both
party
conventions

it

1956

2,

been receiving Social

hav.e

Security benefits.

ing life."

finds

who

ple

States.

readers

six artists win'

of the October Digest like best?

in

1.

Norfolk's friend lo troubled leen a-i»rs. Story of UiO ar-

whom

thritic cripple to
2. Tlie groat

in

Reader s Digest

3.

youngsters Hock for advice.

Piltdown hoax.

How this famed "missinc

you form sounder opinions.

Russell oilers six rules to help
4.

link"

human evolution has been proved a fraud from tie start.
How to sharp, n your judgment. Famed author l;c"':aild

My moil unforgettable character. Fond memories of ConMack — who led the Athletics for 60 years.
How lo m ike peace at trn Pentagon. Steps to end ruin-

nie
5.

Navy and

ous rivalry between our Army,

Air Force.

Book condensation: "High, Wide and Lonesome. " Hal
Borland's exciting story ol hb adventurous boyhood on a

6.

Colorado

,

prairie.

7. Mediclna's animal pioneers. How medical rcbcarcl'.en
learn from animals new ways to save human lives.

What Iho meos in Moscow moa-s. Evidence that tho
Communist system' is as unworkable as it is unnatural,

8.

!>.
?. Mailer bri-lgo builder. Introducing
Btej iman,
.worid !....!.. hi brldga dsoisin sad uiialfu* liun..
I

Open

to All College Students

(Faculty, too!)

*

two ycais sooner. Herd's how exiensiv? • <rc- ments proved a bright lOth-grai'.er i ready for college.
:

10. College

i

Am

11. laughter the best r..cdicir;.

Nothing to buy... nothing

everyday

to write

.

.

and you may find you know more about

13.

when we pray

Eurcpoan

cost

what subjects

interest people

most? Here

is

you

toil

YOU CAN WIN:

a chance to test your

judgment— show how good an editor you are— and you may win

$5000 cash

$5,000 for yourself, plus $5,000 in scholarship funds for your

It's

st

prize
.

fun to

try.

Maybe you can top

colleges across the country

.

.

.

other students in

$

and you can match wits with the

is

find

Any of 100 $10 prizes
in
-

the contest.)

you think

book credit from your

local college

bookstore

W.iy

Ki::or.':

.

.

1 . Read the descriptions in this advertisement of the articles that appear in
October Reader's Digest. Or better,
read the complete articles. Then select
the 6 that you think most readers will

like best.

readers of the magazine will like best. This will be

among

Follow the directions given below.
post card, and get

it

compared with

a cross section of Digest subscribers.
Fill in

the entry blank, paste

it

19. Creolures In Iho ivghl.

that
20.

on a

into the mail before the deadline. Additional blanks are

be postmarked not

later

must be postmarked not later than midnight, October 26, 1956.
Don't delay. In case of ties, the entry with the earliest postmark will win.

3. This contest Is open only to college
students and faculty members in the
U. S., excluding employees of The
Reader's Digest, its advertising agencies, and their families. It is subject to
all federal, state and local laws and

All entries

I
Just pick in order the six articles

4. Only one entry per person.

Reader's Digest

5. In case of ties, entries postmarked
earliest will win. Entries will be judged

In the

you think win be the moat popular of all.
"SECOND" write the number of the
you think will rank second in popularity. List in this
way the numbers of the six top article* in the order of their
popularity. (Note:Use only the
iI— of articles you choose.
Do not write the title of any article.) Clip mnd paete this coupon on a Government poet cmrd,
of the article

O. E. Mclntyre, Inc., whose decision will be final. All entries become
property of The Reader's Digest; none
returned.

rim

6. All winners notified by mail. List
of cash-prize winners mailed if you
enclose e self-addreeaed, stamped envelope.

tac

Opposite the word
article

v""

"•a~sej py ass4o*gtgM

ct

the
the

U.S.S. Squalus' rescue from a depth of 40 fathoms.

Madame Butterfly in bebby tox. How new freedoms have
changed lii'o for Japanese women; what the men think.
23. Doctors should le!l potlantl :he !ru'h. Wh:r. tha ''octcT
operated, exactly what did he do? Why a written record
of your medical history may comedr.y save your life.
" llcre'j why allei lion
24. "How wonderful you oro
and admiration aren't much goo<< unless expressed; why
locked-up emotions eventually wither.
.

and a

.

.

a farrier
singlehandedly finds homed for hundreds of Korean

25. Harry Holt

heartful uf children. Story* r-f

26. Our tax laws make us dishonest. How unfair tax Is:7j
are causing a serious moral deterioration.

27. Venereol disease now a throat lo youth. How V.D. Is
spreading among teen-agers and sane advice to victims.

—

American fa-rrer. Why h»
can often solve their own problems better than Washington.
21. Secy. Benson's fuiMi In the
feels farmers, left alone,

29. Your brain's unrealised powers. Seven
help you use your brain mora efficiently.

Churchill

is

new

What

"Old Man."

findings to

Sir V/icitca

doing in retirement.

II. Are |uries giving away toe much moseyt Ksntssfls
wards juries hand out because they confuse com-ajr'cn
with common sense.

My last best days on •arth. In her own words a younj
mother, learning she had cancer, tells how aha decided ta
this the "best year of her life."

32.

make

33. Foreign-aid mania. How the billions we've givca hare
brought mainly disappointment and higher taxes.
|ol

barriers to keep us

pianos ere born. Story of Edward Air
men battle wind, sand and spaad
supreme in the sky,

33. Ufa In these United Stokes.
ing quirks of human nature.

Humorous anecdotes

reveal-

36. Man's mast playful friend, the lend Offer. Interesting
facta about this amusing animal.

Why net e foreign -service career* How our State Department is making foreign service attract! va to young

A now

deal In

lower taxes,

lira

How one town got
combining Are and pal tea.

old flrehause.

greater protection

Cray awn on

Meat the man whoa*
statue of an Indian will be the largest In history.
39.

Crazy Horse.

40. Their business Is dynamite. How the manufacture of
this explosive baa been made one of the safest Industrie*.

How a

41. His wast customers era a Bales .
of mashed peas became the

and a pint

kitchen stralner

Ger bar Products Ce,

Smoky Mountain magic Why this, OUT most* SMetsst
mountain range, baa more visitors than any other.
42.

43. Call tar Mr. Imes g sn s y. Meet the Emergens/ Pestles,
Yorkers oat of trouble.
gat 8 million

—

City.

dovn. Stirin^ saga

21. The sub that wouldn't stay

3t.

the best.

by

J

of nr.ture

What

about you.

37.

regulations.

I..

about yew,

lavirh reveal

Force Base, where 10,000

you think most readers of October

WGEST CONTEST, Sm 4. Gmt Neck, L
New York
space opposite the word "FIRST" write the number

Thl IsvSatirc drama

if hutior tatfl

way y^u

the

like,

34. Out where

night, October 25, 1956.

KAKTS

;oh".'.or !>.e

er'Ttalning

enacted between dusk and dawn.

than mid-

obtainable at your college bookstore.

will like

is

What your sense

jokes you

30. Britain's indestructible

On

the entry blank at left, write the
number of each article you select. List
them in what you think will be the
order of popularity, from first to sixth
place. Your selections will be judged
by comparison with a national survey
which ranks in order of popularity the
6 articles that readers like best. Fill in
and mail the coupon. All entries must
2.

the six articles— in order of preference— that

e nationwide survey conducted

.\r.

Why

who

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES

you are not required to buy The Reader's Digest to enter
list

A way

Hjw

war orphans.

the articles

you know more about people than you think!

Then simply

.v,m.'i *;»

II. Medicine man en the Airar.on.
two devoid missionaries bring medical aid to jungle natives.

college you will receive an extra award
an additional $10 in book credit
at your college bookstore.

values that link scholars, statesmen, scientists,

.

:i

rr.-j:rh of'tficlr

17. Are wo loo soft on young ci!.-vnn!s?
Ota lest way
to cure juvenile delinquency is to yu.:izk fi/st offenders.

And if your entry is the best from your

—

Here's all you do. Study the descriptions (at right) of the articles in the
October Reader's Digest— or, better still, read the complete articles in the
issue itself. (But

.

.

.

that will be most popular with the average Digest reader?

You may

.

of TEN $500 cash prizes
plus $500 for the scholarship
fund of your college or

spot in a typical issue of Reader's Digest the uni-

Can you pick out

from

men.

to

16. It pays to Incrpo-.e your wcrd pov.r.
quiz to build your vocabulary.

.

Any

—

writers, businessmen, housewives?

.

22.

Reader's Digest than

any other magazine? What is it that makes the Digest the most
with 11 million copies
widely read magazine in the world
bought each month in the United States, plus 9 million abroad?
Why is it read each month by at least 60 million people, in 12
languages—Arabic, Danish, English, Finnish, French, German,
Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish and Swedish?

human

.

prize
.

Why do far more college graduates read

Can you

1000 cash 2 nd

plus $1000 for the scholarship
fund of your college or

editors of Reader's Digest.

versal

1

plus $5000 for the scholarship
fund of your college or

college.

,\ce

for others.

vs. U. S. b'.t.ul'ts.

stamps— !:oiu« or bur.Vum? Hc-v
included in the price you pay?

14. Trading

15. living memorials Ins'.ri of flowers.
d" ad by Barring the living.

know human nature? Can

well do you

,<

life.

more glamorous

people than you think!
How

?xpe.

12. Who! happens when «/« oray ?«•- C-.crt? Too jfier. v/4
prn.y only for ourselves. Hert-'s bow wo gait'. tr;io rsrtra*

of prayer
.

,.,ing

New

who

Readeiis

AJA

•w Digest

JSiate_

Its

popularity and influence

on

44. Beauty by the mile. How landscape snglneeri prere
roadside planting la llfeaaring as wall as beautiful.
43.

Humor

life in

la uniform.

stories of the

funny akle «f

iiiasedi laaa rl si. The American
FoimdstJoo explodes miseoncaptiona about ear
47. Admiral ef

world-wide

True

oar Armed Forces.

46. levee

me Oreok Ol

rises.

Story

W Itayros

eaoa,wha has won a fortune bettfag oe-aed

'/
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John E. Simonds,
president of the

Student

Council

for the first semester at the meet-

yesterday afternoon. Charles
Leighton, '57, was chosen to act as

ing

vice-president,

was elected

'57,

Herb

and

Pres.

was elected

'57,

NO.

1956

Masque and Gown
Kendrick To Go On

To Dedicate Season

Miller,

secretary-treas-

Spring Sabbatical

To Late Dr. Kinsey

urer.

Professor Nathan Dane has been

Simonds has been acting

presi-

dent of the Student Council since
last spring. A member of, Psi.U,

he

is

9

Dane Is Second
Semester Dean

Council Picks

Simonds

9,

one of the senior members

of

By Bob Gustafson
The Masque and Gown will
cate

its

died on August

He

known

also ex-sports editor of both

the Orient and the Bugle.

Leighton

member

dedi-

forthcoming season to Pro-

fessor Alfred C. Kinsey,

the Student Judiciary Committee.
is

appointed, subject to the approval
of the Governing Boards, Acting
Dean for the second semester,

25,

1956.

who
He was

a

search and books on
Zeta

of

human

sexual

"Dean
Kcndrick's
sabbatical
has been long overdue,"
President Coles commented.
Professor Dane, who is chairman

leave

move

sey was a

College Partisans Have
Organizational Meetings

Subcommittee

Dean About

Emanons To

LP For Homecoming

exam

period.

Under

the direction

Terry Stenberg, '56, the group
taped 10 of their most popular arrangements, including a few special arrangements written by Stenberg for the recording session.
In on the session were Stenberg
on piano and harpsichord, Jim
Cushner on trumpet, Ollie Sawyer,
and
flute, Dan Bernstein, bass,
Charlie Chapman, drums.

of

Comm

tion."

Earlier,

New England

The Dean hopes

to

"get every-

Dane to crack
the boys" during his tenure in the office that is sometimes
thing fixed for Mr.

down on
too

close

to

the

undergraduates'

hearts.

During

his

last leave, the

War

World

Dean

Europe and England.

travelled in

prevented further
With the end of

II

travel

abroad.
President Sill's term in office and
arrival of President Coles,

the

Dean Kendrick was

man

a

much needed

at the College. This has

been

the first chance for the long await-

ed leave.

The decision and choice

tins been
under negotiation for some time.
Dean Kendrick has tentative

plans for travel in this country, although he has said nothing is yet
definite.

Hi-Fi Dedication

This Thursday Eve
By Paul Lewis
On Thursday, October 11 at
M. the new Hi-Fi System

8:30
pre-

through the generosity of

sented

Class of 1931 at their reunion,

four colleges, passed a resolution

mencement

recognizing that

Hal

the begin-

College Fund, speaking for twenty-

Maine State Highway Commission worked harder
announced that its proposed extension of the Maine Turnpike be-

the

at

his hands."

P.

duty and without compensa-

civic

February

in

ning of the new semester.
"I am very pleased with the successor," Dean Kendrick stated,
"ami very glad to leave the job In

Suggests Decapitating Colby

Colby College, and for that matter the entire Waterville area, has
been waiting and wondering since
August 31st for a clearer glimpse
of its future. On that date, the

Department, wiD

Classics

into the Massachusetts

office

mem- Board,

bers for the disc last June after the

the

of

Dean Kendric*
member of the QUILL
Proiessor Dane
the Varsity Debating Team,
and the Biology Club, and he won
The second major item on the the Bradbury Prize Debate. He was
Council's agenda yesterday was the a member of Zeta Psi.
The Masque and Gown chose Proselection of sew members to the
Student Judiciary Committee. Ac- fessor Kinsey for the dedication
cording to the rules which govern because it felt that Professor Kin»
By Carl Olsson
these elections, one senior and two sey has been overdue for formal
By Roland O'Neil
juniors were chosen.
recognition from the College.
The Young Republicans met last
The Students for Stevenson held
John J. Woodward, a member of
meeting" last Wednesday in the Moulton Union
an organizational
Alpha Delta Phi, was chosen as the
Tuesday. Chairman Peter F. Gass, to organize and discuss campaign
senior member. Paul Lewis and
Sees
activities.
'57, explained some of the organi
Peter Relic were selected to be the
The group appointed Guy Davis,
zations' objectives and Professor
junior representatives. Lewis is a
Winters Edward Pols of the Philosophy De- '59, and Peter Dragonas, '59, to inmember of ARU, while Relic is a
activvestigate the possibilities of holdvolunteer
outlined
partment
member of Sigma Nu.
A subcommittee of the Sudent ity in Maine for Mr. Stevenson. ing a mock election at the college
Curriculum Committee met with Prof. Pols is connected with the in conjunction with the Bowdoin
Dean Nathaniel Kendrick last Fri- Maine Volunteers for Mr. Steven- Political Forum.
Release day to investigate the possibilities son.
Chairman Richard FickeH, '57,
of having classes on the Saturday
Gass urged the members to as- announced that an attempt was beof the Winter House Party weekend sist students over twenty-one years ing made to get speakers for the
Several prominent state
abolished.
of age to register and vote. He-pro- group.
By Pete Anastas
mentioned.
were
Dean Kendrick recommended posed that those present look for Republicans
The plans and format are nearly that the group write a petition to more students interested in the Fickett stated that the group
completed for a long playing rec- be presented to the faculty. Both Stevenson cause. Gass announced hoped to work with the Brunswick
ord featuring the College Emanons, sides of the argument were dis- that Vincent S. Villard, '57, had town committee, assisting in such
the campus modern jazz combina- cussed. The student point of view been appointed to organize student jobs as registration and encouragtion. The record itself is scheduled was the classes were unrealistic in Stevenson
movements at other ing the voters.
for release this fall and if plans go that the attendance was usually so Maine colleges.
A motion was made to investigate
well it should hit the campus for
(continued on page 8)
(continued on page 8)
(continued on page 8)
Homecoming, on November 10.
The Emanons recorded the numof the-Interfraternity De-

bating Council. He is also a
ber of the Glee Club.

an-

batical leave, his first since 1938.

behavior,

Tai whe'ie he has been the house
secretary and the house vice-presi-

chairman

Coles

S.

nounced today. Dean Nathan Kenwill have a semester sab-

drick

and was the center of
widespread controversy. The dedication, according to an announcedent. He is now Commodore of the ment by Abram Raymond Rutan,
Sailing Club and a member of the IV, was made by the Executive
Ivy Day Committee. Miller is the Committee of the Masque and
president of the Masque and Gown
Gown at a meeting on October 1st.
A member of Chi Psi, he is a past
While at Bowdoin, Professor Kinis

James

President

'16,

the world over for his re-

Com-

be dedicated.
The Hi-Fi will be housed permanently in the Moulton Union for the

"no college has
overcome the
campus

to

1956, will

and

limitations of a restricted

pleasure

(than Colby)."

undergraduates

benefit

of

Bowdcta
Mr.

and faculty.

Hundreds of letters and teletween Augusta and Bangor would
divide the Colby campus and ad- grams from alumni and friends of

Eugene Hirshberg, one of the designers and builders from the Lis-

jacent parts of the city dedicated Colby protested directly to the
Highway Commission, and the
to future growth.
Got Rhythm," "Continental," "LulAs it concerns Colby particular- presidents of Bowdoin, Bates and
( continued on page 8)
Maine also urged the Commission
ly, the limited access highwayto choose from other route possifour lanes across and flanked with

tening Post in Boston, will be present to discuss the mysteries of Hi-

To date

the

program

of jazz se-

lections on the record includes "I

Man, God and

Women

Might Be At Yale!
If

admission's dean Arthur

fences

more

Howe

—would

utilize

thirty-one

acres of campus in its crossing and
render some two hundred acres
the

virtually

present

inaccessible

campus

from

center.

It

would also necessitate scrapping
an expansion plan, currently under
study, which would add six new

has his way, Yale university will
break a 253-year tradition. This fall
Dean Howe revived the perennial
buildings to the campus over the
question of admitting women to
next five years.
the undergraduate body of Yale
The response to Colby's crisis has
University.
Most
The admissions' dean argued, been encouraging, however.
20th) the Portland
"any sort of exclusiveness is not recently (Sept.
law firm of Hutchinson, Pierce, Atfood"; whereas conservative Calvin Trillin of the Yale Daily News wood and Allen offered to reprereplied to the proposal, "definitely sent all five groups threatened by
Mr. Leonard A.
not at Yale during the week." Pres the highway.
sident Griswald seems to have Pierce, spokesman for the firm and
made the final decision by saying a Bowdoin trustee, explained that
they had accepted the case "u a
"not in the forseeable future."

Fi.

Mr. E. Farrington Abbott of the
Class of 1931, who was largely responsible for the raising of the
funds, will also be at the dedication. After Mr. Hirshberg demon-

bilities.
Still

the

there

is

no indication that

Highway Commission

ter its plans

will

al-

strates

beyond an agreement

meet with representatives of
Colby and other Waterville institutions to discuss whatever recommendations the Federal Bureau of
Public Roads will offer. The Commission's
own recommendations
will be based on "factual informa-

frev. J. aeeyie nuuer
photo by Merrill

Bixler

engineering data and
economic aspects (of the project)."
An alternate route behind the campus might entail an additional mile

and one-third of highway, and this
"factual information" may well be
what the Commission is most concerned about. President Bixler ad-

—

Beethoven
Violin Concerto in D
Major Allegro ma non troppo.
Bach—Toccata from the Toccato
and Fugue in D Minor.
Villa Loboi
Bacbiana Brasileiras

day morning to inspect the Gibson
Music Building and confer with
President James S. Coles about
problems common to both colleges.

—

No.
Villa

President Bixler was taken on a
of the building, which was
completed two years ago, by Pro-,

tour

feasor Robert Beekwith of
ale

Department.

5.

Lobos

No.

— Bacbiana Brasileiras

1 for

De Paur

—

S

celli.

Ugly

Woman

with the

De Paur Infantry Chorus.
the Mu- Tchaikovsky
Symphony No.
[

(continued on page 8)

of the features of the

evening:

Tours Campus

Colby's President, J. Seelye Bixthe Campus last Satur-

ler, visited

tion involving

some

system there will be a short concert of music chosen from a variety of styles. The following program has been selected for the

to

|

—

(Continued on page 4)
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—
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Gdo$r,f« Bowdo
tor^wgress too. Woeo

4-

d

rst

was mixed my emotions
impression was that Bow'doin had at last elected to become
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Born, of University status, and had expanded to embrace a .C«^lege of
Harry Carpent& Peter F. Gass
<TIfe>
C
utnumt. and Projfiylactic
, ,
The Orient wishe£& .VnjipW Mr,"
>fc' Cros* «rf 'the* Cbl^ej^^ 2P t
Tumbla Press Association.

J

-'

t

Dr.

—»«—

Kinsey

Ifjl

IKM

**e«

».

»

~

•

T

'

'

T^jTR

flonjEwell'to dedicate

Us present
season to['AlfFedfc. Kinsey. At the time of his death last August,
Dr. Kinsey of the Class of 1916 had become an household word.
Healsec*cs tha CoJlegejs recognition for deeds well done.

Hc

1

University of Indiana.

thef tajr.'Wiyfc at' th«

eighteen i'eais, he established himself as one of the world's foremost authorities, and his work was termed "a landmark in world
•
entomology."
In 1938, while teaching a course in humaji behavior, Dr. Kinsey was surprised to find the great lack of written knowledge on
the hows and whys of human sexual behavior. It was then that
he began hi? famous research, combining the taxonomic approach with the modern interviewing techniques. The University
of Indiana supplied him with funds, a staff, and offices. The
Rockefeller Foundation and the National Research Council also
supplied funds. He developed a methodology and code to cata
logue the results of his research.
Sexual Behavior In The Human Male was published in 1948.
The work was based on 5,300 case histories. In 1952, Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, based on 5,940 cases, was released.
The works were given wide attention and attracted the criticism which pioneering work cannot escape. Questions were
raised as to whether the sampling methods were accurate. The
Chicago Tribune denounced the first work as a "real menace
to society." Some critics felt that Dr. Kinsey encouraged immorality with statistics.
Perhaps the sampling methods wire not entirely accurate;
it is difficult to determine this.
But the work was the first

.

ing upon

my

.

i*r

The

1916 Bugle commented. "If you loosen up a bit more,
will make quite a man." To the credit of himself, Bowand everyone connected with him, this courageous man
did "loosen up" and became quite a man.

you

doin,

have strange ideas about

One

strongly

urge

the

to join Mir

r

As for student living quarters
they are well-lighted and adequateEach student has a
room eight square meters, in size,
ly furniished.

and two students share

The

including

between governmental agencies sponsoring the exchanges. There is, a word of caution which we
would like to interject, however. We must not come to regard
the exchange programs as a mct(j|Jro$ propagating, democracy*; v
ift doing this we will be stooping to the level »f the Communists, r
Instead, we must put our fnit£in;$ee men who are interest-j
'

in the pursuit of

knowledge,

if only^ter ift

from such

.

much %.

.

sake.
little

We

One, o| the sad facts about

ulum

is it*

"four
'
'lect.

dent

Know

iha

WB/Kmtm
literature

'1

"B

ter Jhe pulse of the most' blase or
innocent of maidens^Bowdkin.

to

ed ground, exhiogred^y the

*

year?, received, a scattering of
n» a. native. 4iaBui it^alsjo^isajppo^ttpg to'reaMse that the average stuis not afforded' the 'chape? to become familiar with the likes

,

I

recover.

'is

learning
is to

as essential to huas mathematical

physics."

Dr. Jones has nothing but scora
for the current craze of popularizing the humanities in such courses
as "adventures in literature." The
"appreciation"
courses
cannot

hope

to get at the fundamentals put
forth by the greatest and subtlest

ities

Stop,"

show

ligious movie fan to voice a long
loud prayer for Laurence Olivier.

Newcomer Don Murray makes

Monroe
case,

is

based on William Inge" medicre stage play,
and proves to
be a
burning

the cowboy role as unsubtle and
noisy as it's probably supposed to
be; Arthur O'Conncll, Betty Field

and Eileen Heckart have their funny moments, but the end product

is still arrything bat rewarding. Dito
a rector Joshua Logan might have
blonde done well to leave Miss Monroe in

dumb

New

York, and lassoed Bos Stop
right out of the range of a camera.
Miscellaneous

The line-up for the current Portland Community Concerts Series is
an; impressive one the Beaux Arts
:

Trio, Leonard Pennario, Nart Merriman, the DePaur Opera Gala, and

the

Philadelphia

Orchestra

under

Eugene Of mandy. ...

Philip Stusporting a wrinkled choir
robe and hip boots on Friday mornart,

'57,

Voice, retains the blank stare
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Dr. Jones,

research

Feature* Writers-William Beckett, WiUum Beeaem IU, .Willi**
Q. JU
'BtBtnng bustry' 'a poui 'tne >di •^ter, George'S«,«r*-^'-<; , ,_,",
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base' of the srh^re'aire a'Vtrfta'- News Staff-Peter AMstai'/'tttfMrt. -feyGiistaJsai.' Morgan
UAfsrah,
n
ble irmy of gnonYes 'and troH?;
Ca»ri Olson, J4onni*wvy, moh^Wilson, Raymond Babipeau Kea
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fetching and csrryirtg, pdffinp anil
akethm ,wa* aiB *
•
pa s«s« '«ou* aba tit
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.. £SS**'
[
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carpet;

And n'oVlif'nW

frnfl but:

-
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Of

'needle.'

ity of the cbnceVt.

'

9

for trained personnel

osiry piqued" to thi utmost. Tthjis^t

oppbrtun^i^s mvoTvS^^ fte expjHwjveneesj qf this suhjeet have ,
been cohSple^Ty.^egfected ^ere,
•.''
.,;•,-. j
t ••.
jaibu'uH
Tfi hignWy enterprising' Student Curriculum CoHHnMtee has IV
been nushinp thejdeapf^a new Comparative, Literature course,
J'nd'tne "prOMgiL was recently submitted for aayiin^stratiye recqromendatMpfL ijpon obsgrevatipn of comparable schools, and,

^ogn^e^sp^ujj^ma^

1

Zeppelin trips to

sink back upon the

nWkkiS

'

selves, even to the point of
cockiOne reason for this is that
the students have no worries
about
jobs upon graduation. The demand

ness.

J

tribute
fun.

of

are in
Ipne.The

On

U\
Ay?buUJiere-'> a ruV
"

I.

1^

course, .encouraging to

ther, tfi# »re;qurt«'sttroio{,tliiwaN

ing, sang the Gluck Aria with real
ind musical distinction. His regard for
through her cheap role \yith tonal shading and good diction, and
the accomplished mannet that "she hia almost unfaltering
pitch, were
some promised isle of bliss ... did in the old days. Indeed She proofs of hi»grdwing musicianship.
an^ on. its side, emblazoned in might inspire even the most unre^
(Continued oa page 7)
proud letters two-men-tali, .',,jUi!f
ty-r.-rM
tf*-t
,-<V'
ma.gic word that never fails to flutt

lack

orm. Jt is,
Tadu?t* ***»

of acjeqyafe fcte'rafyre courses

is

both excellent and inexpensive (a
ham sandwich sells for about ten
cents)

neither

.

Li texture

tin

If

sailing majectically d,6wn, across
tbe face of New England, 'following
the Turnpikes, seeking, homeing on

an

to. I

a policy.

Comparative
j^X'

own

gajfr and

bathroom,

a

food, Served cafeteria style,

be fair for Norton! Imagine fhe'ga> each year. 'The' nuhibcr one attrac
mad crowd swarming down the tion is, of course, la Monroe, and
swinging rope ladders, fanning out she proves once again that she- can
to spread' joy about the dimpled play herself better than anyone
campuses of these fair institutions! else. We had been .warned to look
Through it all, patient and some- for the "new" Marilyn, but it seems
how maternal, the waiting blimp to this viewer that with the excepbroods on their return* What a sym- tion of a slight loss of weight (not
bol of security. What a symbol. Me in
any pertinent places), our
very blood quickens at the prospect bleached friend looks just about the
of seeing this noble sausage .shape same, sings in the same whiney

affairs."

confident that democracy has

us fur-

tells

Mount Hojyoke, Wellesley, and to the time that can be and is
perhaps Wheaton even, if trje* Wtafl .wastes' ,by Aipqricfii tnp^ie-goers

that of better cooperation

ed

I perplexed.

Ob wh at

'

{

\

Smith!

in a recent repeat palled for "an uugradng (^"United States
exchange activity in governmental congr*a6f»nUi, American
public, and foreign consciousness." Dr. Morrill wants'to raise
cultural and technical exchange to the lerel of a major instrument of American influence and assistance in international

';

He

States.

dirigibles!

te

number oFvshiable suggestions

T

,-,

ther that there is no central library,
each department having its individual stacks and reading rooms.

must needs
have perspective. Ah-ha. Eureka!
What could it be but an Airplane
Hanger?! Rather, a hanger far

ways to correct these erroneous impressions
travel and study in this country and
AHiPlScsni go abroad for the same purpose. Here
at Bqwdoin,.we have-done, well along this line with the instituofthfaibvrfarnilUr Bowdoin Plan.
Dl*. jVl. Morrill, president of the University of Minnesota,

a

stu-

-

.

Milk-barn nor super Quonset Hut,
it be? I step back, fur-

more foreigners

made

intelligent

ranks. Buttons oae

"WWtHifW^JWfi^
tween classes. A general hneetiqg

what could

to ha\j«u\wrie

Dr. Morrill

W^JM

We

be

the

consciousness anoth-

ther into the pines,

of the be6t

have*

had other points to n»kc
^e rtUdtnU n^iauU

Pogo Th«y are well-versed in
*s other phrioaortne*. &,.
is in •*"*%U

fancy, the

progression

of" fagt

the latest Mari-

am

Yet

This sort
manifested equally well on our side of

the ocean.

is to,

HM

Although

4U,-yb«:lov-^very'B 'cju;li(->y,o«f standards.
U>Mi
art and cultural background is
excellent.

To

thought, action, and people.

of misunderstanding is

fields.

facts

campaign
state

a

concept.
in foreign countries often

institutions,

work,'
e., obtain
closely related to their chosen

of

the great procrustean system. Horror. I close my mind to this black

Exchange Programs
People

students of
required to

oniwrsttits

•practice

minds in history.
He acknowledges that the humanare principally concerned with
During va the .past. But most important
cations, reports, Jon Harris from "They put the present
into perspecWosleyan, thertf is- none of this tive, and reinterpret the past*
in
ing mad lie of the drums beating taking off for happier climes. Not terms relevant to the present." This
out glory, glory, glory, glory. The even allowed are pilgrimages to feels like a breatbof fresh air.
soul tearing screams of minds and
bodies and spirits being clipped
These Eons
and docked to fit and conform to
by GEORGE SMART

certainly not Dr. Kinsey's.

American

'

.

darker thought. What if this
noble edifice be not so simple a
thing as .a mammoth Milk-barn?
What it this be but another structure 'io house Some ticcult "nefarious function of that local militaristic organization whose Headquarters Drboas dowh'iipbri the campus
from across the Bath Road? Egad!
gasped I. The world's largest
Quonset Hut. Here at Bowdoin.
.What price glory? My mind's ear
could already hear the sharp barking of NCO's, the tramp of the
wheeling squads, the pulse-pounder,

large penetration into a new field, and, it is impossible to disregard the importance of it. Most of his critics argueed from, outmoded prudishness, medieval quack theories and/or plain ignorance, or reactionary systems of "morality."
Saying that Dr. Kinsey encouraged immorality with statistics is like saying the facts are dangerous, and that truth is better left hidden. If the truth conflicted with the supposed social
structure and many outdated laws and customs, the fault was

AJ,

do

is very high,
willjb^ .apw^hcadj lateff
n
but the standards of the institutions
So far fn the college year our ex
will not drop to meet the growing
change
newspepers report the need. As
for religion, the students
reign l»f Jjeace and calm over their
call it a dead issue.
the gently echoing crys of underrespective campuses. Most disgrauate herd-boys! Oh! the mellow
In the realm of American educacussed points arc summer vacatunkle of lead-bells as milking time
tion. Professor Howard Mumford
tions. Two students, one from the
approacheth!
Urn!
Jones of Harvard sharply criticizes
the melodic
University of North Carolina and
squinch-squinch of stripping and
what he calls ''sugar-coating" the
the other from Wesleyan, spent a
the deeper bass chuff of the milking
humanities. The point he makes is
portion of their vacations behind
machine's counterpoint!!! A veritthat teachers should stop defendthe Iron Curtain visiting Soviet uniing liberal arts as instruments that
able symphonic bucolique. Think,
versities.
thought I, of the Milk-majors skip"prepare for effective living or for
Chuck Hauser, as he reports on
ping lightly to class, evening aud
understanding ouiBtlves."
morning sun glinting from their his visit for The Daily Tar Heel,
The importance of studying the
describes the University of Moscow
spotless pails, the bright flash of
humanities is to "expertise." We
as having a "tomb-like atmos need
their black and white dirndles.
this training for codifying and
phere" as compared to the sprawlBliss.
interpreting kno wedge in all fields.
ing, well-manicured campuses in
"Humanistic scholarship,"
Alas. Suddenly there came crashsays
United

In the following

(

•

and

itos

any hy- dent

perneurotic bovine. Too, I could
weli envision the softly lowing
herds wending their ruminative
way along the campus paths and
across the verdant meadows and
dales about Mass and Mem. Ah!
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raduate work at Harvard, Dr.
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A
Absentee BaltoteEriablAV
Getchell House! To t3*.
By
ThetW.cxabbf'MareDbtthe
St ud e nts To Pa rti ciftajfe H
ioI same
Alumni
Dick Burns

1

as the Democrats of

spring, indicated a desire to
By J. Skflton Williams, r.
The alumni office has now moved crease the student body from

in-

the

'52,

and

JHgHfrqtiaHlfl
StftMgf
ftwt: Stetoisott

awakening

it

Democracy makes the assump-

POSO-SAYSi

this

tion that the majority is more likehimself has changed. His famous
make decisions
humor is no longer just humor, it ly, as a rule, to
has become a most powerful means which are wise and desiraable for
In 1910, Bowdoin numbered 398
space in Rhodes Hall.
it
using
been
has
of attack, and he
the community as a whole than any
The Getchell house, just across students. The size of the college has
with great success.
minority.
U. S. Route 1 from the campus and thus doubled in 45 years, and the
Four years ago the Republicans
Massachusetts Hall, was donated to number of living alumni, about
Whenever a qualified person is
as
"egghead,"
as
Stevenson
labeled
the college by Miss Gertrude Bow- 7,700 now, is constantly increasing.
Stevenson himself said, 'I was pic- denied a voice in public affairs or
Storage space in the present
doin Getchell, who has long been a
falls to
tured then as the leader of the whenever flich a person
friend of the college. In the days quarters has helped to give extra
longhairs—despite all surface evi- take advantage of his opportunity
when the fraternities had no chap- space to the library. Room that was
dence to the contrary." No longer to make his voice heard, a member
ter houses and their members lived formerly used to store alumni reclost.
are the Republicans making fun of of a potential majority is
in the dormitories, the Zetes used ords has been turned into office
of
intellectuals, they have even With that loss, the formation
room in Hubbard Hall. Included in the
it as an eating house.
perhaps endanset up a committee for the ex- sound policy is
The acquisition of the Getchell these files are folders for every
pressed purpose of getting the "egg- gered.
alumnus
since
1885.
growth
house is another step in the
Vote.
For the convenience of the alum- head"
Maybe it takes the nand of a carof the off-campus property. This
The campaign of 1956 puts the
toonist to bring home to college
off-campus growth seems to be ni, a lounge has been organized in
Republicans in a position they are
the
Getchell
increase
House
possible
where
students the need to exercise their
the
aluma
toward
leading
not used to being in, they are the
initiative. The "Pogo for President"
in eollege enrollment. Pres. James ni may go as an alternative to the
ones who are defending. They will
campaign is far more than a pubS. Coles, in a speech on "the Size fraternity houses, specially after
be defending what has been a Weak,
stunt of a cartoonist. It has a
of Bowdoin College" given last football games.
A licity
uncoordinated administration.
deadly serious point to make; as
few montns ago, to cite just one

new

quarters, the Getchell
house, after many years in confined
into its

Fathers

its

present size of about 800 students
to approximately 925 students.

College Association
Meets At Tufts Univ.

To Gather

Pogo

made

is

to say, "If

IF

Mymiy

.VOTE

Anyways
but Voter

you can't

example, the President said that
vote my way, vote anyway! But
neutralism was fine; within the
vote!"
Last week, on October 2nd and next few days the Vice President
Mr.
Iu order to caiblc potential abMore than one hundred and fifty Sk), the Association of Colleges in said that it was terrible, and,
neu- sentee voters to ascertain whether
fathers of Bowdoin College under- New England held its annual con Dulles said in effect that while
graduates and alumni are expected ference. This year the Association tralism was indefensible, most neu- they can cast a ballot in the forth
coming presidential election,, the
to gather on -the Bowd«in campus met for the 99th time at Tufts with trals were all right.
The administration's foreign pol- Orient is printing below a tabular
Bowdoin represented by President
on FaAnVrs^Slyi October

Here

On

October 20

you CANT VOTE

,

'

W™

A

full-

.schedule ci

been plhrnled^fbV

tlte

mils
fa^heri

h^.
Reg-

stration will be held in the Moulton

Union from 8; QO in the morning
until noon. Between 8:00 and 10:00
fathers will have an opportunity to
visit classes and to tour the cam
pus with their sons.
Following a special Fathers' Day
chapel service the annual meeting
of the Bowdoin Fathers' Association will

be held

at

10:45 in the

Moulton Union.
business
meeting
After
the
luncheon for the fathers will be
served iTTthe Moulton Union. In
t ho
afternoon they will be guests
of the College at the varsity football game with WlllWs. OMefic At
the conclusion of the game there
will be an informal tea in the

the Dean, and Professor icy ha 8 definitely been lagging. He summary of the abseentee voting
has done nothing to revitalize our provisions for the entire country.
Abrahamson.
The Association, which has no foreign policy even in the light of
power, provides the member col- the new Soviet policy. Recently the
How To Register By Mail
leges with a chance to discuss and Russians said they were cutting
Ala—No mail registration.
examine the various problems they their army by 1,200,000 men. Wilson
Ariz.— County Recorder, Oqt. 1.
face. In informal conferences, each lauded this and called it a step in
Ark.— Registratiqn not required.
college may compare its record the right direction; Dulles opposed
Calif—County Clerk, Sept. 13.
with that of the other members and this; Eisenhower said nothing. Siteach may gain from the successes uations such as this have lowered Registered Mail.
Colo.— No mail registration.
or failures of the others. The ma- our prestige in the free world.
Conn.—No mail registration.
Desegregation will be another big
jor topics this year were scholarDel.— No mail registration.
ships, co-education, curriculum, ad- issue. When the recent riots over,
Fla.— No mail registration.
missions, and the Major examina- desegregation in the border states
Ga.—No mail registration.
took place, President Elsenhower
tions.
Ida— Clerk, Board of County
Besides Bowdoin and Tufts the was asked at a press conference if
colleges which particiate are Am- he would tak2 any action, he re- Commission, Nov. 3.
Ill— No mail registration.
hurst, Boston Uniyersjty, Brown, plied, "It makes no difference

Ky— No

mail registration.

La— No

mail registration.

Me.—No mail registration.
Md.— No mail registration.
Mass.—No mail registration.

Coles,

CJa^k, Dartmouth, Harvard,

Jfc

I.

f.,;Middh}bury, Trinity, Vermont,
Weslayan, Williams, and Yale
Union fdr fathers ana sons, with
Next year the Association will
mothers also invited.
meet at Harvard.

whether or not I endorse it." This,
I think, is an extremeely wrong attiMdef I believe It would make

Mich— City:

Mont—County
;

( Continued

if

oil

the President

,,.

8.

Clerk, Sept. 20.

Neb—County

Clerk, Oct. 26.

Nev.—County

Clerk, Oct.

H—No

N.

6.

mail registration.

Ohio—No mail

!

Okla—County

registration.

Register, Sept. 26-

Oct. 26.

Ore—No

Pa— No

!

1

registration.

absentee registration.
mail registration.

N.

M—County Clerk, Oct.
Y— Board of Elections,

N.

C—No

N.

:

Indi-Clerk of Circuit Court, Oct.

irfail

J—No

N.

8.

Oct.

13
!

Iowa— Commissioner

of

Regis,

quite a difference

Clerk, Oct

Minn.—City Clerk, Oct. 16.
Miss .—No absentee registration.
Mo—No mail registration.

mail registration.

tration, Oct. 27.

Kan.

page 7)

-No

mnllregisfjiyjittj

(continued on page 7)
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smoke .Camels
ever since was

I

I
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10 years,
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B
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that's why'
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In college. It's a real
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Discover the difference between "just smoking" and Camels
TCI

Co
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You're aure to enjoy. P-am^ln, the moat
popular cigarette today. They've really got

it!
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Who Cares About Smith Or Balokovic,
-Holyoke

We

-

Have Pines

By Dave Messer
Nestled in the rolling country of

Western Massachusetts, and situated near those two great institutions of higher learning. Smith and

student body of 47 to approximately

Valenti

Curtis Quartet For

Years Music Scene

i

1,000 today. Fortunately, the facul-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Average Mark

laboratories,

libraries,

museums,

The numerical average mark

and

certainly not in the

it is

dormatories and athletic equip- province of this reported to judge
ment provide adequate facilities why.
for study and leisure.
team at Amherst is
.

The football
Amherst was founded as a small rumored to be very good. If this is
and their catalog (195.? the case, we welcome them- with
Edition) informs us that they in- open arms, for Bowdoin has been
tend to stay small. It wants to de- looking for just that. Granted, they
.

college,

its

and

25,

and the

tradi-

dent,

Program

continued from page one)

Lobos

Train.

Other Favorites.

Requiem-Dies Irae.

—

Glenn Miller

This

—

—

vein

classical

will

be heard.

iras

On

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
from 4:00 to 5:00 P. M. miscellaneous numbers will be spinncd.
Wednesday nights from 11:00 to
12:00 mdnight all members of the
Faculty and the Student -Body are

No.

—

Piano

Concerto

FIRST

-AUBURN

and information about

The Orient

TRUST CO.

has a special request for a certain
recording they should

make

Call

PArkview 5-5151

a re-

quest to Ted Ripley. If that recordis not available in the Music
Library, the Department will pur-

Brunswick Office

Friday nights

11:00 to 12:00 midnight a
jazz

comparison

French and
German indicates that the French
grades bunch heavily around C,
while German emphasizes the. extremes more. Both have exactly
of

program

only

will

Tillotson

has

a
to

72

4

9

17

7

99

143

34

13

I

37 82.3

337 104

18 695 76.8

Fren.
Ger.

4 4175.5
3 306 78.7

5

18

28

208

38

52

88

42

14 234 77.5

23 214 77.5

31

67

63

30

Gov.
Grk.

16

60

96

25

7

"8

8

1

Hist.

29

78

76

15

1

198 78.3

7

205 80.2

3

37 76.1

24 83.8

Ital.

1

3

3

2

Lat.

5

10

9

10

Math.

49

63

77

70

32 291 75.9

M. S.
Mus.

8

110

170

52

5 345 76.9

13

42

21

10

Phil.

8

16

11

2

20

35

47

22

15

36

Phys.
Psych.

9 78.3

86 81.7
2

39 82.2

9 133 77.6
76.3

77.3
83.8
73.9
83.4

77.6

Union Gives Orient

Wooden Armchairs

There were altogether
mester 400 A's, 1,120 B's,

tor Peter F. Gas's,
last

se-

'57,

of the gift

last Thursday.

1,489 C's,

605 D's, and 162 E's.

The breakdown
ment by number

of A's,

D's,

enrollment,

E's,

total

of

each depart-

overall average follows:

B's, C's,

and

Interested advertisers

may

con-

tact Harry G. Carpenter, '57, at the
Alpha Delta Phi's House, PArkview 9-9556.

A CAMPUS FAVORITE
THE MOST PRACTICAL COLD
WEATHER GARMENT DOLLAR FOR
DOLLAR- AND IT'S SMART TO BE
PRACTICAL
B 9 TYPE
PARKA'S

SAFE SP0RTI

For Friendly Service

features
•

Fur lined converti-

•

Extra

Banking Needs

chosen

able for occasional use by the indiIf

9 186 77.6

51

52 87.8

27

ble

of

Bowdoin Men

Ted Ripley has been ap-

like

31

23

2

Class.

be

hood

folds

back into a collar.
heavy 16 02

quilt

pointed as Monitor of the set and
under no conditions will it be availviduals.

10 163 74.1

Check these

the following student committe to
pick the programs: George Smart,
Chairman; Steve Rule and Ted
Ripley.

54

the

to meet the

Professor

52

Econ.
Educ.
Eng.

from

heard.

would

A

it.

of

A

KEEP HUNTING

ing

consisting

99 81.6

35

March 16 as part of Campus Chest
Weekend at Bowdoin.

For Advertising Rates

Union any recording that they want
This will run on a- first
come, first serve basis. If anyone

on

6

12

No. 2.*

played.

Lastly,

36

1 for -8 celli.

Rachmaninoff

cordially invited to bring in to the

chase

6

43

—

— Little

producing John Gay's "The Begis Glenn Mil- gar's Opera. On
February 16 it will
ler.
be heard with the Westbrook JuniThe following schedule set up by
ior College Choir.
Monday, 15 October:
the Student Union Committee will
go into effect on Friday, October Haydn
Surprise Symphony.
The Bowdoin Glee Club and the
12: on Monday nights from 10:00 Villa Lobos
Bachianas Brasile- Bradford Junior College Glee Club
to 11:00 P. M. records in a more
will present a
joint concert on

—

Verdi

18

14

The Moulton Union has given the
Orient six wooden armchairs that
same average, 77.5.
Friday, 12 October:
The biology department issued Were formerly in the Union conferThe Music Club will also present
Dave Brubeck Quartet — Red Hot
ence rooms.
concerts on January 16 and April more D's than any other mark.
and Cool.
Mr. Donovan Lancaster, Director
Music had twice as many B's and
Mark Train and 29. On May 13 it will join with
Harry Belafonte
of the Mouton Union, notified Edithe Bowdoin Masque and Gown in C's.

Pathetique 2nd mvt.
Villa

Chcm.

C D E TAve

B

27

55 35
6 147
courses was 695. Military Science
Rel.
6
21
24 12
3 66
tional Christmas carol service in was second with 345
and EconomRuss.
4
5
9
the Chapel on December 13.
ics third with 307. Italian and RusSoc.
11
23
56 39 11 140
The Bowdoin Music Club, under sian each could claim but nine stu- Span.
3
11
4
1
19
the direction of Professor Robert dents.
In general, the smaller departK. Beckwith, will. take part in five
programs during the year. On De- ments had somewhat higher grade
Total, 1400 1120 1489 605 162 3776
cember 9 it will join with the averages than the bigger departBrunswick Choral Society, the Bow- ments.

held April 24

time to the individual stu- have beaten us for three years in
and his development. The a row, but they can't win all the doin Chapel Choir, and the Pemcollege has grown from an original time.
broke Col|ege Choir in a presentation of Schutz's "Christmas Story"
The series of weekly concerts will
and unusual carols. This will rebegin this Friday with this specialplace the Christmas season perHi-Fi
ly chosen program of jazz music:
formance of Handel's "Messiah."
vote

A

for

three course of the spring se- Arch.
mester was 77.6, analysis of the Art
course grades composed by Massa- Bio.
all

for this is not stated in

logue,

77.6

Is

For Spring Semester

The 1955-57 musical season at
has also been increased.
The Amherst catalogue makes Bowdoin College will feature ap- chusetts Hall indicates.
Among the larger departments,
Mount Holyoke, lies Amherst Col- no mention of any extracurricular pearances by violinist Zlatko Baloactivities at the college, so I don't kovic, harpsichordist Fernando Va- history ~had the
lege.
highest average
think it is up to to this column to lenti, and the Curtis String
Sociology just manQuartet, mark—80.2.
The college was founded in 1821
ruin their record. However, it is
was announced today by' Dr. aged to nip biology for last place
it
with the main purpose of training
rumored that they do have fraterhonors,
73.9
to
74.1.
students for the Congregational
Frederic T. T. Tillotson, Professor
nities, the usual clubs, athletics,
The math department gave out
ministry. Since that time however,
and a school paper. Smith, Holy- of Music at Bowdoin.
the most A's, 49, but also the most
Amherst has expanded its views
oke, and Ua liar's are also among
Balokovic will be heard on Jan- failures, 32. Archeology issued
arts
bachelor
of
and now grants a
27
the activities in which the students uary 7, and Valenti on October 25.
A's, over half of its total enrolldegree. The college believes in a
participate.
The Curtis String Quartet will ment.
"broad liberal education," and thus
Amherst has had a long list of make its twenty-seventh annual apdoes not permit narrow, vocational
Every department except Rusdistinguished presidents. Tj be ex- pearance at the College on April
subjects in any of its departments.
sian gave out at least one A, whereact it has had twelve in its 135 29.
as Art, Education, Greek, Italian,
Its physical plant and resources
years of existence, but none seemed
most
Student recitals arc scheduled for Music, Russian, and Spanish passed
make the college one of the
to 'have stayed in office for any
November 18 and February 24. The everyone.
fully equipped institutions "of its
great length of time. The reason
annual Interfraternity Sing will be
kind in the country. Classrooms,
Total
enrollment
in
their cataEnglish
ty

1956

9,

99

particular
group
have the Hi-Fi for

own entertainment, arrangements can be made with the moni-

their

MAINE STREET
Dial

•

PA 5-5524

•

tor.

•

Will you be one of

Bowdoin Mufflers

fifteen million

men

In the

ir.ore

than

American sports-

hunting

fields this fall

•

and winter T

BLACK and WHITE
6-foot Long

>
$4.85

•

If bo, pay heed as a good sports-

Combed sateen
shell
in
O.
D.,
charcoal grey or
Navy.
Size 36 to 46.

Extra Heavy
Zipper.

Duty

man to this gun safety message.
By doing this you can help make

34-in. length

$18.95

the shooting sports still more enjoyable for yourself and Ameri-

42-in. length

$22.50

cana everywhere.

For further

details on the part

Individual sportsmen can play In

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

lining
thru
entire body.
Knit wristlets inside sleeve.
Extra full action
size armholes.

Sportswear

Phil's

the conduct of a national gun
safety program, write to Sports-

men's Service Bureau. 260 East
43d Street, New York 17, N. Y,

78 Maine

St.

Footwear

Brunswick
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Tromps Bowdoin 40-13

Trinity

Whites Next Two Games
Prove Uphill Struggle

Strong Trinity Offense

Tramples

Erratic
Dave

and

team

to

Sam

Niness

a booming

rest of the half displayed fine de
fense by both teams as a series of

their

led

40-13

victory

over a much too erratic Bowdoin
eleven.

On

ihe second play of the

game

Kelleher, a power packed senior,
took a handoff from sophomore

quarterback Ron Reopel and

gal-

loped 57 yards to Bowdoin's threeReopel, working his
yard line.

team out

"T" forma-

of a straight

over on a quarter
back sneak for the initial score of

tion,

then took

it

game.
Bowdoin's ground attack faltered
and after an exchange of punts
Dick Drenzel intercepter a pass
from Heopel on Trinity's 27 and
the

.

I

|

|

ran the rest of the way to score.
The conversion was good and Bow-

'

,

Sid Slobodkin

The purple and white

Bowdoin

was

trailing

Amherst Bowdoin faces a underrated but to
date strong Amherst squad.
The week after Amherst the Wil-

of

go out for another win next
week at Whittier field as they face
will

Piere*

George Kel- Tjtime the conversion was good. The

Trinity's co-coptain

leher

White
as

33-6,

they took the ball up field to start

the

and

of

Adam

Bowdoin

Polar

attack

single-wing

Walsh

the

Bears.

Sophomore Jim
The Lord Jeffs operate from the
punt exchanges ended the second Fenlason and Junior Dave Gosse
were now inserted into the tailback Wing-T formation and although
quarter.
they may be the weakest team of
Fullback Kelleher opened up the spots for the Polar Bears. Fenlason
the Little Three they promise to
second half by a dazzling display diverted the single-wing formation
and along with his fine give Bowdoin a strong battle.
of powerhouse running which end- beautifully
Amherst's coach John McLaughaccurate
passing
and
ed only after the Bantam had gain- running
ry won't concede that his team is
ed a total of 220 yards rushing. moved the ball deep into Trinity
undermanned. He further states
Kelleher started his team rolling territory. Another Bowdoin fumble
that "Amherst is optimistic and
by bulling his way through the temporarily stalled the attack, but
the team may fool a few people."
middle of the Bowdoin line for 12 fierce defensive work by Pete Dionne, Ted Gibbons and Captain If the purple and white do spring
yards and a touchdown.
John Snow enabled the Polar Bears any sarprises it will, have to be
The Polar Bears took the kickoff
the result of a great deal of work.
and sparked by Brad Stover car- to regain possession of the ball.
Their defensive weakness, espe30- This time the hard -charging Bowr ied the ball down to Trinity's
cially against passes, has been
yard line. At this point, and on the doin backs could not be stopped.
their nemisis. However, they will
remaining
in
minute
most
barely
a
With
the
like
verge of what looked
have company as this is where
devastating Bowdoin drive all year, the game Dave Gosse bulled his
from Bowdoin is also weak.
the nemesis of the 1956 squad once way off, his own right tackle
Even with an improved defense
reappeared—a fumble, which the 6-yard line for the final score
the fourth quarter.

doin took a 7-6 lead. However, the again
by the Ban- of the game.
200 some odd Polar Bear fans had wa s quickly recovered
and tarn's on their own 27-yard line,
Had there been fewer Bowdoin
'no more than finished cheering
his team to the fumbles and a more concentrated
yelling their heads off when they Regal now took
two quick run- effectiveness in the air attack the
were drowned out by the deafening mid-field marker on
the Bantams sig- difference would not have been so
roar of the home team rooters. n i n g plays. Here
his own 45 great.
The Bowdoin eleven still
Vetcran halfback Bill Edwards cli- nal caller faded back to
which lack the experience to make the
maxed a powerful series of ground a nd threw a 15-yard pass
caught by the glue single wing the effective weapon
plays by plunging 7 yards to put was somehow
quar- fingered Niness. Bowdoin appar- it can so readily be. With a week
Trinity ahead 12-7 as the first
cntly expecting more of the same, of sound practice the Polar Bears
te'r ended
fooled by a nifty off-guard ran should gain the confidence to deReopel opened the second quar- was
by Buzzuto whicTi Kelleher cli- feat a strong Lord Jeff contingent.
over
sneaking
ter by once agaian
pass- maxed by plunging for the score
the goal line after some fine
letics. As a result, Morrell points
from his own 2-yard line
catching by end Sam Niness. This
out, those students, who were required to take cal, were not ful!

>

I

j

I

invade Whittier
Bowdoin's third home

for

field

game.
The royal purple of Williamstown
had the best freshman squad in
their history last season, and twenjoined the varsity

of thorn

ty-six

year as sophomores. Coach
Leonard Walters is high on the po-

this

of" this

tential

but

is still

harvest,

football

concerned over

He seems

of experience.

its

lack

to feel

if

the sophomores progress Williams

be stronger than in 1955 and
they should progress as experience
will

is

gained.

The backbone of the attack will
be a powerful fullback Joel Potter.
This burly junior was the boy who
led the Ephmeri's attack last year.
With Center Karl Schoeller and
End Skip Martin as the mainstays,
in its interior line, Amherst's next Williams expects to field the kind
best bet for a successful season of line that will give little on the
appears to lie in the offensive play ground and open up plenty of holes
of 175-pound halfback, Hutch Tib- for its own runners.
Thus we find winless Bowdoin
betts. Another topnotch player is
Captain Bob King, a center who is facing two very powerftil clubs. If
strong on both offense and defense the Polar Bears were to win either
Thus with a "55" record of 3 and it will certainly be considered an

j

1

Ephmen

liams

4

and with ten lettermen returning upset.

tw.»A'.<mwwtwwwmMUi.^'^ii.'Amiw

|

j

1

.

|

New

Cal Regulations;
Morell Explains Changes
Mike Brown
compared
As students were presented with
their

new courses

this

fall,

found that the Athletic Office
also offering

f

j

with

the

they credit for one attendance per week
was at intermural sports.

them something new,

in physical .education

the faculty

on September

28, 1953.

three days a week during his first
four semesters. Participation in R.
O. T. C. drill will count as one at-

Morrell explained that the requirement of the last two years,
which entailed ten cuts per semesEach student ter and credit for intermural sports,
tendance a week.
semester, was created to aid those students
is allowed four cuts a
those who take more than four whose schedules made it difficut
to attend three classes per week
cuts will fail for that period."
.

This

is

.

.

a condensation of the no-

due
letic

to lab, et alia.

Thus the Ath-

Office decided to create ten

which attracted many an uncuts and
believing eye as it was posted on
tice

let

their class

the mail bulletin board' outsic° the
chapel. The main object of the m-

this

last year.

"Mr. Morrell, for the Committee
of Athletics,

moved

FORD SALES & SERVICE

that the facul-

ratify the action of the Committee in reducing the Physical Ed-

ty

Mai Morrell, alumnus and Direc- ucation requirement from five days
a week to three days a week. It

form of a change in the cal tor of Athletics, acquits himself of
requirement. This new ruling was, creating this change in the requirein effect, only a return to a three- ment by reminding the writer that
year-old ruling by the faculty.
the rale now in effect is only a re"Each student is required to at- incarnation of a ruling passed by

in the

tend classes

"...

program had no value. The boys
know this as well as we do." Thus
Morrell sums up the program of

requirement

ast year granting ten cuts and

the requirement.

fil'ing

these students

make up

by participating

in in-

Student Accounts Invited

participa-

that

Maine's Most Modern Service

tion in the R. O. T. C. drill counts

as one attendance a week.

was

It

so voted."

SEE

This was quoted by Morrell as
being the first step in establishing

system. The motion
eliminated the antiquated five days
a week. This motion also carries
the

with

it

his first six

ing on

1957 FORD

the stipulation of only four
still

required a student to take cal for

six

THE SHOWING OF THE

present

cuts per student. This motion

is

termural athletics.

understood

being

semesters.

September

28,

A

Excellent Used Cars from which to choose

later rul-

1953 cut the

semesters to only four.

Thus

the chronological growth of

present day requirement.

Route No.

PA

1

5-5555

ilie

^ ».r »

r.*ivi^l«,«.*'«^'.l'.«Vllllll«'l'.ltl i:
,

i

V lV y
l.

was to announce to the stuThis experiment in public reladent body that each student is giv- tions was unsuccessful as students
en only -four cuts and no credit were taking advantage of the laxity
for intermural sports. This is to be of supervision at intermural athtice

*

K

Triple threat

WELCOME FRESHMEN
Norgcway

-

Mat Laundry

in

any league

Shirt Service

w Shirt Service

look at it, this Arrow University
an eye-catcher. Collar buttons down'

Any way you
shirt

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE
Brunswick

100 feet past railroad tracks

is

trimly at three separate points, front and center

back.

And

Comes

the back sports a

full

box pleat.*
6 plus white to

in subtle colors galore .7".

oxford and 5 crisp broadcloth checks.

up with

Team

it

this smart, all-silk repp tie*

Shirt, 35.00; tie, $2.50.

Brunswick Coal

FUEL

-

&

Lumber Co.

BUILDING SUPPLIES

ARROW^
—first in fashion

Brunswick, Maine

SHIRTS

•

TIBC

L

.

1

1
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Steve Frager

OW BEARINGS

\a

I

The White Jp%,
ganization

svor

teujjgjyifieiU

1956

9,

dfee

JMp rjRtP%j

gtSuP>6 iPw*53pai

started another season's activities

under the leadership

W

of

OBic

Bom

Last week the interfraternity ever, attendance at these games is
Among
*,* ,h ti , ««da
program sponsored by the White more a matter of individual taste are the nmsfon'or* tire erasmuKey began its scheduled activities than fraternity apathy although it tion, which will be revealed in full
with the start of interfraternity is clearly evident that some houses at a later date, and the problem of
have brothers who take a greater soccer. At the present moment it
football.
The original purpose in the found- interest in fraternity affairs than appears that soccer will be on an
ing of such competition was to al- those of other houses.
interfraternity basis. It will have
The second problem is less evi- its debut on Wednesday (and for
low those boys who were not on a
varsity team to participate in a dent but one that in time can be- cal credit).
sport of their choice. The range of come seriously acute. If the claim
Another problem for the twelveactivities covered was to be great is true that certain houses fail to
The Bowdoin Sailing Team, which is one of our best inter school
man committee is that of the interenough that most individuals could field their best teams due to a
fraternity
hockey league which representatives, is nurturing a strong freshman club. The vanity team
pick a sport of Iheir liking. With feeling that seniority should be the
will be started with the aid of Mai feels the Frosh's showing at M. I. T. was satisfactory and with more
these two goals in mind it is ap- criteria, then the purpose of havMorrell and the athletic office after practice will come the needed experience.
interfraternity
parent that the program has work- ing
competition
the dedication of the rink.
Carl Olsson
the New England Freshman Chamed fairly well to date. Even aside loses much of its value.
The problem of an interfraternpionship eliminations. They arc to
from the usual gripes about poor
Certainly as many men should
Racing in the fluky winds and
sail against Harvard once more,
refrees and lack of organization actively participate as are in some ity football manager was solved
waters of the Charles River last
offered
serwhen
Don
Henry
his
along with Dartmouth, Middlcbury,
which must be expected and occa- degree competent. However, if this
Saturday,
the
Freshman
sailors
beSt. Michael's, and Worcester Polysionally have a basis in truth, the is interpreted as "competency by vices to the Key.
gan their season showing great
The fraternity football season got
White Key can be proud that the class" then a serious fallacy has
tech. The Bowdoin freshmen have
promise with a third place in the
under way this past week and with
activities are run in a generally arisen.
never been abb to place better
Octagonal Meet held at M. I. T.
skies clear and grass green the
than third in the final competition
competent manner.
Bowdoin can be proud of the fact
Carl "Ole" Olsson, with crew
bloody battles began.
What seems to bother many stu- that the fraternity
in this meet.
system here is
John Trump, tied for high point
dents is the poor effort by many
In the "A" league, the Ap's deBoth Lee and OLso.i feel that
one where almost all houses coskipper in Division A with one first,
of the houses. A number of stutheir trouble Saturday lay in their
operate when the demand is such. feated the ATO's by a 19-6 count. three seconds, and two thirds.
dents representing different fraThere are some campuses in the The Betas took the Dekes by same
Lance Lee, with Tom Jones for inexperience with the "Tech Ding
ternities have brought this to Polar
margin
while
the
Psi
U's
tramped
hys."
They are used to sailing in
east where members of one house
crew, kept the White score rolling
Bearings attention and some have
refuse to speak to those of another the Delta Sigs 31-0. Strong and ac- ahead with the consistant perform- "jib boats," which are different in
asked if some mention could not
house. This feeling is due in part to curate passing on the part of fresh- ance "of two seconds, three thirds, sailing performance from the dingbe mprfe of fie problem
hys.
Also, they feel that more
an over-emphasized competition man Al Simmons, contributed a and a fourth in the B division.
'ho^r> v:ho hnve housed any opinprogram. However, at Bowdoin good deal to the Maroon offense.
Nosed out by Schools Sailing Club practice on their timing will help
ha'-" approached it from two
io
In the "B" league the ARU's de- and Harvard, the Frosh left far them place better in their next
where a general current of frienddifferent angles. One avid critic
meet.
the Chi Psi's 34-6, while the
-

!

liness

stated that the houses fail to support the

teams but rather choose

men on

their

a "Seniority basis."

exists,

can be feated

competition

Sigma Nu's crushed the Kappa Sigs
The Zete's won 27-18 over
Thus, if the houses that constant- TD's. An overwhelming aerial atly^trfW to flut Uieir best team for- tack was responsible for both the
stimulating, but

lack

of

it

detri-

34-2.

Concerning the first problem litcan be said or done. Many of
ward fsajtee tiia\ (their interest- is
games du nul warrant attendance although some are extremely ribllna/ed bn c^mpol *be program
cm fall into a muAdlCiof complawelt-played contests that definitely
tle

ARU

and Sigma

Nu

romps.

the

desAw.

cency.
a good-size crowd. Hownouses

I*. :ak

It Is

This

fire prevention

week.

'

above the

rise

your part to end needless destruc-

sel-

tion.

fishness

$>f

certain individuals.

Do not smoke

es you drop

may

in bed: the ash-

In Interf rat Ball
Won

I

A. D.,

1

Beta,

1

P$i U.,

1

A

j

s

J

o

&

BEER ITALIAN SANDWICHES
•

FREE PICK-UP AND-DELIVERY SERVICE
One Day Shirt Service
Dial

Jric

D. K. E.,

We deliver to the Students

J cleaners

PA

.

Brunswick, Maine

.

-

Won

Lost

IT.,

Sigma Nu,

i

Zete,

i

MOTEL AND RESTAURANT
New

Chj Psi,

Kappa

year -

this

large

attractive

Lounge -TV-

T. D.,

FREEPORT

Pucker Up

'

Fall

on Route

Only 15 minutes from the

5 o'clock on

!

'

»

BOTTLED

3

BEEI^

COLD DR^iKS
HOT
IS

Brunswick
Sunday Sch*>li9Tl5,

i

S^g;^;

mum to the college

CHURCH EDIFICE
Brmvwiek
Welcome
St.,

4TALIAN SANDWTGHES

;\k

Sunday 10:4
Wednesday

All

30IVfl32

SOLICITED

CHRISTTAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY

Maine

Now Open

PATRONAGE

3CE

288V,

SODA FOUNTAIN
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Motor Court

MIKE'S PLACE

-

."

INN

between*B runs wick and Bath

-

Monday afternoon, Ocf t

1

1

at

IS.

*

Call 5-2422

college

has issued a call for air freshman
hockey candidates to report in his

Gymnasium

"

Conveniently located between Bath
and Brunswick
On Rounte )
Dial Hilltop 3-392

Season Rates

-

Hockef:q«*hr?«»0y Ma^Rayden

office in the Sargent

HOT DOGS
i

NEW MEADOWS

SNACK BAR

pine

paneled rooms - bath and showers

o

Sig,

'60

SHORE DINNERS
STEAKS
CHICKEN

Accommodations

Football

"B" League

tober

*

on Route

D;S„

A. R.

Operated by Al Tobey,

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Streets

T. O.,

r

J

Lost

I

we
Maine Street

-&»>

Dial

;v

I

1

•

'

—

-•

MJDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CON VEN ENCE

be your own.

t*
t >|

Do

the responsibility «f\lne

realize that the athletic

"to

program must

Football Results

is

behind the other competitors in the
The freshmen sailors will be premeet. M. I. T., sailing in its own
wafers and boats placed fifth in the paring for the event Saturday all
regatta. The other schools repre- during this week. Practice sessions
sented in the sail-off were B. U., and dry sailing will be held as often
as possible. The Bowdoin Frosb
Northeastern, and Merrimac.
The true test for the Frosh wili should have a pile of tricks in their
come later in the season. Next Sat- sailbags when the starting gun fires
urday they return to M. I. T. for Saturday.
"- *•
I &

PA 5-7072

«»»«»««»»««»»«»««»»«*«»»»»«»»»«

first
Brunswick,

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Two

Graduates Engage
ount
Election

In

Robert Half, who
Representative

has been the
Congress

to

in

Maine's First District sinee 1943,
and a Bowdoin graduate, is fighting
for reelection this year against

James

C.

also a

Oliver,

Bowdoin

Hale,,

a member of the class

of

went to Oxford University in
England after receiving a Bachelor
of Arts degree. He graduated Summa Cum Laude and was a meknber
1910,

Kappa. After
Oxford he receive^

of the Phi Beta

cided to start a recount of the vote
October 8th. It will take a few days

ishing

at

his

Honorary Master of Arts degree at
the University of Maine. A Bowdoin
Rhodes Scholar, he has been the
Overseer of the college since 1931.
While here he was a member of
the Psi Upsilon fraternity and a

who

The fund was

in.

service to the college

memorial

and the town
a

Cubes

Ice

.

.

member

of

some

The purpose

unintelligable

argon at iny astonished ears. From
the depths of this flood, I bail out
the apologetic phrase "Pardon,
Miseu', je ne parle pas duh Englis
speak." I bow and retire. To my
next inquiry, I received a snapped

make blood

Tex.—No

work

as

Members

Mo.—County

registration required.

W. Va.-Glerk

of

Wis.—City
is

to

Mont-^-County

Ohio—Clerk

fiflid

1*B1

account."

body and
and the faculty will

Y.—County Board

N.

Obtain Absentee Ballot
Register County, Nov. 1, in

person.

Board

of

1.

of Elections

in person, Sept. 20.

C—County

N.

Elections Board,

Oct. 7-Nov. 4.

Ark.—County

of the student

20-

6.

Pa.—No absentee voting.
N. J.— County Clerk, Oct. 29.
N. M.— No absentee ballots.

22-Oct.

How To

—

Sept.

of County

Elections, Oct. 7-Nov.

22.

Ala.

$p

Sept

Clerk,

N. H.-Clty Clerk, Nov.

County Court,

Clerk.

7-Nov. *:

Cleric, Oct.

.Nov. 5.

Clerk, Oct. 24.

Wyo.—County

who

3.

Miss.-i-No absente voting.

Oct. 8.

fund

of the

"checking

a

1

Va. — No mail registration.
Wash.—No mail registration.

community

available to those

community

absentee registration.

Utah—No mail registration.
Vt.—Town Clerk, Nov. 3.

Bowdoin faculty

are in need of blood and cannot
meet the financial cost. For the
college

Mass.—City Clerk, Nov. 5.
Mien-City Clerk, N6V. 3[
Minn.—County Auditor, Nov.

sioner, Oct. 17.

Brans wick. He was

of the

C—No

SiJerkS&:.

Oct. 27.

not required.

D. -County Auditor, Oct. 29.
Tenn .—County election commis-

a
devoted

to his

D.— Registration

S.

died last

for thjrty four years.

(continued from page 2)

S.

established as

"living"

ing a torrent of

1

spring with leukemia.

completed and
the exact tabulation to be turned

fin-

Ab^itt^^^inW ^ Jwl-tftiiTT
N.

The meeting Of the executive
This fall brought the founding of
councn was postponed from September 19th to £he 26th. At this the Morgan B. Gushing Memorial
meeting both Hale' Mid Olivet- de- Blood Fund, named tn honor of the

for the recount to be

roan.

I

CciAnu$;te&ie tesM. Md.-Cofo^apWdji

late Prof. Cushing,

STOW

PAQB

UdfeWSfie^

Mobile

Clerk, Oct. 22-Nov.

Nov.

... rrtttiu>n

5.

R. I.—State Secretary of State,
•
Calif.—County Clerk, Oct.
Oct. 12.
,
be eligible recipients if ever the
"Damniflknow!!"
high ranking student.
Nov. 1.
S.
No absentee voting.
which
reFinally, I run to earth one of need arises. The balance
Conn.—Town Clerk, Nov. 5.
Tenn.—Commissioner of ElecHale became a member of the
academic
the Over-Trolls. "What, pray tell, mains at the end of each
Del.
Dept. Of Elections by proxy, tions, Sept. 27-Nov. 1.
House in 1923 and served to 1930.
year will be donated to the general
is it. that you build here, my good
Oct. 7-Nov. 5.
Tex.—County Clerk, Nov. 2 (encl.
As a Republican, he has been
asks I politely. "Well, Son- blood fund of the Maine General
Fla. County Supervisor of Reg- 15c).
known in Congress for stating clear- man?"
During the
ny," he replied, "the way I got it, Hospital in Portland.
,.
istration, Nov. 1.
Vt.— Town Clerk, Nov. 5.
ly and urgently the issues before
she's supposed to be some kind of academic year the Blood CommitVa .^Registrar, Oct. 29 (encl.
Ga.—County. Ordinary Return
him.
working with the Maine Gena indoor skatin' pond or some such. tee,
43c).
Oct.
27.
postage,
James Oliver had a ninety vote
eral Hospital and the Student CounEh-yuh." I thanked him, stunned.
Wash.— City Clerk, Sept. 22-Nov.
111.— County Clerk, Nov. 1.
lead on Hale in the first United
cil, will supervise the allocation of
An
inpond.
indoor
skating
An
5.
Ky.—County Clerk, Oct. 27.
Press tabulations. But then the Asthe blood where needed.
door skating pond indeed. How preParish
Clerk
in person, Oct.
La.—
W. Va.—Clerk of Circuit Court,
sociated Press said Bob Hale was
sent
once
unit
will
be
mobile
A
Bowdoin. Thinking to
by twenty-eight votes, sumptious of
Oct. 6-Nov. 2.
leading
each month from Portland to two 27-Nov. 4.
do the Almighty one better. Mark
Wis.—City Clerk, Nov. 3.
58,027 to 57,999. The state impoundMe.—City Clerk, Nov. 5.
(continued on page 8).
my words, you'll regret trifling with
ed the ballots, and Oliver requested
nature. Plagues, visitations, lord
a special committee from the
will descend upon
knows
what-all
United States House of Representaus. You won't catch me inside that
tives to observe the recount of the
their parents

5.

17-

C—

—

—

September 10th First

Footlights

District vote.

.

.

(continued from page thwre)-

,

cajue out vocally in support of the
desegregation moves.
The recent campaign speeches
have had quite a lot to say about
the need for federal aid to educaadministration
tion. The present

has done nothing in spite of its '52
promise to further this cause.
When Congress voted on the school
bill Eisenhower's unwillingness to
take an active part in pushing the
bill caused 61 , of the Republicans
.

'

to vote against

Administrator Albert Cole said in
that the

program

for this

year would not even house the low
income families that were being
evicted in slum clearance projects.
The farm problem will be another big

campaign issue. In the last
farm income has dropped
soil bank plan is waste-

3V4 years
\

25 r ,

The

.

and inefficient aside trom not
income to its
former level.
Mr. Eisenhower's calling the Republicans "the party of the future71
sounds very nice in an election
ful

restoring the farmer's

A welcomed

year.

come

of Dagon.

Think

want

I

No

A

not me.

sir,

to get picked off

future will not

into being with just wishing,

hoping, and idleness;

it

will

take

;

comfortable hockey game. No, inIndoor skating pond. Bah,

humbug.

To These

Ears

.

.

.

(Continued from page (^)

the Philadelphia opening of
"Auntie Mame," the new play by
.

.

.

Robert E. Lee and Jerome Lawrence starring Rosalind Russell,
drew rave notices from the critics
that compared to those of "My Fair

Lady"

last spring.

.

.

The return

.

Jackie Gleasan to C. B.

S.. tele-

vision with a live hour show,

!gree«ec with mined feelings.

was*

The

Times TV critic purred, "Mr. Gleason's taletitb are notably circum.Opinions on_ "The
scribed."
Brothers" were more-uniform, nicely summed up by one writer, "It
easily won honors as one of the season's wretched items of routine
.

.

tripe, electronic

.

.

.

Roger Lindblom

(left) discussing

a construction job with

featherbedding of

More
the very worst sort." .
than a half million albums of the
"My Fair Lady" recording have
been sold in six months on the marThe Cumberland, anxiousket-

'/.

K. Young, Wire Chief oj Huron, S.D.

CHAJflaSMUD

.

day— and

"I'm learning more every

i

.

rj

i

« ft

like

it"

Grand

Island.

-

:

!

•

i

ly awaiting ^developments of .next
Friday night" (Please don't let
them down all you red-blooded
Bowdotn fan1»i found its minema
scope screen almost too lara for

the adult horrors 0/
tiire"

and

its

Roger Lindblom. B.S.

i

District

"The Sh#Crea-

move

"other" local movie
,

reojjtn

to\

Wace?-:

—

\

is

I'd learned

that job.

district.

them.

1

in

1950 and spent one year learning pole

rf

line

and cable

construction.'-

to

year later

I

cam*

went

Everything

handy on

in

Omaha on a
March, 1956. t

to

find in

u\ji/affiy ^resentr position,

head a group! responsible for

a;
install-

ing am+'ma?nrainfig plant equipment in
;I

a good telephone background.

"My experience really grew when
became an installer-repairman, then

Our Business!

I

to date

assignment,

moved

This, ; pfiis

short periods in other department^ ga}e

"A

staff

joined Northwcefsfrt) Bell

the

I

went

sion projects in that district

11,000 square miles of the Huron, South

fill

1

Nebraska, to help; supervise dial conver-

the

to

>-v.

March of }95 1

In

today

for

Dakota,

me

Publications Are

General Engi-

Superintendent

"and the telephone company trains you

Shouldn't

effective^

Plant

"The openings are there," says'Roger,

the calibre of films inTSrunswick has reached ah appallng low.
we have \anoth«j more

iy

which Adlai E. Stevenson can give.

in

neering, Iowa State College, '49,

sister'^ttractiofeSure-

active creative leadership, the kind

We

Campus-to-Career Case History

by

deed.

of

it.

Eisenhower during his first 12
months in dffjcV'CVil the Dehipe'ratja
housing program from 135,000 to
35,000 unitsMpjrr/yeBr. la ll354 the,
majority of House Republicans
voted to do away with public housing entirely. Republican Housing

March

Temple

a lightning bolt for the price of a
..

:

the-H^n

districtJ

We supervise

I

a

construction crew foreman, and, in 1952.

ft

ordering

and disiributing,suppue», nnd I'm responsible for personnel and employment
I work with other deptttment3&&s''tfe 7
the admin istratior of our district.

m

\A

|

invite inquiries

from schools

Wire Chid at.South SiOux

I

braska. There

concerning Publication ProblemS-n—

3500

dial

I

City, Ne-

was responsible

fotflbe.

phones that served the town,

Each assignmi
;

:broeder than the

more

MB? noM
.

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING

CO.
toi*itrfv

PRINiOD TiEboIIcO

ri

ffX

"I've

BW^eh^ffldneO^ttem

Ha$

I

urfl

91

T.l.phon*

VflfSffCLAS 5CHT

'

|

_j7JVfO r.T.rrtu_
t

frt

t\*

0H0VT00 "YWVJHOt

vfi
1

has been

and believe me, the

>etter | -Mtf

,.auZ

Roger Lindblom is one iA many yonrip men who
are finding rewarding career* in Bell Telephone'
Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories, West
era Electric and Sandia Cqrnorat^on^ See your
rjfc-enicnt officer for more intorma on on career
Jjp^prtunitiea in the

tit

ljist,

l.lcarn. the

,v.a.
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PAGE EIGHT
Thirty-Five Alumni

Freshman, Faculty

Harwell Lectures

Meet

Meet Together At

On

In Lewiston
October

2,

1956

About thirty-five Bowdoin College
alumni who are teachers in Maine
schools will attend a supper meeting on Thursday, October 4, as
part of the annual Maine Teachers'
Convention being held in Lewiston.

James

Dr.

Coles, President of

S.

Bowdoin, will be the featured
speaker at the supper, which will
he held at Friend's Restaurant
and Hall on Walnut Street, . Lewis
ton. Chairman of the luncheon is
Claude B. Bonang of Brunswick, a
member of the Brunswick High
School faculty and a graduate of
-

Bowdoin

in the Class of 1952.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

As

Birds Tonight

Union Reception

Tonight at 8:30 Charles A. (Bert)
Harwell will gave a lecture entitled
The 1956-57 Freshman Reception "Forgotten Country," a study of lection process.
was held at the Moulton Union on the area between the Rockies and
Interested persons should obtain
Sunday, October 7, and Monday, the Pacific Coast.
October 8, at 9:30 in the evening.
Mr. Harwell, who has devoted his
One-half of the freshman class met
'< ft
life to the study of flora and fauna,
Sunday evening, while the other
has been past Park Naturalist at
half met the following night. This
Yosemite and is a member of the
same system was used by the facNational Audubon Society.
ulty; thus all freshmen had the opUsing the devices of movies and
portunity of meeting both members
bird-song imitations, Mr. Harwell
of the faculty and officers of the
has traversed the county speaking
administration.

urday takes up one of the several
authorized cuts allowed to students

hospitality

committee

in-

the large long playing size, 12 inch-

Dan

Bernstein

charge of
Stevenson . .
the' format which includes cover
(continued from page 1)
design being done by a local artist
Prof. Pols described the problem and
album notes coming from the
of fund raising and requested stutypewriter of Pete Anastas.

He

help.

volunteer

opened

in

.

stated that a state

is

in

circulation

is

.

.

man

(continued from page 1)
the

for those

who wish

of

in

to hire the

»

combo.

.

.

He

rainy on Saturday, rainy on Sunday.
laughed at the news so loaded with grief
.

.

an ax murder came as a pleacant relitf!
with worry, hurry, and strife

He cried, "what

you COukbVt ask
MORAL) In this
it's good to sit
re al

asking

for a funnier lite!

"

fast- moving

world
loose, relax and enjoy the
satisfaction of a real smoke ... a

Chesterfield.

More

real 'flavor,

more

and the smoothest smoking
thanks to Accu-Roy.

satisfaction
ever,

Take your pleasure big!
Smoke for rmal
imoke
.

MaryGovernor Theodore McKeldto address the group when he
possibilities

is

charge of the group and contact

at-

titude in commenting on the absense of any reference to the "long-

Once every month Gabriel Doom
Locked himself up in a sound-proof room;

Then he laughed out loud and rocked with glee
At a life that was funny as life could Le!
,He* LtUghcd at the weather, sunny on M jnday

t!--it

The

expected to be
headquarters would be
high and when pressed, the album
Brunswick and asked for
will be obtainable on campus from

Republicans

(continued from page 1)

dressed himself directly to this

DOOM

GABRIEL

Trumpet man Jim Cushner
.

Field

Emanons

end, and noted that such a day
student assistance in staffing it.
members of the group.
would establish two student holiThe meeting adjourned after a
days in one semester, even though playing of
At present the Emanons are still
a record in which Stevthere are none In the other r^"ies- enson discussed
several of the cur- rehearsing and are available for
t<
on or off campus engagements.
rent issues.

Colby Road

by Chester

on his forte.

Mrs. James

es.

The Dean considered "excesses
and troubles and worries about dent

troubles that always don't come out
of" the Winter House Party week-

The Polar Bear gridders want
your support. How about it!

•

The

cluded the following:
A. Coles,

not on probation each semester.

-i.

\

»EAL

a cut on that Sat-

it is,

1956

cards from Mr. Ladd's office giving time preference and college adMr. William B. Kelly, a repre- dress. Mr. Colie of the Government
sentative of the U. S. Department Dept. will arrange the meetings.
of State, will visit Kdwdoin on OcThe- examination is slated for
tober 16, to present to interested
December 8.
students information on career opportunities and to explain the se-

Honorary Chairman; Mrs.
. . .
Philip C. Beam, Co-Chairman; Mrs.
Reinhard L. Korgcn, Co-Chairman;
Curriculum . . .
(continued from page 1)
Mrs.
Burton
Taylor,
Mrs.
ThomW.
from
page
1)
(continued
as A. Riley, Mrs. John R. McKen- laby of Birdland," "My Funny Vallow that the work covered had to
"Mood Indigo," "The
na, Mrs. Gates B. Stern, Mrs. Wil- entine,"
be done over again the following
liam
B. Whiteside, Mrs. Edwin B. Lady Is a Tramp," and "Stompin'
Monday. It was felt. that the low
Benjamin,
and
Edmund at the Savoy."
Mrs.
attendance was a source of embarCoombs.
Plans call for the record to be of
rassment and inconvenience for the
faculty.

9,

NOTICE

.

.

Chesterfield!

land's
in

range purposes of higher educacomes to the campus later this
tion" in the Commission's letter to
month to speak before the CaleHe maintains that "the
donian Society.
public interest requires that larger
Harold Aldridge, '59, was nomisocial objectives be taken into acnated chairman of Youth For Eiscount when government funds are
enhower, a temporary organization
expended."
which will work with the Young
The debate even has its literary
Republican group.
side. Kenneth Roberts has gone on
the college.

record as intending to publicly
Blood
apologize to Britain's Arnold Toyn
. . .
(continued from page 7)
bee for objecting to Toynbee's caushouses assigned that
description of Maine as "a fraternity
tic
backward state, rich in nothing but month. A representative in each
woodsmen, watermen (and) hunt- house represents the Blood Com-

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN

MEN

Fund

Roberts

ers."

that

insists

if

the

mittee.

OUR AUTHENTIC IVY OXFORD BUTTON DOWN
WITH UNLINED COLLAR AND PLEATED BACK
-

Members of the college under
highway goes through as planned,
"Maine will have shown itself to twenty-one must have permission
of parents before donation.
be all he (Toynbee) said it was."

$3.95

CUMBERLAND
OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI

Brunswick
Wed., Thurs.

3-2541

Oct. 9

Tues.

THEATRE
Oct. 10-11

JOAN CRAWFORD
CLIFF ROBERTSON
in

DEBORAH KERR
JOHN KERR

AUTUMN LEAVES
also

in

'TEA AND SYMPATHY"
Oct. 10-11

WecL-Thurs.

News

Cartoon
Oct. 12-13

Fri., Sat.

PORT AFRIQUE

EDMOND O'BRIEN
NATALIE WOOD
"A CRY Df THE NIGHT"
Oct

Frl-Sat.

Starring

PIER ANGELI
PHIL CAREY

12-13
also

Short Subjects

FRANK SINATRA
JOHNNY CONCHO"

ROBERT TAYLOR
ELIZABETH MUELLER

8tin.-Mon.-TuM.
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Harpsichordist Valenti

British Education

To Appear Next Thursday

To Be Interpreted

day evening

where he was
appointed "Scholar of the House"
of Yale,

Spanish

instrumental music, Mr. Valenti
started his career as a harpsichordist with a tour of South America in
1946. He has been a pupil of Jose

and Ralph Kirkparrick. In
gave a recital in New
York's Town Hall and has also appeared with the Boston Symphony
Iturbi

he

Orchestra at the Tanglewood Festival.

Fernando Valenti

Mr. Valenti was selected

In 1950,

to play at the

turer at the

Bach Festival with

Pablo Casals in Prades, France.
Later in the same year he played
and taught at the Institute for Humanistic Studies in Aspen, Colo.,
where his performance* were voted

at 8:30 in the

Moulton
Union. His talk, "Questions and
Answers on British Education,"
will be the first in a series of four
faculty lectures presented by the
Curriculum Committee this year.
Professor Mitchell will draw his
material from an extensive career
as both pupil and teacher. His education began at the Merchant Taylors School where he specialized
in history and classics. He completed his formal education at Oxford University. Professor Mitchell
is currently Visiting Lecturer on
the Tallman Foundation. Professor
Mitchell's home base is the University of London, where he is Lec-

charge.

1950

Warburg

Institute.

Five Alumni Feted

There will be a long question period following the lecture, enabling

By Fund Gathering

Professor Mitchell to answer specific questions on the British Educa-

Five Bowdoin College alumni tional System.
were honored last Friday night at be served.
the spring of 1951 he was appointed the seventh annual on-campus conto the faculty of the Juilliard School ference of the Alumni Fund. They
of Music, the first harpsichord in- were John W. Leydon, '07, of Phil- Death

Refreshments

will

the most popular of the season. In

To Be Done

structor in the history of that insti-

to

adelphia, Pa.; Frederick
'17,

tution.

Scholars Cited

The Student Curriculum Committee will sponsor a lecture by Professor Charles Mitchell this Thurs-

today by Dr. Frederic E. T. Tillotson, Professor of Music at Bowdoin. The public is invited to attend the concert, with no admission

for his research in early

James Bowdoin

In Mitchell Talk

Fernando Valenti, well known
American harpsichordist, will appear at Bowdoin College on Thursday, October 25, it was announced

A graduate

NO. It

1856

W.

Willey,

Samuel A.
Brunswick; Carle-

of Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Mr. Valenti's work is well known Ladd, Jr., '29, of
music lovers in the United ton S. Connor, '36, of Stamford,
Conn.; and Gerald N. McCarty, '50,

States and abroad through his nu-

Falmouth Foreside.
Each man received

merous recordings of solo works by
Bach, Handel, and early Spanish
composers. His major project in
the past few years has been the
recording of more than five hundred sonatas for harpsichord, written by the Italian master Domenico

of

Scarlatti.

in the

a

specially

inscribed certificate in recognition
Of his position as

leader of his dec-

ade group in the 1955-56 Alumni
Fund. The wards were made at
the conference dinner this evening

Moulton Union. Louis B. Mc-

Carthy,

'19,

of

New

Lightning Strikes

Once, Mr. Brash Says
Federal Street. The property was remodeled by the Department of Grounds and Buildings, and
now has four modern furnished
apartments available for faculty
housing. Ultimately one of these
apartments will be used to house
the Tall in a u Professor and family.
This past summer the college
also acquired the house at 10 Cleveland Street, which contains three
apartments. As yet they have not
been redone, but will probably be
remodeled in the near future.
The object of acquiring these
houses is not that of making a profit for the college. It is to provide
suitable housing for faculty members at reasonable rents.
Late last spring It was discovered
that the chimney of the heating
plant had been struck by lightning.
Mr. Brush, head of the Depart-

ber

84-86

ment

came from years

that Dr. James S. Coles has
been President of Bowdoin. The
Sigma Nu, and Zeta Psi. Eech man certificates were presented by
gave one pint of blood at the Coe Vice President Bela W. Norton,
Infirmary at Bowdoin, where the '18, in the absence of President
Maine Medical Center Blood Bank Coles. Certificates have been mailmobile unit was on hand to collect ed to two other former chairmen,
the blood.
Paul Sibley, '25, of Worcester,
(Continued on page 8)
(continued on page 8)

Today's blood donors

Classic Dancing Pleases

Devotees Of Fair Ground
By

Isaac Bickerstaff

The Brunswick social season was chance. There was an admission
formally opened last Monday night charge of 50 cents, and everyone
by the pastoral and bucolic Tops- certainly got their money's worth.

ham
over

People came from all
The main highlight of the eveview the exhibits, see ning was a dance recital given by

Fair.
to

death-defying trapeze artists, and four charming young ladies. They
try their luck at the local booths. couldn't have been a day over fiflocal

belles

were

all

decked

ty.

out in their gay native costumes—
bluejeans and warmup jackets, and

—

major

Miller,

Professor

fields.

of

be the guest speaker at the exercises, and Rabbi David Berent
of Lewiston will deliver the invocation. At a luncheon for the James
will

Bowdoin Scholars,

to

be

held after

the exercises in Memorial Hall, Dr.
Ellsworth Barnard, visiting Lec-

turer in English, will give an address.

Dr. Miller, who has published
several books concerning New England history, will give his address
on the topic of "Democracy and
Mediocrity." The chapel choir will
sing "Integer Vitae" by Flemming.
Professor A. Leroy Greason, Fac-

chairman for James Bowdoin
Day, announced that the student

ulty

address at the exercises wiU be
delivered by William J. Beckett,
'57.
In addition to paying tribute
the James Bowdoin Scholars,
nine
men who have received
to

of

average."

The ceremonies

will proceed in
There wiU
be no chapel on Wednesday and n*
11:30 classes.
Classes normally
meeting at 10:30 will met at 10:00.
At 10:50 the academic procession

the following

manner.

will form at Hubbard Hall, or the
lower level of Memorial Hall in
case of rain. The procession will

consist of the faculty,

the

James

Bowdoin Scholars, the chapel choir
and the band. The exercises start

at 11:00 as Pickard theatre. AU undergraduates are expected to atsimply her portable radio which works, and in the gigantic budget tend. The luncheon for the scholars
aside
for
put
publicity.
Generally
is
softly broadcasting a musical
(continued on page 8)
speaking, the cost of living is highprogram.
Such was my first real meeting er than in European countries, exfor appliances; the consump- Council
cept
with the wonders

new world;
was rather sur-

Hears Levy

of the

could

I

not say

it

tion of hot dogs,

milk,

coca-cola,

and ice cream is systematic and
At least
well organized; and lastly, the In
it gave me a subject for thought
about the kind of surprises I could churches and religions are so
Norman Levy, '57, chairman of
numerous and so many that we
expect from the states.
cannot help but compare them to the Student Curriculum Committee,
Let an average European judge
the number of French political reported to the Student Council at
America from most of the booklets
its
meeting yesterday on the activiparties!
and films that he reads and sees in
On the abstract level, the trait ties planned and carried out by
his own country. He could certainly
that I like best about Americans is that group.
expect to find a great many skyThe Curriculum Committee's Retheir constant concern for hospitalscrapers in all the cities and many
ity which is illustrated by the fa- port on a proposed Comparative
cowboys in the country. He could
mous "Make yourself at home," Literature course will be taken up
expect to find New York very
"Take it easy," and "You are wel- by the Educational Policy Commitclean; he would visualize it as a
come." There is much less reserve tee of the faculty, according t*
city
where every businessman in American manners. The code of Levy. The committee has also inworks in an office twenty stories courtesy is much more simplified vestigated the possibility of drophigh; he would doubt whether the than it is in Europe. When you ping classes on the Saturday in
prising and astonishing?

of a
mere pedestrian
It was presented on an Eliza- definition
bethan type stage, with the whole could still be applied to New York;
audience taking the part of ground- he would suppose that daily life is
always
"riding
hell
for leather"
the local tire-strippers were garbed lings. The show was done in a very
in their Sunday best— black denim old and simple style sets were at and that this paradise of coin matrousers, blue suede shoes, and, of a minimum and no lighting effects chines makes every resident an
everlasting automaton.
course, warmup jackets. The air
were used, thus placing the emphaMy first four weeks in the college
was full of excitement and music, sis where it belonged—on the form
have been sufficient for me to rethe latter being supplied by a very
and movements of the performers.
late the main impressions that I
tired public address system. The
The recital started with an original
young merchant girls could be seen overture for bass drum, and was have about American life. In the
area of concrete facta, I would
peddling their wares, and entreat
(continued on page •)
note, in short, the following obserIng the young blades to take a

The

in their

Grounds and Buildings, straight "A's" in their courses
for
stated he believed that the damage two consecutive semesters
will reThe cast of Death of a Salesman, had probably resulted from a storm
ceive a "detur," an inscribed book.
which will be produced by the the previous summer. The lightning
The winners will be announced
Masque and Gown on November moved areas several feet square
for the Philoon Trophy for out15 and 16 in Pickard Theater, has out of position. As a result 30 feet
standing achievement at ROTC
been chosen by Abram Raymond of the chimney had to be rebuilt.
summer camp, and the James
Rutan IV, acting Director of Dra- In rebuilding the chimney, the
Bowdoin. Cup, presented by Alpha
matics.
homely bell at the top was re- Rho Upsilon to the
man who has
Norman L. Levy, '57, well-known moved. Fortunately the lightning
participated in a varsity sport and
for his performance as Sidney in hit this quite easily repaired strucwon his letter while maintaining a
(continued on page 8)
( continued on page 8)
high academic

By Masque And Gown

Fascinated Frenchman's
First Four Weeks Febrific

three fraternities. Alpha Delta Phi,

work

Perry

num- American Literature at Harvard,

Castle, N. H.,

Fund

tional

Approximately a year, ago the Dr.
college acquired the house at

Chairman of" the 1956-57 Alumni
Fund, presided. The speakers were
.
1st Deposits
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, who
spoke on "The State- of the ColFor Cushing
lege," and Earle S. Thompson, '14,
Fifty-one Bowdoin College under- of New York City, a Trustee of the
By Alain Chevalier
graduates made their first deposits College, whose subject was "BowNew York, September 12th. In a vations: "King" automobile, which
today in the Morgan B. Cushing doin's Development Program."
busy street, a woman is sitting on has become as indispensable as
Memorial Blood Fund, named in
Connor and Louis Bernstein, '22,
the sidewalk. She is certainly poor: clothing; the powerful means of
honor of the late Professor Cush- of Portland, also received special
she is begging for money from the communicating thoughts, sayings,
ing, who taught economics at Bow- certificates at the dinner, in recogpassers-by. As I come nearer, I and impressions from life in the
doin from 1922 until his death last nition of their service as chairmen
wonder what the small green box huge circulation of newspapers, the
April.
of the Alumni Fund during the four
beside her could be. Well, it is numerous television and radio net-

Made

Tomorrow, James Bowdoin Day,
has been set aside to honor seventy
undergraduates who have distinguished themselves through a high
average in their courses or excep-

Monday Meeting

meet somebody
the introduction

for the first time,
is instant;

winters.

Four lectures are planned

then you under its auspices, the first to.be
delivered by Prof. Charles Mitchell

feel completely free in your words

and manners. Thus, the
between professors and

relations

students

are friendly and tend to do away
with any barrier which might exist
between them.
Another striking aspect of American life is its methodic side: the
American depends much more than
the European upon the machine.
(continued on page 7)

on Thursday night.
John E. Simonds, '57, president
of the Council, reported that the
house presidents had selected Peter
Relic, '58, to serve as the Junior
member of the Blanket Tax Committee. He also reported that the
Dean had been somewhat upset by
the behavior at the last football
raUy.
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STrst Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.
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It's

Too Hard

'

We were sitting down the other night, enjoying a cup of
coffee, when our pleasant dreams about the average college man
were rudely shattered. One of our compatriots wandered in. He
had just come from a major meeting and was obviously disgusted.

"It

too hard to get an education," he complained.

is

too hard to get an education! Would it be an education
to him easily? We think it would not. But his com-

It is

came

if it

ment did

set us to thinking;

we began

to look for this sort of atti-

tude elsewhere and found it prevalent. Not only that; some of
the people we observed were even more violent than our friend.
They not only thought that it was too hard to get an education;
they

felt

that

was

it

What does

it

all

relatively useless.

mean? That

is

hard

to say, but

it

would

appear that there is welling up a wave of anti-intcllectualism in
the heart of the institutions which are supposed to be supplying
the intellectual stimulus to our country. This is a dreadful commentary on a society already too much concerned with the cheap

and tawdry, with getting rich quick and staying that way.
It would be wrong to assume that this feeling is limited to
our campus or even to our country. A recent issue of the Manchester Guardian Weekly contained an article on "Culture and
Commercial TV." According to this article, Hamlet was shown
over the Independent Television Authority on February 27 last
year. At 7:55 p. m. the percentage of homes viewing ITA had
been 48 percent. At 8:05 when Hamlet had begun, the percentage had fallen to 16 percent. It dropped at one time to 10 percent
and maintained an average of about 12 percent. In the meanwhile the BBC figures had jumped to 75 percent for What's My
Line? which started at 8:30 p. m.

We have seen the intellectual free thinker not only attacked
but literally ostracized by his companions. We suppose they
seem strange because they enjoy partaking of an education
which is "to hard" for others to take. Maybe they are strange
because they actually go to classes instead of spending their
time figuring out excuses to avoid them.
is more likely that it is the other type who is
dangerous. Perhaps it never occurred to them in
their mad search for the mediocrity of being what they call the
well-rounded man. that the real well-rounded man, the well-read
and cultivated man, is the very person for whom they have so

We

strange,

little

think

who

talks of this calibre?

it

is

respect.

"What does it nent
mean 'to go tion

all

way

for a

of life.

That's the big problem with be-

Pogo chairman. No chance

ing a

of the

a place in the

Bowdoin

tradi-

as the Pines themselves) and

several other high class forms of
entertainment. Upperclassmen, by

time well seasoned to the inof outdoor art forms and
able to keep their stomachs under
control, found greater enjoyment
in watching the freshmen glow of
anticipation when they entered the
doors of rugged pleasure. Cold
weather seemed not to favor a revival of the Greek art form, but
the code of show business and a
this

trigues

for relaxation. People are after you
and day to tell them the
word. This intelligent girl's problem was like many others handled dollar bill eventually did the trick.
all over the world every minute As your writer climbed underneath
and every second. The burden of the fence behind the Fortune Telfaith, hope, and charity rest on our ler's Pen (for the last time!) he

night

shoulders— we chairmen.
Essentially Pogo wants to solve
your particular problems. He's a
Dr. Anthony, Norman Peale, Billy
Graham, and a Freudian psychiatrist rolled into one. His one assumption is that there is a solution
for every problem. While the Republicans stand for "peace, prosperity, and progress" and the Democrats for "a civil servant in every
home," Pogo stands for "the well-

*?« reminded

ander Wolcott's famous words as

Chapel Critic

translations, to turn all their attention to Professor

Benjamin's fiery

The

address.

was

verdict

English professor's trib-

One

shown

to

be such complicated crea- the Rye", a literary sensation when
they need this special it first appeared in 1915. Despite an

tures that
attention.

Suppose you think you are an
underpaid professor. If you only
think you arc, this can be solved
by a few sessions of light psycho-,
therapy. But if it's for real, Pogo,
through the group assffdaTing"technique (unionism), can give you that
good old guttcral feelings (guts and

No

gall).

college

president

The Race

most hotly contested Senatorial races this year
Oregon where the incumbent Wayne Morse faces

be run in
the onslaught of Douglas McKay, ex-Secretary of the Interior.
Morse has been often attacked in the national press as a
grandstander with no program except the advancement of himself. Many of the people who argue against him are totally unwill

•
of his voting record.
In the last session of the 84th Congress, fourteen bills came
before the Senate involving a clear cut division for or against

aware

w

liberal policy, at least as the

ADA

sees

it.

We

feel

it

would be

to examine Morse's record on these fourteen votes.
On the vote to revoke the Federar»Power Commission's
Authority to regulate the price of natural gas produced for transmission in interstate pipelines, Morse voted against removal of
regulation. Morse further voted against the elimination of 90

worthwhile

percent of parity from the farm bill of March 8.
Morse voted for direct popular election of the president and
On April 19, he voted against limiting United
States participation in the International Labor Organization. He
was counted among those who voted in favor of authorizing the
New York State development of the Niagara River Project.
vice-president.

Morse voted against a bill to reduce the amount of public housing. He voted against eliminating the Davis-Bacon Act requirement that highway contractors pay a prevailing wage. Although
he did not vote on the particular issue due to absence from the
Senate at the time, Morse was .paired with those who rejected
the attempt of Senator Bridges to have foreiegn aid to India.
Morse voted in favor of the Civilian Atomic Power Reactor
Program. He was, further, one of those voting for the confirmaSimon Sobelott's appointment to the United States Court
had been attacked for being prointegratibn
and for being against the use of informers in loyalty-security
cases. Morse voted in favor of adding disability provisions to the
Social Security Bill. He also"~voted to permit additional income
under old-age assistance. Morse was one of those who voted in
favor of the Hell's Canyon Dam. Finally he voted against reduc-

tion of

of Appeals. Sobeloff

ing foreign aid funds on July 20.
While we do not entirely agree with the way that Morse has
voted on every bill, we do see in his voting record a clear indication of the pursuit of a consistently liberal policy. Although
is running in Oregon, his election is important for every part
of the country if we are to have liberal, free-thinking men con-

he

trol the policy of

our country.

Rising Spirit

Two

football

enough

were not

defeats

dampen the spirof Friday night rally fans. As
J. C. Toscanni Carter's musicians
to visibly

its

sounded

"On

of

their last notes, a loud cry
to

Cumberland" rose

the

again from the crowd, and in a
matter of minutes an excited mass

humanity organized its efforts in
way and headed
toward the center of picturesque
Brunswick. The efforts of a few
white sweaters were this time
wholly ineffectual and the growing
band moved through the hallowed
gates, on past the statues of gawking "townics" and hot dog stands,
toward its destination: In a split
second the student project was sadly thwarted by the surprise arrival
of

a confused kind of

those

of

men

in

Somebody

blue.

completely overlooked, and instead
the "defenders of the White" just

upped and disappeared. But all was
One -brave soul, whose
identity still remains a
mystery, chose to be a martyr to
our cause, and retained the spirit
of Bowdoin men right to the dying
moment. And so ended another project to visit the local minemascopc
study hall. But all is not lost, my
friends! There are still two more
football rallies. They say the third
time never fails!
fraternal

undeniable repetition, Salinger's
unique style does contain a freshness and vigor that makes the book
a kind of semi-classic. Professor
Benjamin's talk, aside from its col-

and

or, vitality

wit,

should surely

Now

take the plight of the poor
freshman. He's whisked out of the
cozy nest of a home town high

real Big Brother, not the

situation to

make

to

To

fel-

low feel out of place.
But what in particular can be
done? The ai swer to that is tint
we must have specific cases to
work with. So all you troubled
freshman put your anxieties into
black and white, spell out the sweat
and furrows of your brow, by writing about your turmoil to this columnist. Remember it's your opinion that counts!

ROTC

and

attain

to

Roman times.
Really quite a week for a small

life in

college buried in the Maine woods!

Editor

same

the Editor:

Mr.

In

Burns'

"Political

Foot-

voted

to

do away with

public hous-

the

the normal

tried

Mr Burns also notes that in the
past three and a half years farm
income' has dropped 25 percent.
He mentions neither that, in the

A. Messer Questions

Columnist's Outlook

hazing ing entirely."
This seems to be offered as a
committee.
Again, each freshman has a par- criticism based or. the emotional
appeal of a term, "public housing"
ticular set of problems. Some dewith no views to the advantages or
test beanies and signs while others
And of disadvantages of government fundthink them distinctive.
course there are always those few ed housing projects.
All of us have learned of our govwho like hazing, those misguided
ones who either think it's "fun" or ernment and of the philosophy of a
actually "has a purpose." Frankly, democratic- system from school.
Using that as a basis, I would fail
I think they are spies placed in the

informs

that

visitors

nearly succeeded in bringing about
a return to the life and pleasure of

I

lights!.' article in the Orient of Ocsharp talons of a hazing committee.
tober 9, a good point is brought
Where does he turn for help?
out: that the Eisenhower adminisWith big, bravo mom no longer
tration "cut the Democratic housat his side he can do nothing but
ing program from 135,000 to 35,000
flounder in his sea or misfortune.
What can be done about this minor- units per year," and that "in 1954
the majority of House Republicans
bePogo
Here
discrimination?
ity

kind

and

To The

Letters

school and thrown into the cruel,

comes a

noon, but a thoroughly invigorating
Saturday night when local residents

will

dare talk back once you are "Pogo-

Liberal In
of the

in

to'The Catcher in the Rye"
adjusted life."
would surely go down in history as
But enough of the general. Let's one of the most provocative exoutsmart the other candidates and ploits into American Literature. J.
deal with the particular. Again, it's D. Salinger's unusual, racy apClothes
t
your particular problem that inter- proach to the trials and woes of
The week came to a close with
Pogo. Humans have been Holden Caulficld made "Catcher in another unhappy Saturday afterests
ute

ized."

The

"Catcher

not over!

Students happily abandoned letter reading and last minute French

chapel

placing

of

Rye" on every reading list.
can't we have more chapel

ratted! In a moment of panic the
possibility of "just passing the little
once again of Alex- -black and white cai seethed to be

he emerged from a similar experience: "I think I'm going to Vomit!"

that the

Why

re-

TopsFair

(which
seems
indeed to have
found as promi-

in

Pogo'." At first
she
I
thought
was just making a pass at me, but
while struggling to my feet I realone
those
inwas
of
that
she
ized
telligent girls earnestly searching

annual

the

bam

a
horsey whisper,

San Fr»nci»ro
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Gains Captain

Captain Herbert H. Flathcr, Jr.,
has been appointed Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tac-

to

feel

any

obligation,

congressman,
er's

money

to

were

to vote that

I

a

taxpaybe used for housing

period, farm properties have
reached an all-time high value; nor

farm
income is a Democratic Party
program of surplus-building aid to
farmers originating in 1944. The
that the cause of depressed

implication

is,

I

take

it,

that the

Republican administration
criticized for failure to

be
a

Dem-

ocrats laboriously built up in eight.

When Mr Burns mentioned

that

the Russians recently announced a

proposed army cut and continued
by giving the conflicting views on
the subject expressed by Secretaries Dulles and Wilson and President Eisenhower and that ".
situations such as this have lowered
our prestige in the free world," I
.

wonder how

may be

this

loss

of

.

prestige

when

so quickly gleaned

the Russian announcement

only

is

"recently" imde.

Alan W. Messer,

projects

The Orient Staff

to

is

remedy

situation in three years which

'56.

....
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Carri Olson, Norm Levy, Rob Wilson, Raymond Babineau,
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Photographers— Bud Hinckley, Jim Kim. Nelson Hicks
was Sports Staff— Michael Brown, Steven Frofer, Earl

Ken

Miller, Mclvine
at Bowdoin College, it
Levine, Sidney Slobodkin.
announced jointly by President
James S. Coles and Lt. Col. Gates TurinefS Manager— I larry G. Carpenter.
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Cubes On Toast

Political Footlights

By Ben G. M. Priest
gotten so ttat hardly a meal

It's

goes by without some Brother or
another leaping to his feet and

rim

frantically tinkling a glass

for

attention. Most of these terribly important announcements have to do
with recruiting for one or the other
of the veritable multitude of extra-

curricular

By Dick

puff their pipes

and converse

in

This

terse monosyllabels while sharpening trusty axes or skinning small

animals and things. Ah, yes, there
verily a place for every man in
one of these organizations that

cal
is

groups, so- though ye may think yourself alone
and what-have- and the least of God's creatures,
have sprung up lose not heart. You belong somelike toadstools around this campus where, and, if no suitable organizain the last two years.
tion already exists for you why

Cartoonist of tho Year" con|wdgo Croucho Man, loft, and Box
Cards prosidtnt Bill Kennedy look over
company's humorous greeting cards while
discussing nation-wide college starch far

Bowdoin is indeed entering a renaissance of joining. Scotsman now
may meet with Scotsman to drink
the good Scotch Whiskey and revile
the Sassenach louts. Irishmen mee*
with Irishmen to drink anything
and revile anybody. The Little
Democrats clot together in a
staunch fearless band as do their

Wee RepubCamera Bugs happily grope
about together in subterran darkrooms. Hi-fi addicts cock critical
ears in concert as tbey stalk in
wiley woof, wow, flutter and pop
that may lurk in the monster machines they assemble.
opposite members, the
licans.

In a garret the aspiring writers

square your shoulders, set your
jaw and rush off somewhere to
found one of your very own. In case
you need ideas, I append the fol-

just

'lowing

tho

number

1

ner's first prilt

campus cartoonist. WinIs a 7-day all expenie

to

pour out their heart's blood

on paper. The woolly woodsy types
gather about open campfires to

Truman

holiday In Paris via TWA. Olhtr |udges
art Steve Allen and Al Capp. Contttf
starts Oct.

paper.— Editor.

ing but a

Society of

Former Neanderthals

Music Dept. Obtains
Portable Phonograph

(Open to Athletes or to Weenies
with receding foreheads, beetling
brows and all. Discussion of glori-

The Music Department

(ex-captain,

ex-president

and ex-elder statesman) has his
hot water bottle ready, if he can
find time to catch up to 1956. But
the general consensus of opinion
seems to be that "Joe Fingers"
Truman has developed all of the

IS, tnds Dec. 1.

list

an
nounced the purchase of a new Pi characteristics of a political albaous heritage, group singing, rocklot Encore Portable Phonograph, tross who insists
upon hanging
throwing, mating, etc.)
to be available for student and fac- around "Stevie's" neck.
Les Animaux (Group of French
ulty use at Gibson Hall, and also
To get back to more serious matspeaking students who went to!
for loan to students an „ facultv , er s for a moment, I believe that
Pans last summer" and sat in the use
at home.
a good campaign "is fine in which
Deux Maggots" or "la Rotonde"!
Loans of th e mac hine may be the candidates stick/ to the facts,
waiting for Jean Paul Sartre or|
made for a pe riod of twenty-four and become men of (heir own conAndre Gide to show up. Exhibitions
(24 ) hours only, during which pe- victions. Demagoguery and slander
of feelthy peectures, stuffed crocoriod tne borrower assumes full re- should be thrown into the past. The
diles, etc. Recitation of sexual adsponsibility for the machine, Loans dignity of man should prevail. I
ventures and other lies. Bad wine a^re
made through the Music Li- feel that this is the only way to ob(Continued on page 8)
brarian only.
tain good, wholesome candidates
h

.

-

j

.

don't

bunch

believe

of racketeers!"

that

mud-slinging
predominates.
The
people want only the facts, and
they will make up their own minds.

To

most controversial
opinion, has been the

date, the

my

issue, in

farm

Both sides have and
are still campaigning heavily in
Mid-western areas. The "sunshine
issue.

boys," Estes and Adlai, "rassled"
with turkeys and kissed campus
queens, while promising anywhere
from 90 to 100 r c of parity during
the breaks. On several occasions,
during his speeches at Newton,
Iowa, and Oklahoma City, Adlai
inconsistent. At first, he
said that the soil bank plan would

!

be continued under his administration. Later he exclaimed that abundance was not a blight but a bless]
ing.
At any rate, his whole farm
program included and touched on
everything except the kitchen sink,
which was now filled with dirty

j

1

i

but would be along later.

dishes,

Amid

scattered

comments on food

banks,

What young people are doing

at

General

Electric

mr^

f

7\t»

v

relief agencies and food
stamp programs, Clem Bureaucrat

g\A

AcD* AB3/3

turned to his wife, Ida, and said,
"Better git my dark blue suit outta
mothballs, 'cause it looks like I'm
headin' fur Washington agin." Ida

R

looked Clem straight in the eye and

"No ye

replied,

Young mathematician

takin' care of

engineering advances
j

developed a

Electric

ical

would con-

any possible explosion to themotor

The man who solved
problems involved

other engineers in

arise in

Powell's

Work

Because he

is

Is

The Democrats are worried. Real
No longer is Ike's health
an issue. No longer can the Democrats promise the moon and get results. Ike defends his record in

itself.

mathemat-

UR. A. "Pete" Powell
is

to as-

farm

math problems which

any number of

Varied and Important

down

to

some of them

extremely complicated, Powell applies them
to

Pete

is

able to

make such

not

calr.ulations

a check. These people deserve ex-

runs at

actly

operational speeds, or the forces exerted
<

upon

a rotating shaft

by

what

ment can

lubricants.

a too-centralized govern-

offer

—economic slavery.

27,000 College Graduates at General Electric

DONT DELAY

When "Pete" Powell came to General Electric in

1953, he already knew the kind of

work he wanted

You

to do. Like each of our

For General Electric has

list, in order, the sis: srti des as
October Reader's Digest ysu thin k
readers will like beat! That's all
thore is to it— and job can wi> ilua cash pries far yourself pioa
scholarship notp* far your ool-

long believed this: Whenever fresh young
minds are given freedom to make progress,
everybody benefits
the individual, the

—

Company, and the

country..

may win $5,000

fa The Reader's Dire* I41.M0
College Contest. Yon eaa Match
wits, too, with other s wid aa ts in
colleges across the eosatry. Jttst

27,000 college-graduate employees, he is
being given the chance to grow and realize
his full potential.

T^ogress /s Our Most Important Product

tege.

Better act fail, though
the
contact doses at tni<h*ight, Oct.
.

^Educational Relations, General Electric

Company. Schenectady 5, New York

or

sell our produce by
The "Great White Fath-

er," Charlie Brennan, will send us

engine caused by vibrations, the deflection
it

No worry whether

we can

ourselves.

as the distortion of u small part of a jet

occurring in a turbine part when

draws the

still

spurred on to produce as much as
they could.

advanced engineering problems. In doing

this,

and

their own markets and remain independent of handouts? There are
a few who would like to return to
times under Democratic Administrations,
in
which they were

any one

seldom has two similar assignments. Taking established engineering
project, Powell

principles,

policy,

crowds. Can it be that the farmers
are sick and tired of working for
the government, and would rather
use their own initiative in finding

different projects.

not tied

and mathematical

my

glasses,

worried.

the tough

— a mathematical analyst whose job
sist

"I looked
milk pail and all I saw
teeth and an outstretched hand coming toward me,
and I remembered that Kefauver
was in town."

up from

before the motor could be put into automatic

fine

agin;

One farmer commented,

was

production, one difficulty remained: tu design a protective end shield that

me home

them darn hogs

I'm gonna vote fur Ike." Meanwhile Kefauver, determined not to
let anyone out-Estes Estes, was at
his best, chasing turkeys and patting liogs. But the novelty of meeting Keef was beginning to wear off.

helps pace

Recently General

Clem Bu-

don't,

reaucrat, you ain't leavin'

compact, new motor for industrial use. But

GENERAL®

ELECTRIC

.

.

as.

Get an entry tUmk mew
mBbJs ifkwtmt.

1

I

American

the

want a campaign of this
nature, in which name-calling and
people

seemed

|

,

meet

this

than a

test

Long,
O America, how
|long?" and also remarks as "The
Republican Administration is noth:

With the presidential election less
month away, the campaign
has shown signs of developing into
a real "whopper." Both Ike and
Adlai are turning on the heat in
the stretch drive; even ex-Harry

"Campui

to

tion.

Young Republi- "How

activities,

you that seem

based on reason and not upon emoOne can still recall cries of

Columnist Fickett

president of the

dependent of

klatches

cieties,

viewpoints.

politi-

cans, and presents his opinion in-

Mother Bowdoin nurtures in her
ample bosom. Even ye, Freshman,

for public office. This is the
only
way to preserve a government

the third in a series of

Is

columns presenting alternate

is

Fickett

at

ymtr

Williams Representative

Numerous

In

Activities

tvsaBAY,

B'UNT

'£.')vy

•K

Proud Of

The
and it

Says So As Hi-Fi Shown
Students, faculty

Soon

members and

that
It

it

now

acres,

not as active as that

colleges in the East.

college

grew slowly

at first,

The

athletic

only in the pastVBO years is similar to that of Bowdoin, but
has really increased in size. offers a few more sports. In the inhas a campus of about 200 terfraternity league each house en60

Among

buildings.

ters

teams

in

houses. There are fifteen fraternities at the college, and many are
nationals which also have chapters

touch football, tennis,

at Bowdoin.

Among

these are Al-

wrestling, squash,

Williams has an outdoor hockey
for

night

use.

and floodThey also

Chi have two playing fields Cole Field
Psi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Psi Up- is used as a practice field, and for
„ silon, Theta Delta Chi, and Zeta intramural athletics; Weston Field

pha Delta Phi, Beta Theta

PI,

Bulletin

is

basically

The editor

;

of the Bulletin is Pro-

fessor Herbert R.

so-called tweeter and the

speaker, and

more

we

get

what we

feel

realistic reproduction."

.

.

Tillotson con- quite painful to listeners' ears. The
fifty percent of all records used were not of the best
are not interested in quality. They had evidently been
classical music ... we want to do played on an inferior set as evidenced by intermittant scratching
something about this."
Tillotson interested Farrington that detracted from the excellent
Abbott of the Class of '31 in the reproduction of the equipment.
"It's

the truth,"

Brown, and the tinued, "that

Publication Committee consists of

college

men

is
used for intercollegiate con- Messrs. Beam, Bearne, Boyer,
Carre, Chittim, Cope, McCuller,
There are approximately 1,000 tests.
Their football team has had un Norton, and Riley.
Williams. The majority
of these come from the East, but undefeated season thus far this
This year 7,000 copies were print- project of the recorder. Abbott was
After the formalities a group of
there are also students from most year. The Bowdoin team is going
ed. One thousand of these will be introduced to the audience and musical selections, both vocal and
of the other states and many for- to need the support of every one
available for the students and use characterized as "one of those hi-fi instrumental, ended the dedication.
eign countries. Williams also has next Saturday if they are to make
on the campus. These contain a di- bugs whose world revolved around
Hours for student use of the
the Bowdoin plan for foreign stu- a good showing.
rectory of the students. The other wires and sound systems."
equipment are posted in the Union.
6,000 copies will be used for admisAbbott was instrumental in raisPrize Debate Trials Will Be Held
sions purposes, and will be sent to
Fi
ing in his class some $1,400 to deschool counselors and to potential
fray the costs of the system and
Night In Sills Hall, 107
Tuesday, 16 Oct., 4-5 P. M.
Bowdoin students.
suggested to the College that offiMy Fair Lady
Lerner-Loewe
Achorn Prize Debate trials will for the debate is: Resolved, That
The Bulletin is printed by the An- cials look into a Boston firm called
Bolero
be held at 7:30 next Monday in Sills The United States Should Discon- thoensen Press of Portland, which "The Listening Post." At the Post Ravel
Wednesday, 17 Oct., 11-12 P. M.
107. Debaters will be chosen to take tinue Direct Economic Aid To Foris considered one of the finest print- Tillotson
and Abbott found what
Guest Night
part in the Achorn competition for eign Countries.
ing companies in the country.
they were looking for both in reThursday, 18 Oct., 4-5 P. M.
Professor A. R. Thayer has sugseventy-two dollars of prizes. The
As usual there is a new illustra- ceptive and understanding sound
Carousel
Rogers-Hammerstein
final debate will be held November gested that underclassmen interesttion on the cover. This year it is a engineers and what was described
Sorcerer's Apprentice
6 at 8:15 in Smith Auditorium.
ed in being considered for inclusion scene of Sills Hall, Smith Auditori- as, "the finest hi fidelity reproduc- Dukas
Friday, 19 Oct., 11-12 P. M.
At the trials each contestant In the group debating at Bates No- um, and Cleveland Hall. The illus- tion equipment today."
Louis Armstrong
(both freshmen and sophomores vember 9 and at the Vermont Tourdone by

Psi.

i

in two, carrying
high frequency areas into a
low to
woofers. We divide the frequencies
before amplification, not at the

the

the

.

and lacrosse.

rink using artificial ice,

lighted

"Our principle at the Post," remarked Hirshberg, "is to cut the
sound spectrum

is

is

and

It

department, made the introductory
Ted Ripley, chairman of the Stusame as last year's edition. How- remarks. Stating the purpose of dent Union Committee, played a
the recording system Ttllotson said,
ever,
the important
curriclum
few selections from Beethoven's
"We
wanted
the finest kind of recchanges, a thorough discussion of
Violin Concerto, David Oistrakh
ord player for the benefit of unthe major program, new college
soloing, so Hirshberg could demondergraduates who do not particiregulations, and a list of the new
strate the gymnastic process of
in music per se but can be enpate
faculty appointments are contained
first moving the soloist behind the
ticed to subconsciously absorb good
in the book. In addition there are
orchestra in terms of sound and
and by good music I
many new pictures in the Bulletin. music
then moving the orchestra into the
classics. Plenty of stuThose included are of the Glee mean the
background so the soloist took the
dents are interested in popular and
Club, Freshmen signing the Matriforeground.
jazz music, but our purpose was
culation Book with President Coles
Here it was noticed by many
more In the direction of the classlooking on, ROTC activities, and
that if a record had much surface
ics.
Art Collections.
it would be reproduced with static

The

program at Williams

these 60 buildings are eleven dorm- golf, basketball, swimming, volsquash, hockey, skiing,
itories, the required residence of leyball,
all freshmen, and sophomores. Jun- softball, and track. Outside of the
iors and Seniors may live in either varsity sports offered at Bowdoin,
the dormitories or their fraternity Williams has teams in soccer,

"

And

Tilly's

wives gathered in the Lounge of
Moulton Union last Thursday eveBy Morgan Lamarche
ning at 8:30 to witness the dedicais
town, Massachusetts. It owes its
Williams
The Glee Club at
The annual Bowdoin College Bul- tion of the new hi -fidelity recordexistence to the generosity of very active, and like our own Glee letin for the 1956-1957 sessions has ing system given the college by.
Colonel Ephraim Williams, and a Club, maintains an annual series been printed, and will be available the Class of 1931.
lottery which raised 1200 pounds of concerts at various cities and for the students in the near future.
Professor Tillotson, of the music
of sterling.

13.

Already Printed;
Distribution

is

rcxr

college bulletin

By Dare Measer
Williams College was founded in dents, but it
1793, and is located in Williams- at Bowdoin.

:>:

»iuiienl.5 al

Achorn

High

Pogram

Next Monday

'

tration

are eligible)

will

present a

four-

minute argument on some phase

of

either the affirmative or negative
of the topic

and also give a short

refutation to a speaker with

be

is

paired at the

trials.

whom

nament November 16,
consider the Achorn as

17,

opportunity.

Students interested in participating in the debating should contact

The topio Prof. Thayer.

was

the

late

should

a training

Charles Capon.
There are many valuable items

Next Tillotson turned the program over to Eugene Hirshberg, an
engineer from the Listening Post,
who explained hi-fi as "an attempt
to reproduce music, bringing the

enough to make
it one of the best and mo6t Comorchestra
plete In the New England area.
in this catalogue,

WINSTON

into one's

home."

Ambassador Satch

Duke Ellington
Monday, 22 Oct.,
Debussy

.

.

.

.

scores top marks for flavor!

all the shouting about? Flavor!
in a filter smoke! Yes,
Winston's
exclusive filter
a filter that
and

What's

—

—

WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-te^ng fitter cigarette!

M.

for Clarinet

Symphony No.

WINSTON

Switch to

Mood

10-11 P.

Rhapsody

Vaughn Williams

with

Full, rich flavor

Bixieland
Indigo

Eddie Condon
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Amherst Smashes Bowdoin 39-1
Polar Bears Crushed

By Lord

Varsity Sailing

Jeffs;

Team Still Unbeaten

As W. P. L And U. R. I. Lose To Admirals;

Ground Attack And Pass Defense Weak

Team Rated As One Of Best

In East

'Skip" Howland

Sunday, the varsity sailing team
its unbeaten string by
sweeping
two-out-of-three
series
from W. P. I. and Rhode Island to
qaulify for the New England Team
Race Championships to be held at
continued

•

Bowdoin's excellent showing of this
weekend should rank the Big
White among the favorites when
the

November

of

10th

comes

around. Much credit is also due the
excellent ere wing of Barry Miller,

Tech November

10-11. Tremendous who ere wed for Dyer; Skelt Wilbalance was the keynote to the liams for Leighton; Hank Tosi for
Polar Bears' success; there were Howland; and the veteran Jim
no outstanding stars, as each skip- Birkett who crewed for Belknap.
per came up with almost identical The Summary:
scoring totals. Especially satisfy- First Series
.
ing was the excellent performance
1st Race:
Bowdoin 38V4, W. P.
of Sophomore Ron Dyer. Teaming I. 22.
with Dave Belknap, Captain Skip
2nd Race: Bowdoin 36V«, W. P.
Howland, and Charlie Leighton, I. 24.
Dyer readily carried his share of
Bowdoin wins, 2-0.
the burden. Ron showed absolutely Second Series
no inexperience sailing in his first
1st Race:
Bowdoin 32Vi. U. R.
varsity meet; he has ability to rank
right
up there with the "Big I. 28.
2nd Race: Bowdoin 35V4, 'U. R.
Three."

The picture above shows "Brud" Stover being grounded by a host of Amherst defensemen. The Bowits own in the second half of Saturday's tilt.
However, if the White hope to do anything
against Williams this week their ground attack and pass defense will have to show great improvement.
doin offense held

Although not seeded in the top

two

the

in

New England

finals,

I.

22.

Bowdoin wins,

2-0.

John Kiiuonds
Scoring three times in the opening period, the powerful Purple

two incompletions, Drenzel touchdown on a short flip from
hit Jim Carnathan down on the Stover to sophomore Clay Bennett
forces from Amherst defeated Bow- Amherst 41 for another first down. who was standing all by himself
doin for the fourth year in a row Durham lugged it to the 39 on the in the corner of the end zone.
Saturday afternoon at Whittier next play, followed by another inIn the final seconds Bowdoin
Field. This year the score was 39- complete pass.
Tony Fleishman again threatened when long heaves
12, as the Lord Jeffs piled up five kept the attack moving when he from
Stover to Marty Roop and
touchdowns in the first half.
carried a handoff around Bow- Skip McLaren advanced the ball
Bowdoin fans had comparatively doin's right side for a 19-yard gain, to the Amherst 25. Amherst
inlittle to cheer about until midway aided by the timely
blocking of tercepted, howeveer, just before the
in the second quarter. Then it was Steve Anderson.
gun.
that tailback Dick Drenzek, runWith the ball on the Purple 20
Defensive Data
ning out to his left, fired a long
Durham and Drenzek tried a couple
after

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI

Wenzel carried on
the

left

after

the

reverse around
Several minutes later the Jeffs
and, fumbled on their 48 and Bowdoir

a

side for four yards,

Durham was thrown back
24,

to took over. Stover opened up
charged around a nine-yard smash through the

Drenzek

right end all the
for a first

way up

to the

34

and, after a two-yard loss,

wit!

Amherst's

composed entirely

Also

MAXWELL
SKY"
Oct

ows

'WALK THE PROUD
LAND"
Sun., Jffon., Tues.

Oct. 21-22-23

JUDY HOLLIDAY
PAUL DOUGLAS
in

'THE SOLDD QOLD

CADILLAC

NEW MEADOWS
on Route

1

men

h

bit;

this Fall.

We

•stem shsrtnafcuig t« casual

INN

wish this

between Brunswick and Bath

cVwn
k) to

SHORE DINNERS
STEAKS
CHICKEN

SNACK CAB

U4

sport ihirt

with college

_

QODA FOUNTAIN

esse, troaa its

collar in front

its

. . .

tantrafl checks,

buttoa-

(and center

actio* box pleat.

patterns, too

"Custom"

authentic tartan

many

other strips*,

Tartans, #5.95 i checks and ttrkws in
OBttOA-CajKM^ #7.95.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Motor Court Mow Open
Conveniently located between Bath
and Brunswick

On

L

Route

1

Dial Hilltop

S3921

with
Also
Short Subjects

in

Arrow

C/rtmmto

Abilene
JOOK MAHONEY

AIJDIE MIJBPHY

juniors and

for

Oct. 19-20

Showdown at

19-20

ANNE BANCROFT
PAT CROWLEY

scoop
Amm

Pri., Sat.

Cinemascope and Color
Pri., Sat.

avail,

A

Fox News

KIERON MOORE
LOIS

tried the center of the

no

IDA LUPINO

Oct. 17-18

down.

line again, but to

_

with

EDMUND PURDOM

"SATELLITE Df THE

was

backfield
of

Oct. 17-18

Strange Intruder

in

Dave sophomores.

Gosse plunged to the 35 for a firs'
down. Stover passed to Mat Levine
as he on the 25 and then carted it down
lost two. Drenzek then flipped out to the 16 for a first. Levine grabbed
to the left to Wenzel for a first another Stover- aerial down on the
down on the 47. Durham picked five, and then Stover crashed tc
up a yard through the middle, and, the four. Bowdoin scored its second

Durham

starting

Brunswick
Thurs.

NANCY KELLY

Wed., Thurs.

herst halfback Hutch Tibbitts, who
gained 100 yards on three carries.

line

Oct. 16

'THE BAD SEED"

pass diagonally across the field to
Don Bennett made his varsity
of belts at the line, netting a total
Fred Wenzel, who took it on about of four yards.
The ball was moved debut in the second quarter and
the fifty and zigzagged the rest of
down to the five when Drenzel played a creditable game in the
the way for a touchdown. The play,
center line backer's slot. Bennett
lobbed one over the middle to Durshould provide the needed depth at
which covered seventy yards, fea- ham for a first down.
Successive
center for Bowdoin. Bob Sargent
tured some of the best broken field
carries by Fleischman, Durham,
hurled a crunching body tackle at
running, on Bowdoin's part, seen
and Drenzek brought the leather
an Amherst safety man late in the
this year Wenzel eluded two deto the three-yard stripe. On fourth
first quarter, and a similar defenfenders to make an over-the-shoulddown Fleishman tried slicing
sive maneuver was executed by
er catch, sidestepped three more
through tackle on a handoff and
Dave Gosse when he spilled a Jeff
tacklers, cut behind a blocker, and
was brought down just short of the
passer in the last period. Anderson
raced for the score.
promised land.
made three out of four stops on one
Second Half More Even
Stover Passe* For TD
sequence midway in the final quarThe third quarter opened with the ter, and Ernie Belforti and Mat
Both teams scored but once in
Polar
Bears'
ball
Amherst
on
the
Levine
kept their sectors of the
the second half, although the Polar
Bears witnessed two other threats 40. Brud Stover barreled 'through defense close to impenetrable.
go awry. In the third quarter after tackle on two plays, bringing the
Pass defense still remains a
Amherst's
last
touchdown
the ball to the 29 for a first down. A problem with the White, as very
White brought the kickoff back to short pass to Carnathan moved few, if any, Amherst tosses were
the 22-yard line. From here they Bowdoin down to the 22, but the knocked down. In the first quarter
began a sustained 'irivc which ex- White were unable to gain after the Bowdoin defense ran into a little trouble trying to corral Ampired on the Jeffs' two-foot line. that and lost the ball on downs.
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Bowdoin Freshmen

Frosh Sailors

Defeat Hebron 25-0;

At N. E. Eliminations

:

ai

First

The Freshmen will sail the finals
at M. I. T. on Nov. 3 and 4. Thenromped to victory in the opposition, in part, will be Harvard,
the Bowdoin Frosh romped over N.
E. Freshman Championship Dartmouth, Brown, Coast Guard,
Hebron, 25-0, in the season's open- eliminations at M. I. T. by beating and probably also Colby and Holy
er this Friday.
Harvard 91-89, and leaving behind Cross.
Hawkes, the standout for Bow- the rest of the fleet of Dartmouth,
Lee and Olsson feel that then-

By Mel Levine

BEARINGS

Starting early in the first period,

Noil A. Cooper

This ultimately can be answered doin, started the scoreboard workThis week a slow freshman crossafter considering the two pre- ing "by plunging over after only
country team was outrun by a tal- only
vious claims with their effect upon three minutes of the game had
ented Waterville High School squad.
body in general, and elapsed. Hawkes scored again in
student
the
insignificant
is
itself
in
The loss
the third period along with the two
and will not arouse any notice ex- the athletes in particular.
Bowdoin, known for its good aca- TD's by another Bowdoin Cub,
cept by the interested few who
Sheean.
care for the cross-country event. demic stature, is known in other
As the Bowdoin Frosh made their
What is important, and of great less, mundane circles for its careful
consequence, is a remark made by fostering of fraternity parties. Thus first appearance of th^^season,
coach Frank Sabasteanski, "Sad- an athlete entering Bowdoin in the gleaming and proud in their sparkdest team I've seen in ten years." fall is met with the ignominious ling white and black unirorms, they
I

Sailing once more in the fluky
wiods on the Charles, the Frosh
sailors

Colby, Worcester, Polytech, Middlebury, and St. Michael's by wide

greatest

opposition

The Crimson

vard.

will
will

be

Har-

have

a

slight advantage in the fact that
margins.
"Olc" Olsson and Lance Lee, they practice every day on the
skippers in divisions A and B, re- Charles River in the same boats
spectively, with crews John Trump to be used in the finals. An interestand Paul Galanti sailed consist- ing note is that Jimmy Parker, the
ently through the seven-race scries A division skipper for Harvard, is
Olsson capturing three the son of a Bowdoin graduate.
to win;
firstSj two seconds, a fourth, and However, more heavy opposition
sixth, and Lee, a first, three sec- arises from Brown, a consistently
onds, a third, and two fourths. The good sailing school.
Normaly such a remark would record of our teams. He feels after looked like the story-book upstarts.
The future of the Frosh sailing
season that But they proved to be nothing of inconsistent fourths and sixth were
wring cries of blasphemy from any going through a losing
due to the fact that toward the end team looks fairly good, although
took
there
as
immediately
the
sort
they
poor
or
coaching
is
either
the
Immediately
loyal Bowdoin man.
can not make too good an
isn't any talent—or at least possession of the ball and scored of the series, it was a battle be- one
the outrage would insert that the just
winning sea- only after three minutes had gone tween Harvard and Bowdoin for opinion of the Bowdoin team with
speaker is an abject traitor, and enough to produce a
first place. Each team constantly only two performances. Their next
occurs
by.
thought
the
Gradually,
son.
and
feathered,
should be tarred,
covering the other, set back both meet should foretell the future of
smoking are not
Startled and jarred, Hebron tried
run out from beneath the pines. that drinking and
this eager team.
Final- to fight back but they proved no in the last few races.
However, this case requires fur- going to change the records.
ly, he lapses into a feeling that
Polar
Bears
of
the
for
these
match
investigation.
ther
Interfraterniry
Soccer
because
teams
for
the
out
he'll go
future.
It has long been the claim of
close battle 18-14. The Sigma Nu's
By Steve Frager
he likes the sport. However, beThe second period was a nip and
many students that athletes are not
Interfraternity athletics went in- defeated the Zetes, 18-9, while the
feels he owes little to
contideration yond that^he
tuck affair with both teams trying
extra
any
given
to its second week with the addi- A. R. U.'s trounced the Kappa Sigs
himself.
school
or
the
to score. Bowdoin attempting to
when their applications are retion of a new sport— soccer. For 34-6. The A. R. U.'s and Sigma
This is in no way a criticism of rack up another and Hebron tryviewed. The critics further assert
three days last week, 16 men could Nu's both have won their first two
himself. It takes a great ing to break the ice. But neither
that if two men of equal academic the athlete
be seen running and kicking a ball
In the "A" league, the Delta Sigfor
a
and
love
dedication
team was successful and the first around Pickard Field—a welcome
calibre are under consideration for amount of
ma squad beat A. T. 0., 3-0, and the
shape. Let us half ended with the score 6-0 in
admission, the athlete's chances sport to stay in top
sight to many eyes. The football Psi U's stopped D. K. E. 2-0 to berealistic and recognize that this favor of the Cubs.
be
prowess.
his
by
improved
not
are
games ran true to form with no come double winners, in football
type of person comes along very
The third period proved to be the real upsets in either league.
To those staunch defenders of the
and soccer. The other game saw
rarely. Therefore, neither the ad- most exciting of the ball game.
infallibility of the administration
In the "A" league the Delta Sigs the A. D.'s defeat the Beta's 2-0 as
ministration nor coaching is wholly Bowdoin added 19 points to their
Polar
that
feel
who by this point
sent the A. T. O.'s down to their Piatt scored both goals.
trouble arises
the
Where
fault.
at
score by conveying the pigskin second defeat 26-8. The Psi U's took
Bearing's is "out-of-it" let me pose
In the "B" league, the Chi Psi's,
is in the general character of Bowthrice over the goal line. The first the D. K. E.'s 35-19 and the Beta?
the question: "Why should Bowwere on the short end of a 3-1 T. D.
doin— a character we like and not two scores were accredited to
doin' s athletic records not equal
overpowered the A. D.'s 18-6 tc victory, while the Sigma Nu's
to any
change
want
to
of
us
many
Sheean while the last goes to give both teams their second etched out a 1-0 victory over the
those of Williams or Amherst in
great degree.
Hawkes. Hebron tried to fight back -straight wins.
whose class we readily place ourZete's. The A. R. U.'s trunced the
The only power the students con- and even the score. They almost
selves?"
In the "B" league, the T. D.'s Kappa Sigs 2-1, sparked by the
is that any fulfilled
situation
the
over
trol
desires
as they nosed out the Chi Psi's in
their
Evidently there must be some esa very brilliant plays of Stan Park.
person who knows he has the neces- moved the ball down to the Cub's
sence of truth in this situation, alsary talent to play for a varsity or one-yard stripe but they were to
though the problem extends for befreshman squad to "give it the old be denied. On the next play,
yond this point. Let us consider a
college try." In this way some Hawkes made a beautiful tackle at
second outlook.
small measure will be added to lift the line of scrimmage and the
Almost all Bowdoin coaches emBowdoin from the depths of the de- sc^-e remained 25-0 as the third
phatically assert that there are
feat cycle we are now encountering. period ended.
students not participating in varsWho knows, if there can be an
The fourth period was a repetiity sports who are capable of earninterest stimulated among the stu- tion of the second as neither team
ing a starting berth. Granted that
dents, the possibility exists for a could advance deep into their opin some departments the cuacluiig
change at the higher levels of ponents territory.
leaves much to be desired, but in
6-foot
Bowdoin society.
As the final whistle blew, Hethe general framework of athletics
participabron was still trying to score their
it is also lack of student
Soccer
first of the game and the Cubs
tion that produces our "willing but
During the past week a new sport were valiantly attempting to add
undermanned" teams.
two made its appearance at Pickard to their tally.

Program

Added To

Bowdoin Mufflers

BLACK and WHITE
Long

$4.85

we

Thus

have

exploited

—

areas one, the well-roundedness of
the boys excepted and secondly,
those that are excepted are noil
competing for team births. This
'

Field.

Soccer,

began what

is

fast

ar.d

hoped

to

grueling;

be a long

successful career.
In the

way

of suggestions to the

leaves us with one final question— White Key it might be more expedi"How condusive is the environ- ent If two referees covered each
ment at Bowdoin for the fostering game. It is possible that there were
not enough applicants for the job.
of teams that we would like to
This being the case the ultimate
have?"
fate of soccer again rests with the
students. If there are no referees
there will be no soccer!

While Bowdoin ran oui ol the
"T", Hebron used a single wing unbalanced to the right. Injuries in
the game were few, Carvin being
the only one.

He was

though to come back in the game
and score an extra point.
Stars for the Cubs were Hohfelder and MacDonald, who along with
Smith starred on the defense.
Hawkes and Sheean were the shar-

league:.

A. D. vs. D. K. E.

October 17

Beta

October 18

A. T. O. vs. Pat U.

In the

D.

-
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House Begins

Citizenship

Maine

Political

Integration Topic

At Winter Meeting
The twenty-seventh annual BowTournament

will be held on Saturday, December 8, it was announced
today by Albert R. Thayer, Profes-

Although the political informaplanned that interested students will gather information about tion center will be Bowdoin's bigpressure groups, political figures, gest contribution to the program,
legislative issues, etc. This materi- there will be other activities as
al will then be made available to well. Students will have an opporstudents and politicians and will tunity to attend the meetings of the
be kept

in the

Bureau

Research legislature, and
chance for some

of

Municipal Government on the

Hubbard

of

there
to

do a

will

be

little

work

sor of Speech in the

After the information is gathered,
students will prepare a fact sheet

The

CCH

Department

a

school or preparatory scnool wishing to enter.

also sponsors political

be invited and for

will

whom

ar-

for the

ent cities. In

defined

by

of the

all,

Plaques

"Citizenship

is

will

bo awarded to the
in

both divisions.

the

They believe a citizen-should be a
partisan, working for and contrib-

ni

uting

time and

his

energy to a

Gass

a
(continued from page

is just outside the AlumReading Room on the second

His office

volunteers

for

choice was

made

about

foreign

to

fill

most

of the daily needs;

au-

tomobiles are becoming more automatic; it is no longer necessary to
get out of your car to do your shopping or to go to the mpvies; the
coin machine is found everywhere,

languages,

them

The Annual Fathers' Day gather- period

the fathers will also be given the opportunity to visit classes
and tour the grounds with their
The program planned for the ex- undergraduate sons.
pected one hundred and
fifty
Professor Gustafson wjll speak
"Dads'* will be highlighted by the at the special Chapel and
at 10:45
afternoon's football encounter with the Fathers' Association
will meet
the undefeated Williams Ephmen.
in the Moulton Union to discuss
20.

Registration will take place at pr6sent and future plans.
Nels CoMoulton Union from 9:00 in the rey of the Athletic Department
is
morning to 12:00. Throughout this slated to talk during the
meeting.
the

The

Stevenson.

in

even

college.

streets, last

at

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

and

Mill

Thursday.

We deliver to the Students

Gass's major job will be to co-

.

made me

Corey To Speak For Fathers' Association

at the first meet-

headquarters

Union

1)

1,

ing of the town volunteers in their

. .

electrical appliances are

Vice Chairman

Peter F. Gass, '57, has-been chosen vice-chairman in charge of the
TV Fund For Victory by the town

floor of the library.

they learned

The

Chosen As

Is

Town

new

Frenchman Finds

if

To ordinate

the reason is to be found in the
universality of English, spoken in

great many countries. But do
they not realize that the study of a
a

is at the same time the
study of a literature and a civiliza-

language

at

1

program.

Mr. Vose would like anyone interested in working for the political information center to see him.

Monday

that time.

October

sixty-two students

a particular way,
since they encourage students as
citizens to join a political party.
in

m.

p.

ing will take place this Saturday,

took part in one phase or another

next five years.
Clearing House

6:00

Extensive Program Set For Fathers' Day;

hundred points.

six

Falk

program

marked

to

winning schools

by a wealthy Pittsburgh family. speakers including Paul Butler, the
Democratic National Chairman,
Just this year the Citizenship Clear
and Governor Muskie. Students aling House received nearly a milso attended meetings in five differlion dollars from the Ford Foundaits

Bowdoin cam-

Edwards is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Edwards of R. F. D.
Robert K Edwards
Bridgton. He is twenty years
old,
5 feet 11 inches tall, and have only a small amount of money
weighs 158 pounds. He has black with him and carried ho luggage.
hair and prominent brown eyes,
Anybody having any information
Slender and dark, he was last seen about Edwards is urged to
contact
wearing chino khaki pants, loafers, Dean .Nathaniel C. Kendrick
of
and a blue gabardine windbreak Bowdoin. His office telephone
numjudges, who award points to each
jacket with a white-checked pat- ber is PArkview 5-2444. His
home
speaker on a scale of one hundred.
tern on the front. He is believed to number is PArkview 5-5744.
Thus each competing school is
ranked on the basis of a possible

The idea of the Citizenship Clear- rangements to attend will be made.
ing House was originated by ArThe job of Bates is mainly to
thur Vanderbilt who is now Chief
supervise the program of interns
Justice of the Supreme Court of
in the legislature.
New Jersey.
Last year the CCH was quite acThe funds arc received from the
Foundation which was set up tive on campus, sponserlng six

tion to support

the

left

Portsmouth, N. II. It contained no
indication of his plans or where he
be debated this
was
going. No word of any kind
year is "Resolved, that Federal
has been received from him since
funds for education should not be

The subject

will

the state-wide director.

is

Edwards

pus sometime last Monday after
Fifteen schools have already en- writing a brief note to his parents
tered this year's competition, ac- the night before. Late Tuesday his
cording to Professor Thayer. The parents received a second, brief,
tournament is open to any high non-committal note from him post-

figures coming to the campus. In
be distributed to mem- this connection, it will work with
furnished for any educational instibers of the legislature, newspapers, the political forum and the student
tution in which racial integration
and to students of other colleges.
Democratic and Republican organhas not been achieved."
The Citizenship Clearing House izations.
There will be both a Senior DiviNew
has its headquarters at the
Just as the political information
York University Law School, with center is our specialized activity, sion and a Novice Division in the
Maine being only one of twenty-five Bates, Colby and Maine have their tournament, with eight to ten forums being run off simultaneously,
state and regional branches. Al- own jobs
Colby and Maine will
though four colleges in Maine share sponsor state-wide conferences to each containing six to ten speakers.
equally in the program, Mr. Vose which, of course, Bowdoin students Each individual forum has three

which

boy.

of

English at Bowdoin.

there.

Hall.

Robert K. Edwards of Bridgton,
Maine, a sophomore at Bowdoin
has been missing since
Monday, October 1, it was announced today by officers of the
College. Since that time police have
been working with Bowdoin authorities in an effort to locate the
College,

doin College Interscholastic Debate

It is

second floor

Search For Sophmore Is
On - Information Sought

Schools To Debate

Center

By Ken Carpenter
of
the party. The CCH itself is, however,
The Bowdoin
Maine Citizenship Clearing House, a non-partisan organization.
The term "Clearing House"
headed by Professor Clement E.
other
means that it is trying to bring
something
no
Vose, is doing
college in the country has done. It students and politicians together
is establishing a political informa- through conferences and by sendtion center for Maine and Massa- ing students to party conventions,
meetings and legislatures.
chusetts.

in

PAGE

the efforts of student vol-

when Brunswick is canvassed
campaign money next Monday

crats
for

BEER

-

Demo-

unteers with those of two

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al Tobey,

-

HOT DOGS

'50

Call 5-2422

evening.

Gass has announced that there
Then, I wonder if the will be a meeting of the Students
French, who are famous for their For Stevenson this evening in the
lack of knowledge in geography, Moulton Union Lounge. The purAll this, of course, exists in Europe
could not find in this' country their pose of the meeting, he stated, is to
but to a smaller degree as the lives challengers.
Generally speaking do enlist the help of student volunless
by
much
run
are
of Europeans
many Americans know more about teers for the town volunteer group.
mechanization.
the geography of France than Gass pointed out that the weekly^
The American public is enthusi- "Gay Paree"— the home of "Folies College calendar did not wish to
astic; it is a public that takes a Bergeres" or Bordeaux, where so insert
notice
about tonight's
a
great interest in Marilyn's latest many good wines are made?
meeting.
a"- *-"-**"•******
romance as well as in the World
tion?

Brunswick Coal

parking fees and giving
complete meals in the automats.
taking

FUEL

-

&

Lumber

Co.

BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine

—

"^""iTT

Series or in the relentless contest
of political parties

duringthe cam-

J

paign. Thus, a well organized pub-

department

licity

is

in

charge

of

holding people's attention throughout the year by periodically launching thrilling news; headlines

FREE PICK-UP

come

One Day

from the course of world events or
have to be found somewhere else
the world keeps

if

quiet.

On

the

other hand, European people have
not such a "corporate feeling," as
their interest is not continued, but
goes up and down, from great enthusiasm to wide spread apathy.

town of Brunswick itdc-s not seem to me to be
typically American. Half of the citizens are French-speaking people,
and I find everywhere a very strong

As

for the

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY
Dial

PA

Brunswick, Maine
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Publications Are
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Our Business!

Student Accounts Invited

self, it

touch

British

in

building

as

well

We

invite inquiries

Maine's Most Modern Service

from schools

concerning Publication Problems

.

.

But
as in fondness for antiques.
could I not say that this taste is
easy

understand from people

to

a nation whose earliest historydates back only to the 17th cen-

tury?
Finally, and because these lines

are

my

America,

personal
I

will give

impressions of
two general re-

could not haVe expected to make. First, I think most
Americans do not know much

marks

that

I

SEE

of

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING
Freeport,
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Maine
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on poles hav« also neea placed underground as a further accomplishment toward a long range plan to

..

(continued from page one)

Moulton Union

in the

*££ **?£££«

afterwards.

The men who

receive the

will

awards for straight "A*a" are as
R. Howell, Jr., '58; R. F.
Kierstead, Jr., '56; A. R. Marshall,
'56; E. M. Podvoll, 57, J. Ranlett,
•57; N. D. Block, '58; A. D. Wooley,

Morgan, R. E.,

'57;

J. Shatkin, '56.

A.

The following men are James
Bowdoin Scholars:
Appleby, R.

Babi-

'59;

Jr.,

S.,

neau, G. R., '59; Bachelder, J. L.,
Balboni, R. G., '59; Basbas,
G. J., '59; Baxter, E. L., '58; Block,
N. D., '58; Carpenter, K. E., "58;
Cowen, B. R„ '57; Epstein, G. L.,

W.

H. E.,

-

Garick, E. I.,
Hickey, P. H.,

Howland,

Jr., '58;

Gray, M.,

'59;

Howell, R.,

'59;

KenneUy, F. M.,

Kess-

J. L., '57;

R

Kingsbury,

ler, D., '57;

A., '58;

'57; Kostis,

N. P.,

Leahy, J. P., '58; Loeb, D. N.,
•58; McDaniel, J. W., '57; McLeod,

Cushing Fund ...

M„

G., '57; Born,

Packard, R.
'57; Rogers,

'58;

'58.

Slobodkin, S. A., '59; Smith, F.

Spence, T.

'59;

S.,

L„

'67;

Stuart,

P. F., '57; Strout, A. E., '57; Teeling, B. J.,

'59;

Weldorf, C.

Ward,

C,

Turner, J. H., '58;
'58; Waltz, M. E.,

H,

J.

'59;

fy

the fund

in

honor of Professor Cushing, whoso

community

service to the college

and' the town of Brunswick will
long be remembered."
The purpose of the fund is to
make blood avatfabale to those who
are in need of it and cannot meet
the financial cost. For the college
community the fund will work as a

definitive

Naturalist Harwell
ishing Prairie."

God

bless

history of the

this

in
.

.

.

of

Latter-day Druids (Deadly serious.
Meetings in the dark of the moon.
Strange comings and goings. Erecting Henges; perpetuating the Mis-

Hobby, K. G., '57.
D. S., Jr., '57; Roundy,
D. G., '57; Shinberg, I. H, '57; Poduoll, E. M., '57; Colodny, S. Z.,
'57; Greene, R. W., '57; White, H.
'57;

were the

repetitions of notes

University

From

of

DEVIL IN THE GALLEY
WILLIAM BEESON HI
THE SLUFFING-OFF

by

The time has come, my heart

Members of the audience requested him to give the songs of
several birds, and on one, the red
cardinal.

Many members

audience

joined

him

of

the

tuneful

in

frolic.

many

STUDY IN EUROPE

interesting wildlife creatures,
5

and the story of these creatures is
the story which Bert Harwell tells.

One
de-

*

*

was filmed by Mr.

story

life

long

Dona Blanca, maid of stone,
Thou'rt far too delicate of bone;
hate the saints your lineage traces
From its auspicious Spanish basis.

*

Death

bile unit will

come

to the

goal

visit of fifty pints of blood.

each

Five

a

Alumni

.

.

.

(Continued from page one)
Mass., and George

S.

Willard, "30,

of Sanford.

to you, glacial

the

dserves

thought!

I

'most

sub-

merged,

Lightning

.

.

2 months.

Switzerland,

in

France,

brink of gentility verged;
am rescued, sad but dry,

Now

(continued from page 1)
ture rather than the nearby chapel

From
a

membered'

*

a life that would've

become

England, Belgium,
Yugoslavia,
Germany, Aus-

Italy,

Living in a Viennese home.
homelike
meals
Balanced,

*

Personal

Round

trip

ocean transporta-

tion.

Group sails February 8, 1957, on
Cunard Line SS. Saxonia
Application

Deadline:

EUROPEAN STUDIES
Wacker Drive, Room
Chicago

cott

Jr.,

Barbara

Thomas W.

Stockton,

Hokanson,

A.

Shinn, Mrs.

Richard T. P. Kennedy,

'58.

1,

Gerald L. Epstein,

Address
....'..

City

and

Zone

....

a work
Chairman

held

Hall.

Sills

complished by digging a trench to Though wise, are wistful, too:
permit the campus power lines to Farewell, alack; come wind, come
wrack
go underground. Only one light
pole remains on campus. Fire lines And into the pouch of a new kanand street lines formerly carried
garoo!

session

by Chester

in

WELCOME FRESHMEN

McCarthy

spoke on "The 1956-57 Objectives."
Five Agents outlined successful approaches and techniques. They
were S. Sewall Webster, '10, of
Augusta; Paul K. Niven, '16, of
Brunswick; Frederick W. Willey.
'17, of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Richard S.

Norgeway

Shirt Service

SECRET YEARNINGS!

address the group «n

Oh,

Football

At noon Dr. and Mrs. Coles will
entertain the Agents and Directors
at their home for luncheon. All

—

Alumni Fund seeks a
$125,000 from sixty per

fifty

it's

of

year -

large

—

attractive

pine

mca;

Rates

Kintr of

Made
Beg

FREEPORT

-

on Route

Only 15 minutes from the «oil*ft

Brunswick, Maine

1

'.he

ir-.i .<3*«

I'd like to lie

and scream!

.

.

.

i

a"l

•'ct.

borrow

go,

let

eld ICiltgi

:

M favor 'haTa

jr

;

k

... or

*ily

I.j-

srnootner by

smoke

to

buy

I

real

iec-l

.

.

:eu-*ay

'cm,

h-* Y" 'K3 lodpv!

Take your
«,,. .«****.

L

dream

favorite

floor

yci war.t to

^n

i

f'r

Lud Elliman
Professional Building

my

c.Jjy the -sal thins
Rolax and enjoy a Cues'..

Th*

bath and showers

Lounge -TV- Fall Season

PENN MUTUAL

been

And when I'm low

MOTEL AND RESTAURANT
this

paneled rooms

per cent gave $113,839.

kick that train next door,

upon the

New

the approximately 7,500
Bowdoin alumni. Last year nearly

cent

I'd Y.V.2 to

1956-57

of

I be civilized instead of being me?
be a beast and kiss each pretty gal I see

why must

I'd like to

Accommodations

CASCO BAY TRADING POST

Department for the Bowdoin-Amherst
football game Saturday afternoon.
will be guests of the Athletic

total

Brunswick

100 feet past railroad tracks

"What the Alumni Fund Means."

The

Mat Laundry

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE

Thayer, '28, of Marblehead Neck,
Mass.; and Vincent B. Welch, ^M,
of Washington, D. C.
On Saturday morning President
Coles will

-

Shirt Service

State ....

'59.

Following the dinner Agents and
Directors

»»r

pleasure big

• *.

.smok.

.

1376

Illinois

Name

School
the eyes of this

28,

"THE INSTITUTE OF
35 E.

Ruth Powers, Mrs. Wol-

'59,

Dec.

195«

Mail coupon for free brochure.

of Charley.

Gray,

and adfrom IES office.

orientation

visory service
*

the role

fill

while

with IES.

for his acting despite, a

lie.

make room for the
new hockey rink, many light poles Truth is truth, and
had to be removed. This was acyouth
In order to

in-

speak-

tria.

*

Donald

Touch Pitch.

Others in the cast arc: Paul H.

On the

.

a

forums

and

Light Up the Sky, will head the
cast in the role of Willy Loman.

two-year absence, will
Chilling

to

studying at the U. of Vienna.
Study hours lasting a total of

Playing his wife, Linda, will be
Mrs. Constance Aldrich, who last

queen.

Bowdoin towers.

campus each month, with
for

To make concessions

geared

Social and cultural activities,

lectures

.

.

appeared

was Miss

German language

Special
struction

*

I

Selection of 25 English taught

ing knowledge.

(Continued from page one)

And nought accomplished.

Spring Semester 1957
MOS. FOR $1195 INCLUDES
courses at the U. of Vienna.

of these is the sandhill crane,

whose

Harwell for Walt Disney's "Van-

crees,

To say goodbye, my pet:
For we" have lingered late and

though, the other three

Center and the Student Council,
will supervise allocation of the
blood wherever needed.
The Maine Medical Center mo-

program.

tive wildlife

of

characteristics

oak tree, etc.; slaying virentitled* "Forgotten
His
film
Distinctive robes are worn
Country" concerned that vast area
and/or beards. Here is a chance to
the rockies and U? e Pacific
between
little
serve, come and bring your
Coast, which is little known by the
friends.)
In this "Vastness" are
public.

him a huge ovation.
The most successful dance of the
show was an interpretation of
Spring. At least that is what it
seemed like. It was danced by Miss
Candy Lane in an exquisite costume strewn with flowers. Her gestures were anything but wooden,
and the end result was amazing.
The admission was only a dollar,

it

So-

in the

promotion of a broad and construc-

gins.

something or other. The audience
hung on his every word, and
showed its appreciation by giving

were "really big,"
During the academic year the Candy Lane who
undergraduate Blood Committee, roses.
working with the Maine Medical

and has been engaged

ciety,

tletoe

•

Portland.

1914.

in

was em-

Audubon

staff of the National

Love is a thing that's here or there, A. Perkins, '58, also familiar to
"checking
Not hung suspended in mid-air:
Bowdoin audiences, will play Biff.
the student body and their parents but this was only for the first act.
Shameful that I plucked it down
In the part of Happy will be Charles
and the faculty will be eligible re- In order to see the second act one
To thus impede your golden round.
cipients if ever the need arises, as had to go to another tent and pay
W. Graham HI, '59. James W.
Henry conceives the program. The another dollar. The second act was
Dewsnap, '57, beginning his fourth
Golden, gilded, aura'd maid,
blood balance which remains at the rather disappointing compared to
I've basked too long in the gilt- season on the Pickard Theater
end of each academic year will be the first, and one could sense the
shade;
edged
stage, will play Uncle Ben. Benfund
blood
general
donated to the
disappointment in the audience. AlLife is too fast and rare, I ween,
jamin G. M. Priest, '56, well-reof the Maine Medical Center in
performers

Members

account."

California

of

1929 until 1940, he

ployed in the National Park Service as Park Naturalist at Yosemite. Since then he has been on the

each whistle. He 6howed how you
column soon. could tell one bird from another
and watch out and male .from female.

for

Potter,

and

distinguishing

was born in Cal-uu graduated from the

Charles Harwell
ifornia

preparation and will be

Watch for it
Them!)
Maine Synod, Concatenation

Weston, C. A., '58; Westwig, R.
White, C. C, '59; Williams,
E. R., '57; Williams, J. S., Jr., '59;
Wooley, A. D., Jr., '58; Young, D.
C, '58; Zolov, D. M., '59; Lyman,

little

"a living memorial

A

is in

available

'58.

A., '58;

'58.

Mayhew Lecture Delivered
Charles A. (Bert) Harwell delivered the Mayhew bird lecture
last Tuesday. His lecture, accom-

organization.

this

them.
group

Weil. G. L.,

The Cushing Memorial Blood Classic Dancing
.
. .
Fund was the idea of Donald L.
(Continued from page 1)
Henry of Lynn, Mass., a member followed by the prologue which was
of the Class of 1955 at Bowdoin, delivered by an extremeley clever
who returned two years ago after a and witty
man named Dizzy
tour of Navy duty to finish his college education. In his own words,

Cubes ....

is

'58; Ranlett, J.,
G. M., Jr., '57; Russell, C. A., Jr.,

M.,

(continued from page 1)

W.

W.,

R. B.,

'58

is

1«M

beautiful.

(continued from page three)
drunk at meetings.)
Bowdoin Chapter of the Clear- panied with movies and his birdeyed and Steady-handed Jadaloon song interpretations and wiustllng,
Hunters of America (A real or- were given in Pickard Theatre.
ganization fallen into abandon as of
The show started with the explathe last two years. The Jadaloon is nation of Harwell's science of bird
a menace and is currently raging whistling, with tuneful examples.
unchecked. A movement is under- He gave the whistle of the robin
way by some clear-eyed and and song sparrow as examples, exsteady-handed visionaries to revivi- plaining that differences in pitch,

Beckett,

Nelson. B. D., '59; Of-

'57;

terdinger, H.

'57;

Field, J. P., '58; Frager, S. H.,

'57;

Jr.,

Foster,

S., '57;

•59.

'59;

C,

Wilson, R.

campus more

the

By
Ice

Rang.

'58;

'57.

L.,

•57;

•59 ;

,

make

Relic, P.

'59;

W

D., '58; Mitchell, R.

follows:

Jr., '58;

16,

T

James Bowdoin
wiB be held
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On

Gustaf son Devotes

Mitchell Speaks

Chapel Talk To

British Education

Miller

At the risk of arousing his audi- Prof. Charles Mitchell, visiting lecturer on the Tallman foundation
ence. Prof. A. H. Gustafson opened
Fathers' Day Chapel by noting that declared last Thursday as he delivhe had two sons who had seen col- ered the first of four lectures sponaction.

legiate

One attended

Wil-

of Deterioration In

James Bowdoin Day

sored by the Student Curriculum

Honors Scholars

Committee.
Speaking on "Questions and Answers
on
British
Education,"
He then devoted the bulk of his Mitchell sought to explain his subject from his own experience as "a
talk to the college's social system.
Realizing that the fathers had sent patient and a practitioner in the
matter." He noted that the questheir sons to the college because
they had faith in its educational tions which had been submitted to
standards, Prof. Gustafson indi- him could be generally dealt with
cated. that most colleges were self- under three categories: questions

where

liams,

Prof. Gustafson him-

"There is disturbing evidence
that standards of performance in

had taught for sixteen years,
while another was enrolled here.
self

conscious and constantly

our elementary schools and in our
colleges have deteriorated to accommodate the level of a mediocre mass." This was the assertion
made by Dr. Perry Miller, Professor of American Literature at Harvard, University, speaking at the
sixteenth annual .TaW* Bowdoin

the relating to the organization of Britprogram. ish education, questions relating to
felt

Day exercises at Bowdoin College,
which seventy undergraduates
were honored.

need to evaluate their
Thus, a Ford Foundation Grant to the social aspects of British educathe college had established a Self- tion, and finally questions dealing
with where such education got one.
Committee.

al

"Scholarship," Professor Miller
continued, "would appear reduced
to the memorization of enough bits

Study

This committee enlisted the ser-

Mitchell explained the technical

was arrangement

vices of the entire faculty and

the

of

educational

system as it had been revised by
into several subcommitHis chief concern was the recent Parliamentary action. There
committee on student life as he is a dual system of education, both
was its chairmen. The committee state and private, for pre-universwas to investigate and explore the ity preparation. There are overlaps
problem while consulting the stu- in the system, but, he said, this was

and pieces of miscellaneous

divided

quite typical of the British charac-

Among
were the

the

problems considered

living conditions, the ex-

tracurricular activities, classroom

ter.

For children up
said, there

to

11,

Mitchell

are private preparatory

schools and state schools.

(continued on page 8)

The

again, in this century, the oratorio
ends on a chord of automation: the
bulldozers, the cranes, the fur-

pri-

vate preparatory schools might be

Presidents Coles with Prof. Miller

entirely self-supported or partially

supported by the state, in which
Fathers'
case they are usually termed "voluntary schools," Mitchell said. The
curriculum in the state schools is
A record attendance was scored geared to the state high school
for Fathers' Day last Saturday, system, while that in the private
when almost two hundred dads preparatory schools is geared to

Day Has

Record Attendance

the curriculum of the public (pri-

gathered on the campus.

The fathers had a

full

They vate)

day.

schools.

Lecturer Barnard Attacks

in

is

and

its

enemies ness

the

Maryland Governor

annual meeting at 10:45

in the

Bowdoin.
At the business meeting new

To SCM

were

elected.

Conference

of-

The

Maryland

will

known

57

Field

burst

with

the

Bowdoin

stu-

doin's

lead

that

parents,

of

energetic

ting for Parents'

the campus.

everything

Weekend here on

From

seemed

game.
The stands were

the beginning
ideal

filled

for

the

at

with stu-

times,

not

cease

in

is

perhaps best

man who nominated
1952,

was born

throughout

the

entire

game, even as Williams finally won
the game. To everyone around the
campus, it was really Bowdoin's

lege, alumni,

and

victory.

lastly, dates.

and the

The

spirit

(continued on page 8)

art

and enter-

of. "sophneutrality" creeping into
the college scene. He went on to
say that the childhood void of mind
should be filled by real learning—

isticated

that

political scene.

He

Valenti

is,

useful

knowledge and not

merely empty facts. He farther
stated that at Bowdoin a student
receives more than just fact; he re-

6

cial rules.

Scarlotti Pieces

Harpsichordist Fernando Valenti
play six sonatas by the Italian

will

-

the

(Continued on page 4)

New York

City's Town Hall and
has played at the Tanglewood Feswith the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and at the Bach Festival with Pablo Casals in Prades,
France. In 1951 he became the first
(continued on page four)
tival

Change

At its regular weekly meeting
yesterday, the Student Council initiated action to investigate the so-

To Perform

Law

made

like.

ran so high during Bow-

business,

tainment, education, along with the

master Domenico Scarlatti as part
Jersey (1949).
A liberal Republican, McKeldin of his concert at Bowdoin College
was endorsed by the Americans for on Thursday, it has been announced
Democratic action in 1954 in his by Dr. Frederic E. T. Tillotson.
successflul gubernatorial campaign He will appear in the Pickard Theaagainst Dr. Byrd, former president ter in Memorial Hall at 8:30 p. m.
Valenti will present selections by
of the University of Maryland.
A teacher as well as a politician, William Byrd, Giles Farnabye, AnMcKeldin has taught in the Balti- tonio Soler, and Rameau, as well
has
been
as
the Scarlatti sonatas.
more public schools and
A graduate of Yale, where he
a member of the faculty of the
was appointed "Scholar of the
of
Baltimore
University
Executive secretary to House" for his research in early
Schooh
Mayor Broening of Baltimore from Spanish instrumental music, Valen1927-1931, he became a practicing ti started his career as a harpsilawyer in Baltimore until his suc- chordist with a tour of South Amercessful campaign for mayor of Bal- ica in 1946. He has appeared in

When the game was over, the
silently, the parents
The stands emptied
the Moulton
weather was ideal and the spirit and sons going to
timore, in 1943.
Parent-Faculty
was Bowdoin—loud and proud. As Union for the
He became the governor of Maryevent is the main purthe game progressed in tension, Tea. This
land in 1951. He is president of the
the
Weekend,
Parent's
of
pose
the stands became more and more
American-Israel Society, and it was
Parents to meet the
in unison and resorted to grunts, chance for the
on a trip to Israel in 1952 that be
Faculty personally and learn directclapping, stamping,
first personal contact
dents, parents, friends of the col-

religion,

in

Maryland (1926) and an LL.D.
from Rider College, Trenton, New

were outcheering their sons.
dents and their parents Saturday, A lot of credit must be given here
as the vastly underrated Polar to the work of the cheerleaders and
Bears again and again set back the the Freshman section.
Williams team and held a one
School Spirit
touchdown lead for almost the enThe high spirit and optimism did
tire game. This was the initial setshouts

politics,

instances of this anti-

intellectual trend in various fields:

To Attempt

of

Spirit
the

was not talking

many

re'5«.

day

he and deplored any stigma

Social Rule

Baltimore, Maryland, in 1900. He
holds an LL.B from the University

By Paul Satre
Whittier

that he
cited

stressed the importance of the

will

as the

Eisenhower

Min. Victory, Parents

Enhance Weekend

for themselves. Stressing the fact

ceives encouragement in learning
and leadership, as exemplified by
speak at Bowdoin life is not worth living." Barnard the James Bowdoin Day ceremony.
College on Thursday, at 8:30 p. m., maintained it was his hope that the
in the Moulton Union under the aus- Bowdoin student would be commitpices of the newly formed Cale- ted to the intellectual way of life.
Council
donian Society. The public is inText of speech on page four
vited to attend, with no admission
of

Next weekend Bowdoin College
be host to the Maine Area Fall
fathers were guests of the College Conference of the New England
at a luncheon in the Moulton Union Christian Movement. Co-chairmen
and at the football game with Wil- of the Conference are Hal Tucker charge.
(continued on page 8)
liams College in the afternoon.
McKeldin, who
ficers for 1956-57

RESPONSE

The James Bowdoin Day
and honestly sponse by William Becket,

To Speak Thursday

To Be Host

College

to think clearly

attacked those who would
chain other people like Plato's prisoners in the cave and "prevent
them from ever attaining that freeGovernor Theodore R. McKeldin dom of mind without which human

Bowdoin Fathers' Association held
Moulton Union. The main speaker
was C. Nelson Corey, Assistant
Coach of Footbaall and Hockey at

automatic, does the individual
(Continued on page 8)

Dr. Ellsworth Barnard, Visiting fessor Barnard struck out at those
lecturer in English, took the topic who haven't the ability or willingof intellectualism

i

its

naces, the rockets.
"All very reassuring! Very well;
but where, if this dream of success

Anti Intellectual Trend

Tile majority of children attend
Moulton Union
in his speech delivered before the
during the morning. Between 8:00 the state schools, Mitchell said. At Faculty and the James Bowdoin
and 10:00 they had an opportunity 11, there are state examinations for Scholars at the Thursday afternoon
to visit classes and to tour the any who wish to take them. On the luncheon.
basis of these, students are awardcampus with their sons.
In a biting and lucid oration, ProProfessor Alton H. Gustafson ed places and scholarships in the
spoke at a special Fathers' Day state secondary schools.
(Continued on page 8)
chapel service, following which the

registered

infor-

mation to win $64,000 on television."
Declaring that Bowdoin College
should never become "the dreamcastle of an indolent mediocrity,"
Mr. Miller said, "The American
chant is everywhere the same old
chant: career is open to talent, and
nobody need remain mediocre unless he so chooses. Yet again and

tees.

dents.

11

Scbres "Sophisticated Neutrality"

cational

By Roland O'Neal

Warns

NO.

Educational Standards; Beckett

By Roger Howell
"Every civilization gets the edusystem which it deserves,"

Campos Questions

23. 1956

Herb Miller, '57, Chi Psi representative reported that the active
members of Chi Psi had drawn up
a petition to the Council urging it
take "definite action regarding
rejaxation of the social rules." Jt.
to

was decided

to draw up similar pe
from the other houses in
order to show the extent of student

titions

opinion behind. a

move

to relax the

present social rules.

James' Fa wcett,

chairman of
the Campus Chest Committee reported on the work that his committee has been doing in planning
the weekend. A tentative program
has been outlined, according to
'58,

Fawcett.

There was some discussion of the
movement underway to keep Prof.
Ellsworth Barnard as a permanent
member of the faculty. This matter
at present being dealt with by
the Student Curriculum Committee.
The Council voted in favor of givis

ing $12 to the interfraternity debate
tourney for expenses.

.

-
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By

first Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia Press Association.
First Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.

and

YORK, N.

pus

Approaching Education

weeks.

few

Paper

paper diagnose their

after

We

probe a

readers as having a strong aversion for egghead, or egghead-related activities.

little

exists or not, the causes of this

New Hampshire,

"The Quiz Show," and "The VaudeShow." We might then ask
what sort of saint is going to teach
us, and how is he going to do it?
The University of New Hampville

\

said recently on the problem of peace and security, "There is at
stake not merely the United Nations ability to 'save succeeding
generations from the scourge of war,' but to save succeeding
generations from annihilation. A tremendous insurance is the
force of organized world public opinion. The formation of such a

body

These problems, then, belong to us, the people of the United
Nations. The UN has now embarked on a second decade of
existence. It will face new problems, new challenges. The
of UN Day 1956 has been chosen well. It sums up the
challenge of the present and locates accurately the responsibility: "The UN is YOUR Business."
Where we go from here is indeed our business. The road that

theme

the United Nations must travel will not be, cannot be an easy
one. But the way that it travels that road and the progress that
makes are important business, your business.

it

1

s

meet

one

other

chair

besides

Oddy's.

of

their

.

right for a brief

Here

this

moment.

.

.

nip wine

.

night they are to be

the guests of the youngest of their

and so

religiously attends

He is known to the
as "Christ," for short.

the gatherings.

Group

is

You
course,

eager
about

committees have already captured

are,

of

terribly
to

hear

my

first

weekcollege
end, so I will
Not of an entirely different vein,
delay the trials
there is a report from MIT on a
of Ovid's Metarioti grandii. Despite the decree
morphosis and
that "all pre-Field Day hazing be
write now when
eliminated," one hundred freshman
were "depanted" by a well organ- things are still fresh in my mind.
ized band of delinquent sopho- Tensey, believe me when I say that
mores. The attack was made with I'll never be the same. Oh, those
tear gas and a strange blue liquid, Bowdoin boys— mean men!
As you know my date was blind,
the latter being used to paint
large '59's on all the freshmen's or rather I had a blind date. There
were times, dear, when I wished
foreheads.
In retaliation the MIT freshmen that I could have been blind. He
persuaded an officer of the sopho- wasn't so bad really, except that
more class to exchange places with he was a freshman and just
his kidnapped counterparts at RPI. couldn't hold his liquor. His name
Meanwhile the stolen clothing was was Oliver Dunsden Mush. He was
well displayed on clothes lines and short and ever so dumpy with horsent to the women's dormitories. rible eyes and a red mustache
Later a freshman attack on a soph- really not too attractive but just
omore dormitory was turned back loaded to the ear drums with perthis drive.

j

—

by

a

sonality. Wow! I do mean personof tear gas.
confronted with these facts ality.
The weekend got off to kind of a
man on campus" re-

barrage

When

"an important

forgot to tell you he's quite musical. He not only sings but dances,
too.

Saturday
the football

wc went to
game. Everybody was

afternoon

down-hearted and seemed to think

Bowdoin would lose by at least a
hundred points. But they were in
for a surprise. It was a great game.

know much about football
I'm sure that the Big White
what they call themselves)
magnifcently We
r'ayed
were
I

don't

but'

(that's

ahead

until the last three minutes.
Following the game, Oliver and
went back to the house for the
cocktail party and "other" events.
That's when the fun ended. My
date got literally "stewed" on two
I

drinks.

What

a

blivit!

I

thought

sure the baked beans would sober
him up, but not a chance. We'd ne
finished eating when he
and proceeded to pour into the dishwater.
Of course he couldn't fit, but he
had the idea anyway. After his
shower he hauled me down into
the bar where he attempted to educate me in the ways of dark corn-

sooner

floated out to the kitchen

in a staunch New England bad start because he forgot to meet
"The executive committee is my train. Seems he was taking ers.
I'm just a country girl you know,
aware that certain questionable part in some extracurricular activacts have transpired. We are in- ity called a Razoo— whatever that and I was at a loss. One thing led
vestigating these and are taking is. Anyway I found my way to the to another and before I knew what
(continued on page 7)
necessary and suitable action." fraternity house and eventually

plied
tone,

Hrrummph!!

of opinion starts with the individual."

The UN has not found permanent solutions to the many problems which it has had to face, but it should be remembered that
the UN cannot dictate solutions. It can and does promote world
cooperation and through it nations have the opportunity to work
together in an orderly and civilized way. As a result, the UN's
ultimate success rests on the extent to which the nations themselves choose to work through it to solve differences and to
mediate international problems.

u a

to

As the others arrive.

one of This is occupied by the Great Man.
The Great Man is the Master to
number.
As the hour this little group. He is older and
a p p r o a ched, wiser than they by far and they
each issued forth from his own den hang on his every word. He is of
to make his furtive way across the World. But softly now, we mu6t
campus to the Meeting Place and not disturb him, for the Great Man
to the anticipated pleasure or con- is asleep. By his wise old hand
gress with "chaps of one's own stands an empty beaker once brimsort." Late strollers, lesser mor- ming with parsnip wine to which
tals, walking these same midnight he is partial. Hush. Disturb him
paths scarcely remark the strange not. He shall avail us in our hour
intense figures that glide by them of need.
in
the
darkness.
The phrase
The first to enter is Christian
"brushed by the wings of great- Bernhardt von Toadstool, an Exness" would never enter their still change student from the tiny but
minds. One by one the hurrying thriving Principality of Gallstein in
forms reach their goal and pass Europe. He represents the Older
singly up the long winding flights Culture
from which we have
of stairs to that bright haven where sprung, the mature and mellowed
they shall have light and comrade- standpoint of the gay continent. Unship and names shall be given fortunately, Christian speaks no
them and the world may come English, but he too is fond of parsret

dents with editorials, they now suggest the utilization of strong herd
However, most hazing
instinct.

"

The problems are many: reduction or armaments, atomic
energy, the status of women, child welfare, hunger, ignorance,
poverty, and disease are but a few of them. All of these have
seen corresponding activity in either the United Nations or in its
Specialized Agencies. A high-ranking State Department official

were

that evening in the gar-

arise.

Odysseus
("Oddy" for 6hort)
greets each and motions them a
spot on the garret floor where they
may recline for the duration of
the meeting. There is, alas only

To These Ears

Education should get students to talk with the same vigor
about their courses as they do in their leisure hours about sports,
women, and liquor. Most professors, we are convinced, want
this kind of education. They want students who are willing to
doubt rationally, even if such doubts lead them to be unsure of
the bases on which the very course rests. That is why most professors give up higher-paying jobs, bigger cars, and fancy living
to devote their life to teaching. Until the students are willing to
contribute their part to the problem, we will have a lot of "no
education at all."

Almost every day, the media of public communication provide increasing evidence that in our present world, which contains simultaneously the promise of so much progress and the
threat of complete ruin, the United Nations is the chief source of
hope for the well-being of mankind. In the history of the world,
there have been few periods in which so many people have been
faced with such profound changes in their ways of life. As a result, there is scarcely a phase of human activity which does not
receive the thoughtful attention of the United Nations.

the

number. Odysseus Doubledome, the
Sigmund Egghead is the next to
enfam terrible. He is to act as host arrive. Bearing the sobriquet of
a solution. and as casual moderator. He tilts "Libido," he is to hold sway
They call it "the informative lec- back comfortably in his worn old over the provinces of Psychology
ture type"— the type their poll desk chair with all his books in ser- and Philosophy. It is his turn this
proved most popular— which seems ried ranks about him where he has evening to provide comestibles for
to be very similar to a man's but to stretch out his hand to have the Group's midnight consumption.
standing up in front of a closs read- facts and figures at his fingertips To this end, he has secured sever
ing - from a sheaf of notes thatare to arbitrate any argument that
(continued on page 7)
[
soon to be "gospel" in textbook
form. We suppose the students
could take turns in the readings so
as to gain public speaking practice.
Another comment comes from
by GEORGE SMART
the desperate editors at the University of North Carolina. Instead
found him lying under the piano. I
Dear
Hortense,
the
prodding
of
stuof any more
shire assures us there

room, and especially outside of the textbook. As one able Bowdoin professor remarked to us the other day, "There is nothing
so basically anti-intellectual as a textbook." He meant !Ms in
the light of the way that worshipping "students" glorify its
every word as fact with a capital F. They are not doubters;
they are not even students.

.

originating at the

they are "agin" "The Spoon-Fed
Lecture," "The Discussion Meth"The Inaudible Lecture,"
od,"

not making any wild declaration. He was merely' affirming
what honest educators have been saying for a long time: our
education system is sick. The real object of education, as this
same arts and sciences professor said later, is to get students to
doubt, to get them to pursue their courses outside the class-

/.

sit-

Hampshire,
University of New
places a good deal of blame on the
professors' techniques.
The editors state blandly that

comment was worth ediwe feel that it is too.
We agree with them; the professor who made this statement was
not trying to shock his students into paying attention. He was

- -

our

uation and solutions find their way
into the Orient office. For one, The

felt that this

Business
Your
\

infestering

Whether we believe the problem

In view of the situation here,

October 21-27 marks tfc; eleventh annual observance of
United Nations Week, co-sponsored by the American Association
for the United Nations and the National Education Association.
October 24, United Nations Day, which will be observed in the
member nations, should give us pause to think.

con-

lovely pines.

Leaving his lecture topic for a few moments, this professor
"The idea of education nowadays is for the students to concentrate on two things: the instructor's lecture and the textbook.
The instructor is expected to ask the questions and then answer
them and the student is supposed to go home and study the questions. And then the instructor is expected to ask those same
questions on the quiz and the student then answers them. What
this is is really no education at all."

The Daily Tarheel

element

canus"

said,

torial notice.

Even good old

servative old Bowdoin decided last
week to point out a "boob us Ameri-

deeper with our friend, but the net
result of this was disappointing. We sought to get from him a
definition of educatiton as he saw it. What should be the way to
present education in our college? The answer that we received
could be better expressed in the words of an arts and sciences
professor at the University of North Carolina the other day.
Somehow he caught almost exactly the misconception which
dazzles so many student minds.
tried to

tacit

late

editorials

for the past

By

Intelle c t

words that have
dominated cam-

Y.

We went back to see our friend the other day after writing
about his attitude towards learning in an editorial last week.
He was greatly disturbed, or should we say annoyed. His attitude was not comforting; the general tone of it was "Take your
education and get out of here."

Priest
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night.
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ty"
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DEVIL IN THE GALLEY
WILLIAM BEESON

by

Political Footlights
Stephen

U

to all but a

Land

hW

is

have often exMany
pressed their bewilderment as to
how the Democratic party has been
able to survive and remain strong
for one hundred and fifty years,
comprised as it is of such diverse
elements in its structure. What is*
the common bond which unites it?
What does it possess that makes
Americans instinctively turn to her
persons

in times of national danger, whether internal or external? Why did
Americans look to the Democratic
party for leadership when the great

1914 period

crisis of the

develop?

Why

began

when

in 1932,

to

the na-

most

as the strongest,

tune with the times
or else it fails in its duty to the
people and deceives those who give
it the power to carry out their wishes. History has clearly indicated
that the Democratic party has been
forward-looking, and for the most
part has successfully discerned the
concensus of public opinion and
sought to put this consensus into

tury." They have assailed change
and innovation as socialistic or

elected.

The Republicans

talk about revi-

sion of the Taft-Hartley

remember

Finally,

struggle against Nazi

ir the

man who

tion is crucial, that

and Fascist aggression, knowing
full

—

We

James

vice-

Law,

fed-

in

whose cab-

said the right

Deal with every resource at their to suffer is one of the joys of a free
command, which consisted, in the economy, or if you want security
main, of huge donations of money the place best fitted to provide it
from those who suffered least from is a prison.
the Great Depression. They opStudy the record and the' issues
posed our involvement in any ca- objectively. Realize that this elecpacity

premiere at the Possum, American candidate for
Beta
House President, to this sunny land of

come Homecom- "down-under."

imum

its

inet is the

clung to outworn ideas with fanatiand was, figuratively
speaking, "dragged kicking and
screaming into the twentieth cencal tenacity,

(

if

the Republi-

TRUST CO.

Dewsnap,

ethnic

chants,

and Miss Alison Rhoads, piano.
Miss Rhoads, junior at Mt. Holyyoke, will appear with the group in

small Kangaroo group that Pogo
will not be the first to stump the
country."

enable the passage of a measure
the defeat of which would have sub
jected Great Britain to terrible pri

Dean defunte."It is an odd piece,
more than a cursory

of a placid old lady

Banking Needs

fighting broke out among the Echidsay that nas who claimed that they singlewe will never hope to fathom so 'landedly had stumped the entire
The
a
piece.
woven
intricately
state of Queensland in a -tumping
springhtliest of our offerings is contest in 1932.
Wheel whee! the Phoebe!, in which
(Copyright 1956, Walt Kelly)
I
manage some curious aviary effects on my instrument. So you can
see that this has been hard work

hearing.

me

Indeed, let

of

Bowdoin Men

Kangaroo and

that requires

99

MAINE STREET
Dial

PA 5-5524

WELCOME FRESHMEN

(Continued on page 7)
-

Mat Laundry

Shirt Service

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

Brunswick

Shirt Service

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE
100 feet past railroad tracks

DLAL HI

Brunswick

3-2541

Oct. 23

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC

Oct

Tues.

23

with

vation.

At the end of World War II, when
Americans fervently wanted to
bring the boys
the

possible,

JUDY HOLHDAY
PAUL DOUGLAS

JUDY HOLLIDAY

also

"THE SOLID GOLD
CADILLAC"

home just as fast at
Republicans capital

and vociferous];,
immedite demobilization

Brunswick Coal

in

Short Subjects

ized on this feeling

called for

against

the

sound

advice of

o n

military and political leaders wn
recognized the Russian danger

Was

meet the

to

we will premiere Altitude Kangaroo group would have to be
described as "a solar sonata," a Large Kangaroo group. And as
in which the sound barrier and the for stumping the country, nobody
speed of light are broken in one has ever stumped the Aussies."
grand, crashing melange. One of
A delegate from New Zealand,
our favorites is Pavane pour un J. thereupon, threw dirt into the pouch
soloist,

THEATRE
Tues.

For Friendly Service

606,

CUMBERLAND

Great Britain at the peak of the
war, and to his everlasting credii

Brunswick Office

At this, an old man Kangaroo
premiere.
spoke up and claimed that there is
The Cataclysmic Three's reper- no such thing as a small Kangaroo
toire is a varied one, consisting en- group. "A small Kangaroo is a
tirely of original— highly original- Wallaby," he insisted, "and is an
compositions. With Miss Rhoads as interloper from New Zealand. Any
its

continued on page 7)

Harry
Truman
Vice-President
broke a tie vote in the Senate to

AUBURN

FIRST

Norgeway

to

On Nov. 15

SSS Test

well that a Hitler victory would

lead to our own, ultimate destruction. They sought to end lend lease

of

welcome Pogo

eral aid to schools, raising the min-

party so divided that

communistic, labels carelessly de-

the other hand, the Republifor the most part

night in

tree to draft plans to

call ourselves, appropriately are soimly delighted that Pogo has
enough, The Cataclysmic Three. I decided to stump this country for
play guitar— a guitar I once threat- the "down under" vote. Denizens
Application blanks for the Selecened to sell, which has suddenly from all over will be gathering in tive
Service
Qualification
test
become my most treasured posses- New South Wales and you can bet which will be given on November
sion. It is, as has often been noted, they will vote to a man for the can- 15 are available at Mr. Wilder's
that's
an artful instrument. And
didate from up-over. One very im- office. They must be mailed no lawhat us boys is giving out with portant denizen, a platypus by ter than October 30.
late these evenings: art, pure art. trade, has guaranteed to deliver
Mr. Porter Schmalzer, former so- the monotreme vote."
loist with the Trapp family, plays
Pressed on whether the other
a wicked recorder, and we have marsupials will welcome the oposbeen fortunate in securing the ser- sum candidate as one of their own,
vices of Mr. Gardener Cowles, III, the Emu declared that so far as he
on harmonica. The group is augu- was concerned the election is in
mentable, and from time to time the bag. "We are divided on just
will utilize the talents of: The Fac- one point," he pointed out. "There
ulty Wives Bongo League, Mr. is some feeling on the part of a

a

fined and designed to confuse the
real issue. They fought the New

On

can party has

lighted

-

(Special)

Emus

gather tomorrow
the shade of a boola bong

—

wage, removing discriminatory immigration barriers, curbing
monopoly and aiding the farmer.
Let us not forget which President
vetoed the Taft-Hartley Law, the
McCarran-Walter Immigration Act,
or which party .and Congress raised
the minimum wage over the strenuous opposition of the Eisenhower
Administration. Do not forget which
party has a former General Motors
executive in its dabinet who has
giyen this administration an attitude of contempt for labor and
small business unequaled save by
its love for Big Business.

practical reality.

klieg

Brisbane, Australia
Dingoes, Koalas and

-

this vicinity will

ing. These three young men
I can
One prominent Emu, manufacmained that way despite efforts to speak quite candidly, being one of turer of false Ostrich feathers,
undermine New and Fair Deal them— are by no means accom- claimed that the denizens of Ausplished musicians, but they are on- tralia and the Anzac regions are
policies.
But what are we confronted with ward-lookers, and in this day of one hundred per cent for the marstoday? It boils down to this on one innovations are striving to break upial candidate. "I am not a marside of the fence is an old, affable new barriers, forge new sound di- supial myself," said the Emu, "algentleman, with a distinguished mensions from Calliope's lute, pro- though I have been invited to join
military record behind him, sup- vide musicologists with something and my mother's father had a little
ported by his party as a candidate, a bit beyond the tattered offerings pouch, but I can guarantee that
spurned by his party as a leader; of Schoenberg and waspish crew. many of our prominent denizens

On the other side of the political
The answers to these questions
are relatively complex, but I be- fence is the leader of the Demolieve that I have discovered a com- cratic party who can command the
mon denominator. As has been un- allegiance of his supporters, not
derscored by many eminent politi- only in campaign years, but also in"
cal writers, the leadership of a na- the attainment of his program if
in

into shape'for a

re-

was paralyzed by economic de- presidential candidate, so obviously
pression, was it the Democratic representing the real Republican
party which produced a Franklin philosophy, has been muzzled and
D. Roosevelt to inspire the nation forced to don the halo of respectaand lift the United States out of a bility because bis and his party's
quagmire of discontent, misery, real program does not command
the consent of the American people.
and poverty?

must be

group is
whipping itself

spected, and the most prosperous
nation in the world. And it re-

tion

tion

—

new

harvest we reaped was not without
bitter
fruit,
the United States

emerged

few

Bowdoin's
o f
jazz maniacs, a

the fourth In a aeries of articles following the Presidential
campaign from alternating viewpoints. Columnist Land is an active
member of the Bowdoin Students for Stevenson.
I

Those "Down Under" Go
Fop possum FromAJp Over

III

n beknownst

was

wise were
questions never asked by a party
seeking little else but an election
prudent,

it

this record of blind op
Franklin Roosevelt and
down the lines for
post-war America, and although the
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Fast Computer Confab

...

By Tom Lindsay

the

In discussing the importance of
program to Bowdoin, Korgen

this

said that while we are a small institution and don't expect to have
many students going on with work

States, which is the subject of
talk.

T. discuss the workings of

program

the unit and the
search.

of re-

This trend

fields— in

Highway Hampers

Sponsor

education.
that an increasing
ple

The 0.uill, Bowdoin's Literary
Magazine, besides publishing two
issues this year, will sponsor two
and a dramatic reading,
hoping to stimulate further interest
on the campus.

lectures

On Mayflower

Hill

in

on,

that they

so

can look nowhere except

straight before them, and mistaking

shadows for

reality; they

would

Pavan and Galiard chain other people in the same
His Dr^am way, and prevent them from ever
His Rest attaining that freedom of mind
His

Two

Rameau

are of Scottish descent.

—chained

prisoners in the cave

Lord of Salisbury

..

Giles Farnabye

not content

with living themselves like Plato's

PROGRAM FOR THE FIRST
COLLEGE CONCERT
William Byrd

of peo-

as man's distinctive attribute.

And these people are

-

•

number

are afraid of ideas, afraid to

has been regarded, from Aristotle

(Continued from page 1)

harpsichord instructor in the history of the Juilliard School of
Music.

would seem

It

think, afraid to use the reason that

Fernando Valenti

human

without which

Toy

wurili

Sonitas

whom

to

is

not

like

the

life

They are

living.

Pharisees

Christ

says,

•

"For you neither enter yourselves,

Variations on a French Ga\

The Caledonian Society is not a
Blanket Tax supported organizaScarlatti
tion. It subsists on its own funds.

otte

Intermission
Six Sonatas

Coles Represents College
At Education Convention

Hope Of Expansion

Lectures, Reading

my

many

religion,

in

in

nor allow those who would enter to
go in."

Of course, anti-intellectualism is
Obviously I can
mention only a few instances of
nothing new.

Quill Will

evident in

is

politics,

business, in art and entertainment,

and

gen hopes to have William Lock cent on the campus." Membership
(ii><itM> machine truncation of lan- is restricted to those members of
Antonio Soler
guages and men from I. B. M. and the faculty and student body who
I.

little

anti-intellectual trend in the United

the

M.

begin with a

I

oratory to house the unit is being search problem to the Laboratory.
built now and will be completed in If the problem is found suitable it
Theodore R. McKeldin
February.
will be worked out on the machine.
"
(continued from page 1)
Bowdoin's representatives as reKorgen said that because of the
search workers on the project will
power of the equipment new direc- with the man he was to nominate
be Professors Huntington and Lafor president of the United States.
tions will be taken in research. He
Casce, who will work part-time with
The objects of the Caledonian Somentioned as an example the abilthe machine, and Prof. Chittim,
ity of the machine to solve com- ciety are "to promote interest in
basis
who will work on a full-time
plex sociological problems. Because and knowledge of various aspects
during the second semester. Chitof
Scottish life including folklore,
of the type of the equipment new
tim will also conduct the conferpoints will be opened up to theoreti- history, literature' and music, and
ences on the machine here while
further to draw together into one
cal development.
he is active in the program. The
In future conferences Prof. Kor- body those who are of Scottish desbe headed by Prof.

Laboratory is to
Morse of M. I. T.

me

crushing final retort of one of -them
was: "You're against Stevenson
because he talks grammatical, but
don't forget that Harriman went to
Harvard."'
1 use this to illustrate the current

Last Friday, Professor Korgen in this program, considering the
presided at the first in a series of growing importance of such maconferences of high speed comput- chines our graduates ought to have
ing. The purpose of these confer- some knowledge of them. Those goences is to inform the Faculty on ing on to further work in this field

program of the High Speed should have a good start and if we
Computing Laboratory at M. I. T. keep active in this program we will
The International Business Ma- leave a channel open for our graduchines Corp. has donated to M. I. ates, and undergraduates, going in
T. the computer 704 with the pro- this direction. He also explained
vision that other colleges share that Bowdoin or any other college
with them in the program. A labproject can present a re-

Let

story broadcast by a radio reporter
from the Democratic National Convention. He overheard two men arguing—I'm not clear as to whether
they were delegates or not— and the

Shows MIT-IBM Machine

in

1956

23,

Barnard Text

.

.

.

current
anti-intellectualism.
My
first instance is a definition of an
intellectual offered a year or two

(continued on page 7)

By David Messer
On the ninth and tenth of Octo- agriculture, the local community,
In 1952 Colby College moved from ber, President James S. Coles was the state, the Federal Government,'
its decadent downtown campus to Bowdoin's delegate to the Ameri- foundations, and the mass media of
an entirely new campus on May- can Council on Education's thirty- communication; they all partici-

WBOA To Broadcast
Three

Away Games

flower Hill just outside Waterville. ninth Annual Meeting, which was pated in the general sessions, and
the section meetings.
Colby was founded in 1813 as the held in Chicago.
With an expanded program forThe main addresses of the openMaine Literary and Theological InThe last three annual meetings
mat, an increased executive board,
issue will consist of William Hamil- stitution, but did not become
ing session were given by l>avid
Colby
of the Council have considered the
and a great deal of student interest,
ton, editor-in-chief; William Bee- College until 1899. It is a co-educaD. Henry, President of the Universand participation, WBOA is having
problems which higher education
son, John Howland and Bobley tional liberal arts
ity of Illinois, and by Roy E. Larcollege and
another prosperous year, Station
will face in meeting the rising tide
Wilson.
sen, President of Time, Inc. '.'resigrants only a Bachelor of Arts
of enrollment. The theme of the
Manager OUie Hone announced
Coles
spoke
dent
during
sectht
degree.
Colby
has
a
total
enrollfirst
The writers' deadline for the
Council's meeting this year was
today.
tion meetings on Higher Education
issue is November 5. Any short ment of 1,100 students, of which "Higher Education and the Society
WBOA is now on the air from 7
and Industry.
story, poem, one-act play or liter- 475 are women.
P. M. to 12 P. M. except Wednesit Serves."
There
are
eight
fraternities
at
All
considered.
will
be
ary essay
day when the station begins broadThe
plan of the meeting was
Colby
and
six of these have houses.
material must be neatly typed. The
to
casting at 7:30. Also, WBOA goes
following assump- Coles
The members of the two fraterni- based on the
editors encourage any freshman or
tions: that higher education is an
Policy on the air every afternoon from 2
ties, whose henses have not yet
P. M. to 5 P. M.
new writer on campus to contribidentifiable segment of American
been
built, occupy adjoining rooms
President James S. Cole^ met
Instead of having one faculty adute as any magazine needs new
society, that there are other identiin the dormitories. Three of the
blood to exist. Campus posters will
segments, that higher educa- last night with the Young J'ep'ub- visor, WBOA is considering an Ad-

The

editorial

staff

for the

fall

On

Speaks
Republican

YGOP

<

fiable

national fraternities at Colby also
have chapters at Bowdoin. They tion has especially important relaas successful are Zeta Psi, DKE and ATO. There tionships with a number of these
without adeqnate illustration and are four sororities, but no sorority segments, and that these relationthere exists a scarcity of talent in houses. The coeds, unlike the men, ships can be jointly discussed in
such a way as to increase mutual
this field on campus. Any artist in- are required to live in the dormiunderstanding and therefore be
terested in Quill work see William tories. They do, however, have
Hamilton at the Beta House as soon rooms for meetings in the Women's mutually beneficial.

give further details.

No

publication

is

Included in this great assembly

Union.

as possible.

The newest

building at Colby

(continued on page 8)

is

were distinguished representatives
of

business

and

industry,

licans.

The meeting was held

the Moulton Union.

It

was

d

stimulate

interest

in

the

in
!

k

an explanation of Rep.:
policy. The meeting was one a
series which the Young Repul
cans are holding in an atten

to

made up of two faculmembers and three students

visory Boardty

in

from the

a

WBOA

WBOA

li-

has
broadcast the

,\ it

to

Maine

copi

ig

Executive board.

made

provisions

to

Bates,

and

games, and
Holy Cross hockey game.

the

Colby,

football

presidential election.
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labor,

Fuess To Give Talk

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP

Under ESU Auspices

185
Dr. Claude Moore Fuess will deliver a lecture in the Moulton
Union, Sunday, October 28, under
the auspices of the Maine branch
of the English Speaking Union.

PARK BOW
mt» iasant »TMfT • Mumwnou

Greeting Cards

-

Oiftt

FRKB OUT WRAPPING

FORD SALES & SERVICE

Dr. Fuess holds a BA from Amherst in 1905 and a Litt.D. from the

same

institution

•warded an Ma

in

at

1929.

Columbia

the

Litt.D. there in 1931. He
holds the degree of Litt.D.

awarded a
also

NEW MEADOWS

in

He received his Ph.D. from
same school in 1912 and was

1906.

1

He was

Dartmouth
Vale
(1931),
and Princeton (1938). He
was given a Lh.D. at Williams in
1935 and an LLD at Tufts in 1943.

on Route

from

(1934),

instructor in English at the

Andover Academy from
1908-1933, Dr. Fuess became its
headmaster in 1933. He retained

Maine's Most Modern Service

SHORE DINNERS
CHICKEN

SEE

STEAKS
8NAJOK

An

Student Accounts Invited

INN

between Brunswick and Bath

1

1957 FORD

SODA HODNTAIN

BAB

THE SHOWING OF THE

COCKTAIL bOUNGB

Phillips

He has also
been chief custodian of the College
Entrance Examination Board, and
president of the Headmasters' As-

that- post until 1948.

sociation (1*48).

Motor Court

Now Open

Conveniently located between Bath
a n4 Brunswic k
Dial HUJtop 3-3921
On Route 1

Excellent

BmtiVs.

"iwm

1

Used Cars from which to choose
PA&55M
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White Lose 13 - 7
'Desire'

PAGE FIX*

Near Upset

In

Story Of Saturday's Game
As White Leads Spirited Attack

Drenzek rapped at the center for utes later, Bowdoin confidence
a yard and then gambled on a abounded.
pass that overshot its mark. Oh
The Last Three Minutes
third down he picked up some
This optimism was short lived,
blocking and squirted around right however, and the recruiting calls
end, bringing the ball up to the 20 for freshmen bellringers proved to
for the first down. Fred Wenzel be premature. The kick was grabthen ripped off 20 yards, carting bed on the 32 and carried back to
around the left side all the way to midfield, from where the visitors
the 40 with some smart broken tallied on two long pass plays. The
field running along the way.
conversion was successful, as had
The Bears bogged d >wn on the been Anderson's for the White, and
rooters consoled them42, though, and Stover punted down Bowdoin
Williams 35. Three running selves with thoughts of "at least
plays netted only four yards, so a tie."
Not so with the boys in black,
Williams kicked back to the White
35. Stover rambled through tackle who were going for the win. Stover
for six yards, and after' Dave Gosse and Drenzek took to the air in an
was stopped at the 39, Stover rifled attempt to regain the edge, but
to the

to the Eph 35 .vhere Wen- they couldn't make the yardage
zel made a diving cat'
for a first and were forced to kick from their
down. Drenzek came In then and 28. Bennett's pass from center was
flipped a pass to Levine down on low, and Stover got off a poor kick
the 29 as the quarter enled,
that was retrieved on the 48 and
carted down to the Bowdoin 20. A
Purple Starts to Move

one down

i

Most

the

of

third

quarter was

pass

long

out

to

right

the

was

hauled in by a relatively exposed
end, and the Ephs had it by six
points with twelve spponds left. It'
runnir.s a:.:
It improved
over the first half, ai
in the final was a Hollywood ending'written by
moments of the period
had work- Williams script writer.
W.
B.
ed its way down to thr White eight13
9
yard line. Bowdoin,
laying "de- First downs
88
fensive" ball, haltcl 'his thrust Net yards rushing .... 162
7
18
early in the fourth pen«l when Le- Passes tried
of
the
afternoon.
The
whole
better
runs
Bowdoin
The picture above shows Dick Drenzek on one of his
4
6
vine and Belforti naileil the quar- Passes completed
squad played its best game (his year and possibly its best game in the last two years. If Bowdoin has the
91
54
Yards passing
terback at the 22 on fourth down.
morale and desire next week Colby will be left in shreds.
28.5
40
A few plays later Stover got off Punts av. scrim, line
played within the co

Bowdoin
The Eph

25

lea

I

and the

of

the

illkims, 40.

V,

:

II

|

.

Bowdoin

Aston shed

nessed

modern version

a

and Goliath
tier

fans

Field

last

as

Saturday

the

By John Simonds
However, even the realists back's head.
Levine Scores
can be wrong occasionally, and
Bowdoin burst into a 7-0 lead with
towards the close of the last quarter a major upset was happening a minute to go in the first half,
when Brud Stover tossed a 17-yardright in front of them.
er to Levine, cutting across from
Having only a limited passing atthe left, who took it on the run in
tack, the Purple made the strategic
the right hand corner of the end
blunder of trying to run plays
zone. The score was set up when
through the center of the White
Williams fumbled on their own 22
line and around Bowdoin's left end.
and Stover recovered back on the
Ken Cooper, Ernie Belforti, and
17.
Pete Dionne made life miserable
The White attack started moving
year.

wit-

David

of
at

winless

WhitPolar

Bears held the high-scoring Williams football team to a total of no
points for the first fifty -seven minutes of play. Two touchdown passes
in the final minutes brought the
Bowdoir stands down from the
clouds with the abrupt realization
that the Ephmen had won, 13-7.

a 45-yard boot that stopped bounc-

on the Purple 30, where the
Ephs fumbled on the next down.
Polar Bear headway w (a thwarted
again, and Stover kicked down to
the 11, Williams worked up to the
21 for a first down, and 'wo downs
later Joel Potter rac
35 yards on
ing

Own

le,
It,

c,

!

rg,

left

it,

some m

smart-look

PART TIME

WORK

neat

in

5 P.

M.

20

to 9 P. AC;

Shirt,

re,

Monday

thru Friday.

;

Maine;

Room

B-4,

any day at 5:00

P.

M.

Made

this

discovery yet?

1

FRESHMEN

You combine tome very basic elements whea
ilip into this Arrow Par White shirt.
Its medium-spread collar and handsome

you

LEARN TO DANCE
Special Rates to Bowdoin

broadcloth fabric give you an extra measure

Men

Introductory Dance-Lesson Free

DADTY
CTIinCklT
jiuutry rAKlT
October 26 - Free - Dates Supplied
i

Model School of Dance
84

MAIXZ

Gosse

y convincing
i

And

the

Arrow

proof with

people

this

:r.

easy

^

An

I

medium-spread collar
on your neck as it is on

I

:othing could look finer than

its

oadcloth.

$3.95; tK, $2.50.

BRUNSWICK

prepared for work.

'

Drenzek

rhb, Wenzel
fb,

BENOIT'S

Must be

appearance with ability to converse intelligently.

Street, Portland,

Snow

lhb,

HOUR WEEK

Openings for 5 men.. See Mr. R. W. Evans, 45 Exchange

sharp

,.;

lustrous white

— $72.00 PER WEEK

FOR
Hours

Michelson
Cooper
Dionne

Its soft

(with stays

four eyes.

FULL TIME PAY
$36.00

Levine

Leahy

formula for fashion

Fashion and, n.n fort do mix.
offer

10

lineup was:

qb, Anderson

.

New

1

lg, Belforti

advanced the ball to ("je 20, at
which time things looked doubtful
for the home club. Wei el, Snow,
for Higgins, the Ephs' quarterback,
late in the first quarter when the and Cooper, however. G
Williams, the irresistable force,
ned up to
as he tried sending plays through
averaging 38 prints per game in the middle. Matt Levine and Paul leather was wrested from the visi- cut off the threat, and vt en Stover
three games, was pitted against an Leahy were effective in rushing the tors on the Polar Bear nine. Dick punted down to the Purr. "32, minapparently movable object which
quarterback on pitchout options
(LLi-W
had given up 102 points m the same
number of games. In the minds of around their side during the first
the realists only an athletic debacle half. Higgins was in such a hurry
could be forthcoming from a Wil- to get rid of the ball that on three
liams-Bowdoin football game this occasions he threw it over his half-

4

5
2

The Bowdoin

down

Williams pass out oa the

11

lost

Penalties

to tbr I'owdoin 45
where Stover ground'' him.

A

1

..

Yards penalized

I

a pitchout

.

intercepted

Fumbles
Fumbles

Dial PA 6 6231
ST. (Above Day's)

of ityU.

And

because

it's

stays), you're aasured of

Add

a toft collar

final touch.
»;

tie,

S2.S0.

ARROW—first in fashion

BBUHBWIOK

(with

comfort a-plenty.

the English block print tie lor s perfect

SHUTS

•

TltS

MAINE

\
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BEARINGS

Soccer Very Popular
Steve Frager

Another week of interf raternity
football is in the books, and the list
of undefeated was trimmed from

Neil A. Cooper

—

these suCourage, desire, guts
which in essence are
supposed to describe the epitome
of certain traits are used with little
perlatives

forms. Firstly, all hope
for

beneath

football

not lost

is

the

A R U's met
at the hands of
Sigma Nu's football squad.
However, soccer stole the spotlight
in a host of exciting contests. The
summary of the two sports follows

pines.

four to three as the

week ago some were
saying that by 1960 Bowdoin would
Whereas

a

their first defeat

the

"bull sessions," not be fielding a team, the sentior over that last cup of black coffee ment today is that although we are
before the "grind." However, this at the bottom of a losing cycle,
week Polar Bearings pays tribute there is definite hope' for the futo the football squad whose cour- ture.

discrimination in

However,

more

far

age, desire, and guts gave the spectators at Saturday's "victory" one

than the point above

of the most thrilling exhibitions in

student body

below:

moving

to the

game
week of
with tremendous popularity and
Soccer, Im

its

third

the current sports season, is meeting

enthusiasm.

The game which

is

fast

weak White eleven warming part of college life. A part
and grueling requires a good deal of agility and speed. It is the hope
rose "to the man" to cheer the that in the past few years has defi- of many that this sport will someday be on an intercollegitae basis.
tired Polar Bears as they dragged nitely been lacking. But beyond
realization
this awakening lies a
themselves to the showers.
Sailors
The "Ephmen" arrived in Bruns- that the majority has yet failed to
Racing at Middlebury, the BowFast Exeter
wick with a record that appeared see. As Blaine Davis, sports coldoin sailing .team won for the sec- -A well-drilled, powerful Exeter
Portland'
Press
umnist
for
the
to be unbeatable. Until last Saturond 'straight year Uie Hewitt Tro- team extended its unbeaten streak
day ifwas the country's top small Herald states, "Bowdoin gives apNorthern
New
of
the
phy, symbolic
to four games by rolling over the
college team in rushing, with an av- proximately $144,000 a year in
England championship.
"game" but outclassed Bowdoin
erage of 418 yards per game. It scholarship aid, making no distincDartmouth starting off with a Frosh, 37-6.
was second only to Arkansas State tion between athletes and non-athfirst and a second took an early
Exeter scored the first two times
with an overall average of 444.4 letes. But a student who is busy
lead. The sailors bounced back it had the ball. Bowdoin scored its
yards per game in total offense. in one or more sports finds that he
with Belknap winning his only touchdown on a pass from
however
With these figures, what happened is at a distinct disadvantage when
first three races and Leighton win- Condon to Butchman, which clicompared to the scholarship recipiSaturday?
ning his second and taking a second maxed a 70-yard drive. Exeter
Firstly, Adam and Nels realizing ent who has no outside activities".
in the third. After having had only scored once more in the second
argument
furthe. powerful ground offense they Davis develops his
a one point lead at the end of four period" to complete the first half
were facing used an 8-3 defense. ther by bringing to light that in all
faces and a three point lead'at the scoring.
With this "gap eight" the Bowdoin scholarships cases an average
end of six Leighton went on to win
Although much improved in the
maintained
the
must
forcing
grade
of
"C"
be
in
effective
line was
again. This gave Bowdoin the vic- second half, the Frosh couldn't preeleven Ephmen fumbles, five of to keep a portion of a scholarship,
tory before the start of the last vent the Exeter club from scoring
which the charging White recov- while a "B" minus average is the
race.
three more six-pointers.
requirement to keep the full scholered.
The 37 points scored by Exeter
Dave Belknap, with crew Jim
to arship.
failed
Williams
Secondly,
season's total to 170
its
Let us all face in the direction Birkett, was high point skipper {or raised
throw any passes in the first half.
Charlie Leighton, points in 4 games, making this
The inherent weakness of the 8-3 is that sports serves a worthy pur- the meet and
Dyer,
tied for high year's club its highest scoring in 21
crew
Ron
with
Although
many
instances.
strong
pose
in
its inability to provide a
years.
standing point skipper in division "A."
academic
school's
pass defense and not until midway a
In a losing cause Joe Carvin and
The final scores were Bowdoin
in the third period did Williams should never suffer because of an
Bob Kennedy were outstanding for
overemphasis on sports, neither 35, Dartmouth 29, Middlebury 29,
take to the air.
thqj Cubs. Also playing well was
19.
Michaels
St.
and
These then are statistical conclu- should sports be so far overlooked
By winning this meet Bowdoin Carl Smith, a defensive standout.
sions as to the result of Saturday's that it has to take a back seat to
Score by periods:
qualifies for the Schell Trophy meet
game. However, what interests us reactionary viewpoints.
3
4
Tufts on November 3rd and 4th,
at
whether
the
predict
No one can
is not so much the final score but
12
37
6
6
season's major trophy Exeter ..... 13
contest Polar Bears will be up for next in which the
this
repercussions
the
6
6
Bowdoin ...
Saturday's game. They can be sure winner will compete.
might have effected.
to roll over a

Win Again;

Frosh

Team

Lose 37-6

To

Squad

12

!

For fifty-seven minutes Bowdoin that every Bowdoin student will be
was in complete charge of the behind them. They have proven
game. The defense seemed fault- to themselves and Bowdoin fans
less, the offense creditable. Every that they are not latently a losing
Bowdoin fan realized the drama be- team or want to be one.
Polar Bearings' only hopes that
fore them. Here was an underdog
squad, one that was supposed to be the student body will take an active
on the short end of a forty point part in an effort to re-evaluate and
difference, playing a "great" game. reshape the administrative proAfter the first half many had made gram. Bowdoin should have the
up their minds that whatever the "material" so that its teams, when
outcome Bowdoin had won a vic- they win or play an unusually courtory.
ageous game, are not described as
This victory

takes two definite

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
J'A"

Alpha Rho Upsilon

League

W
Beta Theta Pi

3

Psi Upsilon

3

L

Delta Kappa Epsilon

1

2

1

2

Delta Sigma

1

2

._.

TheU

1

1

proposed

1

1

League

2

stages of that dilemma. With the

Delta Chi

FREE PICK-UP
1

2

1

Zeta Psi

2

3

Chi Psi

3

&

all

are not a stabilizing factor.
the
Beta's
Wednesday,
On
stopped the Delta Sigs 45-13 to take
win, but they
dropped the soccer game 1-2 for
their third Consecutive loss. In the
their third straight

game

final

of the

crushed the

A T

week, the Psi U's
O's 45-15 for their
game, the Psi

win. In the soccer

won on a 2-0 tally for their
second win in that sport.
U's

In the "B" league, the two undefeated squads, A R U and Sigma
Nu, met in an exceptionally hard-

fought battle.
out on top

The

by a

Sig Nu's

came
TbS

28-14 count.

A R U's battled back in
game for a 1-1 tie after

the soccer

the second
overtime The Sigma T.u's got their
point early in the first period

the

A R

U's didn't

tie

it

up

The Kappa Sigs were on the short
end of a 25-6 TD attack, but they
won the soccer game 4-2. The Zetes
were almost upset by the Chi Psi's,
but they hung on for an 18-12 ver-

The Chi Psi's forfeited their
soccer game, but by mutual con-

dict.

the game was rescheduled
and the Zetes won easily 5-1.
sent,

year

is out.

problem of referWhite Key president Ollie
Hone and Mai Morrill have worked
out a plan whereby those men needing would receive cal credit plus
the one dollar fee for refereeing
games. It is hoped that this will
In regard to the

ees,

act as a further stimulus for sturents

to

obtain

jobs

as

referees

and thus improve the calibre of
all

interfraternity

games.

Membership Plan
FAI&FIELDS BOOK SHOP
224 Maine Street

the final

PATRONAGE

AND DELIVERY SERVICE
Dial

Shirt Service

PA

SOLICITED

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Streets

Brunswick, Maine

SOCCER STANDING
"A" League

W

;

Alpha Delta Phi

2

Psi Upsilon

2

Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Kappa Epsilon

2

Delta

L

T

.

2

.0

Beta Theta Pi

2
2

'

BSXR ITALIAN SANDWICHES
•

"B" League

W
Sigma Nu

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
We deliver to the Students

1

L

Operated by Al Tobey, '60

T
1

1

-

First National
Brunswick,

HOT DOGS
Call 5 2422

*

and
until

late in the last period.

J Cleaners

One Day

1

Kappa Sigma

is in

house

view of

Hockey

Interfraternity

posing and

first

soccer

us about our Participating

ironing out the problems that the

is

D's a victory.

game and in
all the discussion and overdilemma of instituting the sport
on campus, such actions certainly
a

forfeit

to

STUDENT
J

L

Theta Delta Chi

is

A

to give the

The Dekes become the

ARE YOU A MEMBER???
Ask

Key

1

Chi Psi

3

2

football rules. Also, the White

1

3

W
Sigma Nu
Alpha Rho Upsilon

1

Kappa Sigma
Zeta Psi

Alpha Delta Phi

Apha Tau Omega
"B" League

1

.

inclusion of hockey, Interfrat ath-

letics at Bowdoin will have its
eighth sport for students to choose
White Key, combining the talents from.
of all its thirteen members and
White Key has also made headworking in a close association with way into organizing a weight-liftMai Morrill and the Department of ing club (the idea was instituted
with
through
Athletics, has come
by Joe Wade). Thus- far there are
an expanded and active program 11 students interested and it is
this year. Thus far, White Key has
hoped that the boys might comestablished the Interfraternity Socpete on an interc'ollegiate basis
cer League, under the direction of with MIT and Harvard before the
Harry Carpenter, which has met

with good student participation: it
has undertaken a major revision
of the Constitution in which many
important changes have been made.
Notable among these are the eligibility ruling and changes in touch

"underdogs."

And Soccer Standings

Football

White Key Busy;
Referees Still Needed

A

football

victors

ball

fact that the school spirit that
recent Bowdoin history.
Those who saw the ga me and ex- comes in a large part from winning
pected a mighty Williams machine teams can be an exciting and

league, the Dekes
D's 26-14 in a fast
game; but the footforfeited the soccer

"A"

scalped the

— the

this

is

was awakened

the

In

important

Bank

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve tfyatotn and
Member of the Federal Depeait Insuaaaoe Corporation
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Ice Cubes
*>*

I

w

i

J

^

/
1

£i ^
H

decayed smoked
eaten by the natives of a
rocky but colorful island off the
al tins of partially

fish,

|

.»»»• ii>y

1

coast of Scotland, a brick of rather
active goat cheese made by a local

>

peasant, and several sticks of oc-

:

'9t-

¥

-

)

:<-ii:-.

w

J.ty

ys*^ "l

-

sausage the history of which
he sees better to surpress.
cult

i
i

*

1

The last man enters. He is QuinMaximus Mens, the classicist.
To his cohorts he is known as
"Sam." He is the man with the
maxim, always ready with the apt
quotation and classical reference.
tus

':.

*

. .

(continued from page 2)

|

*

i

ID
*

His speech adds zest and dignity
and richness to the whirling words
spun out by the group in their

';

Professor Pat Quinby, left, meets United States Ambassador to Iran,
In the center is Professor Baker for San FranTeachers College. Professor Quinby is in Iran on a Smith-

Seldon Chapin, right.
cisco State

Mundt government grant.

meetings.

sad

is,

to

say,

what gloomy man. His cross
bear

is

a

to

that he will not be allowed

follow

to

his

natural

bent,

the

study of what men would call the
"dead" languages and cultures. He
must, alas, go out into the world
of business. His father, a terrible

Barnard Text
(Continued from page 4)

He

doomed and consequently some-

as perhaps ooe might expect,
and domineering man, has decreed
ago by President Eisenhower: "A in Southern California, to prevent that
his son shall follow in his footman who uses more words than be school children from being taught steps and will succeed him in the
needs to say more than he knows.'' anything about UNESCO
which presidency of the family business.
This, I submit, is unworthy of the is suspect because it is concerned
Quintus must become, in fact, the
President of the United States and with ideas and ideas are dangerous.
"Sam" of "Sam's Old Newspapers,
the former president of a great
That ideas are dangerous ap- Rags
& Bones, Bot & Sold." He is
University
that he did offer it, pears also to be the belief of the
heartbroken, yet strives to find soshows, 1 think, something about superintendents of West Point and
lace in the moment and in the
the intellectual climate of our time. Annapolis, who not long ago forcompany of these good fellows
We find the same attitude, of bade students at those institutions about him this evening. He must
course, in the contemptuous use of to participate in intercollegiate demake the most of his carefree col"e%ghcad" for anybody who puts bates on the topic of whether the
lege days.
into his speeches or his conversa- United States should extend diploAnd *o, Dear Reader, our stage
tion anything more than platitudes. matic recognition to Communist
is
set and 'the cast assembled.
China. Our futureCenerals and adOddy Doubledome at his desk, the
In the business world we have an mirals, one gathers, are not supGreat Man mumbling gently in the
cwample of the same thing in the posed to think.
sleep of the just, young von Toad.". What is the lesson in all
advice of a Socony-Vacuum execustool curled up by the franklin
tive, in a pamphlet prepared for this.
? Let me come to my anstove eyeing the parsnip wine, Libicompany employees, not to express swer by referring to the investigado Egghead busily opening tins
unorthodox opinions. ... No doubt tion of Communism in the colleges^
and humming to himself, and the
Why did not America's collegfl melancholic Mens staring moodily
the author wondered what all the
graduates rise up in protest?
fuss was about.
.
out into the night through the sinThe word "controversial," in I can only conclude that the colNext week
gle garret window.
fact, is a bad word now - just like leges
had failed in
giving
we shall hear them speak. What a
students the ability and willingness
"socialism."
.
lark for you and I to evesdrop upon
Let me bring in here the case of to think for themselves. ... I hope
this sacred little world of the Inthe worker in the Los Angeles of- we have not thus failed you.
tellectuals! Who knows what pearls
fice of a federal government agenthey may unwittingly cast before
cy who was fired because- he inus Join us for this exclusive Orient
Devil . . .
sisted on posting the Bill of Rights
expose. ...
(continued from page three)
on the office bulletin board. This,
NOTES
but worthless never!
.
his boss said was controversial.
Any similarity between actual
Each day there are new additions
Now of course he shouldn't have
to the repertoire. At present Mr. personalities and the characters inful,

.

.

Bowdoin's brain trust assembled after the James Bowdoin Day
exercises last week: left to right, Edward Podvol, '57;
Norman Block, '58;

Alan Wooley, '58; Roger Howell, Jr., '58; John Ranlett,
received straight "A" averages two or more semesters.

Moulton Union

Tuesday.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Honegger
Ravel
Handel

Water Music

Suite

Philip

C.

Museum

Thurs., 25 Oct., 4:00-5:00 P. M.

Shootakovitch

.

Symphony No.

.

Copland

Beam, Director

of

1

Clarinet Concerto

will open
on Thursday, November 1, and will
continue through November 30. The
collection has been made available
through the Fine Arts Department
of the International Business Ma-

chine Corporation.

The most prolific inventor the
Friday, 26 Oct., 11:0012:00 P. M.
world has seen, Leonardo also
Sophisticated Swing painted the "Mona Lisa" and "The
Erroll Garner
Selections Last Supper." His inventions are
Brubeck
Jazz Goes to College presented in this show in a series
Les Elgart

.-.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

models made from his scientific
models were conby an outstanding Leonardo authority. Dr. Roberto Guatelli,
of

Men., 29 Oct., 10:00-11:00 P. M.

Opera
Berlioz

drawings. The
structed

Andre Kostelanetz
for Orchestra

Harold

after years of study

and research,
(continued on page 8)

in Italy

.

.

.

.

.

!

A CAMPUS FAVORITE

,,

—

man;

still his

dem-

action

Dewsnap
naive honesty

onstrates a kind of

days one can't help

that in these

admiring. Of course the Bill of
Rights is controversial. Everybody
who uses the term "Fifth Amendment Communist" is attacking it.
It is always getting in the way of

government executive law enforcement officers, congressional committees, and official or unofficial
censors of the press or the movies
and naturally they don't like it.
But

this

of course, exactly

is,

why

is

engaged

in

research for troduced above

.

cation" and those believe in what

rather coinciden-

gigantic oratorio, Four Mau- tal.
Parsnip Wine:
a wine
i.
e.,
in One Fix, which we hope
have the Choral Society premi- made from an ammiaceous Euroere later this season. It -is an up- pean biennial herb which tastes
a

Maus

THE MOST PRACTICAL COLD
WEATHER GARMENT DOLLAR FOR
DOLLAR - AND IT'S SMART TO BE
PRACTICAL

work, with a taxing three- like it sounds.
Comestibles: i. e., goodies.
hour movement for twenty cellos.
Sobriquet: i. e., nickname, usualOf course, we are a young group,
but our hopes are high. We cherish ly in the specific sense, as "Bill"
a wild yearning to perform in Town for William, "Butch,* 'Stinky," etc.
Hall come Christmastide, and I and not construed genericly as
think it safe to say we are not pre- "Weenie," "Dink," "Jock," etc.
sumptuous in this. Ours is a new
and demanding art form so demanding that our respective pri. .
vate lives have declined to nil in
(continued from
lifting

—

.

lieve in so-called "progressive edu-

is

to

we need it.
Most dangerous of all the attacks
by the forces of anti-intellectualism
this all-effacing effort. So it is with
is the attack on education. If these
fervid creators. So has it been since
forces cannot be repelled on this
Palestrina.
front, what chance is there of deRehearsals nightly at 181 Park
feating them on any other?
For example, you may have Row. Orange juice served regularheard rumors of the battle for con- ly at midnight; prairie oysters on
Fridays.
trol of the elementary and secondary schools between those who be.

Foot-lights

.

.

.

B-9 TYPE
PARKA'S

Check these
features

Fur lined converti-

hood

ble
folds
back into a collar.
Extra heavy 16 oz

To These Ears

page

2)

quilt lining
entire body.

had happened I found myself wearhis pledge pin. How was I
supposed to know what that meant.
Up to that point he'd been just annoying, but now he was getting
plain obnoxious. Besides I hate the
smell of gin. I'd had enough. I disentangled myself and rushed up
ing

the stairs, tripping

(much

to

•

•

my

•

(Continued from page 3)
"fundamentalist can candidate is reelected he will
education."
most assuredly be faced with a hosNow I don't think the schools are tile Congress, a Congress domiin such desperate straits as some nated by Democrats on the one

might

be

called
.

.

.

would have us think. I don't find,
example, that freshmen at Bow-

for

doin today write any worse than

horror) over one of the chaperones
on the way. In my mad dash out
the front door I charged headlong
into the arms of a raccoon clad
senior whom I thought most attrachand, from whom he will desperate- tive. Actually we never did get
ly need support, and the Republi- formally introduced but he had
cans on the other, most of whom such a nice way. He complained
have consistently opposed those bitterly of the eternal dullness of
policies which are at the heart of college parties and proposed that

are essentially anti-intellec-

sides
.

.

Knit wristlets inside sleeve.
Extra full action
size armholes.

Combed sateen

ipper.

34-in. length

$18.95

42-in. length

$22.50

cratic party versus one

the support of his

.

Another manifestation of
tellectualism

man denied night I tossed away poor Oliver's
own party. The pledge pin, and happily followed
the hands of the peo- my new escort on to the lighter
ple. It is hoped that they will de- rooms of a truly liberal education.
cide with reason and without emoI'D never be the same, dahling.
tion
which prevents intelligent Write soon.
persons from using their minds to
Your bosom friend,
the beat of their ability.
TaBelai

thru

shell
in
O.
D.,
charcoal grey or
Navy.
Size 36 to 46.
Extra Heavy Duty

freshmen did at Williams twtfnty
years ago. But I do think that there
is some truth in what each side in the President's program.
we go back to the warm quiet of
the argument is saying about the
This is the picture of the election his apartment for some quiet Hi-Fi
other and the extremists on both of 1956— the leader of the Demo- listening. In the darkness
of the
tual.

is

anti-in-

constant

the

at-

tempt to control the curriculum of
the schools and celleges by legislaThere are
tion and censorship.
widespread attempts, most success.

.

.

the

of Fine Arts.

The Leonardo exhibit

Wed., 24 Oct., 11:00-12:00 P. M.
Guest Night

.

.

fired the

the

M.

.

.

.

special exhibit featuring

mechanical genius of Leonardo da
Vinci will be shown during NovemPiano Concerto ber at the Walker Art Building, it
Pavanne was announced recently by Prof.

23 Oct.. 4:00-5:00 P.

.

.

These men

Leonardo Exhibition
Will Include Lecture

Hi-Fi

Conceits Oct. 23-29

.

.

'57.

Photo by Hicks

decision

is in

Phil's
78 Maine

St.

Fo»tire*r

Brunswick

.

Mitchell

Gustafson

on Education

C

parts. They have nothing like fra(Continued from page one)
There are various types of state ternities.
"The clever boy can get to any
secondary schools, according to
Mitchell. The secondary grammar school by way of scholarships,"
schools are based mainly on a lib- Mitchell said. He did note, how-

education with science
The secondary modern
added.
schools are, however, "less bookish," Mitchel said. In addition,
there are state technical schools
arts

eral

TUESDAY OCTOBER

THB BOWDOIN OBIBNT

PAGE EIGHT

which deal with education mainly
of a vocational nature.
The great public schools, such as

.

^«

.

DoVinci

.

Continued from page one)

.

.

(continued from page 7)

attendance, and the fraternities.

The models were originally put
Concerning living conditions, the together under Dr. Guatelli's sucommittee observed that one hun- pervision for the 1938 exhibition of
dred men lived off campus. They Leonardo's work in Milan, Italy.
recommended that this be rectified During the war, in Tokyo, they
ever, that money can also get one by the construction of a new dormiwere completely destroyed by
in. He said that most of the people tory in the near future. Student
bombs, and Dr. Guatelli, who had
prefer to take advantage of the or- health and safety factors were studaccompanied the exhibit to Japan,
dinary state variety of schools. The ied and the committee's proposals
universities are very accessible are now being carried out.
since they follow an old practice of
Prof. Gustafson expressed grave
judging a man for what he is, concern over class inattendance.
Mitchell said.
There didn't seem to be any special

23, 1956

was confined in a concentration
camp. When he returned to the
United States, he began work on
another set of models, the
which IBM acquired in 1951.

ones

In connection with the Leonardo

Charles Mitchell, Visiting
Professor of History of Art on the

exhibit,

Tallman

Foundation at Bowdoin
present a public lec-

this fall, will

ture on

November

8.

On G/ery Qwpu£... Cof/ege, Mm

Eton, Harrow, and Winchester, are
also of importance, Mitchell stated.
Their admissions are geared to the

College

private preparatory schools, especially in such matters as the Latin

of

except

cause,

To Be Host

that

were often involved

the
in

students

"more im-

portant activities," he concluded.
(continued from page 1)
He recommended the college fraBowdoin and Janice Rand of
Gorham State Teachers College. ternity system. Although it had
requirement.
The speakers at the Conference will many faults, he thought it was the
Universities in England are all be the Reverend Walter Weist, As- best of the ones that he had had
private foundations. Mitchell said sociate Secretary of Campus Chris- contact with. The committee was
they do receive large tian Life for the Presbyterian concerned about the independents
that
amounts of state aid, but this does Church, U. S. A., and Dr. Cohegan, and the equality or inequality of
not endanger academic freedom. It a well known member of the Bow- their social development in com-

administered through the Uni- doin faculty.
parison to the fraternity group. It
Grants Committee. The
Registration will begin at 4:00 was felt that the pledging system
committee,
of this
P. M. Friday, October 26, in the was satisfactory since the memberwhich does not control the day to Moulton Union. The Conference will ship of most houses was quite diday use of the funds, is largely aca- culminate with a service in the versified.
demic, Mitchell stated. He also chapel from 11:00 to 12:00 A. M.
Hazing was the most difficult
said thai he wa» sure Butler en Sunday, October 28, in which Dr. problem. The faculty decided to try
visaged a series of technical col- Cohegan will give ar address "The the Student Council Plan, but recogas
the
prestige
leges with the same
nized that hazing did consume an
Faith We Profess."
liberal arts colleges when he was
undue amount of time and energy.
working for the passage of his eduA scholastic requirement before
cation bill, but this has not come Miller
initiation was adopted and second
(continued from page one)
about.
semester initiation was suggested.
Mitchell noted that the syllabus figure? And what of that national The college has refused to allow
is

versity

membership

wfkhtnm ore (fiscoi/er/ng u)k{

ICEROYS
are Smoother

Speaks

at British universities is quite dif-

any new

fraternities that have disclauses; and it has
asked those fraternities which have
such
clauses
to do their best to re"The issue of a mass against the
has
individual
become trouble- peal them. Each house is required
some," Professor Miller stated. to present an annual report to the
cational method. At others, such as "Ominous voices are heard: are we faculty on its efforts to eliminate
t
London, the lecture system has giving our youth the basic training these practices. It also seemed to
come into its own.
mathematics,
physics,
in
lan- the committee that there was a
Most of the liberal arts courses guages, which the country will re- vein of anti-intellectualism in the
are three year propositions, accord- quire if it is to keep up with Rus- fraternity system. The fraternities

from that at American ones.
Students study a subject rather
than taking a set of courses. At institutions like Oxford, the tutorial
system forms the basis of the edu-

ferent

Does it decree these performances? Or is it dragged along
by an irresistible chariot?"
will?

He noted that there sia? The help-wanted pages of
"corporate conscious- newspapers plead for electronics
engineers, draftsmen,- naval architects;
yet apparenttly even the

ing to Mitchell.
is

far

less

ness" at British universities than
there is at their American counter-

criminating

could further their

own and

the

by combatsuch attitudes, Prof. Gustaf-

college's best interests
ting

son explained.

He closed by indicating that a
promise of a profitable position in
General Electric is not enough to cooperative effort in all these prob(Continued from page 4)
stimulate sufficient numbers of our lems would make "Bowdoin not
Rink
Hockey
Alfond
the Harold
students to acquire the fundamen- just the best college, but the per-

Colby

which was built in 1955. It uses artiand has a seating capacColby has further plans
for expansion, but at the present

fect college."

tal disciplines."

ficial ice,

At the special convocation, held
Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall on the Bowdoin campus,
these seem to be hampered by a John J. Woodward or
Winsted,
proposed extension of the Maine Conn., was awarded the General
Turnpike. Someone decided that it Philoon
Trophy, presented each
would save money to run the ex- year to that member of the senior
tension through the campus; whethclass who has made the best recer this will happen remains to be ord at the annual summer camp of
seen.
Reserve Officers' training
the
In J948 Colby in cooperation with
Corps.
Swarthmore College opened the
The James Bowdoin Cup was
Colby-Swarthmore Summer School awarded
to Robert W. Packard of
of Languages. In 1952, for practical
Jefferson. Given by the Alpha Rho
reasons, Colby assumed full reUpsilon fraternity, this cup goes

ity of 2,000.

sponsibility

the

for

school.

The

courses run for seven weeks, and
semester
six
receive
students
hours credit for the program. The
faculty for this

summer

school

is

in the

annually to the student who in his
previous year has won a varsity
letter in active competition and has
made the highest scholastic average among the undergraduates re-

Parents

.

.

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY
HAS 20,000 FILTERS

(continued from page 1)

what the Bowdoin Professor is
Thus the weekend affords a chance for parent-college
ly

trying to do.

understanding.

game and tea on Saturnumber of houses had cock-

After the

day, a

parties to help introduce the
Parents to the fraternity system
here on campus. A large traditional
sing group was organized at the
A. D. house, while similar events
took place at other houses about

tail

the campus.

As

Twice

Many

Filters

AS THE OTHER
LARGEST-SELLING

TWO

FILTER

BRANDS

The day was brought to a close
by a good dance band at the Deke
house and the playing of Bowdoin's

drawn from many colleges, and is ceiving varsity letters.
own "Emanons" at the Zete house.
composed of native or bilingual inThe undergraduate response at
structors who have had wide exthe convocation was delivered by
American
teaching
perience in
William

J.

Lud Elliman

Beckett of Damariscot-

students.

ta. Rabbi David Berent of LewisThe turnpike problem has given ton assisted at the exercises,
and
Colby quite a headache. The stuProfessor Burton W. Taylor was
dent body of Bowdoin is invited to
marshal for the academic processee our Polar Bears give them an
sion.
even bigger headache next Saturday when Bowdoin wins its first

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building

Brunswick, Maine

«,

game

of the season.

SKATES

LAST CHANCE!
10

•nfr Reader's

Digest

$41,000 CONTEST
fun to do— and you may find
you know more about human nature than you think! Just list, in

It's

order, the six articles in October

Reader's Digest you think readers
will like best. Couldn't be simpler
and you may win $5,000 cash
for yourself plus $5,000 in scholarships for your college.
Have you eent in your entry yet?
Entries must be postmarked by
midnight, Thursday, October 25.
Entry blanks available at you*
colleg* bookttore.

At the present time we have on hand a
supply of "Hockey" and "Figure" skates
assorted sizes.

Come

in

in

today and be ready

for when the season begins.*

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

The exclusive Viceroy filter is made
from pore cellulose— soft, snow-white, natural.

)
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Ex-Dean Nixon Dies

Wasp Menace Ended

Geoghegan Speaks

Sat. In Brunswick;

As Brush Triumphs

At

N.L

NO.

McKeldin Addresses

Student

Caledonian Society;

By Tom Lindsay

Held Post 1918-47

In the past

Christian Conf.

two weeks, amid des-

pair over football defeats, a Boddoin victory has gone by unherald-

Accepts Membership

ed.

"Let It never be said that Americans with the blood of Old Caledonia in their veins ever faltered

Forty-five
students
from six
This was a personal triumph Maine colleges attended the Maine
Area
fall conference of the New
F.
J.
Brush, our SuperinEngland
Student
Christian
Movetendent of Grounds and Buildings,
who succeeded in driving out a ment, which was held through Sunmenace of wasps. These wasps had day noon at Bowdoin College. The
been swarming in the upper reach- Rev. Walter Wiest, associate secretary of the Department of Campus
es of the Chapel and on several ocLife, Presbyterian
casions prevented Bowdoin's under- Christian
graduate Chapel chime ringer, Al Church, and Dr. William Geoghefor

Mr.

from ringing the

Bernstein,

The nest

of

wasps was

first dis-

covered by an unidentified carpenwho made a«hasty retreat from
higher levels of the Chapel.
Nothing further happened until the
wasps began migrating each after'
University of Maine,
noon to the room where the chimes doin College,
Nasson, Gorham State Teachers
are played. It is a matter of conCollege, Aroostook State Teachers
jecture whether they were drawn
Washington State
College
and
(continued on page 4)
Teachers College.
The program opened Friday with
an address by Prof. Geoghegan on
College
"A Bird's Eye View- of the Bible,"

ter

the

Dean

Dr. Paul Nixon,

of the Col-

lege from 1918 until 1947, died Sat-

urday morning at his home in
Brunswick following a cerebral
hemorrhage. Seventy-four years
he was Winkley Professor of
the Latin Language and Literature,

old,

Emeritus.
When Dr. Nixon received an honorary doctor of human letters de-

Bowdoin in 1943, the late
President Kenneth C. M. Sills said

gi-ee at

widely known
in
for his translations of Plautus and
Martial in language of the twentieth century; since 1909 on the Faculty of Bowdoin College, and since
1918 its witty, incomparable, and
understanding Dean; today on the
twenty-fifth anniversary of his as(Contimird
page 7)
his citation, ".

.

.

•

when

WilLVote

In

Mock

Ladd

Calls

recognition "of a

Forum

will

the votes

and as well as an overall
give the results in each*
and those of the inde-

fraternity

Lauds Valenti As
Capable, Witty, Charming
The

Da Vinci Inventions Shown

got

evening with

appearance

the

It

second number and to hear the un

faltering clarity of the continuous

runs.

Pickard Theater.

was a happy occasion on

Following the intermission, the
artist offered us "dessert" in the
form of several sonatas by Alessandeo Scarlatti. He played them
with such a relish and brilliance
that the audience was left utterly
spell-bound. How can ten fingers
move with such speed and accuracy.. It was sheer magic!
Such a performance of course
merited encores and Mr. Valenti
gladly obliged with several more

all

counts.
is an extremecapable musician and throughout
his program (which didn't seem
nearly long enough) he lived up to
his world-wide reputation in every
way. An American with an Italian
name and an English accent, Mr.

Fernando Valenti

ly

•

Mcwhat is

written history in 84 A. D.," McKeldin said. That was at the time

campaign

of the

of the

Proconsul

Agricola into the Grampian Hills.

One of the things preserved from
that campaign is an oration by the
Caledonian3 chief, Galgacus. "I recount this bit of ancient history because I confess that I still find
something inspiring in the resounding eloquence of this forgotten hero
of Scotland's early days," McKeldin said.
"1,872 years

have passed sinca

I

of

Fernando Valenti, American harpsichordist, in the

!

of

known about ancient Caledonia
comes from the testimony of her
foes. "The land really comes into

was a thrill to witness the effective
Galgacus made his speech, but the
underway Thursday use of the left hand throughout the world is still a world of strife and

local College Concert Series

officially

reflecting

and on the

In his response speech, Gov.

Critic

pendents and faculty.

meritorious ca-

service

his native land

According to Mr. Ladd, the
Keldin noted that most
Placement Director for the college

count

total will

public

land of his ancestors."

'A Happy Occasion'
Political

in

honor on

sion period. Saturday morning, af- students, housing is in a critical
A mock election will be sponsored ternoon and evening, Dr. Wiest de- situation on campus and the Colby the Youth for Stevenson, the livered three of a series of four lege should not consider growing in
Young Republicans and the Politi- lectures on "The Nature of God," size until more rooming facilities
cal Forum on Wednesday night.
"The Nature of Man," "The Person are available to the students. His
There will be a representative of and Work of Jesus Christ." His statement was further shown as imeach party in the fraternities, final address was on "The Nature portant by Mr Ladd's disclosure of
among the independents and the of Christian Witness on the Cam- the rooming statistics. He stated
faculty. At whatever time these pus.."
(continued oa page 7)
two sponsors choose the group will

The

at

McKeldin, the Republican governor of Maryland, was introduced
by Roger Howell, Jr., '58, president
of the Caledonian Society. Before
presenting McKeldin with a citation
bearing the coat of arms of the society, Howell lauded him as "an
honest and devoted public servant."

reer

followed by a question and discus-

vote.

and freedom were

The citation, according to Howell,
was awarded to the governor in

Housing

Critical Situation

_

Election

truth

stake," Governor Theodore R. Mc-

Keldin declared last Thursday as
he accepted honorary membership
in the Bowdoin Caledonian Society.

gan of the Bowdoin Department of
*
religion, were the speakers.
The conference on the general
theme, "The Faith We Profess,"
Ko^er Ilowel!, Jr., '58, b shown
focussed on the content of the
Christian faith and its relevance to presenting Gov. Theodore R. Mcday-by-day campus life. There were Kendii with raembcrrhJp !n the
representatives present from Bow- Caledonian Society.

after-

noon concert.

Dr. Paul Nixon

12

Valenti proved that aside from his

musical talent he also has a charming and witty stage manner. He
introduced the program on an inthe
formal note,
ionudi
*
« throughout
w»i and
conccrt he gave every indication
of enjoying himself as much as did
the large and appreciative audi-

numbers by Scarlatti and a charmminuet by Purccll. The concert
was certainly in every way a won...
^, _..__,___,
local musi-

ing
-i

,

derful beginning for the

the Governor stated.
He- reminded the audience that
Americans are engaged in a tremendous struggle, a battle of ideas.

contention,"

"It is a furious battle in which

we

need all the inspiration we can get.
So I offer to you Scottish Americans
the words of your anccntral chief."

McKeldin noted that the Americans, like the Scots addressed by

Galgacus, were

"men who never

(continued on page 7)

Council

Names Four *

:

cal season.

To Study Possible

ence.

A
a

solo concert of this «ort brings
of the harpsichord's qual-

number

an aerial »crew, herald- ities to light. One becomes aware
ing the helicopter of the present day, and also credited by many as being of the instrument's limitations as
the forerunner of th modern propeller. (Model of invention by i/conardo well as its advantages. The harpsi.Miown

da

a

now

is

a »caie uiouei oi a

ucign

chord's expression

Vinci.

The thirty models include tne folexhibit featuring the
lowing: automatic printing press,
jicnius of Leonardo da
clock mechanism, cone-headed mibe shown during the
tre valve, device for lighting a canmonth of Novetrber at the Walker
non, file cutter, friction transmisArt Building at 11 'wdoin College, it
sion, flyer spindle, flying machine,
was announced by Prof Philip C.
gear system, gun carriage, heliBeam, D re ir of the Museum of
copter, horizontal drill press, hyFine Arts.
grometer, inclinometer, machine
The da Vinci exhibit has been gun.
Fine
made avai ..ble through the
monkey
Also
military
tank,
Arts Department of the Interna- wrench, paddle wheel ship, parational Business Machines Corpora- chute, pile driver, projector, reverThursday,
on
tion. It will open
furnace,
roller-bearing
berator}'
Nov. 1, and will continue through mounting, rotating bridge, scaling

A

by its minimum volume and
by the inability to sustain notes.
The tonal color varies from a quick
staccato sound to an almost organ
like

30.

ladder, screw cutter, spring-driven

the most prolific
inventors the world has even seen.

was one

car,

steam gun,

triple-tier

gun, and odometer.
Da Vinci's steam gun

machine

The

quick

action,

and scales,

The

program,

except

Scarlatti selections,

for

was largely

the
un-

"Lord of Salisbury"
and "Pavan and Galiard" by Wil-

familiar. In the

(of the pre-Baroque, Vir-

i

I

'

I

was

quality.

much quicker than that of a piano,
permits rapid and clear-cut runs

t

The painter of the "Mona Lisa"
and) "The Last Supper," da Vinci

held within

limits

special

mechanical

Vinci .will

Nov.

is

liam Byrd
ginal School) and three numbers by
Giles Farnabye, the artist displayed
a fine legato style. Moving to music
more "hot-blooded" nature the
artist next played two sonatas by

of a

Antonio Soler and "Variations on a
charged by steam pressure created French Gavotte" by Jean Philippe
His inventions are presented in when water flowed into a barrel Rameau. Mr. Valenti me*»the chalthis show in a series of models kept red hot by live coals. His heli- lenges of these compositions with
(continued on page 7)
made from his scientific drawings.
incredible agility and accuracy. It
also

of

dis-

j

i

I

Social Rule

Dr. Fuess Speaks

Change

The Student Council named Da-

tor

In Chapel

On "Sin"

'57; Donald Henry,
Donald Weston, '57; and Kent
'57; to a committee to inpresa practitioner vestigate "the changing of the
tried
With these ent social rules. The committee
of a sterile virtue."
words Dr. Claude M. Fuess ended will handle the petitions being
drawn
the
houses
and
will
up
in
his Chapel address last Sunday.
Earlier in the day Dr. Fuess spoke probably meet with the Student
Life Committee.
to the Fall meeting of the English

vid

would rather be
to produce than

a sinner

Traister,

'57;

By Tom Lindsay

"I

who Hobby,

Speaking Union which was held in
the Moulton Union at 2:30,
In his speech before the E. S. U.
Dr. Fuess, who is the former Headmaster at Phillips Andover Academy, described his experiences with
English exchange students
the
there. He then went on to outline
the workings of the Boston chapter
of the E. S. U. which he heads. He
described himself as an internationalist, who hopes to see one world
someday. He said that the English
Speaking Union is an aid in this direction as it ties us closer with the
English speaking peoples through( continued on page three)

Dean Kendrick was present

at

the Council meeting, which heard

Campus Chest and
Blood Fund Committees as well as
reports from the

preliminary reports on the social
rules. The Dean discussed at some
length

the

orientation

program

for entering students.

NOTICE
Dr. Ellsworth Barnard will lecture under the auspices of the Quill

on the Sonnets of Edward Arlington
Robinson at 8.30 tomorrow evening
in the

Smith Auditorium.
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First Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia Press Association.
First Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.

Mr. Bela W. Norton, H.
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass

James A.

Storer,

Edward Born,

Collcaa Publisher! B.P»

It is

mw UHt,

NEW

Some

Y.

me

enough to
if your

for

reasons were in opposition to the

Week

Hell

ones

work

excess of three hours.
Lest any one Iforget: there will be no physical punishment,
and that each fraternity shall haze only its own freshmen. The
Student Judiciary Committee shall still hold house presidents re-

tion restricting

fraternity.

The Student Hazing Committee met this afternoon' with the
hazing chairmen to discuss the legality of specific activities.
The chairmen were asked what they would do, where they plan
to do it, and when. They were reminded that hazing activities
arc restricted to College owned property.. We hope they listened
-^

.

infractions of the rules may well end hazing. We judge
be a pure and simple statement of fact. This year, because of the new hazing rules, hazing has been in an experimental state and existing on a trial basis. In short, if the fraternities want to keep this tradition, they must obey not only the

Any

this to

"

rules but the spirit as well.

made
from

of the
all

same

materials.

it

of the population of this moribund
institution.

opportunity

You have passed up an
to show that college

I.

The

we

libelous or false in

The Cal Rules

seems

If

needed.

to make up over-cut
with schedule difficul-

should create

many

is

many classes were being cut,
Fines and failure for over-cutting
restrictions on medical excuses

too

needed.

will

have gone

spends 130 hours trying to think his best on these uncomfortable
and wobbly pieces of furniture.
Another hour exam period is upon us and we are getting
another taste of these inconveniences. To replace the present
combinations, we estimated, with table-arm chairs of the calibre
a capital expenfound upstairs in Sills Hall would cost $2,400

—

It

directly out of the principles of the

would be a decision for the Governing

Boards.

The student body, we feel, would appreciate some one makrecommendation for change.

ing the needed

.

.

.

result of not thinking at all."

definition

During

al-

my

exposition of Mr. Wil-

have tried to be fair
Both
Mr. Wilson's vituperative aspects
and his more moderate moments
needed to be represented. Whether
or not his ideas hold for Bowdoin's
fraternity system is another question, one that the fraternities and
son's article

I

to both sides of the question.

belief that fraternities repre-

He

can

constitution

is

also false,

points out that

scampering as

are

nationals

lo

get in line with

of

the

country.

Even with discriminatory clauses the college
should decide for themremoved, the fraternities can hard- selves. But
it is evident that fraly be said to have, or want, a vaternities are only starting to modriety of interests and backgrounds.
ernize and that they should take
On almost every campus the dif- Mr. Wilson's remarks
for what they
ferent houses lean toward a certain
are worth: a series of .criticisms at
activity or style of life. Hence fraleast some of which are not entireternity men lose one of the most
*»
ly unfounded.

in gaining the self-respect

it

so sadly needs. And for Bowdoin,
I am sure that the result would be
both a better public relations and a

The Crie id Siaff

healthier academic climate.

Editor-in-Chief— Peter F. Gass
*57

Carl Apollonio,

'53

....

Managing Editors— Roger Howell,

Jr.,

Paul Z. Lewis

Sports Editor—Neil Cooper

News Editor— Roland O'Neal
Assistant News Editors— David Messer, Paul Satre
Feature Writers— William Beckett, William Bccsom III, William G. L.
Foster, George Smart
News Staff— Peter Anastas, Robert L. Gustafson, Morgan LaJMarsh,
Carrl Olson, Norm Levy, Rob Wilson, Raymond Babineau, Ken
.

Last May. as the final exams were looming ahead, we commented on the feeble condition of the chairs and tables in the
exam room in Sills Hall. We noted that the average student

coming

tal accidents
are not the product cf evil thinking. They are the

a

itself

way

W. G. Foster,

College endowment.

criti-

tion

Those Exam Chairs

diture probably

a

.

asked to participate in the "trick
handclasps", "juvenile insignia,"
paddling and other activities. In
conclusion he states, "Even those
initiation stunts which result in fa-

position in our society,
tors. Columnist Smart's To These
they must denounce hazing as antiThe next advantage dealt with is
Ears will appear in next week's isthetical to their purposes and take "the sense of belonging." The ausue.
quick steps towards its abolish- thor admonishes
the men who think
ment. In taking such action educaThe Editors
this important by calling them "stulong

difficulties.

Perhaps a re-evaluation

or any other fra-

that secret societies are

dignified

The

uncalled for to us.

the

Editor.

comes under

Protestants,

fast as they

part, or

is

immature and that a
man's intelligence is insulted when

COMMENTARY

credit for inter-fraternity sports,

We believe that this fall's tightening of the rules is a regression rather than a forward step in solving the problem the
athletic department faces. If the students were taking advantage of the lax supervision at inter-frattrnity sports, the answer
is

of

is

,

and granted ten cuts with an opportunity

better scheduling

—

When Bowdoin

being given for inter-fraternity athletics, with

lies in better supervision.

not

cism, one of the sore spots invari- valuable aspects of the college ex(Next week this column will conably pointed to is that of hazing— perience, contact with men of dia practice long outdated as a versified backgrounds and person- tain a summary of a reply to Mr.
means of social orientation. Cer- alities.
Wilson by Herbert L. Brown, Past
tainly one of the most disheartening
To the argument that fraternities Chairman of the National Intra
features of our system of higher
develop the finer points of social fraternity Conference.)
education is that all too many peoetiguette
Mr. Wilson replys that
ple regard colleges as "playpens"
this function could be better hanin what is otherwise a productive
dled, or at least supplanted by a
society, and the traditional pre-iniformal course given by the schools
tiation programs have definite earDevil in the Galley has been disthemselves. And further, it is rare
marks of playpen activity.
when a fraternity places a strong continued due to policy conflicts
gain
a
hope
to
ever
If colleges
emphasis''on good manners.
between the columnist and the Edi-

the exception of soccer.

men

any

the Editor:

ternity college

few changes, a tightening of the former system.
The present rules require each student to attend three classes in physical education for four semesters unless he is participating in a supervised sports program. Failure means a twentyfive dollar fine (this is in keeping with what seems to be a rapidly growing Bowdoin tradition). Each student is allowed four cuts
a semester, and any one who oversteps this line fails, and, of
course, faces the fine. There are.no medical or other excuses
except in cases where students are excused from all classes.

etc.

the

to the best interests

of the Orient.

To

sent, with a

This was designed to help
such as afternoon lab, classes,

be granted that one

says Mr. Wilson.

any material received, letter or
otherwise, which is considered

Freshmen and returning sophomores must have been a bit
amazed to discover the physical education requirements this fall.
The new regulations are not really new at all: they repre-

classes.

is

concerns rush- basically

first criticism

sents a cross-section

right

publication of

to withhold the

damaging

ties,

make
The

ing. It will

which in its guileless witlessness
most achieves innocence."

'59

Garick,

The Editor reserves the

is

further
it

a family,

education
for cause it is "something special," a
palpable
those who don't group that keeps others out.
belong there."
A final advantage put forward by
seems that the fraternities
It
is that they provide
certain questions like the above valuable
contacts. Mr. Wilson scoffs
have never been satisfactorily an- at this claim. From his own
busiswered. Educators and non-educa- ness experience, he
feels that a

white

luck,

Edward

would suppose that soon no dogs will be allowed in Chapel. This
would indeed be going to far. Where can our small hairy friend*
go? Winter is coming. Who is responsible for this heartless act?

credit

er

.

on the campus are

Good

The former system allowed

fun make high-

to
has really done something for you,
get the "best" men. The trouble
but then, it's so easy to do things
here says Mr. Wilson is that "best"
the way 'you have chosen to do.
has no reference to standards conWell, be that as it may, I shall do
nected with an educational instituall I can to see that both these
tion. The use occurs, ".
as conletters are printed, even if it means
strued by the adolescents. To some
mimeographing and distributing by
this means rich, handsome and
hand.

not.

And no

and

the chief goals of fraternities

hoped eventually to ban dogs

restriction is carried to its logical conclusion,

He

a church, a college, a nation, and
the human race." His analysis is
that they belong to a fraternity be-

fall

buildings?

new

-

be endangered by fabBowdoin's news- the renewed interest in our educa- ricating on a recommendation or
far short of the ideal tional system the old question of hiring a man who cannot hold down
set by some of our American edi- whether or not fraternities are jus- the job.
tors who stood up and fought for a tified ha 8 received a good deal of
At both the beginning and at the
principle or cause that they be- publicity.
end of the article Mr. Wilson points
lieved in.
On October 14 the American to the unfortunate MIT incident of
It seems to me that all you want Weekly, and three days later The
last year. But he does not denounce
your paper to be is something that Trinity Tripod, published an article
fraternities as having cruel or sakeeps everybody happy. Controver- by Sloan Wilson, the celebrated audistic tendencies. "There is nothing
sial issues are ok, according 'to your thor of The Man in the Gray-Flanvicious about fraternities," he says.
standards, as long as the majority nel Suit The article represents the
"They may be called stupid, witof students and faculty are on your point of view of the many people
less, juvenile, and purposeless asside. In this sort of controversy, who are against fraternities and
sociations much like the 'clubs' the
no one gets hurt (nor does anything secret societies in general. Taking
small boys organize in back-yard
get accomplished).
some of the most common argu- shacks, but they can't be called
Perhaps I shouldn't condemn you ments for fraternities, Mr. Wilson vicious."
Gass;
after
ail
Mr.
strongly,
so
attempts to show where each is
The point the author wants to
you're not any different than 90% invalid.
paper, you

It is hard to picture a lecture by Prof. Brown without his
dog freely wandering in and out of the room. Has this age-long
struggle between dogs and professors come to an end? We hope

If this

afraid to stand

editor-in-chief of

the Administration realize the implications of this new prohibition; do they see the full repercussions as this old tradition is

Is

I

.

who are

individuals."

'

infringed upon?
of the other buildings

.

.

.

"For such people
enough to be member of

as

adds,

was a fear that some of the tors alike, some qualified and oth- fraternity man will
denounce a
repercussions would fall on your ers not, have dealt extensively with brother more
often than not. And
shoulders.
the problems in this realm. Espe- any man in business knows
that his
Mr. Gass, you don't deserve to be cially in the last few years with position will

Dogs And Floors

most

would be

.

up

said,

told,

happened to glance at the College bulletin board the
other day and noticed to our horror and surprise that "Because of recurrent damage to floor coverings it has been necessary to prohibit the presence of dogs in Memorial Hall." Does

floors of

I

.

We

The

was condemning,

myself might even be brought to
Your
agree with your stand.
refusal to publish, as I have been

in

sponsible for violations of the hazing rules in effect by their

carefully.

I

obliged to hear you out, perhaps

organized and legalized hell-week is coming up. If it's
handled with reason and moderation, it won't be the last.
Contrary to common misconception, there are rules that will
apply to hell-week. Only two sections of the present rules will
not apply: the section restricting mealtime hazing, and the sec-

dents

Hntchins

"Football, f r a

not the act of your refusal

write you personally,

An

years

ago Robert M.

t entities,

that has aggravated

YORK, N.

BRIAR FOSTER

by

the Editor:

dent Coles.

National Advertising Service, Inc.

MADISON AVENUE

420

30, 19S«

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Editor

have just been informed that
I
you have refused to publish my letter of grievance addressed to Presi-

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor

To The

Letters

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

NOTICE
Professor Tillotson announced tothe formation of a concert

day

band.

Tilly,

commenting on

this

year's football band, said: "This is
the best we have had in a long
I

Carpenter, Skelton Williams

time, and I have received many re- Photographers— Bud Hinckley, Jim Kim, Nelson Hicks
quests from students and alumni Sports Staff— Michael Brown, Steven Froger, Earl Miller, Melviae
Levine, Sidney Slobodkin.
to start a concert band."
The first organizational meeting Business Manager— Harry G. Carpenter.
will be held in the Band Room of Advertising Manager— Roger W. Whittlesey
GobsorfHall at 8 P. M. tomorrow Circulation Managers John Dowling, Jr., John A. C. McLean
Assistants— John Vette III, Charles S. Crummy
night.

—
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Political Footlights

Partisan Political Groups

By Dick

To Stage Rally, Reception
A

reception will be held in the

Union Lounge tomorrow
at 8:00 for Donald E.

Moulton
evening

Nicholl, Executive Secretary to the

With only a little more than a
week remaining, the "slampaign"
has reached its final stages. It now

This evening a Republican rally

boils

being held at the Delta Sigma

Is

house, at which Mr.

Sumner

Fickett

down # to
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Pogo Aims At Aussi Vote
AsMonotremesFightMove

the question, "Votes,

votes, who's got the votes?"

In true military fashion, Eisenhower has selected a high plateau

Pike,

Maine Democratic Committee. The former chairman of the Atomic
as the critical terrain in the politiJames Energy Commission, will
be fea- cal area of operations, and
has estured. The public is invited.
tablished his camp in an all-round
Mr. Nicholl was instrumental in

guest of honor will be Mrs.
S. Coles.

defense.
Meanwhile,
Also present at the rally will be perimeter
victories
in
Stevenson and his high-priced "volthe delegation Mr. and Mrs. Paul Niven, Mr. Marunteer" army have been repulsed
Democratic conriner, who is chairman of the Town on more than
one occasion while
vention this past summer. Mr.
Committee, Mrs. Marriner, Profes- trying to penetrate Ike's defense
Nicholl will accompany Mr. Frank
perimeter. Adlai's units have sufCoffin, congressman-elect from sor Storer, who was a delegate to
fered heavy losses, morale is at a
Maine's second District, to Wash- the Republican state convention,
new low and the volunteers are
and Mrs. Storer.
ington.

Democratic

recent

He headed

Maine.

from Maine

at the

I

I

'

:

I

longing for

homemade

pie.

I

best positively,

Fuess Talks

(continued from page one)
out the world.

He spoke

•

we

shall

be follow-

ing the will of God."

. .

Dr. Fuess is a graduate of Amherst and has his Doctors degree

from Columbia University.

Chapel on "Sin"
which he said was one of our smallest words with a very great meaning. He expressed his feeling that
we need a new definition of sin and
commented on the great change
that-has ts|ken place in our conception of sin. Formerly it was a sin
to enjoy yourself while today we
must recognize sin as anything
which causes pain to others. He illustrated the old viewpoint on sin
by describing a meeting at Phillips
in

'

i

I

He

is

a

On

the other hand all may not be
camp. The weather
an important consideration in
military matters, and the rains of
complacency may bog down his expected attack. Also the enemy's
strength as reported by the Gallup
Poll may be incorrect, but it seems
that just the presence of Ike movis

j

I

distinguished author, essayist, and
biographer. A past national presiI

AUSTRALIAN LISTENING

PJ20MINBNT MONOTRBWB

POST ORGANIZED

well in Ike's

dent of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
and The National Association of
Headmasters, he was from 1933 to ing about the perimeter, giving advice here, reassuring there, may
1948 the Headmaster at Phillip*;
he all that is needed for a successAndOver.
ful offensive against the Demo-

Australia (.Special)— Reports that

Australia—(Special) (Delayed in

I

Pogo Possum American Candidate
Transit )— Monotremes
President, will stamp the country

and

i

other

brought minority groups in this Australian
about an angry exchange on the up- city today protested against the inper floor of the lower house today vasion of this Island Continent by
for

the

Australian

vote

when a delegate from the rich* Mar- the American Marsupial candidate
for president, Pogo Possum. "We
go is not a marsupial but is in fact are prepared to offer our own cana Monotreme. This has been denied didate, a Platypus by trade, who is
by both political groups, the Mar- the darling of college and universsupial belt flatly declared that Po-

supials going so far as to challenge ity students throughout the length
battleground for their maverick member to produce and breadth of our land," said a
us look at the basic evidence that Pogo has ever laid prominent Echidna. "We feel that
what the United States needs is a
an egg.
Newspaper of about ten or twelve geographical voting district, the
'It
would only put the distin- man who is right down to earth.
misbegotten Humor columns each community. It is here that the election will be won or lost. No matter guished visitor in an awkward po- And we are the people who can ofweek, it hardly seems worth while
if it's backyard gossip, a bull sessition," said the Marsupial dele- fer such a man. Our candidate is as
to try to flourish in the midst of
flat on the ground as anybody can
such, urn, profusion. Of course, we sion in the local barber shop, or a date, "and I do not intend to press
session of checkers around the pot- him into any sort of demonstration get."
might try and write a column of
bellied stove, the campaign and either public or private for the
A spokesman for the Kangaroo
(continued on page 7)
the issues will be discussed at mere sake of political argument."
contingent said that this was not
NOTICE
great lengths.
"Without anything more than the point. "The fact of the matter,"
s
The Masque and Gown will preSince this is supposed to be a par- hearsay evidence," claimed a Pogo explained the Kangaroo, "is that
sent two one-act comedies by tisan column, I will tell you my adherent, "this delegate has al- we don't care a fig as to where this

A

Due

crats.

Fit of Pique

By Ben

G. M. Priest

to the

appearance in

Leaving

awhile,

this

the

let

|

Andover
gument,

in which, after a long arit

was decided that

stu-

dents could play tennis on Sundays.
After the decision an older man
turned to him and said in booming

I

"Young man,

tones,

gone

He

this

place has

to hell. I see the end."

was that "a saint
good deal more than just a
his address

!

.

said that the main point of

a
nonis

;

George Bernard Shaw on the 6th
by and 7th of December. "The Showvery ing Up Of Blanco Posnet" is
far from being a good life," and, Shaw's version of the early Amer"Avoidance of sin never made a ican West while "A Man of Desgood Christian." He said that tiny" is a comic treatment of the
while rules and laws are necessary career of Napoleon. Tryouts for
to society, obeying them is not these plays will be held tonight and
enough, for we must form a posi- tomorrow night at 8:15 on the stage
tive attittude of good. "If we do our of the Pickard Theater.
sinner."
saying,

He reemphasized
"A blameless life

this

is

'I've tried 'em

and they're

all. It's

reasons why I 'think that we should ready made a wanton attack upon
stick with Ike. First, he has tried Pogo's qualifications for the Presiand succeeded in restoring free dency. The people of the United
enterprise in our agricultural sys- States may take offense. After all,
tem. In doing so, he has lifted the such an allegation, if true, would
burden of the cost of storage of stamp Pogo as a member of the
surplus produce from the farmer, sex normally opposite to the Presiand he has given the. farmer back dent. We feel it is a blow calculathis long-lost initiative. Secondly, ed to embarrass both the candi(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)

Camels for me. They taste just right
pack after pack."

real easy to get along with,

man

I

stands on the ground, we want
know how does he feel about laThe Echidna group replied
that their man was for everybody
to

bor."

:

|

j

!

[

having plenty of labor, except him.
"He does not want to take a job
from another man," said the leading Monotreme.

Discover the difference between "jost smoking" and Camels!
M^sta

is

willing to

W*fl*.fstffc

You'll find Camels taste richer, fuller,

»*m,wiiii

"He

take a back seat."
(Copyright Walt KeUy)

more

deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend
of quality tobaecos brings you smooth smoking.
You're sure to enjoy Camels, the most
popular cigarette today. They've really got it!

.

To Prove

Bates' Existence
the chartering of Bates.

By David Messer

that there

On searching through every available reference book it was with the
greatest consternation that we discovered there was no mention of
Bates College. In the Encyclopedia

Tomorrow evening the

We thought

community

Fun Committee

had been reading "Alii bone's Quotations," for which there was really very little excuse. There remain"The
Britannica of the
ing on our shelves only a copy of
Crash" we came across a Harry

Love and

one entitled
Bates certainly could not have been named after him. We next came upon a
Henry Walker Bates (1825-1892),
equally

stimulating

"Hounds

in Leash."

the "Minutes

Board," we decided to leave

this

We

had

definately

come

to the conclusion

that Bates College,

unnamed

is

Under the aegis of the com- store.
The Tailgate Ten, a comparativemittee revelers will have a chance
appear in costume, cavort with ly new musical unit on campus,
their associates and dance to the will be playing Bach's double quintets for the listening pleasure of
music of the Tailgate Ten.
treat the revelers. And of course the
Before the party a trick
All partici- dance of the evening will be the
session is planned.
m.

Rabbi Michael M. Szenes

Rabbi Szenes Will

after

anyone, sprang into being, like Venus full-fledged from the wave, and
has existed ever since.

The Student

to

Rapid Transit

unmolested.
and an lone volume

Life,

College Adverse, apple-bobbing will begin

have a chance

will

celebrate Halloween.

year of

Bates (1850-1899) who distinguished
himself by writing a provocative

U56

to under the supervision of the Faculty Wive's Committee. Prizes of
sponsoring a gi- course will be rewarded for the
gantic Halloween party in the biggest a%d the littlest.! They are
Moulton Union from 7 p. m to 1 a. being donated by the Union Book-

was something curious

about the format of the "Edinburgh
Review" until we discovered we

of the

90,

Halloween Activities Seen
Underway; Parties Planned

SecondarySourcesSought

treatise of
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Speak In Sunday's

Chanel Red Class

This dearth of printed material
an English Explorer, who incidentRabbi Michael Szenes, spiritual
not half as much
solved the problem mimicry worried us, but
worried our Editor. As a final leader of Congregation Beth Jacob
and was also a dealer in specimans as it
in Concord, N. H., will be the Sunresult we checked past Orients and
varied
exceedingly
of
man
—a
day chapel speaker at Bowdoin
in the issue of October 27, 1954, we
tastes. We do not think that Bates
what we were looking for, College on November 4, it was ancould have been named after this found
nounced today. His subject will be
humanist since the student body facts on Bates.
"Our Heritage from Priest and
Bates is a dry college, comparaof Bates has no incentive to exProphet."
plore, thanks to the benefits of the tively speaking that is. The regulaDr. Szenes is a graduate of the
tion of the consumption of spirits
co-educational system.
Jewish Theological Seminary of
is strictly enThe Encyclopedia Britannica led is very strict, and
Budapest, Hungary. He received
us in the, natural course of events forced.
his doctor of philosophy degree at
It was founded in 1864 by Oren the Royal Hungarian University in
to an extensive search of Plutarch's
source material on B. Cheney, a Dartmouth graduate. 1942 and was ordained a rabbi in
for
Lives,
Bates. This yielding no informa- The college was named after Ben- the same year.
founders of
tion we proceeded to an examina- jamin Bates, one of the
Concord Minis-

ly,

w

pants are expected to meet at
tavern of the friendly William.
canvassing
Brunswick,
ter
group will return to the union

minuette.

the

The Supervisor of Grounds and
Afthe Buildings has made several winand dows and doors available for anyone .that might enjoy marking them
the party.
Before the actual festivities, Pro- up. Of course soap and wax will
fessor Anthony Adverse, visiting be donated by the Moulton Union
professor of culture, will speak on Bookstore.
An unmasking will take place
the Druid backgrounds of the present Halloween. He has reported to about midnight when all will see
the Orient that he will attempt to all. At that time cider and doughdevine the intransic nature of the nuts will be served and at 1 a. m.
Druids and how they came to tlicir coffee will be served for those
beliefs
while wandering iu the who plan to drive anywhere in the
vicinity of the Campus.
woods of Britain.
All arc invited. Costumes, it has
After' the* lecture by Professor
been decided, must be worn to keep
the atmosphere Halloweeny. All
.

Pershing Rifles

are invited. And of course,

if

this

party is successful «it will become
of the
a College tradition.
Conference, Rabbi Szenes is
Dept.
In
ancholy," interesting, but of no asAmong other things, the Bates Hillel Counselor at the University
sistance. This, of course, led to an- Catalogue states that the school of New Hampshire. He held pulpits
Recently, a chapter of the Naxious perusal of the "New England has a football team. The veracity in New York and Budapest before tional Society of Pershing Rifles
Finalists
Historical and Genealogical Regis- of this statement will be tested going to Concord.
has been founded. Under the superter" as well as the "Edinburgh Re- next Saturday.
Dr. Szenes will speak at Bowdoin vision and guidance of the ROTC
view" of the year 1864, the date of
of
Jewish
the
under the auspices
department, and under the leaderChautauqua Society, an organiza- ship, of Cadet Captain Joseph Mc-

A member

tion of Burton's

"Anatomy

of Mel-

Lewiston.

Found

ters'

ROTC

Achorn

Picked For Nov. 6

disseminating authentic in- Daniel, the society has been operformation concerning Judaism as ating for two weeks.
part of an educational program. On
The purpose of the Pershing RiSaturday, November 3, he will fles Society as propounded by its
speak to Professor William D. distinguished leader, General John

Three Bowdoin College sophomores and one freshman have been

tion

UN

Town

Anniversary Is

Honored

Folks Trample

College Greensward

In Chapel

the Edgar Oakes Achorn Prize Debate on November 6, it was an"to foster a spirit nounced today by Albert R. ThayCollege.
of
cooperation er, Coach of Debating, and Profesfriendship
and
among men in the military depart- sor of Speeech in the Department
. . .
ment and to maintain a highly ef- of English. They are Richard E.
(continued from page one)
Morgan of Mitchell Air Force Base,
ficient drill company."
through an instinctive love of muThe Bowdoin chapter is organ- N. Y.; Alfred F Srhretter of
sic or were trying to bring a halt ized into a company, with one pla- Keene, N. H.; James .
Jrown of
by
mass
playing
a
to the chime
toon. The administrative section Silver Spring, Md., am. Frank C.

Geoghegan's religion classes at the

The fact that the townspeople
Professor Stuart Colie gave a
have been walking on the campus
speech in Chapel marking the 11th
year of the UN.

He

said that the initial

member-

ship of fifty-one countries has in-

creased to seventy-six today.

prime purpose
tions is to

of the United

The provided.
In an effort
Na-

form an organization

of

the nations to save succeeding generations

from the scourge

of war.

Professor Colie's talk was intendto remind ourselves that we
should know more about the United

ed

Nations instead of just approving
of

it.

He

example of how Gt.
knowledge and insistence
had much to

cited the

Britain's

of the United Nations

do with the avoidance of the conover Suez. Examples were
given of some of the rules and laws
drawn up by it.'

flict

grass is proof that bad habits are
hard to break. Even though it isn't
quite as bad this year, people still
walk on the grass when walks are
to provide a through

J.

Pershing,

is

Wasps

action.

consists

of

eight

officers:

Com- Mahncke

of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Students will recall that no manding officer, Joseph McDaniel;
Morgan and Schretter will supas an alternate to the unwanted path across the grass plaza chimes were heard Thursday, Fri- Executive officer, Fletcher Means; port the affirmative, while Brown
in -front of Cleav eland Hall, signs day, or Sunday of the week before Adjutant, Richard Allen;
Opera- and Mahncke, the only freshman in
have been erected, crosswalks last. Mr. Bernstein's explanation tions officer, John Field; Finance the group, will uphold the negative.
painted, and six powerful flood- of what happened is that he "poked and Supply officer, John Reynolds; The topic to be debated is: "Rethat the United States
lights provided. This is to encour- his head in the door, saw the wasps Public Information officer, William solved,
age the use of a paved route from holding a major meeting there, McCarthy; Pledge officer, Louis should discontinue direct economic
and pulled his head back out. In Norton, and Drill officer, William aid to foreign countries."
the 1878 Gateway over the Class
this way Bowdoin was held chime- Daley.
The Achorn Prize, established in
of 1886 Path, which borders Massa<
less for three days.
Underclassmen are selected on 1932 by Edgar 0. Achorn of the
chusetts Hall,-' by Winrhrop Hall,
Those students who went to Sun- the basis of character, interest, Bowdoin Class of 1881, is awarded
through' an opening in the parking
that week will recall military ability, and aptitude.
Chapel
day
for. excellence in debating between
area on Campus Drive, and thence
President Cole's use of this invaThe drill team will compete with members of the freshman and sophalong the Cloaveland Hall drive.
sion as an example of how small teams from other schools in April. omore classes.
As soon as the hockey rink is
things can control big things. But
completed it is planned to extend
it wasn't long after this that the
the walk from the south door of
"small things" were under the
route

|

i»«m»m»»mwwwiKuimm»»mn

The United Nations, he said, will Cleaveland Hall to the northeast control of Mr. Brush. He staged
be as strong as the readiness of its corner of the rink and Sills Drive, his extermination of the wasps on
member nations to use it and peo- with floodlights illuminating the Monday. With some candles and a
ple should not only approve it, but walk from the. rink.
bug bomb he drove the insects
be aware of it, know what it is,
The various paths of the college, from the room. Then he boarded up
and what it can do. In closing, Pro- you can plainly see, are placed for the hole in the ceiling, through
fessor Colie stressed again the ne- direct routes from any building to which they had been entering, with
cessity of reminding ourselves on another. They were also construct some plywood.
the 11th anniversary of the United ed to make as straight a route as
Nations to find out a bit more about possible to all the fraternity houses
of the college.
this great organization.

Publications Are

We

selected to compete in the finals of

Our

invite inquiries

Business!

from schools

concerning Publication Problems
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Colby Offense Sinks White 24-20
Strong White Pass Offense Of No Avail
As Colby Wins In Fourth Period Tally

Powerful M.

C L Tramples Frosh, 34-0
An

Friday, October 26:
riddled

injury- pushed across another 6 points

Bowdoin Frosh team bowed
M. C. I. team for its

and

time added the extra point.
Late in the second period, Bow-

this

to a powerful

second straight loss. The M. C. I. doin started its first sustained
team, in winning its 4th straight, drive. Starting on their* own twencompletely dominated the game ty, the Cubs drove down to the
scoring twice in the first and third M. C. I. ten-yard strip before losperiods and once in the fourth.
ing the ball on downs.

The Cubs, playing without the
services of Jack Condon, ace quar-

The second
same as the

terback, and Joe Carvin, hard-hitting lineman, were never in the

a

game.

much the
ended with
drive by the Polar
Bear Cubs. This drive, too, was
stopped short of the goal. From
half started
first half

sustained

M. C. I. took the opening
and marched to paydirt. then on it was all M. C. I. as they
Several minutes later, after Bow- pushed across 3 more scores.
doin had been forced to pant, they
kickoff

ed over

left

tackle

from the

9.

Stinneford in two carries had covered 27 yards. Sargent's attempted

emewfcg

Colby

v.ith

the

victorious far

straigR year in three
and excitfia games.

third

close

conversion was again wide but the
The game at faraway Orono was
24-20 lead was to suffice as neither one of the major upsets of the curteam scored again.
rent campaign as underdog Bates,
Two Bowdoin attempts were who plays host to Bowdoin next Sat-

la

Hie p.cuie aoove siiuw» capiaui juuu saow ueiug laciueu Dy a Mine m lenseuiau. uowdoin was again
for three periods but just "didn't have the stuff" for that final push.

stopped by Bates as he intercepted urday, upset mighty Maine 10-13.
two long passes intended for Fred who now carries a two-game losing
Wenzel. The Polar Bears, still de- streak. Bates, knowing that a State
termined, stopped Colby an the Series crown is easily within their
Bowdoin 26 but could only get in sight will be pointing to the Bowone play as the final gun ended doin game as a clincher.

command

CUMBERLAND

by Al Payson
In the opening game of the 1956
State Series, the Colby Mules edged

until

'

!

,

I

Colby's fourth score

In the last period.

Bowdoin scored first after a sustained drive of 67 yards, copped by
a Drenzek-to-Levine pass play covering 24 yards. The White got advantage of two Colby penalties,
one of which gave them a first
down. For the most part Drenzek's
passing was the key to the early

i

success. After Levine rode across

j

the goal line with nemesis Neil
Stinneford on his back, Steve An-

derson kicked the point and the
Polar Bears led 7-0.
Colby came back three minutes
later to score on a drive from their
own 43. Of the 57 yards, Stinneford rah for runs of 13, 16, and 14
yards. Burly Bob Sargent's attempt
for the point after was blocked by
Steve. Anderson who raced through
a hole set up by Ernie Belforte and
Ken Cooper.
After Bowdoin lost the ball on
downs, Dave Gosse intercepted
quarterback Mark Brown's pass
and proceeded on sojourn which
is probably the outstanding individua 1 performance by a White
performer all season. With only one
downfield block, Gosse reversed his
field twice before racing between
two stymied Colby defendants into T.D. territory. The play covered
54 yards. Anderson's conversion
was wide to the right.
Just to prove that this was a day

|

.

'

i

j

'

|

j

j

I

I

!

off

j

Bowdoin 24-20 before a large homecoming crowd at Colby College last
Saturday afternoon. It was an upbill battle all the way for the Mules
«g the Polar Bears scored early in
the first quarter and were never
beaded

Mike Farren ran
Bowdoin's right guard for a
66-yard T.D. romp. A speedy 155
pounder, Farren relied on speed
more than agility as he left the
Polar Bear eleven behind him. Al
Rogan's attempted point was again
blocked by Anderson and the Polar Bears led 13-12,
Bowdoin was off again hoping to
for small backs,

1

changed as scores of Colby lovelies
paraded before the enthusiastic
Bowdoin stands. However, this was
not enough to spur Adam Walsh's
forces to a

more

Bowdoin

time score
wide.

1

to

20-18.

On

make

ball

seemed

off

and Colby

Oct.

SO

DIAL HI

THE BAD HEED

as the Polar
to

come

alive.

NANCY KELLY

lest

3-2541

Bear line
The White

Tues.

OobflD

PATTY MaeOOBMKK

WHjLIAM HOLDEN
"TOWARD THE

Recommended
for Adults Only

UNKNOWN"

Wed., Thura. Oct. 814107.

CHA CHA CHA BOOM
Wed.

witlh

STEPHEN DUNNE
ALIX TALTON
also

News

MEN"

Short Bnbjects

Nov. 2-3

Fri, Sat.

SI

Oct,

PETER LORRE
ISLAND OF DOOMED
NovTi

Thurs.

STAGECOACH TO FTJEY

RHONDA FLEMING
"THE QUEEN OT

witlh'

FORREST TUCKER.
MARI BLANCHABD

BABYLON"

also

Short Subjecto

Nor. aVS

Sat.

Fri.,

^un, Mon., Tues.,

Nov. 4-5-6

RICHARD' WIDMABK
"THE LAST WAGON"

>

UNGUARDED MOMENT
witJh

J

ESTHER WILLIAMS
GEORGE NADEB
Wed., Thurs.

Sun., Tues.

Nov. 7-8

ODONGO
witlh
I

Nov.

44

ESTHER WILLIAMS
GEORGE NADER
"THE UNGUARDED

MOMENT"

RHONDA FLEMING
MacDONALD CAKEY

the half-

Rogan's kick was
play,

this

Tues.

successful second

with

Bowdoin kicked
the

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

Brunswick

half.

Knights of the Androscoggin made
score in the first period but they got another bid for
six but were halted
as far as the Colby 8. Two passes
by a Stinneford interception on his
from "Brud" Stover to Matt Levine own 25. From
then on it was the
of 34 and 8 yards respectively
determined line play of Ken Cooper
moved the ball deep into Colby and Pete Dionne that was
to save
territory. The Polar Bears continthe Polar Bears' bacon through the
ued this drive as Stover hit Levine third period.
once again with a pass that was de
Twice Bowdoin stopped the Mules
fleeted by a Colby defender. An
on goal-line stands. Cooper and Diderson again converted and Bowonne had combined to account for
doin had a 20-12 lead.
Colby ground losses in the third
A Colby drive ended abruptly as period as they ran through the poErnie Belforte landed on a Mule sition of their
offensive counterfumble on his own 22. The Polar parts. Also shining defensively
was
Bears started out to put the game Brud Stover, who often made
key
on ice but a Stover aerial was tackles in the
secondary.
picked off by fullback Bob AuriemHowever, Colby was not to be dena who ran it from his own 25 to
hied as they finally scored midway
his 40.
through the final period: Using a
An exchange of puntS pushed the
predominately running attack ColMules back to their own 17, whence.
by mixed it up with a few short
came a series Of tightly-knit plays
passes which opened up the Whita
good for a touchdown, with only a
defense. Stinneford, who last year
half minute remaining. Right halfscored both Colby T.D.'s against
back Dick Merriman was the key
Bowdoin, again was the main facto this drive as he ran for 41 yards
f actor in this final score. Starting
and figured in two successful pass
from the Bears' 47, the Blue and
plays. He bucked one over from
White scored as Bobby Bates rompthe

THEATRE

extra-point

hero Steve Anderson was injured as
the 260 lb. elbow of Bob Sargent
caught him rushing to block the

How

to got off

rx

.

to a flying start

point.

At

the

half

the

entertainment

The way « keep moving in free-andeasy eawfart it to start with Arrow

r
NEW MEADOWS
on Route

INN

underwear- This popular Arrow
Tec Shin and Guard* won't bind «r
chafe, won't tag.

1

between Brunswick and Bath

SHORE DINNERS
STEAKS
CHICKEN

When

T*, ?USi Guwdi

SNACK BAR

you consider

and their pesftdB
(that "give*" with every move
yon make), you know that you'll
have it pmty aoft. Pick youra today.

their hse-apun fabric
fit

(knitted brief*),

SIM

SODA FOUNTAIN
OOOKTAIL LOUNGE

Motor Court Now Open
Conveniently located between Bath
and Brunswick
On Route 1
Dial Hilltop 3-3921

L
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to the All-Conference team.

Two

Polar Bears Face

POLAR

Strong Foes;

Thurlow Cooper. He

Bates Needs

Win For

Series

Maine

boasts of one of the best ends in
the conference in the person of

Crown

is 6-2,

weighs

210 pounds, a two-time All-Confer-

ence end, and wot a Yankee Con-

By Mike Brown

BEARINGS

The 1957 season opened this Sat
urday against Colby, for it was the
start of another Round Robin series play for the Polar Bears. This
year is the 61st time that the robin
has been played. Maine and Bates
are yet to come. Although among
them they have only won seven
games, the excitement that will
accompany each game will equal
that of any Bowl game. No matter
what may be the record, they are

Neil A. Cooper
Last week the Athletic Depart- cal requirements. The question
ment informed the White Key that asked—Where is the reasoning?
Cal attendance is given for parthe school could not afford to supplay each fraternity with the neces- ticipation in any varsity sport, the
sary gloves, shin guards, etc., for band, and soccer. However, why
the coming interfraternity hockey are those who play interfraternity
1

1

The White Key representa-

league.

football

W»a

feeling

minority

minority

strongly

the

afpreciates

school's lending their rink one night
a week to the fraternities. At many

schools the fraternities have
anywhere from fifteen to twentyto

will play the

ahead denied and determination

of

pay

the scope of the athletic program
is being enlarged. However, two
questions that are the basis for the

minority feeling.
First, each student pays a blank

1-

et tax, the function of which is to
provide for such financial matters.

stands to reason that sound planning would take into consideration
It

mored that John Papacosma may forecasts.
ready to see flction once more
John is the fastesf back that Adam
Sale
has; and his loss this season may Bates Tickets
in part account for Bowdoins 'nil"
Football tickets for this week's
showing to date. To be sure, the Bates game are on sale at the athr
performance that Bowdoin turned letic office. All students who are

On

undefeated

is one of planning to attend the game are
East, urged to get their tickets as early
apprehension as possible. All tickets purchased
by the Bob Cats. The near upset of at the athletic office will cost one
two weeks ago has rejuvenated the dollar.
team, but what effects the loss to
Colby had on the White has yet to POGO AIMS

who

in against Williams,

the strongest teams

athletic

may

cause a

I

1

BEER

^

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al Tobey,

land small college football circles
67, University of Rhode Island 44,
during the 1920's and '30's, sports
and Yale 43.
telecaster
Don MacWilliams of
Battling a strong and gusty north
Portland told Auburn-Lewiston Kiwind the polar bears got off to a
school should always turn to the wanians, that Bowdoin
appears to slow start but steadily gained
students whenever they fall short
,
through the day. Commodore Skip
of funds that they claim not to has come to the
point he is about Howland, with crew Ron Dyer,
have.
ready to rate unbeaten M. C. I.
earned 40 out of a possible 56
This "hockey tax" was passed by prep school squad
men superior to points by finishing consistantly in
the houses because they want to see Adam Walsh's Bowdoin
unit this the top four places in division A.
The
campus.
on
the sport instituted
fall.
David Belknap, with crew Henry
students gave willingly to the fund
Distressed at what has happened Tosi, picked up 35 points.
raising drive but there is no questo Coach Walsh, admittedly one of
Next week the sailors will send
in
is
dictum
latest
this
tion that
e
g ' eat coaches but af all three skippers of Howland,
is hpped by
unfair.

fllc ' ed

more than the mentioned minority

" nt

that all departments will not resort
to this unfair method, especially the

department which would
have trouble raising a vote of con-

campus on j many

^hin

of its

~

HOT DOGS

'50

Call 5-2422

WELCOME FRESHMEN

"^

Norgeway - Mat Laundry
Shirt Service

Shirt Service

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE
Brunswick

100 feet past railroad tracks

-

"tenor material

asons

luncheon

in re- Leighton and Belknap and crews
speaker Tosi, Dyer and Birkett to Tufts for
the big meet of the fall, the Schell
Trophy, in which all major trophy
winners will compete.

„^
acW,lhams
Predicted an end to

^ «»• T
the

athletic

fidence on

™ wth
Su

£

It

^

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
We deliver to the Students

rest with the seventy-five cent levy
on each man but on the principle
of the tax. It is not fair that the

many ways

.

^^

.

regatta.
Invitational
Trophy"
"Lamenting 'retirement' of the
Brown, on their home waters, took
Maine colleges (except University
an early lead and won with 91
of taxation be used by administra- ^Maine) from
positions of emi- points. Following were Coast Guard
tive departments in their quest for nence
maintained m New Eng 82, MIT 81, Bowdoin 75, Harvard
more money? The objections do not

^^

.

.

,

(continued from page 3)
Turning the limelight to Maine,
and his constituency."
we find an ominous shadow falling
-r^ Monotremes point out that
over the Bowdoin campus. But in thev are
noti to a man at least o£
retrospect, this is nothing new for
a sex normaU y opposite to the Presa
team that has been rated the ident " We are not opposite
a
to anyunderdog all year.
mng espec i a lly
President. We
The Maine offense is lead by 175 are as much on his side as anybody.
pound Ray Hosteller, who is a sen- We Uke umbrage at such suffrage
ior. He was leading ground gainer and will not suffer ourselves to parlast year and twice has been named ticipate further in the discussion."

land sports telecaster.

^

in the

bit of

* seen-

such unforeseen events.
Second, how often will this form

|

196, hail

^

.

five dollars per house for this privilege. Also, many are thankful that

and weighs

!

starting the Series with the spirit

teams.
Washing their hands of the first
department's rule
rivals, Adam Walsh
about giving soccer a credit is ap- of the three
Bears look forward
preciated since it aids in the quest and his Polar
remaining
two. Bates will
the
to
for players who normally might
then the Pines will
not play. However, this rule is in come first and
Cats of Maine
no small way discriminatory. It play host to the Bear
traditional homecoming batonly appears logical that all sports in the
should receive the same benefits. tie.
Bowdoin will have their hands
It is the desire of many that after
full when they take on the Bob
the present academic
semester
Bates lost close ones to Norends a committee re-evaluate the Cats.
wich and Upsila and then came
cal requirements now in force. If
back to overpower Worcester Tech
physical fitness is the prime con26-12 and Middlebury 28-0, and ficern of the cal program why should
19-13.
Coach Bob
nally Maine
certain rules hinder the desired
Hatch is spearheading his attack
results?
with Co-CMfn Bob Martin. MarFootball Again
Polar Bearings which of late has
been complaiaing about the lack of Whlrf|Sai.ors Fourth
material given to Adam Walsh now
Sailing" 4t Providence the Bowreprints a summary of a speech
doin sailors this .Sunday finished
given by Don MacWilliams, Portfourth in the "C. Sherman Hoyt

The

1

This

sports

the galloping senior pilot of

the Bates Club

the cal credit?

peared to be a very simple matter. Surprise! In a majority of the
houses rcsistence to the ultimatum
was strong. Although approval was
granted— in almost every case the
voiced.

and those who

many seasonal

tives returned to their respective
houses to win approval of what ap-

ference All-Star last year.
Seeing what Bowdoin has to face
in the next two weeks. It doesn't
ing from Marblehead, Mass., where look Uke a P icnk for *•» Polar
Bears. However if the team plays
he tore up the gridiron.
anything like it did against WilAdam has issued no statement as liams, both Bates and Maine will
to the Bates game, but it is ruhave a tough job living up to the
tin is

-j

>

™

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP

College States series
five years.

185

PARK ROW

t

Greeting Card*

current policies.

-

Gifts

Reasoning?

The attention of the Polar Bearings was brought once more to the
problems arising out of, the current

Brunswick Coal

FUEL

Harriers Lose 26-29

-

At the Brunswick golf course Friday the Boston College cross-country team edged the White by a
slim 3 point margin. Jack Murof B. C. took individual honors,
covering the rough 4 miles in 20:
Packard
Bab
Bowdoin's
16.8.
clipped 30 seconds off his previous

home

ishing 2nd in 20:37.

course, fin-

J

===

Captain Dave Young came

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY SERVICE

I

Dial

Ask us about our Participating
Membership Plan

|

FREE PICK-UP

One Day

Shirt Service

PA

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Streets

Brunswick, Maine

F AIRFIELDS BOOK SHOP

j

]

224 Maine Street

•

Tom McGovern

finished strong in 3rd place after
passing 3 runners in the last half
mile.

BUILDING SUPPLIES

ARE YOU A MEMBER???

phy

best time for the

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Lumber Co.

Brunswick, Maine

Strong B. C. Squad

To

&

STUDENT

I

PATRONAGE

t

5th, but a duo of B. C. runners crossed the line before the
next Polar Bear, deciding the outcome of the meet.

home

SKATES

SOLICITED
At the present time we have on hand a

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY
Brunswick

supply of "Hockey" and "Figure" skates
assorted sizes.

Sunday School 9:15 A. M.

SERVICES

for

Come

when the season

in

First National Ban!

begins.

Sunday 18:45 A. M.
Wednesday 8:00 P. M.

CHURCH EDIFICE
288% Maine
All

St.,

Brunswick

Welcome

in

today and be ready

Brunswick,

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Selective Service

—

terested

in

(continued from page one)
tory of Greek civilization and Rosumption of that office, honored by man civilization. He served on alhis grateful college."
most every faculty committee durProfessor Nixon was born on May ing his forty-three years at the Col23, 1882, in Des Moines, Iowa, the lege. He was the author of a numson of William G. and Helen An- ber of books, most of them welldrews Nixon. He prepared for col- known and widely used translations
lege at Thayer Academy and in of Latin works. His translations of
1900 entered Wesleyan University, Plautus and Martial were especialfrom which he was graduated in ly popular. He also wrote more
1904 as one of only two High Hon- than one hundred articles for learnor graduates. He majored in class- ed journals.
ics at Wesleyan, was elected to
During World War I Professor
Phi Beta Kappa, and was president Nixon was a first lieutenant with
of his class. He was also a member the Third Maine National Guard
of the varsity football and track and later served as a second lieuteams and was a speaker at both tenant in the United States Infanthe Commencement exercises and try.

Dae

Applications
Chicago

Nixon Dies ...

College students intaking the Selective

Service College Qualification Test
have until midnight, Tuesday, October 30, 1956, to submit application, it was announced today by
Lyle M. Spencer, president of Science Research Associates, authors

and administrators of the test.
The purpose of the testing pro-

gram

is

to provide evidence

for

Selective Service boards so

local

may

they

ment

consider student defermilitary service regis-

for

'

trants.

To be

eligible to apply for the
scheduled to be given Novem-

Governor Theodore R. McKeldln of Maryland addressing a banquet the commencement luncheon.
Professor Nixon was selected as
Alpha Delta Phi House. Also shown (left to right) are Pres.
S. Coles, Eugene V. HHsel, '57, president of AD, and Roger the first Rhodes Scholar from Connecticut and studied at Oxford UniStates, Alaska, the Canal Zone, Ha- Howell, Jr., '58.
versity for three years, from 1904
waii, and Puerto Rico, a -student
until 1907. He taught classics at
must intend to request deferment
Princeton University in 1907-08 and
as a student, be satisfactorily purtest,

ber 15 to college students

900

at the

test centers throughout the United

James

in

Caledonian Society

suing a full-time course of instruction,

. .

(continued from page one)
McKeldin stressed the
crouched in bondage." He pointed of Galgacus' final words: "Let each
Students interested in taking this
out that even before the Republic, man think that upon his sword detest to qualify for possible draft
in the ancestral land, Americans of pends the fate of all posterity." He
deferment, in order to continue
Scottish
descent
never learned felt' that these words were magnifitheir college education, are urged
much of bondage, "for the land cent counsel for Americans of the
to have their completed application
though often conquered, was never twentieth century and especially
postmarked no later than midnight,
enslaved."
for Americans of Scottish ancestry.
October 30. Applications dated afAs the Caledonia of 84 was a re"Our antagonist is ruthless and
ter October 30 will not be accepted.
fuge of liberty, so is the United powerful, not only in the military
For additional information, appliStates today. "Lincoln said, 'we sense, but also in the world of
cations, and addresses of test censhall nobly save or lose the last, ideas," he declared. Communism is
ters, students should connsult any
best hope of earth.' It is still true, effective, so effective that it has
Selective Service board.
and the responsibility is heavier, already won a large part of the
test.

not lighter, because

A. A. U.

W. Book

managed

to

Sale

we have

hither-

to save, not lose that

Parish

,'

l

its,

many new

textbooks,

and a

some Old and Rare

perfect,

a
I.,

7,

son,

a third

was

.

.

.

Latin In 1920. In 1946 he became
Winkley Professor. After he stepped
down as Dean in 1947, he remained
an active member of the faculty
until

1952.

When Dean Kenneth

be-

Sills

and

Philological

Association

New England

Classical Association,

the

which he served as president
1924-25. He was a director
New England Council from

1945

the

in

of the
1942 to

Footlights

.

.

.

(continued from page three)
Ike has kept us at peace through a
strong and flexible foreign policy

which has time and again kept the
Russians off-balance. Thirdly, Ike

and his administration have balanced the budget, reduced taxes
and reduced the all-important na-

He prevented a recession following the Korean War and
kept our economy running smoothtional debt.

through the increasing eliminacontrols. He has
that this country
can be operated on a prosperous
and sound non-war economy. Lastly, the respect, confidence and affection which world peoples have
for President Eisenhower is a great
asset of our country, and we should
use this asset to the fullest extent
ly

of wartime
shown America
tion

possible.

Housing

.

.

(Continued from page

in

houses, 21 at home, 25 married,

2 in the Union,

and

The remainder

2 in the Pool.

of

the

.

.

ficers Association.

He was an

ones.

hon-

.

(continued from page 3)
"remem- musical criticism.
ber the glory delivered down to us
Discretion, however, being
by our ancestors." He admitted better part
of taste, we shall

McKeldin urged that

"1

"

all

IT'S

FOR REAL!

by Chester

Field

the
for-

|

cooling.

.

in V'lan, Italy T'lring the war, in
Tokyo, they v.irc completely destroyed by bombs, and Dr. Guatelli,

Japan, wns -onfined

IBM

.

MEN!
j

which

.

the exihbit
concen-

in a

tration cano. V. he.: h< returned to
the United States, he began work
on another set of models, the ones

acquired in 1951.

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building

Brunswick, Maine

students

and was a past president of live "off-campus" in what is conEastern College Personnel Of- sidered either an approved or dis-

tion

membering the glory of old Scot- come to hear them speak, you and
The thirty models were constructland never made any modern Scot I.
ed by an outstanding da Vinci aua worse man, and I maintain that
Until that time, be good, careful
thority. Dr Boberta Guatelli, after
it
has made many of us better or quick as the occasion may dicyears of. study and research. They
men."
tate.
were originally put together for the
1938 exhibition of da Vinci's work

to

1)

there are 824 students at school:
of these 350 arc in dorms, 306 are

.

who had accompanied

of

as Assistant Professor cf

that it sounds a bit odd, a bit oldbear.
fashioned in these days. It can be
We shall sulk.
carried to extremes, but "neverPerhaps by next week the air
(continued from page 1)
theless, it remains true that a good
will have cleared and certain provcopter was a huge aerial screw run
name is the finest inheritance that inces be again defined. We shall
by clock-work. One of his proposed}
a man can receive from his fathsee.
machine guns consisted of three
er."
In the mean time wc have secretiers of twelve baarrels each, the
While admitting that family pride ted tape recorders behind the artiers
arranged^ in a triangular
is no guarantee of excellence, Mc- ras and the bust of Poppa
Plato in
shape so that one might be fired
Keldin stated that it is a spur to the various lairs and haunts of the
while another was being loaded and
ambition. "So is national pride. Re- Bowdoin Intellectual. We shall yet

da Vinci

Philip,

N. Y.; a daugh-

Katrina,

of the

re af-

man."

books, a

liberal supply of others, in-

cluding

when was any segment

human race ever

French books,

of

1919;

Greenlawn, L.
ter,

approved location. This year .the
orary member of Delta Upsilon number of such students is 117.
problems of importance to the na- fraternity.
This figure represent an increase
varying from relations with
At Bowdoin he taught at one time of 11 men over the amount last
firm. "This is to make us all the Israel to segregation.
or another more than a dozen Latin year. Mr Ladd pointed this out as a
more responsible for the continued
courses and also courses in the his- bad trend in the housing situation.
survival of honor and the rights of A FIT OF PIQUE
but

chairmanship of Mrs. Charles Warren Ring, has gathered books from
the libraries of people who have
moved away, and many have been
donated. There will be Who-donelarge selection

ty in 1909

end History. In 1911 he was
promoted to the ranit of full professor and was name* 1 Professor of
Classics

came President of Bowdoin in 1918,
succeeding President William DeWitt Hyde, Professor Nixon became
world. It is an attack which must Dean of the College. He served in
be met with straight, honest think- this position for the next thirty
ing, McKeldin said. In this battle years. When he retired in 1952, he
of ideas, every man is needed; said, "The biggest thing in my life
"upon each man's sword depends has been Bowdoin College, and for
the fate of all posterity."
a great many years, I have known
Urging Americans, and especial- virtually every graduate. The assoly those of Scottish ancestry, never ciation
with the undergraduates
to let their sword down, he uttered and alumni when I was Dean was
a wish that all "be highly resolved the thing whicih I have most enthat the day will never come when joyed in my life."
we cannot quote honestly the words
Professor Nixon held honorary
of the chieftain on the Grampian degrees from Wesleyan and Colby
Hills: 'We have preserved our hon- College, as well as from Bowdoin.
or and the rights of men'."
He was a member of the American

hope," McKeldin declared.
Noting that America's eyes are
First
"unpolluted by the sight of ignoble
There will be a book sale on bondage," McKeldin stated firmly
that
"it means we have no excuse
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
at the First Parish Church. It is for tolerating oppression, not even
going to be held in the Parish tne P°° r excuse of long habit and
House from 10 A. M. to 9 P. M. on custom. Our spirit has never been
Wednesday and Thursday, and broken; therefore it would be all
from 10 A. M. to 3 P. M. on Friday. the more shameful for us to bow
The sale is being sponsored by our necks to the yoke."
The United States has had little
the American Association of University Women for the project to reason to dread invasion and conGovernor McKeldin was entersponsor a woman foreign student in quest in the past, but this is no
the United States for one year. Any longer true, McKeldin -said. The tained before speaking at a. banquet
funds over and above this quota threat of invasion today is no long- at the AD House. Faculty members
goes to the Brunswick Area Mutual er from the land and sea, but from present included Pres. James S.
"
Aid Fund for the benefit of Bruns- the air l Uunk we can fairly-claim Coles, Philip S. Wilder, Assistant
also that we have preserved to this to the President, Prof. Athern P.
wick needy students.
Prices from 10c to $1 will be fea- day our honor and the rights of Daggett, and Prof. Charles Mitchell. Speaking informally at the meal
tured, with books on a multitude of man," he said.
This has not been done .perfectly, and
after,
McKeldin discussed
subjects. The committee, under the

At

July

now Mrs. George F.
Chisholm of Longmeadow, Mass.;
the following year was a member and two brothers, Hugh Nixon of
of the faculty at Dartmouth Col- Wakefield,
Mass.; and Theodore
importance lege. He joined the Bowdoin facul- Nixon of Auburndale,
Mass

and must not have previously

taken the

Survivors include Mrs. Nixon, the
former Mathilde C. Spangler, whom
he married in Rockford, HI., on

Would you

like to

j

much

as $200 a

supplement your college income by

month

for

working

otnly

two nights

as

s

THOUGHTS FOR TODAY $1.98
I

met a man with a

Who

looked at

rather large head

me and

finally said:

"If ever you're caught
Without any thought
And you think that you ought
To be thinking a thought,
Buy one from me before it's too late
Thoughts for today, only
one-ninety -eight.

"A reasonable price," I said and bought
The following brainy, thoughtful t ho ught:
FAINT PLEASURE AIN'T PLEASURE
Take your pleasure big! Smoke the cigarette
that gives you more of what you're
smoking for
more real enjoyment, more
real rich flavor
more smoking
satisfaction. Smoke a Chesterfield and
I

week? You can do

this if

yom become a campus represen-

tative of our British textile custom-tailoring firm.

Sales Manager, A. O. Kruse

&

Write

.

.

.

.

Co., P. O.

Box

632,

New-

port Beach, California, giving a brief personal history.

enjoy

it

.

.

to the hilt!

Smoke for r*ol . . . unoki Chesterfu W!
ONnMlllm
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WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
For ma|ors In electrical,
chanlcal or o.ronautlcal
neerlng and related fields.

i

Even
we
Know,

1960,"
if you are just starting college in the "Class of
suggest that you take a long look at where you are going.
don't guess, what is offered by fields like engineering and

'science,

finance,

marketing and

Too

relations.

2

For mo|or» In occounrlng, buslntii administration, finance,
economics, mathemofics and

Uboral art*.

young

often

people discover late in their senior year that they can't qualify
for the career of their choice. Why be caught short? Selecting a
career and knowing what is expected will make it ix>ssible for
you to prepare for it now. Many graduates will find their place

with industry.
General Electric is typical of many large industrial concerns.
We employ over 27,000 college graduates from nearlj 700 different colleges and universities. And our future, as the future of any
progressive company, hinges on these people. Young men and
women that have initiative, analytical and creative ability will
progress with industry- If you are interested, write for
information about one or more of the programs listed on this
page. These are the principal doorways to success at General

make

Write

to:

Electric. The booklets can also be found at most college
ment bureaus in a binder entitled "Career Information."

Engineer iug Recruiting

place-

Write

3

melon

Schenectady

phytic* or

In

4

noorlng phytic*.

Write

to:

For major* In engineering.

Write

Engineering Recruiting

to: Technical

Schenectady

Company

o,

General Electric
Schenectady

N. Y.

For ma|or* In engineering, busl«
no**, or liberal art*

7

A

complotod graduate

who hove
work

in

business admlnUtratlon.

Write to: Marketing Services
Department 25-M
General Electric

670 Lexington

Ate.,

Company

New

Marketing

Department 25-S

Department 25-P
General Electric

Business Training

General Electric

Company

Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Far

to:

Department 25-B

Department 25-E
General Electric

York

22,

5,

For ma|or« In mechanical, elocengineering
qualified man with
technical degrees.

Write

to:

Manufacturing Training

Department 25-M

Company

Schenectady 5, N. Y.

For major*

6

Schenectady

9

Write

For malar* In phytic*, chemistry,
metallurgy and electrical, chemical or mechanical engineering.

to: Technical

5,

N. Y.

nomic and

social forcot facing

Industry.

Write

Company

to: Employee Relations
Department 25-R

General Electric

570 Lexington

frogress is our most important product

GENERAL

metal-

For young man Interested in
•hop operations and the eco-

10

Personnel Placement

Richland, Washington

In chemistry,

lurgy and chemical, ceramic or
metallurgical engineering.

Schenectady

Department 25-N
General Electric

N. Y.

Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-C
General Electric Company

Company
5, N. Y.

General Electric

Y.

and

General Electric

N. Y.

N

marketing, economics, engineering and tine art*.
ing,

Write to: Advertising and Sales Promotion
Department 25-A

Company

trlcal or industrial

8

5

For mo|or. In Ingllih, lournetl*m, public rotation*, advertis-

Company

5,

ELECTRIC

Ave.,

Company

New York 22, N.

Y.

30.

UH

THE BOW
Hazing Comm. Given

Mitchell

Power To

Roles Of Scholars

Interpret

Examines

"The purpose of scholarship is
the advance of knowledge," Prof.

Existing Controls
The

Charles Mitchell, visiting lecturer

Student Council %'oted yester-

under the Tallman Foundation deday to give the Student Hazing
clared in chapel Inst Wednesday.
Committed the authority io make
Prof. Mitchell was advancing an
rule clarifications without consultanswer to the question "How can
approval.
ing the Council for
you justify the way that a scholar
Eugene V. Helscl '57, chairman
shuts himself off from the world in
of the committee had appeared behis

fore the Council to discuss the
that
workings of that body. He explained
that extensive clarifications

and

in-

terpretation of the rules were needed and that it was the function of
j

his

ORIENT
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committee to provide them. He

6,

NO.

1956

Football, Dancing, Initiations

To

-Coles Portrait

Hockey Rink To Be
Dedicated At Last

own ivory tower?" He noted
it was a question which is easi-

Football, dancing,

and thirty for a candidate for Secretary-Treasurer. Tho Vice President shall be that presidential candidate receiving the second highest

number

of points in the redis-

cation of the

new hockey

highlight the

Alumni Weekend. Ac-

ar at the sublimest as one like the
sixteenth century French philologist Muretus, who, when informed

tivities

start

Work Of

Munn

"Alfred Kinsey's studies on sex
behavior represents a major contribution,"

Dr Norman

Munn,
Bowdoin

Speaking at the morning chapel

Munn

service, Dr.

after the President has been elect-

goal was to extend knowledge in a
relative no-man's land, using the
most up-to-date questionnaire, sampling, and statistical techniques

said, "Kinsey's

rink will

Friday evening
until the cli-

max

Saturday night.
Friday evening, many fraternities
will hold formal dinners and initiation ceremonies. At 7:30 there will
be the pre game rally. At 8.30 there
will be the swimming meet in Curtis Pool, between alumni stars of
years gone by and the school's
varsity and freshmen.

The Bowdoin Alumni Council will
convene Saturday morning for its
regidar fall meeting in Massachu-

Bowdoin's long-awaited hockey rink, which is rapidly nearing completion, will be dedicated with special ceremonies and an ice show during the coming Alumni Weekend.

For many

it is

setts Hall with Francis B. Hill, '23,

the achievement of a

presiding.

fond dream.

At 10:30 A. M. the new-

ly-donated

portrait of President
Coles will be unveiled at The Walkej Art Building. This portrait was

L.

Professor of Psychology at
College, declared yesterday.

will

and gain momentum

Dr. Kinsey

Discussed By

tribution of the preferential ballots

ed.

and the dedi-

er to answer slickly than honestly.
Prof. Mitchell illustrated a schol-

Chapel Goers Hear

tions will be attainable from the
Student Council representativesForty juniors must sign a petition for a presidential candidate

Set

Weekend Gaiety
To Be Unveiled Sat

Highlight Alumni

noted that, if the committee had to
by a servant that the house was on
consult with the Council on every
fire, replied, "Go look for my wife.
decision, their, hands would be tied.
You knw I never occupy myself
Junior class elections were the
(continued on page 3)
other major topic discussed at yesterday's Council meeting. Official
petitions will be issued on Monday,

November 12, for those men interested in seeking class offices. Peti-

13

DaVinci Exhibit Examined
With Critical Facination

painted by Sidney E.
well-known artist from

Dickinson,

New York

City.

At noon there

will

be a lobster

By Dick Kennedy
Amo^g them are a tank and a fas- stew luncheon in the Sargent GymThe diversity of the genius that cinating three-tiered machine gun nasium, featuring the presentation
was Leonardo da Vinci's is almost of thirty-six barrels. Such diverse of the Alumni Fund Cup to Waloverpowering to the imagination. designs as a clock mechanism, the lace M. Powers, '04.
Game lime for the Maine game
For one man to be so accomplished first to use independent weights for
j

Students Pick Ike

available.

"The reason

for this paucity of

I

scientific information on sex is per- in so inany fields offers a difficult minutes as well as hours; an odo- will be 1:30. Students arc requested
haps obvious. Havelock Ellis, an challelj^e .to an* exhibitor of his meter, a rustic speedometer that to keep the stands full and the
eminent British physician and stu- works to emphasize one aspect measures the distance by a series steins empty.
President Eisenhower was favordent of sex, had, many years be- without overlooking the other facets of pegs; a hygrometer, which re"Come in game clothes and bring
ed by a 3 to 1 margin in the campus
fore, been severely censured and of his genius. This problem has cords the humidity; a projector and the family" will be the theme
election conducted by the Bowdoin

3-1

By Meek

Poll

I

I

'

Bowdoin Com- legally restricted because of his been handled very effectively at the
work. Freud 'was, and still is by exhibition currently at the Walker
many, regarded as a filthy-minded Art Building.
old busybody. In the late 1920's an
Under the collective title "Leooutstanding psychologist lost his po- nardo da Vinci— An Exhibition of
out in front by only nine votes, 30
sition in one of our large universi- His Scieniific Achievements," there
TZ 0}
ties for sponsoring a questionnaire
has been organized an exhibit of
In the student vote It was Eisenon sexual habits.
lasting interest. The International
hower, 573 and Stevenson, 196.
"A few psychiatrists had been Business Machines Corporation has
From the 821 students in the colable to gather relevant data from reproduced several of da Vinci's
lege 769 votes were cast.' A faculty
their patients, but findings were machines and inventions in miniaPolitical

Forum,

the

mittee for Stevenson and the BowYoung Republicans.
A poll of the faculty showed Ike

doin

recount will be taken.

hardly representative, even of peowith sexual problems of suf-

ple

NOTICE

photostatic

enlargements

of

nardo's original sketches and draw-

tric help."

ings.

Da

botanical

interests

are evident in the elaborate drawings of plants which comment on
the relationship between rings and

His studies in

the age of a tree.

Anatomy reveal
edge

Prof.

Vinci's

a

detailed knowl-

of the circulatory

system as

well as an amazing analysis of the
heart's construction.

Mcinnes To Open College
Lecture Series On Canada

military

inventions

Many
are

j

(continued on page 8)

of

his

shown.

Korgen Successful

(continued on page 7)

By Barnard
ExplainsRobinson's Works

Quill Lecture

By Tom Lindsay

Leo-

ficient severity to call for psychia-

Gordon D. Hall will speak tomor"Both of the Kinsey books," Prorow night at 8:15 p. m. in the Moul- fessor Munn stated, "were pubton Union Lounge under the spon- lished by a highly respectable medsorship of the Political Forum. He ical publisher, Saunders of Philahas devoted most of his adult life delphia. There could be no more
to a study of organized bigotry.
(Continued on Page 3)

Former Tallman

ture. These are displayed next to

a rotating bridge arc all repro- of the informal reception held by
duced in this exhibit. Whatever may the Presiiie.it and Mrs. Coles, and
be a person's particular interests^, Mr. and Mrs. Hill immediately folthere is something that will appeal lowing the game.

Dr. Ellsworth Barnard, Visiting acclaimed by some to be the greatLecturer in English, spoke last est American poet. Today he has
Wednesday evening in Smith Audi- lost this popularity. Dr. Barnard
torium on The Sonnets of Edwin said that he hopes to see Robinson
Arlington Robinson. His talk was settled in his rightful place, bemade under the sponsorship of The tween these two extremes.
Quill Board.
Discussing the sonnet. Dr. BarDr. Barnard was introduced by nard began by explaining the basic
William Hamilton as a man of es- form of 14 lines of iambic pentatablished reputaticm who has "come
meter using a varying rhyme
to this campus for what most of us
scheme. He then discussed the diffeel has been too short a stay."
ference between the English and
Hamilton described Dr. Barnard's Italian
sonnet by comparing Shakebook, Edwin Arlington Robinson, A
speare's Sonnet 29 with Robinson's
Critical Study, as a work which
Karma. The sonnet was introduced
provided a full and systematic
from Italy in the first half of the
treatment of Robinson's poetry. He
16th century and soon became a fasaid that "because of its analytic
vorite form. It was first used to
scope, its critical perception, it has
express a personal experience of
been accepted as a valued achievelove. It then was written to give a
ment."
Dr. Barnard divided his talk into general comment on love, and was
four sections. He first read from used by Donne for his religious
his book a summary of Robinson's themes. Milton greatly extended the
use of the sonnet by employing solife. After this he discussed the his,_
tory of the sonnet, adjusting this to cial themes.

be delivered on December 13 by
Mr. Mason Wade, Director of Canadian Studies and Associate Professor of History at the University

Mr. Mclnnis was Visiting ProfesIn Suit
sor of Canadian History on the
Tallman Foundation at Bowdoin in
Assessing
1941-42. He is a graduate of the
University of Toronto and later
Dr. Reinhard L. Korgen, Professtudied history at Christ Church, sor of Mathematics, was successful
Oxford, England, as a Rhodes in a recent suit ever the purchase
Scholar.
He received a bachelor of land near the air base by the
of arts degree from Oxford in 1926 U. S. Navy.
and a master of arts degree in 1930
The land belonf'ng to Professor
and also won the Newaigate Prize Korgen was purchased for the sake
for English verse.
Dr. Barnard then said that the
of safety because it was adjacent the varying backgrounds found in
Mr. Mclnnis is the author of nu- to some munition dumps. The as- the audience. Later' he read and sonnet passed out of use during
merous works, including The Un- sessors for the Navy were appar- analyzed several of Robinson's son- the "Age of Reason." It was reguarded Frontier, The War (six ently inexperienced in assessing nets. He finished by reading some vived by the Romantic poets and
has continued to our day as a basic
volumes), Canada, A Political and land in this area because they un- sonnets and poems.
the land to be
Robinson was born in Maine, th* form of poetry.
Social History, and North America dervalued much of
In our century a new type of
and the Modem World. He has bought. The original estimate to son of a well-to-do business man.
twice received the Governor Gen- Professor Korgen was $4,000, but His childhood was lonely and in fu- sonnet was introduced in addition
he was awarded $2,000 more by ture years he was to experience a to those which are personal or reeral's Award for his writings. He
this
kind
were
court action. Suits of
long and hard struggle for recogni- flective, that is, the dramatic son
has also written numerous articles quite common after the inadequate tion

of Rochester.

and pamphlets.

The

1956 College Lecture Series

open on November 26 with a
by Mr. Edgar W. Mclnnis,
President of the Canadian Institute
of International Affairs in Toronto,
will

talk

it

was announced today by

Prof.

Burton W. Taylor, chairman of the
faculty committee on lectures. The
general subject of this year's lec-

tures will be Canada.
The series of three lectures will
continue on November 29, when Dr.
J. R. Smith of Montreal is
speaker. He is an economist
with the Canadian Office of the
Conference
Industrial
National
Board in Montreal.

Arthur
the

The

third

and

final lecture

will

With Navy

On

Land

as a poet. He, at last, did

assessments

made by

the Navy.

fame and during

the twenties

gam

was

type attempts to
(continued on page 8)

net. This

tell

a

v
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Social Rules
With the formation

committee under the auspices
investigate social regulations on cam-

of a special

of the Student Council to

drawn very seriously to this aspect of
appears that student sentiment has quae defi-

pus, attention has been
nitely

It

life.

come

in conflict with the rules of 1948.

Whether these crosscurrents are

of legitimate pretenses is a

question that only the students themselves can really answer,
but it certainly seems that the undergraduate body can claim

honest motives in their demands.
The Bowdoin student is almost completely devoid of social
any kind. Lacking anything that even resembles an honor system, the College leaves itself open to a situa-

responsibility of

an honest and self-disciplined
individual, helps foster the growth of future adults with very
discernible traits of antipathy and improbity. During the four
years of college, a student has his integrity completely undermind by the present system at a time wnere this characteristic
is so necessary for success.
tion which, instead of nurturing

The present social regulations are just one form of this disregard for the student's uprightness and it only tends to breed
more irresponsibility. Many other schools have experimented
with relaxations and modifications of social regulations and have
attained an amazing degree of success, and it is the administra•

who are the first to admit it. For one thing,
these actions surely smooth relations between the college and
the student, and for another, it compels the undergrad to as-

tions themselves

sume, not only indifferently accept, responsibility.
There exist at present, some antiquated rules which obviously need consideration and revision. The special committee's
outline of procedure seems hazy now, but with careful and logical discussion some plan ought to be arrived st that would do
Justice to the student's intelligence and respectability.

A
last

meaning of the two editorials. The Editors are describing
a sophisticated and cultivated perthe entire

son, who, they think, bejause of his
tastes,
his

"literally

is

Flood Of Finws
of hazing at Bowdoin, the traditional "Hell

Week" has always been

confronted with criticism but it has
is now associated with it in

never earned the significance that
1956.

Some students feel that this is the "hit or miss" week, the
"last-ditch stand" for hazing and its correlative fraternity rigmarole. Unfortunately, they may be right.
In recent years hazing, and "Hell Week" in particular, have
come under intensive fire. This year a corrective Hazing Committee was established to deal with the touchy problem in the
hope that it would afford the students themselves the opportunity
to deal with the situation earnestly and wisely.
Whether the Committee has accomplished its purpose can
only be determined after initiation. But during the interim the
fraternities should take heed of the importance of their actions
this week.
The Hazing Committee has been aware of major infringements on the present rules as stated in their memoranda. One
specific case was recommended to the Judiciary Board. A few
fraternities have obviously not assumed the responsibility roles
that were demanded of them by the Council and the Committee.
Their misdemeanors will not only hinder their own chances of
continuing hazing in the future but will endamage the possibilihouses to maintain this tradition.
an oft-quoted misstatement, rules are not
be broken and it certainly isn't the intention of any of
the groups concerned with this problem to allow them to be.
What has been referred to as the "spirit of the law" deserves special relevance to this week's program. There are
manv loooholes in the rules and, thus, the burden falls on i

ties for other

In contrast to

made

to

presidents and the hazing masters to assure thej>erpetuation of
ibis

form

Hazing's Last

Week

An undergraduate can be fined by the College for failing a
course, cutting too many cal classes, parking his car in th*
wrong place more than once, passing a rubber check, cutting
classes around vacations, keeping library books out too long,

or doing

we

don't

damage in the dormitories. There may be more that
know about yet. The possibilities are probably being

continually explored.

the lack of

it.

last year; the fine for a deficiency in physical education is new.

must have a financial and preventative purpose.
another side to the argument. There are a great
of them are pretty hard to meet. Not every
student at the College can revel in a surplus of money, and not
every student can manage to avoid all the offenses for which
fines
is

many fines and some

there are fines.
This new tradition of a fine for every occasion places an undeserved burden on the student body. We feel that the College

can find better ways to enforce

its regulations.

of

ing,

was

"A

more tolerance of the
the academ-

little

rest of the University

not published in

side

ic

— might

—

be useful. After

The Trinity Tripod. But one of
these days, so
the) say, they are going to screw
up their courage and do it. Then
and only then will we act. Also, it
has been requested that we announce that the "Greek Defender"
is not to be confused with Herbert
R. Brown of the Bowdoin English
deparment.
Recently the University of North
Carolina has been in the news nationally with the appointment of
the very popular William Friday as

the University's founders had

president. Also from
campus comes The Daily Tar

tions;

minds

all,

edu-

not gate receipts, in their

cation,

.

.

."

The second

editorial concerns a

problem plaguing several schools
these last few weeks, Cornell, Texas and the U. of Maine to mention
a few. The problem is that of how
much freedom should be allowed
to the students in

and generally

choosing speakers

in publishing opinion.

Lately there has been a great

The

deal of censoring.

Editors of

The Daily Tar Heel say

it is

not the

fault of the university administra-

this

Heel,

two

rather, the guilt lies in

other spheres

of

influence.

First

The object of education, it would one of the best college newspapers there are the boards of
conrol who
seem, would be to instill uniform we have seen. It contains interest"demand that the university shy
tastes and appreciations, and to ing comments on both local and naaway fiom anything "controverdegree of

"well-rounded"

give a

tional issues.

sophistication to the student.

sial."

'Vithin the ,last

A second source of trouble comes
from the American people who, in-

week The Daily

But the aim of education is more
Tar Heel published two strong edithan this, we think. And the defiiutorials. The first, written in a sometion of thjs well-worn phrase Intelwhat sarcastic vein, decried the inprelectualism is wider than that
fluence the football team had over
sented.

Intellectualsim

is,

we

believe, the

capacity for creative
thought. This striving toward creativity can be directed toward one
as well as several goals. Such a

individual's

person

When

Athlete Director Erickson

"pushed"

a

many

can converce on

to speak,

of

question,

doubt,

of

By Ben C. M. Priest

t

topics.

This intellectual does not ostra-

In

his tastes

by forcing

the

garret

He

the air is thick

around him.
The purpose

smoke and

of

and

we

educaton,

of ripe fish,

Cordially,

S.

g

'57

Dott,

Marshall,

'58

Richard A. Hillman,
John J. Woodward,

'58'57

The desire to win at any
shown by our football squad

game

ing the Williams

cost

dur-

plus their

sicist.

|

"Obviously in the recessed phase of
manic depreessive cycle. Inter-

goat

a

cheese and
parsnip wine.
An ancient

plish this end.

David H.

'Nemo me impiw lscessit,"
booms the deep voice.
"Leave him alone," Libido says.

with

blue

spiced with the
odors
mingled

think, is to inspire an ability or
desire for such creative thought.
We agree that parrotting of lectures or textbooks does not accom-

deep blackness, comes the voice
ef Quintus Maximus.
Mens the
melancholic and star-cresaed clas-

tiny

room,

doesn't flaunt sophistication to the annoyance of those

Don

of

(continued on page 7)

Cubes On Toast

not a brilliant modifica-

is

places

fellowship

student

tion of a tape recorder or a person,

who, so

stead of wanting to protect their
children from evil forces, should

demand that the institutions of
higher learning "become market

university affairs.

amophone with

esting."

Desperately
conversational

morning glory some

a

trying
ball

to

the

get

rolling

Oddy

fruitful alley,

down

turns to

horn scrapes a bamboo needle over the heretofore silent form of
Christhe scored surface of a warped disk
tian Bernhardt von Toadstool, forof Pategonian lute music. The room
eign student from Gallstein in Euis warm for in the Franklin stove
rope. "What say you, Toadstool, on
roars a fire feed with pages from the present world
political situathe Congressional Record, Micky
tion? I understand the people in
>pillane, and other combusibles of
your country are revolting."
that ilk Through the smoke and
"Wie, bitte?" snaps the Gallsteinabove the soft lull of the lute, the
ian. There is a slight edge to his
forms and voices of the Intelligenvoice. Sometimes one suspects him
sta can be decerned. Listen well,
of knowing a lot more English
reader, and breath deeply, for this
than he professes. "Nicht underthe atmosphere of greatness,
is
stand 'revolting.' Wollen-sie mir
Hush and hark.
geben das Parsnip wine, bitte?"
"I find," said young Oddyseus
The bottle is passed him. He smiles
Doubledome, "this lute music of and busies himself in removing the
Patcfionia to be rather stimulating,
corkage and pouring out a brimWhat say you, Libido?"
ming beakerfull, not hearing a word
"You'll have to speak louder," of Oddy's earnest explanation of
i

manifestation that Bowdoin means

something to them, .should be incentive enough, if only through
pride, to incite the student body to
do something about the Bowdoin
athletic situation.

i

j

.

Nobody connected with this
school in any way wants to see
Bowdoin beaten year after year. On
other

the

school that
athletes

hand, no one wants a
is noted for subsidizing

either.

In

this

respect,

.

.

j

j

l

what would have been Sigmund Egghead rejoined testily.
game, "Can't hear a damnedthing above
despite its greatness, if Bowdoin the racket that idiot on the record
had a comparable level of materi- is making beating on an ashcan

the two aspects of the word "re-

however,

the outcome of the Williams

This vs n °t implying that

we

top." Obviously frustrated.

experience at all?

The One

aff

|

volting."

From time

to

time be

smiles and nods, thus encouraging
the

youngster.

"What now passed on

have no athletes at Bowdoin, be- did you say?"
'Nought.
Pay it no heed. Do
cause we do, but that we need more
come away from the window, Sam,
of the same calibre.
What must the Alumni have and join the Bavardage."
From the shadow, of the room's
thought after contributing so much
to our rink, when they found out single dormer, where he ra broodthat there were out of our entire ing, peering out into the night's
freshman class only four or five
freshmen with any previous hockey

Doubledome
to an amusing

anecdote

has
illus-

concerning

the
caption of a newspaper picture he

trative

had once seen which read "Russian Soldiers, photographed while
engaging

in

repulsive action with

revolting Peasants."

He laughs

up-

continued on page 7)

....

What can we do about this situa- Editor-in-Chief— Peter F. Cass
Certainly, we can't change Managing Editors— Roger Howell,

Jr., Paul Z. Lewis
our school's policies on admission Sports Editor Neil Cooper
or scholarship aid and obviously News Editor— Roland O'Neal
we don't want to lower Bowdoin's Assistant News Editors— David Messer, Paul Satre
scholastic sanding. But there is one Feature Writere-William Beckett, Willis m Beesom III, William O. L.
Foster, George Smart
thing that we can do. This is for
everyone of us, for which it is at all News Staff— Peter Aaastas, Robert L. Oustafsea, Morgan La Marsh,
Carrl Olson, Norm Levy, Rob Wilson. Raynaud BaMneau, Ken
possible, to return some weekend
Carpenter, Skelton Williams, John Carter, Tom Lindsay
to our respective secondary schools
and sell Bowdoin to this year's sen- Photographers Bud Hinckley, Nelson Hicks, Mike Rogers
iors. Now, the fall and early winter Sports Staff— Michael Brown, Steven Froger, Bad Millar, Malvine
Levine, Maeey SVobodkla
is the time that next year's freshmen are formulating their ideas on Business Manager— Harry •. Cars eater.

tion?

Next February two of the largest fines 't\ the history of the
College will go into full effect: there will be a ninety dollar
charge to make up a course, and a twenty-five dollar charge to
make up a deficiency in physical education. The ninety dollar
fine represents an increase of fifteen dollars over the new fine
These
But there

fraternities

What's My Line is a matter of taste
and preference rather than the indication of an intellectual mind or their

al?

of fraternity ritual.

ostracized by

companions."

Whether Britons watch a television presentation of Hamlet or

BRIAR FOSTER

defense

in

offer their definition

of

on others.

week

of anti-intel-

the first editorial: "the
real well-counded man, the wellread and cultivated man."'
In our opinion, this narrow definition is inaccurate and invalidates
tence

cize himself

The

"wave

College.
of the intellectual in the last sen-

College Publimhcn Ktprucnutite

MADISON AVENUE

by

Due to cir- group out of their rightful facilities,
cumstances be- the editors of the paper refused to
yond our con- let it go by without comment. They
trol, Herbert L. end a long discussion of the football
Brown's article and university relationship by say-

thought to be at the

lectualism"

1956

6,

Behind The Ivy Curtain

To the Editor:
The October 16 and 23 issues of
the Orient carried two editorials

The Editors

National Advertising Service, Inc.

college

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

To The Editor

Letters

criticizing the

James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Bora,
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass

Professor

420

a^sjgaj
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—

—

a college choice. Also, we can talk
to the coaches and ask for their

(Continued on page 4)

Advertising
Circulation
Assistants

Manager— Eager W. WMll easy
Mane gen lean Devftmg. Jr.. John
Itioj Vena III, Charles 8.

A.

9 McLean
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Speaks

Mitchell

PAGE THREK
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1896

Meddles Plan Reunion

. .

Political Footlights

Homecoming Wkend

(continued from page 1)
with domestic affairs," and returned to his work.
"For some this question does not

A Meddiebempster

arise," he said, noting in this re
spect bacteriologists and economists. But to many the real scholar

ome and have

a rotten

member

of society,"

a meeting. This will

be the first meeting they have held

and unprofitable

"seems

By Steve Land

-ince the Meddies started in 1938.
The reunion will be held in the
Pickard Field House following the
Maine game. The chief purpose is
o form an organization with annual
•leetings. Their plans are to make

he added.
In the Middle Ages, there was a
good answer to the problem ol
justifying the scholar, Prof. Mitch
but he feels that the same
cannot be said nowadays. Some
dodge or avoid the issue, but it re
mains a problem.
Attacking the problem negative
Prof. Mitchell asked, "Whai
ly,
ell said,

ome permanent
ollege in

contribution to the

the form of a scholar-

•hip.

I'.ui. cliarles ,'tliicnell

liams, class of 1942, as chairman;
more and and with Robert Whitman, class of
Dave Osgood, class of
and less. Prof. 1945, and
of popular or undergraduate under1953, as co-workers. The Nichols
Mitchell said there was an obvious
standing?" Prof. Mitchell implied
answer to this: the judge of the Poultry Farm of New Hampshire
that this would be the denial of a
will supply the food for the supper.
matter is not the general public;
free society.
A short organizational meeting
the judge of a scholar is his peers,
will be held to select permanent
Turning to a personal note, Prof. other scholars.
officers.
Mitchell sought to explain the probThe difference between the meThe present plan calls for gathlem in turns of his own experience. chanical arts and the liberal arts is
ering of all Meddies together at the
He stated that there are two im- that the former do a known job
A. T. 0. house barn after the dance
and
latter
advance
the
with
well
the
portant principles connected
in the gymnasium; many original
knowledge,
Prof.
of
this way of life. First, a scholar frontiers
groups will be formed to sing the
does not choose his subject. The Mitchell stated. The result of schol- numbers of their
particular group.
subject takes hold of him; the arship, then, is a bit more knowlThe present undergraduate Meddiescholar cannot drop it if he tried. edge and the engendering of such
bempsters and their dates will be
Second, the scholar "sees heaven in virtues as wonder, surprise, the reinvited to the supper.
a gram of sand"; he cannot con- fusal to commit oneself, and comOver eighty-two former Meddies
passion, qualities which are not
ceive of any other sort of life.
were contacted by the committee
It has been popularly said that completely useless to society.
and about tweny-five will be here
with their wives and dates. The

more

quired, or

subtly,

tempered

his researches to the shorn'

lamb

Hon. Sumner Pike,
On Tuesday

'13,

evening, October

30,

the Hon. Sumner Pike, '13, addressed a rally sponsored by the

Young Republicans and

held at the

Delta Sigma House.
Pike, a

native of Lubec, called

further

for

two-party

strengthening
through

the

of

more about

learning

less

Addresses

YGOP

During a question and answer period after his main address, former Atom Commissioner Pike
speaking from these tests and
stressed' their need as a basic part
of our defense program. Pike also
brought out the fact that the time
that

it

takes

to

begin

more atomic weapons, onto we

system

participation and interest

are

scholars

in

retesting
stop,

is

a

gov-

very important factor in that an
ernment and politics by youm; men atomic test requires much preparaand women at both high school and tion consuming costly ti'iie, especially in the time of emergency.
college levels.

Canal. And while all this has been
going on, he has extended the hand
Columnist of friendship to our mortal enemy,
Land is an active member of the the Soviet Union.
During these crises, what have
Students For Stevenson.
—The Editor
we done? Secretary of State Dulles
first promised to help Nasser by
On Tuesday, November 6, the giving him economic aid. Implied
people of the United States will in this offer was American moral
cast their ballots for either Adlai support which fanned the fires of
.stevenson or Dwight Eisenhower violent
anti-British
and French
in

a

series of

alternately, the

partisans viewpoint.

one of the most critical elections
our history. For the past week
and one-half the world has witnessed more turbulence and unrest
than it has since the Korean War
or World War II. The Soviet Union
has been guilty of the basest and
most repulsive crimes of aggression in violating the rights of Hungarians and Poles, evoking memoIn
ries of Auschwitz and Lidice.
the Near East, war has engulfed
a huge area involving directly or
Indirectly at least one hundred six-

in

in

The reunion was originally suggested by Morgan Heussler, class
jf 1946. A Meddiebempster committee was subsequently formed by a
group in Boston with John Wil-

would you think of a scholar whu
did not live in an ivory tower?" Or
of one "Who only studied what
some political or social interest re-

4

reunion has

Alumni Day in
This is the last
which former Meddibempsters will columns presenting,
>een planned for

Mr. Dulles also insisted
upon the Baghdad Pact, the union
Arab states, which Britain
and France both opposed for reasons which are now evident. Next,
when Nasser appeared more and
more like an Arabian Hitler or

feeling.

of the

Mussolini,

Dulles

threatened

to

withdrawn our offer of economic
aid to build the huge Aswan Dam
Project unless he (Nasser) ended
the solicitation of Russian military
aid. As a direct result of this shift-

ing, sometimes friendly, sometimes
hostile policy, Nasser seized the
would be criminal to overlook Suez Canal and accepted increasthe events leading up to the anxious ing amounts of Soviet assistance.
And what about France and
situation in which we find ourselves today. It would also be re- Great Britain? Where did they fit
diculous to accept the solution pre- in? The Suez Canal is either open
sented by the Republican party— to British shipping, or the Empire
"just trust Ike." This administra- perishes. Where were the close retion has been guilty of committing lationships with our World War II
the worst diplomatic blunders in comrades, our strongest friends?
No less an authority than Winston
its history. For the past few years
there has been at best an-uneasy Churchill said, in supporting Prime
truce between Egypt and Israel. To Minister Eden's intervention by
the most casual observer, it was force, that Britain was forced to
clear that serious trouble could Lake action because it was imposrest are too far removed from this erupt at any moment. The truce sible to get the United States govlocality to be present, but in the between these two countries has ernment to agree on a straightforfuture it is hoped that more mem- been repeatedly violated by either ward, common policy for the whole
bers will join the organization and side. The Israelis have been guilty Near East problem. What has been
attend the subsequent meetings.
border raids upon Egypt, overlooked, for the most part, in
or
some of which were unduly fero- the United States, is that Great
NOTICE
cious.
Egypt, on the other hand, Britain has her rights and will
The Quill deadline is tomorrow. under the leadership of President protect them to the death, notwithShort stories, poetry, or literary Nasser, has been conducting a vio- standing a strutting dictator or a
essays may be submitted to Wil- lent anti-western, anti-Israel cam- vacillating, incompetent ally who is
liam Hamilton, Beta House, or any paign, culminatating in terrorist more interested in presenting to its
member of the Quill. There will Fedayen raids on Israel, the stir- people the facade .of peace than to
also be a delivery envelope at the ring up of anti-British, anti-French admit the gravity of the situation,
main desk in the library. Artists feeling throughout Africa, and morp at least until after the election,
are needed for illustration.
(continued on page 7)
recently the seizure of the Suez
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Campus Chest Comm.

3 Bowdoin Sen. Compete

Considers Activity

For Rhodes Scholarships

Rabbi Szenes Discusses
Faiths, Ethics, At Chapel

Three Bowdoin College seniors
have been selected as Rhodes
Scholarship candidates from Maine
The Campus Chest Committee and New York, it was announced
has proposed a program to be run today by Nathaniel C. Kendrick,
on a year round basis for the bene- Dean of Bowdoin. They are John
Ranlett of Bangor, Richard B. Lyfit of charity and alumni support in
an attempt to reactivate student in- man, Jr., of West Nyack, N. Y.,
terest on campus and to alleviate and Edward M. Podvoll of Brookthe problems that let Bowdoin lyn, N. Y.
sometimes be called a "suitcase
Both Ranlett and Lyman will ap-

which summarized
you must seek faith
"There was a wealthy

an Oriental

Rabbi Michael M. Szenes spoke in
Chapel last Sunday under the auspices of the Jewish Chattaqua Society. Rabbi Szenes is a graduate
of the Jewish Theological Seminary
of Budapest, Hungary. He received
his doctor of philosophy degree at
the Royal Hungarian University in

tale

To Use Hockey Rink

his point that
in

God.

prince

who commanded

his artisans

to build the best possible musical
instrument. His artisans built a

harp of exceptional quality; but, the
prince could hear nothing when it
1942 and was ordained a rabbi in was played. He was told that he
the same year. He is now the spir- would be unable to hear the harp
itual leader of the Congregation until after his heart had been precollege."
iJeth Jacob in Concord, New Hamp- pared to accept it."
his
concluded
Rabbi Szenes
shire. Rabbi Szenes spoke on "Our
The Campus Chest Committee
Heritage from Priest and Prophet." speech with the thought that we has suggested that, in conjunction
In his speech Rabbi Szenes stress-, .can reach God if we learn to love with the College, it start a proed that more important than the our fellow man.
gram centered around the hockey
present world crisis is the question,
rink. Such .possibilities as an ice
"Who is right and who is wrong?-"
Carnival and an alumni weekend

pear

in

December

before

the Reserve Officers Training
Corps unit at the College and has
won several ROTC awards. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. L. Felix

in

Ranlett of 60 Montgomery Street in

Bangor.

Lyman is
member of

president, he

coming to God's perfect- kingdom. To seek faith in faith is idolaof

tory, seek faith in God.

Rabbi Szenes gave

in his speech

ARU

To Commem.

came

to

1953 as the recipient of

the

Fund

A

also a history major.

Alpha Tau Omega frawhich he has served as

ternity,

Bowdoin in
an Alumni

Scholarship. During the past

Rhodes Scholarship committee on three years he has been a
in Maine, while Podvoll England Society Scholar.
take part in the New York

New

selection
will

competition.
lected

Two men

from each

A cadet captain in the ROTC,
Lyman was recently named a Dis-

will be se-

state to go on to

,

said that this question points
to an even larger one, "What is
right and what is wrong?.'* Both
Christians and Jews share the hope

He

1956

6,

He

tinguished Military Student.

district competition.

a

Rhodes Scholars will study for a
hockey game and a
dance have been suggested to the period of two years at the UniversCommittee. The Committee has ity of Oxford in England, with a
Anniversary
expressed concern about using the third year possible in some inThis week the Alpha Rho Upsilon
hockey rink to the fullest student stances.
House will kick off its tenth anniRanlett, who prepared at Bangor
advantage.
versary festivities with a banquet
with reierence
increasing High School, is majoring in history
to
on Thursday evening and Homeannum suppon, tne esiauuaiimciu at Bowdoin and was elected to Phi
r
coming parlies for the alumni durot a Leuei men's Association nas Beta Kappa last June, when he was
ing the weekend.
also been suggested. "in& •ataD- also awarded the Alman Goodwin
Ten years ago the Thorndlke Club
iiMimem ot suui assocauun would Phi Beta Kappa Prize as the highwas given the go-ahead sign to
promote stronger auueuc luieresi est ranking man in his class. He
commence functioning as the
oeiweeu tne college itself and the has compiled nearly a straight "A"
twelfth fraternity on campus. The
Aiumiu body," said James Fawcett, record in his courses at Bowdoin.
fraternity had for its foundation an
A member of Delta Sigma fra'58, Chairman.
extremely liberal constitution, a
Faculty advisor Professor Nate ternity and a James Bowdoin
featuring a

James Bowdoin

is

Scholar, a dormi-

tory proctor, and a

member

of the

he" was awarded
Hamlin Emery Latin

band. Last June

Tenth

the Hannibal
Prize.

A

graduate of Nyack High
is the son of Mr. and
Richard B. Lyman of Van

School, he

Mrs.

Houten

West Nyack.

Fields,

Podvoll

is

captain-elect

of

the

|

Gibson Trophy Goes

varsity tennis team.

i

A member

of

Theta Delta Chi fraternity and a
chemistry major, he is a James

|

i

i

1

To Beta Theta

Pi

Bowdoin Scholar. He

i

is

a graduate

of Erasmus Hall High School in
The Harvey Dow Gibson MemoBrooklyn and the son of Mr and
rial Trophy has been awarded to
document that it has faithfully lived
Mrs. Samuel Podvall of 519 Lefferts
Scholar
for
three
consecutive
years,
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity at BowDane has taken the Committee's
up to in its decade of existence.
RandJett is a cadet first lieutenant Avenue, Brooklyn.
doin College, it was announced toIn its comparatively small amount proposals to the Dean in the form
day by Dean Nathaniel C. Kend- of time on the Bowdoin campus the of a letter.
rick. The cup is given each year to
ARU's feel that they have contrib"The proposals are drawn up on
I

1

undergraduate fraternity at
uted a great deal academically,
Bowdoin that has shown the greatthe

MERRYMFETING GIFT SHOP

the assumption that social partici-

so-

and athletically to campus pation is a healthy aspect of colThey have won the Student lege life whereas social stagnation
standing during the previous acaCouncil Cup for scholastic achieve- is a grossly unhealthy situation in
demic year. It was presented to the
ment sixteen times, a record with- any college," Fawcett said. The
College in 1951 by the Bowdoin
out parallel in the school's history. Committee felt that the social clichapter of Theta Delta Chi fraThursday evening a banquet is mate at Bowdoin is in a decline

est

improvement

cially

scholastic

in

life.

185

-

Gifts

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

ternity.

planned at the house. Among those which has an effect on alumni and
-The Gibson Trophy honors the
present will be numerous men in student interest.
late Harvey D. Gibson of the Class
the administration and on the facThe Committee stressed that any
of 1902. For many years a trustee
ulty who helped make the fratern- financial profit from such a proof Bowdoin, he was at the time of
ity a reality. House President Peter gram would be utilized for charity.
his death in September of 1950
Strauss has announced that the keyPresident of the Manufacturers
note speaker will be Professor Nate
Trust Gbmpany in New York,
Dane of the Classics Department.
Fleishman
where he was widely known for his
During the Christmas Vacation
leadership in business and civic
the Alumni Committee of the Alpha
Student Judiciary
life.
Upsilon House has planned a
Rho
Gibson Hall of Music on the BowTony Fleishman was elected as
meeting and dinner for former
doin campus, completed in 1951,
members of the fraternity. It prom- Chairman of the Student Judiciary
stands as a memorial to Mr. Gibises to be the highlight of the an- Committee last Thursday morning.
son's lifelong interest in music.
He assumes the post vacated by
niversary year.
Pete Rigby who graduated last
June.
SIBLEY LETTER

PARK ROW

Greeting Card*

1

SKATES

To Be Head

'

'

Of

At the present time we have on hand a

1

i

Hi-Fi Concerts

Tuesday, 6 November,
Rodgers-Hammcrstein

Pipe

Debussy
Wednesday^

7

P. M.

4-5

November

(continued from page 2)
This is Fleishman's second year
recommendations for scholar-ath- on the Committee. He is a member
letes for Bowdoin. Anybody who of the Chi Psi fraternity and is one

Dream doesn't have enough,feeling for his of Adam's lettermen.
Other members of the five-man
La Mcr school to be able to sell it to someP.M. one else is, I believe, in the wrong group, which is primarily concernP. M.

November,

in

today and be ready

the season begins.

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

*»»^s.»'»»'..'.'.vt~~

10-11 P.

FIRST

-

LT-T.^

1

^ ^ .f.'.'.'.T.W.'.V.'.f.'.'.«^^tr
'

AUBURN

Chopin

111

Publications Are

Our

invite inquiries

FORD SALES & SERVICE
Brunswick Office

Business!
For Friendly Service

from schools

to

concerning Publication Problems

Banking Needs

.

Freeport,

CO.

Maine

PRINTERS OF THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
«»«««»»»«»»»«««»«»»»«»»««'»«'»

Student Accounts Invited

Maine's Most Modern Service

meet the

of

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING

PlIASANT STBCST* BRUNSWICK. HAINI

TRUST CO.

>»- +

We

in

this

Calypso to do something about it. Our team
M. did what they did against Williams
Preludes because they wanted something: to
Tosca (Kostclanetz) win that game. We, the students,
Puccini
want something; now iet's go get
Tuesday, 13 November, 4-3 P. M.
Brigadoon it!
Loewe
Paul H. Sibley, '58
Peer Gynt Suite
Grieg
12

when

college.

4-5

Bclafonte

Monday,

for

~

Come

11-12

ed with student-college legal probSurely we can sit back and say lems, are Jack Woodward, John
won't work, but as long as we Simonds, Pete Relic and Paul
Pirates of Penzance sit back the situation will probably Lewis.
remain unchanged. I am sick and
Friday, 9 November, 11-12 P. M.
tired of hearing students complain
Marlene Dietrich
At the Cafe de Paris about this problem. Now is the time

Guest Night
Thursday, 8 November,
Gilbert and Sullivan

supply ot "Hockey" and "Figure" skates
assorted sizes.

SEE

THE SHOWING OF THE

"T"

1957 FORD

Bowdoin Men
!

99

MAINE STREET
Diol

PA 5-5524

Excellent Used Cars from which to choose
Route No. 1

PAft-5555

)
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Bowdoin Faces Winless Season
White Drop13-12 Decision
Bates Wins In Last Period
The White kicked to Bates and
is almost
Bobcat head as four plays later Papacosma intercepted a pass by the Bates quarterover a willing Bowdoin learn 13-12 back and ran it to the Bobcat 20.
Bear attack
at Garcelon Field last Saturday af- At this point the Polar
The

crown

State Scries

i

sitting in the Bates'

the

men from Lewiston triumphed

failed

ternoon.

was

It

as

managed

they

gain

to

win for only five yards in four plays. Bates
by some slim took over but was forced to punt,

the second series

Bates, and even

if

chance this Bates team loses to Colby next week, they will do no
worse than a tie for the title. A
victory next week will give Bates

Martin kicking the ball to his own
39.

Fumble Trouble

The Bowdoin offense began to
croWn since 1946.
rule until they reached the Bobcat
Master All The Way
four where Drenzek's fumble was
EngNew
Martin,
Halfback Bob
recovered by a Bobcat guard.

its first

state

land's leading college scorer, was
again at his best as he scored both

he
Once
touchdowns.
Bobcat
plunged two yards off right guard
to score in the third period and
skirted right end for 11 yards and
a touchdovn

in the final period.

The winning tally provided by a
from Quarterback Tommy
End Brian Flynn after the
second Bobcat touchdown caught

pass

Vail to

i

This "break" proved to be a
spark that ignited the Bates offense.
Martin started the drive with a 15yard run around his left end. Fullback Perry three plays later found

Dick,

who

play* h's last

nit- toioy game typifies some of the fine running Dick Drenzek turned in
game next week, has been leading the Bowdoin attack for three years.

I

i

I

i

!

!

|

cats

Bowdoin touchdown in the first pe- their own 28. However, the half
on a 15-yard skirt off his left ended as -Martin knocked down a
In the final few minutes of Drenzek pass into the arms of a
play Fullback John Papacosma,

A

riod

end.

Campus-to-Career Case History

Bates guard.

who has been hurt
of

a

preseason

to date

because

injury,

banged

The Second Thirty

The boys from Lewiston finally
through center for two yards and
began their drive shortly after the
the second White tally.
began. Starting from
Brian Flynn blocked Quarterback third period
their own 44, a 14-yard run by
Steve Anderson's kick for the extra
Martin and a pass from Vail to
point after the first Bowdoin score.
Flynn that covered 22 yards were
Steve's kick after the second was
the key plays in the march.
inches wide.

Bowdoin

Martin, unsuccessful in his first

Tallies

plunged two yards for

Bowdoin scored first by taking
advantage of a bad pass from the
Bates center. Bates had the ball,
fourth down and two on the Bowdoin 48 when Martin dropped back
The erring ball slipped
to kick.
over "the fingertips of Martin and
by the time he recovered the ball
he was nailed on his own 27.
With the Polar Bears in possession Drenzek elected to run the first
play. However, a Bobcat lineman
broke through to nail Dick for a
two-yard loss. Then' an offside penalty against Bates put- the ball on
the 24. On the next play Drenzek

try, finally

chose to pass but to no avail as
were no receivers clear.
End Matt Levine made a nice
catch of Drenzek's third down pass

There was approximately ten minutes remaining and Bates had the

there

the first Bates tally. His placement
for the extra

point

was wide and

to the left.

The rest

of the third period

a scries of

saw

exchange punts. In the

early seconds of the fourth period
Martin signaled for a fair catch on
Stover's punt to the

At
ning

this

Bowdoin

40.

point the two hard run-

backs

— Martin

and

Perry-

gained twelve yards apiece for a
sizabale chunk of yardage. Martin
{Ken

proceeded

eight more.

to

He

go-it-alone

for

scored easily on a

nine-yard run around his right end.

lead for the

first

time.

Vall'i pass to Flynn, which was
and carried to the Bates 15 for a barely caught, found the Bowdoin
first down. On the next play Dren- line closed in for a fake kick.
zek running true to form outran the
Late in the last period the valiant
Bates defense to score the first six- White had a last chance to score.
pointer. Brian Flynn blocked the Gene Waters recovered a fumble
kick.
on his own 42 and when Stover hit

Don C undersell

(right) discussing charactei

If Don Gundersen isn't in his office, he's
probably on a California mountaintop
making tests and surveys prior to the

ARE YOU A MEMBER???

raising of a radio relay tower.

224 Maine Street

E-X-P-A-N-D-l-N-G

You've probably seen our new building g ing up on
Street. When we move next week we'll be able
to offer a complete top quality -sh irt se rvi ce.

make

Company. With other young engineers
he makes field studies, then analyzes the
data and decides where to locate equipment for mobile radio, radio relay and

no way in

He has to answer a lot of questions,
such as "How high must the towers be?

Maine

How much

Right now, <;f course, we are still operating in <ur
present location at 1 School Street ami we shall keep
tin* branch open, giving you two convenient locations
to ehoqse from.

&

What
What are

roads cost?

control hundreds of thousands of

dollars'

"But

worth of construction. There's
the world of 'burying' a mistake.

like responsibility, and the
chance to make real contributions. The
telephone business is growing so fast, and
technological improvements are coming
along in such volume, that opportunities
to get ahead-are excellent. If the business
looks remarkable today, think what it'll
be like twenty years from now!"
I

Donald L, Cundcrsen graduated from the University
of Washington in 1949 with a B.S. in Electrical Engineering. Other interesting career opportunities exist
in all Bell Telephone Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.
Your placement officer can give you more information.

J Cleaners
BRUNSWICK
PA

will access

will the control circuits cost?

For Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Dial

"The answers have to be right, too,"
Don. "The recommendations we

That's part of Don's job a"an engineer
with Pacific Telephone and Telegraph

point-to-point radio links.

J
SCHOOL STREET

the chances of transmission interference?" And those are only a few.

says

FAIRFIELDS BOOK SHOP

1

of a transmitting horn on a radio relay turner.

Young man on a mountain

Ask us about our Participating
Membership Plan

WE'RE

year.

Waters with a pass for 17 yards, chances for a scries win were slim, doin's line must be given their due
chances looked good! Stover then the whole crowd rose for the all- and they held Martin and Perry to
threw a short pass to Paul Mc- important moment. Anderson's kick only two touchdowns. The close
a hold that led him to the midficld oldrick who was finally hauled was wide!
score is probably the result of the
line before Brud Stover caught him. down on the Bates four.
Bowdoin tried an outside kick to two scrimmages the teams manAgain Martin carried and gained
Stover gained tws over tackle no avail and although the White aged to fit into their schedules.
bring
the
plays
to
yards
in
two
30
This was "the" win for Bates
and two play; Inter Papacosma
regained possession once more the
ball down to the Bowdoin 20. Howwho should have no trouble truncclimbed, scratched, and pulled his
ever, the Polar Bears stiffened and
game ended 13-12.
ing a weak Colby squad. However,
way over the Bates line for the
held for four plays.
It was" a well-played game be- who
can predict after the Wilfinal score. With all fans realizing
Before the half was over Bowthat if the ki*"k was good Bates tween two fairly equal clubs. Bow- liams-Tufts upset.

Polar Bears completely unawares.
Dick Drenzek, who has shown doin managed to give Bates some
speed and agility throughout this more worries. A p^Bby the Bobluckless season, scored the first
was returned lay Stover to
the

this

9-3431

L

BELL
TILIPHONI

BYSTBM
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Winds Cause Many Upsets

Variable

j

Sailing in
to 4 knott variable the sailors came back s'trong on
Steve Frager
winds the Bowdoin sailing squad Sunday to spend most of the day
phase of interfraternity
last weekend drifted
into fifth in a close battle for second plac*
athletics has come to an end with
place, a protest out of third, in the when Skip Howland, with crew
the football finals scheduled for ,
Schell Trophy regatta. Winner of Dave Belknap, was protested out of
.
u
t »u
...
next week. The results of the last
„•
»,,„,
,.
„ jthe trophy was MIT with Michigan a race after taking a second.

The

BEARINGS

first

1

_

.

i

.

.

.

.

when saw

week,

games and

close

some

gruehng

icores

are sUU

B league.
_
_
U. and Zeta Psi game
A. R.
*
voted "
,.,:»,,
,
,
fimshed under protest with

JJ motional

•

The outstanding performance

team from

^

undecided

'

in the
,

I

.

.

.

I

.

.

I

I

i

advantage
lor this

of

it

the students suit refuse to pay?
lias a minority the ngnt to hamstring the rule ol the majority?

will serve to the

many

if

the reasons

criticism will be

editor's

Certainly,

reinterated
First,

day and second place

is

Coast Guard. Of' interest

1

am

to this tax as

each student pays a blank- posed
1

cerned, but

et tax, a portion of which is to provide for certain aspects of athletic

it is

as strongly opany others con-

not right for a mi-

their decision.

in

the

In

copped

first

same

time,

ATO's gained undisputed

the

is

|

A

division

when Charlie got

129, Coast Guard 126,
Bowdoin 124, Princeon 119, Tufts
107, Brown 105, Stevens 86, Northeastern 79, and Vermont 19.

University

After a slow start on Saturday

posj

with a 0-5 rec- wU1 uke place on
Tuesday with
ma- session of the cellar
U's held onto second
supply ord. The Psi

a house voted to
™ -o on finals on Wednesday,
.
L
_.
.u
a
programs.
•
dropping the A. D. s 30money then the whole house place by
Second, it is not the seventy-five this
24. The D. K. E.'s were shutout by r—
should act as one unit. However, by
cent levy that has incurred anger
These two
the Delta Cigs 32-0.
in
this
majority
the
giving-in
to
taxing
of
but rather the principle
teams tied fjr 4th place In league
case, the minority can be effective
the student body. These were the
many to realize that a competition.
two arguments presented last week. by causing
In the "B" league, the Sigma
this sort can lead to an untax
of
that
stated
also
was
However, it
1
Nu's just managed to win over the
condition on this campus.
If

State's.

Brown, the currently rated only an 8th.
number one team on-New England
The final standings were MIT 158
was a poor 8th place.
points, Michigan State 147, Boston

nority to force their view on a
jority.

!

the fact

that

league, the Beta's
place by defeating the

"A"

A. T. O.'s 20-9. At the

I

at

if

of

meet was by Charli*
Leighton and crew Ron Dyer, who
went into the last race by far the
high point skipper, with 4 firsts, 1
second, and 2 fourths; but was
nosed out by 1 point by Michigan

the whole

The
an up and coming
° Boston Universiwas
vast number of students who
,i,„ ty team which Bowdoin had just
Since last week's editorial on the
the
is
What
tax.
the
instituting
against
managed to beat earlier this season
interfraternity hockey tax, Polar
winning. The White Key's rulZetes
become of tins minority? Will
in a home team race. Just nosing
Bearings has encountered a great to
ing will not be known until Tuesthe houses make up tne duference
out Bowdoin to take fourth was
deal of criticism from many peostake
Neil A. Ccwpar

ple. Therefore,

1*56

Trophy Race;

Sailors Fifth In Schell

Football Ends
In Interfrat League

6,

the

I

.

—

.

1

NEW MEADOWS

on Route

by healthy

hockey tax was passed
The manner in which the interthe houses because they want to
football games are offisee the sport instituted on campus. fraternity
ciated is deplorable. This is not
If as one critic suggested some fundamental reasoning were applied to meant as a "Blast" against either
referees or the White Key.
the whole topic, it would be evident the few
Since the start of (he semester,
that it was a tax oh the students
the White Key has been constantly
by the students.
The last statement was true in looking for referees to work at
games. The
part but let us not be deluded into these interfraternity
where one
thinking that the students approve situation has been one
cover
the idea of being taxed whenever official has been forced to
this

|

of

the school runs short of funds.

each game. Supplementing

j

this

j

shows the seriousness

course,

it is

possible that

when

D.'s 13-12, thus securing first

place and winning all five of their
games.
In the battle of freedom from the
cellar, the winless Chi Psi's showed
their supremacy by jolting the
Kappa Sigs 33-2. The victors picked
up their first win of the season
while the losers failed to
win column.

make

of this lack,

SHORE DIN HERS
CHICKEN

STEAKS
SNACK BAB

%

the

The A. R. U.'s and the T. D.'s
one made up a game last week with the

H the athletic department has not recognized official is a"tlmekeepcornthe money for such a program they er" taken from either of the
houses
are not to blame. This is in part a peting teams. How can the
games
retraction of what was stated last expect to have well officiated
everything
see
week by this editor. In spite of when one man must
many faults we find in the athletic that is occuring on the playing
department, its director is a loyal field. The dearth of protest to date
graduate and a most effective
"fund raiser." The fault then apto rest in other departments,
;,ea.3
1
The whole issue would never have
ari^n if the banket tax could have
been raised to meet this need. Of

T.

A. R. U.'s winning 13-6.
In the playoffs, scheduled Tuesday and Wednesday, the Psi U's

INN

between Brunswick and Bath

SODA FOUNTAIN
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Motor Court

Now Open

Conveniently located between Bath
and Brunswick
Dial Hilltop 3-3921
On Route 1

meet the Sigma Nu's and depending on the A. R. U. protest, the
Betas will play the Zetes or the A.
will

R. U.'s will play the Zetes.
latter occurs, then on

If

the

Wednesday,

The ramifications of this prob- the Betas will play the winners.
On Thursday the winners of the
lem are serious. If games are not
competently run then gradually the two semi-final games will meet for
the prostudents will lose interest in play- the interfraternity title. If
'•
test is ruled down, both semi-finals
is only to be expected.
ing. Th

ex-

penses for the present year were
presented this problem had not
Nevertheless this tax established a dangerous and un-

Brunswick Coal

arisen.

&

Lumber Co.

9

healthy precedent.
With the last suggestion in mind

FUEL

turn to a White Key ruling
passed last week.

BUILDING SUPPLIES

-

let us

The rule effected

states

that

Brunswick, Maine

if

houses arc not paid in full— this
means if each student does not pay
seventy-five cents— then the
his
house to which the unpaid student,
belongs will not be allowed to compete in the league. Also it was
made known, that if the houses
fail to support the measure they

passed about supplying the money,
then there will be no interfraternity hockey his year. Instead, the
blanket tax will be increased more
than one dollar next year to meet
the financial burden.
The situation is one of conflicting ideas and interests. Ultimately
the

money

will

be raised

for this

project through the blanket tax.
However, with hockey being added
to the total point cup, every house
will

But

want
in

to participate this. year.

many houses

there

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

j

OPERA HOUSE

Brunswick

Nov

Tues.

C

THE UNGUARDED

DIAL

ESTHER WILLIAMS
GEOR<iE

NADER

also

Short Subjects
j

,

Nov. 7-8

WedTThurs.

ODONGO

RHONDA FLEMING
MaoDONALD CAREY
Short Subjects

MOBY DICK
with

GREGORY PECK
RICHARD BASEMENT
Wed.,

Hoc

Thtrrs.

14-15

BAW EDGE
with

RORY PALHOITN
YVONNE DKCAKLO
also

Short Subjects

News
FrL,

ttma

with the exclusive

•MICRONITE" FILTER

MOMENT"

You'll save

Nov. 7-8

Wed., Thurs.

IN

Nov

Sat.

JOAN CRAWFORD

too— and

often cet there

s;cr-r—

GREYHOUND LOW-COST LUXURY
on hundreds

of trips

like these:

CLIFF ROBERTSON

Nov. 11-12-13

KINQ SIZE
oa

Nov.

ESTHER WILLIAMS
GEORGE NADER
"THE UNGUARDED

also

News

KENT

3-2541

Tues.

with

arc a

Filter Price

III

...with

Son., Mon., Tuet.

Popular

BATH, MAINE

MOMENT

16-17

DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
THE MOLE PEOPLE

"AUTUMN LEAVES"
~ NovT9-10

FrL7S&t.~

Boston, Mass.

York, N. Y
Washington, D. C!.

New

Philadelphia,

RICHARD EGAN

DOROTHY MALONE
"TENSION AT TABLE
ROCK"
Nov. 11-13

Sun.-Tues.

SPENCER TRACY
ROBERT WAGNER

Bridgeport, Conn.

7.55

10.75

Providence, K.

5.05

Portsmouth, N. H.

2.35

8.75

St. Johnsbury, Vt.

6.25

St. Stephen's, N. B.

6.45

rMna

Save an Extra

10'

,

Each

v

s.

Way

GREYHOUND TERMINAL

in

THE MOUNTAIN"

BEAST OF THE AMAZON

mam

PArkview
Brunswick

St.

I.

6.00

Hartford, Conn.

plua

MM

13.85

1.
Springfield, Mass.

149H Maine

15.10

Buffalo, N; Y.

8.50

Penna
ina.

17.10

Norfolk, Va.

$ 3.75

5-5000

Tn
with a Round-Trip Ticket

.

,'
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blame, however, is what shall
do? The President has said that

. .

we

intervene with troops.
rather obvious, and is the
only possible course. But shall- we
return to the status quo and watch
shall

comatose, in the room's one good
(continued from page 2)
roariously and von Toadstool, tak- chair. He is smiling, muttering and
nodding in his sleep. From time to
ing his cue heartily joins in.

wc

This

not

is

Egghead is heard to mumble time a look of extreme beatitude the whole pattern reoccur? That is
in effect what will happen if the
something about "damned hyster- passes over his features.
"From the look on his face," Li- itate American ps." :y prevails over
Regaining his calm, Oddy tries bido grumbled, "he'd probably be the views presented by the Britagain to stir up talk. "I say, Chaps, mad as hell if we roused him from ish and French In l!ie United Nawhat were we going to discuss this that dream. Interesting tthings, tions. We must have a permanent
dreams. Repressed emotions run- peace, and we must have it without
evening. We must have a topic."
"I seem to recall," says Sigmund ning riot. Sub-conscious orgies. appeasement or war. Look at the
picture. As Adlai Stevenson said,
Egghead, carefully removing a sin- Ha."
"Well, we have to talk about we must not forget our allies, that
ister looking organ from among
Israel is our strongest friend in the
the crumbled remains of what once something until he wakes up."
Near East, that Egypt is a mili"What about Sex?"
must have been a fish of the herAt the sound of the word, von tary dictatorship allied with our
ring family lying now cold and
dead upon his plate," ... I recall Toadstool raises his dripping muz- greatest foe, that Britain and
that the Great Man there was to zle from the parsnip wine. There France are fighting for their very
speak on the Ultimate Destiny of is an interested grin on his face. lives, as is Israel.
Man and the Eventual Resolution His English is rare, but choice.
Peace at any price isn't the solu"Yes," says Oddy, "Sex. That's tion. The appeasement of Nasser
of the Universe."
"Oh, I did so look forward to always good for a laugh." Sigmund for the past few years has demonGordon tiowe and i>uh«; wai proviue me ptua*c r«*r .'..e /»:....i..: ..eekthat. I've wondered sometime my- Egghead clears his throat and rolls strated that the longer a decision
end Dance in the Sargent Gymnasium Saturday night. Admission is
self, in my own small way, but I up his mental sleeves. Oddy leans is postponed the more difficult it
one dollar with tickets available now from Student Union Representanever seem to be able to arrive at back in his ancient chair. In the becomes to reach a peaceful solutives
Maximus tion.
a suitable conclusion," sighed Od- window nook Quintus
dy. "Do you think we should wake sighs and presses his forehead hard
Wars are seldom brought to conhim?" The Great Man is slumped, against the cool glass 'sunt lacri- clusions advantageous to democra. .
mal rerum" he murmurs. By the
cies, therefore armed conflict is
stove, von Toadstool wriggles with
Ivy Curtain . . .
(continued from page 1)
ing will have on display thirty of

ia."

Homecoming

out of the question;

anticipation and, in his chair, the

(continued from page 2)
wonder, of freedom to indulge in Great

"partisan activity." And the editorials in the Tar Heel serve as a
good example of the carrying out of

Thirteen

Omega

bers of the Chi

tragic

Sorority quit

of discriminatory practices

announcement the other day
freshman class

their

NOTICE
Representatives from the Office

re-

of

ceived warnings. The real crown
to the Alpha Delt
house who with the participation
of only eleven pledges managed to able to keep the public up with the Moulton Union.
up-to-the-minute returns. Other stagarner some twenty warnings.
We might end on a lighter note tions with similar setups are

however must go

by pointing

to a rather cynical

De- WEEI,

WVDA

Footlights

.

.

-

ciation

R

Trie

Prof. Arthur L.
Prof.~~Katon Leith.

at 4:00 P. M. Friday afternoon.
There will be two prize winners,
will

be

each of which will receive trophies,
donated by the Student Union Committee. These trophies will be presented at the Alumni Day Dance.

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building

Brunswick, Maine
5-2442
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rugged ripple crepe. They look as good as they feel
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*

wears
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Have you seen BASS'S new Black and
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Shearling lined Cabin Boot?
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*
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Call 5-2422

Selection of 25 English taught
courses at the U. of Vienna.
Special German language instruction
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HOT DOOS

'50
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Judging

American Unitarian Assowill speak on Sunday at
M. The Walker Art Build-
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Mat Laundry

Shirt Service

BEER

of the displays will be Prof. Ells-

V*(h
WE CATER

Norgeway

of the

ners will be chosen for their origiand effort; the judges

nality, effect,

Friday and Saturday Nights Music by

affixing the

WELCOME FRESHMEN
.

sit in

Fraternity displays will help to

add color and imagination to the
Annual Alumni Weekend.
The purpose of these displays Is
to add spirit to Homecoming. Win-

DINING AND DANCING NIGHTLY

.

(continued from page three)

More important than

Alumni, families, and all campus*
have an opportunity to
on classes, see exhibits, and
attend chapel. Vice President Bela
W. Norton, '18, will speak in chapel
Saturday morning at 10:00, and
Dr. Frederick M. Eliot, President
visitors will

Leonardo da Vinci's Working modr
els.

PA

nisonian

cartoonist.
His picture
contained a poster that urged "Join
the National "Guard and See the
South."

of the hockey, rink

be an. event long awaited. The
needed for years, was built

by the collective action of students
and alumni. A special program of
dedication at 7:00 P. M. will star
the "Ice Chips," four young skaters
from Boston.
Dance music will begin to sound
in Sargent Gymnasium at 8:30, and
will continue until midnight. There
will be two vocalists: Miss Fay
Lauri and Pat Pavone. Admission
to the dance will be one dollar per

5:00

WNAC.

and

The dedication
will

rink,

couple.

Naval Officer Procurement will
WCSH (970).
visit the campus on November 16
Many stations from Boston will
to discuss current Navy programs
give election results also. Station
interested students.
The offiWHDH is going to have an exten- with
cers will be available throughout
sive setup with an electric computer and scoreboard so it will be the day in conference room B of the

they. Issued the statement that

half of

insist-

On

mem-

in their house. Two other sororities
at Tufts have already gone local
through disagreement with their nationals in pledging policies. Throughout the fall there have been other ing up to twelve-thirty. Stations'
incidents like these on campuses from Portland that are going to
carry the coverage are: station
all over the country.
Hamilton College made a comic- WPOR (1490), WGAN (560), and

when

manner, and American

ance that armed conflict cease immediately and a stable peace be esScore
Elections
tablished by formal treaty, with
Next Tuesday, election night, a United Nations guarantees is a nenumber of local radio stations will cessity. Without this we will percarry the results of the Presiden- ish,
and the whole world will be
tial election.
plunged into darkness, made, in
The Bowdoin station, WBOA, will Winston Churchill's words, "more
have intermittent announcements sinister by the likes of perverted
throughout the evening starting science."
around seven o'clock and continu-

j

because

operation with our allies, a positive
.-talement of our position in a clear-

Keep Up To Minute

Other news this week comes from
University.

slumbers on."

cut

this credo.

Tufts

Man

but close co-

Zone

.... State ....

I

.

I

1;
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Munn On Kinsey

To These

.

.

6,

1»56

Barnard On Robinson

Ears

By George A. Smart, Jr.
from press releases and from a
(continued from page 1)
circumspect way for him and his veritable plague of articles and paThe Solid Gold Cadillac: For
Kinsey
the
per-backs
interpreting
their
communicate
to
associates
those that have pleasant memories
findings to the medical profession studies in one way or another."
of the stage hit, "The Solid Gold
Professor Munn, who has taught
than to have them brought out by
Cadillac" with Josephine Hull, the
the publishers of Howell's Physiolo- at Bowdoin since 1946, is the author
recently released movie adaptation
gy, Ransone's Anatomy of the Ner- of numerous textbooks in the field will prove a big and happy survous System, Turner's Endocrin- of psychology. More than five hunprise. There are to be sure a numdred colleges and universities, inology, and such.
ber of changes necessitated by the
"Neverheless, Saunders was soon cluding schools in Canada, South new impersonator of Laura PartAfrica, New Zealand, Australia,
in the position of having demands
ridge— the incomparable Judy IIolwhich culminated in the printing and Great Britain, have adopted for liday— but the end product is still a
use his Psychology: The Fundaof something over 500,000 copies oi
rewarding evening of fun.
Adjustment.
of Human
the to-called 'male* book. It should mentals
Thanks to Abe Burrows' skillful
be noted in this connection Unit
adaptation of the original George
no
from
this
Kinsey drew
royalties
. . .
S. Kaufman-Howard Teichman play
or the 'female' book. All proceeds
(Continued from page one)
v e have a tight and genuinely funwere ploughed back into the work u< him in this exhibit.
ny script happily blending with
of the Institute for Sex Research. I
For someone to think of, let alone Miss Holliday's performance. Cumention these facts because Kinsey design, a flying machine in the 15th pid has entered the story and Miss
has often been accused of spread- eniury
seems incredible. Yet, Hull's inimiablc characterization
ing to all and sundry information there is reconstructed da Vinci's has been changed almost beyond
which should have been reserved famous Ornithopter which, theo- recognition from a sweet, curious,
for the medical and legal profes- retically, allows a man to be pro- little old lady to a brisk, wide-eyed,
sions, and of making money out of pelled through the air. His helicop- dumb blond.
the sex-hungry public.
ter design, which may be seen, is
The new Laura is undeniably a

DaVinci

tude toward human beings that is
ironic and detached yet is compassionate. He regards people imper-

(continued from page one)
story and

is

in

keeping with Robas "a

inson's definition of poetry

language which tells us, more or
less, through an appropriate action,
.something which cannot be expressed." This was the type of
sonnet Robinson used to reveal the
unseen inner life of a person of
which there actions arc but a re-

sonally yet you feci he puts part of

I

himself in their characters." Dr.
Barnard went on to say that Robin-

'

son "scorns traditional dogmas but
extols traditional virtues."

He then read and analyzed three
Karma, Ben

of Robinson's .sonnets,

TrovatO, and A Christmas Sonnet
Dr. Barnard explained that while lor One in Doubt. After his analysis
Robinson expressed himself in he questioned its value saying that

flection.

[

simple language, he was not restricted, as he had successfully

imetimee
j

found simple expression

ed to

his

Barnard

themes,

more

suit-

which, Dr.

in

said, 'He reveals

an

atti-

felt

it

"not

more than an elaboration

much

of either

the obvious or the non-existant."

written in the traditional style. Ik-

i

He finished by reading other poems and sonnets by Robinson at
the request of the audien**;.

"Information about the findings acknowledged as the basis of the close cousin, to Judy's famous Billie
modern propeller. The most vivid Dawn but t'.is fact never detracts
impression while seeing such an from the film's enjoyment. The rest

was spread by the press," ProfesMunn declared, "and, had Km
sey's results been published 1n
Greek or Latin, they would have
sor

is the fact that many of his
inventions, five hundred years laseem contemporary discover-

exhibit

the cast which includes
Douglas, Fred Clark, John
liams and Hiram Sherman, is
'female' book appeared, Kinsey did ies.
ly less than perfect, but it is
Leonardo's revolving stage is also Holliday who steals the show
everything in his power to insure
that whatever got to the general on view, the accompaning descrip- the moment she asks her first

When

got out just the same.

was actually

public

accordance

in

with the facts. This was about
he could do, for publicity was

all

in-

evitable.

"Restriction placed on the press
prior

publication

to

the

of

book

which makes Radio City
Music Hall seem presumptuous in
comparison.
Available at the Museum is an
excellent folder which discusses
many other works besides those on
It would be difficult to
display.
imagine a better and more thorough exhibit being arranged in the
limited space available, and all
tion of

caused many journalists to crucify
Kinsey at every opportunity. Although countless thousands have
bought the Kinsey books, few have
read them. Most of what has pass- connected with
ed into the public mind has come dation.

it

deserve

Paul

of

the ter,

tion

at the stock-holders'

she roars

until

away

gold Cadillac." She
at

in

Wilhard-

Miss

from
ques-

meeting
"a solid

meddlesome

is

one moment, candidly durrib at

the next. She roars from one meeting
to

to

the next,

from

New York

Washington— all with

flurry that

and

make

thoroughly

flush

and

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

for a convincing

winning

perform-

ance.

commen-
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Mitchell Cites

Age

Initiations,

Of Fear Present

NO.

13, 1956

Arena Top Weekend
Cold Gaines,

Da Vinci's Era

In

H

want to try to see Leonardo a
little as he was in terms of his own
age and mentality," Prof. Charles
Mitchell, visiting lecturer on the'
Tallman Foundation, stated as he
delivered a talk on Leonardo da

Celebrations,

"I

If

Warm
Women

By Isaac Bickersfaff
nothing else can be said for

the last weekend,

!

stated that

it

it can be safely
was one of the cold-

I

est that has hit this area in

Vinci's studies in motion last Thursin

The weekend
bang on Friday

In

how

it

He

slides.

used

unifies

not suffer on

Valturio

relating

He showed

with revolving

a

scythe

contrasted this with the
chariot, stressing that

what was new about Leonardo's
work was the mechanics of motion
that he employed. Moving from
motion as expressed through war
machines, Prof. Mitchell turned to
analyze Leonardo's approach to
the mechanics of human movement.
"Even when Leonardo dealt with
the mechanics of the body, his approach was dynamic not static,"
Prof. Mitchell declared. In this rehe showed a treatment of

spect,

(continued on page 7)

usual speeches. Then the rallyfollowed by a short blizzard. Fortu-

New Bowdoin
Mai

'24, the Director of Novice Champion; Susan Bladgett,
Bowdoin, opened the of Aubumdale, Mass., also Eastern
The Arena Novice Champion; Bradley Lord of
last Saturday night. After a brief Swampscott, Mass., the New Engspeech praising those who made land Senior Champion; Lynn FinDistributed
The Arena possible, Mr. Morrell negan of Cambridge, Mass., Eastintroduced "a former hockey star" ern Senior Champion; and Frank
More than two thousand copies of
Dr. Daniel F. Hanky, '39, as the Muckian of Lynn. Mass., Eastern
"The Conservative Tradition in EdNovice Men's Champion.
ucation at Bowdoin College" are be- Master of Ceremonies. Dr. Hanley
President Coles was introduced
ing mailed this week to Bowdoin then introduced the members of the
alumni and to members of the Boston Skating Club who put on an and gave a short speech in which
he explained the many reasons for
American Association of Colleges.

Morrell,
at

Being

exhibition of figure skating. They
The booklet is the report of the
included Gregory Kelley of NewCommittee on Self Study, made
possible by a grant in December ton, Mass., who is the Eastern
the
AdFund
for
The
1953
from
of
vancement of Education.

In his preface to the report. Dr.
S. Coles, President of Bow-

comments, "For every

tution, as well as for
it is

the

insti-

every person,

well to pause occasionally in
course of events to reassess

The Masque and Gown

will prei

the exhibition

team from the Bos"Bowdoin

ton Skating Club with a

Bowl."

The evening's

activities

were

en-

livened with the reading of several

'04, and was painted by Sidney E.
Dickinson of New York.
Saturday noon found the Alumni
and families at lunch in the Gym,
and a short time after that they
could be found freezing to death at
the game. They were not alone in
this, and those with good common
sense left at the half to begin the
cockta
circuit. The parties were
attended by hordes, with the Emanons drawing one of the biggest at
the ARU House. Buffet suppers,
were served at most of the houses,
and from there the crowds went to

"Jokes" and a poem by J. Frost,
Mr. Harold Lee Berry of the Class
of 1901, chairman of Skating and
Hockey Rink Committee, made a
short speech to the capacity crowd.
The program was closed with a
demonstration of the resurfacing "The Arena" for the dedication
the choice of the name of the machine, which "marched" around ceremonies.
rink: The Arena. He then pre- the rink to the music of the BowDoc Hanley served as master of
sented each of the members of doin Band.
ceremonies, and speeches were
rendered by Harold Berry, chairman of the building committee, Mai
Hall
Morrell, and President Coles. The
skating exhibition was a complete
success, and the crowd nearly
banged down the rink applauding.
Last Thursday night, in Moulton
This was followed by a demonstraNorm Levy will head the cast in Union, the Bowdoin Political Fo- tion of the ice cleaning machine,
rum presented another in their sethe role of Willy Loman. Playing
(Continued on page 4)
ries of informative talks. Mr. GorLinda, his wife, will be Mrs. Condon D. Hall, nationally-known austance Aldrich. In the parts of his
thority on organized bigotry, deCouncil Explains
sons, Biff and Happy, will be Don
livered a speech entitled, "PatriPerkins and Charley Graham. Ben
otism on the Far Right.
Priest will fill the role of Uncle
'
Elections
Mr. Hall has, since 1947, made a
Charley, and Jim Dewsnap will
full-time study of the activities,
Official petitions were issued yesappear as Uncle Ben. Playing Berbackgrounds, platforms, and mem- terday at the Student Council meetnard will be Paul Grey. Others in
bership of extremist organizations ing to house representatives for rethe cast are* Gerald Epstein, Mrs.

Masque & Gown To Give
Death Of A Salesman

aims, the manner of their achieve- sent Death of a Salesman by Arthur
ment, and the extent to which fun- Miller on Friday and Saturday,
damental objectives are being ful- November 16 and 17, at 8:30 P. M.
All seats are reserved, and tickets
filled. For an institution as old as
Bowdoin College, it is essential that may be obtained upon presentation
of Blanket Tax cards or one dolits program be critically reviewed
from time to time, in terms of the lar. The Box Office will be open
from 1:15 to 3:15 P. M. on Noveminterpretations of human values

in the Walker Art Building. The
portrait is the gift of John W. Frost,

Arena Dedicated Sat.

dedication ceremonies of

James

nately both ended very quickly.
Saturday got off to a good* start
with the hanging of President Colea

Mr. Harold Lee Berry is shown above delivering his speech before the Rink Dedication crowd on
Saturday evening. Mr. Berry, class of 1901, is the Chairman of the Skating and Hockey Rink Committee.
Photo by Hicks

Athletics

Self Study Report

doin,

for their ac-

tainly took

He

blades.

Monday

over the weekend. They cerfull advantage of the
situation and a "happier" bunch
has not been seen in a long time.
Alumni began pouring into the
campus early on Friday, and by
that night most houses were so
crowded you couldn't move. After
the Initiation ceremonies, the spirited parties, and the banquets, the
students were subjected to the
tions

first slides

war machines.

to

with the freshmen

themselves in a position
had never before experienced—they knew that they would
that they

In order to illustrate his points,
Prof. Mitchell ' used numerous

chariot

a

started off with a

finding

—

of living things—and
his whole career."

many

day.

Smith Auditorium.
approaching Leonardo, Mitchell decided "to concentrate on his
interest in movement the motion
of machines and the life and growth

day

i

I

1 '

Lecture

On Extremism

Junior

—
—

ber 12 through November 16 and
moral and spiritual
contemporary world. So often before each performance. Those
in America. He has worked in con- distributtion to those men interestour colleges and universities, while wishing to order tickets by phone Thomas Stockton, Barbara Shinn, junction with the leaders of many
ed in seeking Junior class offices in
Mrs. Wolcott Hokanson, and Dick
can call PArkview 5-2271.
(continued on page four)
of these groups
hate-mongers, the elections in the week of NovemKennedy.
anti-Negro, anti-Semite, anti-Cath- ber 26.
The original production, with olic,
etc., and has made a complete , A candidate seeking presidential
Arthur Kennedy in the leading
survey of their bearing on our life. nomination must have the signarole, enjoyed a long, successful run
The speech consisted, on the most tures of forty Juniors on his petition
on Broadway.
part, of an explanation of the vari- in order to have his name placed
ous types of right-wing organiza- on the election ballot. A candidate
tions active in our country.
To- seeking a nomination for secretarywhile the Democrats control the
By Tom Lindsay
Is
ward the end of his lecture he treasurer must have the signatures
The reaction of the faculty to the Senate, "so many of the Southern
played a recording of a political of thirty Juniors on his petition in
election Tuesday was strong as it Democrats are so close to what Ike
rally held in St. Louis by Gerald order to have his name placed on
was varied. The opinions ranged stands for, anyway, that he stands
L. K. Smith, a hell-fire-and-briru(continued on page 8)
The long playing 12-inch record
from that of Prof. Herbert Brown, a good chance of getting across
stone speaker for right wing ideals.
by the Bowdoin College Emanons
who said that he was "deeply dis- most of his program."
It presented^the contorted views of
was released at the Alumni Day
For
appointed that Adlai Stevenson
some of these extremist parties and
Mr. Colie found himself "sad but
Dance last Saturday evening.
failed to capture the imagination
Mr. Ary Dulfer, recently retired
the method in which they arouse
not surprised at the outcome of
Pressed by the RCA Victor Cornof the American people," to those
supervisor of music in the Brunspeople's interest very vividly.
the Presidential election." He said
ipany,
..
..
.
.
..
of Prof. Geoghegan, who said the .
,.
,,_,
wick Public Schools, has written a
" the record entitled Emanons
further that he was glad that the JT
New Record, is handsomey cov
Presidential election was a "glownew Ave Maria for tenor solo and
Democrats control both Houses of
The Faculty passed the recom- piano dedicated to the memory of
ered with a blue jacket well layeding tribute to the good sense of the
American people." Prof. Brown Congress," and thinks, "this will out with sketches done by the ar- mendations of the Blanket Tax Paul Nixon, Dean Emeritus. It will
best for Eisenhower." He said tist sister
also said that he was "pleased at be
of drummer Charlie Committee yesterday afternoon. A be sung for the first time in chapel
election "indicates the
Chapman.
copy of the appropriations for this next Friday and a second time at
the strength of the Democratic Par- that the
weakness of the Republican Party
The announcement of the rec- year has been posted on the Bulle- the first Student Recital in the
ty throughout the nation." Prof.
(continued on page 8)
Geoghegan went on to say that
tin Board by the Chapel.
(Continued on page 8)
Moulton Union Sunday at 3:00 p. m.
intellectual,

of the

—

Faculty Opinions Varied

On The

Election Results

Emanons' Record

|
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.

.
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son.

Having

promised

to pre-

sent the defense
as well, we must

now

The Arena

turn to a piece written by Her-

bert L. Brown,

"The Case For Fra-

In keeping, as President Coles has stated, with the theory of

In his

more than once

as vicious. However, not wanting to
bypass a good point, Mr. Brown
begins his article by saying, "To

ing the rink a reality.
The necessity for this building had been stressed in the past
by numerous members of the alumni, faculty and undergradu-

prove

how

ties are,

vicious college fraterni."
.

Mr. Wilson

.

The author of the reply goes on
to say how level-headed his remarks are going to be compared
to Mr. Wilson's. In doing this he
strongly implied that Mr. Wilson
merely had a good vocabulary and
did not know what he was talking
about, but that the reply was going
to be the perfect example of ra-

ate body and had recently earned the distinction of being one of
the top demands of the President.
The Arena certainly will be an important asset of the school.
Its advantage will come' from the boost to the morale of the College by dint of a higher proficiency in the various winter sports
through better facilities and also to the student body who stand

They

essay, Mr. Wilson

brief

said emphatically

that he did not think of fraternities

be given
of diversion, surely one
will

the opportunity for a much wider field
of the main functions of a higher institution of learning: here is
the sound mind, strong body idea again.
Then, of course, we are endowed with another part of Bowdoin that will enhance its reputation with many future under-

tional discussion.

Mr. Brown's

first

step is a strik-

ing hypothesis, that fraternities offer "worthy educational, social and

graduates and with the public.
It is an encouraging thing to know that there are many people associated with Bowdoin who have the foresight and practical-mindedness to devote their time and energies to such an
undertaking.

important conpersonal goals
tributions to the minds, characters,
and personalities of their mem.

bers."

.

.

The question now

is

how

these worthy "goals" and "contributions" are made. In other words,

due to those that have been instrumental in
the successful campaign for the rink. The Advisory Committee
on Development initiated the long-range plans which were ably
taken up by a special committee of the Governing Boards led
by Harold Lee Berry. Mention should also be made of the administration and the students themselves who went to great
lengths last year to show their desire for this construction.
is

To

To The

types of hazing, the physical and
the psychological, and as a result
realize more fully where- the bal-

]

Bowdoin needs
two things should rate
pretty high on the list. The first is
a reliable thermostat for the Library. 78 degrees may be fine for
sleeping, but not for studying. The
second is a water cooler. The one
think

source

seems

of

liquid

in

the

ance point

sharply
as they have in the past. We
cannot expect the class of'GO to provide us with the concrete solution
for the establishment of a perfect
hazing system, nor could they offer
us a reasonably good system. They
have matured only through this new
psychological attack.

to

•

warm.
S.

will differ just as

now

I

John

exists.

Certainly the opinions of various

freshmen

library

run along side of a steam
have stood and let it run
for fifteen minutes to no avail; the
water is still flat and sickeningly
pipe.

a

for aspirant social workers?
In the first place "each fratern-

has a tutoring system
(for) one great source of fraternity
ity

.

.

.

said that only 1/5 of the group belonging to the National interfraternity

conference have such restric-

tions.

To end

his defense of fraternities,
the author returns to his point con-

cerning what it would be like without fraternities, "There would be
its
members." Granted, this
fewer students .... lower marks,
would be a good point if it were
overcrowded dormitories, and less

pride

is

.

.

.

high scholastic

marks

by

only true.

But
ant,

this is

relatively unimport-

says Mr. Brown,

if

we

stop

what would happen if there
were no fraternities. The alternative is that the men would necessarily be living alone never learning the fundamentals of group existence, and it is not unlikely that
they would be living in tents. Hence
fraternities offer great social and
housing advantages to the colleges.
Also, good tastes are inculcated
by a man's being in a fraternity.

(No examples are given

to

back up

statemeent.) Further, typical
of fraternities are social work, Community Chest, Red
Cross, CARE, and other altrustic
this

activities

—

pastimes
as if to say that it is
on these grounds that fraternities
are founded.
As for hell-week, no one, says
Mr. Brown, no one is more concerned over the senseless actions
than the fraternity men themselves. And in most places, the traditional rough week before initiation has turned into a "help-week."
Mr. Brown points out that the
fraternities are also taking care of
their discriminatory clauses. He

effective social, athletic,

and selfgovernment programs." And what
the fraternity does best and most
important is create an attitude of
"service beyond self."
That Mr. Brown's essay

is almost
be quite
anyone familiar with
fraternities. Instead of answering
Mr. Wilson's attack on secret societies, as he was supposed to do,
he launches into an exposition of
the good deeds of what he calls
fraternities
groups whose character he thinks is indistinguishable
from "eating clubs;" "houses," or

utterly ridiculous should

apparent

to

—

"societies."
In short, Mr. Brown sees his
"brothers" as a corp of "do-goodsomewhat slow to reform because of an admirable conservative

ers,"

character. The point

is,

that to the

Past Chairman of the National
terfraternity

are

In-

Conference, fraterni-

Sunday tuxus
groups, a description most fraternity men would revolt at. It remains
ties

that

if

glorified

these societies are in need
they. should take the

of defense,
facts as

they are and justify or

rectify themselves accordingly.

lost the

GEORGE SMART
game, but almost worse

tion.

Shortly before midnight we hurExplanation for than that, the temperature was so
two weeks' cold that it even numbed the usual ried back to the House to catch the
Three late freshman show. The feature
silence lies in display of Bowdoin spirit.
blankets
and internal anti-freeze was the funeral scene from Hamthe fact that I
spent the last weren't enough to keep us warm. I let with a candle, and very good It
two week-ends am afraid Maine weather is gett- was. Such talent as the Masque and
ing
back
to
normal!
Gown has resting at its doors!
Colby and
at
The evening came to a quiet end
Bates.
Neither
But what the afternoon may have
place provided lacked the evening more than made as alumni settled underneath the
me with any up for. The big event was the dedi- dining room tables for a long nap
sort of inspiration. The party life cation of the new Arena, at which and underclassmen quietly sipped a
at Colby is truly in a sad state; the a number of local celebrities ut- last glass of "home-gingerale."
fraternities are all identical except tered all kinds of impressive and You'll be surprised to know that
for one that claims residence in a appropriate comments which no my date did not drink—not a drop
trailer. The band doesn't compare one could hear. The highlight was the whole weekend. He's an athlete
with Bowdoin's and the whole col- the appearance of five talented and is not allowed to smoke and
lege goes about breaking its dry members of the Boston Skating drink at the same time. After a
rules in a very sloppy fashion. And Club who performed brilliantly. If long, lusty chorus of "Kazoo, Razoo" from "Happy Hazing," we deBates? I frankly can't bear to go I could only skate half as well.
into that subject again. But last
Following the dedication there cided that a little sleep might be
Friday, life shed its dull and dreary was an Alumni Dance in the old welcome. The only drawback to my
coat when I once again stepped back shed. Gordon Howe's band room at the motel five miles outfoot on the Bowdoin campus.
could have been much worse, but side of Brunswick was that I had
This last weekend was Bowdoin's the most enjoyable moment of the to walk to get there. Oh well, dahlHomecoming, a time when old entertainment came with the ap- ing, who minds a little nightly congrads and others come back to re- pearance of the Meddiebempsters. stitution under a sky of Northern
live the exhausting fun of pagan The group includes a number of lights?
I am very tired and still have a
celebrations. Perhaps more signifi- new voices this year and they
cant, it is the time when the fresh- show great promise. Peter Potter, theme to write, so will close this
men much to their own joy and sur- switching from long hair to a crew- epistle. Am still working on that
prise dumb from twenty degrees cut, displayed a fine popular style blind date for you.
Your "enlightened" friend,
below something or other to the top and "little" Jon Aiderson sang
Tallualah
of the pile. Not since those snowy "Imagination" just beautifully. On
P. S. I said in my last letter
days of rushing have they been the critical side one noticed occasional troubles with pitch and an that I'd n^ver be the same after
treated so well.
My date was more than satisfac- over prominence of the tenor sec- my fifst bowdoin weekend. I'm not.

my

the things

all

into

itself

home

by

Editor

the Editor:

Of

I

tradition-

occupied with "better ways to

hack off" transform

To These Ears
Dear Hortense,

Letters

1956

Curtain

Ivy

how does an organization
ally

13,

FOSTER

to think

ternities."

"a strong mind in a strong body" the College has now officially
added The Arena to its physical plant.
It has taken many years and much sweat to make possible
this addition to the Bowdoin campus but its near-completion
seems to justify every ounce of energy that has gone into mak-

credit

fra-

by reviewing an arti-

Y.

flat

acquisition.

the

ternities

NEW YORK. N.
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from the recent
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weeks
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National Advertising Service, Inc.
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The solution

H. Carter

I

offer is to collect

the graduating class's opinions and
suggestions for a compatible haz-

To the Editor:
The first year

of Bowdoin's new ing program, and present them to
hazing system is now ready to be the Hazing Committee for serious
taken through the coals. How great consideration. The perpetuation of
the success and how efficient the hazing rests with every student and
results are things only time will not just "the presidents and hazing
masters."
determine.
David H. PSirez, '58
I was on the hazing committee in

my house this year and worked
with two seniors and a veteran in To the Editor:
Last week a group letter concernplanning our particular schedule.
This alone does not, by any means, ing a definition of intellectualism
qualify me as an authority on the appeared in this column. What was
abject; however, it has afforded peculiar was that you did not offer
me the opportunity to observe a some reply, seeing as theii thesis
very interestng fact. The seniors in opposed yours and had some obvithis college are the ones who fully ous faults in it.
|

In the first place

understand the purposes of hazing.

it is

quite prob-

.

tory. A Maine boy, he has both inThey were the only ones able to dis- able that the Orient's position was
tellectual and inventive talents (or
Orient Staff
criminate between the effective misrepresented by quoting out of
should I call them entertaining).
hazing system and the circus "side- context. However, this is not too
Editor-in-Chief— Peter F. Gass
With a few words of introduction
show." This, in my opinion, is crux important when we consider that
Managing Editors— Roger Howell, Jr., Paul Z. Lewis
and a quick but vivid demonstratheir definition is certainly differof the whole matter.
Sports Editor—Neil Cooper
tion, he showed me a fascinating
The curtailment of physical haz- ent from the one offered by you.
new game called "Toothpicking-It." News Editor— Roland O'Neal
It is evident that what Mr. Dott
ing and the confinement of hazing
The world flew like a saucer and Assistant News Editors— David Messer, Paul Satre
to the college campus has its ob- & Co. had to say— that intellectualFeature Writers— William Beckett, William Beesom HI, William G. L.
before the weekend was Over,
""?» advanta?t>3. Hrrrrrr, i sot ism tno.ans creative activity
deFoster, George Smart
everybody was doing it. Boy, can't
so obvious disadvantage has pene- serves some sort of rebuttal. For
News Staff— Peter Anastas, Robert L. Gustafson, Morgan La Marsh,
I pick them?

....

The

—

trated

its

our present sys- instance, could we honestly say that
no longer regard hazing Ham Fisher's creating Joe Palooka

way

into

tem. We
as a constructive way to institute
responsibility and appreciation for
a fraternity but rather use it as a
destructive means of breaking a
freshman's spirit. I believe in hazing, but not as it stands now. The
seniors have experienced the two

is

intellectual

ther, a

activity?

And

fur-

thorough job of scholarship
we all could agree on as inmay or may not contain
or result in "creative activitiy."
But the chief problem in defining
(Continued on page 8)

which

tellectual

Saturday afternoon was frankly
Of course we

quite disappointing.

NOTICE

Carrl Olson,

Norm Levy, Rob

Wilson,

Raymond Babineau, Ken

Carpenter, Skelton Williams, John Carter, Tom Lindsay
Photographers— Bud Hinckley, Nelson Hicks, Mike Rogers
Sports Staff— Michael Brown, Steven Froger, Earl Miller,

The Orient will not publish the
Levine, Sidney Slobodkin.
week proceeding and following the Business Manager— Harry G. Carpenter.
Thanksgiving recess. Publication Advertising Manager— Roger W. Whittlesey
will be resumed December 7. There Circulation Managers
John Dowling, Jr., John A.
will be two issues in December.
Assistants John Vette III, Charles S. Crummy

—

—

C.

McLean

Melvine

'
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Achorn Debate

President Coles' Portrait
Presented At Walker Art
A

portrait

of

New York

City and Tops-

the portrait

was painted by

Professor of Speech in the Depart-

of

ham,

The

gift of

John W. Frost,

Sidney E. Dickinson of
'

I

The sophomore team of Richard
E. Morgan and Alfred E. Schretter
has won the finals of the Edgar
Oakes Achorn Prize Debate at the
College, it was announced by Albert
R. Thayer, Coach of Debating and

Building.

John H.

New

ment

York.

of English.

The topic of debate was, "Resolved, that the UnitedStates should
discontinue direct economic aid to

llalford, '07, of Norris-

town, Pa., a member of the Bowdoin Board of Trustees and Chairman of the Governing Boards' Committee on Art Interests, unveiled

countries." Morgan and
Srhretter upheld the affirmative,
while the negative team was com-

foreign

the portrait in a brief ceremony.
The portrait of President Coles

posed of Frank C.

Mahncke and

j

be on exhibition in the Art
Building for a time, then will be
placed in Hubbard Hall, the col
lege library. There it will be displayed with portraits of Bow<!;>in's
Beginning
first eight presidents.
with Joseph McKeen in 1802, they
also include Jesse Appleton (1807-!
19), William Allen (1820-39) Leonard Woods (1839-66), Samuel Harris (1867-71), Joshua L. Chamberlain (1871-83), William DeWitt Hyde
(1885-1917),
and Kenneth C. M. I

James

will

James

S.

Coles

|

Growing Movem't For

Campus Vaccinations
A growing movement

for

campus

^

in the history of aviation to shoot for two weeks because of the crash
landing, and is now convalescing
himself down out of the skies.
This singular feat was accom- with a fractured leg and three brok21, when the *-•'» vertebrae. Undaunted, Attridge
jet fighter piloted by Tom Attridge, plans to go back testing the same
Lt. (j.g.), U. S. N., Psi U., '50, type of supersonic fighter. His feelcrashed on Long Island with my- ing that it was not impossible that
sterious bullet holes in the cock- the "one in a million shot" could
pit and fuselage. A reconstruction happen again was hinted at in a

plished on September

of

the

precedent

quotation. "But I haven't
really made any plans on how to
he avoid shooting myself down again."

breaking event direct

showed

that Attridge, like the pro-

verbial

man who ran

caught up with

his

so fast

shadow,

actually shot himself down.
Attridge, while -testing the

F11F Tiger over

the Atlantic

had;

Teacher Exams
gm.
Will D
Be Given Feb. ft
9

'

new «*....

Ocean
\

1

,

!

|

i

What young peopfe ore doing

at General Electric

1949 until 1953.

Young engineer

Other Activities

sells million-dollar

Asked For New Rink
To Dean Kendrick and

the Faculty
College:

equipment to

of Bowdoin
The Campus Chest Committee
new
hockey rink warrants the operation

utilities

feels that the investment in the

Selling electric

We

propose,

program

of events

alumni advantages.
therefore, that a

to sell the merits of their products to the

who buy such apparatus.
One such man at General Electric

executives

greater measure of student interest
in the college.

has often been said that Bow-

Clay's

would encourage the student to stay
at home and perhaps invite a date.

The establishment

of the

program

which we propose, would, it seems
to us, decrease the desire of the!
student to leave campus. And, in
addition, an ice show and alumni
dance on the same weekend would

seem

to have lost interest in the
college. In addition, the co.'.imittee

with

a

to

has

certain percentage of

We

where he takes a

Com-

is

a well-rounded individual

who

to be a spokesman for General
wherever he goes. Like each of our

27,000 college-graduate employees, he is being given the chance to grow and realize his
For General Electric has long

full potential.

believed this:

Whenever fresh young minds
freedom to make progress, everybody benefits— the individual, the Company,
a>e given

in-

re-'

I <

'rational Relations, General Electric

Company, Schenectady

degree, that they would
'continued on page four)
a

Progress

Is

Our Most Important Product

and die country.

feel that

the students and alumni would enjoy the activities we propose to

such

life,

local activities— Rotary,

come

Electric

we have suggested

cetpts going to charity.

are

27,000 College Graduates at General Electric

student; and, third, the expansion

events

community

many

Allen Clay

the reactivating of alumni support;
second, the increasing of worthwhile activities on campus for the

th.j

own engineering background, and

into h^s

three-fold— first,

Campus Chest Weekend

solve intricate problems with skilled engineers. His recommendations are based on

part in

former Bowdoin varsity athletes.
The goal of the program which

clude

Important, Diversified

munity Cliest,Boy Scouts.and his University
Engineering Alumni Association:

the incentive for varsity competition. The institution of such a club
would, it seems to us, not only improve the athletic situation on campus, but also serve as a direct tie

of

Is

backed up by -the know-how of the Company's best application engineers. His interest in working with people carries over

would suggest the establishment
of a Lettermen's Club to increase

is

Work

For Clay, technical selling is not a door-todoor job. As a representative of General
Electric, he must be ready to discuss customer needs with vice presidents or help

his

tend to draw a greater measure of
support from former Bowdoin students, the larger portion of which

propose then

31-

engineer serving the electrical utility companies in the Philadelphia-Allentown area.

is a "suitcase college," because there are not enough worthwhile actitvities on weekends that

we

is

year-old Allen J. Clay, an apparatus sales

doin

to

utility sub-

technical knowledge of the products involved. Men who sell such complex equipment must also know a customer's requirements, what will best fill his needs, and how

such as ice extravaganzas, alumniteam hockey game, alumni dance,
Masque and Gown ice productions
be instituted with the objectives of
reactivating alumni support, promoting charity, and gaining a

It

equipment for a

station—a complex unit used in power transmission and distribution— requires extensive

of said rink to fullest student and

|

II

5,

,

on that day, fired the jet's twenty
The National Teacher Examinamillimeter cannon in two four sec-Jj tions, prepared and administered
ond bursts. The shells, when fired, annually by Educational Testing
left the plane at 1,500 feet per sec- Service, wdl be given at 200 testond faster than the plane, cruising ing centers throughout the United
at that time at about 880 miles per States on Saturday, February 9,
for excellence in debating between
members of the freshman and hour, which is faster than the 1957.
speed of sound. Attridge then pulled
At the one-day testing session a
sophomore classes.
the plane into a dire and a few sec- candidate may take the Common
institutions are providing Salk Vac- onds latter (miles from where thei Examinations, which include tests
cine for their students and young shells had been fired) he scored a in Professional Information, Generfaculty members as part of an bull's eye- on his own plane. The al Culture, English Expression, and
over-all program aimed at increas- shells were slowed down by air re- Non-verbal Reasoning; and one or
ing immunization of the nation's sistance and gravity pulled them two of eleven Optional Examinamost susceptible individuals.
into a trajectory which crossed that tions.
j

!

Uw In New York City since 1909,
he served as Mayor of the Town
of Pleasantville from 1933 until
1941 and again from 1943 to 1945.
He has been a member of Bowdoin's Board of Overseers since
1929, and was its president from

|

j

vaccinations against polio In colSills (1918-52). Dr. Coles succeeded
leges a. Id universities throughout
the late President Mils four years
naUon was reported recently by
ago.
the National Foundation for InfanMr. Frost, the donor of the portile Paralysis.
trait, is a native of Topsham, where
Increasing numbers of academic
he continues to maintain a summer
home. Engaged in 'the practice of
(

Brown.

was awarded a prize of $30. Second
prize of $15 went to Schretter, and
third prize of $10 to Morgan.
The Achorn Prize, established in
1932 by Edgar O. Achorn of the
Bowdoin Class of ltel, is awarded

j

I

J.

Mahncke was selected as the outstanding debater of the evening. He

j

By G. Raymond Babineau
of the diving jet.
Displaying the initiative which
After the canopy burst open, the
the college seeks to instil in each engine died, forcing Attridge to
undergraduate, Tom Attridge, '50, crash-land his plane in a wooded
became the undisputedly first man! area on L. I. He was hospitalized
'

Morgan, Schretter

President of Bowdoin Col-'
lege, was presented to the College
at a special ceremony last Saturday morning, at the Walker Art
Coles,

'04,

Grad Does The Impossible
Shoots Own Plane Down

Won

By Soph<lomore Team

James Stacy

Dr.
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New

York

.

GENERAL^

ELECTRIC

Boston Skotort

Report

.

.

.

to such pro-

Speaks At Chapel

gress as man may enjoy, themselves fail to keep pace with the
changes wrought by that progress.

About His Wager

"At the conclusion of the

sesqui-

Dr. Ellsworth Barnard, Bowdoin's

centennial period of the College,"

Visiting Lecturer in English, spoke

Study Grant from The
Advancement of Education, a committee of the Faculty
ably carried out the review, with
Self

wager with Mr. Wilder. They had

Fund

for the

decided that if Stevenson won the
election, Mr. Wilder would ring
the chapel bell; and if Stevenson
lost, pr. Barnard would wear
«ar a

the active participation of all

mem

bers of the Faculty, and with conand assistance from the
alumni And the students

mourning Band on

sultation

Photo by Hicks

Homecoming

.

.

iiiiiniiiiM iiK/.a page 1)
which after a few short turns
around the rink, devoured one of
its hubcaps and came to a sudden
halt. Then the crowd left. On. to
the gym, the dance, and Gorden
Howe. It was like all gym dances,
but was livened up by the Meddies
about ten o'clock. The winners of
i

4he Fraternity displays were announced—Chi Psi and Sigma Nu.
A canary belt out a few songs—
again the crowd left— back to the
houses. This time to the ATO House
which sponsored a Meddie reunion
•that
It

went on for an hour or more.

was very enjoyable, and

ly should

certain-

be repeated sometime.

Where the crowd went after this
hard to say. Some went back to
the houses to dance, some to sing,
is

his

through

Barnard and

|

,

"That the Self Study Committee
has been successful in immediate
results is attested by the acceptance of its report and recommendations by the Faculty and Governing
Boards, almost without change.

his

i

arm. About
|?
speech
I

Chosen

held on December

I

program

mittee,

is

.

was the first of the meetings to be
held every other Wednesday at 9

.

m. in the Moulton Union. The
meetings are designed as an informal opportunity for the foreign

or to resort to the familiar dodge
of pasting bright new labels on old
academic bottles. Such practices

seem repugnant,

only to the
conservative tradition in education,

|

p.

not to spread herself thin

;

students to talk over problems of

common

not

|

I oHlirfi Annmirwar]
I*vVllU v /U1UUU1ILCU

The nine

interest.

Dr. James Patterson will address
the Caledonian Society on the evening of November 20 at 8:15 p. m.
in the Moulton Union Lounge on
"The Queen of the Border." Incidental bagpipe music will be provided by Gordon MacCaffery.
Dr. Patterson is presently a native of South Portland, Maine. He
was, however, born in Scotland and
came to this country at the age of
13. While in Scotland, he lived in
the town about which he has chosen to talk, Hawick.
After coming to this country, Dr.
Patterson was educated at the University of Chicago and Rush Medical College. He has lived in South
Portland for the last sixteen years,
Hawick, the subject of the talk,
is noted for an annual festival, the
biggest one in the Borders and the

Conn.; James E. Fenlason, '59,
Providence, R. I.; John T. Gould,
Jr., '60, Lisbon Falls;
Paul H.

:

Gray,
'59,
Castine;
David A.
Kranes, '59, Belmont, Mass.; John
H. Moses, Jr., '60, Litttle Rock,
Ark. Theodore A. Perry, '60, Waterville; Robert A. Roach, '60, Clymer, Pa.; and John E. Swierzynski, '59, South Portland.
J. Glen
Howard, '59, of Brunswick, was
chosen alternate,
;

One of the ever-present problems
how to see enough of this coun- Tens It is in memory of the galtry—and how to see it thoroughly larils who routed invading troops
enough. Needless to say, we would at the battle of Hornsholc in 1514.
appreciate any occasional ride and One of the key features of the fes-

STUDY IN EUROPE
5

Spring Semester 1957
MOS. FOR $1195 INCLUDES

*

Selection of 25 English taught

j

j

|

WELCOME FRESHMEN

I

*

I

begin,

if

more of the committees which considered the various aspects of the
Campus Chest Committee
James M. Fawcett, HI, Chairman over-all problem.

Shirt Service

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE

*

Brunswick

100 feet past railroad tracks

a

speak-

Social and cultural activities,

lectures

gram.

to

ing knowledge.
*

Shirt Service

courses at the U. of Vienna.
Special German language instruction geared

Norgeway Mat Laundry

|

our pro- Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick were
gram and its merits are recognized ex-officio members. Almost all of
as valid, to lay the foundation the nearly one hundred members
for the establishment of said pro- of the faculty served on one or

we might

are as follows:
New Canaan,

'GO,

is

we, the Campus Chest Committee, but also to Bowdoin's tradition of
suggests wculd tie together alumni intellectual honesty and self respect
support, charity, student interest,
as an institution of sound learning."
possibility to share in a day's tour, tival is the common riding, the
and scholarship. We feel that our
The Self Study Committee was The foreign students can be con- theme of which was provided by
proposals would be defensible on
the victory.
any single point, and that the four composed of Professors Albert tacted through Mr. Wilder.
goals we propose deserve extensive Abrahamson, Herbert R. Brown,!
consideration by the administration Jeffrey J. Carre, Athern P.Daggett,
and faculty of Bowdoin College. We Alton H. Gustafson, and Edward C.
would also hope for this considera- Kirkland. Professor Daggett served
tion at the earliest possible time, so as chairman. President Coles and
that

3.

finalists

David H. deBaun,

By UU Fanger

illiteracy

.

Thiis the

Instructor in Speech. -The finals will be

Caledonian Society

Last Wednesday, the foreign students and teaching fellows on campus had their first reunion. This

and provincialism, that
to provide a good time for the stu- nourish the mind, and that train
dents. Our program, it seems to us, the student to meet competently
would accomplish lots of these and wisely the problems of all
aims.
Bowdoin's wisest
thinking men.
Another aspect of our program is course, in the opinion of the Com-

administration.

* **{

nounced by John H. Sloan,

I

pus Chest, the committee believes,
"Its curriculum must be limited
to make as much money for
to fundamental studies that combat

percentage of receipts from these suggested events
would go toward the establishment
of a perpetuating scholarship grant
under the direction of the college

For Speech Contest

Nine Bowdoin College undergradranks of obscurity to the position of
uat « s ha ve
to take
one of the best small college bands
u
P art "the finals of the Alexander
in New England. A lot of credit
Prize Speaking contest, it was an-

is

certain

could

!

constituted.

strategic points of departure.

Maine-game

the

,*

sot stop the band, as they had to
play almost continuously in the
fourth quarter to keep the slides
and valves of the instruments from
r"T_^~""

them in the stands, and out-performed them on the field.
In just two years, the Bowdoin
Band has pulled itself from the

Problems

a

^e,

The next rehearsal of the Concert
Band is to be held Wednesday, November 14, at 8 P. M. in Gibson
Spurred into a new vitality by its
Hall. All members of the student
student director, John "JC" Carbody who are interested are urged
ter, the band added 16 freshmen
<( unturned on
page 8)
and one upperclassman to its rosproceeded
to
ter this year, and has
give rival bands a "moral" licking
as it outplayed (and out cheered) Finalists

That the adoption of those recom- time pulling themselves together
mendations will further the ulti- after their quadrennial orgies. He
mate goals of the College will be then defined politics in Henry
attested by the Bowdoin graduates Adams's words as "the systematic
of the years to come. In any case, organization of hatreds." Also he
the College stands in the debt of all gave a detailed account of the dewho participated in the Self Study." velopment of his own political
views in order to emphasize his
In its report the Self Study Compoint that a person can change his
mittee asserts, "A curriculum must
be considered in relation to the mind and that the losers have no
need to get bitter and the winners
function of the institution of which
complacent. The theory of democit is a part. Bowdoin is an undergraduate college, not a university. racy, according to Dr. Barnard, is
that on the whole and in the long
Its obligation is not the impossible
one of 'covering' all areas and sub- run the judgment of all citizens is
more likely to be right than that of
jects, but of establishing fundamental processes and determining any single class or group however

—

that

^^

i

"^ "^

fate

Therefore Dr. Barnard concluded
"A college of liberal arts cannot
that he would view without undue
and other just crumped.
hope to make of its students men,
alarm the re-election of President
Sunday was dead
the crowds of complete or universal learning,
Eisenhower, even though he was
had gone, the bottles were empty, but it can imbue them with the
not for him.
the energy spent.
spirit of learning by setting basic
intellectual processes to work, by
encouraging the achievement of inFawcett Letter ...
Foreign Students
poise and objectivity,
tellectual
(Continued trom page 3)
and by nurturing the patient cournot feel that the Campus Chest
ends
by
pursue
remote
age
to
Committee was overstepping its
Discuss
choice rather than compulsion.'
authoritty. The purpose of the Cam

charity as possible and, in addition

By Our Band Music Critic
is due to Tilly and JC, but they tell
lot of good music and a dash us that "it takes good men to make
showmanship have added to the a good band; we've got them, and
enjoyment of going to Bowdoin's they all work hard to make the
football games this year. We are, Band what it is."
of course, referring to the Bowdoin
Th e long and si,^ of it ^ that
Football Band. When the band Bowdoin has a band that it can well
marched onto the field, we werel a fford to brag about Bigger and
treated each week to a new show, tetter
ever before> and stiu
In the stands, the band kept the gr0wing, the band played
at six
Spirit
*** pUying ° £ £* of *• seven footD » U
« ames thla
coll
fi ht
and
dazzling
freezine temoeraireezmg
tempera„_,.„* #.£_, -JLi.**-**, *,,*»» I\ -•'
rr »v of-ftew nterch^-feabirttg a|

A

Dr brassy circus march and a trom
had a tangle, for
bone specialty number. The stands
when he tried to remove the band
joined the band in a new march,
it resisted his attempts.
Cheerio, to let the team know they
Dr. Barnard spoke briefly about
were solidly behind them. We found
what he referred to as the beer can
that any one could learn the words
Democrats and the champagne
in nothing flat since they are la la
glass Republicans who were at that
and la.
halfway

1956

of

Dr. Coles continues, "a comprehen- in chapel last Wednesday. On his
sive and critical review was appro- left arm he wore a mourning band,
priate and timely. With the support which he explained, was part of a
of a

13,

Bowdoin Band Praised &
Future Growth Promised

Barnard Loses Bet,

(continued from page 1)
contributing greatly

.
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forums

and

while

studying at the U. of Vienna.
Study hours lasting a total of
2 months. England, Belgium,
France,
Italy,
Yugoslavia,

Germany,

Switzerland,

Aus-

tria.

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CON VEN ENCE
We deliver to the Students
I

BEER

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al

-

HOT DOGS
Call 6-2422

Tobey, '50

*
*

Publications Are

We

Our Business!

*

*

invite inquiries

from schools

concerning Publication Problems

Living in a Viennese home.
Balanced,
home-like
meals
with IES.
Personal orientation and advisory service from IES office.

Round

trip

ocean transporta-

tion.

Group sails February 8, 1357, on
Cunard Line SS. Saxonia
.

Application Deadline:

Dec.

28,

1956

Mail coupon for free brochure.

Brunswick Coal

&

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING CO.
Lumber Co.
Freeport,

FUEL

-

Maine

BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine

!

THE INSTITUTE OF
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35 E.
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1,
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However,
any
combination
of
breaks and good plays would hardbeen enough to stop the
rampaging Bears from Maine.

Maine Downs White 33-7
Before H-Coming Crowd

ly have

In
(n Sight

During the coldest November 10th out-ran his cover, Dick Drenzek,
Paul
in the Bowdoin end. zone.
Leahy blocked the attempted conpled a comparatively light Bow- version.
Bowdoin's ground defenses stopdoin eleven 33-7, for the fourth
consecutive year. While the deluge ped a Maine drive following Aram
hit Whittier Field, Bates, Maine's Garabedian's recovery of Drenzek's
conquerors, defeated Colby 38-13 to fumble on the Bowdoin 21, but the
Black Bears were again in posicop the state championship.
Maine's rugged, hard-hitting first tion after a weak Bowdoin punt
eleven, coupled with abundant re- landed on their own 39.
The next score came when Hosserves of the same calibre, established an early lead. The horde tetter swept his own end for 20
from the north outg'ained and out- yards and then thumped through
scored the local contingent by a right tackle. The Whole drive was
one of brute force overpowering
5 to 1 ratio.
The 28 degree weather kept the anything in its way.

doin garnered, 99 were via the air.
The passing attack payed off and
averted a shutout as Brud Stover
tossed an aerial to end Matt Levine.
"Matt" played possibly the best
of his two year career and
tremendous defensive prowess

game
his

stopped

many end

runs at scrim-

M

mage.

After losing to Bates and thus be-

as state champions,
coach Hal Westerman's club ended

ing unseated

the season with a five and two record. Both of their losses cost

them

UConn. game decided
Yankee conference, the Bates
game, the Maine title—and in both,
they were seconds away from victory. However, Saturday they could
titles— the

the

not be stopped and for 34 minutes

the score kept mounting.

The Black Bears marched CG
yards after the opening kickoff to
score in eleven plays. It was usually

Hostetter

carrying

the

ball

either off his left tackle or sweep-

ing his right end that produced the
scores. Theinoult ripped for 14
yards, slanting off his left tackle,

Carrying the ball downfield with
new strength, Hostetter scored but
the play was nullified because of a
"clip." However, in the next series
of plays, he managed to score on
a beautiful left end sweep. Therioult's conversion was good and
the score looked as though it might
go over the 50 mark.
Not two minutes later, Maine had
its fifth and final T. D. despite a
15-yard penalty. In just two plays
Maine spanned 74 yards. Boweffe
sped 41 to the Bowdoin 33, and
then reserve halfback, Johnny Edgar, reversed his field, blocked,
dodged, and ran into the end-zone.
Bowdoin then proceeded to rack
up its only score as it marched 74
yards. Drenzek, saving a bad center pass, ran for nine yards, hit
Levine for seven, and Papacosma
swept his tight end for 14 to Maine's
39. After a change in generals,
Stover threw to Levine on the 15
and he ran it over. Anderson's conversion attempt was good.
In the final quarter neither team
could sustain a drive and the game
ended 33-7. Matt Levine again de-

New

MIT

Eng. Finals

Fate Rests

afternoon in the history Maine,
the Black Bears from Orono tram-

When Maine again had posseshomecoming crowd down to 7,500
fans. However, those who braved sion of the ball on their own 29, it
the cold saw Thurlow Cooper, Ray took 11 plays for them to tally,
Hostetter, and Ken Parady pace raising the score to 20-0.
Bowdoin, noticeably harried in its
the Maine eleven to their deserved
romp. What was painfully evident passing by Maine's eight-man foris that Maine's depth shows the ward wall, did not even have a
power they will unleash in future chance in the first half until a
punt glanced off- a Maine player
years.
Cooper caught two passes from and was recovered by Pete Dionne
Parady for 'the first two Maine on Maine's 28. John Papacosma
tallies, Hostetter scampered for two managed to carry the ball down to
more and in general the whole the 16, but then the Maine defense
tightened and after three attempts
team was aggressive and tough.
Due to the strong Maine interior to score via air, Parady interceptline, Bowdoin was forced to take ed a Stover pass to stop the attack
yards
Bowthe
112
on their own 14.
to the air. Out of

Oppose

SaiJors

Bowdoin Loses Eighth Consecutive Game

With No Immediate Remedy

«AGk riv*

On 2 Races

In the final races for the

New

England team racing championship
Bowdoin is battling MIT for first
place. Sailing Monday until dark
in a 4 out of 7 series,

MIT has

slight lead of 3 races to

1

On Saturday

:

'

'

j

a

2.

opening round
the Polar Bears were shocked when
Harvard won the first race in a 3
out of 5 match. But then they went
on to swamp the Crimson in the
next 3 races thus gaining entrance
to the semi-finals against Northeastern who had beaten Holy Cross
and Coast Guard. Again Bowdoin
was slow starting being nosed out
in the

me p.ciuie above shows Captain John Snow catching a toss from
Brud Stover. John is graduating this year. Regardless of the team's
record John has been a "leading" captain and his loss at end win fee
keenly

felt.

Photo by Hicks

.

and second with Dyer

third. After

til

losing the next race things looked

November

Crews

two races, but clutch
dark but Dyer and Leighton com- Tosi for
Howland, Leighton, Belknap, and Dyer brought 3 bined in the next for a first and Leighton, Jim Birkett for Belknap,
straight wins thus putting the Ad- second. Darkness then settled and and Barry Miller for Dyer,
mirals in the finals.
the final races were postponed un(continued on page 8)
in the first

sailing by skippers

|

14th.

Bowdoin were Hank
Howland, Skel Williams for
for

Meanwhile Brown had beaten a
strong Boston University team, and
MIT had swamped Tufts in the first
round. In the semi-finals of the first

MIT

division

TM

The Ox -flora Inn
DINING

defeated Brown.

then took a big lead over
Bowdoin by winning the first two
encounters. In the third, Belknap

and Howland held
the

first

a big lead

mark and

from

AND DANCING NIGHTLY

Friday and Saturday Nights Music by

MIT

The Page Combo

WE CATER

TO PRIVATE PARTIES

6 1-2 Miles from Bath

Route

finished first

New Harmony trio
,

..

headliners

all!

on a trap that produced the longest
run of the drive. However, it took serves recognition for his fine
a third down pass from Parady to game on offense and defense. Ken
Cooper to cover the last 21 yards. Cooper and Pete Dionne were the
The big end flared right and simply mainstays of the Polar Bear line.

Style-wise collegians everywhere

are applauding

ear. For
its

close

Arrow

harmony

smart button-down

this

in color,

GUn

can't

be matched. And, the Squirt
sport

model has

with

Bowdoin Men

its

style to spare,

trim, short-point collar

and imported cotton

flannel.

Appearing with them: an eternal

campus favorite, the University
crew neck sweater.

Learn to Dance
Introductory

Glen, J3.95 and J5.00; Squirt,
$5.95; University sweater, $11.95}
woven twill tics, $1.50.

Dance Lesson Free

Professional Teachers

For appointment

84 Maine

Street

call

PA

5-5231

Brunswick

ARROW
—first in fashion
• HUTS

•

TIES

•

SLACKS

1

Q
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The

was no

try for the point after

White

good. Later in the same quarter
the Beta's began their victory
march with a pass from McDon-

POLAR

ough
six

to

A McDonough
produced

aerial

I

I

extra

j

action slowed

Sigma

down

Nu

was

until

i.V

LLrTi.n

I

mortems

sire l0

football team.

W*

pre^ure

in

order to

gain their desires, they only need
Students, alumni, friends of the
aLempt either of the procedures
college all should be proud of "The
stated above.
Arena " It is one of those feats of
is

It

where a cooperative effort
man wnere
has
Coupled with a worthy goal
inbrought true results. What is as
1 Spiring as the rink itself, is the
dedicated.
spirit -in which it was
President Coles expressed hope in

indeed

heartwarming

to

"Hoady" White

since

New

is

the

England's

at a 2:35 clip. Consideris

White's first meet

year, Coach Miller can have
particular
optimism about this
this

Hoady will also be swimming the 100-yard Butterfly, Medand the Breaststroke.

event.

ley Relay,

third quarter

in the score, but in the

hauling

Pooles and Don Bennett.

down

the passes of Walsh's

These nine men have contributed hurlers. Al Lanes played most of
the Bowdoin team in either his ball in his sophomore year and
Dick because of a wrist injury has been
prowesSi abilityi or spirit
Drenzek has snown this year what out of action this year. Ken Coopqualities a good q Ua terback must
er has especially shone on the dehave Dick s speed agilityi and
fense this past season and his hulkgreat passing ability will be missed
to

i

.

(

not too far dis-

2:36.6

This time

was composed .loientcy. The nine graduating sen- much action this year. Art was the
exchanges and'jors are: Dick Drenzek, Paul Mc mainstay of the line before his inGoldrick,
Fred Wenzel, Tony jury. John Snow, captain, did a
fourth period, a determined Sigma Flieshman, Art Perry, John Snow,
Nu squad fjught back hard. Louis Al Lanes, Ken Cooper, and Bob sparkling job leading the team and

The

no changes

that the unrest over our poor Odette crossed the wire with the
athletic records so prevalent in the pigskin to make the score Beta 13,
undergraduate body is also present Sigma Nu 12. In the try for the exin the administration.
Not "unlike tra point, Odette received a pass
the drive that started the fund for from the Sigma Nu quarterback to
"The Arena" is our present situa- score, but the officials declared
the future of our athletic program
tion. If we can couple the worthy that it was no good because the
when he stated. "It (the rink) is
nor a plaything but goal with some avid cooperation, a passer was over the line of scrim-

brighter picture

White

of

of a series of punt

know

not a luxury
an aid in building a stronger ath-

swam

in the

ing that this

the Beta's increased their lead by
freshman weekend,
Many of us complain about the means of a pass from MjD>nough
to Sandquist good for the TD. The
material
teams,
yet
lack
of
on
our
Bowdoin.
at
the athletic program
date only a small number have try for the point was
Something was definitely needed if to
this At the end of the first half, the
we werc°not going to hold post; showed any interest beyond
stood: Beta 13. Sigma Nu 6.
of our complaining. If the students de- score

Two events last week sparked
for
that spluttering flame of hope

over the record

last year.

significant

same event

college

record.

own record

his

especially

consid-

erably in the second quarter

Pool

Curtis

which he set

6.

new

in 2:35.7, thus setting a

broke

The
Neil A. Cooper

two hundred yard breaststroke

and

7,

Alumni-

the

Swim Meet Bowdoin varsswimmer "Hoady" White swam

the

Beta's their winning margin. Thus,
at the end of the first quarter, the

score stood: Beta

at

ity

point that was later on to give the

1

BEARINGS

weekend

This
Varsity

Rod

to

the

Mark

Sets Pool

Daley which was good for

points.

Fisk

13, 1956

,

One referee had claimed by the Bowdoin fans. Dick's run- ing presence in the line will be
Just to tant.
that he was behind the line, while n ing mate this year was Fred Wen- missed. Bob Pooles has been on the
letic program at Bowdoin."
Football A«?aln
thc hcad-Jinesman said that he was Mi. Adam will have a tough time
hear these words from an adminissquad for three years and has been
The 1956 season is over With an over the line. As a result, the Sigma filling the vacancy left by Fred at
trator at Bowdoin soothed many a
one of Adam's most dependable
tormented mind. It is the fervent ignominious 0-7 record on the Nu's have entered a protest the out- right-half, from where he drew so
1

is

mage.

j

|

Polar Bearings that the books. Credit must be given to the
spirit of the dedication shall be for- boys who "stuck-it-out" until the
end. For many boys the Maine
ever maintained.
The second spark of hope was ig- game was the last time they will
Polar
nited by a meeting last week where don a Bowdoin uniform.
administrator
Bearings would like to leave one
six students and one
discussed the problem of attracting thought with these few. Your recmore students to Bowdoin. Eventu- ord, although now seemingly im-

wish

of

I

ally, the discussion

turned

in a di-

rection dear to Polar Bearings—
lack of material for our athletic

teams.
This meetin* held, by Mr. Shaw,
Director of Admissions, was attendad by represenUth/es of eight fra-

Mr. Shaw Insisted that

ternities.

come of which will probably be much attention. Paul McGoldrick,
known when this Orient is distrib- although not in the starting eleven,
is

vance for their third and
touchdown, again climaxed by a
McDonough pass—this time received by Sandquist. The Sigma
portant, is just a page in a larger Nu's retaliated with a score by Gus
book. What you can always remem- Boss. Since both teams failed on
ber is that you brought into some their extra point attempts, the
degree of focus a problem that final score stood at: Beta Theta Pi
will be solved. Because of your ef- 19, Sigma Nu 18.
'orts. lossea, and the problem you
uncovered, every undergraduate
owes you a vote of thanks.

he desires qualified scholastic athletes as much as any other person Interfrat Football
on Campus. However, he did not %a/_
r
B Y D^*..B «™»» 1
feel that -the students or alumni

Walsh

Q
*-»

WOn

Last Tuesday, Beta
gave us much support to his department as it needs at a college this edged Sigma Nu in a

1

Theta

Seniors
Pi

Loses

Flieshman saw most of his star- see the captain, one of the better
dom in his sophomore year and linesmen, two speedsters, and the
'

has seen less but starting action as
he filled an end spot. One of the
most unfortunate players on the
graduating team has been Art Per
ry. Art, who was injured at the
start of the season, has not seen

Ten

interested in BowThe Admissions Department
will write to any boy whose name
they receive, and if they are quali-

By Graduation

the

visit

prospective

not in

'^esprit

de corps."

,A«~

tight, well-

SOLICITED
"t

First National

& J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
One Day

Brunswick,

Member

9-3431

Brunswick, Maine

Corner Maine and School Streets

t

Bank

Maine

Member. of the Federal Reserve System and

Shirt Service

DIAL PA

would

candidates

spirit

needed

If

record, then in what the sages call

>

J

Thus if anyone has the
boy who he feels might
be interested in Bowdoin, all he
must do is leave that name with
Mr. Shaw.

Is

have a successful club,

PATRONAGE

doin.

fied either of our directors

and determination which
to

STUDENT

—

who might be

remaining boys supplying the

By Mike Brown

One of the perennial problems
size. Two men can only accomplish played battle, 19-18, to cop the Ina certain amount of work; their terfratornity football championship which faces a coach at the end of
every season is the loss of his senscope in many ways is limited, with an undefeated record.
in
the opening minutes of the iors. Out of the forty-three men
One way in which it can be enlarged is thru the active support and game the Sigma Nu's marched to who dressed this year, ten are leavparticipation of many students and their first touchdown in two plays, ing. Adam Walsh is losing players
alumni. There are certain proce- climaxed by Bob Gorra's score, small in number but yet large in
dures that must be followed if the
students hope to gain needed material for producing winning teams.
What is evident are the few
names Mr. Shaw receives of boys

players.

Looking back over the players
the personification of the spirit
who saw action in a Bowdoin uniThe Beta's then proceeded to ad- which the Polar Bears have shown
form for the last time Saturday, we
final the latter half of this year. Tony

uted.

l\

,

of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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school.

name

of a
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MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP

Secondly, students could aid the
situation by returning to their pre-

185

PARK BOW

MIVIIASANT »TOiiT. BRUNSWICK. HAW*

paratory schools, interesting some
of the outstanding boys in Bowdoin,
and asking them to attend a sub-

Greeting Cards

-

Gift*

FREE OUT WEAPPINO

FORD SALES & SERVICE

Football Standings
Beta Theta Pi*
Psi Upsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Sigma
Delta Kappa Epsilon

5
4

1

2
2
2

3

Alpha Tau Omega
"B" League

Sigma Nu

3

5

5
4

1

Alpha Rho Upsilon
Theta DelU Chi
Chi Psi

8

2-

2

3

1

4

Kappa Sigma

5

Interfraternity

Student Accounts Invited

SKATES

II

Zeta Psi

\

Maine's Most Modern Service

At the present time we have on hand a
supply of "Hockey" and "Figure" skates
assorted sizes.

SEE

THE SHOWING OF THE

in

1957 FORD

Come in today and be ready

champions.

for

when the season

begins.

Excellent Used Cars from which to choose

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building:

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Route No.

1

PAB-55C5

Brunswick, Main*
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USSR and

Benjamin Liaison Officer
For Danforth Applications
Fellow is allowed to carry
appointments,
scholarship
such as Rhodes, Fulbright, Wood-

The Danforth Foundation, an educational trust fund in
Missouri,

invites

forth

other

Louis,

St.

applications

for

row Wilson, Marshall,

the sixth class (1957) of oanforth
Graduate Fellows from college senior

men and

etc.,

con-

currently with his Danforth Fellowand applicants for these ap-

who

recent graduates

ship,

Satellites.

PAGE SEVEN

The conferees

each group are asked to think
themselves as members of a
working committee of the Planning

Mitchell

Board

the muscles of the neck.

in
|

. .

of

how

art was treated in the Middle
Prof. Mitchell showed two
"washable oil paintings" which he
lyze the problems in each area and compasoion and reverence for life, had garnered at the Topsham Fair.
develop courses of action for deal- Mitchell turned to a treatment of These were done, he said, by recipe
his appcpsch to birds and their spi- and gimmick. This was the method
ing with them.
ral flight. It was out of work of this of medival picturemaking.
sort that Leonardo drew the theoTo illustrate this point. Mitchell
ries that led to the ornithopter.
'showed samples of the work of
Civil Defense
"The fantastic and marvellous Villa rd de Honnecourt and various
samples
from pattern books of the
thing is that Leonardo observed and
of

the

National

Security

(continued from

page one)

Ages,

In order to illustrate Leonardo's

Council. They are expected to ana-

Week

.

pointments are cordially invited to
for a Danreer of college teaching, and are apply at the same time
man receives
planning to enter graduate school forth Fellowship. If a
Danforth Appointment, togethin September, 1957, for their first the
er with a Rhodes Scholarship, Fulyear of graduate study. The Founare preparing themselves for a ca-

dation

bright

welcomes applicants from

Scholarship,

or

Woodrow

]

Marked

In Chapel;

Brunswick

Is Target

Wilson Fellowship, he becomes a
In commemoration of Civil DeDanforth Fellow without stipend,
fense Week, Colonel Stephenson
until these other relationships are
talked in chapel la^t week. Colonel
ties and all fields of specialization
completed.
Stephenson is the Director of the
to be found in the undergraduate
All Danforth Fellows will partici- Cumberland County of Civil Decollege.
pate in the annual Danforth Foun- fense Safety.
President Coles has named Prodation Conference on Teaching, to
He stated that the problem of
fessor Edwin B. Benjamin as the
be held at Camp Miniwanca in
Civil Defense in Maine is that the
Liaison Officer to nominate to the
Michigan next September.
state has several primary targets.
Danforth Foundation two or not to
The qualifications of the candi- Brunswick
is one of them because
exceed three candidates for these
dates as listed in the announceof the Navy Base. Also, there is
fellowships
These appointments
ment from the Foundation are:
are fundamentally "a relationship "men of outstanding academic abil- always a chance for any natural
disasters as floods, fires, tornadoes,
of encouragement" throughout the
ity, personality congenial to the
storms, etc. He suggested that the
years of graduate study, carrying
classroom, and integrity and charcollege organize as a separate
a promise of financial aid within acter, including serious inquiry
union on its own of Civil Defense
prescribed conditions as there may within the Christian tradition."
and that each fraternity house and
be need. The maximum annual
All applications, including the
have
Defense
dormitory
Civil
grant for single Fellows is $l,80f); recommendations, must be comfor married Fellows, $2,400, with pleted by January 31, 1957. Any stu- teams. Also, a college public safeunit would be very helpful. This
an additional stipend for children. dent wishing further information ty
type of organization would probabStudents with or without financial should get in touch with Prof. Benly be the first in the country and
need arc invited to apply. A Dan- jamin.
there would be a chance for anoththe areas of Natural and Biological
Sciences, Social Sciences, Humani-

To Attend
Conference At West Point
Land, Ranlett
From December

recorded the movements of birds period. He contrasted non-scientiand everything else by eye," Mit- ic naturalism, and the scientific
chell stated. He stressed the point naturalism of the Florentine revothat Leonardo was a painter, an lution as shown by Uccello's San
artist

who studied

the

motion of Romano.

things in order to reproduce

was

visible

noted, however, that even this
static

and pointed out the con-

trast with the pervading

movement

He showed the
between a sketch by
Raphael which was composed statically with observed forms and one
by Leonardo which was full of
accurately in two dimensions'.'
Leonardo was representative of movement, life, and growth.
the scientific revolution in art in
"Leonardo did not murder to diTo show ssect," Mitchell said as he continuthe fifteenth century.
ed to speak of the reverence for
of Leonardo's work.

difference

held by Leonardo. He showed
sketch of an embryo, "tender,
compassionate, alive though reveal-

life

1st

Army

Visit

Officials

a

ed."

Bowdoin ROTC

Leonardo's approach to motion
is

Two

First

Army

officers visited

also

shown clearly

in his studies

and water, Mitchell said. His
watery landscapes
shimmering,
unit at Bowdoin College a week ago
were something quite new in art,
today. They were Brigadier Genand even when he drew rocks he
eral Robert C. Aloe, Special Asdrew them. "In statu nascendi,
sistant for Reserve Affairs to the
er Bowdoin first.
cropping out of the earth." Da Vinci
A step made so far in first aid Commanding General of the First also expressed motion in portraiArmy,
and
Colonel
James
W.
Pomfor
instructions is the courses
the
ture, showing the movements of the
pelly of the Plans and Training Secmonitors of the hockey rink given
mind in the face, Mitchell stated.
by the Athletic Department. Many tion of the First Army.
Mitchell ended the lecture with
The two were accompanied by
of the swimmers have had first aid
of the late imaginative drawsome
Colonel Gerald Chapman, Chief of
courses too.
ing of deluge and cataclysm. It
Colonel Stephenson called Bow- the Maine Military District, and
were obColonel
John Ross- was an age when people
doin a "town within a town" and Lieutenant
sessed by fears of the world coming
suggested this idea of being pre- nagel. Senior Army Advisor for Reto an end in violence; and the
pared in Civil Defense to the stu- serve liims in the State of Maine.
In .\itii ion
ROTC drawings refect both Leonardo's
to visiting
dents. Now, it is up to the students
in the tremenclasses and conferring with officers fascinated interest
to do the rest.
of
unit,
Army repre- dous forces of nature and his aof flux

the Reserve Officers Training Corps

5th through 8th,
The subject of this year's conUnited States Military Acad- ference is "The National Security
will convene its Eighth Student Policy of the United States," with
Conference on United States Af- emphasis on the vulnerabilities of
fairs (SCUSA VIII) at West Point, the Free World and the policies reN. Y John Ranlett and Stephen A. quired to meet them.
Students are divided into discusLand will represent the College at
the
the First
the conference which will include sion groups according to the folsentatives
met with President
NOTICE
approximately 160 representatives lowing geographical areas: AtlanThere will be a Concert Band Re- James S. Coles, who is a Civilian
from 63 colleges, universities and tic Community, Middle East and
service academies in the United Africa, South and Southeast Asia, hearsal, Wednesday, Nov. 14, 1956, Aide to the Secretary of the Army
from the First Army Area.
Asia, Latin America, and at 8 P. M. in Gibson Hall.
States and Canada.
J East

the

emy

He

them

form." He remade nature through the data received
through the eye; I don't know whether you realize what a revolutionary thing this is, the idea of looking
at the world and reproducing it
in

i

HAVE A REAL CIGARETTE...

I

wareness of what destruction they
would bring about if men, by foolnecromancy, could unleash
them.

lish
i

Ue a

REPUBLIC
JET TEST PILOT

15-year Camel smoker. He says:

is a

"Cigarettes were pretty

me

till

back
real

I

much

alike to

started smoking Camels

in college.

When

it

comes to

smoking, there's nothing

like

Camels."

You'll find Camels taste richer, fuller,

Discover the difference between "just smoking" and Camels!
a ami* Tob. Co.
J.

.

Wlmton-Sil«a.

ft

C

more

deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend
of quality tobaccos brings you smooth smoking.
You're sure to enjoy Camels, the most
popular cigarette today. They've really got it!

.

one

defining

un-

known by another. Both "creative
"intellectualism"
and
and
are widely abused expressions,
the
the substitution of the one for
other in context would meet with'
activity"

|

i

j

grimaces from comrades and would
in

result

in-

of

distortions

gross

Set

New Hockey

Rink

"There wiH be public skating on
the new Bowdoin College rink as
soon as all the construction work
is
completed," Athletic .Director
Mai Morrell announced today.
Meanwhile there can be no public
skating. There is still a good deal
of work to be done, and that must
be accomplished first.
"There definitely will be times
set aside for public skating and for

j

in the redistribution of the prefer-

W.

.

(Continued from page one)

part in the
took part in their

ntag." Quite ^different opinion

tions,

Dr.

wen

Walker thinks the results
a "personal triumph for Eisof the

Professor William

Lunt,

many

summer resident of Chcbeague Island, died last Saturday
evening in Haverford, Pa., where
he was a member of the faculty
at Haverford College for thirty -five
years. He had been ill for several
months. A graduate of Bowdoin
College in the Class of 1904, he had
been a member of the Bowdoin
Board of Overseers since 1939.
Dr. James S. Coles, President of
Bowdoin, paid tribute to Dr. Lunt
today in these words: "Professor
Lunt was a distinguished and widely respected medievalist, scholar,

usable to do."
Prof. Hall said he was worried
"fur fear what caused the bungling
in foreign affairs is still there."
Other than that we "might as well

leave the Republicans in their own
mess for the next four years." Mr.
Minot was concerned over the

and

said that he feels
for the

may

Emanons

.

many

candidates

.

(continued from page one)
ord's being put on sale

came

Sat-

urday afternoon when the Emanons
played a jazz concert at the A. R.
U. house. At the concert was the
entire contingent of players that
appears on the disc. Terry Stenberg, '56, who returned to Bowdoin for the alumni week-end was
at the piano with Emanon regulars
Jim Kushner, Olie Sawyer, Charlie

ing for

Dan

Bernstein at

Funeral services

morrow

"disappointed" that the Congress
went Democratic, he thinks that
"the most important thing is that

Oppose

.

.

will

be held

and your

gc

j

)

New

Three years ago, Bowdoin was
usable to field a team for this
event, two years ago was unable

rW

(Continued from page 4)
•* attend.

The Band also played for the
James Bowdoin Services and the
dedication of the Arena, Bowdoin's
new skating and hockey rink. In
addition to all these activities, the

Band

is

the nucleus of the

newly formed Concert Band, the
first in over fifteen years, from
which we will no doubt be hearing

more

of later.

. .

ICEROYS
are Smoother

Nov. 14-15

RAW EDGE

Nov. 16-17

_

filter

— the

(Remember
more filters (he

tip?

smoother the taste I)

Plus

Bon., Mon., Tues.

Nov. 18-19-20

JOHN AGAR
CYNTHIA PATRICK
"THE MOLE PEOPLE"

SHEREE NORTH

Sun. -Tues.

COMPARE!
How many filters in your

&"*£%&!

BEAST OF THE AMAZON

THE BEST THINGS IN
LIFE ARE FREE

'1

>cc&.

Nov7l8-17

Co-Hit

AMAZON

AS THE OTHER TWO
LARGEST-SELLING FILTER BRANDS

DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
THE MOLE PEOPLE

Hit*

JOHN BROMFIELD
BEVERLY GARLAND
BEAST OF THE

Filters

Also
Short Subject

Fri, Sat.

KINGThrill

As

RORY CALHOUN
YVONNE DBCARLO
News

"THE VAGABOND

Two

Nov. 14-15

Thurs.

With

~~KATHRYN GRAYSON
ORESTE

Fri, Sat.

Many

GREGORY PECK
RICHARD BASEIIART
Wed,

SPENCER TRACY
ROBERT WAGNER
"THE MOUNTAIN"
Wed., Thurs:

FILTERS

With

"CUBUCTJ

Football

Nov. 13

MOBY DICK

last

year finished fifth. Now they find
themselves in a position to be either first or second in New England.

Bowdoin Band

On Gwtf C&npus. Coflege, Msn
(mfkJonm ore discovering tohg

Twice
Brunswick

j

and

j

HAS 20,000

Tues,

Nov. IS

Tueo,

England Championship, having taken a considerable lead in the State

the trials,

of

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY

DIAL, HI 3-2541

series.

in

East

me

THEATRE

|

to qualify

—

Learn your territory

to-

(Continued from page 5)

having retained the Northern

9

BULLETIN

CUMBERLAND

.

Emblematic of this event is the
"Leonard M. Fowle Trophy." With
this event the sailors will end their
fall season which has proven to be
the most successful in their history,

March

NfflRBOi

in Haverford.

OPERA BOUSE
BATH, MAINE

over."

Sailors

—

Saturday
Eden.

WBOA.

gram."

to be vot-

as a citizen and not as a
group." Though Prof. Kamerling's
reaction to the President's re-election was "favorable" and he was
ing

it's

—

— So This

—

I

sign

"the President's health is
and teacher. For Bowdoin he renbeat of the country and our present
dered invaluable service for many
hopes should be for the longevity of
years both as an alumnus and as a
Presithe
hope
his life. We can only
member of the Board of Overseers.
dent is as healthy as he claims to
There he contributed remarkably
be."
through his intimate knowledge of
he
that
stated
Coles
President
faculty affairs, and his keen apfound the election very interesting
preciation and exposition of the in"because voters seemed to be vottellectual aspects of the college procandidates and not party.

The labor man seemed

—

—

years a

Republican Party," since, "every
other Republican President from
Lincoln to Hoover has carried the
something which
I farm with him,
Etoeohower In a landslide vote was

haaltli issue

the petitions of as
as they please.

tacting

Edward
and

for

—

—

—

—

Chapman, and Dan Bernstein.
The record can be obtained from
members of the group or by con-

Lunt Dead

a native of Lisbon

enhower and a repudiation

—

—

—

j

j

Overseer, Scholar

WiKam

.

class election.

and vote. Juniors

|

was

expressed by Mr. Wilder who was
"Bebghted with the Presidential
deation and saddened but not surprised by the Congressional."

own

In the latter case they will be ineligible to seek office, sign petit

as possible.
doesn'Ohave Eisenhower run-

it it

may

take
election unless they

late with the class of 1958

lowing freshman and varsity hockey practice sessions. The weekend
schedule and next week's schedule
will be posted on the bulletin board
in the Sargent Gymnasium as soon

•

—

—

cntial ballots after the president
Lavender Hill Mob.
has been elected. Students of Junior
January 26
Saturday
class standing who did not matricu|

,

—

.

vice president shall be that

second highest number of points

U

ion

—

presidential candidate receiving the

tended meanings.
My last point concerns the mat- special events," Mr. Morrell contw of "taste." Mr. Dott & Co. seem tinued. "However, we shall have to
What's My wait until construction is complete
to say that Hamlet and
like
and our scheduling is a little farline are qualitatively equal,
vaMlla and strawberry ice cream, ther advanced before we can anwe have nounce actual times for such activila this really the case? Do
be so relative and compromising ties.
For this week only— through Frias all that? Why is it that Bowdoin
CoHege prefers to offer courses in day of this week only undergraduShakespeare rather than modern ates and faculty members may use
the rink from 9 to 10 at night, folquiz panels?
G. Foster., '57

The

1966

Saturday
November 17
Six Is Paris.
Bridges to Cross.
Dial U
February 2
Saturday
Friday
November 30
Strang- for Murder.
ers on a Train.
All
February 16
Saturday
Friday and Saturday
January Quiet on the Western Front.
4-5
Henry V.
The PriMarch 2
Saturday
Saturday
January 19
The vate War of Major Benson.

—

the election ballot.
'

13,

Union Movie Program From Nov. To March

Council Explains
(continued from page 1)

For

inteileotualism in such a manner as
done by Mr. Dot & Co. is that they
essentially

To Be

Editor Schedule

To The

(continued from page 2)

are
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letters

1

—

With

DAN DAILEY
Also
Short Subject

Nov. 18-20

JUNE ALLYSON
JOAN COLLINS
DOLORES GRAY
ANN SHERIDAN
'THE OPPOSITE SEX"

Wed,

Thurs.

Nov. 21-22

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY
FROM IT
With

JACK LEMMON
JUNE ALLYSON

Viceroy's exclusive

from pure

cellulose

—

soft,

filter

it

made

snow-white, natural I
©136*.

Brown

*

WUUameon Tobacco Cere.
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Roop Elected Junior Class
Fawcett

Is

President,

Vice President, Wheaton

Is

Secretary-Treasurer Under NewSystem
H. R.

Brown

Delivers Hall

Dean Nixon Eulogy
Prof. Herbert R.

Dr. Arthur J. B. Smith

Canadian Lecture Series

of

Mclnnis Stresses

Late Growth Cited

American Influence

By Economist Smith

Last Tuesday night Mr. Edgar W.
Mclnnis gave a speech on "Canada
and the United States: The Basis
of Good Neighborhood." In 1941-42
Mr. Mclnnis taught at Bowdoln as
a visiting professor on the TaUman
F^undaUon. Mr Mclnnis, a Rhodes
Scholar, is now Pres dent of the

Canadian

.

'

.

w

^

.

.,

!^^r"

C

nn

S

U: SS

_- J ! l ! :
ed .J?
the point that Canada
was a
smaller country and thus both her
foreign and domestic policies were
influenced by the United States. He
mentioned how envious other nations are about the flow of influences and ideas over free unguarded
frontiers between Canada and the
United States. This freedom is the
product of human effort.
Mr. Mclnnis told how Canada is
one of many friends for the United
(Continued on page 8)
.

^

Institute of International

,

.

The second in a series of three
lectures on Canada was given by
Doctor Arthur J. B. Smith in the
Smith Auditoriura jgg Thursday.
Doctor Smith, head of the National
industrial Economics Board, talked
about
Adventurous Economic
Glwtn in Canada
He said that
economic 8ystem
growth hasn't always been adventu">us and impressive in Canada.
Fur, fish, forestry, and farming
( continued
on page 8)
'

Critics

Brown gave

full

human

letters,

and forty-three

years at Bowdoin College.
After teaching one year at both
Princeton and Dartmouth, Dr. Nix-

I

|

on came to Bowdoin in 1901, where
he spent many long years. Dr. Nixon said a few years ago, "The biggest thing in my life has been
Bowdoin College, and for a great
many years, I have known virtually
.
every graduate. The association
with undergraduates and alumni
when , Wfls Defln was
which ! have most enjoyed m my

Is

Close For

'57 Ivy Supervisor

Observations Of
to

chapel last Sunday, the Memorial Address on Ex-Dean Paul
Nixon, who died on the twentyninth of last month.
Dr. Brown cited Nixon's achievements: Winkley Professor of the
Latin Language and Literature,
Emeritus; the first Rhodes Scholar
to Oxford from Connecticut; famous for the translations of Plautus
and Martial; the honorary degree
a

Race

To Lecture On

Charles M. Roop was elected
president of the Junior class in the
two-day elections held last ThursProfessor Lawrence Hall of the day and Friday. James
Fawcett
English Department will speak un was elected
vice-president, and
der the auspices of the Student John Wheaton
received the post of

Bowdoin, Columbia

Curriculum Committee this Wednesday evening at 8.30 in the Multon
Union Lounge. His topic will be
"Observations on Two Different
Colleges
"Columbia and Bow-

Voting for the first time under
the new electoral system instituted

doin."

heavily.

—

secretary-treasurer.

by the Student Council

last

faD,

the Juniors turned out to the polls

Juniors
spent the past voted in the two-day election, with
year at Columbia University as the majority casting their ballots
Carnegie Visiting Professor in Hu- on the first day.

Professor

manities.

143

out

of

186

Hall

A Bowdoin man,

himself,

Roop, who won in a close race
with Fawcett, is a member of
Alpha Delta Phi. A member of the
is well-acquainted with the spirit
varsity football and baseball teams,
and the standards of our College.
he is also steward of his house and
From even a superficial glance a former freshman basketball
Class of '36, and member of the
faculty since 1946, Professor Hall

the

essential

differences between

standout.

Bowdoin,

rural
liberal
a
arts
Fawcett is a member of Delta
and Columbia, a metropoli- Sigma. A Student Council Repretan university, are apparent. Pro- sentative, he is the chairman of
fessor Hall's lecture, however, in the Campus Chest Committee and
addition to dealing with these su- a former member of the Student
life."
Professor Brown continued by- perficial differences, e. g., size, en- Union Committee. Wheaton is a
telling of Nixon's faith in the ad- dowment funds, he will also go into member of Sigma Nu. He was a
some of the more subtle yet funda- member of the freshman basket(continued on page 8)
mental dissimilarities such as stu- ball and baseball teams and is a
dent attitudes and the effects of a member of the Student Union Comcosmopolitan atmosphere on an ed- mittee.

^^

Reviews Salesman

school,

ucational institution.

The Junior

class president

is

re-

sponsible for the planning of Ivy

Weekend

He

aided
by the other officers. The secretarytreasurer in addition must provide

Noted Novelist To

in the spring.

is

S^eak This Evening
Miss

Elizabeth

Bowen,

alumni news for the Alumni Bulletin and must handle the class and
noted Ivy financial business.

British writer, will lecture tonight

FM

Grant Received

By

WBO A From FCC

under the auspices of the Society
of

WBOA

FM

The new

FM

is

of the staff of

WBOA

the reception of the

Due

station.

to

improve

campus radio

to the particular con-

,

campus, to the
townspeople of Brunswick and sur-

offers only to the

rounding area.

Mau Maus To Be Seen
On Union Screen Sun.
The Student Union Committee
presented the first in a series of
four films of unusual interest last
Sunday night at
will

present

same time

its

6:30.

The Union

next film at the

Union lounge next
Sunday. It will be a "dramatic and
havoc
vivid"
the
account of
wrought by the Man Mau in Kenya.
The film has been distributed by
in the

the British Information Series.

public*

is

in-

4 Students To Aid
Orientation Study
President John E. Simonds, 57,
of the Student Council

announced

yesterday at the weekly meeting
the appointment of four undergraduates to serve on a joint faculty
student committee on freshman
orientation.

Two members of the Council,
many short stories and novels Donald Henry, '57, and David Traispublished both in the United States ter, '57, are serving on a joint comGown Production of Death Of A Salesman.
and in England. The Death of the mittee with Profs. Storer and Root
Photo by Linsky
Heart ranks among the modern to investigate the proposal submitneighborly Jealousies; of men and classics. Among her books of non- ted by the
By Robley C. Wilson, Jr.
Council regarding
The success of Norman. Levy's women whose dreams, wrought in fiction is Bowen's Court, an ac- changes in the social rules.
Willy Loman in the recent Masque steel, chrome and porcelain, burst count of her historic family home
The proposal submitted was that
Don Perkins, Norm Levy and Charlie Graham

system
on the Bowdoin Campus, it has
proven impossible to radiate to the and Gown production "Death of a
fraternities with the present car- Salesman," is a curious commenrier current system. The FM trans- tary on what point of view can do
mitter will extend the radius of the to a stage character and a strong
broadcast area to four or five reminder that departure from the
miles, extending the invitation of figure drawn by a playwright is
good music, top news coverage, not always a mistake. Certainly it
and other shows, which WBOA now is next to impossible for an author
struction of the electrical

S.

Bowdoin, an-

Miss Bowen, author of the psychological novel. The Death of the
Heart, will speak at 8:15 p. m. in
the Smith Auditorium on "The Novelist and the Modern Novel."
Born in Ireland and educated in
England, Miss Bowen is the author

ex-

pected to go into operation in the
first part of the second semester,
marking the end of a long search

of.

The

charge.

station at 91.1

transmitter

President

vited to attend, without admission

announced that it received just before Thanksgiving the
FM grant which it had requested
from the Federal Communications
Commission. The grant is for a 10
watt educational
megacycles.

Bowdoin Women, Dr. James

Coles,

nounced today.

in the

Masque and

like perverse bubbles on the golden

of

in

County Cork.

morning of the final installment;
men and young men who

of old

Masque And Gown To

plunge bravely into the jungles of
high pressure living and, unlike
Uncle Ben, never come out at all.
"Death of a Salesman' is all the
The Bowdoin College Masque and
cruel forces of our civilization pinto create a character so explicit pointed on one little man as if Gown will present two one-act
plays by George Bernard Shaw on
that he defies interpretation, and through a magnifying glass.
It is in the reaction of Willy Lo- Thursday and Friday, December 6
if we say that Levy's salesman is
not Arthur Miller's, condemnation man to these forces that Miller and and 7, at 8:30 p. m. in the Pickard
is not implied. The facts, as they Mr. Levy betray a slight difference Theater in Memorial Hall, it was
say, speak for themselves; and the of opinion. Miller's salesman is announced today by A. Raymond
facts here are that the college has pretty much of an average man, Rutan, IV, Acting Director of Drabeen exposed to a fine play well- neither more nor less perceptive ma at Bowdoin. The public is inthan anybody else who dwells in vited to attend. Admission will be
acted.
The "tragedy of the little man" the golden-plated and somewhat $1.00, with all seats reserved.
To be directed by Herbert A.
is a powerful thing; it is even down- embarrassing mean of American
right depressing when one stops to sensitivity. More than anything, he Miller, a Bowdoin senior from
ponder its implications. It becomes, <ia bewildered by his failure; there Chestnut Hill, Mass., the two plays
on examination, the great tragedy is something wrong, hot it is su- are The Man of Destiny and The
of twentieth century America: the perficial; none of the fault lies in Shewing-Up of Blanco Posnet.
The cast of The Man of Destiny
story of a terrifyingly high percen- Willy the well-liked. And it is, after
tage of families whose lives revolve all, this' overwhelming bewilder- includes Miss Nancy McKeen of
(continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
about time payments and petty,

Do Two Shaw Plays

mixed couples be allowed upstairs
in the houses on college weekends
from 3 pm. Saturday tiD one hour
before closing and from 1 to 4:45
Sunday provided there is a maid on
the second floor and that there are
chaperones

in the house.

Conceit This Sunday
In Memory of Graham
The 1956 Christmas Concert will
be given next Sunday at 8 15 pm
in the Pickard Theater. The Concert will be dedicated to George
Graham, former member of the
Meddles and a victim of cancer
last spring. The Meddles will take
part in the concert, singing, in his
memory, a group of relatively unfamiliar Christmas earobj.

The concert, directed by Professor Robert Beckwith, will also present Schuetz's Setting of the Christmas Story which baa never before
(Continued on page 4)
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Place Certificate, 1055, Columbia Press Association.
lint Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.
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YORK.

an

war has freedom,

issue

but for intellectual free-

stirred

I

For Hungary

.

Care urgently needs two million dollars immediately
to support Hungarian relief. Care now distributing food
inside Hungary, supplying desperate needs of refugees

.

Austria with food, new clothing, blankets. Will students organize fund raising efforts in college and community to continue this vital work.
This telegram was sent to the College from CARE in Boston

who

cannot, at a

moments

amounting

$50,000.

students* prefer to stop imbibing be-

fore reaching the "blotto" 6tage.
The conclusion the writer makes is
that Maine, having a better football team, is generally speaking a
|

I

|

some elements in
campus journalism.
The Massachusetts Collegian published an article entitled "What
viving in spite of

the

.

ternity went

far superior institution. So much for
the U. of M. which seems to be sur-

Is A Co-ed." Among other things
the sub- she is "the young freckle-faced
us from child whom you sent off to the Uni-

tragedy versity ... the tall lithe sophistiChi fra- cated lady who steps off the train
blaze. at Christmas time
spends the

up in a $135,000
"A Fortunately, no one was

.

.

.

hurt. morning avoiding the professors
the fourth fra- whose classes she has cut ... taternity within a year at the U. of ble hops from friend to friend show-

Also,

SAE became

,M. to abolish Hell Week.
However, this same fine campus
harbors a student whose ability at
thinking clearly I hope is not indicative of the education offered by his

ing off her latest backless, strap-

gown.
But you know that
underneath it all she is still your
little girl and that she loves you
and needs you when she climbs on
school. In an article in a recent is- your knee, buries her face in your
college students rose as a united sue of their campus paper, he dis- shoulder, and sobbingly says, "Oh,
body, fought, and died for freedom. cusses Bowdin's drinking habits. Daddy, I'm pregnant!"

notice, give a dollar or

for something they want.

The money

over

The Maine Campus, Nov. 15:
Rescue Hungary Drive, sponsored
by the General Student Senate, will
try to raise $1,000 by Friday of
this week to help the homeless victims of the Hungarian revolt."
And finally a statement from the
Yale Emergency Aid to Hungarian
Students Appeal: "Thousands of

It is entirely up to the indiwould be spent for one meal, two movies
or keeping a closed reserve library book oat four hours overdue
would keep an Hungarian refugee alive for a day. The financial
sacrifice is small for such a reward.
Talk of liberation, freedom and the value of and dignity

more

vidual.

to

and, two, this reputation is
obviously false because Bowdoin
:

.

ten.
Some other news, not on
Students all over the country are ject of Hungary, comes to
sending in money to the World the University of Maine. A
University Service, the latest total occurred when the Theta

en November 27. On November 28, the Campus Chest Committee met and decided to give $150.00 of their $197.00 reserve! The
CARE packages bought with this money will bear the name of
the College. This was a fine move on the part of the Committee. It immediately did what it could.
But the students can do more. There are very few undergraduates

.

award

in

try";

so

dom as well. They were willing to
Ameri- die
for the right to think. For this
campuses reason their
can
struggle becomes our
the 2,000 struggle in a very real sense."
as
stuHungarian
In reaction to the Hungarian
dents in the van massacre,
nine Harvard students
of the abartive
had a letter published in The Harrevolt for their country's liberty." vard Crimson saying that
U. S. or
To be more specific, the four New U. N. forces should enter Hungary.
York City municipal colleges have They proclaimed, ".
peace at
decided to give twenty full scholar- any price is
unworthy of the
ships to Hungarian students, and American nation."
Columbia alone has made plans to

N. Y.

(Jhiruxu
Uoet< n
loi Anielea
Saa Piaaaian
Pabliahed w«.kly when <laix> are held during the K«H aatd Spring, Semeater br
tlit< r
and iabatudenta of bowdoin College. Addreaa news uMnmunicabMi to the
aation ctin.inu.iK ationa to the liusine»H M.inagtr of the BoweVxn Publishing Comer at the OKllNl Olli.e in M. or. Hall. Buardoin CoUase. Braaewirk. Maine. I.n
ad aa eecond elan nutter at the poat office at Branawics, Main*. The aubacriptioa
tor una rear ia three (S3) dollar*.

CARE

3:

world

I'ublnlur. Kepreaentatita

MADISON AVENUE
—
—

Ivy Curtain

BRIAR FOSTER

Newsweek,

Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Born,

tttoief,

1956

The cause for which they gave their Two premises are presented to the
lives is one very close to every stu- reader: one, that Bowdoin has a
"Not dent in America. Not only
did they reputation of being "one of the
since the second
pay the ultimate price for political drinkingest colleges in the coun-

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
James

Professor

4,

that

i

life is hypocrisy unless the individual is willing to actively
support his position. Financial support is little to ask.
Within the next month Hungarians, both refugees and those
remaining within the country, will face starvation. The country
has been torn apart by the Russian army. The productive forces
of the nation are no longer in operation. At this time, over 72,000
Hungarians have fled across the border to Vienna. Vienna has

less

.

.

.

I

i

human

To These
by

denced by such a production as two main protagonists, Norman
Billy Budd last year) and has Levy and Constance as Willy
and
community and proved himself altogether capable Linda Loman, turned in sympathamateur in the field of directing. Lastly, etic, often deeply moving perforother
theatre groups Bowdoin and the Brunswick com- mances. Levy's realization of the
It is the trend
today of college,

spent more than $5 million to aid these people. The free nations
of the world, including the United States, have opened their doors
to these people. More are coming, but their number decreases

•a the Russians destroy the bridges and lay mine-fields to stop
the flow. The United Nations has called upon her members to
raise $10 million, the minimum amount necessary to assist the
victims of the Russian terror. The responsibility lies with each

to confine their

r

We are appealing not only to the undergraduates, but to the
alumni, faculty, and parents.
Bowdoin College

I

am

e p e r

offer

an abundence

of act-

t

Season after
season "Our Town," "Life with
Father" and "Arsenic and Old
Lace" appear on the horizon. There
are of course, a number of good
reasons for the frequent reappearances of old faces, such as royalty
fees, expense of production, range

To Dorothy Wilson
New England Director CARE
175 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
I am
CARE

munity

tb a ing talents many of which are probory of ably never fully exploited. Can a
tried and true more healthy and fruitful place for
stage pieces. stage experiment be imagined?

-activities

individual.

te

Ears

GEORGE SMART

giving $

of acting abilities

for Hungarian relief.

and box

office ex-

pectations. But with all these con-

The

entire

company

of

.

ill-fated hero (certainly
one of the most difficult roles in
the contemporary* theatre) estab-

lished the high point of his college
acting career. Miss Aldrich, ex-

"Death perienced actress that she

."

deserves no small amount of
credit and praise for daring to go
out on a limb; first, for its willingness to experiment, and second,
for the nothing-short-of astonishing
success of its production.
.

restless,

is,

was

unquestionably the star of the evening. Her scene at Willy's grave
will not soon be forgotten.
All of the actors faced the difficult task of establishing moods and
tones in a multitude of scenes,

The difficulties encompassed by some of which lasted only a miniArthur Miller's "Death of a Sales- mum of minutes. In nearly
all
man," one of the most complex places they handled this problem

and interesting of modern trag- well. One exception in Friday's pernied enjoyment which many of edies, are enormous. The play with formance came in the cafe scene
these "old favorites" provide, one its countless flash-backs within where the girl's dialogue far outstill longs to see a company try flashbacks is like a cleverly but balanced
the heavy significance
something new once in a while. intricately constructed picture puz- of the scene when all that the LoAside from the void or fulfillment zle. There are so many pieces and man family stands for seems to
of artistic or box office success, the the impact of the drama hinges on come crashing down on their heads.
siderations and despite the unde-

Letters
Tb

To The

Etftor

Barnard, visiting lecturer very attempt of a group's trying
I would like to express through in English, as reported in The something new, experimental and
the Orient, my deep gratitude and Orient, October 23, 1956
difficult, seems to stand out as a
Dr. Barnard deplores what he
appreciation to all the students who
worthy achievement.
have given blood to the Morgan B. calls the anti-intellectual trend of
Bowdoin has a beautiful new
thought
in
American
life,
generally.
Cashing Memorial Blood Fund, and
theatre equipped with exceptional
to all those, who through their In support of the existence of such acoustics and the most modern
works, have brought it about. That a trend, he cites certain examples stage and lighting facilities. The
such a fund has been established which, needless to say, tend to Masque and Gown, although admitill source of great pride to my prove that the anti-intellectual jtedly limited in its funds, neverfamily and to me. Nothing could trend he mentions is directed
theless, has use of a not unreasonpersons
of
"liberal"
have given Morgan greater satis- against
ably small budget. Mr. Rutan, the
faction than this living memorial. thought.
organization's present director, is
I would venture to disagree with
It is a tribute that he would have
an expert scene designer (as eviDr. Barnard. I do agree with him
humbly and gratefully accepted.
that an anti-tnellectual trend exists,
Amelia W. Cushlng
H.
extending even into the colleges,
(Mrs Morgan B. Cushing)
but believe that the trend is inN. E. Registrars
Nice, France.
spired by the self-styled "liberals"
Miss Helen B. Johnson, Registrar
rather than directed against them. of Bowdoin College, has been electTo the Editors:
the Editors:

worth

I

I

Johnson Chosen
Veep,

Bowdoin is fortunate to have a
colege radio station. However, what
good is a radio station if it cannot
bo heard? We are referring to the

The

anti-intellectual trend existing ed Vice President of the New Engtoday is one which seeks to develop land Association of Collegiate Regall thought along the same collecti- istrars and Admissions Officers, it
vist line**,
while simultaneously was announced recently.
situation in Moore Hall where re- suppressing the conservative point
Registrar at Bowdoin since 1947,
ception seems to consist mainly of of view.
Miss Johnson has worked at the
I am aware that my concept of College since 1943. She is the daughstatic. We hope that this situation
wfll be taken care of if plans have the trend differs not only from Dr. ter of the late Dr. Henry L. JohnBarnard's account, but also from son, who was college physician at
not already been made to do so.
other widely-pubticixed accounts, Bowdoin from 1927 until 1947. Since
Edward Dunn, '60
all of which repeat that it is danger- his death she and her mother, Mrs.
William Lincoln, '60
Thomas Marshall, '60 ous to think "liberal" thoughts to- Mary Buffum Johnson, have conday. My answer is that the fre- tinued to live in the home at 12
quency of these "daring" asser- Boody Street in Brunswick which
To the Editor:
As a person of frankly conserva- tions and the apparent lack of was constructed by Dr. Johnson
harmful consequences to these when the family came to the town
tive views, I should Ilka to com(continued on page 7)
ment on the remarks of Dr. Ellsnearly thirty years ago.

their

being tightly interlocked.

It

A

review

is so easy for some of the pieces to shortage
become hazy and for others to com- low for

pletely escape the audience's view.

The

performance mastered the problem amazingly well,
and from reliable sources it seems
that Saturday night's production
achieved even greater clarity.
first night's

In addition to the

numerous

flash-

back obstacles. Miller's unhappy
story depends heavily upon great
acting skill for its power and tonal
unity. The company of actors on
this happy occasion, with a few
minor exceptions, met this challenge with true brilliance As the

The Orient Staff

of

on another page and
space here does not al-

individual

character ap-

word might be
Ben Priest and Paul
Grey, whose natural and winning
portrayals of two "light" charactpraisal, but just a

said about

added just the right degree of
humorous touch to an otherwise almost painfully morbid tale.
"Death of a Salesman" was perhaps the finest amateur production
I have seen. Hats off to all who
ers,

made its production possible! Let's
hope that its success is just the
spark needed to light an exciting
and worthwhile fire in the Packard.

....
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Dr. Patterson Reminisces,

Sings For Caledonian Soc.
Tuesday evening, November

lines to see that no
20, a boundary
of the Caledonian So- changes had been made. The cusand their guests were enter- tom has been carried on through
tained in the Moulton Union by Dr. the present and is the center of the
James Patterson of South Portland, festival. Today, as then, the young
Maine. As the basis for a pleasant men of the vicinity mount and ride
and Informative evening of history, together along the boundary lines
folklore, and song, the doctor used of the city, stopping at one place
his birthplace, Hawick, Scotland, 'or another for drink and revelry.
He prefaced his talk with a few The festival is also marked by athgeneral comments on characteris- letic competitions of especial interest to the vicinity and general
tics of the countries and people of

fathering
ciety

j

I

;

|

I

'

He mentioned

the British Isles.

the piety and prayer of the Welsh,

and

self-satisfaction

provement

of the English,

self-im-

and the

tenacity and subtleness of the Scots.

|

!

He

followed with a description of
Hawick, a small city of 23,000 people,

quet,

membered

Hawick

is

From

Hawick and

By

the vicinity,

niscences of his initial exposure to
the unique music of the bagpipes.
For him it was an experience that

scenery.

It

that
in

is

beautiful

Scottish

life

and
and

had been hoped that at

this point in the evening,

some

airs

might be rendered on the pipes but
Gordon MacCaffery, who was to
supply the music, was unable to
attend. The doctor was able to
supply renditions of some Scottish
songs which were greatly -enjoyed.

Dr. H. S. Parsons

Mass, has established a $2,500
scholarship fund at Bowdoin College In memory of his brotheTxthe
late George W. Parsons of Medford, Mass., it was announced/recently by Dr. James S. Coles./
Income from the fund, to be
known as the George Winfield Parsons Scholarship Fund, is to be
used "to help any student from
Brunswick who needs a little finanter,

I

I

i

;

|

I

—

1

!

—

,

I

i

5.

ing

Family season

war for rather than weapons, solutions rathhis spirit. But er than soldiers, in the over-all war
no less real be- —and it must be called thus, if wc
cause it fails to be bounded by cerare honest we are faced with toe
tain geographical features on the
a great battlefield of that

man's mind and for

it

ticket for skat-

— NO Guests, $10.00.

Apply

family who

will

each member

battlefield

—

at Athletic Office for identi-

fication card for

is a

alternatives of survival faithful to

earth's surface. It is a battlefield

of

that

use rink for skat-

is

located wherever

the reality for which

men who

we are

fight-

ing or survival as evil as the abys-

fight for liberty as a precious ideal

ing.

which we contaad
contend with the darkness of the
The College is acting in the caagainst. And perhaps it is well far
idea that men live for the benefit
pacity of agent for the U. S. Naof the state rather than the state us to lose a battle if in the end we
tional Hockey Team in so far as
can win a war. Our physical
for the benefit of man.
admission charges to their games
strength has in the past won aJl
"It is a battlefield which can
and practices are concerned. This,
the battles and written the end to
of course, means that Bowdoin Col- never be dedicated or consecrated
the shooting wars. To date,
lege season tickets will not be ac- until all mankind can live in peace
have never won even one tempotrue
and
brotherhood
under
the
cepted for admission to their
rary peace."
cial help."
games, except in .the case of the Divine guidance of that ineffable
Both Dr. Parsons and his broth- game on December 12 with the and ineluctable Spirit which we
"If Abraham Lincoln were Uvtajg
er were born in Brunswick and Bowdoin team.
today and in possession of
caU God."
were graduated from Brunswick
faculties of perception, in
Admission to U. S. National Team
"For most of us today" Colonel
High School. George Parsons went games
sion of his ability for mental grswfli
is $1.00 for pubic, 50c for Stern continued,
"our knowledge
on to Bowdoin, where he received a
students.
i
of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address is which he showed, spiritually, poUhV
bachelor of arts degree in 1887 and
Time schedule to be posted at the residue of a bland mental mem- cally, and militarily, he would be
a master of arts degree in 1890..
earliest possible date,
orization exercise from our ele- first in the battle which now ragus

mal

pollution

.

j

,

w

1

.

After the songs, Dr. Patterson explained a festival which is peculiar
Hawick. This fete commemorates
the Battle of Hornshole. The Eng- He taught school in Winthrop,
lish defeated the Scots at Flodden Mass., for two years before going

to

i

—

Dr. Harry S. Parsons of Winches-

and

Dr. Patterson progressed to remi-

sums up all
memorable

[

is

1

to skate, 50c.

also harsh.

a general description

history of

—

Skating— as above.

4.
Season ticket— individual nontransferable for skating, $5.00.

for \ts

is

Down

Undergraduates
Admissions to games on Identification Card
Non-transferable.

"If the war we are eengaged in
out the world, men of all natis
not civil—in the sense that it is
of all colors, are insisting that
within one nation—it is no less civil
have been created equal before
in the sense that it is between memand are demanding equality frwa
Student's dates
Admission to
bers of the same human race, and
games, $1.00, Free skating after
their fellowmen. If the nations af
is a test whether mankind at its
games.
the West, for self-seeking purpose*,
'present level of development can
Student's dates
Skating—other
continue to grow towards the stars denied this equality too long,
periods 50c.
of universal understanding or per- are doing their best to mend
Student's wives
Admitted free,
ish, no longer able to endure its political and social fences.
if they present yearly pass at gate,
own inhumanity." This was the
"This month just past has Withorse racing.
to games and skating.
jtheme used by LL Col. Gates B. nessed stirring deeds. Despite the
To end the evening, in lieu of the 2. Faculty,
College Staff and Em- Stern, Nov.
19, as he addressed bitterness
of
temporary defeat
pipes, Dr. Patterson obliged with
ployees
College undergraduates on the 93rd there is proof that there are mas
some more native ballads, a singu1.
Single ticket hockey game, anniversary of
Abraham Lincoln's who will still struggle and fight fcr
lar and fitting close to a pleasant
$1.00. (Free skating after game.)
Gettysburg
Address.
evening.
liberty from oppressive foreign aoi
2.
Regular faculty (staff) sea"It would seem," Colonel Stern, domestic rule. If we are disheartson ticket book is go<(d for admiswho is Professor of Military Sci- ened by failure, if we are disapsion to all Bowdoin College home
ence and Tactics at the College, pointed that the contribution af
games in all sports.
continued, "that we are still met on our own country has been wonts
3.
Single ticket

Fund Established

best re-

manufacture of
rough tweeds and rough children.
Like other products, the dialect of
the city

Admissions Set
1.

$2,500 Scholarship

which wears the fond sobri"Queen of the Border." For

Dr. Patterson,

Stern Hits Modern Note
"Lincoln" Chapel Talk

Rules About Arena

I

of

the fights for rights of the Irish,
the

PAGE THR«6

j

|

3.

mentary school days. But we have throughout the world. ... To Mm
missed the essence; we have the then, as it would be to him now, as
memory of words, not thoughts or it must be to us ever, there couhl

Public

Admission to games, $1.00.
Skating after games, 50c.
Skating (periods to be announced ideas.
be no argument to the principle af
They succeeded until 1933, when he retired. He died
—approximately
one hour), 50c.
a nation 'conceived in liberty aa4
in routing the English. The victori- in 1946. Mrs. Parsons, the former
"Today men are still dying for
Season ticket— games only, $7.50.
dedicated to the proposition that
ous young bloods rode the bound- Sarah Mountfort of Brunswick, still
freedom as an abstract but neverall men are created MHJatV
(continued on page 7)
ary lines as a group to check the lives in Medford.
theless real thing. Today, throughj

but the Scots rallied and broke up to Medford, where he taught and
small groups which engaged was a grammar school principal

1

into

in guerilla warfare.

|

|
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is

always good company

Here's a cigarette you and your date can
get together on! Winston flavor is rich,
full — the way you like it And the one and

Switch to WINSTON America's

».

!

t.

TOMCOO CO..
WIMTOPI-ULM, H.

best-selling,

nrter cigarette!
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Venus And Cherry Stones
Nurtured By Dr.Gustafson
By Dave

Duff
It

umn

by Dr. Gustafson and it
hoped that by June of this year
definite information may be
forthcoming. June marks the fifth
year in which beds have been under careful observation.
The problem of predation, another phase of the investigation, has
presented difficulties. The green
crab is the most common enemy
of the quahog. The destructive activities of this animal have caused

Caledonians Society

Presents

this col-

to

intro-

duce to the readers of the Orient

the scientific investigations

now

being carried on
at Bowdoin.

For
several
yean. Dr. Alton
Gustafson has been working in
co-operation with the Department
of Sea and Shore Fisheries on the
problem of "quahog production."
II.

The quahog or Venus mercenaria,
the biological term, is the hard

Two

4,

1MB

Competition Begins For

Films

Mitchell Debate Trophy

The Caledonian Society presented
vvo films last Wednesday in Smith

collected

the pur-

is

pose of

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

The forth year

of competlton finals, with the final debate schedBrookings Mitchell uled for April 10.
opt> g 4 under way
iv.
The debates, brief and informally
the city of Edinburgh through 14, when Delta Sigma met the In- conducted, are followed by group
glimpses into the life of some of its dependents.
d
ssions in the fraternity houses.
ordinary citizens.
Twelve more debates between
'ibjects are announced only a
The Glasgow Orpheus Choir un- fraternities will be held on succeed- few hours before the debate itself
der the direction of its founder, Sir ing Wednesday evenings,
extending is held, and many of the parttciHugh Robertson, was featured in into next March. The top
four pants have not previously taken
the second film which presented teams will then
meet in the semi- part in debating.
traditional Scottish songs against a
the invtiiigators to study his hab- bacV<v -••r.i of rural scenes.
its and natural history. At the presThe so. .oiy will sponsor a lecture
ent time the method of control is to by Prof. George D. Bcarce of the
fence in the seeded beds and trap history department in January on
the crabs. This has been done for the Scottish philosopher and historithe past two years with marked an, David Hume.
Shirt Service
is

Auditorium.

more

The

Waverley

first,

an attempt

for the

was

Steps,

Debate

to capture the spirit of

J i

l

;

•

i

!

WELCOME FRESHMEN

Norgeway

Mat Laundry

Shirt Service

•belled clam, native to this part of success.

Plankton, which are tiny microthe country. It is the main ingredi. .
ent of the famous "chowder" and scopic animals ever present in the
(continued from page 1)
the young quahogs are eaten on the ocean, are believed to effect the
been done in New England.
half shell as "cherry stones" or establishment of new beds. Venus
The Pembroke College Glee Club,
sheds young larvae into the water
"little necks."
the Brunswick Choral Society, and
Dr. Gustafson has carried on ex- and these larvae attach themselves
the Bowdoin College Choir, augperiments which study the growth to the gills of some .fishes until
mented) will also participate 1 the
habits of Venus, with the hope that, they are mature enough to survive
concert which will be given in
in the near future, he and his as- independently on the bottom. After
place of the former Messiah prosociates will be able to devise more this phase in their life cycle, they
gram,
efficient means of growing and become detached and sink to the
Cameron Smith will be a baritone
transplanting the animals. His stud- bottom to take up the vigorous job
soloist, Phil Stewart a tenor soloist.
ies have included the growth pat- of survival. By surveying the mud
Blanket Tax will admit students
tern of the quahog, the effects of flats and watching for new beds,
free. Admission for all others will
predators, plankton concentration, the investigators are able to ascerbe $1.00. There will be only one pertain the conditions which are the
and a survey of mud flats.

Concert

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE
100 feet past railroad tracks

Brunswick

i

formance.
growth studies have most favorable for growth.
The surrounding areas of Brunsinvolved the planting of marked
specimens of various sizes and un- wick seem to offer ideal conditions
der diverse conditions. The beds for growth of high quality quahogs.
are planted in different tide levels, As such, the location is a good one
on different bottoms, in different in which to carry on this work,
(continued on page 7)
geographic locations, and in differ-

&

Brunswick Coal

j

FUEL

-

Lumber

Co.

BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine

Controlled

I

ent concentrations.

A Campus-to-Career Case

History

To determine

IF YOU DON'T MIND
the amount of growth that takes
place under the conditions desLetters to the Editors must be
cribed above, beds are removed at signed by the author's name. The
monthly and annual intervals for signature will be withheld by remeasurement.
quest, but ficticious signatures will
A mass of information has been not be printed.

A CAMPUS FAVORITE
THE MOST PRACTICAL COLD
WEATHER GARMENT DOLLAR FOR
DOLLAR -AND IT'S SMART TO BE
PRACTICAL
TYPE
PARKA'S

B-9

Check these
features
•

Fur lined converti-

•

back into a
Extra heavy

ble

quilt

hood

folds
collar.
1

He

6 02

lining

Martin Jepson, E.E., Purdue, '53,
an Engineer in the Radio and

entire body.
•

•

Knit wristlets
side sleeve.
Extra

full

is

in-

Special Services Section of Illinois
Bell

action

grey

including

•

Size 36 to 46.
Extra Heavy Duty
Zipper.

"Another part of
set

U
78 Maine

St.

of

all

railroads

kinds.

Many

lems, and these are a constant and
stimulating engineering challenge.

42-in. length $22.50

r

P bit's

traffic

businessmen, too, want these systems
for their private cars. Each customer
has his own communications prob-

34k length $18.95
Sportswear

trucking firms,

and marine

or

Navy.
•

on the go

up

my

facilities for

job

is to

help

conventions,

Martin Jepson

sports events and the like.

is

Last sum-

mer's Democratic National Convention, for instance, used enough
circuits

phone systems," says Martin. "We
have a wide variety of customers,

Combed sateen
shell in O. D.,
charcoal

Telephone Company.

"I help design mobile radiotele-

size armholes.
•

puts communications

thru

and

facilities to

-x

serve a small

city. There were special circuits for
broadcasting, teletypewriters, the
press, and for inside communica-

tions.

was our job to set those
up and keep them operating.

It

facilities

"The increase in demand for telephone and related services is phenomenal. It's this growth that's
creating real career opportunities in
the telephone business. Add to this

the fact that

and you've

one of many young

it's

really

a stable business,
got something 1"

men who

are finding interesting careers in Bell Tele-

phone Companies, and

also in Bell Telephone

i

Laboratorie*, Western Electric and Sandla Corporation. See your placement officer for more
information about Bell System Companies.

Brunswick
u..

.j
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Hockey Team Loses 9-0

To

PAGE FIV*

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Interfrat Football -

Soccer Victors

Fast Middlebury Six
Br Earl

Miller

and cold, Bowdoln completely stymied, getting only
hockey fans walked away from our four shots at Kendall Farrar, the
recently dedicated rink last Satur- visitor's goalie; while the Blue and
day, after witnessing a one-sided White mercilessly peppered Whitcontest during which a strong Mid- ing, who let only three of twenty
dlebury team completely outclassed shots pass through.
a disappointing Bowdoln club. The
In the last period coach Maclinguists upended the Black and Fay den let Bob Fritz take a turn
White 94).
tending the Bowdoin net. A minute

Dismayed

,

I

'

and a half gone by, Ken Kouri, Middlebury forward, seemed to start
encouraged by the a ping-pong match with "Fritzy."
cheers and shouts of an anxious After bouncing three rebounds back
home crowd, did not seem to give and forth, Kouri managed to slip
them the drive they were lacking. one by the befuddled Fritz, who
The Bowdoln offense Just couldn't was wondering where his team was.
Aside from a few weak breakaways
get started against the fast-skating
the Black and White played host to
Blue and White. The seemingly inthe visitors, who kept the puck in
defatigable men from Middlebury
Polar Bear territory most of the
controlled the puck for almost the
period. Although Fritz piled up
entire sixty minutes.
twenty-eight saves in twenty minAlthough the puck was in the utes, the Blue and White were able
home zone most of the first period, to score three more.
the White seemed to display a little
First period: Goals Kouri (Kafight for about the first twelve min13:51; Bostwick (Kouri)
rin)
utes. The hard-hitting defense work
Penalties—<M) Wakefield,
14:54.
of Desjardin and Coster kept the
tripping—3:57; (M) Lenz, leg check
the
Suddenly
hopes
alive.
Bowdoin
—13:38. Second period: Goals
celling fell in, as the Blue and
Bostwick (Karin)— 1:56; Wakefield
White put two goals by Tim Whit- —9:58; Karin (Dollar)—19:23. Pening only a minute apart. Tim was a
alties—(M) Karin, slashing—7:51;
busy man, making no less than (B) Desjardin, illegal check— 15:55.
fifteen saves.
Third period: Goals—Kouri (Karin)
As In the first period Middlebury —1:56; Wakefield—9:58; Withara
fact that the Polar Bears
first time playing on

The

were for the
their

own

rink,

—

—

In a successful season the A. D.'s copped the first soccer crown in interfraternity competition. The
to right, John Clapp, Don Marshall, Panl O'Neil, Pete Strong, Fred Thome.
Reilly, Bill Bowman, Jerry Davis, Nelson Hicks.

team Includes: back row, left
Front row, Wally Gans, John

Photo by Hicks

—
—

dominated the second, scoring three (Karin)—11:07; Ryan (Rice)— 16:
times. Except for several break- 21. Penalties: (B) Fynn, charging—
aways the Bowdoin attack was 16:02; (M) Lenz, leg check—4:51.

CUMBERLAND
OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI

3-2541

Deo. 4

Tnes.

RICHARD EGAN
DEftRA PAGET
El. MS PRESLEY
in

'LOVE

Dec. 5-8

Prize Winner of the

Cannes Film Festival!

"ONE SUMMER OF
HAPPINESS"
See

it

from the Beginning

f

Dec.

GORDON MACRAE
DAN DAILEY
ERNEST BORGNINE
SHEREE NORTH
"THE BEST THINGS IN
LIFE ARE FREE"

With

RICHARD EAOAN
DERRA PAGET
ELVIS PRESLEY
Also
Short Subject

Wed., Thurs

HUE
With

Dec

9-10-11

DORIS DAY
LOUIS JOURDAN

BARRY SULLIVAN

MONA FREEMAN
Also
Short Subject

News

Dec. 7-8

EVERYTHING BUT THE

'TRUTH
With

MAUREEN O'HARA
JOHN PORSYTHE

Dec. 9-10-11

WILLIAM HOLDEN
VIRGINIA LEITH

—

Dec. 12-13

THE BOSS
With

GILLMAN PIANO

December

5 in Brunswick.

The lettermen are Co-Captains
Fraser of Mexico and Bob
Johnson of Portland plus Brud
Stover of Bath. Also on hand are
four men who won varsity numerals last fall. They are John Finn of
Lewiston, Charlie Sawyer of South
Portland,
Harry Carpenter of
Saylesvill, R I., and Jack Eaton of
Brockton, Mass.
Up from last year's freshman
team are sharpshooters Dick Willey
of Ellsworth and Tom McGovern of
Waltham, Mass. Other sophomores
available are Ron Woods, Portsmouth, N. H.; Elliott Putnam,
Framingham, Mass; Win Bearce
and Powers McLean, both of Hallowell; and Lee Hitchcock, Weston,

Tom

TAPE RECORDERS

CO.

—

to

— SERVICE

;

—

Home,

ON ALL

ALL

loca#«l in back of the First Parish Church,

on the corner of Maine and Cleveland

Dave Conery; Class oi

Maine

Labels. All requests will be handled at once.

The Store

>

it for an eighteen-garat
schedule, beginning with a contest
against the University of Maine on

wishes to announce the addition of a Record Department, featuring

L. P.

197 Maine Street

prepares

some pretty good Mass.; Pierre Paradis, *60, New Mass.
material, in contrast to last year's Bedford, Mass.; and Glenn RichDecember 5
squad, which did not have a single ards, '60, Oakland Beach, R. ,1.
4:00 P. M.

— ORGAN — HI PI
'48,

Hoop Opener

The Bowdoin College varsity basteam has only three lettermen available as Coach Ed Coombs

ketball

roster includes

JOHN PAYNE
DOE AVEDON

Herb Gillman, Class of

In '56

—

With

Wed., Thurs.

White Faces Maine

Squad Appears Strong And Fast

—

Also
Short Subjects
Sun., Mon., Tues.

in

"JULIE"

PIANO

•

GEORGE MONTGOMERY

Fri„ Sat.

Fresh Swimmers In Nine Meets;

The Bowdoin College freshman man who had won a high school letswimming team has# nine meets ter in the sport. George Downey of
scheduled during the coming sea- Worcester, Mass., is the national
son, it was announced by Athletic 100 and 220-yard freestyle boys'
Director Mai Morrell, opening with club champion. Bill Riley of Pawa meet against Brunswick High tucket, R. I., was the Rhode Island
School on December 12.
state champion in the 200-yard freeThe schedule continues as fol- style for the past two years. Carrington Noel of Sterling Junction,
lows:
January 4— Portland High School, Mass., is an excellent breaststroker.
away.
January 11— Edward Little High
The rest of the squad is made up
School, home.
of Bob Baldwin, Philadelphia, Pa.;
January 18
Cheverus High Seth Baldwin, Hull, Mass.; Harry
School, home.
Bruner, Racine, Wis.; Phil Clifford,
February 5— Deering High School, Cape Elizabeth, Me.; Russ Henaway.
shaw, Montclair, N. J.; Jack LingFebruary 15— Hebron Academy, ley, Weymouth, Mass.; Charlie Myaway.
lander,
Stevensville,
Md.; Bob
February 22
Brunswick High Parker, Rumford, R I.; and Bob
v
School, home.
Spencer, Mamden, Conn.
February 23
Phillips Exeter
Swimming team managers are
Academy, home (tentative).
Dick Balboni, '59, Danvers, Mass.;
Coach Bob Miller expects his Bill Burke, '60, West Barrington,
freshmen to have a good year. The R. I.; Dick Downes, '60, Haverhill,

Dec. 5-6

TOWARD THE UNENOWN

Sun., Mon., Tue.

eating the

Bill

LOVE ME TENDER

~Dec77-8

FtL, Bat."

Pictured above are the eight Betas who won the coveted interfraternity football championship by dr
Sigma Nu's in a hotly contested battle. The team includes: (I. R) Back Row—Jack Manning,
Daly, Joe Schlotman, Ted Sandquist, Ron McDonoagh. Front Row— Pierre Bonin, Rod Fisk, Dick
Flsk.
Photo by Hicks

Brunswick

ME TENDER"

Wed., Thurs.
Grand

THEATRE
Tuea.

'58, will

be the

6V* McKeen

Campus

Street, or

PA

Streets.

•_:h-

Representative, and can be contacted at

the T. D. House

5-2933

:

f

.) fl

*
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Admirals Second

Midwest

In

1

19M

Finals
:

,

Swimming Team

Cop Second

Sailors Also

4,

Set;

Small Squad Soon

In

New

England Finals

Faces Mass. Tech

So close! Climaxing their tre-|with 110 points apiece, while BowBy Steve Froger
mendous Fall Season, Bowdoin's doin held down the fourth spot with
famed Admirals narrowly missed a 103 point-total. Saturday evening
The Bowdoin College varsity
on
division
annexing both the New England saw ten races in each
swimming team opens its season
Team Race Championships and the the scoreboard. Brown had forged next Saturday, December 8, at
Midwestern Fall Championships. In
both instances the Polar Bears
placed a close second, losing one
meet through an unfortunate foul,

and the other by the margin

of

into the lead with 217 points; Michigan held the runner-up position

with 214, Notre
213;

Bowdoin

Dame

third with

was

fourth, but

jtill

Bowdoin's Curtis Pool. Their opponent will be a fairly strong Mass.
Institute of Technology team. Starting time for all home meets will be

two the Admirals were very much with at 2:00
the pace at 212.

points.

o'clock.

This year, the varsity

is

much

the

Sunday morning was a day of bit- same as it was last year, losing
On Wednesday of Thanksgiving
snow, but it four men through graduation and
vacation, the Admirals traveled to ter cold and whirling
Cambridge for the final races In a seemed to be just what the doctor gaining only one from a relatively
Bears, as impotent frosh squad. The bulk of
best-of-seven series for the Fowle ordered for the Polar
Trophy. Down three races to two Leighton and Howland really turned the team comes from the juniors,
including such standouts as Bob
against the Engineers from MIT, on the heat.

.

The picture above shows Dave Belknap (2) leading at the first
while "Skip" Howland (6) and "Charlie" Leighton cover the
This picture was taken at the N. E. finals on the Charles
during Thanksgiving vacation.
Photo by Hicks

mark
fleet.

Team's Record Phenominal

Sailing

The teams beaten by the Bowdoin sailing team this fall include
Plourde, New England backstroke such teams as Brown and Michirecord holder, and Hoady White, gan, who with the same personnel
breaststroke pace setter.
were 2nd and 3rd in the nation last
The squad's biggest problem is spring. Also defeated was an up
that it has limited manpower, al- and
coming Boston University
though most of the mermen are ex- squad which went to the Navy Fall
ceptionally versatile. Plourde can invitational regatta and overwhelmswim backstroke, butterfly, and ed the top Middle Atlantic teams
freestyle;
Collier,
butterfly and Including Navy, which was num-

Williams, Wesleyan, Maine, Colby,
St. Michaels, Northeastern, Wiscon-

In races 11-A and 11-B, Charlie
White skippers displayed tremendous clutch sailing to win the sixth and Skip put a pair of second places
race, seemingly knotting the count back-to-back, while the Brown Bruat three races apiece. At the last ins were gathering a third and
turning mark of the course In this fourth. Not to be outdone, the Brown
race, Captain Skip Howland forced Skippers, Tom Kazelhurst and John
MIT's Bill Stiles to tack away, al- Quinn.came up with a pair of firsts,
lowing Dave Belknap to sneak into while the Admirals grimly held on
third place with the points neces- with a couple of, seconds. One race
to go in each division and Brown freestyle; White, breaststroke, butsary for victory and a series tie.
ber one in the nation last spring. In
At this point disaster struck In led the now second-place Polar terfly, and diving.
this fall's competition the only team
margin of eight
The worst aspect of this problem
the form of an MIT protest against Bears by the wide
which has not been defeated by
is that the swimmers can only comCharlie Leighton. The MIT skipper points.
Bowdoin is M. I. T., which just
The series wasn't over though, as pete in three different events, and
claimed that in rounding the first
nosed out the Admirals in the New
mark of the course, Charlie had Leighton ran away and hid from the this makes the choice of men for England Team Racing Championtacked too close to the Tech boat. fleet in his last race to win by more the specialties a genuine headache.
ships. The teams which have at
Leighton, however, was sure that than two minutes. Howland, with The letter men plan to take most of
some time out-scored the Admirals
his maneuver via perfectly legal, Bowdoin down seven points, sailed their contests by putting their best
are M. I. T., Michigan, B. U., Coast
due to the position of his own boat conservatively in the early stages men into the opponents weakest
Guard, and Brown, while the list
relative to the mark. After a long of his final race, concentrating on slots.
Two of the events have been of Bowdoin conquests is:
deliberate hearing, the judges protecting the runner-up position.

and

--'

ruled in favor of the protest; the
race, series, and trophy were-

•warded

to the

Engineers.

Quinn,

however, decided to tack changed

inshore

away from

Bowdoin's team, which had survived four other additional series to
gain the finals, consisted of Skippers Dave Belknap, Ron Dyer,
Howland and Leighton. Spirited
crewing performances were turned

this year.

The 100-yard

in-

the fleet; and dividual medley has been dropped
and a 100-yard butterfly contest has
,

almost proved to be the Brown
team's demise. Seeing Quinn In
Howland forgot
doldrums,
the
about conservative tactics and
went for the first place and the
points necessary for the meet victory. At the last mark of the course,
the Bowdoin Captain missed the
this

Michigan,

Guard,
Princeton,

'

Jim

Henry

Tosi,

Barry Miller,
all-important
and Skelt Williams.

Birkett,

inside

position

The reason for the

victories

can

best be explained by the outstand-

done by the four skippers.

ing job

"A"

division skipper was Charlie
Leighton with an average of 836,
which will probably make him
again top scorer in New England.

was CommoHowland with an average
"B" division
was Vice Commodore Dave Belknap with an average of 677. In team
racing where no average is kept
Ron Dyer proved that Bowdoin lost
no strength when it had to dig

"B"

division skipper

dore Skip

of 679. Substituting in

into its depths.

Expert and experienced crewing
was another deciding factor. This
was provided by Skelt Williams' for
Leighton, Hank tosi for Howland,
Jim Birkett for Belknap, and Barry
Miller for Dyer, with Belknap and
Dyer also crewing when they were

(been substituted for it. Also the Michigan
State,
Northwestern,
medley relay has been lengthened Yale, Amherst, Middebury, Tufts, not skippering.
]

to a 400-yard affair. It

now

will in-

elude backstroke, freestyle, breaststroke,

Just

and
as

butterfly
last

swimming.

year,

the

by

STUDENT

W^^MJ^Wtit

PATRONAGE

W^^^S^^m

varsity

have a diver, but Coach
grooming Al Wooley for
this chore and he may be used in
Following a brief Thanksgiving inches; that was the story as Skip
this coming meet
Holiday, the Admirals flew to Chi- finished third behind Purdue and
Also improving is Hoady White,
cago for the 10th annual Midwest- Oberlin. Quinn finished seventh;
who just set the college breastern Fall Championship Regatta for bad but not bad enough.
stroke record in the Alumni meet.
High scorer in Division "A" was
the Timme Angsten Memorial ReHis Ume is improved, and he may
entry, Bruce Goldsmith of Michigan, with
dark

in by

Brown, B. U., Coast
Harvard, Dartmouth,
Notre Dame, Purdue,

Marquette, Oberlin, Georgetown, Fordham, Rhode Island.
sin,

doesn't

Miller is

SOLICITED

1

|^H^H<

Ha w\

horse
break his own record short 'ywhich got darker as the meet pro- a total of 168 points. Leighton was
The members of the varsity aquagressed, was represented by the high man for Bowdoin with 146
veteran twin-skipper combination of points. Charlie collected 3 first, men are: Captain Bob Plourde,
gatta. Bowdoin's

Charlie Leighton in Division "A," 4 seconds, 1 third, a tenth, ninth, John Collier, Bill Howard, Mike
with Captain Skip Howland in Divi- eighth, seventh, and*a sixth. Leigh Curtis, Mike Carpenter, Al Gill,
sion "B." Their respective crews ton's score is even more glittering Fred Smith, Al Wooley, John Field.
were Ron Dyer ana Dave Belknap when you consider that in the clutch Hoady White,- Pete Lawrence, Kit
Main, and John Ward, with Dick
Bowdoin got off to a flying start he came up with his best performChase as manager.
with a Leighton victory in race ances.
The team is hoping for a split in
2
secHowland garnered 2 first,
A-l. Howland, off form during his
their six meets and expect their
first three races, caught fire in onds, 3 thirds, 2 fourths, a ninth,
closest meet to be against Trinity
•race 4-B, and from then on the Ad- eighth, seventh, and a sixth, for a

mirals were in contention all the total of 142 points.
way. The closeness of the meet
It is impossible to overrate the
can easily be determined from a magnificent crewing jobs turned in
quick look at the scores at the end by Dyer and Belknap. In the most

First National Banl:|

Willi

.

,

Where

the compliments

are ladled out
These

days,

it's

very often that you

find a guy wearing this

f^or

the Entire Family

button-down.

to choose

from

new Arrow
Glen White

shirt,

J5.00 j

tie,

in

oxford or broadcloth

silk striped tie to

top

J3.95; patterns and
J2.50.

it

.

.

.

off.

solid

6 Foot Black and White Muffler
$4.85

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

.

hs trim-tailored collar and harmonizing colors
(newest is a subtle blue). There are a dozen shade!

colors,

T

Arrow Glen

It rates plenty of praise for

Days Left

•

a

Member of tlie Federal Reserve System ami
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

on Winter Houseparty weekend.

adverse of weather conditions,
Friday night, after five races in these two were working constantly
each division, the leaders were to improve the trim of the boat
Brown, Michigan, and Notre Dame and the sails.

Only 9 College Shopping'

li

Maine

Brunswick,

of each day's racing.

Christmas Gifts
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ARROW—first in fashion
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Letters

To The

Editor

and lecturers are

sors, instructors,

for the second consecutive year
approximately compiled an all-winning record In
the annual University of Vermont

—

Skate

Debate Tournament, held in Burlington recently. They are Richard
E. Morgan of Mitchell Air Force
Base, N. Y., and Alfred E. Schret-

l

(

fined to the
into

dening segments of our American
way of life. The textbooks used in
courses such as economics, sociology, and, particularly, government,

many

fields.

It

is

to reflect

tremely difficult, for instance, for
a radical conservative to have pub-

Gustafson

lished a

the prevailing policies. Revisionist

as against the state.

my

concern for

belief that

the civil rights of the individual dictates that careful rein be kept also

on the states' powers in the economic life of the country. Without
economic freedom, all other freedoms will eventually wither away.

Our founding
that the state

fathers

Starting Dec. 9 there will be 10:30 nite conclusions may be drawn
and 11:30 skating classes for enjoy- which will help to increase the proment with no cal credit. In January duction of Venus and, in so doing,
No conservative can object it is planned to have 9, 10:30, 11:30 stimulate the economic growth of

historical

ward the domination

wisdom

collectivist thought and the suppression of the conservative view-

It

think of the individual, while sliding
over the individual's economic free-

point.

of "liberal"

if the majority of college students classes.
endorse the "liberal" viewpoint af- iii'
i
three small publishing companies ter a presentation of both sides,
which publish such books: Devin- however much the conservative
Adair Co., Henry Regneny and Co., may disagree with and personally
and Capton Publishing. Established reject the principles contained In
publishing firms refuse to touch that "liberal" viewpoint. But the
such really controversial books with conservative can object if only the
a tenfoot pole.
"liberal" line is put forward, for
Even if such a book is published, such tactics are the very essence of
it is usually given the silent treat- a nti-intellectualis
ment by the press and its sale not
Jere Clifford

• t >

Publications Are

We

>><

i

Our Business!

invite inquiries

from schools

concerning Publication Problems

.

recognized

was the real enemy

Freeport,

CO.

Maine

We deliver to the Students

state as the fountainhead of eco-

BEES

really the re-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

.

-
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HOT DOGS

Operated by Al Tobey, '50

actionary concept.

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

government with carefully restricted powers was really a revolutionary concept. The concept of the
is

the fishing industry In Maine.

m

of individual freedom—their deliberate creation of a weak federal

nomic prosperity

Schretter, defending

position that the United States

Man at Yale by William F. necessity a trial run. The under- should discontinue direct economic
Buckley, Jr., a vocal conservative. graduate needs must be satisfied aid to foreign countries, won all
Whether one agrees with the con- before outside commitments can be five of their debates.
tents of these books or not, they are made. The College is interested as
entitled to be printed and to be always in giving the community
. .
and the general public the oppor(continued from page 4)
fairly treated by the reviewers.
Dr. Gustafson hopes that after
To restate my thesis: there is an tunity to' use the Arena as often as
this information is compiled, defianti-intellectual trend directed to- possible.

ex-

works questioning the
of past foreign policies or
should the accuracy of popularly underbe noted that the "liberal" point of stood accounts of war-time events
view expresses deep concern for are likewise subjected to widethe civil rights and freedom to spread blackout. There are only
unnaturally,

Not

speaking.

many of the students tend
this same point of view.

Keene, N. H.

Morgan and

me

campuses, but extends and
other

book questioning our foreign policy, our domestic policy, or
are also very favorable to the ex- anyhing running sharply counter to
tentipn of the welfare state, gener-

ter of

I

federal aid and control in ever-wi-

If

—

sharpening
Bowdoin
ly-read book-reviewing papers, consistently ignore* such books, particu- teamss free. Bowdoin students and
tated by the conservatives, for vo- larly if well-documented. If the teams free. Bowdoin students and
First Aid Monitor in charge at
cal conservatives are but infre- books are reviewed at all, carefullyquently heard on the campuses to- selected
"hatchet-men" can be all times.
The whole program is somewhat
day.
counted upon to tear them to pieces.
The trend is not, of course, con- Witness the reception afforded God tentative. This first year will be of

ardent advocates of more and more

It is

at Veimont
Two Bowdoin sophomores have

(Continued from page 3)
in bookstores. The New
Skating period
York Times and The New York
Herald-Tribune, the two most wide- one hour.
!

Win

Sophs

.

!

On the other hand, I think it is
quite obvious to an objective observer that, a large number of profes-

dom

.

pushed
[

»

PAGE SEVER

Arena

i

books in use today will reinforce
this argument also. And reference
(continued from page 2)
spokesmen would tend at least to to the views expressed by visiting
cast doubt on the gravity of their lecturers and speakers would point
situation, notwithstanding the dire out that the trend is not one dicaccounts.

.
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Call 5-2422

the "liberal" point of view is

<e

arrived at after mature and open
the conservative can
have no quarrel even though he
may not agree with the conclusion.

i

i>8»l>i

deliberation,

on the other hand, only one point
view is presented, I can and
must object to the processes which

J

If,

of

FREE PICK-UP

—

whether
arrive at the conclusion
I agree with conclusion or not. It is

my contention that, by and large,
in the American colleges today the
conservative point of view is not
finding expression, not through a
lack of potential spokesmen, but
because it is the unpopular point
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of view and one which is even
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become unpopular

with his fellows as the result of
controversy. That vocal conservaprofessors are discriminated
against is not so well-known; this
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tionary" to being passed over in

promotion as too controversial, etc.
For confirmation of the facts concerning the domination of colleges
by the "liberals" and some specific
case histories of discriminations
against conservative professors and
students, the doubting are referred
to Collectivism on the
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Salesman Review

Mclnnis

.

Smith
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I Continued from page 1)
if there is any fault to be found,
States.
In contrast to this he!
Is a fault she shared with her brought out that the United States
world of the past with its unexpect- stage spouse. Both Willy and Linda is a major friend of Canada, and
"certain
tended
to
take
Miller's
that the United States should not
ed habit of bringing up the bad as
well as the good. It is bewilderment private conversations" sub-title so forget that a small thing may be
which makes him ask again and literally that there were moments very important to Canada.
could
even
the
audience
when
not
Mr. Mclnnis said, "Uncle Sam is
again: "What's the secret? How
a hard boiled sentimentalist." He
did you do it?" And it is the lack get in on the dialogue.

r

.

into

For the cast at large there should will give away millions, but when
said that only in the last two decto go it comes to business, up pops the
ades has it grown "considerably.
the way 'round. As Biff, the Yankee shrewdness.
The French and English helped
elder son who has the strength to
He discussed in detail the St. pave
the way in the 17th century by
break away from the Loman ideal, Lawrence Sea Way, the Columbia
their settlements and interest in the
but still lacks intentions specific River, trade, and Mutual Defense,
fur trade and fish Industry. The
enough to replace it, Don Perkins giving Canada's opinions about the
American Revolution helped Canis highly effective in his own in- U. S. behavior in regard to these
ada's economic system in that an
articulate way. For the past couple mutual projects and problems.
influx of colonizers provided a nuof years, Mr. Perkins has appeared
After his speech, he answered
cleus for the beginning of a good
in a variety of parts which have questions from the floor.
economic system.
been notable for their absence of
For the future, Canada is expectreally basic variety. Biff is almost
Plays . .
ed to grow and fit into the Industhe exception; it is an encouraging
(continued from page 1)
trial World, said Doctor Smith.
one.
Brunswick and three undergraduI must confess that I didn't feel
ates, William Beeson, III, Wayne,
the
same encouragement with
Pa.; Joseph M. Brush, II, Far Hills, Band Rehearsal
Charles Graham's creation of HapN. J.; and Raymond Bucci, Jr.,
Professor Til lot son has announced
moments,
its
good
part
had
py. The
Mass.

answer to mankind's most
momentous question which compounds the confusion and makes
death the only substitute for that
answer.
Mr. Levy's Willy is bewildered
•nough, but most of all he is deeply, terribly hurt. Something has injured him in the external world of
phony promises, and his spiritual
voice cries pain against each in-

of an

be nearly enough kind words
all

I

justice, present

and

past. It is the

Shaw

voice of a sensitive human being,
lar more real than the tone of "casual irritation" and animal desperation called for
is a

Willy

by the

script.

Loman who

|

1

Here

Wed.

could have

been something better in life, not
j man doomed from the beginning

phasli on this Willy, the

came away

man who

tad a choice and made the wrong ham's character would be doomed
move, is most to the point. It seems to a good many evenings in bed
him
to ma that Mr. Levy did one Hell of with nothing more to keep
a moving portrayal In this 54th warm than the current number of
opening production, directed and.
designed by Ray Rutan.
The work of Constance Aldrich,
as Linda, more than matched the
demands of her part, and I mean
Ibis as more than a stock figure
thrown in as faulty compensation
for a meager vocabulary. To convey the simple yet unbounded love
and blind trust a wife feels—and

satisfying

was Ben

4,

MM

.

(continued from page 1)

universities that the small colleges

are Intellectual graveyards of the
faculty and country clubs for the
students he never tired of recounting the achievements of our alumni
to scotch the popular hersay that
the liberal arts are "impractical"
or that the humanities are merely
for selfish enjoyment."
Professor Brown continued, "Upon no subjects are Dean Nixon's
annual reports more eloquent than
;

upon

the

folly

of

sacrificing

a

truly liberal education to a narrow

vocationalism.

Brown concluded with,
him nor rou-

Professor

"Age could

not wither

tine of office stale his infinite va-

that

.

.

.

if

How To

Esquire.

More

.

He was a perfect gentle
it will not be possible to contin- riety.
ours is a great and
ue the newly formed concert band knight
the students do not show an In- abiding memory."
creased interest. All students who
Brunswick; James A. Robertson, are interested in the band are rePick
Winchester, Mass.; Jon S. Bright- quested to attend rhearsal tomorThe 10 o'clock club is sponsoring
man, Lakeville, Conn.; Allison H. row night at 8:00 p. m. Professor
Roulston, Plymouth, Mass.; Gordon Tillotson stressed that all parts are a panel discussion on "How to
Pick a Wife." Professors Munn,
L. Weil, Hempstead, N. Y.; Nicho- needed.
Benjamin, and Greason will be prelas G. Splcer, Farmington, Mich.
siding. The panel discussion will be
NOTICE
held in the Moulton Union, ConferBernard. In the flashbacks, as the

Beverly,
in family scenes, but I
Undergraduates in the cast are
with the feeling that as
as follows: John F. Collier, CharlesMr.
Grasatyr,
junior-executive
a
town, Mass.; Peter B. Gustafson,
usually

to the quest of a false ideal. To a
Pickard Theatre audience, the em-

.

were great challenges to the pio- vantages of the small liberal arts
neers. The modern pioneers have college. "With characteristic gusto,
put a new enthusiasm and confi- he turned his weapons of burlesque
dence in Canada. He stated that and satire on those critics who reCanada is growing and now has an garded the small college as a playboys' paradise or a Utopia of irreexpanding economy.
Doctor Smith gave a history of sponsibility; he scouted the misconCanada's economic beginning. He ception sometimes heard in large

it

the

Nixon

.

.

(Continued from page one)

and

Continued from page one)

nent which drives him

.

Priest's

characterization of Uncle Charley,

A Wife

the next-door neighbor who "never
got interested In anything." As the
In light of recent automobile ac- ence B, at 10 P. M., Wednesday,
studious neighbor boy whose childdry, laconic friend and foil to Willy
hold pleasures were less athletic cidents the Student Judiciary Com- December 5.
he added a faintly New Englandish
The 10 o'clock Club Is planning to
than aesthetic, he was practically mittee has decided to take future
touch to the stage proceedings and
some
brilliant; and as the modest and action In the form of probation or sponsor a panel discussion by
kept his lyrical requiem speech
successful young attorney of the suspension of license In case of faculty wives, the following week.
within the bounds of sensitive realpresent he was more than reason- traffic misdemeanors due to reck- They will discuss, "How to Pick
played
-must go on feeling—for a defeated ity. Midas-like Uncle Ben,
a Husband."
less driving.
ably convincing.
in and
feusband without appearing weak by James Dewsnap, came
scourge,
ox utterly prosaic in the eyes of an out of Willy's life like a
the
audience is no small task. To love brittle and businesslike as only
can be
thus deeply and still be credible in sound of money talking
too reour time Is almost a trick of fairy- and occasionally just a bit
dimensions. She avoids the lentless to be comfortably borne.
'

tale

dangers at both ends of the scale,

I

very

much

like

Paul Grey as

Lmt^tT
^I" 1 " ****- ^n

w* »n a* ant

I
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Third Lecture

On

Hall Critically

11,

NO.

1956

Looks

Mitchell

At Columbia And Us

Canada, To Stress

First

Professor Lawrence. Hall lectured

Quebec's Position

Wednesday

on

"Ob-

Two Colleges:
doin and Columbia."

Bow-

last

at

8:30

servations on

"Quebec and Canada Century"
will be the subject of the third and
final talk in the 1956 Bowdoin Col-

"I want to

Wade, who

is

denly

Columbia, and

in a 'series of three Tallman lectures. The series will continue the
two following Thursday nights on
the subject, "Field of Art and History." The first lecture will cover
'The Memorials of an Italian Re-

if

he were

of the
to

Columbia faculty

spend a year as

visit-

naissance Prince."

During
the
series,
Professor
Mitchell will discuss other varied
aspects of the world of art; the
topics being "German Art and the

i

has been at the Uni-

versity of Rochester since July of
is

to transfer to

member

imaginary Bowdoin student, then,
and set him down at 116lh St., New
York City. His first impression will
he one of size, not because Columbia College is large ... its student
body is comparatively small for a
university college. Not because his
Religion
classes are large either.'" Hall then
stated the necessity for small classes "You can have larger classes
Subject
Mr. Bill Swing, the traveling rep- without injuring the teacher. But
resentative of the United Student what about the student for whom
(continued on page 6)
Fellowship, was the guest speaker

Hall.

Wade

1

we were sud-

ing professor here. Let us take our

The lecture will begin at 8:15 p. m.
the Smith Auditorium in Sills

He

describe what

.

if

a

Director of Canadian

in

Mr.

.

On January 3, at 8:15 y. m. in
the Union, Professor Charles Mitchell, visiting lecturer on the Tallman
Foundation, will deliver the first

the equally fascinating reactions of

Studies and Associate Profecssor of
History at the University of Rochester. There is no admission Charge.

1955.

.

Bowdoin student

by Mr. Mason Wade of Rochester,
N. Y., on Thursday, December 13.
The public is invited to hear Mr.

On Campus

director of the Canadian

To Give

Of Series

Of Tallman Lectures

i

think Would be the reactions of a

lege Lecture Series, to be delivered

1*

Professor Mitchell

College

Reformation,'" and

Announces

"Royal

Por-

traiture." Mitchell's interest in art

I

program

by that
school in 1953 to promote wider
knowledge and understanding of

Studies

initiated

of

that country

and

the United States.

He was Public

Affairs Officer of

the United States

tawa from

Embassy

1951 to 1953

BIF Talk

and

at the regular bi-weekly

in Otis

the the Interfaith

author of many books and articles
on Canada. His book "The French
Canadians, 1760-1915" was published
in the spring of 1955. He is at
present completing a volume for
the New American Nation Series,
edited by Henry Steele Commager
and Richard Morris, on "The
French in North America," and is
also writing a book on post-war

Forum

meeting of
Thursday

last

Bowen Discusses

E.

and then leading a
Novel
lively discussion, Mr. Swing investi- Aspects
gated the question of religion on
Elizabeth Bow en, noted British
the campus. He explained briefly novelist spoke last Tuesday under
his present job as the traveling the auspices of the Bowdoin
Womrepresentative of the United Stu- en's Society on the subject "The
dent Fellowship and his college ca- Novelist and the Modern Novel."
reer.
She began her talk by attempting
Religion had a role to play on to define what is commonly called
campus in three respects, Mr. the modern novel. "It is contempoCanada.
A graduate of Harvard, Mr. Wade Swing felt. The first, and most im- rary in scene, subject matter and
portant perhaps, was its connection apparoach," she stated, "and can
studied Canadian history in Canada
scholarship. Scholarship is the easily be recognized as being
someunder Guggenheim Fellowships in with
(continued on page 6)
thing that makes the reader say
1943 and 1944, a Rockefeller grant
'yes this is going on now it is conin 1946, and a Carnegie grant in
temporary'."
1949. He holds an honorary master
Klein
Elucidating further, Miss Bowen
of arts degree from McGill Unifirst

Of

I

I

—

To Speak On

versity. Before joining the University of

Rochester faculty, he taught
Quebec, at

at Laval University in

Catholic University of America, at

with

Germany Tomorrow

said

that

novel

is

at

the

subject

of

such

the

1956,

Dr. Mitchell is the twenty-fourth
annual report, of Roland E. in a series of Tallman lecturers at
the school. The foundation estabClark of Portland, Treasurer of the
lished in 1928 by the late Frank G.
College.
In addition,
amounting to $20,880 was added to Tallman of Wilmington, Delaware,
is composed of a grant of $100,000,
the principal of the Endowment
the interest of which is used to
Fund, which as of last June
sponsor an annual series of lectures

a

the

income

amounted to $13,088,721.55.
Bowdoin ended its fiscal year

five with deficits, with

Individual Honesty

Professor Athern
ments both economic and emotionP.
Daggett
might spoke yesterday in chapel in recogeven invite, induce or seduce the nition of two anniversaries: the acreader into seeing the author's ceptance by 48 nations of the
al to the present milieu. It

United

point.

it

in our own timesMore demands
were—in a present upon the modern

It

might

tell

Daggett Calls For

an over-all

deficit of $74.37.

once

Dietmar Klein of Bremen, Ger- modern as
many, will speak- at Bowdoin Col- day setting.
lego on Wednesday, December 12,
under the auspices of the Bowdoin
Political Forum. He will talk on
"Germany, What Now?" at 8:15
p. m. in the Moulton Union Lounge
on the campus. The public is in-

at Bowdoin.

with an^operating surplus of $2,431.
During the past decade, there have
been five years with surpluses and

are being placed

Rights,

novelist,

own

(continued on page 6)

of adjust-

Schuetz

composition.

Even

the best of Baroque music requires
Beckbrilliant execution for its success.

Robert K.
year presented a concert
But aside from a bad performance
of Christmas Music in the Pickard
one must in this case question the
Theater on Sunday evening. It is
the direction of
with, this

the

unhappy duty

of this critic to

merits

of

the

piece

itself.

the

of

our

New York Times weekly news
was

that equality in the pursuit of these
is part of the heritage' of our

rights

system of government.

Original Musical

To Be Presented
On Tuesday and Wednesday

eve-

December 11 and 12, at 8:30
Pickard Theater, Memorial
The Masque and Gown will
hold auditions for an original musinings,

JP.

M.

in

Hall,

[

AH was

not doll on the snow bound Bowdoin
The Wellesley Blue Notes sang at the AD House.

Campus

last

and

television

has

done

its

cal revue, Little Folly, with sketch-

es and lyrics by William
weekend. and James Dewsnap, and
by Alan Bernstein, T.
Stcnborg, and Frederick

Wilson Reviews Plays

The

Christmas Story contained so few
By Robley C. Wilson, Jr.
choruses and so many short arias
was very disappointing. We will
and often dull recitatives. It is
The current surge of interest in
hope to hear the Messiah again next
hard to imagine the work reaching the stagecraft of George Bernard
year!
a mark of true inspiration even un- Shaw has turned out to be no small
The performance, with a few ex- der favorable circumstances.
thing on
the American scene.
ceptions, was heavily marred by
The few good moments were Counting "My Fair Lady," that
f altering pitch, shaky entrances, a
spectacular by their very novelty. fancy iressifancy-music "Pygmali 1
general roughness and an obvious The opening and closing choruses on"
which is partly responsible for
lack of rehearsal. But each year were altogether satisfactory. Philip the w>ole revival, there are now
the musicians face the problem of Stuart, '57, deserves great praise three ihaw plays paying their own
too little rehearsal time, and yet for his capable handling of the dif- way on the New York stage. "The
the results are seldom if ever as ficult narration and throughout he Apple Cart" and "Major Barbara' 4
unhappy as they were on this oc- achieved a pleasing tone and re- have conquered Broadway, "Saint
casion. The answer perhaps lies in markably good pitch. A word too Joan" did the same not long ago,
(continued on page 6)

Human

of

review, the first page of which

report that the evening as a whole

the fact that Handel's masterpiece

bill

Rights into the Con-

devoted to Hungary and the last
page of which was devoted to Clinton, Tennessee. These challenges
call for honesty on the part of the
individual, he said. He reminded

Mes- because of its magnificent music
siah performance, the Music Club and its universal popularity can
augmented by the Pembroke Glee carry itself more than half the
Club, the Meddiebempsters and an way. Such was not true of the difficult

of

Noting that the times sometimes"
give reason for cynicism, he cited

of the traditional

augmented Chapel Choir and under

Nations

and the acceptance

Bill

stitution.

Concert Saddens Smart
Who Longs For Messiah
In place

student of William Morris.

Since that time he has engaged
fiscal year ending
him elf in various projects in the
Bowdoin College refield of art, especially considering
ceived gifts and lr-g:icies amounting
the period of Renaissance and its
to $181,779 for general college and
effect on art.
miscellaneous purposes, and $110,-

During
June 30.

and at
the University of British Columbia.
Mr. Wade's books include Margaret Fuller: Whetstone of Genius
(1940); Francis Parkman: Heroic
Historian (1942); and The FrenchCanadian Outlook (1946). He has vited to attend, without admission'
alsd edited several volumes and charge.
Klein is a teaching fellow in Gerwritten many articles on Canadian
subjects. He is a member of the man at Bowdoin this year. During
Canadian Political Science Associa- 1955-56 he was a Bowdoin Plan stution, the Authors League of Ameri- dent sponsored by Chi Psi Fraca, the Academy of Political Sci- ternity. Twenty-five years old, he
ence, and the Society of Colonial worked in a bank on a part-time
Wars
(continued on page 6)
the University of Toronto,

a

his father's connection

092 for scholarships, according to

night.

Speaking

began from

Additional Gifts

|

1

between

Canada and

relations

I

Anyone interested

Beeson
a

score

Douglas
Wiikins.

in either

a

sing-

ing or acting part is encouraged to
attend. Everyone, for audition puraboard the culture wagon poses, will be asked to sing a numwith VThe Devil's Disciple" last ber of his own choice They may
winter and "Man and Superman" either bring their own material,
or
a few weeks ago.
use a selection from The Rodgers
This is a lot of Shaw in a short and Hart Song Book .which
has
period of time, especially in the been placed on open re Serve in the
barbaric wastes of America, where library reading room
Dramatic
to stay

the path of the Anglophile is becoming the shortest route to dis-

material for audition will be supplied. A Little Folly U to be jointly
is, in fact, such a
directed by Beeson and Dewsnap.
great deal of Shaw that there must
be a reason for it, and I suspect
NOTICE
that the reason amounts to more
The special committee formed to
than meets the eye. It is perhaps raise funds for Hungarian relief,
fair to suggest that there is in the will end its drive this Thursday
best
(Continued on page five)
evening
illusionment. It

:
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One

Responsible

Is

A

committee with representatives in each fraternity has
formed in an attempt to raise funds for the Hungarians. The
money that will be collected will be sent to CARE and the world
University Service at the end of the week.

The committee was formed under no one's auspices. Its
is at least to double the sum contributed by the Campus
last week. The committee feels that what was
given, a large block of the funds the Campus Citost Committee
bad available, should serve as a start, that the students at Bowdoin can and should contribute more. The committee feels that
the immediate need of these people for food and clothing is more
objective

Chest Committee

than charity in the usual sense and that delay means death to
many people who have resisted with courage the Soviet terror
and who have taken action for what they, and we, believe to be
"

right.

The Orient
ordinarily used.

agrees.

This

is

more than charity in the terms

not to be lightly thought of or quickly dis-

It is

worth the comparatively small financial sacrifice;
and it is the duty of those of us who believe in what we profess
to help in the way open to us. The request for aid should not be
thought of as soliciting; it should be thought of as a request to
act quickly and humanely for the sake of people who have sacrificed a great deal to rid themselves in reality of what we oppose
missed.

1 1 is

MM
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by

To the

Nov.
I was
a witness to a strange
phenomenon the other night, and as
1 sit

at

that

it

my

desk,

might be

it

GEORGE SMART
cided to breach the sacred border
the "colligch" and the not

Budapest,

Editor-in-Chief:

"We between

6:

through so sugar-coated world around us.
the streets to The impetus for this heresy, as
join a n o t h e r you have seen by the editorial, is
force. They had the plight of the Hungarians.

made

occurred to me
your

it

j

I

of interest to

j

readers.

enough ammuni-

While returning from a pleasant
evening of diverting activities in
the fair town of Brunswick, my

tion for perhaps

en up

another day.

the

Other schools have already takthis

banner.

They

felt theirs

initial responsibility because
had students were in the forefront is
attentions were drawn to several
bread the war for Hungary's freedom. The
individuals who were apparently which they naturally shared with Daily Tar Heel, for example, has
throwing snowballs at our vener- us."—Taken from the diary of a been writing editorials on the subated, but at the moment, undefend- 17-year-old- Hungarian boy, pub- ject for over three weeks.
ed library. Angered at this gross lished in the New York Post.
This
weeks
pile
of
papers
misuse of Bowdoin's center of
brought more as to what other stulearning at a time when it could not
Time and time again, while read- dents have done. The Connecticut
defend itself, I decided to observe
ing through the stack of exchange Daily Campus reports on a short
closer the actions of these misguidpapers, I see that Bowdoin's gene- drive that netted several hundred
ed souls.
ral interests and attitudes have lit- dollars. The lead article in the Dec.
After a moment, I perceive?! one
tle or no correlation with the feel- 4 MIT 'paper urges the bringing of
the
side
moving
up
was
trio
of the
ings of students on other campuses. some Hungarian students to MIT.
of the tower by some mysterious
True, we are guarded from the tur- In a Hearst-like headline the Antimeans. On closer Inspection I no- bulent outer-world by a rocky ter- och Records reads "Campus
ticed that there was a rope dangrain and pockets, of dense under- Whoops It Up For Hungary."
ling from the top of the tower by
brushjlflt-we all know thSt modern
And Mount Horyoke, Nov. 30, prowhich he was pulling himself up in
thods of communication have claims "Campus Adds Support la
an amazingly expert fashion
overcome stouter barriers than the Hungarian Relief." They go on to
This rope bothered me for a"~fime, ones separating us from the centers say how a telegram was sent to the
considering the fact that 1 had on of activity.
UN urging them to let Anna Kethly
numerous occasions tried to gain
speak in front of the General AsIn some respects, this "otherentrance to this hitherto inaccessi
sembly. MIT sent a similar decharacter of the Bowdoin
worldly"
ble spot, but had always been
mand.
scene is quite praiseworthy. For inthwarted by locked doors, stonyBoth the Trinity and Wesleyan
stance, our being proponents of
faced refusals and lost keys
conservative education will always papers published letters from forI watched with increased interest
be respected, if not always, thought mer students who are now in Austop
on
position
his
as he gained
^_ tria. Their point was that the Ausof as offering the best.
of the tower. He then hauled up a
trian government has only been
However, a conservative mien
piece of board from the ground,
able to give 20 shillings (about &*>e)
which was white on one end. He should apply perhaps to our atti- per Hungarian, per day and th;,
the
particuand
not
to
tudes
only,
disappeared board in hand, from
any help would be gratefully re
my line of vision for a moment to lars that interest us. Both last year ceived.
reappear at a perilous position on a and this year, when the editors of
This is essentially the message
corner of the tower. Slowly the the Orient have tried to instill the sponsors of the Hungarian relist
white end of the stick came into awareness of national affairs, sharp
Bowdoin want

They
some

also

-

|

|

in principle.

to give yoa.
drive at
that
view, and 1 saw for the first time criticism arose to the effect
In the past our response to matters
paper and
that there was in reality a white "this is a 'colligch'
of wide importance has left somestickto the campus news."
flag on the end of the board. The should
thing to be desired. Here is a wor
only trouble was that at this time • But once again the Orient has de- thy way to redeem ourselves.
several of the opposite sex came
I

What Has Happened

I

,

A

month and a

half ago, on October 23,

Budapest students

gathered to express sympathy for the Poles. By night, the city's
gigantic statue of Stalin had been torn down. The next day 10,000
Soviet troops with tanks entered the city. Six days later they
began to withdraw to the borders of the city, and the population
which had fought them with rifles and bottles filled with gasoline

when

thought victory was near. They were shown the bitter truth
on November 4 the Soviets returned to destroy the city with
and re-establish repression and terror. Events followed rapidly. The spirit of resistance remained in a general
strike. 10,000 Hungarians were reported deported to Russia on
November 18. The number must be far greater now. With productive forces at a standstill, polio, Jaundice and hunger spread.
their tanks

secret police, the hated AVA, was re-established. This was
the same totalitarian police that had formed 100-odd concentration camps in the country, the police that had held competition
among its groups to see who could catch and punish the most
« l
class enemies," "spies" and "enemies of the people." The

i

up obviously looking

driving

for

companionship and gentleman that
I am, I was obliged to honor their
request.

following morning

The
that

was

it

still

there,

I

To These Ears

noticed

waving

in

by

remains, a
symbol of the library's surrender to
the new era of athlete-type stuthe breeze,

and there

My, my, the The time when One Sumner of
end of another Happiness helped to warm up a
year! Only five very eold winter. A year when the
months to major Bowdoin White had a heartbreakexam inations. ing season with so many bad
Only five weeks breaks. The year when the Ema-

dents.

The

number of citizens who managed to flee to the West in spite of
mine fields ana Soviet troops is now in the hundreds of thousands. Austria has fed and clothed more than her share. The free
world, however, has stepped forward at last to offer assistance
to. the victims. The world has expressed its revulsion, and the
matter now presents a challenge to the United Nations.

The

is

vidual should feel his

We

to

wonder where the Budapest students who raised

their

voices last October are now.

has been said that a division of Russian troops quartered
in Kings Chapel could create no more than a mild interest
among the undergraduate body. This, we would like to think, is
an error of eynicism. The committee formed to raise money for
Hungarian help should be able to substantiate its hopes that
humanitarian responsibility Is a good part of every student here
when confronted with this immediate need of a people.
It

Photographer John Sadovy, a Frenchman in Budapest during the fighting, commented, "In some way one is> responsible
for

David Hunter

nons rcaly came into their own.
fiThe birth of the Pershing Rifles!
'till
House An Ivy Day when it didn't rain.
Recently there has been a great
parties! Only The death of Jimmy Dean and the
deal of talk both among undergradrise of a great new legend. The
three more coluates and alumni concerning the
year we had a blizzard after Easter
lege shopping days 'till Christmas.
calibre of men being admitted to
vacation and snow on the ground
Time once again for stout men all
'till

To the Editors

has refall of Bowdoin's
prowess in the past few
years. Many men have blamed this
as the inability of the Admission's
Office to offer promising athletes
or other good men scholarships
which would be convincing enough

from the

athletic

Alpha Delta Phi— Briar Foster.

2.

Psi Upsilon— Fred Moulton

3.

Chi Psi—Herb Miller

4.

Delta

8.

Beta Theta

9.

Sigma

10.

Rod Dyer

11.

to

take

their

many others which
1956! What a memorable year!
haven't met my eyes or any one The year when Grace Kelley made
else's outside the Admission Office. the biggest mistake of her life. The
year when the Betas finally won
(continued on page 3)
the Interfraternity Sing.

when

The

for final examination period.

The year

policy to have shorter and poorer
flicks.

The year when two Shaw

one-act plays provided one of the
most boring evenings in memory.

The year when the local radio station was accused of being too local,
highly secretive, even worse. The
year the library got a huge present
to hang by its front doors, perhaps
to

prevent people from sneaking

the Republicans momentarily into the stacks. The startling local
for breath but then resumed debut of none other than Sir Toby

gasped

The come- Belch. In the same vain a marked
for Marilyn Monroe. The increase in the birth rate of Brunsyear when, thanks to a number of wick canines.
perservering souls, the Polar Bear
Ah, 1956. To get through it and
at last got his new skating rink.
still be passing. What's that song
The year the Andrea Doria had an
—"Count Your Blessings?" Not a
accident that would later provide
bad idea really. It's been rather a
material for a wonderful 30 minute
nice year in many ways. An excitchapel talk. The dying days of
ing and eventful one for Bowdoin
Libera ce! The year when from out
College certainly. It might not be
of a truck driver's seat palpitated
a bad idea to hope that 1957 turns
their comfortable seats.

Orient's shortage this

week back year

!

Pi—Jack Manning
Finn

Omega-

Dave Webster

Kappa Epsilon—

country

are probably

was not

Nu—John

Alpha Tati

the

names from the unemployment list
1956! The first anniversary of the
and dawn their faded, moth-eaten Pastime's closing. The year when
Santa Claus suits. Time and chance our local palace of Minemascope
to catch up on a year's back corre- and Minemascope initiated a new

spondence via the friendly and universal Christmas card. Time once
beware of
get the applicant to come to again for fraternities to
Bowdoin. I am not narrowing this rosy-checked orphans and their joydown to one reason because there full little hands!

NOTICE

The Representatives

over

to

what other humans do."

t.

semester

nals, seven

Winter

sulted

governments. Each indiburden and share in his desire to help.

more than one

Respectfully yours,

this college. This, I believe,

The Challenge
challenge

BRIAR FOSTER

it

Alpha Rho Upsilon- -

bers.

Theta Delta Chi-Nick Fleck

43.

Zeta

Psi— Gene Wheeler

12.

Delta

-7.

Kappa Sigma—John Humphrey

13.

Independents—Bob Gustalson

Sigma—Jim Fawcett

news, but in staff

mem-

Soaday night found more than

half the staff, including the entire

sports department trapped In Bos-

ton by the day's blizzard. Not that

Bowdoin's
but

.

.

a

"suitcase

college,"

.

—The

Norm Lery

*

in

Elvis Pelvis!

Editors.

Ah, yes,

(These whe were not trapped
)

In

1956!

out as well!

The year when

the

ten dollar fine quietly slipped into
the realm known as "tradition."

Happy New Year, everybody!

'
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Prof.

Bearce To Lecture

ducers of perishables, and a food to mobilize the country in time of
national emergency, but it also
stamp plan.
I am not writing this in criticism
Taxes— Income tax cuts for low- '.usurps individual freedom. Lord
of the Admission's Office's policies. er-income persons, relief for small Bryce's statement applies:
"No
Prof. Bearce received his A. B.
Prof. George D. Bearce of the
Rather, I would like to make a business, and closing of loopholes.
government demands so much from history department will deliver a at the University of Maine and his
proposal which I think would help
citizens as democracy and none
lecture on David Hume on Jan. 8, at A. M. and Ph. D. at the University
Housing- An increase in the fed- the
in getting better men to come to
gives back so much." The problem
of Wisconsin. He teaches courses
era 1 share of the cost of the public
8:15 p. m. in the Moulton Union
this college. My proposal is that
is in striking a balance.
English history and in political
housing program.
Lounge. The lecture will be spon- in
when Mr. Shaw or Mr. Hazelton go
The liberalism in government sored by the Caledonian Society, theory at the College.
Social security— An increase in
different
trips
to
their
out on
benefits coupled with a higher wage would tend to throw us father into and will be open to the public.
schools they take with them two or
welfare statism. The motivation is
base on which taxes are»levied
"David Hume: Scotland, France, Plays, Rockets,
three undergraduates. These should
(continued from page 2)

On

|

Hume &

David

His Age

',

I

1

Art

format,

Health-Federal financial aid
any three men but handeducation.
picked and impressive men, per- medioal
_«
^
of
Construction
Atomic energy
haps one athlete, one personality
man, and one scholar or three well- prototype reactors by the governcivilian
atomstimulate
the
for
this
to
reason
ment
rounded men. The
not be

—

narrows down to the following.
is

It

ic

easier for a senior in high school

to converse with a

young

more

strategic position.

Speaking

puts

the

i

power industry.

offered

or three years older than himself
than a man much older and in a
with undergraduates

'

These seven of the sixteen points
by the group follow the
trend of larger government spending with more, benefits, especially
to those in lower income brackets;
and a reduction of taxes, also in
lower income brackets. Disregarding the discrepancy in a program

man two

in-

if left

alone, private or state

England" is the title of the lecaccom and
ture. In it, Prof. Bearce will make
a longer period to
plwh
or require
M
y
77. . _
David Hume and his
Two more film nights remain in
accomplish what federal govern- a study of
detailed analysis the Student Union Committee's Edment can do with one sweeping age, rather than a
his philosophy and historical ucational Film Program. Two films
appropriation. This is what is care- of
writing.
will be shown in the Union Lounge
lessly labeled progress. NotwithHume was an important figure in Sunday, January 6, at 6:30 p. m.
standing the fact our country has
the eighteenth century renaissance Julius Caesar, Act HI, Scene 2, and
the highest standard of living ever
Edinburgh. He moved with equal Macbeth, Act III, Scene 2, and
attained, and more personal free- in
circles of Act V, Scene 1.
dom in addition; the liberals would grace in the intellectual
the salons of Paris, and
"The Rocket," a film on the hishasten to increase living standards Edinburgh,
the embassies of London. He was tory of the rocket from a Chinese
at the expense of freedom. Gov.
through modern deLausche of Ohio has said "Federal esteemed by Voltaire and ridiculed fire cracker
and. "Jackson Polinvariably followed by fed- by Walpole. Johnson avoided and velopments,

Coming Union Card

interests will either never

J

terviews on a more personal and
what I think would be a more effective level. The reason for my of larger spending with less taxasaying this results from my previ- tion, such a plan brings up several
ous contact with sub-freshmen both questions.

.

...

i

|

i

aid

,

is

Boswell misunderstood him. No
ignore the man
We are not in the throes of de- one, however, could
who was popularly canonized as
pression. It should not be difficult
on Mr. Shaw's committee and
In the last quarter century the
"St. David of Scotland."
employment
find
jobless
to
the
for
through the fraternity.
United States has seen a program
—at good wages. It is. a time when
If there is anything in this pro- of large government spending
and
domestic issues have a lessened imposal which is not understood, I a resultant increase in the size and
should be subordiwould appreciate criticism or ad- power of government. A strong gov- portance, and
nated to more pressing problems.
ditions so that it may be better un- ernment is desirable from certain
derstood. There is more here than points of view it is better equipped
Alan W. Messer, *56

lock," a film of the controversial

eral control."

j

I

work explaining what he
does as he does it, will be shown on
Sunday, January 13.
artist at

—

.

:

meets the eye, and if further exis needed I would be more

planation

than glad to extend my explanation in greater detail.
Eugene N. Wheeler, Jr.

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP
185

So directly invited, we cannot refew questions. Where would
undergraduates find time to accompany the Admissions people on their
long and hard trips? If there is
money to be found to do this, better

Greeting Card*

sist a

»i

PU»1»NT

VTQtST

-

e«UN«WICK.«A*«

PARK SOW

FORD SALES & SERVICE

Gifts

•

FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Student Accounts Invited

appy it to scholarships. The
Orient feels that the calibre of the
undergraduate body is not reflected

to

Maine's Most Modern Service

&

Brunswick Coal

in athletic victories or defeats. Mr.
Wheeler's. point of the value of student contact with subfreshmen,
however, is a good one.

Lumber

Co.

SEE

FUEL

THE SHOWING OF THE

BUILDING SUPPLIES

-

—Editors

1957 FORD

Brunswick, Maine

I

To

I

the Editor:
|

I

An

appeared in
Orient in October listing the voting
record of Senator Wayne Morse Of
Oregon. The editorial gave praise
to his liberal ideology and voiced

Christmas Gifts

support for his re-election. In the
last two weeks Senator Morse has
joined with five Democratic sena-

For the Entire Family

tors

the

editorial

(Douglas of

Illinois,

Excellent Used Cars from which to choose

t

Route No.

Neuberger also from Oregon)

CUMBERLAND

OnJy 9 College Shopping

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

Days Left

6 Foot Black and White Muffler

DIAL HI

$4.85

priority for a bill

THEATRE
Brunswick

TOWARDS THE

UNKNOWN

3-2541

with

WILLIAM HOLDEN

Farm— Restoration
ties,

income

of 90 per cent

protection

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

IM>RIS

commodifor

VIRGINIA LEITH

Dec. 11

Tues

price supports for basic

"DecTll

Tues.

providing federal grants for school
construction.

!

<

in

plan of domestic legislation for the forth-coming Congress.
Some points of the plan included:

5-5555

I

listing a

Education—Top

PA

1

Humph-

rey of Minnesota, Murray of Montana, McNamara of Michigan, and

:

DAY

Wed., Thu*-s.
with

JOHN PAYXE
DOE AVEDON

in

Got these

your
holiday plans?

"JULIE"

in

Dec. 12-13

Wed., Thurs.

also

News

Short Subjects

all-

Arrow

TENSION AT TABLE

GINGER ROGERS

*

it

can be yours.) For
list:

this

'THE FDJST TRAVELING

can make a Christmas

outfit

morning. (With a couple of well-placed

y^r

hints,

.

collar;

and two college

JACK PALANCE
EDDIE ALBERT

*5.95; sweater, J11.95;

slacks,

SHIRTS

•

TIES

•

SLACKS

16-17-18

-

JACK
OK- PALANOE
PAW
EDDIE ALBERT

ATTACK"

J12.95.

ARROW
—first in fashion

Dec

ATTACK
with

Sun.

*\

also

Short Subjects
Sun., Mon., Tues.

in

University styled crew neck sweaters.
Shirt,

with

Dec. 14-15

Fit, Sat.

new short-point
standbys, Arrow slacL> and

imported cotton flannel, with the

ROOK

RICHARD EAGAN
DOROTHY MALONE

SALESLADY"

Christmas check-

stand-out Cabot sport shirt of

Dec. 14-15

FriiT Sat.
in

This

Dec. 12-13

THE BOSS

LOUIS JOCRDAN

pro-

Mon.

Dec. 16-17

ROBERT RYAN
RKBERG

AN' IT A

*

also

•

Short Subject

Wed~Thurs~
Dec. 19-20
ROCK, ROCK, ROCK

in

with

"BACK FROM
ETERNITY"

ALAN FREED
FRANK IE LYMON
also

News

Short Subjects
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Bowdoin Wins Openers

POLAR

Maine And Clark Victims
Of Spirited White Five

BEARINGS
Neil A. Cooper

Bowdoin Wins, 80-67 Clark Loses, 85-72
By Al Paysan

The White Knights

With an astonished glance at the
scoreboard, many an unbelieving

By Rick Gorman

student took his seat

Optimism reigned as Bowdoin's

Andros-

of the

I

'

Mahaney's 31 points out- half.
scored his rival by one, but he was
Coach Ed Coombs used a starting
only meagerly supported by his five of Dick Willey, Brud Stover,
teammates. Dud Coyne managed to Bob Johnson, Harry Carpenter, and
hit double figures as he threw in Tom Fraser. This quintet could not
two quick field goals near the end pull away to a substantial margin,
to make his total 11.
as the lead see-sawed back and
Bowdoin dominated the game forth through the opening twenty
throughout and the statistics proved minutes of play. Great work off the
Bowdoin better in every depart- backboards by Carpenter and Fra"Brud" Stover (No. 15) shooting
ment. The Polar Bears hopped off ser, plus a dazzling shooting exhibianother two points for the Bowdoin
to an early lead and Maine called tion by Stover, who dropped 16
Stover.

time out with the score, 18-10. Any points through the net in the first
Blue rally plans were squelched as half, kept Bowdoin in the thick of
Brud Stover dropped in 15 of his 17 the fight. Tom McGovern entered
first

the

last

j

Bowdoin Edges Tech
In Saturday Swim;
Team Lacks Depth
By

Pierre Paradis

in front, 85-72.

general play.
Behind Stover in the scoring column were Co-Capt. Bob Johnson
with 17 and Willey with 13.
in

'.

Eaton

tosses
t'

Maine

while

Carpenter
Willey
Johnson, R
Johnson, F
Hitchcock

Mahaney

Jones
Libby

;>

20

8

10

Vicscr
Johnson, F.
Finn
.

-8

4

1

1

3

3

2

8

£

2U

85

G

V

P

3

4

10

o
4

3

4

2

l

7

30

Gorman

3

2

8

3

7

13

Razansky
Hart

7

3

17

Cocchiola

l

Reschke

4

l

3

o
7

27

26

G

F

5

1

2

4

1

2

12

7

at Curtis

Bragden
19

ing the load. In four events on. Sat-

urday the

group expressed no interest

in the

local

leave a lane

in this

department

is

urgent-

either on or off the field.

Collen-

Swimming

good diver. In four

a

events, the Polar Bears had had

an empty lane and had

to count on
places for their points. The

was given to the diving by Wooley, but he was obviously
outclassed by the Tech jumpers.
old college try

Coach

Miller, however, is expecting

The picture above shows Mike l'o.»tcr (No. 3) skirmishing arou
Bowdoin net in the Bowdoin-Merrimac game.

.il

as the season progresses.
400 Medley Relay
(1) Plourde.
White, Collier, Carpenter, (B); (2)
2
Johnson, Jacobson, Cotter, Kane
16
(M). Time 4:24.2.

—

Polar Pears

Trailed By

Colby, S-3,

2

2
2

2

2

10

1

7.

9

25

22

72

220 Free

—

(1)

Kohlman (M);
Time 2:21.5.
50 Free

— (1) Curtis

Time

(1)

Bryson (M); (2)
(3) Wooley (B).

92.1.

100 Free
Trinity College football schedule

(B); (2) Jant-

1:08.8.

—

—

(1) Collier (B);

Curtis (B); (3)

After Strorg Merrimack Contest
By Mike Brown

(B); (2)

Brooker (M).

—

Diving

In Football

Howard

(3)

zen (M); (3) Fitzgerald. Time 24.8
100 Butterfly
(1) Getchell (M);
(2) White (B); (3) Mallett (M).

Time

To Drop

Bowdoin

the

lad off the board

this

Cahlender (M);

(2)

After dropping its first contest to
the three game series. The Colby
Middlebury Bowdoin took to the ice contingent
were held fairly even
gainst a disorganized Merrimack
throughout the opening 20 minutes,
College team from Andover, Mass., but
rolled for four' successive goals
and handed them a 9-0 shutout.
in the second period to open a 7-3
In Wednesday's game Bowdoin
lead which the White could not
got away to a slow start, but once
overcome.
its attack began to click, it rolled
Colby easily were the fastest
for the remainder of the game. Ron
Desjardin with two goals and a pair skaters and better stick handlers,
breaking fast to press the attack.
of assists paced the Polar

Duane (M). Time puckmen.

Bears'

Doug MacKinnon also The scoring was evenly spread
among half a dozen Mules. The two
counted twice.
Plourde (B); (?)
Although the game provided great teams were even on the scoring for
athletic director.
Johnson (M); (3) Dwme (M). Time excitement for the local fans, who the first 17 minutes as Capt. Guy
The Bantams, who won five of 2:19.9.
do not often see a Bowdoin victory, Vigue and Bob Keltie counted for
seven the past campaign, will play
440 Free
(1) Howard (B); (2) the game in general was a hockey the Mules, while Dave Hunter and
the same opponents next season. Kohlman (M); (3) Brooker
(M). melee.
Tom Mostrom were scoring for
But in 1958 and 1959, Trinity will Time 5:16.7.
However, the picture was quite Bowdoin. But at 18:11 of the first
expand its schedule to eight games. I 200 Breast
(1) White (B); (2) different two days later when the period Vigue slammed
a long shot
adding Denison and Alfred, and fc Jacobson (M); (3) Cotter (M).
Mules from the north trampled past goalie Tim Whiting to put
67 dropping Bowdoin.
Time 2:36 7.
Bowdoin 9-3 in the opening game of Colby ahead to stay.

— — —
24

of

victory Saturday revealed
the White's two deep needs: man-

for the next three years

nounced

last

was

an-

55.8.

week by Ray Dosting, 200 Back

—

(1)

—

1

2

The question of whether the other
teams need or desire to travel was

swimming is not not even considered. Speaking to
pleasant. "Manpower" is the key one of the captains of these other
problem with only eight men carry- teams, I learned that his particular
picture

doin's

10

2

3

I.

T. Saturday in Curtis Pool the fu-

ture

92.1, closely

teammate

11

80

Trinity

1

Forgetting the past if the team privilege. This is a noble and
in its present frame of thoughtful attitude, but their "genmind Bowdoin may finally have a erosity" extends even further. If
varsity team of a major sport with there is not enough money to "go
all around" then. why should any
a winning record.
team journey to warmer climes.
Pool Trouble

[continues

two previous races *Was
tell on Collier. Field

of

much from

Siegel

Brockman

(67)

j

cal at the start have relented to the
point where they say that if the
they have lacked previously. This team can raise this money, let them
"fight" is not only illustrated by the trav«l. However, our athletic deplayers, but also in the coaching partment feels that if the baseball
staff which until now appeared to team is allowed to travel south,
othergroups must gain the same
be fighting sleeping sickness.

was only fair for the White. ^
The extreme closeness of Bow-

first

Grey

5

1

to

beginning to

power and

;

8

2

is

tion within the limits the adminis-

too early in the season to

.'.

1

P

venture.

a college func-

Pool was on its feet and screaming
as Carpenter and Plourde gave all
they had in the 400 relay, but the
effect

Sawyer
Woods

Seavey
Smith

9

11

Putnam

Boynton
Coyne
Cooper
Kosty

12

Klutey
Jackson
Gibbons

1

Maine

4

Clark (72)

G F
Fraser

a

main concern

Plourde turned in his usual fine
easily winning the 200-yard
backstroke by one-half a length.
This performance was matched by
Howard in the 440 Free and White

The crowd

4

'1

Fraser

.ore:

Stover

for such

money by

•

.

could

(80)

raise the

der.

18

McLean
Stover

rty-three.

Bowdoin

money

Naturally, the

job,

*

Johnson, R.

raise

in the 200 Breaststroke.

6

Sawyer

.

gain only
The h

place with an excellent
followed by his

6
6

The big difference between the Woods
two teams was in the rebounding. Carpenter
The Polar Bears picked off fifty
stray

.."'..'

The White Key in response to the
desire for a southern trip shown by
our baseball team is attempting to

some sloppy ball-handling, but the
team has. a spark and drive that

M. I. T. proved itself a real
Coast diving power as a breathless depth
crowd watched Bryson take first

BowNot to be overshadowed by the
Johnson put the great work of the Polar Bears, was
White ahead 69-60 with two more the outstanding play of Clark's Nate
added
Bowdoin
quick baskets and
Hart, Steve Jackson, and Paul
to the lead.
Reschke. This trio accounted for
Stover and Mahaney both had 37 points, Hart leading the parade
very good shooting days. Mahaney with 16 points. The box score of
excelled around the bucket with the game was:
jump shots and trickey layups. He
Bowdoin (85)
made twelve out of twenty-two field
G F P
goal attempts. Stover had a more McGovern
2
2
6
65-60.

Putnam

to dis-

mermen had to project and was content to let the
empty and count on diamondmen travel.
winning a first in each of these
The problem appears to be anothevents. Although Al Wooly is mak- er uphill struggle for one of our
East ing a noble attempt at diving, some teams. This problem is not unusua.1

tention. With five minutes left

Willey

is

Although Bowdoin defeated M.

A peppy but undermanned Bowson both were impressive off the second half, with Willey, Carpenter,
boards and Dick Willey made sham- and Frank Johnson getting hot at doin team swam its way to a
breathtaking 44-42 victory over a
bles out of Maine's all-court press the same time. At the 12-minute
strong
M. I. T. team Saturday afduring the first half. mark, Bowdoin had extended" its
ternoon. The White got off to a
In the second half Bob Johnson advantage to 68-51. Coach Coombs
fast start, taking first place in the
started off by scoring six straight removed his starting quintet with
first three events, the 400 Medley
points and Maine trailed by sixteen four minutes left to play, and the
Relay, the 200 Freestyle and the
points after the first two minutes. final buzzer sounded with Bowdoin
50-yard Freestyle.
back into serious con-

assorted repertoire with his set
shot providing two points on five
occasions. He made eleven out of
twenty -two fields goal attempts.
Looking good in the second half
were Co-Capt. Tom Frascr and Lee
Hitchcock on the boards and Willey

bound

I

minutes to spark a Bowdoin rally scored six valuable points, helping
increasing the lead to 39-27 at half the White to a 39-36 lead at halftime.
Harry Carpenter and Frank JohnThe Polar Bears dominated the

led

is

Dixie Bound

I

'

ten the fray at the 13-minute mark, and

Maine pulled

swimming

make predictions about the final tration feels are necessary. These
record, but there is evidence of a limits which have been set by the
change on this team. Granted that Dean are reasonable, and wellin these two games there has been based. Even those who were skepti-

win over Clark.

five in their

time.

doin

needed. At this present rate com-

petitive

appear.

to

It

|

in

ly

the Sargent

watch the Polar Bears' basketball five defeat two rivals, one
of which is picked to win the state
series. The astonishment was not
that Bowdoin had held a lead in
both of these games, but for the
first time this year a White varsity
team had finally ruled.

I

points

in

I

Gym

coggin opened the '56-'57 basketball basketball forces took their second
campaign with an impressive tri- in a row last Friday, by a 13 point
umph over the University of Maine, margin over a spirited, but out80-67. An added highlight of the classed Clark University five. After
season's opener was a brilliant a fairly even first half, the host
scoring dual between Maine's Keith Polar Bears rallied their forces to
Malaney and the Polar Bears' Brud pull steadily away in the second

half

1956

11,

—
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Wilson Reviews

Captain FUHier, Sergeant Tremblay

New

I

ockeMM

Members Of Army ROTC Department

(continued from page 1)

I

ries will

The past month has seen two new
of today a quality
men added to the Army ROTC staff
shyly directed against
here at the college. Capt. Herbert
society, which finds a certain kinH. Flather has come from Ft.
ship with the Shavian brand of
Bragg as a replacement for Lt.
cynicism and spoofery; but it
King. He graduated from West
would be folly to suppose that this
Point in 1946. Since then, Capt.
same American mind possesses sufFlatter has served with airborne
ficient polish to be at home with
units in Austria, Korea, and the
philosophy
Shavian
the peculiar
United States. He was born in Nashthat is so fond of turning society in-

,

of unrest,

its

maM

he
All reglstrattoa Isms
Laboratories, manufacturing chemsts, will be on campus. On the filed in the PlaoeaMat Stoma he8th the Naval Research Laborato- fore an interview win he

. .

American mind

side out and ascribing
opposite motives.

pa6e rrvm

THH BOWDOIN ORTHNT

New Hampshire,
and has two children.

Quite apart from this problem of
restiveness, I submit that
the American public has chosen to

For the audience there

social

much that can be
that Shaw has not

1

identify itself with a different aspect of the playwright's talent.

campus

said:

is

we

ners, but

Shaw and

We

Placement Bureau

(wfU/o/M&i

the stuff on this

the

of

actors

last

in

trump

BEEB

-

and

in-mouth

were

flannel-around-ton-

legion.

the honor of sitting in the

of Judgment,

Coffege.

Men

discovering tokf

ICEROYS
are Smoother

-

HOT DOGS

'50

Call 5-2422

of

Were 1 to have
Throne
would admit Bill
Beeson, Nancy McKecn and possibly John Collier into the meadows
of Heaven; assign Joe Brush and
Pete Gustafson to a stay in Purgatory, and consign the remainder of
gue,

tives of

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al Tobey,

saved when that
speech sounds clean and clear. The
sinners against G. B. S., marbleslast

.

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
We deliver to the Students

which

verbal sincleanse ourselves in
.are

week's double-bill of "The Man of
Destiny" and "The Shewing-Up of
Blanco Posnet" can expect to be

m

.

Slates Interviews

ever .hosted on a two-night stand,
the American revival of Sha'w stops

anticipate salvation.

Very few

Ok G/ertf Cawpus.

not

to

we have bastardized that oncelovely tongue.

U

He

During this past week representaGeneral Motors and E. I.
du Pont were on campus as part
of the Placement Bureau interview
By exposing ourselves to an over- short of the Bowdoin campus. Quod series. On January 7 representapowering dose of English as we are crat demonstrandum.
tives of Smith, Kline and French
convinced it should be delivered,
we pretend we have compensated

for the ludicrous ugliness into

renrestntatrre.

i

served in the north in 15 years.

|

;

company

I

]
I

selves a subtle inferiority complex
in the matter of the spoken word.

a

|

'

compete with a Swedish
art film and a winning basketball
Shaw is, basically, a good, talky
the basis of one of the
team.
On
that
we
me
seems
to
it
and
writer,
smallest audiences Pickard has
in America have developed for our|

with
1

Later,

will

1

seems

It

be represented.

several evening sessions Mr. S. A. Ladd, Director of Flan
be conducted by interviewers ment, urged that the senior regis
served as a pilot in the Army in
veea
for registrants, juniors, and anyone tranU give serious thought
Korea, the Pacific, and the United
interested in permanent or summer tional plans over Christmas raea
States. He is particuarly glad to
employment. Many opportunities tion and use this time u> make
be at Bowdoin since he was born
are open for juniors in summer some preliminary contacts hi their
Maine, and has not training programs.
in Wilton,
field.

has been awarded the D. F. C. by
married the Air Force and holds the Air
Medal with four Clusters.

is

ville,

actions to

M/Sgt John P. Tremblay has
come here from Germany. He

I

&

J

^

FREE
PICK-UP
R

J Cleaners

AND

One Day

DELIVERY SERVICE

Shirt Service

DIAL PA

9-3131

Corner Maine and School Streets

Brunswick, Maine

both casts to eternal damnation in
a television play by Paddy Chaycf-

WELCOME FRESHMEN

sky.

The plays themselves tend to put
the audience itself in a kind of purgatory, waiting through a great
many flurries of chaff in order to
sieze

Shirt Service

Shirt Service

upon a few grains of reward-

ing dialogue.

What saves "Man

of

Destiny" is a remarkable definition
of the English, as true today as it
was half-a-century ago. What saves

"Blanco Posnet"

more

Norgeway - Mat Laundry

local:

is

a

BECAUSE ONLY VICEROY

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE

HAS 20,000

Brunswick

100 feet past railroad tracks

Miss

of

a rustic tramp named
Feemy. Years from now, Nancy

»-»*>>

-• » >0»» 4> »«

e>

<

McKeen as

probably be the grand old
lady of the Brunswick stage, and I
have no doubt that she will never

will

less than enjoyable.
I'm afraid there aren't really any
hats to be doffed to anyone for this

be

second Masque and Gown show of
the season, but it is not out of order to dispense a few nods of appreciation. In his

maiden

f

Publications Are

We

Our Business I

invite inquiries

concerning Publication Problems

.

a director, Herb Miller has done
better than anyone had a right to
I refer now again to
the shortcomings of a cast almost

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING

povertystricken

in

Freeport,

Twice

Many

from schools
.

effort as

expect—and
uniformly

FILTERS

marvel much

the abilities

CO.

Filters

AS THE OTHER TWO
LARGEST-SELLING FILTER BRANDS

Maine

COMPARE!

its

answer to the demands of. Shavian
elocution, and to a choice of plays
which do not really show the playwright at his brittle best. I would

As

Howmmy fflren

PRINTERS OF THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

filter

— Ml*

smoother

ftie

to tie I)

example, to see a
smaller cast do a more careful
piece of work on something like

have

liked, for

"Arms and the Man."
Ray Rutan's settings were simple
and appealing; the background for
"Blanco Posnet" was considerably
better than that horse-thief and his

STUDENT-

PATRONAGE

inquisitors deserved.

NOTICE

SOLICITED

Alex Inkeles of the Russian Research Center at Harvard will
speak at the College January 7.
The speaker, who has recently visited Russia, will he sponsored hy
the Political Fornm.

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building

Brunswick, Mains

PA

5-2442

First National
Brunswick,

Bank

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The exclusive Viceroy filter is made
from pure cellulose soft, snow-white, natural.

—

inyoor

(Remember
more fiHeri *e

rip?
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Two

Overdue Plaudits Passed
In Spirit Of The Season
By Isaac

Bickerstaff

The holiday season
upon

us;

|

at

is

last

are only eleven

there

more shopping days until Christmas; and we have been touched
with a great feeling of generosity.

As

we would
many of the

a result

gifts

to

staff.

ity

is

The

like to give

faculty

and

Unfortunately, this generoslimited by two restrictions.
that placed upon us by

first is

first

saw the

light of day,

we found

away by it all.
it reeked with humor, but
most part it was libelous
or the humor was brought about
at the expense of someone's feelings. To hurt people's feelings was
not our intention, and to have printed this list in its original form
would have been most unfortunate.
Surely, we would have been found
out, and then thrown out. Not to
ourselves carried

Granted

Smart

Overseers Dead;

.

who

did

to

was not our original
so we will bring these

The tenor choir

lengths

fell far short of its
usual high standard; the women on
the other hand did some fine singing. And the orchestra? Well, we've

i

been into all that many times before! Suffice it to say that with the
exception of the wind instruments
it left a great deal to be desired at
all times!
The choruses, soloists

and conductor were working under
no

small

handicap!

The

strings

should have listened to Miss Powwords: "Get Thee Up."

er's

The
I

Committee on Development
and the Finance Committee of the
Governing Board. From 1923 to
1926 he was director of the Alumni
visory.

highlight of the evening

came

by Peter Warlock. The "Tyrlee,
Tyrlow" was delightfully rendered,
"Balnlalow" gave the. singers a

[chance to display a beautiful tonal
Fund He had also served as Presi- quality, and "The Sycamore Tree"
professors Helmreich and Greason dent of the Alumni Council and as brought the concert to a stirring
President
of
the
New
York
Alumni finish.
and to Roy Cross— motors for their
Association.
h"
bikes.

To Speak

Klein

new

a

<

i

>

.

1

.

,

'

Development Program

I

j

in

the ,ater 01d Testament

Manu- ber

'

!

|

Bowen

~

,

higher levels. In

Professor Koelln, a bit of Faust;

to Professor Daggett,
.

ferences. They are self-confessed
grand-hounds
they actually
seem to be primarily and aggressively preoccupied with learning as
much, rather than as little", as they
can. The best of them are no better
than the best at Bowdoin
.but
the competition among the next
best is almost ferocious by comparison. They are critical, courageous
and on the make. In fact, the instructors seem to have difficulty not
.

.

.

.

.

in getting the discussion going but
in

keeping

it

within

bounds and

moving." Hall then said that the
student finds himself staggered by
the requirements of his courses particularly the reading assignments.

The student

finally arrives at midyears and possibly it will no longer
occur to him to complain that the
exam is too long and too hard,
inasmuch as it appears to be generally accepted by all around Thim
that examinations are always and
by definition too long and too hard."

PIANO

.

.

is

dividual student to be different in

"we submit

"; to Professor Pols, an

A

a

for

Quimby, anoth

effort; to Professor

i

genuine way.

period, Mr.

In

the

he reads it. It
question understanding,

Swing agreed that

this

a

may be

in

terms of
com-

imagination,

willingness to try and

er sabbatical; to Professor Gustaf- statement could be made even understand what the author means
we give a new furnace; to stronger by saying that a Christian by an apparent obscurity and a con-

Professor

Beam,

own

his

had a moral obligation to he gen- scious effort to add one's own exHe added that by periences to the author's."

letter

uinely different.

sweater.

To

all

those

well as those

different he did not

we have omitted, as
we have not, we give

dividualism just
being different.

our Season's Greetings.

"Men Of

Hall took leave of the student and

profcessor refusing to give an Alfred Hitchcock ending as a result
of

their experiences.

He

Vital

did add

mean

for

the

false in-

the office of Vice

Four Students In
Debate At Tufts U.

President

W. Norton; has been with

the

in

Boh
New

England Telephone and Telegraph

Company

since 1948.

He

van

held

ous positions in supervising
counting operations, compiling

used

tistics

fore

state

actsta-

rate testimony bepublic utility commisin

and analysis of work meth-

sions,

He

ods and results.

manager

is

of a section of

currently

an account

ing Office.

A

graduate of Bowdoin In the
Class of 1918, Easton was captain
of the varsity track and crosscountry teams. He was also business manager of the Bowdoin Orient,
the
undergraduate weekly
newspaper; president of Bowdoinon-the-Air; and vice president of
Delta Upsilon fraternity.
Easton enlisted in the United
States Army Signal Corps as a private in 1950 and participated in educational research and evaluation

Army

of

sake of

Decision"

instruction

at

Army

schools at Carlisle Barracks, Pa.,

and Fort Devens, Mass. He attained
the rank of sergeant before entering the Sienal Corps Officer Candi-

Four Bowdoin College undergrad- date School at Fort Monmouth, N:
J., from which he was graduated

uates took part in the Tufts Inter-

To Country

Debate Tournament that
was held at Tufts University in
college

hough that on theColumbia campus
"The defensive and retaliatory
he met some Bowdoin students who power of this country is today the
"gripped me by the hand as if I greatest deterrent to World War
were an old family retainer. They|iil," Captain Thomas W. Stockton

He saw

in July of 1952.

a

commissioned

service as

Far

officer in the

|

Medford,

I

Mass, on November 30

East and was released from active
duty in 1951. He is currently a
member of t^e Army Reserve with
the rank of first lieutenant.

and December 1. They were Richard E. Morgan, '59; Alfred E.
wished they had been made to told Bowdoin College undergradu- Schrctter. '59; James J. Brown, '59;
and Frank C. Mahnckc, '60.
work harder at Bowdoin. Bowdoin a t C s Friday morning in chapel,
night in the lounge of the Moulton
At the University of Vermont de- Union. Mr. Donald
"had it all right, if only it hadn't
Speaking in recognition of Pearl
L. Henry, Presihad it so- genially that they could Harbor Day, Captain Stockton bate tournament, held earlier this dent, told us that the purpose of
Schretter
for
month,
Morgan
and
get by without getting more."
stated, "This was the job of the
the club was to discuss_ topics
the second consecutive year won
Hall finished saying "As for me, doer^of-deeds, the executor."
"pertinent" to undergraduate life.
"You and you alone." Captain all five of their matches.
I will simply say that this is my
Last week the topic was "How to
J

I

j

I

college

and

I

am

glad to be home. Stockton told the undergraduates,

Though I am bound to add that Columbia gave me one of the most
rewarding professional experiences
I have had in twenty years of teaching, and 1 should be pleased to go
back again some year."

the time for

Pick

!

"can make the decision as to what
path you will follow during your

Panelists Discuss

college years.

A

action,

Pertinent Topic

The

force

Club

first

was

meeting of the 10 o'clock
held

GILLMAN PIANO CO.
all

is

and even Cafe

'58, will

A

the

large group
lively

last

Wednesday

it

The

was

discussion
panelists,

tions" from the floor.

Show Tunes,

— SERVICE ON ALL

Jazz,

Society.

located in back of the First Parish Church,

on the corner of Maine and Cleveland

Dave Conery, Class of

for

Professor Munn, Benjamin, and
Greason, expressed their views, after which they answered "ques-

TAPE RECORDERS

good men to buy Records for the Party - be

The Store

Wife."

a

present

whi^h took place.

If these decision!
are to have any real meaning, you

must by your own
them to realization.

Classics, Victor Borge,

be the

6V2 McKeen
197 Maine Street

passion,

son,

— OROAN — HI-FI
Now

Mass. Hall Group

C. Cabot
Easton of Melrose,
Mass., has been appointed Adminis. . .
Continue
m p ice l
trative Assistant at Bowdoin Colfind room for many of the students; career. He had taught at Andover basis for some years while attend- lege, Dr. James S. Coles, President
to Mr. Norton we give our permis- Theological Semfnary, and Yale, ing the University of Freiburg and of Bowdoin. announced today.. He
sion to Faise the money for Mr. and was the author of numerous the University of Hamburg. When began his duties it the College on
Kadd's dormitory. To Bates, we works on the theological history of he returns to Germany, he plans to Monday.
give
Mr. Lancaster— unless the the Bible and the Koran. He is par- spend another two yc,ars at the UniEaston, who will assist la th»;
hamburgers at the Union improve. ticularly noted for his work in dat- versity of Gottingen. He is a mem- Bowdoin

Mr. Torrey died in Chicago on
dormitory since he can't seem to Nov. 12, 1956, after an outstanding

To Mr. Ladd, we give

;

ground on which the small
colleges can compete for ivy-league
prestige, quality, and integrity with
the large ones is to remain smaller.
"It is in his classmates that he
notices one of the most marked dif-

Cabot Easton Joins

-

:

the coming deluge of students the

Cabot Easton

with the closing Christmas Carols

.

al process at the

1956

(continued from page 1)

of the Goethe Society of BremTo Mr. Hazelton, we give a winning
f
speak of the lawsuits to which we party; to Mai Morrell, a new hub scripts. He was awarded two hon- en, the European Youth League,
might have been subjected, the cap to replace the one the monster orary degrees by Bowdoin and also and the International Student Lcaholds
degrees
from
Yale,
The
Jewgue, which he has served as chairhomes we might have broken up. chewed up; and to Adam Walsh, a
ish Institute of Religion, and-The man of the Freiburg group.
or the courses we might have box of aspirin. To the ROTC de-'
Jewish Theological Seminary.
failed. Therefore, if you seem to partment, we give a trip to Korea.
. . .
feel there is a definite lack of hu- To Doc Hanley, we give more office
BIF
(continued from page one)
mor, the fault lies with our discre- hours To Barbara Sabasteanski,
(continued from page 1)
Miss Bowen offered that perhaps
our sympathy.
tion.
main
aim
of
college,
tne
he
said,
asking for solutions
reader's
the
To Professor Whiteside, a scholarship to the Yale School of Archi-, and genuine scholarship combined might dislodge the author from his
HallTTi
tecture; to Professor Mitchell and witn Christian ideals contributes point. Perhaps the reader ought to
(continued from page 1)
Mr. Ainsworth, we gladly give much to the making of the full man. make the solution his own or at
the whole system is presumably set
Second, Christianity plays a great least discover something of value
haircuts; to Professors Bearce and
up? You simply cannot have larger
Carre, a year's supply of Vitalis; role in the development of a char- in what the author has given him
classes
without
proportionately
to Professor Hall, black, denim acter for living outside of college. to work with.
weakening the intellectual rap"The reader must bring sometrousers and motorcycle boots; to Third, is the fact that Christianity
prochement which is the educationshould foster the ability of the in- thing of himself to the novel when

only

11,

.

admirably with the harpsichord assignment. Soprano Ruth Powers
and baritone Cameron Smith have
both had much better moments.

Last month two distinguished
such great Bowdoin graduates and members
of the Board of Overseers died.
purHarrison
Attwood had served on
pose,
rantings to a close, and proceed with the Board since 1942 and Charles
Cutler Torrey, Overseer Emeritus,
the real problem at hand.
had
served
from 1899 until 19)2.
To President Coles, we give a
Mr. Attwood of the Class of 1909,
copy of Dale Carnegie's "How To
Win Friends And Influence Peo- was the Vice-Chairman of the
ple";
to
Dean Kendrick, Van Board of McCann-Erickson AdverGogh's ear in case, in the natural tising Agency. He died in New
course of events, he should pull off York City on Nov. 22, 1956. Mr.
his own; to Mr. Wilder, we give Attwood was Associate Advertising
his own personal telephone, and to Manager of Standard Oil until he
Jackie, a stone on which to grind left in 1912 to help found the Mcher axe; to Helen Kane, ten arms Cann Agency. At the time of his
and two heads; and to Helen John- death he was serving on the Ad-

Having digressed

.

for William McCarthy, "58,

Attwood And Torrey

our own creative powers. The second is the amount of space allotted
us by the editor, who holds the
opinion that any space allotted for
such babbling is pure waste. If you
are one of those omitted, you have son, a new pipe. To Nate Dane, our
only these restrictions to blame. future dean, we give a copy of
But, fear not, for we will be sure "Crime and Punishment"; to Mr.
Mclntire, a special bank account
to get you next year.
When the idea for this colmun for checks of an elastic nature; to;

for the
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Minot Defines Charge Noted Ornithologist

That Colleges Are

Funds For Speakers
toward

ORIENT
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Mitchell Analyzes

To Discuss Penguins

Sigismondo Before

"Penguin Summer" will be the
subject of the John Warren Achorn
In chapel last Thursday Profes- Bird Lecture, to be delivered by
sor Minot gave a talk defending Dr. Olin S. Pettlngill, Jr., of Wayne

Intellectual Islands

I

Appreciative

!

has been formed here at Bowdoln.

Under the auspices of the Maine

more especially Bowdoin,

Bowdoin College on Tuesday,
Citizenship Clearing House, the oragainst the charges that "colleges one week from today, it has been
ganizational meeting of the 1967
are detached, that under the ivy announced by Professor Charles E.
Conference of Politics and Policy there is a tower of ivory,
that the Huntington of the College Lectures
was held just prior to the Christmas world of ideas has built a temple
Committee. Dr. Pettingill, who will
recess. Members were recruited
unto itself."
speak at 8:30 p. m. in the Pickard
from the ranks of the Political Fo"The primary function of a col- Theater in Memorial Hall.
rum, the Democratic and Republi- lege is to discover and develop the
"Penguin Summer" is illustrated
can Student Organizations, and fulf intellectual and creative potenby color film taken in the Falkland
other interested persons. The pur- tial
of each of its students. The Islands, three hundred miles east of
pose of this new group will be the
college discovers
or tries to dis- the southern tip of South America.
institution of a weekend confercover
hidden potential by means Dr. and Mrs. Pettingill were enence, slated to be held in the
of mandatory courses, and manda- gaged by Walt Disney to film penspring. For this event, guest speaktory assignments in freely selected guins in natural color in the Falkers on major political Issues will
courses. ...
lands several years ago.
be brought to the campus, and pan"To those who charge that colAccording to Dr. Pettingill, "penels and discussion groups will be
leges are detached from the prac- guins are social birds, nesting durarranged. Delegations from other
tical world, I say long may it be ing the summer in huge colonic
New England colleges will be in- so. Let the trade schools teach
located sometime a mile from the
vited to take part.
trade, let the business schools teach sea, to which they travel daily
The tentative date for this conbusiness, let the art schools teach over a worn ancestral path. Be
ference has been set for the weekart; but leave us the task of find- cause they have no natural fear of
end of April S through April 7, 1957.
ing out who shall be tradesmen, anything on land, human visitor
Associate Professor of Governbusinessmen, or artists. Leave us disturb them little. The colonies arr
ment Clement E. Vose has an- the task
of developing men of for- never lacking in er^cneit an-'
nounced that funds for the obtaintune and men of magnificent fail- drama. Courtship and family-rear(Contlnued on Page 3)
ure, great saints and great sinners. ing, conducted with the dead-pan
For the love of men, don't ask us to seriousness of a circus clown, are
a constant delight."
Challenge mold model citizens.
"Students and teachers must reA graduate of Bowdoin in the
sist detachment or "other worldli- Class of 1930, Dr. Pettingill is well
Colie
ness" not by engaging themselves known as a wildlife photographer.
Mr. Colie of our Government De- to petty trivia and brutish custom Many of his films have been used
partment gave a talk on the Hun- this would be'the beginning of the in making some of the successful
garian revolution yesterday. Mr. end. We must resist detachment Walt Disney nature movies, includColie stressed the point that the by engaging ourselves without apol- ing "Nature's Half
Acre."
people of Hungary fought on ogy to ideas, concepts, abstracAlso a nationally known ornitholcolleges',

By Roger

at

Hungarian

.

.

Crowd

Howell, Jr.

Sigismondo Malatesta, "ruthless,
and utwas brought to
life by Prof. Charles Mitchell as
he delivered the first in a series of
passionate, calculating

.

.

.

terly self-centered"

Tallman Lectures in the
Moulton Union Lounge last Thurs-

three

day.

—

—

Mitchell
analysed
Malatesta
through his two chief architectural
memorials, his castle, the Rocca,
and his church, the Tempio Malatesta. He described Malatesta as a
'ondottiere "balanced on the knife
?dge of expedient compromise,"
he policies of the powers to which
s e sold his skill completely beyond

Zlatko BaJokovic

Violinist

Performs

In College Concert

control.

lis

Zlatko

known

Balokovic,

nationally

Sigismondo's

was presented by

violinist,

ard Theater in Memorial Hall.

George

Zilzer

accompanied

policy

was

des-

by Mitchell as defending
aggrandizing his own dominns. In this he faced a dilemma,
r economic necessity and ambllbed

the College last night in the Pick

id

Mr
Mr

Balokovic on the piano. Mrs Burnett held a reception at her home
on Maine Street following the con-

on sent him

away from home; as

(continued on page 7)

cert.

.

Diseased By

The program began with "The
Devil's Trill Sonata in G Minor"
Tartaini-Kreisler
by
Guiseppe
Brahms' Sonata in D Minor followed, performed in four parts.
Following the intermission Mr.
Balokovic played Paganini-Szymanowski's "Three Caprices Numbers
and 24." Dvorak-Kreisler's
20,

a

The revolu- tions. The personal philosophy ogist, Dr. Pettingill is recognized
"Slavonic Danse in E Minor," Carout without any 'which results is what makes us as the outstanding authority
on the
capable of acting in revolutions American woodcock. He was the penter's "Allegro Gioioso," and
Dulfer's "Kreislerana" were also
The valor of the Hungarians did and in evolutions with determina- leader of a 1946 expedition

against hopeless odds.

was carried

tion

XT

real preparation.

to north

not end with their defeat. It is tion. . .
"shared by the some 150 thousand
"Can we create this climate of
people who have fled across the intellectual commitment at Bowborder into Austria " It shows that doln?
mankind can and has rebelled
"Importing
foreign
students
against an oppressive Totalitarian helps. In general they do far more

west Canada in search of the al

performed. The program ended
with WeiaOawski's "Polonaise Bril-

Teefing Is

Awarded

Orren Hormefl

Cup_

Brendan J. TeeBng, "39, waa
awarded the Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup for high scholastic honors
and skill in athletic competition hi

year at Bowdoin. The trogiven by the Sigma Nu fra-

his first

phy

is

honor of Orren C. Hormost extinct whooping crane. He
mei, DeAlva Stan-wood Alexander
liante In A Major."
has conducted expeditions to study
The
next campus concert will be Professor of Government, Emerisea bird populations on Great Duck
given by the Bowdoin Glee Club in tus.
Island, off the coast of Maine; on
the Pickard Theater on January 18.
!the Grand Manan Archipelago in
Teeling cane to the College as
8tate. This is not proof that human for the college than the college
New Brunswick; and on Cobb Is- The College will present two musi- the recipient of an Alumni Fund
cal events the following month.
beings always will. Perhaps, be can offer in return. And fully as land off the Virginia coast.
Scholarship. A
Janes Bowdoia
noted, as a country becomes more important, is the importation of
Scholar and Dean's List nan, he
civilized it loses its toughness and guest lecturers. Those who attendwon his class letters
both baseits capability for courageous deeds. ed the first Tallman lecture last
ball and swimming last year. Be
Original
ternity in

|

m

Three Give Report

It is

up

to the individual to

keep night

his inner strength.

the fresh air of dedi(Continued on page 8)

Prof Coxe Examines Quill
And Finds It Interesting
'

I

take

it

functions

By Loals O. Coxe
that one of the prime point to the one end, and Mr.
a

of

Ham-

magazine ilton in "Departure" converges on
up a point which is central to Mr. Wil-

literary

consists in holding the mirror

to the times, to the sensibility of son's

concern

an age or period. The present issue
Spring."
of

the

QUILL

clearly

Is

of this

in

"A

Rite

of

Briefly, all the stories in

this issue touch upon, indeed

seem

and no one wholly
involved in, those absorbThemes, ing themes
of our day, lust, vioall
lence, alienation and the search for
seem to me marked with the speidentity. The lessons of modern ficcial stigmata of this age, and if the
tion, from Conrad to Cozzens and
authors of the various stories and
Faulkner and (you should pardon
poems do not achieve uniform suc- it)
Salinger, have been duly learncess, we can hardly aak of them
ed. Realism comes in for its share
triumphs their own masters and
but finds variety in a symbolic.,
models have achieved but rarely.
sometimes an almost allegorical,
What we do enjoy observing In
time, of this

place,

would want

otherwise.

situations,

it

characters, forms:

the

motif, as, notably, in Mr. Beckett's
story. Of all these pieces of fiction,

performance of a young writer is a
respect for and a sense of delight

the one which seemed to me most
forms. language. As
interesting,
though perhaps the
insight— well, whatever
the age and condition of the writer, least finished because most ambiwe are grateful for what we get, tious, was Mr. Withers' "Some Aubut met of us, I think, are sus- gust People." It has faults: it took
me a long time to figure out where
picious of Message.
Not all the writers in question and why we were where we were
here are equally suspicious. Mr. and I do think it important to tell
Dewnsnap's
"Naked We your reade- how old your hero is,
story
in techniques,

to idea or

member of
staff of WBOA.
a

is

On Council Confab

Begins Rehearsals

The Student Council heard r»
ports yesterday at its ree^lar wee''
lv meetin" of the ronfe-ence *•

By RoMey

Wilson, Jr.

Highlighting Bowdoin's 1937 Winter Houseparty program with com-

Psi U. and on the

The selection was made by .
committee composed of the PresiDean, the Athletic Direc-

dent, the

tor, The President of the Student
Council, and the President an*
Williams College which was held edy and music, the Masque
and
Vice President of Sigma Nu fraon December 8 and 9.
Gown this week has begun rehearsternity.
It was a Pentagonal Conference
als of a new revue, "A Little Folof Student Councils. Representa- ly."
Performances are scheduled
tives from Amherst, Williams, Wesfor Wednesday, Thursday and Sat .1
leyan, and Dartmouth were present urday,
February 6, 7 and 9, in
in addition to the College reprePickard Theatre.
sentatives. Since no members of
A fourth performance will be givthe Council were free on the week- en on Monday, February
11, if inend of the conference, the three terest, and advance reservations
Sat.

SCC Asks No House
Party Classes

College delegates were not Council warrant.
members. Del Porter, 'S7, Ken De"A Little Folly" has sketches and
Groot, "ST. and Brnie Belforti, "M, lyrics
by William Beeson

and

acted as delegates.

James Dewsnap; music by Terry

(continued on page 6)

USSR WiD Be

h

Wed. Night Talk

The Student Curriculum CommitDean with a

tee baa presented the

petition to the faculty asking that
the classes of the Saturday of Win-

Frederick Wilkins and
ter House Parties be abolished.
Alan Bernstein. Beeson and Wilkin"
The Committee expressed its
were co-authors, three seasons ago
of the highy successful "While the 'eelings that the present practice Is
nrealistic and unfair both to the
Cat's Away," which later went or
tudent and the professor. "The
summer tour.
Stenberg,

Topic

Mtw

The new musical. t»>e
and Gown's third ventu'-e of t u
Bowdoin Political Forum season, features a cast of ?o »has announced that a lecture of will be backed bv a 1S-«>^«e *»**special topical interest, entitled orchestra directed by James Kms**The

nomentum
ion

A

of the

weekend celebra-

would not be increased because

improvement in the curricuim. This is not an attempt to lowr the academic standards of
the
'ollege, but an effo-1 to correct
"Impressions of the Soviet Union," ner. Dirctional chores for t^e tM*givetj by Professor Alex Inkles, As- ty numbers and iket',fces of
an existing impediment to the Colt**c
sociate Director of the Russian Re- show are being handled by Dew
lege. The student body is in full
search Center, Harvard, will be snap and Beeson.
greement with these views," the
presented Wednesday evening at
etition reads.
Curtain time fer the we *>-ntgW
815 in the Moulton .Union Lounge. presentations is set at *15. SatuThe petition represents the most
7Members
and
show

Stand" and Mr. Beckett's "A Time at the stirt! The story, furtherof the college
of Grief and Shame," for all their more, has separate strands not community
are invited.
difference in method and technique,
(Continued on page 8)
j

Musical

felt

this

1

of the

day

tv^'is

st

30

Students featured in t*ie revue'f
(continued on page three)

recent move in a long eff art by the
Student Curriculum Committee to

remove classes on that Saturday.

r

—

.
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F.

The

tee for Hungarian relief collected

Born.

$212.00 in the four days before the
Christmas vacation. With the ex-

in

—

outside

authority

should

keep their hands in their own pockwitness the Volstead Act.

MIT toasts the triceps and character of their neighbors at Harvard.
Two Harvard freshman,
not non-existent.
upon hearing that the first two
faction of their conscience and
The higher-ups tell us it is a time hours of sleep are the most beneduty, and the fraternity representaof challenge. Then, Is our elabo- fical, saw a solution
to the cramped
tives who gave their time and efrate system of education merely a time period before exams. They
fort to collect the money. The drive
games? Since when can we embarked on a schedule where
was a short one, and there was lit- set of
substitute mental gymnastics for they would sleep only six hours
a
tle advance notice. It did not come'
essential day and not more
Something
learning?
than two hours at
at an easy time. But the result was,
dropped out in the reshuffle.
one resting period.
for the most part, an heartening
But more than likely there will
one.
Although his roommate could not
not be a rebellion. Realizing in a
take such a drastic revision in bloThe money was not asked for in
mature manner that every dog has
logicial functioning, the originator
the spirit of publicized competition.
a right to a day, we will play acWe do not feel justified in listing cording to the rules set up by our is sticking with it and says he likes
it. In the early stages of the exthe contributions by house or indiinferiors. Even one of them, a properiment, before the uncondltionlng
vidual. There, was, however, a diffessor from Yale, caught the meanof the time-honored system of eight
ference of over fifty dollars being of this ritual. He once said,
tween the lowest and the highest
"Exams are nothing but throwing hours, the men used exercises suck
house totals. The totals in some
as push-ups to keep awake. The rethe vomit back in the dog's face."
quarters were unbelievably low.
cults have been good, all but one
So much for a decadent educational
difficulty
being
surmounted. It
We join the committee in thanktion slim

—

years.) Curtis faculty bonuses were not juggled for the sake of
hockey. Yet each of these unsavory rumors has been someone's
cherished opinion about the rink so far!
But there has been some penetrating speculation among the
;

discontented too. Building the Arena was no threat to Bowdoin's
future (one argument runs), but how about maintaining it? The
present budget was not damaged to build the Arena, but can the
rising costs for necessities

where
ets,

the

—

meet

now

ception of $10.00, all donations were
by students. The money was mailed
check form to CARE and The
World University Service the Friday that began the vacation. The
money will be used directly to buy
food and clothing to help the sur- individuality is lost. Man becomes
vivors of the Russian terror. Now,, a number and a set of ink blotches
during the winter, it is needed on a transcript. Our privacy will
once again be lnvided; our souls
most.
bare before a carnivorous
The committee wishes to thank laid
court; and our chances for retribustudents who gave to the satis-

~~"A~Sacond Look""
We heard it argued that a hockey rink is the last thing In the
world a college needs, and only precision was intended by the
rating. What's really needed, it might be suggested, is a roller
or even addirink Or a quarter -million -dollar bowling alley
tional stack space for the library, or another dorm. But it is a
great mistake to think that Bowdoin has no rumbling Bowlera ma -in-the-Pines just because she has a new ice arena off
Sills Drive. It is an even greater mistake to think that building
a hockey rink, as such, has jeopardized Bowdoln's progress as
an academic institution. The rink is not a triumph over the library or a substitute for solving the housing problem. The
over a time
trailiilng of the rink is a triumph over nothing
when there was no rink and no money to build one. Its awe-inspiring price tag of $273,000.00 is wholly in the hands of subscribthree-quarters of the figers, who have already pledged about
ure; and pledges on the balance are coming in regularly. Every
the rink.
check and promise comes for Just one purpose
Perhaps the negative side of the financial story is even more
reassuring. Library funds were not cut in half to build the rink.
The Ford grant for faculty Incomes was not misappropriated. (In
fact, its principal will remain untouchable for better than ten

future budget realistically

formed commit-

unofficially

BRIAR FOSTER

the
A notice on the St. Francis bullestudents
all tin board read: "Steady company
over the nation, keeping is a practice which should
having glutted lead to marriage in the very near
themselves in a future. The practice of 'going
period of Yule- ;teady* is morally wrong, theretide frolic, stand fore, for college students." More
naked in front exact reasons for such a ruling
of the forthcom- were not disclosed, but I think we
ing barrage of can safely say that it is not going
exams. Here all to work. There are certain spheres

By

Gass

I

by

Editorial Note

Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia Press Association.
Place Certificate, 1956. Columbia Press Association.

Prefeuor
Harry Carpenter, Peter

195T

Behind Tha Ivy Curtain

THE BOWlUN ORIENT
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W Norton, U. Edward

».

and

if

I

aquare feet of iceT Bowdoin is now a first-rate
What Is the danger of her becoming
a first-rate hockey rink with a college? The accusations of direct
robbery look silly because they are, but the concern for possible
indirect robbery shows a more sensitive face to match its subtler
character. It does not take the form of indictment, but of
thoughtfulness, and it is intensely interested in what the next

pamper

still

1,700

practice.

seems

ing those responsible individuals.

college with a hockey rink.

due

is

and

men

the

to

—

lie.
alone on the

list of

in 1956. Perhaps in
any choice would seem
somewhat arbitrary. And every choice has the Justification of
getting something done and reducing the list by one. Such apples have to be peeled singly or not at all. You just spike the
nearest, and perhaps the shiniest.

this

Letters

realm of

glittering alternatives,

Living

Language

We were talking to Dr. Barnard last Friday about the publicity he has' been getting recently. In October, he spoke to the
Maine Teachers' Association, a group of high school teachers, at
Auburn. The United Press sought Dr. Barnard a week later for
comment over the telephone. This was the source of a deluge
of comments all over the nation. The New York Times headlined, "Prof. Says Bum English Ain't So Bad After All." The
Philadelphia Inquirer editorialized "Grammar Which Ain't," The
Hartford Times stated "We Knowed It All The Time," and the
Louisville Times drawled "Ain't No Grammar." The Reporter
Magazine noted "For Who The Bell Tolls."
What Professor Barnard had said was this: High school
teachers should not use valuable time teaching fine grammatical
rules which do not correspond to common usage in written and
spoken English. They should teach how to write complete sentences, agreement of verb with noun, logical and clear organization, and straight forward usage. "Anything is all right if it fits
the occasion and expresses the intended thought," Dr. Barnard

"Any large group of people sets its own standards." When
be was talking with us, Dr. Barnard said, "I insist I am a real
Our Visiting Professor's underlying belief Is
that "every living language is an organism, growing and changing." Dr. Barnard feels there is no absolute right and wrong
about these things. Dictionaries and rules of grammar establish
the patterns of common usage rather than legislate.
Dr. Barnard does not propose to do away with rules of grammar as we see it. Rather, he urges that distinctions between
will and shall who and whom, and the like, which do not alter the
clarity and forcefulness of communication should not be taught.
Even such a man as Senator! Fulbright in an address to the
Modern Language Association/last week used whom instead of
wbo. He was not the first educated man to ignore such finer
points. We sympathize with Dr. Barnard's basic position. The
press, for the most part, has misinterpreted the direction of his
argi'Ti^it. Dr. Barnard has been invited to express his views in
the New York Times Magazine sometime this month. It should

said.

To The

^

Editor

>

WBOA

,be able to hear

stacle before the

major

:

How-

well.

ever, our system of transmission
foolproof,

dead

spots

we

leave a message with some
ber of the station.

it.

We

are looking forward to seeing

by

mem-

the

fair

New

up any confusion that may
England town
where on the dial WBOA
lurked the tense
may be heard. We are now broadair of expectaIn
casting on two frequencies.
tion. At the dot
Moore Hall, we can be heard on
of 7:30 all books
In Maine and Winthrop
610 kc.
were reluctantly
Halls (and the Moulton Union, In- layed aside and large card games
firmary, and, sometimes, the Sig- were instantly brought to a close.
ma Nu House), both signals can be This was an occasion not to be
picked up, although 660 usually missed by the most serious of Libexist as to

gives the better reception.

Technical Director,

WBOA.

On

Library Exhibit

An

Robert Burns

cur-

is
T

ibrary.

The exhibition was arranged by AsJohn R. M~Keir-

na.

The anniversary

of the birth of

Burns, famous Scottish poet is lanuary 29. The exhibition idtidei a
i

number
of

was
same order as

ness. This

all

a

hoax of the

that foolish radio

announcement that the chapel was
on fire heard over the trembling
waves of WBOA just a few months
ago. But was it all really a hoar?

Staff ..

Editor-in-Chief—Peter F. Case

exhibition of prints and books

sistant Librarian

—

no show business center had
ever looked less open to big busily

Hearts suddenly beat a little
Even the cele- faster as a green door creaked
brated marches on the Cumber- slowly from its dingy frame. Sooa
land and a memorable midnight a famous red head appeared and
rendezvous would have to take sec- beckoned the excited crowd to enond place in favor of this evening's ter in quiet order. The last pair
adventure.
of ear-muffs disappeared and the
As the men in grey marched in
(continued on page 7)

The Oriert
Burns Anniversary

rently on display in .the

larger as the serene visage of the
Pastime came into view
for sure-

eral Arts' scholars.

Leonard Bachelder,

relating to

of prints related to t^e life
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vhi?h

by Roger Howell,
of

what

to be the strongest argument: if the professor is worth his
salt, he will have more than enough
students to flatter his ego and help
keep the thread of continuity.

GEORGE SMART

to clear

J.

of

seems

"Twas the first military fashion down the unplowed
Saturday night avenue, a few questioning minds
of the new year wondered if this could all be just
and all about a false rumor. Those doubts grew

also use this opportunity

I

to provide
extra space." But

was no mention

if

living in a dormitory has

May

Couch remark-

system ought

much needed

there

To These Ears

any student
any difficulty" receiving WBOA on his rawould
get in touch
dio, I wish he
with me at 1 Appleton Hall, or
Therefore,

about.

the

_

know

don't

Botanist John N.
ed, "This

is

and there may be

that

this idea.

•

A

fundamentalist."

clear up the misconceptions.

ever, their attempt was unsuccess- university does not need attendance
ful as snowplows, police, and a regulations." Even the cynics were
Dean managed to remove the ob- more than willing to go along with

development of a
traffic jam.
combination of "Ford" and
I wish to thank the gentlemen in "Big
Brother" seems to have
Moore Hall for their letter to the raised its ugly head to dominate the
Orient complaining about the re- administration of co-ed St. Francis
Jception of WBOA. I have been to college. The elders of this institusee them, and I believe the situa- tion have decreed expulsion for any
tion has been corrected.
students who persist in the activity
Anyone in the dormitories should of steady dating.

—

To the Editors:

not

The rink is here, and it's magnificent. It
ow-at a -time-sized projects found realization

Harvard

engineeruity together and erected North Carolina psychology departa roadblock of snow and ice. How- ment went on record as saying: "A

Bowdoin project will be.
There is yet another question commonly ssked. Assuming
that full-scale fund drives are infrequent things at best, that it
takes awhile for the alumni barrel to refill; that improvements
postponed until the next campaign are in effect lost, at least to
how much money given for the rink
this college generation
might have been given for something else? Some of the Arena's
donors undoubtedly would have supported various other projects
with equal ferver. A few would probably have supported anything at all. But the majority give only for what they believe
Bowdoin needs most, and a hockey rink has been slowly rising
to first position of the list of objectives for this majority ever
since the sesquipedalian sesqulcentennial drive. While it makes
sense to ask the question, it can only serve now to make one
acute to the possibilities for future influence. Second hand
hockey rinks are hard to dispose of in a town of Brunswick's

old

stingy

who had

eral houses
i

that

Now for news items from other in- turns off the heat at midnight, forcthe interest stitutions. After tiring of snowball- ing the subjects to wear parkas
during their early morning vigil.
the awareness to give freely.
ing among themselves, the Burton
Dorothy C. Adkins of the U. of
House residents of MIT put their

Credit

of sev-

Caledonian

Jr.,

—

—

McLean

.

.
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Vose announces ....
f Continued

Jadaloon Lecture To
BE Held Sunday Nig*

from page one)

ing of speakers for the conference
have been made available by the
Citizenship Clearing House. Dr.

Vose

is

House

.ng

.er

is

a national

The Clear- Jadaloon Lecture. Theophilus P.
Grommidge, ill-starred philanthro-

non-panisan

Law

atfiliated with the

of

On Sunday 'evening, January II,
12:15 A. M. in the wondroqi
Hockey Barn there will be held the
seventy-third annual Grom midge
at

Director of the Maine chap-

ter of that organization.

^roup

>

New York

aims are

to

Cea-

University.

promote student

and co-discoverer of water

pist

Its

The lectures have been held
here at Bowdoin sporadically since
1794.

and. pan.icipal.ion in political
party activity.
Planning lor the 1957 Conference

that time.

The current lecturer is Associate
Professor Walter Nimbus- of the
Department of Weird Fish Noises
and Jadaloon Research. Dr. Nim
bus will show blurred films of the
annual Jadaloon migration from
Maine and the North to their winter habitat of empty Taxicabs ia
New York City. After the general
Lecture there will be Mating Slides

jn Politics and Policy will be carried out by the following student

committees: The Committee on
Major Speakers, Frank Kinnelly,
57, chairman; the Committee on
Panels, Stephan Land, '57, chairman; the Committee on Arrangements, Thomas Needhara,
'57,
chairman. Dr. Vose is the Faculty
Advisor.

for adults only.

Spring Course Registration Underway
mester

building houses such offices as those of the Dean and President. Dormitories can be seen in the
background: to the right is Maine Hall, to the left is Wlnthrop. The Chapel stands in the foreground. The
figure with the wheelbarrow is an unidentified member of the faculty.
Photo by Hicks

(Continued
east include

Kennedy,

f

>m

Ski Hill In

. .

nam

1)

Roberta

Glovsky,

Daisy

Crane,

Ray Demers, Richard Catherine Keenan and Donna

Herbert

Paul
Babineau,

Miller,

bey,

G.
Raymond
Dinsmore, Princeton, N J.
George Smart, Jr, Benjamin G. M.
Production staff is composed of
Priest,
Roderick Forsman and Robert Gustafson, stage manager;
Charles Graham.
Frank Whittlesey, assistant stage
Feminine roles are taken by manager; Dan Calder, production

Grey,

Nancy McKeen, Constance

David

Lighting:

English Shakespeare

After a

very

Visit

successful

college
will

it

use.

It

is

help to create

student interest.

continue for two

On

Monday,

Registration will conclude ThursMen who plan to graduate in the day, the same hours being obspring of 1957 registered this morn- served. Men whose
names begin
ing and afternoon. All other

men

with L-P will register in the morning and those whose names begin
with R-Z will wind up the process
a the afternoon.

tomorrow and Thursaccording to the following
schedule released from the Dean's
will register

day

I

|

A Campus -to-Career Case

History

Fred
;

Webster

and

Gordon Weil.
Publicity: Annette Colie, Richard

NE

run

for

hoped that

manager.

Aldrich,

Catherine Daggett, Frances HokanStage ere: Chris White,
son, Ethel Whittier, Barbara Shinn, Smith and Basil Clark..

Company To

Topsham

To-

Brunswick, and Sandy

of

all

will

On Wednesday men whose names
begin with A-K will register from

others

Topsham

The Bowdoin Ski Club now has
under development a ski area in

for the spring se
already underway and

more days.
9:00 a. m. till noon. Those whose
the freshmen and
who entered in September, names begin with E-K will register in the afternoon from 1:36 p. m.
1956, registered Monday morning
till 4:30 p. m.
and afternoon.

The

Original Musical

is

Now

office.

Registration

For parents who have never seen the College, the Orient runs (above) as a public service, a picture
campus. Dne to weather conditions since developed, the leaves on the trees are gone and there Is
snow on the ground. Use your imagination. At left is Massachusetts Hall, brain center of the campus.
of the

Kennedy, William Beckett, Robley
Wilson, Jr., and Al Rowlston.

in

New York

City at the Winter Gar^j
den Theater, fie Old Vic Company
I

Freshman Orientation

B3ston where it will
The Student Council has appointShakespearean
plays. The Old Vic will be in Bm- ed four students to serve on a facton during the week of January ?0. ulty student committee on freshStarring John Neville and Claire man orientation. Two of the stuBloom, the Old Vi? will present all dents, Charles Leighton, '57, and
but one of the plays it has been Roger Howell, Jr.. '58, are mem
will travel to

I

also present several

j

,

|

i

showing on Broadway, ^roilus and bers of the Council. The other students are Alan Wooley, '58, and
are Richard II, Macbeth, and the John Wheaton, '58. The committee
much praised production of Romeo has had one preliminary meeting
and Juliet staged by Robert Help- to tackle the problem of orientaCressida. Included in the repertory

tion.

mann.

CUMBERLAND
'

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI
Tues.

THEATRE

-

Brunswick

Tuea

Jan. 8

WRITTEN ON THE WIND
ROCK HUDSON
LAUREN BACALL

in

"WRITTEN ON THE
WIND"

Short Subject
Wed., Thurs.
Jan. 9-10
1984
with

Jan. 9-10

JAN 8TERLING

TERESA WRIGHT

HAYWARD
in

"THE SEARCH FOR
BRIDEY MURPHY"

News

-

Short Subject
Jan. 11-12

Frl. SatT

PLIGHT TO HONG KONG
with
-

Jan. 11-12

GINGER ROGERS
MICHAEL RENNIE
in

.

"TEENAGE REBEL"
Bun., Mon., Toes.

Jan. 13-14-15

-

THE CTRL CANT
HELP IT
with

TOM EWELL
JAYNE MANSFIELD
EDMUND O'BRIEN
also

Short Subject
Wed., Thurs.
Jin. 18-17

«n

NIGBT PALL
with

joined the telephone
1953. only thr.'e years ago.

"My

wife

%

i-jlp

from friends

Sun, Mon., Tues.
Jnu 13-14-18

ALTO RAY
ANXR-BANCROFT

at

He

sold
'

CLARK GABLE
ELEANOR PARKER

THE KING AND FOUR
QUEENS"

Assistant Manage.

oili'-e

office lias

company

me on

in

worked there firrt." says
I was sti'l in college. What

she told me. along with what

also

Pit, Sat.

i«

Newport News,
about 25,000 accounts, an.) handles $360,000 worth of
business a month.

Frank.

RORY CALHOUN
BARBARA RUSH
Short Subjects

Frank Hoffman
of the telephone

Va. Frank's

EDMUND O'BRIEN
also

LOUIS

R. //o/f.-non, B.S. in Liberal Arts,

Hampden

S) dney Co'lg.; '5J

Meet an Assistant Manager- Hampden-Sydney, '53

also

Jan. 8

ROCK HUDSON
LAUREN BACALL

Wed., Thurs.

Frank

with

3-2541

1

learned

in the business, pretty well

the telephone

company

as a

place to find a career. And the interview
clinched it. The job opportunities were
too pood to refuse.
"I began in the Commercial Department, which takes care of business contacts with customers.

in-

stituted the series early in the year

inter-

est

.

THRU

The

training was

continuous and excellent. One of the moM
rewarding jobs I had was working on.
revenue studies involving estimate* of
population
experience

anil

telephone growth.

Thla

is really useful \r. nn pre cut
position as Assistant Manager.

"I supervise the personnel who handle
customer contnets. And J assist in the
handling of our publ'c relations wink in
the community. In the Manager's al»sence,

I

take o^er.

"It's a great joh. full of op|H<rlunlties

and

satisfaction.

I
like working with
people, and I like to- sec my work contributing to the betterment of the com-

munity and the company. Choosing a
career in the telephone business was the
best move I've ever made.''

Frank Hoffman chose a career with The Chesapeake
Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia. Inter-

*

ciin t career opportnoltlei exist la other Bell Telephone Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Wcatern Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has more information about them.

•

nlaphoMa)

.
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Curious Conversation Of

Taped By Dr

Fish

1

By Dave
For

Politico

ivioulton

Dott

-

Passed With Much Hope
By

Canada

Discussed By

James

"Research" was equipped to
1 1 o n has
handle his sound apparatus. Sounds
been
carrying are picked up by placing a hydroon research in phone beneath the keel and conthe field of ma- necting this to an amplifier which

"The

sel

old

]

Wade

gone out of the

has

politico-economic

which

i

life

painted the

nationalism

picture

of

an

between Frenr-h
and English in Canada," Mason
biology, is, in turn, connected to a tape Wade, Director of Canadian Studies
r i n e
at
the
University
of
Rochester, deThe particular recorder. In this way Dr. Moulton
phase of marine was able to alter the frequencies clared in the last of the College lecture series, December 13.
biology
which and amplitudes of the sounds.
Speaking at Bowdoin College on
he has persued
Out of this study has come some
remarkable findings. Some fish "Quebec and Canada's Century,"
Is that of underwater sounds.
Many of us are acquainted with make sounds like a carpenter's Mr Wade went on to say: "The development of better understanding
the way in which sound is intensi- hammer and are thus called Carbetween English and French Canafied under water. This fact can penter fish. Others chirp or make
dians has been as rapid since 1939,
easily be tested by ducking one's rasping sounds. Dr. Moulton has
head under water and knocking taped a number of these sounds. and particularly since 1945, as the
two stones together. This physical He has also taken many under- economic development of Quebec
fact,

coupled with the improvement water photos of the sound-makers.
equipment, has enIt is not definitely known why

in -recording

abled the biologist to study
of the mysteries of the deep.

many

haps the most logical one

The

in

this

field

of

is

correl-

conflict

during the same period. To my
mind, these relations are now
better than they ever have been
in the history of

Canada."

I. G. W.. Trust
It has been just more than a
Repeat them to yourself with us,
week now since that awesome eve ponder them in your hearts and/or
of the then new year. A time of minds.
many diverse pleasures and resoResolved: Not to be humorless;
lutions. We made our resolutions, Not to be obscure or mystical; Tt
though we really didn't need many be tolerant; To introduce new and
reforms, and turned to the lighter pertinent material; To keep ahead
and more pleasant occupation of of the class; To keep to the course
passing resolutions for others.
schedule announced in advance;
What more natural place to be- To read all the exams and papers
gin with than Bowdoin, and, of from beginning to end To welcome
course, the faculty? We had for- questions; To be guarded In news
gotten our own resolutions by then releases; Not to be grade-splitters;
—you know how easy it is to get Not to peg students; To give all a
forgetful on such nights— but it did running chance; Not to lock late
not matter. We made resolutions students out; and to be informal
for individuals, and then for de- and friendly at all times.
partments, and then, in a triumThe inhabitants of the campus
phant climax, for faculties and CIA couldn't escape us either.
administrations everywhere. The Here, more direct virtues were
faculty, too, must have forgotten called for. We resolved, in their
by now those rash thoughts of new name, that they would all be more
;

leaves considered in the heat of
"Just as the Province of Quebec
the moment.
has furnished an example to the
Perhaps now is a good time to
rest of Canada in the relations of
look at our thoughts. The year has
ethnic groups, of a majority and a
begun already; and our thoughts
minority, so Canada has provided
are impartial and comprehensive
a model to the world of how particand offered in the best of spirits.
ular nationalism can be subordinated to greater ends. It is perhaps
because of her dual culture and dustriaUzation a somewhat stormy
her experience in working out do- one."
mestic cultural conflicts that Can"Now that the integration of Queada has become such a major in- bec into the North American ecofluence in the world of international nomic system is well advanced,

^aiy

Scholarship

Chances Available

trustworthy,
clean,

brave,
chaste,

This is reaUy not too
of anyone, as long as

someone

else.

honest,

and
it is

help-

reliable.

much

to ask

asked

One reform

wasn't needed was that

all,

ing us, of course, would try.

New Magazines At
Placement Bureau

The Placement Bureau has annew attitudes towards industrialiTracing the economic growth of zation are developing. There are nounced the availability of the 1957
Quebec since 1901, Mr. Wade said still thunderings from high places issue of Career, a 2S6 page magathat that province had made a nota- against 'Anglo-Saxon' materialism zine giving job opportunities for
Canadian nation- and the evils of industrialism and College men.
The publication shows how the
urbanism, but there is also a growing recognition that material pro- senior registrant can organize a job
gress is not to be despised. There campaign, where to look for an opportunity,
the person to contact,
is also increasing
recognition of
the fact that industrialization and and bow to prepare a personal hisurbanization are not part of an tory resume and the writing of
population, whose population was 'Anglo-Saxon'
plot
against the forceful business letters.
ble contribution to

development, which has done so
to make people feel that this
is "Canada's Century," as Sir Wilfred Laurier prophesied that it
would be. "In 1901 Quebec had only
two or three urban centers of any

much

than one-fifth of the total for French-Canadian way of life,
The Bureau also has available
but
Today the urban pop- rather part of a world-wide process two ' publications put out by the
has Increased more than to which no flag is attached."
Yale Daily News entitled "Insur500 percent, and the Montreal metMr.
Wade discussed various ance World, 1957." The Daily
January 27, 1954. In her will' she ropolitan area alone includes more phases
of French-Canadian nation- Princetonian has published "Caadded substantially to the fund, than half the population of the alism, and
stressed its social and reers In Insurance" which Is also
given in memory of her father, a province. And in addition to the
economic orientation in the post- to be had at Mr. Ladd's office. The
graduate of Bowdoin in the Class great Montreal urban complex, war
period. "The great question Orient has two copies of the Yale
[of 1854 For minj years he was there are 19 other urban centers
now has become how to insure the publication which it will be glad to
ctork of tne united States Circuit with populations over 10,000, whose
survival of French-Canadian cul- give to any one who stops by on a
court of Appeals in Boston.
people swell the urban total to ture when
the old pastoral, rural Sunday evening.
Miss Stetson lived in Boston most nearly 3 of Quebec's 4 millions. Alsocial order has been shattered by
hor i,fe but returned to her most half a million people are now
urbanization; how to meet the new
IamUy home at Newcastle about employed in manufacturing in Queorder rather than merely to resist
twenty years ago. She was through- bec, three and one-half times as
it. This problem is a very real one
The BIF will conduct its annual
oul her lifetime a generous contrib- many as in 1900; while less than
for a cultural minority of 4V4 mil- worship service at the First Parish
ntor
worthy causes,
200,000 are engaged* in agriculture. lions,
whose once virtuaUy isolated, Church on Sunday, January 13, acDuring the current academic The face of Quebec has changed."
world is increasingly Ibeing inter- cording to Harold Tucker, '38, the
year 226 undergraduates out of a
"The face of Canada as a whole penetrated by that of 170 million president. Members of
the BIF
total enrollment of 820 are receiv- has changed," Mr. Wade noted,
English-speaking North Americans, win take part in the senyice and
t„g more tnan $140,000 in scholar- "but in Quebec the change has
who also control a large share of act as ushers. Tucker win preach
8ni p aJd Eighty-five of the men re- been particularly rapid and revoluthe Quebec economy."
the sermon.
ce iving aid are residents of Maine. tionary. Not only has Quebec's in,
Commenting recently on the dustrial growth since 1939 been ten V.l .ll\ll*T.».l^\*Vl^'.l^lll lViraV^VtV^V'. -fc-. ..fc l
scholarship program, Dr. James S. times as great as during the whole
Coi e8i
president
of
Bowdoin, preceding century, but it has also
stressed "the fine and dignified been far higher than that of Canmanner in which assistance is giv- ada as a whole during the same peen and received at Bowdoin. It is riod. This rapid change has taken
given by the College as part of its place In what was once the most
obligation to maintain the basic traditional, conservative, and homAmerican concept of equality of ogeneous society in North AmeriSALES AND SERVICE
opportunity for all, and the con- ca. French Canada's long preoccutinuance of the freedom of our pation with cultural survival, and
land deriving from education for with recognition of its special
all."
rights, has made this process of inless

the province.

ulation

.

.

"Pink

|

I

Mr. Lockman's gift was made, in
own words, "as a token of apof the splendid work
being done by your art department
aod museum hi the interpretation
ef American painting' to your studento and to the public."

^

Annual BIF Service

his

preciation

w

1

A well known portrait, landscape
aai ^nre painter, Mr. Lockman
Is represented in the permanent
collections of the National Acad«sny 0* Design In New York, the
Waited States Military Academy,
Yale University, the Farnsworth
Art Museum in Rockland, the Met-

,

ropoUtan Museum of Art in New
York. amd maay other public and

FORD

private collections.
Ha has received many awards
far Ms work, including the Llppln•ott Prize of the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, the MayBard Portrait Prize of the National
Academy of Design, and the gold

Allied

Artists

of,

HARRY

America.

The Bowdoin College Department
will pretsf Romance Languages
three films on Spain and Latin
15 p. m. tonight in

Publications Are

Sills

H.

SMART, he.

Our Business!

j

TELEPHONE PA

America at 8

tho Smith Auditorium in

We

Han.
j

"

invite inquiries

6-5558

from schools

concerning Publication Problems

.

157

PLEASANT STREET

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

SOCIETY

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING CO.

Sunday School 9:15 A. M.

8KBVICES

Freeport,

Sunday 10:45 A. M,
Wednesday 8:M P. M.

CHURCH BDIF1CR
E8&H Matae SL, Brunswick

AH Wdcame

of

that

includ-

al

Students from the Lincoln County
area who desire to attend Bowdoin
College are reminded that income
from the John G Stetson '51, Scholarship Fund is available for scholarships. Preference is given to boys
from Lincoln County.
The Stetson Fund was set up in
1948 by the late Miss Marian E.
Stetson, who died in Newcastle on

visibility

Carnations.-

iient

friendly, courteous, reverent, loyal,

ful,

affairs."

DeWltt M. Lockman of New York
CRT has presented to the Bowdoin
College Museum of Fine Arts his

the

one of the fore-

ated.

Lockman Presents

of

may make

fish

summer's experiments

"Pink Carnations"

aienal

is

most authorities

His studies were carried on at

entitled

that of

This

study and he anticipates some new
when his data from last

.

painting"

the

that

is

findings

conditions in this region are

still-life

means

Dr. Moulton

extraordinary clear.

is

orientation.

echos to tell them how far they are
swimming from the sea bottom

particularly good since the water

very temporate and the

hydrostatic

these sounds and then receive the

the Bahama Islands to further his
research. He studied at the Learner Laboratory located on North

is

these sounds but several

theories have been advanced. Per-

One might say that this study
has no practical value or interest.
This, however, Is not the case. It
Is a quest for understanding which
has eluded man, and by doing so,
has stimuated his curiosity.
Dr. Moulton's study has been directed both to the cause and effect
of underwater sounds. Why should
a fish make a certain sound? What
Is accomplished by the production
of this sound? These are but a few
of the questions which he hopes to
answer. _,
Dr. Moulton has spent summers
at Woods Hole studying and last
summer received a grant to go to

Rimini Island.

make

fish

endless

.

•, 1457

Resolutions Reconsidered

Economy

bea as well as iu the lab. The ves-

six years,

D.r
Mou

-

Of French
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Stover Shines As Polar
Bears Drop 5 Out Of 6
After

the new season
Superior board power
game winning streak doom for the Polar Bears

starting

with a two

the Bowdoin basketball team has

woes

spelled

as

Am-

herst dominated, both offensive and

bad slump, defensive boards, gathering in fifdropping five out of the last six ty-nine stray tosses as opposed to
games, two of these to State Series Bowdoin's thirty-three.
fallen into the

of a

rivals

At Bates on December

12,

Charlie Sawyer, who seems to
Bow- thrive on opening games of holiday tournaments, played well in
the second half making a couple of

doin just couldn't seem to start
rolling as the Bobcats handed Bowdoin an 84-76 setback. At halftime
the score was tied at 36-36 but

fine defensive plays while scoring

eight points in

his

brief stint.

Bowdoin seemed to enjoy the adIn the consolation game against
vantage because three of Bates
Trinity the Polar Bears hit a hot
key men had four fouls apiece.
streak in the second half and reHowever, none of these luminaries
bounded well against a taller Banfouled out until the last five mintam five. Stover and Willey led
utes so Bates was able to hang on
the scoring parade with 24 and 21
until the final gun.

points respectively.

For Bowdoin, Brud Stover had
Although romping in the second
another good night despite a good
defensive job by Jack Hartleb, ex- half, the White held a sparse 34-33
Above is a picture of the Bowdoin hockey team in a practice session. The rinkmen, whose record Is
teammate of Stover at Morse High lead. Better shooting and an effective fast break helped the Bears date has been somewhat disappointing, face three good opponents this week. The problem has been a lack
School.
pull ahead early in the second pe- of talent. The new rink should prove to be the needed medicine for future teams.
. Photo by Hicks
Two days later the Polar Bears riod
and stay in front until the final
dropped a tough low-scoring duel
gun;
to Colby, 68-58, before a small
After a day's rest Bowdoin jourcrowd held down by the weather
In
and start of the vacation recess. neyed to Amherst to play the Lord
Brud Stover gained high scoring Jeffs for the second time in four
laurels for the White with 27 points. days. The White Knights of the
Making an impressive debut as a Androscoggin were no match for an
Amherst club, hotter and tougher
starter was Frank Johnson, who
than in the tournament.

In the University of

New Hamp-

Tournament the
Polar Bears drew Amherst in the

shire Invitational

Three Duel Meets For Indoor Season;

Harriers Face Bates Feb.

16

And

U.

to tie the score at 37 all with

a

minute and seventeen seconds left
to play in the second period. However Hedeman tallied six points
and Mai Brown added two more so
Wiliams went to the dressing rooms
with an eight-point margin.

The

I

j

opening against Boston College in

Brunswick on February 9, it was
announced today by Mai Morrell,
Director of Athletics at Bowdoin.

In the dashes Pete Fredenburgh
with the interscholastic competition set for the "following afternoon. of Concord, Mass., Larry Willdns
of Belmont, Mass., and Jack Riley
Sebasteanski appears to have the
of New York City will help Eaton.
makings of a fairly well balanced

8,

I

|

!

Actnally Coach Frank Sabastean- outfit, although he will miss
the
ski's squad got its first taste of fifteen points normally
contributed
competition in an interclass meet in weights by Bill McWilliams, who
held on Thursday, December 13. is staying out of college for a year.
Following the break for Christmas He plans to return for his senior
vacation, the Polar Bears will take year next September.
part in the Knights of Columbus

Dwight Eaton of Bangor will
Boston on January 19 and
In the second half the Polar in the B. A. A. games in Boston on probably be the high point winner
hut Bowdoin was able to solve it Bears chopped away slowly at a February 2.
in most meets. He is capable of
outstanding performances in the
pretty well as Dick Willey, Brud Williams 20-point lead but the rally
Bowdoin travels to Lewiston on 40, 300, broad jump, high jump,
Stover, Tom McGovern, and Bob ded with the final gun. Stover with
Johnson all bandied the situation 26 and Willey with 17 again sparked February 16 to face Bates, then and pole vault. John Burgess of
meets the University of Maine in Weymouth, Mass., George Paton
ably.
the scoring column.
opening round. Amherst's powerful
team featured a tough zone press

meet

in

has the answer on flavor
No guesswork here! Your first puff will
And

a cigarette! There's

a pure, snowy-white

tell

you,

1

this filter

rich, full flavor here.

that does its job so well the
flavor really conies through to you. That's why Winston
is

America's favorite

filter

filter

smoke.

Make

it

yours!

Smoke WINSTON ...enjoy the snow-white

filter in

John Herrick of South
Brewer and Bob Hinckley of Southwest Harbor are middle distance
Captain

;

while Dave Young of
Pound Ridge, N. Y., and Bob Pack-

standouts,

ard of Jefferson will take care of
the mile and two mile.

Weightmen who

will

try to

fill

McWilliams' shoes include Pete
Dionne of Lewiston, Bob DeLucia
of New Haven, Conn., and Ron
Tripp of South Portland, but this
department looks like Bowdoin's

weak

spot.

>

WINSTON
cigarette tastes like

Feb. 23

of M.

Bowdoin College varsity Brunswick on February 23.
of Hicksville, N. Y., and Dick
track team has three dual meets
The annual interfraternity meet Brown of Lewiston provide strength
days scheduled for the indoor season,
in the hurdles.
will be held on the night of March

picked off thirteen rebounds and
In their fourth game in five
played a superb defensive job on
Colby mainstay, Charlie Twigg who the Polar Bears travelled over the
bad broken Bill Fraser's old State Mohawk Trail to Williamstown to
Series
scoring record with 48 play their final game of the trip.
points against Maine in his previ- Williams won 87-79.
ous outing. Frank held Twigg to
In the first half Bowdoin spurted
three field goals and was not responsible for most of Twigg's thirteen free throws.

Track Team

the cork-smooth tip!

•
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lffl

frosh Hoopsters 5-0

POLAR

Bowdoin College's freshen bas-

team has a record of five
wins and no losses in its pre-holiday activity. Following the Christmas recess, which will end on Jan
uary 3. It will face South Pirtlan-'
High School on the 8th. Thei com*
games with Miine Central Institute
on the 1°th, U'estb-ook High S:ho:'
on the 16. h, and Thornton Andemy
on the 19th before the break fo
Brunswick. mid-year examinations.
ketball

i

I

BEARINGS

I

i

I

j

Cooper

Neil A.

i

The semester Is drawing to a outstanding players to
close and at times like this the It was only two weeks ago that
reminiscing picture of The Arena appeared
is
favorite pastime

a

Coach for the f-eshmen is Louis
Audet of Waterville, who playe,!
Bowdoin varsity before ennot world shaking, but with the tering the Army. He is now back
do not lack of publicity we usually receive in college to complete work for a
is

our only advice is
back into the undeniaThe vlaw Is discouraging
and disastrous. Of course, it's dif-

Keep your

point

in

.he Boston Hcra:J. Admittedly this

about Bowdoln's athletic conquests
in the closing hours of 1956. At this

the picture was gratifying.

look too far

ble ^id.

Advice

to

bachelor of arts degree.

I

The freshmen appear to have
Bob Smith of
Moss; Bob Swenson

the disappointed.

all

three high scorers in

chin up, you can only

be knocked down three times

forward, but standing
till never solved many problems.

ficult to look

for the

Winchester,

in a

,of

round.

(Speed)

stand one
fact is certain. Bowdoin needs athletic talent desperately. Unless we
get material, sports

may remain

embedded in the mudhole where
it is now so firmly entrenched/
Then again sports may not remain.
grieves us all to think of the un-

It

employment problem.
There is one flickering light in
the dismal fog. It is possible that
Our hockey rink will bring some

,

of

tall, Swenson
and Simonds is 5

6 feet 6 inches

I

Special notice should be given to
the outstanding times recorded in
the Freshmen swim meets this
year. The team is loaded with talent
and depth, something we rarely
see here at the North Pole. If anyone has spare time when the Frosh
are competing, drop over to Curtis
Pool. By next year these boys
should be setting some new pool
records.

I., N.
Y.; and Al
Nyack, N. Y. Smith is

Merrick, L.

Simonds

j

No matter where we

feet

1

inch,

6

is

feet

w.uiuimg i«.-jui tias looked impressive to date and with some
good breaks could have a fairly successful season considering the lack
What is more promising is the impressive record of oar
Photo by Hicks
frosh swimmers.

9 inch.

of depth.

Football Schedule

Announced For 1957
The Bowdoin
team
games next fall,

football

College varsity
play seven

will
it

was announced

Director Mai
schedule" opens
against Tufts in Medford, Mass., on
September 28 and closes against

today

by

Imnressive In Both Encounters

Athletic

The

Morrell.

Bowdoin Frosh Swimmers Tie And Win;

T -"m
Quality

over quantity told

the Noel,

Downey

(B); (2) Fish, Stuart,

Swim- H*"niford, Black (Bk).
Time
ming Pool as the fast swimming 1:38.3.
downed Brunswick High
the University of Maine at Orono frosh
Juniors
Interclass
Meet;
School's Dragons, 46-31. It was a
The meet referees ruling that
on November 9.
Three games will be played in big night for the Jayvees who took the Bowdoin jayvee freestyle relay
'57
Brunswick, against Trinity, Colby, eight first places in nine events anchorman had left the mark too
Looks
Promising
For
Track
soon last Thursday saved Portland
and Bates. Alumni Day will be held to avenge last year's defeat.
Coach Miller's strategy had to High's swimmers from their first
on November 2, the day of the
By Ed Bean
rest almost entirely on winning defeat by a Maine team in 11 years.
Bates game.
Bowdoln's indoor track forces Bean (Fr.). Time 10:28.
The complete 1957 schedule fol- those first places because in four Thanks to the seven-point award in
45-yard Low Hurdles: 1, Paton lows September 28, Tufts, at Med- events he had only one man com- that windup event, the Blue sal
started the competitive season with
an Interclass Meet on Thursday, (Sr.); 2, Burgess (Jr.); 3, Whittle- foni October 5, Trinity, at home; peting against two of the local vaied a 35-35 tie in a Maine Inter
foh'olastic League opener at the
Dec. 13, In the Bowdoin cage. The sey (Fr); 4, Brown (Soph). Time October 12, Amherst, at Amherst, mermen.
Henshaw, Noel, and Downey Portland Boys' Club.
Juniors won with 56 points. The 5.9.
Mass.; October 19. Williams at

Win

story Dec. 12 in the Curtis

Track

Team

:

;

Seniors had 45, Sophomores,
and the Freshmen, 28.

Yard Bun:

1, Herrick (Sr.);
(Fr.);
Erikson
3,
Keefe (Fr.). Time 2:29.6.
Dash:
Wilkins
300-Yard
1,
did quite well in the first place department also. Juniors won 5 indi- (Soph); 2, Fredenburgh (Jr.); 3,

The Juniors had good

34,

1,000

Goldstein

2.

depth, but (Fr.);

4,

|williamstown, Mass.; October
November
Colby, at home;

vidua! events, plus the 8 lap sprint Stikeleather (Soph); 4, Goldstein
relay. Burgess was high point man (Fr.). Time 33.3.
tor the winning class, with a win
8 Lap Sprint Relay: 1, Juniors (C.
iH the broad jump and places in Burgess, Young, Marsano, Hinckthree other events, plus running the i ey ) ; 2, Freshmen; 3, Sophomores,
leedoff of the winning relay.
Seniors did not enter. Time 2:17.1.
The Seniors' 4 aces, Herrick,
Broad Jump: 1, Burgess (Jr.);

Eaton, Paton and DeLucla won 8
•rents to pile up not quite enough
«omts to overcome Junior depth.
Captain John Herrick turned in a,
ice 600
1,000 double. Herrick
reafty shone in the 1000 w-*en he
ontkicked Freshman Jay Goldstein
the most exerting race of the

-

m

meet

*

Larry Wilkins was the onlyjJophsore to win an event. Wilkins
looked very strong as he smoothly

peed

but Goldstein, Bransford, and
Hedenstedt all took seconds In the

first,

broadjump, and discus, reHarry Hedenstedt, using

spectively.

turns in the discus cir
de. showed form that could make
kirn a first-rate twirler with a bit

the

,

4>

m

feet

inches

mgh Jump

full lMi

at

26,

November

home;

2,
9,

Track Date Set

high

(Bk.).

school

Time

crowd.

like eels,

When

2:08.5.

200-yd. Medley Relay— Portland
200 Free: (1) Downey (B); (2)
disqualified. Bowdoin no entry.
Frost (Bk); (3) Doughty. Time
se „ t out
Entry blanks nave
Freestyle— 1,
200-yd.
Downey
2:12.9.
fw tJie forty . first annual Bowdoin
50 Free: (1) Roach (B); (2) (B); 2, Riley; (3), McCalmon (P).
c^ge tnterscholastic Track Meet, Snow (Bk); (3) Crowley (Bk). 50-yd Freestyle—1, Roach (B); 2,

For Interschool Meet

^

Bransford (Fr.); 3, Loebs (Fr.);
Carnathan (Soph). Distance 19
.

..
Eaton (&J; 2
tie for 3, Carnathan to be held on .Saturday, March 9,
Gribbin (P); 3, Ellis (B). Time 25.2
Time 24.4.
(Soph > Boyle (Fr > TitUi (j r .). Athletic Director Mai Morrell an150 Medley Swim: (1) Noel (B): sec.
Height , feet , mches
d>te u one (2) Frost (Bk);'(3TUiggins (Bk).
nounced today
Medley— 1, Lucas
150-yd Ind.
t E>ton (tf) . Ue
p<)le VjmU
k latcr than ugua ,
(P); 2, Noel (B); 3, R. Morin (P).
1:47.6.
Brown (Soph), Reiger
for
2,
The Interscholastic Meet held inTime 1:43.8.
Walden (Bk);

Brown (Soph)

.

.

,

ma

.

Height 11 feet.
Lb shotput: 1, Dionne (Jr.);
Tattle (Soph); 3, Tripp (Soph);
off the 2 laps of his race 4
LucJa ( s r .). Distance 39

with his beautifully relaxed stride,
The Frosh didn't pick up any

1,060,

2

moved through the water
much to the dismay of

Scoring confusion started early.
the pro- Bowdoin had no entry in the fourthese
man medley relay. The Blue's
with
Roach
in the
teamed
up
three
quartet was just, going through the
Maine, at Orono.
Morrell also announced that Wes- 200 relay they won their biggest motions for an automatic sevenleyan University will return to the victory of the evening, finishing 25 point credit, but the butterfly and
Dragons.
ahead
of
the
yards
the
schedule
in
orthodox breaststroke performers
Bowdoin football
Results for Brunswick meet are: swam out of established position.
fall of 1958, when the Polar Bears
200 Medley Relay: (1) Parker, Following the meet, judges diswin journey to Middletown, Conn.
Mylander, Riley, Ellis (B); (2) qualified them on the technicality.
Fish,
Crooker
Higgins,
Blood,
Results for Portland Meet are:

.Bates,

Diving: (1)
(2)
doors in the Hyde Athletic Building, Favor (Bk); (3) Entin (B). Score
has entries each year from between 41.3.

Diving— 1, Giroux (P); 2, Enter
(B); 3, Welch (P). Winning points
mainly
100 Free: (1) Henshaw (B); (2) 50.7.
Approximately
from New England.
Henshaw
100-yd
Freestyle—1,
Snow (Bk); (3) Frost (Bk). Time
four hundred boys take, part in the
feei
(B); 2, Peterson (P); 3, ^Derrig
56.0.
35 Lb weight Throw: 1, Titus competition.
100 Back: (1) Parker (B); (2) (P). Time 55.4 sec.
Ten events are held in both the Ladd (Bk); (3) Bartley (Bk). Time
(Jr ); 2> Mather (Sr.); 3, Matthews
100-yd Backstroke— 1, Noel (B);
(Soph); 4, Tripp (Soph.). Distance .high school and preparatory school 1:16.5.
Lucas (P); 3, Doucette (P).
2,
divisions of the meet. Included are
43 feet 10 i ncnes
100 Breast: (1) Riley (B); (2) Time 1:10.8.
Discus Throw: 1, De Lucia (Sr.); 'the 40 and 300 yard dashes, the Frost (Bk); (3) Mylander (B).
100-yd Breaststroke 1, Downey
Hinckley 600 and 1,000 yard runs, mile, broad Time 1:17.1.
2, Hedenstedt (Sr.); 3,
(B); 2, Counts (P); 3, D. Morin
Distance jump, high jump, 45 yard hurdles,
(Jr.); 4, Mather (Sr.).
200 Relay: (1) Henshaw, Roach, (P). Time 1:08.4.
12 pound shot put, and relay.
108 feet 4 inches.
(Sopj,.).

;

16

2

^

forty

and

schools,

fifty

.

—

etere practice.

Here is a complete resume
meet —
Mile Run: 1, Young (Jr.);
Packard (Jr.X; 3, Miller (Fr.);
Spiecr (Ft.). Time 4:46.1.

of

the

J

2,
4,

FREE PICK-UP

1, Eaton (Sr.); 2.
3, Marsano (Jr.);
Loebs (Fr). Time 4.8.
1, Paton
45-yard High Hurdles:

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY SERVICE

40-yard Dash:

Wilkins (Soph.);

One Day

4,

(Sr.); 2, Burgess (Jr.); 3,

Brown

Time

4, Riley (Jr.).

2 Mile Run:
Young: (Jr.);

1,
3,

DIAL PA

2,
4,

9-3431

WELCOME FRESHMEN

1:17.2.

Packard (Jr.);
Milkr (Fr.);

Bruns wick, Maine

Shirt Service

professional Building

Brunswick, Maine

PA

5-2442

SOLICITED

'

Norgeway - Mot Laundry

First National
Brunswick,

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE
100 feet past railroad tracks

Bank

Shirt Service

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL

PATRONAGE

Shirt Service

Corner Maine and School Streets

(Soph); 4, Tuttle (Soph). Time 6.2.
600-yard Run: 1, Herrick (Sr.);
2. Hinckley (Jr .); 3, Marsano (Jr.);

STUDENT

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

.
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THE BOWDOIN OBIBNT

19ST

soon as he

own

were ready "to snatch

ful,

neighbors
bites

out

uncanny

first

life of

Monster Toby Tromps

their own."

as a sort of

the

umental burial place for the gens
Malatestiana" and as second as
The fall of Malstesta was due to "designed to eternize the name of
what Mitchell termed a "fatal and one man." He stated that "the
irretrievable anti-Aragonese alignwhole church is dominated by the
ment." It was In his years of wil, personality of Sigismondo alone,
however, that Sigismondo gained a trailing the anonymous glory of his
name for learning and high culture clan behind him."
and raised the monuments to his
transformation

Sigismondo's

of

•lory.

the thirteenth century church of
Sigismondo was not popular with San Francesco in Rimini was the
all peoole. Hl« bitterest adversary. story of two projects, Mitchel said.

Plus
all

II,

Mm

thus- "Of
described
The
ever lived or ever will

men who

phase was the 1446 plan.

first

Mitchell stated that he chose that

he was t*» foulest scoundrel.
the disgrace "f Italy, and the in"
famy of his a«e
The first of Ms two most con•nicuous architectural memorials
was the F<v»»a. "Se"iirl»v was inevitably SieismonoVs first care"
and the Rn*<>a. which he be?an In

name because

Gass, Gendarmes Equally

of neo-platonic doctrine to the west-

Tempio ern Middle Ages. Many of the
Pantheon," a mon- images seemed to be literal trans-

described

Mitchell

of his land."

live,

PAGE SEVEN

On Sigismondo

Mitchell
(continued from page 1)
left, his

—

'

1446

was the date on

By

Isaac Bickerstaff

Bowdoin has the honor to be independent as they come. During
do seem guest to a visiting dignitary, who, Thanksgiving vacation he caused a
to be haunted by Apollo and the at the present time is holding out bit of a stir in town by upsetting
it the Sigma Nu House. His name
sun."
traffic on Mill Street thus causing
The image of Cancer over Rimini Sir Tobey Belch. He hails from consternation to the local genwas connected with Macrobius's Freeport, Maine, but at the pres- darmes and to. the Brunswick HuCommentary of Cicero's Dream of ent time is enrolled at the college. mane Society. He also managed to
He arrived too late to help the wander off to the Mere Point Koad
S?ipio,
Mitchell
felt.
"Cancer
stands over Rimini because it was football team, but it is rumored where he proceeded to scare some
the gate tthrough which his divine hat Adam is counting on him for young children, but was finally
lext season. Sir Tobey's ancestors jornered by the police and the
soul left heaven to reign for a season on earth." Another relief flank- were residents of Newfoundand, but Sigma Nu's.
ing the moon is of a mountainous Tobey himself is an American citiSir Tobey plans to stay In Brunszen. He weighed in at 175 pounds, wick until June, when
island which Is obviously Delo
he will rewhere Apollo was born, Mitchell but with the life he is leading at turn to Freeport for the social seaexplained. The imagery indicates present, it is a cinch he'll reach son. He seems to be enjoying the
that Sigismondo Is Apollo In his 300 before the end of the year.
life
here at Bowdoin, and has
criptions of his description of the

gods, Mitchell said.

"We

central piece of decoration,
Its
Piero della Francesco's fresco of
Sigismondo adoring St. Sigismund. solar capacity, Mitchell said.
He is a fussy eater, ignoring the shown his great sense of humor by
The theme of the 1446 plan was
In the same medal, there is a usual dogfood, and relying on ham- upsetting tables in the Union, and
the glorification of Sigismondo as a man In a boat which is related to a burger for his nourishment. He by causing himself to be ejected
soldier, the builder of a marvelous myth about Sigismondo contained must be getting pleaty of it, for at from Professor Leith's class.
castle. Strength and Fortitude are in Basinio of Parma's epic, Hespe- the present time it seems as though
Usually friendly, bat at times
1*37 was "t»»* last woH In modem still the key or notion for the 1446
ris. "The substratum of the myth he can lick anybody on campus.
pugnacious, he has shown his prowscientific ml" f -"-v architecture and plan as they had been for the casIs simply the plot of the Dream of
He is a very friendly sort of ess over the black poodle, which
deao doubt of ^"ismondo's own
tle.
Scipio; so also, I believe, Is the sub- character, but can be stubborn and hangs around campus, and that belsign." Mitchell said.
ligerent Dalmation that feels be
Not before 1451 "bis ambition be- stratum of the argument of the
All other things. liVe the old
owns the college. The Dalmatioa
gan to swell into a vaster design" Tempio," Mitchell explained. Scipio
yield
to
It.
bishop's palace had to
has been trouced on two occasions.
Mitchell said. This was the 1450 was Sigismondo's ancestor. "If the
It was "military efficiency first,
plan, the name being taken from Planet's Chapel is concerned with
but with it. beauty, elegance, proSociety
the date inscribed outside on the the progress of Sigismondo's divine
portion, and grandeur, combined in
facade and inside on the high arch- soul, then the Dream of Scipio
Professor George D. Bearce Jr.,
a personal monument calculated
es, Mitchell explained. The first is k not a very eccentric document will speak at the College at 8:15
to overawe all who approached it,
phase of this plan was confined to to produce."
p. m. tonight, under the auspices
citizen and enemies alike."
the reconstruction and redecoration
Another tour around the building of the Caledonian Society. His subThe teaching fellows and BowMitchell cited 1446 as the key
of the whole of the Inside of the will show "that we are picking up ject will be "David Hume: Scotdoin Plan students spent the Christdate to associate with Sigismondo's
church. By 1451, the first phase of a broad golden thread that runs land, France and England."
mas holidays in a variety of ways.
military glory. He felt that the key
the 1450 plan was rising to a cli- right through the Tempio." The key
Professor Bearce has been a Emile Jurgens, a foreign student
castle
was
behind the
ootion
max.
notion of the 1450 plan was the member of the faculty at Bowdoin from the Netherlands and a Delta
strength and fortitude and cited as
Mitchell stated that the second identification of Sigismondo with since 1954, when he was appointed Sigma, managed to get down to
evidence for this the series of founAssistant Professor of History. A Florida. He also went to Williamsdation medals by de' Pastl, dated phase was more grandiose. An out- Sol-Apollo, MitcheU said.
The two plans overlap in the native of Bucksport, he was gradu- burg and Richmond, Virginia. Ul1446, some showing the Rocca, side architect, Leon Battlsta Alberothers showing Fortitude as an ti, was called In to design a new Chapel of St. Sigismund. Above the ated from the University of Maine rich Fanger, from Germany, and

Bearce To Speak To
Caledonian

.

.

foreign Students

.

Travel Widely

i

.

shell
building.
to the
Mitchell said that the challenge of

exterior

elephant.

Turning to a consideration of the
Tempio, Mitchell stated that he felt
the viewer would be struck "by
the composure and proportion of
the facade" but might at first find
the interior "chill and remote."
Moving about the interior reveals
that it is not so. remote as first

the

plan

1450

altar

Sigismund but

"the! La 1943 and is a veteran of World
with War II. Following the war he
wondered taught at the College of William
whether Pius II had evidence that and Mary and the University of
Sigismondo. was actually "an adept Wisconsin, where he also did gradof Neoplatonic
magic practice" uate work, receiving a master of
when he accused him of paganism. arts degree in 1949 and a doctor
Mitchell did say that if the Tem- of philosophy degree in 1952. He
pio embodied genuine neo-platonic then joined the faculty at Kalamaideas, the source ought to be Gem- zoo College, where he remained
isthos Pletho, but the Imagery does
until coming to Bowdoin.
is

whole

St.

chapel

was the enigma, sunbeams."

is

an Alpha Delta Psl, visited WashWilliamsburg, Baltimore,
and Pittsburgh.

Irradiated

ington,

Mitchell

j

"from what arcana of philosophy
he excogitate his supreme

did

monument?"

'

proposed

Mitctbell

to

'

discover

New York was

j

Kotsonis, a

'

from an examination of the
imagery in the church. He turned
imagined. "The over-lively figures to Macroblus, a late fourth and
squirming under the surface of the early fifth century Greek philosocold marble seem to live a dread- pher who was the chief transmitter not

To These Ears

this

. .

(continued from page 2)
so."
"I'm sorry," the
outside of the cinema palace resquealed, "but there
sumed its quiet pose.

the

Inside

resumed

chatter

in

indicate this. Somehow the
The Caledonian Society is a new
philosophy embodied in the Tempio organization
at Bowdoin. Memberinvolved
a
Christian
synthesis, ship is open to those members of
however irregular, Mitchell said.
the faculty and student body who
On
a
crusade,
Sigismondo are of Scottish descent. Its objects
brought back the remains of Gem- are "to promote interest in and
is thos Pletho and interred them in knowledge
of various aspects of

blonde
comes a time triumph "and there they lie, holdin every year when the men have ing perhaps all the secret which
we can descry, but darkly, through
to be separated from the boys."
By this time the general message a veil."
of this heated conversation had
dirty

Dominique Auzenat also managed
to get to the ski meet in Quebec
where he might have seen Dietmar
Klein, a fellow in

'

Ion,

Chi

|

,

Bouquier, a fellow in French.

New Magazine on

^if^^itA}

him
remaining

movie that
exhibited.

It's

"This

is

disgusting,

reilly

their educatiqn.

What a shame that Hollywood
must turn out motion pictures
"But we're college boys. Such which are unfit for Clean-cut, Hotthings should be part of a Liberal blooded, American movie goers to
Arts'

is

PArkview

5-5704.

the dirtiest

you know. The carnality

ture

at

X0^

undergraduates

American filed happil;' into the dusty audihas even been illegally torium and prepared to further

old.

of the pic-

FIRST

-AUBURN

altogether shocking."

education.

My

PENNY WISE*

TRUST CO.

POUND FOOLISH

father said see.

"I'm sad to say," said Tootsie Brown,

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CON VEN ENCE

Brunswick Office

We deliver to the Students

Pot Frlenily 8ervioe

I

BEES ITALIAN SANDWICHES
-

Operated by Al Tobey,

-

'50

Banking Heeds

Call 6-2422

of

Bowdoin Men

Immediately turns to fat.
Some girls, I note, can eat and oat
And yet they still look trim and neat.

To

I

aggravate the situation

much

dislike

my

fat's location.

wouldn't so much want to change me.
If only I could rearrange me."

I

MCXAU Rearrange your smoking
.<;^as and find what contentment
r

.vins. Get real pleasure, real

Brunswick Coal

FUEL

& Lumber

Co.

BUILDING SUPPLIES

-

99

STUDENT ACCOUNTS

^faction,

WELCOME

eig.trette that's

MAINE STREET

smooth] y
smoother

Smoke
'

Brunswick, Maine

Dial

PA 5-5524

.

"The weight I gain just gets me down.
Each bite, each drop of this or that,

to meet the

HOT DOOS

German, Peter

Blattner, a Kappa Sigma, and>
Johannes Kjorven, from Psi Upsi-

Bernado Ortiz de Montcllano, a
Psi,
spent Christmas wita
George Dean in Freeport, Long Island, New York.
Scottish
life,
including folklore,
In Massachusetts over the holi
history, literature, and music and days were Wolfgang
Netolitsky, a
further to draw together into phe|Theta Delta Chi, Alain
Chevalier, a
body those who ye of Scottish des- Delta Kappa Epsilon. and Pierre

such a volume that you could not
hear a pin drop. The lucky soul at
cent on the campus"
the head of the line gasped as he
Sale
caught sight of the figure behind circulated to the back of the line.
Roger Howell, Jr., will act as
the glass of the ticket booth. There Seniors grinned with smug comfort.
dressed in the most tattered of But alas, for the poor freshmen campus circulation agent for The
there wasn't a chance. Even an an- Forum, an intercollegiate magarags sat Baby Doll.
'Your draft card, please," the gry growl wouldn't do the trick zine publishing student opinion and
this time. Slowly they turned away fiction. Those interested in sublittle lady purred.
"Draft card!" exclaimed the and backed out through the green scribing or contributing should call
door.
class president.
The
"Oh, yes," giggled the 14-year-

host to George
Sigma Nu, Dominique

Auzenat, a fellow in French, and
Manfred Zolar, a fellow In German.

I
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complex, perverse. position of the lyrical and the pro(Continued from page one)
Can the language of Hemingway saic—indeed the flatness of certain
fully knit together, and the ending do the job in such a case?
lines and the polysyllabic words
I found terminal rather than final.
frequently employed in the latter
I believe Mr. Wilson does better
Nonetheless, I found a freshness of
part of the poem show how deeply
in this regard. To be sure, we are
observation, a tense of atmosphere
concerned with comon the brink of melodrama in "A the poet is
and a psychological accuracy (I
variety. From a simple,
Rite of Spring" and it may be that plexity and
do not mean characterization)
Mr. Howland
the patches get too purple now snd song-like opening
which struck me as remarkable.
and deeper matagain; still, I find this a good fault, moves to wider
And by the way, this story Is the
and I got lost, as I think he
a move in the right direction of ters,
only one in which nature plays any
Small wonder. Most poets do.
trying to find a style which can did.
Mr. Withers
considerable part;
admirable was the
express the violence and the terror What I found
uses his natural scenes functionally
refusal to rest securely on the simso much modern fiction deals with.
and vividly, and if at the end one
song-like. I should like to
and
ple
symbolism,
devices—
Here several
ia perhaps at a loss to state thr
firmer sense of rhythm and
action, the pan and the closeup— see a
vital statistics of "what this al'
play important parts, and the re- an overriding consideration for
means," such a query has less
sound and overtone; frequently the
sult is a story which departs sigpoint and bearing than usual.
words are abstract, lifeless, tonalnificantly from the usual routine.
Not so with Mr. Beeson's "Love
Again, the ending fails. I think Mr. ly neutral, and in a poem of this
in Beggary." Here we are left with
WHson lost his nerve and tried to length one cannot afford the neuno ambiguity and the form of the
If it isn't for you, it's against
effect an Aristotelian catharsis in tral.
story is a familiar one, just as the
a literal way. He lets his vocabu- you.
characters are readily referable to
Mr. Wilson's "Sharing" displays
lary and style betray him, or vice
life as we like to think we know it
this last fault, too. I found a good
versa, and the effect is spoiled.
The dialogue is neat, incisive, ofter
many polysyllables, some dead lanThus far the fiction. I could have
a model of what realistic dialogue
guage, some prose notions got up
should be suggestive of the way mentioned in more detail Mr. Beckto be poetic. Occasionally Mr. Wilsuch folk as these would indeed ett 'a story and Mr. Priest's "The
son has a witty way of expressing
speak. I found myself interested ir Thirst of John Moore," but though
himself, of packing meaning, that
the situation Mr. Beeson created— each has interest and shows a desuggests E. A. Robinson, yet 1
but I found no feelings in it whlcl sire to try new things, neither
could not escape the impression
.cems to me lo be » piece of ficI could allow to develop and tak<
that certain lines were mechanicalBeckett's
tion.
I
found
Mr.
the
over the task of interpretation fo
ly filled out and others counted by
setter written of the two indeed
me. I hazard the guess that tb
the metronome, despite the obvious
Mr. Beckett writes well and I for
author shifted his intention mor
fact that Mr. Wilson can write
would
like
see
more
exone
to
a
than once in the course of composi
whole lines and stanzas— no mean
tion and changed the focus from tended piece of work in a later isfeat, as anyone who has seriously
situation to action to character— sue—and Mr. Priest seems more at
tried can testify. I must rest, fiand from one character to another home in poetry, to judge by his nally, on the impression that this
—with the result that the story con- "Goodnigbts," a short ironic bit in particular poem is a prose idea
tains a good deal of unexploited an offbeat mode, which for all its
clad in poetics. The poetics show
material, left-overs that won't cook seeming colloqualism has an inner
sufficient competence to suggest
up nicely together. To some extent sound and movement that belies strongly that Mr. Wilson can write
this rather vague criticism applies the tough seeming surface and the
a poem when he is seized by a poequally to Mr. Hamilton's "De- Modern typography. In the same etic idea.
parture," though since the latter is vein, to some extent, Mr. HowIsm conventional in form and far land's "Bestiary" strikes similar
more subjective in tone and mood, notes, though his tone is more comstory

-

to all the

courts other dangers as well.

I

cult operation perhaps, falls afoul of

the limitations inherent in the real

mode and cannot get beyond
them. The understatement, largely adhered to, rules out the possiistic

bility

.

of expansive,

highly-colored

langusge, with the result that the
reader is forced to supply the rhetoric the author himself cannot, in
the nature of his method, supply.
He stays dead-pan but we have to

plex and his versification
sciously ironic.

poems

I

more

last four paragraphs, in

author
events

is

fraternity rushing, this

waa not

applicable to the College.

all

There were a number of quesfrom which the delegates
were able to draw information useful to the College. These included
such things as fraternity discrimination, what to do for foreign stu-

tions

dents, the relation of the Council
to the administration,

ways

to

mod-

ernize social rules, and fraternities
Olln S.

a
Penguins.

lecture

Pettingill,

who

Jr.,

week from
The lecture

with decreasing membership,

will

tonight

on

The Council

]

will include
(

Minot

Machievellians.
.

.

.

When

Bowdoln

lose one of her mainstays of in-

tegrity.
cated scholarship.
"If anyone tells you that you are
"And the importation from the
University of Chicago of an unre- attending a monastic institution toe
tenting gadfly has already left us detached to be valuable, ask him,

some invaluable welts. Any detached from what? For clearly,
man who can in good faith con- there are two sorts of detachment.
demn Tolstoy as sentimental and If he means the practical day-toin the same breath defened Shelley day problems of life, the business
has within him the power to make of getting along or getting along in
with

.

|

1

If that is what he means,
shake his hand and thank him. He
has said a kind word about Bod

business,

an entire Department do some enraged active thinking. And any
man who can activate the collective mind of a department, knows
how to reach students. It is not a

doin.

"But

if

he implies that we as a

coincidence that this same indi- [college are detached from Its esvidual has several times in the sential business, the discovery and
past jeapordized his career rather development of ideas, wince and
than accept association with intell- listen carefully. He may be right
!

ectual

hypocrites

academic

and
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the

loses Professor Barnard, she will

(continued from page one)

i

also discussed

newly formed 10 o'clock Club and
w hat it plans to do in the future.

Photo by Hicks

films.

con-

ambitious than the fiction, they have a
sureness of touch and an absence
of pretentiousness and self-pity that
is not always the case with the stories. I particularly enjoyed the second part of Mr. Howland's poem;
it has an easy grace, a deftness
that reminds me of some of Richard Wilbur's lighter pieces or perhaps of certain moments in the
work of John Crowe Ransom. I
like the way the metric and rhythm
work against the sense for a complexity of meaning that a more direct approach would eliminate.
These same characteristics, in
part, are observable in Mr. How"Salmo,"
poem,
other
land's

to-

Such things as the
discussion of the relationship between IFC and Senate were not at
tally possible.

Less

i*

T

campuses, but because

liked both these

considerably.

Note in particular the
which the
concerned to let the bare
tell the story; they do that,
more lyriall right, but they do not, because though since the latter is
of the realistic method to which the cal, reflective and serious, certain
author is committed, find an evoca- other elements intrude. This poet
in
ambitious
tive language which explores their seems to me to be
meetings. The words and events his attempts to achieve multiplicity
are straight and sincere but after of effect and statement; in "Saljuxtaall, the idea, the theme of the mo" we find a rather Eliotic

grimace.

.

things as student government and

—

do think that whereas Mr. Beeson
has a sense of what kind of incident and language are appropriate
to his people and their lot, Mr.
Hamilton, engaged in a more diffi-

.

of differences In the setup of such

—

it

.

1»

(continued from page 1)
The conference attempted to discuss problems which were common

odd,

is

8,
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3rd Tallman Lecrure_

Inkeles Cites

Annual BIF Service
Mitchell Discusses Renaissance Art

Conducted Sunday;
Present-Day Russia

Jr.

By Roland O'Neal
"Impressions of Contemporary

Tucker Preaches

Turning from the Italian Renaissance to the North, Prof. Charles H.
"German Renaissance Art and the Reformation" in
Harold Tucker, '58, preached the
the second of his three Tallman lectures given last Thursday in the
sermon at the First Parish Church
Moulton Union.
A quotation from Philip Melancthon's Elements of Rhetoric pro- on Sunday as the BIF conducted
warrant
the-limits
I
the
that
annual Bowdoin Student Sun"contemporary
vided the frame for the talk,
day Service. Others who took part
propose to draw as to persons,
in the service were Roger Howell,
place, and circumstances are not
Discusses
Jr., '53, and Paul Todd, '58.
entirely arbitrary." Durer, Cranach, and Gruenewald became the!
Todd offered the Call to Worship
artists of chief concern as Mitchell
and the Prayer of the Congregatraced the "position of these three
tion.
Howell led the responsive
painters in those two movements:
reading and read the scripture lesLetter Reputli
the humanistic Renaissance and
son. The College Chapel Choir par'-'
more ospe ially the Reformation.*
Last Tuesday, January 8th, Pro- ticipated in the service by singing
Mitchell staled that, to Durer, the fessor George D. Bearce, Jr., gave the anthem.
works of both the humanists and a lecture for the Caledonian SoIn his sermon, Tucker investithe reformers were inseparable. He ciety on the subject of one of Scotgated the problem of what really
frequently dined with Melancthon land's greates sons, David
Hume constitutes a Christian. First definand Pirkheimer in Nuremberg.' Du- and his career in England, Scot
ing certain attributes which do not
rer never met Luther, Mitchell land, and France. Professor
Bearce necessarily indicate that a person
Feature Players
said, but he did send him a gift, is a graduate of the
University of is a Christian even though they are
"probably prints," through a com- Maine and has taught at William
important to Christianity, he then
mon humanist friend.
. and Mary, Wisconsin, and Kalamadrew on personal experience, espeLecture
meejt zoo besides Bowdoin.
Durer wrote: "If I ever
cially the Maine Fall Area ConferDr. Martin Luther, I mean to take
He said that David Hume was
Gentoo, rockhopper, and jackass
ence of the Student Christian Movea portrait of him with all my Indus- one of the group of important philment which was held at the Col- penguins are the featured players
try ... for a lasting memorial of osophical figures in the eighteenth
in the John Warren Achorn Bird
lege this fall, to offer his interprethe Christian man who helped me century. Hume was a great and
Lecture to be delivered tonight by
tation of what it means to be a real
out of great anxieties." Mitchell influential philosopher but had no
Dr. Olin S. Pettingill, Jr. Dr. PetChristian.
posed the question, What were these real contact with the mass of poptingill will speak at 8:30 p. m. In
grosse Aengste from which Luther ulation. The population of that cenThe usher in charge was Frank the Plckard Theater In Memorial
had brought Durer release?"
tury was mostly Illiterate. Hume's Cole, 'ft, and the ushers were Hall,
He explained that they were part work was highly intellectual. He Harold Aldrich, '59; Fred Smith,
"Penguin Summer" is Illustrated
ly those of all his generation, for "It was an unusual, very brilliant, and '58; and Robert Tow, '59. All are
by color film taken in the Falkland
members of the Interfaith Forum.
was an anxious age, oppressed by out-of-the-ordinary character.
Islands, three hundred miles east
In
the
eighteenth century, Bearce
millenary fears." The year 1500 was
of the southern Up of South Amerilooked upon as the crucial one, and said, there was a unified and intelca. According to Dr. Pettingill
it was this world into which Durer lectual effort that does not exist
"Even during January and Februtoday.
Books
in
the
time
of
the
Apocaof
launched his woodcuts
Hume
Club
ary, which Is mid-summer in the
lypse in 1498. The crisis was past quickly spread and were read wideFalklands, the temperature rarely
by 1522. "Unnumbered souls were ly in Europe. The Intellectuals of
reaches 70 degrees; winds blow
beginning to find release through the time felt they were headed
constantly, often at gale force. A
Luther's resolution of the intolera- towards some salvation. A love of
Music for wind instruments and calm day is practically unheard of.
ble dilemma that weighed on all liberty was a central ideal and the
Consequently, the islands are treeselections by the Bowdoin College
main idea of this
Middle Ages."
Mitchell discussed

Soviet Russia" related in Professor

Alex Inkeles' lecture last Wednes-

day

]

the Rus-

Research Center at Harvard
opened his talk by noting the results of one of the Center's recent
surveys of Russian refugees in
West Germany. Seven hundred indh iduals were interviewed from
varying social backgrounds. Sevenil outstanding themes- were es-

Bearce

fane, 18 Century

i

at the Union.

The representative from
sion

I

(

View

Gf Sociologist On

Of Durer, Cranach, And Gruenewald
By Roger Howell,

»

And

|

tablished in this investigation.

i

It was apparent that in Russia
there was a highly stratified society. "A person's birth controls
;

Penguins To Cavort

success," Inkeles noted.
Several standardized questions

his

were asked and many interesting
facts were observed. It was dis-

|

As

For Achorn

.

.

.

covered that forty percent of the
peasants and ten percent of the
educated classes would change the
established society, if they had the
chance. Seventy-five percent of the
educated said- they liked their jobs,
WQilo only twenty-nine out of a
hundred common laborers said their
enjoyed their present work. It was
further observed that the government's control of industry is generally approved by eighty-five per-

I

i

i

!

Music

"In Durer, the anxieties of the
age were concentrated ... on a
personality extraordinarily susceptible."

jection

The introspective self-pro"shown in his self-portraits

was one

century.
a great writer, Bearce

-

.

c

Hume went

natural color in the Falklands several years ago. Their experiences
on some of the island outposts varied from living on a sheep farm

to

versity and

said.

Following a period in which his
art "achie,ved a balance of marvellous calm and breadth, ... a wild

stormy energy comes

—the

into his

work

significant prelude to his in-

Experience

To Be

100,000 penguins; shags, and
albatrosses, to being stranded in a

Pdio Shots Given;

subsisting on native plants for a

Council Lists Time

week.
(continued on page 3)

The Student Council heard a rei
James Dewsnap, '57, stu;

port from

member of a committee on
job integration at its regular meeting yesterday afternoon. Dewsnap
dent

Contributing Factor

To House Party Review, "A

noted that

Little Folly"

eyes within also
when he looked anxiously without."
behind him
Flo could phi his fears

It was also announced that pone'
shots would be given at the Infir-

In Venice, Mitchell said,

and cited

he paintthe Rosenkranzfest which
Bartholoed for the Church of St.
mew on the Rialto as evidence.
Durer executed or planned at
least si\ pasasOfl
said.

cycles. ""Mitchell
is

found

presenting him?elf "In the likeness
Mitchell
of the Man of Sorrows."
that "we are temoted to

admitted
in
suspect a tinse of blasphemy
Durer's identification of his own
anguish with Christ's." He added

was

"Of

course,

there

The sense of origi(Continued on page 8)

none.

.

.

.

Little

Folly"

is

the work

of

Bodine Describes

Seven Deadly

1

lt&Y

|

!

,

Once again, Durer

emphatically,

"A

William Beeson and James Dewsnap, who turned out sketches and
lyrics; and Terry Stenberg, Fred-,L_ •__ 1 IT
f*
Sins
erick Wilkins and Alan Bernstein, UeOpiiySlCcU
The Department of Romance who supplied the music Beeson
By Jon Rrlghtman
Languages and the Student Union and Wilkins collaborated three
Professor Bodine of the Geology
Committee will present thenars ago on "While the Cat's Department spoke on The
Internaanother successful revue tional
French film "The Seven Deadly Away,
Geophysical Year in Chapel'
Sins" with English sub-titles. The which toured a series of eastern yesterday. This is the
year in wMch
movie will be shown on Friday eve- summer stages. Stenberg and Bern- over forty nationg
use theif
mng. January 18th at 6:30 P. M. stein are both familiar to campus collective resources in a
program
and18:45 P M. in Smith Auditorium «t.. Uirough glee club. Meddy- of global research
bernpsters
jazz and more
with an admission charge of 25c.
Dew- wii, 8tr es, research at the
North
m red b °2 or •«« South Pole,, with emphasis on
The cast includes: Michele Morgan,
Francolse
Rosay
Gerard ."^acting and his unusual gift for astronomical, geological and metePhilape, Frank VU ard Vmane Ro- poetry.
oroKical aspects Bodine no{ed
mance, Noel-Noel. Henri Vidal,, In the cast. Herbert Miller has
Publicity has been necessary for
(continued on page 8)
(continued on page 8)
(continued on page

French Film About

|

^

j

.

f

j

""»*»£

"™ ^

^ J^

1

j

|

|

8)

impossible to offer

College under the present system;

b'm

encountered him

is

he added that this was one of the
things which would most concern
the committee.

;

came

it

sizeable jobs to incoming freshman
as an inducement to attend the

—

—

(continued on page 3)

Job Report Heard;

near

storm and rescued by plane after

By Rob Wilson
tense efforts to discover the true
Experience, best teacher on the stage, in life, in love, et cetera, will be a contributing
factor in the
principles of harmony and beauty."
final success of "A Little Folly," the Masque and Gown musical revue
scheduled for the Winter HouseMitchell said that Durer ponparty weekend, February 6, 7 and 11.
dered on the face of the dead
The
revue
thirty
sketches
including
twenty
new
songs,
long
and short, fast, slow, and occasionally
Christ when his spirit was down.
serious
features a cast of twenty, with nine students who have among them taken pant
in more than three
"The images of the passion which
when he turned his dozen plays at Bowdoin and in high school.
to

m

The present administration has

several strengths according to the
recent study. There is still art W°o~
less. Sheep-raising is the principal 1(f8ical appeal and the directiveness
Chapel Choir will feature the secoccupation of the people who in- of tne ,eac| ers found popular supsaid. His Essays on Human Na- ond Bowdoin Music Club concert
A certain national pride in
habit this windswept world apart." port
ture, indicates this clearly. He was of the 1956-57 season. The concert
~
the buildup of the society and its
- ..; '~
T l„ Pettingills
The
the Scot of Scots, emotionally and will be presented tomorrow at &:15
were engaged by
technical achievements currently
m.
in the Chapel.
Walt Disney to film penguins in
intellectually, but also, he was a p.

Hume was

Musicians taking part in the proEdinburgh Uni- gram include James P. Kushner,
was candidate for pro- first trumpet; Ronald J. Kirwood,
"his delight in the wild classic lore
fessorship at a number of universisecond trumpet;
Frederick
G.
of pagan antiquity and the monuties in his later years. After leavMyer, Jr., third trumpet; James L.
mental forms of southern art."
ing from Edinburgh he stayed in
Boudreau,
trombone;
Alan
D.
In 1500 he painted a self-portrait
the city to cultivate his literary
which Mitchell cited as of considBernstein, bass; and Cameron D.
and intellectual genius. He stayed
erable Interest. "The many scholBailey. Richard E. Payne and Harthere
for
many
years
in
his
life,
ars arc surely right who have seen
mon W. Smith, Jr., clarinets.
(continued on page 8)
here Durer portraying himself in
the image of Christ himself," he

The other was

-

g

Tomorrow

side of Durer's personal- great citizen of the world.

ity," Mitchell said

Um

Concert

Scheduled

the later

cent of the people,
Tb* Soviets are most hated for
their P°Utical terror, while the
P°
•* Pre»sur» on *• P* !*
was unbearable to many. However.
the d e P re8 sed standard of living
"
on the bones o£ " **• workers ta
the 8ore9t " car
the Dre8ent I **

mary this morning and tomorrow.
from 8-9 a. m. A-K today, and L-Z
tomorrow. The Council also heard
the first report of a sub-committee
on rushing composed of Council'
members Howell, Dewsnap, and
•-.»•
Means.
•

JadaloOnS Locfcid Oil*
Due
drous

to

the

Wo^

factual

the

team

barn

Hockey

X7la

foun<]

lo

t

Lday

win
njjit

^,3:",^

the

seventy-third

held. If Is sincerely

annual

Gro'm'

hoped that

'E

toa greater
the future, sinceTasso-

College will co-operate

^^ ^^

degree

in

-.

j

-JJ

be going on sabbatical In the neaV
future.
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Professor

Jamej

A.

BU.-,IIIN(,
sir. ufu W.

l'l

giuttf,

Harry Carpenter, Peter

F.

Among

,,i

vard

B jrn.

Gass

I

be foisted up-

to

in

in

March

if

there

seems

to

.
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head of the Bowdoin Elvis Presley
We met him working delige.itone of downtown's favorita
pin-ball machines. One of the staff
approached him cautiously and
asked why he partook of such forma
Club.

ly on

|

|

,

i

of diversion. Mutteringly

somewhat

inaudlbly through his pompadour,
he reasoned, "I guess it gives me
something to do while smoking a
cigarette."

When asked about

his

feelings

toward

finals, he was quiet for a
moment, and you could almost tell
he was thinking. Poetically, he lik-

ened an exam to a turn at the pisball machine. "It may be rigged,"
he expounded while chewing on his
hair, "but the chances 'are an experienced

man

will get by." At this
returned to our laboraand abruptly
concluded our sociological surveying for 1957.

point

we

tory, filed our report,

(continued on page three)

etc.).

Colored slides of any type.
flto money is being offered by the
Blanket Tax Committee. If the

used? All we can conclude from
the points raised at the Williams meeting is that this group needs
a better expression of its authority than it has exhibited in the

3.

past.

Committee could see concrete

One example

blue-books soon

course, many of the collected views
be sufficient interest.
are unprintable, but generally they
Men who wish to exhibit piccome under the heading of "adamture or who have questions or who
antly opposed."
are in doubt as to the quality of
Representing the truculent liter6 air pictures and wish encouragement or advice might speak to ati group, Isaac Bickerstaff pointed
out that students merely take the
Baxter or to me in my office in
exams and should have little else
Memorial 103. Pictures for this
with it. He exclaimed, "Those
show should be enlarged to at least to do
- • • - create 'em, let 'em suffocate
5x7. The Camera Club is planning
in their own exhaust."
prizes 'of ten dollars each for the
Upon being asked how he expectbest picture in each of three cataed to fare this term, a staunch
gorieS:
member of the BIF replied that
1.
College pictures in black and
he might not be with us any longer.
white (fraternity life, dormitory
We expressed astonishment for we
life, college buildings, etc.).
knew this fellow to be a steady
2.
Non-College pictures in black
worker.
and white (summer vacations,

school.

there, but

is it

dence of student

December conference was Dart-

cited at the

mouth's participation

barrage of

lious

on us, several of
their accomplishmy staff and I
a yearly show in the
solicited opinion
ca^h prizes for the best
among students
pictures. During the past four years
on the subject
this exhibit has not been held, not,
of finals.
I believe, through lack of interest
We thought a statistical analysis
in photography among the students
of 'pro" and "con" would be of
but rather through lack of organizlittle worth. Rather, we hoped to
iug ability. This year E. L. Baxter,
catch the feeling in the air as we
'58, has volunteered to organize a
approach the dawn of battle. Of

show

.<

it is

It seems that a professor caught
him praying for a high mark on a
forthcoming examination. The former was infuriated and threatened
our frightened friend with all sorla
of reprisals. In concluding his censure, the professor bellowed, "1
just won't stand for anyone going
over my head."
Another opinion came from the

exhibited

ments

The problem of the Student Council is very much the prob01 uie school aa a whole, lis tuitions and uuje.uvej, its
successes and failures, must all be brought to the attention of
the undergraduate body frequently and should arouse a degree
Ol hue e-i _ ^liime-.j-. „.e krttft >-> ,HVj ....... e. <J..e
auuoi go
around attacking the "power vacuum" or unp.o«iu.liveue»»
preset in this group without sjme ac urate
*,etlge uf iu
duties. There is, though, always room for improvement in such
erued by
a.i organization whi.h will, i.i ume, oe di
.esponsible gathering such as the council meeting at Williams with representatives of five northeastern colleges. Bowdoin's situation
was sharply focussed here against a background of comparable
colleges and some rather interesting points were made with respect to this particular problem.
Besides the social rules which we will early dismiss as anachronistic, another element concerning the Council's province
was criticized and that was its role in actually administering
the college. Does it have the wherewithal to operate as a student council should? The other four schools felt that something
could be done here.
Those that spoke at the meeting disclosed a much greater
degree of power inherent in their respective organizations. Dartmouth discussed its 70-member council. Amherst, its referendum*, and so on.
Whatever they said sounded out what was fast becoming a
question In the minds of our representatives
the power of the
Obviously

M»?

BRIAR FOSTER

Li.uon, with

lem

own

the 750 students at

there

fans

The Council

council in their

by

In trying to
discover the nature of the bil-

Bowmd*t be at least one
hundred who own cameras and take
pictures. There was a time a few
years back when Bowdoin camera
doin

..

Editor

To the Editor:

lUMl'A...
Nono.i.

To 11»

Letters

Place Certificate. 1D55, Columbia Press Association
Place Certificate. 1956. Columoia Press AssoJai.on
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is

combine meetings

prize

To These Ears
by

evi-

money

in
It

we

Good Campus shots, by the way,
have considerable sales value for
College publications.

Students

should also realize that the College
a dark room for student photographers. For information about it
students should speak to E. L. Bax-

with various other key organizations on campus in matters of
ste ial signifiran e. Another idea might be to make better use
of the clause that gives the Council the "power to pass and administer regulations."
The Council, however, is certainly not an impotent conclave
designed to shoot the breeze every Monday at four. It is, in fact,
a weapon of student opinion, and it strikes us that of any improvement that might be made in relation to this role, it would
be a greater demonstration of interest on the part of the undergraduates themselves.

ter or
ficial

Nelson Hi:ks, who have
charge of the room.

interest-

It

is

that of the classic

Day

-

Serial.

Can any one forget those

escaped searching, dramatic stories

soul-

of life

our

•

Plans First

Time

have

of-

Adviser

WBOA

era.

many

ing events which

Thomas A. Riley
to the Camera Club

Prof.

seems that brought a new light to the subject.
We, too, friends and fellow sufferers, have lived through and now
almost left behind us, a memorable

fair youths
today are forever being reminded of the
of

has

of the Council

GEORGE SMART

would

future years.

resolution.

What we might do here

more

surely offer

every faculty committee, something that is lacking here. The schools also spoke of council
members representing not only fraternities but the newspaper,
glee club, athletic teams, etc. Interest, they felt, was increased
this way, and as a result they were able to act with more
in nearly

interest, it

experience. in America which served to make
One hears glow- each our lives a little brighter and
meaningful
on
Monday
ing, hot-blooded more
tales from the' roaring Twenties' through Friday of each week. To
era, and must for always be con- name a few there was our gal Suntented with a second rate account. day, that sweet, innocent girl from

Mention is frequently being made a small mining town in the West,
Golden Age of Singing—here whe married that shifty English
only a series of records can serve rake, Lord Henry Brenthroop, and
to evoke a past glory. With green disappeared behind the dark doors
fronts on a busy corner of every of Black Swan Hall. Then there was
to the

Fx?m Week Program

WBOA presents the News in
Jov^Sr-town, the thrills and skills of that gay blade Helen Trent who
Brief every evening at 7, 9:30 and
Prohibition Days fade into the ob- never could quite catch her man.
10:55. The latest World roundup of
scure. And so the list goes on and For mystery fans there was that
hews and sports is presented by
on—and here we are living in the thrill packed fifteen minutes of
Lucky Strike at 8 and 11:05. As a
dull '50's when only Atomic Bombs, Front Page Farrell, the moving
new feature,
presents every
ex-mayors, and Baby Doll can story of a newspaper man in the
half -hour: T.N.T. Time; News; and
make the headlines. Gone forever "big" city. How many lonely souls
Temperature. Following is a listing
are the days when men like F. found in Dr. Brent's friendly 'vords
of some of the programs that highScott Fitzgerald, appeared at a just the inspiration they needed to
light the weeks presentations.
grand party wearing only a tall get through the long, dreary day.
Sunday: in the afternoon, its
silk hat, white gloves, spats and a And how about that knowing, little
Sunday Serenade, and in the eveblack cane. Yes we seem to have old lady Ma Perkins who ,iad the
ning The Best from Hollywood,
been born at the wrong time— what wise answer to so many perplexing
the Pete Relic Show, Music from
after all do we have in our quiet problems. In the same homespun
Abroad, The Bob and Dan Show,
living that will be looked back upon mode there was that nice guy, Just
and closing out with Changing
by our children with Jealous Plain BUI, who surely had the most

Library Gift

—

Last winter about this time, the Psi Upsilon House initiated
an Annual gift to the library of fifty dollars. Shortly after, the
Alpha Delta Phi House unanimously followed suit with a similar
gift. The library expressed its appreciation to each house in a
letter, and put the money to immediate use by purchasing special books it would not have been able to procure otherwise.
There the matter rested. No other houses followed the initiative,
no other donations were established.
It is a shame that nothing more was done. It is to the credit
of the two houses that have acted. It would be to the credit of

WBOA

the remaining houses to give the idea serious consideration. On
page seven, we have printed a list of books currently missing
from the library. They are presumably missing because of student carelessness or deliberate theft. This matter is one student
responsibility. Helping the library to get the funds it needs
would perhaps tie us a little closer to the building that should be

Times.

Monday:

Jan

Night. Introduction

exciting barber's practice in his-

glances?

Until a very few days ago my tory.
The big question of the day was
answer to this searching question
would have been in the unhappy always whether or not Portia could
to the Modern. Deejayed by "JC"
negative. But a friendly chat over face life. How she ever could for
Frenchy, Buz ana Digger."
(continued op" page 3)
coffee at the Union last Thursday
Tuesday: An all-star review by
Recipients of French teaching asHutch and Ollie, followed by
sistantships will teach conversationClassical and polished off by the
<aff . . • •
French
Regelos touch. In the evening its
al English in secondary schools and
Editor-in-Chief
P. F. Gass.
(continued on page 3)
teacher training institutions in
Roger Howell, Jr., Paul Z. Lewis.
Managing Editors
Of fering
France. These posts are intended
Neil Cooper.
January 23, 1957. The period of the Sports Editor
Opportunities to study or teach in for future teachers of French.
f
Raymond Babifrom
March
to Editorial Staff: Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editors
fellowship
is
1
1957-53
are available
Prance during
Applicants for the French Govneau, William Beckett, Walter Cans, Ronald O'Neal, Carl Olsson.
December 15, 1957.
to American graduate students, it ernment awards should apply to
Candidates
for
the Brazilian News Editors— Roland O'Neal, David Messer.
waa announced today by Kenneth the Institute of International EduPaul Satre.
award must be U. S. citizens, pre- Assistant News Editor
Holland. President of the Institute cation, 1530 P Street, Washington.
William G. L. Foster, Ben G. M. Priest, George
ferably under 35 years of age. Feature Writers

then progressing from
Dixie-land through the Big Bands
to

one of the centers of academic life here. If the proposal were to
be accepted by every house it would not be unique to Bowdoin.
It has been done at Trinity.

Jazz,

The

Government

—

Awards

—

—

—

—

—

'

of International Education,
6Ttt Streot. New York City.

1

The French Government
fering

approximately

thirty

East

is

of-

uni-

versity fellowships through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

and forty

teaching assistantships through the
MUaiatry of Education. The fellowship awards are for students with
definite academic projects or study

The

assistantships

requirements are: (1) a
Bachelor's degree from an Ameri-

Smart.

Other

afford

ge teaching experience and
est opportunity to become better acftnM^ with France.

Fellowships Open

To

can college or university of recognized standing by the date of departure; (2) demonstrated academic ability and capacity for independent study; (3) good moral
At Brazilian School
character, personality and adaptaA fellowship for graduate study bility; and (4) good health.
Applications may be secured
and research in Brazil is available
to an American student for the from the Institute of International
Education in New York City, East
1957 academic year.

Students For Study

|

Closing date of the competition

is

67th Street.

—

Pater Anastas, John Brightman, Ray Babineau, Ken
Carpenter, John Carter, Robert Gustafson, John Moaes, Norm
Levy, Carl Olsson, Tom Lindsay, Skelton Williams, Morgan
LaMarsh, Peter Dawley.
Mike Rodgers, Nelson Hicks.
Photographers
Ed Bean, Dave Belknap, Mike Brown, Rick Forman,
Sports Staff
Steve Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradls, Sid Slobedkln, Al

News

Staff

—

—

Payson.
Harry G. Carpenter, Jr.
Business Manager
Roger Whittlesey.
Advertising Manager
John Dowling, Jr., John A. C. McLean.
Circulation Managers
Assistants
John Vette, HI, Charles S. Crummy.

—

—

—
—

.

.
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Demand Work

out.

in the political

>

Dr. Pettingill is well

most striking impression. The political terror seems to be thawing,
be Indicated. An upswing in the
relative standard of living was
another of his conclusions. But current costs of living are far higher
than most of those in the West. The

survey found that six weeks work
to buy a pair of shoes.
"While whole families living in
one room is a common occurrence,

was required

the people interviewed felt that
they were much better off than in
1852," the speaker said.
The discontent of the youth with
the drabness of life and the lack
of good J*zz was especially striking.
But along with this, there is a new
vitality in the system. It seemed to
the political scientist that the people were purposeful. And in gene-

show a "lack

of

tenseness."

Professor Inkeles summarized his
talk on the long range prospects of
Russia with these remarks. "The
present regime has struck at the
basis of the disaffection of the
system. But the collective farms
present the greatest problem. There

Mai*e

V

.

WBOA

forms.

He tells us first that a classmanshlp-man should always be late for
class. "Upon entering," he advises,
'never look meek or apologetic."
Rather, you should give the appearance of surprise, trying to indicate
a probable mistake in the scheduling; and you should also seem hurt
that they should have gone on with-

j

|

system of economics.' You say in
an audible whisper, 'But that's so
passe'
making him look as if
he had an old pair of plus-fours and
.

.

.

was shouting 23 skiddo instead of
delivering a lecture."

The

final

gambit

la

"Leaveman-

ship." At ten minutes before the
class is over, you make elaborate

—

preparations to leave
slamming
books, putting on your coat, etc.
.

.

.

Then

at five minutes to go you

alternate

.

Co«ip»nj,

WIMon

Balero.

Zoller

The sponsoring society, The Bafts
Civic Music Association, deserve*
the highest credit for arranging
this engagement. The choir is perhaps one of the best Boys' Choiia

in the world.

The program

started

off

wit*

"Palestrina" and finished, not quite
unexpectedly, with Johann Straus*
'Roses Waltz." The first part of th»
program consisted of Medieval
madrigals, of which John Donlands*

"Now

I

Must Part From You"

e»

celled by the balance of the voice*,

the

soprano

aware

being generally to*

of its brightness.

The second part of the program
brought a real surprise with Mozart's one act operetta "Bastiea
and Bastienne." The children to
their unusual disguise of genuine
wigs and 18th century costumes di»played quite an adaptability to tea

of only the final product,

an anxious glance be"An economics instructor says in tween the clock on the wall and
Russia is a relatively stabta so- his most profound
and sonorous your watch, barking out "X minus
ciety," the author of How the tones, 'The theories
of Adam Smith five, X minus four, X minus three,"
Soviet System Works concluded.
are the foundation of our modern
until the class is officially

TobHM

By Manfred

.On their thirteenth tour through
the United States, the Vienna Boys*
Choir visited Bath last Thursday.

perspiration, but with the viewing

. .

balls to be used once a year.

have a

Enchants Audience

and ninety-nine percent, ways .took the tear pail.
And have these glorious full af- stage, and those who evidently diswe are ternoons of tears really gone for al! liked the roles of shepherds ani
(conunueu iroin page 2)
inclined to think the figures re
time? It appears so. Quiz programs shepherdesses still enchanted the
Ed Turner, writing for the Okla- versed." He ended by saying th«' have taken over. But this cannot audience by their walking arauitl
homa Daily, has created a new con- no one should under -estimate hl r rob us of a wonderful memory and in minuet and gavotte with conscept for the college way of life. He talent, ror hide it in the ground
a tale which will surely carry to pletely detached faces. The eve1
calls his latest achievement "class- We
are likely to find that a Wen' our grandchildren. Our times are ning abounded w*h that calm splew*
manshlp." His study has not been who has succeeded has done so be not so dull!
dor and warmth that is so mucfj
completed, but three of the ramifi- cau*e of hard work, and not by
at home in Vienna. Although tha
cations have taken on elaborate flashes of genius.
children looked very tired at tM
spiration

Ivy Curtain

have been many forces aimed at
change and several of Pandora's
secrets hove been unleashed. But
so groat transformation to democracy is In view. Although a great
sourest in the West exists, the peo- out you.
ple don't seem ready to* imitate a
The second point is to take issue
major upheaval in the society. The with your professor whenever posleaders keep their totalitaranlsm in sible. Turner relates
an example:

i. Htjrnoldj

Vienna Boys Choir

1

-

attitude of the person with any popowers was the professor's

M.

. .

A

litical

moth

Ears

Genius
...
n mi pwge one
,'eu
continued from page 2)
graduate in the Class of 1930,
heartbreaking
years
all
those
known as a
$?*«;
served as a worthy lesson to disMinister
wildlife photographer. Many of his
couraged souls. Proof that an older
films have been used in making
Wit* a mi'et elonnenre. Rev. R. woman can be far from unattracsome of the successful Walt Disney Roy Bitr«h
e n of Omden made it tive could alway-i be found in the
nature movies, including "Nature's
clear to those assembled In rhi*»el story of Young Widder Brown and
Half Acre."
Stindiv lint it is not nces^ary ti her tea room and her two meddleAlso a nationally known ornithologo out «f t*>e stMe t-> get a movlS" some kiddies. On one tingling Frigist, Dr. Pettingill is recognized a
and nownrfnl speaker.
day afternoon, while poor Helen lay
the outstanding authority on the
elplessly on the dark man street
Rev. Rtir^hell "*»"^n his tilk
American woodcock. He was the read'n"
if
Simpsonville, three men were
*^>n twfib'e from the '"rip
leader of a 1916 expedition to northtn'ei of t^e rfh m->n who. In lev'ailing her for a date. And for the
the
alwest Canada in search of
theatre-lover who longed to know
ine f«v '"ktant land*, eive one ««"
most extinct whooping crane. He vant
just what went on behind the
5 talents, another two. and fV
has conducted expeditions to study
b e t one. When he returned, t*"- scenes, there was the story of Mary
sea bird populations on Great Duelfirst two hid donW*"" their moiev
Noble (a backstage wife), a pretty
Island, off the coast of Maine; on
while the last had hidden his in th<- »irl from Iowa who came to New
the Grand Manan Archipelago in
ea^th until the rehirn of his Maste- York and married a glamorous acNew Brunswick; and on Cobb Is- The Ma.ster ordered that the s«v tor, Larry Noble, matinee idol of
land off the Virginia coast.
vant who had one talent shoul'' a million other women.
Since 1943 Dr. Pettingill has been
But in this long list of colorful
have it taii-en away from him an''
a lecturer for the National Audubon
given to him who had ten, for he radio portraits,, one holds her deSociety. His Laboratory and Field
who has. shall re^n more.
serving place at the top of the list.
Manual of Ornithology is used on
He then HVened the narable to Yes, you know of whom I speak
more than one hundred colleges and
the present day. "Ninety-six out of That tormented Boston seamstress
universities in 42 states. He is also
one hundred people you meet will Stella
Dallas,
whose daughter
the author of A Guide to Bird Findhave only "one talent." He noted Laurel married into wealth and so
ing, published in two volumes, one
that too much emphasis was beta?
iety, leaving Stella free to meddle
dealing with the states east of the
put on genius. "As Thomas Edisor in her life forever after. For sheer,
Mississippi and the other with the
onre said, genius is one percent in- unadulterated sorrow, Stella alstates west of that river.
It

(continued from page one)

ral, the children

.

TUB BOWDUIN OB2BNT

Several negative strengths were
observed. Opinion seems to be
"atomized." There isn't any intercourse of ideas by American standards, the committee discovered.
The research scientist went on
to say that, although visitors could
usually 'go where they wish, the
tours are taken in a prescribed order. "Merely because you land in
Rostov, doesn't mean you can take

A major change

.

1957

Petting ill

a tour there," he pointed

.

.

over.

.

.

.

(continued

from pago 2)

Frenchy and Buchy, with the R
R. shop at nine. Show Music by
Smart tops off the evening.
Wednesday: OUie, Mountain Jamboree, Three To GO, Patience
and Prudence, Bui and Startime
wind up this display.
Thursday: Joel, Marty and Bob
(Leach); Frenchy, Glen, and
Don. At 11, Union Time and 11:30,
Sensual Hour.
Friday: Imagination, In the Mood,

and the Cornelli Show. And to end
the effort, Starlight Serenade and

the Night-Cap by Mike (Iwanowicz, that is).

beginning, with concerts night after
night In Portland, Bath, Montreal

Quebec, and so on, they soon urncovered this
Viennese warmth
which was at mat but not least dm
to their very energetic conductor

Xaver Meyer.

NOTICE
There will be a

members of
Wednesday night,
all

Staff

meeting

WBOA

at

election of officers for the

eomtoj

semester.

mmmijmiiOmA

NotU

Carolina

Taate

Discover the difference between
"just smoking"... and Camels !

the difference

!

No fads,

frills, or fancy stuff — simply
the finest taste in smoking.
Camels are rich, full-flavored,
and deeply satisfying.

Feel. the difference The exCamel blend of quality
tobaccos is unequalled for
smooth smoking. Camels never
let you down.
!

clusive

M

8 if,

Jan. 16, in <ae
Lounge of the Moulton Union. 11b
main order of business will be fas

Enjoy

the difference

!

More

people smoke Camels, year
after year, than any other
cigarette of any kind. Try
Camels — they've really got it!
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Dr Morrow Defines Three |Bridge Tournament

Coles

Radioactive Fallout Types! -lated For Feb.

To Attend

on

lues-

last
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heard a
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may

which

fallouts
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important
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strut jspheri
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dire

A

need

student

ate

not
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top

Island,
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The. conference

lit at »rs

have played military heads
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b*4dge

to
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1'iis
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tur alter the explosion

homb. He went on

nuclear

of a

to

show what

!

significance this would have on fulure populations of t^e world. When

bomb

a nuclear
deal

;

explodes, a great
particles are

,

Mi.):

3-48

-xcellent.

Jackson (Thorn Mt.): 12-30 inchgood to excellent.
North Conway (Cranmore): 8-25
i:-hes, good to excellent.

is,

Maine
(Pleasant

Bridgton

Mt.):

12-30

nches, good to excellent.

(Sugar Loaf Mt.): 8-30
upper no skiing, lower

Ki!i;fie!d

aches,
;ood.

'ermont
Stowe (Mansfield): 26-40 inches,
;ood to excellent.

Skiing

situation

Belch

Is

looks

good

in

^

nost areas.

Replaced

I

radioactive

of

(Cannon

FiaiiLoiiia

inches, upper fair, lower is good te

of

C

will be held to dis-

take pat't ii cuss t h e topi\ ".Military Training
Bomb. In
case the rathe tournaments. To be su:?e?sful
And The College M m."
dio
active
material
reaches
he should be a fairly g >>d bridge
the stralospere, from 10-50 miles
The procedure foil nve will be
pltye- and have a partner who
above sea
level,
and is dif- understand;
"onfe er.'e into a
his game .Prizes will to divide t*»e.
fused throughout this area so that
be given to the two top piirs <• h numbe" of panels for discussion, on
particles from one bomb may be
week. The tournaments are span- different im >ortant topics, vitaUto
deposited anywhere in the world.
sored by the Student Union Com- the college man.
When this radioactive debris set- mittee
The main objective of the contles down on vegetation, it is eaten
Mr. Walter W. Ortner is pasf*se-by cows and transmitted into their retary of the New England Bnd?e ference is to bring top business
mUk yfhen the mUk is taken int3 Association, holds the rank of Life men, educators, industrialists, and
our bodies, the body reacts to it Master and participates in most of
representatives of the army toas t hou gh it were calcium, and de- New England's Annual Tourna..v
#
gether in the mentioned panels to
posits the strontium in the banes,
discuss openly the R. O. T. C. proTnls does not a ffect a d u lts since
!'i-li

New Hampshire

i

the tiurnamcils ;ind in-

't

students in contract bridge.

struct

type,

caused by lie explosion

is

of a II

MjrroW chose a:s lus subject
l<i
"Radioactive Fallout." In his talk
Dr. Morrow dc icribed the three
different

he

fallout

S jjool of which

3

24
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•
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deli

Army
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Skiing Cord'itidns
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Dott

Conference

combined majors of

d.y

Snow Helps Nearby

And Stern

Bridge enthusiasts will have an
.<, ^mr ui.ii,,,
lu
uupiuaie
p><<>
large A Bomb. In this case the parb'idjc Saturday efte<"noons beglntides reach the troaoahere, vviuwii
Jan.
ning Feb. 15 at 1:33 P. M. du-ing
ranges up to ten miles above sci
Fcb-uary and March in the main
President Coles and U. Col.
le el, From he e they are carried
lounge of f^e Union. M-. Wilte- Sterns will rep-e em Bowdoin in
via air entreats and je. streams
a
'"
located at f-e Ni- First Army co.it'e 01
Gfrtne?,
e. to be held
to be deposited o.i the earth in a
val Air Station, has bee
e
on January 2
al Firt lay. Govshaped

By Dave
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'

released into the atmosphere. The
height to which the^e particles
reach is, of course, proportional to

|

j

.

j

At Sigma Nu House

,

Sir

Tobey Belch, unfortunately,

i

|

the power of the bomb. Dr. Morrow
•onfined his talk to one of these tn ey have, for the most part, stop- the bone, which is almost incurable gram and the basic relation of its
radioactive products, Strontium 90.
growing. With children, how- at the present time.
policy to the levels of higher eduThis product Is of importance since everi j t i s a different story. Their
Dr. Morrow assured his audience
cation in which it operates. A point
tt resembles calcium very closely
Don6i are st nj growing, and the that rsearch is being undertaken
that wil1 De stressed by the army
and can be taken into the body as Strontium 90 involves itself in this
combat this
|

j

|

j

j

p^

s
no longer holding out at the
ligma Nu House. He has been replaced by a seven week old pooch

j

|

,

I

named

Smutty

who

reportedly

whines during the night. Sir Tobey
spent the Christmas holidays with
though it were calcium.
process. Once it is deposited in the hoped by this writer that definite is the broad view of military train- a friend in Brunswick. His 175
Calcium is the principle constitu- bones, its effects can be terrible. results are forthcoming in the nearling of civilians for basic army pounds may sometimes be seen
ent of bone, and it is quite evident An over abundance of this radio- future to insure the lives of future skills and how to make it more in- adorning the front seat of his new
mistress's car.
a* see what the effects might be if active material causes cancer of generations.
'egrated for the college student.
,

|

j

menace, and

to

it

is

j

'

j

|

i

j

,

tome radioactive

were

particles

de-

posited into growing bone, rather
than the needed calcium.

A bomb may

be of three general
which will cause dif-

types, all of

fe-ent fallouts. A small A Bomb
will cause a local fallout which en-

What young people are doing

at General Electric

an area of approximately
ive miles. These radioactive partl«les can be expected to settle withcloses

the fallout area.

in

Young engineer

fallout, a
caused by a

The second type
tropospheric one,

of

is

~~~
Carpenter Fleeted

Harry G. Ciroenter, Jr., has
been elected President of the White
Key. Albion L. Payson was named
Ylce President, and Robert M.
Sargent, Secretary. The White Key
Is made up of thirteen men, the
twelve fraternities and the nonfraternity group each selecting a
representative. It has two main
functions. One ts to organize and
athletic

inter fr at ernity

supervise

to use x-ray
A new
fies

more

TV

to a conventional

it

developed recently by

screen has been

When

General Electric.

than 10.000 times in

perfected,

may

it

member

of the varsity basket

en-

able medical specialists to perform "long-dis-

tance" diagnosis on patients in remote areas.

One of the principal men who developed

Is majoring
to mathematics and is a member
«f Alpha Delta Phi fraternity. He

Carpenter, a senior,

a

x-ray inspection system which intensi-

an x-ray image

brightness and transmits

competition.

It

new ways

pioneers

Ns. By White Key

— called TVX

television

for short

—

x-ray

Dr. Johfi

is

Manager of the Advanced Development Laboratory of General Electric's X-Ray
E. Jacobs,

•al team. Business manager of the
he b a graduate of the
Brown School, where he was

Department

anted

As an

Jacobs'

in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Work

Is

Important, Responsible

i

to the all-Rhode Island bas-

ketball team.

Payson

majoring

member

a

to

is

In history

and

of Psi Upsilon fra-

Manager of the varsity
basketball team, he has also been
a cheerleader and baseball manternity.

Sargent,

who played

varsity football

member

a

change under the influence of radiation

team

last fall,

of

and

Theta Delta Chi

Is

fra-

— and

Ihc use of x-ray in industrial inspection. This
in turn led to his

tackle on

also majoring in history

Is

work

photoconductors—substances whose properties

sensitive

ager.

me

electronics specialist. Dr. Jacobs'

in the past has been devoted to the study of

development of the x-ray-

camera tube used

in

TVX.

His present administrative duties with the

Advanced Development Lab allow him more
time for teaching others what he has learned.

He now

teaches the second-year graduate course

ternity.'
at

Union

Flick For Sat.

The Union movies
Sunday

night,

at 6: SO P.

January

20,

Northwestern

in

vacuum-tube networks, and

has recently been named

M.
are

testing Fantasy In color with skattog champion Barbara Ann Scott
tear of her beet known numbers
Rhythm Tropical, Fancy Free,

m

fessor for
at

McKay

Visiting Pro-

1957 by the University of California

Berkeley, where he will give a two-week

scries of lectures on photoconduction.

27,000 College Graduates at General Electric

—

Wonderland and Ave MaAlso on the same program is a

AMce
ria.

1

in

fBm Romance

of Transporta-

an animation film In which
commentary and music J.
combine in a sprightly account of
phase of Canada's history,
an Ironic commentation de
._

the historical narrative, ani-

mated figures Independently portray, with humorous effect, successrvu stages m the development of
in Canada.

Since his youth, when he was a licensed radio

"ham," John Jacobs has been devoted
st :dy

to the

of electricity r.nd electronics. Like each

of our 27.000 college gradua'es, he

given the chance to
potential.

grow tnd

is

being

realize his full

For General Electric has long be-

lieved ibis:

when

fresh

young minds are given

the freedom to develop, everybody, benefits
Lie individual, the

Company, and

Company, Schenectady

—

the country.

E.lv~?irnal Relations, Gcnrral FA r ctric
5, Novo

York

i
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Rinkmen Topple Amherst
Double Victory For White
Starts 2 Game Win Streak

1

By Rick Forman

I.ust week in Bowdoin's Arem,
hockey enthusiasts were treated ta

brig corner shot by Co-Captain Art
Pecry liawdaiu Led the game 4-1.

pipes surrounding the cage.

soil

witii

i'.ii

ililenu.

jardin

in

the

first

period

a^yeur iao~ause

io

played.

BASXETBALL
Kappa

In

the

first

period,

M.

I.

U

A. K.

Beta

D

Deia Sig

T.'a T.

3
3

D

,'.... .T.

George
Peckingham
put
one A. T.
some through Bob Fritz's legs to awaken
of the best passing, fastest skating, the Polar Bears. One minute later,
and hardest checking exhibited by fully convinced, the Bears yawned
Delta
the White this season. Ted Sand- and speedy Tom Mostrom took a
T. D
quist ran a goal in by himself while pass from Ted Sandquist, flashed
A. R.
A.

:...

The

checking

throughout

Sig

and the pissing excellent.
Highlighted by Mike Coster's third
period goal on an assist from a
ing

Sig

.

U

One Day

Carpenter

taller foes.

Woods and Jack Hartleb quickly

The se "ond

opened

half

Brunswick, Maine

3

J

Bears

fairly even

twelve

minutes.

through the

Zete
Beta

5

10

9

Deke

3

However, consisBrud Stover, Dick
Ron Woods and Carpenter

he!

c

Bears increase

Pilar

t^e

i

t^eir hultie to thirty-eight points.

Toward t*e end of the game.
Coach Ed Coombs sent in substitutes. Among them Chick Putnam

—

_—
-

_

9

A. T. 0.

9
6

Norgeway

-

Mat Laundry

4
..

3

Sigma Nu

.

2

Chi Psi

.

...

Shirt Service

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE

1

L

T

Shirt Service

100 feet past railroad tracks

Brunswick

2

.

...

,

2
2
l

o

1

l

o

l

o

o

1

l

BUILDING SUPPLIES

-

1
1

o

Lumber Co.

s

FUEL

1

&

Brunswick Coal

1

Brunswick, Maine

2
2

offers

rewarding
career opportunities

Seniors and Graduate Students

ximm.».m<vm^t^ tt » t »..T^fIxT^. ^^,
t

CAMPUS

What you should know

J

Corporation

JANUARY

A

world-recognized leader and pioneer
in the fastest-growing and perhaps the

SALES AND SERVICE

SMART,

one "unlimited"

If

Inc.

age of every
all

decree or major

Liberal Arts

1718, 1957
Situ intern** schedule

is;

Business

•

•

1

Accounting

• Sale*

Engineering • Mathematics

Accounting

•

Management

five years In the past 25.

industry, plus

and education.
IBM's excellent
benefit program

5-5566

Kur

field in electronics to-

day: digital computer development,
manufacture and sales. Builder of the
world's largest computer.
IBM leadership is based on a 42year record of steady achievement and
growth, with sales doubling on an averServes

TELEPHONE PA

INTERVIEWS

about
International Business Machines

FORD

government

Administration
•

Boehw

Auditing

Physics

•

Mathematics

Physics

•

Mechanical

•

Engineering

....

Applied

Snana

• Electrical

Engineering Resatrea

Engineering Physics

and Development
salary

and employee
Industrial

•

Electrical

Maaulactunng

Mechanical

instrumental in
achieving an employee turnover of less

167

PLEASANT STREET

is

than one-sixth the national average.

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Advancement

is

based solely on

CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMEN/ OFFICE
IOR APPOINTMENT, TODAVI

in-

dividual merit. Rapid growth creates
I

If

position! of responsibility.

IBM

Laboratories and manufactur-

Lexington, Ky.,

Student Accounts Invited

//

Sales

sad

cipal cities

and

R.

IBM

W.

Corp.,

more information

ten

Hubrter, Director of Recruitment,

590 Madison Avenue,

New

York 22, N. T.

Rochester, Minn.

100 printhroughout the U. S.

service offices in

ciccraic

INTEBNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINCa
coaroaATiON

IBM

I

»»iuti»UTinmuuimm»tmmi^

you cannot attend interviewe,

write for

ing facilities are located in: Poughkeeptie, Endicott, Owsgo, and Kingston, N. Y., San Jose, California,
//

first

tent s?oring by

Willey,

—

%

-

IBM
I

bit

a

faster with Bates playing the Polar

to
9-3131

Corner Maine and School Street*

E

the boards during the

who picked off fourteen rebounds,
and also drew several fouls on his

Shirt Service

DIAL PA

HARRY

..

WELCOME FRESHMEN

W

& J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

.

period was Harry

si

li

rather unexciting as neither team
coulS score for two minute? and
forty-seven seconds. Then Ronnie

HOCKEY

J

'

game under

Pts.

11

..

U

Kappa

between the two coaches, a sudden
death overtime was played. In the
death watch, the Mostrom, Thorne
combination revived, and Fred
Tome, skating around the Beaver
defense, scored on goalie McCabe.

this

the skating excit-

1

3

.

Pts.

A. R. U
second period, five men clustered Psi U
Co-Captain Fred Thorne drew around the M. I. T. cage and after
T. I?
first blood on an assist from Ted much swinging, Dave Ham dropped
Beta
Sandquist and six minutes later the puck in. However, Hank DuriSigma Nu
Amherst scored its only shot.
vage equalized the game at the end Kappa Sig
In the second period, the White of 2 periods.
Deke
once again pressured the Lord
Smelling victory M. I. T. quickly Delta Sig
Jeffs' goalie through the entire pe- sank one in the third period. Once
A. D
riod. Ted Eldracher, assisted by again Tom Mostrom took a Fred
Chi Psi
Dave Hunter and Marty Gray, and Thorne pass and put the puck bareZete
Mike Coster on a solo blinked the ly past the M. I. T. netsman for
A. T.
lights for the Icemen making it the fourth goal. In an agreement

game was hard,

an easy 06-53
from Bates, who t-ica everything
and succeeded in very little.
The beginning of the game was

BOWLING

since 1953.

3-1.

Bawdain racke.l up
win over the Bab;ats

for a long time,

,

0.

D

Psi

After Bates called time out, Fraser
continued scoring and helping the
Polar Bears run up a 46-18 halfn' ad
ige,
Playing a strong

I

j

Co-captain Tom Fraser, enjoying looked good for the Polar Bears,
his first fine night of the season, picking off five rebounds in four
scored eight of his seventeen first(continued on page 8)

2

1

E

D. K.

half points during the Bobcats' nap.

Gymnasium

Sargent

in

exchanged field goals, Bowdotfl
having mi sed seven field gaal atWon Lost tempts before Woods' one-hand
push. After breaking the i"e, the
3
game was all Bawdoin when the
J
Bob"ats went five minutes without
3
a score. The Polar Bears ran up a
2
1
commanding 19-6 lead dunn<* tMs
2
1
time and Bates never did fully re2
1
cover from this disadvantage
2
1

Chi Psi

period featured

Mike Coster connected after as- by the Beaver goalie and dumped
sists from MacKennon and Dave It in to score. With 12 seconds reHam. Defense laurels go to Ron maining in the period, Fred Thorne
Desjardin and Art Perry.
slapped one over goalie Dick McOn Friday night, Bowdoln saw Its Cabe giving the White a 2-1 edge.
first win over any Amherst team
Twenty-seven seconds into the

fii'u\y

Al Payson

In one of the best basketball ex-

hibitions

'

Sigma Nu

the

v

third

Sig

U

Psi

Zete

in

The

lu»

oi

resUUs uie games mai nave been
caiiLeneJ a^u prooabiy will be re-

ord.

Doug MacKennon counted

ue-

all

ucio\V ui'C siaoU-

i_.isi.ej

wniuii have o^tureJ. ..»
soon as a ic^ord is compiled u win
be priiitej. Any inconvie.e no^Key

while

second period.

oaiuei in

sea-

lorle.is

A.

Fred Thorne slapped one home for
the White on an assist by Ron Des-

(.lose

pro-

inga in,iiuee ajptdru. voiieyo.iu ians

doubled it if it wasn't for defenseiiiL.i Desjardin ana Perry's superior maneuvering.
Saturday night, the weary White
took the ice against the M. I. T.
Beavers, who now hold a 0-5 rec-

The U. N. H. Wildcats scored
from Tim Whiting in the
first period and two in the se.-ond.

five goals

By

The inieriraternuy sports
gram is weu into me Wiiitcr

By Steve Frager

same of the fastest and best-pUyed However, if there was any real
games in collegiate competition. standout in the game it would have
The varsity engaged in three tilts, to be gjalie Bab Fritz. To say that
taking Amherst and M. I. T., 4-1 this goal lending was superb would
and 5-4, while losing to U. N. II., be an understatement. The Lord
8-1.
Jeffs, shooting from
all
angles,
In Wednesday evening's skirmish scored only once and it is doubtful
against U. N. H., the Polar Bears if they could have gotten a shot by
bare down but had poor luck char- him even if they had a "machine
acterized by three shots by Tom gun." As it was, the Purple took
Mostrom which bounced off the ii shots and probably would have

Whites Beat Bates 96-58

League

1nterf rat

M.LT., 4-1, 5-4

W—

art-ana • tims

bbvimicmt

•

mimtaov

—
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It was literally a record breaking
By Al
weekend at the Curtiss Swimming
Pool as Bowdoin's Polar Bears
In a tense, exciting game at
clashed with Amherst Saturday. Waterviile last Saturday Bowdoin
After the hotly contested meet was finally defeated Colby after having
over, Amherst had emerged vie- absorbed eight straight defeats at
torious 57-3 1 and three pool records the hands of the Mules in a streak
had been smashed.
extending back to January, 1951.
The first record to ue broken was The first close game of the season
Cooper
the 50-yard free style mark as Bob showed a spread of no more than
lom at Bridgton Sunday afternoon. Keiter of Amherst swam the two five points at any time.
Bruce is only a sophomore and al- laps in 22.6 seconds. Keiter wasn't
The exciting tussle finally ended
ready appears to be one of the best satisfied with this though, but came with Dick Willey as the individual
back in the 100-yard free style to star and high scorer for Bowdoin
skiers in Bowdoin history.
i

Paysoa

|

this stretch.

I

BEARINGS
Keil
During the past two weeks

I

A

have

received letters from interested
alumni asking why no box scores
appear on the sport pages. The lack
of scores is not an oversight on

1957

White Beats Mules 89-73

Swimmers Lose 52-34

POUR

15,

However, the Mules were able
backboards as they

to control both

picked off 28 rebounds to Bowdoin's
16. The two teams both shot well,
Colby at 45% and Bowdoin at 36%.

j
'

repeat his excellent performance,
going the distance in 51.9 seconds.

Turning to the Arena and the two
anybody's part but the problem is game win streak the rinkmeu have
with our printing. This year The established, Polar Bearings would
Orient changed printers, and there- like to cite the superb performance
fore, was forced to change the size of Bob Fritz, Bowdoin goal tender,
against Amherst last Friday and
of the type.
At present The Orient is printed against M. I. T. on Saturday. Bob,
in 8 point type. Box scores usually who only last year was playing
appear in 6 point—type which our wing on the Frosh squad, made the

The White, however, was not

to

be left out of the record-making as
minutes later, Hoady White cut the
water in the 200 breast stroke at
the breath taking clip of ?33.9, taking almost two full seconds off the
old record which he himself had

as

he scored four clutch points

Coach Ed Coombs went with the
most of the time in
first half with Brud Stover,
Dick Willey and Ron Woods playing the whole twenty minutes.

five starters

the

The

first half total of 39

dispersed

in

among

was

well

the five starters

with Harry Carpenter at ten, Tom
Fraser at nine, Stover and Willey

the final seconds. His sensational

driving hook shot with thirty-five
seconds remaining to be played

at eight, and Woods at four. The seproved to be the winning margin cret in this scoring seems to stem
and he added two foul shots to be from the good shots taken. The
Polar Bears took very few nonsafe.

In the first half Colby's rebound- percentage shots.
Except for the trend in scoring
ing and good shooting kept them
printer does not have at his dis- big switch this year. With the add- set.
in the game as the White quintet the second half was different from
The Polar Bears also shone in the was outhustling and generally out- the first half. Colby settled down
posal. Therefore, in order to publish ed experience he is gaining this
any box scores we would have to year, Bob gives the hockey picture 400 medley relay, finishing a good playing the Mules. In the twelve kept control of the ball while Bowfifteen yards ahead of Amherst. jump balls during the first half doin evened Its disadvantage under
use 8 point type. Our problem is a brighter light.
that these scores will usually take
Finally, turning to the track The most hotly contested battle was Bowdoin jumpers controlled eleven the boards. Colby got 21 and Bow!

scene there are two "Jays" who the 100 butterfly as Jones of Amreally fly. One is Jay Green, who herst finished about two feet ahead
a standout in the Interclass of Plourde.
The frosh too had Its share of exto remedy this situation by includ- meet and high scorer in last week's
ing the names of the players in the triangular bout. Also, there is Jay citement as it downed Edward Litarticles, plus any of the outstand- Goldstein, a classy dash man who tie 44-33. In the 200 relay the White
ing scorers or defensive standouts. came from behind to win the relay was only three-tenths of a second
Naturally this is not as inclusive as in the latter meet. Jay showed form off the freshman record and fina box score but for the present it and stamina—essentials which are ished 20 yards ahead of the high
sure to place him firmly in the school lads. Riley also finished
is our only solution.
Again I want to thank those alum- track picture.
nearly a lap ahead of Edward Litni who took the time and cared
tle's Silva to win the 200 free style.
(Question?)
enough to write to The Orient.
Roach was especially impressive in
Your constructive criticism is apQuestion of the week? Will the the 200 medley relay as he stretch-

more room than the summaries

of

the contests.

Starting next semester

we hope was

White performers doin 19 rebounds. Both teams were
the taps.
forced Colby to lose the ball on careful In their ball-handling, lostravelling violations, fumbles and ing the ball only twice apiece.
of

bad passes eleven times. Bowdoin Bowdoin managed to pull ahead by
(continued on page 7)
lost the ball only three times in

i

I

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

We deliver to Hie Students
ITALIAN SAMDWIOHM

'

preciated.

baseball

team

make

the

trip

(Staaisati)

South? Other Maine teams travel
In a week of unprecedented wins and gain the needed preseason outan the sport scene five boys seem side workouts. Polar Bearings feels

ed a slim lead to a commanding

worthy of notice. No game is ever
our boys should be given the same
won by one person. Every win is
chance. Each student will have an
a team effort and a team win. Howthis group in its
ever, outstanding play deserves opportunity to aid

some

quest for $1,200.

notice.

In the water,

to

a

mark
full

new

Hoady White sped comes, please

200-yard
off

the

-

MOT

DOM
0*1 t-MB

'60

MEN

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN

your turn

helpl

breaststroke

of 2:33.9, cutting almost

seconds

When

Operated by Al Tebey.

one.

old

two

Lud Ettiman

record

PENN MUTUAL

which he previously set this year.
Leading an outstanding field of
competitors from Colby, Maine,
Bates, and Portland Junior College,
Bruce Chalmers won the giant sla-

Professional BafldBaf

Brunswiek, Maine

PA

Exceptionally

5-2442

Gccd Buys
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Publicotions Are

We
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from schools
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-Hope To Recover Some
The

library has released a list
book* that are missing from the
College library. The Orient is printing it below with the hope that
some of the books may be found
of

and returned.
Title
in

Morals;

tarch,

Racine, Androma-

No

que, "ragedie; Sartre,

The

Exit and

Flies.

Cervantes;

S.hevill,

Schiller,

Werke; Service, The Spell of the
Yukon and Other Verses; Shakespeare, Henry VIII; Shakespeare,
King T ear, 1608; Shearman, Henry

American

Ward Beecher.
Poetry;
Boileau-Despreaux,
Art
Smith, Larks in the Popcorn;
Poctique; Boston Book; Bronte,
Spenser, Complete Poetical Works;
Complete Poems; Campoamor y Stedman, Edgar Allan Poe; SteinCampoosorio, Poesias; Catullus, beck, Cannery Row; Stone, A BookPoems.

Bouquet; Taylor, William
Congreve; Thomson, Greek Tradilover's

Century Associations, Eli^u Root;
Chekhov, Plays, 2d Series; Cicero,
De re Publica; De legibus; Cbero,
De Senectute; Congreve, Comedies;
Conklin, World's Best Proverbs and
Epigrams.
De Vries, The Tunnel Of Love;
Dickinson, Poems; Farrell, "Tie
Face of Time; Farrell, This Man
and This Woman; Gardner, The
Case of the Restless Redhead.
Gilfillan, Modern Literature and
Literary
Goethe,
Faust;
Men;
Goethe, Werke, Hedge, Hours with
German Classics; Hemingway,
Farewell to Arms.
Hemingway, For Whom the Bell
Tolls; Hersey, The Wall; Homer,
Illiad;
Horace, Works; Johnsen,
Capital Punishment; Johnsen, Compulsory Military Training.
T-angdon, Letters of Washington,

tion.

Untermeyer, Modern British PoVoltaire, Candide and Other

etry;

Philosophical
Zaire;

Backward
Wolfert,

Ski

Voltaire,

Tales;

Whitman, Walt Whitman's
Glances.

An Act

of Love.

Team News

Colby Game

Machiavelli,

fourteen

tries for a

The Prince; Meri-

sj^.e^i.l Woods
twice in seve.i se.j.uls, Colby acor« Johnson, F. .......
ing four qukk points, making the Carpenter
6core 73-72. However, Bowdoin was Hitchcock '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
able to combat this press in two Fraser
ways: Stover had little trouble in Putnam
dribbling past Lloyd Cohen, and the stover
Polars still had four time outs left. McGovem
Carpenter scored a field goal and wmev
(m

t„

.

.

.

6

1

13

5

7

17

5

1

11

7

4

'

o

tossed in four foul
shots to set the stage for Willey's Totals
final splurge.

Playing well for Colby was CharTwigg who passeJ the 1,000point mark of his career in his
previous outing. He now has tallied
1,038 points in a Mule uniform. He
scored 21 mostly on a potent jump
shot from about twenty feet. Larry
Cudmore, among the nation's small
college leaders in field goal percentage, shot seven for nine, including
a perfect Cve-for-five in the second
half. These two, with John Edes
and "Soupy" Campbell, combined
to haul in nearly all of the Colby
rebounds.
lie

third period

*>-»-'-

-

team made a

s 'eriing

debut with

*

4

12

20 ing, the Polar Cubs trailed Deerinf

—

—

27

20

by 3 points. All men on the White
83 relay team had previously com-

GG

F

P

Cudmore
Rogan

—

3

s

3

8

in two events, but they real
through, especially anchor
Jav Goldstein. Goldstein, who
had just competed In another race,
l overcame a ten-yard deficit to win
14 tae race an<l t^e meet.

J

J

2

7

Campbell
Kopchains
Edes

2

°

Winning individual events for
\ Bowdoin were Jay Green, high
* scorer for Bowdoin with 8 point*,
John Vette, Jay Goldstein, and Ted

unt

" u7° "•
Con*n

8

'

Fuller. Green won the 800, which
was the only event that Bowdoin
79 swept all scoring places in.

J

Totals

27

came

man

n

l

J2
I"***

Peted

18 ly

4

2

J

23

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP
18B

PAKE HOW

Greeting Card*

-
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times

marksmen
twenty-six

in

phenomenal

51%

A

shoot-

ing average. Colby (hot a respect-

Campus-to-Career Case History

mee. Carmen, and Other Stories; able 37%.
Milton, Ode on the Morning of
The Polar Bears started to put
Christ's Nativity, L'Allegro, n Pen- the game on ice when they were
seroso and Lycidas.
trailing 69-65 with 5:20 left to play.
Muller, Thomas Wolfe; Murphy, In less than two minutes Woods,
Greek and Roman Classics in Stover, and Willey combined to
Translation; Pindar, Carmina; Plu- score eight points in a row mak-

Modern Library
College Editions

'65

-

.75

''1.65

Regular Edition
Giant Edition

2.95

Complete Stock of Mentor Books

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
Claire

Hruska

(left) discusses progress

of a

new telephone building with the

contractor.

Interviews for:
SALES

MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
SALES TRAINING PROGRAM

HOME

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE OPENINGS

Our

Sale*

velop

meo

Management Training Program Is designed to deto head our sales offices throughout the country and
management openings at our Home Office. It
a tour-month school at Hartford and another eight

for future tales
starts with

months are spent as a

field

service representative before

mov-

ing into a period ot sales work.

Attractive opportunities are also available to

men who wish

work (which may also lead
management) and in a limited number of Home Office jobs.
The Connecticut Mutual is a 110-year-old company with

What's a

"I

500,000 policyholder-memben and over three billion dollars
life insurance in force. Aggressive expansion plans provide
unusual opportunities for a limited number of men accepted
each year.
of

Call the placement office for an appointment with:

supervise

stage,"

building

is

ment that

construction

at

every

"Every telephone
designed around the equip-

Claire

will

says.

be in it

When

a building

tect to

I work closely with the archimake sure his plans fit the needs.

Then

check the contractors' bids.

is

needed,

I

the contract is

engineer's job

the telephone

in

Hruska graduated in 1953 from
the University of Washington with a B.S.
in Civil Engineering. Today he's with
The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Company.
Claire

to start directly in well-paid sales
to

civil

let, it's

my

When

responsibility

company?

to see that the builder sticks to the plans

__

in detail.

"Right
tion

now I'm handling

the construc-

of several telephone exchanges, a

large office building in

downtown

Seattle,

and additions to other buildings. It's
on my own a
lot, and getting the jobs done is up to me.
satisfying work, because I'm

"I've got a career that offers big assignments and responsibilities, and real

opportunities to get ahead in a business
that's growing rapidly. That's what
was looking for."

I

RICHARD M. SO YD
Hruska is typical of the many young men
finding rewarding careen in the Bell Telephone System. For more information on career

Claire

February It and If, 1957

who are

opportunities in the Bell Telephone Companies,

The^onnecticut^niaal
UrM IKBURAXLCM C0MM*O~< KA1UTOX*

a

hardfou g ht win ° v er Deeimg and
PorUand Hi 8 n schools. The scorn
was Bowdoin ». Deering 48, and
PorUand

close
18 throughout the long afternoon. Wit*
4 only the discus and relay remahv

4

»

Colby

La st Friday at the Hyde Athleoa
Builmn 8. Bowdoin's Frosh track

The meet was extremely

Tom McGovem
dramatic

Frosh Track Wilts

(continued from page 6)

hit

Second Punic

proved

"Snooks" Simonds *ti apie-e. The
Frosh trailed by f"''"'ewi ~ f t*»e

better shooting as White

Livy,

which

The college ski team requests
In another big game at Pittsany persons interested in fur- field Saturday night, the Bowdoin
thering a local ski area for student
Frosh lost a tight game to M. C. I.,
and faculty use, please write sug- 97-93. The "Big Three" again domgestions and ideas to the Orient ofinated the scoring. Bob Swenson
fice for study.
tallying 27 with Bob Smith and

•nd

Faster;

.

.

j

that

Adams, Jefferson; Lewis, The
Monk Lewis, How to Read Better

War XXI-XXV.

.

PAGE SEVER

ing the margin five points. Colby but fell short. Dick Bishop was
coach, Lee Williams, then called a high for m. c. i. with 32 points.
frantic time out while big John
The box score:
Edes was nursing a cut in his eye,
and sent the Mules into a prcii Bowdoin
G
F
P

Missing Books Are Listed

Author
Bogan, Achievement

BOWDOIN ORIENT

Till

15, 1957

®

Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and
Sandla Corporation, ace your placement officer.
Bell

»

t-Aufc

Tallman Lecture
was

sin

TUESDAY, JANUARY
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BIGHT

so seared into Durer's

that even when he was
ntrit
•earching the way to paint perfect
beauty from human models created perfect, he painted Eve with
the apple in her hand and Adam
tempted."
Mitchell cited visual evidence in
the dream -drawing of 1525 that
Durer "was still haunted by the
•mens and fears, the very images,
of his early apocalyptic woodcuts"
only three years from his death.
The connection between Durer
Erasmus next concerned
and
Mitchell. In 1521, Durer could look
to Luther the revolutionary and
Erasmus the humanist as "the two
atars of reform." Durer was personally, perhaps even dactrinally

Bearce

.

4

.

.

. .

'

into

1957

US Students

ExtendedT o

1

15,

Austrian Scholarships

r continued from page one)
Edinburgh had a mucn to offer foUfeleM didactlc diagrams on the teUectuaUy. Many other brilliant
one *>and and deucious cabinet pic- men of the time like Adam Smith
tures of *>*"* * irls on the other " worked to Edinburgh too. Hume
Mitchell stated that Frederic the decided later that Scotland did not
Four scholarships for graduate
Wise's attitude towards Luther's have the right environment for his
study in Austria during 1957-58 are
teaching was ambiguous. "Fred- talents. It was not wide enough
offered to American students by
eric remained a conservative in for a citizen of the Republic of
the Austrian government.
religious practice, deeply devout, Letters, Bearce said.
March 1, 1957, is the closing date
entirely submissive to what he was
He went to England and from
for the competition, which is open
persuaded to be God's will." His there to France, notably Paris
to unmarried American citizens.
pride was the Heiltum, an enor- which he visited on three occaThe scholarships include eight
mous display of relics. Mitchell sions during his life. The French
identified Durer's Martyrdom of people excelled all others, in his monthly stipends of 2,600 Austrian

away

forces dissolve

artistic

(continued from page 1)

ul

.

;

'

!

|

institution of
fields,

higher learning In aM

including history, social sci-

language,

ences,

literature,

and

other liberal arts subjects.

Bodine

.

.

.

(continued from page 1)

the program, Bodine commented.

|

The work of the geophysicist, re*
(approximately
$100),
cording and observing natural pheenough to cover room and board
nomena, is impossible to carry out
as well as tuition and incidental
in a laboratory. News coverage is
expenses. One travel payment of
WHITES BEATS BATES . . .
a key factor in drawing attention
1,400 Austrian schillings (approxi(continued from page 5)
the world wide research.
mately $55) will be offered. Gran- to
minutes. And, just to prove that
The year 1957-58 also corresponds
tees will be responsible for all other
everything seemed to be perfect
round trip with a time of maximum solar acexpenses,
including
in touch with the sectarian docfor the whole game, Bob Johnson
travel. Applicants may, if eligible, tivity. The study is going to be cartrines of Karlstadt, Mitchell said.
threw in a long running one-hander,
apply for Fulbrjght travel grants to ried out by 251 stations which will
"But in 152G, Durer made his own
just as the buzzer went off.
cover the costs of international form an evenly spaced network
position clear in a remarkable
High scorers were Stover with
throughout the world. Meteorology,"
travel.
way. He gave the City Council a I,
19 Carpenter and Fraser with 17,
will be the
artaVpie^e")
The awards may he used for the study of weather,
picture." Mitchell called it "a manWoods with 16, and Wiley with 10.
-;j
ii
ii
"v„
.- before
u ,r ,,-„ hjj
i,, ^
principle field of concentration.
Never
^che
lajJd.
university
or
Austrian
study
at
an
ifesto against the Nuremberg secals0 plavcd „ fin dcfensivc
the sufferings of Christ been de'
taries" but added that it was more
„ "'*•
the
forestrated
""eMirmeu
d,IU
harassin
,UdS!,in
B
"
<'
picted with such agonizing intensthan that in Durer's life. It was
]
ity
and majesty." But Gruenewhere his two worlds— "the trouwald's life ended in obscurity; he
bled, knotted world of the North"
may have been involved with the Film . . .
Brunswick
and "the classic harmonies of
(continued from paw 1)
Peasant's Revolt.
southern Renaissance art" met.
and Isa Miranda. It was directed
Jan. 15
Tues.
M,tehcU c osed Wlth a bnef conMitchell then turned to a considGIRL CAN'T
by Roberto Rosselini, Carlo-Rim,
THE
Holbein,
of
the
"deration of
"one
eratlon of Wittenberg and Frederic
DIAL HI 3-2541
Eduardo de Filippo, Jean Dreville,
HELP IT
noblest of Durer s contemporaries."
the Wise. In 1505. Lukas Cranach!
Yves Allegret, Claude Autant-Lara,
with
became his court painter. Cra-i His P° rtra,t <* Erasmus shows and Georges Lacombe.
"leal portrait of a scholar0l
Jan. 16
Tues.
nach's first paintings had been
There
French and two
the Ten

.

1

thousand as

a cult

image

opinion.

Hume became

of the Wittenberg Heiltum.

retary of State

Albrecht of Brandenburg collected relics on a vaster scale at the
Neue Stift in Halle, Mitchell continued. Albrecht was a great patron of learning who had Gruenewald as his court painter. Mitchell
felt
that some of Grueneweld's
Pointings were also cult images,
Gruenewald painted "the most
stupendous monument of German

in 1765-68.

for.

UndersecNorthern Europe

schillings

|

!

I

!

'

i

i

/

•

,

,

-«

•

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

;

1

,

i

'

!

are five
f
8ittin*
a
"• room
manifestations of what developed
Italian episodes. The following has
disciplined by humane
alert
as the Danube style, but at Wlt-|
been said about the film: "Rarely
<
Uw
cU
lc8
, steadily
tenberg bis art changed, Mitchell
*..
has so distinguished and so varied
was writing.
said.
"Aesthetically, there
a company of talents joined toi

™
**
m

j

surely a gradual collapse; historically, I think, the creation of an art

Revue

bis patrons."

Mitchell

stated

Cranach's

that

late

medieval popular art."

Contrasting the work of Durer
and Cranach, Mitchell noted, "In
the Bekenntnisbil of Durer the
Ideals of North and South, classic
form and Lutheran faith, were

***

Up

.

gether to create so diverse, yet
unified, a work of dramatic art as
septuple cinematic entertain-

.

this

i

'

Sky" and "The Ralnmaker"; Ben Priest worked with the
the

Providence
Street,"

TOM EWELL
JAYNE MANSFIELD

EDMUND

"

(Continued from page 1)
most recently appeared In "Light
Up the Sky," "Stalag 17" and
"Knight of the Burning Pestle";
Bay Demers with the Meddles and
glee dub, as well as pro-college TV
appearances with Kent's Hill; Rod
Foreman in "Billy Budd," "light

nouveau adapted to the tastes of

and Frederic's relations with
Luther were very different. Cranaob became Luther's dose friend
and table companion and It is to
Cranach that we owe our knowlappearance,
Luther's
edge of
Mitchell said. In 1521, Luther persuaded Cranach to devise an illustrated pamphlet to propagate his
realization that the papacy was
the Antichrist. "Cranach and his
pupils created a new Lutheran religious imagery from the stuff of

**

Players

In

"Quality

"On Borrowed Time," and

appeared in this semester's "Death
Salesman"; Charles Graham
brings to the revue experience in
high schod rdea and in "Death of
a Salesman"; Richard Kennedy also appeared in the Miller play and
Alexanders; George
last year's
Smart was in "Thor with Angels"
and pre-college shows; and Raymond Babineau makes his first
college appearance after numerous
of a

fused in heroic artistic utterance.
Here the tension is relaxed. The high school parts.

|

ment.
With almost uniform excellence,
seven directors, seven writers and
a host of topflight continental play
«rs have collaborated here to fash
u>n seven witty, amusing, ironic,
satiric or dramatic— as the case
m ay be—illustrations of those mor„i evils of which "the least that can
safely be said Is that they have
not been neglected."
The result of their joint labor of
love Is a full two hours of richly
satisfying
adult
entertainment,
Each anecdote, sketch or drama is
a gem, complete within itself

well

written, sharply pointed, fault-

lessly

performed and directed to
Avar-

illustrate the sins suggested:

ce Wrath, Sloth, Lust, Envy, Gluttony, Pride.
The participators
i

,

.

in this

.

.

herculean film achievement

rea d like a Who's
'

—

Who

in

and Italian film-making."

French

O'BRIEN

also

.

Short Subject

Wed.,

Thurg~

_

Jan7~16-17

NIGHTFALL
with

ALDO RAT
ANNE BANCROFT

CLARK GABLE
ELEANOR PARKER
THE KING AND FOUR
QUEENS"
Wed,

bo

—

News

"THE BOSS"

Short Subject

Fri., Sat.

Jan. 18-1»

WESTWARD HO THE
WAGON
with

FESS PARKER
KATHERINE CROWLEY
plus

DISNEYLYAND

-Jan. 16-17

Thura.

JOHN PAYNE

U. S. A.

Sun., Mon., Tues.

Jan 20-21-23

DEAN MARTJN
JERRY LEWIS
HOLLYWOOD OR BUST

Fit,

Jan. 18-lt

Sat

SAL MINBO
JOHN SAXON
BOOK PRETTY BABY'
Added Feature

TONY CURTIS
COLLEEN MILLER
'RAWHIDE YEARS"
Sun., Mon., Tues.

also

Jan 20-21-22

-

Short Subject
Jan" 23-24

W^aVFhurs

THE SHARKFIGHTERS
VICTOR MATURE

BOB TTOPE.,
KATRARTNR HEPBURN
'THE TRON PETTICOAT"

KAREN STEELE

•

mi

FASHION

DIZZY SAYS
IT'S

THE MOST!

"Paris ha3 necklines on sideways,

New York
To

He

AVAILABLE AT

has the waist shoulder-high,

There's nothing like fashion

~~

cool off your passion!"

laughed ...

P.S. Male knees

in

'til

he thought he would die!

THE UNON

Bermuda

shorts can be pretty funny too!

Fat or

slender, either gender,

BOOKSTORE

if

you

like your pleasure BIG,
enjoy the eal fuli flavor, the

rrai satisfaction of a Chesterfield.

Packed more smoothly by
Accu>Ray, it's the smoothest
tasting smoke today.

Smoke

for reol

. . .

smoke

Chesterfield

ISO for every philosophical veree accepted for
publication. Cheeterneld, P.O. Box Zl, New York
48. N. Y.

$3.98
John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie and representative
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"MY FUSE U hotter," the new Acting Dean was quick to remind
Miller and Naney McKeen as they practiced last week for one of the several Bs ,Mt week *** we 'topped to for a conference. How toon the bomb
kits to the musical to be pat on agate tomorrow night in the P.ckard Theater. The music credits go to Dan wU1 exP ,ode remotes to be seen. We hope the critter won't leave a,,
Bernstein and Fred Wflktes, words by Bill Beeson and Jim Dewanap. The musical is produced by the cr * t* r
Masqoe and Gown. Admission will be Blanket Tax or one dollar.
Photo by Hicks
shit to "The Ballad of the City."
A LITTLE FOLLY'S. Herb

-

TV

FBIDAY, FEBRUARY
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PAGE TWO

In

f,

1W7

Methods Approved For

The Dorms, TV's

Giving Scholarship Grants

The emphasis is on comfort. "We
The Committee on Student Aid nually provided that their need
want those students to feel at has approved
a new scholarship continues and they do satisfactory
home," Ladd commented. He felt
policy for the college Dean Ken- work. This is construed as work
the most attractive features were
drick announced before leaving for of c minus or better average for
the built-in TV seta (they operate
the marks of freshman year and
a semester's sabatlcal.
at a small down-payment a week,
Scholarship grants will now be work of C or better average there
I

i

I

payable In advance to the Athletic
Department), the luxurious picture
windows looking out on a gay campus scene of snow-bedecked fields
and students romping from class
to class, and the low tables. ("It's
much easier to reach up to the top
of them from the floor than it waa
with the old ones.")

Continued

on page 11)

subject to review during the col- after. HOwaver, holders of scholarlege year by the Committee on Stu- ships above tuition level are exdent Aid, If the records of the hold- pected to do work of at least C plus
ers fall below the

minimum

stand- average freshman year

and

B

tricuUtioo or general,
their

awards

to

may

expect normally

be renewed an-

be

reduced

to

tuition

level.

as announced by ft. A. Ladd, director
lr*£ boesiag. Include drastic revision of the layout of existing roods.
Coftyinced that the students should have more comfortable surroundings
inrwhich to flunk out, Ladd has had these modern rooms devised. IndBjdled are television seta, doable beds, and mnch shelf space. Outside
otfbe fact that no date has been set for the construction of these rooms

NWf DORMITORY plus

the.

of col-

future looks bright for boarders in the dorms.

DIZZY SAYS

Pushing aside a pile of housing obvious enthusiasm. The drawing
documents, S. (for Sam) Ladd depicted the new interior plan for
(rfjymes with mad), Bowdoin Col- the college's dormitory rooms.
lege's tennis playing placement
with the whole sit-

ITS THE MOSTL

"The trouble

looking fit and fresh in uation has been that the student's
grey pinstripe suit and gay red rooms were not comfy enough to
nock tie, leaned back in his swivel keep the boys here; that is why
chair.
this has been a suitcase college,"
"The housing situation is bad but he observed acutely. From all inthere is a future hope," he com- dications, the new rooms will go a

manager
hifl"

mented

in

the

which has made

He

pushed

"Here

it

is,"

dry,

terse

style

his

office

click.

AVAILABLE AT

way to correct that. "Straight
A's will be a snap in a layout like

long

THE UNION

forward a drawing. this, and even those who fall by
he commented with the way will do it in comfort."

BOOKSTORE

John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie and representative at Bird! and

Baby Week

WINSTON
ives
Time out

you the break on flavor

for flavor!— and

tastes rich

and

full

And

what

flavor!

its pure,

Thie

filter

snowy-white

cigarette

filter

does the job

comes through. Winston is the
you enjoy— that's why it's America's favorite!

so well the flavor really
Alter cigarette

mi-

ards set by that Committee, or if nus thereafter. If they fell to meet
they Incur disciplinary action by the higher average but do not meet
the minimum reoutaement, the
{the college.
Holders of scholarships, pre-ms- amount of their scholarship would

Smoke WINSTON ...enjoy the snow-white filter in the cork-smooth tip!
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ham

Vice President. Roland O'Neal
is
Recording Secretary. At the
Kappa Sigma house Mat Lavine is

And Dates

Skates

the
is

This Friday night Los Elgart James, Woody Herman, and Billy
and nil Sophisticated Swing will Butterfield. Charles Albertine does
again provide the beat at the gym- most of the arranging and his innasium to kick off winter house tricate interpretations of harmony
and eounterpoint are aimed at the
parties 1957.

Featuring vocalist Don Forbes, ears of a musically demanding
the dance runs from 9 to 1 o'clock audience.
Patronesses for the dance will
with the tickets at $8 per couple.
The judging of the snow scupture be Mrs. James S. Coles, Mrs. Donentries will take place at 4 pm by ovan Lancaster, Mrs. Philip Beam,
three members of the faculty. In- Mrs. Clement Vose, Mrs. Paul
festivities
includes Hazelton, Mrs. Thomas Stockton,
termission
songs by the Meddies, the crown- Mrs. Kenneth Ainsworth, Mrs. Aning of the House Party
all

the

finalists

of

Queen from dre Warren and Mrs. John Sloan.

the

different

houses and the awarding of troSATURDAY
phies for the two best snow sculptures. The gym will be transformed
Ship wreck parties, sleigh rides,
into a winter setting with snow and pajama parties will be feacovered trees, polar bears, and a tured as the College prepares for
large snow-man.

The

have blinking stars

ceiling

will

add to the

to

attraction.

The Elgart band -is conceded by
most to be the best prom dance
band in the country. His records
are all top sellers for Columbia,

The Betas are scheduling a band nies. Paul Sibely holds the office
of
and banquet on Friday as are the Grand Procurator.
AD's. Down the road at the Psi U.
At the Zete house the chief man
House, dixieland is to be the high- is Dave
Ham wiath Bruce Mclight of Saturday afternoon. On
Donald reigning as Vice President.
the corner of McKeen and Maine a
The Sigma Nu house voted in Don
pajama party is planned on Sat- Guida as President and John
urday, while the Kappa Sig house
Wheeton Vice President. Holding
will be the scene of an insane asythe offices of Secretary and Treaslum motif.
urer are Bob Clifford and Dave
Gosse respectively.
Bertil Wolf holds the presidential
SKATING PARTY
office at the ARU house. Second in
Sunday afternoon at 12:30 there command is J. Appel, and Neil
will be a skating party at the
Cooper is the Treasurer. The top
Arena, sponsored by the White man at the Delta Sigma house is
Key to raise funds to send the Clem Wilson and his V. P. is John
baseball team south daring spring Fawcett. At the Chi Psi house Ed
vacation for prp-season practice. Parsons and Stellan Wollmer are
A charge of one dollar will be the leaders. Bob Plouride is the
made for each student couple. The Secretary.
i

I

Winter Houseparty Weekend.
The music varies from jazz to party
Dixieland and calpyso.
The ARU's are planning to dedicate a new bar in addition to the
usual cocktail parties and dances.
Calpyso will be the •rder of the
day as Joe Perry from Boston visits the Sigma Nu house on Saturits

will last until 3:00.

Houses Select

and more and more people are beginning to enjoy his fresh and un•
mistakable "dancing sound." The day.
,
Elgart brass with its frequent feaGordie Howe's band is at the
ture of unison trombones is sharp "Kappa" on Friday and the Zete's
and biting. Avoiding piano, the are planning a ship wreck party
band puts extra emphasis on the on Saturday afternoon.
guitar in order to produce a clear,
The Dukes of Dixie are scheduled
clean beat. Les himself plays the to present a jazz concert on Saturlead trumpet and is considered in day from 3-5 at the Delta Sigma
the musical world as "the trumpet house, while other members of the
player's trumpet player," because group will be preparing for a renof his featured work under such dition at the Chi Pal lodge later in
names as Bunny Berigan, Harry the evening.

Grand Master and Bob Parent
the Grand Master of Ceremo-

New

Faculty Committee

Decides

To Require

Classes

Tomorrow

Classes will be held tomortww
morning. Efforts by the Student
Curriculum Committee to remove
the Saturday classes of Winter

House

Parties have
crushing opposition.

The Committee
press
refusal

its

will

meet

this year.

The Committee had given the
Dean a petition stating the reasons
for abolishing the Saturday classes.

The faculty, at the end of a stormy
and lengthy meeting, referred the
petition to the Recording Committee. The question of a Sunday skating party had come up at tins
same meeting and had been the
Holding the top office at the Psi occasion of much discussion and
U house is John Simons, and Steve argument. The question arose as to.
whether, if classes were eliminated,
Potter is the man under him. Dick
any suitable activity, possibly is
continued on page 11)
X

volving the Arena, might be devel-

oped instead of "the purely nogs
next
five step of eliminating classes*"
week. National Advertising schedNew officers were elected in the uled for next week's issue was The Recording Committee voted
recent fraternity houses meetings. moved, with permission, to this not to make the change this year.
For the most part these officers week to make a Winter House Par- Dean Kendrick, who believed that

The Orient

will not publish

remain for the coming semes- ty edition possible.
the Recording Committee was net
The next regular publication ol
Their duties will be that of
the proper body to make the
the Orient will appear February
running the respective houses.
change, was a powerful factor In
At the AD house Dave Dott was 19.
(Continued on page 4)
—The Editors
elected President and Tom Needwill
ter.

A

Campus-to-Career Case History

S.

Manning

discusses

a customer service

request with Office Supervisor Catherine Uasleton.

she first person to ask this question.

OWRNT, R may
resident.
If

he

difficult to

This

is

a

answer

Humor

is the

tmth?" Yoa aren't

In regard to this issue of the
if

Issae,

yon do not happen to be a

and not

all of

R

is

etc., In

reference to

members

of the facnlty

•re, of eonrse, not intentional.

own '3,000,000 business"

"Like having your

straight

there are any questions as to what is what, drop ns a line,

character shirs, smears,

Joseph

S.

Manning graduated

in

1950

from Wesleyan University with a B.A. degree and a major in Bio-Chemistry. But
chemistry, he decided, was not to be his
career.

He became

intrigued, instead,

by

the opportunities in the telephone business,

and joined^Jiew York Telephone

Company

in 1951.

Today Joe Manning is Business Office
Manager in Parkchester, Bronx, New

Bowdoin Mufflers

York. In this position he is responsible
for about 27,000 telephone accounts

which bill some 8250,000 a month.
people work under him.

6 Feet Long

"It's like

$485
Bell

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

35

having your own $3,000,000

business," Joe says.

an independent operation, which I enjoy.
I'm in charge of all business office functions, and of personnel training and development I also spend a lot of time oat
with

my customers, making sure that they

have the telephone service they want and
need. It's an absorbing job.

"The phenomenal growth of the

r

-^

Jto

request in spite of the

met with

NOTICE

Leaders For Spring

Manager Joseph

Perhaps yon have asked yoarsetf "What

with

continue

"And it's pretty much

ness

is

busi-

one of the reasons why advance-

ment opportunities are so good in the
telephone company. Since 1943, for example, the number of telephones in our
area has almost tripled. Growth such as
this, going on all over the country,
makes
the telephone business especially attractive to anyone seeking a career with
a
future."

Telephone Companies offer many interesting

career opportunities, as do Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.

Your placement

formation about

all

officer has more
BeU System Companies,

in*

ILL

TILIPMOKI
•VSTBM

*
1

!

.
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Cub«

Ice

BEN

FRIDAY,

Hone

Elected Station

Hicks

To Handle

Manager For

WBOA;

FEBRUARY

Sat. Classes

.

.

8. 1957

.

(continued from page 3)

Toast

Of

Business End

Station

the rejection.

Some discontent has been- exOliver W. Hone of Metuchen, N. tor, Peter D. Relic; News Director,
pressed from the student body
has been elected Station Man- Eric F. Taylor; Chief Announcer,
which felt that the petition's proager of WBOA, the campus radio George J. Basbas; Program Direcposals met with its undesirable
of 1875 Gateway
station at Bowdoin College. He will tor, Paul J. Rayment; Publicity
)
fate due to the time at which the
As for the attributes of the serve during the spring semester. Director, Bruce E. Conant; Recordpetition was presented to the facOther officers elected were as
Greek and Roman dieties of love,
Secretary
Rob-

G. M. PRIEST,

'56

i

J.,

!

Love Among The Tweedy
realize

I

.

.

full

.

I

well, of course,

that

isn't

it

—

yet

Spring

the

thaw

fjii able

the

at

beginning

week and
HouseWinter
close
party
fancy seems to have
of the

upon

my

us,

imagine you

still

have them

Manager, Nelson
Technical Director, J.
Leonard Bachelder; Sports Direc-

follows: Business

pret-

cased, being left over from
what with Freshman English. However, if
unscason you should happen to be on speak-

but

taken the bit in its pearly teeth
and lightly turned to thoughts of
love.

and Librarian,

ing

1

Hicks;

C.

ty well

I
1

ert

W.

crowd of lovers and the legions the Class of 1924
terms with a Classics Profesthat play at love. Observe the un- reunion in 1949.
sor or someone of that ilk, you
bounded bliss of soul coupling
might ask him for the real story
with soul. (That word will be the
behind the birth of Aphrodite/
) Pledge ye
death of me yet
Venus. Just for kicks.
to Bacchus in wine, if you willWell then, since time seems to but render unto Aphrodite what is
have sustained this wealth of fuss Aphrodite's.
.

Fare-thee-well,

Brunswick Coal

almost

It is

FUEL

impossible to find a song that does
not sing the praises of love (director
ly, as in "Love Me Tender,"

"You

Ain't

but a Houn'-dawg

thin"

.

petition

.

ty support but

.

.

Dear

Hearts,

.

-

&

PATRONAGE
SOLICITED

.

Lumber Co.

First 'National Banl
Brunswick,

BUILDING SUPPLIES

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Brunswick, Maine

NawWVf.''".»-l

Rmurz

In religion too, as well as poetry

'

v

;

live J|odern!

conscious of love. Indeed love has been personified in
many of these systems of worship.
well

kindly old Egyptians, for Instance, thought of love as a bonny

The

buxom lass who sported the head
shoulof a cow on her finely boned

Pick the Pack that Suits You Best

Hathor, or Athor, as the
Egyptians were wont to call her,
not only the goddess of love,
but held sway over mirth and "soders.

wee

By

these tokens,

Hathor
it would seem that
might well be a logical candidate
of
for the position of the goddess
then,

IAMBOX

I

Houseparties.

somewhere
somebody once told

recall that

You may

along the line

you that most of the days of the
week were named after Norse
Thor's
gods. (E. g., Thursday was
Day, and Wednesday was Doden's
Day, etc.). Well, the Norsemen
gave us a special day for love,
from the
too. Our Friday comes

day of Freya, goddess of love.
Freya also has charge of music,
fairies
tpring, flowers, elves and
...

.

if

anyone

is

interested.

By

it's
the way, don't you think that
Winter beterribly symbolic that
(In
gins on a Friday every year?
there is
this day and age. Kiddies,
damn little around that tent sym-

bolic.

Take, for Instance, the Claea

FIRST

-

AUBURN

TRUST CO.
Brunswick Of fice
For Friendly Service
\

to

meet the

•

I

J057.

Banking Needs
Of

Bowdoin

STUDENT ACCOUNTS

WELCOME

99

Smoke modern L*M and always
full exciting flavor

...PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP

MAINE STREET

With l*m

Dial

PA 5-5524

get

.

.

.

and only L*M

. . .

can you pick tha pack

that aulta you baat. And only L*M gl '•• you the
flavor . . . tha full, exciting flavor, that
anait ad

La m

. .

AMtERtCAS FASTEST GROW/MO CtGARETTE

Liuan

.

facul-

was opposed by the

Dean.

.").

and song, long have the people

cial Joy" as well.

of uncon-

had widespread

golden

span of ages the bright

as in

at its twenty-fifth

and a combination

nected circumstances and events.

STUDENT

and preoccupation with love, we

thread of love has been woven iii
to the very fabric of our being on
the silver loom of song until, today, almost all our music is of

obliquely

is

from The

ing

.

(Wow!)

the Air,"

the result of a substantial gift

Athor) bless you;
Now love is a pretty darn preg- must come to the conclusion that may Hathor (or
you;
nant subject, when you get right there is something in it after all. may Freya (or Freia) bless
down to it. Yes, indeed. Since the Let each of us this weekend, look may Aphrodite (or Venus) bless
chill grey dawn of time the poets about
darlthe
for
"Ho!"
Sing
us and bask in the wonder you
of the people have rhapsodised,
of this happy phenomenon. Radi- ing darts of Cupid.
coupled (or is it coupleted?) and
Kinsey was a Bowdoin man.
joyous
sonneted prodigiously to the cele- ate some yourself. Join the
Throughout the
bration of ,love.

doth-of-gold.

ulty

F. Cornelli.

WBOA, "Bowdoin on

Mnii Toucco Oa.
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The

THE B0W$iiN ORIENT
First Place Certificate, 1955,
First Place Certificate. 1956.

Friday, February

THE QUESTION

LXXXVI, No.

Vol.

19

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H.
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass

Edward Born,

What are you looking forward to
most during the coming Winter
Houseparties?

WHERE ASKED
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National Advertising Service, Inc.
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I
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Fotographer
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8,

'Professor William Geohegan.

aw

u

FACE FIVE

".

The Dean's Job

.

.

first

hand

observation

o

primitivistic

so-

This is an appropriate week for the new acting Dean to take
over the duties of the office. It began with registration and accumulating the grades from the last semester and it will end
with the winter house parties. We can almost hear the droll
laughter of Dean Hendrick as he escapes Brunswick for a semester leaving the burdens of the office to bis temporary successor,
Professor Dane. This week is the test in which we hope Mr.
Dane will emerge well tempered. We cannot really hope that he

\^*\-^
^& \
^fcfe

^B*

ing

would imply some sort of

bat-

n o

tle.

As the Acting Dean moved
Mass Hall during the examiwe found our-

to

nation period,

selves wading in a deluge of ru-

mors. Some mouths poured
tales of harshness to come;
from others came the gentle
flow of confidence. Questions as

whether Mr. Dane would be

to

or

for

the

against

body were

fairly

student

abundant.

it

looks like that

has

idea

out.

of

a

what he

body as a whole, not overlooking due and
careful consideration of individual problems. This is no game
of crack-downs and administration informers; the Dean's posito be inflexible over obscure rules.

He is responsible for finding and maintaining ways for permitting students to act reasonably and in a civilised manner.
If the

ways are ignored

in in-

dividual cases, he must apply
with flexibility and care general rules established for the

a

•

a

a

some

of

until Ivy. It all

adds up.

A

little

work here, a

lit-

I

object!

to snuff

ovah in

his

Ah

posstively

payntea

a

Every time

BABY DAWL

get you

I

it

•

play there; and I should be able' to read all
that is wha
makes the situation the words that are printed but I
bearable.
cant read a word what is printed
there mainly because there aren't
Fred Thome,
any words what are printed there.
Co - Captain,
All the ink ran. What do you guys
Hockey Team,
print this with— water colors? The
(laug h i n g)
only story what I have been able
"Let's see
a
ta read the entire year was wrote
nice
in such bad english that even an
weekend so the
educated guy like me couldn't get
girls won't have
the drift. I want you guys should
to leave for a
get on the ball or I want my money

—

up

the type of things y'aft

looks like a Polar Bear
carried it in his teeth across the
Atlantic. I been to the six grade

paper

tle

week

roll

be evah saw anything lyuk

incentive

keep grinding

I

plus a

•

a

•

have been over at the Arena

te

skate and am continually being
run down by some guy with a fatigue cap on. My face is cut. I'm
lacerated all over. I don't know
what to do. I wish he would stop
this. This is a real danger. Stop

—

the rules of the College.

if

when ah saw some of thet stuff.
Ah would lyuk to say that Ah
would lyuk to sec yo lil ole news
papah censored.

him before it is too late.
Also I would like to know why.
hasn't that machine got a new hubcap after it ate the first one? Huh'

—

the

of

—

grinding

little

grave

pry-unt.

snowy

student body In
general. This needs a sense of
justice, a knowledge of the student mind, and an ability to use

good

Mah Daddy would

:

to

his position to act in

stuff that isn't qui-ut

——

eats of the student

new ways

Voice Of The People

Guess I'll go,
anyway. I don't
I would like to know why when
know. I'm looking forward to about
the faculty got so much money for a
the same thing that every one else
self study they studied everything
."
u..
so much except themselves. Did
they not know that for which the
John Vette. money was intended or something?
"Being released
PERPLEXED
from the tension

believes to be the best inter-

tion is not to find

/

been

blotted

job, as we tee
not concerned with being

is

s

was look-

The Dean's
Is

n

forward to
Saturday
classes but now

for or against the students. It

it,

theorectical

Roger Whittle
sey. "I

that

victorious

the

investigati o

classrooms."

of the

—

emerge

will

f

—

behavior
a field of study
counterpart to
cial

TERRIFIED

back.

few wins by the Bowdoin teams."
It

some

might be

a

F. P.

good idea if
were ap-

of these rules

"I'll

"tough policy" by the
Dean's Office,' we see nothing
wrong with it. if being tough
stitutes a

means

a careful

is

part of the responsibility

and we accept

He is an influence with both, and a
source of trouble, help, joy, or anger for both. Not an easy
the students and the faculty.
position.

Dean Kendrick, with

and marvelous sense of
Dean Dane has our confidence

his sharp
art.

The Orient Staff . .
— P. F. Gass.
— Roger Howell,
Sports Editor — Neil Cooper.

—

"First,

inspir-

ing class

I shall

to

in

front

—

—

—

—

—

THIRDREICH, JR.

R.
a

country

a

a

a

give

to

We would like to point tfut that
Dr.
William
Root, Chemistry your newspaper rarely celebrates
Professor:
"I appropriate weeks, days, centenam most anx- nials, festivals, bicentennials, etc.

— Paul Satre.

—

our

IGOR

*

make

—

Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editors
Raymond Babineau, William Beckett, Walter Gans, Ronald O'Neal, Carl Olsson.
O'Neal, David Messer.

—

my -

Paul Z. Lewis.

Feature Writers
William G. L. Foster, "Ben G. M. Priest, George
Smart.
Staff
Peter Anastas, John Brightman, Ray Babineau, Ken
Carpenter, John Carter, Robert Gustafson, John Moses, Norm
Levy, Carl Olsson, Tom Lindsay, Skelton Williams, Morgan
La Marsh, Peter Dawley.
Photographers
Mike Rodgers, Nelson Hicks.
Sports Staff
Ed Bean, Dave Belknap, Mike Brown, Rick Forman,
Steve Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradis, Sid SlobedUn, Al
Payson.
Business Manager
Harry G. Carpenter, Jr.
Advertising Manager
Roger Whittlesey.
Circulation Managers
John Dowling, Jr., John A. C. McLean.
Assistants
John Vette. Ill, Charles S. Crummy.

*

i

face

of

should

*

I would like to complain about
any other country? This
what this cold weather is doing ti.
I should like to know. We don't
my
car. I won't mention the make
even have enough money to give
of the car by name but it is a 1930
our own country
I don't think we
model. Since the first of January
should take it from me to give to
I put more miles on my car by
Tito. We should take it from Tito
and give it to me. After all which pushing it than by sitting behind
the wheel like most normal drivers
one of us is the Communist?
This is bad for my heart. You know
what I mean? If the cold weather
CYNIC
doesn't break soon, I will nfver

money

house across from the Arena"
Jr.,

Editorial Staff:

—

Why

the

and

have

•

Saturday morning. Second, a
barricade
o f
cars three deep

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editors

IRATE CITIZEN

Professor Herbert R. Brown.
alert

humor, as a master at the
and hope.

you know.

skating party."

also act at

times as the mid-point between

News

you

and a successful the plow.

it.

The Dean must

News Editors— Roland
Assistant News Editor

tell

i

watching and

concern for student behavior,
it

Payson.

I wouH like to answer that letter
you ran last time. It really burned
I would
like to know why my
what I'd like to
me up. I couldn't sleep aU night.
have the most sidewalks are not cleaned as soon Why did a reputable newspaper
for the parties- as the snow falls. Where does our like yourselves print such a stupid
victory at the tax money go? All 1 am going to letter anyhow. Just answer me
basketball and say is that you won't get any more that. After all he'c going to Spain
hockey
garni" money from me until you get on to see it himself. He ought to know,

Al

plied with equality. If this con-

it.

NEARLY BROKEN

How is it that always when I go
all.
long will this go on? over to Mass Hall to check on my
long? After all, Franklin chapel attendance they always tell
queen at the Roosevelt was president for twenty me I got less than I always got*
dance, but that years. This is Baby Week. We This really annoys me. They al
ways never believe me. What's the
is not all. I am would like to see your paper make
matter?
Don't I look honest or
also keenly anticipating the sight appropriate mention of this.
something? I pay my tuition, just
of glassy-eyed students peering
ious

to

see our We'd like to know why, that's

new dean

kiss

the house party

back at
that

is

there

is

me

Why? How

How

DAUGHTERS OF
AMERICAN MOTHERS

on Saturday morning,

any show up. Then, too,
always the prospect of real-

if

more glassy
eyes in evidence on Monday."

everyone else always does. Is
always this way? I should like
hear from other readers. May
be they alwaya have the same
problem too.
like

it

to

izing that there will be

Ah

bin noticin that yo

lil

per has been runnin some

ole pa-

little ole

INDIGNANT*

PAoa

TUB BOWDOtN

sac
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THIS ANIMAL,

rarely captured by
the photographer, was recently cornered by members of the Orient
Staff behind MassachusetU Hall.

The animal, commonly known aa
the Horny Rabbit, is a distant cowin of the famous Jadaloon. Jadaloons,

have

became

of their great speed,

never

been

The Horny Rabbit

photographed.
is

a

sight here during the first

common
week

of

the second semester.

Arrived
recently
on the
Maine Central from Bath, this
figure was one of the many
that are still coming in to grace
the campus for the weekend.
Pholo by Hicks

Kim Mason, Gordon Page

and

Woodward enjoyed themat Mount Tremblant last
weekend as they took a skiing

Jack

selves

break after

their

final

examina-

tions.

Photo by Hicks

Dave Webster and Ron McDonough were among the men that
registered at the library at the
beginning of the week for the sec-

ond semester. Ron looks a

bit

worried.

Photo by Hicks

Is

Thanks to the new Area, hoehuy
becoming more popular than

ever. Here la a bit of aetioa tram
a recent game.

Photo by

Achs

Harry Carpenter (M) gees up
two panto la the Westoyaa

tor

game

last Saturday Bight. Taut
Praour (X) follows up beblai.
lay Cebbledick of Wealeyau

proved too late to atop the

fast

moving Carpenter.

!

nUStAT, FEBRUARY

I,
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Ba

FRED WILKINS, wIm, with
Bernstein, bat written the musical
A Little Folly, has beea

score for

welcomed back

to

the college after

a semester's absence.

'

r.

"A LITTLE FOLLY" is the first number In tomorrow's musical produced by the Masque and Gown in the Pickard Theatre. Words and
music are all student written. This number opens the show.
• ^Ll

MRS.

K. T.

DAGGETT

at a rehearsal last

week

of

A

Little Folly.

Daggett appears in a number of the skits among which

Wheel

is

Mrs

"Said the

to the Rail."

Henry

M.

Eubank,

Jr.

(above) and Werner F. Fisher,
Jr.

(left)

have completed the

necessary for commissioning in the Marine Corps
as second lieutenants.
They
win be commissioned after
training

graduation.

ed

two

training

They have
weeks

attend

six

periods

Virginia. Both

a*

men

«

an
active duty for three yens alter graduation. During the rtret
eight months they wffl aMend
will

Officers' Basic School at

ske.

LAST TEAR'S

Orient Hoaseparty
Queen. This photograph wea the
coveted title for the Vassar girl

shown above. The selection is made
by a special board of Judges who
Judge

the

entries

over

a

sevea

month period. Contestants for next
year's competition are urgently requested to send their photographs
along with pertinent information
to the Orient.

JAMES BOWDOIN, whose ambition to establish a college in

Maine gave
present

TERRY K. WOODBURY, 'SC, received his commission as Ensign after
1« weeks of are-flight training at Penaacoia, Pla.
Woodbury is
edergoing primary flight training at Saafley Field Naval Auxiliary
Station near Peneacola.

his

name

institution

wick. This

man was

in

to the

Bruns-

a gover-

nor of Massachusetts which
then included Maine. Massachusetts later got rid of the
territory.
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BebM

Dillenberger To Keynote
Religious Forum Feb. 18

Ivy Curtain
tb*
BRIAR FOSTER
by

handsome, young escorts
were seemingly blest.
and sport were had by all.
Man," they said, "We had a ball!"

Frolic

fessor of Religion at

Weeks went into months, and the
girls became sad.
As they looked at each other, they
knew they'd been had.

Two

torial

lost

very quickly their rejouir.

But the story has not ended;

The tragedy was not suspended.
Smoke and fire arose in the night.
PUtndre and Craindre were two The Eumenides appeared, to gain

who

suffered;
till

Ho brought

To help those who

pairs.

will

hold

Interfaith

the

solemn four

*

in

.

Where?
Gentlemen, beware

forum

will

18

and

officially

in Pickard Theater.

interest,
be content,
and creativeness.

effectiveness,

Barbour's winning speech was
"Another Part of the Forest."

19.

begin

fo-

The
with

an address by Dr. John Dillenberger on "The Criteria for the
Authentic in Religion," Monday
'

I

suffer.

Plaiadre and Craindre soon learned
to love life.

WELCOME FRESHMEN

Norgeway-Mot Laundry

smiles, a delight.
Bright and cheerful, pleasing to the

Shirt Service

eye,
in

Monday

Forum

annual religious

its

rum on February

Their thoughts were simple; their

They would melt

religious

gruff and stood no bluff.

With both barrels pointing at derrieres,

The duffer had learned
Through being burned
That you had to be tougher

Speech Contest

Floyd Barbour won the Hiland

hold

The Bowdoin
really

luff'ter.

First

Lockwood Fairbanks speaking contest for freshmen. It was held on

That evening they will
Informal discussion groups
in the fraternity houses. The depresent.

The duffer had seen enough.
He knew his stuff and didn't muff.

He became
The duffer was tougher,
For he once lost a child and

three

ternity discussion leaders will

their spite.

le they huffed and they puffed
they met an old duffer
Who hated to see them suffer.

boards* of

Catholic

Finalists for the contest were
magazines. Following his lecture
he will receive questions from the Barbour, John T. Gould, Theodore
audience. This will be followed by A. Perry, Porter W. Dawley, Lance
informal discussion groups over R. Lee, and Carl A. Olson. The men
were chosen on the merit of their
coffee.
The following day, a public re- final speeches in the freshman pubception will be held in the Peun- lic speaking course. The presentacinian Room at 4 o'clock. Fra- tions were judged on the basis of

grandir,

And

In

Thirty-nine

School.

old, Dillenberger is the

Roman

Barbour Cops

Harvard Di-

years
author of
books and serves on the edi-

vinity

Plaindre and Craindre started to

L'HLSTOIRK SUCCESS

Episcopalian,

and Methodist.

evening at 8:15 in the Moulton
Union.
Dr.
Dillenberger
has
taught at Union Theological Seminary, Princeton, Columbia, and
is at present an Associate Pro-

Their

«, 1957

nominations represented will be
JewCongregational,
Lutheran,
Greek Orthodox,
Quaker,
ish,

your arms with

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE

only a sigh.

So to housepartiee they arrived
with "fun" a* their quest.

quiet please

100 fee* part rafiread tracks

BRUNSWICK

Winter Value Days

A

man's thinking about his future. Perhaps
he's thinking about military service or marriage
or a business career they're all pretty important

—

Choice of any

Maybe this man is yon. If so,
know about the careers available

WINTER - SPRING - FALL

you'll

want

to

at Connecticut

General.

OUTERCOAT

20% OFF

MAIHI BTBE1T

H.

tripled.

rectly

Loom and

Boy Scout Merchandise

A.

assets of all

have

Ours

well ask what can our growth mean
means young men with executive porise rapidly. You might reason corthat you can grow faster with us.

You might

REDUCED
Pendleton, Fruit of the

combined

insurance companies have doubled.

tential

HATS - SHOES

— Arrow,

Because we're growing at an exception-

life

to you. It

ALL MEN'S AND BOY'S FURNISINGS

*Only exceptions

Why?

al rate. In ten years the

BENOIT & CO.
BRUNSWICK

can

See *y our Placement Director for further information about a career with Connecticut General. When you do, make a date to discuss your
future with our representative. He'll be on campus soon. Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company, Hartford.

P. 8.

Job offers are made to qualified college

men

regardless of their military status.
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quite unclassic barbaric canons of

L

Tailman Lectures Finish
With Imperial Portraiture
By Roger Howell,

Carrara, lord of Padua.

Jr.

Mitchell

i

Prof. Charles Mitchell concluded noted that there was a notable
his series of three Tailman lectures ]cult of classical antiquity in north

dealing with "Imperial Por- Italy in the latter fourteenth centraiture" on Thursday, Jan. 17, in tury. Petrarch suggested to Carrara that he have a portrait gal-

by

(he Moulton Union Lounge.

"The middle ages were haunted
by the dream of restoring the world
dominion and the world unity of the
classic Roman empire; so too "was
the Renaissance," Prof. Mitchell
aid.
Mitchell explained that the humanists sought to restore the classic empire of Rome in the world of

lcry of

'

heroes painted. This

coin profile in the Italian

Renaissance profile portrait."
To trace his theme, Mitchell began with a story involving Petrarch
and Charles IV. At the first meeting of the two when Charles was on
to take the imperial throne,

to

17 18 19

20

12

21

24 25 26 27 28

22 23
-

on a tour by road,
from Edinburgh to the

rail,

•

It

him.

third century, he noted, the
head had begun to swing around

men you must learn to imitate and
admire, fashioning yourself in their
image and character."
Charles did not ever earn the
dedication. As he passes on his inglorious course northwards, Pet-

the

this inglorious, this

it

final

film,

Rannoch Moor

Royal Scotland,

is

a study of the land as a whole,

in

color/ It Illustrates historically

famous places, traditions, and customs including shots of traditional

and dancing,
sports
highland
against a musical background of
ballads sung by a Scottish choir.
The other two shows
ries will deal

meant that the imperial porhad changed its type." Mitchasserted that these frontal coins
had the character of cult images.
The whole range of imperial imag-

j

REGULAR

KAN DAHUR

ture.

such diverse subjects as the Edin-

to Glen-

of

Music and Dram*

political attitudes of Scotland.

Specials

ery stiffened into the frontal pose
in the Eastern empire, Mitchell
said.

SWEATERS

Reduced To

To demonstrate the developments
the west, Mitchell cited a
seventh century Lombard coin, "so
went to Francesco abstract and schematic, reflecting

m

$8.95

SKI

in

minim a

$6.99

ass*

IRREGULARS

1

OF

FORD
BALM AND

HARRY

E

$4.49
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"Student Accounts Invited

EZZJ

78 Maine
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Footwear

Sportswear
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St.

in this ae-

with Scotland: The

and Scotland: The FuThey will include films o»

Tradition

"It

and pon-

iu»ui»i\iunv

The

and the industrial conditions

Isle of Skye.

»

of the British Isle.

and steamer burgh Festival

Outstanding

ell

der the things you should shun and
the things you should pursue."
When Petrarch did award his
dedication,

2

crosses

trait

infamous

retreat. Farewell, Caesar,

Shows

into a front position.

rarch sent a chiding letter. "If this
antique classic coin portrait could
speak ... it would itself deter you

from

W

M

Mitchell set imperial coin porPetrarch replied,
"You shall have your dedication if traiture in its own perspective by
you have virtue and I life enough." tracing its course through history.
Petrarch gave Charles a coin bear- He demonstrated earlier coin por"luing the image of the Roman em- traiture with an Augustan coin
peror Augustus. "Here, Caesar, are cid, imperial, detached, the very
tout predecessors; these are the symbol of world domination." By

cated

Friday

commemorative

emperors and gave his own shape
asked that Petrarch's to history. This was a Renaissance
Charles
work De viris illustribus be dedi- phenomenon."

way

3

First';0f

coins are not vaguely classic but
The Caledonian Society will pre- coe-, the great glen which cuts all
based on models which we can date
sent the first in a series of three of Scotland in half and the location
and locate fairly exactly." Mitchell
Friday night film shows dealing of Ben Nevis, the highest mountain
cited a coin of Constantine as the
with various aspects of Scotland on in Great Britain. The film capdirect source of the Charlemagne
Friday, Feb. 15, at 8:15 p. m., in tures the beauty and color of the
coins.
Smith Auditorium, according to Highlands with their historical asWith Charlemagne and his sucsociations and shows what it is like
Roger Howell, Jr., president.
cessors the classic Roman profile
to be a crofter in this remote part
The first show, entitled Scotland:
gained currency but again they

Petrarch himself.

His son did have

letters. This, he felt, was equally
true in the field of portraiture." My
is the rebirth of the classic

his

Caledonians Slate Films;

Charlemagne made the return to
classic models for imperial
portraits, Mitchell said. "The new
the

of three short
petered out. By the thirteenth cen- The Land will consist
in color. The
tury frontal coin portraits were films, two of them
medals struck to celebrate the reof Scotland,
Lowlands
film,
first
again universal in the West, Mitchcovery of Padua, June 19, 1390, and
graphically that area of
ell said. In the year 1231, the em- portrays
these are "telling testimonies to
contains some
peror Frederic II issued his new the country which
Petrarch's teaching." They are diland in the
coinage, the augustales, modeled of the finest farming
rectly copied from an imperial coin
cities,
directly on a coin struck in the .world along with two large
of Galba, Mitchell asserted. "He
Glasgow and Edinburgh. It is also
(Continued on page 10)
had his image struck in the eternal
an area of rich historical legends
brass of a Roman emperor so that
casstill living in battlefields and
FEBRUARY
1957
future ages would look back on him
tles and known to the world through
f
S
T
S
T
as a type of excellence, Just as he
the writings of Robert Burns and
looked back on the ancients for
Sir Walter Scott.
the same inspiration. He asserted
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Scottish Highlands is the title of
himself as a paragon of the classic
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
the second film. It takes the viewer
trait of

theme

Roman

Roman

was done, although it is all gone
now except a much damaged por-

i

design as to be almost unrecognizable for what they are."

Brunswick

an*;

i

;
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Tallman Lecture

.

Levy Elected Masque And
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(Continued lrom page 9)

The identification with Augustus was due to
kis determination to found his emprincipate of Tiberius.

pire, like that of

Tjo

uheae Gara

Augustus on the

by

Weil, Krausher Also

GEORGE SMART

basis of peace and tranquility. "The
augustales were meant for a mes-

Dear Hortense,
siamic peace-manifesto."
Well, dahling.
This was the second great reviby
this
time
val of the tradition; Carrara's was
you probably
the third, Mitchell said. Carrara,
think that I've
however, did not claim to inherit
at
last sucthe imperial dominion but rather
cumbed to one
the virtues of spirit and character
of
those long
of the imperial Caesars, Mitchell
college
weeksaid. "We stand at the watershed,
ends
how
in this department of culture at
many months is
least, between the middle ages and
it since I've written?
But
never
the Renaissance."
Mitchell then turned to the other fear, good old Tallulah's still goThe last weeks have
centers of classic revival in Italy, ing strong
Naples, Milan, and Verona. Stating been one hectic rush from Princethat his neopolitan example was "a ton to Dartmouth to Williams to
curiosity." Mitchell showed how it Yale to Haaaaaarrrrrvord with a
combined the tradition of repre- few exams squeezed in between.
senting throned majesty and the Actually I've survived well enough
tradition of the classic coin por- though, except that the bags hang
a little lower each week.
trait.

—

I

Turning to Milan, Mitchell cited
his evidence from items connected
with

Giangaleazao

The

Visconti.

am

so pleased to report that

Maxim

doin.

whole

life

says he's spent his

studying.

As I told you last fall there's
only one train that goes through
fair

Brunswick and that's the milk
M. Utterly impos-

train at 5:30 A.

wavy sculp- underground distribution of a small
volume entitled Sane Sex Life by
one Dr. H. W. Long. The book has
cameo, Mitchel quoted.
The manuscript was close in its been arriving through the malls

the neck cut off in a

tural line like a classic coin or a
classic

it would be quite romantic
take the stage coach. It will be
like the days when Hawthorne

cided
to

of

of

classic

tree as a real classic

Roman

stem- tions of

ma.

fife

the college doesn't lend them out
anymore. And since the boys use
just one set the whole year it
seems a wise move to bring your
own.
I
hate to sound like an old
preacher and I most certainly
don't want to scare you, but there
are a few "don't" that I feel I
must mention. Beware of dark
corners even in the living rooms.
When your date asks you to come
up and listen to bis hi-fi set, say
no. I swear these "liberal arts"

How abort tou? Why not drop over te
your Placement Office and ask for a
copy of "Commencement 1967"T . . .
And while you're there, make an appointment to meet the JEtam Life representative who'll be on campus:
<

i

nello of Verona, Mitchell said.

shudder.
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hit

critics rate this

Glen a smash

21,
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on campus
The

MERRYMEET1NG GIFT SHOP

a new

February

Note to prospective Admirals and Generals

// »ou'r« facing a tlint of military untie; tct'd Ukt to mtet
•Byway. In many c«M>, vUutmmt it pouibU bt/ora oetivt duly. If
net. u « ttili want (• makt your acquaintanct to that »* ton l
mtll
•sen othtr wn«n you're back in tireuUtion.

Sneak Preview
of

life for me in their
MANAGEMENT

and find out more about
what they have to offer I*

And don't forget to bring your
own sheets and blankets: It seems

in stages.

copies of imperial coins. In the fifteenth century the creation of the
Italian Renaissance medal can be
traced there in the work of Pisa-

the argument to Verona. He cited
first the Vatican manuscript of Giovanni Mansionario with its direct

fine opportunities at

*tna

talk to their representative

date.

Mitchell then followed the thread pects
of

some

TRAINING PROGRAMS.

From

the advertisements one exsomething of a cross between Sexual Behavior by Dr.
Kinsey and Gone With The Wind.
Long produces nothing similar to
either and has disillusioned numerous students whose basic research
has been done elsewhere. Long's
style is enough to make anyone

Comm.

can bet I'm going to

models. The wrapped in ice cream freezer bags,
representation of Giangaleazzo him- addressed to various aliases. This
self is alive. "It is still a I'antique, reviewer feels that some of the
but antiquity brought to life. This Doctor's ideas smack of the obsob not imitation of imperial Rome, lete, perhaps because the book was schools are far more progressive
but Ha reincarnation." It is possi- written in 1919. Long falls into the than anyone gives them credit for
ble, Mitchell added, that the artists dreary habit of numbering every- being.
Tallu
here was representing the Visconti thing and placing the basic funcimitation

President;

"I'm a liberal arts senior. ,
no specialized training
but I've heard there are

sible for us of course, so I've de-

went to school up there; then

Gown

Executive

At is annual meeting on Janu- Dick Kennedy, '58, is in charge of
ary 21 the Masque and Gown elect publicity, and Ed Koch, '58, coned officers for the next semester. tinues as Business Manager. SenThe slate is composed of a group ior Member-at-Large is Don Perof actors and technicians who have kins, '58. Charles Graham, *59, is
been quite active in the past and his junior counterpart. Finally Bea
who promise to provide a varied Priest, '56, holds the newly creand vigorous program,
s
ated post of Librarian.
Norman Levy, '57, was elected
The last position was created by
President and Gordon Weil, '58, the members to provide for someSecretary. Both had served on one to handle the books that are
the previous executive committee. given to the Masque and Gown.
Marvin Kraushar, '58, is Produc- Books have been received from
tion Advisor with Frank Whittle- Mrs. Cedric Crowell, wife of a
sey, '58, as Production Supervisor. late Bowdoin actor.

course the dates stayed for the
winter but if things go well perhaps we can arrange that too.
The subject of this letter is once
Oh, before I forget, bring a paagain inspired by dear old Bow per bag that will fit your head
doin. And what a topic of thought! comfortably. I don't know why,
but Maxim says it's always a good
precaution- when you have a blind

page of the crucial manuscript
painted in "graceful*, sinuous
Gothic style," Mitchell said. Part
of the manuscript contains a Visconti geanlogy traced from Jupiter.
Sane Sex Life and Sane Sex
The first of the worthies are paintLiving, H. W. Long, M. D.; 1919,
ed in the same Gothic style as the
Eugenics
Publishing
Co.,
New
title page, Mitchell said, but from
Aeneas on there is "a marked con- York.
Bowdoln's undergraduate body
trast in feeling and style." The
portraits are in strict profile with has recently been engaged in an
title

Is

I

you have a date. His name is
Casper Valentine. He has freckles.
Limps a little. Drinks a lot. Likes
to dance. The only difficulty seems
to be that you'll be the first date
he's had in his four years at Bow-

On

•

oeour

•

AH form of buuranc* pratottiom
acciocnt • casualty • sondino

•

mm maum
•

.

I
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DENNIS THE MEMESIS

Scotch Bard

New Rooms

To Be

Houses Elect

Nimbus Returns For Party

.

(continued from page 2)

Have You Heard

Carboy

.

.

.

(continued from page three)

Department of Ap- Boone is the Treasurer. At
Professor and Mrs. Walter P. plied Ceramics at Brown, and Pro- Deke house Don Rundett
Nimbus entertained at dinner a fessor and Mrs Loveones-self of Fletch Means are President
week ago last Thursday. The event the Psychology Department. Pro- Vice Presndent .respectively.
was in honor of their safe return fessor Herbert Goldenage was un- Wooly was elected Treasurer.
to Brunswick after a three month
ATO's elected Alfred Newman

Bared By Prof's Duo

The design is a long shot from
the traditional Bowdoin layout;
Major attraction of the coming
Henry Longfellow would hardly
literary season will be a unique
recognize the old place if he were
panel discussion sponsored by the

.

.

.

of the

the

and
and
Al

The

to stroll into the richly carpeted,
and
able to attend being confuted to
Caledonian Society according to admodernistically
designed,
broad trip to the middle east. Professor his home due to the loss of his Mel Kowsnowski as President and
vance statements released by Mcand exciting bachelors quarters Nimbus was doing research for Phi Beta Kappa Key.
Vice President..
Gillvary
McDougald McDonald,
which the college has come up his forthcoming book "Weird Birds
XTV, president.
>••••••••»•••>»»•»> l lll I •«>»•!
and Around Suez." Everyone

Over
who is anyone was there, making
Coyly, Ladd declined to comment
The
it
a small intimate affair.
on the date of construction for the
decorations were perfectly lovely.
new
dorm
Pressed
rooms.
further
Profs. Herbert R. Brown and LawThe center piece consisted of a
this point, Ladd mumbled somerence Hall. Burns is noted among on
two *veek old cod adorned with
thing about GM representatives in
the literati for his pastoral poems
Jadaloon feathers and old shotgun
the outer office, shuffled through
written quaintly in the style and
shells. It was terribly chic. Cona
stack
of
inlaid
filing cards, and
language of his homeland of two
gratulations, Mrs. Nimbus, you've
selected the most impressive one,
centuries ago, according to interdone it again.
his broad back turned at your reviewer Brown.
Among those attending the gala
porter. The interview obviously
Brown added that Burns made
affair were Professor and Mrs.
was over.
with.

!

Robert Burns, noted Scottish auwill be interviewed by two

1

thor,

members

the

of

college

Publications Are

faculty,

We

,

Our Business!
from schools

invite inquiries

concerning Publication Problems

.

.

i

his first real

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CON VEN ENCE

is

especially

eager

man
and

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

BEER

•

The

4.

Call 5-2422

CUMBERLAND

OPERA HOUSE

Cotter's

Saturday Night in an attempt to
determine which is more import-

!TS~FpR

R|AL)^

by Ouster

;

Fjelci

THEATRE

BATH, MAINE

Brunswick

ant.

Hall,
a

DIAL HI

on the other hand, will take
approach as he ques-

3-2541

different

Fri, Bat.

tions the Scottish author. Hall feels

that

Wed.., Feb. 6

O'Shanter was obviously

Tam

NAKED PARADISE

DUE TO EXTREME
LENGTH

matter further with the author.

The meeting will be held in Jhe
private chambers of the Caledonian

One Matinee Daily

Society. Attendance will be limited

those

Feb. 8-9

Thru Feb. 12
Double Feature Program

from an Oedipus complex
and he would like to explore giis

suffering

to

who can prove they ought

Plus

FLESH AND THE SPUR

at 2 P.M.

One Evening Show

at

Son., Mon., Tnee.

to a ttend.

Feb. 10-11-12

7.15 P.M.

Lud Elliman

Rich man of the campus was Danny Drew
Because of his wonderful chest tattoo—

Professional Building

Brunswick, Maine
5-2442

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY
Brunswick
Sunday School 9:15 A. M.

SERVICES
Sunday 10:45 A. M.
Wednesday 8:00 P. M.

CHURCH EDIFICE
288% Maine
All

St.,

Brunswick

Welcome

ZARAK

HE-MAN DREW

PENN MUTUAL
PA

His buddies all gave him their hard-earned dough
For the pleasure of watching
his pectoral show.

it's

Wed., Thura.

ISO

for

r—

UltMt

ADMISSIONS

JULIE

Matinee OOe

DORIS DAY
LOUIS JORDAN

With
. . .

smoke Che s»*rflaid

rrery philosophical vmt accepted lor
ChmterlMA, P.O. Box 21, N*w York 4».

publication.

O

Feb. 13-14

the

smoothest tasting smoke today.
Stnoko for

Also
Short Subjects

GIANT

Accept no substitute for real
enjoyment. Take your pleasure BIG.
Smoke Chesterfield and smoke for real.

by ACCU-RAY,

MICHAEL WHALING

In

MORAL:

better

VICTOR MATURE
ANITA EKBERG

ROCK HUDSON
JAME8 DEAN

beautiful lady exquisitely etched—
When he flexed his muscles she got up and stretched

Made

With

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

A

NT.

Sunday and Evenings 90c

Mr.
!

Last

Two Performances

30 Songs and Sketches

Cast of Twenty!

A

new musical revue with sketches and lyrics
by William Beeson, HI, and James Dewsnap;
music by Allen Bernstein, Fred WiUdns and

"A

LITTLE

I

HOT DOGS

Operated by Al Tobey, '50

tradition in English literature
to investigate the internal and

external conflicts in

CO.

Maine

PRINTERS OF THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

We deliver to the Students

to

question Burns on the connection
tietween his writing and the yeo-

Freeport,

I

.

ihows.

Brown

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING

splash in this country

about thirty years ago when he
gave one-man readings to sellout
crowds in Jjpukee Stadium between
double-headers, in Madison Square
Garden between fights and in the
Garden between other
Winter

FOLLF

Produced by the Masque and Gown
Blanket Tax or 11.00

Terry Stenberg.
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IS

SKATERS LOSE!
C

CAGERS OUT 1

Bowdoin's Dick Wooley scores
the

exam

period began.

in the

Brandeis

game

played before

i

>

Photo by Hicks

Tom Fraaer (20), Bowdoin's Captain, scores against Wesley an last
Saturday night's basketball game. Wesley an's John Watson (32) was
unable to stop the shot. Wesleyan won 69-60.
Courtesy Portland Press

HeraM

THE BOW
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VOL. LXXXVI

And

Of

Role

Discusses

Dillenberger

Experience

Tradition

In

evening

Dr.

Speaking on The Criteria for the
Authentic in Religion, he warned
that setting up criteria would impose restraints upon religion. He
further said that the criteria can
not be found in "religion

eral" which
there

is

is

whic
Dil-

lenberger accepts as basic to discovery of the criteria is that God
manifests Himself to man. This
is an attempt to describe
the characteristics of uniqueness
which manifest themselves in re-

Dr. John Dillenberger

teria

balance

religion. Citing instances in the past

when one

of these qualities

of balance,

ism

he said that Method-

lost its theological

13 Clergy Visiting

was out

future with

emphasis on the heart. The
contemporary religious revival also
is almost totally of the heart and
as an example of this he mentioned
a book by Dale Evans Rodgers in
which she combines Norman Vincent Peale, Billy Graham, and the
Church and believes
Episcopal
them all to be the same.
The second criteria is illuminaits

Campus For Forum
The Bowdoin

Study For

Forum

will

Its

representing eight different faiths
will discuss "The Authentic in Religion" in informal sessions in the

fraternity houses.

Dr. John Dillenberger delivered
the keynote address on "The Criteria for the Authentic in Reli-

the totality of life through
gion" on
religious experience. In St. Augus-

God, for example,
(Continued on page 4)

Interfaith

annual Religious Forum on
Monday and Tuesday, February
18 and 19, when thirteen clergymen
hold

tion of

tine's City of

Monday evening

in the

Union. The public is invited to attend, without admission
charge. Dr. Dillenberger is Associate Professor of Religion at the

Harvard Divinity School.

On

Begun By Committee

this

was a

afternoon there

reception for the participating cler-

gymen in the Peucinian Room in
The Special Committee of the Sills Hall. Informal discussion
Trustees and' Overseers of Bow- groups will meet in the fraternity
doin College on Planning of Build- houses tonight
ing has been designated to make
The Religious Forum has also
studies concerning a new dormi- provided speakers for the chapel
and services at Bowdoin on Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday. They have
been, respectively, the Reverend
Members of the Committee on Birger T. Johnson of Saco, the
Planning of Buildings, in addition Reverend Martin Sargent of Bath,
to the President, are Harold L. and Mrs. Glenn L. McKee of South
Berry, *01; John F. Dana, '98; Durham.
Leonard A. Pierce, 'OS; and WldgThe Religious Formu is sponery Thomas, "22, all of Portland; sored by the Interfaith Forum, an
Harry L. Palmer, '04, of Skowhe(continued on page four)
tory,

facilities,

its

location,

financing, to report to the Trustees

and Overseers

in June.

gan; Edward P. Garland, '16, of
Wellesley Hills, Mass.; and Professors Philip C.

Beam and

Cecil

Holmes from the Faculty.
"The most recent dormitory to
he built at Bowdoin College was
Moore Hall, constructed in 1941,"

T.

Dr. Coles stated.
the

number

By Robley
seems

that the

to

me

Masque

Gown's

and

houseparty o
tle

-

Lit-

Folly,"

was
when

at its best

refused,

it

f

"A

fering,

to

take itself or
its material too
seriously; that when it did when
the cast and authors got hold of

—

Terms Party

the dubious

Charming, Witty
Just Sheer Ma<nc
By Isaac Bickerstaff
Exams were over, Mitchell had
and Winter House Parties
were upon us like a March on the
Cumberland. It hit the campus
with a blow that lasted for many
(continued on page eight)
left,

[

I

Hodding

To

strated

messianic notion that
moving on the foggy

were
moors of art

they

for art's

thing had to give,
ally

and

sake— some
it was usu-

not the audience.

Fortunately for all concerned
the big Saturday night per-

with

formance

—

Theatre's

largest

—

and

it

was Pickard

paid

crowd

to

such moments of aesthetic
date
self-consciousness were relatively
few. What the audience got for its

"leadership

ability,"

his

academic attainments and his
achievements in Military Science

Talk Here Tomorrow

Hodding Carter, editor and pub- cources. A perennial dean's listee,
Usher of the Delta Democrat-Times Kent has been a James Bowdoin
in Greenville, Miss., will deliver the Scholar, out for football and active
Delta Sigma Lecture at Bowdoin in Masque and Gown, the Student
College at 7:45 p. m., tomorrow Council and Student Curriculum
evening, in the Moulton Union. His Committee since coming to camsubject will be "The South: Yes- pus.
terday and Tomorrow."
New plans announced today inMr. Carter, a graduate of Bow- clude wider responsibilities for the
doin in the Class of 1927, is the student staff and commanders. An
author of several books and many item of major interest is the fact
articles about social problems in that the regimental staff must
the South. His journalistic honors

work out and implement a plan
Include a Nieman Fellowship, a
(continued on page 8)
Guggenheim Fellowship, and the
Prize for Editorial Writcontinued on page four)

Pulitzer
(

"This change, in room rent,"
President Coles stated, "is the only
one to be made since 1949, when the

was established. Since
have been constant-

present rent

that time there

every asof dormitory operation. Between 1919 and 195« fuel costs increased 28%, and it is estimated

ly rising costs affecting

pect

that in the current year fuel costs
will
50.

be 45% higher than for 1949Costs of repairs to the dormiwere 28% higher last year
In addition, costs

tories

than in 1949-50.

power, wages, water,
and so forth, have all increased.
The housing cost index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics for December, 1956, was 23.5% above
of electrical

that of 1949.

"The graduate treasurers of the
several fraternities indicated to the

trouble

was a

series of consistently

melodies by Alan BernWilkins and Terry
stein,
Stenberg; at least fifteen pleasant
lyrics
and sketches by James
Dewsnap and William Beeson; and
a collection of superb orchestrations by James Kushner, Dana
Randall and Bernstein.
As for the remaining unpleasant
sketches in a line-up of 26, many of
them were border-line cases. Their
status as misses and near-misses
stems from one of two things:
either from the artistic burdening
cited above, or a foolish tendency
on the part of the authors to milk
their material for a little more
than its stated value.
It strikes me as somehow odd
that the show's most rewarding

to

some time ago the diffiencountered by the fraternhouses engendered by these
same increased costs. While this
action of the Governing Boards applies only to .dormitory rentals, at
the same time lt makes possible
increased revenue for such fraternities as may wish to change
College

'

culties
ity

their

room

rents.

"In accordance with past policy,
scholarship funds will be increased
in the amount necessary to give
additional

needed

assistance

to

scholarship students consequent to
this new room rent. No student, re-

gardless of economic status,' doing
qualified

academic work wifl need
Bowdoin education for

to forego his

lack of financial assistance."

M And G Decide No

Benjamin Pleas Not

One-Acts This Year

For Higher Salaries

By Lance Lee
By Dick Kennedy
"I am not here ... to make an
The Executive Committee of the
Masque and Gown has decided that impassioned plea for faculty salathe annual one-act play contest will ries," said Professor Edwin B.
not take place this year. The Com- Benjamin in his chapel address
mittee felt that presenting produc- last Tuesday morning. He succeedtions of inferior quality would harm ed after causing some doubt in perboth the traditional contest and suading his audience of this, in an
amusing and interesting speech he
the dramatic organization.
The Manuscript Committee, in pointed out the dangers and opa letter to Ray Rutan, the Dra- portunities which wealth brings
matics Director, stated that the of- us by various literary illustrations.
ferings were "essentially undraHis text deals with our lust for
matic in form, and without suffi- gold and riches and the undue

C. Wilson, Jr.

retrospect

In
it

capacity.

Critic

|

Bowdoin

"This year during the first se( continued on page 8)

As

Regimental

Musical Too
Long- Fine Entertainment

has increased from 625 to more
than 750. For almost a decade the
five present dormitories have been
filled beyond normal capacity, with
many instances of three men occupying quarters designed for two.
Similarly, the fraternities are also
filled to

Hobby

Critic Finds

"Since that time

of students at

dent.

on which be is serving his second semester. He has
been active in the Glee Club and
is also a member of the Capella
Chapel Choir. Means, a member
of the ROTC, is also a member of
the Pershing Rifles.
Fawcett, who has taken over the
Kent Hobby
role of vice president, is the Delta
Sigma representative to the Council. Like both of the other officers,
Selected
he is serving his second semester
on the Council. Fawcett is now
Spring
Semester's
serving as the chairman of the
Campus Chest Committee. He was
recently elected as the Junior Class
Officer
vice president. He has also been
Kent Hobby has been selected to
secretary of the Student Union
lead the Bowdoin Student Regime.-.!
Committee and a member of the
this spring according to an an
Glee Club, as well as holding franouncement made today by Lt
ternity offices. He is a member of
Colonel Gates B. Stern, Professor
(continued on page four)
of Military Science and Tactics.
Kent an economic major was selected on the basis of his demonCarter
I

we Moulton

New Dorm

By action of the Governing
Boards of Bowdoin College room
rent in the dormitories will be set
at $270 per student for the academic year, beginning In September, 1957.
This corresponds to a
rental of $7.50 per week per stu-

to the Council

ligion.

Rert Since 1949

In

Fletcher Means, '57, was elected
of the Student Council
for. the spring semester at the
regular Council meeting last week.
Elected to serve with him as officers were James Fawcett, '58, as
vice president and Roger Howell,
Jr., '58, secretary-treasurer.
Means is the Deke representative

discovery

The first of the necessary criwhich he proposes is that of a
and unity of heart and
mind in any approach to a lasting

First Increase

Pres.;

Fawcett To Be Veep
president

neither vitality nor unique-

The assumption which

less.

Means Council

gen-

in

a situation in

NO. 20

1957

College Announces
Room Rent Raise

Religion

John
Dillenberger formerly opened the
Religious Forum with the keynote
address in the Union Lounge

On Monday

19,

winning

Fred

in courting of wealth for "there is a
variety or originality
theme, style or tone to make a suit- niche reserved in hell for the rich
able program for an evening's man." Very simply. Prof. Bentheater."
jamin asks if we should sell all we
This viewpoint was upheld by the have and turn it over to the HunMasque and Gown which regretted dred Neediest Cases. He concluded
the situation but felt it preferable that "That new Chevrolet (here we
to lowering production standards. too wonder about faculty salaries)
The presentation of an original will not spoil our chances in the
three-act play has been considered next world. The answer is not a
in place of the one-act contest. simple rejection."
Eugene O'Neil's "Ah, Wilderness"
There is something immoral in
and "The Male Animal" are also the fact that gold can control hunumber— best from the point of under consideration for another man destinies. This value of gold
view of staging, casting and con- date. The Committee has express- set up by mankind "cannot bring
tent—should have been one of those ed its desire to suggestions or ideas back strength to his arm or lustre
(continued on page eight)
as to replacement.
(continued on page 8)
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Smart,

First Place Certificate. 1955. Columbia Press Association.
First Place Certificate. 1956. Columbia Press Association.

Tuesday, February

Vol.
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For

M

20

James

Storer,

A.

Mr. Bela W. Norton, H.

Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass
"Second Class Mail Privileged Authorized At Brunswick, Maine-

colorful

organi-

zations.

And

their

success

Biology

1-2 is

held at 18:30.

Absent!

At 10:33 one day

last

week

means been

i

I

!

{reason

count on to stimulate intellectual curiosity, precipitate
discouragement and inertia on the part of some students.
Our liberal arts curriculum requires the laboratory science.
The introductory courses in biology and chemistry attract a large
number of students, who take the courses because they are re-

'

the teachers associated with Biology 1-2 have spasmodically
indulged in harsh practices that have Incensed not only the students of biology, but sympathizers on and off campus.

may

cause a disturbance

I

|

|

i

i

Week

i

M

:

amity,

justice,

understanding,

amalgamation

any
to

It

members.

It

only seeks that people shall live as one

Essential work towards this

which

to

aim can be done

I

The annual

re-

meats

of strengthening basic beliefs of brotherhood, of putting

|

into action.

B1F

is

now underway.

It

too

Is

a

1

good

There are many things that we
our

own

attitudes the

all

can do for

crucial battle can be

We must deal with people as individuals. It is dangerand fallacious to make sweeping generalizations about
And wc must all avoid the commonfault of
bhminc others for our own shortcomings, of making others
scapegoats for the problems of society.
fought.

Otis

groups of people.

Not only

own mind, but

our exterml relations we
should all carry on the task of promoting brotherhood. Terrible
ceits in the South should have made it painfully clear to us
"t^at brotherhood does not exist in this country all the time, that
bigots have a great following. When we hear bigots, we must
challenge them with moral principles and facts; it is as bad as
being a bigot to stamp out bigots by bigotry. Broterhood builds
for stronger democracy and a better world.
in

our

All

and

this

in

the choice of songs.

with

gibberish

that

the

an-

spend the more

some

we

checks,

absurd,

but

more money we
likely to cost

it is

us in trying to spend

It.

statistician has, or

No doubt
may come

up with a neat formula covering
this

little higher grade
Such antics do not fit

a

ity,

standard,
that

note

that
of

of

humor?

in with that

casual

qual-

Editorial Staff:

And

the dis-

regard for pitch, the unreasonable
'freedom of soloists are surely
bound to drag down the standard.

relationship.

In re^iird to rcnc"tory. Pie
:

j

Me

1

—

these

—

—

Manager
Harry G. Carpenter, Jr.
Manager — Rocer Whittlesey.
Manncors — John Dowttng, Jr., John A.

— John

Vette.

Ill,

Charles

S.

C.

McLean.

Crummv.

National Arlvprtisinf? Ser^'Ve, Inc.

.

fnlleirr

(continued on page 3)

Babi-

Advertising

"Quitcha,

;

Raymond

Steve Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradis, Sid Slobedkin, Al
Payson.
Ousines--

-

have been
Quitcha"
driven into the ground: they don't
deserve a place beside "Mountain
^Greenery." I agree that such pieces

—

LaMnrsh, Peter Dawley, Lance Lee. Nick Koslis
— Mike Rodaers, \elson Hicks.
— Ed Bean, Dave Belknap. Mike Brown, Rick Forman,

days, at least not with college audience"Georsre
and
Jones",
i

Managing Editors

Photographers

Assistants

trend

>

Lewis.

Sports Staff

harmony

the

Z.

—

Circulation

not

Paul

Paul Satre.
Feature Writers
William G. L. Foster, Ben G. M. Priest, George
Smart.
News Staff
Peter Anastas, John Brightman, Ray Babineau, Ken
Carpenter, John Carter, Robert Gustafson, John Moses, Norm
Levy. Carl Olsson, Tom Lindsay, Skelton Williams, i.iorgan

dies should realize that barber sho"
is

<

Jr.,

neau, William Beckett, Walter Gans, Ronald O'Neal, Carl Olsson
O'Neal, David Messer.

i

in

Editor-in-Chief,

News Editors— Roland
Assistant News Editor

sophistication

which have been such an integral
part of the Meddies.

The Orient Staff . .
Editor-in-Chief — P. F. Gass.
Managing Editors — Roger Howell,
Sports Editor — Neil Cooper.

ridiculous

business about the avocado. Perhaps that goes over well with high
school kids, but doesn't a college
audience have a right to expect

high

I

In

of

a big business in

is

may seem

It

"The

think the answer lies in an at-

nouncements and
i

I

!

them

interpretation of

his

if

titude

at all times, but

focus the work.

Forum

brotherhood.

writing

might surmise,

the fact is that the

singing. But what Whs
of money (textbooks versus a good
Another attempt at discerning the
the answer last week? I do not weekend),
the first step in the pres- significance of $1,000,000,000 comes
think the answer lies in five new
ent problem seems to be to re- from Mr. F. H. Roy (WSJ, Feb.
voices. Terry Stenberg is no longverse this very process. To answer 15). Mr. Roy tries to "hammer"
er there and he is surely missed, that a billion dollars
is $1,000,000,- home the nature of the sum by
but Mr. Randall is a highly capa- 000 or one-thousand million dolshowing jts physical enormity.
ble musician, certainly well qualilars would add little in the quest First, he points out that one mil
fied to take over the leader's posifor increased acumen.
lion dollars in $1,000 bills is 3Vi
tion from the standpoint of experiOne attempt comes from Mr. inches thick. Using basic arithence and ability. Mr. Potter's voire
Terrence J. Dillon (WSJ, Feb. 4), metical devices, he then goes on
is
of an exceptionally beautiful
who likes to think of $1,000,030,000 to tell us that the thickness of one
quality, and Mr. Anderson is cerin terms of the distance a plane billion dollars would be' equivalent
tainly an asset to the tenor. secwould have to travel in making 90.o to a building 33-stories in height
tion.
There will probably neve"
trips betWQen New York and San And with- a few more caKulati ms
be a singer quite like Norm Nichthis writer concludes that a $72
Francisco. Mr. Dillon, the reade
uJ ..in. but why should we look for
may note,' is on the side of carnesi- billion (I >llar budget would then be
one? Such comparisons are useless
comparable to a skyscraper of apne s and realism.
and altogether unnecessary. Mr.
Thus
However, the historians among proximately 2,160 floors.
Smith's voice has a nice quality,
us may prefer the interpretation once again we find ourselves in

with a little more experience. No,
the vocal replacements are altogether satisfactory; the cause for
disappointment must lie elsewhere.

>

in

ligious

of the

Even the
itself.

of Mr. G. W. Haerlc (WSJ, Feb. the realm of the very, very eth
Lord Is Good To Me" lacks all of
His calculations show that creal.
14).
the smooth ease rendered by his
just a few million more than a bil(continued on page 8)
predecessor, that will all come

.

good week

While the collegiate pulp wranabout "God," "Sex," "Pajama Parties" and "Panty Raids,"
our speculative friends at the
"WSJ," taking time off from reaping and weaving America's profits,
focus on some of the abstractions
in their own field of endeavor. In
particular, during the past few
weeks they have driven themselves in attempts at discerning the
meaning of one billion dollars ($1,gles

I

!

family of man.
this is a

ey absorbed in producing, authorizing and processing the checks
used in this gigantic expenditure.

nature.

!

does not attempt

It

goal by weakening the loyalties and beliefs of

its

per sejond,

a good deal to be desired in many almost necessary for anyone with for Increase in faculty salaries. At
quarters, but there seemed an worldly interests.
any rate, the costs of spending
obvious explanation for this— five
Although we are often inclined more money are something to connew voices and a whole summer to relate diverse things in terms sider.

[and

and cooperation among
does not aim at any sort

of religious bodies or at modifying

of the distinctive beliefs of its

achieve

those of any religion.

$3.75

]

Protestants, Catholics, and Jews.
of union or

total

j

Brotherhood is a troublesome concept for many people. It is
hard to accept. To give to others the rights and respect we
would like to reserve for ourselves is difficult. But it is this
basic ideal of respect for individuals and peoples which lies
at the base of the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
It is a civic organization of religiously motivated persons to pro-

mote

wjuld

approximately.

!

and Jews.

of Christians

ing

col-

-

are a nation believing in one of the greatest of all truths
men are. created equal. In a nation. which is defthat
eated to. the ideals that we follow there should be no room for
prejudice. This -is an important consideration to have in mind
at all times, but especially so during the present week, the annual Broterhood Week sponsored by the National Conference

—

I

They have no place on a college campus.

Brotherhood

weekend
my mind which
last

week's

umn. To many, this paper mqins
Squeezing this last figure into a
little more than a compendium of mere 365 days, this writer calcufinancial news; but from time' to late.; that $7,335.00 would be spent
time the editors have turned 3o per second in the coming fiscal
capturing their reader's fancy with year, u.ie thing that comes to mind
discussions of a near-philosophical as a desparaging waste is the mon-

away from

I

our educational environment.
I

We

'

dance

for

itself all week.
And perhaps there is more than
"What has happened to the Med- 000,000,000). Indeed, since the Ei- meets the naked eye In Professor
dles?" To be sure their appearance senhower budget proposal is 71.8 Benjamin's
disassociating
his
at Homecoming last November left of these, such a study would seem speech on "Money" from a plea

Such practices as these have created hard feelings and, consequently, have alienated, students who were previously interested. If the student TS to be academically responsible and
stimuated, such disconcerting policies as these must be done
with.

inspiration
this

Further, adhering to the current
eight-hour day. the rate of spend-

Street

Journal acts as

put a question in
has been repeating

J

away

Wall

this

quartei..

Houseparty

the policy per se. It is perfectly reasonable to issue a cut to a
late student. We think this is justly within the instructor's preBut to prevent a student from hearing a lecture
rogative.
merely for being present and causing no disturbance is a practice

BRIAR FOSiER

by

Not exactly an lion minutes have transpired since
"Ivy" publica- the birth of Christ. And his furtion,
cer- ther multiplications imply that if
but
tainly
in
line the Eisenhower budget were exwith the tastes tended from the period between 1
"post-Ivy" A. D. to now we would have spent
o f
men, the famous approximately $1.25 per second.

not

Their appearance at the Winter

this,

in

has

success

cle.

In reaching their, assigned

archaic and repugnant

this

England alone). What distinguishes them from so many others? I think it must be attributed
to a number of special'assets; an
unusually smooth blend of voices,
a large and interesting repertory,
good tone, capable soloists, clever
arrangements, a high quality of
musicianship, and finally a pleasing and impressive stage presence.
The key difficulty of such a high
standing is the maintainance of it.
It
is
that problem which has
prompted the subject of this arti-

whom we

seats. To have an understanding
any one who comes in ten minutes after
the start of the lecture must stand in the back of the room would
be reasonable and fair to all. First, not to have a consistent
policy but to close the doors at one time on one day and at
another time on another occasion, and at other times not at all,
Is both arbitrary and inexcusable. Secondly, we disagree with

for

New

breeding noticably in one or two departments that is aggravating, and has been the cause of some of these students attitudes. It is a serious matter indeed when faculty members,

conceded that late-comers

c^stians & jews

BebiQcl tbe IvyCurtaio

case an augmented double
But the Meddles are only
one su.h group out of decent (in

attitudes- that, presumably, characterize student bodies in general and ours in particular. There is an attitude that has been

because of

no

been hard to see. Music lovers
and even "non" music lovers always seem to have a special liking for a male quartet or as in

was to go into effect.
The cut system has been a problem that has been considered
campus for quite some time. The underlying philosophy
that necessitates such a system as ours is that there is a general lack of academic incentive, personal responsibility, or intellectual stimulus. What we are" aiming at is related to these

It Is

by

confined to this cam-

all over the New England
on nation-wide TV stations
and even abroad, they have established a distinguished and praiseworthy mark for themselves. The

this

that,

February 17-24
g?

area,

policy

quired, or because of pre-graduate school requirements, or because of a genuine intellectual interest. Within recent years,

TfL

c^fe&l^^ rJt

munities

the

dance. The student answered that he was interested merely in
attending the lecture, and that he was not concerned as to whether or not he got his attendance. This student was forced to leave.
Needless to say, there were many others waiting outside. There
had been no previous warning as to the day and the time this

on

hat:::;al

pus, for at other colleges and com-

lecture room doors were closed. Subsequently one student entered. He was told that he was late and would not get atten-

K:

rnSRUAttfr

popularity

have

-

good

a

years the

e d d iebemp-

and

You're Late

1357

3

sters have ranked as one of
Bowdoin's most

Edward Born,

1»,

Jr., '57

many
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ton was graduated from Westbrook
High School in 1949 and from Maine

He is a member of Temple
Lodge, Masonic Hall, and the
Methodist Church. From June,
1954, to June, 1353, he was a first

in 1954.

lieutenant in the Infantry and

saw

active duty as a parachutist.

Barton,

graduate

who plans
work,

is

to

gj
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Mr.

on

.teaching

to
cle-

mc.itary Latin.

Four Seniors Elected Phi
Beta Kappa Membership
Four Bowdoin College seniors
have bee.i elected to membership
in Phi Beta Kappa, national hon-

burg Academy.

fraternity

and a

orary fraternity tor the recognition

history major, he has been a

James

Kinnelly

a graduate of Frye-

is

ii

A member
ii

of Al-

.r lor two years. He
and promotion of scholarships Dean
e tU ed B >wd tin as the winner of a
Nathan Dane, II. Secretary ol
te
group, announced today, rhey arc' competitive State of Maine scholBruiC Ii. Cowen, Francis M. Kin- arship and has been active in the
nelly, Sianton I. Moody, and Ar- Masque and Gown and the Political Forum, which he has served
thur E. Strout.
Cowen, a graduate of Weequahic as president.
High School in Newark, is majorMoody, like Kinnelly, came te
ing in chemistry at Bowdoin. He is Bowdoin as the recipient of a State
a member of Alpho Rho Upsilon, of Maine scholarship and is a memis a cadet officer in tbe Reserve
ber of Alpha Rho Upsilon. A James
Officers Training Corps unit, and Bowdoin Scholar for three years,
has been a James Bowdoin Scholar he is majoring in mathematics. He
for three consecutive years. As a has also been active in the Politisophomore he won the Horace Lord cal Forum and in debating.
I

Twelve Bowdoin Men
Achieve

*

A" Record

Twelve Bowdoin College undergraduates received straight- "A"
grades in all their courses during
ihe fall semester, Dr. Nathan Dane,
^roucho Mane
ad
II, Acting Dean of Bowdoin, an"Campus Cartoonist of the Year" contest J,Institute
f?
of Los AnannBTatulates Bill Brewer, Chouinard Art
nounced recently. Included in the
search sponsored by Box
recent winner of the nation-wide
list are four seniors, six juniors,
Bill Kennedy, pres.dent of
Jards, rreeting card manufacturer.
wins a free, all-expense trip
one sophomore, and one freshman.
the com^my if at the left. Brewer
World Airlines and career opporThe twelve men are as follows:
to Paris, France, via Trans
contest judge, were Steve
tunity design* greeting card*. Other
J. Leonard
Bachelder, '57; EdAllen and Al Capp.
ward L. Baxter, '58; Kenneth E.
Carpenter, '58; Douglas E. Crabtree, '60; Roger Howell, Jr., '58;
Dietmar K. R. Klein, '57; Daniel
N. Loeb, '58; John Ranlett, '57;
."Festival in Edinburgh," also a Arthur E. Strout, *57; Gordon
"Scotland: the Tradition" will
Lof
presents
picture
color
film,
a
be the subject of three films to be
Weil, '58; Christopher C. White,
shown at Bowdoin College on Fri the many pleasures which the '59; and Allan D. Wooley, Jr., '58.
day, February 22, under the aus- world-famous Edinburgh Festival

rt£

Scotland: The Tradition

pices

of

is

offers its visitors.

Society.

It will

Merrill

m.

Strout

The three films are "Queen o'
Camera Club.
"The Singing Street," land; The Land." The show includ- of "La Mer." "Dancing" is in this
Mr. Merrill has been interested
ed three films, The Lowlands of vein, and with more work, it should
and "Festival in Edinburgh."
in photography since shortly after
"Queen o' the Border" depicts Scotland, The Scottish Highlands, become a hit.
This comment is not intended as a his graduation from Bowdoin in
in technicolor the Scottish town and Royal Scotland.
deliberate panning, but rather as a 1935. For a few yean he was a
«f Hawick, the home of the famous
bit of constructive criticism. Repu- freelance photographer in SkowheTeri" knit sweaters. The film Teach. Fallow
tations are sometimes a handicap gan, his home town, and then was
shows in detail the machine and
Robert E. Barton of Westbrook, 1 think, in that they have an un- associated with the Carleton D.
hand work needed to complete a graduate of the University cf fortunate way
Brown Studio in Waterville. In 193t

Sigma Nu fraternity, and has
been a James Bowdoin Scholar for
of

three years.

of

breeding disin-

etch

article.
Maine, has been appointed Teach- terest and complacency. Such seeds
"The Singing Street" consists en- ing Fellow in Latin for the spring can be the downfall of any organitirely of songs and games sung semester at Bowdoin College, Pres- zation. I hope that this danger
will
and played by Edinburgh children ldent James S. Coles announced not attach itself to the Meddieagainst a background of streets in recently.
bempsters.
j

I

'

A

their native city.

native of w#>«U>rook, Mr. Bar-

he purchased the Webber Studio

The

Under

On Technique

four years he has operated froi

home on

his

a freelance basis.

Ivy Curtain

.

(Continued from page 2)

the Border,"

Named

If

the reader has been intrigued

with this puzzle, he might be

column. The Question: "What does 71-8 billion mean
to you?"
The answers will be
judged by experts on the basis of
of

this

lntuitiveness alone.

prize

is

a

slowly

from

1943

to

1946.

For the past

Cr*t U(* hp

•

most modern

filter

to

The

Orient,

the

finally,

shrinking

MouRon

J',

J. h'nmo'rfa TV'TtV"

'

or»"

Take a puff— it's Springtime! Light up a filter-tip Salkm and find a smoke
that refreshes your taste the way Springtime does you. It's a new idea in smoking—menthol-fresh comfort ..rich tobacco taste ... pure, white modern filter!
They're all in Salem to refresh your taste. Ask for Salem— you'll love 'em!
.

Salem

And

one-

Brunswick, which Mrs. Merrill,
third of one-half gallon jog of that
former Violet L. Buxton of
"Old Madrid,
Fort Fairfield, operated while her lovely beverage,
husband was in the Signal Corps Pure California Port." Mail entries
in

the

A new idea in smoking... all-new

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste

in-

terested In a contest offered in the

name

You smoke refreshed

•

member

ing in mathematics, is a

Auspices Of Camera Club

To These

graduate of Hebron
is major-

a

is

Academy. At Bowdoin he

Lectures

CALEDONIAN SOCIETY

admission
p.

Steven

Ears . .
Stephen E. Merrill of Brunswick
presented an illustrated lecture on
(Continued from page 5)
"The Story of Photography" on
Last Friday, the Caledonian So- are quite agreeable on occasion,
Tuesday, February 12, under the
ciety presented the first in this but modern harmony is" the thing
auspices of the Bowdoin College
series of three film shows, "Scot- today as evidenced by the success

invited to attend the

without

begin at 8:15
the Smith Auditorium.

charge.
in

Caledonian

the

The public
program,

Piper Prize for the best "original

paper on the subject calculated to
promote the attainment and maintenance of peace throughout the
world, or on some other subject devoted to the welfare of humanity."

refreshes your taste

Union.

.

.
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Roman

facets of

all

;

ex-

life

To Be "Celebrated

amined and illuminated

in the light
Augustine's religious experience.

The 150th anniversary of the birth
Henry Wads worth Longfellow
be marked with sperial exeron
Bowdoin
College
at
Wednesday, February 27.
Longfellow, who was born in
Portland on February 27,1807, was
a classmate of Nathaniel Hawthorne at Bowdoin in the Class of
1825. Four years after his graduation he was appointed Professor
of Modern Languages and Librarian and remained at the College
until called to Harvard in 1835.

Another way authenticity becomes
clear

an

in relation to

is

The balance between

I

scripture
!

is

fered, be said,

from too

little tra-

dition while Catholicism often suf-

from too much. In Protestan-

fers

ism the

belief in forgiveness of sins

through

grew out

Christ

the

of

now encounters the probto much faith in Noted

Bible but

Professor Herbert

to

direct inspiration rather than bibli-

and Calvin

cal inspiration. Luther

countered the present practice

of

letting the Bible interpret itself,

by

frame

of

catechisms

a

as

m

The

criteria is a changing
which develops the new

last

religion

out of the old. This

Frederick

New

Allen,

S.

History Instructor

service on the 27th. In the evening

(Continued from page

Dr.

u

C.

Snow, for many

Wilbert

Frederick

S. Allen
member of the faculty at
will speak on
"Longfellow: A Reappraisal." RosStreet Meets the River, in which coe H. Huppcr of New York City
Frederick S. Allen of South Sudhe pays quite a tribute to Baw- will preside. Both he and Professar bury, Mass.,
has been appointed
doin. "But at the ead of those four Snow are members of the Bowdoin
Instructor in History at Bawdain
fifpresent
were
1207
and
Class
of
years, and ever since; I have been
College", effective with the spring
obCollege
grateful to the teachers and fellow ty years ago w'icn the
semester. Dr. James S. Coles, Presstudents of that small unostenta- served the centennial of Longfeling.

years a

Among Mr. Carter's books is his
autobiographical work, Where Main

Wesleyan University,

To Teach

History

1

1

which uses the past from which
it rebels to from the new. He cited

of

j

a radicalism

is

Brown

Saturday

I

!

concept of Trin-

I

itarianism which originally pretious school, where the teacher
served Monotheism but must now
and the taught could draw very
be discarded for Unitarianism.
close together and where a youngIn closing Dillenberger said that
ster who liked, to scribble was no
our religious problems are always
queer fish at all but could almost
unfinished problems. He compared
rank with the athlete. A devotion
religious traditions to love because
to learning, a respect for the teachneither are ever settled and both

are tested as they are lived. Our
religious convictions must be held
with firmness but always with an

eye on our

Dr. Dillenberger, Associate Professor of Religion at the Harvard
Divinity School, conducted a short
discussion after the lecture in re-

problem of

lation to this

low's birth.

j

ident of Bowdoin, announced today.

A

native of Philadelphia, Mr.. Al-

Special guests at the exercises
len
:will include the delegates to the

was graduated cum laude from
Amherst College in 1952. He was a
which
member of the football squad and
be held at Bowdoin on Februserved as president of his fraternary 27, 28 and 29. The Conference
ity. He attended Harvard Graducomposed of Amherst, Dartis
ate School of Business Administraand
Williams
Wesleyan,
mouth,
ing profession, a certainty that
tion in 1952-53, then studied for a
the middle ground was the best, a Bowdoin. It meets each year in royear at Boston University GraduYankee independence of thought tation at one of the five college.
ate School, receiving a master of
Longfellow paid about thirty doland action, the academic tolerance
arts degree in 1954. Since that time
lars a year for his Bowdoin educafor the nonconformist student
he has been a student at Harvard
those are for me the hall marks tion, exclusive of board charges
Graduate School of Arts and Sciof the Bowdoin academic culture, and whatever he paid for wood to
ences.
deep-rooted, earthily provincial, re- keep bis room warm. A cord of
Mr. Allen is writing his doctoral
wood cost $1.00. A typical term
sistant to sudden change."
thesis on the subject "British Milibill for 1823, when Longfellow was
14th Pentagonal Conference,

'

will

j

!

i

i

—

risk.

criteria.

Rye

classes

dates;

the

were
Profes-

slec^ures became a bit lighter, a trifle more humorous; then
lunch, the swimming meet, and
the hockey game,. Unfortunately,
the hockey game was scheduled too
late so that many had to leave before* the game was over If they
hoped for dinner and to get to the
musical on time. We never did
find out who won the game— good
as it was. The ice cleaning machine
provided adequate entertainment
between periods, although, we were
hoping for another hubcap incident remembering Homecoming.

The musical proved a great sucand after
having Messrs. Beeson, Dewsnap,
and Berstcin leer at us" for a few
minutes, we left.
cess, although a bit long,

I

I

in, explanation the

the

ianuni^lf with

Hodding S. Carter,
the Bowdoin faculty will .speak on
Speak on South
Longfellow at the morning Chapel

HODDING CARTER

reference for the Bible.

R.

of

sor.'

Editor,

lem of placing

using

1957

Country Day. A very attractive
blonde holding up at the Psi U
House.

will

cises

the third criteria.
Protestantism has frequently suftradition

Queen was Ellen Lyman

of

internal

experience which must touch the
depths of being yet check the nature of the experience.

and

19,

speech by Nate Dane, choosing
the House Party Queen, "Meddies
singing, and then home. Everyone
seemed to be having a good time
except some of the patronesses—
they looked tired. The House Party

Longfellow's Birth

.

(continued from page one)

of

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
a

Dillenberger
find

'

The bands at the houses had
been getting warmed up, and were
in great form for the after theater
crowd. The Psi U house had a
Combination Dixieland and Dance
band from Bates, Sigma Nus had
Joe Perry's Calypso Band, the AD
House had their usual "Barefoot
Five from Bath," and a collection
of various and sundry other bands
held forth at the other houses.
The Meddies drifted around campus on. Saturday finally organizing
at the Psi U House about twelve
on Saturday night, while ex-professor Mitchell held forth at the

AD

House.

Friday afternoon saw the judgtary Manpower Policies 1870-1900." ing of the snow sculptures. Many
a sophomore, totaled $15.01.
. . .
At Bowdoin he will teach courses showed great amounts of work, the
Fines had an important role in
v..u.iUiiuL'U lrom page 1)
in the history of England from the
AD's was somewhat of a convera young man's education at the Colthe ROTC.
17th century to the present time sation piece, but the Sigma Nu's
Howell is the AD representative lege early in the 19th century. One and the history of western
civiliza- came off on top with a wanton
to the Council. A straight A man, weekend Nathaniel Hawthorne ran tion.
looking girl propped up against a
he has been twice selected as a into particularly hard luck, for he
He is married to the former Nan- light post, and a polar bear in the
James Bowdoin scholar. In his was fined twenty cents for Absence cy Beal of Rockland, Mass.,
a vicinity. The Kappa Sigma's ran
fifty
night;
for
one
third year on the Orient, he is now from College
graduate of Mount Holyoke Coloff with second place with a sculpserving his second semester as cents for Neglect of Declamation;

Council

tt

CLERGY

VISITING

(continued from page 1)

undenominational

membership

in

organization,

which

every undergraduate.
is to

is

Its

open to
purpose

help students to find the place

ef religion in

life.

Current Interfaith Forum officers
ere as follows: President, Harold
W. Tucker; Vice President, Roger
Howell, Jr.; Secretary, Robert F.
Garrett, II; Treasurer, Paul W.

managing

editor.

He

is

and twenty cents for Absence from

also vice

Forum Public Worship.
Caledonian So- An account of dormitory life at
several house Longfellow's time, when he was

president of the Interfaith

and president of the

He has

ciety.

held

lege.

tor

House
r

.

.

Continued iium page one)

constructed until Monday.
living in the newly
Friday night started off with the
body Winthrop Hall, says, "Without carhave become fujl-fledgcd members pet, paint, or wallpaper, our rooms usual cocktail parties followed by
The complete list of participating
the usual banquets with their usual
of the faculty committee on lec- in winter were at once study and
Clergymen and undergraduate frasummer speeches, and then the choosing
in
tures, one from the Council and sleeping apartment;
ternity represent arrives follows:
one from the Student Curriculum they were varied by the use of of the Fraternity Queens. On to the
the Reverend
Alpha Delta Phi
Committee. This' has 'been done to what we called a study for each dance, Les Elgart and his orchesSamuel Slie of the Student Chrisfew turns around the floor.
get the student viewpoint abaut occupant— a closet of small dimen- tra. A
tian Movement in New England,
They arc sions with table and chair, where
the College lertures.
and John H. Moses, Jr., 'O, LitBlock, '58, and Roger How- the student could shut himself in
Norm
tle Rock, Ark. Alpha Rho Upsilon
from visitors; an open fireplace for
Jr., '58.
—Father Kevin of the Order of St. ell,
At its regular meeting yesterday, fuel, which he bought at his best
Francis in Biddeford, and Daniel
the Council selected the houses that bargain from the wood-sled, which,
N. Loeb, '58, Forest Hills, N. Y.
will be open on Campus Chest driven from the outskirts of the
Peter Lepp
Alpha Tau Omega
Weekend. The six houses selected town to the rear of the college hall,

Todd.

which completely captured the
of the weekend ... a pink

theme

Parties

elephant in prone position.

offices.

Two members

of the student

—

Information regarding advertise

ment

in

the Orient can be obtained

from Harry Carpenter, the Business

Manager,

at

the Alpha

Delta Phi

House- or Roger Whittlesey at the

De e Hourp.
l-

—

mann

American Friends

of the

Ser-

vice Committee, and Frederick

S.

Beta
Theta Pi
the Reverend Birger
T. Johnson of the First Parish
Congregational Church in Saco, and
Stephen F. Loebs, '60, Waterville.
Chi Psi
Dean Timothy Andrews of the Holy Cross (Greek)
Orthodox Theological School in
Brookline, Mass., and Frank y L
Whittelsey, Jr., '58, Barrington,
RabR. I. Delta Kappa Epsilon
bi David Berent of Congregation
Beth Jacob in Lewiston, and Hanry
J. Tosi, Jr., '59, Ridgewood, N. J.
Smith,

Arlington,

'59,

Va.

—

—

—

were Alpha Delta

Phi, Deke, Chi

parents

weekend,
March.

Service in

'59,

185

the

PARK ROW

strolled

A

Card"

-

my

Treat insects

Gifts

my house,

through a keyhole into

dignified, well-bred upper-class louse;

He smiled in a most superior way
And said, "Man has just about
If you'll take

Ctreeti nri

advice for

what

seen his day.

worth
the earth 1

it's

nice, they'll inherit

Try to be beyond reproach
In your dealings with the roach . .
Bedbugs, ants and spiders, too.
Don't forget
WE'RE WATCHING
.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

England, and Lars
Philadelphia, Pa.

.

.

.

.

.

until Louie takea

YOU!"

—

the Reverend
Sigma
Wilbur Hog" of the Church of St.

Kappa

Mary

THE LOUSE

He

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP

—

New

C. Janssov,

LOUIE,

chaperones for the longest legs" ran to their first
which will occur in class '.n order to get the choice
hj
seats near the fire.

as

the Revereid William Scar of the Lutheran Student
Delta Sigma

stood with invitation.

A typical day for Longfellow bePsi, Beta, Kappa Sigma, and ARU.
The houses will be open on Satur- gan with a required chapel serday night only during the weekend, vice at sunrise. The chapel was ununtil 2:00 a. m. They must have treated then, and those "with the

Virgin

(Episcopal)

WELCOME FRESHMEN

at

Falmouth Foreside, and W. Bruce
MacDonald, '60, Lowell, Mass.

MORAL! Well

Norgeway

-

over, tcke your pleasure BIG. Smoke
Chesterfield
and smoke for real!

Mat Laundry

Shirt Service

.

Professional Building

Brunswick, Maine

PA

5-2442

.

ACCU. RAY,
tasting

Smoks

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE
100 feet past railroad tracks

.

.

.

Packed more smoothly by

Shirt Service

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL

.

Brunswick

950

it's

smok* Chesterfield

for real

for every

the smoothest

smoke today.

pk&MOphieal verm accepted for publicaP.O. Box HI, New York 46. NY.

tion. Chesterfitld,

O Ufrrtt

ft

H/«r*

TVWfo

Ofc

I

1

.

..TT..J

•

-

j
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19,

no avail. After trailing by 33-24 at
halftime in what was one of the
most miserable halves of the season for the White, Bowdoin came
out for the second half with a little

more

fire.

By moving

Al Payson

ter

UNH

Week

Events Planned This

Bears Tops Tufts, U.N. H.J
Lose Tufts, Tech Games
By

PAGE FTVE
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Home

Ten

'

1

closed the gap to nine

the ball around betand getting good shots and by

outside shooting the Polar
Bowdoin finished
against the out-of-state teams split- points. This splurge was highlight- Bears pulled to within two points
by Frank McLaughlin who of the Jumboes before Harry Carits last four games. Wins were ed
registered against Trinity, 9i-78; scored on many fine driving* lay- penter retired from the five-foul

schedule riod,

its

better

ting

Stover, Willey
and Ron
Woods provided the outside shootwas not quite enough

ups. McLaughlin ended in a tie
and with Stover for top game honors
with 26 while Willey had 23.
In a two-game trip to Boston the
The game against Trinity featured a 37-point effort by Brud Polar Bears didn't look quite so
Stover in a phenomenal exhibition sharp. Although they played good
effort
tied
the
basketball
in spots they had trouof set-shooting. His
bid mark of 16 set by Bill Fraser ble putting together any sustained
in UM against Bates. High man drives to put the games on ice. At
for Trinity was Brendon Shea with M. I. T. the White got off to a
small lead but it didn't last long
20 and Jack McGowan added 17.
Stoverts performance was the as M. I. T. forged ahead by a 25-21
best individual effort of Hie season count. The first half score was 31-33
by a Polar Bear. The Winter House in MIT's favor. MIT built up a 51-47
Parly crowd gave Stover a good lead at mid-period in the second

UNH,

citing

Tufts

83-72;

and the White

games

MIT

to

lost ex-

route.

71-68

ing, but this

78-74.

ovation as he
minutes
four

left

game

the

left

in

with

favor

of

"Snake" Eaton.

The Polar Bears then journeyed
to Durham to tackle the New
Hampshire Wildcats. Except for
the first five minutes when UNH
ran up a short-lived six-point lead,
Bowdoin dominated the first half.
The Polar Bears wiped out this
lead by scoring thirteen straight
points. At halftime Bowdoin led
45-30. Nearly everyone got into the
•coring act, but Dick Willey led
the attack with thirteen first period points.
Although Bowdoin maintained a
good lead throughout the last pe-

to

carry the Bears to a win.

Week Ahead
Monday, February 18
3:00 P. M.
Freshman Hockey

—

One

vs. Kent's Hill.

6:45 P. M.
I

of the

few of

rink during the

Wednesday, February

—

lowed

20

its

its

kind in existance, the Zamboni reconditions the
This same metal monster swal-

home hockey games.

hub-cap during

premiere homecoming weekend.

its

Freshman Basket-

ball vs. Colby.

Tufts Tops Rinkmen 8-1

—

8:45 P. M.
Basketball vs.
Colby.
By Goddon Weil
Polar Friday, February 22
Bears rallied to throw a scare into
2:00 P. M.
Freshman Hockey
The Winter Houseparties hockey Bowdoin -was able to pass the puck
the Engineers. They came within vs. Marblchead High School.
audience was treated to the rela- in front of the cage well, but was
one point of a tie when MIT set7:30 P. M.
Hockey vs. North- tively rare sight of two "hat unable to convert these passes into
tled down and played even ball eastern.
tricks" in one game. Unfortunately scores. At one time three Bowdoin
with Bowdoin and finally won 717:30 P. M.
Freshman Swim- they were both at Bowdoin's ex- men came down alone on the goal
58. Stover and Gabe Polutchko of ming vs. Brunswick.
and failed to score. Bowdoin sufpense.
MIT were the high scorers with 21 Saturday, February 23
fered from no penalties, while there
A "hat trick," the scoring of
apiece. Dick Willey also added
were four, two minutes penalties
1:00 P. M.
Track vs. Univi- three goals
by one man in a game,
16 for Bowdoin.
imposed on Tufts. The extent of
versity of Maine.
was accomplished by Charles OnMIT played a superior game off
2:00 P. M.
Hockey vs. Unlver- to and Bom McLaughlin of Tufts. the Bowdoin offensive can be sees
the boards and also shot better. city of Massachusetts.
from Tuft's' Dave Phalen's 17 save*
Cinto picked up his three tallies
Bowdoin's ball-handling was percompared with Fritz's 14.
2:00 P. M.
Freshman Basket- in the disastrous third period.
haps a bit more cautious although ball vs. University of Maine.
At 4:28 of the second period. Toot
There
was
as
MIT's.
no
score
until
fast
14:19
of
not as
Mostrom, assisted by Ted Sand4:00 P. M.
Basketball vs.
the first period when McLaughlin quist and Fred Thorne, evened the
The final game of the trip was University of Maine.
against Tufts and again the Po4:00 P. M.
Skiing at University made his first goal. Bob Fritz, the score. Mostrom was Injured later
Bowdoin goalie, dropped on it as In the period by a high flying puck,
lars put up a spirited battle but to of Maine.
4:00 P. ti.
Swimming at Tufts. it passed through the sleeve. The but after some emergency treat
goal judge, however, ruled that the ment, he returned to play hi the
Elected
puck had crossed the goal line. third period*. In the latter part of
During the course of the period,
(Continued on page 6)
In
half before the rejuvenated

—

|

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Freshmen Swimmers
Set College
The Bowdoin

Mark

Belknap

Commodore For

new

The

set

a

sailing

Week

'57

Review

Basketball

preparing for
college record Feb. 15 in the Curtis their most ambitious schedule so
Pool as it defeated Hebron Acad- far, elected David Belknap Comenfy 41-35.
modore, Ron Dyer Vice-CommoThe White didn't enter a team in dore, Skelt Williams Rear-Commothe 200 Medley Relay, but then dore, and Lance Lee Secretary.
bounced back to take six first
Senior member-at-large is Jim
places. Crosby secured the Big Birkett; Junior member-at-large,
Green's only other victory in the Carl Olson. Charlie Leighton and
100 Backstroke. The second and Skip Holland, Bowdoin's two phethird places, however, were com- nominal skippers, are both seniors,
ing hard for the Polar Bears and and therefore not eligible to be ofconsequently, going into the last ficers in the club, though both will
event, Hebron held a precarious continue to sail for the team.
15-31 lead. However, the 200 Rehy
Dave Belknap has been active in
has been the JV's trump card all the sailing team from his freshsenson and it did the trick again man year. He has improved steadfrosh

Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Bowdoin
Hockey
Bowdoin
Bowdoin

club,

83

71

You Can Buy Your Footwear

78

For Less

2

UNH

7

2

U. of Mass. 5

The freshmen have now won

five

tied one.

very Interesting schedule with five
scheduled meets. Carl Olson will
be acting captain.

THE WAYSIDE SHOE

Swimming

U

Conn.
Williams

53

U.

58

No.

S.

Exeter
Exeter

87^
71

See
8 South Winthrop Hall

Rents Hill f
Exeter
10

or

J

Hebron

Deke House

35

l

t-

The

'57

Casual Loo!; -Arrow Style

Thfs Arrow Squire sports a pattern with decided
Black on white available in three-different

freshness.

sized plaids.

New

—

medium-spread collar has button-

front plus button at back. Exact sleeve length.

(This same

Bowdoin (Gray)

Hillside

Bob Lemieux

66'

down

STATIONERY

1

Between
Brunswick and' Freepprt
'•

Bates

j

j

and

72

MIT
Tufts

Bowdoiq
27
Bowdoin
26
Track
Bowdoin 38'£
Frosh Basketball
Bowdoin
70
Frosh Track
Bowdoin 32V4
Frosh Hockey
Bowdoin
5
Triday.
ily until now he is one of the best
Bowdoin
1
Hcnshaw, Noel Roach, and Down- sailors in the east. Ron Dyer did a Frosh Swimming
ey had the crowd screaming as they tremendous job last fall, winning
Bowdoin
41
became human lightning, slicing the crucial races which helped the
the water at a phenomenal 1:35.8 admirals take second place in the
pace, the fastest 200 Relay ever team racing finals at M. I. T.
clocked at Bowdoin College.
The varsity has eight meets
Riley was noteworthy as he took scheduled for this spring, starting
first places in the 200 Freestyle with the McMillan Cup at Annapoand the 100 Breaststroke. Mylander lis, Maryland, during spring vacadeserved an A for effort as he took tion. They have a meet every weeka third in the 100 Backstroke and end from the end of March through
immediately plunged for another the middle of May.
hundred yards in the very next
The freshman team also has a
race.

UNH

68

74

six

new

shirt

is

also available in

miniature plaids.)

Arrow

White Tartan
Squire,

"Sanforized" gingham, $5.95.

$

.95
HANDKERCHIEFS

Bowdoin (Black and Gold Seal)
Fraternity Stationery

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

•

UIIDERWEAft

.95

1.00

ARROWCASUAL WEAR

I
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cleared 5 feet 7 inches to win the

">

high jump.

fensive

against Far-

Ifeigh-Dickinson College in RutherN. J., on March 26. On the

day the Polar Bears

will

Quartermaster Training
at Fort Lee, Va.
<}n March 28 and 29 their opposition will be the United States Natal Amphibious Base squad at Litis Creek, Va.
the

face

Command team

The spring training trip will
dose with a game against Upsala

clearly wearing

made

of

interfraternity

hockey.

Three nights a week Bowdoin students can see hockey at its best.

Maybe
al

<1

I

>w'n

nf

six.

maxed

the skating isn't profession-

Powdoin

10,000

Saturday,

February

Splits

9,

at

-

Mule Game

Speafe? Contests

tie.

Two

prize speaking contests will

Class of 1868 Award, restricted to
Seniors,

with

will be" held

selection

Perhaps the most astounding

on April

22,

contestants

of

to

date

.

W

invite

2

Bates

2

4

1

5

'••••

«»«»«»»«»»»»

Our Business!

inquiries

from schools

concerning Publication Problems

59 saves.

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING CO.
Freeport,

Maine

PRINTERS OF THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
»»

As Frosh Lose
Connecticut General's
Representative

Bob DeLucla's
the discus gave the nod to the Big pole vault.
White, while Dwlght Eaton was
top point man for Bowdoin, scorA power-packed Exeter combine
ing 14 points In 4 events. Bob dealt Bowdoin's Frosh track team
Packard set a meet record In the its first defeat of the season In a
mile run, outlegging the field with meet which saw the meet record

>

will

-

all but two events. The
record-breaking spree was led by

John Edmunds

of the visitors,

be on campus

WEDNESDAY

broken In

who

FEBRUARY 20

to interview Seniors

set a national prep school and Bowdoin cage record with his 31.9 three
inches.
hundred yard dash. Bowdoin's Jay
Bates' Indoor track forces, show- Green broke meet records In the
In
than
ing much more strength
mile and the thousand yard runs
overpowered the
years,
recent
as be and True Miller gave the
Bowdoin varsity In a dual meet at
second In these
home Cubs first and

for our

n

Management Training Program

the Bobcat's square-cornered
Ted Fuller was the only
cage. Bob Packard did all the win- events.
ging for the Polar Bears by cop- other Frosh to take a first. Fuller

in

Administration,
Actuarial

111

»ll

or

A9ANT ITBSIT. BUUNSWICK.H*"*

Sales

FORD SALES & SERVICE
Student Accounts Invited

Management

See your Placement Director for further information
about a career with Connecticut General. When you do,
make a date to discuss your future with our representative. Connecticut General
Life Insurance Company,

Maine's Most Modern Service

SEE

THE SHOWING OF THE

Hartford.

1957 FORD

P. .S.

^Job offers are made to qualified college
gardless of their military status.

Excellent Used Cars from which to choose
Route No.

I

1

.

spirit

effort

fine 5:32.6 effort

.

sta-

game was Bob Fritz's
He was called upon to

the ping the mile and two mile runs.

Closest race of the afternoon was
the 600-yard run, In which Captain
John Herrkk hung on gamely to
edge B. C. ace Eddie Allard by

1

4

Publications Are

We

L

5

Bowdoin

for the

two mile
Athletic Building, Bowdoin's Packard's 10:02.9
four seconds off
indoor track forces started off thelr knocked more than
Tom Rleger
dual meet campaign with a hard- the meet record.
cleared 11 feet 6 inches to tie for
fought win over Boston College.
winning throw In first with Bates' Erdman In the

*

is:

on Maine

!»«»»

sticking.

tistic

The record

be open to juniors and seniors
during the spring semester. The Colby

nor the plays top calibre, but handle the work of at least two

Hyde

/

re-

w»ti]

attack.

Track

is

I

—

Varsity

which

1

and "desire make the goalies. Tuft's goalies made 29
If any stu- saves. Bowdoin only got four shots
-College at East Orange, N. J., on game worth seeing.
«arch 30. With the enthusiasm the dents can tear themselves away on the goal In the last period.
least see their
Thus, Bowdoin's hopes to avenge
•team has shown plus an early sea- from the flicks to at
will be
effort
an earlier 11-2 Tufts defeat were
son start, Bowdoin has at least an own house play the
besides, the price of the
worth It
even chance this year.
dashed by a vigorous, relentless
flicks was raised a dime.
(HATS OFF)
the

Contest,

barbarous v.ur-riors. CliGoing into the final round of
an e ;>ie hand-to-hUnd
twice; battle f >r supremacy over the
e ie.s competition the Colby
ufts once. Fritz made 27 saves; dreaded Bully Hayes, legendary is- Mules top the league with a 5-1
the Tufts goalie 11.
land pirate.' Actually filmed in the re?ord. On Wednesday at 8:45 the
Mules are coming to Brunswick
The Arena was a good deal emp- Fiji Islands."
for what could be their most imtier by the third period as the
portant game of the year. If BowBowdoin crowd went to dinner
doin wins the series goes into a
leaving the lost cause. What hap>1

pened was worse than they might
have imagined. Bowdoin was clearly exhausted from keeping up with
the blistering pace that Tufts was
setting.
Cinto
made his "hat
trick" with three goals: at 1:07,
6:55 and 9:06. He was assisted by
However, the team result was dis- Murphy on the second and Lang
appointing as the Sabemen dropped on the third. Lloyd assisted by
their second loss to the Bobcats in Lang put another one past Fritz
a decade.
at 16:16. McLaughlin completed his
(DOUBLE RUNNERS)
trio at 16:47 and concluded the
While Polar Bearings is in its scoring for the game. Bowdoin was
present state of throwing plaudits handed four of the six penalties in
at all, "it would be a grievous mis- this period, one of them being a
take" if some mention was not major violation at 19:05 for high

Jfcrd,

fallowing

was

strength of the Bawd
Bowdoin was penalized

the

Our powerful freshmen aquamci
Over the years Polar Bearings
bas on many, occasions turned Us set a new college record against
Wrath on the student bady, usually Hebron this week. The 200 Relay
(or its apathetic altitude. Although team of Henshaw, Noel, Roach, and
(here is no Utopia in sight, nor is Downy clocked a powerful 1:30.8
(bis Utopia all what it is built up to set the coveted record. With the
to be, Bowdoin men deserve a great strength they have shown to date,
4eal of credit for the support they this will be only one of many old
records to fall.
gave the baseball team.
Saturday afternoon Bob Packard,
Bowdoin undergrade have volthe track team's two-miler, ran a
untarily raised the needed funds
searing 10:02.9 to cut more than
to send the varsity baseball team
four seconds off the old record.
un a five-game southern trip dur-

game

The film "His Majesty O'Keefe" Speaking

stricted to Juniors, will be held oa
be presented at Smith AudiApril 11. The selection of Contesttorium on Saturday evening, Febants will be at the same time and
(continued from page 5)
ruary 23 at 630 and 8:30. The movplace as the selection for the 1868
the period. Tufts again surged ie is in color, and is described as
award.
ahend.- At 14:4ft, Vin:ent Lang follows: "The dramatic love story
scored unassisted as did B >b M
of the lost island trader from SiLaughlin at 18:22. The Tuft's of- vannah, Georgia, who be?ame ruler

Neil A. Cooper

Coach MacFayden's squad will
meet four teams late next month,

1957

March 11 in Sills 107, 7-8:30 p. m.
The Stanley Plummer Prize

will

Tufts Tops

BEARINGS

ing the spring vacation.

a

with Burt Lancaster and Joan Rice

POLAR

beginning with a

HisMaj'styO'Keefe

PA

5-5555

i-

men

re-

»»ini

.

'

1''!
;
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College Alumni Council
To Hold 12th Conference
will attend a reception at Getchell

Acting Dean of the College during
the spring semester.
Members of the Council will be
guests of the College for the weekend as they discuss such subjects
as scholarship aid, Placement Bu-

Alumni Council. Other

reau
dents,

twelfth

annual

"Global Profession" Topic

Speak To Portland

Of Phi Beta Kappa Address

House. On Saturday noon they will
be guests of President and Mrs.
Coles for luncheon. During the afternoon they are invited to attend
schedule of athletic
varied
a

George T.

Union

Lit.

Little,

Associate Pro-

fessor of Political Sciences at the
of Vermont, delivered

l

Women's

University

j

I

I

'

I

day,

officers are

Louis Bernstein, '22, of Portland,
Vice President; Glenn R. Mclntire,
"25, of Brunswick, Treasurer; and

13.

They are Alain

I

ary fraternity for the recognition
Professor Little has just returned and promotion of scholarship, was
with his family from a year in founded at the College of William-

sion."

Chevalier of Tours, France; Ulrich
Fanger of Braunschweig, Ger-

many; Johannes Kjorven
Norway; and In Sup Yuin

of Oslo,
of Seoul,

Formosa, where he was Visiting and Mary

in

1776.

The Bowdotk

I

Professor of Western Diplomatic chapter (Alpha of Maine) was
History at the National Political founded in 1825 and is the sixth i*
All four men are studying at University and also Visiting Pro- order of establishment. In addition
Bowdoin under the Bowdoin Plan, fessor of United States History at to the nine charter members, 1,691
the fall, in February, and at Com- conceived in 1947 by an undergrad- the National Taiwan University in men have been elected to memmencement in June. It is expected uate and now in use a: many col- Taipei. He went to Formosa un- bership.
that about thirty men will return leges and universities throughout 'der the United States State De-.
for the midwinter conference.
the United States. Under the terms partment International Education-

Mr. Marsh, Secretary.

Formed

I

Korea

Council
stu- meets on the Bowdoin campus three
times a year—on Alumni Day in

prospective

activities,

Foreign Students

A member of Phi Beta Kappa
and Delta Kappa Epsilon, Dr. Little has been Executive Director dT.
the annual Phi Beta Kappa ad- the Vermont Council on World Affairs, Inc. At Vermont be teach**
Four foreign students from Bow- dress at the College on Monday,
following the initia- courses in international relations,
doin College were guest speakers February 11,
newly elected undergradu- world politics, and American forevents.
at a meeting of the Woman's Lit- tion of
Francis B. Hill, '23, of Manches- erary Union in Portland on Tues- ate members of the group. His eign policy.
Phi Beta Kappa, national honorsubject was "The Global Profester, N. H., is President of the
February

on-campus
conference of the Bowdoln College
Alumni Council will be held on Fri22
February
day and Saturday,
and 23, Alumni Secretary Seward
J. Marsh announced recently.
The sessions this year will Include talks by Dr. James S. Coles,
and Professor Nathan Dane, II,

The
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19,

and alumni clubs.
will speak on "The

Dean Dane

State of the College" at a dinner
in the Moulton Union on Friday
night, February 22, and President

1914,

in

the

j

'

',

i

Frd 8:15

of the Plan the school pays the tui- al Exchange Program.
Dr. Little has been a member
tion charges; the fraternities provide the room and boad. At Bow- of the University of Vermont fac:
members-atdoin each of the twelve fraternities ulty since 1950. A native of Portmembers of the Council will be country, and twelve
s
Night
college at
entertained at the home of Pro- large, elected by the entire alumni is sponsoring a foreign student dur- land, he prepared for
gradwas
School
and
High
body.
Decking
and
ing
current
Leith
the
year.
Eaton
Mrs.
and
fessor
The final:, of the Bradbury Priz»
noted from Bowdoin in 19 0. FolDebate will be held at feowcbil
Since the inauguration of the lowing his graduation
he was
Bowdoin Plin ten years ago, awarded a scholarship for ad- College on '""hursday, February l't,
Will Benefit
Prospective
at 8:15 p. m. in the Smith Audiforeign stueighty-six
different
vanced study at the Fletcher School
dents have benefited at the College of Law and Diplomacy, from which torium in Sills Hall, Albert R.
Merritt
Garcelon
from its provisions, some for one he received a master of arts de- Thayer, Coach of Debating at th»
College, announced today. The pubyear, some for as many as four.
gree in 1941.
lic is invited to attend, without adForty-six prospective doctors Amherst, Bates, Boston University,
Continuing his graduate study at
Chevalier intends to become a
mission charge.
will benefit directly this year from and Xavier.
Professor
University,
Columbia
engineer
French
Terricivil
in
a
Thirteen
of
centhe
men
studyare
nineteenth
the generosity of a
of
master
a
was
granted
The affirmative team will hs
Little
tory or in some other country. Aftury giant of a man, who stood ing at Tufts Medical School, ten
re- composed of Gordon L. Well, '58, of
and
in
1943
arts
degree
there
ter his year at Bowdoin he will
feet 3 inches tall and weighed at McGill in Canada, eight at Yale,
philosophy de- Hempstead, N. Y., and Stanton L
four at Cornell, three each at Har- study mathematics and physics at ceived a doctor of
pounds.
940
gree from Yale University in 1948. Moody, '57, of Norridgewock, white
Dr. James S. Coles announced vard and Vermont, and one each the University of Tours. Before
joining the Vermont faculty, the negative will be upheld by AK
medical at Pennsylvania, Boston Univers- coming to the United States, be Before
forty-six
that
recently
he taught at Yale and at Swarth- fred E. Schretter, '59, of Woodschool students have been awarded ity, Dalhousie, George Washing- won National Foundation of Zellidja
more College and spent two years stock, Vt., and Richard E. Moston,
and
Howard.
Garcelon
Traveling Scholarships to England
a total of $9,950 from the
with the American Friends Service gan, '59, of Mitchell Air Force
Twenty-eight of the recipients and North Africa.
and Merritt Fund, established In
Committee in Austria, where he Base, N. Y.
memory of Doctor Seward Garce- are residents of Maine, ten are
Fanger studied last summer at participated in relief and rehabilifrom
Massachusetts,
Merritt.
three
from
Samuel
Doctor
lon and
The topic of the debate will be,
the Connecticut, and one each from the University of VaOadolid in tation activities.
from
graduated
Garcelon
"Resolved, that the United State*
Spain.
He
gets along well in four
Maine Medical School at Bowdoin the District of Columbia, Marygovernment should pursue a mors
Students
land, Virginia, Hawaii, and Ger- languages, English, French, Rus1843.
in
Merritt
and
1830
in
vigorous policy toward communsian and Spanish. Next year he
many.
In the past thirty-five years more
Visit
Point
ism."
Dr. Merritt was a native of plans to enter the University of
than $260,000 has been granted
Gottingen, where he will specialize
On the weekend of April 4 two
from this fund to over 400 young Harpswell and lived in the family
in international law, with the hope Bowdoin R. O. T. C. students will
homestead
over-looking
medicine
Cunday's
men, who now practice
eventually of entering government go to West Point. Since there is
throughout the length and breadth Harbor. His sister Catherine maronly space for two students, the
ried Dr. Garcelon, who later in- service in his native Germany.
of the United States.
opportunity is open only to distinstructed
Merritt
in
to
medical
gone
school.
have
awards
This year's
Kjorven was a student at Oslo
guished military students who apShortly after news of the Gold
students at eleven medical schools.
Teachers' Training College from
plied for the regular army. Out of
They represent five states, the Dis- Rush in 1849 reached the East, Dr. 1953 until 1955, when he entered
the four eligible, Dick Fickett and
of Merritt went to California. With the
Territory
the
Columbia,
of
trict
military service. He has worked
If you will have a major in:
Clem Wilson were chosen.
Hawaii, and Germany. Thirty-one new possibilities of that territory, for the Norwegian State Railways
The purpose of this trip is to
Bow- he combined the professions of sur- and the Norwegian America Line,
of the men graduated from
CHEMISTRY
familiarize the R. O. T. C. stugeon, sea captain, lumberman, polidoin, six from Colby, three from
and has been a fruit pk-ker in Nora Hercules representative
dents with the way of life of a Wen
tician, business man, and educator.
the University of Maine, two from
folk, England. His ambition is .to
will be on the campus to
Pointer. Since these two students
Dartmouth, and one each from When he died in Oakland, Calif., become a teacher. Upon his return
discuss
with you employwill be serving in the professional
in 1800, he left an estate valued at

Coles

will

morning
During

address

The Council includes thirty-seven
representative members from as
campus many alumni clubs throughout the

Saturday

the

session.
their

on

stay

Pdrfe

j

Tb

Tuts

'

1

Doctors

1

And

From

Fund

!

j
I

j

!

;

Two ROTC
To
West

r

INTERVIEWS FOR
CAREERS WITH
HERCULES

'

I

I

'

to

more than two

million dollars, from
which eleven years later the Maine
Medical School' and Bowdoin received a bequest of over $400,000.
This represented the largest gift
the College had received up to

Bowdoin Student
tives Talk, Shows

On Korea

Slides

that time.

When the Maine Medical School
Sup Yuin, a Bowdoin Plan
student from Seoul, Korea, pre- closed its doors in 1920, the Susented an illustrated talk on pres- preme Judicial Court of Maine deent-day Korea last Sunday, in the creed that the part of the Income
formerly used for the Medical
Moulton Union Lounge.
Yuin, who spoke under the aus- School should be used for "the paypices of the Student Union Com- ment of medical scholarships and
mittee, showed colored .slides of fellowships to worthy and strugKorea. The program followed the gling young men, intending to
regularly scheduled Union movie, study and practice medicine."
In

"Renoir," also in color.
An honor graduate of Taejon
High School in 1951, Yuin volunteered as an interpreter in the Korean War. As a first lieutenant, he

he will enter the Uni-

army

corps,

ment

experience wiD
understandtheir fellow career

this

-ential

Yuin, an honor graduate of Tae- ing the way
High School in 1951, volunteered men were trained.
The students will be driven down
an interpreter in the Korean
War. A first lieutenant, he served in uniform by Captain Stocton and
as aide and interpreter for the while there will live like the cadets

SALES

do.

They

to

drill

ior class

received

them

three

citations

for

out-

will eat,

and

the

same

treatment that the cadets get. They
will live with

who

members
will

just that

performances of duties the cadets
throughout his military career. He luck.
hopes to become a diplomat and
standing

go to classes, go

receive

live.

of the sen-

be able to show

much

We

better

wish

how

or

PRGDUCT40H

(A candidate for any degree
which includes one year of
organic chemistry also will
be considered.)

•

I

Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans of
the Republic of Korea Army. In
1953 he was awarded an American
Bronze Star Medal for "exceptionally meritorious service" and also

possibilities in:

'

their

in

jon

as

j

Arrangements for interviews
should be made through
your placement office.

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY
Wilmington 99, Del.

February 28

them

serve his country in that capacity.

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

served as aide and. interpreter for

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

We deliver to the Students

the Deputy Chief of Staff for Pl:in^
of the Republic of Korea Army. In
1953 lie was awarded an American
Bronze Star Medal for "exceptionand also

Norway

versity of Oslo.

•

BEER

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

-

HOT DOGS

Operated by Al Tobey, '50

SOLICITED

Call 5-2422

ally meritorious service"

ro cived

three

stinriif.:

citation's

pe-formjance

for
of

out-

duties

throughout his military career. He
hopes to become a diplomat and
serve his country in that capacity.
The Bowdoin Plan is in use at

many

colleges

and

universities

the United States,
pay the tuicharges for foreign students,
fraternities
undergraduate
while
provide the room and board.

throughout

calls for the school to

tion

it

J

FREE PICK-UP

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY

One Day

First National Ba?J

SERVICE
Brunswick,

Shirt Service

DIAL PA
Corner Maine and School Streets

9-3131

Brunswick, Maine

Maine

Metnbor of the Federal 'Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

-^
\

riTIC ...
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commuter with

the

f

1

similarly

i

j

^

|

.

|

'

departure, in
that
Three
offerings like

Other

show,
«"
•

the

^

•

r

ROTC

is its

'

C m aIv n
n
and
"Summer and Smoke"
.....I

1 1

.

Cifts,"

tn r\

* *

own worst

joke. Largest

credu for the succcss of

of

think, to Ethel Whittier

go,

New

I

and Herb

it

Dormitories

.

.

;

Me,"

sociations
Blue." "Open to the Public," "Trio
Con Brio" and "In Our Little West

it

brings, the cooperation

19,
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necessitates, the enduring friend-

.

mester more than 150 men were
Miller-a pair of real indispensaliving off campus. Of these, at
throughout the houseparty
least one hundred should have
production
been accommodated in a dormiThe best of the rest of songs and
tory *or fraternity had space been
sketches deserve some mention,
available.
beginning with the title sang (a
"Living -with one's fellows is a
wonderfully hummable number)
desirable part of unand including, "Other - Dire:tet! normal and
the as"Getting There," "Two In dergraduate life. Through

bles

ships

it

forms, and the constant disit engenders, it is an In-

cussions

tegral part of the educational program of a residential college. This

pressing current need for additional dormitory space emphasizes the
opportunities

by

a

for

vigorous

support

institution,

continually increasing

offered

facing

demands

of

able youth for college education."

Branch Ranch Type Home."

L

like the rich

(Kdunued'from -age

.

.

should

effort

I

Benjamin
nm page

l)

one)
to his eye. Gold is nothing when
grade every MS Freshman, Sopho- set against protoplasm." However,
«more and Junior on the drill field to discard nature's laws and apply
be"
8)i.s spring. The^e grades will
those of society the decision is often
included in the computation for se- reversed
mester grades in Military Science.^
We must be worthy of wealth or
Additional responsibilities include
it will not be as beneficial to us.
<&king and reporting attendance, We all deserve certain of life's
drill
all
conducting
and
planning
benefits. Despite the inequality in
periods and issuing necessary items distribution as the Old Testament
uniform to menfit equipment and
teaches "in the sweat of thy brow
ton only the more outstanding fea- must thy earn thy bread."
Continued

present

"Picadilly Papa," ignore the land the

.

continued on page four)
deligntful e£fect
nost removed from the revue_s
u gtrikes me ag gtm more odd
general and recurring theme of
„ A Liule Fo]j s „
an()ther of
y
contin,
I
Ife-and-love-in-suburbia
flourYour
ur Life," flour
"Love
Love Yo
smasnes ..
smashes,
ue to be haunted by Sandy Dibs
ishes out of sterile terrain. Parosnore's rendering oi "Well-A-Day
philandies of national soap-box
and impressed by the effectiveness
thropy as practised by the netbackground and costuming.
«f
works have been a dime a dozen
Could it be that suburbia is as barfor years and years, and it is not
ren as a source as it is in plain
'an eisy task to parody a genre
fai-t-of-lifc?
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says the cnaracler

in

The y are so kind and
„
generous, and they smell so nice,
t hev have such 8°° d manners
true of us? "What we need,
*

the novel

-

™*
•¥

said Prof. Benjamin, "is some sort
ot code oi conduct tnat Wl11 nelp us

remember that we are a privileged class and that the purpose
of riches is not comfort, security,
to

or self indulgence, but the chance
for the fuller
potentialities

man

beings."

development of our
as citizens and hu-

To remedy

S

the de-

followBenjamin felt that as a ficiency, he proposed the
possessing more material ing:
of self pHy. Absence »»
2. Ath
x.
w"*| W
L <««»«
Commander will
Regimental ^ommanaer
has ever
woria nas
tte ttegimeniai
than the world
wealth
eal
4eal principally with his Regimen- seen we are quj c ic to realize our letics on a strictly amatuer basis
"
Courtesy and manners. 4. Infol Executive Officer and his two
superiority but perhaps unwilling 3.
crease in non-material pursuits
Battalion Commanders.
to shoulder that superiority's reThree slots carry the rank of Ca- sponsibilities.
We retain with such as the arts and intellectual
hos#>t Lt. Colonel and will be filled wealth certain vices pecuUar to a disciplines. 5. Generosity and
ty Joe McDaniel, Russ Longyear, privileged minority. He contrasted pitality, and 6. A sense of political
and Dick Fickett. McDaniel, the our sense f no t being wanted psy- responsibility.
These are by no means all the
Officer, c hologically and of not belonging
Executive
Regimental
Dean's list and a James Bowdoin to t he industrious Chinese slave - virtues which we should acquire,
Scholar majoring in biology. His girl, sold by her parents because but by using them as a basis, we
major athletic interests have been of hard times who did not have can look ahead, forget the past,
eyes alert,
•"•"! past
has these feelings.
tmu up,
uy, *;**
nc iwa
and, "chin
country. He
feels uuu,
he iceia
r— misand cross coumry.
«acK
track ana
The reason ne
leeungs. xne
eeen Treasurer of his house and l5 a matter of our excess of leisure, takes left behind, into the dawn
secretary of Student Curriculum
On the bright side of wealth "I we go.

fcres.

Prof.

Employing a chain of command, nation

•»

ww

!i

Pem,

So6

BASKETBALL CHAMPION, SAYS:

•

j

;

Committee.
Fickett, 1st Battalion

Command-

et, is a Math major and has been
Vice President of Student Union
Committee and house secretary
and a James Bowdoin Scholar. Dick
tes applied for a Regular Army
"Commission, has been accepted

and

intends to

make the Army

1
I

I

TASTE OF ALL!"

his

career.

Longyear is an economics major
•hose musical interests have led
Glee
to three (3) years with the
Club and a slot on the Meddles.

The job

will

B

this

of coordinating the efRegimental Staff will

campus
6

I

From

SmoothTlavor Leaf.

.

.

the

finest

tobacco grown, Viceroy selects only

Deep-Cured golden brown (or extra smoothness!

J

engineering applicants
for the purpose of interviewing
arrange an appointment
See your Placement Director to

Opns Officer, CsMajor John Alden; Adjutant
Cadet Captain Jacobsoo; and Supply Officers, Cadet Captain Destaff will Include

*
TmmSYLVANIA
tm m»mm» Ktmm

det

sVlvania euecTRic

Lucla.
Fickett and Longyear will also

them

the

be on

MARCH

WED.;

on McDaniels shoulders. The

fcave staffs to assist

SMO0TH

SYLVANIA
.

forts of the
(all

THE SMOOTHES!

in their

be Caand
det Majors Joe Murphy, TD,
Perry, Psl U, respectively. Ca-

mooucts

inc.

duties. Their executives will

M

CUMBERLAND

and

det Majors Cowen, ARU,
well as CaGreene, Sigma Nu,
Kappa
det Captains Humphrey,

M

SIg, and Rablnoviti,

out their

THEATRE
Brunswick

ARU, round

DIAL HI

staffs.

In addition to the Regimental
CommandStaff and the Battalion
Rifle
ers, the band and Pershing
diDrill Team will also operate
control.
Regimental
under
rectly

The band

to

be commanded

by

Battalion:

Disney's Short Subjects

CANYON RIVEE
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
MARCIA HENDERSON

A Company,

snow-white, natural'

GARY COOPER
in

"FRIENDLY
PERSUASION"
Feb. 20-21

Wed., Thura.

these jobs having been
stu-

dents in the past. The bulk of the

Sophs will be assistant squad leaders, however.

j

ROBERT M1TCIIUM
URSULA THIESS
GILBERT ROLAND
in

GUN FOR A COWARD
FRED McMURRAY

j

ship positions of greater responsimajorbility than heretofore, the
squad leaders. Top
being
ity
Sophs wdl be squad leaders for the

advance course

Feb. 22-23

Fri., Sat.

Captain John Herrick; H Company,
Cadet Captain John Manning.
The Juniors will all have leader-

to

— soft,

3-2541

and

Bill

reserved

Feb. 20-21

Wed., Thurs.

Cadet Captain John Snow; B Company, Cadet Captain Clem Wilson;
C Company, Cadet Captain Ken
Cooper; D Company, Cadet Captain

first time,

Only Viceroy smooths each puff

cellulose

Feb. 10

Tues.

Ca-

Gardner. 2nd Battalion: E
Company, Cadet Captain Dick Armstrong; F Company, Cadet Captain
John Woodward; G Company Cadet

from pure

filters

CINDERELLA

Cadet Captain. The commanders
and their organizations are as fol1st

SUPER SMOOTH!
made

through 20,000

Feb. 19

Tues.

det Major Dick Lyman. The Pershing rifles will be headed by Cadet
Captain Fletch Means. There will
be eight companies, four in each
battalion, each commanded by a

lows:

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

"BANDIDO"
Feb. 22-23

Fri., Sat.

and

JEFFREY HUNTER

WALT

DISNEY'S

\

"CINDERELLA"

j

Sun., Mon., Tues.

Feb. 24-25-26

THE

RAm MAKER

KATHRYNE HEPBURN
and

BURT LANCASTER

filter ?/,„

Feb. 24-26

Sun.-Tues.

|

SUSAN HAYWARD
KIRK DOUGLAS

CIGARETTES

in

"TOP SECRET AFFAIR'
C

1937.

Brawn & WTJIIinnwi Tutacva

i_orp.
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Address On Longfellow To
Be Given ByDr.C.W.Snow
Lieutenant Governor of ConnecA Reapparaisal"
be the subject of a talk to be ticut from 1944 to 1946, Professor

"Longfellow:
Will
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Carter Sheds Light

Allocations Settled For

On The Feelings Of

Chest Weekend Charities

The Modern South

The Student Council yesterday approved the allocations of money
from the 1957 Campus Chest Weekend which will be held

to charity

By Lance Lee
Snow Snow is the author of a number
of Middletown, Coon., tomorrow of books of verse, including many
On Wednesday night Mr. Hodwhen the College observes the poems with a Maine background. ding Carter, '27, delivered an for150th anniversary of the birth of
mative and statistical talk on The
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Dr.
South: Yesterday and Tomorrow.
Snow will speak at 8:30 p. m. In
Of The ICJ To This lecture, sponsored by the Delthe Pickard Theater in Memorial
ta Sigma House is the first of a
Hall.
series which will become an annual
At College For
Roscoe H. Hupper of New York
event.
Ken Carpenter introduced
Otty will preside at the evening
the speaker, who is a distinguished
program. Both he and Professor Talk, Conferences
publisher
and newspapereman
Snow are members of the Class of
By Jon Brlghtman
holding a Nieman Fellowship, a
1907 and were present fifty years
Mr. Muhammad Zafrulla Khan Guggenheim Fellowship, and a Pugo when the College observed the will speak to the college on March litzer Prize.
delivered by Dr. C. Wilbert

next

month.

Twenty-three charities

The

Pent. Conf.

Khan

centennial of Longfellow's birth.

7. Before and after his lecture there
will be two receptions held at the
and Peuclnian Room, one at 11 o'clock
Coast Guard station off the Maine and one at 4 o'clock. These meetcoast. He left school at the age of ings will be held so that unde:
14 to become a fisherman in the graduates will be able to meet and
Penobscot
Bay community of talk with him. Any student wishing
Spruce Head. Three years later he to meet him should speak to Proentered Thomaston High School, fessor Daggett in order to make
where he completed the course in the proper arrangements.
two years. He graduated from
Mr. Khan, a Pakistani, is at pres
Bowdoin magna cum laude as a ent a judge on the International
member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Court of Justice at Hague. He has
Dr. Snow taught at Bowdoin, played an active role in the his
Williams, the University of Utah, tories of both India and Pakistan.
Indiana University and Reed Col- He has received the Bachelor oi

Snow was born on White

Wilbert

Island,

a

lighthouse

gym

game

Held Here; Dickey,

before being presented to the Council. All the
charities on the bat

Baxter Will Speak

have been on the

lists

of

is for the five colleges, Am- mined as follows:
Williams, Dartmouth, WesCharity
leyan and Bowdoin, to get togethRed Cross,
er in order to exchange ideas and
Salvation Army,
discuss mutual problems.
Each
Cerebral Palsy,
college sends five delegates to these
Maine Heart Association,
meetings, consisting usually of the

herst,

He

then
stated that the South is occupied
with one threat, that of the prob-

was drawn

one or

ence

being played in the

later that evening.

of allocations

more of the last three years.
The annual Pentagonal conferThe charities which will benefit
ence will be held at Bowdoin this and the percent of the profits which
week. The purpose of this confer- they will share has been deter-

Mr.. Carter opened his talk by
expressing concern that the crowded house might miss a part of the

Colby

benefit from the proposed

list

up by the chairman of the Campus
Chest Committee, Jim Fawcett,
and approved by that committee

To Be

Be

Head

will

allocations.

[

Dean

President, the

Percent
t

Maine Cancer Society,
United Negro College

or Deans, the

Fund,
and "how to con- Director of Admissions, the finanAmerican Friends Service Com.,
One quarter cial advisor, and a member of the
World University Service,
of the population of the South is faculty. The meetings are held on
Leonard Wood Memorial,
Negro while of the entire United a rotation plan, being held at the
East Harlem Protestant Parish,
States the Negros number only one- college once every five years.
iBrunswick-Topsham Scout Mov't,
tenth. "The cultural gap involved
The delegates will arrive on
Foster Parents Plan, Inc.,
has affected every aspect of life," Wednesday in time to attend the
Pine Tree Society,
Carter staled, and went on to ex- Longfellow sesquicentennial celeBoys' Club of America,
plain the intense social and politi- bration. On Thursday they will
Cumberland County T. B.,
lege "before joining the faculty at Arts degree from the University cal difficulties, stating his belief spend most of the
day in conferWesleyan in 1921. He was also a of. Punjab and a Bachelor of Law .that the southern policy of one ence. Also on Thursday President Brunswick Humane Soc,
„
Trustees of Athens College,
captain in the United States Army degree at the University of London party pontics can be traced to the John Sloan Dickey of
Dartmouth
pan
during World War I and was an where he graduated with first class color problem.
Christian,
will talk in chapel. President James
Save "* C^dren Federation,
Eskimo teacher and reindeer agent
(continued on page eight)
In dealing with crime and par- Baxter of Williams, will speak in!
tel™t>onal Rescue Cora.,
in Alaska in 1911-12.
ticularly murder the ratio of col- chapel the following day. The co^
ored to white involved in violence leges will send their usual dele- Comn» tte« of 100,
Brandeis
(Continued on page five)
is way out of proportion. In almost gates, with the exception that Wil-

lem

of integration

tinue

rational life."

!

!

l^™^*!

f

'

I

£

And Emerson

Wonder Where The
Pictures Went?
Thla pictareless edition

is

Four

midnight,

Sunday

Debate

uates will travel to Boston tomorrow to debate against teams from
Brandeis University and Emerson
College. They are James J Brown,
Robert E. Mcehan, John H. Moses,

the

night,

and Robert A. Roach. Moses
and Meehan will uphold the affirm-

Jr.,

your editor mailed the pictures
to

the

engraver In

Tuesday,

at

noon,

ative,

Lewiston.

of the Brunswick, Lisbon Falls,
of-

they caU

tt,

"The Postal

Servicer

Now

___

_£_

Transmitter Arrives At Studio

Hopes Of

FM

Broadcasting

h Month

By Nelson Back*
Last Wednesday afternoon a
crate arrived at the Moulton
transUnion. It contained the
mitter that WBOA ordered last
fall. Its arrival marked the second

I

Urge

received an antenna which is being
up this week on the roof of the
Union by the college grounds crew.

set

FM

i

ham

WBOA

take

Amherst

f

with an FM radio should bo
(continued on page eight)

NOTICE
The Masque and Gown will hold
The Occupied Man, a

somewhat

cifix by Jean-Baptiste Faure
by Robert Estes and Clayton
nett. It marked Mr. Bennett's
solo appearance here and it
in every way a distinguished

sung
Ben-

i

three-act play

by Robley Wilson,
on Thursday evening at 8 P. M. ii
Pickard Theater. The casting calls

men and 4 women. Copies
the first act will be available

for 9
of

at the closed reserve desk prior

By George A. Smart, Jr
erratically.

He

173 Undergraduates

ly effective in the legato

Attain Dean's List

passages

that same selection, while in
the Turn Not, O. Queen, he seemed
of

encounter

to

U

the try-out.

handled
the vocal acrobatics of Handel's
Thy Glorious Deeds with apparent ease and seemed particular-

some

pitch difficul-

ty.

first

The program opened and

In Spring

Semester

One hundred and seventy-three
Bowdoin College undergraduates
have been named to the Dean's
Olin

closed

was with instrumental selections.
Sawyer on the flute and William
McCarthy at the harpsichord gave

one,
for not only is he the possessor of
a fine baritone voice with both

List for the spring semester.

Included

are

fifty-eovon

mem-

the Scarlattti Sonata a technically bers of the senior class, forty-four
range and pleasing color, but he flawless
reading The first move- Juniors, twenty-nine sophomores,
also knows how to use it to best
ment seems almost to demand a and forty-one freshmen. There are
advantage. Mr. Estes' tenor has
mechanical interpretation but the also two Bowdoin Plan students.
a somewhat dry quality but be is
Fifty-four of the men named to
Allegro leaves ample room for
a capable musician and he interthe Dean's List are from Maine,
coloring,
preted the Faure piece with feeland forty-nine from Massachusetts.
Closing the afternoon were two
ing and understanding. We shall
Other state* represented are New
selections— Duet in C Major by
hope to hear more of both these
York with twenty-five. New Jersey
Ferling and Trio by Beethoven—
vocalists.
with twelve, New Hampshire with
for clarient.
The first, though
The rendition of Still wie die
six, Rhode Island with five. Pennsatisfactorily performed by RichNacht of Cart Goetze by Philip
sylvania with four, Connecticut and
ard Payne and Cameron Bailey,
Stuart and Alan Woodruff was
Virginia, three each; Florida and
seemed an unfortunate choice,
also a high point of the afternoon.
Michigan, two each; and Maryland
for the composition has somewhat
Mr. Stuart's growth as a musiand Vermont, one each. There are
the sound of a warm-up exercise.
cian is more evident with each
two men from Canada and two
David Fischer Joined the group
appearance; he has learned the
from Germany. The Bowdoin Plan
for the Beethoven selection. Any
full value of subtle phrasing and
students are from Korea and Nortonal
shadings.
Mr. Woodruffs small mistakes were easily over- way.
shadowed
by the rich tones and
middle voice has a pleasing qualDean's List honors art awarded
ity; at this stage he is hampered precision of the wind instruments. to students who during their last
by a limited range, the top tones Mr. Fischer's contribution to the semester at Bowdoin have attained
ensemble
particularly
was
credit- at least
are strained and edgy and the
a "B-" average with not
very low register is limited in vol- able.

Following installation of the antenna, certain minor adjustments
milestone in the changeover to FM must be made on the transmitter,
and the station must be inspected
broadcasting.
The first big stop was a com- by a representative of the FCC.
plete remodeling Job of the studios When ho has approved the equipand control room. This waa begun ment, the station will apply for
during the final exam period and authority to begin broadcasting. If ume. These, however, are things
finished the first week of the sec- no snags are encountered, regular that should be overcome with furond semester. This step was neces- broadcasts on FM should begin ther study and experience.
sary to insure reliable operation of in about a month. From that time
Cameron Smith has progressed
the studio equipment when the any person in Brunswick or Tops- markedly since his initial chapel

•witch is made to FM.
Along with the transmitter

will

Student Recital Labelled
Wealth Of Musical Talent

Brown

WBOA To Become WBOR
New

Thorpe

President's place.

negative
of

University.

aa a daw.

And

Bowdoin's

sophomores, Morgan and Schretter
have been a highly successful debating team ever since they came
here. In each of the last two years
they have been undefeated in the
annual University of Vermont tournament, with a total record of ten
victories and no defeats.

much

fices failed to reveal as

lard

try-outs for

Further proof that the Bowdoin
campus contains a wealth of musical talent was seen on.Sunday afOn Friday and Saturday Alfred
ternoon at the fifty-fifth Student
E. Schretter and Richard E. MorRecital held in the Moulton Union.
gan will take part in a national
The program was highlighted by
debate tournament being conducta brilliant performance of the Crued by Boston

had not been located. A check

Lewiston, and Portland post

while

team will be composed
and Roach.

photos

the

every instance the colored are lead( continued on page eight)

Four Bowdoin College undergrad-

fault of the postal service.

At

Men To

appearance

His voice

is

more than one grade below "B-"
Aa usual the students played and no grade lower than "O" ia
an enthusiastic but disappoint- their regular courses. Sophomores
ingly small audience.
A word may take five cuts, except that
should also bo said for Mr. Beck- those with straight "A'a" may Uko
with. who though not a student, unlimited cuts. AH Juniors and senoffered first rate accompaniment iors on the list are also permitted

and he uses

it

for the soloists.

last fall.

of varying quality,

to

unlimited rats.

—
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YOU'RE LATE^II
Last week's editorial, "You're Late— Absent!," touched a
tender nerve in many students' minds. Since Tuesday the Orient
staff has received voluminous comment on, not only the central
question whether a student is entitled to attend classes at which
he arrives late, but on several related issues as well. For these
related issues the original problem functions as a mere "seed"
in the creation of a deluge quite distinct from itself. One letter
expressing some of these second-generation concerns is printed
en this page.
We are pleased to announce that the original question of a
student's right of attendance seems settled— at least so far as it
is a practical issue involving Biology 1-2. Now any student who
arrives late for a meeting of that class may take a place in the
rear of the room. This certainly satisfies the double obligation
any department has to its students: first, to provide all men en- rolled in its classes with adequate instruction, whatever corrective action may be taken with respect to their infringements
against minor departmental policy; and second, to show consideration to the majority of the class. In revising policy to satisfy
both these obligations, the Biology Department has shown a
commendable willingness to correct its mistakes and has pro-

vided an example which may well serve as precedent.
The other questions generated by the issue, however, remain.
turn to two of these now. The contention is now made that
it "is not the duty of the professor to provide intellectual stim(although he should) provide and cultivate a favorable
ulus
environment for (such stimulation)." It seems to us that a major distinction between a teacher and a textbook rests upon the
ability and consequent obligation of one to provide a living intellectual stimulation. A book can stimulate in the sense of presenting ideas; but no book can present a life to emulate, or as
food reason to seek the stimulation of ideas as can a teacher in

We

.

.

.

the daily exercise of his role.
The second problem we would like to mention seems embodied in Mr. Briggs' question, "Why should a professor lower
(be standards that he expects from his students just because his
type of course is required?" He should not, obviously, lower the
standard of his course for this or any reason. But the question
Mr. Brigg* ultimately raises is the larger problem of how a professor should respond to the men taking his course primarily to
satisfy a requirement. First, because a student's primary concern is the satisfaction of a requirement does not mean that this
is his only concern with a course.
The professor, it would seem, la faced with three alternative*. Ideally he will evaluate each student's interest and capability individually, and try to compensate for what a student
may lack by special means designed to raise that student rather
than lower the course. Such an individual method is beyond the
resources of many professors, either because of time or too large
classes. Then he must generalize his response in one or two
ways. He may choose to regard every student as suspect and
in his class only because forced to be. He then runs the risk
of

making

cause,

we

his supposition
feel, for

come

literally. true.

This

is

often the

student interest in a course ending with satOr he may regard every student as

isfying a requirement.

vitally interested in his course for all sorts of good reasons, in-

cluding curricular requirements. This is just as much a generalization as being universally suspicious, but the consequences

are usually happier. When a professor cannot deal with his students individually, this optimistic general approach is infintely
better than understanding them.

MR. CARTER

AND THE SOUTH

That Modeling Carter is one of ihe most competent spokesof the South and its myriad of problems is an undisputed
Certainly his lecture Wednesday evening and the discus-

men

fact.

sion he led following this oral essay pointed this out rather
effectively.

Mr. Carter, a most serious student of the Negro and his
position in Southern society, has, in the past,

made

his influence

not only in local surroundings but in national circles as well.
Criticism has been levied against his extensive use of facts and
figures; complaints have been rendered as to the lack of figures: complaints have been rendered as to the lack of "prsonal
opinion" present in bis speech. How much further from the
ffelt

truth can these

comments

bel

The editor of the volatile Delta Democrat-Times stands like
a Jewel in the midst of the many professed "exponents" of the
southern situation. Compiling facts to back up an argument is
an old method

>

of writing intelligent articles

ly respectable orations.

-

i

/

What

and delivering high-

important is that Mr. Carter
did present a personal viewpoint and that it should have reached
the audience as such, that is, an opinion based on over twenty
years of experience and an intense degree of research—study
that must have prompted seme serious soul-searching. Mr. Cartor's lecture was certainly one of the most profound arguments
that we have heard to date on the South. It represented an acute
understanding of not merely -the political but also the social
and economic problems prevalent there. Of particular interest
waa Mr. Carter's approach to these questions. In his eyes those
people wlio wish to "ameliorate" the negro's condition are meeting the situation in an altogether imprudent manner. Too mueh
concern has been expressed over the attitude of the South toward the negro while not nearly enough has been extended to
the response of the negro to his own environment. The negro
pressure groups are not really digging into their people's plightlegalistic, political jabbering merely skim the surface.
We must first investigate the negro sociologically as a
member of a particular aad Independent group. There is only
• eertain amount of detachment possible, this was Mr. Carter's
vitally valuable message and a penetrating one at that.
.

'

is
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I would like to take issue with
by GEORGE SMART
your editorial in the Feb. 19 issue
of the Orient titled "You're Late
Absent." (reg) Specifically I dis- "In the spring a livelier iris creatures. The possibilities are exagree with 1) some of the facts,
changes on the burnish 'd tremely interesting.
Winter Houseparty blues slowly
and 2) some of the ideas in the
dove;
editorial.
In the spring a young man's fancy melt into Campus "Chest" expecIn the first place the lectures in
lightly turns to thoughts of tations, and Ivy plans begin to

question started at 10:35 and have
done so since the first day that the
policy in question

went

love.

—Tennyson,

Locksley Hall

The above

into effect.

The student who was late was indeed barred and as the editorial
states there were others outside.
However, there is one gross mis-

is

itself

English 20,
but rather, a re

that

exodus of the undergraduate body,
and Bowdoin once again assumes
its proud title of the "Number One

man

Suitcase College in

minder

statement concluding the first parwhether
agraph. That is "There had been
winter wants to
no previous warning as to the day
admit it or not,
and the time this policy was to go
spring has arinto effect." This statement is false
rived on t h e
and completely untrue in its enBowdoin c a m Prof. Gustafson stated in pus once again. The signs are raptirety.
his first lecture of the semester idly ripening into the clear undethat day would be the last
would start late-j
and that henceforth late students
would receive a cut and would not
be admitted to the lecture. This I
think should be sufficient forewarn-

I

that the lecture

ing.

Moreover, the incident mentioned
above occurred on the second lecperiod of the semester and
the reason that at least one of the
students failed to be warned of the
situation was because he had been
absent the first lecture when it was
announced. The policy was also in

well with the

not a direct plug
for

that

form in the minds of certain freshmen. The second semester "dormant" period seems to coordinate

weekend mass

New

England."

exams cause a slight
of uneasiness in certain con-

First hour

wave

servative

minds, but finals are
far enough away to allow a
comfortable margin.*
One new procedure which frankly
puzzles These Ears is the appearance each Thursday afternoon at
niable fact.
One sees for instance that the two-thirty sharp of three distinsnowy crystal walks have sudden- guished professors op the top of
ly assumed the color and substance the Library Tower—each carrying
of dark mud— time to wear R. O. a pair of binoculars and what looks
T. C. shoes Instead of the tradi- to be a shiny Pershing Rifle. Caa
tional overshoes. A certain poetic it be the start of some new self'
faction of biology scholars disap- study program?
still

The newest guise of spring fever
pear mysteriously several afternoons a week to follow their charge has been labeled by Dr. Hanky as
"bird watching." English ma- the German Measles, and for over
jors recline lazily under a droop- a week now- an alarming sign has
ing pine for a pleasant journey hung on the door of the infirmary
reading: No visitors. Five bearded
into Browning's poetic magic.
Harvard brings the current mov- faces hanging out of the second
force during the latter part of the ie year to a close with its selection story window early last week gave
semester
thus
it
would
seem
Miss
first
of
Carroll Baker as "woman the impression of being anything
that a conscientious student should of the year" for her torrid per- but diseased
have been familiar with the policy. formance in Baby Doll.
At any rate, whether one preThe responsibility for announceThe keen eye observes with a fers the poetic words of Alfred
ments, assignments, etc., given on certain amusement that it's the Lord Tennyson or those of an Orithe day a student is absent, falls mating season for the local ca- ent columnist of a few years back
upon the student's shoulders. This nines once more, and already new —"Everybody's dole' it, dom' it,
has been the case in all the courses and colorful speculation arises con- plckin' their noses, pickin' their
that I have taken at Bowdoin Col- cerning. the appearance of the next noses, doin' it, doin' Ul", spring
year's generation of four legged has definitely arrived on campus.
lege.
Granted that the cut system has
been quite a problem and at best
ture

of

I

is

unsatisfactory

BebM

and that the un-

derlying reasons stated in the editorial necessitating

such a system

are too often true, it still is not the
duty of the professor to provide intellectual stimulus, or to increase
the personal responsibility of the
student. The professor should, however, provide and cultivate a favorable
environment for these
things. But this does not mean that
he must allow people to walk into
lectures anytime that they fell like
it.

As, for

academic incentive

I

tb« Ivy
Curtail
FOSTER
by BUIAJt

As we move might wonder how to be a good
away from a brother, our thoughts should turn
week of Broth- to the problem of qualified martyrerhood
shake

and

off

nasty

this

hood.

The martyre has a great

tradi

disturb-

tion in the history of the West. He
"our was instrumental in the rjse of
way of life," it Christianity, as he was later a key
would seem only factor in the development of the

ance

can

of

fair

think of none better than a difficult

course with high standards and
other certain rules that are to be
complied with to fulfill the"necessary challenge to do a good job.
Why should a professor lower the
standards that he expects from
his students just because his type
of course is required? Why, in other
words, must a course be so watered down so that it will be palatable
to students with no basic interest?

to

make

mention of a

dif-

and sometimes opposing
ment in man's character.

ele-

ferent,

Last week many of us
rated our urge to be

various

Christian

sects.

But the

concept of martyr cannot be limited to religious affairs.
In fact,
martyristic

activities

potentially

commemo- permeate most phases
brotherly.

"The world

is one happy Family,"
one little blurb, "And God
is Father over all." Needless to
say this is not the whole story. We
have other impulses, ones in dire
need to vent themselves, and within this group a most important

to quote

of our life.
You, as a potential martyr, may
react against your present church,
your college, your professors, or
even your fraternity.
In the past weeks at least twe
expressions of the martyrdom urge

have appeared in the exchange
newspapers. At the University of
Much of the "harsh" attitude in: member is "martyrdom."
North Carolina, feature writer Dave
running a course stems from a reJust as we have the question "Am Mundy offers his views on the honfusal to do these things. This leaves I my brother's keeper?" we might or system as
maintained at his
two choices open to such students; also ask "Am I my brother's mar- university. He calls it "an bypoc
either change courses or acquire tyr?" And concomitantly, as we
(continued on page 3)
the necessary intellectual, personi

al,

and academic

attributes.

Late comers do as a rule cause
considerable disturbance and unless there is an adequate reason
the lateness the latecomer
should be excluded. I also argue
with the misconception that an in-

for

consistent policy exists but

know

He

Staff...

— P. P. Gaas.
— Roger Howell, Jr., Paai Z.

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editors

—

Sports Editor
Editorial Staff:

Lewis

Neil Cooper.

—

Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editors
Raymond BaM
seau, William Beckett, Walter Gans, Ronald O'Neal, Cart Ofesoa
News Editors— Roland O'Neal, David Messer.
Assistant News Editor
Paul Satre.
Feature Writers
William G. L. Foster, Ben 0. M. Priest, George
Smart.

——"

from personal observation this policy as all others has been applied
with adequate warning and in a
consistent fashion. For instance the
News Staff
Peter Anaataa, John Brlghtman. Ray Bebineas, Ben
biology department bends over
Carpenter, John Carter, Robert Gustafson, John Mosew, Norm
backwards to be fair on exams by
Levy, Carl Olsson, Tom Lindsay, Skeiton Williams. Morgaa
using an anonymous system of corLaMarsh, Peter Dawley, Lance Lee, Nick Kostia
recting.
Photographers
Mike Rodgers, Nelson Hicks.
If a student cannot get to lecture
Sports Staff
Ed Been, Dave Belknap. Mike Brown. Rick Pomaa,
on time because of some flimsy exStov* Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradia. Sid StofeedJrJn, Al
cuse as an extra cup of coffee, exPayasn.
tra sack time, another hand of the
Business Manager
Harry «. Carpenter, 5r.
current card game and the like
Advertising Manager
Roger Whittlesey.
then he doesn't deserved the privCirculation Managers
Jena Dewiiag, Jr., John A. C.
( continued on page 1)
AaaiatanU
John Vette, HL Charles 8. Crummy.

—

—

—

-

—

—

-

—
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Study Of Former Students

Made By Ex

Prof. Mitchell

Several years ago Professor Wil-

three had been teachers in import-

mot B. Mitchell, who taught at
Bowdoin from 1893 until 1939, made
a study of the 260 men who were
graduated from the College during
the decade from 1820 to 1830. All
but four of the men were from New
England, 191 of them from Maine.

medical
schools;
fifty-one
preachers of the Gospel, of whom
two had been important foreign

Professor
during the

found

Mittchell

from

period

Bowdoin graduated

1830,

that

1820

to

"thirty-

eight doctors of medicine, of

whom

ant

missionaries;

teachers,

thirty-two

and

including one college president

one hun-

nine college professors;

dred and thirteen lawyers, including,

you will believe

if

three

it,

whom had been Speakers of the
House; seventeen State Senators;
Supreme Courts;
four judges of District Courts; three
State Attorneys General; two govof

Debate At M.I.T.

tives; six members of the United
States Senate; one United States
Comptroller of the Currency; two
vitation tournament at M. I. T. and Secretaries of the United States
won four out of five decisions. Treasury; and one President of the
Theodore A. Perry and Frank C. United States; and perhaps more
Mahncke, though freshmen, also Importantly and more significantly
debated varsity teams and won than all else, the authors of at

Richard E. Morgan,

fred E. Schretter,

'59,

and Al-

varsity de-

'59,

baters, took part in the recent in-

three out of five. This performance least three hundred and thirtyput Bowdoin fourth out of thirty- eight books, several of which had
been translated into four or five

one colleges competing, just one
win short of the semi-finals.
In tournament debating thus far
this year, the Schretter-Morgan
team has won from nine of the ten
colleges it has met. Last year, as
freshmen, this combination won

and republished

languages

other

our quest for unadulterated martyredom again runs into hypocraBut this ttime the marttyr
cy.

seems

to

be the hypocrite. In The

Massachusetts Collegion (Feb. 11),
eight out of ten varsity debates.
"Name Withheld" agrees that SpilSchretter and Morgan will comlane has every right to be intropete this week in the Boston Uniduced into sophomore course callversity

Tournament,

Invitational

debating for the first time, both
aides of the national debate topic:
"Resolved, that the United States
should discontinue direct economic
aid to foreign countries."
Tentative plans have been made
to enter Morgan and Schretter in
the National Championship Debate
Tournament at West Point, the
qualifying rounds for which will be
eld at the University of Vermont,

March

32

and

considered by
many the greatest Romance writer
of the New World."
Many connected with Bowdoin
feel that the heart of the College
continues even today to be the boys
from Maine, who come from dozens of towns and cities and form
to this

day,

about one-third of the total enrollment of approximately 775.

Micky Spillane kicks

Glee Club

Dave Mundy
if

only

still

is

his

George Graham, a very high standard of learning deMeddiebempster. William spite heavy overcrowding.
The second film, The Future of
of the
Scotland, is a J. Arthur Rank proMeddies, is sponsor.
At Westbrook the Glee Club will duction in the series "This Modern
sing a joint concert. On the pro- Age." It explores the industrial
former

Graham, once a director

be "The Magnificat" by
Gerald Finzi and "The Last Words
of David" by Randall Thompson.
Westbrook will also sing the same
numbers with the Bowdoin Glee
Club for Campus Chest en March
16th.
The Glee Club will depart
from campus towards the end of
March on the annual spring tour
that will carry it through a number of states in the East.

series,

.'Scntland:

was presented

St.

dealth

last

with the

of the

traditions

town of Hawick, The Singing Street,
which dealt with the playing traditions

of Scottish

and

children,

Festival in. Edinburgh, which

deah

with the 1955 International Festival

and Drama held In Edin
burgh. Scenes varying from the Old
Vic Company playing Macbeth to
the military precision of the massed
of Music.

parade ground were

tattoo in the

shown.

will

A

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

We deliver to the Student!
BEE*

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al Tobey,

HOT DOOS
Call 6-1438

'B0

Campus-to-Cafeer Case History

moll in

abdomen,

Fairchild's

Now

it's

might be a respectable
martyristic stand, if we were assured

this

that

Spillane

a

of

reinterpretation

were forthcoming. But as

r\ $ m

mmr

turns out this academic icono-

:

mm

("Name Withheld") has nevHe apologized

\-

L.

to martyr.
martyrhood should not

'

W

^

™
!•

v

it^

£9

'
'

1

-

il

Mr

PB

Hi

4

'

Pt'-f

«bLJ

•

I

t'

:

:

1

we are going

Now

a genuine martyr,

1*

be

mistaken for some advanced form
"gamesmanship," for the origi-

He takes up the cudgel of pure
honesty and strikes out against the
ugly mass of hyprocrisy. Very easily he could become a scapegoat
for the sins of his fellow men. The

nal

rate martyrdomo-

of

art."

of

is first

universities

dedicated to

er read any Spillane.

operating in the minor

The second show

in the current
The Tradition"
Friday in Smith
Andrews, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Auditorium, It consisted of three
Edinburgh have served the youth films, Queen of the Border which

the

At Abington, Mass.,

gram

electric

it's smut. When Hemingway, however, lifts his shoe into

leagues.

technique

To Sing

hydro-

i

Scottish Universities will be the

centuries,

contin-

in this columnist's opinion that

|

the

schemes, -and arts, and the polititotudea of Scotland and considers the self-government issue so
vigorously argued by many Scotsmen.
<

The Future."

"Scotland:

titled

Kribgy Eve.

condition,
|

subject of the first film. For five

upon being confronted with his igues by offering his collegiate soul norance and hence failed in the
before the honor council in the cause for which he was martyring.
form of drinking (a violation of The lesson learned here is that we
the university's "way of life"). It should know something about which
it

The Caledonian Society will preand last in a seriej
of films shows dealing with Scotland on Friday at 8:15 p. m. in
Smith Auditorium. The show is ensent the third

the belly

Lady

clast

(continued from page 2)

and

Two Films On

"When

scribes tradition as saying:

it

risy-laden shibboleth"

To Present

Cal. Society

is

ed "Humane Letters."
The critical youth scoffingly de-

23.

IVY CURTAIN

even

of Scotland and the world. The film
tells the story of the foundation and
The Glee Club will be at Abing- growth of these universities (all in
ton, Mass., on March 1, at West- existence when England had only
enors of States; eight members of
brook Junior College on March 2. two universities) and surveys the
the National House of RepresentaThe Abington program will be current problems of maintaining a

six judges of State

Si organ ,Schr«tt« r

lands;

foreign

thirty-

Representatives, four

State

PAGE THREI

and, to crown
all, among those authors the most
widely-read and best-loved poet of
America, and also the man, who,

in

significance

"witness."

of

And from

word

is

this point

we

the

might understand a martyr to be
one who sees through a situation
and sees it contrary to the dominat-

And

ing forces of his time.

M

mk

-

Al Morris

(right) discuurs a

new

Howard D. Thomas, one

amplifier syittm with

of

hu

foremen.

finally

he sticks to his principles and suf-

logy.

And as we move

further north to fers even unto death because

of
1

the

University

A

of

Massachusetts, them.

Carpenter Without His Hammei

— or a
scalpel

surgeon without his

—

ia

something

like

a student Without his book.
For books are the basic tools
of the student's trade. Nothing has ever replaced the
professor in the classroom,

nothing

and

"After training .

ever

has

the

man who owns

a

ham-

mer!

Penny for penny, page for
page,

books

are

the

much needed

rest.

own

ten or fifteen years."

doing.

a

re-

The job Al thought was more than
decade away is Plant Superintendent

of emergency

—

Here's
led

finish

his

work at the convenience of

district

—a

in

Kansas

"You can sum

"huy" of your college career.
have then. Come inspect
them, and buy your own
books today.

We

up

how Al

of maintaining

describes the steps that

to his present job: "I started out

in BeU's

the

management training program

company—not

ized,

just the

The program was

and

I

got a

lot

T

job I'd be
well organ-

out of it

"My first assignment was to coordinate a dial conversion in La Crosse,
Kansas, a quarter-million-dollar operation.

My

next assignments were in

Abilene and Lawrence. Both carried

in-

creased responsibility.

knew

was moving along pretty
fast — but I was really surprised when
my present job came up. It bears out
what my wife and I thought when I
joined Bell— there would be great
chances for advancement"
"I

I

Al Morris graduated in 1951 from the University of Kansas
with a B.S. in Industrial Management. lie is typical of many
young men who are finding interesting career opportunities
in Bell Telephone Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement
officer

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

"In times

tornado, for instance—

have complete charge
and restoring service."
I

books.

Don't be like the carpenter with a borrowed ham-

Hutchinson

of central Kansas," Al says.

But your

tools.

the

up my work by saying I'm responsible
for the installation and maintenance of
all telephone equipment in a large part

Presumably you are in college because you want to
learn. Your books are your

mer who must

in 1951.' This gave me an excellent
opportunity to learn about all jobs in

for

books are working with you
that is if you have your

—

That's what Alfred E. Morris says
about the Bell System. "And that's the
I like it," he adds.
"Right now
I'm in a job I didn't think I'd have for

with Southwestern Bell.

—

up to you"

it's

way

best

placed the main tool of teaching and learning the book.
You may forget, but your
booksVon't. At 4 :00 a.m. before your exams, your professors are getting their

. .

has more information about these companies.

BELL

TILIPHON|
BYSTBM
I

.J

.

.
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1

"The Courtship of Miles
Standish" (1838) was an instant

1167

lations.

Show

Longfellow
First Editions And Papers

Library

The College Library is displaytag through March a special exhibit of Henry Wadworth Longfellow'! original manuscripts, first
editions, and personal letters, in
sbservance of the 150th anniversary
the famed American poet and
who was born In Portland

«f

scholar,

m February

27, 1807.

Included in the exhibit Is a letter
to Nathaniel Hawthorne, who, like the poet, was a
member of the Class of 1825 at
Bowdoin. Written Novembe r 29

torn Longfellow

.

the letter expresses^Long^
fellow's gratitude to HaSrthorne for
1847,

the

latter's praise of

"Evangeline."

Hawthorne once considered writing
a prose narrative on the Acadian

oration

25,000

week

copies

being

Longfellow's
of

riousness, she declared,

"I think
Evangeline was very

.

.

ARU First And

phcus

Zeta

re-

tained top position in the recently

Delta

Kappa

Epsilon,

released academic standings, Zeta Zeta Psl,
Psi has taken the bottom place up- All Fraternity Average,
setting the Alpha Delta. The stand- All College Average,
ings,

by House:

Alpha Rho Upsilon,
Alpha Tau Omega,
Beta Theta Pi,
Independents,

three great doors,

But jesting apart!—the room is a
good room, although more

—

—

—

—

2.133 pleasant for
'.

.

I

.

mahogany

2.780

Independents,
Beta Theta Pi,

2.706 less

2.504
2.291

Alpha Rho Upsilon,

Summer

feel

here—far

Alpha Tau Omega,
2.555

of his

than Winter.

inclined

be

to

and

.

.

.

2.183 to all—
Chi Psi,
2.089
Your affectionate brother,
Psi Upsilon,
2125
Henry
(continued on page eight)

2.230

Chi Psl,
Theta Delta Chi,

2.152

L__

_u

Hodern

I

Pick the Pack that Suits You Best

former Bowdoin teacher, AlS. Packard, is dated March
only sixteen days before
it

he says,

"Be

assured that the old Brunswick
days always keep a fast hold upon
my memory; and for myself particularly I always feel the most
Professor
regard."
Packard taught at Bowdoin for 65
years, from 1819 until his death in
affectionate

1884.

Also on display Is the original
manuscript of Longfellow's Latin
oration, delivered at a public "exhibition" on October 29, 1824, his
senior year. His high scholarship
entitled him to the honor
of delivering this Latin salutatory

having

address, he selected for his subject
"Angli Poetae." At Commencesaent in 1825 Longfellow's part was

f FIRST

-

AUBURN

TRUST CO.

Brunswick Office
On

s

_.;

i

e occasions the Crush-proof box

is

a natural.

Other times the pack

will suit

you

better.
'

For Friendly Service
to

You

are free to choose

.

.

.

only

when you smoke modern Lam.

Banking Ifeeds

Smoke modern L*M and always

get

STUDENT ACCOUNTS

5

.

.

.

exciting flavor thct

.

full exciting
...PLUS THE

5524
e

19S7

Uccnr * Htoi t ouccb

Co.

flavor

PURE WHITE MIRACLE

TIP

.

.

makes L*M

FASTEST-GROWING CIGARETTE

99 MAINE STREET

PA

.

AMERICAS

WELCOME

Dial

-;

and only L*M
With LJ.M
can you pick the pack that
suits you best. And only L*M
the full,
gives you the flavor
.

of

I

'•
'

meet the

Bowdoin Men

far

low-spirited,

than has ever been the case at any
Give my love
2.527 former period.
2.553

1882,

the poet's death. In

color.

far better contented

more happy,

salary

One

to give

2.128 very

Freshmen

'

Fraternities

situation.

its

know not how

I

1.870

2.056
,

in fact

1.971

2056

Psi Upsilon,

And

2.031

2.070

Alpha Delta Phi,
Delta Sigma,

While Alpha Rho Upsilon has

can form no idea of

you the location of it— this much,
however, you can understand; the
bed-room window looks toward the
village and Professor Qeaveland's,
—the two other windows afford a
delightful
prospect, no less so
than the charm of an extensive
woodland scenery of— pine trees,—
groves, beautified by a great quantity of bushes cut during the Summer, and left, dry, wittered, and
sere, to beatify and vary the Autumnal landscape a fine view of
the road to Harpawell and the College Wood Yard. But withinl-How
shall I describe It!— Yellow floor!
Green
fire-place— Mantel
and
window-seats, bluish white,—and

.

.

Kappa Sigma,

Last In Standings

live

2, 1830,

first duties was to prepare a suitable textbook in French. This volume was printed by Joseph Griffin
at his shop in Brunswick at Elm
and Maine Streets, on the site of
tic present Hotel Maine.
A letter written by Longfellow

8,

'

—from such a description, you
who have never seen the colleges,

which $100 was

for serving as Librarian.

to a

Undergrad Longfellow
WfJteS Lette T TO SlStCT

.

after his first year of teaching at

College.

i

j

key to the life and literature of
Foreign lands. The address was
given in the First Parish Church

was $900 a year,

10,-

j

.

the

sold

and

in this country,

|

entitled

many years. At that time' seniors ending of the book but I hope that
exchanged books of silhouettes as it is as well expressed as the be'remembrancers." This class book ginning was."
First editions of several of Longwas presented to Bowdoin by Bradfellow's works are on exhibit. "The
ford's children.
The original manuscript of Long- Song of Hiawatha" (1854) went
fellow's Inaugural Address as Bow- through many foreign editions, indoin's first Professor of Modern! cluding thirty-eight different transLanguages is notable for its emphasis upon the study of language as a

Brunswick on September

success,
in a

|000 copies in London on the first
Iday of sale. "Evangeline" (1847)

was translated ninety times into
When Longfellow was a junior at
"Our Native
ithe languages of Europe and Asia. Bowdoin,
he wrote the following
Writers." In it he made an eloquent
Original Longfellow manuscripts
letter to his sister Elizabeth. Dated
plea for the rise of a national liton display include "The Light- October 12, 1823, it was presented
erature.
house" (1849), "Sand of the Desert to the College by Roscue H. HupIn a letter of resignation to the
in an Hour-Glass" (January 21,
per, '07. The letter gives young
President and Trustees of Bowdoin,
1848), and "Night" (1839).
Longfellow's impressions of life at
dated March 2, 1835, Longfellow
Longfellow maintained an active Bowdoin
and preserts a picture of
said, "I feel how much less I have
interest in his works, as is shown
his room as well as of the campus
done, than I might have done." He
by a letter written to Mr. Hough- of 'hat time.
was leaving the Bowdoin faculty
ton of Houghton Mifflin Publishing
My Dear Sister,
to join Harvard's.
Co. on January 14, 1882, only two
More than a week has elapsed
One of the more unusual features
months before bis death. In the since I left you.
The room we
of the exhibit is a letter written on
letter be asked Mr. Houghton to
occupy at present, is situated in
April 4, 1940, to Henry W. Long-!
see that a word was changed in
the North Eastern corner of the
•iellow,
Bowdoin College, Brunsone of the lines in a poem.
North College— but I forget myself!
wick, Maine, by a girl in the Bas^sett Junior High School in New
2.100
Sigma Nu,
Haven, Conn. Apparently in all sean

legend of Evangeline but relin- your pome
quished the subject as more ap- interesting but sad in some places.
... I don't think Evangeline was
propriate for poetry.
Also on display is Longfellow's a very suitable name you should
graduation silhouette, autographed have named her something a name
for his classmate Richmond Brad- like Anne, or Shirley, Mary, or
I have not read the
ford, a physician in Auburn for Mildred.

in

'

'

*

»

i

.

;
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Polar Bears' downfall was
tough luck on their shooting. The
Polar Bears who have been shooting at about 38 per cent so far this
Friday evening in Bowdoin's
season, could muster only a 29
arena, the Polar Bears had their
per cent effort in the otherwise
fur trimmed by Northeastern 11-2.
well-played game. Colby shot a
Even in the losing cause, the varssensational 45 percentage.
ity made a strong showing as they
Top man in the game was Larry
pressed the Huskies throughout the
Cudmore, who tallied twelve field
game.
goals in twenty-one attempts. He
It was the same story over again,
features a good drive capped with
as Northeastern, one of the top
shot.
a twisting one-handed jump
Dick Campbell was another big rated clubs in the East, had too
man for Colby as he led all re- much depth combined with excelbounders and tossed in most of bis lent passing and puck handling for
the MacFayden men to cope with.
points in the second period.
The White enjoyed a short-lived
However the Polar Bears played
an impressive game except for lead in the first period as Tom
the

White LoseChanceAtTitle
Finish Second To Colby
and Willey, 28.
The box score follows:

performSensational
ances by Bowdoin's Brad Stover
and Diok Willey, plus another great
scoring splurge by Maine's Keith
individual

36,

Maine

(90)

G

Player

featured the Polar Seavey
Bears' ever-tense victory 6ver the Libby
Black Bears Saturday afternoon in Cooper

r

4

the Bowdoin gymnasium. The out- Collins
come was in doubt right up to the Kosty
final 15 seconds of play, when Deshon

free

2

2

10

6

7

2

16

1

3

10

18

5
38

2

3

7

P

2

1

Bowdoin (95)

Player

G

F

throw by Willey, Woods

3

4

10

3

3

than four points apart In the

when a

2

3

Stover took personal charge to Mahaney
insure the White's ninth triumph Smith
of the season against 10 setbacks. Coyne
The two clubs were never more
half,

P
4

Mahaney,

first

who dropped 16 out of 17 from the F. Johnson
free-throw stripe, put Bowdoin 5 Carpenter
points in the van, 41-36 at the 17:30 R. Johnson
mark. In quick succession, baskets Fraser
by Stover, Willey, and Ronnie Hitchcock
Woods, who turned in a fine job Stover
for the White, gave Bowdoin an 11 Willey
McGovern
point bulge at the half, 47-36.

1

4

6

2

1

3

15

6

36

6

16

28

2

3

7

'.

looked like a Bowdoin breeie,
Colby College swept both ends
but Maine refused to cooperate,
and when reserve Dick Smith, sub- of a Freshman-Varsity basketball
bing for big Thurlow Cooper, who doubleheader at Sargent Gymnasifouled out with 8 minutes gone, um last Wednesday evening. The
scored on a rebound, the Bowdoin Freshmen won the preliminary
lead was chopped to 65-62. Woods game, 83-74, extending their winIt

then fouled out for Bowdoin,
McGovern replacing him.

Tom

ning streak to

14.

Tom
The main factor that swung the
played a fine game for Bowdoin, verdict to Colby was the superior
combining with Stover and Willey height of the Blue quintet. Lee
Ed Marchetti, and Ed
to increase the advantage to 72- Nelson,
64 with eight minutes left in the Burke controlled both boards while
game. A rebound play by Stover scoring 12, 14 and 28 points respecincreased the lead to 77-67, when tively. Marchetti's speciality was
Bears a potent right-handed hook that
Black
Mahaney -led
the
ktormed back to within two points helped Colby hop off to a fast lead
with three minutes left. Mahaney, that the Polar Cubs could not ever
surpass. Trailing by 14 points at
it seemed, couldn't miss, but Stover couldn't either, and these boys half-time, the Cubs spurted to cut
continued the duel to the 19-minute the lead to four points at one time.
mark, when two fouls by Mahaney "Snooks" Simonds led the attack
put the up-statcrs ahead for the all the way scoring 22 of his 35
first time since the early going, points in the second half. His sen88-87. Here Brad came through for sational drives drew eleven fouls
Bowdoin, scoring the White's final at Colby's expense and Simonds
eight points, completing a 24-point also registered ten field goals. Bob
second half, and leading the White Swenson also scored most of his
to a final .triumph of 95-90.
points in the second half while
Willey and Stover, with their playing good defense against Nelgreat shooting, and Harry Carpen- son. Bob Smith, who had his trouter,
Tom Fraser, and Woods, bles with Marchetti, ex-Morse High
with their rebounding, supplied center, also scored ten for the
Bowdoin's margin of victory.
Cubs.
J

wound up with 38
by Stover, with

Mahaney
points,

j

followed

N. Eastern

Tops White11-2
However, the fans were
treated to another White goal, as
co-captain
Fred Thorne broke
through the defense and slammed
a shot into the net to flash the
light. This made the score 9-2.
A very tired Fritz was relieved
here after making 39 saves, many
goals.

spectacular.
In the final period, the
still

Icemen

could not solve the Northeast-

ern defense and as a result they
did not reach the net. The White
defense, deprived of a man node
of time, gave up 2 more goals,

Mostrom's shot from Doug MacKinnon went into the net; but eight
minutes later, Parishy opened the
flood gates for Northeastern with
a slap shot into the net. Three more
goals followed. The Bowdoin goalie,
Bob Fritz, had 22 saves in this pe-

making the final score 11-2.
For Northeastern, Sambert
scored 3 while O'Connor, Pareshy
and Walsh sank 2 goals apiece. Pareshy also had 3 assists. Total
saves for the goalies were 16
For Bowdoin, laurels go to goalriod against the opponents 6.
ies Fritz and Whiting, who teamed
The second period featured some up to make 52 saves, keeping the
hard checking and excellent shoot- score relatively low. Defensemen
in the final seconds as a result of
ing, but the Boston team couldn't Desjardin and Flynn also deserve
the Polar Bears' desperate press
be stopped and they tallied 5 more much credit.
to regain possession of the ball.

their shooting. They picked up good
shots played Colby even off the
boards and played a good defensive game. This can be confirmed
by the fact that the Polar Bears
got 83 shots while Colby got 66.
Charlie Twigg, Colby's big scorer
all season, could muster only 12
getting a couple of easy hangers

«

Bowdoin's big man was Tom
Fraser who picked off 18 rebounds
and scored 21 points. This game is
far and away Tom's best effort of

Admirals Sail At Annapolis

The Admirals have been selected which was their first experience in
the season. Unfortunately the ball
didn't bounce as well for his Bear for the second consecutive year to racing large boats. However, there
teammates. Brad Stover, who compete for the McMillan Cup at will be five returning crew memper Annapolis during spring vacation.
The team is one of five teams
the
off that have been invited to represent
They will race
get New England.
against five other teams represent(continued on page 6)
ing the Middle Atlantic states.
The racing is done in 44 foot
yawls and consists of two races,
with one held each day. The races
are held in the Chesapeake Bay.
Varsity Basketball
The team placed sixth last year,
Feb. 27— Bates, Away, 8:15.
Varsity Hockey
Feb. 26—Colby, home, 7:45.
hadn't shot for less than a 35
cent average all season, was
victim of more bad bounces
the rim. He was still able to

Events Ahead

Mar. 1— Army, home,
Mar. 9— Alumni, home,
Frosh Hockey
Feb. 27— Colby, home,
Varsity

Interfrat

7:30.

League

bers and the team will have more
knowledge about the yawls.
There are eight members of the
crew: Charlie Leighton, '57, skipper; Skip Howland, '57; JocV Dav'57;
is,
Dave Belknap, *58;' Bob
.

'58;
Hinckley,
George Beggs,

sey,

Bob
'59;

'59;

Fritz,

and

Bill

Dor-

'59.

Last year's cup was won by
Brown, with Navy finishing second.

Allocations

.

.

.

(Continued from page one)

3:00.

In as good an Interfraternity sea-

son as Bowdoin has seen in many
seasons the competition is tight in

6:00.

Swimming

now

Committee on Friendly Relations

Among Foreign

Students,

4

American Foundation for OverTurning to the bowling scene the
'
seas Blind,
4
„
ARU's are in undisputed possesFrosh Swimming
Fawcett also announced the plans
sion of first place with wins in all
Mar. 1— Hebron, home, 3:30.
of their matches. In a good bat- for the weekend as far as they have
Varsity Track
tle last week they managed to turn been determined. On Friday, March
Mar. 8— Interfrat Meet, 7:30.
back a powerful Delta Sig contin- 15, there will be a jazz concert
Mar. 9— Interfrat Meet, 1:00.
from 7-10 p. m. in Pickard Theagent 3-1.
Frosh Track
ter. The groups who will perform
In hockey there is a two-way tie
Mar. 1—Cheveras and Sanford,
are the Meddies, the Augmented 7,
The Varsity game was quite home, 3:00.
for top honors with the Kappa Sigs
and the Dukes of Dixie.
another story. The main factor in
4-0-1 and the Psi U's 5-0-1. These
Varsity Skiing
two teams have shown good speed
Mar. 1-2— NCAA Ski Meet.
On Saturday, there will' be a
Mar. 8-9— New England

at Con-

the four leagues

playing.

necticut.

•«•>»••••

••••>•

and

some

fairly

well-organized South Sea Party in the Pool, a Stu-

plays.

Publications Are

We

Our Business!

Lacrosse Try outs
On Monday, March

invite inquiries

from schools

4 at 4:00

dent Union flick (Young Mai with
The Sigma Nu's are the team a Horn), a Glee Club concert with
to beat in basketball, as they have Bradford, and the Booth Carnival
P. combined high scoring with a con- in the Cage. On Sunday, there will

M

anyone interested In Lacrosse sistent defense. Finally, on the be a skating party in the afterurged to attend an introductory volleyball court, the ARU's again noon. The Delta Sig House will be
meeting in Bannister. Special no- hold the top spot as they are un- open Saturday instead of the ARU
tice no experience is required.
defeated to date.
House.

is

concerning Publication Problems

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING
Freeport,

PRINTERS OF THE

.

CO.

—
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a
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record seller
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shirt!

is
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s

two
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POLAR

Basketball

Key Reports

The attempt

of

the

has

been successful, but there
to be some question of
whether the team will be able to
go or not. The teams are supposed
to travel in private automobiles
but there is just one thing: there
aren't any cars yet.
Since some of the winners of the
Cooper
prizes given away at the Winter
(THANKS!)
House Party dance have not been
claimed yet, here is a list of the
Last week Polar Bearings paid
winners
credit to the many who helped
Hudson Bay Wool Blanket—Seth
make the baseball fund drive a
Baldwin, Beta Theta Pi; Bostonian
success. At that time we forgot
Cordovans
Florence Walker,
to mention Mai Morrell and his
Wheaton
College, Norton, Massaoffice for the wholehearted effort
tchusetts; Bass Loafers-Ted Johnthey gave in behalf of the team,
ston Delta Ka PP a E P sUon Cam P us
Once proved of the team's desire,
J«ket-Bill Howard, Chi Psi;
Mai went all out to help the team.
Campus Sweater
John Towne,
(SIDELIGHTS)
Beta
Pi; $ 10 of dry cleaning,
Congratulations to Bob Plourde Globe
Don Lancaster, Moulton
Tufts
Bowdoin
and
who broke both
Fred ThorUnion; Spinning Rod
University records this past week, stenson, Beta Theta Pi; 5 Haircuts
Also hats off to the four frosh —Dick Krutt, Kappa Sigma; Shirt
Henshaw,
Noel,
speedsters,
Upsilon;
aqua
—John McGlennon, Psi
$5
Roach, and Downey, who again of dry cleaning, J & J—Steven
Gas and
broke%nother record, this time the Johnson, Delta Sigma
400-yard relay. They cut six sec- oil Change, Stanwood's—Saul Coonds off the old total to set the new hen, Alpha Rho Upsilon; Grease
mark of 3:41.3.
Job and Oil Change, Fred's Esso—

seems

BEARINGS
Neil A.
it

discouraging

is

in

itself

to

fee a Bowdoin team lose, but to
•e faced with referes we have had
at our hockey games rub* salt into the wounds. Not only is there a
valid complaint against their competence, but why should we have
the aame referees almost every
jjame. Last year when the comwere
basketball
about
plaints

voiced action was taken. This same
action Is needed in hockey. This
also brings to mind a certain basreferee

ketball

who

constantly

graces our court. It has been suggested this running do-nothing see
a doctor so that he can have the
whistle removed from his mouth.
.Either this or he ought to be
charged admission fee since all
fee does is look at the game like a
disinterested spectator.

—

.

.

50-

200-yard backstroke

Plourde

(B);

2,

—

Won by

Nancy Cummings, swimfor
the Worcester Aqua

ming

Curtis

(B);

3,

i

1

Appleton;

|

$4,

P

2

26

6

2

14

1

2

Hendricks

1

4

6

Twigg
Ruve

5

2

12

5

2

12

2

1

5

,38

11

6

F

O

»

14

1

-2

—

.

Bowdoin Varsity

4

5

18

29

20

7S

G

F

F

2

8

12

7

7
1

21
1

2

18

4

•

R. Johnson
Fraser -r

7

S

4

•

McGovern
24

Totals

18

Shines

DIAL HI

4m

48.7s.

Bob Plourde

200 medley swim. The packed audience seemed to sense that something big had happened and its
suspicions were confirmed as Dick
Chased announced that Bob had
been clocked at 2:23.9 for a new
pool and college record. Phil Lucas of Portland B. C. nailed down
second place while James Powers

skimmed

to set a

then

in the lows.

SUSAN HAYWARD

THE OPPOSITE SEX
with

JUNE ALLYBON

ANN SHERIDAN
also

Newa

ALDO RAY

Mar. 1-S

Fri., Sat.

BRIAN KEITH
ANNE BANCROFT

3

BRAVE MEN
with

ERNEST. BORGNTNE

in

RAY MILLAND
also

*

Short Subjeete

Max. 1.8

Sun., Mon., Tues.

the high hurdles
at 5.9 seconds,

CHARLTON HESTON
ANNE BAXTER
GILBERT ROLAND

Mar. 3
with

CHARLTON HESTON
ANNE BAXTER

in

"THREE VIOLENT
PEOPLE"
Son., Mon., Tues. Mar. 3-4-6

also

Short Subjects
Mar. 8-T
Wed., Than.

THE GREAT MAN
INGRID BERGMAN

with

JOSE FERRER
DEAN JAGGER

YUL BRYNNER
HELEN HAYES

also

in

AN ASTASIA"

>!cws

Short Subjects

of his

fastest miles ever on the heels of

Maine's Dan Rearick, who broke
the meet record with a phenomenal

4:28.5 effort. Packard came back
High School team made up of amazingly strong after his hardMadsen, Maynard, Mussman and fought mile to bury the U. of M.
Lee set a new state of Maine opposition with a 10:13.5 two mile.
schoolboy record of 1:55.5 as it beat Two sophomores picked up our
out Portland and Brunswick Highs. other two first places. Dick Adams
In other swimming action this won the weight throw, and speedy
week, the Bowdoin frosh took on Larry Wilkins again improved on
Brunswick High Friday night, sub- [his best previous effort to win the
300 in 32.8.
merging the Dragons 41-36.
I

three spot.

Portland had
be proud of its
swimmers here as all five qualifiers were flying the P. B. C. Auxiliary colors. Betty Lou Reynolds won
in 1:11.9, followed by Cynthia Brofeo, who picked up her second

STUDENT

HOW

freestyle.

good reason

to

PATRONAGE
SOLICITED

MORAL:

hind were George Downey and Bob
Roach.

John Collier, of the Bowdoin vartagged the block In 1:05.2 in

sity,

your

Bant

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Plunty,

libido

.

Brunswick,

MOONLIGHT?

and

said,

chum! Open up
some

let in

moonlight. Take your pleasure
BIG
smoke Chesterfield King.
With that big size and that big
taste
it's the smoothest tasting
smoke today 'cause it's packed
.

First National

IS

"A moonlight night
Is apt to be a worthwhile sight,
But after you're through with it
What can you do with it?"

of the evening, and Susan
Lunt. Presentation of the A. A. U.

streaked in 24.5 second. Close be-

PRACTICAL

The bookworm

medal

medals was done by Jack Magee,
ex-Bowdoin track coach and now
a prominent A. A. U. official.
It was Bowdoin's turn to stack
the deck in the men's 50 freestyle,
tthe five qualifiers being all Bowdoin swimmers. Russ Henshaw

4-5

THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE

number

The Maine A. A. U. championship was at stake In the women's

...

Feb. 0-18

Wed., Than.

Feb. 17-18

Wed., Thurs.

j

KATHRINE HEPBURN
BURT LANCASTER

KIRK DOUGLAS
"TOP SECRET AFFAIR"

for a second place

Packard ran one

with

"NIGHTFALL"

As

Feb. 18

THE RAINMAKER

meet record

came back

Brunswick
Tues.

Feb. SO

Tues.

the

lessly

3-2541

THEATRE

j

Last Saturday at the Hyde Cage
Bowdoin-Maine track meet
produced some outstanding performances in both running and
field
events.
Although Maine's
depth took the team honors, sevDiving—Won by Wooley (B); 2, eral Bowdoin men scored individuNelligan (T); 3, Carta (T). 72.25 al triumphs. Hurdler George Paton and distance runner Bob Packpoints.
400-yard medley relay—Won by ard were high scorers for the
Bowdoin (Plourde, White, Collier, White with 8 a piece. Paton flaw-

Maids, earned her gold medal in and Field). Time:

CUMBERLAND

\

Maine Wins Track

50 freestyle, going the two
the 100 butterfly. Elliott Maynard
laps in 30 seconds flat. Sandy Gauof Deering H. S. came in ahead of
tfcier, winner of the first event,
the White's Bill Riley who took the
took second, and Cynthia Brofee of
number three position.
annexed
Auxiliary
C.
ttte B. B.
In the final event, the schoolboy
third place.
went all out in the 200-yard medley relay, the Deering

100-yard

8

;
.".

Hitchcock
83 Stover
F Willey

7

4

3

..

Totals

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

Fri., Sat.

the

of Worchester B. C. took

4

Dunn

game will be played sometime
on Campus Chest weekend.

—

Pretty

4

e
74

F

12 Woods
28 F. Johnson
8 Carpenter

4
2

3

20

0'Neil....

This

[

White (B); 2, Nangles (T); 3, GibBowdoin College secured the bons (T). Time: 2m 34.4s.
220-yard freestyle—Won by Howfirst three places in the 200 backstroke, Hoady White, Bob Plourde, ard (B); 2, Poole (T); 3, Holdsand Carry Noel finishing in that worth (T). Time: 2m 29.8s.
440-yard freestyle—Won by Howorder George Downey, one of the
White's freshman standouts, free- ard (B); 2, Poole (T); 3, Holds.ttyled 220-yards in 2:18.7, outdis- worth (T). Time: 5m 44s.

Ittrd.

14

2

Bowdoin Frosh
Swenson

i

Auxiliary.

teammate Bill Riley.
tancing
Paul Gagnon of Bunker Hill took

P

2

4

Totals

—

HenGift Certificate, Fairfield's
ry Thomas, Theta Delta Chi; Par-

3Be was followed by Ann Siegars Pickering (T). Time: 2m 16.3s."
and Cornelia Proctor, both swim- (New pool record.)
Paton
ming for the Portland Boys' Club
220-yard breaststroke Won by

his

F

6

13

Purdy
Roden

Swim Mark

seconds.

G

3
27

;

Team Bob Plourde Sets

women's
34.2

Pollock

Nelson
Marchetti
Zosh

.

BreaL Records

the

Burke

t^u

|

Cigarettes—Chris Chandler Alpha Tau Omega; Winston
Tufts
Cigarettes— Doctor Daniel Hanley,
Coe Infirmary; 22 LB's—Joe Man
Score: Bowdoin 51, Tufts 28.
A new pool record was set and 100-yard freestyle—Won by Collier ning. Beta Theta Pi
* state of Maine schoolboy record (B); 2, Carpenter (B); 3, Iaa (T). The White Key's new order of
was smashed last Wednesday as Time: 57:1s.
business last Tuesday involved
swimmers from all over New Eng100-yard butterfly—Won by Pick- some post-seasonal basketball and
land competed In the annual Olym- ering (T); 2, Collier (B); 3, Den- hockey games. It is hoped that a
interfraternity
representational
pic Swimming Carnival at the Cur- ney (T). Time: lm 2.9s.
tis Pool.
50-yard freestyle—Won by Cur- hockey team can be picked to
Things got off to a fast start as Us (B); (2), Milligan (T); 3, Ina Play an exhibition against the
Frosh team.
g&ndy Gauthler of the Worcester (T). Time: 25s.

yaxd backstroke in

The box scores:
Colby Frosh

-

liament

Aqua Maids won

period.

—

Lenny Bacheldor,

Plourde, Frosh

;

in the

38-33

4
35

G

j

Bowdoin,

10

15

12

with Colby finally Edes

same

about the

out-scoring

2

2

10

Cudmore

—

-

i

field

mark. Colby then picked up an
eleven point lead which the Polar Kjpchains
Bears shaved to seven at half- Campbell „.
time, 40-33. The second half was |Neri

:

|

#/% ^

.

I

7

1957

26,

4

(contiuueJ iron/ page's)
goals and he more than
made up for his bad shooting luck 'liawkes
Skillings
with a fine defensive job on Twigg.
The first half of the game started
Totals.
with both teams playing about even
until
about
the
twelve-minute Colby Varsity

White Key

to raise funds for the baseball trip
1

Smith .:
Appleby
Simonds

.

.

.

.

more smoothly by ACCU'RAY.
your pleasure BIG?
Ch«it«rfl»ld King hot Ivrythlna

Like

A

I

$50 for each philosophical verm accepted for pubticatiom. ChaUrfield, P.O. Box 21. Nei
eo. N. Y.
t

QUaMllliaHMiOi.

-

.
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(continued from page 2)

will not

ing

loss

be

late,

with the resultthat

privilege

the

of

he has paid for, then
the gamble is not the

on

his loss

fault of the

department, the present policy, or
the professor because it is bis own
choice.

Thus such practices do have a
place on a college campus. There
is no discernible reason why students with genuine intellectual interest should be penalized by the
the

disturbances,
likes,

above

and

likes

and the lack

of the students

not have the

attributes.

Richard G. Briggs,

To

dis-

of consideration

who do

'59

the Editor:

In an age possessing the power
of unthinkable destruction, it must
be the primary concern of every
citizen of this country to establish

international understanding, and to
ity of war.

possibil-

ever-present

the

ablolsh

United States today

The

Is in a position to

lead the

way

to-

Editor
now

. .

College

be added the Eisenhower
doctrine committing us to military
Involvement In the Middle East.
Expression of public opinion received by mail in Washington has
been eight to one against such Involvement. We feel It our responsibility as citizens of the United
States to add to this manifestation
of opinion. As students we have
the unique opportunity to do so. If
you feel as we do:
is

ilege of attending the lecture. After all if the student gambles that

he

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

1957

26,

To The

Letters

"

To Maine Tri-Hi-Y
On March
play

host

Yet even if we do not intend this,
and our threat is a bluff, it is naive
to suppose that this bluff will not
eventually be called. When it is

we

be compelled to carcalled,
ry out our threats, and the use of
arms will cease to be a bluff. It
will be a necessity. Our race for
military supremacy draws us inevitably to the use of military powwill

er.

Our military policy has repeatedly failed to achieve Its objecChina and Northern IndoChina have both become communist In spite of such a policy; mili-

tives.

tary

Korea ^has solved

action In

nothing.

Communism has

to spread without regard for military alliances. The growth of fear
about us, reflected in the nervous
plunge into accelerated military
production, is an index of this expansion. We must come to the real-

The Bureau of the Census has
announced a college student trainee
program in statistics at salaries of
$3,175 and $3,415 a year. For more
Information, write to the Personnel Officer, Bureau of the Census,

and

Each high school

14.

a different country

D. C.

nations.

But

in-

stead of showing to the world the
strength of our

them a

way

of

life,

we show

military policy deeply in

conflict with the very ideals

which

we

this country is founded.

upon

Can

Arabs about democracy and freedom while still supporting the absolute monarch King
fiaudT With our military outlook
we cease to view the nations of
Asia and Africa as homes of human beings to whom our moral
talk to the

standards apply. This very way of
thinking will lose the respect,
friendship,
and cooperation of
these nations for us.
We have Just witnessed another
colossal failure of policy based on
military force. Let us not -repeat
the mistakes of Britain and France
in the Middle East. Such action will
cripple us in the ideological struggle,

and place us

far

of

Immediate dan
the total, war which we canin

not afford.
To our militaristic foreign policy

5-2442

|

ciation

the college of the pair scoring the
highest on

the East-West hands.
Another trophy will go to the college of the North-South hand winners. Winning colleges will have
custody of the trophies for one
year.

Each

of the four individual

winners will receive a smaller cup
for his private possession.

Harvard

and

Dartmouth were

1956 co-champions.

Spelunking Flick At
Union On Sunday Eve.

MATHEMATICIAN

What a

II

an ancient hut ever advaMsn, science Hie* contains man y
took some time bolero John
forms, fe shouldn't sinej riso yaw then Isms)
in a
ti ts that s eemed c usto m
Jackson discovered the one bread of
seat Jena Is an AawJM Sclawco tepretailored to Ms •kility aad teaaas
teatative. working eat af the MM eflke at 122 last 42ad Sweat. N. Y.
Mathematics

Is

—

about? What
does a fellow like John Jackson do
all day? In his own words, "I keep
in touch with the executives of many
First of aU, what's

different

It all

companies— advising them

on the use

of their

IBM

electronic

The aircraft people decided that they
couldn't afford to wait that long, so

they called in IBM. After discussion
with top executives, John helped to
map out a computer program that
saved the organization over 100 days

data processing computers. I personally consult with these customers,
and analyze their scientific and technical problems for solution by IBM.
Occasionally, I'm asked to write
papers,

and

give talks

w —

-

.

C

mathematical background in both of
those area*. It waa not until he waa
interviewed by IBM that field com*
pu ting whetted his scientific appetite.
A few months later, John launched
his own IBM career aa an Applied
Science trainee.

Promotionwjse, John has come a
long way since that time. He's now
an Applied Science Representative in
one of the busiest, most responsible

and demon-

the

offices in

strations on electronic computing.
all, it's pretty fascinating
. .

All in

IBM

organization

.

.

.

mid-town Manhattan.

.

With his wife, Katherine, and
daughter. Lisa, 20 months, and John,

something new pops up every day."
In other words, John is a full-fledged
computing expert, a consultant .
and a very important person in this
.

Mapping out a computer program
of pencil-chewing, nail-biting arithmetic. Later, for this same company,

John organized the establishment

of

computer systems for aircraft performance predictions ... for data
reduction of wind tunnel tests
and
for wing stress analysis. At the same
time, he worked with this company's
.

communism is idealogical. On
we have failed to meet
the communist challenge. Do we
feel that we have no strong alternative to offer the new nations of

new

PA

New England Bridge Assoand holds the rank of Life
Master as a bridge expert.
Two national championships wiH
be awarded. One trophy will go to

of the

nal of the scientific exploration of
large tunnels and caves. It win be
show in the Union lounge.

Brunswick, Maine

•

can do at

of

spire these

and give reso-

an officer at the Brunswick Na-

val Air Station, is past Secretary

is

Professional Building
'<

lutions In the interests of the coun-

own

coming age

on a cuttomot

of

automation through

.

employees, training them in the

use of
Ing

.

IBM equipment

John

still

drops around to see that everything
is running smoothly.

electronics.

Another service that John performs

Sines the IBM laboratories an
always devising easier and faster ways

b

to solve the problems of science, gov-

the constant reappraisal of each
customer's IBM operation. Occasionally, a customer may tie himself in

ernment, and industry, an Applied
Science Representative can never say
he's learned his job and that's the
sad of it. At least ones every two
nontha, he attends seminars to be
ipdated on the latest developments in

knots over ft procedural "stickler."
Periodically, in fsct, John brings
IBM customers together . . just to
talk over what's happening in each
other's business— how everybody else
handled that old bugaboo in any

engineering and operations research.

industry

Introduces

new methods

During the two years that John
has spent with IBM in Applied Science, he has guided innumerable IBM
customers to new and better ways of
doing things electronically. For example: about a year ago, a leading
aircraft manufacturer wanted to experiment with a radically different
design for a nuclear reactor. Although
•he basie format had been established,
the project still required many months
of toil with mathematiaal equation*.

.

New

.

.

.

details.

field for

Mathematicians

John is exercising his mathematical
in a field that was practically unheard of ten years ago. Even
now, this kind of work may be news
to you. It was to John Jackson a few
years back when he waa an under-

know-how

graduate at the University of Colorado. At that time, he was considering
actuarial work or mathematical research. But John liked the excitement

and

diversification of science

and

in-

dustry and he wanted to us* hie

problem with toll.c B u.i

I

6 reeks, he enjoys his suburban
Port
shington home. He's happy
Jr.,

and he's satisfied. And then, too, John
knows a few vital statistics about

IBM . such ss the fact that the
Applied Science Division has quad*
rupled during the past three years,
and that in 1956 alone, over 70 pro.

.

motions were conferred.
future held promise, here
•

•

ever a

If
is

one.

•

IBM hopes that this message wfll help
to give you some idea of what a mathematician can do at IBM. There are equal
opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'s, physicists and liberal Arts majors in IBM's
many divisions— Research, Product Development, Manufacturing Engineering;
Sales and Technical Services. Why not
drop in and discuss IBM with your Placement Director? He can supply our latest
brochure and tell you when IBM wil
next interview on your campus. MeanIBM will be happy to answer your
questions. Just write to Mr. P. H. Bradley.
IBM, Room 0000, 590 Madison Avenue,
while,

New York

Bow

doin campus. Mr. Ortner, currently

Going Spelunking? Sunday at 6:31
your chance. Spelunking, directed by Marcel Lshac, is a film jour-

PENN MUTUAL

take

try they represent.

this front

Africa and Asia? We submit that
there is much in the democratic
Ideals of the United States to in-

will

j

25,

In National

rect the tourname.it on the

Lud Elliman

assembly. This will be held at the
University of Maine on April 13

advance. The appeal

this

Mosses

schools will participate in the final

ization that our military policy can-

not halt

.J.

Clubs meeting. In order to further U. S. colleges March 2, 1957, in the
1957 National Intercollegiate Bridge
Tournament. Students who wish
ing where they take the form either to play in the tournament should
of a model state legislature or a register in the Moult on Union ofmodel United Nations assembly. fice before March 2.
y
The contract bridge competition
This year they plan to have a
1) Write individual letters to
has been sponsored since 1946 by
United Nations assembly.
your
senator,
expressing
The meeting at Bowdoin will the Games Committee of the Nayour views.
Association
of
College
serve as a training period for half tional
2) Urge your student governUnions. Contestants will play on
of the high schools, the other half
ment to draft a petition
going to the University of Maine. their own campuses the sixteen
against our policy in the
They will discuss exactly what they hands which have been prepared
Middle East, to be sent to
and mailed to them, C. C. Nolen,
will do and how they will do it.
the President.
Union, direcProfessor Coles will give a lecture University of Texas
Committee of Wesleyan Students on the organization and operation tor and tournament chairman, announced.
John S. Mann, Chairman
at the U. N. assembly.
Mr. Walter W. Ortner will diIt is expected that forty or fifty

.

continued

to

By

Bowdoln College will
Sixteen students will compete
the Maine Tri-Hl-Y with students from more than 100

ment, the clubs have a mass meet-

strength implies

military

9

the students knowledge of govern-

war. The outcome of every arms
race in history has been war, and
this one is carrying headlong in
the same direction. The accumulaof

To Compete

Bridge Tournament; 2 Trophies At Stake

our present foreign policy, founded
as it ia on the struggle to maintain
military supremacy, is leading us
towards, rather than away from,

tion

Sixteen Students

To Be Host

to

wards peace, and It must meet this Washington
grave responsibility. We feel that

the threat of using that strength
is a means for protecting our interests. It is unthinkable that we
fully intend to unleash the destructive powers of our atomic weapons
on even our most bitter enemies.

PAGE SEVEN
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IBM

N. Y.
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PAGE EIGHT

Carter

On South

(Continued from page 1)

the violence of

Tim-i*

Negrbs

slumi.

In

often translate liberty

,

ing the crime race.

..

concentration

I

to

.

!ing the wnites

gro does not owe his poor attribute
the fa .
Mr Carter
to being a Negro or^Twhat has
„,
|ture holds a marked
happened to him because he is a segregation particularly in the
Negro. While it does not -apply to North, but applying to almost every
all, the majority are affect&l -by a
state. He feels that the solution to
downtrodden feeling {hat they the problem lies in recognition of
must show their strength.
the Ne£ro In his struggle for civil
In the past, five attempts have rights. This appeal is directed at

j^,^ y^

j

fc^ae

I

.

been made to remove the American Negro from the United States,
As early as Jefferson's time, when
he said "these two races cannot
live together without strife," an attempt was made to start a colony
in Africa purely of Negros. Also

;

small towns of both North and
south where by reason of lesser
numbers, the Negro problem is
ess

i

ance

Today white

acute.
jg

"

intoler-

a challenge to the

demo-

cratic way."

attempts were made in the Caribbean before and after the Civil
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during the spring. The converter,
when placed in a fraternity house,
will convert the FM signal from
the WBOR transmitter to an AM
signal at a frequency between 600
and 700 kc, which can then be received on any standard radio in
the building. Parts are presently
on order for the first of these units,
and if things work out as expected,
parts will be ordered for eleven
more such units. When completed
they will be installed in the fraternities at a cost of $20 for each
house. This is about half the actual

Institute.

5

Men

Will Enter

MIT

1W

Gignac and Leahy both plan to
take the business and engineering
administration program at M. I.

By Plan

In Fail
T. Todd will be the first Bowdoia
Five College students will enter man ever to take the quantitative
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- biology program.
Turner will be enrolled in the
nology next fall under the combined Bowdoin- M. I. T. Plan, Pro- cooperative plan in electrical enfessor Dan E. Christie, in charge gineering. He will study a total of
of the Plan at the College, an- nine terms, Including summers.
nounced today. They are George F i ve terms will be spent at M. I.
M. Gignac, J. Paul Leahy, H. Erik T. and the other four in employLund, Paul W. Todd, and James ment with one of the nine companies associated with M I. T. in
H. Turner.
cost of the unit.
Lund, the only senior in the the cooperative plan.
In June of 1959 Gignac, Leahy,
In addition to the present pro- group, will be graduated from Bowgrams, WBOR intends to broadcast doin in June and attend M. I. T. jand Todd will all receive a bachelnumerous discussions with faculty under the so-called 4-2 Plan. He 'or of arts degree from Bowdoin
members, musical events, and lec- will work in electrical engineering, and bachelor of science degree
from M. I. T.
tures, both live and on tape. There specializing in electronics.
The other four men are all Juni-|
is also a possibility of becoming a
ARU FIRST . . .
part of a network Including other iors at Bowdoin. As students en(Continued from page 4)
rolled in the Combined Plan they
Maine college stations.

license

simply
and freedom as a meana of repay
Ne-

resMmU. The

,,

|

i

Prof. Koelln

To Speak

To

Forum

Interfaith
War. A Freedman's Bureau war
set up after it to help to keep a
Professor Fritz Koelln will speak
ransacking race from venting its
. .
informally and lead a discussion
rage against society. Likewise an
rContlnued from page one)
at the BIF meeting which will be
attempt to recruit labor in the
held on Thursday at 8:15 p. m. in
1920's railed. Today Liberia is a
honors. Among his many other
Conference B of the Moulton Union.
colored nation, but has not solved
achievements he served on the
Koelln, who teaches courses in
the over-all problem.
Punjab Legislature for eight years,
also teaches a course on
German,
Today industry in the South, inwas a delegate to London on the
St. Paul which is sponsored by the
Indian reforms in 1930 to 1933,
stead of agriculture, is forcing the
local Episcopal Church. He will
and was a member of the Indian
Negro North, now that he is disdraw material from this course
pe risible.
His attitude has also
government the 6 years preceding
when
he speaks to the BIF. The
changed, though for the most part
the last war. He was the key man
public Is welcome.
want

Khan

.

have taken mathematics and phys- Kappa Sigma,
ics In all three years at the Col- Delta Sigma,
lege and chemistry in sophomore Sigma Nu,
and possibly junior years, depend- Theta Delta Chi,
ing upon the courses contemplated Alpha Delta Phi,
at M. I. T. Programs under the Delta Kappa Epsilon,
plan may be arranged in archltec- Zeta Psi,
ture, city planning, food technology, All Fraternity Freshman
Average,
geology, and quantitative biology,
1

2.074
1.928
1.893

j

,

1.868
1.838
1.661

1500

j

as well as In the courses given by All College Freshman
Average,'
the School of Engineering at the

2.032

2.060

;

to leave. Despite

he doesn't

he

this,
ist.

is

lh the

becoming an industrialof the North in large

WBOA

The jobs

crucial period of

and Indian
.

.

.

(continued from page 1)
are attracting him for two
reasons. One, industry, and two, he able to hear the programs. Also,
has friends in the large cities. The regular AM broadcasting will be
key word in this magratory expan- continued as at present in the dorsion is industry. The places in mintorles. At the time of the inaiiwhich he is settling, for example guration of FM operation, the
New York, are not good breeding station letters will be changed by
grounds for good citizenship. This FCC order to WBOR.
It is realized that not every stuto a great extent explains the
crime situation. For every thirteen dent has a radio equipped for
cities

,

,

and was

relations,

WELCOME FRESHMEN

Pakistan
a

Norgeway - Mat Laundry

judge of the supreme court in India for the six years preceding
Pakistan independence. After its
independence Mr Khan held the

Shirt Service

Shirt Service

Prime Minister of PakisHe was Minister of Foreign

office of

tan.

Affairs

of

his

commencement

country
of his

until

CARON'S SHOE SERVICE

the

Brunswick

100 feet past railroad tracks

term on the

International Court of Justice.

'

white felons in prisons today there FM reception. To overcome this
are 114 colored. This crime is difficulty, the WBOR technical
caused by ignorance, poverty, and staff will build converter units

FORD SALES

&

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN

Fine Imported Lamb's

SERVICE

MEN

Wool

Student Accounts Invited

Maine's Most

SEE

Modem Service

N

1957 FORD

$10.95

Excellent Used Cora from wtiich to
RouWHo.

CRU-NECK SWEATERS

THE SHOWING OF THE

cImmm

1

These are the
I

SYLVANIA
will be on
this campus

I
I
WED.,

I

I

identical

crew neck sweaters

find in the best college shops in the East.

MARCH

forthep-rpoaeef Urterflewinf engineering
tee your Placement Dinctm to arrange a

I

La.

I

made in every

respect.

W

INO.

I

Full

n natural

-Oxford gray and coal green.

6

<

3? SYLVANIA
•VLVAMIA BLtCTWIO MOMCT*

fashion and wel

you'll

A. H. BENOIT
MAINE ST.

& CO.
•RUNSWICK
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Work On

Longfellow

At Local Memorial
By O'Neal

Khan

Dickey Speaks On 'Choice'
Baxter Chooses Teaching

Snow Appraises

Dr.

NO. 22

1957

5,

Dr.

James Phinney Baxter, Pres-

Planned Thursday

John Sloan Dickey, President of
visiting Bowdoin for

Sir Zufrulla

ident of Williams College, spoke in Dartmouth,

.

Will Lecture

Here, Conferences

Khan

of Pakistan,

a

member

of the International Court
«|of Justice at the Hague, will speak
on "Universe: Design or Accident"
when he delivers the Annie Talbot
Cole Lecture at Bowdoin College
on Thursday, March 7, at 8:15

chapel on Fridaay asking the sen- the Pentagonal Conference, was
Last Wednesday evening the
iors to consider teaching as a ca- the chapel speaker last Thursday.
Honorable Charles Wilbert Snow
Prof. Daggett gave the introducreer.
gave a speech entitled, "LongfelThe former overseer opened bis tion, tracing the close relationship
low, A Reappraisal," on the occatalk by noting the memories asso- between Bowdoin and Dartmouth
sion of the Longfellow sesquicenciated with the chapel. He then particularly in the early years.
tennal.
Pres. Dickey began his talk by
informed the coming graduates that
The program was opened by
this was a year of decision for stating that he fell that a chapel
President Coles who introduced Mr.
speaker should first speak from his
them.
Roscoe Hupper, '07. Mr. Hupper
After pointing out the current own experience and second should
then extolled both Longfellow and
shortage of qualified teachers, Mr have nothing to say but the truth.
his classmate and presented the
Baxter observed that the problem Following these principles he then

p.

m.

Sills

in the

Smith Auditorium

in

Hall.

Sir Zufrulla has played an active

part

in the histories of

both India

and Pakistan. He was graduated
from the University of Punjab and

I

latter.

later received a bachelor of laws
wouldn't be solved by wishful said that a "college is for all an
of ConnecVictor L. Butterfield
degree at the University of Lonthinking. "There just aren't going opportunity of choice." At his colopened his speech by statPresident of Wesleyan University don, graduating with first class
lege a man has his largest opporto be enough teachers," he said.
'

The former governor
ticut

"He
and dreamed

dilemna.

Longfellow's

ing

In considering the financial as(Longfellow) idealzed
pect, he deduced that the laws of
culture of Europe, but he
supply and demand would inevita
really wanted a native American
bly elevate the pedagogue's salary.
literature," he said. Snow pointed
"These laws are already producing
out that Bowdoin's most famous
wage increases," he explained.
son pleaded for a native literature
Talking from his own experience,
in his graduation speech. Franklin
the co-founder of the Pentagonal
Pierce's classmate toured Europe
Conference, found teaching a "defollowing his graduation "to dislightful and rewarding way of life."
cover the roots of our heritage"
"Teaching deals with young peothe former Wesleyan Professor of
ple; and that is the best way of
English continued.
staying young yourself," be conThis trip prompted the first of

tunity in the choice of a

'

of his

of the

his

"Outre-Mer."
efforts,
with youthful vigor, he deEuropean wo-

prose

Filled

picted the beauty of

men and sketched some of his
mora outstanding experiences. "His
prow. made him a philosopher,"
the speaker Indicated. The prose
ideas were to be the source of
much of his later poetry.
Mr. Snow then analyzed Longfellow's popularity. His poetry was

cluded.

As

this issue of the Orient

comes

is a good chance that the
Hungarian students long expected
on the campus will arrive. The
wheels of red tape have ground out
the name of at least one man and
a probable second who will reach
Bowdoin this Tuesday. Mr. Wilder,
as foreign student adviser, has been

out there

to believe."

that for
healthy thing
said

us

is

it

a

"fairly

to stand at arms
a too easy view of
your maker." This must be done
with the realization that no group
has ever had the exclusive truth
about God. We shoould view this
(eeatinued on page 8)

length from

Weekend Planned
By Campus Chest Comm.
^ i^b—sa — ^^-Mg^^aagfrshsMgaigigisfcslsMsi

On

May Be

On Campus Shortly

safely

Charity

By Ion Brlghtsnan
the weekend after next Bowdoin wiQ once again hold its annual Campus Chest program. Startreceived with God-like devotion
ing off the celebrations will be a
immediately. This early popularity
jazz concert on Friday night. Fea(continued on page 3)
tured in this program will be the
Meddies, the Augmented Seven, of
Yale, and the Dukes of Dixie. This
will be held between 7 and 10
o'clock at the Pickard Theater.
In order to further the party spirit on Saturday there will be the
South Sea Party at the Curtis pool.
By Lance Lee
Also in the afternoon the film

Hungarians

do not know what
Pres. Dickey

to doubt,. they
!

fraternity

houses

hold

will

,|^*
m

indi-

The auction prises
will be composed of gifts distributed by the campus chest committee, articles from the student union

vidual auctions.

tive.

The

tickets

cost

$2.50

plus

$1.25 for a
If

finish off the gala affair there will

sale of

be a skating party held on Sunday

100

weekend

tickets.

Turner's

nineteen he is interested in political science and it is expected that
he will follow that course here. He
is also interested in sailing. As yet,
the second student has not been
named but the College has agreed

of the

Museum

Beam, Director Bon McDonough; Chi

of

Fine Arts, will Whittlesey; Deke,

Psi,

Norm Bdsaw;

"The Life and Delta Sig, Jim Miller; Kappa Sig,
M. W. Turner" on Tues- Paul Sibley; Psi U, John Cristie;
12, under the auspices Sigma Nu, John Wheaton; T. D
Jack St. John; Zete, Dave Peirez;
of tiie Caledonian Society.
The lecture will be given in the and the Independents, Steve Rule.
to quarter an additional Hungarian.
To date, Mr. Wilder and Fletcher Walker Art Building at 8:13 p. m.
Will Attend
Means, representative for foreign This is the first time for many
students, have not released infor- years that the museum has been High School
mation as to what bouse the stu- the scene of a public lecture. AcBy Jon Bright man
Art of

J.

March

,

Walkor

Forum

cording to Prof. Beam, the last
dent will occupy.
On March 14 Dr. Walker of the
Mr. Wilder expressed the opinion time that one was given there was government department will go to
that it is "highly commendable to many years ago when he delivered Westbrook Junior College in order
offer sponsorship to the Hungarians a lecture on Hogarth. The building to attend the annual High School
with the world situation as it is," will be open upstairs for a half forum held there by the High
and added that the "student con- an hour before the lecture and for School International Club. The toptribution will be appreciated." In some time after for the benefit of ic to be discussed is a regional
a chapel address to the college this visitors. The lecture will be illus- analysis of the United States fes>
coming Saturday, he plans to speak trated by slides.
eign policy. The guest speaker in

more about further developments
Even though Turner was an Engwith respect to the Hungarians at lishman, the Caledonian Society
the same time as his talk on the felt that he was the suitable sub( continued on page 7)

Bowdoin Plan.

came from Amherst, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, and Williams as well Affairs before beginning his term
as Bowdoin.
on the International Court of JusAmherst was represented by Act- tice.
ing President Willard L. Thorp,
The Annie Talbot Cole Lecture
Dean Charles S. Porter, Treasurer Is designed to contribute "to the
Paul D. Weathers, Professor James ennoblement and enrichment of
A. Martin, Jr., and Eugene S. Wil- life by standing for the idea that
son, who is Dean of Freshmen and life is a glad opportunity. It shall,
iPJirector of Admissions.
therefore, exhibit and endeavor to
DartmouQTs delegates included make attractive the highest ideals
President John S. Dickey, Dean of of character and conduct, and also,
I. Dickerson, Jo- in so far as possible, foster an apseph L. McDonald, Dean of the preciation of the beautiful and reCollege and Professor of Econom- vealed through nature, poetry, mu-

Freshmen Albert

the assistant director of Turkish
information, Mr. N. Manyas. There
will be speeches, and discussions
in

President Victor L. Butterfield, memory of her niece,' Mrs.
Samuel
Vice President, and Treasurer Valentine Cole. Dr. Cole, a gradu-

Howard B. Matthews, Professor ate of Bowdoin in the Class of 1874,
John W. Spaeth, Jr., who is also was for many years President of
Dean of the Faculty; Dean of Stu- Wheaton College.
dents Donald A. Eldridge, and Director

of

Admissions

Robert

J.

Norwine.
Williams was represented by
President James P. Baxter, 3rd,
Treasurer Charles A. Voehl, Jr.,
Professor Vincent M. Barnett, Dean
of

Freshmen Roy Lamson and

Di-

Freedom Fighter To
Stay At

ATO House

The Hungarian freedom fighter
who arrived today on campus will

ference were President Jsmes S.
Originally, two Hungarians were
Coles, Treasurer Roland E. Clark, slated to enroll at the College, but
Acting Dean Nathan Dane, II, Pro- circumstances permit that only one
fessor Athern P. Daggett, Assistant

Treasurer and Bursar Glenn R. McInttre,
Vice President Bela W.
Norton, and Director of Admissions
(continued on page 3)

which Mr. Walker win take part.

will arrive this week. There is a
chance, according to Council 'president Means, that the other will

also arrive. In that case, he will
live at the

ATO

Frank

deliver a lecture on

day,

More than twenty-five delegates
the fourteenth annual Pentagonal Conference held their threeday meetings at the College last
week. Delegates to the sessions

rector of Admissions Frederick C. live at the ATO House, it was decided by lot at the Student Council
Although Copeland.
Bowdoin's delegates to the con- meeting yesterday.

Beam To Lecture On
Philip C.

Hold Meeting Here
to

He served as a delegate to London on Indian reforms in the 1930's
and was a member of the Indian
government for six years prior to
World War H. For some years before Pakistan became an independent country, he was judge of the
supreme court in India.
Sir Zufrulla was for a time Prime
Minister of Pakistan and later
served as its Minister of Foreign

and found, and anything else ics; and Arthur E. Jensen, Dean of sic, snd the fine arts,"
the Faculty and Professor of EngThe Cole Lectureship was found'
the house wants, to add
ed in 1906 by Mrs. Calista S. Mar'
The weekend tickets are on sale lish.
Wesleyan's representatives were hew of South Orange, N. J.,
from your local bouse representaIrf

date at the jazz concert.
one does not purchase a ticket
the costs are as follows: 75c .per
person for the Glee Club, movie
and South Sea Party each, and 50c
"Young Man With A Horn" will be for the Skating Party. The Campus
shown both at 1:30 and at 3:30 Chest Committee is offering two
prizes
this year. One prize of 40
That night there will be a Glee
Club concert with Bradford Col- dollars goes to the house making
lege followed by the Booth Carnival the most money on its booth. The
in the cage. At twelve the Booth other prize of 80 dollars goes to
Carnival will end but the house the house making the most, on a
parties will just be beginning. To per capita basis, on its auction and

Prof.

Pentagonal Group

lost

percent participation is not
necessary for the latter prize, it is
Education and
the at the rink from 12:30 to 2:30.
ternational
During the proceeding week the hoped that every house will try to
World University Service who have
achieve
it. Making a premier debut
decreed that Andre Szaz of Budathis weekend will be a booth by
pest is definitely to be assigned to
the Bowdoin wives. The Campus
the college. He is alone in this
Chest Committee is as follows: A.
country after having graduated
D., Kim Mason; A. R. U., Neil
from the Gymnasium where he maArt, Life
Cooper; A. T. O., Ted lams; Beta,
jored in physical education. Now
in contact with the Institute of In-

honors.

concept

maker.

He quoted Justice Holmes as saying "When the ignorant are taught

Lynn High School On
TsMi
Far Abraxas
Akrsvat fu«
I Op ror
Clip

Sigma Nu House. The
Nu Houses were

and Sigma

the only two houses which were
a6le to <&**
«*""»
board
to
Hungarians and as
Lynn English High School of a result
were the only ones conLynn, Massachusetts, has won the
sidered at the meeting yesterday.
Abraxas Cup for scholarship at
All individual expenses for the
Bowdoin College. Representing the Hungarians
will be supplied by the
school were Donald M. Bloch, Meltwelve fraternities and the Indevin D. Levine, and Robert S. Ver
pendent group. Payment of these
nick.
expenses will be worked out on a
Finishing second in this year's proportional
scheme.
competition was St. Luke's School
The Political Affairs Conference,
of New Canaan, Connecticut, repwhich will be held at Dartmouth
resented by Anthony P. Belmont, this
coming weekend, will be atRobert H. Clark, and David H. tended by
a number of College deldeBaun.
egates it was revealed at the meetIn third place was Hotchkiss ing yesterday.
In addition to the
School of Lakeville, Connecticut, Political
Forum sponsored delewhose representatives were Jon S. gates, the
Council is sending J. C.
Brigbtman, John Burbank, Jr., Carter as
a representative. The
and Peter D. Sheldon.
Council sent nu delegates to the
The next four schools in order Student Council Conference
at
were Shady Side Academy of Tufts last week because
of the time
(continued on page t)
factor.
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James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H.
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass

Edward Born,

May

take

I

by

lec-

hath On the same campus Alpha Delta
cometh. Phi and St. Anthony Hall were
old found guilty of illegal rushing
Bowdoin has ex- Each house was fined $100. It seems
perienced, a few that they broke some silly social
days,
barrier that an old agid revered
balmy
showing that it fungi of the administration thought
Spring

nigh

obviously a man
has devoted much
study to the problem of Negrowhite relations, but his proposals
for "amelioration" are totally unrealistic. (I judge only from what
was said in the lecture itself. After
that, I went to the basketball

—

"Tf

Bebipcl tb* Ivy Curtain
BRIAR FOSTER

exception to your

Hodding Carter's

Mr. Carter

Columbia Press Association.
Columbia Press Association,-

i

ii

Editor

ture?
of good will,

First Place Certificate, 1955,
First Place Certificate, 1956,

To The

the Editors:

editorial on

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor

Letters
To

"Second Class Mail Privileged Authorized At Brunswick, Maine

National Advertising Service, Inc.

is

Even

who

was not

too in-

should exist. The rule in point con-

for

cerned the relations between freshmen and upper classmen (of

significant

the blessings of

game.)

Collet* Publisher. Representative

tiny,

And

.which there are to be none).
YORK, N. Y.
420 MADISON
A rather grandoise hearing was
San Frenclaro
Boiton
La* Anjrelae
Chlcato
to distribute them evenly through- on other campuses the wee bains,
r-uMiihed week); whan rlaaaaa ar* held darinr the Fall and Sprint Saauater hy
dressed smartly in their suits of held which did more to indicate
the etudente of Bowdoin Collate. Add-ee* new* communication* to the Kdilor and rah- out the states and in rural as well
aeription communication* to the Buiineu Manager of the Bowdeln Pabllthini Comurban areas would no doubt be ivy, are beginning to pound on conflicting particulars than suggest
pany at the ORIENT Of Ice In Moore Hall, Bowdoln Collere, Bruniwick. Maine. En- as
tared » second dan matter at the poet office at Bruniwick. Maine. The eakecriptiea desiraable,
but no method of their little pink chests, calling at- a plausible verdict. It seems that a

AVENUE
—

—

rat* for en* year

I*

three

(It)

NEW

"Relocation"

dollari.

Why Not Go
has

talk

done much good, but the subject is still worth
Too few students have taken an active interest
Some of them have not been first rate,

not

hortation

But the celebration of Longfellow's birthday

From

was almost

told us.) Despite various

always good to see student interest in the foreign policy,
wo-ild be heartening to see similarly strong interest here
at Bowdoln. But we cannot agree with the basic assumption of
the w ssleyan writers. The major purpose and objective of our

foreign policy is to gain peace and security. Our interests, the
Interests of the nation, are in attaining this.. The present ac•cumulation of strength does imply using that strength as a means
lor protecting our own interests. But tins does not mean full
use in terms of a war that would destroy the objectives and the
nation. The use of strength as a means of pressure in attaining
our purposes seems entirely legitimate to us, as long as the
strength is used in accord with our basic objectives, and used
Strength, unfortunately, but realistically, is respected
We do not argue that the strength has been in-

internationally.

variably used wisely.
In the struggle for minds, it is foolish to argue our system
by refusing diplomatic recognition to other sysof government. Recognition should not mean moral sancpeaceful channels.
tion, but a means of easing tension through

ago, the Orient arti-

my

to

friends.

ter after they would normally be
eligible. So much for the idiocy of
and Psi student government.
response to
"The Daily Tar Heel" also gives

DKE

Uheje Garj

TJo

by
It

is

The Parade

.

is slowly passing.

indeed productions, is no longer with us.
to But surely Mr. Beeson's mind was
an not the only creative one on cam-

news

good
hear

that

original
three- pus.
act play by RobDuring my freshman year on one
ley Wilson, en- of the "guest •nights," a local protitled The Occu- fessor made an observation which
pied
Man, is I have always remembered. Rough-

and

M

to

The Orient Staff .
— P. F. Gass.
—
—

.

Editor-in-Chief

Roger Howell, Jr., Paul Z. Lewis.
would have been an Managing Editors
Neil Cooper.
entirely different story, to myself Sports Editor
anyway, if I had thought that the Editorial Staff: Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editors
Raymond Babineau, William Beckett, Walter Cans, Ronald O'Neal, Carl Olsson.
Meddies were performing at their
very best that evening. I pride my- News Editors— Roland O'Neal, David Messer.
Paul Satre.
self on knowing a little about mus- Assistant News Editor
William G. L. Foster, Ben G. M. Priest, George
ic, however, and what I heard and Feature Writers
Smart.
saw (especially saw) at that perPeter Anastas, John Brigbtman, Ray Babineau, Ken
formance was a downright shame. News Staff
Carpenter, John Carter, Robert Gostafson, Jehn Moses, Norm
The Bowdoin Meddiebempsters,
Levy, Carl Olsson, Tom Lindsay, Skelton Williams, Morgan
having some of the finest blending
La Marsh, Peter Dawley, Lance Lee, Nick Kostis
voices around, and including some
Mike Rodgers, Nelson Hicks.
top-flight soloists, were practically Photographers
Ed Bean, Dave Belknap, Mike Brown, Rick.Forman,
condescending to the level of a typ- Sports Staff
Steve Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradis, Sid Slobedkin, Al
ical small college male singing
Payson.
group Seemingly, they were beHarry G. Carpenter, Jr.
coming just "fairly good," rather Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Roger Whittlesey.
than "one of the best."
John Dowling, Jr., John A. C. McLean.
I am writing this article because Circulation Managers
Assistants
John Vette, DJ, Charles S. Crummy.
(continued on page 8)
ilar article. It

—

/

—

—

—

—

—

1

•

GEORGE SMART

see-

ing and hearing the Meddies perform the evening of February 9
(Winter Houseparty Formal). I
sincerely felt like submitting a sim-

the parade has returned and the College is alive and
The thoughts about next weekend haven't
begun quite yet. Wait until tomorrow The pre-Spring stretch

deemed that they could
not be rushed at least for a semes-

diciaries

the Editor:

Two weeks

One moral standard we would do well to follow is to let the other
man decide for himself after presenting our ideology through
-diplomatic methods. This seems to us to be what the government is trying to do.

Now

to the exist-

be from Vick Chemical Company
The thought immediately comes or Time Magazine.
mind that William Beeson, auAll this seems to be getting far
thor of last year's winner Swan removed from my opening subject
cle, "What's Wrong With the MedSinging, two musical review suc- concerning the one-act play condles?", came as no great surprise
cesses and several other one-act
( continued on page 7)
myself or
After

To

tems

-functioning again.

remain oblivious

ence of the Greek letter societies
until they rise to the exalted posi-

ferior quality."

of government

x

who because they are freshmen are
to

soon to be pre- ly stated his idea was "that so
sented by the many students go through college
Masque
with aspirations and achievement
Gown. At this same time it is dis- in no direction." The fraternity
appointing to read that the
and guest pointed out "that even
G has decided that the annual one- though a student may not excel
act play contest will not take scholastically (Dean's List, Bowplace this year due to the "inferior doin Scholar, etc.) during his four
quality" of the plays submitted as years here, that fact does not carcontest material. Let it be pointed ry too much weight so long as he
out that the disappointment does manages to be good at something."
that the environment is imposed
not lie in the decision of the Exe- Seniors faced with their first job
and not chosen; and therefore the
cutive Committee and the play interviews, become I think, inresponsiblity for improvement lies
reading committee, which indeed creasingly aware of the good sense
mainly with the white majority.
from all appearances and trust- which this observation conveys.
The "Negro problem," as has often
worthy sources seems to be a very Achievement in extra-curricular
be said, is really a "white probsound one, but rather in the fact fields as well as grade averages
lem."
that the entrants this year were play a prominent part in the mind
This is where we came in.
so few in number and of such "in- of many an employer whether he
Ellsworth Barnard

it

walked by, wondering where everyone was.

The

Carter suggests.
Mr. Carter's comparative statistics on crime, illegitimate births,
and venereal disease may be accurate (though he seems to assume
that all crimes are solved, and in
Chicago this is scarcely true). But
he admits that the higher rates
among Negroes are due to environment and not to inherent racial
characteristics; and the logical
conclusion would seem to be that
the way to lower the rates is to
improve the environment. He also
admits (by implication, at least)

It is

'

life.

hope of improving their economic
and social status. These are denied
them in the South; and 1 conclude
that the lot of Negroes in nothern
cities is less hopeless than Mr.

to protest the present foreign policy.

We were standing in front of the coffee shop opposite the
Congregational churcn last Saturday glumly watching the suit-case parade. Some faculty members, drinking their morning cofcame,
fee ten feet away, were also watching in silence. On they
members from .every class. Some were in cars, some on foot.
there were
lit was like a Memorial Day parade in a small town:
of onfairly
bare
were
so many taking part that the side-walks
lookers. It was a nice morning, for a change. Our thoughts, as
we watched, represented an extreme minority of financially or
.academically insolvents. The only glimmer of hope was that a
ifew of the more enterprising had imported female friends and
subfreshmen
that Campus Chest Weekend was looming. Several

mentioned his fra-

with some overtones of
prides in the presence of freshmen
ternity

having their social privileges re- us some indications of spring. The
stricted, obtained an old hearse clear thinking editor of this fine
and led a traffic-jamming proces- newspaper has dealt accurately
sional around the campus and com- and harshly with the notorious Mr.
munity at 10 miles per hour. There Tatum, UNC's football coach. What
is no definite proof, but rumor has Mr. Tatum s "notorious" for is
it that a first-class wake was held
bringing with him from the Uniafter the display of grief.
(Continued on page 8)
,

kinds of discrimination (which persons of good will from both rases
are working to diminish, and with
some success), Negroes in Chicago have the satisfaction of being
treated as human beings and the

It

'

-

Upsilon fraternities, in

1952 to 1955 I lived in a

solidly "colored." (The apartment
where we lived was "white" when
in, but was opened to
Negroes while we were there. "Of
course they pay more rent," the

manager

•

judgment far firmation of

we moved

In last week's issue, we ran a letter from a committee of
Wesley an students, signed by John S. Mann. The letter urged us

wisely.

my

section of Chicago that

presented by the College require nothing
more than an intellectual curiosity and appreciation which should
be common to the undergraduate body.

and

change the

from accurate.

activities

We See

was in

azine)

W?

The Way

to

•

Where is the student body for such occasions? Some study, but
few have so much work that they cannot spare the time or
sleep. Some go to athletic events which sometimes create an
unfortunate conflict. It is hard for us to understand why a student would reject an experience he could not repeat to watch
an athletic event, an experience that can be repeated hundreds
of times in the four years. Some are in evening classes which
should be suspended or moved for occasions such as last week's.
We know of at least one professor, in a favored position, who
could have moved his class last Wednesday. This is up to the
professor. Some people wander off to the movies; these are the
hopeless souls who should not have crept through the admittance
screening, and, once here, should not stay.
These

likely

political jabbering" of

zealous youth

"Probably not." Thus we know that tion of sophomore. And for being
the Wesleyan student counseling unobjectionable listeners, the freshservice is not doing its job. And men involved were also trampled
further, the college has yet to feel upon. This most unjuridicial of ju-

the Southern white press (with a
few honorable exceptions) or of
Southern white politicians (with the effect of the full spring of
exceptions). Further, spring.
still fewer
But not too far away at Trinity
Mr. Carter's account of the NAACP
(I am a member and read its mag- there were several resounding af-

last

Wednesday night was an excellent and memorable occasion.
More than the usual number of us were there to hear Roscoe
Hupper introduce his classmate Wilbert Snow. Professor Snow,
Dr. Snow, Governor Snow delivered a lively and penetrating appraisal of Longfellow's works. To hear this man was a valuable
addition to a liberal education. Mr. Khan, who will be here this
week, shouH alto be well worth our while.

y

>

admit.

is

"legalistic,

in these events lately.

we

gods.

achieving it was offered, and none ttention to their importance.
At Wesleyan more than 400 stucan be easily imagined.
As for the partisan attitude of the dents were poled as to whether or
Negro press ("legalistic, political not they would choose Wesleyan if
jabbering" you call it) it is not they had to do it all over again.
likely to. be changed by mere ex- 23% answered a straight and nasty
hortation—any more than such ex- "No," and another 13% replied,

talked about student attendance at the lectures
and other out-of-the-classroom events that go on at the/College.
thinking about.

the

Negroes so as

—

We have

The

of

—

—

—
—
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Brown Cites Vigor
Of Longfellow In Chapel

.

Prof.

CCMtlaiMd from page one)
Hubert

S.

Shaw.

The conference opened Feb.

27,

a meeting in the Moulton
Union, followed by a social hour at
the home of Mr and Mrs. Philip S.
Wilder. Head table guests at a dinner in the Union that evening were
Presidents Dickey, Baxter, Coles,
Butterfield, and Thorp, Dr. C. Wilbert Snow, who spoke on Longfellow
in the Pickard Theater; Roscoe H.
Hupper, and Professor William D.

"The poems most people are un- conquered a continent, endured
willing to forget are usually those the Gethsemane of a Civil War, and
which are most worth remember- achieved faith in itself."
narrative
Citting
Longfellow.s
ing," said Dr. Herbert Ross Brown,
Professor of English at Bowdoin vigor in his ballads and in "Tales
College, in an address in the Col- of a Wayside Inn," his lyric sweetlege Chapel last Wednesday on the ness in "My Lost Youth," his pic150th anniversary of the birth of torical power in "Evangeline," and
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
his mature craftsmanship in the
Declaring that a century ago, sonnets, the speaker chided those
Geoghegan.
Longfellow was the most popular astigmatic critics who dismiss the
President Dickey spoke at the American author and the most poet as a mere "sentimental Vicmorning chapel service on Thurs- widely read poet in the English torian versifier" or a "children's
day.
President Baxter spoke in language, Professor Brown noted poet.*<
Whatever individual
chapel on Friday.
that Longfellow "saw clearly what strengths and weaknesses LongThe Pentagonal delegates held sort of poetry his fellow country- fellow's poems may contain, Dr.
meetings throughout Thursday and men needed, and he poured forth in Brown concluded, "his work rewas entertained at dinner Thurs- lyric, ballad, and sonnet the notes flects the ideals whch Americans,
day evening at the home of Presi- of cheerful hope which kept beat in their most earnest moments,
dent and Mrs. Coles.
with the heart of the nation as it strove mightily to achieve."

with

Members of the WBOA staff are shown inspecting the new
ment for the campus radio station which arrived last week.
plans to go on

FM, becoming

at that time

WBOR

equip-

WBOA

within about a month's

L

Photo by Hicks

time.

Snow On Longfellow

. .

Bandung Conference, while the
remained unimpaired even after latter was used in one of PresiMark Twain's brilliant, satirical dent Roosevelt's messages to Prime
speech attacking the three New Minister Churchill in World War
England Saints Emerson, Holmes H.
The world traveler further oband Longfellow. But the warm welcome was not to be from everlast- served that while most of the Euing to everlasting. "He was later ropeon scholars and critics read
Poe
and Whitman, the common
rebuked for his didactism and Victorianism," said the boyhood resi- people love Longfellow. On the
(continued from page 1)

P.

the

Record Sale

February 27, 1957 -March

—

AH $4.98

Now

—

matter of Longfellow's translations,
The reversal of his former rever- he stated, "His translations enence was especially vivid in the riched our culture, especially the
speaker's mind because of a high stately translation of the 'Divine
school English teacher's statement Comedy'."
fir. Snow summarized by labelfifty years ago. The teacher had
asked the class "to dismiss the ing Hawthorne's schoolmate "the
next author in the anthology (Long- finest story-teller in Amerca and
fellow) with a moment of silent an inventor in metrics."
President Coles adjourned the
prayer." The devaluation has now
stopped and some of Longfellow's celebration until the year 2007.
former prestige is being restored,

dent

of

Maine.

7,

1957

L P.'s

$3.98

All $3.98

L P.'s

Now$2.98

•

.

./*
>.

.

Mr. Snow concluded.

Caledonian Society

The speaker saw a universality
"Paul Revere's Ride" and in
the lines, "Sail on, oh ship of state
.
.
"He noted that the former
was referred to at the opening of

The Caledonan Society presented the last in its trio of film shows
last
Friday.
Two films were
shown, Scottish Universities and
The Future of Scotland,

in

.

Gilman Piano Co
197 Maine

Street

Brunswick, Maine

.
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Benjamin—"It seems

Prof. Koelln Talks
Tojnterfaith Forum

Words To CountOn Reveal

Last Thursday night, Prof. Fritz
Koelln of the German Department
spoke Informally to the Interfaith

True Clue On Professors

Forum and

By

led a discussion there.

concerned with the Essenes, especially the work that had
been done on them prior to the uncovering of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
This last weekend, two members
of the BIF, Frank Cole and Paul
Todd, attended the Eastern New
England Conference of the Student
Christian Movement in New England which was held at Rolling
Ridge Conference Center in North
Andover, Mass. Entitled "Called
to be Students," the conference
was concerned with the vocation

—

.

them

ities

we

C,

it

Colie

— "I-uh-well,

way

this

.

to

public

attention.

At

Shirt Service

Shirt Service

first

best to omit the profes-

CARONS SHOE
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100 feet past railroad tracks

pose.

Thursday,

A

few individuals have tried

to

suppress this column, but the. fact

J

is

any students

in

1868

Award

and

the

FREE PICK-UP

Stan-

so.

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY SERVICE

One Day

ley Plummer Prize Speaking Conthese colleges tests to be held after vacation. Mr.
corresponding Thayer and Mr. Sloan await at 116

wish to make a
change they will be able to do

and the date of call
The army granted

to active duty.

Shirt Service

DIAL PA

9-3431

Corner Maine and School Streets

Brunswick, Maine

Sills.

**'

men their first choice of branch.
men received their second choice,

33
8

12 their third,

and only 9 received

branches not included in their first
three choices. Of the 6 men who

have not received their orders, 5
have applied for a security branch.
Since they have to be cleared for
security reasons, their orders take
longer to be sent. The last student
is a second semester graduate.

Pick the Pack that Suits You Best

As for their length of tour 52 received the length they wanted, and
10 received their second choice.
With respect to their date of call,
32 got their first choice, 5 their
second and 7 their third: This is a
great improvement over last year.
In the over all picture out of 2,600
students going into the first army,
1,350 requested to be called in July,
August, or September. The Bowdoin students did quite well, con-

same number

sidering that the

of

men have

to be called each month.
In the branches the three combat
arms were the most popular. 14

men went

into the artillery, 12 into

the armor, and 10 into the infantry. Out of the 14 men in the artillery 7 were assigned to field artillary, the other 7 were assigned to

the surface to air missile corps.
This means they will work with
guided missile. 9 men were assigned to the signal corps and 5
assigned to the quartermaster
corps. 6 received other branches.
Each Bowdoin student will first
report to a branch school. While
in

This
as*

the

school

this

students

will

what

learn

their duties will be.
a specialized school, whereBowdoin they received a

is

at

more

general education of the
gives them a good

army. This
background
schools.

ply for

Many
army

for

their

branch
Newest, modern box. Crush-proof.

students plan to apaviation when they

report for duty.

Closes tight

!

Flavor stays in

.

.

.

Ever-popular handy

everything else stays

out

before they are called in order to
enable them to go on with graduate

Smoke modern L*M and always

work.

'

full exciting

The army allows a mutual ex
change of orders of any two stu
dents in the first army area. There
are a few Bowdoin men who wish
to

change

Mt- their

...PLUS THE

get

flavor

PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP

their orders; so the^ist

names have been

to the other R. O. T.

only wh*n you tinok*
Y«s, you art free to chooae
modern LAM. And only L*M glvea you the flavor . . .
full, exciting flavor that makea L M
.

sent out

.

C. units in

New EngNew York and New Jersey.

the

this area. This includes,

^nd,

America's fastest-growing King

They have very

good chances of getting it. 7 students were given extended time

."

—

.

.

orders. Included in these orders is
their branch of service, the length
of their tour,

.

Presithe small magazines."
Coles "We are pleased to
."
have with us today

dent

have received their

62

.

.

in

.

who take

of the 68 seniors

R. O. T.

.";

.

put

WELCOME FRESHMEN

felt it

or

Out

.

Norgeway - Mat Laundry

names, but then realized that
this would leave some people in
the dark, and that is not our pur-

If

By Jon Brightman

.

sors'

To

Students

me
me

all.

We feel it our duty to the student body and to the offenders
themselves to bring these peculiar-

shown engaged in his Manuscript Deadline
favorite sport. His watchword is
in Wakefield, Mass. There were
March 11 is the final date to sub"Show me a shot that I can't
also a number of discussion groups.
mit manuscript for the Class
make."

The ROTC

.

.

Graduate

Branches Assigned

let

—

it has gotten to the point that
.";
cognizant of the fact that
phrase and the Professor's
Beam— "Well, Benny the Bullet
are now synonymous. The
"; Professor Vose and
was
reasons for these trademarks are
varied to be sure, and we do not
pretend to understand or know

School, and "The Future Role of
Charles Peterson, noted billiards
the Christian Student" by the Rev.
James McCutcheon, Associate Min- player, who visited the college last
ister of the Fir3t Baptist Church,

—

erup-

inevitable

cases

Academic Role of the Christian Student" by Dr. Peter Bertocci of
University

out?"
"I submit
>."; Gustafson— "Get out! Get
out!"; Hall— "If you don't under-

the

conference was highlighted

Boston

comes the

.**;

—

Professor Daggett

name

by three addresses, "The Social
Role of the Christian Student by
Robert Thayer, Harvard, '57, "The

the

1WT
.

.

can be hidden for just so long, and uhthen

.

"umphraDean Kendrick
professors here at Bowdoin who tion.
grumph"; Munn— "My wife and I
can be readily identified by a parProfessor Little—-"Now here's the were talking the other night, and
ticular phrase or saying. In some
."; Minot— "We want to publish
joker"; Walker "I want you to be

of the Christian student.
Tife

|

me

spell that

Isaac Bickerstaff

It has come (o our attention over
the past year that there are many

to

Da rblenet— "Would you mind rethat"; Allen "Can you

peating

stand

He was

S,

t»--

el<W>7.

Uccrrr

t

Mm> Toucco Co.
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Alumni Win Hockey

Game Over Varsity
By

Earl Miller

Contrary to the expectations of
a pessimistic student body, the
alumni-varsity hockey game turned
into a well-played contest.

Whites, represented by

The ex-

many

class-

outplayed the Black and White
nine to seven in an exciting, colorful match. Our new hockey rink,
es,

course,

of

made

the

game

possi-

ble; and I'm sure the fans, who
showed much enthusiasm, will
agree that this should be an annual
event. The game had its colorful

moments when
of

the

class

of

the

"old soldiers"

bolstered by

'39,

the hard-checking of Doctor Han-

somewhat sloweddown but meritorious job. The old
boys may have lost some of their
speed, but they had the class and
ley, turned in a

reminiscent
of
twenty
years ago, when for most of them,
the last time they had played
hockey.
h
Dave Rogerson, captain of the
Pictured above is Ron Woods in a one handed lay up against the
spearheaded the alumColby Mules. Ron, who held down a starting birth this year should im- 1954 team,
ni offense with four goais, two
prove with the experience be gained.
coming in the last period. Art Bonzagni, '50, tallied twice and picked
up one assist. Pete Rigby, '56, one
of four alumni goalies, sparkled in
the nets. In the last period a pen
alty shot, which is not a common
penalty, was called against the
alumni; but Rigby turned aside
three
the
were
minutes
Bobcats
Bowdoin's quest to break even
Doug MacKinnon's solo shot with
with a 10-10 record failed in an ex- held to one free throw by Jim a brilliant save. Other scores for
citing game at the Gray Alumni Sutherland while Dick Willey scored the grads were by Stubby King,
Gymnasium. last Wednesday eve- eight straight points to knot the '51, Ed Leason, '48, and Ingie Arning. A last-ditch attempt couldn't tally at 63 all.
nold, '39.
The Polar Bears continued their
quite pull out a victory js the PoScoring two goals in the last pelar Bears had to settle for a 9-11 surge when, after Sutherland sank riod, Doug MacKinnon led the var'56-'57
free
Carpenter,
Stoanother
throw.
season.
record for the
George Crane, Mike Coster,
sity.
Bowdoin bopped off to a fast ver, Fraser, and Stover hit re- Fred Thome, Ron Desjardin, and
lead in the opening minutes but a spectively on fiejd goals before Ted EWracher netted one each.
Willey
JackTtarteb
bit
17:45.
at
Bates
fouls
helped
pair of technical
the nets for Bowdoin was Tim
finesse

was

,

Bates Defeats White, Ruin

Chance For .500 Season

In

to cut the lead quickly

and

start then

own surge and the Bobcats
took a commanding lead at halftime, 41-33. Leading the Bates surge
was lanky Bob Burke, who tallied
ten points on nice drives and short
jumpshots. Harry Carpenter led
Bowdoin's attack by gathering in
ten rebounds and scoring eight
points, Ron Woods and Dick Willey
their

sank a foul shot at 18:45 mak- Whiting, who kicked out no less
than thirty-five shots.

ing the score 72-70. When Willey
missed a free throw, Bobcat's Captain

George Schroeder picked

was

It

was

to

cality.

Brud Stover saw out

Bowdoin
suffer from a minor techniat this time that

When

Willey took the ball

of

at the ten minute mark. In the next second.

screened either

were
offence
by White defence or Army
saw
so that goalie Bob Fritz never

and

Low hurdles—First, Towle
Whittlesey

(B);

(B);

third,

Goodwin (B). Time: 5.6 seconds.
1,000 yard run: First, Green (B);

Bean

(B);

third,

Bowdoin

The tentative cast for the Masque
Miller and Gown, production of The Occupied Man is, Nick, Don Perkins;
Malley, Charles Graham; Sammy,

Goldstein);

Towle

(S);

Meet

Fred Thome broke through the defence and passed off to Tom Mostrom who slapped the puck home.
In

all,

the White offence took 17

Bob

DIAL HI

THEATRE
Brunswick

3-3541
'

'War.

Tries.

Fritz turned in one

I

INQRID BURGMAN

YUL BRYNNER

with

Mar. 6-7

VOO DOO WOMAN

THEGREAT MAN
with

JOSE FERRER
DEAN JAGGER

THE UNDEAD
f ri„

invite

"Mar. 8-9

Sat,

Our Business!

inquiries

ZARAK

plus

THE UNDEAD
Mar. 10-11-12

with

PULL OF LIFE

RUSS TAMBLYN

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING CO.

with

Bun., Mon., Tries.

Mar. 10-11-12

=~

Freeport,

Maine

THE TEA HOUSE, OF THE
AUGUST MOON

PENN MUTUAL

•*

PRINTERS OF THE

BOWDOIN ORIENT

5-1442

|I II

IIT*TT"**T"

IITniltTITIttHlltll l l l

I

JUDY IIOLLIDAY
RICHARD CONTE
Also
Short Subject!
Wed., ThurT
Mar7T546

THE WRONG MAN

with

MARLON BRANDO
GLENN FORD
MACHDXO KYO
-

Mar. 8-9
Feature Program

Son., Moil, Tues.

YOUNG GUNS

.

Also
Short Subject

VOODOO WOMAN

"also

concerning Publication Problems

News
Fri., Sa t.
Double

VICTOR MATURE
ANITA EKBERG

from schools

Mar.-6-7

with

MARLA ENGLISH
TOM CONWAY

with

We

Also
Short Subj ect
Wed., Than.

also

»«»•»•••<

THREE VIOLENT
PEOPLE

CHARLTON HESTON
ANNE BAXTER

in

ANASTASIA
Wed., Thurs.

Mar.
~ 6

Tuet,
-

the best performances of the
year stopping 63 shots, 22 in both
the first and second periods. For
his efforts throughout the season he
was the only Bowdoin player selected for the All-Star team as
chosen by WBOA.
Unfortunately, contests can not
be won on the strength of goal

I

CUMBERLAND

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE

of

Publicotions Are

Lud Elliman

PA

Named
Man

For The Occupied

(Loebs,

.1

Prof eudotml Building
Brunswick, Maine

Tentative Cast

second Herb Miller; Wagner, Gordon Weil;
Harry, Floyd Barbour; Seaman,
sec- Bill Bowman; Hans, Ben Priest;
ond, Goldstein (B); third, Hawkes M. P.'s, Bob Gustafson and Jon
In Triangular
(B). Time: 4.7.
Bight man. The part of Ewing has
4
Goodwin not yet been cast. The Occupied
High hurdles— First,
Bowdoin's Freshman track forces
wound up the indoor season with (B); second, Burbank (B); third, Man is an original drama by Roba 4-1 record by swamping Chever- Whittlesey (B). Time: 6.4.
ley Wilson which is being produced
Shot put— First, Vette (B); sec- instead of the one-act play contest.
us and Sanford High Schools last
Friday. Just about everyone on ond, MacTJonald (B); third, Gow- It is scheduled for production on
Sabe's fledgling squad got into the en (S). Distance 41 feet 6V4 inches. the 11th and 12th of April.
act, but dependable Jay Green
Green,

40 yard dash:

HHHII

Charles £eMere,

Five feet 5 inches.
second,

Bean,

James O 'Conner accounted for two
By Steve Frager
hockey a piece.
Last Friday, the Bowdoin
In the second period with the
1956-57
team closed out its official
this clock on running time, Army let -up
season with another defeat,
var- and Bowdoin began to dig in, and
time to West Point 12-1. The
victories out as a result no goals were scored
sity turned in only 3
dismal by either squad.
tending alone; but if they were,
of 16 attempts for a rather
The Polar Bears only goal came Bowdoin might have had a winning
record
combinamid way in the third period when season.
the
was
it
Once again
on
passing
•••••••
I II
!•»««»>•»>
tion of poor skating and
Bowdoin's part that led the Cadets
Five
goals in the first period.

Hettinger,

as follows:

lOVi inches.
Discus throw— First, Robinson
(B); second, Vette (B); third,
Brightman (B).
Distance:
108
Time: 4:50.
v
High jump—Won by Fuller and feet 6 inches.
Burbank (B); third, Williams (*).
is

—

shots at the Cadet goalies.

Cadet Skaters Win Easily

flashed.
the puck until the light
not
Of course the Army sextet is
displayed
they
as
underrated
to be
of
one of the best combinations
the
passing and skating seen in
Arena this season. For Army, Tom
Harvey scored 3 goals while Dave

The scoring

Mile
Won by Green (B); second, Miller (B); third, Martin (C).

Relay—First,

Frosh Runners Win

Pole vault— Gowen (S), only qualifier at 7 feet.

300 yard run: First, Goldstein
four scoring places in the 600, high '(B); second, Towle; third, Loebs
hurdles, and discus throw. By the and Bransford (B). Time: 35 sec.
time the meet ended the tally sheet
Broad jump— First, Towle (S);
read:
Bowdoin 92, Sanford 28, second, Whittlesey (B); third,
Cheverus 6.
Bransford (B). Distance: 18 feet

(B). Time; 2:26.5.

Goalie

to 8
of these goals

was the only Cub to win two events
as he romped in the mile and the
1,000 yard runs. Bowdoin swept all

(S); third (C).

all.

bounds he threw a bounce
limited action due to an ankle pass to Stover. But the ball bounced
sprain in the final practice session on the "out" side of the end line,
Al Parks called it ilreferee
so
of the season.
During the first three minutes of legal putting the ball into play and
the second half Bates extended Bates took over the ball under
their lead to 47-33. Then the Polar their own basket after Bowdoin
Bears began a strong comeback. called a time out. Bates stalled
Sparked by co-captain Tom Fra- the ball for the remaining time unser's rebounding and shooting and til Jack Hartleb started a sensaDick Willey's all around play, the tional drive which was capped by
Polar Bears cut the lead to 62-55 an underhand shot in the final
also scored eight,

George Paton running the high hurdles against University
Paton has been a consistent winner in a somewhat unspec-

is

tacular season.

second,

off

the rebound, Hartleb then hit a set
shot at 19:01 to tie the score at 72

Above
of Maine.

with

—

HENRY FONDA
VERA MILES

^
'

FAOE

TUKPAT, MAECH

BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Henshaw Tops Swim

POLAR

Record At Hebron

By Pierre Paradais
Bowdoin's undefeated frosh won
meet of the season, 4135, as, for the second time this
season, they defeated Hebron Academy, this time at Hebron.
The 200 Medley Relay was a hoenced outfielders. So, from his surBy Al Payson, Guest Columnist
plus of infielders, "Nels" developed hum affair for Hebron since BowDuring the past three years, Bow- an outstandng outfield. He then doin didn't enter a team. Triumph
dedoin has witnessed an athletic
proceeded to go undefeated. This was short lived for the Hebron
pression during which few varsity record* included wins over Maine, lads, however, as Riley took the
200 Freestyle in 2:11.8.
sports have registered live hundred Colby and MCI.
Bowdoin
period
this
Once again the starter's gun
In
seasons.
"Nels" is not just a developer
has had a few outstanding athletes, of talent and a student of sports, fired; 50 yards and 24.2 seconds
but not enough to produce winning but bis players swear by him and later Russ Henshaw tagged the
seasons. The coaching staff has greatly respect him. Teammates block to set a new Hebron Pool
moaned and groaned about their who played with him are extremely record. Henshaw was followed by
lack of material, but only one man glad he has returned to Bowdoin his teammate Bob Roach and Rimhas really done anything about it. because they not only know him bach of Hebron nailed down the
This man is Charles N. Corey,
great linesman, goalie, and number three slot. The victory

BEARINGS

V

their last

as a

returned to Bowdoin in first baseman, but also as an outmidst of this "depression." standing man.
probably confronted with
The addition of "Nels" to the
the toughest job of any Bowdoin athletic department will prove to be
coach when he took the freshman a shot in the arm to sports at Bowhockey team this season. This as- doin. Whether he has material or
signment was tough because there not, it is too jdifficult for "Nels"
were only four freshmen who had to lose. He uses no excuses or aliany organized hockey experience bies and keeps working hard at
before coming to Bowdoin. It was anything he is doing. If you don't
also tough because Bowdoin had believe it, go out for lacrosse this
scheduled rough opponents among Spring and find out.
the high school teams in New Eng-

fever

land in order to show off the new NOTICE
Hockey Rink.
Second polio shots will be given
However, "Nels" tackled this as- at the Infirmary, Monday and
signment in his usual energetic Tuesday, March 11th and 12th,
manner. By experimenting at each from 8 to 10 am.- A-L on Monday
postion he was able to find out
and M-Z on Tuesday
what bis boys could do. He had no
goalie so he picked out Bob Speninexperienced
completely
ser,
among the group and developed

Bowdoin

'39,

V

who

was on

the White

now and

were coming

the

the first places

He was

Noel took the 1550 Medley Swim in
1:46.0. Entin went off the board
and came up with 43.3 points,

enough for

first place.

the 100 Freestyle in

fast.

Downey won

'53.5.

Above is Dong MacKinnon in a nice block on the puck. Tom MosHebron got back in the winner's
column in the 100 Backstroke. Cros- trom Is charging up ready to slap the puck to a waiting wing, The
by finished in 1:07.1 closely trailed hockey season was disappointng with only three wins.

by Acadenfian Bannard and Polar
Bear Weil. Riley went 100 yards

Interscftolastic

Breaststroke in 1:08.8 for another

Meet Saturday, Mar 9

The pride of
the freshmen, the 200 Relay team,
made up of Henshaw, Noel, Roach,
and Downey went through its paces
in 1:40.1, defeating Rimbach, Bok,
VinaL and Malm of Hebron
first place.

into a fairly good net-tender.
Spenser came a long way durng
freshmen season, and although
he is not yet a goalie, of the Fritz
calibre, .be figures to improve in
his three remaining years.

him
.the

men had been working on

basic

which occur frequently
in games. Much tireless energy has
been devoted to working as a unit
in such situations as -clearing the
puck, freezing the puck when shorthanded, and using to advantage

and Wey-

mouth.

The three New Hampshire schools

and Deering of are Bishop Bradley of Manchester,
Edward Dover, and Portsmouth. Hope and
Auburn, Kennebunk, Port- Mount Pleasant of Providence, R.
land,
Rockland, Sanford, South I., will also take part.
Portland, Thornton Academy, WaFryeburg Academy and Maine
terville, and Wells.
Central Institute are Maine's enThere are also thirteen Massa- tries in the preparatory school dichusetts schools entered, including vision. New Hampshire will be repCentral Catholic of Lawrence, Han- resented by Phillips Exeter Acadover,
Lowell,
Maiden Catholic, emy and the Tilton School.
port,

Cheverus

Portland, Cony of Augusta,
Little of

MERRYMEETING GIFT SHOP

to

fresh-

The Senior United States Ama-

Somerville, Watertown,

Maine high schools have
entered the meet. They are Bucks-

and a goal.
,
"Nels" seems to have been workthe theory' that a fundamentally good team in good physi-

The

AHA Championships

England

the relay.
Thirteen

ing on

building a winning team.

New

broad jump, high jump, 45 yard Maiden, Medford, New Bedford,
hurdles, 12 pound shot put, and Needham, North Qnincy, Scituate,

"Nels," in order to help Spender, worked particularly hard on
defensive plays so that Spenser
would have an easier time than
Fritz or Whiting.
By the end of the season, Spenser was having from 10 to 20 saves
a game. This hardly compares with
the 60 or more of Fritz and Whiting who stand as the only block between the porous varsity defense

cal condition is the first step

Track

teur Hockey Association chamhigh
pionship for the New England disschools and ten preparatory schools
trict will be held at the Arena on
have entered teams in the 41st anFriday and Saturday.
nual Bowdoin College InterscholasFourteen will compete in the fitic Track Meet, to be held Saturnals. Semi-Final contests are schedday afternoon, March 9, Track
uled for 7 and 9 o'clock Friday
Coach Frank Sabasteanski of Bownight. The consolation game bedoin announced today. The meet
tween the two loosen will be
will get under way at 1 o'clock.
played at 7 o'clock Saturday night,
Each division will compete in
with the championship match at 9
ten events, the 40 yard dash, 300,
o'clock.
(
600, 1,000, and one mile runs, the
Thirty-one

185

PARK BOW

Greeting Cards

situations

-

Gifts

FBEE GIFT WRAPPING
Pictured above

is

Harry Carpenter oatmaheuvering three Mule
its chance at the

mmimuuiwi»»««»iti»mLm»t»^

the 6 on 5 situation.
^^_ players in an field goal attempt. Bowdoin lost
In the Colby-Bowdoin freshman' state title by dropping to the Waterville group.
at
game last Tuesday evening, early
arrivals witnessed a courageous
battle by the Polar Cubs. Having
lost at Waterville 7-1 six weeks be-

Bowdoin didn't figure to do
any better this time. The White
fore,

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

"Nels" club
had played in some tight matches
having lost the previous Saturday
highly

respectable.

NT

We deliver to the Students

frosh won only one game all season, while Colby's record had been

BEEB

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al Tobey, '60

•

MiliNT

»TQIIT

.

•RUNCWICK.I

HOT D008
Call 5-2422

FORD SALES & SERVICE

to the runners-up in the powerful

Massachusetts North Shore League 1-0. The game last Tuesday
was even closer against Colby, but
the tired Polar Cubs finally lost in
over-time 2-1 to a supposedly classier, more experienced team.
Although the freshman team
could win but one game, the im-

provement was remarkable from
the beginning to the end of the season. Credit should be given to

"Nels" who took on this group
and did such a fine job.
This is not the first group that
"Nels" has coached at Bowdoin
and has achieved these minor miracles. Last Spring, he coached the
freshman baseball team. Although
there were more than four players
on this club, there were no experi-

Student Accounts Invited

Modern Library

Maine's Most Modern Service
College Editions,

65c and 75c

Regular Edition,

$1.65

Giant Edition

$2.95

Complete Stock of Mentor Books

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

SEE THE

SHOWING OF THE

1957 FORD
Excellent Used Cars from which to choose

BouWNo.l

PA 5-5065

TUESDAY, MARCH

5,
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Hazelton Named Assistant
Education Professor Here
effective July
Robert H. Glover of Brockton,

Mass., has been appointed Assistant Director of Admissions and is
starting his new duties this week.
A native of Biddeford, Mr. Hazel-

in

During World War II Professor
Hazelton was for a year a corporal
the Army. He then taught at
Jordan Grammar School in LewisPAUL.V- HAZELTON
ton and at Staunton Military Academy before joining the faculty of ondary education, educational psythe Loomis School in Windsor,
chology, and the responsibilities of
Conn., where he remained until
the New England high school prin1948, when he was appointed to his
cipal,
I
i
present position at Bowdoin. He
Mr. Glover was graduated from
has done graduate work at both Bowdoin last June. He prepared at
Columbia and Yale University.
the (Huntington School in Boston

Governor and came to Bowdoin as an Alumni
summer, Fund Scholar. He was for two
Edmund S.
Professor Hazelton is at the pres- years a Charles Irwin Travelli
ent time chairman of both the Scholar and also held a Standard
Topsham Democratic Town Com- Oil of New Jersey scholarship. He
mittee and the Sagadahoc County served as captain of the swimming
Democratic Committee. He is also team as a junior and in his senior
a director of the Portland Chil- year won varsibr letters in both
dren's Theater. He has been active basketball and swimming.
in Civil Defense work and Red
An economics! major, Mr. Glover
Cross work in Brunswick and Tops- also served on/the Student Council
ham. He is married to the former and the White Key and was a dorJane Desaulniers of Lewiston, and mitory proctor.
they have three children, Stephen
Since his graduation last June

Muskie

He

to the College

He became

Museum

and yet

for

last

work?

think that there

Di-

of Fine Arts

STUDENT

PATRONAGE

on the technical problems of color
photography in Art Journal. He has
completed a book, Language of the
Visual Arts, which will be published next year.

Beam

I

a post that he has held
is also a Professor of Art

Among his published material
are articles on Turner in Coronet
Magazine, on Homer's father in
the New England Quarterly, and

leagues

factor in undergraduate

is
One raises the problem of the
between the two. time element, and the difficulty
The Masque and Gown, one of cannot be easily dismissed—with
many extra-curricular activities, hour exams, papers, quizzes and
offers to the student a free and per- major work, who has time to write
haps in some cases invaluable plays and good ones at that. The
"trial ground." Where else, after problem is a real one, yet recently,
graduation, will the creative man definite steps have been taken to
have the opportunity to display his nfake room for such creative proideas so easily and so well? Glam- jects. Like any new program this
orous and appealing as succuss one will need some time to take
may be at this stage or any other, hold, but more than that, it will
isn't experience the one important require cooperation on both sides.

test,

at the College.

in

Campaign manager

1938,

since.

magazine.

I

came

in the fall of 1936.

of the board of the
undergraduate literary

the

Assistant to the Direc-

Nelson Gallery in Kan-

rector of the

member

a

Quill,

To These Ears...
(continued from page 1)
a definite relation

of paintings.

sas City, and

served as a
class officer at Bowdoin, played
center on the football team, and

was

number

tor of the

He

1942.

in

a

He became

ton was graduated from Thornton^
Academy in Saco in 1938 and fronf

Bowdoin

(continued from page one)
one of their lectures because of his deep affection and
feeling for Scotland where he did
ject for

received

Bowdoin College,

1.

PAGE SEVEN

• • •

Prof. Beam graduated from Harvard where he was a student in the
Department of Fine Arts. He also
his M. A. and Ph. D.
'there. At Harvard, his thesis subject was Winslow Homer; he had
known the family at Prout's Neck.

Assistant Director of Admissions
Paul V. Hazelton has been named
Assistant Professor of Education
at

B#fllN

SOLICITED

m

stated that he and his col-

have made about

20,000

slides over the past years, giving

Bowdoin one

the finest small

of

college collections in this field in

the country.

Bank

First National

The College was one of

the first to use colored slides in

connection with teaching; approximately one-fourth of the collection
are colored. In connection with the
lecture, Prof. Beam has made
about thirty new slides.

Brunswick,

Main*

Member of tke Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

A "Campus -to -Career Case

History

Mary 8, and Anne 5.
Mr. Glover had been associated
Next year Mr. Hazelton will teach with the New England Division of
semester courses in the history of Socony Mobil Oil Company it its
education, the principles of sec- marketing program.
13,

-

Colby Mules Rampage 12-1 Over Bears

As

Keltie Sets

Pace With Fire Goals
By

Steve Frager

For the varsity, co-captain Fred
The Bowdoin Polar Bears were
crushed by ths Colby Mules 12-2 Thome tallied both goals, one in
Tuesday night in the Arena. This the first period on a pass from
was the varsity's third loss to the Ted Sandquist, and the other in
Mules in hockey

the third.

this season.

Waterville
which
The bright spot " for the White
The
team
pressed the action and kept after was goalie Bob Fritz once again.
the puck constantly were led by In the first period alone he made
Bob Keltie, who had 55 goals and 28 saves, an unofficial college rec6. assists,

and Jay Church who had

3 goals and

many

ord.

assists.

At one point in this period,
(continued on page 8)

"The future looks unlimited
"I wanted a career that offered
and a chance to
work with people," says Lewis William
Post, C.E., Michigan State, 1950.
"That's why I went*to work for the
telephone company.

variety, opportunity

DREAM

GIRL

"My

initial

training— two

full

of it— probed every phase of

operations and acquainted

"My

ideal gal

Be
"

I

where

three

Redhead, brunette, or blonde"
won't complain if ahe'B a Bhe. "

.

MORAL: Dreaming's fine— but you
So get behind
a Chesterfield. That's flavor, man!
That's aroma! Speak up and say
Chesterfield— and take your pleasure
BIG. Packed more smoothly by

ACCU'RAY,

for real.

the smoothest
tasting smoke today!
it's

I

was

starting.

"Today, as Plant Engineer, I'm

plunrlp or slim or in-between.

want to smoke

all

of the jobs in the Plant Department,

has got to be

From four foot six to six foot
And I insist, my ideal queen

years

company

me with

.

.

re-

sponsible for preventive maintenance
said he,

of

all field

new

equipment, installation of
wire and cable, and

facilities for

work with architects and builders
on telephone needs in new buildings.

I

Lew

Post's career

Company. Many

is

"Selling's part of
sell

ideas— like

the.

job, too.

wisdom

cal center.

I

enjoy getting in on the

such projects and

ground

floor

making

contributions both as a civil

of

and a telephone engineer.
"In my area of Chicago there are
80,000 telephones, home and business.

More

are being

added every

everywhere
business— all across
the country. To me, the future looks

day.

There's expansion

in the telephone

unlimited."

with Illinois Bell Telephone

interesting career opportuni-

exist in other Bell

Bell

Smoke
tOO

fv miry

tion.

smefce Che sterfteMI

for reel
phuomphical

OuMrfitU, PJO.

mm acctptmd for publica-

Bm Ml. Nmw

• UoMtlmMMlOt.

York 49, N.Y.

I

of plan-

ning for telephone service when you're
building. Recently I advised an architect and an owner on telephone wiring
and outlets in a new $160,000 medi-

Telephone Companies,
Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric
and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer
give yon more information about them.
ties

my

tt

t.

4f

Telephone

System

THB BOWDOIN OfUBRT

PAGE BIGHT

and administrators

Letters

To The

Editor

.

who, I

.

am

sure, also feel that

Leon County since reconstruction.
B. Mr. Boardman has been out-

spoken for compliance with decision
Supreme Court and has urged
the implementation in the schools
and bus systems. C. Mr. Boardman, intimidated with the threat of
expulsion has maintained his convictions and refused to allow the
actions of narrow men to thwart
his belief in the promulgation of
human rights. D. Mr. Boardman
ends ago in a festival of singing has attended meetings of the Ingroups from many of the New Eng- ter Civic Council, a Negro organiland colleges (and New Jersey). zation which has been campaignTo my mind, the only big name oc-i ing for equal rights under law for
tets not in attendance were those
The
from. Dartmouth and Yale.
Meddies were the last to perform

of the

some

nine months in Tallahassee.

For these and other henious
crimes which are all in direct lawon the program and I had been all ful support of the Constitution of
along wondering just how they'd the United States of America, Mr.
fare with these great octets. As the Boardman and fellow students have
show continued, my hopes were been intimidated and pressured by
waning, for many of the other University officials.

COLBY MULES RAMPAGE
Fritz

(continued from page 7)
made 7 saves in 12 seconds

from

to bring a standing ovation

the fans. His efforts kept the totals

down

to 2-1.

Colby kept up the pressure in the
second period bringing Fritz's total to 49 saves; but tiring from
this workout, the Mules scored 6

The letter ended with some soladvise: "You tell a neighbor
by the people who go in his house.
We are more proud of Mr. Tatum
as an amateur league. Already Mr. than you. And don't get that hurt
Tatum has gained many privileges persecuted attitude when people
for bis "boys," but very few peo- disagree profusely with you. Why
ple at UNC, except the editor of don't you join the University or
student body, whichever seems the
the paper, seem to resent this.
After the first series of editorial least debasing to you, and enjoy
attacks, several letters quickly ap- life." And once again the Irrationpeared damning the editor for his ality of spring is slowly overtaking
(continued from page 2)
Maryland a high degree
of professionalism (both clean and
dirty) into what has been defined

Tim Whiting
21

finished the

saves.

Many

of our

lenges we meet come from the
An interfraternity society for atheist and even stronger from the
sophomores, the Abraxas Club was fanatical believer. He emphasised
founded at Bowdoin in 1913. It had that he is not speaking of agnostia history of less than ten years, cism and said "we must be active
ending in 1922.
seekers and not just doubters."' .

of

MM

Is

"I was tremendously Impressed," says
Nick, "by my first plant tour. When
you go through the facilities— meet
the men and get an idea of the problems they handle— you can't help but

you

in

taking the first, most important step in your career as a physicist.

tration

solutions?" "Present a job in terms
of actual problems," believes Nick,
"and you'll get the man'a interest—

germanium. Then, there are the important 'analysis of failure' end
reliability studies, in which you seek

become interested. Add the friendly,
informal work atmosphere, and yon
know right off the bat these people
have a story to tell."

to determine, for example, the

'life

rights of universities throughout the
grave injustice has been
country.

A

committed on our campus; an injustice which we feel must be made
known if the rights of all Americans are to be protected and preserved.

On January 26, John Boardman,
a graduate student in theoretical
physics, was suspended from the

and

one course each semester on subjects
within his immediate work areacourses on digital and analog computers and on their components such
as cores and transistors. He found
time to take management courses as
well. "If you want opportunity for

HMdln* vp
ter,

in attendance, re-

OhMt

he worked on

460-man

all

"IBM will provide

you want."

EnglnMrina

Asked about opportunities

chines—from simple sorters and
punches to the "electronic brains."

What an

MM physicist dees

"The problems

of Quality Control

in this business are endless," Nick
reports, "and fascinating to the physicist.

There's process control— of the

manufacture of components such as
transistors and cores ... of the con-

May,
<

l\

ten ta of a gas ... of the concentricity
of an etch solution ... of the diff rae-

for ad-

vancement at IBM, Nick says, "The
situation could hardly be better in
that respect. With sales doubling
every five years on the average, promotion is almost inevitable."

IBM

policies of this

division. Quality Control is

responsible for the performance of
IBM's vast array of business ma-

regulation.

in

study," Nick says,

IBM's first transis-

mental operations and

Since this incident, which was
the main charge against Mr. Boardman, he has been active in the
support of integration, as ruled on

His activities consisted of:
A. Support of a Negro minister,
Reverend King Solomon Dupont,
candidate for city commissioner.
Reverend Dupont is the first Ne-

fat clnoling I* th« phytlcltt

By November, '55, Nick was heading up Quality Engineering in the
Quality Control Division of the
Poughkeepsie plant Recently promoted to Administrative Assistant to
the Quality Control manager, Nick
now concerns himself with the funda-

marked at that time, that, "the
presence of Florida A. and M. students was perfectly all right, and
Campbell)
(President
he
that
imagines that it will all blow over."
Nothing more was said concerning
the situation. He was not informed
of any violation of a University

1954.

w h U mi

r-

expectancy' of a device, the mean
time between failures, or perhaps
which step in a process has the greatest effect on the equipment involved.

torized electronic computer— the 608.

da State University. The three students, two from the Bahamas and
one from Panama, were well received by the president of the Uni-

by % the Supreme Court

study f

advantage of

avoid spill-over, or microscopic spotting. Or you may be dealing with
arc-suppression, or gaseous electronics, the grass roots of instrumentation
or in the estimation of tolerances, or

to three foreign students from Florida A. and M. University, a Negro University, on behalf of the International Students Club of Flori-

who was

full

asked to control the
deposit of glass on X-ray tubes to

assembly.
Mr. Boardman extended an invitation to attend a Christmas party

versity

his future that

You may be

Florida State University for exercising a right inalienably granted
by the Constitution of the United
States; the right of free speech

and

have top priority."

Nick has taken

,

bombing system. When that project
moved from the Endicott to the
Poughkeepsie plant, Nick followed it,
becoming first an Associate Engineer,
then s Project Engineer. As the 1st-

We are in the midst of a struggle
which directly involves you and the

for it's his career

IBM's extensive educational facilities
to get ahead at IBM. He took at least

Engineer— in. Test Equipment
Engineering— working on an analog

Editors:

concentricity of colloidal

How about further

Nick came to IBM in 1951 with a
B.S. in physics. He started as a Tech-

Withheld)

and

tion of alloys ... or of the properties

of metals, such as ths resistivity of

nical

To the

be

Five years ago, college senior Nick Hemmer asked himself this question.
Today, as Administrative Assistant ta the Quality Control manager, Nick
reviews his experience at
and gives seme pointers that may he helpful

Bowdoin College.

(Name

it like to

A PHYSICIST AT IBM?"

the most thrilling performance of
their career. Congratulations to

men

Dickey

tatives.

'What's

crowd with their humorous antics.
Then came the Meddies. There
was no clowning, no Introductory
chatter, no intermediate joking.
These boys sang, I believe, six
songs. Each was straightforward,
sincere, and was sung directly from
the heart. The blending was beautiful—the quality professional. They
were called back for an encore, not
because they were clever or funny,

nine

emn

versity of

lack of sympathy for the tribula- us.
tions of being an athlete. However,
little fighting editor was not to
. .
these were spectacular to bring the be dissuaded from his quest for
(continued from page one)
total to 68 saves, 3 from the col- moral truth.
examination with keen awareness
"The
Then
just
about
a
week
ago
lege record. However, Colby flashthat It is our opportunity of free
ed the light 4 times to Bowdoin's Daily Tar Heel" published the longchoice. He compared the concept
est letter to the editor I have ever
1, making the final score 12-2.
we are forming to the making of
seen. It ran close to 2,000 words,
an etching and said that the acid
LYNN HIGH SCHOOL
displaying the logic one might exon the etching should be the bite
(continued from page one)
pect of a graphomaniac. The conof our lost faith.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Reading, Mass.,
tent of the message was very plain.
Closing he said that honor and
High School, Rockland High School,
the
editor
"keep
It requested that
humility should be used in making
and Brunswick High School.
his trap shut."
the choice and the only direct chalThe Abraxas Cup is awarded
Goalie

game making

songs.

but because the audience recognized the superiority of their singbig. I have never been so proud of
the Meddies. Not only was their
performance the most wonderful I
have ever witnessed, but also it
showed the courage and determination of a group of guys who, in the
face of harsh criticism, turned in

1*67

times.

were "hamming" their
We are a small minority here
I thought about the "evil," working for equal individual rights
each year to that school whose
avocado and hoped to high heaven and human dignity. We feel that graduates have attained the best
that the Bowdoin group would not our fellow students and college ad- academic grades at Bowdoin dur"acother
the
try to compete with
ministrators would be impressed f ing the first semester of the freshtors." Up until the Meddies, only some show of support were forth- man year. To be eligible, a school
one group had been called back for coming from University students must have at least three represengroup
a
was
and
that
encoure,
an
of clever entertainers who, being
fine singers, were even better en'
tertainers and delighted the jovial
groups

I,

*

i

Behind The Ivy Curtain ..

if

the rights of one are violated, to
gro candidate for public office hi will the rights of all be violated.

(continued from pag • 2)

do not believe that George Smart
has had a chance to see and hear
the Meddles since the Houseparty
Weekend. I have had such an opportunity, and it was such a tremendous experience for me that I
wanted to tell the whole world. The
least I could do was to tell the student body as early as possible, before it gets any firmly entrenched
ideas. The M eddies were invited to
sing at Wheaton College two weekI
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like yourselves,

in

correlation

in physically

coefficients— that

is,

sound numbers."

Nick has been instrumental in
encouraging many college physics
majors to come to IBM. "I find
they're interested in questions like
these," he says: "How would you go

about determining the life' of electrons in transition from the valence
to the conduction band?" Or, in the
manufacture of magnetic inks, "How
can the grain sit* of the iron content
be controlled ... or its viscosity regulated over wide temperature ranges?
How would you control the eoncen* SJSUTAOVI

hopes that this massage will help to
give you some ides of what it's like to be
a physicist at IBM. There are equal opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'g, mathematicians and Liberal Arts majors in IBM's
many divisions— Research, Manufacturing Engineering, Sales and Technical
Services.
not drop in and discuss
IBM with your Placement Director? He

Why

can supply our latest brochure and tell
you when IBM will next interview on
your campus. Meanwhile, our Manager
of Engineering Recruitment, Mr.
A.
Whitehorne, will be happy to answer your
questions. Just write him at IBM, Room
0000, 690 Madison Art, NtwYork2S.N.T.

R

I

IBM
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Oulined By Khan
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by Dietmar Klein
It seems a prerogative of Dartmouth College in Hanover beyond
those New Hampshire White and
Green Mountains in the Connecti-
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by

end very worthwhile. Bowdoin College had sent John Carter of the
Student Union Committee and Diet

Universe,

was

™

Tom

Lindsay

Design

or

by Lance Lee
Preparations

last

weekend

*

Muhammed
ursda y ™& ht
Klein of the Political Forum
ZafruUah Khan. He began his lecdelegates
cut Valley to have nothing else
b * peaking of the responsiIn the forced absence of Senator!
than snowy and stormy weather to
bilities facing youth today and sayoffer. Senator John Sherman Coop- Cooper the Alabama Senator John
ing that we must draw guidance
er from Kentucky, who was sup- Sparkman was the star of the Confrom varied fields. The question he
posed to present the Republican ference. John Sparkman, 20 years
proposed to answer in the Islamic
Administration of the last four a member of Congress, the Demoviewpoint was "Does the Universe
years in the debate on "American cratic Vice Presidential Candirepresent a series of accidents or
Foreign Policy" was grounded in date in 1952, and today a ranking
does it represent a design directNew York and could only send a member of the Senatorial Foreign
ed toward a purpose?"
telegram wishing us good luck for Relations Committee, presented his
After a brief description of Islam
our conference. Fortunately, how- views on the Truman Administraas it is today Mr. Khan revealed
ever, the rest of the program, the tion in rather eloquent terms. He
that the Koran, the Islimic scripcited
four
important
assumptions
debates
even
vivid discussions or
tures, are accepted as the direct
in the six panels and the excellent which have guided the Truman Adword of God as revealed to Mohamorganization of the conference by ministration. The first is that "free
med. For right action Man must
at
nations
remain
Council
must
free."
Out
of
Undergraduate
the
study and reflect on the teachings
(continued on page three)
Dartmouth College made the weekof the Koran. In respect to his topic he said that this book states that
God originated the world and preserves it in a continual process.
mar

been

*»

Prof. Philip C.

Beam

is

r«ndlo!iow^^^
„

^^ ^

'

2 New Bowdoin Men; How They Arrived

they set out at 5:80 a. m.
Friday to climb to the peak entrance. The weather was raw and
Last September, as Bowdoin
wild when they began to snow shoe opened for another year, Dennis
to their first destination, Roaring was leaving the Hungarian array
to enter the University at Budapest.
Last Thursday morning, he arCapt. Stockton
rived in Brunswick on the State
of Maine. He will be here, a guest

To

Finish Duties Here
Captain Stockton of the R.

O.

T. C. department has received or-

ders which will terminate his duty
at Bowdoin. He will be transferred
to Fort Benning, Georgia. Since he

reports for duty on July 15, he will
go on leave right after graduation

proceeds

from the
Chairman

stated that although

proceeds to date are lower than
those of last year, it is expected

Professor Philip C. Beam will
speak on the life and art of the
great English landscape painter
Turner tonight, under the auspices
of the Caledonian Society. His lec-

tutres, Mr. Khan set into the body open to the public, without admisof his talk, backing up all his prop- sion charge. Dr. Beam will speak
ositions with passages from the at 8:15 p. m. in the Walker Art
by Isaac Bickerstaff
Koran.
Building which will be open before
He began by saying that God is and after the lectore.
Mount Katahdin, the highest Brook. Each man carried a twentya sure refuge for man since nothA native of Dallas, Texas, Profespeak in Maine, was climbed for five pound pack which held the
ing can prevail against him. He is sor Beam has been a member of
the' first time this year by two food, additional clothing, sleeping
the creator preserver and repeater the faculty at Bowdoin since 1936,
Bowdoin students, Gene Helsel and bags, ice axes, rope and crampins.
of creation and has dominion over when he was appointed Curator of
John Herrick, both seniors. At The walking was made fairly easy
everything. All things axe bound the Art Collections and Assistant
11:45 a. m. on Saturday, March 2, by three «nd a half feet of good
D
IheTnT- Director of the Museum of Fine
the men reached the high Baxter snow. The men made their base
ve e
b
Arts. He is a gradual* of Harvard,
Peak end signed in at the marker. camp at Chimney Pond which they
man may improve his state in the from which he also Isolds master
Mount Katahdin is located in arrived at 3:30 Friday afternoon.
universe.
of arts and doctor of philosophy deBaxter State Park and marks the
They spent the night here with
"God has created man in the best grees. He studied at the University
northern terminus of the 2,090 mile the plan of attempting the 2.2 mile
make." This is a quotation from of London in England in 1936.
long Appalachian trail, the south- climb to the peak on Saturday
, the Koran and Mr. Khan used
it ai
Before coming to Bowdoin, Dr.
ern end being in Georgia.
morning. Saturday morning was a starting place in his
explanation Beam was associated with the WilPlans for the trip were begun
(continued on page four)
(continued on page 3)
( Continued on page 4)
during the Christmas vacation, but

ning,

year

Jim Fawcett

Walker Art Museum

Quoting liberally from these scrip- ture, which will be illustrated,

entirely

drive surpassed $3,000.

Lecture In

Herrick At Katahdin First

no definite date was set until two
weeks before the climb was made.
Staying in Brewer Thursday eve-

coming

the

for

Campus Chest have

success.

Last

Beam To

I

^

of

almost

completed.
The weekend promises to provide
ample entertainment for the numerous dates expected. Many attractions such as the much' talked
about jazz festival on Friday nf|ht
and another South Seas Swimming
Party, which will be repeated due
to its past two years of popularity
should make the charity drive a

•

Bowdoin Students, Helsel

Boys

Accident,

an address

the topic of

Entice

For Chest Weekend

by Peter Gass

that this
increase,

week
and

will

sale

now

show a marked

the total will reach

at least that of

'56.

Tickets are on

for $2.50, which will cov-

er all Saturday events and the
skating party to be held in the
Arena from 12:30 to 2:30 on Sun-

day afternoon.
As last year the previous policy
regarding prizes will be in effect.
A $40 prize will be awarded to the
house which turns in the highest
profit from their booth. The house
turning in the greatest contribution

per capita from the sale of week'

end and raffle tickets and the returns from the booths will receive
a prize of $60. To he eligible for
this prize a house need not have a
(continued on page four)

Bugle

To Come Out

Ivy With

New

Size

The Bowdoin Bugle went to press
week after six months of preparation. The editor, Richard Hillman, voiced the opinion that the
new Bugle would be able to com-

last

communists could do nothing." But sian uniform that was issued to pete favorably with any college an1948 the government declared Hungarian soldiers. There were nual of New England.
all the schools to be public. That Russian officers in higher
The new Bugle has been inpositions,
September, Dennis enrolled in the and, directly below them, mem- creased in size to 9 by 12 inches
government school, Where "the bers of the AVO or the secret po- from the former 8 by 11. Thirty
teachers were very afraid and did lice. The AVO men were a privi- pages have been added.
what the government said." There leged class and were held higher
Hillman attributes the additions
of the College and the Sigma Nu was, by then, only one political in rack than the Hungarian
officers. to the larger blanket tax appropriFraternity, until June.
party, and the communist dictatorThere were two hours of "politi- ation, an energetic business staff,
Dennis was born in Budapest in ship had been established.
(continued on page four)
cal practice" every Tuesday and
1935 when Hungary was under the
In 1950, after completing elemen- Friday: "We learned about the
Horthy regime. He was in grade tary school, Dennis found that he Western armies, we learned that
school in March, 1944, when the could not continue his education for they 'murdered' and what they
Council Decides
German troops entered the city. political reasons. His father had were doing in Korea
and more
There were not many changes and been an officer in the Hungarian propaganda." The average soldiers,
Taping Request
the city was not substantially des- army and had fought against the Dennis says, laughed at this
to
troyed until the next year when the Russians. For this his father died themselves, but always
to them- - The Council voted at the meeting
in

and therefore not attend summer
camp. Captain Stockton has been Russians drove out the Germans in a Russian concentration camp
at Bowdoin for two years which is and established themselves as an in 1946. Dennis went to work for
the normal length of time for a occupation force. The schools were the next two years, supporting his
company grade officer to be sta- then closed to be used for hospitals mother and brother by a succession
tioned. Colonel Stearns tour of duty and army headquarters, and when of twenty-three jobs.
The Korean war was, at the time,
is also up but as yet he has re- they were reopened the changes
"Slowly,
slowly,
they the target of a mikafl^ropaganceived no orders of his next sta- began.
tion. The usual tour of duty for a changed the little things." Factor- da campaign by the Soviets who
field grade officer is three years, ies with more than 100 workers controlled all the means of news
and Colonel Stearns is in his third were taken by the state, and then, dissemination. Dennis and his famslowly, the smaller factories.
ily listened to Radio Tree Europe.
year at Bowdoin.
In September, 1945, Hungary had To listen with safety, die voice of
Captain Stockton has been assigned to a gyroscope and pentomic a general election. The commun- the radio would be turned down,
division. A gyroscope division is ists won seventeen percent of the and both voice and' listener were
one which is under special regula- popular vote. When communist of- covered with a blanket. "If the setions which will assure stability ficials remained in key positions cret police knew some one was liswith respect to the personnel. What there was a protest which the So- tening, he would get two or three
this means is that once an officer vients answered by saying that if years in jail." The communists did
is assigned to this division, he will communists did not keep the posts, their best to jam the broadcasts.
Dennis was allowed to go to high
not only be trained there, but will foodstuffs would be cut off from
also go overseas with it. Further- the city. The majority party was school in 1952 and, upon complemore, he will also know what his charged as being instruments of tion three year* later, was reduties will be for at least -the next the western capitalists, the leaders quired to join the army. "It was a
very very wrong life." He has a
four years. Captain Stockton is very were jailed
At this time, Dennis was in a picture in his wallet now of himpleased with this assignment beCathtlic school: "In this school the self, head shaven, wearing the Rus(continued on page four)

No

—

To

selves.
The officers harangued not to allow WBOA to tape their
them about the danger of spies. meetings for rebroadcast after editEverywhere there were posters ing. The Council constitution persaying "you have to look for spies." mits such action at the discretion
The term in the army lasted one of the Council, but it was decided

year.

At

last, in

that

September, Dennis en-

tered

the -medical school at the
University of Budapest. Life at the
university was not quite the same
as life at the high school. Students

it

should not be done as gen-

eral policy. It

was argued

that

a

great deal of the Council business
is such that it would not lend itself

to this sort of thing. On the other
hand, it was voted to let WBOA
over the country, tape certain discussions if they
and few people could be definitely were of great general interest and
known as "safe." "Every one was suitable to taping and broadcast.
afraid because he did not know who
The Meddiea will offer their hoswas a communist and who was not pitality to the two visiting Huna communist." The AVO had many garian students over Spring vaspies in the university. The curric- cation, Dick Geldard reported to
ulum at the medical college includ- the Student Council at its regular
ed four hours each week of the meeting yesterday.
"history of the Russian party."
According to tentative plans, theBut in the month at the university two would accompany the Meddiea
before the revolution, Dennis was end the Glee Club on the spring
able to attend meetings protesting tour and then would spend the rethe life in Hungary under the So- maining long weekend with one or
( Continued on
page I)
several of the Meddles.

came from

all

—if
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Editor

To

by

guilty

,

tunity to thank all those

"Second Class Mail Privileged Authorized At Brunswick, Maine

who made

this trip possible.

Last

fall

Ollie

Hone organized

the drive and, with the aid of the
White Key, planned for the fund

National Advertising Service, Inc.

campaign. Approximately
$700.00 was raised by the students
through the White Key and the
Student Union Committee. The help
that Don Lancaster and the Dean
raising

CoJUf . PaUishars R*pre**nt*U»*

NEW

—

—

YORK, N.

—

Y.

Ban Frandae*
Chine*
Boston
La* An*elee
i i »7
Pabllehed weekly whan class** ara kaU dnrinjr tha Fall and Sprtni
•ka lladluU of Bowdoin toiler*, addreaa naws eosnmnnleatioua to tha Editor and sasacrlpliaa communication! to the Baalnaaa aUnacar af tha Bowdaln PnblUklni Coaspany at the ORIENT Office In Moore Hall. Bowdoin Colleae, Branawlcfc. Maine. Enmaserlptiaa
tared aa aaeond elaaa matter at tha poet office at Brnnewicn. Main*. Tha
rata far aa* 7*ar hi three (ft) dollars.

Owt

A Good Cause
weekend is Campus Chest, the three days that
each year for organized giving to the organMr. Fawcett and the Campus Chest Committee
have gone to great pains to make the weekend an enjoyable one.
We will be here on campus, the suitcases unpacked for a change,
to take part in it. The scheduled activities look better than ever.
The women visiting the campus will certainly be given the usual
Bowdoin welcome.
This coming

have been

gave

in this drive is

most appreci-

ated.

Mai Morrell

De-

of the Athletic

partment deserves credit for planning the actual trip which will consist of five games. It is hoped that
these games will help to produce a
winning Bowdoin team this- year.

set aside

Harry G. Carpenter,

Jr.

ized charities.

We

are looking forward to the jazz concert Friday night.

—

perhaps they will
The Meddles are always a pleasure to hear
surpass the opinion of our unknown letter writer of last week.
We have heard the group from Yale and they are worth going
to hear. The south sea island parties have been excellent in the
last few years,. What better way to escape the weather that has
been oppressing us? The movie Saturday afternoon is one we
haven't seen yet! The Glee Club concert that night holds much
promise; and the affair in the gym should be attended by all.

But

let's

way

less

not forget the purpose. The weekend is a most painmoney from a group which is, for the most

of collecting

it. Forgetting for the moment the contests,
the activities, and even the dates, the first demand is that each
of us contribute!* The contribution should be made regardless of
these things rather than in the spirit of buying for a return.

part, not to free with

And

should be

it

made

thankfully.

"Let's

Speaks

Khan

ques-

ranging from how he hapto be in this country to his
work on the International Court of
Justice, at a coffee hour held at 11
a. in. on Thursday. In answer to
the first question, he said that he
was attending seminars at Columbia University. He then went on to
discuss the situation in Kashmir,
the formation of Pakistan, relations
between Pakistan and Afghanistan,
and relations between Pakiston and

tions

pened

Dial?

old timer told us last week that he could remember the
-days when he lived in Hyde Hall and could listen to WBOA thru
his fillings by holding on to the radiator. The radiators in Hyde

An

—

or should we call it
haven't changed since then, but WBOA
WBOR has. The radio station, initiated in 1949 by members
of the Class of 1924 at their twenty-fifth reunion, has been expanding and expanding. There have been rumors that the sta-

—

now audible

tion is

in the dormitories.

And when

it isn't,

as

it

wasn't to several of our readers last fall, the station promptly
checks with the complaining parties and irons out the difficulties. The station has recently added the equipment necessary
to send on FM frequency (a member of the staff told us that FM
waves are flat) at the rough cost of $2,000.09. The FM apparatus
has been tested by the student technicians, and is apparently in
fine order. All it awaits, as we understand, is an OK from the
governmental agency in charge of issuing such OK's.

"The

first big step,"

we

reported the issue before last, "was

a complete remodeling job of the studios and the control room."
A new antenna is being set up on the Moulton Union roof. The
next big step will be to charge the fraternities $20.00 each so that
they will be able to listen to the new FM programs. No more
ear-straining trying to listen to the outmoded old AM frequency
(whose beams, we are told, follow the earth's curvature). No
one should have an excuse for listening to the Boston and New

York

stations.

Each of us has spent roughly $1.70 for the privilege of listeriing to the College radio station this year. It will be good to take
advantage of this. More than half the College, living in fraternity houses or off-campus rooms, have been missing the opporbe too happy about paying more
transmitters, whether they will be sold to us on a

tunity.

Bnt many of us

for the

FM

will not

645 on our dial certainly has a great crowd of students parin fact it has been said that there are more people
ticipating

—

participating than there are enjoying the results produced thereby. We would feel it our duty to suppress this ugly slur if we
diligent in hunting down facts to refute it. But, if
the slur turned out to be accurate, we would be a bit more cautious about losing more money to the voice of the college. Not
equipment, the station has
including the expenses of the new
already spent about ninety-five cents for each undergraduate.
The rest of the $1,290.00 blanket tax grant plus the $110.00 spe-

were more

FM

cial

grant

is

yet to come.

Perhaps we are just trying to put off fate, but it seems to us
there
it would be preferable to burn the money already
before scouting for more.

that

thereafter,

Shortly

at least partially

street,

the

police

"stormed" Baker House, yanking
out by the heels those

who

desper-

ately tried to crawl inside to safety.
paddy wagBy 1:35 Baker House was subdued
ons pulled into
to at least temporary quiet.
Twenty minutes later a bonfire
and shouts signaled a new rallying
was late on Sat- point on the East Campus. Assemurday night,
blage was quick, and hundreds
March 2; the students were milling started to march down Cambridge's
around the streets and grounds and Memorial Drive
to Baker House.
others were peering out from the
Perhaps they were whistling "Yanconfines of Baker and Burton dorkee Doodle," but it couldn't be dismitories.
tinguished above the roar of conOn Friday it was a mere "orderly fusion. Traffic was stopped as gasodemonstration" to show the wide- line fires appeared intermittantly
spread discontent over food, rent, along the street. This was at 2:30
and other things having to do with a. m. Ten minutes later the police
But Saturday arrived, a little slower than the
student housing.
night, starting about 11:30, a small time before.
crowd formed in front of Baker
At 2:50 the first arrest was made.
House and the near-by residence of In retaliation the students on the
Dean Fassett's. Picket posters soon terrace of Baker bombarded the arappeared above the crowd, indi- resting officer with ice, bottles,
cating their "cause" with such and snowballs. The police were

of

Memorial Drive,
Cambridge. 1

"LOWER RENT."

momentarily driven back,

but a

A plainclothesman then sent a
warning through the crowd to the
effect that the doors to the dormitories would be locked in five minmade as the mob grew more bellig- utes and that anyone still outside
erent.
would be arrested. A few students
Then at one o'clock seven paddy wandered inside, probably from
wagons appeared on the scene and fatigue.
proceeded to pick up innocent and
(Continued on page 7)
bringing

to a stop

moving

traffic.

the already slowless than five

In

7jo TJhe^e
by
So

Gara

GEORGE SMART

many

arti-

away from

the

cameras on some

cles are writ- South Sea island, and an endless
ten concerning number of botched-up presentations
the approaching to insignificant people, but after a

question

the International Court of Justice.
Sir Zafrulla replied that the Court

Academy

few decisions such as the one a few

Awards on

years

March

Grace Kelley instead of the more
deserving Judy Garland, by a lack
of intelligence on the part of the

I

that

27,

seriously won-

can act only as an advisory board,

ago to give the award to

der if any furand that only the Security Council
ther comments Academy of Motion Picture Arts
can enforce the decisions of the
on the subject and Sciences. But despite all these
Court. As an example, he cited a are worth the time and space; yet, glaring drawbacks, Oscar night
case in which Great Britain was considering the obvious fact that still holds a glamorous appeal for
awarded damages against Albania, Bowdoin with its palacial movie the millions of American moviebnt was unable to collect because palace known as the Cumberland goers. It's always fun to speculate.
of a veto in the Security Council.
(the only place in the world where
Looking over the film year as a
The hour ended with Sir Zafrul- the newest and biggest screen pro- whole, it seems to me that 1956
la's telling an anecdote about a ductions are shown in minema- saw a goodly number of very fine
journey made with an American scope) right down the street and its motion pictures some of them
which had begun at night. When close neighbors in Bath and Port' truly outstanding. The trend of
the American saw him next morn- land, is primarily a "flick" col- .longer pictures went to excess in

—

in daylight, he said, "Why lege during the week. I shall stick
you're just like I am." Then Sir my neck out once again.
Zafrulla turned to the group and
The "Oscar" presentations, as
remarked, "And so I will say the every TV owner knows are pretty
same to you. All of you are just much of a farce. The program is
like I am."
not only plagued by a lot of discommercials,
tiresome
gusting

ing

certain instances

(War and Peace)

but

generally the "long ones"
turned out to be altogether worthwhile. From the acting stand-point,
there were not a great many superlative performances, yet the
few that did rate such an adjective
switches from Hollywood to New were of almost equal calibre
York, the disappointment of hav making the competition in the coving a majority of the winners far
(Continued on page 7)

—

ROTC

Sends Group

To Train At Devens

The

Orient Staff

Editor-in-Chief

— P.

. .

F. Gass.

The Bowdoin R. O. T. C. departManaging Editors
Roger Howell, Jr., Paul Z. Lewis.
ment is sending a group of students
Neil Cooper.
Sports Editor
to Fort Devens. This is the work
Editorial Staff: Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editors
Raymond Babi-

—

—

—

of the R. O. T. C. orientation de-

reduced basis or not.

the

dents as a fleet

was then raised
about the number of failures of nations to comply with the rulings of
The

stu-

cleared

minutes the police and fire trucks
arrived. No immediate arrests were

At Thursday Conf
Khan answered

MIT

of the

alike.

when they had

Within forty-five minutes the lone patrolman saw his chance for
crowd had formed into a mob of glory and charged the angry stuhundreds. And then. someone lit a dents. He managed to take two of
stream of gas across the street, them into custody.

Inf ormally

Sir Zafrulla

go

was

the rallying cry

signs as

Sir Zafrulla

all

jail!"

to

India.

645 On Whose

Ivy Curtain
tb*
BRIAR FOSTER

Bebii?cl

the Editor:

In two weeks the varsity baseProfessor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, H. Edward Born, ball team will be heading south to
N. J. and Viriginia for a week of
Harry Carpenter, Peter F. Gass
pre-season games. This is the first
year « Bowdoin team has made
such a trip.
First Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia Press Association.
First Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.
I should like to take this oppor-

MADISON AVENUE

1957

No. 23

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

420

12,

neau, William Beckett, Walter Gans, Ronald O'Neal, Carl Olsson.
partment. Previously they sent a
News Editors— Roland O'Neal, David Messer.
few boys to West Point. The boys
Assistant News Editor
Paul Satre.
going to Fort Devens will have
Feature Writers
William G. L. Foster, Ben G. M. Priest, George
much the same program that the
Smart.
visitors to West Point did. They
News Staff
Peter Anastas, John Brightman, Ray Babineau, Ken
will accompany an officer on his
Carpenter, John Carter, Robert Gustafson, John Moses, Norm
duties, live in the officers quarters,
Levy, Carf Olsson, Tom Lindsay, Skelton Williams, Morgan
and eat in the officers' mess hall.
LaMarsh, Peter Dawley, Lance Lee, Nick Kostis
The purpose of the trip is to acPhotographers
Mike Rodgers, Nelson Hicks.
quaint the students with the norSports Staff
Ed Bean, Dave Belknap, Mike Brown, Rick Forman,
mal life of a junior officer.
Steve Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradis, Sid Slobedkin, Al

—

—

—

—
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Sen.Sparkman Speaks Toft Gv";JW
Conference At Dartmouth
by

Senator Sparkman of Alabama, peoples .of foreign nations, but we
one of the featured speakers at the must cast our "economic bread"
Darmouth Political Affairs Confer- upon the foreign "waters." He also
ence, held March 8th and 9th, spoke stated that to date, in his mind,
on the Democratic Viewpoint of the the Marshall Plan has best proUnited States Foreign Policy of vided the means by which the coun1946 to 1952. He began his address tries of the free world may be led
by stating what he called the ma- back down the road of recovery.

Dartmouth

By

day and that Republican foreign
policy has either continued this
"maintainment" arose. policy or has set on a calculated,
In contrast to former Republican but dangerous course of drifting
isolationism this doctrine led to a and inaction as shown by the Midthis the doctrine of "containment,"

College

better,

Last Tuesday President Coles series of contests in Persia, Greece,
gave a talk in chapel entitled, "The Turkey, Berlin, Yugoslavia, Italy,
Student Bowdoin Seeks."
and especially in Korea in which
He opened by noting the initial the rising specter of Communism
task of creating interest among the was brought to a standstill. He at-

He

then consid- tributed the defeat of Marshall's
ered the requirements for admis- mission in China to unsurmountThe creation of
sion.
able difficulties.
"The ability to perform the in- NATO and the strengthening of the
ablest candidates.

the Democratic The third point is the fact that the
World Peace. World Russian Leadership, with its an- tellectual tasks of the program is UN were remarkable successes on
organizational field.
Peace must be achieved, said the nounced aim of World Communism, the first requirement," the Presi- the
dent observed: He pointed out that
The second assumption that "ecoSenator, but not at the cost of the accounts for the stumbling block
free world
Listing four supple- in negotiations which the U. N. are the student learns "historic facts, nomic conditions in the
individual.
Marmentary assumptions, the Senator trying to complete daily. He ob- perspective, humanistic ethics, and must be improved" led to the
the faculty of making value judge- shall Plan for Western Europe and
put forth as his first point the fact served at the same time that there
and
economic
astechnical
ments
from
the
curriculum."
the
Soviet
armor."
crack
in
the
was
"a
nations
and base point that free
In considering the students' ad- sistances for less developed counmust remain free. In this, he quot- This crack is the dissatisfaction of
tries inside and outside of the UN.
ed the "Policy of Containment" the Russian people. While this mission, such factors as second
"greatest move for
which he remarked that he would crack cannot be mended, the Rus- ary school, the Scholastic Aptitude It was the
sians have a strong enough and Test, and the secondary school rec- peace."
rather call a policy of maintainHe cited the "Soviet Russian
enough security system ord were cited. "The motivation of
ment (of free nations). He cited effective
so as to insure cooperation by the' the candidate needs be appraised," leadership as a major stumbling
the instances where the United
people through force and fear in the College chief executive con- bloc to peace" and that the system
States has triumphed in the execuRecommendations from of collective leadership of Stalin's
the advent of an all out war. As his tinued.
tion of the policy of kpeping free
fourth point, the Senator noted that alumni, friends, and principals play death has not decreased the danger
all the free nations: the triumph
for the West. His last assumption
while other factors played a defi- a role, also.
of the United Nations in the Irag"The
ideal
individual should be was that the "deterrent thermorole, the deciding factor which
Russian dispute, the success of the nate
independent in mind and thought," nuclear power weapons of the U. S.
Truman Doctrine in Greece and has deterred the Soviet from going
fact that the* United the President said. "The courage are a major asset to peace." In the
Turkey, the Berlin Airlift, and the to war is the
States has a enormous stockpile not to conform and the ability to same time it is absolutely necesgreatest test to date, that of the
of thermonuclear weapons. A fact mix are other desirable qualities," sary to work together with the UN.
conflict in Korea. Secondly, the
which we cannot ignore is that he concluded. The need for divers- [His line of reasoning was that the
Senator noted that the economic
"Violence is sometimes the only ity of interests and for students of basic assumptions of the Truman
conditions of the free countries
Administration are still % valid to(continued on page 7)
the United
must be improved if they are to road to peace." But
convincremain as free countries. We must States was concerned in
ing the Soviet that in the event of
not, he said hold our own economic
(continued on page 7)
success up before the eyes of the
jor*

promise

of

party, that of

i

|

A

Khan On Universe

.

.

Conf.

(continued from page one)

Student

or,

{Sought

Carter

J. C.

On Type Of

dle East crisis.

The second major speaker, rewas John

placing Senator Cooper,

Sloan Dickey,

President of Dart-

mouth College. President Dickey
had been formerly connected with
the
State
Department. He developed the idea of "collective security"

which has brought a whole

new concept

in foreign policy

on

The present intercommunity of nations,
however fragile it is and however
the deterrent power of two super
powers has brought an ultimate
a global scale.

national

to civilization, cannot be
maintained without the U. N.
"Forces being in focus" erbher
through regional defence pact arrangements or through an international police force and the "moral
force of world opinion" are the
two elements of hope which may
bring us to an age in which .a true
world government and totalmational disarmament may take place.

threat

The hundred delegates from most
New England Colleges and

of the

Universities debated specific prob-

lems related to the general topic
in six panels. Together with a banquet and receptions and cocktail
parties

was

a

and informal gatherings it
very stimulating conference.

Campus-to-Career Case History

.

they feel, prevents the full life.
(continued from page one)
"Indeed it seeks to promote moral
that the Universe is subserviant to
man to be used for bis fullest de- and spiritual evolution through
Through the proper use control 'of natural desires and in-

velopment.

man will receive
but misuse leads to
chastisement. According to the Koran each one of us should, within
the limits imposed upon us, become
a manifestation of God's attributes.
We are the stewards of God and
the whole of creation has been designed to promote mans righteous

of God's bounties

abundance,

stincts." It does not

condemn any
them

of the latter but tries to use
for beneficient actions.

Islam insist that one be sincere in
purpose and righteous strivings and
these must be carried out in joint
efforts of a group. This does not
nullify personal action but places
emphasis on divine action being
done as a common striving. Islam
life, and is at his service.
Then speaking on God's universal also does not hold that man will
law, Mr. Khan said that these laws need wait for the next life to rewere made by God and are un- ceive his reward. Through following
changing and unbreakable so as to the tenets of the faith one can so
prevent conflict. Man must persue raise his life as to achieve happia study of these laws in order to ness. It refuses to accept the docfoster his own development as well trine of original sin since God has
as that of his fellow beings. This created the world expressly for the
study can well be carried out in betterment of man. God is a God
study of the Koran, the divine reve- of love and mercy and through his
mercy evil in man may be forgiven.
lation.
Islam teaches that good is positive and multiplies itself. It overby comes evil which is negative. Good
various religions which believe they is constantly multiplied and evil
have the whole of God's word. Rev- is constantly n ullify and in the
elation is a continual process which end destroyed.
may be maintained through com- In closing Mr. Khan said he
munion with the divinity.
hoped that these comments would

Going further into the idea of

revelation, he said that this process

never ends as

is

often claimed

Islam insists that
right

action

man

carry on help in the understanding which
living we must all develop for each other.
He hoped that the brief outline of
faith which he gave might become
the starting place for his listeners
further study into the Islamic re-

and righteous

with respect to oneself and bis fellow beings. The faith exhorts one
to live in the "fullness of life." For
this reason Mohammedans do not
believe in monasticism since this,

ligion.

Leader of an exploration
Owen Williams leads a team of research and development specialists at
Bell Telephone Laboratories. His is one
of many teams set up at the Labs to explore the frontiers of electronics and communications. In the picture above,

Owen

discusses modulation problems

(right)

in electron tubes with Robert Leopold,
M.S., Electrical Engineering, University

of Michigan, 1949.

Publications Are

We

Our Business!

Owen

himself

is thirty-one,

and

B.E.E. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Inof '49. He joined the Labs
upon graduation, and was assigned to
communications development training —

from schools

concerning Publication Problems

the equivalent of a two-year postgraduate
.

...

course

in

communications. Mixed with

his classes were various assignments in

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING

CO.

Lab, the switching and wave
departments, and work on transmis-

and coaxial

Maine

System

and rewarding careers

gineers, both systems analysts, and four
technical assistants. Their current job is
exploratory development of submarine
cable systems, looking towards great new
transoceanic communications links.

Owen
scientists

cipal

»•

M

responsibilities

include those of

leadership. The work of improving telephone service in the Beli System is
guided, and decisions are made, by men

who understand

the

problems involved

at first hand.

in the Bell

— at Bell Telephone Laboratories, in

Bell

f

Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer
give you more information about career opportunities in all Bell

«

one of many engineers and
in the Bell System whose prin-

is

Telephone Companies, Western Eleetrie and

PRINTERS OF THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

cables.

Owen was promoted to superHe works with two electrical en-

In 1954
visor.

Many young men like Owen Williams are finding
interesting

Freeport,

Chem

sion systems

a

stitute, class

invite inquiries

the

filter

System companies.
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Dr. Alfred Heidenreich of London, a priest of the Christian Community, spoke in chapel this morning under the auspices of the In-

New Desk
The

Forum.

terfaith

library

be abandoned
stead a

||aye

summer and

of

desk

State

the

will

be

main hallway as part

the continuing library renova-

program, according to Mr,
Kenneth Boyer, librarian.
The change to be made this sum-

Exams To Be Given
Examinations for

in-

new enlarged combination

built in the

tion

of

mer

Maine Scholarships at Bowdoin
College will be given on Monday,

will

consist of replacing the

delivery desk in the main enHubert S. Shaw, Di- trance hall with a u-shaped charging desk. This innovation will neBowdoin
at
Admissions
rector of
cissitate the removal of the gate
has announced. This will be the

March

18,

leading to the stacks as well as the
28th annual competition for these
present circulation desk. The new
scholarships, which are among the

major awards

to students entering

College. Examination centers
will be in Bangor, Brunswick, Do-

the

yer-Foxcroft, Ellsworth, Fryeburg,

Presque

Isle,

Rockland, Rumford,

Sanford, and Skowhegan.
In announcing the examination
date, Mr. Shaw said, "The amount
of each State of Maine Scholarship
will depend upon the relative de-

gree of financial aid necessary for
each recipient. Although the scholarships are for one year only, comparable financial aid car. be expected in the upperclass years by
those who maintain good grades
and demonstrate continuing need
for financial assistance.

"In addition

the

as

ability

such evidence of
examination af-

to

fords," Mr.

Shaw

continued, "The

.

of

this

set-up

knowing that he

reserve desk will

this

.

as

well

as

be able to
take his family over on the same
boat. The way the gyroscope division works is that it is hooked up
with a division in Germany and
than is put on a rotation plan with
it. Hence, once every three years
the one replaces the other.
A pentomic division, which is
also what Captain Stockton is assigned to, is a new organizational
concept in the army. This new
concept will ultimately replace the
old type of division. What happens
is that in a division there is a reduction of personnel with an increase of fire and atomic power.

(continued from page 1)

Other houses' booths have not been

will

100 per cent sale of the weekend
tickets.

the school and in the community."
Applicants for the State of Maine
awards are eligible for many other
-

scholarships at Bowdoin, including
the John Johnston Scholarship, the
Scholarship,

the

Union Carbide Scholarship,
General Motors Scholarship,

the

U.

Adriel

Bird

Mary Decrow Dana
and

the

In

the

Scholarship,

Alumni Fund Scholarships.

addition,

Eaton,

the

Moore,

Leighton and Stetson Scholarships

are available to boys from Washington, Hancock, Knox, and Lin-

(if

,

dis-

regarded) will commence with the
All -Star vs Frosh hockey game
scheduled for Friday afternoon.
Following this will be the long
awaited jazz festival fh eluding the
ever-present Meddies, the Augmented Seven of Yale, and the

Dukes

of Dixies.

select

their

The Meddies

contributions

will

in

the

line of jazz alone, while the Aug-

mented seven

In

almost

all,

boys in Bow-

fifty

doin's next entering class of about
200 will receive scholarship aid

amounting to nearly

$40,000.

Skowhegan School
Exhibits Art

.

Here

A

traveling exhibition of sixtyfive prize-winning paintings and
sculptures from the Skowhegan

camp

The trip down
Six new one-man study tables
quickly because of the
one circular was made
The men decided
and the two rectangular tables now good conditions.
make the descent to the car at
in the periodical room in the base- to
afternoon. They waded
same
the
ment. He hopes also, if technical
through the snow around their car
difficulties can be overcome, to put
7:30 and started for Bangor.
in florescent lights in both the stu- at
Life on the mountain was scarce.
dents' reading room on the second
saw several partridges and
floor and in the periodical room in They
a ranger, whom they met at Chimthe basement.
ney Pond. Three men from Millinocket climbed the peak the same
to the

base

will also replace the

Bugle

i

(continued from page one)

m. The Bangor Daily News

p.

later

the addition of the long-sought- erroneously accredited the second
School of Painting and Sculpture is
after office now in Rhodes Hall, party as being the first to reach
currently on display at the Walker

and from the efforts of the photo- the peak this year.
Art Building. The
graphic and art staffs.
tinue through March 25.
Hillman said that the book can BEAM TO LECTURE
Lloyd Goodrich, Associate Direc(continued from page one)
be expected by Ivy Weekend in
Museum
of
Whitney
tor of the
May,
"if there are no technical liam Rockhill Nelson Gallery of
American Art, wrote recently,
problems." The editor expressed Art in Kansas City, Mo., and with
"Amid the bewildering variety of
his appreciation for "the campus the Kansas City Art Institute.
art schools today, the Skowhegan
During the past month the Sowide co-operation that we have reSchool retains a unique character.
ceived this year. It has made the ciety has sponsored a series of
This character derives from its najob much easier and more enjoy- films about Scotland. Additional
tural setting, the old Maine farm of
lectures are planned this spring.
able."
founder, Willard Cummings;
its
exhibit will con-

from
of

its

artists

common

united by

and above

licfs;

all

=====9

small group

origin in a

be-

from the fact

Brunswick Coal

mental importance of study from

FUEL

-

nature ... as distinct from the
current emphasis on abstraction,
or at the other extreme, from routine academicism."
The exhibit is made up of items

required as purchase prizes at the
of

The
,<*'

'

shown
ed

has

already

at Colby. It will

at the Portland

be

been

display-

Museum

of Art

April 1 through April 25, and
at Bradford Junior College in Massachusetts from April 29 through

from

May

16.

Brunswick
IS

FULL OF LIFE
JUDY HOLLIDAY
RICHARD CONTfi'
also

Short Subject!
Wed., Thurs.
Mar; 19-14
with

HENRY FONDA
VERA MILES
also

News

— DAYS — n

ROCK HUDSON
Prices This

be employed

will

creating the

in

Four WiD Debate
Four Bowdoin College undergraduates will take part in the Maine
Intercollegiate

Novice
Debate
Meeting at Colby College in Wateron Monday, March 11. They
are James M. Blake, Steven J.
Bunker, Robert E. Meehan, and
Peter S. Smith.
Meehan and Blake will make up
the affirmative team, while the
negative will be upheld by Bunker
and Smith. The question for debate is: "Resolved, that the United
ville

States

should

discontinue

direct

economic aid to foreign countries."
At the Boston University Tournament last weekend the Bowdoin
team split even in its six matches.
They won from Columbia, Johns
Hopkins, and Wilkes College, and
ost to Princeton, Pennsylvania, and
West Point.
Last weekend Bowdoin was host
to Maine, Colby and Bates in the
Maine
Interscholastic
Forensic
Festival.

Miller's

Marauders

To Present ROTC
On Monday,

March

18,

Play
Herb

Marauders will present
"The Trial by Moot Court of PriMiller's

vate Millions" at Pickard Theater.
This is part of the instructional period of Military Science 42. The
trial will be held using the judicial

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI

3-2541

Mar. 12

TEA HOUSE OF THE
AUGUST MOON
MARLON BRANDO
GLEN FORD
Wed., Thurs.

Mar. 13-14

Engagement

Shirt Service
9-3431

Brunswick, Maine

FrL, Sat.

Mar. 15-16

MATDNEE
Adults

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY SERVICE
DIAL PA

a large part
entertainment. It
assured that the usual originality

LUST FOR LIFE
KIRK DOUGLAS

25c
50c

EVENINGS

Corner Maine and School Streets

is

weekend pas-

feature

will

Campus Chest

Short Subjects

Fit, Sat., Sun., Mon., Ties!
Mar. 15-1647-18-19

Child

One Day

times
of

<

THE WRONG MAN

GIRL

HE LEFT BEHIND

NATALIE WOOD
TAB HUNTER

Under 12

25c
90c
NOTE:—Owing to length of
picture there will be only
one evening show starting at
7 :00 P. M.
Wed., Thurs.
Mar. 20-21
Adults

J

and

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

Brunswick, Maine

FREE PICK-UP

the college's favorite

Tues.
.'•

Child Under 12

each summer.
exhibit

THEATRE
Tues.

GIANT

Lumber Co.

BUILDING SUPPLIES

from the Skowhegan School's permanent collection of student works

end

&

a slide projector, 2 bolts

CUMBERLAND

5

that it is a school with a definite
viewpoint. This viewpoint might be
summed up at a belief in the funda-

set,

A. T. O.'s beer cans (before or after not stated, or whether or not method of the army. Every thing
this includes bottles), or engage in wQl be in accordance with army
some form of campus sin involving regulations, except that it will be
getting certain tennis balls into on stage rather than in court. Its
certain holes at the Zete booth. purpose will be to give students
The Bowdoin wives are opening an idea of what a general army
shop with "The Bird Cage Game." court martial is like.

afternoon, reaching the top at 4:05

.

TV

sweaters (sizes to be announced) will go to a select group
as well as many additional prizes.
Time will undoubtedly be found
to hold various other things and
six girls'

be a calypso usual original diversions.
are calculated to

Katahdin

bles.

a

of suit material, Benoit's suit,

will

ALL

gathering.

This increases the mobility while present a wide variety of contrast
charging desk will be about two it decreases the cost. This is ob- with the past week's academic
efand a half feet from the wall and viously advantageous. Since the di- forts.
have an open end toward the pres- vision at Fort Benning is one of
Saturday's diversion will start
ent author-title catalogue.
the first to be organized this way, off with the South Sea Pool Party
Shelves to hold books on closed Captain Stockton is pleased to be
where it is rumored that real palm
reserve will be put in where the assigned to it. In a few years altrees will make their debut on
present author-title catalogue is. A most all the divisions will be orthe campus.
Possibly the best
new author-title catalogue will be ganized this way, and in a few
method of dispelling this one will
established where the old exhibition years event the Bowdoin R. O. T.
be to go and observe the phenomcases are.
C. students instructions will be ena along with the Orient staff.
Since the new charging desk based on it.
Those with aquatic aversions will
will handle books reserved for use
find drier entertainment showing
in connection with college courses
in the- Smith Auditorium in the
. .
as well as those for outside circu"Young Man With A Horn" at 1:30
(continued from page one)
lation, the charging desk in the
and
the snow had and 3:30. As far as we know the
windy,
clear
and
main reading room will be abanpool entrance will be closed off
doned for the time being. This will stopped falling. The night's fall
They left and dressing rooms will be avail
reduce the noise in the general made the walking good.
Sud- able in the gymnasium.
reading room, a problem for some for the peak at 9:30 a. m. The
That evening a Bradford continder Trail was chosen as the ascent
time now.
itself was weak, gent in conjunction with the Glee
Eventually the charging desk in route. The saddle,
with
an
icy crust. It extended ap- Club will perform in the Pickard
*
the general reading room will be
at Theater at 7:00.
removed to make way for more proximately 350 yards upward
Careful planning has eliminated
an angle of seventy-five degrees.
tables and chairs. The cost for all
shoes were exchanged possibility of duplication in the
snow
The
these changes, which will also inbooths this year due to a commitcrampons.
clude new floresceht lighting for for
After the slow climb up the sad- tee made up of Dave Peirez and
the main hallway of the library, is
dle, the men reached the plateau Neil Cooper. The booths will again
estimated at ten thousand dollars.
covered between one be in the cage, starting at 9:00
This has been appropriated by the above. It was
and three feet of snow, much of and ending at 12:30. Roughly the'
administration.
themes of some houses will be:
off by the stormy wind.
Mr. Boyer stated that in addition it blown
The weather at the top was mis- A. D., putting green; Deke, rope
to this special project - several
the new clouds. The wind ladder; the Delta Sigs, a polaroid
other transformations are to be ty, due to
temperature camera, with the Psi U.'s tossing
made in the library. As soon as the was strong and the
the mist would ping pong balls in a barrel. The
arrives,
material
the
one-man near zero. At times,
sun would light up Kappa Sigs are bent on wreckage,
study tables which belong to the clear and the
beautiful cloud formations about breaking plates with the aid of
stacks but which are presently in the
feet below them. The men baseballs, while all are invited at
the periodical room, will be re- 1,000
sight alone made the last to throw pies at various A. R.
placed by new one-man study ta- said that this
U.'s. You are invited to, crush the
trip worthwhile.

coln counties respectively.

announced to date.
The raffle drawing will be held
cage at 11:30. Such loot as

in the

The weekend's activities
Thursday night revelries are

1

State of Maine Scholarship Committee will take into consideration
for its final decisions the entire
records of the candidates, both in

1957

Campus Chest

(continued from page one)

cause

Next Fall

circulation-reserve

Maine Scholarships

Stockton

12,

ii'
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Hcidenreich Speaks

DEATH OF A
SCOUNDREL
GEORGE SANDERS
YVONNE DECARLO

Co-Hit

THE WHITE SQUAW
Bun., Mon., Tues.

Mar. 17-18-19

THE RAIN MAKER
BURT LANCASTER
KATHARINE HEPBURN

TUESDAY, MARCH

IBB BOlfDOIN ORIENT
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A.D/s Sweep

Interf raternity

Herrick Pace A. D. Trackmen
Win At Hyde Athletic Cage

And

Eaton

To An

Easy

PAGE'fWE

m«v 'Pttiin l-\ni4-n*> knnum no
ing, Titus, better known as a weight
The AD's carried off the SiUa
thrower, cleared 5 feet 11 inches,
Championship trophy at the 35th
best jump by a Bowdoin man this
meet
track
raternity
Interf
annual
year.
last Friday night. The AD's were
Dave Young of Delta Sig shot
led by Dwight Eaton and John
to the lead with a 64 second first
of
scorer
high
was
Eaton
Herri**.
quarter in the mile and stayed
5
the n.eet, earning 21 V4 points in
tLore to out-leg Bob Packard of
His winning broad jump
event

On To

Track Meet

Dixie

•

.

was o

inch

lly V*

Eaton

ord.

meet

rec-

presented

the

off the

was

TD

in 4:29, a

new

The

Bowdoin College varsity
team is holding daily
workouts in the cage in preparation
baseball

for its five-game southern trip during the spring recess in March.

Cpach Danny MacFayden has a
squad

of

personal record thern

for Young.

eleven of
Included are

twenty-five,

sophomores.

four catchers, eight pitchers,

six

The closest finish of the meet infielders, and seven outfielders.
Jack Ik'agee Trophy by Mr. Magee was seen in the 2 mile run, of all
There are nine lettermen available
for the most outstanding performevents. Basketballer Tom McGov- plus four men who won varsity
ance of the meet.
ern of Kappa Sig came from IS numerals last spring.
Coach Sabasteanski presented yards back in the final laps to
The four catchers on the roster
varsity Captain John Herrick with edge True Miller of Sigma Mu by
are lettermen Mike Coster and
the Hutchinson Trophy, which is inches in a red hot battle for secBrud Stover, sophomore Tony Bergiven each year to the varsity ond place.
landi and Pete Hasting who won
trackman who, in the opinion of
The AD's No. 1 team took the retheir numerals a year ago. Stover
his teammates, the coach, and the lay cup in a very disappointing
Dean represents the highest stan- race. The T. D.'s we're forced to may play third base or first base,
dards of character and sportsman- withdrawn when Larry Wilkins depending upon how the infield
shapes up.
ship. Herrick, who recently recov- sprained his ankle. The Betas were
ered from an attack of measles, eliminated on the ,first leg when
Captain Dick Greene and Tom
won th<5 440 and the 880. This was Steve Loebs took a bad spill on a Fraser, both right handers, are
Herricks' 4th consecutive victory corner. The Delta Sigs' second man the two returning lettermen among
in the Interfraternity 880.
had a pulled muscle and could the pitchers. Ron Desjardin won
Roger Titus of Sigma Nu was a only lope around his 2 laps, which his numerals last year as did Mardark horse winner in the high all added up to a disappointing ty Roop. Four sophomores comjump. Using a new style of jump- windup to a very good, close meet. plete the staff. They are Dick Willey, Ron Woods, Al Gill, and Phil
Luis Weil, ace freestylers, George Rose.
Willey and Rose are southMarks, Entin,
Frosh Set
who carried the White's div- paws, the other six

New

right handers.

Have Unbeaten Season

ing hopes on his shoulders, Charles
If Stover catches, the infield may
Bowdoin's only undefeated fresh- Mylander with his. keen breastits swimmers, set 10 stroke work, Bob Parker, a medley be pretty much composed of sophrecords in the course of annexing relay specialist, and manager Dick omores. The second-year candithis
dates
tie
include Fred Hall at second,
one
and
seven victories
Balboni.
Dick Powers at first, Macy Rosenseason.
thal at shortstop, and Bren TeelThings got off to a fast start as
Juniors; ing at third. Bob Martin, a second
the college lads slew Brunswick Seniors
baseman, won his letter last spring,
High School's Dragons, 46-31. Tnen
while Bob Thompson won his nucame that infamous Portland Sophs,
merals as a first baseman.
meet. Bowdoin didn't enter the
Last Tuesday and Wednesday the
school
high
first relay, but the
Four lettermen return in the outthird interclass basketball tourney
mermen were disqualified. The
field. They are Mike Curtiss, Will
was held at Sargent Gymnasium.
/Polar Bears held a seven point
In the first game Brud Stover and Linscott, Bob Shepard, and Bill
but
relay,
200
the
into
lead going
Buzzy Burrowes led the class of Vieser. Junior Pete Relic and
they too found themselves dis'58 to an easy 66-56 win over the sophomores Pete Papazoglou and
qualified and the meet ended in a
frosh. Stover and Bob Swenson of Hal Parmelee complete the outfield

man team,

Edge

Freshmen Bow

35-35 tie.

tallied 23 apiece while
next took on the Deer- the frosh
Burrowes was specializing on a
at Portland. The Rams
"bomb* away*' set and a soft jump
bulldozed 39-38 as George
shot, scoring 17 for Coach Ernie
Downey set a new Deerlng Pool
Belfortl's five.
record in the 200 freesyle of 2:05.6.
The other semi-final game found
The trick was duplicated when the
64-50
three watches on Henshaw were the seniors pounding out a
frozen at the 18.5 mark after the win over the stubborn sophomores,
40-yard freestyle, Henshaw's mark who were coached by last year's

The

ing

candidates.

J. V.'s

Rams

were

The Polar Bears
during

will

head south

vacation

spring

for

five

games, beginning with FairleighDicldnson

N.

J.,

face

College

on March
the

26.

in

Rutherford,

On

the 27th they

Quartermaster Training

Command Team
On

at Fort Lee, Va.
the 28th and 29th their opposi-

Pictured above

is

Bob Smith, No. 3, dropping one into the hoop
game. The freshmen boopsters had a
this year and will bolster the varsity next

in the Bowdoin- Maine frosh

very successful season
season.

Watertown Trackmen Emerge Victorious
In

High School Meet At Hyde Cage

Over 300 tracksters from high the only performer
and prep schools packed the cage
last Saturday for the mammoth
forty-first annual Bowdoin Inter*
scholastic Track Meet. After six
hours of action, Watertown, Mass.,

record.

emerged victorious in the high
school division with 20 V4 points,
while Exeter racked in the prep
school meet with 48 V4 points, more
than three times as many points as
runner-up Tabor.

times.

all the

more remarkable since

new Bowdoin

College rec-

The Bowdoin varsity

skiing

Hebron

fore the

Downey swam

the 100 free in 53.5 Interfraternity All-Stars.

and Riley the 100 breaststroke in
1:10.8 as two more records toppled.
In the final meet of the season,
.Brunswick High School fell behind
the

torpedoeing

frosh

and

an-

nexed a 41-36 loss. But the relay
team had one more record to shatter—the 400 freestyle relay. It was
smashed on Feb. 22 in 3:41.3.Other frosh swimmers who were

The

new -the Arrow
Windshield Jacket

Windproof, water repellent—-and good looking. That**

Arrow's all-new Windshield jacket styled

All-

Stars paced Dick Brown, who got
nineteen first half points, lost their
fourteen point halftime lead, and
at the end of regulation time the

score was 77 all. The varsity ended up 85-81 winners as Jack Eaton
and Charley Sawyer tossed in the

checks, stripes

and

solid colors.

in tattersall

Bi-Swing action

and
back gives freedom of movement. Elastic waist
adjustable cuff and collar tabs for changeable spring
weather. "Sanforized-labelled" cotton fabric, $12.95.

clinching baskets.

Another event of interest should
be the hockey game between the
noteworthy during this fabulous Bowdoin Frosh and the Interfrat
season include: Hardy Ellis and All-Stars this Friday.

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

ARROW

We deliver to the Students
BEER

-

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Operated by Al Tobey, '60

HOT

CASUAL WEAR
POflfi
Call 5-2422

the 300 in

yet control

Deering High of Portland won
the cup for turning in the fastest
relay time by a Maine team with
a 2:12.3 effort.

team defeating Colby but

The sophs kept

Brand

break a meet

around the corners. He
slopped once, and ran far off the
pole, almost scraping the wall at

Future Prospects Bright For Ski Tesm
After Highly Successful '56-'57 Season

victorious '56 coach,

famous relay team of Hen- ternoon found the Seniors defeatshaw, Noel, Roach and Downey bad ing the Juniors in a close, orthodox
set a new 200-yard freestyle relay game, by 75-71. The Juniors feamark of 1:35.8. Edward Little was tured good shooting, especially by
submerged 44-33 and Cheverus fell Brud Stover, ,who scored 37 points,
and fast breaking, while the Senby the wayside 51-26.
When the JV natators cut the iors' rebounding was enough to
water for the second time against keep them in command throughHebron, this time away, Henshaw out.
Also last week a group of varsbroke the Academians 50-yard freestyle pool record with a neat 24.2. ity "red shirts" tangled with the

to

Edmunds ran
Edmunds can't

his velocity

Maiden's foursome of Parrish,
Dick Edmunds of Exeter, who
set a cage and national prep school Holbrook, Lloyd, and Lambert, had
record in a meet against the Bow- the fastest relay time of the meet
doin Frosh a few weeks ago, was with 2:09.3.

Ken Cooper. tion will be the U. S. Naval Amphi- has recently completed a fairly
close to the seniors bious Base squad at Little Creek, successful season. Its first meet,
it set a
two all the way, until the last five min- Va. Their final game is against the eastern sectionals, was rather
ord. The frosh left Deerlng
disheartening as the Polar Bears
other souvenirs that day, a pool utes when Tom Fraser collected Upsala College at East Orange,
finished fifth in a field of six
record of 1:22.1 by Carry Noel in most of his, sixteen points. The N. J., on March 30.
teams. However, with a little practhe 150 Medley Swim and Downey's seniors' superior board power paid
voluntarily tice, the skiing team seemed vastly
Bowdoin
undergrads
second Deering pool record, this off In the second half to break the
raised funds this winter to send improved, finishing second to Colhalftime deadlock of 28 all.
time the 100 freestyle.
the team on its southern trip.
by at Colby's winter carnival and
The finals played Wednesday afyielded 41-35, but not bewas

32.2.

i*4-

i

falling to

Maine

in the state championships.

The
bright,

outlook for next year is very

with

mostly

sophomores
the main-

and juniors returning as

stay of the tear... Thus, benefiting
from the experience gained this
year, the 1957-58 skiing team shows

great promise.

—

i
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sports

March

as

in inter-

of

Sunday,

Delta Sig

6-2

DKE

6-2

At this time, a complete Chi

3.

tabulation of last week's events is

not available.

3-4

,

3-5

T D

..

3-5

...

1-7

7-1

Kappa Sigma

6-2 Zete

Beta

»-2

A T

Delta Sig

6-2

Beta

A D

5-3

U

5-4

Sig

Independent

Sigmn Nu

1-8
0-9

..

Bowling

5-3

T D

...

25

A R U

4-4

A R U

25

Chi Psi

3-5

DKE

22

3-5

K

21

Psi

A T

..'

S

T D

2-6

Zete

1-7

Beta

D K E

0-8

A d

Psi

U

21
21
:

19

Delta Sig
Volleyball

Zete

A D
A R U
pBi u

7-1

Chi

7-1

A T

.'.....

..'

Frosh

18
11

Psi

Sigma

7-2

Plourde Sets Record;

8

Pictured above are Doug MacKinnon, No. 4, and Ron Desjardin, No. 11, two white defensemen, in
the Bowdoin-Northeastern hockey game. In the cage is Bob Fritz, Bowdoin goalie, in a fruitless attempt to block a goal. The Polar Bears had a rather trying season this year, finishing with a 3-13

Nu

Swimmers Shine

Arlington Arcadians To
Nat. US. AH. A. Playoffs

ber three slot in the 200 breast
Last weekend, the Bowdoin varsstroke with a 2:38.0.
ity moved down to the University
The fans went wild as they saw
of Connecticut for the New EngSwimming the first four freshman 400 yard
Intercollegiate
land
freestyle relay teams finish within
Championships.
four-tenths of a second of each
Bob Plourde set a new Brundage other. The Polar Bears streaked
The New England Senior AmaMemorial Pool record of 2:12.0 in in second in 3:43.5 to boost the teur Hockey Association playoffs
the 200 backstroke trials, Just .3 Bowdoin score to 19 points, good took place in the Bowdoin Arena
of a second off his N. E. record. enough for sixth place.
this weekend. The fans who attendIt was an excited and screaming
The White certainly has reason ed these events were treated to
win the to be proud of its New Englands' hockey on a semi-pro level; very
crowd that watched
finals in 2:14 flat.
delegation. They gave all they had different from college hockey.
The four teams involved in this
The relay, made up of Plourde, to uphold the proud Bowdoin swimArlington,
White, Collier, and Carpenter, took ming tradition, and was a sample tournament were the
Arcadians, The Water ville
third in the 400 Medley, with a of what Bowdoin can expect in the Mass.,
Bruins, the Rhode Island Scarlets,
4:13.6, and White secured the num- future from its swimming team.
and the Berlin, N. II., Maroons.
The opening game on Friday eve-

Mm

MARCHING FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

minutes to knot the count at 7 all.
The finals were held Saturday After this the Berliners scored
evening which saw the Berlin and three more times to the Bruins one
Waterville squads engage each making the final score 10-8.

sard tallied for Berlin.

game, and
In the championship game, the
Arlington matched against Rhode Arcadians showed their superiority
Island for the title.
over the Scarlets by taking a 5-1
The Maroons, who were highly decision. Neither team appeared,

other in the consolation

over the Maine team had at its best, probably because of
share of troubles squeeking their previous workouts.
out a 10-8 victory in a wide open
For Arlington Fred Vorderer ac-

rated
their

game.
counted for 2 goals while Henry
Although Waterville scored 3 Coup nailed the only Scarlet tally.
was between Rhode Island
times
in
the
first 8 minutes of play,
The winner of the tournament,
ville
Scarlets
with the'
and Water
The Maroons countered with 6 goals the- Arlington Arcadians, will be
nabbing a 6-3 decision.
The contest was characterized by in the first period. The second pe- invited to compete in the National
accurate shooting and excellent riod was comparatively quiet as USAHA playoffs in St. Paul, Minn.,
goal tending by R. I. goalie Dan each sextet scored only once. The on March 16th and 17th.
Panu who had 38 saves. Woodcock Maroons went into the third period
In one short year, thanks to the

ning

scored twice for the victors while with a 7-5 lead.
three Waterville goals were
The Bruins started off the third
McGlaughlin, period in blazing fashion putting
split among Vigue
and St. Onge.
2 shots by goalie Brady within 3
an
more
even
The second game,
exciting contest than the opening
tilt, was won by the Arlington Ar-

the

cadians 4-2. The Arcadians, who
previously met and were defeated

IT'S

new Arena, hockey has become one of the most
popular sports on the Bowdoin
campus.

institution of the

FOR REAL!

by Chester

A thousand curses on that slim,
Incendiary she

Who — calculating shrewdly my

STUDENT

Combustibility

Enflamed me with her eyes and
me burn so merrily

PATRONAGE

let

That when the

fire

MORAL) Where

there's fire— there's

was out she'd made

A perfect ash of me.

N

smoke. So pull yourself together,
chum, and put a flame to the end of
your Chesterfield King. Ah-h-h-h—
that feels better. Take comfort in

SOLICITED

that regal, royal length. Enjoy the
smoothest natural tobacco filter.
Savor the smoothest tasting smoke

today— packed more smoothly
by ACCU«RAYI

Bank

HO T
Ch«tt«rfUld Kins has Everything !

Uke your pUatur •
•$60 fan

of tie Federal Beserve System and
Meiaber of ts» Federal Dal— t Insurance Corporation

to

DmUJ. Butttmui, Holy Crom CcOtm.
— m umyfifw mMim-

hu CA«*r Fmld pomm.
$60 form* pMt iiajhrf

for

M saber

wkm > ejjeei

Hon.

f

Field

PS

by the U. S. Olympic team, combined smooth passing and a strong
defense for their victory. The four
Arlington goals were scored by Wilson, Kiniry, Voderer, and Dick
Smith, while Al Smith and Al Les-

First National

1957

4-3

Psi

Sigma Nu

Kappa

Basketball

12,

Standings

nterf paternity
Here are the standings

fraternity
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& Prof.

Vose
Index Child Labor Cases
K. Carpenter

Dr. Clement E. Vose, Associate 1 state's college students and young
Professor of Government at Bow- people to participate actively in
doin College, and Kenneth E. Car- political affairs.
Carpenter is a graduate of Girard
penter, a member of the junior
class, have completed organization College High School in Philadelof a set of manuscripts dealing with phia. A history major and a James
the Child Labor Amendment and Bowdoin Scholar, he is a member
labor cases in the Supreme Court of Delta Sigma fraternity and
maintained a straight "A" record
in the 1920's.
Professor Vose and Mr. Carpen- in his courses during the fall seter arranaged an indexing system mester. He entered the College as
for the papers and had* them micro- a Bowdoin Fathers' Association
filmed for their use at the Bowdoin Scholar and for the past two years
Library. The original papers have jhas been named a Charles Irwin
been placed for permanent keeping Travelli Scholar.
in the Library of Congress.
These papers of the National
Talks
Consumers' League contained im- Rev.
portant letters of Roscoe Pound,
Life"
Felix Frankfurter, Florence KelRev. Frederick Harold Thompson
ley, John R. Commons, Charles of the Woodfords Congregational
Beard, and other advocates of re- Church in Portland, began a vigor;
form.
ous chapel talk last Sunday after-

Thompson

On "Worthwhile

The project was aided by a grant noon by saying that everything in
from the Bowdoin College Faculty life that is worthwhile takes time
Research Fund, established by the to achieve.
Class of 1928 at its 25th reunion in
He went on to say that every1953. It is open to additions from thing in life is an examination, that
other classes as well as from out- those in life are no different from
side institutions or individuals.

Dr. Vose, a graduate of the University of Maine- in 1947, came to
Bowdoin in 1955. He is Director of
the Bureau for Research in Municipal Government as well as Associate Professor of Government. la
addition, he is Director of the
Maine Citizenship Clearing House
program, designed to encourage the

Dr. Barnard

On

To Speak

Civil Liberties

Dr. Ellsworth Barnard will be
the guest at the bi-weekly meeting
of the Interfaith Forum on Thursday night at 8:15 in Conference
B of the Moulton Union.
Dr. Barnard will speak informally

and

then, lead a discussion; stu-

those in the classroom: "A doctor
must draw on all previous knowledge when he is called to a patient's
bedside."

"We

Bowdoin Plan Topic
Of Chapel Speech
"Eighty-one different foreign students have studied at Bowdoin College during the past ten years under the so-called Bowdoin" Plan,"
Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the
President, said today as he spoke
to the faculty and undergraduates
at the morning chapel service.
"The Bowdoin Plan students have
-

come

we
in

life,

doing

Bowdoin men and three

of

well.

The Plan was conceived

been in several years. It seems to
the point that the main thing to
me, for instance, that Ingrid Bergnote is the bi-partisanship with
man, Katharine Hepburn and Debowhich the U. S. foreign policy ha%
rah Kerr all deserve some kind of
been implemented under the Demoan award for their three widely
cratic reign. As an example, there
diversant and equally winning porwas the late Senator Vandenberg,
trayals.
who he called a reformed isolaFor what it's worth then, here are
tionist. "They saw the handwritthe predictions which To These
ing on the atom which said: Peace
Ears would make:
is

charge" or on bail. In a revolutionary spirit, The Tech put up $1,776
money. The following Mon-

in bail

ganized their forces and charged day

twenty-nine of the students
the dormitory, arresting many as
were arraigned before Che Camthey fought their way to what bridge
District Court. All have
seemed like the source of the trou- pleaded "not guilty," and the unible. The riot was successfully opversity through its own investigapressed, and traffic resumed along tions
is backing the pleas of five

Memorial Drive at 3:25.
Most of those who were taken

of the students. All will go
to

March

sets of

in 1947

means

for foreign students to study

in the United States."

or

pays

university

charges;

the

The
the

fraternities

college
tuition

provide

room and board.
Mr. Wilder also reported that
two Hungarian students have arrived at Bowdoin, where they will
be guests of the entire college.
Both have been invited by the Meddiebempsters, Bowdoin's augmented double quartet, to accompany
the Glee Club on its annual spring
vacation tour the end of this month.
the

GOLF CHAMPION SAYS:

Coles ...
(continued from page 3)
varying economic and geographic-

"VICEROY HAS

FIRST

-

AUBURN

THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALL r

TRUST CO.
Brunswick Office

SMOOTH
the

From the finest tobacco grown, Viceroy selects only
!
Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness
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99
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PA
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filters
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CARY MIDDLECOFF'S ADVICE:

Student Accounts Invited

vice**;
Maine's Most Modern Service

con-

"The King and I" to be one
of the most perfect motion pictures
of this or any other year.
Just one parting note in the form
sider

SEE

Main, who
always seems to lose out. She does
deserve something.

THE SHOWING OF THE

Viceroy

of a tribute to Marjorie
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Lud Eiliman
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;

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building

Route No. 1

Brunswick, Maine

PA

5-2442

PA

6-5566
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trial

by Joseph C. Wheeler of SpringVa., then an undergraduate
at Bowdoin. He called it a "nearly
painless method of securing the

MlfLIASANT STOUT.

Brynner get Best Actor for "King
and I"; I would not quibble with
Don Murray as the choice for Best

on

12.

-v»

*»

I

war

.

the police or-

l.l.l.**«™Amii««*n. t .,.,. ¥T .„m,.,T^i,,.«,v«, CTrgCT

The above are predictions, not
necessarily personal choices. Personally I would like to see Yul

Supporting Player; finally,

sense;

.

field,

...

common

m.

Success

depends on hard work, sound judgment, and determination."
"Education goes hand in hand
with good character. Although one
may be a big man on campus and
voted most likely to succeed, if he
does not have character, he will
not succeed in life".
"We must have something greater than ourselves to believe in if
we are to obtain anything out of
life and this something must be
God. Many people do not realize

is

at 3:00 a.

brothers," Mr. Wilder stated.

al backgrounds was also stressed.
some things betThe President summarized by
he stated, "but
seeks the
saying, "The college
have to do the hard things
same type of man which it has now,
but we get enjoyment of
and has had in the past."

other things

.

(continued from page 2)

Then

different

excel in

still

Ivy Curtain

were soon relinquished on "no

countries. Included are three sons

Sparkman

Society."

twenty-five

ter than others,"

dents are welcome to attend. His
subject will be Civil Liberties and
this."
Professors. Dr. Barnard has been
a visiting lecturer in English at the
College for the last three semesters.
.
.
.
(continued from page 3)
a third world war, that the SoEars
viet would not be -able to rise out
(continued from page 2)
of its own radio-active ruins.
eted Oscar race* the stiffest it's
In closing, the Senator stressed

Best Picture: "Around the World
in 80 Days."
Best Actress: Ingrid Bergman
for "Anastasia."
Best Actor: Kirk Douglas for
"Lust for Life."
Best Supporting Actress: Eileen
Heckart for "The Bad Seed."
Best Supporting Actor: Anthony
Quinn for "Lust for Life."
Best Director: George Stevens
for "Giant."
Best Song: True Love from "High

from
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jail
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Brown

a

Williamson Tobacco Corp..
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Account Of

There test meetings there also. His arrival in Veszprem and the rewere special stores with lower brother had come to Budepest to turn of the Russian army on Noviets. The AVO was not able to do
tup to
prices for the AVO and for the present the student demands to the vember 4, Andre)*,
had
students
all
the
for
anything
ere
Russians. Such privileges, com- Educational Minister and had stay- the nearby town

AVO

1957

Effects Of Communism

Two New Bowdoin Men: The

(continued from page one)

12,

officer 10,000 forints.

i

moved to be transported "to
(another place," maybe a camp in
Russia, I do not know." One of the

,

same criticisms at these meet- bined with the disgust at the AVO ed with Andrew. When Andrew left
On October 22 there was such methods of terror, made the re- the radio station he could not find
meeting, and .Dennis was there venge of the fighters a terrible his brother, who was with his fi-

the

i

ings.
a,

to hear the plans for a larger meet-

ing the next

day

to express

sym-

ance (she

thing.

which

tion

communist

allowed

constitu-

free

The students met the next day, in
spite of the government warning,
the

statue

General Jozsef

of

Bern, a Polish patriot who had
fought with Hungarians against the
Russians in 1848. The crowd split
into three groups; one went to the
statue of Stalin (which

was

to be

so that only gigantic
metal boots were left standing),
one to the radio station to demand
torn down,

time to express their feelings, and
one to the parliament building. Dennis went to the parliament building, where he heard Imre Nagy
urge the students to go home, that
everything would be all right.
Events did not proceed as quietly
at the radio station, where the students were turned away and AVO
men, stationed inside the building,
shot at the crowd. Hungarian soldiers gave their guns to students

and there
communist

was

Two

shooting.

officials, Gero, secretary of the Hungarian communist

party

and

president,

fight

workers,

and

dents,

t

Hegedus,

minster

called for Soviet help.

"Then began the

between
old

When

and

the

who is now in
Andrew that they

prisoners,

fellow

of figtleHMsTpi

AVO

California, told

were bound for Siberia. Andrew
returned and his brother escaped en route.

them.

jailed

commands

Russians

Hungary). By "they shot at everything, including

issued over the radio,

After their escape,

they board-

.

;

student

meetings.

at

band

local

Red Cross trucks." Andrew later ed a train that ran North along
the streets were emptied. Patrols saw bullfltJioles in the walls of the the border to Soprofi. At Soprifi,
of AVO and Russians shot those town hospital. Abeut 120 students they saw many refugees caught
who ventured out, and Andrew, in the town fortified themselves in by, the Russians. The brothers
searching for his brother, saw a tower which the Russians shot walked for the Austrian border,
ter disappointment to many.
When they were in sight of freeAs the fighting died out, Rus- many die this way. His brother left away with their tank cannon. Many
sians and AVO members began to for Debrecen, where fighting was of these students died, and those dom, they were stopped by a car
search the city for Hungarian fight- going on, before Andrew found him. who lived were deported to Siberia. with a driver and a man in an AVO
One
of
IT
the
men,
a
ye'aT
old stu- uniform
Questions were
The next day there was another
inside.
ers. Many were found and shot.
On November 11, Dennis started demonstration before the Parlia- dent, escaped from the Russians asked. Andrew's brother recognizbuilding. About 4,000 people at Kiev in Russia and made his ed the officer - he had been over
his flight to the west. He left Buda' ment
students and workers way back to freedom in Austria the brother in the army only last
pest with a friend hidden in a milk gathered
The man is now ad Dartmouth summer. He turned out not to be
truck. He carried with him a re- from Csepel, the factory district
College.
an AVO man, but only a member
volver, tucked in his boot. At the of Pest. Secret police were staAndrew's brother made his way of the Hungarian army wearing
border, they were captured by AVO tioned around the crowd on roof
plainsclothesmen and taken to a tops. About noon the crowd began home to Veszprem from Debrecen, the AVO uniform ("I don't know
concentration camp." The camp was to chant "Go home Russia" in a trip that took him across the whore he got it from"). This offination. When his brother returned, cer let them escape, and the brotha new one, a barbed wire stockade, Russian and the police began to
specially designed for escaping re- shoot. About 400 died. It took An- he and Andrew began' their trip ers made their way to Vienna. Anfugees. The day after he arrived, drew about an hour and a half to to the West. Andrew later had drew met the driver of the car for
the eighty prisoners charged the crawl from the square to safety. word from his mother that there a second time at Bard College in
many were very very few young people the U. S.
guards in daylight, overpowered The crowd re-organized,
them, took their guns, and fled in dressed in black, and marched left in Veszprem.
Andrew's brother,, who wanted to
Tho first part of the journey become an atomic physicist, went
small bands for the border. The through t&e streets of Budapest to
two students, avoiding bands of the communist press, the "Free was made by train. The train to Scotland. Andrew, interested in
Russian soldiers, walked into three Nation" ("the communists always was not closely inspected by the political science, came here.
AVO whose ranks had been dimin- Before coming to Bowdoin,
AVO men with dogs patrolling the have names like this").
On October 30, when the Rus- ished in the fighting. The police where he is the guest of the Alpha
line between Hungary and Austria. The AVO shot, the dogs gave sians had temporarily left Buda- concentrated their strength nearer Tau Omega fraternity, he had a
chase and were killed by the flee- pest and Nagy had spoken bis hopes the border. But at Szombathely, chance to watch a United Nations
ing students. They crossed the bor for a neutral nation, Andrew left the end of the train trip, the bro- meeting in New York. His comBudapest for his home in Vesz- thers were jailed by the police ment upon the Hungarian repreder November 13.
The student who fled with Dennis prem He was, by now, a member who looked through all hotel re- sentative, the man who blocked
is now in Oklahoma. Dennis's moth- of the revolutionary army. At Vesz- cords for people who
could not Western diplomats during the Huner and brother do not know where prem there had been few AVO and prove they were from the small garian debates, was an interesting
he is. If the AVO knew, the family no Russians, and "the revolution city. After spending a few days one: "He is a Russian oil engicould win very fast." Between his in a cell, the brothers were re- neer."
would be punished.

There was a rumor from an
pathy for the Polish revolt. When American journalist that after the
the government attempted to stop
U. S. election, the United States
the proposed meeting, the students would send troops. This was a bitpointed to the

is still in

his

stu-

people

,

j

1

—

I

against the Russians."

In the next five days, the HunAndrew, who is now 19 years old,
garians drove the Russians back. was born in Veszprem, about sixty
Nagy met with them, and the So- miles from Budepest, where he atviets promised withdrawal and the tended
elementary and high
right for Hungary to decide to be- schools. In pre-communist days, his
come a neutral nation. While happi- father had been a judge—not a
ness spread through Budapest, the worker or a peasant, but a profesSoviets massed tanks and troops sional man. This put the family at
from Rumania and Russia. On No- a disadvantage under the commun-

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN

vember 4 at about 5 a. m., Nagy ists, and the AVO has watched his
spoke over the radio to tell that the father. The father retired because
Russians were returning. He asked of health in 1947 to live on a small
for western help.
pension. Andrew has a sister who
Dennis lived on a square in the
of Buda. When the news
of the Soviet return, he joined
In helping erect barricades by tearing up the cobblestone pavement.
Gasoline was thrown on the streets,
tb be ignited as the tanks drove
over It. Bombs were made by bottling gas— the
Molotov cocktail.
During the fighting, Dennis had a
machine gun, given to him by
Hungarian soldiers. From a rooftop, he shot at the tanks and the
Russian
soldiers
that
followed
them. Every one took part, he says.
Those who did not fight, brought
food and clothing. Peasants brought
heatt

came

,

1

EVERYTHING ABOUT

married and now lives in Veszprem, and a brother who escaped
and lives in Scotland.
Last September, Andrew entered
the University of Budapest. Being
only 19, he was ineligible for the
army. At the university, he was
is

also

subject to the

political

*

.

.

•••>«).

.-.

TWEED

THE, FINE

lec-

ODD JACKETS

tures.

Andrew was

MEN

at the protest meet-

ing in front of the Statue of General

Budapest, October 23. At
first, he went, as did Dennis, to
the parliament building where he
heard Nagy speak to the crowd of

Bern

in

IS

RIGHT

When the crowd began
break, he went to the radio sta-

students.
to

tion and was there when the AVO
members of shot into the crowd. A Hungarian
were hunted down soldier gave him a gun, and he
and shot. "Many former political was among those who fired back.
prisoners were looking for police- But before the students entered the
men
and they found them." radio station, Andrew gave Ms gun
The AVO had been a privileged to another and went to bis room
class in the "classless society." in Buda.
While a worker would receive 800
His brother was a student at Deforints a month, an AVO man brecen, about 200 miles from Budawould receive 8,000 forints, and an pest. There had been student pro-

food into the city.

During

this

.

.

Yes, even the prices

time,

AVO

the hated

$37.50 and

.

$39.50
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Charity Returns To

Walker Investigates

Exceed Record; DS,

Secretary Dulles
Fortuitously placed in a week of
growing international tensions, the
Student Curriculum Lecture was
delivered last night by Mr. David
Walker, Instructor in the Department of Government, in Moulton
Union. Mr. Walker probed the career—more specifically, the "Secretaryship"—of John Foster Dulles
in order to see where he has manProf. Ellsworth Barnard spoke aged to endanger his own ambition
last Thursday to the BIF on Civil
to be a great Secretary of State.
Liberties. Above, Prof. Bernard
Walker placed emphasis on the

ARC Top House list
Campus Chest

when the

totals,

incomplete returns are finally in,
will
exceed last year's record
breaking total. The total, at present, is $3,125.56.

The per capita prize of $60 went
Sigma House which

to the Delta

collected $418.65—$6.64 per capita.

The ARU*s were second, with $3.95
per capita, and the Zetes third with
per capita.

$3.41

The booth prize went

who

doin Wives
$87.03.

with

ond,

to

works on bis forthcoming book on moral approach, a more-or-less slothe Bow- Wendell Wilkie.
gan-type policy that has attracted

collected a total of

The Delta

Sig's

Barnard Discusses

again third with $54.16.

"Civil Liberties"
by Tom Lindsay

and the Bowdoin Wives,

Income from booths, by group:
Delta Kappa Epsilon, $53.16; Alpha
Rho Upsilon, $91.10; Kappa Sigma,
$34.00; Chi Pal, $38.81; Tbeta Del-

government when it steps beyond the rabid partisanship of Dulles.
the bounds imposed by the Consti- He hardly recognizes the opposition, said Walker, and has attached
tution.
Hoping not to insult his audience, himself to the right wing of the
Dr. Barnard then read parte of the GOP rather than the moderate lib-

of

Chest Commit"thanks to the

expressed

houses, the

Bowdoin Wives,

facul-

and friends of the college for
their support and co-operation in
helping us to set a new record."
ty

The remaining group

totals

were

as follows: Chi Pal, $174.00; Tbeta
Delta Chi, $165.18; Alpha Delta Phi,
$162.50;
ta

Beta Tbeta Pi, $134.00; Del-

Kappa

Epsilon, $122.77;

Kappa

Sigma, $96.10; Sigma Nu, $90.85;
Pal Upsilon, $85.75; Alpha Tau

Omega,
$25.25;

Independents,

$67.40;

$20.50.

ta Chi, $32,49;

Psi Upsilon, $29.70;

,

first 10

amendments explaining the eral Republicans.

Fidelity to the

Alpha Delta Phi, $29.26; Sigma Nu, orgin and meaning of several. In latter faction would, he thought,
Beta Tbeta Pi, $25.71; Al- order to give the audiences, one in prove orach mere effectual in
pha Tau Omega, $21.70. This does Conference B and the other of terms of foreign policy.
The Instructor then sounded out
not include the Independent soda BOA listeners, an idea of the workconcession.
ings of the ACLU he read recent what he terms the "immoral moThe Committee included Norman cases of violated dvil liberties ralistic approach"—a pompous,
Beissw, John Christie, Neil Coop- from the ACLU's monthly puublica- intensely neutralists approach that
er, Taylor lams, Bob McDonough, tion. The first case mentioned was falls under the guise of self-rightKimball Mason, James Miller, the Union's protest to Defense Sec- eousness and thrives on practicalDave Peirez, Steve Rule, John St. retary Wilson over the U. S. mili- ly insincere sermonizing.
(continued on page 6)
John, Paul Sibley, John Wheaton,
(continued on page 6)
Frank Whittelsey, and Chairman
James Fawcett III.

$26.47;

Acoustics Hinder Concert;
Beam

Discusses Life

Girls

And Art Of Turner

Get Negative Vote
by George A. Smart, Jr.

Roger Howell,

presi-

dent of the Caledonian Society, said

Beam, "Turner
man who should

was the

sort of

have been a Scott;

personality,

he
and

in -iiy case,

and work

would have helped relations between soloists and the rest of the

of the

it

great English artist.

Turner was born into a rather singers.
The singing was far from bad,
poor English family. His education
was interrupted at an early age, in spots it was very fine, but genbut even at fifteen he painted well erally speaking the Bowdoin vocalenough that this painting sold. His ists were just not up to par. Perstart came from his father's bar- haps the best description is that
bershop where his early works
were hung. As the boy grew older
he conceived the subtlety of color
and the imagination which were essential in the creation of his water

Among

the authors

who

will

be

This will be the

WiHmoore Kendall,

first of

a series

a leader of the liberal force within

-

voted to the discussion of various
aspects ef American society. Donald L.

Henry,

'57,

Kenneth Carpenter,

is
'58,

and discussion.

tions

Three student panel discussions,
supervised by Stephan Land, will
be held Friday afternoon following
secrethe KendaU-Rauh event.

president;
is

tary.

At 7:00 p. m. Friday, the HonorFrank Coffin, Congressman
the Second District and the
first
Democratic
Congressman
from Maine since Carl Moran of
able

College Receives

$1,600 From NY Bank
The College has received $1,600
from the First National City Bank

for

the Class of '17 in 1934, will speak
in the

Moulton Union Lounge.

The Republican argument will
York. This was one of the be given Saturday
afternoon at X
first grants in a continuing prop. m. in the Moulton Union Lounge
gram of financial aid to higher ed- by Senator Edward Thye,
of Minucation. Grants were mailed to 109 nesota, who will
speak on "A Recolleges and universities.
publican Reports from WashingTotalling $171,600, the grants are ton."
based on the number of College
The Saturday morning lecture
graduates who have been in the will be
preceeded by student panel
employ of the bank for five years discussions.
On hand for the disor who have become officers, and cussions
and for general conferthey average $400 an employee this
(continued on page 6)
grants are
of

New

year., The
unrestricted
as to use and are made to non-tax
supported, four-year, degree-granting institutions.

the

Notice

To Sophmores

Glee Club

To

Start

On Tour On Mar. 22
The College Glee Club, under the
sure guidance of Tilly takes off on
annual Spring Tour March 22nd.
Travelling via bus they will arrive
its

in Worcester, -Mass., to sing that
Friday evening in Horticultural
Hall in conjunction with Becker Jr.

The next night will find
them exercising their talents in the
Masonic Temple of Norwich, Conn.
Sunday they will shift headquartCollege.

ers to the Hotel Roosevelt in

(continued on page 6)

New

York

for a four-day sojourn in the
City the last three of which will
be spent in the "Y." On Sunday

All members of the Class of 1959
afternoon they will be singing at
select the subject in which
the New York Historical Society
they intend to major during the
and the concerts during the next
period from Wednesday, April 3rd
three days will be presented in outthrough Saturday, April 6th.
lying districts. They will sing MonCards for this purpose should be
day evening at the
in Pasobtained at the Dean's office. These
joyable though a bit uncertain hi
saic, N. J.; Tuesday they will be in
should be returned no later than
spots.
Hackettestown, N. J., at Centenary
Monday, April 8th, signed by a
The performance of the Meddies
Junior College. In conjunction with
member of the appropriate major Briarcliff
is discussed at length in a column
College the last concert
department.
(continued on page 6)
will be given Wednesday night at
Departments will make provision Scarborough
High
School.
On
Miller's
In for office hours during the period Thursday morning the Meddies are
and students are urged to consult prospective contestants on Strike
Sprightly
with members of any department It Rich for the benefit of Bowdoin'*

must

YMCA

Marauders
Court Scene

,

'

Hungarian students who will accompany the Meddies as guests
tour. That after-

throughout the

noon the bus

will

head for Bruns-

j

colors.

of

discussions

performance was uninspired,
Herb Miller's Marauders preThe low point of the program was sented "The Moot General Court- in which they are considering doing major work.
the Serenade, due to a serious pitch Martial
of Private Mullins yesterBeginning Tuesday, April 9th,
mistake .by soloist Peter Potter, day afternoon at 1430 hours in Pickthere wm ** * flne <* *» dollar a
Actually, the club made a remark ard
Theater. Appearing as The
able recovery from the pitfall; the Trial
Counsel was Bill Gardner, <*•* for failure to return the com'only real criticism relates to the
(continued on page 2)
pleted card to the Dean's office.
{the

Professor

Yale University and Columnist for
and Joseph
Rauh, National Chairman of the
Americans for Democratic Action
(ADA), will speak Friday afternoon at 1:30 in the Smith Auditorium. Prof. Kendall has been associated with a group of conservathe National Review,

the Democratic Party and has been
on this particular
a staunch backer of Adlal Stevensubject sponsored by the club.
son.
Prof. Louis Coxe will lead the next
Each man will speak for half an
discussion.
hour consecutively, after which
The Ten O'clock Club is made up
there will be opportunity for quesof a group of undergraduates deof

guilty visual reaction of the singers at their own mistake.

Ray Demers was

sponsored by the Political Forum
with the assistance of the Maine
House Friday
and Saturday, April 5 and 6.

Citizenship Clearing

critic of New England aristocracy;
Lewis as a critic of the
Midwestern business man; Sher- tives who have, in general, considwood Anderson ju a critic of the ered the policies of President Eisenhower as too liberal. Mr. Rauh is
small town,

Sinclair

the intention to repeat these
grants each year that the employee

loved the country very much."
Prof. Beam showed a large num- larly in the "Rise, Sons" and "Je- companist Bill McCarthy a fine
ber of Turner's work and the work sus Walked." I had the feeling that chance to display his technical
of aome of the artists who influ- a large portion of the sound went skill. Strangely enough, the one
enced him. Many of the slides straight up into the rafters. Hav- encore offered, "Marry A Woman,"
were newly made in connection ing the Club placed farther for- featuring Alan Bernstein, proved
with the lecture. Prof. Beam dis- ward might have relieved the dif- to be the popular success of the
cussed the early childhood, fam- ficulty somewhat, and I'm sure program. The Fox was also enily,

Herbert Ross Brown will
lead an informal discussion sponsored by the Ten O'clock Club on
the topic, "Literature as a Criticism of Society," at 10:00 P. M.,
March 21, in Conference B of the
Moulton Union.
Prof.

remains in the active service of
the bank. The current contributions
shining have been made
on the basis of 429
soloist of the evening; his beautieligible employees. There are 291
ful tenor voice was effective in the
others (the College has 2) who will
"Jesus Walked" and the "U I be eligible
in the future, thus addGot My Ticket." Philip Stuart and ing
43 more institutions to the list
twenty-four hours before at Fal- Robert Estes both encountered
of those receiving financial aid. As
mouth Foreside. In fairness to all some pitch difficulty, and Dick
new graduates are added to the
the singers taking part in the an- Geldard "forgot" a couple of words
staff, their alma mater will in
nual Campus Chest program, it though he covered up the matter
(continued on page 6)
must be said that the acoustics of with a professional flair (then and
Pickard Theater were unfavor- later on). Father William seemed
able for good projection. Particu- the best number, and it gave ac-

in introducing Prof.

visited Scotland several times

litical thought will mark the Conference on Politics and Policy

At 10 O'clock Club

It is

by Jim Kim
Every entertainment group seems
Professor Beam gave a lecture
on "The Life and Art of J. M. W. to have an off night now and then
Turner" at the Walker Art Build- and Saturday evening was, unfortunately, such a night for the Bowing last Tuesday night.
Although the subject was not es- doin Glee Club. This fact was made
sentially Scottish, the Caledonians especially surprising since the Club
felt that Turner was an appropri- had given an excellent concert just
ate subject.

cussions and the chance to meet
figures active at all ranges of po-

Brown To Be

great deal of criticism i° the considered are William Faulkner
He went about "attacking" and Tennessee Williams as critic's
the statesman with four main of the South; John Mar qua nd as a
points in mind.

Chairman

Campus

this year's
tee,

III,

Lectures, conferences, panel dis-

Prof.

past.

Mr. Walker first analyzed the
problem from an office and duty
Last . Thursday Dr. Ellsworth approach claiming that the SecreBarnard led a BIF discussion group tary must act as a policy maker
on Civil Liberties. Dr. Barnard, as well as a negotiator. Furtherwho is a member of the American more Dulles' traveling has defiCivil Liberties Union, began by nitely undermined his ability to see
attempting to define what is meant in perspective. Dulles, Walker statby dvil rights and said that a defi- ed, has had poor congressional renition would boil down to human lationships, weak communication
rights. Civil liberties are the rights with the President, and has not
which let us live our own life aa been able to carry on the adminislong as it does not interfere with tration of the vast network called
others and as a part of this ACLU the State Department with any deis designed to protect the individ- gree of effectiveness.
The second point was devoted to
ual from the interference of the

James Fawcett

24

Politics And Policies To
The Confrence Subject

a

were sec-

and the Zetes

$82.23,

NO.

1957

|

wick.
(continued on page 6)
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by

has what they report. Rather, with few
been one thing exceptions, they approximate the
dominating the trade journal. They are subsidized,
exchange news- both financially and spiritually, by
papers, it has a larger organization; their news Is
been the flood often selected and- cut for them;
of
little
news and the end result is that they deitems on student sire more to reflect the opinions of
councils, student their important readers rather than
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Religion

As A Major

Recently, the Student Curriculum Committee was reminded of the fact that though the Danforth poll last year rejected
the idea of a college chaplain, there was great concern expressed
expanding the present department of religion. Acting on this, the

committee conducted a straw vote in the fraternity houses on
whether there was student Interest in having Religion made a
major department. The affirmative vote was overwhelming,
and a significant number of upperclassmen seriously said that
had Religion been offered as a major program, they would have
considered

it

he discussed the matter with the committee. The expansion
would involve the addition of one more man, for even now, the
and Professor Geoghegan has a student-teacher ratio that varies from
year to year from 00:1 to 90:1, unofficially one of the highest In
the College. He asserted that such a program would not be for
existing religion courses are filled almost to capacity,

pre-theological students.
offer the

major program and three

courses yearly, with one of these being an alternate year selecIn addition to benefitting major students, the increased

tion.

number

of courses would give anyone interested an enlarged
area of choice. When comparisons between the College and
comparable schools were made, Geoghegan pointed out that
Amherst, for example, offers a major program in religion and
has a two-man department. Despite the additional work involved for him, he favored the plan.

The high level of student interest in the study of religion
seems to be excellent justification for the proposed expansion;
a study intended to familiarize the student with his own religion
and an understanding of the culture and religions of others. As
Geohegan phrased it, there is "an excitement to religious
thought." For these reasons the committee intends to present
this idea to the faculty. We hope that this valuable discipline
may soon find status as a major department here, or a serious
educational need will continue to be only partially satisfied.

Koinonia Farm
In 1942, Clarence JordaTi and Martin England founded Koinonia Farm in Sumter County, Georgia. The story of that
project is one that should be brought to the attention of a great
many people, ignorant of such institutions. The farm began
with the purchase of 400 acres of run-down land by these two
Southern Baptists, both trained for the ministry. At the outset,
life was rugged. All the buildings needed repair, the road was
unpaved, there were no buildings for livestock, and there were
no phones. They are trying to demonstrate better farming
methods and thus convince the people that land could be reclaimed, living standards raised, and men given new courage

and hope.
In the words of the men themselves, "Koinonia Farm is a
Christian project, interdenominational in membership. It Is dedicated to the Christian principles of human dignity and brotherhood, transcending all barriers of race and class, and to the

Christian
conflict
its

method

—

all

of reconciliation of

man

rooted in the Christian

to

man

commitment

in areas of

of

each of

members."
The membership has grown

sider as being our equals, installed

similar equipment and remodeled

judiciaries, stu- to become important themselves.
cost of nearly
d e n t senates, In short, they advertise under the
With only $2,000
faculty-student committees, class heading of "news."
available, bow can one expect a
officers, and the many committees
That this is a natural developrapid and complete changeover
and clubs that have created some ment of greater and greater stuwithout some additional problems.
little realm in which they can oper- dent organization seems quite plauof
convert-

their studios at a

$10,000

some single men,
The membership is in-

to ten families,

apiece.

a
The additional cost
er is just one of these problems.
This $20 is not to be an automatic
assessment, but rather it is entirely
voluntary for each house. In the
near future I hope to get letters to
each house President asking that
he go to his house and see if they
with a converter. I might add, Williams made no provision for converters in its fraternities when it

went

strongly as their choice.

Assistant Professor William D. Geoghegan of the Religion Department was told of the student interest in this idea,

When

The department would

FM. Williams and Amwhich we like to con-

for

herst, both of

NEW YORK. N. Y.
— 8u hudn
it
Sprtai[bMtac

Laa Aatclaa

FM

is

familiar with the many
offers the college will

WBOR

that his

money

mited. .The

farm

is

experiencing a boycott.

Many

local dealers

them and many customers are reluctant or
buy from them. Insurance policies have been can-

refuse to sell to
afraid to

celled. Koinonia children are suffering such persecution that
one had to be taken out of public school. The loss on last year's
cotton crop was $1,000 because the local company refused to

dust

it

against the boll weevil.

As the troubles mount, it becomes more and more important
that thinking people should direct their thoughts to the farm.
It has been called "a lunatic experiment," but we do not feel
that it can bo dismissed so easily. It is rather a valiant attempt
to prove in practice that men can live at brothers and bring
good to the whole community. Aa such,
pathy and active aid.

it

should have our sym-

a

community becomes

and good for education in general. have to succumb to the pressures
But by taking a closer look at this around them.
growth of student activities we noThe proof of what seems like to
tice a surge of downright evil com- much organization is given to us
ing to the surface in the wake of by the campus newspapers themthis so-called "good."
selves. A few weeks ago this colum-

know

tened

WBOA,

to

where be

lis-

regardless

TJo TJheae

of

The radio station
was perhaps the most popular activity on campus. The entire staff
of

lived.

WBOR

is

now

by

Cara

GEORGE SMART

trying to gain

back that status. We hope that the
college community will back us in

consciously
have done
Four weeks away with orallnot,thethey
flaws which
ago 1 devoted a
seemed objectionable. There was
column to the
no more of that avocado business
subject of the
the vaudeville chatter between
M e d d iebemp- and
numbers; instead there was the
I

i

that effort.

,

Nelson C. Hicks,

'St,

WBOR

Station Manager,

sters. This sub-

Marauders ...

Law

Officer.

Pri-

obvi-

ously a delicate
and need-

and the Defense Counsel was played
by Pete Strauss. Dave Hunter took
the part of the

was

ject

(continued from page one)

one,
*'

less

-was

*

to

say,

it

received

Baker and Williams were with mixed reactions. Even this
played by John McGlennon and writer was amazed at some of the
Ken Cooper. Dick Geldard and interpretations given to what I inSkip Hurst appeared as Mr. Strick- tended and thought to be a perland and Mr. Reeves respectively. fectly
straight-forward
article.
The part of Mrs. Mullins was taken The only reaction to take concrete
by Mrs. Stockton, and the role of form, as far as I know, was one
the Court President was taken by which appeared in the form of a
Fletch Means. Others in the cast letter to the Orient two weeks ago.
were: Russ Longyear, Jack Man- The author of the letter had heard
ning, Bruce MacGregor, John Ran- the Meddies perform at a festival
lett, Bob Gamble, Bob Goodfriend, of singing groups held at Wheaton
John Herrick, Mel Johan, Paul College, and he found the group
Kingsbury, Al Lanes, Ed Lang- to have greatly improved since
vates

right balance of casual humor that
is appropriate for any such singing
group. George Jones and his barber shop cousins seem to have dis-

appeared, and in their place have
returned such wonderful selections
as La Mer and Mountain Greenery.
Not only do these modern numbers have great popular appeal,
but they give the Meddies a chance
to
display their exceptionally fine qualities

beautiful tone

On both

of close blend,

and smooth rhythm.

nights

their

pitch

was

above reproach at all times.
"Swing Down, Sweet Chariot,"
after several years' absence, is a

welcome friend. I wish they would
do "Manhattan" more often. The
People Born in May has all kinds
appearance at Winters. My
of pleasing possibilities and should
Dave Seavey, Chris
first opportunity to hear the Medhave ripened into full bloom by the
Arnold Goldman.
dies since that disappointing Febtime Ivy rolls around.
The plot of the play as explained ruary evening, came Friday night
The Meddies are once again givin the ROTC folder, was as fol- of this last week.
ing the impression of being a solid
lows, "At 0930 hours 21 September
It was my positive intention when team, unmarred by individual at1955, Captain Charles B. Adams
I wrote the first article that should tempts
at virtuousity. The solo
(0-31286), Commanding Officer of
the group come up to its former voices are there when needed but
Company A, 130th Infantry, Camp
standard, I should immediately now seem to be cautious of undue
Mudflat, Nebraska, was told by
write another column acknowledg- prominence. All these facts add
Private Nelson O. Baker, RA 3498ing the fact. Frankly, that time up to the happy conclusion that the
7655, Company A, 130th Infantry,
came even sooner than I expected. Meddies have fully regained their
that Private James M. Mullins of
Friday evening at the Falmouth former stature, a stature which
the same company had stolen a
concert and again Saturday night has in the past time and again
bracelet which Baker had bought
at the Campus Chest program the placed them at the top of the list of
for his girl. Baker showed Captain
Meddies sang superbly. Whether college male quartets.

Bob

bein,

Pooles,

Ken DeGroot,
Jacobson, and

good according

But the farm is now becoming the target of organized perseShots have been fired into the community not far from
In July, the roadside market was dyna-

When

not being wasted.

is

Three years ago every student

The farm has shared its products with impoverished, neighbors.
It has used a farm truck to take Negro children to school when
no school bus was provided. It has also run a summer work
camp for college students in 1951 and 1962.
cution.

sible.

Superficially, we might think that very tightly knit, as college comthe development of student partici- munities have tended to become,
pation is both good for the student the newspapers will in the long run

any student who has
ed
seen our large record collection and
be

Adams the sales slip for the bracelet, and gave the Captain the following account of the incident: "It

the residence area.

ate.

Many of the collegiate newspa- nist reported on several houses bepers themselves, having been suck- ing placed on probation at Trinity.
into this development, cannot Under the headline of the article In
called newspapers in the sense the Trinity paper was a statement
services
of being relatively independent of
(continued on page 3)

last October.

I think that

and a few associates, sixty people in all.
predominantly white, primarily because Negroes fear to take the risk of antagonizing the neighborhood by
joining. Counting children, the group is about one-third Negro.

terracial, but still

there

If

WBOR

ment
National Advertising Service, Inc.
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Last week's editorial in the Ori-

COMPANY

MADISON AVENUE

19,

Bebipd tb*
Ivy Curtail?
BRIAR FOSTER

Editor:

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING
ent seriously criticized WBOR's
Professor James A. Storer, Mr. Bela W. Norton, Harry Carpenter, actions of trying to remedy its
Peter F. Gass
present technical difficulties.
First Place Certificate, 1955, Columbia Press Association.
The editorial expressed concern
First Place Certificate, 1956, Columbia Press Association.
had spent so much
that
($2,000) on its installation of equip"Second Class Mail Privileged Authorized At Brunswick, Maine

i

420

.

seems

that Mullins,
to

who
his

is

a no-

wife,

stolen the aforesaid bracelet,

their

The Orient Staff

. .

—

P. F. Gass.
had Editor-in-Chief
Roger Howell,
and Managing Editors

consequently adjudged guilty by the
Court. The only thing missing in
the production, which was direct-

ed by Miller, was a pair of steel
balls in the hands of Private Mul-

Sports Editor

—

—

Jr.,

Paul Z. Lewis.
*

Neil Cooper.

Managing Editors

—

Raymond Babineau, William Beckett, Walter Gans, Ronald O'Neal, Carl Olsson,
Tom Lindsay.

Editorial Staff:

Editor-in-Chief,

News Editors— Roland O'Neal, Paul

Satre.

News Editors—Isaac Bickerstaff, Robert L. Gustafson.
Feature Writers
William G. L. Foster, Ben G. M. Priest, George
Smart.
Leighton
First
News Staff
Peter Anastas, John Brightman, Ray Babtneau, Ken
In
Skipper List
Carpenter, John Carter, John Moses, Norm Levy, Carl Olsson,
Charlie Leighton, '57, has been
Tom Lindsay, Skelton Williams, Morgan LaMarsh, Peter Dowlley, Lance Lee, Nick Kostis.
rated the top intercollegiate skipper in New England, according to Photographers Mike Rodgers, Al Messer.
point score totals recently com- Sports Staff
Ed Bean, Dava Belknap, Mike Brown, Rick Forman,
puted. Skip Howland, '57, was rated
Steve Frager, Earl Miller, Pierre Paradis, Sid Slobedkm. Al
ninth.
Payteo.
Leighton was also rated first Buainoss Manager
Barry 0. Cart—tor, Jr.
once before, for his sailing in the Aaverttslng Manager
Rager WntttMaejr.
fall of 1955, when be was Commo- Circulation Manager—John Dowling, Jr.
Assistants
John Vette, HL Charles 8. Cram my
dore of the Polar Bean.
Assistant

lins.

—

Ranks

NE

—

—
—

—

—

—
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Student Research On Mass Hall Cupola Dr. Hanley's Chapel Talk

MHAHRHL O n Ireland's Supreme Day

" "The supreme day has come and that he himself had seen St.
and the inevitable hour,' as it says Patrick's day celebrated in Foowhen I am privi- chow and in Mandalay. To this latleged to speak to you about Ire- ter statement he added, "I must
land and St. Patrick." Thus Dr. admit that the celebration in FooHanley began a short but informa- chow took a little stirring up but
tive
chapel talk last Saturday we had one, and one they won't forin Virgil's Aneid,

j

I

morning.
Giving a brief history of Ireland,
Dr. Hanley stated that from the
time before Christ, Ireland went
through a whole series of invasions
by the Romans, the Normans, the
Spanish, and the Danes. "And I
am sure you students know what a
tough ruler the Dane can be," he
added.
Dr. Hanley went on to say that
its an amazing thing how the story
of St. Patrick has grown throughout the last fifteen hundred years,

Ivy Curtain

get in a hurry."

"As a boy St. Patrick
tured in an invasion and

.

capsold

"But the literature of all courv
man as craving after
another whdom than that of the
earth and another relief from t^a
inner misery than that given by
man alone."
tries pi-tu-es

rate,
.

was
was

as a slave. He escaped and went
to France where he studied under
St. Martin. He returned to Britaia
and then to Ireland as a missionary."

the

.

riot

was a natural

oit-

growth of too much "organization"
(continued from pose 2)
ra student affairs. A breakdjw.i
to the effect that the administration somewhere in the matrix was inThis view of the College, which is dated in 1821, shows Massachusetts Hall -with a cupola. Also shown had authorized the publication of evitable.
is the enlarged chapel. According to Little's historical sketch of the College, the "bell tower" was removed this, particular article.
It isn't that I advocate complete
from Mass Hail in 1818 before the chapel was enlarged. The whole problem of the cupola has become the
Another example comes in the disintegration of the web-Like colsubject of a student's re earch.
March 5 Antioch Record which lege community, for a certain

J

.

I

I

Acting under the suggestion by

purportedly in 1821.

Interfaith

Forum,

a

member

of the

'

beer.

\

j

A

J

model has been made of the
it would look if the cuwas restored. The well-'.nown

building as

pola

view of the College dated various
years about 1821 also shows how
the building would look.

There has been some doubt expressed whether the cupola eve
was really in existence, according

]

'

University

t':e

Music

Union Movie

Named

.

of

modern foreign

films.

that the students couldn't doin College were announced todo better elsewhere or that -they day by Gordon L. Weil, chairman
were unwilling to leave the uni- of the Interfraternity Debate Coun"mothe-ly" arms and cil's executive committee. They are
versity's
fend for themselves. Or it might be. Kappa Sigma, Beta Theta Pi. Ali* in many Institution*, they are pha Rho Upsilon, and Alpha Delta
forbidden to go elsewhere. At any Phi.

dicate

stems largely yet available.
M isical selections include porHowell is a junior history major.
is a referA member of Alpha Delta Phi, he tions of the Eroica ninth, sixth, and
moved from the building in 1818 at has maintained a straight A aver- seventh symphonies, the Moonthe time when the old chapel was age over his first five semesters at light sonata, the Egemont, Leonoenlarged yet the view shows both the College. He is managing editor ra, and Coriolanus overtures, and
from Fidclio.
a cupola and the enlarged chapel of the Orient, vice-president of the the Prisoner's Chorus

to Howell. This doubt

to

at

of organization in a limited

North Carolina a great deal of sod results seem to occur. First, w?
Beethoven's
has been kicked uo concerning the have the generally vitiating situaUniversity's inability to provide tion which is described as, "eerythe
source
of
inforof
views as a
Thurs.
adequate housing for the married one taking in their neighbor's washmation.
students. It would seem that a man ing."
The film Eroica, a life story of
old enough to be married should
Howell has been given access to Beethoven, will be presented
by the
not
be depending upon someone else
the College records, which are comDepartment of Modern Language
Semi-Finalists
to "administer'* his l.vir.3 accomplete since the founding of the inand the Student Union Committee
*
The four semi-finalists in the
modations.
stitution. This preservation of the
on Thursday in Smith Auditorium
The MIT riot of a few we?ks ago, fourth annual inte-fraternity desource material without any gaps
at 6:30 and 8.30 p. m., admission
initiated by poor food t«nd high biting competition for^the Wilmot
is, in itself, remarkable. The re25c. This is the second in a series
rent gievances, would seem to in- Brookir.gr> Mitchell Trophy at Bowsults of the research are not as

from the fact that there
ence

And

amount
number

of affairs is both necessary
and beneficial. However, when this
vaguely
defined
boundary
is
of breached, as least two undesirable

—

I

,

reads "Council Okays Union Beer."
longer do the students have to
go out into t v e confusing world
around them even to buy their

No

Further, since there are several Student Council, and president of
copies of the view of the College, the Caledonian Society.
of Massachusetts Hall, Roger How- identical in almost all aspects even
ell, Jr., '58, has been carrying out down to the people in them, all
research in the College records on dated in different years, there has
In
the nature of that construction.
been some doubt about the validity
the College architects that the cupola might be restored fo the top

the bell tower being re-
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POLAR

Varsity Baseball

Finish '57-

18—Bates, home,
20—Colby, away,

April

3:00 P.

Set

M.

staffed

won

—

varsity

three and

season

—

filled

Y

Neil A. Cooper

I. T. 44-42. Noteworthy was the 400
This weekend Bob Plourde swam Medley Relay won by Plourde,
now predicted until Ivy, sport a 2:11.1 200 yard backstroke to cop White, Collier, and Carpenter in
minds can again turn to thoughts a New England League record, 4:24.12, the fastest winning relay
Bowdoin record, and establish him- swim by the vairsity this season.
of outdoor sports.
Around the diamond early sea- self as the best in the East and
Amherst next moved into the Curfavorable, among the top contenders in the |tis Pool and annexed a 52-34 vicare
son predictions
although there is a weakness on country. Bob who was All-American tory, due chiefly to Bob Keiter,
the mound possibly the early sea- in high school has steadily im- who set new pool records in the
son trip south will give the pitch- proved since his matriculation at 50 freestyle and 100 freestyle. Bowers a chance to get started—some- Bowdoin.
Idoin got into record-breaking form,
This brings to mind a thought as Hoady White swam the 200
thing that is a fairly difficult point
about next year's swimming team. breaststroke in 2:33.9, for a new
to do in cold weather.
Last year's frosh squad gradu- It should be evident that the pre- pool mark.
ated some promising talent which dominantly Junior squad this year,
White was still in a record-breakaugment Coach coupled with the would-be Sopho- ing mood when Trinity paid the
should strongly
Danny MacFayden's predominantly mores, will give Bowdoin its best White a visit. This time he went
varsity team in years.
Junior squad.
through his paces in the 200 breast-

M.

P.

of

30—Maine, away,

April

May 2—University

'

SIDEWAYS

stroke in 2:36.2, for a

new meet

rec-

program

deal of interest or excitement. The
hockey rink was new and for a time
provided new enthusiasm, but only

February and moved down

U.

to

crowds. This is a good sign!
good teams will justify its being
? ? ? ?
ally is only a desire. What will built. There are many who were
Well, it's time for a vacation and
constructo
its
opposed
strongly
have
who
happen is that many men
most of us will be driving home.
never even thought of lacrosse be- tion, but they may yet have their
will

winning the 200 backstroke
Army and Earb/
'and Dolbey of Yale. The starter '
gun fired and the swimmers kiojteJ

3:00 self

against Kirk of

I

4— Maine, away, 2:30 P.
8— Bates, away, 3:00 P.
10—Tufts, home,

3:00 P.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

away from

the block.

An

excited

land screaming crowd watched Bob
'pull away from his pursuers. With
one final effort, he tagged up three
seconds ahead of his nearest rival,
freezing the watches at 2:11.1, to
set a new New England League
Conn.,
where
the
great
Bob
record, at the same time establishPlourde set a new 200 backstroke
ing a new Bowdoin College mark.
pool record of 2:16.1. However, an
This victory definitely establishej
undermanned Bowdoin team and an
Plourde as the best in the East.
especially strong U. Conn, team
combined to defeat the White 57-29.
Later, Bob competed in an event
It was much the same tale at Wil- he hadn't swum since his freshman
liams, the Polar Bears losing 58-26. days, the 100 backstroke, and, in
It was a different story at Tufts, his words, "What a race!" This
however, where Bowdoin took eight one was. about as close as they
first places and Bob Plourde once come, Dolbey of Yale winning a
more set a record in the 200 back- 59 seconds flat with the Polar
stroke when he was clocked at Bears' Bob Plourde only one-teath
2:16.3. The White won 51-28.
of a second off the victorious time.

16—Colby, home, 3:00 P.
18—Colby, away, 2:30 P.
21—Bates, home, 3:00 P.
23— Maine, home, 3:00 P.

I

I

I

I

I

ord and Trinity found itself on the
short end of a 47-38 score.
The Polar Bears hit the road in

In retrospect the winter sports
failed to raise a great

Under the coaching of "Nels"
Corey lacrosse is making its appearance on the Bowdoin campus.
As in any new sport experienced
men are keenly desired. However,
at a school Bowdoin's size this usu-

fore

On Saturday, Plourde found him-

home, 3:00 P. M.

M.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

J

'

of

unfortunately

400 medley relay team.

New Hamp-

May 3—Northeastern, home,
P.

trails

spelled elimination for the White's

M.
shire,

The

first.

P.

3:00

I

LACROSSE

England Mark

By B. Plourde

April
2:30 P. M.
plucky but underApril 24
Boston University,
swimming team
Bob Plourde, captain of the Bow-lost three during a away, 3:00 P. M.
doin varsity swimmers, set two
April 25
Northeastern, away, records when he won the 200 backwith excitement and
thrills.
3:00 P. M.
stroke last Saturday at Harvard.
April 26—Tufts, away, 3:30 P. M.
The Polar Bears got off to a
The action began during the trials
April 27— M.
promising start as they downed M
T., away, 2:00
on Friday in which Bob finished

Bowdoin's

more feet

1957

Schedule For 1957

Season With 3-3

BEARINGS
With only three

New

19,

,

playing day.

find themselves

Just

a

word of caution
exams!

—

stay

'alive to take

and grueling sport. In a
What proved to provide good
way this is a "plug" for the sport. competition was in the interfratern"Nels" would like to have anyone ity leagues. The calibre of play was
at all interested to see him. This good and with the inception of
is a good chance for many to stay hockey even more boys were parin shape -besides learning a new ticipating in sports. It also seems
game.
that games among the houses are
being attended by moderately sized
ONWARD '

this fast

A

Campus-to-Career Case History

MERRYMEETiNG GIFT SHOP
1*5

PARK ROW

Greeting Card"

-

Gifts
i

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

i

i
i
i

i
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i
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Brunswick Coal

i

Lumber Co.

i
i
i
i
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FUEL

-

BUILDING SUPPLIES
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IT'S

FOR REAL!

by Chesterfield

After securing

field data,

Mac McLeran

lays out plans for

new and

additional telephone

se. vices.

i
i
i
i

on the

Figuring

i

future

i
i

i
i
i
i

Mac

formation into working plans for our

t

his friends, is an engineer with

construction and installation people.

i

Thurston B. McLeran; called

i

by

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company at Decatur, Georgia.

VICI VERSA*
Out after a deer?
Of course you know
You must get a license
Before you go!

Then it's

reversed.

Never mind the licenseCatch the dear first!

HMMUUj Big game hunters, attentiontake your pleasure BIG! Smoke a
King and

get

more

tobacco filter. Chesterfield— the
smoothest tasting smoke today
because it's packed more smoothly

Uk* your pleasure HO T
160

mm

*>

ttos v#cyrtiifiQ

Jwry A. By, Cm CeOtm. Mr

Smm-WUUrm*Horn.

a

lot of

too, for an engineer."

phone

service to meet predicted de-

cerns

mands

a year, or five years ahead.

cCZZtei, P O BoTH" H~

kit

Ybrtk 4&?n"y'.

t

i

i

4
I
I

Figuring on his

own

future con-

Mac

also.

He

gra luated from

I

I
I

"My

biggest job to date,"

says, "has been

Mac

engineering addi-

Georgia Tech

in 1952, with a 3.S. in

Electrical Engineering.

the telephone

He went

company because

tional communications facilities for

the advancement opportunities

an airbase and adjoining

fered.

factory in our district.

making

field

studies

aircraft

This means
of

the

cus-

Today,

has one child.

an

with
of
of-

Mac is married a:rl
He looks forward to

interesting career in a

growing

tomer's requirements and planning

business where individuals can ad-

how new

vance as far as their
take them.

telephone

meet them. Then

I

facilities

can best

translate this in-

There are many rewarding career opportunities
in all Bell Telephone Companies, and at Bell Telephone Laboratories, western Electric and Sandia
Corporation. Your placement officer can give yon
more information about Bell System Companies.

IILL

I

I
I
I
I
I

it

abilities will

*

by ACCU-RAY!
Kmi0

me

responsibility. It's challenging work,

Much of his work is concerned
with the future— planning for tele-

.

regal Chesterfield

a big job, and gives

I

Oh! After a dear.

of what you're smoking for. Majestic
length—plus the smoothest natural

It's

TILICHONI
SYSTIM

—

.
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Won

"Sixty-Five Prizewinners

Debaters Have

On View At Museum

65 Pcent Yr. Events;

by Peter N. Anastas, Jr

Two Going To

Last Saturday

Nat'ls

"Sixty -Five figures. The viewer may well ask
Thriteen men have participated
the same question as this reviewer
Prize Winners" from
in Bowdoin's intercollegiate debate
of the Skowhegan School of Paint- asked when struck with power of
program. Only five members on the
ing and Sculpture now on view at the painting. It is nof a new quessquad had debating experience bethe Walker Art Museum is certainly tion.
fore coming to Bowdoin. On the
not a first-rate show, for a firstDefinitely worthy of mention is squad are six freshmen,
six sophorate show is one like the Guggen- "Lake Wesserrunsett" by Philip
mores, and one junior. Morgan and
heim Traveling Show held at the Moose which reminds one of the
Schretter, two sophomores represhow

The

of

exhibition

the collection

museum last Spring. But this
woodland works of Andrew Wyett senting Bowdoin have been invited
has a certain freshness and unique- except that it is not as detailed.
to the New England regional tryness all its own—and this is what Control of material is excellent.
outs for the National Championship
art
separates it from the ordinary
painting which one might in

This
Tournament to be held at the Unibaste call "traditional" is one of versity of Vermont, March 22-23.
the typical eye-catchers in this well If they weather the tournament
haps from the wide variety of ex- balanced exhibition.
they will be invited to the National
perimental media utilized by the
Of interest because of its unusual Championship Tournament at West
artists at this school, the other, structural work is "Naomi," by Point, April 24-27, where they will
from the handling of subject mat- Sidney J. Hurwitz. The composition compete with the thirty-two top
ter in a different way: the usual itseif is highlighted, after having teams in the country.
subjects seen differently, painted been painted, with actual lines that
Five man have participated on
differently, as it were conceived might well be guide lines used
by an intercollegiate level in indidifferently. This can be attributed
the artist to set up his composition, vidual events—oratory, Interpretive
artists
these
First,
things.
two
to
and
extemporaneous
draw bis bead as It were. This is reading,
art for the moat part young and an unusual reversal of the working speaking.
eager to experiment, eager to try procedure yet It helps the artist to
The eighteen men who have parnew material, new media. Second- achieve certain highlights and draw ticipated in intercollegiate events
ly, the school stresses "seeing" the human eye about this excellent will have participated in ten tourand it is from this new look at sub- canvas.
naments and eighty-two separate
ject matter (from life to be sure)
events by the end of the year. If
A word might be said concerning Morgan and Schretter are invited
that new objectificatioa of visual
notably
several
of
landscapes,
the
and emotional experiences come.
to West Point Bowdoin win have
painting 2, 4, a, 46, 7 aad 26.
A canvas striking for its vary de- While all fairly well executed, they been represented in eleven tournaments and ninety-one separate
spondency is "Two Women" by Ann

show.

Part of

this freshness

comes

per-

show a certain relationship to each
8teinbrocker. Flat colors, tones of other, a relationship that the eye
brown, and figures nearly reduced cannot miss. In conception, oolor
to skeletons along with excellent and mood they seem to be related.
composition, contribute to making Greys and flat, drab green prethis a successful painting.
a
vail giving them
somewhat

events.

To

Carpenter Ugliest Man As
Gustafson Edges Pres.
night

Professor

Gustafson edged our President!
Coles and Dean Dane for the ugliest professor by one and two votes
respectively. What, earlier in the
evening, appeared would be a walk
away for Coles later turned into a
three way race for the campus spotlight. (Observers noted Mrs. Coles

seemed

to be voting heavily for
Professor Dane.) The contest for
the ugliest student, on the other
hand, started out a close race between Harry Carpenter and Bill
Gardner, both of them leaving the
other well-wishers far behind. Closing time showed, however, that
Harry Carpenter was to be the undisputed winner.

Gustafson, who didn't enter the
race until late in the evening,
quickly caught fire and pushed Mr.
Wilder out of the Big Three. Pro-

Harry Carpenter

fessor Gustafson, head of the Biugliest
ology Department, didn't move In-

man on campus

Carpenter
Har-

replied, "It's all for charity."

to the top position until five min-

ry, who is also Business Manager
Once ob of the
Orient, President of White
top he refused to be moved despite
Key and a member of the basketthe influx of last minute votes from
ball team, appeared quite disapColes and Dane supporters. Mr.
pointed that he would not be back
Gustafson was unavailable for comnext year to defend his title.
ment at the time of victory.
Voting in the three lower classes
Harry Carpenter of the AD House
was not nearly as heavy ai it was
and Bill Gardner of the Beta House
for the seniors. The junior class
exchanged the lead for the ugliest
saw Roger Whittlesey of the DKE
student 25 times in the first two
.house an easy winner. The sophohours. As the final hour arrived
mores found Dick Willey of the
however, it became apparent that
Kappa Sigma House nosing, out
Carpenter supporters were deterBob Meehan from ATO. Jack Conmined to get him the crown. When
don from the DKE House was
the polls closed Harry bad a lead
another undisputed winner. He was

utes before closing time.

I

i

i

date Bowdoin has bad 80 sepa-

and
teams

rate events, five non decision
thirty-six

wins.

have won

in

Bowdoin

i

I

SS%

of their events.

At the University of Vermont Invi-

|

On the other hand, another type dreary and listless mood. This tational, Bowdoin placed second in
of nude depiction, equally success- might be attributed to the influ- a field of forty-four colleges and of over 40 votes.
ful, is Charles Oajori's "Standing ences that painters of the same
When asked how
universities. We were ahead of
Nude." One is prompted to say, school sometimes have upon each teams from Harvard, Dartmouth,
"well, another nude," but this is other. In a larger show, these paintand West Point, to mention a few.
where one's eyes and sense of col- ings if separated would not be relat- At the M. I. T. Tournament Bowor and balance are most needed. ed easily, but in a relatively small' doin tied for fourth place
in a field
For this is indeed different in con- and select exhibition such as this of thirty-two institutions with Mcception from the usual nude. The they tend to be a monotonous Gfll, Harvard, Georgetown, B. U.,
artist has handled white light on thread through the otherwise col-

I

the only freshi...- to get over 10
it felt

to be the votes.

FT

STUDENT

fleshily luminous es- orful tapestry of the show.
cent tones of glowing, color. The
The pieces of sculpture on view
background of a flat white wall is
are examples of how artists workmost advantageous as well as the
ing in different, sometimes highly
use of bright colors in a shawl and

pure skin in

media can produce
startling objets d'art that can be
striking and delightful at the same
time. Most worthy of mention are
such pieces as "Torso," by Edwin
Gamble; "Figure," by Roy Kublman, and "Head," by Marial Y.
Patterson.
The latter two are
strangely reminiscent of the work
of noted sculptur George Aarons
—strong in the tradition of Near
experimental

chair.

One of the larger canvasses,
"School Office," by Helen Leven,
is not too impressive. Colors run
rampant, forms are sacrificed in
the background for splashes of juxtaposed colors that tend rather to

Anoth"Green Land-

divert the eye than direct

er such painting

is

it.

by Leonard Meiselman
where green prevails in a multi- and Middle East.
variety of hues and tones. In all
scape,"

seriousness this canvas starts no-

where, goes nowhere and ends noThis might well be the place to
where. Rather it is a bad-dream in praise
the staff of the College Art
greens. So much for it.
Department, Professors Beam and
Irony and impact prevail in Schmaltz, for securing this exhi"Church Interior," by Walter H. bition for the benef eit of the College
Williams, for three huddled, pov- Community. The facilities of the
erty-stricken figures, appears be- museum are such that it is possible
low a set of blazing stained-glass to hang a fairly good-sized exhibiwindows depicting the crucifixtion tion such as the Skowhegan School
and other religiously significant both well and ratistically.
One
acts. The very fire and richness of must say that this show is finely
the windows is a marked contrast displayed and this again reflects
to the tiny, crumpled, pale-grey the taste of the museum staff.

Publications Are

M.

I.

T.,

Wesleyan, and Pennsyl-

ter

was chosen

first

out of six debates.

against

One

of

invite inquiries

An

concerning Publication Problems

:

I
1

First National
Brunswick,

Bank

1

8

*

I

11

t

1

|

1

Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

inside

ought to know

These famous Arrow Tee

Shirts

have comfort woven right

into

They

Tee

\

can't sag, can't bind,
fit.

Here's a fine-

Shirt that "gives" with

And

every motion you make.
reinforced neck

the

.

band keeps

its

.

perfect shape

-permanently.

Arrow Guards (knitted

SOUTHERN MAINE PUBLISHING CO.
Freepprt,

^

you

sTory

Dacron

.

National

Champions.
Each year at Bowdoin there are
two prize debates, four prize contests, and inter-fraternity debates.
The Achorn and the Bradbury
prize debates have taken place as
have the Alexander and the Lockwood Fairbanks prize contests. Two
prizes in original oratory will be
given in April, the Stanley Plummer prize to a junior on April 11,
and the class of 1868 prize to a senior on April 22.

spun

from schools

SOLICITED

them was

defending

the

^

speaker in five

can't stretch out of

We

**

In a tournament at B. U. Schret-

them.

Our Business!

PATRONAGE

vania.

Arrow Tee, $1.25;

briefs),

$1.25.
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Barnard On Liberties
(continued from page one)
tary control of Oklnawan Government. The protest mentioned the
facts that such control
out precedence, that

was

with-

Okinawans

are paid at lower rates than other
workers, and that theoretically the
island belongs to Japan. Barnard
said it will be interesting to see if
Wilson does anything about the

Conference

..

. .

He was

(Continued front page one)
will be several younger
ed that the church has the right guests from Washington. Mr. Merto advise against seeing the movie, ton Henry, Secretary to Senator
which was pa'ssed for adults by the Paine; Mr. Donald Nicoll, AssistCathobc Censorship boards el-Bri- ant to Congressman Coffin.and Mr.

last case cited. Dr.

tain

the writing of seven history textj

books for Syrian secondary schools.
Dr. Haddad is a member of the
Middle East Institute in Washington
and theAmerican Academy of Po-

i

and France, but he deploredJ William Gibbons, of the American
Political

Science Association will

litical

prompt
the accused. The right of

i

The Forum's

intention is to pre-

Beam

sent matter for thought on two polevels, the practical

and the

Turner attempted to do works
the classical traditions of bis
contemporaries, but he was not at
his best in these fields. His most

in

creative work

When questioned about the rethe accused to subpoenae witnesses
cent address of Hodding Carter,
in his defense, and examination
Barnard said that Carter for a per
of the full FBI file' on the accused.
son from the South, showed a great
In commenting on the lack of foldeal of courage but still leaves a
this program, Dr. Barnard

X

vited to attend.

Professor Vose, Chairman of the
Maine Citizenship Clearing House,

Tallman Professor
Dr. George M. Haddad of Damascus, Syria, has been appointed
Visiting Professor^ of Near East
History and Culture on the Tallman Foundation for the fall semester of the academic year 1957-58.

Glee Club

who plead
This

is

5th

the

of

firing

Amendment.

College Grent

not in keeping with the

.

.

from page one)

(continued

Barnard .said that

Constitution. Dr.

grounds for in- time become eligible for aid.
Commenting on the banks provestigation but "you Just don't fire
people for doing what the Constitu- gram of financial assistance, How
ard
G. Sheperd, Chairman of the
an
This
is
do."
them
to
allow*
tion
example of the consistancy of the Board, Maid, "We trust that through
ACLU for what applies to college sustained efforts such as ours, and
professors applies to labor unions. increasing support from business

use of the 5th

is

When asked whether he

felt

univer- organizations, these institutions will
be strengthened and better enabled

should have the right to fire
former communists he answered
"no" and referred to the ACLTTs
lengthy statement on academic
freedom.
A 6 month boycott on Albany,
N. Y., theaters showing Baby DoH,
sities

to

make

their necessary contribu

Our prosperity and
continued well-being depend in
a large part on them and their
tion to society.

graduates."

Comparison with the other Maine
which was ordered by the Catho- colleges showed that Bowdoin prof'
ited the most from toe program
lic hierarchy of that city was the

Veterans,

twenty-fifth in the series of

Sam Was

A

Maine, of course, was ineligible for
consideration as a tax-supported in
. .
Smart's
stitution. Both Colby and Bates re(continued from page one)
ceived $400.
Comparison with other compara
on page two. Here I will only take
ble New England colleges shows
(continued from page 1)
space to say that they were in
the College generally behind in the
Mr. Walker's last point emphavery top form.
An outstanding solo girls' glee grant. Amherst and Williams each sized the so-called intellectual misreceived $5,200, Wesleyan received takes of the Secretary. Dulles, he
club seems to be a rare treat these
$2,400, and Trinity $400.
asserted is shallow and unoriginal
days, and the Bradford group did
and one can clearly see unrealistic
not fall into the distinguished cate-

Review

The

Tallman lecturers at Bowdoin, Dr.
Haddad has since 1953 been Proa Man,
fessor of History and Chairman of
Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valthe History Department at the
ley; Part H: The Vesper Choir,
Syrian University in Damascus.
Cantate Domino, Benedictus and
A native of Horns, Syria, ProfesAgnus Dei; Part HI: Rio Que Pasor Haddad attended the Protestant
sas Llorando, Marry A Woman
School there, then entered the
Uglier Than You; Part IV: The
American University in Beirut, reMeddiebempsters; Part V: Landceiving a bachelor of arts degree
sighting, If I Got My Ticket Can I
From 1932 to 1934 he
in 1928.
Ride, Serenade from The Student
studied at the University of Paris
Prince, Father William, Pore, The
and from 1M7 to 1949 at the UniNothing
Like
Fox, There Is
Chicago, which granted
Dame; Part VI: College Medley of versity of
him a doctor of philosophy degree.
Glasses Clinking High, Beneath the
As an undergraduate Dr. Haddad
Pines, Forward the White, and
was the winner of the Munro Prize,
Bowdoin Beats.
given by Professor Dana Munro of
Credit for the tour must go to
University to the Amerimuch hard work by Tilly, Bob Princeton
can University in Beirut for the
Beckwith, the officers, and of
student who writes the best historcourse the singing body of the Club.
ical essay on a local subject. He
Following the return to Bowdoin,
was a Fellow of the Oriental Instion April 5, the campus concert will
tute of the' University of Chicago
be given in Pickard Theater.
in 1948 and a bursary student of the
Syrian government while doing his
. .
graduate work both in Paris and in

Two

people

They do have a unique

mili-

qualities in his thinking.

President Coles

He

nate almost without exception. Lazy
Afternoon and The Waltzing Cat
took a firm stand on the negative
side of the fence and the other selections kind of tottered on the

Chicago.
Professor

explained that Turner never married. This was perhaps due
to the influence of his mother.
Turner, however, loved travel and

the
in

and will be present at three Bow- man and his program.
Although there have been signs
doin luncheon meetings. On their
return trip they will stop in Wash- of a positive policy in the form of
ington, D. C.„ to take in a Bow- our relationship with SEATO, Ko-

doin Club meeting. They will re- rea and Formosa, Walker said,
Dulles has sadly fallen down In the
turn to Brunswick April 15.
more basic elements of assessing
the intellectual and psychological
NOTICE
"Magnificat" by
Students wishing to live off cam- problems present in the world sitsung by the combined clubs under
the direction of Dr. Tillotson. Aside pus next year are requested to aee uation—especially in its diplomatic
phase.
from a few ragged entrances and a Mr. Ladd this week.
slight over balance of men's voices,
this selection was the high point of

with the
Gerald Fimd,

closed

the choral offerings. Again BUI McCarthy did an admirable job at the
piano and "Tilly" directed with interpretative care and precision.
composition
contemporary
This
contains

a

number

of

MIDGET MARKET
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

We deliver to the Students

was admitted at an

early age to
the Royal' Academy. Turner did a

great deal of his work in watercolors. Water-colors, "the traveler's
medium," are easily packed and
carried and can be used any where
there is water.
Turner had a profound love of
nature. Mountains, fields, oceans,
and ships were frequent motifs for
his paintings.

Turner's bold use of color and

form caused

his art to literally be-

come

another

"for

BEER • ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Turner's work.

Operated by Al Tobey, '00

J

Lud Elliman

PENN MUTUAL
Professional Building

Brunswick, Maine

PA

5-J44Z

FREE PICK-UP

& J Cleaners
AND DELIVERY SERVICE

One Day

Shirt Service

DIAL PA 9-S4U
Corner Maine and School Streets

Branswick, Maine

to turn in the songs they

public schools of Aleppo, Syria, as

CUMBERLAND
I

OPERA HOUSE
BATH, MAINE
DIAL HI

THEATRE
Brunswick

Mar. 19

"Tues.

BURT LANCASTER
KATHARINE HEPBURN

GIANT
with

in

ROCK HUDSON
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
Mar. 20-21
Wed, Thnrs.
DEATH OF A

SCOUNDREL

THE RAINMAKER
Wed,

Mar. 19

Tues.

3-2641

Mar. 2Q-2T
Double Shock Show I
ThuxB.

with

GEORGE SANDERS
YVONNE DECARLO

VICTOR JORY

also

Newi

in

THE MAN WHO TURNED
TO SfONE

— Co-Shocker —

ZOMBIES OF MORA TAU
Mar. 22-23
Double Feature Program

Fri, Sat.

in

THE FIRST TEXAN

— Co-Hit —

HUNTZ HALL
AND THE BOWERY BOYS

place as one of the Club's most distinguished pieces. The concert was
well received by the large audience.

0*116-2422

NOTICE
would like the respective

i

JOEL McCRAE

HOT DOGS

generation."

Yet such impressionist painters as
Monet were directly influenced by

plan to sing on the nights of the InRamallah, Palestine, and in the
terfraternity, April 24th and 25th.

FELICIA PARR

beautiful

passages, particularly in the opening portions, and with further polishing it will certainly take its

exten-

Turner became the most outstanding painter of his time. He

Tilly

brink of disaster.

The program

He made

sive trips by land and wheel, more
than any other figure in the history of art. During his travels, he
always painted the things which
impressed him. His power of concentration was phenomenal.
His
speed of painting was even more
so. There has been no painter who
has equalled his output. He produced more than 30,000 works of
art during his life. His energy was
clearly shown when, at an age of
over 70, he climbed over 10,000
feet into the mountains to paint the
nature he loved so weU.

Haddad has taught at
houses
American Friends Boys School

cited

the Hungarian situation stressing
tary formation for getting on stage.
President and Mrs. Coles will the fact that we had "talked" much
The fair maidens were at their
best in the Creoie Song, Fais Do- leave Brunswick March 31 to go to of backing rebellion there and then
do, where they displayed good in- Florida. During their stay there followed with nothing. These actions
tonation and subtle shadings. Then they will attend the sessions of the in thai crisis reflected rather
choice of selections was unfortu- chemical society early in April, strongly the irresponsibility of the

which sur-

Beam

Walker

gory.

in direct oppo-

rounded him.

social gatherings.

has arranged a display in the library of several of the Rauh and
to be desired. He fails to face Kendall articles that have appeared
stated that the sytem was now un- lot
real issue which is a white recently.
the
pofor
a
basis
the
really
fair, and
problem rather than a Negro problice state. This ACLU program
that emphasis
would let us know what is going lem. He complained
. .
adjustment
on—so that we would not just be is always placed on the
(continued from page 1)
of whites to the segregation issue
told that so many Communists
the
the adjustment of
The concert program (with slight
were removed from positions and but never on
Negro. ''Segregation has got to go variations) will consist of the folfind out it is a lie, "even if the
and the South has to face up to it," lowing: Part I: Rise Sons of BowAttorney General did say it."
concluded.
doin, Glorious Apollo, A Dirge For
Another case involved a criticism he

AFL-CIO

£

Haddad Chosen

lowing

of the

was

sition to the traditions

Or. George M. Haddad

other Maine colleges have been in-

right to protest this choice.

. .

(Continued from page 1)

his accusers,

ings for

and Social Sciences.

be here.

litical
problem.
first asked intellectual. Prof. Kendall and Mr.
The second case cited was the for questions and was
Josephson- Rauh will present the choice beprogram submitted by the ACLU to comment on the
Whiteside-Vollard conflict on the tween liberalism and conservatism.
for revision of the Federal governlast year. He replied that Congressman Coffin and Senator
ment's employee loyalty-security campus
he couldn't understand what the Thye will argue the differences beplan. The thirteen points brought
fight was all about but supposed tween the parties at the practicing
of
the
oportunity
the
include
up
a professor has the right to level.
accused to confront and cross-ex- that
The public and students from the
hear- choose his texts and a student the

amine

also for seven years In-

spector of Education in Aleppo and
Damascus. He has collaborated in

Barnard grant- ences

the fact that a boycott was ordered
while the film wasn't even showing. He characterized this as an
intolerable tyranny.
Dr. Barnard threw the floor open

19S7

19,

well as at the Syrian University.

in

HOT SHOTS
Sun., Mon., Tue*..

Mar. 22-23
Double Feature Program
Sat

ZOMBIES OF MORA TAU
plus

MAN WHO TURNED TO
STONE
Sun., Mon., Tues.

Mar. 24-25-261

JOHN WAYNE
DAN DAILEY
MAUREEN O'HARA
THE WINGS OF EAGLES
Mar. 27-28
Wed., Thnrs.
Double Feature Program

THE SILENT WORLD
plus

Mar. 24-28

JOHN WAYNE
DAN DAILEY

MAUREEN OmftA
THE WDI08 OF EAGLES
aamss

FH,

fe

MIAMI EXPOSE
Coming
RIFIFI
with

JEAN SERVAIS
ROBERT MANUEL

I

\

